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at the
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Darmesteter, arsSne.
Darmesteter, James.
David, Ferdinand.
Dawison, Boglmil.
DELMEDIGO, JOSEPH SOLOMON.

Gcnsberg, Isidor.
Horwitz, B.
Janowski, D.
Kolisch, Ignaz ton.
LASKER, EMANUEL.

Derenbourg, Hartwig.
Derenbourg, Joseph.
Disraem, Benjamin.

Lowenthal.

D'Israeli, Isaac.

J. J.

Steixitz, William.

Tarrasch, Siegbert.
Zukertort, J. H.

Prague, Tombstone of Joseph Solomon Delmedigo at
Mark and Colophon on the Last Page of " Tefillot Vulgar," Mantua, 1561
on Title Page, from Bahya ben Asher's "Kad ha-Kemah," Printed at Constantinople, 1520.
Procession of .Tews Meeting Pope Martin V. at the Council of Constance, 1417

509
172

Printer's

.

243
235

Psalms: see Midrash Tehillim.

Rhine

Region,

Map

of,

Showing

Arms

Rothschild Family,

Sites of Anti-Jewish

Outbreaks During the First Crusade, 1096

378

Frontispiece

of

Russia: seeCiiAZARs; Costume.

Salomons Family, Arms of
Salonica, Jew of
Salvador Family, Arms of
Salver, Silver, Said to Have Been

131
Fig. 24 of plate beticeen 298-299
Frontispiece

Presented by Manasseh ben Israel to Oliver Cromwell
Sarcophagus of an Ancient Egyptian King Bearing Figures of Cherubs
see also Coffin.
Sasanam of the Jews of Cochin, Granting Privileges to Joseph Rabban, About 750 c.e
Sassoon Family,

Arms

Seal of the Halevi

Seminary

:

see

366
15

184
Frontispiece

of

Family

125

Hebrew Union College.

Shoes: see Costcmk.

Smyrna, Curtain for the Ark of the Law, from a Synagogue at
South Arabian Form of Cherub

391
15

Standard Club, Cliicago, III
Steinitz, William, Chess Master
Sua.s.so P'amily,

Switzerlanfi,

Arms

25
17
frontispiece

of

Costume of Jews of

235, 295, atid Figs. 8,

9,

12 of plate between 298-299

Synagogues: sec China; (Cincinnati; Cleveland; Cochin; Cologne; Cordova; Cracow; Curac,Ao; Dama.scus; Denver.

Tabernacles, Feast
Tarrasch, Sifghert.
"Tetillot V'ulgar,"
Tci.xeira

of, Jews of Constantinople, Eighteenth Century, Celebrating
German C'hcs.s Master
('olo[)lion and Printer's Mark on the Last Page of, Mantua, 1561

Family (Am.sterdam), Arms of

Arms of
Temple Buildings at K'ai Fung Foo, China. Bird's ?]yc View of the
"Tiao Kin Kiaou," in Chimse Characters (Term applied to Jews by

17

172
132

(Holland),

Page: see Kad ha-I^ema?.
Tombs, Traditional: see Damei, David.
Tombstone of Jo.seph Solomon Delmedigo at Prague

300

Frontispiece

34

33

the Chinese)

Title

;

see also Df.ssau.

.'
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LIST

xvi

OF ILLUSTRATIONS IN VOLUME

IV

PACK
Tunis,

.Kws

297.

of

<in>l

Figs. 22, 23 of plate between 298-29»

Turkfy: sec Constantinoplk; Costume.
"Tiir

cn-jil.i

Tvpogmphy:
United

by Abialiam Conat, 1476
China; Cochin; Costimk; Cracow.
Coi.oimiun Conat, Ahuaiiam; Constantinople; Cuacow.

Hiiyyiin." Lust Pngi- of the First Edition of, Printed

Typos. .Uwish:

see

;

States: seeCiiicAoo; Cincinnati; Ci.kvei.and;

Wandsworth

Family, Anns of
Warsjiw .lew and Jewess of the Early Nineteenth Century
World. The Nether, in the Clutches of a Demon
Worms, Costume of Jews of, Sixteenth Century
Dc, Family, Arms of
Writing, Cursive: see Coi'ncil ok

Zukertort,

205

sri'

J. II.,

Chess Master

Consumption; Denver.
132

302

515
Fig. 13 of plate between 298-299

132

Folk Lands.
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in alpliabetical order, see under

CHAZABS
life

A people of Turkish origin whose
and history are interwoven with the very be:

ginnings of the history of the Jews of Russia. The
kingdom of the Chazars was firmly established in
most of South Russia long before the foundation
of the Russian monarchy b}' the Varangians (855).
Jews liave lived on the shores of the Black and
Caspian seas since the first centuries of the common era. Historical evidence points to the region
of the Ural as the home of the Chazars. Among
the classical writers of the Middle Ages they were
known as the "Chozars," "Khazir.s," "Akatzirs,"
and "Akatirs," and in the Russian chronicles as
" Kliwalisses" and "Ugry Byi-lyye."
The Armenian writers of the fifth and following
centuries furnish ample information concerning this
people.
Moses of Chorene refers to the invasion by
the "Khazirs" of Armenia and Iberia at the beginning of the third century: "The chaglian was the
king of the North, the ruler of the Khazirs, and the
queen was the cliatoun " ("'History of Armenia," ii.
357).

The Chazars

first

came

Tiiough at

to

Armenia with the

repulsed, they
subsequontlv became imijortant factors in Armeniiin
history for a period of 800 years.
Driven onward

Basileans in 198.

by the nomadic

triljcs

first

of the stejipes and by their

own

desire for plunder and reveiiiri', tliey made frequent invasions into Armenia. The latter country

was made

tlie

battle-grf)und in

tiie

long struggle be-

tween the Tiomansaiid the Persians. Tins struggle,
which finally resulted in the loss by Armenia of her
independence, paved the way for the political importance of the Cliazars. Tiie conrjucst of eastern
tlie Persians in the fourth century rendered the latter dangerous to the Cliazars, who, for
their own protef;ti()n, formed an alliance with the
Byzantines.
This alliancf; was renewed from tinii'
to time until the final conquest of the Chazars liy
the Russians.
Their first aid was reiidcrcd to the
Byzantine emperor Julian, in :!0;{, About i'H they
were for a time tributary to Attila Hiilonius Apollinaris relates that the Chazars followefl the banners
of Attila aiul in 452 fought on tlu; C'atalaiiian fields
in company with the Black Huns and Alans.
The
Persian king Kobad (488-531) undertook the construction of a line of forts through the pass between

Armenia by

—

—

IV.—

Derbent and the Caucasus,

in order to guard
against the invasion of the Chazars, Turks, and
other warlike tribes. His son ChosEarly
roes Anoshirvan (531-579) built the
wall of Derbent, repeatedly mentioned
History,
by the Oriental geographers and historians as Bab al-Abwab (Justi, " Gesch. des Alten
Persiens," p. 208).
In the second half of the sixth century the Chazars
moved westward. They established themselves in
the territory bounded by the Sea of Azov, the Don
and the lower Volga, the Caspian Sea, and the
northern Caucasus. The Caucasian Goths (Tetraxites) were subjugated by the Chazars, probably about
the seventh century (LOwe, "Die Reste der Ger-

manen am Schwarzen Meere," p. 72, Halle, 1896).
Early in that century the kingdom of the Chazars
had become powerful enough to enable the chaghan
to send to the Byzantine eiuperor Heraclius an army
of 40,000 men, by whose aid he conquered the Persians (626-627).
The Chazars had already occupied
the northeastern part of the Black Sea region.
According to tiie historian Moses Kalonkataci, the Chazars, under their leader Jebu Chaghan (called "Ziebel Chaghan " by the Greek writers), penetrated
into Persian territory as early as the second campaign of Heraclius, on wliich occasion they devastated Albania (" Die Persischen Feldzl\geiles Kaisers
Herakleios," in "ByzantinischeZeitschrift," iii. 364).

Nicephorus testifies that Heraclius repeatedly showed
marks of esteem to his ally, the chaghan of the
Chazars, to whom he even promised his daughter
in marriage.
In the great battle l)etwcen the Chazars and tiie Arabs near Kizliar 4,000 Mohauunedau
soldiers and their leader were slain.
In the year 66!) the Ugrians or Zabirs fni il themselves from the rule of the Obrians, settled ln'tween
the Don and the Caucasus, and came under tlie dominion of the Chazars. For this reason the Ugrians, who had hit hertolieen called tiie" White "or" In
dcpciidciit " Ugrians, are described in the chronicles

ascribed to Nestor as the "Black," or" Dependent,"
Ugrians. They were no longer governed by their
own princes, but were ruled by the kings of the
Cliazars.
In 735, when the Arab leader Mervan
moved from Georgia against the Chazars, he attacked the Ugrians also. In 679 the Chazars subjugated the Bulgars and e'xtended their sway farther west between the Don and the Dnieper, as far

Tin: .IKWISII

Cht

rs

as the

lu'iul

Lobtilia

ISf^I:

buru'.

tlio Donelz in tlic province of
"Moravia ^ladyary," St. PetersDanilevski and K. (.Jrot, " O Puti

waters of

([\. l"»ri>t.

Madyars

.1.

i

I'nila v Li'liidiyu." in " Izvyosliya lni[)i'ra-

toi-skavo liusskavo Gi'i\a;nitii'ho.skavo Obshclu'stva,"
It
was probably about tliat time tliat the
xix).

ehagiian of tlie C'ha/.ais anil his grandees, together with a hirge number
Judaism, of his heatlien peoph\ embraeed the
According to A.
Jewisii religion.
Harkavy ("Meassef Niddahim," i.), the conversion

Embrace

tcuik

according to others, in 740.
Hasdai ibn Shaprut
gives the following account of the

phice in 6'20.

King Joseph,

in Ids letter to

(about J)6()),
conversion:
" Some ot'imirles afro Kintr Bulan reljmed over the Chazars.
To him liiKl upix'ared in a dreum and promised liim might and
Eni'oiinijrt'd by this lireain, Bulan went by ihe road of
Darlan to the countrt' of .\rdel)il. where he gained great victo-

glory.

ries [over the AnitisJ.

Tlie lU'zantine

emperor and the

calif of

the Ishniaelites sent
to him envoys with
presents, and sages
to convert hi in to

HNCYrLOPEDTA
Ills

2

son Moses (or Manasseh

Bulan

ligions.

himself was a son of Aaron, and as( ciulcd thelhrone
with the law of the Cha/.ais relating
On tiic wimif, King .Idsejili's acto succession.
count agrees generally with tlu; evidence given by
the Aiiibic writeis of the tenth century, but in deAccording to
tail it contains a few discrepancies.
Ibn Fadlan. Ibn Dastah, and otheis, oidy the king

and the grandees were foUoweis of Judaism. The
rest of the CMiazars were Christians, Mohamnu'dans,
and heathens; and the Jews wei'e in a gi'cal minority
Ac(FriUin, "De Chazaris," pp. 18-18, 584-500).
cording to Mas'udi("Les Prairies d'Or," ii. 8), the
king and the Chazars projier wen; Jews; but the
consisted of Mohammedans, while the other
especially the Slavonians and RusFrom the work " Ki tab alsians, were heathens.
Huldaii," written about the ninth century (p. 121;
cited by Chwol-

army

inhabitants,

son in "Izvyestiya
o Chazarakh," etc., p.
57), it appears as

in-

men

the Chazars
were Jews and
that they had
been converted
to Judaism only
if all

pix)-

ceeded to examine
them all. As each
of the champions believed his religion to

be the

l)est,

Bulan

separately questioned the

a short time before that book

Moham-

medans and the
Christians
to
as
which of the other
two religions they
considered the bet-

was

When both gave
preference to that of
the Jews, that king
perceived that
it*
must be the tme religion. He therefore
adopted it"
(see
Harkavy, "Soobshchenija o
Chazarakh." in " Yevreiskava Biblioteka,"

hani; and

it

may

be assumed that
in the ninth century many Chazar heathens beJews,
came

owing
ligious

vil. iry\).

account

written.

But this work
was probably inspired by Jai-

ter.

This

II.

in accorthiiice

their respective re-

vited also wise
of Israel, and

by his son
King Joseph

II.); the latter

Nisi; and Nisi by his son Aaron

Map Showing

the Distribution of Religions in Eur(fp«f in the Tenth Century, C.E.,
Indicating Extent of the Kingdom of the Chazars.

of the conversion
was considered to be of a legendary nature.

(AfUr Schrader,

'*

Harkavy, How-

;

zeal

of

King Obadiah.
"Such a conver-

in
great
masses, "
says
Chwolson (ib. p. 58), "may have been the reason for
the embassy of (Jhristians from the land of the
Chazars to the Byzantine empeior Michael. The
Quoniodo
report of the emba.ssy reads as follows:
nunc Judai, nunc Saracein ad suam lidem cos molirentur convertere " (Schlozer, " Nestor," iii. 154).
The history of the kingdom of the Chazars undoubtedly presents one of the most remarkable feaSurrounded by wild,
tures f)f the ^Middle Ages.
nomadic peoples, and themselves leadInternal
iiig |)ai"lly a nomadic life, the (Jliazars
Adminis- en jf)yed all the privileges of civilized
nations, a well-constituted and tolerant
tration
government, a flourishing tiade, and
and
Commercial a well-discijilined standing army. In
Relations, a time when fanatici-sm, ignorance,
and anarchy reigned in western Europe, the kingdom of the Chazars could boa.st of
its just and broad-minded administration; and all

sion

Atlas de G^oprapbie UUtorique.")

ever (in " Bilbasov " and " Yevreiskaya Biblioteka "),
proved from Aiabic and Slavonian sources that the
religious disputation at the Chazarian court is a hisEven the name of Sangari has been
torical fact.
found in a liturgy of Constantine the Philosopher
(Cj'rill).
It was one of the successors of Bulan,
named Obadiah, who regenerated the kingdom and
strengthened the Jewish religion. He invited Jewish scholars to settle in his dominions, and founded
synagogues and schools. The people were instructed in the Bible, Mishnah, and Talmud, and
in the "divine service of the hazzanim."
In their
writings the Chazars used the Hebrew
Succession letters (Harkavy, "Skazaniya," etc.,
of Kings, p. 241).
Obadiah was succeeded by
his son Hezekiah
the latter by his
sonManasseh; Manasseh by Haimkktih, a brother of
Obadiah; Hanukkali by his son Isaac; Isaac by

to the re-

'

'
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who were

perseouted on

tlio

score of their religion

Chazars

They

a different plan.

offered to send the letter to

a supreme court ot
justice, composed of seven judges, of whom two
were .J(>ws, two 3Iohamniedaus, jind two Christians,
in charge of the interests of their respective faiths,
while cue heathen was appointed for the Slavonians,

Jews

Russians, and other pagans (Mas'u^li, l.r. ii. 8-11).
The Jewish population in the entire domain of the
Chazars, in the period between the seventh and
tenth centuries, must have been considerable.
There is, no doubt that the (.^aucasiau and other Oriental Jews had lived and carried on business with
the Chazars long before the arrival of the Jewish
fugitives from Greece, who escaped (728) from the
mania for conversion which pos.sessed the ByzanFrom the cone
tine emperor Leo the Isaurian.

guaranteed the safe delivery of the message, Hasdai
accepted the proposal. He further expressed his
thankfulness that God in His mercj^ had not del^rived the Jews of a deliverer, but liad i)reserved

found refuge

there.

Tliere

was

spondence between King Joseph and Hasdai it is
apparent that two Spanish Jews, Judah ben Meir ben
Nathan and Joseph Gagris, had succeeded in settling
in the land of the Chazars, and that it was a German
Jew, Isaiic ben Eliezer " from the land of Nyemetz "
(Germany), who carried Hasdai's letter to the king.
Saadia, who had a fair knowledge of the kingdom
of the Chazars, mentions a certain Isaac ben Abraham who had removed from Sura to Chazaria (Harkavy, in Kohut Memorial Volume, p. 244). Among
the various routes enumerated by the Arabic geographer liin Khurdadlibah (860-880) as being used by
the Rahdanite Jewish merchants, there is one leading
from Spain or France, via Allemania, through the
land of the Slavonians, clo.se by Atel, the capital of
the Chazars, whence they crossed the Sea of the Chazars (Caspian Sea) and continued their voyage, via
Balkh, Transoxania, and the land of the Tagasga,
to India and China.
These merchants, who spoke
Arabic, Persian, Greek, Spanish, French, and Sla
vonic, " traveled continuously from west to east from
They carried eucast to west by sea and by land."
nuchs, serving-maids, boys, silks, furs, swords, imp()rte<l musk, aloes, camphor, cinnamon, and other
products of the Far East (Harkavy, "Skazaiiiya
.Musulmariskikh Pisatolei o Siavyanakh i Russkikh,"
pp. 48, 53; "Journal Asiatique," 1865).
Hasdai ilm Shapnit, who was foreign minister to
'Ahd al Rahman. Sultan of Cordova, in his letter to
King Josej)!! of the Chazars (ahout960), relates that
tin- first information about that kingdom was communicated to him b}' envoys from Khorassan, and
that their slatcnu-nts were corroborated by the ambassjidors from Hy/.antium.
The liitier told him
that the powerful Chazars were maintaining arnica
lile relations with the Byzantine empire, with which

they cnrrir-d on i»y sea a trade in (isli, skins, afid othei'
wares, tin- voyage from Constantinople occupying
fifteen days.
Hasdai determined to avail himself of
the services of the Byzantine embassy to transmit
his letter to the king f)f the Chazars, and with thai
view he despatched Isaac ben Nathan with valuable
gifts to the em|)eror, ref)ne4ting

him

to aid Isaac in

journey to Cliazaria.
But the (Jreeks interposed
flelays, and finally sent Isaac l)ack to (V)rdova.
Hasdai then decided to sentl his message by way f>f JeruSiilem, Nisibis, Armenia, and Banhui, but the envoys
of the king of the (Jehalim (Holeslav I, of Rohemia),
who had then just arrived in Cordova, and among
whom were two Jews, Savd and Joseph, suggestcrl
his

living in "

Hungarin

"

(Hungary), who, in their

would transmit it to "Russ" (Russia), and
thence through "Bulgar" (probably the country of
the Bulgarians on the Kuban) to its destination
(Atel, the capital of Chazaria).
As the envoys
turn,

the remnant of the Jewi.sh race.

Taking a keen interest in everything relating to
kingdom of the Chazars, Hasdai begs the king
to communicate to him a detailed account of the
geography of his country, of its internal ccmstitution, of the customs and occupations of its inhabitants, and especially of the history of his ancestry
and of the state. In this letter Hasdai speaks of the
tradition according to which the Chazars once dwelt
the

near the Seir (Serir) Mountains; he refers to the
narrative of Eldad ha-Dani, who thought Ik; had
discovered the Lost Ten Tribes ami inquires whether
the Chazars know anything concerning "the end of
the miracles" (the coming of the Messiah).
As to
Eldad ha-Daui's unauthenticated account of the Lost
Ten Tribes on the River Sambation, it may be interesting to note that, according to Idrisi, the city of
Sarmel (Sarkel-on-the-Don) was situated on the River
Al-Sabt (Sambat), which is the River Don. The name
for Kiev, as given by Constantine Porphyrogenitus,
is also Sambatas (Sa/^/Sdraf).
These appellations of
the River Don and of the city of Kiev point evidently
to Jewish-Chazar influences (Westberg, "Ibrahim
ibn Ya'kub's Reiscbericht iiber die Slavenlande aus
dem Jahre 965," p. 134, St. Petersburg, 1898).
A complete account of the correspondence between Hasdai and King Joseph has
The
been written by A. Harkavy (" YevreChazarian iskaya Biblioleka," viii. 135), one of
Letters,
the leading authorities on the history
of the (^bazars, from which the following is, in substance, an extract:
;

Ttie Chazarlan rorrespondenre wa.s llrst imlillslied in the
wortt " K<)l-Met)a,sser " of Isaac '.Kkristi (Constantinople, 1577),
into wliose lianils tlicst? docuincnt.s caiiie wliilt; on a voyiijie
from Effypt to Conslanlinople. He pul)lisli('(i Ilicin witli the
view of priivltiK that even after the (lestructlon of .Jerusalem
the. lews still had their own country, in accordance with the
well-known jiassatfc in <ietiesis(xli.\. 10), " the scepter .shall not

depart from .liiduli."
AinoiiK Kiiropcan scholars .tohann Hiixtorf, the son, was the
iiic intcresled In the Chuzarian Icllcrs. which ho
llrst lo Ix
printed to>fcilier with the text, of 'Akrlsli in his Latin tninslation of "Cliziirl" (Basel, ItHSII).
lluxtorf liellcvcd ihat, the letters themselves and the onMro
history of the Cha/.arlan kinjfdom were hut fabli', for the ri'ason
that no seafarers, iiierclianis, or other IraveliTs hud UrouKlit
aTiy liiforiiiatlun conceriiin»f

of the Clia/iirs

was

such a lloiirishinK kinK<l<»n a.s that
to he.
The learned Orientalist

repul4'il

D'lIerlM'lot ("Hllillolli("'(|iie Orlenta'e." ii. I.^i, Paris, 1(1!)7). misled hy a wrotiK concept Ion of the "Cuzarl " and Its relation lo the
cimverslon of the CliMZars to ,lu<lalsm, leaves the aulhcnticlty of

the ciirresponileiice an (ppen iplestlon.
One of the trreatest siholars of the 17th century, Samuel
BoiMiail, in Ills derivation of the name of the ("hazars, lnlrodiic^'8
the account of .loseph hen (iorlon (Vosippon), and In his notes
to the " ^ iihasin " of Zacnto (fives Information ahont the ("haznrian kincclom and the Sea of the Chazars ohtjiPied from the
"(;eo(rrapl)la Nuhlr-nHls" of the Arabian writer Idrlsl (I2th century see " (;eoirrH|)hla Hacni," lt>4l>, p. 2J<i). liochart's views,
however, are not Important because he had no knowledRe of the
" Cuzarl " or of the Chazarlan letters. All the skeptics of that
:
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<Chazars

Umomul
<MP

.

iiu'inlontst

llu>st'

TiMu-

•!!.•

c'liii/uni

i

..

flt-st

who

W\o\y

iiiiil

lm<l

no kimwliHlni' of the fuels

Clui/iirittn Jiidalsiii tis contaiiu'il In

sounvs orof ilic

'"

Ada

saiiftonini." wlilcli ills>,.unvs.
It
Is tlu'ivforo not siirprlslntf tliiit ttio
ntillior of a i><nipr\'lu'ii.sl\f history of tlu> Jews, Uiisnnjre.
" Histoid' lU-s Jiiifs," v. 44tl, UotltMiliiiii, ITliT, prints
III hLs
III

,

proved by Joseph Ziilner.

lie also acknowledged the authenthe clmglmii's letter, but did not submit proofs (" .\uswalil llisiorischer Stilcke aus der Jiidischcn Literatur," pp. 26ISlOi.
31). Hcrlin,
At the .same tliiie Solomon Munk gave his
ticity of

opinion in favor of the genuineness of both letters ("Orient,
Lit." I. i;i«>; "Archives Israelites." 184S, p. 343; " Melanges de

Uw fliiuarUiu lettors. 1ms tho lioltliu-ss to ilivlan' ns Idle fiiiicy.
not ciiiv tiu> kliitfitoni of the ('luizurs. but even the existence of
the ('hii/url:iii ix^iple, whleh was Inventetl. he considers, by

riiilo.sophie Julve et Arabe," p. 4Kt, Paris, IWJ).
Since then
most of the Jewish scholars have adopted his view, including
I.ebrecht, 1S41
Michael Sachs, 1845; S. 1). Luzzatto, 1846-.''>0;

Jewish

U. Oas.sel and H. Jolovicz, 18.">;j, 185U, 1872;
Leop. Liiw, 18.5.5-74; Hartog, 1857; Jost, 18.58; Slelnschneider,
1860; Criltz, 18WI and 1871; Harkavy. beginning with 1864;
tieiger, 1865; Kraushar, 1866; 1). Kaufmann, 1877 ; and many
others. A comparison of Jewish with other .sources, especially
with Arabic, as far as they were then known, must be crediied
to F,. Carmoly.
He began his work with the coiiiparison of the
various sources in his "Revue Orient^ile " (1840^4). He completed it in 184"("ItinerairesdelaTerreSalnte." i)p. 1-110, Brussel.s, 1847).
Some useful supplements to Carmoly 's works were
presented by Paulus Cassel in 1848 and 1877 (" Magyarlsche

same time

Cnlinet issued his RlbItcsil n-s.'arvhes, part of whiehtn'aisof "theemintry whither the
Ten TritH-s wen- UM away and \vlien> the said trU)es now live."
Calmet itnislders MtMlft near the Taspian Sen to be " the eoiintr>-," mill that It is also Identleal with " the country of the CliaJtars," whk'h was triorltled so iiiufh in the rabbinical writings.
^<i-onllne to tliein theczar of the ihnzars adopted the Jewish
mijriou In the eljrhth century. Calniet, however, considers the
wlu'le story a llction Ualinet, " IJiblische Untersuchuugen,
AN'iit the

I'el^ersetzt

Ii«>in AiifTiistlne

von Mosheiui,"

iv. 4lX>-4(i7,

Baratikr. "the n'markable child,"

Bremen,

1743).

also considered the story

of the fhiwars to be only a pleasing novel but it may serve as
for his opinion that when he wrote his work he was
only eleven years of age (Baratier. " Voyage de R. Benjamin Fils
de Joua de Tiidda," ii. 2^">, Amsterdam, 1734). The Danish
tiLstoriograpluT Frederick Suhm, who in 1779 wrote a remarkable Work, for that time, on the ihnzars, and who could not
fre»' hims»'lf from the view of the Hebraists of the time with reftani to the letter of King Joseph, was the llrst to give a decided
opinion in favor of the genuineness of the letter of Hasdai
(Suhm. "SaniledeSkrifter"). The ignorance of these writers is
a«vtiunte<l for by the fact that only at the end of the eighteenth
century were translations of the old Arabic writers. Mas'udi.
Istakhri, Ibn Haukal, etc., on the Chazars, issued. The first to
make use of the testimony of the Arabic writers to corroborate
the account,s of the Jewish writere on the Chazars, was the
Lithuanian historian Tadeusz Czacki, who had the advantage
of using copies of the Arabic manuscripts relating to the subject
In the Library of Paris (" Rosprawao Zydach," pp. C8-69, Wilna,
18)7). The Russian historian Karamsin also made use of Mas'udi's information, given In the " Chrestomathy "of Silvestre de
;

an excu^

Sacy. and of Abulfeda's researches published in the fifth volume
of Bust'hiug's " Historical Magazine."
The Russian academician Ch. Friihn and the Swedish scholar
D'ohss'in collected and published, in the first quarter of the
nineteenth century, all the Arabic testimony on the subject of
the (bazars known at that time. The authenticity of the letter
of King Joseph has, however, since been fully established by
Uie very material which those scholars had at their disposal.
Frahn acknowledges the genuineness of Hasdai's letter, but not
that of King Joseph. In the same way D'Ohsson, although he
found the information of the Arabic and Byzantine writers In
conformity with the contents of the Chazar letters, could not
help doubting its genuineness ("Peuples du Caucase," p. 205).
This may lie explained by the fact that as they did not understand Hebrew they did not care to commit themselves on a
question which lay outside of their fleld of Investigation.
But the Jewish scholars had no doubts whatever as to the
(fenuinenesa of the Chazarian documents, especially since the
beginning of the critical school of Rapoport and Zunz. They
were made use of by many writers in Spain in the twelfth century; a.s. for Instance, by Judah ha-Levl (114f)), who displayed a
clrHiP 'acquaintance with the contents of King Joseph's epistle
(I .iv<.fl. " l>Hs Buch
Kusari," pp. 13-14, Lei psic, 1869), and by the
Ll.v.-irtan Abraham Ibn Daud of Toledo (1160), who di.stinctly
refers to the same letter (" Sefer ha-Kabbalah," p. 46b, Amster-

dam.

1711

;

Z. Frankel, 18.52

iKMtslfiilness.

1.

Later on, with the persecutions which ended with the expulsion of the Jews from Spain, the Chazarian documents, together
with many other tr»^sures of medieval Jewish literature, were
k-^t to the learned, and were not recovered until the end of the
M •••nth century, when they were found in Egypt by Isaac
"Akrish. The Jews of that time took little Interest, however. In
ttie history of the past, being absorbed bv the cheerless events
of th»lr own epoch. The flrst reference, therefore, to the Chazar
letu-ra Is by Rabbi Bacharach of Worms, In 1679, who discovered
t>p>,'f.s of the genuineness of Hasdai's letter In an acrostic in the
priem which sened as a preface, and which reads as follows :
*'
I. Hasdai. son of Isaac, son of Ezra b«-n Shaprut" (see " Hut
ha-Shanl." p. llOb. Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1709).
This acrostic, however, again remained unnoticed until it
was redlsrovered by Frensdorf, Independently of Bacharach, in
1836 ('-Zeltsrhrlft fur JudischeTheoIogle," 11. .il3). Four years
later (1&40) the genuineness of Hasdai's letter was absolutely

;

Alterthiimer," pp. 183-219, Berlin, 1848; " Der Chazarisclie Ki).
nigsbrief nus dem W. Jahrhundert," Berlin, 1877).
The results of these investigations were accepted by the following Christian scholars: Grigoryev, 1834; Schafarik, 1848;
Lelevel, 1851-60; Vivien de San Martin, 1851; S. Solovyov, 18511874; Byelevskl, 1861
Brun, 18(56-77; Bilbasov, 1868-71 Kunlk,
1874 and 1878; and many others. Still there were some writers
who were misled by the earlier opinions, and on the strength of
them spoke skeptically of the documents; as Jacob Goldenthal
(1848); Dobryakov (1865); and even the historian IlovalskI
;

;

(1876).*

960 Atel (or

Itil), at that time the capital of the
of tlie Chazars, wan situated about eight
miles from the modern Astrakhan, on the right baukof
the lower Volga, which river was also called "Atel "
or "Itil." The meaning of "Atel"
Ill

kingdom

The
in tiie Gothic language is "father" or
Capital of "little father," that of "Itil" in the
Chazaria. Turanian language is "river"; it is
difficult to decide which of these two
words gave the river its name. The western part
of Ihe city was surrounded bj' a wall pierced by
four gates, of which one led to the river, and the
Here was situated the king's
others to the steppes.
palace, which was the onlj' brick building in the
According to Mas'udi, tlie city was divided
city.
into three parts, the palace of the chaghan standing
on an island. The king had twenty-five wives, all
of royal blood, and sixty concubines, all famous
beauties.
Each one dwelt in a separate tent and
was watched by a eunuch. The authority of the
chaglian was so absolute that during his absence
from the capital, even his viceroy, or coregent
(called "isha," or "bek," or"pecli"), was powerless.
The viceroy had to enter the chaghan 's apartments
He
i)arefooted and with the greatest reverence.
lield in his right hand a chip of wood, which he lit
when he saluted the chaghan, wliereupon he took
his seat to the riglit of tiie latter, on the tlirone,
wliich was of gokl.
The walls of the palace were
also gilded, and a golden gate ornamented the
palace.

All the other dwellings of the then populous city
were insignificant mud huts or felt tents. The position of the chaghan of the Chazars was evidently
similar to that of the former mikados of Japan,

while the bek, his military coregent, corresponded

•The translation of the letters given by Harkavy is from a
manuscript in the St. Petersburg Public Library. The genuineness of the St. Petersburg manuscript has been demonstrated by
him (against P. Cassel, Vambi^ry, etc.). in the " Russische Revue " and in " Meassef Niddahim, " i.. No. 10, pp. 149 et seq.
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sboguns of the latter. Emperor Heraclius
concluded a treaty with the chaghan of the
Chazars, and Coustantiue Copronymus, in his description of the embassy of the Chazars (834), states
that it was sent by the " chaghan and the pech."
Ibn Fadlan relates that the king of the Chazars was
called the "great chaghan," and his deputy "chaghan-bhoa" ("bey,"' "beg," or "bek"). The bek
led the army, administered the affairs of the country, and appeared among the people; and to him
It will thus
the neighboring kings paid allegiance.
be seen that the extent of the powers of the bek
"When the chaghan wanted
varied with the times.
to punish any one, he said, "Go and commit suicide" a method resembling the Japanese custom
to the

in 626

—

of hara-kiri.

The mother of the chaghan resided in the western
part of the city, whose eastern part, called "Chazaran," was inhabited by merchants of various naThe city and its environs were heavily
tionalities.
shaded by trees. The Turkish and the Chazar languages predominated. The entourage of the chaghan, numbering 4,000 men, consisted of representa-

The White Chazars
were renowned for their beauty and according to
Demidov, the mountaineers of the Crimea contrasted very favorably with the Nogay Tatars, because they were considerably intermi.xed with the
Chazars and with the equally fine race of the Kumans. Besides the White Chazars, there were also
Black Chazars (who were almost as dark as the
Hindus), Turkish immigrants. Slavonians, HunnoBulgars, Jews, who live<l mostly in the cities, and
various Caucasian tribes, such as the Abghases, Katives of different nationalities.

;

bardines, Ossetes, Avares, Lesghians, etc.
The Chazars cultivated rice, millet, fruit, grains,
and the vine. They had important fisheries on the

Caspian Sea, and the sturgeon constituted the main
The Arabic writer Al-Makdisi remarks: "In Chazaria tliere are many
Trade and sheep, and Jews, and much honey "
Commerce. ("Bibl. Geograph. Arabic." iii., Leyden, 1S77). From the upper Volga they
brought d(;wn from the Monlvines and Russians
lioney and valuable furs, which they exported to
Tiiey sui)plicd the mar.Africa, Spain, and France.
ket of ("onstantinople witii liides, furs, fish, Indian
goods, and articles of luxjiry. The chaghan and his
stiite resided in tlic eapital only during the winter
months. From the moiilli of Nistm (April) they led a
nomadic life in the steppes, returning to the city
about th(! Feast of Ilanukkah (I)cecmber). The estates and vineyards ol the chaghan were on the island
on which liis i)alace was situated. Another city of
the ('bazars, Scniender, between Atel and I?ab alAbwab, was surrounded by 4t),<)00 vines. It was
identical with the modern Tarku. near Petrovsk,
which is now iniiabited l)y Jews and Kumyks. The
latter arc supposed to be descended from the Chazars (Klai)rotli," Memoiresur les Khazars,"in " Jour

article of food.

nal Asiati(|ue," \h2'A,

At
high

iii.).

the Byzantine court the cliaghan was lield in
esteem.
In diplomatic correspondence with

him the seal of three solidi was used, which marked
him as a potentate of the first rank, above even the
nope and the Carlovingian monarchs. Emperor

Chazars

II., after his flight from Kherson to Doros,
took refuge during his exile with the chaghan, and
married the chaghan's daughter Irene,
Relations who was famous for her beauty (T02)
with By- (Nicephorus, "Breviarium," ed. Bonn,
zantium. 1837, p. 46). Emperor Leo IV., "the
Chazar" (775-780), the son of Constantlne, Avas thus a grandson of the king of the
Chazars. From his mother he inherited his mild,
amiable disposition. Justinian's rival, Bardanes,
Chazarian
likewise sought an asylum in Chazaria.
troops were among the body-guard of the Byzantine
imperial court and they fought for Leo VI. against
Simeon of Bulgaria in 888.

Justinian

;

King Joseph in
lowing account of

his letter to

his

Hasdai gives the

fol-

kingdom

" The country up the river Ls within a four months' journey to
the Orient, settled by the following nations who pay tril)ute to the
Chazars Burtas, Bulgar, Suvar, Arissu, 'I'zarChazarian mis, Ventit, Syever, and Slaviyun. Thence the
Territories, boundary-line runs to Buarasm as far as the
Jordjan. .•\11 the inhabitants of the seacoast
that live within a month's distance pay tribute to the Chazars.
To the south Semender, Bak-Tadlu, and the gates of the Bal>
al-Abwab are situated on the seashore. Thence the boundaryline extends to the mountains of Azur, Bak-Bagda, Sridi, Kiton,
Arku, Shaula, Siig.sar, Albusser, Ukusser, Kiadusser, Tzidlag,
Zunikh, which arc very high peaks, and to the Alans as far as
the boundary of the Kassa, Kalkial, Takat, Gcbul. and the Constantinian Sea. To the west, Sarkel, Samkrtz, Kertz, Sugdal,
Aluss, Lambat, Bartnit. Alubika, Kut, Mankup, Budik, Alma,
and Grusin— all these western localities are situated on the
banks of the Constantinian (Black) Sea. Tlience the boundaryline extends to the north, traversing the land of Basa, which is
on the River Vaghcz. Here on the plains live nomadic tribes,
which e.xtend to the frontier of the Gagries, as innuiueralile as
the sands of the sea; and they all pay tribute to the Chazars.
The king of the Chazars himself has established his residence
at the mouth of the river, in order to guard its entranct! and to
prevent the Russians from reaching the Caspian Sea, and thus
penetrating to the land of th(! Ishmaelites. In the same way
the Chazars bar enemies from the gales of Bab al-.\bwab."
:

Even the Russian Slavonians of Kiev had, in the
ninth century, to pay as yearly tax to the Chazars a
sword and the skin of a squirrel for each house.
At the end of the eighth century, Avhen the Crimean Goths rebelled against the sovereignty of the
Chazars, the latter occupicnl the Gothic capital,
The Chazars were at first repulsed by the
Doros.
Gothic bishop Joannes; but when he
War with had surrendered, the Goths submitted
to the rule of the Chazars (Biaun,
Goths.
"Die Letzteu Schicksale der Krimgothen," 1). 14, St. Petersburg, 1890; TomascheK,
"Die Gothen in Taurien," Vienna, 1881).
In the second (juarter of the nintli century, wlien
the Chazars were often annoyed by the irruptions
of th(; Peichenegs, Fmperor Theophilus. fearing for
the safety of the Byzantine trade with the neighboring nations, despatched his brother-in-law, I'etron
Kamateros, with niatcriids and workmen to build
for tlie Chazars the fortress Sarkel on the Don (834).
Russian,
Sarkel ("Sarkel." the white abode;
" Byelaya Vyezha") served as a military post and
as a conunercial dejuit for the north.
In the second half of the ninth century the; apostle
of the Slavonians, Constantino (Cvuii-), went to the
(himea to spread Christianity among the (Miazars
(Tomaschek, I. c. p. 2r)). At this time the kingdom
of the Chazars stood at the hefght of its power, and
was constantly at war with the Arabian califs and

Chaxara
Cheese
tlit'ir

sian

leaders in Persia

Jews hoped that

destnniiisr the lalifs'

TlIK .IKWISII KXCYCr.OPKDIA
and the Caucasus. Tlie Pertlie Clm/.ars might succeed in
eounlry (Harkavy, in Kohut

captives, ns they are unable to resist ; permit us to oppose theni.'
The MiislcMi army, which mimlH'n'il alioul ir),()(K), took the Held
iiud fought for three days.
The Uu>,siiins were put to the sword,

numy being drowued, and

only r),(KKl escaping. These were
and 1)V the Moslems of Targhlz. The Rusa slniilanitleiiipt after that year" (Mas'udi
Spreiiger), in " Historical Kncy<'.," pp. 4l(i-4:iO).

Tiif iiigh e.><teeni in
.Memorial Vohnne. j>. "244).
which the Chazarswere held among the Jews of the
Orient may be seen in the application to them in

slain by the

Hiirlas

siansdid not

make

an Anihie eomnuiitury on I>^aiaii aserilted by some
to Ssmdia. and by otjiei-s to Henjamin Nahawandi
of Isji, xlviii. 14: "The Loril hatii loved him."
"This." sjiys the commentary, "refers to the (liazars. who will go and destroy Babel"
i.e.. Babylonia a name used to designate the country of the
Arabs (Harkavy, in "Ila-Maggid," 1877. p.* 357).
The chaghans of the ("hazars, in their turn, took

Notwithstanding the assertions of Mas'udi, the
invaded the trans-( Caucasian country in
944, but were careful in this expedition to lake a

—

—

great interest in and protected tlieir coreligionists,
the Jews.
When one of the chaghans received information ((*. 9'21) that the Mohammedans had destroyed oi synagogue in the laud of Babung (acconling to Harkavy the market of CamoJewish
mile in Atul is meant), he gave orders
Symthat the minaret of the mosque in his
pathies.
capital should be broken off, and the
muezzin executed. He declared that
he would have destroyed all the mosques in the country had he not been afraid that the Mohammedans
would in turn destroy all the synagogues in their lands
(Ibn Fadlan, in Fralin, " De Chazaris," p. 18). In the
conquest of Hungary by the Magyars (889) the Chazars rendered considerable assistance.
They had,
however, settled in Pannonia before the arrival of the
Magyars. This is evident from the names of such
places as Kozar and Kis-Kozard in the Nograd, and

Great-Kozar and Kaczkozar

in tlie

Baranya

district

"Magyar Akademiai Ertesito," 132,
cited by Vambery in his" Ursiirung dcr Magyaren,"
p. 132; compare Kohn, "AZsidok Torteuete Magyarorszagon " — The History of the Jews in Hun(Karl Szabo,

i.

—

gary i. 12 et seq.).
Mas'udi relates the following particulars concerning the Chazars in connection with Russian invasions of Tabari.stan and neighboring countries:
" After the year 300 of the Hegira (913-914), nve hundred Russian [Northmen's] ships, everyone of which had a hundred men
on board, came to the estuary of the Don,
-with which opens into the Pontus, and i.s in eomRussians. municatlon with the river of the (hazars. the
Volga. The king of the Chazars lieeps a jrarri8on on this side of the estuary witli efBclent. warhke equipment
to exclude any other powtr from its p.issage. The kinp nf the
Cbazars himself frequently takes the field against them if this
Rarris^m is t/x) weak.
When the Russian vessels reached the fort they sent to the
king of the (hazars to ask his permission to pass through his
dominions, promising him half the plunder which they might
take from the nations who lived on the coast of this sea. He
ghve thf-m leave. 'I'hey entered the country, and continuing
their voyage up the River Don as far as the river of the Chazars,
they went down this river past the town of Atel and entered
through Its mouth into the sea of the Chazars. They spread
overel-Jil, ed-Dallem, Tabarlstan. Aboskum, which is the name
for the roast of Jordjan, the Naphtha country, and toward .\derbllan, the V^wn of Ardfibil, which is in Aderbijan, and about
three days" Journey from the sea. The nations on the coast had
DO means of repelling the Russians, although they put themselves in a state of defense : for the inhabitants of the coast of
this sea are well civilized.
When the Russians had secured
their br^ity and captives, thpy sailed to the mouth of the river of
the Chazars and sent messengers with money and spoils to the
king. In conformity with the stipulations they had made. The
Larisslans and oth^r Moslems in the r-ountry of the Chazars
beard of the attack of the Russians, and they .said to their king
*
The Russians have invaded the country of our Moslem l)rothers ;
they have shed their blood and made their wives and children

War

[tr. liy

Hiissians

ditferent route.

This .seems to liave been the beginiu"ng of the
downfall of the Chazar kingdom.
The Hussian
Varangians had firmly established themselves at
Kiev, while tlie powerful dominions of the Ciiazars
had become dangerous to the Byzantine empire,
and Constantine Porphyrogcnitus, in his instructions on government written for his son, carefully
enumerates the Alans, the Petcheuegs, the Uzes, and
the Bulgarians as the forces on which he must rely
to check the influence of the Chazars.
Five years after the correspondence between the
king of the Chazars and Hasdai ibn Shaprut (965),
the Russian prince Swyatoslaw made war upon the
Chazars, apparently for the possession of Taurida
and Taman. The Russians had already freed from
the rule of the Chazars a part of the
Decline and Black Bulgars, and had established
Fall of the a separate RiKSsian duch}' under the
Chazars.
name of "Tmutrakan"; but in the
Crimean peninsula the Chazars still
had possession.s, and fiom the Caucasian side the
Russian Tmutrakan suffered from the irruption of
the Kossogiau and Karbardine princes, who were
tributary to the chaghan of the Chazars.
The fortress of Sarkel and the city of Atel were the chief
obstacles to Ru.ssian predatory expeditions on the
Caspian Sea. After a hard tight the Russians conquered the Chazars. Swyatoslaw destro^-ed Sarkel,
subdued al.so the tribes of the Kossogians and Yass
(.\lans), and so strengthened the position of the
Russian Tmutrakan. The}' destroyed the city of
Bulgar, devastated the country of the Burtas, and
took possession of Atel and Semender.
Four jears later the Russians conquered all the
Chazariau territory east of the Sea of Azov. Only
the Crimean territory of the Chazars remained in
their possession until lOK), when they were dispossessed by a joint expedition of Russians and Byzantines.
The last of the cliaghans, George Tzula, was
taken prisonei-; .soine of the Chazai's took refuge in
an island of the Caspian, Siahcouye others retired
to the Caucasus; while many were sent as prisoners
of war to Kiev, where a Chazar community had
long existed. Many intermingled in the Crimea
with the local Jews; the Krimtschaki are probably
their descendants
perhaps some of the Subbotniki
;

—

("Voskhod," 1891, iv.-vi.). Some went to
Hungary, but the great mass of the people remained in their native countiy. Many members of
the Chazarian royal family emigrated to Spain.
Until the thirteenth century the Crimea was known
to European travelers as "Gazaria," the Italian form

also

of "Chazaria."
HiHi.iofjRAPHV: I.'Akrish, Knl MrftctMer, Constantinople, 1.577;
Ca.ssel, Der Chmar'isrhf K<"i>ii(fxl>tief, lier\w.\H77; Carmoly,
in lierue (yrientnle, i.. Brussels. 1841; Chwolson, Ihn-Da.tta
Chazarahh. IiHitai<akh, etc., St. Petersburg,
Izvm»tUia
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1869; Friihn, De Chazaris; Excerpta de Scriptorilms Ara18:.>1 ; idem, Ihn Foszlaii (Fadlan), St.
Petersburg, 1823; Grigoryev. linssia i ,4^ia, St. Petersburg,
1876; Harkavy, Si^ihxliclieniiid I) Climarahjia, in Ycvreifikaya Bibliiiteka, viii., St. Petersburg, 1880; ideui, Chazar!<kia
Pisrtia. in Yevreiskana Bibliott-ka, vii., St. Petersburg, 1879;
idem, in Geiger's Jlid. Zeit. iii., Breslau, 186.5; idem, in Razsvyet. 1880, No. i; idem, Xuekiitoitnia Dmtnmja. in I'ntd)/
v Kazaui,
Kaziin,
U. Archenlngicheiikavo Snezdn
1884;
idem, in Ru^ii.tche Rcvuc, 187.'), 1877; Hirsetifeld, Das Biicli
Al-Clt(xzari. IJreslau, l."vsr(
Klaproth, Mimoirc sur hs Khabici^. St. Petersburg.

;

znrs, in

VOlker

Jouninl Asiatiqiif,

vol. iii.; Neumann, Die
dc.s SUdlidicii Rus-'^laudg, I.elpsic. 1847; C. d'Ohsson,
dii Caiicn.se. Paris, 18:i8; Sprenger, Al-Mas'udi"s

ser.

1,

Les Pcupks
Mcad')u:s

i)f

Gold,

i.,

London, 1841

;

Der Urspnoig

Vauibery,

der Magynren, Leipsic, 1882; Vivien de St. Martin, Sur (e,s
Khazars, in youvelles Animles dcs Voyimes, 1851; Bacher,
La Coiivei-sion dcs Khazars d'apri's nn Oiivrage Midrasc^ique, in Rev. Et. Jiurcs. xx. 144-146; and works mentioned in the text. See, also, Armenia, Caucascs, and
Crlmea.
tt
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CHEBAR

Name of a Babylonian river or canal,
which Ezekiel " saw visions" (Ezek. i. 1,
Tlie Hebrew "nahar"
3; iii. 15, 23; x. 15 et seq.).
(^^J). usually rendered "river," was evidently used
also for " canal " (= Babylonian " naru" compare Ps.
cxxxvii. 1, "naharoth Babel"; that is, "canals of
Babylon "). In Babylonian, " Naru Kabaru " means,
by

:

the side of

;

"great canal." The river has usually been
with the Chabor, a tributary discharging
its waters into the Euphrates at Circesium; a mistake not to be justified in view of the definite statement that it was in the land of Chaldea. The stream
intended is undoubtedly tiie Kabaru, a large navigable canal near Nippur, twice mentioned in an inscription recovered by the Babylonian Expedition
of the University of Pennsylvania (.see Hilprechtand
Clay, "Babylonian Expedition of the University of
Pennsylvania," ix. 50).
literally,

identified

.1.

R.

.IK.

CHECHELNIK

Town

:

W.

R.

government of
a population of about

in the

Podolia, Russia, having (1898)
7,000. including 1,967 Jews.

Their princiiial occupation is commerce; but 3o2 are engaged in various
handicrafts, and 96 are journeymen.
About 200
Jews earn a livelihood as farmlaboiers; and 41 are
employed in the local factories. There are no ciiaritable organizations, and poverty among the Jewish
inhabitants is general.
A private .school for boys
with 100 pupils, and 23 hadarim witii 307 pupils,
constitute the Jewish educational institutions of
Checlieinik.
II.

CHECHERSK

:

Town

in

the

J.

government of

with a po])ulation (in 189H) of
Tiic latter arc princi2,H1», including l.O'.li Jews.
pally engaged in commerce, but 323 follow varidus
Rii-^sia,

Of

handicrafts.

these

IWown

are wage
Slioeniaking is the

shops,

(JO

workers, and lO'tare apprentices.
predominant industry, 120 perscms being engaged in
if.
There are, besides. 31 day-laborers. The chari
table organizations con.sist f)f a (Jennlut llnsailini, a
Lehem P^iiyonim and a Hikkur Holim. Over 40
families apply yearly for aid lor the I'assover holidays.
The eflucatir)nal institutions include an elementary gf)vernment school with HO pupils, 15 being
Jews, and 15 liadarim, with 140 scholars. When llie
uprising under Bogdan Chmielnicki broke out in
1648, Checliersk was taken by the Cossacks, who
ma.ssacred all the Jews there.'
BiBLiooRAPHY Rcficstu. 1. 403, 411, St. Petersburg, 185)9.
:

n. u.

CHEDORLAOMER.— Biblical

Data:

Name

kingof Elam (Gen. xiv. 1), who made conquests
as far west as Canaan and exercised supremacy over
its southeastern part.
After paying tribute to him
of a

for twelve years, the five local kings, or princes,
rebelled in the thirteenth year, and in the fourteenth

were assailed and reduced by Chedorlaomer, assisted
A.MitAPitKi,, King of Shinar; AuiocH, Kingof
Ellasar, and Tidal, King of Goyim.

by

Critical View: The name "Chedorlaomer"
has long been the subject of controversy, that has
increased, rather than diminished, since the discovery of native Elamite and Babylonian documents.
The first clue to an identification of the name is
in the fact, everywhere now regai'ded as estabhshed, that the name is a correct Elamite compound.
Its first half, "Chedor" (= "Kudur," "servant of,"
or "worshiper of"), is found frequently in Elamite proper names, such as "Kudur-nanhundi
("nahhunts" in Susian or Elamite) and "Kudurmabuk." The latter half of the name, "la'omer,"
(= "lagamaru"), is the name of an Elamite deity,
mentioned by Assurbanipal.
Apart from these certain facts, all else is matter
of couti'oversy.
Scheil believed that he had found
the name on a tablet of llanunuvabi in the form
"Ku-du-la-uh-ga-mar" ("Revue Biblique," 1896, p.
600), but the name is now proved to be "Inuhshammar." Pinches has found the name " Kudur-ku-kumal " in a tablet dating probably from the period of
the Arsacidte.
In spite of the difliculty of the reading and the late date of the text, it is possible that
the person intended is really the same as the Chedorlaomer of Genesis, though most scholars are opposed
to this view.
The tablet in question is couched in
atlorid, poetical style, and little material of historical
value cau be gU^aned from it.
For the present the
records give only fiie rather negative result that
from Babylonian and Islamite documents nothing
definite has been learned of Chedorlaomer.
It is,
however, a matter of some conse(|Ucnce in estimating the character of the narrative in Gen. xiv. to
have learned lliat the uameof Chedorlaomer is not a

found

fiction.

Him.iooR.^piiY Si'hrader, KrHinschriftru drs Alien TcMaiiiiids. 2d ('(!.. pp. i:t"> <t .•.((/.; (compiire papiT read bv Pinches
before the Victoria liistituti-) Jan. 20, iSiHl; I,. \V. King. Lettii:iiuid ln^eiii)tiiiii.i of Jlnninnifalii, 1898, vol. I.
:

S.

It.

M'liijlcv,

Chazars
Cheese

S.

J.

.1.

R.

.IK.

CHEESE

W.

R.

The curd of milk run into molds and
coagulale.
This article of food was
known to the ancient Hebrews. Three expres-sions
.seem at least to indicate that various kinds and
forms of cheese were in use: 1. "Gebinah" (Job .\.
10) denotes lie ordinary article, prepared in Biblical
allowed

:

lo

I

is to this day in Syria.
Milk is jtassed
through a cloth, and the curd, after being .salted, is
molded into disks al)ont the size of the hand and
I'^roni such cheese a cool, acid
dried in the .sun.
2. "Hariife
drink is maile by stirring it in water.
he l.ialab" (I Sam. xvii. 18) appears to have been
made of sweet milk, and lo have been .something

limes as

il

like cottage-cheese.
fot

bakar"

(II

It

is

not certain what "she-

Sam. xvii^ 29)

the Masoretic reading

is

corrupt.

signifies.
If not,

Perhaps

"cream"
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Cheese
Cbeniosh

3. "Hcm'ali,"
or "choose" umy bo its moauiiig.
oixHuarily "c^oam." signitios "cheese" in Prov.

XXX

83."

In post-Biblical days the manufacture of cheese
was in the hands of a distinct gild. Josephus
("B. J."' V. 4, ^ 1), at all events, mentions "the valley of the clioeso-makors." and many are the refer-

ences in the Talnnulic writings to the preparation
of haul cheese (Shab. 96a; Tosef., Shab. x. Yer.
Shab. vii. 10a. end; Yer. Ma'as. ii. 3a; Yer. B. M.
Yer. Shok. vii. 3c mentions a disk
llbV
vii.
;

Cheese and water are mentioned as constituting a very poor meal (Yer. M. K.
iii. S3b; Yer. Ned. v. 40d, beginning).
Ciieose was one of the articles included in the list
of eighteen prohibitions enacted at the famous meeting in the upper chamber of Ilauauiaii b(Mi Hozekiah
ben Garou (Shab. i. T), which could never be revoked because they who had adopted them gave
The Mish3c.
their lives for them (Yer. Shab. i. 7
uah does not enumerate them specifically; in the
Gomara there are long debates concerning them; but
a Baraita in the name of R. Simeon ben Yoliai (ib.)
According to this war
furnishes the particulars.
measure, Jews were forbidden to buy bread, oil,
In
cheese, wine, vinegar, etc., from an idolater.
the Mishuah (Ab. Zarah, ii. 5, 29a) cheese from Bet
Oneiki ( — Bithnica; Yer. reading 'p^n'ni; Tosefta
has here X'pTn: according to Kapoport, "Erek Mil-

("igguT'^of cheese.

;

lin," Vcneca in Media is referred to) is declared to
be " issur " (interdicted), Rasiii explaining that cheese

from any other
to R. Meir this

locality

may

issur carries

According

be eaten.

with

it

the prohibi-

tion against wsing cheese for other purposes than
R.
eating, an opinion not accepted by the Rabbis.
Joshua is reported as accounting for the prohibition
by the fact that the makers of cheese, who weie
all either pagans (D^"131J) or Bithynians (see Pliny,
"Historia Xaturalis," xi. 97; Wiesuer, in "Ben
Chananja," 1866, col. 75), placed the cheese (to
ripen it) in the rennet-bag of an animal that had died
of disease. Another of the reasons advanced is that
most of the Bithynian calves whose stomachs were
used in the manufacture of cheese, were slaughtered for idolatrous rites ('Ab. Zarah 34b).
Besides
this, the contact of the rennet'with the cheese would
come under the general prohibition against mixing
milk and meat.
The later religious practise has been to interdict
all cheese made by non-Jews suspected of idolatry.
Cheese made by Jews from the milk of animals originally destined for idolatry seems also to have been
forbidden, and so was cheese of heathen manufacture, even if kept in leaves or herbs (see Shulhan
'Aruk, Yoreh De'ah, 115, 2; " Yad," Ma'akalot A.suiii.).
So strictly was this prohibition observed
that for a long time the Jews of England used to
get their cheese from Holland so as to be certain
that it had been prepared according to Jewish

rot,

custom.

CHELEBI,

E. G. H.

RAPHAEL JOSEPH.

See Ra-

PH.\EL JCSKPH OF ALEPPO.

CHELLUS

(Xc'/xtix;

Codex

Sinaiticus, Xea'/.ov^;

Syriac version, p^3): Place mentioned in Judith i.
9 as lying before Kadesh and the River of Egypt.

8

Roland ("Pahvstina ex Monumentis Veteribus

Illus-

trata," p. 717) is probably correct in identifying it
witli the city of Elusa (according to tiie Targum,

nVvn), which was situated on the south of Beer-

was noted for its jiarticular cult. Less
probable is tlio supposition of ]\Iovers, according to
wliich Chollus is the Biblical " llaliiul," mentioned
in Joshua xv. 58.
The name does not occur in the
O. T., but is found in the form "Alusa" in Josephus("Ant."xiv. 1, §4); not identical with" Alius,"

sheba, and

mentioned by Eusebius and Jerome

("

Onomastlcon,"
is "Chalasa,"

The modern name
pp. 85, 6; 211, 3).
and the place contains only ruins.
E. G.

F. Bu.

II.

CHELM
of

Kovno,

4,200, all

or

CHOLM

:

Town

in the

government

a population of about
of whom, with the exception of about 300,
Russia.,

il

iias

^lost of them are engaged in mercantile
are Jews.
The town has a
pursuits, only 549 being artisans.
consiilerable trade in leather, wool, flax, hemp, bristles, and lumber, shipping these products to commercial centers, such as Konigsberg, Riga, and
Libau. About 30 Jews find employment in the local
factories, corn mills, and sawmills; 80 are journeymen, draymen, and porters; 30 are engaged in gar-

dening, cultivating a tract of 30 deciatines, which
they partly own and partly hold on lease; and 8
live by dairying.
In the vicinity of the town are
several settlements inhabited by Jewish agriculturists.

The charitable institutions include

societies for the

and
temporary shelter to the destitute.

visitation of the sick, for the relief of the poor,

for affording

The only educational

institutions are the l.iadarim.

H. R.

S. J.

CHELM, EPHRAIM
R.-VIM

JOSEPH.

See Eph-

B.

MOSES.

See Solo-

JoSElMI ClIEI.M.

1$.

CHELM, SOLOMON
mon

B.

]\IoSES ClIELM.

B.

CHELOD

A name occurring in Judith i. 6b, and
designating apparently the Chaldeans. In place of
the rendering of the A. V., "many nations of the
sons of Chelod assembled themselves to battle in the
plain of Arioch in the days of Nebuchadnezzar and
Arphaxad,"

:

it is

perhaps better to translate

—

— follow-

ing the Greek version "there came together many
nations unto the array of the sons of Cheleul." The
Syriac renders "to fight against the Chaldeans."
And while it is true that Nebuchadnezzar is called
"king of the Assyrians" in Judith, and not "of the
Chaldeans," it is to be remembered that the term
" Chaldeans " is u.sed in the late Book of Daniel as a
race-name for the Babylonians of the time of Nebuchadnezzar (see Prince, "Daniel," pp. 59-61). The
text of Judith seems to imply tliat the "sons of

Chelod

"

were Nebuchadnezzar's army.

Although it

not impossible that "Ciielod" or "Cheleul" comes
from a corrupt Aramaic form denoting " Chaldeans,"
the whole matter is very uncertain.
The idea that Calneh is meant is quite as improbable as the theory that the word is from the Hebrew
"holed" (mole), and that "children of the mole" is
an opprobrious term for the Syrians (Ewald, "Gesch.
des Volkes Israel," iii. 543).
J. JK.
J. D. P.
is

Cheese
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CHELUB A Hebrew
:

word meaning a cage, as
name of two men (1)

It is also the

in Jer. v. 27.

:

The brother of Shuah and father of Mehir of the
iv. 11).
In the Septribe of Judah (I Chron.
tuagint Xa/.Wf?. (2) The father of David's chief
gardener, Ezri

Septuaeint
E. G.

(I

Chron. xxvii.

1014 B.C.
J.

II.

CHELTJBAI

In the

D. B.

This is probablj' another form of
It occurs in I Chron. ii. 9.

:

name Caleb.

the

26),

Xe?.oi/3.

G. B. L.

E. G. H.

CHEMARIM

Plural of -^^3 occurs as transliteration of the Hebrew iu the English translation of
Zeph. i. 4, and also as the marginal reading both in A.
V. and R. V. to II Kings xxiii. 5 and Hosea x. 5, where
the text renders the Hebrew by "idolatrous priests"
and "priests." In Zeph. i. 4 the Septuagint omits
it, and this in connectiou with the parallelism goes
But
far to indicate that there it is an interpolation.
"Wellhausen and others have, by emending the passage in Hosea iv. 4, 'T100 "jOyi, to read V"1033 ''»yi
(my people like its idolatrous priests), claimed for
the word another passage in old Hebrew writings.
The meaning of the word is well assured to be
"piiests." It occurs with certainty in this acceptation
in Semitic inscriptions (Halevy, in " Rev. Sem." 1896,
pp. 280, 282: "C. I. S." ii. 170), and possibly as "kamiru " on the El-Amarna tablets (Bezold, "Oriental
Dipolmacy," p. 92). In the Aramaic and in the Peshitta " kumra " stands for " priest " without tinge of
evil sen.se.
In Xeo-Hebrew iDID designates a Catholic priest and monk. In the passages quoted above,
the term without doubt carries a by -flavor of disrepute. It is the " idol-worshiping priest " that is so denominated. And in this sense the appellation is very
freriuent in the Talmud (niT nilV? 1013 HK'yi'Ar.
30b; HIT niivh IDID .T'n lin', Pesik. H. C5c).
:

;

Usually
Tlie etymology, however, is not so clear.
associated with the verb "kamar," to be black.
Kiinhi, among others, is of thisopinion, and derives

it is

the

meaning "priest" from the circumstance that the
wore black garments." Others connect the

" priests

"kumra" being a sad
person; i.e., an a.scete, monk, priest.
Dclitzsch, in
"Assyrisclics Ilandwijrterbuch," liolds it to have

root with the idea to be sad,

sprung from "kamaru," to overthrow, to prostrate,
the "i)rie3t " being he who prostrates himself before tlie idol.
Perhaps tiie meaning of no3 in
the Nif'al("to

grow

liot") best explains the trans-

with a by-sen.se of "reprobate."
The old Semitic idols were witiiout exception worshiped by intemperate (.sexual) excesses. The " hot
ition

to "priest"

" exciting

man

"

was the

priest kut' i^nxtfv.

E. a.

CHEMEROVTZY:

town

include a Talmud Torah, with 10 pupils, and 10
hadarim (which are subdivided into 3 primary, 3
middle, and 4 higher departments), with 178 pupils.
H. R.

S.

CHEMNITZ

:

Town

population of 1,150.

in

Jews

J.

Saxony, with a Jewish
first

settled there in the

In 1874 they
organized a congregation, although on feast-days
religious services had been held since 1871.
The
hebra kaddisha and the Jewish Women's Associlatter half of the nineteenth centur}-.

On March 29, 1878,
ation were founded in 1876.
the prayer-house was consecrated; and in 1879 a
cemetery was secured. The first rabbi of the congregation Avas Abraham Chatiner (d. 1882); he was
succeeded by Jacob ^Ilihlfelder, who is still officiating (1902).
The congregation was granted corporate rights Oct. 12, 1885.
In 1899 the building of a
new synagogue, with a seating capacity of 685, was
completed. The dedication took place March 7,
1899.
In the same year the ^lax and Selma Bergmann's Widows and Orphans" Charitable Institution was founded.
The congregation maintains a
school with three teachers and two himdred pupils.
Chemnitz is the seat of the Saxonia Lodge XLIV.,
497 I. O. B. B., established May 27, 1899.
E. c.

S.

So.

CHEMOSH The national god of the Moabites.
He became angry with his people and permitted them
:

become the vassals of

Israel; his anger passed, he
3Iesha to fight against Israel, and Moabitish independence was reestablished (Moabite
king in the days of
Stone, lines 5, 9, 14 et seq.).
Sennacherib was called " Chemoshnadab " ("K. B."
ii. 90 et seq.
see Jehon.\dab).
Chemosh was a god
developed out of the primitive Semitic mother-goddess Athtar, whose name he bears (Moabite Stone,
line 17; compare Barton, "Semitic Origins," iv.).
Peake wrongly holds that Ashtar-Chemosh was
a deity distinct from Chemosh, while Moore and
Bathgen ("Beitriige zur Semitischen Religionsgeschichte," p. 14) regard "Ashtar" in this name as
equivalent to " Astarte," who they believe was worshiped in the tem))leof Chemosh. "Ashtur" is more
probably masculine here, as in South Arabia, and
another name for Chemosh, the compound "AshtarChemosh " bi'ing formed like " Yiiwii-Elohim " or
" Yiiwii-Sebaoth."
There seems to be no good reason for denying that Chemosh was a "baal," and
that the names "Baal-maon" (Moabite Stone, line

to

commanded

A

;

and "Baalpeor" (Num. xxv. 3; Hosea ix. 10)
apply to what was practically the same god as
30)

Cli(;mosh.

The way Meslia brings Baal

inaon into

with Chemo.sh
pleased Chemosh speaks to

his inscription identifies the latter
II.

the governmf'iit of I'odolia, Uussia, witli (in lH98)an almost fxclusively Jewish population of 1.282.
About 100
Jews follow various trades, but the bulk of the
population is f'nKagf'<l in ini-rranfile ])ursuitH.
Ilaii'
Suuill

Cbemosh

in

wicks form the principal article of commerce, being
'X ported to the value of 100,000 rubles annually.
Poverty is increasing to such a dcj^rfo that the
scanty funds of the two existing charitable organizations can barely meet the needs of the poorer part
of the community.
The educational institutions

for when IJaal-maon is
Mesha (Moaltite Stone, lines

80, 81).

Whatever

dif-

ferences of conception may have attuelied to the
god at different shrines, there is no adetpiate reason
for dotibting i\w substantial identity of the gods to
whom these various names were ajiplied. Hosea ix.
10 is proof that at .some period (according to Wellhausen, at the time of the prophet himself) the impure cult of the Semitic goddess was practised at
Baiil-peor (compare Wellhausen,

"

Kleine Prophe-

Nowack's Commentary; and G. A. Smith,
"Twelve Prophets," mi loc). Chemosh, therefore,

ten";

Chenaaunh

TlIK JE\VIt;lI

Cherith

WHS

in iroiu-ml a doity of tlic

On

same

imlviic as Raal.

critical of oasions a liunian sju'iitice

was consid-

to sctwrc his favor (compaiv 11
and wlicn dolivcianco canic, a sanclii
ary miirht bo built to him (Moabito Stone, line S).
AnanciiMit poem, twice quoted intheOhl Testament

crod

ncrossjiry

Kiiiffs

'^7),

iii.

(Num.

xxi. 27-;W; Jer. xlviii. 45, 46), regards the
Moabites as the children of Chemosh, and also calls
them "tlie people of Chemosh,"

The etymology of "Chemosh " is unknown. Tlic
name of the father of ^lesha. Chemo.'^h-meiek
("Chemosh is Malik," or "Chemosh is king"; compare Moabite Stone, line
that

Chemosh and Malik

l),

indicates the possibility

(or

Moloch) were one and

the Siimc deity.
Judges xi. 24 has been thought by
some to be a proof of this, since it speaks of Chemosh as the god of the Ammonites, while Moloch is

elsewhere their god (compare I Kings xi. 7, 33).
Several critics rightly regard the statement in
Judges as a mistake; but such an error was not unnatural, since both Cliemosh and Moloch were developed, in different environments, from the same
primitive divinit}-. and possessed many of the same
epithets.

Solomon

is

said to

have built a sanctuary

to Che-

mosh on the Mount of Olives (I Kings xi. 7, 33),
which was maintained till the reform of Josiah
(II Kings xxiii. 13). This movement by Solomon was
no doubt to some extent a political one, but it made
the worship of Chemosh a part of the religious life

ENCYCLOPEDIA

Originally the Jewish factories of Chenstochov
mostly manufactured medallions with pictures of
the Virgin, and other articles of Christian worship,
for the numerous jiilgrims visiting the city; but
when this industry was forbidden to the Jews, they
turned to the manufacturing of toys, in which
fifteen factories are now occupied, 80 per cent of
the factory laborers being Jews.
After the establishment of the liquor monopoly
by the Ru.ssian government eighty families remained
without occupation. In 1898 about 400 Jewish

from charitable institutions.
increasing among the Jewish population,
as may be seen from the following figuresof families
applying for helj) at Passover: 553 in 1894; 581 in
1895'; 607 in 1896; 639 in 1897; 708 in 1898.
Taking
the average of five for a family, it appears that
3,500 persons, or 29 per cent of the Jewish population, have applied for charity, and in relieving distress the efTorts of about ten charitable institutions
are taxed to the utmost.
The Jewish children receive their education in the
general schools as well as in si)eeial Jewish schools.
Among the latter are a Talmud Torah with an infamilies received fuel

Poverty

and 29 hadarim with 531 male
and 90 female pupils.
In September, 1902, Chenstochov was the scene
of an uprising on the part of the Jews, which, however,

CHENAANAH
the

name

of

Feminine form of " Canaan "
two men: (1) The fourth-named of the
:

;

seven sons of Billiam, son of Jediael, of the tribe of
Benjamin, a leading warrior in the time of David
(I Chron. vii. 10).
(2) The father of the false prophet
Zedekiah, who encouraged Ahab against Micaiah
(IKiugsxxii. 11. 24: II Chron. xviii. 10,23).
FiirstC'Bibl. Jud.")attrii)utes the existence of such
names as this and " Tarshish " and " Cush " among the
Benjamites to their intermarriages with the earlier
races.
The hostilities which the Benjamites had to
endure during the civil war (see Judges xxi.) might
have compelled them to establish alliances with their
Phenician neighbors.
E. G. H.

J.

CHENANIAH

(literally,

Chron. xv. 27

also

D. B.

"established by God,"
in the longer form
"Chenanyahu," I Chron. xv. 22): A Levite of the
family of Izharites (I Chron. xxvi. 29) and chief
of the Temple .singers who conducted the musical
service when the Ark was removed from the house
of Obed-edom to Jerusalem (I Chron. xv. 27).
E. G. H.
J. D. B.
I

;

CHENSTOCHOV

found

(Polish.

Czenstochowa

):

govcniMient of Petrokow. Russian Poland, the Jewisii inhabitants of which in 1897 numbered 12.500 in a total population of 45,130. Mr)st of
the Jews are merchants, only 2,155 being artisans.
Of the latter, 801 are tailors and 228 are shoemakers. Seven estates in the environs of Chenstochov are owned by Jews. In 1898 Jews owned 57
factories with 397 operatives.
City

in

tlic

was soon suppressed

bj'

the authorities.

n. R.

S.

J.

CHEPHIRAH:

G. A. B.

JK.

is

dustrial department,

of Israel for nearly 400 years.
J.

10

City belonging originally to
the Gibeouites (Josh. ix. 17), but which, in the apportionment of the land, fell to the lot of Benjamin
(Josh, xviii. 26).
Men of this city returned with
Zerubbabel from the captivity in Bab^don (Ezra ii.
25; Nell. vii. 29: in both instances the town is mentioned in connection with Kirjath-jearim [= arimj
and Beeroth). In I Esd. v. 19 the place is called
" Caphira."
It is, perhaps, to be identified with the
ruins now called " Kefire." The word " Kephirim "
of Nell. vi. 2 may refcsr to Cliephirah (F. Buhl, "Geographic des Alten Paliistina," p. 169).
E. G. n.
G. B. L.

CHERAN

A name occurring in the genealogy
of Seir the Horite (Gen. xxxvi. 26), and in the corre:

sponding list in I Chnm. i. 41. Dillmann (commentar}- on Gen. xxxvi. 26) suggests that it comes from
"

kar

" (a

lamb).

The names

in

the

li.sts

are clan-

names; and a number of the clans have animal designations, such as Dishon, Ayyah, Shobal.
G. B. L.

E. c.

CHEREI

A small town in the government of
Mohilev, Russia, with (1898) about 3,000 inhabitTin; principal ocants, of whom 1,300 are Jews.
cupations of the latter are commerce and handiThe total number of artisans is 298, 189
crafts.
being shop-owners, 35 wage-workers, and 74 apprentices. The predominating tradesare shocmaking
and tailoring, in which altogether 146 persons are
engaged. About 61 Jews earn a livelihood as journeymen. There are, besides, 4 Jewish families occupied in agricultural pursuits, 8 families engaged
in gardening, and 24 families who keep dairies.
There are 20 hadaiini, with 120 scholars; to the
:

elementary school of the town. Jewish children arc
admitted only upon payment of a fee, while others
are granted free tuition.
S.

H. K.

J.

or
CHERETHIM.— BibProbably the name of a part of the Pliilistines; usually, however, designating the whole
nation, as in Zcph. ii. 5, where "the nation of the

CHERETHITES

lical

Chenaanah
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Data

:

Cherethites evidently means the Philistines in genSimilarly, Ezek. xxv. 16 and xxx. 5 belong
here. A. Y. translates "the children of the land
But the true reading after the
[that is in] league."
Ethiopic and partly after the LXX. (which omits
the word "land ")is: "the children of the Iveretlii
(compare Cornill's "Ezekiel"). In Ezek. xxx. 5,
where "the children of the land that is in league"
are mentioned among the allies of Egypt, the whole
For the origiof the Philistines must be meant.
nal special meaning compare the earliest passage,
I Sam. xxx. 14, which mentions the Cherethites as
living in a strip in the southwest of Palestine (the
Negeb), near tlie territory of Judah and of Ziklag.
This strip is called the "South" (Negeb) of the
From verse 16, where the same di.sCherethites.
trict is designated as "the land of the Philistines,"
it may be inferred that the Cherethites belonged to
the Piiilistines, or that the two terms were used
"

eral.

promiscuously.

The name is also found in the frequent phrase
"Cherethites and Pelethites." By this phrase was
designated the cor]i>< d'elitf and body-guard (thus
correctly, Josephus, "Ant." vii. 5, § 4) of David;
compare II Sam. viii. 18 (— I Chron. xviii. 17), xv.
18 (with "the Gittites"; i.e., men from (Jath), xx. 7
(among "all the mighty men"), ib. verse 23 (Ket.,
D'mon); I Kings i. 38, 44 (escorting Solomon to
If the Carites and Cherethites (II
liis coronation).
Kings xi. 4) are identical, the same troop was still in
It
existence in the time of Athaliah (see C.\iutes).
-

is evi(h-nt,

especially

from

II

Sam. xv.

18, that this

troop consisted of mercenaries recruited from the
warlike Philistines. They are dilTerent from the
special guards (Hebrew, "luiuiers"; mentioned in
Saul's time, I Sam. xxii. 17) of the kings (I Kings
xiv. 27
II Chron. xii. 10); comi)are "Carites" in
The tlireat against "those
II King.s xi. 4, H. V.
tliat leap over the threshold " at the king's court
(Zepli. J. 9) is usually ex plained as referring to soldiers
and ollicials of Pliilistine blood (compare on their
superstitious cuslotn I Sam. v. 5), but sec the commentaries for dilTerent explanations of that |)assage.
" Peletlii "
" Poletiiite " is now generally considered
Philistine,"
as a shortened form of " Pelishti
adapted to the liebrew (according to Ewald;. Tiiis
seems to establish a difference between the ChereThe Septhites and the majority of llic Piiilistines.

=

=

""

tuagint, in the Prriphets, translates " ("lierethitc " by
"Cretans," and the tradition is found that the " Pales
tinians" (Stephen of Byzanz; Taciliis, " Ilistoria',"
v. 2, erroneously of the Jews) liad come from Crete.

This tradition seems to liave sprung from the Septu
agint; however, see Capmtou on the (piestion of the
origin of the I'hilistines from the "island [of Capli
lorV] " and the fu'(|uent idcntitication of "Caplitor"
with "Crete." Less probable is the exi)lanation of

Cherith

the two names of nations, " Cherethites " and " Pelethites" as appellative nouns; for instance, by Ges(!nius, "executioners and runners"; or by Targum

some Greek MSS.), " bowmen and slingers "
by the Hexapla in Zephaniah, "corrupted people,"
for " Cherethites " by Halevy, " the exiles excluded
from their nation," etc.

(Pesh.,

;

;
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In Rabbinical Literature The Haggadah,
which always endeavors to idealize the ancient his:

tory of Israel, takes the Tl^SI TllS to be not David's
heathen body-guard, but a designation for the Great
Sanhedrin, to which a very earl}^ date is thus
ascribed.
Hence "kereti" ('n"13) is interpreted as
derived from niD (" to cut off ") in the sense of -|T3
the men of the
("to cut off," "to decree"),
Similarly,
Sanhedrin rendering legal decisions.

meaning "the elect," or those eminent through their doctrines (Ber. 4a, above; Sanh.
16b, above; on the correct reading compare Rabbinowicz, " Dik(hd<e Soferim," to the passage and
Pseudo-Jerome, on 11 Sam. xx. 23,
31idr. Teh. iii.).
follows the Jewish tradition, according to which
" kereti and pelcti " means literally "accidcntes et vivificantcs, " and is used to designate the " cougregatio
Dei." The Targum's rendering of the passage,
"archers and slingers," is adopted by Kimhi also,

^n^D, from XpD.

who adds that there were two families so
who excelled in the use of those weapons
(commentary on

II

Sam. xv.

called,

of

war

L. G.
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CHERIKOV Town in

the government of MohiAccording to the last census (1897) it
has 5,250 inhabitants, including 2,700 Jews. Most
of the latter are small tradesmen: 12 are engaged in
In the whole
horticulture,' and 10 in gardening.
district of Cherikov 60 Jewish families follow agri:

Icv, Uussia.

Out of 255 artisans (consisting
cultural piirsuits.
of 155 .shop ownei'S, 10 wage-workers, and 90 apThere are, besides, 25
prentices) 115 are tailors.
journeymen, and 8 Jews who find employment in
the local

Dutch

tile-factory.

Two

associations lend

money

to the poor without interest. Tiie educational
institutions consist of a government elementary Jew-

with 73 pupils, one Talmud Torah with
70 pupils, and 20 hadarim.
In 1618 Ladislaus, King of Poland, granted the
Jews of Cherikov a charter by which they were
allowed to deal in li(|Uors, grain, and other articles
of trade, toai'(|uire immovable property, and to have
their own synagogue and cemeleiy, which should
By this charter the
l)e exenipted from taxation.
Jews of Cherikov were placed on an e(nnil footing
with the other Jewish conimnnities of the grand
duchy of Lithuania. In the same year (1648) the
Jews of Cherikov were massacred by the Cossacks.
ish school

Hmukkuiaimiy: Reycstu,

CHERITH

I.

:««•.

411, St.

Petersburg, 1809.
S.

n. u.

J.

The name of a brook or wadi near
the Jordan, where l''Jijah. in tlie time of drought
and famine, was told to hide himself, and there find
:

Cherkassy

THE JEWISU ENCYCLOPEDIA

Chervib

water and fowl (I Kings xvii. 3, 5). When the
brook dried ilp he was sent to Zarephatli. In the
verses cited from Kincs tlie exjiression "before
•Ionian " (literally. " by the faee of the Jordan ") certainly points to the eastern side; hence Hobinson's
proposed identitieation with tlie Watii al-Kalt, apart
from philolotrical ilitViculties, is impossible. Clieyne
proposes Rehoboth, wliich he explains as Avorn down
"
into "Cherith." and further suggests that "Egypt
des
be substituted for "Jordan." Buhl ("Geog.
Alten Palilstina," p. 121) argues for the itlentitication of Cherith with Wadi al-Himar, on the suppoNone of the
sition that Tishbi is Khirbat Istib.
motlern attempts at identiticatioa is satisfactory.
E. o,

G. B. L.

Ji

CHERKASSY

^Polish,

Czerkasy)

:

District

government of Kiev. Russia, situated
on the right bank of the Dnieper, about 126 miles
from Kiev.
The date of the establishment of the Jewish community of Cherkassy is not known. Being the chief
town of the Cossacks since the beginning of the six-

town

in

the

teenth century, including the time of Chmielnicki
it may be surmised that only a few Jews,
The census of 1765 gives
leaseholders, lived there.
only cue Jew in Cherkass)', this one being "the
farmer of taxes, who paid 10,000 florins for the
general taxes and 400 tlorins for the saltpeter-facIn 1789, of 561 houses, 14 belonged to Jews;
tory. "
and in 1797, after the annexation of Cherkassy by
Russia (1795), the town liad 783 Jewish inhabitiints.
In 1870 there were 20,492 Jews in the district and
town which figures, by 1897, had increased to 29,982,
or 9.75 per cent of the total population and in 1898,
out of a total population of 26,165 in the town
The majority of the latter
alone, 5,884 were Jews.
are small traders, artisans, and day-laborers, while
some are employed in the sugar- and tobacco-factories, and in the flour-mills.
great part of the
Jews belong to the Hasidim, and are followers of
"
the local "zaddik," called by them the "gute Rov
(good rabbi) of Cherkas.sy.
(1648-52),

;

;

A

Bibliography: Semenov Geografichesko-Statisticheski
var,

Slo-

v.. 8.V.

of Chernigov and Syeversk.
The cause was
luobal)ly jealousy on the part of the Christian merchants and tradesmen the edict declaring that the
Jews caused great damage to their business. Howtricts)

;

Jews again came to Chernigov.
In 1648, at the time of Chmielnicki's revolt,
the whole Jewish po]>ulatioii of Chernigov was exterminated by the CJossaeks.
In the later histories of Chernigov indications are
found of the hostility of the people toward the Jews.
Thus, in 1665 the noblemen of Chernigov sent an
embassy to the Council of Warsaw, mentioning in
their instructions that justice called for the expulsion of the dishonest Jews from the country, or at
least for the imposition of a Jewish poll-tax.
According to the census of 1897 there were in the
town of Chernigov about 11,000 Jews in a total population of 27,006.
The chief occupations of the
Jews are industrial and commercial. In the neighborhood many tobacco-plantations and fruit-gardena
are owned by Jews.
There are in Chernigov 1,321
Jewish artisans, including 404 tailors and seamstresses, but the demand for artisan labor is limited
to the town.
There arc 69 Jewish day-laborers, almost exclusively teamsters. But few are engaged
in the factories.
The small charitable institutions of Chernigov
were combined, in 1899, in the Committee of Relief
for the Jewish Poor; but the different trade groups
of the Jewish population have their own charitable
Thus the bakers, storekeepers,
institutions also.
teamsters, tailors, and " melammedim " (teachers of
Hebrew) have separate funds from which loans with
out interest, and, in cases of necessity, gratuitous
help, are obtained.
The Jewish educational establishments include a
Talmud Torah (115 pupils); a primary school for
boys (40 pupils); a private school for girls (57
pupils) and there are 45 hadarim, where about 450
boys and 70 girls are taught Hebrew.
ever, soon after 1623 the

;
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CHERNIGOV A

government of Little Russia
(Ukraine), with a Jewish population (1897) of 114,630 in a total population of 2,298,834, or nearly 5
per cent. In 1881 the Jewish inhabitants formed
:

M. R.

H. R.

CHERNEVTZY

:

Town

in the

government of

has (1898) a population of about
Of the latter,
15.000, including about 2,000 Jews.
267 are artisans, but most of them earn a livelihood
In the local sugar-refinery,
as small tradesmen.
which employs 400 men, only 14 Jews find work.
There are, besides, 17 journeymen and 20 agricultural laborers.
The number of Jewish poor in Cliernevtzy is very considerable. In 1898 there were
60 families w^ho received fuel from charitable organPodolia, Russia;

12

it

izations.
H. R.

S.

J.

only 2.5 per cent of the

total.

By

districts,

the

government of Chernigov arc distributed
as follows: Chernigov 12,006 in a total population
of 162,036 =7.41 per cent (in 1881 only 4.2 per
cent); Borzna 3,542 in 146,730 =2.41 per cent (in
1881 1.6 per cent); Glukhov 5,493 in 142,814=3.85
per cent (in 1881 about 5.1 per cent); Gorodnya
8,913 in 153,020 =5.82 per cent (in 1881 only 1.6
per cent); Kozeletz 4,741 in 135,101 =3.51 percent
(in 1881 1.5 per cent); Konotop 7,091 in 156,502 =

Jews

in the

government of the same name. The Jewish settlement at Chernigov is one of the oldest of the

4.53 per cent (in 1881 1.7 per cent); Krolevetz 3,896
in 131,009 =2 97 per cent (in 1881 1.5 per cent);
Mglin 10,014 in 139,357 =7.18 per cent (in 1881
3.2 per cent); Novgorod Syeversk 6,328 in 146,394

In the thirteenth century a rabbi, Isaac
Chernigov, is mentioned, who ppoke the
Russian language. (Harkavy, " Yevrei Slavyanskie
Yazyky," p. 11). In 1623 King Ladi-slaus banished
the Jews from the " voyevodstvos " (military dis-

=4.32 per cent (in 1881 2.5 per cent); Novozybkov
8,852 in 164,789 =5.37 per cent (in 1881 1.0 per
cent): Nyezhin 9,987 in 168,883 =5.91 per cent (in
1881 3.3 per cent): Oster 6,188 in 150,556 =4.11
per cent (in 1881 2.3 per cent); Sosnitza 7,525 in

CHERNIGOV A city
:

in

Russia: capital of the

Ukraine.

(Itze) of

i
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170,268 =4.41 per cent (in 1881 2.3 per cent); Star9,975 in 144,704=6.89 per cent (in 1881 2.8
per cent); Surazh 10,078 in 188,596
5.4 per cent
(in 1881 2.9 per cent).
The liistor}' of the Jews in the government will
be treated under Little Russia, and under the re31. R.
spective cities.

odub

=

Comparative statistics of population in the cities,
towns, and villages in the government of Chernigov
are given below

Name.

Cherkassy
iJherub

TllK JKWISII

Cherub

In

who

over the serpents, tlio
elicnibim (xx. 7).
passjiges of the Tahnud timt desciibe the

ns the archaDsrol

garden

EXrYCLOPKDIA

is

sot

(,= puhnlisi'), aiul tlie

tlie

heavens ami their inhabitants, the sera|)hini, ofannim, and hayyot are mentioned, but not tiie eheni
biin (Hair. \'2b); anti the aneient litiiriiy also mentions only these tbree elasses.

Tiie following sentenee of the Midrash is eharac"When a man sleeps, the body tells to the

teristie:

ueshamah ["the soul") what

has done during the
it to the uefesh
["the spirit "), the nefesh to the angel, the angel to
the cherub, and the eherub to the seraph, who then
brings it before God [Lev. R. .xxii. Eccl. R. ^ 2()J.
"NVht-n Pharaoh pursued Israel at the Red Sea, God
took a eherub from the wheels of His throne and
flew to tlie spot for He inspects the heavenly
worlds while sitting on a cherub. The cherub,
however, is tTOO 13 pXL" "13T ["'something not material "J. and is carried by God, not vice versa " (Midr.
Teh. xviii. 1.-); Cant. R. i. 9). Maimonidea (" Yad,"
Yesode lia-Torah, ii. 7) enumerates ten classes of
angels, the cherubim being the ninth
while the
cabalistic "Masseket Azilut" designates the cherubim as the third class of angels, with a leader named
Kerubiel (^X'3n3; Jellinek, " Auswahl Kabbalisti
scher Mystik," p. 3).
lu the Zohar, where also ten
classes of angels are enumerated, the cherubim are
not mentioned as a special class (compare Zohar,
Ex. Bo, 43a).
As regards the representations of the cherubim in
the Temple, Josephus holds that no one knows or
can even guess what form they had ("Ant." viii. 3,
t; 3):
Philo thinks they represented the two supreme
attributes of God, goodness and authority ("De
Cherubim," x. " De VitaMoysis,"iii. 8; ed. Man gey,
ii. 150)
he says, however, that some
The
authorities
took the cherubim to
Cherubim represent the two hemispheres ("De
of the
Cherubim," vii.).
The rabbinical
Temple, sources evince an archeological rather
than a theological interest in the cherubim. Onkelos, the proselyte (beginning of the
second century c.e.), says that "the cherubim had
their heads bent backward, like a pupil who is going
away from his master" (B. B. 99a): this is intended
to explain the somewhat ambiguous verse referring
to the cherubim in the Tabernacle (Ex. xxv. 20),
meaning that the faces of the cherubim were bent
downward toward the cover (n3"lQ) of the Ark, but
still with their eyes turned toward each other. Onkelos' view is also given in the Targ. O. on the passage,
while the Targ. Yer. thinks that the faces of both
the opposite cherubim were turned downward
toward the cover (compare Friedmann, "Onkelos
it

day: the nesharnah then reports

;

—

;

;

;

und Akylas," pp.

98-99).

Concerning the form of these cherubim, an authority of the end of the third century says that
they had the form of youths (31-)D, derived from
3 ="like,"and 31-1= "youth"; Suk. 5b; Hag. 13b).
The last-named passage says that the cherubim

which Ezekiel saw in his vision (Ezek. x. l)also
had this form, adding that the four creatures at the
throne of God were originally man. lion, bull, and
but that Ezekiel
cherub instead of a bull
eagle,

;

implored God to take a
Ezekiel desiring that God

14

should not always look upon a bull, which would
continually remind lliin of Israel's worship of that
animal.
It seems that the Talmud had noticed that
F'^zekiel's (•oncei)tion of the heavenly creatures differed from the traditional one.
It is recorded as a miracle that when Israel was
worshiping the Lord, the cherubim lovingly turned
their faces toward each other (B. B. I.e.), and even
embraced like a loving couple. On these occasions
the curtain was raised so that the Jews who had
come on ])ilgrimage might convince themselves how
tnueh God loved Ihcin (Yoina 54a).
At the destruction of the Temple the heathen found the chertibim in this jiosture and they mocked
Comthe Jews because of their obscene wormunion of ship, thinking the cherubim to be the
Israel
objects of it (Yoma 54b).
This conwith God. ception of the cherubim, as reiiresenling the union of Israel with God, has
been further developed by the Cabala, the cherubim
being taken to represent the mysterious utnon of the
earthly with the heavenly (.see Bahya b. Asher to
Ex. xxv. 20; Zohar, Terumah, ii. 176a). The symbolical interpretation of the Alexandrians, mentioned
above, is also found in rabbinical sources.
Midr.
Tadshe (ed. Epstein, p. 15), like Philo, takes the
cherubim to symbolize the two names of God, Yhwh
and Elohini, by which rabbinical theology (see, for
example. Sifre, Deut. 2(5) designates the two attributes D'Om ("goodness") and jH ("justice "). Another Midrash (Num. R. iv.) compares the cherubim
with heaven and earth, as do the Alexandrians mentioned bj' Philo (" De Cherubim," vii.).
Maimonides
says ("Moreh Nebukim." iii. 45) that the figures of
the cherubim were placed in the sanctuary only to
preserve among the people the belief in angels, there
being two in order that the people might not be led
to believe that they were th(? image of God.
There
were no cherubim in the Temple of Herod but
according to some authorities, its walls were painted
with figures of cherubim (Yoma 54a).
L. G.
;

;

Critical

View

:

Primitive

Hebrew

tradition

must have conceived of the cherubim as guardians
of the Garden of Eden (Gen. iii. 34; .see also
Ezek. XX viii. 14). Back of this lies the primitive
Semitic belief in beings of superhuman power and
devoid of human feeiing.s, whose duty it was to
represent the gods, and as guardians of their sancCompare the account in
tuaries to repel intruders.
and see Kosters, in
the Nimrod-Epos, Tablet IX.
;

"Theolog. Tijdschrift," 1874, pp. Uh et neq.
From the brief and meager Biblical descriptions
of the statues representing the cherubim, it is imThey were
possible to judge of their real form.
liardly sphinx-shaped; for all the representations of
the winged sphinx have the wings bent backward
Whether
rather than extended toward the sides.
the cherub was a union of man and .soine animal
form, such as the hawk-headed man so frequently
found on Egyptian monuments and also at Nineveh,
or only a winged man, as the representation of the
palace guardian at Khorsabad, is not certain. Such
figures, however, are very common in Babylonian decorations: and winged men and animals are found ia
ancient sculptures throughout Syria. Cheyne con-

.

South Arabian Form (from "Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum").

Pheniclan Form (in the Louvre)

Egyptian Form (after Maspero, "Struggles of the Nations").

Awtrrfan Forms

(In

Forms of

the British

C'iiekliiim.

Museum).

Cherub
Chesa

THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA

siders the cluTubiin of Hittite origin, the originality

uf the

IIittiti'!<

in thf usf of

animal forms being well

known.
appears almost always not as a
ealm dijrnity, like
an irresistible guardian of holy things.
The Phenieians, and jnobably tiie

Tlio Hittiti'

>rrit1in

fierce beast of prey, but seated in

Probable

Canaanites, and tlirough tliem the
Israelites, attached greater importance
to the cherub.
Tlie origin of the cherub my tli antedates history, ami points to tiie time when primitive
man began to shape his ideas of supernatural powers
by mystic forms, especially by the combination of
parts of the two strongest animals of land and air
the lion and the eagle.
IMany are the grotescjue
figures found thus far, survivals of ancient Oriental
sculpture.
Thu^ in Babylonia there is the winged sphinx
having a king's head, a lion's bodj-, and an eagle's
•wings (see B. Teloni, "Zeitschrift fUr Assyriologie,"
vi. 124-140; text published by Bezold, ib. ix. 114119; and Puchsteiu's comment, ib. 410-421).
This
was adopted largely in Phenicia. The wings, because
of their artistic beautv, soon became the most prominent part, and animals of various kinds were adorned
with wings; consequently, wings were bestowed

Source.

upon man.

also

The next

step,

from cherubim

to

the angels of the Old Testament as well as of the

New, was

inevitable.

Following Lenormant's suggestions, Friedrich
Delitzsch connected the Hebrew 2113 with the Assyrian " kirubu " = " shedu " (the name
Etyof the winged bull).
Against this
mology. combination see Feuchtwang, in " Zeitschrift fiir Assyriologie," etc.,
seq.

Teloni,

;

ifj.

vi.

124

et

Budge,

seq.;

i.

in

68

et

"The

Expositor," April and May, 1885. Later on, Delitzsch (*' Assyrisches Handwbrterbuch," p. 3'^2) connected it with the Assyrian " karubu"(great, mighty)
so, also, Karppe, in "Journal Asiatique," July-

Aug., 1897, pp. 91-93.

Haupt,

in

Toy, "Ezekiel"

Hebrew text, p. 56, line 11, says:
"The name 2"n3 niay be Babylonian; it does not
mean powerful,' however, but propitious' (synonym damku " For the original conception of the

("S. B. O. T."),
'

'

'

'

).

Babylonian cherubim see Kaupt's notes on the English translation of Ezekiel, pp.

181-184

(" S. B.

O. T."),

and the abstract of Haupt's paper on " Cherubim and
Seraphim," in the " Bulletins of the Twelfth International Congress of Orientalists," No. 18, p. 9, Rome,
1899.
See also Haupt, in Paterson, ''Numbers"
("S. B. O. T."). p. 46: "The stem of 3n3 is the Assyrian 'karabu' (= be propitious, bless), which is
nothing but a transposition of the Hebrew "^l^."
Dillmann, Duff, and others still favor the connection
with ypi-V ("gryphus" = the Hindu "Garuda.")
BlBLTOGRAPHY: Winer. B.

R.; Schenkel, Bl^e^Lexl7(on, 1869,
^fy-r)lo: UrYittnixTKfT. Eitctidi)})Mie <lrs Sciences Eeliffienaes. s.v.; Ulehin. Handwrirlerfiurh fien Bihlmhen AltertuniK 2d ed.. Baetbgen. 1H9:}-&1 ; Ha.silngs, Diet. liitile;
1.

Ctieyneand Blank. Kneyr.miA.; Herzog-Hauck, i?*.a/-K»ir>/c.
v. 3&t-372: W. Nowafk. Lehrbuch fler HehriliHchen Archiiologie. 18ftt. pp. 38. 3H. 60, 61
Benzlnger, Arch. pp. 2:W, 2.57,
267. 288. Wi. 3W>-87. 397
R. Smend. Lehrfiuch der AUtextamentlichen IieliyionJ<genchichte. 1K99. pp. 21 et net/.. 467 et
8eq.: H. Scliultz, Old TeMarnent Ttieotoay; A. Dillmann.
Uandhurh der AltteMamentlichen Theologie.vp.'yO. 92, 119,
;

:

228, 246. 327-328. Lelpslc, 1895.

E. G. H.

W. M.-A.
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CHESALON: A

border town of Judah (Josh.
"Mount Jearim." It lies in
a directly west of Jerusalem, at a distance of twelve
miles, and is the modern Kcsla (Buhl, "Geographic
des Alten Palilstina." pp. 91, 166).
K. o. n.
G. B. L.
XV.

10).

also

CHESED

:

A

as

son of

Nahor and Milcah (Gen.

From tiie name tlie term

xxii. 22).

deans)

known

"

Casdini

"

(Chal-

clearly derived.

is

E. o. H.

G. B. L.

CHESS A

game

usually played by two
persons, with sixteen pieces each, on a board divided
into sixty-four squares alternately liglit and dark.
Authoritative opinions agree that chess, under the
Sanskrit name of " chaturanga" (= the four " an gas "
or members of an army), was known earliest to the
Hindus possibly as early as the sixth century of
the present era.
From India the game was carried
into Persia, its name being changed into "shatranj."
Mas'udi (947) speaks of cliessas an Indian invention
sent by an Indian king to Chosroes, King of Persia
(531-579), the sixteen pieces of one side being of
emerald, and those of the other being of ruby.
From Persia the game passed into Arabia, and thence
to central and western Europe; but how or when
has not been determined.
When the Jews first became acquainted with
chess is not known.
It has been supposed that the
game was referred to in the Talmud but the consensus of opinion now seems to be that certain
:

of

skill,

—

;

games mentioned

therein, which some have identified
with chess, were not chess at all, but were played
with dice, under the designations DD'DQ or "i^tjmj,
which Rashi ('Er. 61a) interprets as " chess." Nathan
ben Jehiel of Rome (1103), however, inhis " 'Aruk,"
distinctly translates the word "l^BHIJ, supposed by
some to indicate chess, by the Arabic "al-nard,"

wiiich

lie

renders by the Italian "dadi" (=dice).

from the Greek rpv<i>og, and
some game with pebbles or dice (Yer. R.
H. i. 57c). The matter has been fully discussed
by Franz Delitzsch (" Ueber das Scliach und die
Damit Verwandten Spiele in den Talmuden," in

DD'DD

is

clearly derived

refers to

"Orient, Lit." Jan., 1840, pp. 42-53), who concludes that, as tiie Talmud was completed in the
fifth century, chess could not have been referred to
therein, inasmuch as the Persians, from whom the
Jews would have learned the game, did not know it
themselves until the close of that century (see also
L. L5w, "Lebensalter," p. 324).
Steinschneider ("Schadi bei den Juden," p. 33)
conjectures tliat the first Jew to recommend chew
was the convert Ali, son of "Rabbi" Saul of
Taberistan, teacher of the physician Razi (ninth century), who considered the game a remedy for low
By the elevspirits and dejected mental condition.
enth century it was commonly played in Spain.
After Rashi, the first European to
Ninth to mention chess was Moses Sephardi,
Thirteenth born in Spain in 1063 and baptized at
Century, tlie age of forty -four as Petrus alFONSi, who in his "Disciplina Clericalis " includes chess in the seven accomplishments
("probitates") of a knight. In Italy it was known
at the same period, having been probably derived

EMINKNT JKWI9H CriESH MASTERS.
I.Alexandre.

2.

Horwitz.

3.

Lowenthal.
tort

IV.—

and

4.

Kollsrh.

r>.

GiinshfTf?.

Htelnltz. plavluR ilioir

fi.

match

.lanowskl.
at

New

7.

York,

Lasker.
1886.

8.

Tarrasch.
'

9 and

10.

Zucker-
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Chess

Ever marching stniight before iiiiu.
Hut to ciipiurc iimving sideways,
Siniying not from oiT his palhwiiy.
Neither do Ills steps go linckward
He miiy leap at the beginning

By/antium. In ilic twflfili
hml spreiuJ to Fnuiee, (Termany, ami
Eiis:laiui, and by I'^HK) liHil beeoine a favorite gam
blinji game tluougliout Europe; to suelian extent,
indewl. that it was proiiibited by llie Couneil of
At the
Paris, 121-. and afterward by Louis IX.
same epoeii tlie " Sefer Ilasidim " (Book of the Pious),
§ 4tH). strongly reeonuuemled tiie game.
Notlnvithstanding tiie elerieal prohibition, tiiere

from the

century

Etist thiviijrii

eliess

;

Anywhere

And

the yiieeii (llre<'ts her moving
As she will to any (iiiarter.
Backs the Klephaiit or advances,

a legend to the elTeet tliat tiie pope liimself
played ehess with a.Tew it oeeursin" Das Lel)en ¥A-

ius 'twere an ambush ;
the (Jiieen's way, so is his way,
But o'er liiui she hath advantage ;
He stands only in the third rank.
Swift the Horse is in the battle.
Moving Dii a crooked patliu ay ;
Ways of his are ever crooked ;
'Mid the Squares, three form his limit.

St«n<ls aside

:

As

ehanans oder Elelionons." pp. 27, 40, Frankfort
ou-tiie Main, 1753: "Tliis pope is the best one they
ever had. sinee he ean not get along without Jews,
with whom lie plays ehe.ss.
Kabbi Simeon is a
great master of chess; but the pope mates Lim.'^
The pope iseven recognizcil by R. Simeon as his son
through a particular move whidi he had tauglit him.
This Simeon seems to have been Simeon ha-Gadol.
•wlio lived at Mayeuce about the beginning of the
.

.

Straight the Wind moves o'er the war-path
In the Held acro.ss or lengthwise;
Ways of crookedness he seeks not.
But straight paths without perverseness.
Turning every way the King goes.
Giving aid unto his subjects
Hi his actions he is cautious.
Whether lighting or encamping.

eleventh century. Sec Amikkas.
The earliest writer to treat of chess among the
Jews is Hyde, who, in the second volume of his " De
Ludis Orientalibus" (l(i!)4), prints three Hebrew
works on chess, with excellent translations in Latin.
These are: (1) a jioem attributed to
Early
Abraham ibn Ezra, D"'T'nn. the Latin
Hebrewr
title being "Carmina Khythmica de
Works on Ludo Sclmh-mat, R. Abraham AbbenChess.
Ezra.Beatie ]\Iemori;e"(Steinschneider,
" Cat. Bodl." col. 684) (2) " Melizat haSehok ha-Ishkaki,"a poemby Bonsenior ibn Yahya
(in Beiechiah lia-Xakdan's "^lishle Sliuaiim," Mantua, 1557-58; "Cat. Bodl." coi. 796); and (8) "Ma'adannc Melek" ("Cat. Bodl." col. 604), attributed by
Steinsehneider to Judali or Leo di Modena (1571-

foe come to dismay him.
his place he flees in terror.
the Wind can give him refuge.

If his

From

Or
Sometimes he must

flee before him ;
Multitudes at times support him
And all slaughter each the other,
Wasting with great wrath each <ither.
Mighty men of both the sovereigns
Slaughtered fall, with yet no bloodshed.
Ethiopia sometimes triumphs,
Edom flees away before her
;

;

Now

victorious

The Song op

Chess.

song of battle
In days long passed and over.
Men of skill and scienfe set It
I

will .sing a

Planned

On a plain of eipht divisions.
And designed In squares all chequered.

Edom

:

Should a King in the destruction
Fall within the foeman's power,
He is never granted mercy,
Neither refuge nor deliv'rance.

Nor a flight to refiipe-city.
Judged by foes, and lacking rescue.

Though not

slain he

Hosts about him

all

is

checkmated.

are slaughtered,

(ilviiig life for his deliverance.

Quenched and vanished

is

their glory.

For they see their lord is smitten
light again this battle.
For in death is resurrection.

;

Yet they

It is characteristic of this

moves two spaces

1901:

is

Ethiopia and her .sovereign
Are defeated in the battle.

1648).
If tiie poem tirst mentioned is correctly ascribed to Ibn Ezra (d. 1167), it certainly gives
the oldest set of chess rules extant; and it has been
reprinted six times under that impression.
The Hebrew text is given in Steinsehneider ("Schach bei

den Judeu," pp. 43-45). as well as a German render
ing (//>. pp. 12-15); and the following English trans
lation is by Nina Davis (now Mrs. Salomon), in
**Songs of Exile" (pp. 129-131). issued by the Jewish Publication Society of America, Philadelpliia,

willilii lliree clie(iiiers.

Should he take his slt>ps ill battle
Faraway unto the eighth row,
Tln'ii a (Jiieeii In all appearance
He becdiiies and lights as she does.

is

.
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poem

that the

pawn

move, as at present,
but not as in the Arabic game.
The queening of
a pawn is also mentioned. Tiie queen may move in
all directions, but only one space, like the king at
present.

The

at the first

bisliop "

fil

"

or (elephant)

onally, but only three spaces. Castling

moves diagunknown.

is

Two camps

The "wind"

And
And

on subjective grounds, against the attribution to
Ibn Ezra, and is supported by tlie like opinion of
Dr. Egers, the editor of Ibn P^zra's poetry.
Bonsenior (lived not later than the fifteenth century), in his poem, also pictures the game as a
battle, and describes the pieces in the following

face ea<-h one the other,
the kings .stand by for battle.
"twlxt these two Is the fighting.
Bent on war the face of each Is,
Ever moving or encamping.
Yet no swords are drawn In warfare.
For a war of thoughts their war is.
They are known by signs and tokens
Sealed and written nn their bodies;
And a man who sees them, thlnketb
Edorriitesand Kthi'ipians
Are these two that Hght together.
And the Ethiopian forces
Overspread the Held of battle.
And the Edomltes pursue them.
First in battle the foot-soldier
to tight upon the highway.

Comes

is

the rook.

Steinsehneider declares

order:

King, 17D. moves one in any direction.
Queen, fjJtjt, to the right of the king, moves two
or three spaces in any direction.
Knights, D^CJnS or D'DID ( = " horsemen " or
"horses "), move one space obliquely and one space
straight forward.
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Bishops, Dv'D (= elephants; editio princeps D vTI
"camps'"), move obliquely to the third space.
Rooks, D''pn. move straight, forward, backward,

Yizhak,"

Chess

54).

iii.

Schudt ("Judische Merckwur-

The chief characteristic of Bonsenior's work is the
large number of Biblical texts which he employs.
Leo di Modena's work (" Ma'adanne Melek ") was
written for the purpose of teaching theauthor's two
sons the game, and in the hope of inducing them to
give up card-playing. The book is particularly in-

digkeiten," pt. VI., ch. xxxv., p. 317) records that
in Frankfort-on-the-Main, after the great fire of
1711, the Jewish community passed a resolution
forbidding for a period of fourteen years any Jew
or Jewess (except sick persons and hing-in women)
to play chess.
Wlien played on the Sabbath, it
became customary in Germany, in honor of the day,
to use chessmen made of silver ("Shilte ha Gihborim," on 'Er. 127b), though wooden pieces were
not disallowed.

teresting for its reference (1) to the queening of a
(2) to castling, and (3) to the queen's position

Chess was popular among Jewesses, as is seen
from Schudt's remark {I.e. IV. ii. 381) that "it is not

commencement of the game. The following
the author's dfscriptinn of the pieces:
King, HK' (Persian " shah "), may castle.
Queen, JXHD C fcrzan " or " parzan "), occupies at
the beginning of game the space of its own color.
Both king and queen have the following three

Jews should play
chess well, since Jewish women have
Among- for many years played and practised
Jewesses, the game." In 1617 a Jewess of Venice became well known for her skill
in chess.
Indeed, Abrahams (" Jewish Life in the
Middle Ages," p. 388) goes so far as to suggest that
it first made its way among Jewish cii'cles as a woman's game.

-=

or from side to side.

Pawns.

move

D''"inJ ("'heroes"),

straight forward.

pawn,
at the

is

noblemen by

their sides:

Bishop, ^•'D ("til"), elephant.
Knight, {jnD ("parash"), horseman.
Rook, pn or mn (Persian "rokh ").

Pawn, 7J"), foot-soldier, moves two boxes at the
first move, and may become a queen.
A number of other early works on cliess will
"
be found in Steinschneider's " Schach bei den Juden
Among these may be specially men(pp. 22-33).
tioned a Catalan poem by Closes Azan, translated into
a poem of 1533, which describes
castling as an interchange of places between king
and rook and Ha-Kerab" (The War), a poem in Hebrew, composed by Jacob Eiclienbaum in Odessa,
and printed in London (n.d. dedication dated Sept.
It has been translated into Russian by
3, 1839).
J<>se|)li Ossip Rabbinovicz.
Hebrew riddles on chess occur in medieval manuscripts, and are given by Steinschneider.
One of
them de.s<ril)es the game as:
Castilian in 1350;
''

;

;

" A country without earth
If

out soul.
the King be wasted,

:

kings and princes walking with-

all is

without soul."

Ciiess is referred to In' Maimoiiides (1155-1204),

wlio mentions a forced mate and declares professional clicss-players as unwortliy of
Lawfulness credence in the law courts (cominenof
tary on .Misiiiiah Sanh. ii. 3), and by

the Game.

Kalonymus ben Kalonymus (c. 1300).
The former condemns the game only
played for money; the latter, whether played

wlien
for stakes or not.
During the tliirteenth and tlie
four following centuries chess was (juite comnu)idy
played; and Jewish literature contains immerons
rabbinical opinions for and against it.
Strangely
enougli, .Joseph faro does not rr'fer to it in his great
code, tlie Shiilhan '.\nik.
Moses Isserles (d. 1573)

"the game witji bones called che.ss," and
approves of its being ])]ayed not only on weekdays, but on the Salil)atli, though not for money.
An old responsiirn (Dukes, in " Ben Ciiananja," 1864,
pp. fiOl. 650) states that in Spain the game of chess
terms

it

(e'p:;"X [' Cppii'-X]) w-as sanctioned l)y the Rabtiis.
.\fter a visitation of the plague in 1575 the three

rabbis of Cremona declared that with the txrejttion
o/ r//rM ("ishkaki ") all games were "primary evils

and

tlie

cause of

all

troubles" (Lamprouti,

"Pahad

at all strange that

Popular

R. Aaron Sason of Constantinople recommends
the avoidance of chess on Sabbath (Responsa, No.

Elijah de Vidas appears to have been the sole
180).
halakist who absolutely forbade the game ("' Shebet

Musar," 1712, ch. xlii.). Children under fourteen
were allowed to learn the game, on the ground that
rendered the intellect more acute.
Elijah Cohen of Smyrna ("Shebet Musar," /.c.) objects, to chess on the ground that it wastes time and
takes the mind away from study. Azulai (1774)
agrees with AH ben Saul, mentioned above, in favoring chess only as a remedy for illness or melancholy.
He also cites opinions for and against playing chess
on Saturdays (Berliner, " Ausdem Innereii LcIh'ii der
it

Deutschen Juden im Mittelalter," pp. 12, 53. Berlin,
Mendelssohn was a passionate lover of the
game, and is said to have cemented his friendship
with Lessing over the chessboard. Yet he iscredited
with the dictum: "Chess is too earnest for a game;
too much of a game to be in earnest about it " ("FHr
Spiel ist es zu viel Ernst, fiir Ernst zu viel Spiel "
compare Dukes, in "Ben Chananja," 1864, vii. 636;
something similar is attributed to ^lontaigne).
From the eighteenth century (to which belongs
Albert [Aaron] AU xanilre) onward, Jews came more
and n)ore to the front as chess-players; and it is
not too much to say that in recent years they have
proved themselves paramount as exponents of the
game both in Europe and in America. As a race
they seem to possess those intellecttnil (jualities
which are necessary to excel in chess. It must suffice here merely to mention a few names, such as
S. Alapin, O. Bliimeiilhal, W. Cohn, K. Dclniar, L.
1871).

1^ Kiseid)erg, H. iMiglisch. 10. I'listcin, I. (iiinsberg,
15.
Ilorwitz, Herbei-t
I). Ihmwil/., Leopold Ilniln,
Jacol)s,

I).

.lanowsUi, Baron

J. Loweiithal, S.

Mpschntz.

Ignaz von Kolisch,
S.

.1.

Hoseiilhal, E. Schif-

Carl Schlechter, S. Tarrasch, Max Weiss, and
Besides these, three Jewi.sh chess
masters stand out with especial prominence as having held the primacy of the ch(;.ss world since 1866;
viz., J. H. Zukertort, William Steinitz, and Emanfers,

S

Winawcr.

uel Lasker.

Johannes

II.

Ztikertort (1842-88)

was a pupil of

Chess
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Chill lini

playtT A. AmliTssi-n, whom
1871 with a score of 5 to

the ceU'bmtiHl

lensith iK'foatcd in

18TS he

at
In

18W>,

i>rize at

first

at Paris,

ami

in

same posiwhieh all the

gn'atest ehess masters of the day (exeept Paulsen)
competed. Zukertort exeelletlas a blindfold player.

lu 1S76 he played thus against 16 strong amateurs,
the result being: won 10, lost 1, drew 3.
William Steinitz (I83(i-15»00) licld the chess championship of the world for a period of twenty-eight
years 08(50-1894), and during that time may be said to
In
liave formed a new school of chess.
111 Modern place of the tierce attack, he sought to
Times.
win by a combination of minor advantages; and his method was gradually

The Steinitz
leading experts.
(see below), though now generally discarded, had for a time a considerable number of
adherents.
Emanuel Lasker (b. 1868) is the present champion

2, 1111(1
I'.HH).
I'.Kil.
r.tii2,

by

are indicated

Manchester: LOwenthal 1 Andcrssen 2.
Birmingham LOwenthal 1 Falkbeer 2.
Cambridge Kollsch 1 Stanku 2.
London: Anderssen 1; Steinitz 6.
Dublin Steinitz 1 MncDnruiell 2.

1865,

Anderssen

1

Horwitz

;

What

is

bits."

Kollsch

:

1

;

1

1872.

1873,

1885.

;

London

Wisher

1.

Blackbiirne

:

1

;

Zukertort

2.

Winawer 2.
1
Blackburne 1 Zukertort 2; Trhignrin 3.
Vienna Steinitz and Winawer 1 and 2 Zukertort 5.
London Zukertort 1 Steinitz 2.
NureniberK: Winawer 1 Blackburne 2.
HamburK: Guusberg 1; Enfflisch, Tarrasch, Weiss
:

Zukert-irt

;

:

:

:

:

;

;

(tied) 2.

Gunsberg and Tauljenhaus 3 and 4.
Nottinffham Uunsbers and Zukertort :i and 4.
1887. Frankfort: li/acfcfiur/ic and Weiss 2 and 3; BardeJebeii
1886. Ix)nd(.n

:

181^.

:

4

1888.

;

Tarras<'h

Bradford

5.

Giinsberp

:

1

Mackenzie

;

2.

1889. New York
Tchiaorin and Weiss 1 and 2; Gunsbersr 3.
1889, Breslau
Tarrasch 1 ; Burn 2 ; Weiss 3; Gunsberj? 4.
:

•

Amsterdam: Burn 1; La.«ker2: Masoit 3.
Manchester: Tarrasch 1 Blackfiurne 2.
1892, Dresden Tarra.sch 1
Markovetz 2 Porjres 3.
1894, I>elpslc
Tarrasch 1 Llpkeand Telchman 2 and 3.
1895, Hastings
PiUxhuru 1; Tchiyorin 2; Lasker 3; Tar189<>,

1890,

;

:

;

:

;

:

:

rasch 4
1896,
1896,

1898.

1898.

;

Nuremberg

Steinitz

5.

Lasker 1; Mnrncz]! 2 Tarrasch 3.
Budapest TcMyorin 1 Charousek 2; Pillsburji
Vienna: Tarrasch 1 PilUhur]! 2.
Cologne: Burn 1 Charousek 2; Cohn 3.
:

;

;

:

:

;

in

that

1

P-K

2

Kt— QB 3

3

4

Kt-QB

4

Q-R 5 ch
P-Q3
B-KKt5

4

K-K2

5

6

Kt— B
BX P

C

3

P-K

2
3

5
7

3

Px P

7 Castles

is only possible
White, after giving up
able to withstand a violent attack.

after Black plays 7
is

1

P— B4
P-Q4

The Rice gambit
the knight,

Black.

4

is

as follows, -and

B — Q3.

Black.

P-K 4
P-K B 4

1

P-K
P

4

P

4
5
6

Kt— K B 3
P-K R 4
Kt-K 5
B— B 4

2
3
4
5
6

7

PxP

7

P— Q 4
'B-Q 3

8 Castles

8

Bx

X

P-K

Kt

4

P-Kt 5
Kt— KB3
Kt

R-Ksq

Though so successful in matches, Jews have not
shown themselves particularly brilliant in the com-

3.

Steinitz 1

;

:

1881, Beriin:
1882,
18S3,

:

:

1878, Paris

1883,

Handicap

2; Blnckburne 3.
Baden-Baden Anderssenl; Steinitz 2; Blachbxirne3.
London Ste4nitz 1 Blachbrirne 2; Zukertort 3.
Vienna: Steinitz 1; Blackburtie 2; Anderssen 3; Rosenthal

1876,

De Vere

Steinitz 2:

;

2.

in chess as the "gambit" consists
a pieqe for the sake of certain advantages of position.
It is first met with
in Italy about the middle of the sixteenth century.
Two Jewish chessplayers have given their names to

9

;

:

Xeumann

1868, British Chess Association
1870,

:

'..

;

Whitk.

7.

Green 2.
Steinitz 1
Winawer 2 Steinitz 3.

1867, Paris

Dundee:

1

gambits; viz., Steinitz and Isaac L. Rice of New
York. The Steinitz gambit may be played as follows:

;

Chess Association

1867,

I'illshiiru

;

known

"Gam-

;

:

;

1,

19 are Jews.

in sacriliciug

;

1866, British

Si'lilcilitcr tied fur

Europe and America mentioned

;

:

:

and

plu3'ers of
iirtiele.

2

1857.

1862,

I

White.

London

Pillxliu:

before 1863) have been without a Jewish
Of 42 living contemporary first class

(all

3

1858.

/'(//.s/ni))/.

:

italics:

1851,

and

1.

comjietitor.

only 5

Tournaments.

1860,

.Innowski. Mtirnczn,

;

;t.

Paris: l.askcr

1

:

I

and

Monte Carlo .lanowski
Sclileclitcr
Hanover: JanowskI 1; Pitlshtini-.

of the world (1902), having succeeded in wresting
In 1896 he was first
that title from Steinitz in 1894.
in the Nuremberg tourney; in 1899, tirst in the London tournament; and again first in that at the Paris

Exposition of 1900.
The following list of tournaments since 1851 shows
the positions gained by Jewish plaj'ers and by their
It will be seen that during
principal competitors.
the past fifty years the leading places have been in
most cases secured by Jews. Non-Jewish players

Lasker

Of 33imporl;iiit matches since 1834, enumerated in
the"Encyc. Brit." Supplement, 1902, s.r. "Chess,"

by the

adopted
gambit

:

Munlcli: M<tnicz!i,

international

tlie

in If^SlUooU the

tournament,

tion at tiie great Ixintlou

London

tied for 2, 3.
ISHK).

tlie

iraineil

tournament

lie

2.
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3.

Schlechter, Teichman,

and
some talent in this
direction, and E. N. Frankenstein was part author of
"The Chess Problem Text-Book," London, 1887.
In 1782 Moses Ilirschel of Breslau wrote the first
work in German on the chess writings of Greco and
Stamma. Of other Jewish writers on chess may be
position of problems.

Mieses, however, have displayed

mentioned tae following, with dates of publication:
Schlesinger ("Beitrage zum Unterricht im
Schachspiel," Presburg, 1804); E.M.Oettinger ("BibliothecaShahiludii," Leipsic, 1844); P. Bendix (1824
-1833). (" Recueil de Parties d'Echec Tant Entieres
que Finales, avec des Observations In.structives," St.
Petersburg, 1824); H. Silberscliniidt ("Die Neuentdeckten Geheimnisse im Gebiete des Schachspiels,"
Braunschweig, 1826; "Lehrbuch des Schachspiels,"
WolfenbUttel); Albert (Aaron) Alexandre ("Encyclopedic des Echecs." Paris, 1837, and "Collection
des Plus Beaux Probh^mes d'Echecs," giving 2,120
examples, tft. 1846); D. M. Frankel (1838); A. Schmid
("Literatur des Schachspiels," 1847); J. Horwitz
("Das Schachspiel." Berlin, 1879); D. Nathan (18511852); S. Tarrasch (" Dreihundert Schachpartien,"
Leipsic. 1894); Leon Hollaenderski (a French trans-

W.

;

Hebrew manuscripts given in
Lowentlial (1857-69) ("Transactions of the British Chess Association,"
1867-69) D. Harrwitz (" Lehrbuch des
Schachspiels," Berlin, 1862; J. H. Zukertort (" Leitfaden des Schachspiels,"
1870); L. HofTer ('"Chess," London,

latioa of the three

Hyde, 1864);

J. J.

Modern

;

Jewish
Chess
Authors.

1892)

Instructor,"

;

W.

New York,

The Modern Chess
and E. Lasker (" Com-

Steinitz ("

1895);

mon Sense in

Chess," London, 1896).
Several important chess journals have been edited
by Jews, as "The Chess-Players' Magazine," by J.
J. Lowentlial, 1865-67; the "Xeue Berliner Schach"
zeituug,"by Zukertort, 1867; "The Chess Monthly
(which had an existence of seventeen years, 1879-96),
by Zukertort and Hoffer, and by the latter alone after Zukertort's death and " The International Chess
Books comMagazine." by Steinitz, 1885-1900.
memorative of the important tournaments, giving
the games with annotations, have also been published by Jewish authors.
;

Steinschneider, Schach hex den Juden, Berlin. 1S73 (also in Van deriLinde, Gcschichtc und Litteratur
den Schtutispiclt, Berlin. 1874); idem, in Hebr. Bibl. xii. GOBS: .\brahams. Jewish Life itt the Middle Aijes, pp. 388-90;
L. Low. Die LrJietisnlter, pp. 324-28 and notes: Leon Hollaenderski. Delices Royales, on le Je u des Echccs, Paris. 1864 ;
IVilliam Steinitz. New York.
C. Devide, ,4 Memorial to

Bibliography

1901

;

I.

:

L. Rice,

The Rice Gambit,

ih.

1889.

For a jreneral

bibliocraphy of chess see that of Tassilo von Heydebraiid und
der Lasa, Wiesbaden, 1896; idem, Zur Gesch. und Literatur
des Schachspiels. Leipsic, 1897.

A. P.

J.

CHEST.

Sec Auk.

CHESTNUT-TREE:

The rendering

of

pDiy

37; Ezek. x.xxi. 8);
the R. v., however, preferring " plane-tree." There
are two considerations lending weight to the rejection of the translation given in the A. V.
(1) the

given in the A. V. (Gen.

.\.\.x.

:

plane {PlutanuH orientnlis) is indigenous to western
Asia, where, under favorable conditions, it attains a
comnianfling size, and is remarkable for the luxuriance of its growth; and (2) the etymology of the
word pjDiy, which is connected with the Aruljic
aram " (= to strip off bark); the plane-tree being
noted for annually casting its bark.
Tliis hitter
consideration is, ai)paiently, the determining one.
Tlie chestnut, wliich found its way from Asia into
Europe through Greece and Italy, takes its botanical
name {Oistdneii vulr/aris) from an ancient Thessjilian town, Castanum.
Like tlic plane, it is distinguished l)y the magnificence of its growth, preferring, however, higii and dry situations; while the
plane develops more freely in low and moist ground.
According to Tristram, the plane-tree "is common
on tiif! banks of tiie upper Jordan and of tiie
I-eontes, wlierc it overhangs the water" ("Natural
Hislorv
of the Bible," p. 345).
'
E. W. B.
•r

CHEVRA. See I.Iktji<.\.
CHEYNE, THOMAS KELLEY
ami

:

English

prolessor of Biblical exegesis at the University of Oxford, P^ngland
born at London Sept. 18, 1841
educated at Merchant Taylors' School, London, Worcester College,
Oxford, and under P>wald at Giittingen.
Before
graduating he showed his interest in Hebrew stud('hii>li!in Hililical erilic,

<

)riel

;

;

ies

Chess
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by taking the Pusey. Ellerton, and Kennicott

Chiarini

and his post-graduate life has been
devoted almost exclusively to Old Testament exeFor a long time he was almost
gesis and theology.
the sole representative of the higher criticism in
England. 'Together with Professor Driver, he provided the Queen's Printers' Bible, 1881, with a
series of variorum readings and renderings which
were of great use to Bible students. He has devoted particular attention to the Book of Isaialr,
of which he published notes on the Hebi-ew text in
1869, a translation in 1870, an edition in 1880-81,
an introduction in 1896, and a new translation, based
on a critical text, in the Polychrome Bible in 1898.
Besides this, he has given two versions of Psalms
to the world, in 1884 and 1889, while in 1891 he
treated of the "Origin of the Psalter" in his Bainpton Lectures, probably his most important contribution to Old Testament exegesis.
A volume on " Job
scholarships,

and Solomon"

in 1886 treated of the

Wisdom

litera-

"Founders of Old Testament Criti1893 gave the only adequate history of that

ture, while his

cism " in
subject in existence.
In the winter of 1897-98 Cheyne visited the United
States and delivered lectures on "Jewish Religious
Life in the Post-Exilic Period " these were subsequently published (London and New York, 1898),
and show a certain sympathy with specifically Jewish religious thought, which was also shown in his
Bampton Lectures. Cheyne has frequently contributed to the "Jewish Quarterly Review."
Cheyne has shown great daring in textual emendation, which has grown upon him of recent years.
His most recent contributions to Biblical study consist of numerous articles contained in the " Ency;

clopedia Biblica," which was edited by himself and
A. S. Black, and which bears the stump of Cheyne's
influence on every page.
Bibliography:

Plarr.

3/ch and

Women of

the Time, 1895;

UVlo'.x iVhi). 1902.

T.

J.

CHIARINI, LUIGI:

Italian abbe;

born near

Montepulciano. Italy. April 26, 1789; died at Warsaw Feb. 28, 1832. He was appointed professor of
history and Oriental languages at the University of
Warsaw. Poland (1826).
Ciiiarini was a prominent member of the so-called
"Jewish Committee," con,sisting exclusively of
Christian members, organized by imperial decree

May 22, 1825. This conunittee established schools for
Jewish boys and girls as well as classes of Hebrew
for Christian young men to study Jewish history,
rabbinical literature, and even Ju(l;vo-German,wriich
would enable them to do organization (missionary)
work among
entrusted by

the
tiiis

Jews of Poland.
Chiarini was
bod}' to translate the Babyloiu'an

Talmud, for which the Ru.ssiau government granted
him a subsidy of 12,000 tlialers. He pu))lished his
work, "Tlieorie du Juda'isine Appli(iue(( il la Reforme des Israelites de Tous les Pays de 'Europe,
et Servant en Mi^me Temjjs d'Ouvrage Preparatoire
il
la Version du Talniud de Babylone," 2 vols.,
I

Paris, 1830, as a precursor to tlie prescribed version

Talmud

which

six
Avns lo appear in
Chiarini's book planned the
reform of the Polish Jews, and also the general improvement of the condition of all Jews. This work

of

the

large folio volumes.

Cbiarini
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Chico^ro
into

iJiviilcil

is

states

till"

tlirif

luirls,

in

knowinij

dillimiltiis of

the
tiic

first

The

first Jewish ohild born in Chicago was a son
of Jacob Rosenl)erg. whose wife was Hannah Reese.

Cliiariiii

tnif clmnictor

About twenty German Jews arrived l)elween 1840
and 1844, and tiie community was slowly augmented
by incoming settlers up to 1840, in wiiich year a
strong tide of Jewish immigration set in, following
the completion of the Galena and Chicago Railway
to Elgin.
Most of the early settlers were German
Jews, principally from Bavaria and the Rhenish

of Judaism; in tlu' soroiul lu- t'liuiiiatfa tlic theory
of Judaism: and in tlu- tliird tlio autlior treats of the
reform of Judaism and discusses lie means of ri'moving its " pernieious elements, lu brief. Chiarini
i?ndeavors to i>ri>ve that the so-called evils of Judaism originate ehietly from the alleged liarmful antiHe argues that the
s^H'ial teaihings of the Talmud.
state should assist tiie Jews in freeing themselves
from the intluenee of the Talmud, and that they
should return to the simple Mos^iic faith. This goal
can be attained in two ways: first, by the establishment of sehoi^ls where Bible instruction is given
and the Hebrew gmmmar studied; and, secondly,
by a French tniuslation of the Babylonian Talmud,
with explanatory notes and refutations.
Chiarini recognized that the popular knowledge
of the Jews and Judaism was inadequate and defective, and that their enemies furnish nothing but dist

"'

torted instead of correct information.

work

Palatinate.

Religious services were held for the first time in
the Jewish settlement on the Day of Atonement,
1845.
The congregation met in a private room on

now known as Fifth avenue. Only ten
men were present; Mayer Klein and Philip New-

a street

Nevertheless,

Of

is

Chiarini 's translation of the

volumes appeared, under the

title

;

Talmud only two
"Le Talmud de

Babylonc, Traduit en Langue Fran^aise et Complete
par Celui de Jerusalem et par d'Autres Monuments
de I'Auticiuite Juda'ique," Leipsic, 1831. It contains a copious preface.
The translation of Berakot,
which is partly based on previous translations, has
many faults. Chiarini's "Theorie du Judaisme
was widely criticized and caused considerable discussion in the " Revue Encyclopedique " and in separate pamphlets by Zunz, Jost, and others.
Besides
many other works on Italian poetry (Pisa, 1816 and
1818) and on the history of astronomy in the Orient,
Chiarini wrote a Hebrew grammar and a Hebrew
dictionary, both in Latin, translated into Polish

by Piotr'Chlebowski, Warsaw, 1826 and 1829; he
wrote also

"

Dei Funerari degli Ebrei Polacchi," Bo-

logna, 1826.

Bibliography Zunz, G.
:

S.

1.

271-298, Berlin, 1878

;

Jost,

Eint

FreimUthigeitud Unpartheiische BeleucMung (le» Werkes:

Theorie du Jiuln'isnie. Berlin. 18:J0 Orgelbrand, EncyMopedja Pf/U'szechna, lii.,8.?-., Warsaw, 1H98; Niiova Enciclnpedia Italiana, 6th ed., vol. v., Turin, 1878 E. Blschoff, KritUiche Gatchichte der Talmud-UehersetzuTmen, etc., p. 68,
FranWort-on-the-Maln, 1899.
;

;

H. R.

CHICAGO

Capital of Cook county, Illinois the
second largest city of the United States. It was
incorporated as a city in 1837, and a year later the
:

;

Jewish settler, J. Gottlieb, arrived. AVhence
he came, and what his business was, are not known.
In 1840 Gottlieb was followed by Isaac Zieglcr, the
brothers Benedict and Jacob Schubert, and Philip
Newberg. Ziegler was for a number of years a
pedler in the city and vicinity. Benedict Schubert
was the first Jew to establish a merchant-tailoring
bu.siness in Chicago.
He prospered, and became
one of the leading men in his trade. The first brick
house in the city was built for him on Lake street, and
he carried on business there for a number of years.
first

Philip

Newberg was

the

first

Jewish tobacco-dealer.

berg olficiated as readers. The following year servwere again held on the Day of Atonement, the
attendance being, however, no larger than on the
previous occasion.
The first Jewish organization, the Jewish BurialGround Society, was established in 1846. It purchased from the city for $46 one acre of ground, to
be used as a cemetery and this was the first public
act by which the Jews of Chicago demonstrated
their existence as an integral portion of the body
corporate.
This first Jewish burial-ground was
located east of the city limits, toward the north
along the shore of Lake Michigan.
Kehillat Anshe Ma'arab, the first Jewish congregation, was established Nov. 3, 1847, when a constitution was adopted and signed by
First Con- fourteen members. Morris L. Leogregation. pold, a young man of twenty-six,
born in Laubheim, Wlirttemberg, Avas
elected president.
The Jewish Burial-Ground Society turned over to the congregation all its property,
including the cemetery, and dissolved.
Kehillat
Anshe Ma'arab held its first regular service in a private room on the second floor of a building on the
southwest corner of Lake and Wells streets, and
in 1849 leased a lot on Clark street, between Adams
and Quincy streets (where the post-office now
stands), on which it erected a frame synagogue.
In 1853 this congregation established a day school,
where Hebrew was taught in addition to the regular
common-school curriculum.
This school was in
operation for twenty years. In 1856 a new cemetery on Green Bay road (now North Clark street)
and Belmont avenue was purchased. In 1857 the
old burial-ground, having been included in the city
extensions, had to be abandoned. In 1882 the ground
was sold to the park commissioners, and it is now
merged in Lincoln Park. On the date of the closing
of the old burial-ground (June 11, 1857) the first interment in the new cemetery took place.
In 1868 the congregation purchased the northwest
corner of Wabash avenue and Peck court, with the
church standing upon it. The latter was converted
into a synagogue.
In the great fire of 1871 the 8)'nagogue escaped destruction, but all the record.s,
which had been placed by Joseph Pollak, the secretary of the congregation, and at that time clerk of
Cook county, in a vault of the court-house, were
lost.
In 1873 Dr. Merzbacher's prayer-book was
adopted. An organ, choir, and family pews had
been introduced several years before. In the fire of
ices

pervaded with some of the traditional
prejudices against which he protests; but, at the
saiue time, he expresses a sincere concern for the
spiritual and material welfare of the Jews, and a
desire to improve their condition.
bis
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1874, Kehillat

Anshe Ma'arab lost the synagogue on
in December of that year it

Wabash avenue, and

purchased the church and site on the corner of Indiana avenue and Twenty-sixth street. The church
was converted into a synagogue, and the property
on Wabash avenue and Peclc court was sold. In
1888 Jacob Rosenberg, then vice-president, presented to the congregation twenty acres of land in
the town of Jefferson, to be used as a burial-ground.
This is now called "Blount Ma'arab Cemeter}'."

and the influence of these two leaders was most
beneficial to the Jewish community, especially to
tlie younger generation.
Adler was succeeded by
Dr. 31. Machol.
Dr. Samuel Sale was his successor,
and was followed successively by Dr. Isaac S.
Moses, the Rev. ]\I. P. Jacobson, and Dr. Tobias
Schanfarber, the present incumbent (1902).
B'nai Shclora, the second oldest congregation,
was organized May 25, 1852, by fourteen members.
Its first temple was built in 1864, on the corner of

Michael Reese Hospital, Chicago,
(From

The bodies

in the

North Clark

street

cemetery were

transferred to Mount ]^Ia'arab, and the vacated property was sold.
The latter is now completely built
over, and all traces of the former cemetery liave
vanislicd.

Anshc Ma'arab found tliat most
members liad moved farther south. Tlic locaof the synagogue being, tiiereforc, no longer

In IHHii Keliillat

of

its

tion

convenient for the majority, a plot on the southeast
corner f)f Indiana avenue and Thirty-third street
was |)ur(hase<l, and the tcmjih; now in use was
erected.
The latter lias a seating capacity of 1,500
persons.

hom

The membership

In 1!K)2 the Ein-

is 175.

rifnal, in the Englisli version,

The

first

who was

was
from

ralibi

called

Early
Rabbis.

tlu-

was adopted.

Rev. Igiiatz Kiinreiither,

New York

in 1H47.

He was

born in 1811, in Gelnhausen, near
Frankfort on-tlie-Main. He remained
with tiie congregation si.x years, and
then retired to private life. Hedied in

Dr. H. Frieri lander, who
in 1H.55, was but a short
time in Chicago, when he died suddenly.
In IHOI
the Rev. Liebmann Adlku was called from Detroit.
During his long and eventful ministration, M. M.

(,'hinago

was

June

27,

called from

Gerstley

was

1HH4.

New York

president of Kehillat

Anshe Ma'arab;

Chiarini
Chicag-o

III.

photograph.)

Harrison street and Fourth avenue. It was at that
time tlie handsomest Jewish house of worship in
Chicago. This temi)le was destroyed
Congreg'a- by the fire of 1871. A new one was
erected on Michigan avenue near Fourtions
Before the teenth street; but tiiis property was
Great Fire, sold in 1889, and R'nai Sholom purchased the .synagogue of Kehillat
Anshe Ma'arab, on the corner of Indiana avenue and
Twenty-sixth street. The Rev. A. J. Messing is the
present

ral)l)i.

Sinai Congregation, the tiiird oldest, was the resuit of lh(! Reform movement started in Chicago in
IHW. In that year the ritual question agitated the
mimis of the members of Kehiilut Anshe Ma'arab.
The younger element was di.ssatisfled with the conservatism of the older members, and demanded
reforms.
Dr. Rernliard Fel.senthal, a
teacher who had just arrived in ChiHe
cago, became the leader of the Progressives.

swee|)ing

young Jewish

published a pamphlet entitled " Kol Kore ba-Midhar" (A Voice Crying in tiic Wilderness), in which
This publication
he strongly advocated Reform.
encouraged the Progressives, and they organized
a Reform Verein, of which Dr. Felsenthal was
This Refonn-Verem was the
elected secretary.

Ohioavo

rili:

upon
was

fouiKiatiou

wliioli

coiiirn-irjition

luiilt

bad

tlio

stiriU'il

from

B. Scliot'iu'inan

was

tin- tirst

tho Siimi

six iiu'inbors

paivnl oriiiini/.atioii.
ostublishud April

was

Sinai coujfa'giitiou

Felscnthal

ftuir vfiiis lator

by twi-nty
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nibbi.

first

pivsiiiciit.

7,

who
18G1.

and I^r. B
worship

lis lirsi liouso of
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congregation

in CliicagK, iiaving a membership
of nearly CtOO.
it niainlains u .lewish mi.ssion-.school
the Sinai West Side SabbatliSchool
where over
3(>0cliildren, boys and girls, are instructed in Jewish

—

—

hislciry

and

religion.

ZiouCougregation,
was organized on llic
(.Jreenebauni being

the I'ourih oldest in Ciiicago,
^\'est

Side in 1864;

Henry

and 'Dr. B.
Felsentlial the lirst rabbi.
The first house of worship was on Desplaines street, between Madison
street and Washington boulevard.
Tiie present,
temple is located on Ogdeii avenue, opposite Union
Park.
In 1SS6 Dr. Felscnthal retired on account
of old age, and Dr. Josejih Stolz was elected his
successor.
For many years Zion was a prominent
factor in the spiritual and educational development
of the Jewish community; but during the last decade
it has sulfered considerably through the migration of
its members to the South Sitle.
The present rabbi
is Dr. Jacob S. Jacobson.
The North Side Hebrew Congregation was
established in 1S67.
Its lirst house of worship was
dedicated Sept. 27 in that year by the Rev. A. Ullendorf, who had been called to the rabbinate,
lu 1870
the Rev. A. Norden was elected rabbi.
The tire of
1871 destroyed the synagogue, and the existence of

Jewish TraininK-SohuoI, C'likago,

111.

(From a photograph.)

buildiiitr,

formerly a church, on Monroe

between Clark and La Salle streets. At the
dedication of this temple, June 21, 1861, the Einhoru
ritual Avas used for the first time in a Western constreet,

gregation.
In 1863 Dr. Felscnthal declined reelection, and Dr. Chronic was elected rabbi, upon the recommendation of Dr. Abraham Geiger. Dr. Chronic
founded in Chicago "Zeichcn der Zeit" (Signs of
the Times), a German monthly in the interest of
Jewish Reform. At the rabbinical conference held
in Philadelphia in 1869, Dr. Chronic, the delegate of
Sinai, moved to transfer the celebration of the Sabbath to Sunday; but no action was taken upon the
motion. In 1867 Sinai made a contract with the
Rosehill Cemetery Company for a burial plot. This
was the first instance in Ciiicago of a Jewish congregation securing a burial-plot in a non-Jewish

cemetery.

The great fire of 1871 destroyed Sinai temple.
Dr. Chronic had gone back to Europe, and Dr. K.
Kohler, then minister of Beth-El congregation in
Detroit, Mich., was elected rabbi.
Sunday services
were held for the first time by the Sinai congregation in Martin's Hall, corner Twenty-second street
and Indiana avenue, on Jan. 15, 1874. The site of
their temple, on the comer of Indiana avenue and
Twenty-first street, had been purchased in 1872, antl
the structure was finished in 1876.
In 1879 Dr.
Kohler was called to New York; and in 1880 Dr.
Emil G. Hirsch, then at Louisville, Ky., was elected
rabbi.
In 1885 Dr. Hirsch was relieved from preaching on Saturdays. In 1892 the temple was remodeled
and enlarged. Sinai is by far the largest Jewish

lirst

jiresident,

the congregation was temporarily suspended.
It
was reorganized, however, in 1875, and the Rev. A.
Norden was reelected; but the synagogue was not
rebuilt until 1884.
In 1898 Rabbi Norden retired,
and the Rev. Abraham Ilirschberg became his
successor.

B'nai

was a frame

tiie

Abraham was organized

in 187U.

The

rabbi

on the West Side

was the Rev.

Isaac Fall.
In 1888 Dr. A. R. Levy, the present incumbent, was
tirst

elected.

Of these six congregations, that of Sinai is the
most radical, and B'nai Sholom and B'nai Abraham
are the most conservative.
The others belong to
the class comprising the majority of American Jewish Reform congregations.
A number of ultraOrthodox congregations were also established before
In several instances a number of small
the Jews of Slavonic parentage
amalgamated and formed congregations. The most
prominent among these congregations are Bet haMidrash Hagadol u-Benai Jacob, a charter for
which was obtained in March, 1867, and Ohabai
the great fire.
"

hebrahs

"

among

Shalom Mariampole,

established in 1870.

The

has an extensive library of Hebrew books in its
large synagogue.
The congregation has instituted
a loan association, and is in many other ways a benelatter

ficently active factor in the

After the

fire

the

community.

number

of congregations in-

The most prominent among the
younger congregations are Isaiah, Emanuel, and
Beth-El. Beth-El Congregation, on the northwest
side of the city, was organized Oct. 7, 1871, immeThe first servdiately after the fire.
Congrega- ices were held in the home of one of
creased rapidly.

tions After the members, but

the Great

week a

hall

in

was rented

the

following

at the corner of

Peoria and Ohio streets, where regular
services were held every Friday night
and Saturday morning. D. Gottlieb and Ignatz
Kunreuther officiated. Six months later the congreFire.
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some ground at the corner of Maj' and
which they moved a frame cliurch
building which they had purchased from a Norwegian congregation. Herman Eliassof was elected in
1873 as the regular minister and teacher of Beth-El.
On Sunday, June 2'i, 1S73, a cyclone destroyed the
gation bought

Huron

streets, to

synagogue.

But the same evening a meeting of the congregawas called, and a fund was raised sufficient to
start the building of a new synagogue, a modest
tion

standing on the site of the old
serves as a Lutheran church,
haviug been sold by Beth-El in 1901. The ministers

frame structure,
building.

It

still

now

succeeding Rabbi Elias.sof were Bouheim Lippmansolm, Bien, and Jacob Dansk, the last of whom officiated from 1881 to 1891, dying in the prime of
The present incumbent, Rabbi Julius Rappalife.
port, took charge of the congregation in July, 1891.
To-day (1902) there are 100 members, partly Ger-

Chicago

The congregation owns a cemetery

at Waldheim.
Connected with the congregation are the Emanuel
Gemeinde Frauenverein, established in 1897, and the
Emanuel Auxiliary Society, founded in 1900 by the
younger members of the congregation.
The names of the successive rabbis of Congregation Emanuel are: Austrian E. Brown, Julius Newman, and Dr. Emanuel Schreiber, the incumbency of
the last-named dating from 1899.
The Reform Congregation of Isaiah Temple
was organized Oct. 2-1, 1893, by members from Ziou
congreijation Avho had moved to the South Side. At
the first meeting Dr. Joseph Stolz was chosen rabbi
and still (1902) holds hat position. The tirst services
were held Jan. 4, 1896, at the Oakland Club Hall,
Ellis avenue and 39th street, which continued to be
used in this capacity for three j-ears.
In May, 1898, some ground was purchased on the
corner of Yincennes avenue and 45lh street, and on
t

Sept. 11 follow-

mans and partly
A
Bohemians.

and was dedicated Sept. 28, 1902.
The tendency of

ing Dr. Isaac M.
Wise laid the
corner - stone of
a synagogue designed by Dankmar Adlcr. The
schoolhouse attached
to
the

the congregation

synagogue

new synagogue
was erected on

Crystal and
Hoyne avenues,

is

toward

Jan.

form, and
!Minhag Amer-

ritual

is

Family

u.sed.

cated the synagogue. Its membership numbers
228, and the Sabbath-school has
383 children en-

pews, an organ,
and a choir have
been introduced,
during
mostly
the ministry of
the present rabFriday servbi

ba

prayers

Standard Club, Chicago,
(From *

and lectures be-

ing d(;livered in
The Satvirday morning servtiie Englisii language.
There are a ladies' sociices are lield in fJerman.
numbering 120 members,
Sisters of Beth-El
ety
and a Young People's Au.xiliary Society, connected
with the fon^regation.

—

—

Congregation Emanuel was founded in 1880,
a iiiUI at the corner of Sedgwick and Biackhawk

liie cliMrch of tlie Swedish congregation at
No. 280 Franklin street being purchased thret; years
afterward. In 1889 moderate Reform and the prayerbook " IMitihag Americii " were adopted, and later the

streets;

advanced Reform was furllier streiiglliened
by the introduction <'f he German (Ijjnhorn) prayerbook and thf! praetiseof worshiping witli uncovereil
head.
The majority of tin- nieuibers having nioveil

niUHc. of

i

farther nortli, in tJie spring of 1897
rented the I'aptist cliurcli at the
avenue and Halsted street, where
(1902) iield, though in 1900 a site

was purchased

t

h

holds

a recent innova-

in

TheSab-

rolled.

;

ices are likewise

tion,

1899,

14,

and two months
later (March 17)
Dr. Wise dedi-

••

ica "

was

dedicated on

Rethe

at Belden

the congregation
corner of Belden
services arc
for a

now

synaRogue

avenue antl Burling

street.

ses-

teaciies
Hebrew, and has
present composed of three
sions,

for the deaf, at

cla.ss

pupils.
l.saiah

sc h oo
Saturday

and Sunday

111.

pholO(tr«r''')

a

-

Affiliated

with

Woman's Club and

Lodge

the congregation are the
the Isaac

31.

Wise

Au.xil-

O.B.B.
The princijial Jewish charitable institutions of
Chicago aie the following: (1) The United Hebrew
Charities of Chicago, organized in 1859 as the United

iary

I

IIel)rew Relief Association, for the jHirpose of jtrovi-

ding an asylum for widows and orphans, and a hospital.

The present name
The first
in 1HH8.

adopted

of

the;

liospital

was
was erected on

as.sociation

La Sidleavenue, and opened to i)atients Aug. 9, 18()8.
was destroyed by the fire of 1871. In 1H79 Henry
L. Frank and his brother Jf)seph, as the trustees of
H fund be(|neathed by Michael Reese of San FranIt

sum of §30,000 for the l)\iilding
a hospital, on condition that it should be known
as (2) "The Michael Reese Hospital." Jacob Rosenberg and Mrs. Henrietta Rosenfeld, also trustees of

cisco, Cal., offered the
f)f

a fund beijuealhed by the same Michael Reese, of-

Cbic&KO
Child
fcrtnl
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onlhc sjimecoiulitum $50,000 ftai\n endow mont

for tho maintfimiui'of tlu'iiow liosjiital.

Associatiiiii aroeptotl both olTers.
hospital was built, ami opened to patients
Tlu- Mil liiicl Heese Hospital is one of the

Hobivw
The new
in

Tlu' I'liitod

Hclii'f

Itv**!.

best equipi>i'il in (."liiiago.
(3)

The Jewish Training-School. opened on Judd

stU'et near Clinton stroi't, in 1S90, in the heart
of the district inhabited by the poorest of the Jew-

ish population.

Charitable ing
lustitutions.

school, not a trade-school,

pupils

where

receive an excellent general
Prof. G. Bamberger

the superintendent. (4)
established in 1891.

Aged Jews,

The Home
Abraham

Slimmer of Waverly, Iowa, donated $50,000

for

such a home in Chicago, on condition that the
Jews of Chicago raise an equal amount. The money
was obtained without difficulty. (5) The Chicago
Home for Jewish Orphans, opened Oct. 7, 1894,
Two years
in a rented house on Vernon avenue.
later a piece of property was donated by Henry
Mr. Slimmer again came forSiegel and others.
ward with a donation of §25,000 toward the erection of a suiUible building, on condition that a
The amount
like sum was collected in Chicago.
was raised, and the home was dedicated April 23,
1899.
(6) The Beth lyioshav Z'keinim (Orthodox
Home for Aged Jews), organized Sept. 7, 1899. In
1901 Mr. Slimmer promised the society which undertook to establish the home the sum of $20,000,
similar to those accompanying his
previous donations. The conditions were of course
accepted and the building is now in course of construction on the corner of Ogden and Albany
avenues. (7) The Jewish Agriculturists' Aid Society of America, established in 1888 by three Chicago rabbis. Dr. Hirsch, Dr. Moses, and Dr. Levi.
The society has its headquarters in Chicago, but it
is national in aim and scope.
The object of the society is to assist able-bodied poor Jews who are willing to establish themselves as farmers, in obtaining
land on favorable terms. (8) The Home for Jewish Friendless and Working Girls, the youngest
Jewish charitable institution in Chicago, establislied
by a number of ladies' societies Oct. 15, 1901.
Besides these there are a great number of Jewish
societies for various benevolent, educational, and
social purposes.
The United Hebrew Charities of
Chicago maintains a number of branch institutions,
such as an employment bureau, a free dispensary, and

on conditions
;

a training-school for nurses. All charities are now
federated in the Associated Jewish Charities, founded
in 1900. through which all collections are made.
The total number of Jewish congregations is fiftyfive.
Thirty cemeteries are owned and managed by
Jewish congregations and societies, and five Jewi.sh
clubs minister to the social needs of the community.
The Jewish population of Chicago is fully eighty
thousand.

As in other large cities of the United States,
there exist several social clubs, which, though nominally not restricted in their membership, are practically recruited exclusively from Jewish circles.

The
dia,"

club so organized was named "Concorand may be considered the parent of the

first

present Standard (lul), whicii, founded in 1872, is
lo("ati'd in a club house at Twenty-fourth street

now

and Michigan avenue. The Lake-Side, at Fortysecond street and Grand boulevard; the Ideal, on
Lasalle avenue; the Unity, and the West-Side are
clubs similar in character to the Standard. The
latest of these social clubs is the Ravisloe, recently
established (1901).
It is a country club, devoted to
athletics.

From

a manual-traiu-

eilucatioa also.
is

for

It is
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the earliest days of the municipality the

Jews of Chicago have taken an honorable jmrt in
public life. On the two municipal boards, the
board of education and the directory of the Public
Library, Jews have distinguished them.selves, the
president's chair having been often occupied by one
of their number,
Adolf Kraus was president of the
board of education for several terms, while Berthold Loewenthal has served as president of the
Public Library bAard an honor also conferred on
Dr. Emil G. Hirsch, who was a director for nine

—

years and president for six. Under Dr. Hirsch's
administration the present splendid home of the
Public Library was erected, while another Jew,
Bernard Moos, acted as chairman of the building
committee, rendering in this capacity the most signal services.
Among the other Jewish members on
the board of the library at various times may be
mentioned Julius Kosenthal (founder and librarian
of the Law Institute), Adolf Moses, and Jacob
Franks. The following Jews have served on the
school board: Herman Felsenthal, David Kohn, B. J.
Rosenthal, James Rosenthal, Edward Rose, Charles
Kozminski, and Dr. Joseph Stolz. Schools have
been named after Herman Felsenthal and Charles
Kozminski, in recognition of their services; while
another public school, not in a Jewish district, has

been named after Sir Moses IMontefiore.

Among

the charter members of the civic federawas Dr. Emil G. Hirsch; while Adolf Nathan,
a member of the Columbian Fair executive committee, was president.
Dr. Hirsch is also president
of the Rabida Fresh Air Sanitarium.
The following Jews have held other ofHces: corporation countion

Adolf Kraus, Siegniund Zeisler; county clerk,
Joseph Pollak, General Solomon; presidential elector, Henry Greenebaum, .Emil G. Hirsch; county
commissioner, Isa Monheimer, Jacob L. Calm, Morris Rosenfeld; city alderman, Henry Greenebaum,
Jacob Rosenberg, Abe Ballenberg, David Horner,
Milton J. Foreinan South Park commissioner, Henry
G. Foreman, Henry Greenebaum; judge of the cirsel,

;

cuit court, Philip Stein; justice of the peace, E.
J. Sabath, Max L. Wolf;
William Loeffler; controller of the city,
Charles M. Schwab.
In the militia, may be mentioned Major Milton J.
Foreman (cavalry); Lieut. Robert Hart (l.st 111.
Infantry); and Emil G. Ilirsch, the chaplain of
the Illinois Naval Militia, with rank of lieutenantcommander.
The Jews have been contributors to the endowment fund of the Chicago University. Their original contribution of §35,000 saved tlie fir.st donation
by J. D. Rockefeller of §600,000, being made at a
time when it seemed impossible to fulfil the conditions attaching to that gift.
Sinai congregation

C.

Hamburgher, Adolph

city clerk,

Eli B.
later donated $5,000 for a Semitic library.
Felseuthal is a member of the board of trustees of
the university, Avhile the following Jews belong to
the faculty Professor Michaelson, head of the department of physics; Julius Stieglitz and Felix
Lengfeld (the latter resigned), professors of chemistry; Ernst Freund, professor of jurisprudence;
Julian W. Mack, professor of law; Emil G. llirsch,
professor of rabbinical literature and philosophy;
Dr. Joseph
S. H. Clark, professor of elocution.
Zeisler holds the chair of dermatology in the NortliWestern Medical School.
:

On

the History of the Jews of
Chicago, in Publications of the Am. Jew. Hist. Soc. No. 2,
Beginnings
18&t; idem,
The
of tlie Chicago Sinai Congregation, Chicago, 1898; Felsenthal and Eliassof, History
Ma'arab,
Chicago,
1897; Eliassof, The
Kehillat
Anshe
of
Jews of Illinois, in Reform Advocate, Chicago, May 4, 1901.
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CHICAGO ISRAELITE, THE: An American weekly newspaper devoted to Jewish interests;
founded January, l)-!85, and first issued under the
editorship of Leo "Wise, who for several years conducted a department of "Notes and Comments " of
a personal character. Occasionallj' the work of this
department was done by Dr. Emil G. Hirsch, Levi
A. Eliel, and Dr. Julius Wise, the last of whom
wrote under the pen-name " Nickerdown.
" The Chicago Israelite " makes a feature of the
local news of the congregations, lodges, and philanthropic and other societies.
F. H. V.

n.

CHIDON The owner of the threshing-floor at
which Uzza or Uzzah, attempting to steady the
Ark of the Covenant, was killed (I Chron. xiii. 9).
In II Sam. vi. 6 the place is called " Nachon."
:

E. G.

Chicago
Child
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G. B. L.

II.

CHIEF Term used by the English Bible versions
:

as an appro.xiinate rendering of a number of Hebrew
words.
The leaders of the Levites are called
"chiefs" (K'K':. Num. iii. 24, 30), although elsewhere the same word is rendered " prince " (Num.
vii. 18).
From the fact that on tlie day of the dedication of the Tabernacle every chief gave exactly
the «ime donation to the service, it can l)e inferred
that tlie chiefs were here representing the tribes,
and were not giving of themselves only. The tribes,
furtlicrmore, were divided into several .sections, and
the leader of each section (as, for example, the leader
of tlie Ocrshon branch of tlie tribe of Levi) was called
"nasi" also; and tlie leader of the wliole tribe was
called "the cliief of tli.- cliiefs" (Num. iii. 24, 32).
The authority of tlie "nasi" was very great, and
marked respect was to be shown him (Ex. xxii. 27,
A. V. 28).
In the days of royalty the rights and privileges,
as well as the naiiir-, were ubsorbed by the king
(I Kings xi. 34), and later by Zerubbabel (Ezra i. H).
A fuller plirase, "nesi liaare?," occurs in Gen.
xxxiv. 2.
In the early stages the chiefs helped the
central

authority.

Levites

(Num.

They

assisted

in

counting the

iv. 34).

Other terms for "chief

'am" (cornerstone

" are:

(1)

"Pinnatkol ha

of the people; Judges xx. 2;
I Sam. xiv. 38); and the reference here, too, is to
(2)"Ba*al,"
the tribe and family representatives.

applied to the priest, not in the sense of an officer,
but as one standing out preeminent. (3) " 'Attud "
(Isa. xiv. 9); but such a rendering only loosely corresponds to the original. (4) "Rosh" is rendered
" chief " seventy-eight times, and is used almost interchangeably with "nasi." It stands for the head
of a family (Ex. vi. 14, 25), and for larger tribal
sections (I Kings viii. 1 Num. xxxii. 38), and is applied to the high priest (II Chron. xix. 11, xxiv. 6).
In the New Testament "chief" is the rendering for
apx^v (Luke xi. 15), and for Trp^rof (Matt. xx. 27;
;

Luke

xix.

47).

(chief of Asia) is

An officer termed the"Asiarch"
mentioned in Acts xix. 31.
G. B. L.

E. c.

CHIERA, ESTHER,
CHIGIRIN
Town

See Kiera, Esther.

in the government
of
Kiev, Russia, with a population (in 1897) of 9,870,
including about 3,000 Jews. The latter are engaged
principally in commerce and the handicrafts, the
total number of artisans being 551.
Tailoring is
the predominating trade, 204 being engaged in it.
There are, besides, 37 journeymen; and 16 Jews find
employment in the local tannery and factories.
About 200 families apply yearly for aid at Passover.
The educational institutions comprise a government
school with 300 pupils, of whom 120 are Jews;
about 30 hadariin aggregating 230 scholars; and a
Talmud Torah with 45 pupils.
:

II.

K.

CHILD,

J.

S.

THE

Since the days of Abraham
(Gen. XV. 2), to possess a child was always considered as the greatest blessing God could bestow and
to be without children was regarded as the greatest
The Rabbis regarded the childless man as
curse.
dead; while thecabalist in the Middle Ages thought
of him who died without posterity as of one who
had failed in his mission in this world, so that he
would have to appear again on the planet to fulfil
this duty.
As human imagination always occupies itself
with the unknown, the embryonic or preliminary
stage of child-life became the subject of fanciful
legend and myth. The soul before birth is warned
that it will iH'held responsible for its actions thmugh
life, and takes an oath to lead a holy lite (Jellinek,
"B. IT." i.). Two guardian angels teach the soul the
Torah every morning and display the glories of the
As
In the evening hell is shown.
just in paradise.
the memory of this would interfere with free-will,
the child forgets all it has .seen and heard in this
The depression in the middle of the upper
stage.
lip represents the stroke by which this knowledge
:

;

and wisdom are made
too, children cry

For

to disajipear.

when they

this reason,

are born.

One of the oldest ceremonies connected with the
liirthofa chiltl was that of tree-planting. In the
case of a boy a cdar was planted in that of a girl,
Among the ceremonies observed
a pine (Git. 57a).
for the protection of the new-born son was the reading of theSliema', and at limes of I'.salm xc. in the
presence of the children of the community. This
was usually continued every evening of the week,
but in some places took place only on the eve
The cusf>f the Bent Milali (s<'c CiKriMCisioN).
tom of jmyiiig a visit to an infant boy on the first
<

;
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Sabbatli of his oxisU-nco (131 Dl^t' — "pence boy ")
was also of Jowish oriiriu.
Male cliiUin'n reooivott tlicir "sacivil" namos ou
Tlio so called " prothe occasion of tin- Horit Milali.
fane " name (" kiiinui ") was irivon on the Sabbath
aftor the mother paid hor first visit to the synagogue

was accompanied by a feast termed H01.LE
Kkkisu (see Peries. in Griltz ^leniorial Volume, pp.
Girls were given their namesabout a mouth
•2-t-OC).
after tiieir birth, when the father was called up to
read the Ljiw, and the Hollo Kreish was also celebrated on the return home
In the case of the tirst-born the ceremony of "redeeming the child "(pn iVnS, Ex. xiii. 2-15) octhis

According to the
curred (Ml the thirtieth day.
author of " Hukkotha-Torah" (GiUlemanu, "Gesch.
des Elr/iehungswesens \ind der Cultur der Juden,"
i.
03), it was customary in the thirteentli century
for a father to vow his first-born son to the study
of the

Tomb.

"Halakah," the custom of cutting a boy's hair
for the first time, took place after his fourth birthday, when care was taken to avoid touching the

"corners" (Lev. xix. 27). In Palestine this occurred
on the second day of Passover and it was considered a religious privilege for each of the friends and
In Talmudic times it
relatives to cut a few hairs.
was also customary to weigh the child and to present the weight in coin to the poor.
For the lullabies with which mothers soothe their
children to sleep see Ck.\dle Songs.
The various diseases to which the child was sub;

(no^n n'^^'Xl, Gen. R.
XX. [ed. Cracow, p. 374]), were included under "the
If the child
difficulties of bringing up children."
died, it was said to be becau.se of the sins of the
parents.
God Himself supervised the education
of the prematurely deceased children ('Ab. Zarah
3b).
If a boy remained healthy, he studied the
Torah in order to be rendered fit for the priestly
ject, especially in Palestine

which learning was a necessary condition. The Rabbis tell of
Duty of many infant prodigies.
Leo de
Learning. Modena is said to have read the Haftarah at the age of two and one-half
But generally they preferred promise rather
years.
than performance at so early an age. The regular
curriculum was for boys to learn Scripture at five,
Mishnah at ten, and to fulfil the whole La%v at thirteen.
In the times of the Temple youths took part
in religious ceremonies at a very early age.
In the
Sabbatical year they were brought to the Temple
when the king read Deuteronf)my (Deut. xxxi. 1012).
A boy's religious life began in his fourth year,
as soon as he was able to speak distinct!}'; for
although the child was held to be free from religious
duties, it was required of tlie father to accustom
him early to fulfil them (rnVD3 IDJn^). This was
con.sidered all the more desirable because of the belief that the prayer of a child was more readily
heard by God. Girls, too, went to the synagogue
at a tender age.
The presence of children in the
synagogue was often troublesome. The boys frequently played during worship hence the Sephardim confined them to one place.
Certain rites were observed when the boy first
office, for

Tlie

;
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EnrtATioN), "Children of the
master" is a regular phrase in
Jewish literature. Worils of Scrii)ture uttered innocently by them were viewed as oracles by the Rabbis.
In the school, the boys had hours of recreation a;*
well as of study.
In play, the angel Sandalphoii
(|^^^JD) ^vas their patron; but there were few speciticiilly Jewish G.vmks, most of them being taken
from the peoples among whom the Jews lived. Parents did not pamper their children, but treated

went

to school (see

hou.se [school] of the

them

severely, slight corporal puiiislunentsby the fa-

though not reconunended. Temabstemiousness, and jioverty were inculcated as virtues; and, even though any boy might
enter the priesthood, all had to learn a handicraft
ther being allowed,

perance,

and swimming.
The duty of providing for such education, as well
as for circumcision, for redemption from the Kohen,

when the child was of
the proper age, for marriage, was imposed by the
Talmud upon the father. The synod of Asa imposed upon him, furthermore, the obligation to provide for the necessities of the child until his seventh
for teaching of th'eLaw, and,

It, however, strongly recommended the continuation of such provision until the child should
have attained his majority (Ket. 49b).
Although enjoying all the protection of the law,
the child was declared irresponsible by the Talmud,
and had not to account for any mischief he might
Nor was the father answerable for damages for
do.
injury due to such mischief; he was only morally
responsible.
This moral responsibility, however,
ended when the child had attained his religious majority ceased to be a child, and became a " son of the
Law " (seeBAuMizwAii) namely at the age of thirteen. On this occasion the father pronounces the following benediction " Blessed be He for hiiving freed
me from this pimishment." Actual legal responsibility on the part of the young man, however, began only with the age of twenty.
In later times little children were taken to the
synagogue to sip the Avine of the " sanctification
cup" ("kiddush") or to take part in the Simhat
Torah ceremony. They participated in the Passover

year.

—

and Sabbath

festivals, too,

When

Ps. cxiii.-cxviii.).

singing the " Praise " (?7n,
a little older, the boy had

He
to attend the synagogue and school regularly.
Inrecited certain prayers (E»'np and "iDKK^ "I"I"13)deed, he enjoyed almost all the rights of majority
long before the day of his becoming

" the

son of the

Law."
BiiiLiOORAPHY
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S.

Srherhter, Studies in JndaiHm, pp. 280from which this arUcle has been con-

312. Philadelphia, 1896,

densed

;

L. Lfiw, Lebermalter.

A. M. F.
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CHILD MARRIAGE. See Marriage.
CHILDBIRTH The following are some of the
:

Biblical

and Talmudical

details touching the birth

of children

The child might be brought into the world with
or without a midwife (Gen. xxxviii. 28; Ex. i. 15 et
xeq.
compare Mishnah R. H. ii. 5; Oh. vii. 6). The
expression in Gen. xxx. 3, "she shall bear upon my
knees," and similar phrases are to be taken literally (see Ploss,"Das Weib,"and compare the say;

Child
Childbirth
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Twixt wife and midwife the
ing in Gen. K. 1\
child of the poor woman perishes " see also Dukes,
Immediate!}"Blumenlese," p. 128).
'"

,

;

after birth the infant was bathed,
In
the Bible, rubbed with sjxlt, and wrapped in
swaddling-clothes (Ezek. wi. 4 etseq.).
Josephus (" Contia Ap. " ii. 26) says: " The law- does

not permit us [the Jews] to make festivals at the birth

on the bed for the protection of the woman (Tosef.,
Shab. vi. [vii.] 4), as well as, on the night before
circumcision, to place on the table viands which
should not be touched (Shulhan 'Aruk, Yoreh De'ah,
178, 3, gloss; 179, 17; compare M. Schuhl, "Superstitions et Coutumes Populaires du Judaisme Contemporain," p. 6). The u.se of a Torali scroll as a
charm for easing birth (Pithe Teshubah on Yoreh
De'ah, 179, 9) and for the protection of the child
(Yoreh De'ah, I.e. ;Maimonides, " Yad" Hil. 'Akkum,
xi. 12) seems to be of early date; and the origin of
the ceremony of lighting candles on the "watchnight" i.e., the night before circumcision Is to be

—

ascribed to the Talmud (Yer. Ket. i. 25c; Sanh. 32b).
In Rumania, as soon as the labor-pains of the
woman begin, all the female inmates of the house
In Poland, for the purpose of
loosen their hair.
easing birth, all knots in the Avoman's clothing are
untied; and she wraps herself in a "mappah" or
the band Avhicli is wound around
the Caucasus the woman is held
For seven
in the strictest seclusion.
Customs weeks prior to her expected accoucheand Su- ment no one, except the midwife and
perstitions. the female relatives, is alloAved to see
her.
On the night of birth the door
of the lying-in room is locked; one light burns near
to the mezuzah, and another next to the hearth
"

wimpel

'

;

the Torah.

UecitlDg the " Ha-Mal'ak ha-du'ei " Prayer at
(From Kirihner,

'*

Judischea CfremonicI,"

hilduiitb.

t

17'.'6.)

see Ciurifice of purification (Lev xii. 2 et seq.
cuMCisioN and Redemption op the First-born).
The weaning, often long deferred, was accompanied
by Riicrifices and festivities.
The cradle is said to have been first used in Isaac's
time it occurs in similes, as with Homer (Gen. R.
Ixix. 3; Bacher. Ag. Pal. Amor., pp. 126,
liii. 10;
On it were hung bells, which generally were
844).
employed together with amidets in order to guard
;

is,

In

ha-Massa'ot be-Erez Kaukaz," pp.
Despite the repeated prohibition of their
rabbis, the Caucasian Jcavs practise the superstitious
custom of mixing in a glass of water some earth
from the grave of one deceased within the last forty
days, and giving it to the parturient woman to
drink.
If it is not effective the dose is repeated
with earth obtained at a greater depth.
In Poland and Galicia the custom still obtains that
once prevailed in Germany, of making a chalk-mark
(Chorny,

and thereby to occasion drinking to
excess. " The child was usually suckled by its mother,
but sometimes bv a wet-nurse (Gen. xxxv. 8;
II Kings xi. 2, 3: III Mace, i 20). Thirty-three days
after the birth of a male child, and sixty-six after
tiiat of a female child, the mother offered up a sacof our children,

that

" Sefer

196, 296).

;

children against demons (" Monatsschrift," 1900, p.
882; compare Blau, "Zaubcrwesen," pp. 90, 160;
"Mi'teiUingen der Gesellschaft fiir Jadi.sche Volkskunde." V. 75, note 5, Iljimburg, 10(10).

A woman

during confinement

is

recommended

to

particidar attention; and her d':ath is as(ril)ed to
negliirencc of tlie duties specially i)rescribed for
Jewisli women (.Shab. li. 6; concerning the origin of
lepro.sy among children, compan; Lev. R. xv. 5).
New-bom cliildren, according to the Talmud as well

the Bible, were spriidilcd with salt (SJial). 129)1;
compare Jerome and Galen in Wiesner, "fSciiolien,"
li. 24H); those that made no sound were rubbed witii
tlie afterbirth (Wunderbar, in "Ori.-nt. Lit." l^no,
" R. B. T." ii. 2r,6).
Air was
p. 104; Hamburger.
breathed into those l)orn ajjparently inanimate; and
a beaker filled with liot coals was held near the
a.s

mouth

of one that refused the breast, to stimulate
Operthe action of the facial muscles (Shab. 134a).
ations to assist birth Avere known (compare HabbinoIt was
wicz. "La Medeeine du Talmud." i. 29).
considered a heathen custom to fasten a piece of iron

Ki-iist

(From KlrrhniT, "

ut Chllfitilrtli.
Juill«cheii rfrrinonli'l," 1150.)

around the lying-in chamber or of describing black
It is also the practise in many
circles on the wall.
places to hang P.salm- verses over the woman's bed
(tlie same custom obtains among Ofhristians in Gersee L. LOW. " Lebensalter," pp. 75 ct seq.).
Ps. xx. 2 is inscribed on the drmr, and the
following invocation is recited: " May He who barkla
ened to thy motlier, barken to tiiee also!"

many

:

Sometimes

Childbirth
Chilo

TITK JKWTSII

Hesse a circlp is dniwn witli clinlk on tho floor, and
the verse. "My lulp itmu'tli from the Loril," etc.
In Kuniistiin and
(IV. cxxi. 0). is written within it.
els<'\vlii-iv in the Driint. sweet sniellinir herbs are
burned in a eenser, with whiili tii-st. tlie synajjogne
In Poland
lyiiiir in room are perfumed.
Hook of Ha/.iel is laid under tlie liead of tlie
•woman, and wliite cloths are hunii at the windows

and then the
the

and around the bed.
In older Jewish recipe-books ("Mitteilungen,"
58 et teg.) the follow ing directions are given:

v.

WhlsiHT Into the ear of the woman in travail: ".\nd Moses
spake unto the iniiplc, Uft tliee out, and all the people that follow th»>e anil after that I will no out. And he went out "
(Ex. xi. 8; eoinpaiv Uaziel. 43a). Or write on a " Uiinftel"
(head) of cheese to be given her to eat, " Satur
Recipes
areiv tenet opera ruta.s" (inade up of "Sator
in
[are] poten [ter] et opera [rej r[ati]o t[iija
Old Books. s[it] "; compare Steinsehneider. " Hebr. Bibl."
xvil.(Kl idem. "Cat. Bodl." No. 1(X)).
Or whisper iu her rldrht ear: " He went up on Mnuiit Sinai and heard a
calling and a crying. And he sixike unit) the Lord
What nieaneththi.-> calling and this crying that I liearV"
The Lord answered
him
It is the voice of a woman in labor.
Now go and say unto
her: "(Jet thee out
The earth demands thee!" And all
these thy servants shall come down unto Me and bow down
themselves unto Me. saying. " Get thee out, and all the people
that follow.
Or mix the fat (or milk) of a bitch with
eU".
;

:

"

:

:

I

'
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playing with the angel of death: therefore it is
that the child be lightly tapped on
the mouth.
A child should not be kissed on the feet, since
this is the custom at the" mehillah prayer"; that is,
on asking the dead for forgiveness. A child must not
be held before a mirror, else a second child will be
born within the year. If the hair be cut, the child
will get an elf-lock.
Scurf (" parch " compare Lev.
xiii. 12) gives promise of beautiful hair (compare
"Mitteilungen," i. 81 on "halakah"). The woman
who lias been delivered must not be left alone.
Under her pillow or under the mattress is laid a
knife, without which she may never leave her bed.
Or a dagger is stuck in the ground near her head
and daily for thirty days it is carried three times
around her couch. In northern Germany this serves
to guard against
the werwolf (Wuttke, "Der
Deutsche Volksaberglaube der Gegenwart," p. 260),
or, according to Grimm ("'Mythologie." xc), against
the wicked fairies (for the customs among the Romans see Pliny. "Historia Naturalis," x.xxiv. 44).
While making tlie circuit with the dagger about the
bed the following verses are sung:
it is

recommended

;

before circumcision ("Zakar")a feast is spread, to
which every one is welcomed. In Hamburg, peas
with pepper, whisky, and cake are provided; among
the Portuguese, nasturtium seeds in Poland, " fristtlech " (" faworiski " that is, a thin pastry mixed with
oil), round peas, and mead ("Mitteilungen," i. 100).
Jtostof these customs and superstitions are not of
Jewish origin; but, as a review of Grimm's "Mythologie " and Wuttke's work (see bibliography below) shows, they have been borrowed from neighboring peoples.
For parturient women the regulations are the
same as for the Niddah. At the birth of a male
the bath (mikweh) may not be taken before the expiration of eight days; at the birth of a female, not
before fifteen days, provided clean white linen has
been put on and the seven days of purification have
taken place within that time. Where it is the custom for the women to visit the mikweh at the end
of forty days after beaiing a male, and fifty after
bearing a female, regidations are made accordingly
(Yoreh De'ah, 19, 4).
;

:

Bibi.iocraphy
1840;

" Ich mache einen Kreis
Den Gott wohl weis.-!.

.

tfcJidft

Hubin,
.

.

circle

(Which God well knows)
As many tiles a^ are on tins roof,
So many angels keep watch o'er us
:

At a hard

' Auf mcincin rechten Fuss
Gott. den Herrn, bill' ich,
iJass er enibind."

In

for the protection of motheraiid

chihl a skein of red silk is bound
rr(|Ucll," iv.
wrists (see

"Am

;

Sctnidl, Jlidisclir

Mvfh irllrd i(ilie it

i'

n, IVl-t,

li.

M. Gr.

Book

See

of.

See God's Children;

CHILE A republic of South America, bounded
by Peru on the north, Bolivia and the ArgentineRepublic on the east, and the Pacific Ocean on the
south and west. Soon after the discovery of the
American continent many Jews, professed and
secret, settled in the dill'erent sections of South
America, and changed their places of residence
:

praycis in the lying-in chamber, in
nlf tlic ' HeiHMiimerin " (pixies); that is.

Hamburg,

Ge)<ell-

;

CHILDREN OF GOD.

During the same thirty days in which the dagger
carried about the bcil the school-children lecite

elves.

Mitttihtimnt der

Goii's Son.

(Translation.)

keep

et >teq.

D.\NIKI,,

tret' ich,

press upon my rijrhl foot,
God, the Lord, entreatinp.
That He may deliver!

the evening

;

mh\

CHILDREN, SONG OF THE THREE.

pray:

I

f)rdfr to

iss:.'

A.

!

women

labor three or four

Vienna,

fl)r JIUIhrhf V< il h sk ii
Yl-diuburf;, ]><\)^ it seq.; S.
fVf«'/i. lits Ahcrdlmilitns. livnuan translation liy I.

du Juda'isme Coiitemporaix.

(Translation.)

make a

A. Lewysohn, Mthnre Miithnqim, Berlin,
Die Lchcii.mtter. Szegedin, 1875; Luncz, Je-

Ul et siq..

M. Schulil, Superstitions et Caitttonex Popidaires
Paris, 1882; J. J. Chorny,
Sefer ha^Mdssa'ot }>e-Krez Isavkaz, St. Petersburg, 1887;
Winer, /{. Ii. s.v. Kinder'; Wuttke, /)(»• Deutsctie Volksaherulnutie der (lenenicdrt, Heilin. IStii); S. Schechter, The
Child ill Jeiri.'<h Literature, in Studies in Judaism, pp. 343380, 434-43«, London, 189(5.
6

!

I

i.

Stern, Leipsic

Also nianfher ZieRel ist auf diesem Dacb,
Also mancher Engel bei uiis wach

:

I.iiw,

I>.

rusahm,

is

Childbirth
Chile
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about the child's
9(»).

Of

eiricacy

against " Frau Ilolle" is tiie "Holle Krei.sch " (compare LOW, I.e. p. 105; IJodenschatz, " Kirchiiche Ver
fassung."iv. 715; .Millrihingcn," iv. 140, v. 7). Here
may l)e mcnlionc<l tin- custom existing in Hiesiau of
scattering almonds and raisins on the tirst Simhat
Torah aflf-r birfii. Thr- nigiit before circumcision
(watch night or wiioit-night ), and in I'alisiinc
every nigiit between birlii and circumcision, for he
protection of the child the pf'o|ilr- in Ihc house
"study" (compare (frruibaum, in Witiler and
Al
Wlitisehe, 'Die Jdilischc Litteratur." iii. 587).
Salonic a a Imlhid is sung on Ihe watch niglii (com
In
))are " Rev. I",tii(les .Fuives." IHIMI, ii. \'.\X ft KCij.).
Palestine, on the nigiit before the circumcision an
oil lump with many wicks is brought intotiie liouse,
and there is general rejoicing. In rp(>er Sili'siiithe
knife for circumcision must be in the house the
night t)efni-e tlie reremoiiy
The Friday eveiiinir
•'

I

At
ace )rding to the pi'cssure of the liKjuisition.
the beginning of the sixteenth century many New
Christians ("Christianos Nuevos") who had recently arrived at Callao, Vvvu. drifted to Santiago,
It was not long before the spies (" familiChile.
ares")of the Holy Ollice ferreted them out, accumulating evidence as to (heir antecedents from Buenos
Ayi-es, .Mexico, and the cities of liie Ohi VVcnld,
until sullicient data iiaii Ixcn sccui'ed to warrant
tlieirai)prehension. Thus, an accused Jew would be
iMi|irisoned in Chile, tortured until he confessed, and,

sonieiimes after languishing for years in the secret
be surrendered to the secular arm for execution in Cartagena or Lima. The martyrdom of the scholar and
tiieologian Franci.sco Maldonado de Silva, wiiose

(lunu:i'ons of the tribunal in Santiago, finally

He
trial was a cause celebre. is a case in point.
sidlcied imprisonment in Chile, and was Inirned at
Nor w'as his
an auto da fe in Lima Jan. 28. I(i39.
In the following parcase an exceiition to the rule.
agraphs

will

lie

found Ihe

first

of these trials for Judai/.ing.

summary

in

English

OhUe
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China

The
AKTK)
eiu'si"

of Luis Nolili- or Luis Dimrto (si-o Drprobably tlio tii-st oti nrord. A Portuby l)irtli. he si-rvotl ns a soUiicr in CliiK", ami
cast'

is

wasarniiiriUHi boforc

a cnu'itix.

in>:

tlii'

Huarti'

ilot-s

not srom to

Jow

at length.

1680 proceedings were begun against Leon
Silva, or Oliva (as his name is spelled in
another place). He was born in Portugal and resided at Santiago, and was denounced as a JudaIn

Gomez de

The accu.sed was still alive in Santiago twenty
years after proceedings were instituted against him;
and his property, at one time confiscated by tlie
authorities, had been restored.
The celebrated Hungarian-Jewish violinist, Michael Hauscr, who had been the guest of Don Elias,
President of Peru, in 1852, and who was everywhere
received with extraordinary honors, was compelled
to fly for his life in Santiago, charged with "conspiring diabolically to ruin Christian folk and, by
rea.son of liellish art [his violin], in league with the
devil." Thanks to the friendly offices of a humane
Creole who liad been charmed by his music, he hid
until the arrival of a ship bound for Australia (see
izer.

"Aus dem "Wanderbuche

eines

Oesterreichi-

schen Virtuosen." Leipsic, 1859; also Ignaz Reich's
"Beth-El," ii. 97). On a proposal made to Oliver
Cromwell in 1655 to seize Chile, see Simon de

Caceres.
the

Kit),

T.

J.

:

ilf

til

71

II. r)(t,

Medina,

in Chile

nothing definite can be ascertained. There are a large
number of prosperous Jewish merchants in Santiago,
mostly Europeans but it is not known whether they
:

llistiirin

ill-til, SimtiiiRci. l.s'.K);
iirtlii tiniKisilion

I?.

us

\

iiiifia

Was

II

Triliuval

(hi

liuiiiixiciiiii i)i Cliih\
!Ni. KM, 111.-,, IKS,
11:;,

1.

lilT, -'(Hi.

lu

<1rl

','(«!

l.\ i;mi,

:Ji;t

hi

4.1,

MacKciiim, FniiiciKcn

AwiTicd,

in Sniilli

pp.
111.'),
ITt (Kiit'l liiiiisl. Iiy .1. W. DiilTv. Ldiidoii, IKtill); <;. a.
Koliiit, ill I'uliliidlions of Am. Jiir. Hist.Sor. No. 4, ]). 115;
Itleiii, Siiuitn tie Cdfcnn mill /fi.s I'laii fur the Cuiniiiist of
Chilf 01 J^'.W, reprinted from tlie Amirican KcZ/rcic. June
It), 1S!)<), pp. 12-lt), where l)il)lio).'riiptiyiind text of the letter of
Caceres are nlveii Lucien Wolf, in Triximintioun of Jew.
lliM. t^iK. EiHi. iil.
;

A.

G. A. K.

CHILEAB: A

son of David, born to him at

His mother was Abigail, whom David marthe death of her husband Nabal, the
Carmelite (II Sam. iii. 3). The parallel account in
I Chron. iii. 1 gives his name as " Daniel. "
In II Sam.
iii. 1 the Septuagint reads ^a7.ovia, and in I Chron.
iii.
1 Mjiviijl.)
(The Alexandrine, however, reads
here, too, Aa/.owa.)
It is impossible to restore the
original name, although " Daniel" i^ much nearer
than "Cliileab." Berakot 4a (Bab.) gives a fan-

Hebron.

ried

jiftor

ciful interpretation to
"

Chileab

in the

"

the name.

because he shamed

He was

(D''i'3)D)

called

Mephibosheth

Law.

E. 0. H.

G. B. L.

CHILIASM,

CHILIAST,

CHILIASTIC.

Sec Millennium.

CHILION A son of Elimelech and Naomi, the
Bethlehemites who emigrated to Moab because of
the severe famine in Judea (Ruth i. 2).
This might
have been the reason for the name " Chilion " (wa:

sting), as also for his brother's

name " Mahlon

" (dis-

In Moab, Chilion married Orpah {ib.), ana,
after living in that land for ten years, died there.
ease).

E. G. n.

G. B. L.

CHILMAD A name occurring
:

in the

long

list

of those nations supplying merchandise for Tyre
(Ezek. xxvii. 23). The Septuagint reads koI Xapfiav,

which seems

to point to Carmania.
The Targum
renders it " the Modes, " which Rashi follows.
David
Kimhi quotes his father's opinion that the word
contains the root '^'oh- The word vvoidd then mean
"as taught." George A. Smith identifies the name
with "Chalwadh." Of all those identifications that
of the Targum is the simplest and, perhaps, the
most acceptable; for other corruptions of the text
have been noted in this verse, and it is probable,
as Cheyne suggests, that tlie first syllable in nof)3
came from the following f)3i, the "1 of which fell
out owing to the preceding ").
E. G. H.
G. B. L.

CHIMHAM A son of Barzillai,
:

David while tho

latter

was

who supported

in exile at

Mahanaim.

After the death of Ab.salom, Barzillai was invited to
spend the rest of his days with the king; but he
declined, and sent his .son Cliimham instead.
In

made

camp of Chimwould seem that
David bestowed upo^ him some land which passed

Jer. xli. 17

ham

mention

is

of the

near Bethlehem, from which

on to his descendants

modern history of the Jews

For other data sec

ii:!,

Mojini,

liavi>

with selling goods cheaper to people who would
enter his shop through the door, beneath the threshold of which he had buried a cross in mockery of
Jesus, than to others (see Sobremonte).
Juan de
la Parra, a Cliilean by birth, was imprisoned and
sentenced by the Holy Office "for observing the
religion of Moses," in 1661.
There were several
others who suffered imprisonment in Chile and
martyrdom in Peru. J. T. Medina devotes two
long chapters to leading Jewish cases in his history of the tribunal in Chile (see subjoined l)ibliography), and gives the whole trial of de Silva

Of

Smitii Olicio

(Aiiir.,

incarcerated in Chile, and their possessions were confiscatod. which sooms to have boon the loading motive for tlioso prosecutions for heresy.
The abovenamed, it appears from another record, all suffered
martyrdom in Lima at an auto da fe held "in that
city Jan. '23, 1639.
Don Manuel Baptista Peuez was rated as a millionaire, and is described as the owner of a regal
residence in Lima, whicli yet bears the name of " the
house of Pilate." Don Diego Lopez de Fonseca,
who was burned at the same auto da fo, was charged

his

niHMO(iK.\iMiv
-'I'l. ;.'-.'2;

boon sovoroly
tk-alt with, osi-apintr with a \vliipi>inir antl a liglit
sontonoo.
From U>!{() to KUl tho following poisons
wcro accusoil and punishod for Judai/insi-: Antonio
de Aounha. from Arit)n(lioz, Portugal,
Earliest
agod 24 yoars: Anlonio ("ordoros;
Victims of Diogo Lopoz de Fousoca, from Bada
Injoz. agod 40 years; Manuel Baptista
quisition. Pcroz, morchant, agod 40 years; Manuel ilo la Rosa.
All those Jews wore
1(>14V

form a religious community.
SolTII A.MKUIC.V.

Iribiiual at Callao for stcal-

Hi- ronfi'ssi-d to biMiig a
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in his

it

name.

This rendering

indicated by the Targum, and is accepted by
Ra.shi and Kinihi (II Sam. xix. 38, 39, 41 R. V. 37,

is

;

38, 40).
E. G. n.

G. B. L.

CHIN,

RACHEL MIRONOWNA,

See Khin,

Rachel Miroxowna.
CHINA The southeastern and main division
The subject of the Jews
tlie Chinese empire.
China

is

tory

II.

;

writers

deny the

;

rate,

J^ /^

=

=

M

wT^F
f ^^^F

m

"silk"), as the Chi"sericum"
nese were called by the Romans.
(For the identification see coramentaries of Gesenius, Delitzsch, Hitzig,

Cheyne, and Orelli; also Kautzsch, in
Riehm's " Handworterbuch der Biblischen Alterthiimer,"

s.i-.

"Sinim";

Von

Strauss-Torney, in Delitzsch's
"Isaiah," p. 712; Lassen, "Indische
Alterthumskunde," 18(57, i. 1028; further, Dillmanu, Duhm, and Marti,
Chinese Name for
JQ tijgjr commentaries; K5nig, in
^''^'^'
Hauck's " Real-Encyc." s.v. " Sinim "
and Von Richthofen, " China," i. 436 for the " Seres,"
;

see Sn.K;
"

Kohler,

The Menorah,"

vantehandels,"
sen,

i.

"The Jews and Commerce,"

1887, p. 211;
12,

notes

"ROmische Gesch."

1,

in

Hcyd, "Gesch. desLe24; compare Momm-

v. 346,

465-170; Herzfeld,

"Handelsgesch. der Juden," pp. 110, 308).
At what time, however, the first Jewish settlement in China took place it is difficult to say. In
likelihood Jewish merchants immigrated, or
all
changed a temporary sojourn into a
First Jew- permanent one, at various epochs. In
ish Settle- an " Account Written by Two Mohammedan Travelers Through India and
ment.
China" in 851 (Hcnaudot, transl., London, 1733, p. 42), it Is stated that " the Jews have
been settlechin that empire [China] from time immemorial." Notwithstanding this, it is as liazardous
to connect tiie first Jewish^settlement in China with
the Lost Ten Tribes ("Jew. Quart. Rev." xiii. 23)
as it is an unwarranted skepticism to dou])tthe correctnc.s.s of the tradition of the Chinese Jews themselves, which traces the first immigration back to tho
Han dynasty between 200 n.c. and 221 (.v.. (Miillendorf, in " Moiiatsschrift,"

189."),

p. 320),

and more

exactly to the time of the emperor Ming-ti. This
opinion is based upon tlie oral tradition of tlie
Jews, reported l)y Father Jirotier: "These Jews say
that they entered China under the Ilan dynasty
during the reign of Han Ming-ti [.')8-76c;.e.]." And
further: "Several of tliese Jews have a.ssured me
that they arrived during the reign of Ming-ti " (Tobar, "Insrrip. Jiiives de Kai-Fung-Fu," p. 90).
A
certain Sulaiuian (Jewish traveler of tlie ninth century) similarly claims that they entered in 65c'.K.
GrUtz (iv. 376) places the first immigration in the

IV

with the persecution
also their first set-

as a characterization of the Jews, indicates great antiquity. Rabbinical Judaism would
have suggested more distinctive peculiarities of the

their laud (Isa.

ever,

i^J "W^L

it

which caused

into direct relations with the "silk-

his-

pX

W M
^^ m

connecting

Known as call the Jews "Tiao Kiu Kiaou " (the
" Tiao Kiu sect which extracts the sinews, after
Kiaou."
Gen. xxxii. 33); and this name itself,

Their

Whether China was known

:

^^^%

c.e.,

in Persia,

the Jews in Persia from early
times were connected with the silk
trade, and. as a consequence, entered

I.

of
in

is

^^^

Jews

xli.x. 12)
others, howidentification.
At any

here treated in two sections:
Their religious customs, etc.

History

of

to Biba matter of dispute among scholThe majority of Bible commentators idenars.
(" the land of the Sinim "),
tify it Avith D^j'D
whence the deported sons of Israel shall return to
I.

3^ear 231

China

tlement in India; furthermore, the Jews of K'ai
Fung-Foo themselves claim that they received their
religion from India (compare Finn, "The Orphan
Colony of Jews in China," p. 40; but see passages
cited below); but there is nothing to support this
hvpothetical date, or the statement of Glover in the
"Babylonian and Oriental Record," vi. 247, 288; vii.
149. that the Jews were not in China before the
fifth century.
On the other hand there are many
reasons for the assumption of an earThe Chinese everj'where
lier date.
Jews

:

lical

Chile
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—a

Jews

to the Chinese.

As

will be

shown

later,

there are also

many

in-

evidences of early Jewish settlements in
China to be found in peculiar rites, preserved in
connection with their synagogue; the records which
will be cited below are obviously copies of older
documents; and there is also the fact that the
Arabic writers of the ninth and fourteenth centuries
confirm the existence of old Jewish connnercial coloIndeed, all facts tend to show a
nies in China.
long and peculiar development of religious as well
as social life of the Jews in China, the beginnings
of which can hardly have been later than the first
K.
Christian century.
Concerning the history of the Chinese Jews in the
^Middle Ages a very few isolated facts are known.
The two 3Iohammedan travelers of 851 who are
quoted above state that at that period "many of
them, for the sake of riches and preferment, have
abjured their own religion." This is corroborated
by Abu Zaid Hasan al-Sirafi (Reinaud, "Geographie
d'Abulfeda," i. Ixxxiii., Paris, 1848), according
to whom " 120,000 Mohammedans, Jews, Christians,
trinsic

and Parsees, who iiad come there for commerce,
were in the revolt of Baichu in the year 884 massacred in ('anfu, the chief i)ort for all the Arabian
It seems very probable that in the
merchants."
tenth century a new colony of Jews came into
CMiina, as Professor Chavannes declares: "Between
960 and 1126 (Sung dynasty) Jews coming from
India brought, for the first time, as tribute to the

court of China, stuffs from western maritime coimThe Jews came to Chimi by
triesC si yang poo ')
sea, and not by crossing central Asia; they were
members of tlic Jewish colonies settled in India.
Lastly, their arrival does not appear to have been
l)rior to the end of the tenth century c.e."
Marco Polo refers to the jiowerful commercial
i)olitical inlluenee of the Jews in (Miina in.
1286 (see Murray's translation of "Polo's Travels,"

and

Ii)n liatula (."^ee " Monat.s,schrift," 1895, p.
p. 99).
329) in the fourteenth ccntiiry sjieaks of Al-Kliansa

— which

Miilleiidorf i(Ientifi(;3 with Hangchau; Neubauer ("Jew. Quart. Rev." x. 125) with (.'anfu— as
having many resident Mohanunedans, Jews, and

Christians.

The Jews, who were never

active participants

Tin: .iKWisn

China

Chinese affairs, being taken for Mohammedans
("Hwei Hwei"), are nevertheless mentioned in
Chinese annuls:
" Phe .lews an' referred to for the tirsl time in the
'Yuen shi under the year 1309. on the occasion of
the reestablishment of the law on the collection of
in

"

encyclopedia

34

synHgoguo, Incense for use therein being presented by the emperor.
In Util the syiiunogui' wu.s deslroyed by tlood, but was
restored by a pioiiunciit .lew. New copies o( the Law were
procured; ami llic Uibleof iilTcriii(.'s, the bnnizc vase, the tlowervascs, the caiKllcslicks, the Ark, the liiuriiiiliiil arch, the balusand iiilicr furniture were prcschlc<l to the synagogue by

trades,

proiuiiieiil meiul)ers of Ilie

The end

Jewish

" Composed by a promoted literary gradu-

from Dissent
ers. Mention of them
is agitin made under
the year 13")4. when,
oa account of several
taxes

ate of the

K'ai-

and

Kiu-cluing;

iiannMl Tsaou-tso

were invited to the

•Chu hu" (Djuhud)"
North
China Branch of Roy-

("Journal

Society,"

Asiatic

series, x. 38).

the
Throughout
Ages the European Jews had no
knowledge of the existence of Jews in

set

Mitldle

China; even

(

=

(1489)

pV; see Asher's ed. of
i.
the "Itinerary,"

seems to
know nothing about
them. It was through
194,

ii.

in.scription:

from

"Our

comes originally

religion

189),

T'heen-chuh" =

India,

k.]

Keferring to the immiBird's-Eye View of the

Temple Buildings

at K'ai-Fung-Foo, China.

(From " Jewiah Quarterly Review.")

Catholic missionaries
in the seventeenth century that the first information reached Europe of a Jewish community,
consisting of about five hundred or si.\ hundred members, in K'ai-Fung-Foo, the ancient capital of Honan; of one at Hangcliau-Foo; and of
others in other Chinese towns.
But owing to the
existence of an ancient synagogue at K'ai-FungFoo, which, though rebuilt .several times, had preserved the oldest records of Jewish settlements, the
interest of the historians was centered
The Jews upon the Jews there; and the inscripof K'aitions in the Chinese language found on
Fung-Foo. its marble tablets.dating from the years
1489. 1512,

up by a Chinese man:

Benja-

China

and en-

darin it is stated " Adam
the first man was from
Teen-chou in the West."
TThis seems to point to India or Ceylon as the Chinese Eden, as does also,
perhaps, a rather obscure
sentence in tiie previous

min of Tudela, who
mentions

;

belonsring lo the prefecK'ai-Fung-Foo,
ture of
named Foo-Joo. Erected
on a fortunate day, in the
middle of summer, in the
second ytnir of llung-che,
1488 [lead 1489J, In
A.I).
the forty-sixth year of the
seventieth cycle, by a disreligion of
cil)le of the
Truth and Turity."
In an inscription of 1512

In both
the army.
cases they are named

new

named

inscribed by

graved by a liteniry giaduate of purchased rank,

Jews

capital in order to join

al

prefecture of

Fung- Foo.

a literary graduate of purchased riink, belougiug to
llie district of Tsi'Mtig-Ku,

insurrections in
China, rich Mohammedans

((iiiuiiuiiily.

of the inscription of 1489 reads:

and

16G3,

which have been

often translated and published, have cast unexpected
light upon a hitherto entirely unknown chapter of

Jewish history. The following abstracts of the.se
inscriptions, taken from "Inscriptions Juives de
Kai-Fung-Fu," Shanghai, 19fX» (see "Jew. Quart.
Rev." xiii. 20), give an insight into both the history
and the character of the Chinese Jews.
Ttie inscription of 1489 refenrlnK to the lmm)|?ratlon states
" Seventy families came from the Western lands olTennj; tribute
of cotton cloth to the emperor, who allowed
them to settle at Peen-lantf " (K'Hl-Fiin(?-FfK)).
Synag'og'ue In 11B3 the gynauogue wa.s erected by a certain
Records.
Yen-trjola; and in 1279 It was rebuilt on a
larger scale. In 1390 the Jews were granted
land and additional privileges by Tal-tsou. the founder of the
Ming dynasty. In 1121 permission was given by the emperor to

The

Ten-Tcheng. a physician greatly honored by him,

to repair the

gration,

this

inscription

" During tlie Han
dynasty this religion ensays

:

tered China. In 1164 a synagogue was built at I'een [K'aiFung-Foo]. In 125X5 it was rebuilt. [The dates in Tobar's
and Glover's translations differ slightly.] Tho.se who practise this religion are found in other places than Peen [K'almet with, they all,
Fung-Foo]
but, wherever they are
without exception, honor the sacred writings and venerate
Eternal Reason in the .same manner as the Chinese, shunning superstitious practises and image-worship. These sacred
books concern not Jews only, but all men, kings and subjects,
parents and children, old and young. Differing little from our
[the Chinese !] laws, they are sumumd up in
Hig-h Hepu- the worship of heaven [(iod]. the honor of partation of cuts, and the veneration of ancestors." SpeakChinese
ing of the Jews themselves, the Chinese monu" They excel in
mentiil testimony ccmtinues
Jewrs.
;

:

agriculture, in merchandise, in magistracies,
and in warfare, and are highly esteemed for integrity, lldelity,
and a strict observance of their religion."
At the end of the Inscription of l.")12 occurs
"This tablet was erected by the families Yen, I.t\ Kaon,
Chaou, Kin, E, and Cheng, at the rebuilding of the synagogue,
In the first month of autumn, in the seventh year of Ching-tih,
of the Ming dynasty, a.d. l.'ill [read l.')12]."
Another inscription dated 16(j;5, by a Chine.se mandarin, afterward minister of state, begins in the same manner as the first

two, dwelling first on the virtues of Adam, Noah, Abraham, and
Moses, and then on the conformity of the Jewish law and literature with those of the Chinese. After relating the history of
the Jewish settlement. It gives a gniphic account of the rebellion which <-aused the fall of the Ming dyna,sty in 1642 and the
destruction of the city, the synagogue, and many Jewish lives,
and of the rescue of the sa<^Ted writings by a Jewi.sh mandarin,
who, with the help of the troops, restored the eitv, and together
with his brother rebuilt the synagogue in 16.5.3 (see CtiAO YN(;CHENf;). Only one complete scroll of the Law having been
recovered from the waters, this was placed in the middle of the.
Ark ; and twelve other scrolls were copied and placed aror
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Other holy writings and prayer-books were repaired by members of the community, whose names are perpetuated in the
with the names of all the dignitaries who took
part in the restoration.
it.

tablet, together

So long as the Jewish inhabitants of China continued to enjoy the imperial protection as mighty men
of commerce, their Persian brethren furnished them
with all the necessary means of religious education.
Their commercial and social decline broke off their
connection with the West and a state of ignorance
Thus Avere they found by
followed.
;

Com-

the Catholic missionaries in the seventeenth century, and in a worse condiSocial tion by the Protestant missionaries

mercial

and

both endeavoring to convert them, until the Chinese government interfered
with their attempts.
At the beginning of the seventeenth century the
founder of the Jesuit mission at Peking, Father
Matteo Ricci, received a young Jew who came to
At
see him, declaring that he worshiped one God.
the mission, seeing a picture representing the Virgin
with the child Jesus, he believed she was Rebekah
with Esau or Jacob, and said that he came from
K'ai-Fung-Foo, in the province of Honan, where
ten or twelve families belonging to his religion
dwelt, having a synagogue, in which there were
books written in the language (Hebrew) of a Bible

Decline.

shown

him
Too old

to

Ricci.

bj'

to

China

as 1850 by Dr. Smith, Bishop of Victoria, after inquiries made on behalf of the London Missionary
Society.
In order to secure information of the Chinese

Jews at K'ai-Fung-Foo, a number of missionaries
and Jewish merchants were sent thither. They reported that a few families, Jewish in name onlj-,
but sharply differentiated from the surrounding
heathens and Mohammedans, lived there in abject
povertj".
They could read no Hebrew, had not
had a rabbi for fifty years, intermarried outside the
faith, and preserved only a few ceremonies and

names of holy days.
" The expectation of a Messiah seems to have been entirely
The rite of circumcision, which appears to have been observed at the period of their discovery by the Jesuits two centuries ago, had been "totally discontinued.
They had petitioned the Chinese emperor to have pity on their poverty, and
to rebuild their temple. No reply had been received from Peking; but to this feeble hope they still clung. Out of seventy
lost.

.

city

;

others were agriculturists at

some

1851).

Two of the Chinese travelers were
sent a second time to
K'ai-Fung - Foo, and
returned to Shanghai in July, 1851,
bringing with them

(1704),

menge (FatlierTobar,
"Inscriptions Juives

new information

Kai-Fung-Fu."

which

corrected in
part the previous reports

Shanghai.
brouglit

1900).
with tiicm

mucli

inforniHtion

distance from the

;

Gaubel, and Do-

de

little

suburbs while a few families also lived in the temple precincts,
almost destitute of raiment and shelter. According to present
appearances, in the .iudgment of native messengers, after a few
years all traces of Judaism will probably have disappeared, and
this Jewish remnant will have been amalgamated with and
absorbed into surrounding Mohammedanism" (Smith. "The
Jews at Kai-Fung-Fu," London, 1851, passim; "Jews in
China," in "North-China
Herald," No. 25, Jan. 18,

Ricci sent to
K'ai-Fung-Foo a ChiLater,
nese Jesuit.
Aleni
Jesuits
the

Gozani

.

family names or clans f see above] not more than seven now remained, numbering about 200 individuals in all, dispersed over
the neighborhood. A few of them were shopkeepers in the

travel,

(1613).

.

:

"During

from K'ai-Fung-Foo,
wliich tlicv had vis-

visit

their former
our travelers, by mis-

existence

taking family names for
individuals, greatly underrated the number of the

of Jews in China be
came known to their

Jewish coiiimunlfy. Circumcision
also appears
to be
prncllsed, though

European

the

ited.

Wlicn

tlie

bretliren,

steps were taken

cominimicate

them
ha

li

Its

pears

witli

a

m

Jews

IcttiT

give

InUirlornf ihc SyniiKojnu! at K'ul-FunR-Foo, China.
(From " JiwUh CJuarliTly Review.")

inforrniifion

Tlieir

answer,

writ-

TIebrcw and (Miinese, has disappeiired. In
Finn, British ronsid at Jerusalem, interested himself in these Cliinese Jews; and a h-tten in

to

nmimg

Jiiriics

which he received
own, printed in

Iiis

ony of Jews

them (1870) in reply
work "The Orjjjian Col-

frt)m
liis

in China." 1872, disclosed the sad fact
Rut
of their utter destitution and religious deray.
this state of affairs had been made known as early

to

send

to offer a help-

ing hand to the forlorn brethren and to
colony
the
revive

to

of their fnigiii, tlicir
condition, and tlnir nr^eda.

ter

lost

Im'

Altcini)ts

of London

whf) addressed

II(l)rcw

1H43

ti>

tlit'iii."

them imploring them
to

tradition respecting
origin and object ap-

l)y Isaac Nieto,

(17<!0)^

a

to

were made in Englaii<l
and ill tlie United StaU-s in 1852 and 1804. but
without success, owing to the occtirrence of the
T'ai-P'ing rebellion, the federal war, and the death
of Benjamin II., the Jewish traveler, who had interested himself in

them

(see

Benjamin

II.,

"Acht

Jahre in A.sien und Afrika." 1H,')8. p. 157, and the
appeal made in liic " Jewish Chronicle " for April 29,
18«4).

After the T'ai P'ing rebels had left the Yang-tse
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China

Rivt-r. poinir

R^-

habilitate

Colony.

their race
ISfil,

in

isr»7.

the Jewish colony

sial tired witii llio

rest

of

the popuhition. and its nionibcrs (led to
various plaees, oven to the seaports.
Two or three of these were known to
They had ail of
tlie j^resont writer.
the eliaracteristic features of tiii>se of

Attempts
to

northwanl

Fung Foo was

K'ai

of

who came

to

Shanghai

in

although tliey wore dressed like the other
and wore u cue. I^Iost of them returned

Ciiinese

Fuug

Foo.
The information given by Aaron Arnauld in ISoo
(sec Benjamin II., I.e.); by A. P. ^Martin, the Amerito K'ai

can missionary, iuhis
work "A Cycle of
Cathay " (see also

"Mouatsschrift,"
in

his

re-

an

otlicer of the

Ger-

at Kiau-

Chau (" American Hebrew," Jan 12. 1900),
has given the impulse
to an agitation which
promises to bring relief

and possibly

instation

to

1900,
1902).

"

and

lavatories in these precincts

were

court, conrecei)tion-

a mai'ble lion

upon a

on

either

side

the or-

which there

of

was placed a brazen
vase

"Jew.
June 22,

crs

4 0;

Chron

bath-hou.ses

apparently used for ablution in preparation for
divine .service.
The second court, entered by a
great gate, was opened only on special occ;asions.
Dwellings for the
keepers of the edifice
llauked its northern
and southern walls.

liedestal,

re-

phan colony (see
**Jew. Quart. Rev."
xiii.

in Chinese ciiaracters recording tlie dedication of the building
to the Creator and Preserver of all things.
The

scription

morial chapels on
each .side. Tlie fouith
court consisted of two
separated
divisions
by a row of trees.
In the center of one
stood a large brazen
vase of incense and

by Lehmann,

man army

Fung-Foo.

rooms for guests, led
through another triumphal arch into me-

the AngloAssociation

Jewish
Chron."
(see "Jew.
July 11. 1879): and,
tinaliy.

in lenu'lii and 150 feet in widtli. with its four courts
facing the west; that is. toward Jerusalem (see
1 Kings viii. 88; Dan. vi. 11).
In the
The
center of tiic first court stood, surSynagogue rounded in ('hinese fashion by trees.
at K'aia large triimii)iial arch, bearing an in-

The third
tain in g

328);byLieb

1S95. p.

erinann,
port to
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tilled

with How

—certainly

in

ac-

with Chiand
nese customs
views. Adjoining the

cordance

and Aug. 28,
According to

Aaron Arnauld. cousAaron Arnauld,

northern wall,

in of

evei',

was a

how

recess in

which, in conformity
grand rabbi of
with Gen. x.\xii. <33,
Strasburg (see Benjamin II.. I c), many
the sinews were exJews have emigrated,
tracted from the ani
Jews of K'ai-Fung-Fou, Cbina
during the Chinese
mals slain for food
(Krum a phutoi.T.-iph.)
wars with the Tatars,
an institution all the
to Kiangsu, to Arnoy. and to Peking; but they liave
more remarkable since nowhere else is the synagogue
no synagogue in those places. A number of Jews
chosen for that practise. The Chinese were so imhave under English protection removed to Siiangiiai
pressed by it that they gave the Jews
and Hongkong, where they have engaged in tlie
Peculiar
the name of "siuew-pluckers." The
opium and cotton trades.
Religious second division of the court led,
In 1900 the community of K'ai-Fung-Foo numRites.
through an empty space in its center,
bered 140 sf>uls, without a leader, synagogue, or any
into the " Hall of Ancestors" to the right
well-defined system of education.
Since 1900 reand the left. Here at the vernal and autumnal equinewed efTorts have been made by the Society for the
noxes veneration was paid in Chinese manner to the
Rescue of the Chinese Jews, looking toward the res
Jewish patriarchs. The mode of veneration, howtoration of the Jewish religion at K'ai-Fung-Foo.
ever, diflered from the Chinese in that only the
Several Jews of Shanghai have interested themselves
names of the Biblical ancestors were written on a
in this work.
Further, intablet, and no picture was presented.
the

H. Cr.

G.

II.

Religious Customs

:

The synagogue of

K'aiFung-PVjo. since 1870 a heap of ruins, is described by the Jesuit fathers of the eighteenth century as having covered a space from 300 to 400 feet

stead of the animal sacrifices mentioned in the
inscription (see below), incense was used, a censer
l)eing assigned to each patriarch
the largest one to
Abraham as the 'most venerated, the rest for the
;

other patriarchs (the twelve sons of Jacob), IMoses,
Aaron, Joshua, Ezra, and other Biblical person-
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In the open space beages, both men and women.
tween these chapels tabernacles ornamented with
flowers were erected every year at the Feast of
Tabernacles.

The synagogue proper — an

edifice about 60x40
which a portico with a double row of four
columns formed the entrance had in the center a
magnificent elevated chair with embroidered cushions, upon which the scroll of the Law rested
feet, to

—

while being read. This Avas called the "chair of
3Ioses" (compare Jilatt. xxiii. 2; "Rev. Et. Juives,"
xxxiv. 299, XXXV. 110; see Almemar). In front
of this a table was placed, upon which the name of
the emperor was written in golden letters, accompanied bj' the prayer "May he live ten thousand
myriads of j'ears! " Over the chair of Moses was a
dome with the " Shema' Yisrael," "Baruk shem
kebod malkuto," and other Hebrew sentences inscribed in golden Hebrew letters.
On a large table by the do(jr stood six candelabra
having three dillerent kinds of light, a vase for incense, and a tablet recording the generous donations
of incense by the emperors of the Ming dynasty.
A laver for the wasliing of hands (probably for
tiie priests before reciting the benediction) stood
near.

the synagogue

was

the

totally dark) containing

the Ark. In the latter were placed the thirteen scrolls
of the Law, each in a separate case and enclosed

which was the
representing Closes, and

in silk curtains; that in the nn'ddle,

most

venerated,
The
twelve tribes.
tiie others representing the
whole of this part of the .synagogue was elevated,
stairs leading up to it on both sides.
Holy of and was inaccessible to any one but
Holies.
the rabbi and the priests, probably
because the scrolls were too sacred
to be handled by any but the rabbi, and because the
priests u.sed the place for tlie "di>.kan,"or blessing,
botii priests and rabl)i undergoing ablution before
tlie

we pray morninE

hour) noon,
This corresponds with Ps.
Iv. 18, not with the Mishnah Ber. iv. 1.
"The worshiper first,
bends his body (^'in.iS'n); then he offers the silent prayer,
swaying the body to and fro: and at the close he retreats
three paces and then advances five, afterward turning toward the
left and the ripht, and finally looks upward and downward in
order thus to profess tlic belief that God is everywhere " (compare R. Akiba in Ber. 31a).
Very singular, and indicative of powerful Chinese Influence,
is the following: " It is incumbent upon the Jew to venerate his
ancestors. Twioe in the year— in spring and in autumn— he
offers them oxen and slieep together with the fruits of the
season " (compare Toliit iv. 17 Tosef., Shek. 1. 12). Noteworthy
also are the following passages: "Four days every month are
devoted to puriQcation, fasting, and charitable acts " [whether
these are Fridays, the preparatory days for the Sabbath, or the
four lunar phases of each month, is not clear]. " Each seventh
day is devoted to rest, and a fresh period of good deeds commences anew." Here reference is made to the ancient Chinese
work, the " Book of Diagrams." " In the fourth season of the
year the Jew places himself under severe restraint for seven
days [seven in place of the Ten Penitential Days]. One entire
day [Day of Atonement] he abstains altogether from food, devoting the time to prayer and repentance."

and eveninpr

:

(at the fourth

,

(at the sixth hour)."

;

The Sabbath and festivals were, indeed, strictly
observed by them, including even the Feast of Simhat Torah, when Pater Doniengesaw them carry the
thirteen scrolls of the Law in procession round the
Bet-El Ark the Song of Moses, however, was read the
day before, on Shemini Azeret. Services for the Fast
;

'

At the extreme end of
Holy of Holies (which was

one

" Thrice a day

China

services.

The

place, however, regarded

especial reverence as

tiic

Holy of

with

Holies, bore the

name " House of Heaven [of God], Bet El."
name given to the synagogue in general was

Tlie
" Li-

Ceremony, or, according to others.
Weekly Meeting House), wiiich seems to indicate
liiat it was used oidy on Sabbath for service.
As in most Eastern countries, the worsiiipors put
off their HJioes on entering the synagogue.
During

Ab and

Purim

are also included in their liturTheir celebration of the New Moon as a festival
gies.
is proof of a pre-Talmudic tradition (compare Soferim

of

for

xix. 9).

Sabbaths
and

by

Their calendar was regulated

moon

like that of the rest of
the Jews, and like that of the Chinese.
Festivals. In this connection the fact should be
noted that their division of the Torah
is into fifty-three weekly portions for the Sabbaths of
the year, as is stated also in theaccoimt of the handing down of the Law given in the inscription of 1489:

the

Abraham is " the nineteenth In descent from Adam, who in
the year I-Ui of the Chow dynasty (2108 n.c.) became the founder
of the religion of the One (iod, denouncing the worship of
"mages. His sublime doctrine was sul)iuiited to Moses, who in
the six huiidred and thirteenth year of tlie Chow dynasty (lt)41
n.e.), after forty days' stay on Mount Sinai spent in fasting
and in communion with (iod, brought down the Law. From
him were the llfty-lhree portions of the Toriih. together wltli the
tradition handed down to Kzni. the great reformer and contemporary of the founder of the Chinese religion [Confucius]."

pai se" (Place of

WTviee they won; a blue

liead-dre.ss in contradistinc.Miihannnedans, wlio wear a white
one.
remarkal)le custom jirescribcd that ho who
read the Law should cover Jiis face with a transl)arrnt veil of gauze, in imitation of Mo.ses (Ex.

tion

to

tlie

A

8;^), a practise unknown otlierwise, but to
whieli Piud seems loallude as being well established

xx.xiv.

in iiis time,

wiien

Ik; sjiys.

"For

until this

day

n;-

maineth the same veil untaken away in the reading
of the Old T'siiiment" (H Cor. iii. M).
At tlie side of the reader stood a monitor, to correct liis reading if necc8.sary (this is probably a
survival of the meturgeman).
The practise of calling up laymen to read from tiie*I.,aw doe.s not seem
to have been known.
In tiie inscription f)f 1489
these rules arc given regarding divine .service:

This division differs from the Masoretic tradition,
which, as a rule, has fifty four portions (.sc^e Zunz,"G.
V." p. 4, note cc, where only two exceptional authorities are (juoled); it seems to have been ba.sed ui>on
the regidar fifty two Sabbaths of th(! year, wilii an
additional i)arashah (l)eut xxxiii -xxxiv ) for SheAs will be seen
mini 'A^erct or Simhat Torah.
fiuther on, they had also Haftarot for the iVIinhah
service, which, again, diirerecl from Talnimlical custom, and had only its parallel in some Babylonian
(or aiieieiil I'ersiaiiV) congregations (see Shab. llfib;
Their
Kai)oi)ort, "'Erek Millin," pp. 170 et seq.).
proniuiciation of

Hebrew was found by

the Jesuit

fathers to correspond with the one generally accepted
by the Jews; also their views of the Merkabah and

Bibliomancy was practised by them.
of the future.
If the statement in Finn's "The .Tews in China" (p.
7) be correct, they were not particular in regard to
eating forbidden animals.
Their literaliire also bears the stamp of various
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China
Chmielnicki
epHvUs.
•writers

fact not fully kipt in inimi by .Icwisli
ft
on the subjoct. Acconliiig to u di-soription
irivi'ii by the missioimries (Finn, l.r.

Their

pp. '2S-48),

tin-

followinj; cliisses of
in tlio lift Kl

Literature, liooks wore dcpositt'd

Ark

the sc rolls of the Liiw (1)
The TiiKing. or Temple Scripture, containing the
fifty tliree piimshiyyot for tin- Sjibbathsof the year,
written in large letters with the vowel-points, accents,

rtuil

bt'siiios

other scribal signs.

:

(2)

The Haftarah,

or "supplementary books," containing selected

i)or-

from Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings, and the
probaLfltcr Prophets.
(3) The historical books
bly more correctly, as Finn thinks, the Hagiographa,
comprising Esther, Ezra, Is'eiieiniah, tiie tirst chapters of Chronicles, and the two books of the MacThese last, together with Judith and Ben
cabees.
Sira, in their possession, are another inilication of a
greater antiquity than has been assigned them by
many writers. (4) Expositors. What these books
contained was not ascertained by the Catholic fathers; possibly they were of a Midrashic character,
tious

—

and. if so, they would be of great value to stu
dents if they could be obtained. (5) Ritual books,
about fifty in number, one of which bore the title
" Minhah Tamid " (Perpetual Afternoon Service), and
contained besides the prayers the readings for each
Sabbath afternoon of the year and a special Minhah
special Minhah for the New
Maftir (Haftarah).
Moon festival was also pointed out.
Their liturgy, as preserved in the books taken
to Europe, bears quite a different character.
These
books, after careful examination by Neubauer and
Elkan Adler ("Jew. Quart. Rev." viii. 123, x. 584),
have been shown to belong to the geonic time some
of the piyj'utim are compositionsof Saadia and they
were introduced into China from PerTheir
sia.
The ritual is decidedly Persian
Liturgy, and the directions for the prayers, the
translations of parts of the plyyutim,
as well as the colophons at the end of the Pentateuch sections, are in Persian. Parts of the Mislinah are quoted in their prayer-book, but nothing

A

—

—

from the Gemara.
The Pentateuch shows observance of the same soferic rules regarding the letter " waw" and the IJOt^* n'3
as are found in the Yemenite scrolls (see G. Margoliouth, in "Cat. Hebrew and Samaritan MSS. Brit.
Mus." 1899, p. 3, No. 6). TJie Aramean language
is used in special supplications and songs; also in
the announcement of the New Moon, which is
strongly tinged with Me.s.sianic hopes. So also in
the Elijah song for the close of the Sabbath.
In
the "Hazkarat Neshamot" seven Biblical menAbraham. Isaac, Jacob, Moses, Aaron, Elijah, and
Elisha(perhaps Joshua and Elijah originally)— and
seven Biblical women— Sarah, Rebekah, Rachel,
Leah, Jochebed, Miriam, and Zipporah— are mentioned as representatives of the seven classes of
saints who dwf-ll under the tree of life in Eden.
The
Pesah Haggadah is almo.sl the same as that of the

Yemen

Jews.

As Elkan Adler ("Jew.

Quart. Rev."

suggests, the m^K'C' messenger") who signed
his name as copyist upon the Pentateuch was the
typical transmitter of Persian rites, rituals, and
writings to these Chinese Jews. Another characterI. 601)

name

istic
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for a copyist

Some
made

is

"

ha-njelammed

(the

"

writings n\enlioned above
accessible to European scholars
were lii'st
wiien brought to Shanghai from K'ai Fung-Foo by
the two Chinese travelers in 1851, as is narrated in
the following extract:
six of the twelve rolls of the Law, which they saw during
teacher).

of

tiie

their previous visit, each cotiUiliilntr a coinplote (ii|)y of the
whole ri'Utaleuch, woro purcliiiscd for four liuinlrcd taels of
silver (about £l;tO) from the Jews tluly asseinbletl to the luiinber
of 3(K) pel-sons; and the manuscripts were conveyed in open
day from the synaj;ojrue to the lodKiuK's of our travelers. They
arc each written in a line leRlblc hand on thick sheepskins
sewed together, and are without points, or any of the modern
divisions into sections or even books. They are in excellent
preservation, except one, which wius Injured by a Hood diiring

the

Ming dynasty, but

is

considered critically of the greatest

Forty smaller Hebrew manuscripts were also
value.
brought away, which, on further examination, may possibly
throw light on their early history and migration.
.

.

.

Facsimiles of the following

Hebrew manuscripts,

which were brought back by the two Chinese envoys from the synagogue, were published in 1851 at
Shangiiai (printed at the London Missionary Society's Press):
(a) Thirteenth section of the

The

last

Law, niDif hSni (Ex. 1. 1-vl.l).
" Holiness to Jeho-

page contains the following note

:

the son of Ezra, beard
Shadlavor, the son of Bethuel, the son of Moses, read it.
Mordecal, the son of Moses, witnessed it. And he believed in
Jehovah and He counted It to him for righteousness." (b)
Twenty-third section of the Law, i-ivs n^N (Ex. xxxviii, 21xl. 38). The following note is appended to the la.st page: "Holiness to Jehovah
The learned Rabbi Phinehas, the son of Israel,
the son of Joshua, the son of Benjamin, heard the reading. I

The Rabbi Akiba, the son of Aaron,

vah!
it.

:

!

have waited for Thy salvation, O Jehovah, Amen."
Bibliography: Bev. Etudes Juives. xxxv. 110; xli. 293,
Paris, 1891
idem,
Cordier, Les Juifit en Chine,
301
liihWitheca Siriica, 1766-68, cols. e.'tt-eiJS; Jew. Quart.
Rev. viii. 123,363; ix. 746; x. 624; xiu. 18; Jour. Am. Or.
;

;

Soc. li. :«1, ill. 235; Athenwum, Feb. 6, 1892, p. 180; Monatsschrift fllr Geftch. unci vri.s,se/i.sc/ia/t de.i Judenthums,
xxxvii. 289; ih. xxxix. 327 et seq.; Jew. Chron. London,
April 6, 1900, p. 19; July 22, 1900, p. 21; Jan. 4, 1901, p. l.-i;

Aug. 4. 1901, p. 10; Bloch's m)e^ieH8C?(7-i/(. 1900, pp. 44, 791
Katz, IsraeUtische Monatsschrift. 1898, Nos. 1-4; Die Welt,
No. 20, p. 10: No. 5, p. 9; Lopez, The Portuguese in Malabar, p. Ixxxii., Lisbon, 1898; Gesellschaft filr JUdisclie
Volkskunde, 1. 7; Jaarboeken voor die Geschiedenis der
Jnoden in Nederland, 1838, p. 120; Delitzsch, Gesch. der
JildU<chen Poesie, p. 138, Leipslc, 1836; UVnivers Israelite,
1901, Nos. 28, 29. 30 ; Louis Levy, Les Juifs e?i Chine ; BenII.. Acht Jahre in Asien und yl ^rifc«, 18.58, pp. 1.56l&; Andree, Volkskxinde der Juden. 1881, pp. 244-248; A.
K. (ilover, Tiie Jews of the Ertreme Eastern Diaspora, in
37ie Menorah, iv.-vi., and in the Babylonian and Oriental
Records, v.-vi.; Cat of Burrow Library Chinese scrolls In

jamin

;

.

possession of Judge Sulzberger, Philadelphia, Pa., and of
Lenox Library, New York; Finn, Tlie Jews in China, p. 12,
London, 1843: Idem, Tlie Orphan Colony of Jews in Cliina,
London. 1872 compare letter in Hebrew from Jews of London
to Jews of China in 17()0, Brit. Mus. MS., Add. No. 29.868 Christopher Theophilus von Murr, in Journal zur Kunst und Litteratur, 1779, vii. 240 ct seq. ; lb. 1780, Ix. 81 et seq. ; idem, IgNotititt, S. S. Bibliorum
.
natii Koegleri., S. J., Pekini .
Judcenrum in Imperio Sinen-tis. p. 83, Halle, 1805; idem,
;

;

.

Versuch einer Geschichte der Juden in Sina, p. i;56, Halle,
1806; De Guignes, in Mem. deLitt. Tirh des Reqistres de

VAcademie
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des In script ion.-i el Belles- Lettres. 1808, xlvlii.,
Sllvestre de Sacy in Notices et Eztraits des
1831, Iv. 592 et seq.,
277 etseq.
et

seq.;

Mannscrits de la Bibliotheque du Roi,
xii.

K.

K. C.

CHINNERETH,

CHINNEROTH

1.
also
sea marking the eastern boundary of the Israeiitish possessions, whence the boundary proceeded by
the River Jordan to the Dead Sea (Num. xxxiv. 11).
It also marked the western boundary of the transJordanic tribes (Deut. iii. 17). In later times the sea
was called Gennesaret or lake of Galilee; the modern
name is Bahr Tabariyyah (Lake of Tiberias). It is
about 13 miles in length and 8 miles wide, its great-

The

:

Obina
Chmielnickl
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width being a little north of the center. It is
680 feet below sea-level. The Jordan flows into and
passes out of it. The lake itself is filled with various kinds of fish, and even in ancient times provided
a livelihood for many fishermen. At present the
land round the lake is sterile, but, according to the
description of Josephus. was at one time very fertile.
2. In Josh. xix. 85, Cliinnereth is the name of a
town which by Talmudic authority is identified with
Gennesor (Neiibauer, "G. T." p. 214). It is of considerable antiquity, as it occurs in a hieroglyphic
inscription of Thothmes III. (W. ilax Miiller, " Asien
est

und Europa,"

p. 84).

in the

through public subscription, a fine synagogue
Frankish quarter. As the community is too

small to be elaborately organized,
ident

who guards

it

has a lay pres-

the interests of his coreligionists be-

and raises a tax (the " gabelle "
the only revenue for paying the expenses of the synagogue and for contributing to the
support of the two Jewish schools. The schools,
which are both in the same building, are subsidized
by the Alliance Israelite Universelle; together they
count seventy pupils, fifteen of whom are Gentiles.
Since 1890 Moses Issachar has been president of the
community, succeeding his brother Judah, who died
fore the government,

on meat, which

is

in that year.

G. B. L.

E. G. H.

built,

M. Fr.

D.

CHINON, SIMSON

OF.

Simson

See

of

Chin (I.N.
Island in the ^gean Sea; Turkish pos344 miles west of Smyrna. It is not known

CHIOS
session,

:

with any certainty when the Jews first established
themselves at Chios. According to the local legends
the
reported by the traveler Joseph Benjamin II
Jewish cemetery of th. island contains the tomb of
Jacob ben Asher. author of the "Turim," who is
said to liave put in at the island in order to avoid
shipwreck, and lived therefor a number of years, un.
Tlie supposed tombstone of tliis
til his death in 1340.
learned rabbi is situated at the foot of a terebinth,
but the inscription has become illegible. The tomb
Formerly
is regarded by the Jews as holy ground.
,

troops of pilgrims from

Smyrna met

there, espe-

on the thirty-third day of 'Omer. The synagogue of the island of Chios is named after Jacob
ben Asher.
Chios was an object of dispute in the Middle Ages
among the Byzantine emperors, the Genoese and
the Venetians; audit fell into the hands of the Ottoman Turks in 159.5. Probably under the Turkish
dominion the Jewish community of the island graduToward 1700 Isaac alGhaz/.i, a rabbi beally grew.
longing to a Smyrnese family of Talmudists, was
chief rabbi of the island; he is the author of a Hebrew work. " Doresh Tob," a collection of di.scourses.
Nothing further is heard of this community, although it rniitinucd to exist, for tiie magnificent
marble tomb of Fernandez Diaz, a Jew of Salonica,
dating somewhat prior to 1800, still attracts the at-

cially

tention of visitors to the cemetery.
The spiritual leaders of the community during
the nineteentii century were U. Mordecai Aboab, K.

Matalhia Alluf, and P. Abraham Franco, who olhciTIk; chief event in
atcd fnr twelve years (lH.J()-.58).
the history of the Jews of Chios during that century

was the eartJKiuake of April 4, 1H81. Twenty-one
them were killid, eiglit disji|)peared, and twentyfour were crippled. The Alliance Israelite Univer-

of

selle sent aid

tives at

to the island

Smyrna.
however,

The

through

(•atuHtro])he

its

representa-

had .some good

for the ghetto, Hit>iale(l within the
walls of the castle, was completely destroyed, and
the Jews, determining to live outside the city, settled in the Prankish rpiarter, among the Greek

results,

Orthodox, Catholic, and Prtttestant inhabitants.
The Jews of Chios number only 200 in a total of
62,000 inhaliitants. iiicltiding Greek Oitlio<lox, Po-

man

Catholics,

and Mohanunedans.

In 1885 they

CHiaTJITILLA. See Gikatilla.
CHISDAI. See Hasdai Hisdai.
CHITTIM (KITTIM). See Cyprus.
CHITJN A word occurring in connection with
"Sicculh " in Amos v. 26. Scholars have long been
;

:

puzzled to know whether in this passage
common nouns or proper names. " Siccuth "

they are
probably the Assyrian " Sakkut " (Schradcr, "K. A. T."
pp 442 ct seq ), .in epithet of Ninib and Anu. Ninib
was identified with Saturn (Jensen, " Kosmologie,"
is

the Assyrian name of which was "Kaiman"
("Kaiwan"). The Septuagint and Syriac readings
give ground for holding that }VD originally stood in
p. 136),

Hebrew

the

text in place of |V3 (compare Barton,

"Studies of Oriental Club of Philadelphia,"

and Nowack, "KleinePropheteu,"

p. 113;

p. 143), the point-

ing of the latter being a Masoretic distortion on the
"Sakkut" and
pattern of ppl^ ("abomination").
"Kaiwan" occur together in Rawlinson, "Inscriptions of Western Asia," iv. pi. 52, col. 4, line 9, in a

zurKenntProbably
they w re introduced together here through Babylonian influence in a verse regarded by Wellhau.sen
("Kleine Prophcten," ad loc.) and Nowack, on the
Budde (" Rebasis of II Kings xvii. 30, as a gloss.
list

of epithets (compare Zimmern,"Beitr.
Babylouischen Religion," i. 10).

niss der

ligion >i Israel to the Exile," pp. 67 et seq) regards
the verse s genuine, and the Babylonian influence
Reuss and W. R. Smith
as potent in the wilderness.
("Old Testament and the Jewish Church," 2d ed.,
nouns
p. 294) translate the two words as common
and find no trace of foreign worship in the verse,
which they regard as genuine. This view is not so

probable as the other.
.1.

.m.

G. A. B.

CHMIELNICKI, BOGDAN ZINOVI

:

Het-

maii of the ZaiKirogian Cossacks, born about 1595;
Unlike many other
died at Chigiriii Aug, 1(5, 1675.
Little-Russian pujjilsof the Jesuits, Chmielnicki did
not embrace Roman Catholicism, but cariy in life
became a champion of the (Jreek Orthodox faith, to
which most of the Cossacks and the Little-Russian
While still in the subordinate
peasants belonged.
position of a "sotski " (an ofllcer over a hundred) of
the C:ossacks, subject to the Polish magnate Koniecpolski. he

was deprived by Chaplinski, the

bailiff of

Chaplinski
of his estate of Subotovo.
availed himself of Chmielnicki's absence to make a
Chigirin,
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mill on

ll»e

pliico,

during which the young son of

tht'OwniTrocfivfil iiijurirs from whii-li he ultiiimtt'ly
dictl, anil Chiniolnickis (socond) wife uas carriod
off.
In this iiiiil Ciuipliuski was aided by tlie leaseholder of Cliigirin. tlio Ji-w Zarliariah Zabilcnki.
At another time, it is related, u Jew rei)orted to the

government a secret treaty concluded by
Chmielnioki with the Tatars. These personal indig
nities and injuries embittered him against tiie Poles
and the Jews. Still, he was not without friends
among the Jews themselves; for, according to Nathan Hannover, the Jew Jacob Zabilenki— possibly
a relative of Zaclmriah aided him to escape from
prison when arrested by Koniecpolski.
It appears, therefore, that though his personal rePolish

—

sentment influenced his decision to rid the Ukraine
of the Jews, yet there is little doubt that it was his
great ambition to become the ruler of the liberated
I'kmine, which was the main motive that led him to
instigate the uprising of the Little-Russian people

For years the peoagainst the Poles and the Jews.
ple of Little Russia had been oppressed by the PoUnwilling to attend to the details of
lish landlord.
administration himself, Chmielnicki made the Jew a
go-between in his transactions with the peasants of

He sold and leased certain privileges
lump sum, and, while enjoying himself

Little Russia.

to Jews for a

Jewish leaseholder and
become the embodiment of hatred to the
oppressed and long-suffering peasant. The accumulated store of animosity was utilized by Chmiel-

at the court, left it to the

collector to

in directing

nicki

Jews.

them

his cruel

measures against the

He

told the people that the Poles had sold
as slaves " into the hands of the accursed Jews."

"NVith this as their battle-cry,

their wildest passions

abcut

three

the Cossacks

let loose

and most ruthlessly massacred

Jews with such
world had seldom witnessed (1648-

hundre<l thousand

cruelties as the
1649).

For this great catastrophe the Jews might have
prepared themselves had they taken warning from
the uprising of the Cossacks in 1637, when about
2,000 Jewish leaseholders and tax-collectors were
killed in Pereyaslav and its vicinity.
This inexcusable short-sightedness may be accounted for in part b}'
the intiucnce of the cabalistic teachings which dominated the nnnds of the South-Russian Jews, and
which, according to the interpretation of the Zohar
by the cabalists, brought them to believe firmly in
the coming of the Messiah in 1648.
It may be added that, in spite of his numerous
ma-ssacres of Poles and Jews, Chmielnicki failed to
secure the liberation of the Ukraine.
See also
Cossacks and Little Russia.
II. R.

CHOBA

CHOBAI

(,r
A town included among
those whicii the Jews fortilied against the attacks
of Holofemes.
It is mentioned in two places (Juditii iv. 4; xv. 4, o).
Its connection with Jericho in
Judith iv. 4 has induced Reland to look for it in the
neighborhood of that city.
He identifies it with
:

Conder ("Pal.Explor. Fund Memoirs,"
231) seeks to identify it with Al-Makhubbi.
Coabi.s.

E. G. H.

ii.

G. B. L.
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voices

who

collection

take part

of singers with trained
in divine service and who

first

choir mentioned in the Bible is the one organized by the Levites for tiie Temple service, to be accompanied by musicians. The choir also sang at
the ofTering of pul)iic sacriluies ("when the burnt
bi'gan, tiie song of the Lord began," II
Chron. xxix. 27) and at the wine-libation (Maimon-

olTeriiig

ides,

"Yad,"K('ie ha-^Iikdash,

Two

iii.).

priests

with silver trumpets gave the signal for the clioir
to begin (Tamid vii. 3).
The prophet Samuel and King David are said to
have subdivided the Levites into twenty-four orders,
each to serve a certain day (Ta'an. 27b; compare
I Chron. xxv.).
Some acted as doorkeepers, and
others were engaged as either singers or nuisicians.
Each one was assigned his post in the choir
or orchestra, and was not permitted, under penalty,

assume the position of

to

anollier.

Levitical
Hence the choristers could not be
Choir in the instrumentalists, nor vice vensa. Five
Temple.
years' preparation, from the age of
twenty-five to thirty, was required of
this preparation included instruction in singing.
This limitation, in vogue at
the Tabernacle, was, according to the Talmud,
eliminated in the Temple service, where ability to
sing, and not age, was the qualification of the Levite
chorister (Hul. 24a).
At the dedication of Solomon's
Temple the sons of the Levites accompanied the
choir in singing the praise of God (II Chron. v. 13).
These young Levites "sweetened " the music with
their soprano voices, but were not permitted to use
instruments, and were restricted from entering the
priests' liall in the Temple before the adult Levites
had begun to sing. They were not allowed to stand
on the same platform with the latter, but had to
take up a position on the ground below ('Ar. 13b).
The Temple choir was composed of no less than
twelve adult singers besides the young assistants.
The (luestion whether vocal or instrumental music
formed the principal service is decided in favor of
the choir (Suk. 50b Maimonides, ib.).
Graetz infers
that the twelve Levites mentioned in the Mishnah
served in the dual capacity of singers and players

every Levite

;

;

" Kritischer Commentar zu den Psalmen," p. 65,
Breslau, 1882), which is contrary to Maimonides,
who states: "The instrumentalists were not inOthers who
cluded in the number of twelve.
stood there were plaj'ing the musical instruments"
.

("Yad,"

ib.

Women

iii.

.

.

3).

took an active

part in choir-singing.

At the exodus from Egypt, Miriam formed a chorus
composed of women, and sounded the praise of God
to the accompaniment of drums and dance-music. It
is said:
"God gave to Heman fourteen .sons and
All these were under the hands of
three daughters.
song in the house of
Chron. xxv. 5), from

their father for

Female

the

Lord"

(I

Choristers, which pas.sage some writers erroneously infer that women were included

But tiie words "all the.se"
and not to the daughters, a3
is proved by the number of choir members menEzra
tioned in the list (ib. 7-31 Wei.sel, ad loc).
mentions 200 singing men and singing women
among those that returned from Babylon to Jeruin the

Temple

choir.

refer only to the sons,

;

CHOIR: A

The

from the congregation.

are separated

Chmielnicki
Cholera Asiatica
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salem (Ezra ii. 65); but for the Temple service
only the sons of Asaph are counted (ii. iii. 10; compare Neh. vii. 6T-xi. 22). The women choristers,
however, were heard in dirges in nonor of the
" All the singing men and the singing women
dead.
spake of Josiah in their lamentations" (II Chron.
x.xxv. 25).
R. Meir says those were the wives of
the Levites (Pirke R. El. xvii.).

The Rabbis,

after the destruction of the

Second

Temple, issued a decree prohibiting all icstrumental
or vocal music, as a sign of national mourning " The
ear that listens to music should be [barren] deaf;
any house where there is song should eventually be
destroyed " (Git. 7a). Later on, however, R. Hal
Gaon contended that this referred only
Maimonides
After
to Arabian love-songs.
Temple
permitted the choir to sing in God's
:

Times.

them (see Ougax) and afterward permitted even a mixed choir of men and women.
This action, according to Graetz, "History of the
Jews," V. 563-572, called out strong protests from
;

the Orthodox rabbis headed by R. Moses Sofer, as
being prohibited according to the Talmud " to listen
•

woman

praise at the

ligious

choristers, is

feasts

;

,

;

the necessity for
«^ 158, on
singing pra3'ers and the praises of God.
Tiie modern musical scale was introduced into the
synagogue at Venice about 1600. Six to eight
members, who became masters of music, formed a
choir and sang on every lioliday the "Hallel," "En
Keli.hcnu," " 'Alenu," " Yigdal,"and " Adon '01am."
Some members objected to this innovation; and

also"Sefer Hasirlim,"

the question, submitted in 1605, was
decided favorably by R. Judah Aryeh
-Modeiia,
who was supported l)y
Musical
Choir
the opinion of the following rabbis:
Henzion Zarfato, Leib Saraval, Bain Later
rucli b. Samuel, I']zra Panu of ManTimes.
tua, and Judah b. Moses of Venice
("Tc'udat Siiclomoh," xxiv.).
Sf)lomon Ilazzan of >I(lz, in his manual for cantors, aiiiiiits that a cantor can not get along williout choristers, "just as it is impossible for the earth
to exist without wind " but he deprecates the low
character of some of the singers, and tluir misbeha-

Scientific

;

vior in friT|uenting drinking-places, in ni^glecting to
pray in the synagogue daily, and in chatting during
the prayers wiien they attend f)n Saturdays and hoi
lie admonishes the choir to be
idays (ih. xxiii.).

cartful in singing the Sabbath "Zemirot" at home,
lest it ai)pear that they praise God for remuneration
{ih.

special, organized choir, as they
joined in singing at prayers and sang the "Zemirot " at home.
On the other hand,
Among' the Reformers not only chose a trained
Hasidim choir, but, through the influence of
and
Israel Jacobsohn at Berlin in 1817,
Reformers, introduced the organ to accompany
all

leading to lusting after
her" (Ber. 24a; Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, 75,
The male choir is still maintained in Ortho3).
dox synagogues. [A far more important question than that raised by the employment of female

synagogue and at all re("Yad," Ta'aniyot, v.
Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, 560, 3).
14
R. Isaiah Hurwitz (died in 1573 at Safed, Pale-stinc) regrets the choir's custom of prolongintc their
singing at the end of the benedictions thus interfering with the prompt response of "Amen" by the
congregation
also their arbitrary connection and
division of the words and syllables, which produce
a wrong and meaningless reading. " Surely the choir
of our holy Temple was sweet and pleasing loth
to God and to men, with due respect to precision
and correct pronunciation of every letter of the
words.
This example we must follow" ("Shene
Luhot ha-Berit," p. 253b, Amsterdam, 1698). See

only

church music and the

xvi.).

The beginning of the nineteenth century gave
birth to two extreme iiarties; the Neo-IIasidim in
Whilf; diaPolimrl and tlie Reformers in Germany.
metrically opposite in tiieir views, both agreed that
singing in the house of prayer is an essential jmrt of
the service.
The Hasiflim, however, opj»oscd the

to

the voice of

is

whether non-Jewish choristers of either

sex should be engaged in a Jewish synagogue;
Avhether the most sacred parts of the service should
thus be sung bj' persons unable to enter into the
spirit of the religious community which they represent.
It is greatly to be deplored that this question
has never received the serious consideration on the
part of modern congregations which it really deserves.

—K.]
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CHOLERA ASIATICA

(In Hebrew sometimes
"the bad disease")
A specific and communicable disease, characterized by violent vomiting
and purging. It prevails endemically in some parts
of India, and from time to time is dilTused epidemThe mortality is
ically throughout the world.
about 50 per cent of all the persons attacked. The
first appearance of the disease in Europe occurred in
1817, when it l)r(ik(!OUt in Lower Bengal and thence
spread over Europe, until it disappeared in 18'23.
Since then the disease has appeared in Europe on

y'^ "'^n,

:

six (lilTereiit occasions; viz., in 1826, 1837, 1816, 1863,
1882, and 189'2-«0.

According to all the etiological factors, excepting
Alcoholism, of course, the Jews should suffer from
c' olera more freciuently tlian, or at least as often as,
But careful investigation has shown
o her races.
that during most of tlie epidemics Jews
Immunity were affected to a lesser degree than
non-Jews; indeed, during some epiof Jews.
demics they arc said to have shown
perfect immunity.
According lo Boudin, IIk; Jews in Algiers, notwithstanding the fact that they arc overcrowded in
small anil dark dwellings, and often in underground
enjoy better health than tlii^ inhabitants of
other races. Thus during the cholera epidemic of
1H44-45, the mortality per 1,000 of the population
fclhirs,

was

as follows;

Cholera Asintica
Cborin, Aarou
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Similar

m4

]84r)

;c;.4

Jews

21. ti

40.8
yc.i

Durinsi tho epidemic of cliolcm in Budapest, Hungary, in 1S.")1. while tlie mortality among Christians
was l.S.'i piT eent. that amoni;: the Jews was only
During
O.'2o7 per cent, or one-seventh as great.
the epitiemic of 18(515 there were in every 100 deaths
in the general hospital 51.76 deaths from cholera,
and in the Jewish hospital :}4.0 only (Tormay).
From a painjihlet published in 18G8 by Dr. Scalzi,
professor of medicine in the University of Rome, it
appears that in evi-ry 100 attacks of cholera in 1860,
tlie Catholics had 69 13 deaths; the inhabitants belonging to other non- Jewish cults, 42.13; the Jews,
In proportion to the jiopulatiou the mor22.0 only.
tality from cholera would have been
45 per cent
for the Jews, and 1 per cent for others.
Dr Mopother of Dublin ("Revue Scientifique."
1881, p. 625), in one of his lectures on public liygiene, states that there was noted a surprising immunity of the Jews in Whitechapel,
London London, during recent and former
Epidemics, epidemics of cholera; and Mr. WoIlT,
surgeon to the poor of the Spanish
and Portuguese synagogues in London, thus refers
to the immunity of the Loudon Jews in 1849:
" They [the Jews] do not sufTer from the depression caused
by habitual intoxication. These circumstances in their favor
enabled thrni during the epidemic of 18-49 to enjoy an almost complete immunity from the disease, which raged with
(rightful violence in the immediate neighborhood of the district
where they most congregate, and the sanitary conditions of
which, as regards cleanliness, ventilation, etc., were decidedly
unfavorable" ("Medical Times and Gazette," London, vol.
356).

vll., 1853. p.

During some epidemics, however, the Jews are
stated to have suffered severely.
Thus, according
to Hirsch, in Algiers and in Smyrna, in 1831, the
Jewish population suffered more from cholera than
the rest of the population.
The same was the case
in 1831 with the Jews in Poland, Jassy (Rumania),
and many other places (Hirsch, "Handbuch der
Geograph. Pathologic," Erlangen, 1851,
evidence collected by Boudin tlie
mortality of the Jews during the cholera epidemic
in 1831 .seems to have been perceptibly higher than
that of the non-Jews; but thirteen years later (as
Hi.storiscli

i.

120).

From

shown above)

the e.xact opposite was tlie case.
last epidemic of cholera in Europe
(1891-96), there is also evidence that in some places
at least the Jews enjo\ed a relative immunity from
the disease. Thus in 1892 in Hamburg, Germany,
according to Dr. J. J. Reincke (" Deutsche Medicinische Wochen.schrift." 1H93, p. 193), during the
months of August and September there were buried

During the

in the general

cemetery 6.4 times the average number of dead for the three previous years; in the Jewish cemetery, only 3.5 times as many.
According
to Dr. Georg Buschan ("Globus," Ixvii. 47), there is
evidence tending to show that in Berlin, Broslau,
etc., the Jews suffered during the recent epidemics
of cholera in Germany in a lesser degree and had a
lower mortality than non Jews.

evidence

given

concerning Russia.
Nieolnyev tht; Jews
had a lower rale of morbidity and
mortality than the non-Jews.
In that
city tlicrc w<'re at that time about 75,is

During the cholera epidemie

In

45.,')

Mus.saliiiitii.-i
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Germany
and

000

Russia.

iMliai)itaiils,

in

of wht)ni aiiout 15,000

were Jews; that is, one Jew to four
non -Jews.
Among the latter the

scourge attacked 756, of whom 382 died; among the
former only 36 were attacked, and but 13 of these
succumbed ("Vrach," 1893, xiv. 115).
Dr. JiarazhniUov reported to the St. Petersburg
Medical Societ}' that during the epidemic of cholera
in 18it4 in the government of Mohilev the morbidity
among the Jews was greater, and the disease, as a
rule, ran a severer cour.se, than among the nonJews; but the percentage of mortality was smaller
among the Jews. He adds that the fact must not
be forgotten that the Jews in that locality, althouL'li
generally poorer, are more intelligent than their
neighbors, and take better care of their health (" Proceedings of the St. Petersburg Aledical Society,"
1895, p. 206).
As to the causes of this

the

Jews from

comparative immunity of

cholera, authorities differ.

due

Some

the Jews' regular habits
of life, and to the fact that they are engaged
mostly in occupations and profes.sions which do not

think that

it

is

to

expose them to infection (Lombroso, Boidier, Lagueau, Boudin, Hirsch, etc.). But, as Buschan aptly
points out, while this may hold good in epidemics of
other infectious diseases, in the case of cholera the
should, according to present knowledge as to
the propagation of the disease, be attacked more
The Jewish population is engaged
frequently.
mostly in occupations which favor the infection of
cholera.
Second-hand clothing is usiiall)' bought
by the Jews, and, according to Buschan, during epidemics of cholera they do an exceptionally large
business of this kind.
Buschan points out that the immunity of the Jews
is due to a racial characteristic of a somatic nature,
which enables them to resist infection better than
On the other hand, those who
the Aryan races.
argue that the immunity is not due to any racial
characteristic, point out that the disVarying ease attacks preferably people addicted
Opinions to the abuse of alcohol, who suffer (as
Respecting- a result of tlii.s)from the various forms
Immunity, of dyspepsia common among habitual
drinkers, and that people of temperate
The Jews are known
habits are .seldom attacked.
all over the world as an abstemious people, and

Jew

immunity is commensurate with their sobriety.
view .seems to be borne out by facts observed by physicians practising among the Jews.
their

Tlie latter

Boudin, Trait f (fe Gi'oprajyhic MMicale,
flaiidbnch der Hislorifich-Gengrnpli.
fJe Certainex Tmmunites I'huftinlngique^ <le la Race Jiiine. in Rexnte ficirntiftque, Taris,
1881, i. 625; Legoyt, De Certaines Itnmunitea de la Race
Jicive, in Joitrn. de la Soc. de StatM. de Paris, 1869. p. 118;
G. Huschan. Einfluss der Raxne anf die Form und Hdnfigkeit Pathologixcher Vrriinderungen, in Glohux, Ixvii. 31,
43, 60, 76, Bninswick, 1895; S. (). Grusenberg, Ghetto i Zaraziteln-mifi BoUiexni, in Shornih v Pnlzu Yevreiskikh Nachnlnukh Shkol. p. 483, St. Petersburg, 1896: Tormay, Die
LeJiena- und Sterblichkeits-VerhUUnisse der Stadt Pest,

Bini.roGRAPiiY:

Paris, 18.57; Hirsch,

Pathologic, Erlangen, 1851

;

1866.

J.

M.

Fi.
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CHOR-ASHAN

(R. V. Cor-Ashan)
This
perhaps, better given, with the earlier manuscripts (Baer), as "Bor-ashan."
The Septuagiut
also confirms the latter spelling, although one reading gives "Beersheba." Chor-ashan (I Sam. xxx.
30) or Bor-ashan is probably the jjlace known as
:

is,

ASHAN.
G. B. L.

E. G. H.

CHORIN (CHORINER), AARON:

Hun-

garian rabbi boru at ^Veisskirchen, Moravia, Aug.
At
3, 1766; died at Arad, Hungary, Aug 24, 1844.
the age of fourteen he studied in the yeshibah of
liabbi Jeremias in Mattersdorf, Hungary, and two
years later at Prague in the higher Talmudical school
Here he also learned German.
of Ezekiel Landau.
Chorin married Dec. 26, 1783, and entered commerce but his business career being unsuccessful,
he accepted the post of rabbi at Arad in the spring
of 1789, which position he occupied till his death.
In 1798 Chorin publislied his first pamphlet,
" Imre No'am " (Words of Pleasantness), in which he
argued that as the sturgeon had scales it was permitted as food according to Scripture.
His First His opinion, although following that
Work.
of Ezekiel Landau and other authorities, was strongly opposed by MorItabbi Isaac Kriesdecai Benet and his partizans.
haber of Paks wrote a refutation, "Makkel No'am"
(Staff of Pleasantness), which called forth a second
pamphlet by Chorin, "Shiryon Kaskassim" (Coat of
;

;

Mail). Prague, 1799.

By

his determined opposition to the traditional
in Hungary, Chorin incurred tlie hostility of

usages

In the spring of 1802 he
his colleagues.
journeyed to the Somogy district. The favorable
impression wliich his sermons made upon his Jewish
hearers there induced him to consider himself as the
future rabbi of this district, and on the title-page
of a pamphlet he published he assumed this title.
Tlie rich and prominent Mo.ses Lakenbacher, president of the congregation of Gross-Kanizsa, promised
Chorin his inllucnce witli his bretiirenof the district;
but wlien Lakenbacher became aware of the strong

most of

op])osition of the conservative party against tbe re-

former, he soon turned against him.

At Prague in lH03Chorin ijul)lislied " Emck haShaweh" Vale of Die Plain), a work divided into three
Tlie first and most important part, " Rosh
parts.
'

(

(Head of the Prreimial Stream), in
he granted to the spiritual guides of the people
authority to modify the traditional laws and adajit
th<-m to the requirements of tlic; time, led to much
Ciiorin treats of iMaimonidcs'
opi)osition to him.
thirteen articles of faith, and gives evidence of
knowledge ran; among his Hungarian contcmix)Next to the llalakah, Chorin also iiilerpretcd
raries.
Thismetliod
the Haggadah in a piiilosopliical way.
hf applied in like matiner to thr' Zohar, which he,
far from all inyslicism, considr-red as a rich soure(;
This view referred only
of speculative knowledge.
to the theoretic or intuitive, and not the practi
cal, Cal)ala, the belief in wliich he considered as
contradictory to sound reason.
At tlie beginning
of this book are printed the approbation of Itabbi
Moses Munzaud aeulogistic Hebrew jioemof Rabbi
Aiiiaiiah"
wliicli

Cholera Asiatica
Chorin, Aaron

Moses Kunitz. This work gave great offense to
the Orthodox party, which thwarted the publication
of a second edition, for which Chorin
Opposition had prepared many corrections and
by the
Mord. Benet wrote to the
additions.
Orthodox. Arad congregation that the book contained heresies and must be burned.
The congregation, however, stood by their rabbi;
but some of its members sided with Benet, and their
leader, a rich man, publicly insulted Chorin while he
was preaching. The Arad board now applied to
Moses Munz to certify that the book contained no

Having given his approbation to the auMilnz was in a great dilemma, since he was
urged by the Orthodox party to condemn Chorin
and to inflict upon him an exemplary punishment.
He concluded to yield to the insinuations, and Sept.
1, 1805, he invited two rabbis to come to Alt-Ofen
to form with him a tribunal before which Chorin
heresies.

thor,

The

was summoned.

session of the court

was

pro-

longed to the next day, but then Munz failed to
appear.
Samuel Butschowitz, rabbi of Assod, now
pronounced sentence that "Chorin must retract the
contents of his book.
Should he reSentence fuse to do so, his beard will be cut off
Proas a penalty for his heretical transgres-

nounced.

sions. "

Thereupon Chorin,

whom

the

populace had stoned in the courtyard
of the synagogue, declared that he subordinated his
views to those of the theologians of his time, and
desired that his book be suppressed.
The court also
decreed a reduction of Chorin's salary, but the board
of his congregation indignantly rejected this decree.
Chorin appealed to the imperial government, which,
June 24, 1806, annulled the judgment and condemned
the leader of his adversaries at Arad to pay the expenses of the lawsuit; the same was also to be punished for his scandalous conduct on Sabbath TeshuChorin declared that he forgave his
bah, 1804.
adversary, and declined his claims for compensation
of the expenses.
To avoid further trouble, he determined to give up writing.
The Reform movement among the Jews of Hamburg met his hearty approval.
In "Kin'at haEmet " (Zeal for Truth), a paper writAttitude ten April 7, 1818, and jiublished in the
Toward collection "Nogah ha-Zedek " (Light
of Righteousness), he declared himself
Reform.
in favor of reforms, such as German
prayers, the use of the organ, and other liturgical
modifications.

Tlie principal prayers, the Slicma',

and the eighteen benedictions, however, should be
said in Hebrew, he declared, as this language keeps
alive the belief in

tlie

restoration of Israel.

He

also

pleaded for opening the temple for daily service.
Influenced by Moses Ml^nz, Chorin recalled this
writing Feb. 19, 1819; but a year later he i>ublished "Dabar be-'Itto" (A Word in Its Time), in
which he rcalTlrmed the views expressed in "Kin'at
pleaded strongly for the right of
jia iOmct," and
l^eform.
A German translation by Lob Herzfeld appeared at Vienna. This directed upon him the attention of the progressive party in Austria and in Germany.
Michael Lazjir Biedermann, a prominent
man, proposed the appointment of Chorin at the
new temple to be erected at V'enna; but the

Chorin, Aarou
Chosen People
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government being opposed

to

it,

Mannhoinicr was

elected instead.

of the grand diicliy of Baden
througii the banker S.
Ilaber. for hi.< opinion about the duties

The government
asked Chorin (Feb.

Consulted of a

3. IS'Jl).

and about

tiie reforms in
Chorin answered
by writing" IggeretEhisaf," or "Letterof an African Rabbi to His Colleagues in Europe,"
which was published by M. I. Landau, Prague, 182C.
In it he stated that the Torah comprised religious

by Baden,

nibbi,

the Austrian states.

truths and religious laws, the latter partly applicable only in Palestine, partly obligatory everywhere.
These may be temporarily suspended, but not entirely abolished, by a competent authority, such as

a synod.

Only ordinances and precautionary laws

which are of luiman origin may be abrogated in
conformity with the circumstmiecs of the time. As
for mere customs and usages (minhagim), the government, after having consulted Jewish men of
knowledge, may modify or abolish them; but in no
other way may it interfere with religious affairs.
Chorin also pleaded for the establishment of consistories, schools, a theological seminary, and for the
promotion of agriculture and professions among the
Jews. Some of these ideas he carried out in his own
congregation, which included a great number of
mechanics. He succeeded in founding a school, and
introducing liturgical reforms into the synagogue;
even an organ was installed at his instance. He permitted the eating of rice and pulse during the days
of Passover.

To his theory of a synod regulating and modifying Jewish laws and customs, Chorin always adhered.
In his "Treue Bote" (Prague, 1831) ho declared
himself against the transfer of the Sabbath to Sunday, but e.xpressed the opinion that, considering the
requirements of our time, synods might mitigate
the severity of the Sabbatical laws, especially in regard to traveling and writing.
In another treatise, "Hillel," which appeared at
Ofen, 1835, he interpreted the prophetic promises
about the reuniting of Israel to signify the establishing of a supreme religious authority at Jerusa" Hillel," in the form of a dialogue, and other
lem.
contributions of his pen were published in the
fourth volume of "Bikkure ha-'Ittim." In 1819 he
wrote " Abak Sofer" (The Dust of a Writer), published by M. I. Landau, Prague, 1828, containing
glosses about Yoreh De'ah, Eben ha-'Ezer, the phylacteries, ancxpo.sition of Prov. i. 10 et seq., and two
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he wrote from his sick-bed a declaration expressing
his full accord witii the rabbiiiiciil conference at
Bnmswick, and Aug. 1 1 he sent an address to the conference of Hungarian rabbis at Paks.
He took an active part in the efforts for Jewish
emancipation, and was very intluential with the
state authorities.
His grandson, Franz Chorin, was
Hungarian deputy.
niDi.iOGRAi'iiY
eclin,

1847,

:

Leopold LOw,

Oemmmelte

Schriften, Szeg-

KH8!H«I. U. 251-420; Jost, CulturgeKchichte, Berlin,
24-25, 73-75, 175-176; Stelnschneider, Cat. liodl.
4751, pp. 84.>-84«; Fiirst, liihl. Jud. 1. 176; Zedner.
lit.

No.
Cat. Hetir. linoks Brit. Mui<. pp. 186-187; ZeltUn, Bild.

Hchr. Post-Mcmlclss^ohniana, pp. 56-57; Allii. Zeit. (let
Jud. 184-1, pp. 547-.55I Jost's ^1 nna(en, 184(1, pp. 2a5-208;
;

Litcraturblatt dcs Orients,
L. G.

11.,

No. 33.
S.

Man.

CHORIN, FRANZ:

Hungarian deputy; grandsou of Aaron Chorin; born at Arad May 11, 1842.
He studied law at Arad, Budapest, and Vienna, and
began practise in his native city, where he soon became vice-president of the bar association. He was
elected in 1870 as representative of the city of Arad
to the Hungarian Parliament, of which he was a

member continuously

He

for twenty-one years.

is

recognized as one of the leading orators and jurists
of the country.
The E.xchange Law of 1876 is entirely his work.
For many years he agitated f(jr
the moditication of Hungarian criminal procedure in
accordance with the more liberal English laws.
His efforts culminated in success when, in 1896, he
was appointed to draft and report upon this bill,
which was subsequently passed by the House. In
Parliament he had often the opportunity of defending his coreligionists, and contributed largely to the
eradication of anti-.Jewi.sh prejudice.
In 1881 he
became director of the coal-mining company of Salgotarjan since then he has devoted himself to labor
questions.
The city of Szatmar, which he represented in the Hungarian Parliament from 1895 to
1901, elected him an honorary citizen in 1902, in
recognition of his public services.
L. V.
;

f^.

CHORNY, JOSEPH JUDAH

Russian travborn at Minsk April 20, 1835; died at
Odessa April 28, 1880. His parents destined him
for the wine-growing industry; but after having
been graduated as a viticulturalist, he, owing to an
indomitable passion for travel and exploration, abandoned this career. For eight years Chorny, with
practically no means, explored a great part of the
Caucasus, Transcaucasia, and many Asiatic countries; studying everywhere the life, customs, and
:

eler;

riddles.

history of the inhabitants, and chiefly those of the

In his "Yeled Zeljunim" (Child of Old Age),
Vienna, 1839, partly in Hebrew, partly in German,
he again strongly advocated practical reforms in regard to railroad traveling on the Sabbath and on
holidays, the abridgment of the seven days of mourning, the use of the organ, etc., and gave a short
sketch of his life. His biographer, Leopold LOw,
wrote an introduction to this work.
In consequence of the Damascus affair in 1840,
Chorin republished the apology written 1753 by
Sonnenfels, in which the author proves the falsity
of the blood accusation.
Chorin added an introduction and Low a biographical notice.

Jews. In 1875, on returning from
endeavored to publish his studieson
countries he had visited, but failed
essary means.
He resumed the life

On July

26, 1844, fluring the last

weeks of

his

life,

his travels, he

the

Jews

of the

to find the nec-

of an explorer;
and privations
returned, in ill health and poverty, to Odessa, where
he died shortly after his arrival.

and after

five years of

hard.ships

Chorny was highly appreciated by the officials of
Russian government, and his studies on the
Caucasus and Transcaucasia, published in various
the

Ru.ssian papers, attracted the attention of the minister of

the

interior, Lori^

mended Chorny

Melikov,

who

recom-

to the protection of the governor-

general of Odessa.

The most noteworthy

of Chorny 's

Chorin, Aaron
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studies were

"

:

Kratkiya Istoricheski3'a Svyedeniya

o Gorskikh Yevreyakli Terskoi Oblasti," Terskiya
Vyedomosti, 1869; "Gorskie Yevrei," iu "Kavkaz,"
"On the Caucasian Jews," in "Den,"
1870, vol. iii.
;

1870,

No.

38.

Chorny bequeathed his manuscripts to the Society
for Promoting Culture Among tlie Russian Jews;
and the latter commissioned A. Harkavy to edit
them. They were published with Harkavy 's notes
title "Sefer ha-Massa'ot " (Book of TravPetersburg, 1884.
Bibliography: Ha-Zeff rah, 1880, p. 148; Ha-McUz, 1880, p.

under the
els), St.

117; ZeitUn, Bibl. Post-Mendels. p. 399.

indeed, and keep my covenant, then ye shall be a
peculiar treasure unto me above all people: for all
the earth is mine and ye shall be unto
Conditions me a kingdom of priests, and an holy
of Choice, nation" (Ex. xix. 5, 6). " The Lord did
not set his love upon j'ou, nor choose
you, because ye were more in number than any people for ye were the fewest of all people but because
:

:

;

the Lord loved you, and because he

would keep the

oath which he had sworn unto your fathers" (Deut.
The great obligation imposed upon Israel
vii. 7, 8).
as the chosen people is especially emphasized by the
prophet Amos (iii. 2) " You only have I singled out
:

n. R.

I.

CHOSAMEUS:

Chosen People

Br.

[R. v.,

"known"]

of all the families of the earth:

Annas"
The name

therefore will I visit upon you all your iniquities."
Compare Deut. xiv. 2: "Thou art an holy people

can not be identified with any in the corresponding
It is, most probably, a combilist of Ezra x. 32.
nation of tlie last part of "Maluch " with the first
part of " Shemariah," names found iu the Ezra list,
the remaining syllables of these names having been

unto the Lord thy God, and the Lord hath chosen
thee to be a peculiar people unto himself, above

that

had

"

One

strange wives

of "the sons of

" (I

Esd.

ix. 32).

elided.
E. G. H.

CHOSEN PEOPLE.— Biblical

G. B. L.

Data: Name

Jewish people expressive of the idea of their
having been chosen by God to fulfil the mission of
proclaiming His truth among all the nations. This
choice does not imply a superior claim, but a superior duty and responsibihty on tlie part of the Jewish people, inasmuch as they have been pledged by
the covenant which God concluded with Abraham,
their ancestor, and again with the entire nation on
Sinai, to testify, by precept and example, to the
truth revealed to them, to lead a holy life as God's
priest-people, and, if needs be, sacrifice their very
for the

In this peculiar sense
they are called God's own people; their religious
genius, as manifested in tlieir patriarchs, prophets,
inspired poets, sages, and heroes, having rendered
them tlie chosen people of religion to a far greater
extent than the artistic and philosophical genius of
the Greeks made that nation the cho.sen people of
art and philosophy, or tlie juridical and political
genius of the Romans made them the chosen people
of law and politics.
Unlike any other nation, tiie Jewish people began
their career conscious of tlieir life-purpose and worldduty as the priests and teachers of a universal relig-

lives for the sake of this truth.

ious trutli; and their whole Jiistory,
Conscious- with all its tragic sternness, was and
ness of
to the end of time will be devoted to
Selection, the carrying out of this jiurpose and

This view
tliedi.scliargo of this duty.
expres.sed in all the Biblical and rabbinical passages referring to Israel as the chosen people, or to
Abraham as their ancestor. "For I have singled

is

[A. V., "liave known him"] to the end that
may command liis children anil liis house after
him, that they may keep the way f)f the Lord to do

him out
he

and judgment" (Gen. xviii. 1, Hebr. compare Neh. ix. 7. "Tliou art the Lord, the God who
didst choose Abram").
That Israel's character as the cliosen people is
conditioned by obedience to God's commandments
Sinai coveis stated
in tlic very words of the
nant: "Now therefore, if ye will obey my voice
justice

;

peoples that are upon the face of the earth,"
ib. xxiv. 18, 19, R. V.
Particularly is the world -mission of the chosen
people dwelt upon by Deutero-Isaiah, the seer of the
xlii. 1-7; xliii. 10.
Exile (Isa. xli.
God's
"Ye are my witnesses, saith the
Witnesses Lord, and my servant whom I have
and Their chosen"; ib. verse 21, R. V., "The
Inheritpeople which I formed for myself that
they might set forth my praise " comance.
pare xliv, 1, 2; xlix. 6, 7).
As God's chosen people, Israel is also called His
"inheritance" (Deut. iv. 20; ix. 26, 29; xxxii. 9; Ps.
xxxiii. 12: "The people whom he hath chosen for
liis own inheritance"; I Kings viii. 53, Jer. x. 16;
and elsewhere). As the children of the Patriarchs
they are His chosen ones (Ps. cv. 6).
In Rabbinical Literature : According to the
Rabbis, Israel has not been chosen as the people of
" Israel
the Law on account of its racial superiorit}-.
is of all nations the most wilful or headstrong one
[mD1X3L*" Ty], iiud the Torah was to give it the right
scojie and power of resistance, or else the world
could not liave withstood its fierceness " (Bezah, 25b).
"The Lord olfered the Law to all nations; but all
refused to accept it except Israel" (Mek. Yitro, Pes.
"A Gentile who conseR. K. 103b, 186a, 200a).
crates his life to the study and observance of the Law
ranks as high as the high priest, "says H. MeYr, by deduction from Lev. xviii. 5; II Sam. vii. 19, Isa.
xxvi. 2; Ps. xxxiii. l.cxviii. 20, cxxv. 4, wliere all
stress is laid not on Israel, but on man or tlie righteous one (Sifra, Ahare Mot, 86b; Bacher, "Ag.
Tan." ii. 31). Israel is likened to the olive. Just
as this fruit yields its ]irecious oil only after being

all

and

;

;

much

pressed and S(iuee/.ed, so Israel's destinj'

is

one of great oppression and hardship, in order that
it may thereby give forth its iliuininatiiig wisdom
Poverty is the (|uality most befit(Kx. 1{. xxvi.).
Only
ting Israel as the chosen people (Hag. 9b).
on account of its good works is Lsrael among the
nations "as the lily among thorns" (Cant. R. ii. 2),
or "as wheat among the chaff" (Midr. Teh. i. 4;
Weber's "System der Altsynagogalen Tlieologie,"
pp. 5!)-fi!>, is full of glaring errors and misstatements on the subject of Israel as the chosen people).
In the Jewish liturgy, praise is frequently offered
to God for having chosen Israel from among all tlie

etc.,

Chosroes

TlIK .IKWISIT

Christ
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uatiuns of the earth: in Aiiakah Rabhaii, in the
benodii'tion before the reading from tlie Law, ami
in tlie seven benedictions of tlie holy

conunonwealth. Not only did Chosroes, however,
do nothing to promote the establishment of a Jewisli conunonwealth. but, on the contrary, it is proba-

days and New Moon; eoneerninji;
whieh see Geiger's ".Ind. Zeit." vii.
and Einhorn. in " I'rotoeolle der
Zweiten Habbinerversjinnnlung," p. 75, Frankfort
on tlu'-Main. 1845.
"The ehanuter of Israel as the ehosen peoph',"
writes GUdeniann (," Das Judenthuni," 1902, p. 44)
"does not involve the inferiority of other nations.

that lie ta.xed the .lews oppressively.
Tlius there arose great discord between the allies,
which ended in tlui deportation of many Palestin-

In the
Liturgy,

ri."):

The

universality of Israel's idea of

God

is sullicient

proof against sueh an assumption. Every nation requiresaccrtainselfeonsciousnessfor thecarryingovit
of its mission. Israel's self-consciousness was tempered by the memory of its servitude in Egypt and
the recognition of its being' theservant of the Lord.
It was the noblesse oblige of the God-appointed

worker

for the entire

human

K.

CHOSROES

(KHOSRU)

PARWIZ

II.
of Persia from 591 to
6"28.
Chosroes, on the plea of avenging the death
of his father in-law, the Byzantine emperor Maurice
(Mauritius), who had been murdered by the usurper
Pliocas (602). invaded Asia Minor and Syria at the

("The Conqueror"):

King

head of a large army. The Jews joined the Persians
in great numbers under the leadership of Benjamin

man of immense wealth, by whom
they were enlisted and armed. The Tiberian Jews,
with those of Nazareth and the mountain cities of
Galilee, marched on Jerusalem with the Persian diviLater they were
sion commanded by Shahrbaraz.
joined by the Jews of southern Palestine; and supported by a band of Arabs, the united forces took
Jeru.salem by storm (July, 614).
Ninety thousand
of Tiberias, a

Christians are said to have perished.
The story that
the Jews purchased the Christian prisoners from
their Persian captors and put them to death in cold
biood is a pure invention. In conjunction with the
Persians, the Jews swept through Palestine, destroyed the monasteries which abounded in the
country, and expelled or killed the monks.
Bands
of Jews from Jerusalem, Tiberias, Galilee, Damas-

and even from Cyprus, united and undertook
an incursion against Tyre, having been invited by
the 4,000 Jewish inhabitants of that city to surpnse
and ma.ssacre the Christians on Easter night. The
Jewish army is said to have consisted of 20,000 men.
The expedition, however, miscarried, as the Christians of TyrQ learned of the impending danger, and
seized the 4,000 Tyrian .Jews as hostages.
The
Jewish invaders destroyed the churches around
Tyre, an act which the Christians avenged by killing
two thousand of their .Jewish prisoners. The besiegers, to save the remaining prisoners, withdrew.
The immediate results of these wars filled the
Jews with joy. Many Christians became Jews
through fear. A Sinaitic monk embraced Judaism
of his own free will, and became a vehement assailant of his former belief.
The Palestinian Jews were free from the Christian
yoke for about fourteen years; and they seem to
have deluded themselves with the hope that Chosroes would resign .Jerusalem and a province to
them, in order that they might establish a Jewish
cus,

ian Jews to Persia.
This treatment
caused the Jews to go over to the
Roman emperor lleraclius, who had
succeecled Pliocas, and who concluded
a treat}' (627), promising them amnesty and other advantages. Chosroes, defeated by
lleraclius in a series of battles, fled from his capital,
but was seized and. after a confinement of four days,
executed (Feb. 28, 628).

Results
of the
Invasion,

Bini.iOGRAPiiY: Th. NOldeke, Aricicnt Iran, s.v. Persia, in
F:nctic. Urit.; Grfttz, Gesch. der Juden, v. 23-27, noie 8, pp.
393-3%.
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CHOTZNER, JOSEPH:

rabbi and
author; born at Cracow, Austria, May 11, 1844;
educated at the Breslau rabbinical seminary and the
University of Breslau. After his ordination Cliotzner became the first rabbi of the congregation at
Belfast, Ireland, officiating from 1870 to 1880;
and he again held the rabbinate there from 1892 to
In the mean time (1880-92) he had become
1897.
house master and teacher of Hebrew at Harrow
School, where several Jewish boys had recentl}' entered.
The experiment was made of placing all of
them in a separate house under the supervision of
Dr. Chotzner. After some twelve years' experience
it was found more expedient to spread the Jewish
boys among their comrades, and Dr. Chotzner left
Harrow for Belfast. Since 1897 helms been lecturer
at Montefiore College, Ramsgate.
Chotzner is the author of (1) "Lei Shimmurim"
(The Night of Observances), a collection of satirical
poems on certain Hebrew superstitions, Breslau,
1864; (2) "The Songs of Mirza Schaffy," translated

English

:

into

Hebrew,

if>.

1868;

(3)

"Modern

Judaism"

"Humor and

Irony of the Hebrew
Bible," 1883; (5) "Zikronot" (Records), 1885.
His son, Alfred James Chotzner, was gold
medalist at Cambridge University, and subsequently
entered the Indian civil service.
(1876);

(4)
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CHOVEVEI ZION
ciations, in

i.

(Lovers of Zion)

Europe and the United

:

Asso-

States, of per-

sons interested in agricultural settlement of Jews in
Palestine and in the connection of Jews with the
future of the Holy I^and.
This movement, which was the predecessor of
political Zionism (see Basel Congress), had as its
sponsors a number of men living in different countries, but whose common interest in and observations of the phenomena of Jewish life, stimulated
by the persecution of the Jews in Rumania prior to
1880, and more recently in Russia, led to the foundation of organizations like the Chovevei Zion Association of England, whose objects are:
1. To foster the "national idea" in Israel.
2. To promote the colonization of Palestine and

neighboring territories by Jews by establishing new
bv assisting those already established.
3. To diffuse the knowledge of Hebrew as a living
language.
4. To better the moral, intellectual, and material

colonies, or

status of Israel.
5. The members of the association pledge themselves to render cheerful obedience to the laws of the
lands in which they live, and as good citizens to
promote their welfare as far as lies in their power.
The appeal from Palestine to Jews to settle there

as agriculturists, made in 1867, went unheeded. But
from 1879 on, there were active in the advocacy of
colonization Dr. Lippe and Pineles in Rumania, Lili-

enblum and Leon Piusker in Russia, a non-Jewish
Syrian and Palestinian Association in London, and
Laurence Oliphant. The idea of agricultural settlement in Palestine, tested tirst by the founding of the
colony of Samarin by the Kunianian Chovevei Zion,
was voiced in 1881 by X. L. Lilienblum in an article in the "Kazsvyet " entitled "The Jewish QuesThe most serious objection and the Holy Land."
tion to the new idea came from those who feared
that resettlement in Palestine would mean the observance of the 613 commandments and the reCharles Netter, Avho
building of the Temple.
subsequently became the leading exponent of the
agricultural settlement idea, opposed the new movement which had excited the enthusiastic interest of
the Jews of Russia on the ground that Palestine
was unsuitable for colonization.

—

—

Baron Edmund do Rothschild having agreed to
pay the expenses of six colonists to Palestine, the
movement, initiated by Pinsker and supported by
Rabbi Mobile wer of Byelostock, took practical shape.
The Odessa Central Committee, which had been
called into existence in 1881, and which was now
recognized by the Russian government, went no
further in the direction of active propaganda than
to send T'insker and Mohilewcr upon a tour of private
and public agitation throughout Europe.
However, the movement spread with the emigraVarious .societies witii a similar
tion from Russia.
j)urpose were founded at Berlin (Ezra), Vienna
(Kadimah), London (B'nei Zion, 1887), and America
(Shove Zion in New York, Chovevei Zion in Philadelphia,

Jewish

j)o|)ii]ation.

In I)e(eml)er, 1892, the

Palestine

Christ

who, at the head of the Chovevei Zion
Association of England, with its military organizations, sought to give the movement a strong national
tendency. In addition, the colonists were in constant need of support.
The Hirsch Argentine Settlement followed, and affected the agitation in Western Europe. Though the colonies continued to find
support, and though some new ones were founded
the movement seemed, by 1894, to have spent its
nel Goldsmid,

force.

Typical of the enthusiasm which the idea had
once aroused was the mass-meeting held in London
in 1892, on the advice of Sir Samuel iMontagu, to
petition the sultan, through Lord Rothschild and
the British Foreign Office, for the right of settlement. A detailed plan was then worked out for
colonization on a large and regulated scale.
The decline of the Chovevei Zion was consequent
upon the suddenly created leadership, in 1896, of Dr.
Theodor Hkkzl. Indirectly every Chovevei Zion
championed, without formally adopting, his doctrine, and, indirectly, all weie represented at the
Zionist congress.
A more or less direct adherence to the Zionist movement, which had no sympathy for individual, sporadic colonization, was
forced upon the old organizations by their members.
But while they would not disavow the nationalist
standpoint, they declined to become a medium of the
new propaganda. A conference, the lirst of its kind
in London, was held (March, 1898) in the Finsbury
(Clerken well) town-hall, and lasting twelve lioius; it
decided upon reorganization, and accepted the leadership of the Vienna Executive Committee created by
This was typical of the
the previous congress.
process of transition from a philanthroiiic to an
avowed political movement, which contimied until
the Minsker Conference (September, 1902), when
the Russian Chovevei Zion associations without
exception accepted the platform of the Zionist
first

congresses.

movement is extensive, but
vast number of polemical pamphlets
have been published, as well as brochures on colonization and propagandist literature and on the fostering of Hebrew as a living tongue, which must be included in the literary efforts of the Chovevei Zion
The

literature of the

scattered.

A

(see Zionism).

18'J1).

1890 it was recognized that some endeavor
should be made to give form and coherence to these
varif)Usiiiovcment.s. and Dr. Iliilfkine, with M. Meyer.son, encfuiragcd by the prospect of linancial support from Baron Edmund de liollischild, organized
Tlie actual leadership
the Paris Central (.'ommittee.
of the movement, however, remauiid with the Odessii
committee, whicli was well supported, and which
kept in close touch with those who had already settled in Piilcsline.
The movement, however, reached
its zenith in 1893, when organizations existed in
every country, except France, that had an appreciaIn

ble

Chosroes
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movement

was checked by

of Jews toward
the Turkish authorities,

who prohibit^'il furtherimmigration. Additional dis
couragemeiii was <aused liy the difliculty of finding
produce of the colonies, and also by
the coloring given to the idea by such men as Colo-

Hiiu.iociKAi'iiv
I^dlrxtiua (orffan of the CbovevI Zion Association of KnirlanU), 1H91-118; liciitirt of rri>cee<liiiiis Clcrhenurll Tmni I {nil Conference, 1898; IZ*/ic MaccabcEan, )., 11.,
:

and
K.

HI..

l'.K)l

(«.

J.

C.

CHOYNSKI,

JOSEPH:

AuKrican

DK

II.

heavy-

weight pugilist; horn at San Francisco, Cal., Nov.
His first appearance in the prize-ring was
8, 1868.
in 1H84, when he met and was defeated by J. J.
He has encountered most of
Corbett in one round.
the prominent ptigilists and among those whom
;

he has defeated, or with whom h<' has fought drawn
battles, have been Dan Creedon, "Kid" McCoy,
James Jeffries, T. Sharkey, and Steve O'Donnell.
Choynski has fought more tlian fifty battles, of
wliich he has lost but seven.
F. H. V.
A.

CHRIST (Greek,

niiirkets for the

of

X/iiardc):

Septnagint translation

Hebrew "Mashia^i" ("Messiah "= The Anointed).

Christiau
Christiuuity

TIIK
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applied by Christians ox»hisivoly to Jcsus iis the
jit'ssiah ^see Jtsi's of Nazahetu auil Messiah).
K.
J.

CHRISTIAN
Jesus as

tlu'

:

A word

denoting a follower of

Missiaii or Cliiist.

It originated, uc-

Antioch, the Syrian capital, where, shortly after the failure of the HelleuisMc
movement in Jerusiilem {if>. viii. 1, xi. 19), the doctrine of the risen Christ was propagated among the
non-Jewish population, and where the first important church of tlie Ciiristians was established by
This early
Biirnabas ami Paul about the year 44.
origin of the name has been questioned by F. C.
Rjiur ("Paulus, der Apostel Jesu Christi," i. 103),
Lipsius (" L'eber den L'rsprung des Christennamens," 1^73), Hausrath ("Xeutestamentliche Zeitgeschichte," ii. 392), and Weizsiicker ("Apostocoriiing to Acts

but is upheld by Keim
("Aus dem Urchristenthum," pp. 171-181). Josephus, in the well-known passage concerning Jesus
("Ant." xviii. 3, «5 3; not all of which is spurious),
speaks of the "tribe of Christians" us still existing.
It is certain that except in Acts xi. 26, xxvi. 28, and

—

the mother-synagogue (Acts ix. 2; xviii. 25; xix. 9,
23; xxii. 4; xxiv. 14, 22), they received the name of
"the sect of the Nazarenes" (Acts xxiv. 5, xxviii.
22; in Hebrew, " No/.erim ').
Bini.iooRAPMY
Ehcuc. lUbl.

passages referring to the persecution
I Peter iv. 16
of Christians in Rome the name occurs nowhere in
the New Testament or in the earl}' Christian literature.
In all probability it owes its origin to a Roman or Latin-speaking population. The fact that
the early Christians met for worship in the name of
Christ and called themselves those "of Christ" (I

—

i.
12) induced the pagans to regard them as the
partizan followers of a leader of that name.
Hence
they coined the name " Christian! " for them, as a
nickname after the example of "Cffisarians" or
" Pompeians. " L'nfamiliar with the name " Christus,"
the pagans pronounced the name also " Chrestos "
"
(Xp7ffT<5f), and spoke of the Christians as " Chrcstiani

Cor.

(Tertullian, "Apologia," p. 3; Justin, "Apologia,"
4; compare Suetonius, "Claudius," p. 25: "Judaeos impulsore Chresto assidue tumultuantes Roma
i.

expulit"; Gratz, "Gesch." iii. 3, 449, is wrong in
taking Chrestos for a special agitator in Rome).
The name came into general use among the Christians themselves during the second century, when
it became endeared to them all the more because
it entailed
persecution and martyrdom (I Peter
iv.
16; Luke iv. 22; Tacitus, "Hist." xv. 44;
Suetonius, "Xero," p 16; Pliny, "Epistles," x. 96;
Ignatius, " Epistles to the Magnesians," p. 4; and
elsewhere).
They continued, however, to call one
another also "the brethren" (Acts ix. 30, xi. 1;
Rom. xvi. 14; Gal. i. 2), "the saints" (Acts ix. 13,
32; xxvi. 10; Rom. xii. 13, xvi. 15; Heb. vi. 10),
"belie%'ers" or "faithful ones" (Acts x. 45; I Tim.
iv. 3). " the elect " (Matt. xxiv. 22, 24; Mark xiii. 2022; I Peter i. 1, 2), and in the earlier time also "the
disciples" (Acts ix. 26, xiii. 52, xx. 30).

:

Hustings, Diet. Bibl.B.y.; Cheyne

and Dlack.

s.v.

K.

xi. 2(\ in

lisches Zeitalter," p. 90),
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CHRISTIAN, GUSTAV CHRISTOPHER:
German author and Christian missionary; born of
Jewish parents; baptized in 1719; died at Nuremberg about 1735. He was the author of two JudieoGerman works: " Yesod Emunat Yeshu'a" (The
Basis of the Faith of Jesus), Berlin, 1712; and "Die
Bekehrung Israels," Schwabach, 1722.
Bini.iOGRAPiiY Sammlu)i0 vnn Alten und Neuen Tlieolo:

Oischen Sachcn,

17:i3, p.

(WS

;

Wolf, Bibl. Hebr.

lit.,

No. 1898b.
I.

1).

Bh.

CHRISTIANI, FRIEDRICH ALBRECHT
Jewish convert,

to Clnislianily

;

:

boiii in the niiildle

of the seventeenth century died at Prossnitz at the
beginning of the eighteenth. lie was baptized in
1674 at Strasburg, having formerly borne the name
After having
of Baruch as hazzan at Bruchsal.
occupied for twenty years the chair of Semitic studies at the University of Leipsic, he retired to Pross;

where he returned to Judaism.
works comprise the following, all
published at Leipsic: (1) "Zebah Pesah " (The Sacrifice of Easter), 1677, an account of the Jewish celebration of Easter in the time of Jesus and at the
present; (2) "Se'udat Purim " (The Meal of Purim),
1677, a description of Jewish fasting and feasting;
(3) " Zahakan Melummad u-Mitharet " (The Scholarly
Gambler Repenting), 1683, a German translation of
the work of Leon of Modena on gambling (4) Abravanel's commentary on the first Prophets, with a
Latin index, 1686; (5) the text of Jonah with Targum, Masorah, and the commentaries of Rashi, Ibn
Ezra, Kimhi, and Abravanel, and a Hebrew-Latin
nitz,

Christiaui's

;

vocabu'lary, 1683;

(6) "

Iggeret

" (Letter),

1676, the

Paul to the Jews, translated from the
Greek into Hebrew; (7) "Traktat von dem Glauben
und Unglauben der Juden," 1713.
epistle of St.

Bibliography: Schudt, JUdu<<che MerckwUrdi{jkeiten.
573:

ii.

56, 88 et sea.:

1.

2,52,

Reineccius, In the Introduction to

TraUtat von dem Glauben und Unglauben der Juden;
Fiirst, Bibl. Jud. i. 178; Allg. Deutsche Biographic, iv. 213.
D.

I.

CHRISTIANI, MORITZ

WILHELM

Br.
:

Au-

thor and Jewish convert to Christianity; born at
Altorf at the end of the seventeenth century died
at Prague about 1740; probably a member of the
Pie
Keyser family of Schlcusingen (Bavaria).
claimed to have been a rabbi at Schlcusingen before
;

his

baptism

in 1715.

Christiani wrote: (1) "Kurze Beschreibung einer
jQdisclien Synagoge und eine Beschreibung der
Synagogalcn GebrUuche " (Regensburg, 1723); (2)

To the Jews, to whom the reported appearance of
the Messiah was a matter of frequent occurrence in
those times, when the good tidings of redemption

Die Schlacht- und Vi.sitir-Kunst " (ji. 1724); (3)
"Ausgang von dem Verstockten Judenthum und
Eingang zum Wahren Christenthum," an account of

from the domination of Rome were con.stantly expected (Josephus, "Ant." xvii. 10, p5; 6, 7; xviii. 4,
§ 1 XX. 5, g 1), the word " Christian " had no specific
meaning; and when the followers of Jesus of Nazareth began to teach a " way " different from that of

his conversion, his profession of faith, and several
orations (Erfurt, 1720); (4) "Rede zurEinladung flir
Rabbinische Studien," written in Hebrew and Ger"
man, inserted in Johann David Kohler's " Program
(Altorf, 1715); (5) a German translation of the

;

"

Christian
Christianity
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"Sefer ha-Minhagim " of Jacob Levi fMaHaRIL),
published at Bremen in 1733.
BiBLiOGnAPiiT
Jud. i. 178.

Wolf, Bibl. Hcbr.

:

iil.

665, iv. 895

;

Furst, Bibl.
1.

D.

CHRISTIANI, PABLO:

Br.

Jewish convert of

Montpellier, Fiance; contemporarj' of Naiimaxides.
Alter having been baptized, Christiaui joined the

Order of the Dominicans and attempted to convert
Failing to make prosehis former coreligionists.
lytes among the Jews of Provence, to whom he had
been sent by his zealous general, Raymond dc Penyaforte, Christiani planned the conversion bj^ force
To this purpose he perof the Aragonian Jews.

Raymond

de Penyaforte to bring about a
between him and NahmanRaymond
ides, in which he felt assured of victory.
de Penyaforte secured the consent of King James

suaded

religious controversy

and Nahmanides was sununoned to Barcelona,
1263, to answer Christiani 's questions.

The disputation took place

in

in the king's palace,

whole court and many ecclesiastical dignitaries, and lasted four days (July 2024).
As suggested by Nahmanides, the subjects of
discus-s^ion were three: (1) whether the Messiah had
appeared (2) whether the Messiah annotmced by
the Prophets was to be considered as a god, or as a
man born of human parents; and (3) whether the
Jews or the Christians were in possession of the
true faith.
Christiani undertook to demonstrate
from the Talmud itself the truth of the Christian
faith, and feigned indignation at Nahmanides when
lie declared that he did not believe in those and other
Ilaggadic stories. Christiani hoped to profit by the
reserve lie felt Nahmanides would be forced to maintain through fear of wounding the feelings of the
Christian dignitaries who were present.
He was, however, deceived. Nahmanides moderately but firmly refuted all the arguments of
in the presence of the

from King James, he went on missionary
journeys, compelling the Jews everywhere to listen
to his speeches and to answer his quesChristiani's tions, either in their synagogues or
Proselywherever else he pleased. They were
tizingeven required to defray the expenses
of his mission.
Tour.
In spite of the protection granted him by the king, Christiani did not meet with the success he had expected
he therefore went to Pope Clement IV. and denounced the Talmud, asserting that it contained passages derogatory to J esus and Mary The pope issued
a bull (1264) to the Bishop of Tarragona, commanding him to submit all the copies of the Talmud to the
examination of the Dominicans and Franciscans.
A commission was then appointed by the king, Christiani being one of its members, to act as censors of
the Talmud and they obliterated all passages which
seemed to them to be hostile to Christianity. In
1269 Christiani interceded with King Louis IX. of
France and obtained from him the enforcement of
the canonical edict requiring .Jews to wear badges.
tion

.

;

Bibliography: Wikhiinli ha-Rnmhan; Wagenseil, Diajmtatio li. Mosi.s JS'achmani'dis cum Fratie Faulo, Altiiorf, lti74:
Carpzov, Proteiniuin lo Raymond Martin's Puyio Fidei;
Gratz, Uei<ch. der Juden, vii. 120 et seq.

G.

I.

Bl{.

;

As the disputation turned
favor of Nahmanides the Jews of
manidea Barcelona, fearing the resentment of
Victorious, the Dominicans, entreated him to discontinue; but the king, whom Nahmanides acfjuairited with the apprehensions of the
Jews, desired him to proceed. The controversy was
therefore resumed, and concluded in a complete victory for Nahmanides, \v]\o was dismissed by the
king with a gift of three hundred maravedis us. a
mark of his respect.
The DoininieanH, nevertheless, claimed the victory, and Nahmanides fell obliged to pulilish the
proceedings of the controversy. Obtaining a copy of
this publication, Christiani selected from it cf^rtain
ymssages whieh he construed as blasi)liemies against
the Christian religion, and denounced thein as such
to Raymond de Penyaforte.
A ca])ital charge;
was then instituted, and a formal complaint against
the work and its avitlior was lodged with the
king.
Finally. Nahmanides was sentenced to exile
for two years, and his pam|>lilet was ordered to be
burned.
Tne failure of the controversy did not. however,
discourage Christiani. Provided lirough the agency
of Raymond de Penyaforte with letters of protecChristiani.

Nah-

in

t

IV.—

CHRISTIANITY IN ITS RELATION TO
JUDAISM Christianity is the system of religious
:

truth based upon the belief that Jesus of Nazareth
was the expected Messiah, or Christ, and that in
liim all the hopes and prophecies of Israel concerning the future have been fulfilled. While comi)rising creeds which differ widely from one another
in doctrine and in practise, Christianity as a whole
rests upon the belief in the God of Israel and in
the Hebrew Scriptures as the word of God; but it
claims that these Scriptures, which it calls the Old
Testament, receive their true meaning and interpretation from the New Testament, taken to be the
written testimonies of the Apostles that Jesus appeared as the end and fulfilment of nil Hebrew
pro])hecy.
It furthermore claims that Jesus, its
Chri.st, was and is a son of God in a higher and an
essentially different sense than any other human
being, sharing in His divine nature, acosmic principle destined to counteract the principle of evil
embodied in Satan; that, therefore, the death of
the crucified Christ was designed by God to be the
means of atonement for the sin inherited b_y the
human race through the fall of Adam, the first
man; and, conse(|ueiitly, that without belief in
Jesus, in whom the Old Testament saerilioe is typiFinally, Christianity, as
fied, there is no salvation.
a wf)rl(I-power, claims that it reiiresents the highest

form of civiii/.atioii, inasmuch as, having made its
appearance when the nations of nnti(iuity had run
their course and mankind longed for a higher and
deeper religious life, it regenerated the human race
while uniting Hebrew and Greek to become the heir
to both; anfl because it has .since become the ruling

power

of history, infiuencing the

life

of

all

nations

and races to.sucli an extent that all other creeds and
systems of thought must recede and jiale before it.
These three claims of Chiistianity, which have
frequently been asserted in such a manner as di-
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Christianity

or implicitly to deny to Judaism, its mother
the purpose, if not the very riglit of its
loutinued existeuce, will be ex:uuiiuHl from ii hisloiical poiut of view under thret' liesids: (1) the New
Testaim'Ut elaim as to the Cluistship of Jesus; (2)
tlie (.Muireli's elaim as to the dogmatie truths of

60

men amongst

Pilate condenuied

him

ret'tly

principal

tvHirion.

to be crucified, those that were first [captivated] b}'
him did not cease to adhere to him; and the tribe of

Christianity,

whether Trinitarian or Unitarian; and
of Ciiristianity to be the great power
The altitude taken by Jews to-

(3)

the

t>f

eivili/aiimi.

eliiiin

ward Christianity in publie debates and in literary
controversies will be treated under Polemics and
TesPoi.KMicM. LiTKliATlUK; while the
TAMKNT as literature and the personality of Jesus
OF Nazahetii Nvill also be discussed in separate

Nkw

articles.
It

is

speeitie

name

for the Christian belief or doctrine,

mentions it only occasionally under the general category of "^linim"
Messianic (literally, "distinctive species of beMovement. lief"), heresies, or Gnostic sects. As
one of these it could onlj' be regarded in
the second century, when Christianity was in danger
of being entirely absorbed by Gnosticism. At first it
was viewetl by the Jews simply as one of the numerous
Messianic movements which, aimed against Roman
l)ut

The

ended tragically
which it differed only

rule,

for their instigators,

and from

one singular fact; viz., that
the death of the leader, far from crushing the movement, gave, on the contrary, rise to a new faith
which gradually, both in principle and in attitude,
antagonized as none other the parent faith, and
came to manifest the greatest hostility to it. There
is no indiaition in Jewish literature that the appearance of Jesus, either as a teacher or as a social or
political leader, made at the time a deep or lasting impression on the Jewish people in general. Outside of
Galilee he was scarcely known.
This at least seems
to be the only explanation of the fact that the Talin

mudie passages, some of which are old, confound
Jesus, on the one hand, with Ben Stada, who was
tried in

Lydda

— probably

identical with

Theudas

"the magician," the pseudo-Messiah who appeared
"Ant." xx. 5, § 1; Acts v. 36) and,
on the other, with the Egyptian " false prophet
who created a Messianic revolt a few years later
("Ant."xx. 8, §6; idem, ''B. J." ii. 13,^ T); Actsxxi.
38; see Tosef., Sanh. x. 11; Sanh. 67a, 107b; Shab.
104b; Sotah47a; compare Matt. xxiv. 11 and 24).
As to Jesus ben Pandera, or Jesus the pupil of R.
Joshua ben Perahyah, see Jescs in Jewish Legend.
The only reference to Jesus in contemporary
Jewish literature is found in Josephus, "Antiquities" xviii. 3, § 3, a pa.ssage which has been interpolated by Christian copyists, but appears to have
originally contained the following words (see Theodore Reinaeh, in "Rev. Etudes Juives," xxxv. 1-18;
A. V. Gutschmid, "KleineSchriften," 1893, iv. 352):
"There was about that time [a certain] Jesus, a
wise man
for he was a worker of miracles, a
teacher of men eager to receive [new (revolutionary) tidings], and he drew over to him many Jews
in 44(Josephus,

—

;

also many of the Hellenic world.
He was [proclaimed] Christ; and when, on denunciation by the

and

so

named

after hiiu,

is

not extinct at

this (hiy."

The Gospel records agrees upon one es.sential point
conlirmed by Joseplius {I.e. 5, i:^2; compare Matt.
Mark i. 2-9; Luke iii. 1-21; John iii. 22
iii. 1-13;
ct seq.\ Acts xiii. 24); viz., that the main impulse to
the Christian movement was given b}' John the
Baptist, an Essene saint, who anjong the many
that, by penitence, fasting, and bapJohn the tisms, prepared them.selves for the
Baptist.
coming of the Messiah (Luke ii. 25, 3&
etseq.
Mark x v. 43; compare t6. ii. 18;
Matt. ix. 14, xi. 18; compare Pesik R. xxxiii., xxxiv.
Josephus, "Vita," § 2) stood forth as the preacher
of repentance and "good tidings," causing the people to rtock to the Jordan to wash themselves clean
of their sins in expectation of the Messianic kingdom.
Some of his followers were known afterward as a

—

;

a matter of extreme siguiticance that the
Talmudie literature, wliieh is based on tradition at
least a century older than Christianity, has not even a
I.

(Christians,

us,

—

under the name " Disciples of John "
(Acts viii. 25; xix. 3, 4), and seem partly to have
joined the Mand.'tans (Brandt, " Die Mandilische
Religion," pp. 137 et seq., 218 etseq., 228; see also
Hemeroi5AI'tists). Jesus, however, being one of
John's disciples, the moment the latter had been put
in prison stepped to the front as a preacher of the
" Kingdom of Heaven " in the yery language of his
master (Matt. iv. 12 et seq., xiv. 3-5; Mark i. 14).
Still, to the very last he had to admit in his argument with the elders (Matt. xx. 26; Mark xi. 32;
compare ib. viii. 28) that John was universally acknowledged prophet, while he was not. Indeed,
Herod Antipas, upon learning of Jesus' nnraculous
performances, expressed the belief that John the
Baptist had risen from the dead (Matt. xiv. 2, xvi.
Nor did Jesus himself, according
14 Mark vi. 14).
to the older records, lay claim to any title other than
that of a prophet or worker by the Holy Spirit, like
any other Essene saint (Matt. xiii. 57; xxi. 11, 46;
Lukevii. 16, 39; xiii. 33; xxiv. 19; John iv. 19, 44;
compare Josephus, " B. J." i. 3, ^ 5 ii. 8, § 12 idem,
"Ant." xiii. 10, %1; Luke ii. 25, 36). Gradually,
however, the fame of Jesus as " healer " and " helper "
class of Baptists

;

;

;

of those stricken with disease so eclipsed that of
John, at least in Galilean circles, that the latter was
declared to have been only the forerunner of the one
destined to subdue the whole kingdom of Satan

—

that is, the Elijah of the Messianic kingdom and a
declaration to this effect was finally put into the
mouth of John as though made by him at the very
start (Mark i. 2, ix. 13, xi. 2-19; Luke i. 17).
Jesus, as a man of the people, deviated from the
practise of the Essenes and Pharisees in not shunning contact with the sinners, the Publicans and
as contaminating, and in
endeavoring to elevate them foUowJesus as a ing the maxim, "The}' that are whole
Man of the need not a' physician, but they that
People.
are sick" (Matt. ix. 12, and parallels;
compare Antisthencs, in Diogenes
Laertius, vi. 6).
He felt the calling to preach the
gospel to the poor (Luke iv. IG et seq., after Isa.
Ixi. 1 et seq.), and truly became the redeemer of the
lower classes, who were not slow to lift him to the
the despised

'Am ha-Arez,

;
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Still, he apparently made
station of the Messiah.
no such claim before his entrance into Jerusalem, as

evidenced by the warning given to the disciples
to the spirits of the possessed not to disclose the
secret of his being the Son of David (Matt. xii. 16,
is

and

Mark

xvi. 20;

24,

i.

30;

12, viii.

iii.

Luke

iv. 41).

His reference to him.self as the "Son of man," after
the manner of Dan. vii. 13, and Enoch, xlvi. 2 et seq.,
in Matt. xx. 18,

whereas

value;

and Mark

Mark

x. 33, lias

no

historical

28 and ^latt. viii. 20
stands for "'man" or "myself."

in

ii.

"Son of man"
While the eschatological predictions in Matt, xxiv.,
XXV. Luke xvii. 22 et seq., and elsewhere have been
taken over literally from Jewish apocalypses and
put into the mouth of Jesus, the teachings and
doings of Jesus betray, on closer analysis, rather an
;

intense longing after the 3Iessiauic time than joy
And as the sosatisfaction over its arrival.
an exquisite compilation of
called " Lord's Prayer "

and

—

Hasidic prayer formulas (Luke xi. 1-13; Matt. vi.
9-13; see Charles Taylor, "Sayings of the Jewish
Fathers," 1901, p. 176)— is, like the Kaddish, a petition rather than a thanksgiving for the Messianic
kingdom, so is the entire code of ethics laid down by
Jesus for his disciples in the Sermon on the Mount
(Matt, v.-vii., x.

Luke

;

vi.

xi.-xii.,

20,

and

else-

where) not a law of conduct for a world rejoicing
in a redeemer that has come, but a guide for a
few of the elect and saintly ones who wait for the
immediate downfall of this world and the rise of
another (Matt. x. 23, xix. 28, xxiv. 34-37). Only
later events caused the allusion to the " Son of man"
As a matin these sayings to be referred to Jesus.
ter of fact, a spirit of great anxiety and unrest permeates the sayings of Jesus and the entire New Testament epoch, as is indicated by such utterances as
" Watch, therefore for ye know not what hour your
Lord doth come" (Matt. xxiv. 42, xxv. 13); "The
kingdom of God cometh not with observation [that
is, calculation], but suddenly, imperceptibly it is
;

among you

compare the rabsaying: "The Messiah cometh nyTH nD\13

binical

[when

lea.st

97a. b).

(Luke

"

xvii. 20, 21);

expected], like a thief in the night " (Sanh.

See, further, Matt. xxiv. 43; I Thess. v. 2;

iii. 3.
A number of sayings
sword, to contention, and to violence,
which do not altogether harmonize with the gentle
and submis.sive character assigned generally to Jesus.

II Peter
allude to

10; Kev.

iii.

tiie

Such are the following: "Think not that I came to
send peace on the earth
I came not to .send peace,
but a sword " (Matt. x. 34. R. V.) " Suppose ye that
I am come to give peace on earth?
I tell you, Nay
but rather division.
The fathershall bedivided
against the son, and the son against the father," etc.
:

;

;

.

.

.

"From

the days of John (Ik; Baptist until now the kingdom of heaven sulferelh violence, and the violent tjike it by force " (Matt. xi.
12)
words liardly reconcilable with the Cf)nfluding
sentences of the chapU'r: "Come unto me, all ye
that labor and are heavy laden.
Take my yoke
upon you
and ye shall find rest" (l.i". xi. 28The advice given by Jesus to his disciples to
30).
provide tlicmsclvcs each with a sword (Luke xxii.
36; compare ih. verse 49; John xix. 10, though dis-

(Luke

.\ii. r)l-.")3);

—

.

.

avowed

in

Simeon the

.

.

.

.

Matt.

xxvi.

saint to the

52,

53);

sword and

tlie

allusion by

to the strife as re-

Christianity

sulting from Jesus' birth (Luke

34, 35);

ii.

and the

disappointment voiced by Cleopas, " We trusted that
it had been he which should have redeemed Israel
(Luke xxiv. 21 compare jSIatt. i. 21, where Jesus is
explained as yc'iriV Joshua, who shall "save his peo;

—

ple from sin ")
gave cause for

some action which
handed over to Pontius
Pilate as one who was "perverting the nation, and
forbidding to give tribute to Csesar" (Luke xxiii. 2);
though the charge Avas refuted by the saying, "Renall

these point to

his being

der unto Ca?sar the things that are Caesar's" (Matt.
xxii. 21
Mark xii. 17; Luke xx. 25, R. V.). He was
tried and crucified as " King of the Jews " or " Messiah " ;- and all the alleged charges of blaspiiemy,
in that he called himself " Son of God " in the Messianic sense, or announced the destruction of the
Temple, prove, in the light of the ancient Jewish
law, to be later inventions (Matt. xxvi. 63-65; Mark
xiv. 58; Luke xxii. 70).
See Crucifixion of Jesus.
That the movement did not end with the crucilixion, but gave birth to that belief in the risen Christ
which brought the scattered adherents
The Risen together and founded Christianity, is
due to two ps3^chic forces that never
Christ.
before had come so strongly into play
(1) the great personality of Jesus, which had so impressed itself upon the simple people of Galilee as to
become a living power to them even after his death
and (2) the transcendentalism, or other-worldliness,
in which those penance doing, saintly men and
women of the common classes, in their longing for
In entranced visions the}' beheld
godliness, lived.
their crucified Messiah expounding the Scriptures
for them, or breaking the bread for them at their
love-feasts, or even assisting them when they were
out on the lake tishing (Luke xxiv. 15, 30, 31, 36;
John XX. 19, xxi.). In an atmosphere of such perfect naivete the miracle of the Resurrection seemed
as natural as had been the miracle of the healing of
;

the sick. Memory and vision combined to weave
the stories of Jesus walking on the water (compare
Matt. xiv. 25, Mark vi. 49, and John vi. 19 with
John xxi. 1-14), of the transfiguration on the Mount
(compare Matt. xvii. 1-13, Mark ix. 2-13, and Luke
ix. 29-36 with Matt, xxviii. 16 et seq.), and of his
moving through the air to be near the divine throne,
.served by the angels and the holj' (not "wild")
beasts (" haj'yot "), and holding Scriptural combats
withSalaii (Mark i. 12, 13; Matt. iv. l-ll: compare
with Acts vii. 15, vii. 55). The Mcssiahship of Jesus
having once become an axiomatic truth to the "believers," as they called them.selves, his whole life
was reconstructed and woven together out of MesIn

sianic passages of the Scriptures.

Testament prophecies had
i.

22;

ii.

5, 15,

17;

iii.

" to

14;

3; iv.

him

be fulfilled
viii.

17;

all
"

the

(Matt,

xii.

17;

85; xx. 14; xxvi. 56; xxvii. 19; John xii.
38; xiii. 18; xv. 25; xvii. 12; xviii. 9; xix. 24, 36).
Thus, according to the Jewish v'wv/, shared by
many Christian theologians, there grew up, through
a .sort of M<'.ssianic Midnish, the myths of Jesus'
xiii. 14,

birth from a virgin (after Isa. vii.
the city of David (after Micah

was

a

town of Bethlehem

Griitz identifies with

xxix. 481);

14), in
v. 1

also in

Nazareth

;'8ee

the genealogies in

Hethlehem,

et aeq.;

Galilee,

there

which

"Monatsschrift,"
iii. 23-38 and

Luke
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in Matt.

i.

1-17. with tho singular stress laid upon
convortod sinners ami

Tiiniar, Haliab, anil Kutli. tlic

as nmtlurs of tlu' t'lt-ot one (i-oniparo Gon.
Ilor. lOL); Na/.ir •2;U); Meg. 141)); likewi.se the
K. ii
story of Jesus' triinn]^hal entry into Jerusalem ridinir upon a young nss(after Zeeh. ix. 9), and of his
U'ing luiiled by the people's "Ilosanna" (after Ps.
licatluMis.
;

c.wiii. 26;

compare Midr. Teh.

to the jmssage; also

Matt. x.\i. 1-11, and parallelsV
Similarly, his healing powers were made proofs
of his Messiahsliip (after IsiV. xxxv. 5, 6; eompare
Gen. R. xcv. and Midr. Teh. cxlviii.), also his death
on the cross was taken, with reference to Isa. liii.
and old Essene tradition of the suffering ^Messiah
(Pesik. R. xxxiv.-xxxvii."), to he the atoning sacrifjce of the Lamb of God slain for man's sin (John i.
29; Actsviii. 32: Rev. xiii. 8; com pare Enoch xc. 8),
and his resurrection the beginning of a new life
(after Zeeh. xiv. 5: I Chron. iii. 24; Sibyllines, ii.
Men held
242; Matt. xxiv. 30; I Thess. iv. 16).
turned into paschal
their love-feasts in his memory
feasts of the new covenant (Matt. xxvi. 28, and parand led lives of volunallels; John xix. S'Setseq.)
tary poverty and of partial celibacy (Acts ii. 44;

—

—
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14; Luke xxiii. 23 (see Ciuhifixion). The vehement
language of Jesus, in denouncing Sadducean misrule
and the hypocrisy and narrowness of tlic Piiarisai(;
leaders, was not altogether new and uuiieard of: it
was the privilege of the Essene preachers, the popular llaggadists (see Puauiseks and Sadduckks).
Most of his teachings, a great numberof which echo
rabbinical sayings, and have been misunderstood or
misapplied altogether by tlie late Gospel conijiilers
(see Gosi'KLs, Tue Fouu), were addressed to a circle
of men who lived in a world of their own, far away
from the centers of commerce and industry. His
attitude toward Judaism is defined b}' tljc words:
"Think not that I am come to destroy the law or
the jirophets: I am not come to destroy, but to fulfil

"

(Matt.

V.

17).

The

Christianity, therefore,
Christ, all the

New

rejection of the

Law by

was a departure from

Testament statements

its

the
declined
to

contrary notwithstanding.
He himself
even the title of "good master," because he wanted
to reserve this epithet for God alone (Matt. xix. 17):
Christianity, contrary to all his teaching, turned

him

into a God.
II. This radical cliange

was brought about by

Saul of Tarsus or Paul,

Matt. xix. 12).
Out of these elements arose the life-picture of
Jesus, shaped after later events and to a great extent reflecting the hostile sentiments entertained
against the Jewish people by the new sect when, in
the linal struggle with Rome, the latter no longer
shared the views and destinies of the former. Many
antinomistic views put into the mouth of Jesus have
their origin in Pauline
i.e., anti-Judean
circles.
Thus the saj'ing, " Not that which goeth into the
mouth defileth a man; but that which cometh out
of the mouth, this defileth a man " (Matt. xv. 11, and
parallels), is irreconcilable with Peter's action and
vision in Acts xi. 1-10.
What Jesus actually said
and did is difficult to determine. Many of his teachings can be traced to rabbinical sayings
Jesus'
current in the Pharisaic schools; and
Teachings, many sentences, if not entire chapters,
have been taken over from Essene
writings (see DiDASCALiA; Essenes; Golden Rule;

the real founder of the
Christian Church, though Peter formed the first
community of the risen Christ (Matt. xvi. 16; Acts
Having, iinder the influence
i. 15;
I Cor. xv. 5).
of a vision, turned from an earnest persecutor of
the new sect into its vigorous champion (Acts ix.
1-14, xxii. 3-16, xxvi. 9-18; I Cor. ix. 1, xv. 8 et
seq.
Gal. i. 16), he construed the belief in the atoning death of Christ held by the rest into a system
altogether antagonistic to Judaism
Paul's
and its Law, claiming to have received
Antithe apostleship to the heathen world
nomistic from the Christ he beheld in his visions,
Operating with certain Gnostic ideas.
and
Gnostic
which rendered the Messiah as Son
of God a cosmic power, like Philo's
Views.
" logos," aiding in the world's creation

Jesus of Nazaketii; Matthew).

deeming a world polluted and doomed by

—

On the other

hand, there are utterances of striking
originality and wondrous power which denote great
genius.
He certainly had a message to bring to the
forlorn, to "the lost sheep of the house of Israel"
(Matt. X. 6, XV. 24), to the outcast, to the lower classes,
to the " 'am ha-arez, " to the sinners, and to the publi-

And whether the whole life-picture is reality
or poetic imagination, in him the Essene ideal reached
its culmination.
But it is not correct to speak, as
Chri.stian theologians do, of a possible recognition
or an actual rejection of Jesus' Christship b}'^ the

cans.

Whatever his greatness as teacher or as
friend of the people, this could not establish his claim
to the Messianic title; and whether his Galilean fol-

Jews.

lowers were justified in according it to him, or the
authorities at Jerusalem in denying it and in denouncing him to the Roman prefect probably more
from fear than from spite (John xix. 15)— is not a
matter that can be decided from tiie scanty records

—

(compare Matt. xxvi. n: Luke xiii. 31: xix. 47, 48;
XX. 19: xxiii. 43 with Matt, xxvii 25-28; Mark xv.

;

and mediating between God and man, he saw both
in the Crucifixion and in the Incarnation acts of
divine self-humiliation suffered for the sake of resin since

Adam.

Faith alone in Christ should save
man, baptism being the seal of the belief in God's
redeeming love. It meant dying with Christ to sin
which is inherited from Adam, and rising again with
Christ to put on the new Adam (Rom. vi. 1-4 I Cor.
XV.; Gal. iii. -iv.). See Baptism.
On the other hand, Paul taught, the law of Moses,
the seal of which was Circumcision, failed to redeem
man, because it made sin unavoidable. By a course
of reasoning he discarded the Law as being under
the curse (Gal. iii. 10 et seq.), declaring only those
who believed in Christ as the Son of God to be
free from all bondage (Gal. iv.).
In opposition
the fall of

;

who distinguished between full Proselytes and "proselytes of the gate," who only accepted the Noachidian laws (Acts xv. 20), he abrogated the whole Law claiming God to be the god of
the heathen as well as of the Jews (Rom. iii. 29).
Yet in enunciating this seemingly liberal doctrine
he deprived faith, as typified by Abraham (Gen. xv.
6; Rom. iv. 3), of its naturalness, and forged the
to those

;
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sliiickles of tlie Clnistiau dogma, with its tenors of
danuuition and hell for the unbeliever. God, as
Father and the just Ruler, was pushed into the background and the Christ— who iu the Gospels as well
as in the Jewish apocalyptic literature figured as
judge of the souls under God's sovereignt}- (Matt.
xvi. 27, XXV. 31-33; compare Enoch, iv. xiv. ct
IIEsd. vii. 33 with Rom. xiv. 10; II Cor. v. 10)
seq.
was rendered the central figure, because he, as
liead and glory of the divine kingdom, lias, like Bel
of Babylonian mythology fighting with the dragon,
to combat 8atan and his kingdom of evil, sin, and
AVhile thus opening wide the door to admit
death.
the pagan world, Paul caused the influx of the entire pagan mythology in the guise of Gnostic and
No wonder if he
anti-Gnostic names and formulas.
was frequently assailed and beaten by the officials
of the synagogue: he used this very synagogue,
which during many centuries had been made the
center of Jewish propaganda also among the heathen
for the pure monotheistic faith of Abraham and the
law of Closes, as the starting-point of his antinomis
tic and anti-Judean agitations (Acts xiii. 14, xiv. 1,
;

;

Jesus had lived and died. Tlie Council of Nice iu
335 determined that Church and Synagogue should
have nothing in common, and that whatever smacked
of the unity of God and of the freedom of man, or
offered a Jewish aspect of worship, must be eliminated from Catholic Christendom.
Three causes seem to have been at work in making
the Pauline system dominant in the Church.
First,

—

xvii. 1 ctseq., xxi. 27).

For a long time Christianity regarded itself as part
of J udaisni.
It had its center in Jerusalem (Irenoeus,
"Ad versus Hajreses, i. 26); its first

Early
Christi-

anity
a Jewish

fteen bishops were circumcised Jews
hey observed the Law and were rather
unfriendly to heathenism (Sulpicius
fi

t

Severus, " Ilistoria Sacra," ii.
31;
Eusebius, "Hist. Eccl."iv. 5; compare
Matt. XV. 2(5), while they held friendly
intercourse with the leaders of the synagogue (see
Gnit/,,"Gesch. der Juden,"iv. 'SIS et seq. andEBioNiTEs, MiMM, and N.vzauenes).
Many a halakic and
haggadic discu.ssion is recorded in the Talmud as
having taken place between the Christians and the
Rabbis (see Jacob the Gnostic). Probably the
Chiistian Congregation, or Church of the Saints,
did not distinguish itself in outward form from
the " Iv'haia Kaddislia"at Jerusalem, under which
name the Esseue community survived the downfall
of the Temple (Ber. 9b; compare Eccl. R. ix. 9:
'Edah K(;doshah). Of cour.se, the destruction of the
Temple and of the Judean state and the cessation
of siu.rifii.e could not but promote thecau.se of Chris-

Sect.

;

cum Tryph." xi.); and
under the impression of tlie.se important events the
Gospels were written and accordingly colored.
Still, Jew and Christian looked in common for the
erection of the kingdom of heaven by the Messiah
either soon to appear or to reappear (see JoGl, " Blicke
It was durin die It'ligionsgesch." i. 32 et xfq.).
ing the last struggle with Rome in the days of Bar
Kokl)a and Akiba that, amidst denunciations on
the part of the CinisliaMH and execratioiis on the
part of the Jewish leaders, those hostilities began
which separated Church and Synagogue forever,
anfl made the former an ally of the arch enemy.
T'auline Christianity greatly aided in the Romanizing of the Church.
It gravitated toward Rome as
toward thr great world empire, and soon the Church
tianity (see Justin, "Dial,

became

in

xxvii. 40).

Jew heir to Edom (Gen.
The emperor Constantine completed what

the eyes of the

Paul had begun

— a world hostile to the faith in

whit h

ChriBtianity

Paganism
Pre-

dominant,

the pagan world, particularly its lower
having lost faith in its old
gods, yearned for a redeemer, a manlike god, and, on the other hand, was
classes,

captivated by that work of redeeming
love which the Christian communities practised,
in the name of Jesus, in pursuance of the anSecondly, the
cient Essene ideals (see Chauitv).
blending of Jewish, Oriental, and Hellenic thought
created those strange mystic or Gnostic systems
Avhich fascinated and bewildered the minds of the
more educated classes, and seemed to lend a deeper
meaning to the old beliefs and superstitions. Thirdly,
woman appeared on the scene as a new factor of
Church life. While the women of Syria and of
Rome were on the whole attracted by the brightness
and purity of Jewish home life, women in the New
Testament, and most of all in Paul's life and letters,
are prominent in other directions. Aside from those
visions of IVIary ]\Iagdalcne which lent support to
the belief in the ]{esunecliou (Alatt. xxviii, 1,
and parallels), there was an undisguised tendency
on the part of some women of these
Woman's circles, such as Salome Thccla, the
Part in the friend of Paul; and others (see "Gosin Clement.
jiel of the Egyptians,"
Early
,

Church.

"Stromata,"

iii.

9(54

;

Conybeare,

"Apology and Acts of Apollonius
and Other Monuments of Early Christianity," pp.
183, 284), to free tliem.selves from the trammels of those principles upon which the sanctity
A morbid emoof home rested (see Eccl. R. vii. 26).
tionalism, prizing love as " the greatest of all things"
in place of truth and justice, and a pagan view of
holiness which tended to make life os('illate between austere asceticism (demanding virginity and
eunuchism) on the one side, and licentiou.sness on
24,

the other (see ^latt. xix. 12;

"Dialogi Duo,"
vi. 8; Clement,

9, 13,

i.

Sulpicius Severus,

15; Eusebius, "Hist. Eccl."

4; Cyprian, Ep.

Rev. ii.
Against
this exaggeration of the divine attribute of love and
the neglect of that of justice, the Rabbis in the
ancient Mishnah seem to utter their warning (Meg.
14),

went hand

iv. 9;

Yer. Ber.

I.e. iii.

in

i.

iv.

;

hand with Gnosticism.

8).

When,

finally, the reaction set

and Gnosticism both as an intellectual and as a
sexual degeneracy (compare Sifre on Num. xv. 39)
was checked by a strong counter-movement in favor
in,

of positive Christianity,

two

principles of extraor-

dinary character were laid down by the framers of
the Church: (1) the Trinitarian dogma with all its
corollaries; and (2) a douljle rode of morulity, one
for the world llceing monks and nunsaiid tlu; clergy
called the really religious ones and aiiother for
thr laity, the men of tlic world.
Th<! Trinitarian formula first occurs in Matthew
(xxviii. 19, R. V.) in the words spoken by the ri.sen
Christ to the disciples in Galilee: "Go ye therefore,

—

—

THE

Christianity

.IHWISII

and make disciples of all the [heathen] nations,
baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of
the Son, and of the Holy Ghost";
Trini-

but

tarianism.

it

appears to liave been still
to Paul (I Cor. vi. 11; Aets

unknown
ii.

ENCYCLOPEDIA

theism, triumphed over the Eastern Church.
Henceforth Moslem and Jewish philosophy stood together
for the ab.solute unity of God, not
Persecuallowing any predicate of the Deity

tion of

Unitarians,

;?S).

quite signitieaut for the historian to observe
Gospel (Mark xii. 2i)) Jesus
began reeiting the first commandment with the Jewish confession, "Hear, t) Israel; the Lord our God,
the L<inl is one," this verse is omitted in Matt. xxii.
Christ, the pree.xistent 3Iessiah (Gen. K. i.),
37.
being either identified with the Shekiuuli or divine
glory (Rom. ix. 4; Col. 1.27; see Mayor, "Epistle of
James," p. 75, notes), or with the "Memra" or
It is

that, while in the older

"Logos," Philo's second god ("Fragments," ed.
Mangey, ii. 625; compare " De Somniis," i. 39-41,
ed. Mangey. i. 655 et seq.), was raised by Paul to the
rank of a god and placed alongside of God the Father
(I Cor. viii. 6. xii. 3; Titus ii. 13; compare I John
V. 20); and in II Cor. xiii. 14 the Trinity is almost
complete. In vain did the early Christians protest
against the deification of Jesus (''Clementine HomHe is in Paul's system the image of
ilies," xvi. 15).
God the Father (II Cor. iv. 4; compare I Cor. viii.
6); and. being opposed "to Satan, the god of this
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successive!}',

which might endanger this principle
(see Attuihutes); whereas Christian
philosophers, from Augustine to Hegel
attempted to overcome the metaphysi-

cal dirticulties

(see

involved

in the

conception of a Trinity

David Friedrich Strauss, "Glaubenslehre,"

i.

425-490).

The next radical deviation from Judaism was
the worship of the Virgin Mary as the mother of
God; the canonical and, still more, the apocryphal
writings of the New Testament offering the welcome points of support to justify such a cult. The

Jew could only abhor

the medieval adoration of
Mary, w hich seemed to differ little from the worship
of Isis and her son Horus, Isthar and Tammuz, Frig
and Balder. Yet this was but part of the humanization of the Deity and deification of man instituted
in the Church in the shape of image-worship, despite
synods and imperial decrees, prohibitions
and iconoclasm. The cross, the lamb, and the fish,

as 83'mbols of the

new

faith, failed to satisfy the

"Ad Praxeam") must

heathen minds in the terms of John of Damascus,
they demanded " to see the image of God, while
God the Father was hidden from sight " and consequently the second commandment had to give
way (see "Image- Worship," in Schaff-Herzog, "Encyc"). It is no wonder, then, that the Jews beheld

have been to the still monotheistic sentiment of
many, the opponents of Jesus' deification were defeated as Jewish heretics (TertuUian, 'x. 30; see
Ari.\nism and Mon'auchians).

idolatry in all this, and felt constrained to apply the
"
law, " Make no mention of the name of other gods
(Ex. xxiii. 13; Mek. to the passage and Sanh. 63b),
also to Jesus so that the name of one of the best and

•world," his title "God of the world to come" is assured. However repugnant expressions such as "the
blood," "the suffering," and "the death of God"
(Ignatius, "Ad. Romanus," iii., v. 13; idem, "Ad.

Ephesios."

i.

1;

TertuUian,

The

idea of a Trinity, which, since the Council of
Nice, and especially through Basil the Great (370),
had become the Catholic dogma, is of course regarded by Jews as antagonistic to their monotheistic faith and as due to the paganistic tendency of
the Church God the Father and God the Son, to;

gether with "the Holy Ghost ["Ruah ha-Kodesh"]
conceived of as a female being, "having their parallels in all the heathen mythologies, as has been shown
by many Christian scholars, such as Zimmern, in
hi8"Vater, Sohn, und Fl'irsprecher," 1896, and in
Schraders "K. A. T." 1902, p. 377; Ebers, in his
"Sinnbildliches: die Koptische Kunst," 1892, p. 10;

and others.
There was a time when the Demiurgos, as a second god, threatened to becloud Jewish monotheism
(see Gno8ticis.ni and Elisha ben Abuyaii): but
this was at once checked, and the absolute unity
of God became the impregnable bulwark of Judaism.
"If a man says:
I am God,' he lies, and if
Son of man,' he will repent," was the bold interpretation of Num. xxiii. 18, given by R. Abbahu with
'

'

reference to Christianity (Yer.
"

When Nebuchadnezzar spoke

Ta'an.

ii.

1,

65b).

Son of God
(Dan. iii. 25), an angel came and smote him on the
face," saying: "Hath God a son?" (Yer. Shab. vi.
of the

'

'

In the Church, Unitarianism was suppressed
and persecuted whenever it endeavored to assert its
birthright to reason; and it is owing chiefly to
8d).

Justinian's fanatic persecution of the Syrian Unitarians that Islam, with its insistence on pure mono-

;

;

;

was shunned by the medithe Jewish code of law offered
some toleration to the Christian Trinity, in that it
permitted semi-proselytes ("ger toshab") to worship other divine powers together with the One God
(Tosef., Sanh. 63b; Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hayyim,
truest of Jewish teachers

eval Jew.

156,

Moses

Still,

Isserles' note).

no easy matter for the Jew to disbetween pagan idolatry and Christian
image-worship (Shulhan 'Aruk, YoMedieval reh De'ah, 141). Moreover, image-worImageship went hand in hand with relicWorship, worship and saint- worship; and so
the door was opened wide to admit in
It was, indeed,

tinguish

the guise of saints the various deities of paganism,
the policy of the medieval Church being to create a
large pantheon of saints, apostles, and angels alongside of the Trinity in order to facilitate the conquest
In contrast to the uncompromiof heathen nations.
sing attitude of Judaism, the Church was ever ready
for compromise to win the great multitudes. It was
this spirit of polytheism which led to all those
abuses the opposition to which was the chief factor
whose aim and purpose were
of the Reformation
a return to Pauline Christianity and the New Testament with the help of a deeper study of the Old
Testament at the hand of Jewish scholarship (see
LuTiiEit; Reformation; Reuchlin).
But the Trinitarian dogma rested mainlj^ upon
Paul's conception of the mediatorship of Christ.
For no sooner was the idea of the atoning power

—
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of the death of the righteous

Atonement) applied
xxii.

(Isa.

liii.

4-10; see

to Jesus (Matt. xx. 28;

Acts

37;

Luke

32) than Christ

viii.

Mediator- became the necessary mediator, "delivering man from the power of
ship
of Christ. Satan and the last enemy—Kieath " (I
Cor. xv. 26).
i. 13; I
for dualism, since God
spoke through the seer, "I formed the light and
created the darkness: I make peace and create evil

Tim.

ii.

5;

Col.

While Judaism has no room

(Isa. xlv. 7);

tice

and

and while the divine attributes of jusand forgiving mercy,

love, punitive Avrath

are only contrasted
Philo,

(D^Dmn mDipinmo,

"Quis Rcrum Divinarum

Siegfried, "Philo," pp. 213
into separate powers, the

ei;

Ber. 7a;

Ilcres Sit," xxxiv.

scq.),

but never divided

world of Satan and the
world of Christ are arrayed against each other, and
an at-one-ment by the blood of the cross is necessitated in the Pauline system (Col. i. 20; Rom. iii. 25).
God had to reconcile the world to Himself through
the death of Jesus (II Cor. v. 18) and render "the
children of wrath " children of His grace (Ephes. ii.

"The love of God required
3; Rom. iii. 25, v. 10).
the sacrifice of liis own begotten Son " (John iii. 16).
This view is regarded as repugnant by the pure monosentiment of the Jew, itself grounded upon
the spirituality and hoUness of God, and was oppjosed by R. Akiba when he, with direct reference

theistic

to the Christian doctrine, said:

"Happy

are ye,

Before whom do ye purify yourselves,
and who is the one who purifieth j'ou but your
Israel's hope [" mikFather in heaven, for it is said
weh," also interpreted as " source of purification "] is
God " Jer. xvii. 13 Mishnah Yonia, end). But the
Israelites!

'

:

'

(

w^hole

dogma

;

of Jesus' incarnation

and crucifixion

has for its background a world of sin and death
ruled by Satan and his hosts of demons (II Cor. iv.
In
4; Ephcs. ii. 1, vi. 12 et »eq.\ II Tim. ii. 26).

whole coming of Christ is viewed in the
New Testament as a battle with Satan (see Matt. iv.
1 et seq., xii. 29; Luke x. 18; John xii. 31; John
iii. 8).
The story of Adam's fall, which caused the
Book of Wisdom to say (ii. 24) that "through the
€nvy of th'i devil death came into the world " (compare Ecclus. [Sirach] xxv. 24), was made by Paul
(fomj)are II Esdras iii. 7, 21, and Apoc. Baruch,
xvii.
the keynote of the entire human historj'
(Rom. V. 12). For tho.se of the Rabbis who accepted
this view the Law was un antidote against "the
venom of the Serpent" that is, th<! germ or the
fact, the

i'j)

—

inclination to 8in-('Al). Zarah, 22b; Shab. 146a); to
I'aul, who antagonized the Law, the "breath of the
8er|)ent" lireame a power of sin and everlasting
doom of HUfh a nature that none but God Himself,

through ('lirist His son, could overcome it.
In adopting this view as the doctrine of Ouioinal
Sin the Clnirrh dcprivrd man of lioth his moral

and

God
Dc Anima," xvi., xl.
Augustine, "DeNuptiis et Concupi-

his intelleetual birthright as the child of

(Tertullian,

The Doctrine of
Original
Sin.

"

i. 24, ii.
34; Strauss," Olaiibenslehre," ii. 43 et neq.), and declared
all the generations of man to have

.scentiis,"

been born in

sin

—a

belief

accepted

by the Lutherans in the Augsburg Confession
and by Calvin ("Institutes," II. i. 6-8; Strauss, I.e.

also

ii.

49).

Christianity

In vain did Pelagius, Socinus, and the Armin-

ians protest against a view which deprived man of
his prerogative as a free, responsible person (Strauss,
I.e. p. 53).
No longer could the Christian recite the

ancient prayer of the Synagogue: "My God, the
soul which Thou gavest unto me is pure " (Ber.
And while, in all Hellenistic or pre-Christian
60b).
writings, Enoch, Methuselah, Job, and other Gentiles of old were viewed as prototypes of humanity,
the prevailing opinion of the Rabbis being that "the
righteous among the heathen have a share in the
world to come" (Tosef., Sanh. xiii. 2; Sanh. 105a;
see all the passages and the views of a dissenting
minority in Zunz, "Z. G." pp. 373-385), the Church,
Catholic and Protestant alike, consigns without exception all those who do not believe in Jesus to the
eternal doom of hell (Strauss, I.e. ii. 686, 687).
Christ's descent into hell to liberate his own soul
from the pangs of eternal doom became, therefore,
one of the fundamentals of the Apostolic creed,
after I Peter iii. 18, iv. 6 (see Schaff-Herzog, " Encyc." art. "Hell, Christ's Descent into"). It is obvious that this view of God could not well inculcate
kindly feelings toward Jews and heretics; and the
tragic fate of the medieval Jew, the persecutions he
suffered, and the hatred he experienced, must be
chiefly attributed to this doctrine.
Paul's deprecation of the Law and his laudation
of faith (in Christ) as the only saving power for Jew
and Gentile (Rom. iii. 28, x. 4; Gal.
Faith
iii. 7 et seq.) had, in the Middle Ages,
and
an injurious effect upon the mental
Faith, as exhibReason, progress of man.
ited by Abraham and as demanded
of the people in the Old Testament and rabbinical
writings, is njIDN. a simple, childlike trust in God;
and accordingly " littleness of faith " that is, want
of perfect confidence in the divine goodness is declared by Jesus as well as by the Rabbis in the Talmud as unworthy of the true servant and son of God
(Gen. XV. 6; Ex. xiv. 31; Num. xiv. 11, xx. 12;
Ilab. ii. 4; II Chron. xx. 20; Mek. to Ex. xiv. 31;

—

—

Sotah 48b). Paul's theology made
vi. 30;
faith a meritorious act of saving quality (Rom. i.
and the more meritorious it is the less is it in
16)
Matt.

;

harmony with the wisdom of the

wise, appearing
From this
rather as "foolishness" (I Cor. i. 18-31).
it was but one step to Tertullian 's perfect surrender of reason, as expressed in "Credo (]uia absurdum," or, more correctly, "Credibile quia ineptum;
ccrtum est quia impo.ssibile est" (To be believed be-

cause
" I)e

it

is

foolish;

Carne Christi."

certain
v.).

because imjiossible

"

Blind faith, which renders

the impossible possible (Mark ix. 23, 24). produced
a credulity througliout Christendom which became
indifferent to the laws of nature and which deprecated learning, as was shown by l)rai)er ("History
of th(! Conflict ])etvveen Science aud Religion ") and
by White ("History of the Warfare of Science with
Theology ").
A craving for the miraculous and
supernatural created ever new superstitions, or
.sanctioned, under the form of relic-worship, old
pagan forms of belief. In the name of the Christian faith reason and research were condenuied,
Greek philo.sophy and literature were exterminated,

and

free thinking

was suppressed.

Whereas Juda-

THE

Christianity

.IKWISII

the study of the Law, or mtlicr of tho
is k'urniiig, and iiichulcd sficnce and
philosophy as well as ifliiiion the foit'inost duly
of each iiu'iulior of thi' lioiisc hold (IKut. vi. 7, xi.

ism

luatle

Tomh— whic-li
19; Joscphus,

—

"Contni Ap."

§g

ii.

18, 2G, 41),

mcdi-

Christianity tt'iidod to llnd Itlisa in ignorance,
iKvauso UnowU'diio and biiicf socniod incompatible
(Ltvky, "History of European florals from Annustus to Charlcniairnc," ii. 203-210; idem, "History
of the IJise and Intlucncc of the Spirit of RationalI'val

ism

in

Europe,"

i.
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blessing, "By thy sword shall thou live"
(Gen. xxvii. 40), asherown; and, on the other hand,
there appeared her priests ("galluh"
liair-elii)ped)
and monks (" kumniarim "), in the guise of the old

Edom's

=

Hebrew Nazarilesand

saints,

claiming to be the true

prophecy and priesthood. Indeed,
medieval J utiaism and Christianity formed the greatCliildren of the same hou.sehold, invoest contrast.
king the same God and using the same Scriptures as
heirs to Israel's

His revealetl word, tiiey interpreted differently lil'i;
its meaning, God and religion.
Their Bible, Sal)bath, and festivals, their whole bent of mind and soul,
had become widely divergent. They no l(.)nger understood each other.
Yet, while neither Augustine nor Thomas Acjuinas, the chief framers of the Church dogma, nor
even Luther and Calvin, the ReformMedieval ers, had any tolerance for Jew or Mos-

and

1-201).

It was the resuscitated pagan tiiinkers, it was tiie
Moliammedan anil the Jew, who kept the lamps of
knowiedire and science burninu: and to them in large
;

measure the revival of learning, through scholastic
pliilosophy in the Catholic cloistersaud afterward in
western Europe in general, is due. Not merely tho

burning of witches and heretics, but the charges,
raised by priests and mobs against the Jews, of having
poisoned the wells, pierced the consecrated host, ami
slain innocent children in order to use their blood, can

mainly be traced to that stupor of the mind which
beholds in every intellectual feat the working of
Satanic powers, alliance with which was believed
to be bought with blood.
On the other hand, the
Church was ever busy infusing into the popular
mind the belief that those rites which served as
symbolic expressions of the faith were endowed
with supernatural powers, "sacrament" being the
Latin word used lor "mysterion," the name given to
forms which had a certain magic spell for the be-

Both baptism and the eucharist were regarded as miracle-working powers of the Christian
faith, on participation in which the salvation of the
soul depended, and exclusion from which meant
eternal damnation (see the literature in SchalTHerzog, "Encj'c." «.». "Sacrament").
The expectation by early Christianity of a speedy
regeneration of the world by the reappearance
of Je.sus exerted a strange influAsceticism ence al-so on the whole moral and
in the Mon- social state of humanity. The entire
liever.

Christian life being a preparation for
the world to come (and this change
being expected to take place soon; Matt. x. 23; I
Cor. i. 7; I Peter i. 13), only those that renounced
the joys of the flesh were certain of entering the
latter.
This view gave rise to asceticism in the mon-

asteries.

which genuine religiosity was claimed
while marriage, home, and state, and all earthly comforts, were only concessions to the flesh.
Henceforth
the ideal life for the priest and recluse was to differ
from that for the people at large, who were to

asteries, for

rank as inferiors (Strauss, I.e. i. 41 et seq.). Whereas
in Judaism the high priest was not allowed to ofRoiate on the Day of Atonement unless he had a wife

made home sacred to him (Yoma i. 1, after Lev.
xvi. 11, 17), celibacy and virginity were prized as
the higher virtues of the Christian elect, contempt
that

of the world with all its material, social, and intellectual pursuits being rendered the ideal of life (sec
Ziegler, "Gesch. der Ethik." 1886, pp. 192-242).
Thus, to the Jew Christendom, from the days of the
emperor Constantine, presented a strange aspect.
The Church, formerly the declared enemy of RomeBabel (Rev. xvii.), had become her ally, accepting

Jewish

Views of
Christianity.
his

lem, the authorities of the

Synagogue

accorded to Christianity and Islam a
high providential mission in human

history. Saadia (died 942), the first to
examine the Christian dogma, says (in
"Emunot we-De'ot," ii. 5) that, unconcerned by

the sensual Trinitarian belief of the common crowd,
he would discuss only the speculative value given
by Christian thinkers to the Trinity and so, with
penetrating acumen and profound earnestness and
love of truth, he endeavors to lay bare either the
metaphysical errors of those who, as he says, make
of such attributes as life, power, and knowledge
separate parts of the Deity, or the defects of the
various philosophical constructions of the divinity
of Jesus (see Kaufmann, "Gesch. der Attributenlehre," pp. 38-52; Guttmann, "Die Religionsphilosophie des Saadia," pp. 103-113).
Grander still is the vieAV of Christianity taken by
Judah ha-Levi in the "Cuzari." After having rejected as incompatible with rea.son all the claims of
the Trinity and of Christ's origin (i. 5), and remarked
that both Christianity and Islam accepted the roots,
but not the logical conclusions, of Israel's faith,
(iv. 11)
rather amalgamating the same with pagan
rites and notions
he declares (iv. 23) that both
form the preparatory steps to the Messianic time
which will ripen the fruit in which adherents of
those faiths, too, will have a share, all the branches
thus proving to be " the one tree " of Israel (Ezek.
xxxvii. 17; see D. Cas.sel, " Das Buch Kuzari,"337).
This view is shared by Maimonides, who writes in
"Yad," Melakim, xi. 4: "The teachings of the
Nazarene and the Ishmaelite [Mohammed] serve the
divine purpose of preparing the way for the Messiah, who is sent to make the whole world perfect
;

—

—

by wonshiping God with one spirit: for they have
spread the words of the Scriptures and the law of
truth over the wide globe; and, whatever of errors
they adhere to, they will ttirn toward the full truth
And in his
at the arrival of the Messianic time."
Responsa (No. 58) he declares: "The Christians believe and profess in common with us that the Bible
is of divine origin and given through Moses, our
teacher; they have it completely written down,
though they frerpiently interpret it differently."
The great rabbinical authorities, R. Gershom of

Mayence

(d.

1040; see "Ha-Hoker,"

i.

2,

45);

RASnr
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the French Tosafists of the twelfth
Adret of
Barcelona, of the thirteenth century; Isaac b. Shesliet of tlie fourteenth century (Responsa No. 119);
Joseph Caro (Shulhan 'Aruk, Oral.i Hayyim, 156,
end; Yoreh De'ah, 148; and Hoshen Mishpat, 266),
and Moses Isserles of the sixteenth century declare
that Christians are to be regarded as Proselytes of
the Gate and not as idolaters, in spite of their imageworsliip.
Still more emphatic in the recognition of
Christianity, as teaching a belief in the Creator,

and

his school;

century ('Ab. Zarah, 2a); Solomon ben

and resurrection, is Joseph
Yaabez, a victim of Spanish persecution (1492),
revelation, retribution,
Avho, in his

"Ma'amar

lia-Alulut,"

iii.,

goes so far as

"but for these Christian nations we
niiglit ourselves have become infirm in our I'aitli during our long dispersion."
The same generous view is taken bj' his contemporary Isaac Arama ('"Akedat Yizhak," Ixxxviii.).
Eliezer Ashkenazi (sixteenth century) warns his coto assert that

religionists, in his " Ma'a.se ha-Shem, " written in Turkey, " not to curse a whole Ciiristian nation because

a portion

wrongs

us, as little as

one would curse

own brother or son for some wrong inflicted."
Jacob Emden at the middle of the eighteenth cenone's

tury wrote: "Christianity has been given as part of
the Jewish religion by the Apostles to the Gentile
Avorld
and its founder has even made the moral
laws stricter than are those contained in Mosaism.
Tliere are, accordingly, many Christians of high
qualitiesand excellent morals who keep from hatred
and do no harm, even to tlieir enemies. Would
that Christians Avould all live in conChristian- formity with their precepts!
Tliey
ity Com- are not enjoined, like the Israelites,
pared with, to observe the laws of Moses nor do
Islam.
they sin if they associate other beings
with God in worshiping a triune God.
;

;

They

will receive reward from God for having
propagated a belief in Ilim among nations that
never heard His name; for 'He looks into the
heart.'
Yea, many liave come fortii to the rescue
of Jews and their literature" (" Resen Mat'eh," p.
15b, Am.sferdam, ITHB, and " Lehem ha-Shamayim "
to Ab. v. 17). Leone del Bene (Judah AsahelMehaTob) also may be mentioned, who, in his "Kis'ot
le-Bet David," 1646, xxiv., xxvi., xlvi., xlviii., compares Mohammedanism with Christianity, and declares

the latter as superior, notwitiistanding its
Trinitarian dogma.
highly favorable opinion

A

of Jesus

expressed also

in a Karaite fragment
noted in Steinschneider, " 0?erot Hayyim," Catalogue of the Michael Library, pp. 377 et seq., Hamburg, 1848. Compare Jew. JEncyc. i. 223, s.v. Afenis

DOPOI.O.
persistent attacks of Christian controversialagainst tlic .Jewish belief gave rise, of course,

to a number of jKjlemical works, written in selfdefense, in whicli both the Christian dogmas and the
New Testament writings an; submitted to unsparing

—

Foremost among these not to mention
Nahmanides' published disputation with Pablo

criticism.

of Jesus" Mother, and Tiausubstantiation, and
investigated the value of baptism and of the

who

New

Testament compared with tlie Old; beginning with
the following three axioms: "(1) Reas(m can not
be forced into belief; (2) God Himself can not alter
the laws of a i)riori truth and understanding; (3)
God's justice must comprise all His children."
Another vigorous defender of Judaism against
Christianity was Simon ben Zk.m.xh Duijan (13611440), who, in his great work, " Magen Abot," reiterates the assertion that Jesus, according to his own
words, did not come to abrogate the Law; and then
exposes the many self-contradictory statements in
the
Testament concerning Jesus. The "Ik-

New

karim"of Joseph Albo

is (not merely in ch. xxv.
but in its totality) a defense of liberal
Jewish thought against Cln-istian dogmatism; and
it therefore dwells with especial emphasis on the
fact
which all Jewish thinkers from Saadia and
Maimonides down to Mendelssohn accentuated
that miracles can never testify to the verit}' of a belief, because every belief claims them for itself.
As
to the two Hebrew standard works of New Testament criticism in the Middle Ages, written for apologetic purposes, the "Sefer Nizzahon " and the
"Hizzuk Emunah," see MuiiLH.\rsEN Lii'p.mann,
and Isaac ben Abraham Trokt.
III. To offer to the great Gentile world the Jewish truth adapted to its psychic and intellectual ca-

of sect,

iii.,

—

;

pacities

Christianity's

— this was the providential mis-

sion of Christianity.

Yet, in order to
for all the

become a unifying power

Historic
Mission,

nations on the globe, shaping and reshaping empires, and concentrating
the social, political, and spiritual
forces of humanity in a manner never before attempted or dreamed of, it required an inspiring ideal
of sublime grandeur and beauty, which should at
once fascinate and stir souls to their very depths and
satisfy their longings.
Nothing less than the conquests of Cyrus the Lord's "anointed," called "to
subdue nations and to break their prison doors " (Isa.
xlv. 1, 2), than Alexander's great empire over the
earth, still more than a kingdom that would encompass all that for which Rome and Alexandria
and Jerusalem stood "a kingdom of the people of
the saints of the Most High" (Dan. vii. 17-27)—
nothing less than this was the goal which they that
were told to " go forth and make disciples of all
nations" (Matt, xxviii. 19) had in view. The Jewish propaganda, begun in the Babylonian H\ile(Isa.
xlv. 6; xlix. 6; Ivi. 6, 7; Ixvi. 21), and systematically
pursued in Alexandria and Jtome (Matt, xxiii. 15;

—

420 et seq.), was
by battering down the
barriers of the Law and the Abrahamic faith, was
to be rendered elastic enough to suit tlie needs of a
polytheistic worlil.
Such was the view of the misSclilirer,

"Gesch."

iii.

802

et seq.,

to be left far behind, and,

The
ists

Christianity

Christ iani— is

that of Hasdai Cn'scas, wlio. in a
Spanish "tratado" on the Christian creeds (1396).

siiowed the irrationality of tlie doctrines of Original Sin, the Trinity, tlie Incarnation, the Virginity

sionary of Tarsus.
But it was, after all, Mic glad tidings of the Jew
Jesus which won humanity for Abraham's God.
Jewish righteousness, "Zedakah," which is the
power of helpful love readjusting social inadequacies, was destined to go forth from the Synagogue
in order to lift the burden of wo from suffering
humanity and to organize everywhere works of

Christianity
Chronicles
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Hy this the Chunli. "the congn-'intion of
Lonl." ri>niiuiTC(l thf iimssrs of Ihr vast Uoiiiaii
oinpiif, and, as she li-aniod the bottiT to apply llic
charity.
tlu'

Jewisli

system

(see

Essknks) to the hirger

lielil

opened, aeliieved ever-inereasinj; wonders with

tlie

The poorhoiise,
niii;hty resources at. her disposjd.
or hospital. " transphiutcd as a bmuch of the terebinth of Abraham to Home" (see CiiAiaxY), became
a miulity factor i)f human bi'uelicence, ami moveil
the deepest forcesof the Churcii to glorious activity.
Christianity, following the nuxtchless ideal of its
Clirist. redeemed the tiespised and outcast, and en-

nobled sulTering.

It

checked infant ieiile anil founded

young; it removetl the curse of
slavery by making the humblest bondsman proud
of being a child of God; it fought against the cruelasylums

for the

invested the homo with purity
the spirit of Ezek. xviii. and
Yer. Sauh. iv. 22a, the value of each human soul as
a treasure in the eyes of God and it so leavened the
great masses of the empire as to render the cross of
Christ the sign of victory for its legions in place of
the Roman eagle.
The " Galilean " entered the world
ties of the

arena;

and proclaimed,

it

in

;

as conqueror. The Churcli became the educator of
the pagan nations; and one race after another was
brought under her tutorship. The Latin races were
followed by the Celt, the Teuton, and the Slav.
The Slime burning enthusiasm which sent forth the
tirst apostle also set the missionaries aglow, and
brought all Europe and Africa, and finally the
American continent, under the scepter of an omnipotent Church. The sword and the cross paved the
way through vast deserts and across the seas, and
spread the blessings of a civilization claimed to be
Christian because its end was the rule of Christ.
Judaism, however, denies the validity of this
claim.
As Isaac Troki (in his"Hizzuk Emunah,"
i.
2, 4a, 6) says, "none of the MesMessianic sianic promises of a time of perfect
Promises peace and unity among men, of love
Not
and truth of universal knowledge and
Fulfilled, undisturbed happiness, of the cessation of all wrong-doing, superstition,
idolatry, falsehood, and hatred [Isa. ii. 1 et seq., 18;
xi. 1-9, Ixv. 19, 23; Jer. iii. 17; Ezek. xxxiv. 25,
xxxvi. 25 et seq., xxxvii. 26; Zech. xiii. 2, xiv. 9;
Zeph. iii. 13] have been fulfilled by the Church."
On the contrary, the medieval Church divided men
into believers and unbelievers, who are to inherit
heaven and hell respectively. With the love Avhich
she poured forth as the fountain of divine grace,
she also sent forth streams of hatred.
She did not
foster that spirit of true holiness which sanctifies the
whole of life marriage and home, industry and commerce but in Jewish eyes seemed to cultivate only
the feminine virtues, love and humility, not liberty
and justice, manhood and independf-nce of thought.
She has done much in refining the emotions, unfolding those faculties of the soul which produce the
heavenly strains of music and the beauties of art
and poetry; but she also did all in her poAver to
check intellectual progress, scientific research, and
the application of knowledge.
Her tutorship sufficed as long as the nations under her care were in the
infant stage; but as soon as they awoke to selfconsciousness and longed for freedom, they burst

—

—

68

the shackles of dogma and of ecclesiastical authority.
Tiius the Church was broken up into c-hurches.
rndcr the iutlucncc of .ludiiism and of Arabic philosophy, Scholasticism arose, and then came the
Ki:kok.m.\ti()N
and the i>roccss of disintegration
i\)ntinui'S liuougliout Prolcstiinlism.
The tendency
of historical inquiry and Hiblical criticism is to
leave nothing but the picture of the man Jesus,
tiic Ji'w, as a iioble type of humanity, and to return to sinn)le monotheism (see Kenan, " Le Judaisn\e et le Christianisme," 1883; idem, "L'Eglise
Cluetienue," 1879, p. 248; Alexander von Hum;

and
in Samter, " Moderne Judentaufen,"
A. Koluit, "Alexander von Humboldt und das
Judenthum," 1871, p. 176; Berner, " Judenthum und
Christenthum," 1891, p. 31; Alphonse de Candolle,
boldt,

in

"Franzosen iiber Juden," 1880, p. 27;
Briefe Berlihmter Christ. Zeigenossen,"
No human individual, however great in his
p. 114.
own environment, can, according to the Jewish view,
present a perfect ideal of humanity for all ages and
in Jelliuek,

Singer.

"

phases of life. "No one is holy but God": to this
Jewish conception of man Jesus also gave expression
(Matt. xix. 17).
Man as the image of God requires
all the ages and historical conditions of progress
to unfold the infinite possibilities of the divine life

planted in him. "Each age has its own types of
righteousness" (Tan., Mikez, Vienna ed., p. 48), and
only by the blending of all human efforts toward
the realization of the true, the good, and the beautiful can the highest perfection be attained at the
end of history, "each mount of vi.sion forming a
stepping-stone to Zion as the sublime goal " (Midr.
Teh. to Ps. xxxvi. 6).
Christianity is not an end, but the means to an
end namely, the establishment of the brotherhood
Here Christianof man and the fatherhood of God.
ity presents itself as an orb of light, but not so central as to exclude Islam, nor so bright and unique
as to eclipse Judaism, the parent of both. Moreover,
room is left for other spiritual forces, for whatever
of permanent value is contained in Brahmanism,
;

modern theistic sects, and in Buddhism
" Der Wahrheitsgehalt der Religion,"
Leipsic, 1901 Ilappel, "Die ReligicJsen und Philosophischen Gruudanschauungen der Inder," 1902),
and in the theosophic principles derived from it, and
for all religious and philosophical systems that may
especially
(see

its

Eucken,

;

In fact,
yet be evolved in the process of the ages.
whatever constitutes humanity and bears the image
of God, whatever man does in order to unfold the
divine life (Gen. i. 27; Lev. xviii. 5; Ps. viii. 6;
Job xxviii. 28; Eccl. xii. 13) that helps to make
up the sum of religion. For the modern tendency

—

toward pure theistic and humanitarian views among
the various systems of religious thought, see Ethical CuLTORE; Htjmanitarianism Deism
UniTARIANISM.
;

;

Bibliography: Graetz. Hvit..of the Jews, ll.,lll., Iv., pa8»(m;
Hamburger, R. B. T. U., s.v. Christenthum; Gelger, Das

Jwlenthum und

SieJnc

Ge."<c/i.

1865,

1.,

11.,

Supplement; M.

Schreiner. Die Jllug.it en Urtheile liher das Judenthum,
1902; Perles, \Vhnt Jr,ii;g
Learn from Harttack, In
Jev). Quart. Rev. liXB; M. Giidemann, Das .Tudenthum,
1902; Toy, Judaism and Christ ianitu, 1890; Hamack, Histftry of Dogma, l.-v., Eng. transl. by N. Buchanan
D.
Strauss, Die Chruitliche Olauhenslelire, 1840-41, 1., 11.; Chwolson. Die Blutanhlage und Sonstige Mittelalterliche BeschiUdigungen, pp. 1-78, Frankfort-on-the-Maln, 1901 ; Lecky,
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;

Christianity
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History nf European Morals from Augustus to Charle1874, i., ii.: Ziegler, 6re.sc/i. der ChristUchcn Ethik.
David Einhorn, Unterscheidunijslehre Zwischcn Ju1886.
denthum und Christenthum, in Sinai, 1860, pp. 193 etsey.,

magne,
and

1861, pp. 100 et seq.

CHRISTINA AUGUSTA:

Queen

of

Sweden

;

born at Stockholm Dec. 7, 1626; died at Rome
April 19, 1689. She was a daughter of Gustavus
Adolphus and Mary Eleanora of Brandenburg, and
reigned from 1632 to 1654. Her attitude toward the
Jews was most benevolent. Acquainted with Hebrew literature, which she eagerly studied in her
youth, she welcomed eminent Hebrew scholars at
her court. Thus Menasseh ben Israel, recommended
to her by Vossius, was kindly received; and his
pleadings for the Jews and their literature met with
great sympathy.
Christina was, furthermore, interested, together
with England, in permitting Jews to settle in the
AV'est Indies, and especially favored a Portuguese
Marano, Isaac Manoel Texeira, whom she appointed
financial agent and resident minister at Hamburg,
and on account of whom she more than once remonstrated with the Senate of Hamburg, demanding for her Jewish minister the honors enjoyed
by other ministers resident. During her sojourn at
Hamburg she resided at the home of Manoel Texeira,
regardless or the severe censures pronounced upon
her from the Protestant pulpits. She appointed as
her physician Benedito de Castro (Baruch Nehemiah).
Christina contrived by every possible means to
prevent the banishment of the Jews of Vienna, decreed by Emperor Leopold in 1670; but unfortunate
circumstances rendered her efforts futile.
BiBi.iooRAPHV
tine,

i.
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:

Archenholz,

Memoiren der KOniffin

ChrisZeitschrift des Vereins

€t Heq., Berlin, 17.^)1-64;

fUr Hamhurffi:<che dexrh. li. 409 et
Juden, X. 80, 20ti, 2:j«; Kayserllnpr,

seq.x Griitz,

Gesch. der

in Werthelmer's

Jahr-

hilcher der Igraeliten, 1860, pp. 1-13.
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See Messiah.

CHRONEGK, LUDWIG

:

German

Briuidenburg-on-tlic-llavel Nov.

actor; born

methods.

This course antagonized the conservative

and in consequence Chronegk was denounced by members of his profession, and more
particularly by a short-sighted press.
He persisted,
however, and lived to see his methods indorsed and
element,

imitated.

But whatever good Chronegk accomplished in this
one direction, he almost counteracted by the harm
he did in another. In perfecting the ensemble, he
sacrificed the individual, and as a consequence the
]\Ieiniugers gave performances which, though exceptional as a whole, were yet full of flaws when
viewed critically and analytically. When the company appeared in London in 1881, this fact was most
apparent, especially in "Julius Caesar," which Avas
produced with a Brutus so pitifully weak as to mar
the entire performance.
It was the same with
"Othello," in which Lud wig Barnay alone escaped
being classed as respectably mediocre.
During the twenty -six years that Chronegk was
with the IMeiningers, from May 1, 1874 when they
first appeared at the Friedrich-Wilhelm Theater,
Berlin imtil 1890, he staged 2,591 plays, in eighteen

—

—

foreign and eighteen German cities.
Bibliography: The Theatre, ill. 338-333, Iv. 103-105; Meyers.

Konve rsat ions-Lex ikon.
E. Ms.

S.

CHRONICLES. See Historiography.
CHRONICLES, BOOKS OF,— Biblical Data:
The two books
the Temple and

of Chronicles form a history of
priesthood, and of the house of
David and the tribe of Judah, as guardians of the
Temple, with references to the other tribes, and
with some connected material. The contents may
be briefly summarized as follows:
(a) I Chron. i.-ix. contains chiefly genealogies,
its

from Adam, through Noah's

sons,

and then

partic-

ularly through the line of Shem to Esau and Israel
and their descendants. The last twelve verses of
eh. i. contain a list of Edomitish kings and chiefs.
Brief narratives from various periods are inter-

at

spersed among the genealogies
39-43; v. 9, 10, 18-23, 25, 26).

bent for the stage asserted itself while he
a boy. At eighteen he went to Paris to
study French methods.
year later, 18r)6, lie returricfl to Berlin, where he continued in histrionic

forms a kind of transition to the following section.
(b) I Chron. x.-xxix.
This section is concerned
with David's reign, the introduction being the last
battle and the death of Saul (x. 1-12, parallel to I
Sam. xxxi. 1-13), and the conclusion, the accession
of Solomon (xxiii. 1; xxviii. tt et seq.; xxix. 23 et

at

3,

1837; died

Meiningen July 8, 1890. He was the stage-manager and " Intendanzrath " of the famous Meininger
troupe established at Weimar by Duke George of
Chronegk had but little schooling,
Meiningen.
as

his

was

still

A

training under CJiirner, the manager of K roll's
Theater.
On being gradualed. ("hronegk went to
Liegnitz, Gf*)r1itz, Hamburg (Thalia Thrater), and
Leipsir (Hladttlieati-r), j)laying juvenile roles.
In 1866 he joiiud tlie .Mfiningers, with wlif>m
he acted until 1870, wlicn he became " regis.seur."
Two years later Ik; was ai)pointed stage-director, anri
from tlint time dales the fame of both company and
Chronegk, whose r've for stage realism
director.
was far in arlvanct; of his time, realized that the
puppet-like rnaneuvr-rs of the su[ierniimeraries weie
neither natural nor graceful, and he took each indi
vidua! in hand and converted him or her into an in
dependent force. He refinirnjited the various iiuli
viduals of the mobs, caused them to act as human
beings, and in so doing revolutionized German stage-

itr

{<'.fi-,

The

ii.

23; iv.

last

9, 10,

genealogy

this collection, ix. 35-44, that of Saul's family,

KCq.).

H

devoted to Solomon's reign.
chapter speaks of his .sacritice at Gibeon
(vs. 1-13) and Solomon's splendor (vs. 14-17).
The
building of the Temple is described in ch.ii.-iv.,
and its dedication in v. 1-14. Tin; following chapters speak of Solomon's prayer, vision, sacrifices,
glory, and in i\. 31 the death of Solomon is men(c)

The

(Hiron. i.-ix. is

first

tioned.
(li) TI Chnm. x.-xxxvi. contains the hi.story of the
kingdom of Judah down to the fall of Jerusalem,
with the division of the kingdoms as preface, and
the restoration -edict of Cyrus as appendix (viz., x.

1-19, accession of

Keholjo.am and division of the

kingdom;

licjhoboani

xi.

xii.,

;

xiii.

1-22,

Abijah;

xiv.-xvi., Asa; xvii.-xx., Jehoshaphat; xxi., Jeho-
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Chronicles

mm;

xxii.

Alm/.iah;

1-11.

\xii. 10-1'^.

Chronicles usually follows Kings; the excejjtions
arc Mioic nuincnuis in the Latin lists (Swetc, "The

xxiii., Atliii-

xxiv .lotisli xxv., Aiiia/iali; xxvi.. U/./.iiili;
xxvii.. Jothain xxviii., Aim/.; \xix.-xxxii., Ih-zrlittli;

;

.

Old TcstaincMt

in Circck According to the Septuagint," Introduction, pp. '201-230).
Chronicles, originally a single work, is first found
divided into two books in Codices A and H of

;

kiah; xxxiii. 1-00. Maiiassch xxxiii. 21-25, Amoii
xxxiv., xxxv. Josiali; xxxvi. 1-3, .Iclioaliaz xxxvi.
xxxvi.
4-8. .K'lu>iakiin; xxxvi. l>. 10. .Iclioiachin
11-13. Zeiii'kiaJj; xxxvi. 17-21, fall of Jerusalcni;
xxxvi. 2-, 2:>. it'stiiratioiM'dirt nf Cvius.
;

;

;

In Rabbinical Literature

:

the LXX., which were followed by subseciuent
versions, and ultinialeiy by printed editions of the
Hebrew text. It is part of a larger work, Chroniclcs-Ezra-Nehemiah, composed (see Section II.) in
the Greek period l)etween the death of Alexander
(li.c. 323) and the revolt of the Maccabees (n.c. 1(57).
It expresses the piety of the Temi)l(! community, and
their interest ip its services and history.
They felt
that the services had reached an ideal perfection,

IJahhinical litcni-

ture dot's not rccogni/o the division of Clironidcs
into two books
In IJ. B. 15a it is named as one
D'Cn '"13T ODD^. tiiid the !Masorah counts the verse
I

Chron. xxvii. 25 us the middle of the book.

Tra-

book as consisting of two

dition regards this one

unequal parts; viz., (1) lists largely of a genealognature with brief historical details; and (2) an

and were led to think of the "good kings" as having
shaped their religious policy according to this ideal.
Probably the author of Chronicles (lid not intend
to supersede Samuel and Kings.
There are slight

ical

extensive history of the kings in Jerusalem. The
authorship of the lirst part, which is designated " Yahas " (DIT = " genealogy") of the " Dibre ha-Yamim "
is ascribed to Ezra(B. B. 15a).
In Pes. 62b this part
is connected with a Midrash and quoted as ponV "IDD
('Book of the Descents"); while Rashi names the
Midrash (.D'DM
I'n^Jno), "Mishnahof Dibre
ha-Yaraim," etc., which, according to him, contained
expositions of certain passages of the Torah.
Tliis
part was not to be explained to the men of Lud
nor to those of Nehardea, for reasons not stated
perhaps it was feared that these interpretations

traces of Chronicles in Ecclesiasticus (Sirach),

its

;

historical

authorities,

it

being held to be a book for

n^s D"'D\"I nan IjriJ nb
Ruth R. ii., beginning; compare Meg. 13a).
The names were treated with great
freedom and many which clearly belonged to dif-

homijetic

Cm^^

interpretation,

(Lev. R.

i.

3;

which is repeated and completed in Ezra i. 1-4.
Comparison shows that Chronicles ends in the mid-

;

The division of the original work
dle of a sentence.
arose from the diverse nature of its
Author- contents: Chronicles was merely a less

ferent persons were declared to indicate one and tlie
same man or woman (Sotah 12a; Ex. R. i. 17, c(

Numerous as these fanciful interpretations of verses in Chronicles are in Talmudic-jMid-

ptwiim).

rashic literature, the loss of
tions

was deplored

Critical

many

ship and
Date.

E. G. H.
Position in Old Testament

(Pes. 62b).

View. — I.

:

nm

;

LXX.—

A

;

dah"); tg., a supplement to the Book of Kings; in the
Vulgate, Liber Primus (and Secundus) " Paralipomenon. " The modem title " Chronicles" was suggested

by Jerome's speaking of the book in his "Prologus
Galeatus" as "Chronicon totius divinse historian."
The book belongs to the Hagiograplia. or "Ketubim," the third and latest-formed section of the Hebrew canon. The view that its canonTitle,
icity was matter of discussion among
the Jews seems to rest on insufficient
evidence (Buhl. "Kanon und Text des A. T." Eng.
In Hebrew lists, manuscripts, and printed.. p. 31).
ed Bibles, Chronicles is placed either first (Western
or Palestinian practise, as in the St. Petersburg
Codex), or last (Eastern or Babylonian, as in the
Babj'lonian Talmud) see Ginsburg, "Introduction,"
In Greek and Latin lists, and in manupp. 1-8.
scripts and editions of the LXX. and Vulgate,

interesting edition of Samuel-Kings;

but Ezra-Nehemiah contained history
not otherwise accessible.
Hence readers desired Ezra-Nehemiah alone; and Chronicles
(from its position in many manuscripts, etc., after
Nehemiah) only obtained its place in the canon by
an afterthought.
(b) Author.
The author's name is unknown the
ascription by some Peshitta manuscripts to "Johanan the priest," perhaps the Jolmnan of Neh. xii.
23 (Barnes, "Chronicles," p. xii., in "Cambridge
Bible for Schools and Colleges"; idem, "An Apparatus Criticus to Chronicles in the Peshitta Version,"
From the keen interest
p. 1), can have no Aveight.

similar exposi-

Chronicles, which in the Hebrew canon
consists of a single book, is called in the Hebrew
(" Annals") in the
Bible D-iD^n
Codex B,
-apa/^irrofjitvuv {" oi things left out"); Codex
adds
(ruv) ^aau.iuv lov6a ("'concerning the kings of JuLiterature

;

II. Composition:
(a)
Relation to Ezra- Nehem ink.
Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehemiah were originally a
single work.
This is shown by the identity of style.
theological standpoint, and ecclesiastical interests,
as well as by the fact that Chronicles concludes with
a portion of a paragraph (II Chron. xxxvi. 22, '23)

was regarded with susaccuracy was doubted by tlie

the whole. Chronicles

Talmudic

;

ably accidental.

might meet with irreveience.
picion

{e.fi.,

%et seq. compare I Chron. xxv.) perhaps also
in Philo (see Ryle, "Pliilo and Holy Scriptures,"
pp. 286 et seq.), and in the N. T. (for example, compare II Chron. xxiv. 21 with Matt, xxiii. 35).
The
references to Samuel-Kings are more numerous.
The omission (see Swete, I.e. p. 227) of Chronicles
from some Christian lists of canonical books is probxlvii.

n3m

On

60

shown

Temple, espeauthor seems to have been a

in the inferior officials of the

cially the singers, the

Levite, possibly one of the

Temple

choir.

Chronicles-Ezra-Nehemiah must be
Date.
later than the times of Ezra and Nehemiah (458-432).
In style and language the book belongs to the latest
The descendants of
period of Biblical Hebrew.
Zerubbabel (I Chron. iii. 24) are given, in the Masoretic text, to the sixth generation (about b.c. 350);
in the LXX., Syriac. and Vulgate, to the eleventh
(c)

;

|

generation after Zerubbabel (about B.C. 200). The
list of high priests in Neh. xii. 10, 11, extends to
Jaddua (c. 330). These lists might. Indeed, have been
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made up

to date after the

book was completed but
Greek
;

otlier considerations point conclusive!}^ to the

period: e.g.. in Ezra vi. 22, Darius is called "the
king of Assyria." On the other hand, the use of the
book in Ecclesiasticus (Sirach) referred to above,
the absence of any trace of the Maccabean struggle,
and the use of the LXX. Chronicles by Eupolemus
(c. n.c. 150; see Swete, I.e. p. 24), point to <a date
not later than b.c. 200. Hence Chronicles is usually
a.ssigned to the period b.c. 300-250.
Chronicles contains (see Section I.)
(d) Sortrces.
much material found, often word for word, in other
I

Chapters.

Chronicles

books of the Bible, and has also frequent references
In regard to these sources,
the contents may be classified thus: (A) passages
taken from other O. T. books, with textual or editorial changes, the latter sometimes important; {B)
passages based upon sections of other O. T. book.s,
largely recast; (C) passages supposed on internal
evidence to have been taken from or based on ancient
to other authorities.

sources,

no longer extant and not much later than
and in some cases perhaps

the close of the Exile,

(D) passages supposed on internal evidence to be the work of late

earlier (see classification, p. 62);

Chuonicles.

Chronicles
Chronotrniiu
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ib.).
In the preceding
prevents the presentation of details.
In C ami D. Kittels analysis in "S. B. O. T." is
mostly fulloweil. but not in all details, nor in Iiis
si>panition of tlie J) material into various strata.
Small portions from extant books embedded in />,

post-exilic writers (compiiie

space

table

and

C.

The
(1)

D

are not incliealed.
non-Biblical sources may be classilied thus:

An

earlier historical

work

"The Book

" (II

Chron. xvi.

"The Book of the Kings of
and Judah" [ib. xxvii. 7, xxxv. 20); "The
Acts of the Kings of Israel" {ib. xxxiii. 18); and
perhaps also as " The Midrash of the Book of Kings "
11,

xxv. 26, xxviii. 2G)

;

Isniel

xxiv. 27).
(2) Sections of a similar history of David and
Solomon (unless these references are to that portion
of the former work which dealt with these kings),
cited as: " The Words of Samuel the Seer " (I Chron.
xxix. 29) " The Words of Xathan the Prophet " (ib.
(ib.

;

(I

;

Chron. ix. 29) and
Chron. xxix. 29).

II

;

"

The AVords

of

Gad

the Seer

"

" The Book of the Kings of Israel
(3) Sections of
and Judah," and possibly of other similar works,
cited as: "The Words of Shemaiah the Prophet and

of Iddo the Seer" (II Chron. xii. 15); "The Words
of Jehu the Son of Ilanani" (ib. xx. 34); "The
Words of the Seers" (LXX., R.V., margin); "of his
Seers" ("S. B. O. T."); "of Hozai " (II Chron.
xxxiii. 19-20, R. V.); "The Vision of Iddo the
Seer " (ib. ix. 29) " The Vision of Isaiah the Prophet
" The Midrash of the Prophet Iddo
(ib. xxxii. 32)
" The Acts of Uzziah, Written by Isaiah
(ib. xiii. 22)
the Prophet" (ib. xxvi. 22); and "The Prophecy of
Ahijah the Shilonite " (ib. ix. 29).
In the absence of numbered divisions like the
present chapters and verses, portions of the work
are indicated by the name of tlie prophet who figures
in it
probably because the Prophets were supposed
to have been the annalists (ib. xxvi. 22).
Thus,
" the Vision of Isaiah " is said to be in " The Book of
the Kings of Judah and Israel "; and "the Words
of Jehu the son of Ilanani," inserted in "The Book
of the Kings of Israel."
Thus the main source of Chronicles seems to have
been a late post-exilic Midrashic history of the kings
of Judah and Israel.
Possibly, this had been divided into histories of David and Solomon, and of
the later kings.
The author may also have used a
collection of genealogies; and perhaps additions
were made to the book after it was substantially
complete. In dealing with matter not found in
other books it is difflcult to distinguish between
matter which the chronicler found in his source,
matter which he added himself, and later additions,
as all the authors concerned wrote in the same spirit
and style; but it may perhaps be concluded that
details about Levites, porters, and singers are the
work of the chronicler (compare Section III. of this
;

;

;

—

article).

m.

Eelationship to Samuel-Kings

:

(a)

Comparison

Chronicles omits most of the material
relating to Saul and the northern kingdom, including the accounts of Samuel, Elijah, and Elisha,
and most of what is to the discredit of the " good
kings " e.g., the story of Bathsheba. Chronicles adds
of CoriUnta.

;

B

and D) long accoimts of the Temand its services, and of the observ-

ple, its priests

ance of the Pi'nlatcuchul laws; also records of sins
which account for the misfortunes of "good kings"
e.g., the apostasy of Joash (II Chron. xxiv.); of the
misfortunes which punished the sins of " bad kings"

—
—

f.ij.,

the invasions in the reign of

Ahaz

and of the repentance which resulted

cited as:

of the Kings of .ludah and Israel

(see table,

62

xxviii.);

(ib.

in the long

reign of INIanusseh (ih. xxxiii.); besides numerous
genealogies and statistics. Chronicles has numerous
other alterations tending, like the iidditions and
omissions, to show that the "good kings" observed
the law of Moses, and were righteous anti prosperous
(compare ib. viii. 2 and I Kings ix. 10, 11 see also
below).
(b) Literary Connection.
It might seem natural to
identify the main source of Chronicles with SamuelKings, or with "The Book of the Chronicles of the
Kings of Israel" and "The Book of the Chronicles
of the Kings of Judah," frequently referred to in
Kings. But the principal source can not have been
Kings, because "The Book of the Kings" is sometimes said to contain material not in Kings e.g., the
wars of Jolham (II Chron. xxvii. 7); neither can it
have been the " Chronicles " cited in Kings, because
it is styled " Midrash " (A. V. " story "
R. V. " commentary^ "), which was a late form of Jewish literature (II Chron. xiii. 22, xxiv. 27).
This main
source, " The Book of the Kings, " is therefore commonly supposed (see II. d) to have been a postexilic work similar in style and spirit to Chronicles.
The relation of this source to Kings is difficult to
determine. It is clear that Chronicles contains matter taken either directly or indirectly from Kings,
because it includes verses inserted by the editor of
Kings (compare II Chron. xiv. 1, 2 and I Kings xv.
Either Chronicles used Kings and "The Book
8,11).
of the Kings," both of which works used the older
"Chronicles" (so Driver, "Introduction to the Literature of the O. T." 6th ed., p. 532), or Chronicles
used "The Book of the Kings," which had used both
Kings and the older "Chronicles," or works based
;

,

;

,

on them.
not always possible to distinguish
changes from textual errors; but,
when the former have been eliminated, Chronicles
presents an alternative text for the passages common to it and Samuel-Kings. As in the case of two
manuscripts, sometimes the one text, sometimes the
other, is correct.
For example, I Chron. xviii. 3
has, wrongly, "Hadarezer," where II Sam. viii.
3 has " Hadadezer " but conversely I Chron. xvii. 6
has, rightly\ "judges," where II Sam. vii. 7 has
(c)

minor

Text.

It is

editorial

;

"tribes."
IV. Historical Value:

Almost all
(a) Omissions.
these are explained by the chronicler's anxiety to
edify his readers (compare Section III. a); and they
in no way discredit the narratives omitted.
Where Chronicles contradicts
(b) Contradictions.
Samuel-Kings preference must be given to the older
work, except where the text of the latter is clearly
corrupt.
AVith the same exception, it may be assumed that sections of the primitive "Chronicles"
are much more accurately preserved in Samuel-Kings
than in Chronicles.
(c) Additions.
The passages which describe the

ritual and priesthood and the observance of
the Pentateucbal law before the Exile are a translation of ancient history into the terms of the chronThe prophetical admoniicler's own experience.
the chronicler's
tions and other speeches are
exposition of the religious signilicance of past history

Temple

according to a familiar convention of ancient literature.
Such material is most valuable: it gives
unique information as to the Temple and the relig^lost of the
ious ideas of the early Greek period.
material included under C in Section II. d, above
has apparently been borrowed from an older source,
and may constitute an addition to present knowl-

edge of pre-exilic

Israelitish history.

The

religious

and other interests of the chronicler and his main
source do not seem to account for the origin of the
genealogies, statistics, accounts of buildings, etc.,

The character

of another set of additions is not so
clear; viz., Abijah's victory (II Chron. xiii.), Zerah's invasion (,ib. xiv., xv.), and Manasseh's captivHowever little the chronicler may
ity (lb. xxxiii.).
have cared about writing scientific history, the fact
that he narrates an incident not mentioned elsewhere
does not prove it to be imaginary. Kings is fragmentary and its editors had views as to edification
different from those of the chronicler (see Judges),
which might lead them to omit what their successor
would restore. Driver and others hold that Chronicles is connected with early sources by another
line than that through Kings (note also C, Section
Hence the silence of Kings is not conII. d).
Nevertheless, such
clusive against these additions.
narratives, in the present state of knowledge, rest on
the unsupported testimony of a very late and uncritMuch turns on internal evidence,
ical authority.
which lias been very variously interpreted. Some
recognize a historical basis for these narratives (W.
E. Barnes, in "Cambridge Bible," pp. xxx. et seq.
A. II. Sayce, "The Higher Criticism and the Verdict of the Monuments," p. 465); others regard them
as wholly unhistorical (see " Chronicles, Books of,"
in " Eiicyc. Bibl.").
As to Chronicles in general,
Professor Sayce writes (i.e. p. 464): "The consistent
exaggeration of numbers on the part of the chronicler shows us that from a historical pointof view his
unsuppr)rtod statements must be received with caution.
But they do not justifj' the accusations of deliberate fraud and fiction which have been brought
What they jirove is that he did not
against him.
pos.ses8 that sen.se of historical exactitude which we
now demand from the historian."
;

;

'

'
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CHRONOGRAM
"time," and

>/*fi/i/i«

(from

the

Greek

= " writing "): A

Xf><^^"^

sentences

Middle Ages

but thej' are also found in German,
Dutch, Belgian, and Hungarian. In English and
French but few are found, and in Italian hardly
any.
Chronograms are especially popular in the
East, there being several books in Persian on the

chronograms

;

art of constructing a "ta'rikh," the Persian equiva-

"chronogram" (see Rodgers, "Tarikhs," in
"Jour. Royal Asiatic Soc." 1898, pp. 715-739). It
is not improbable that the chronogram originated in
the East, where such poetic juggling is common.
The great popularity of chronograms among the
Jews, and the extent to which they have been cultivated, may be explained b}^ the fact that they are a
variety of Ge.matria, which latter was highly regarded b}- the Jews and much practised by them.
lent for

earliest

one found

in a

chronogram

in

Hebrew poem

Jewish

literature is

of the year 1205 by Al-

Harizi (ed. Kaminka, p. 412; compare Rapoport, in
"Kerem Hemed," vii. 252), while the earliest Latin
chronogram is dated five years later (compare
Hilton, " Chronograms," iii. 4). According to Firkowich, Hebrew chronograms date back to 582 (compare the epitaphs in his work " Abne Zikkaron," p.
but the inscriptions cited by him are probably
10)
forgeries.
In the thirteenth century chronograms
are found in the epitaphs of German Jews (Lewysohn, "Nafshot Zaddikim," No. 14, of the year 1261
No. 16, of the year 1275).
It is evident, therefore, that for a period of five
hundred years chronograms occurred in the epitaphs
Thus the dates
of European Jews.
In
of the epitaphs of the family of Asher
Epitaphs, b. Jehiel in the first half of the fourteenth century are indicated by chronograms (Almanzi, "Abne Zikkaron," pp. 4, 6, 9);
and among sixty-eight Frankfort epitaphs of that
century four chronograms have been preserved (Horzu Frankfurt-am-Main,"
owitz, "Inschriften
Nos. 8, 29, 36, 68). The German Jews seem to have
possessed little skill in the composition of chronograms, there being only about twenty-five (and these
very simple) in a total of some 0,000 inscriptions.
In Bohemia and Poland, chronograms in epitaphs
occur more frecjaently, and are often very clever;
for example, the epitaph of the physician Menaliem
b. Asher Mazzerato, who died at Prague in 1680,
;

.

.

.

reads as follows: ^y^nh

nnOlO XSn Dn:6 -^'inD

13^1°

D3n

(Lielu'ii.

IL'"

pni t"K

"Gal -Ed,"

p. 36);

value of tlie niarke«l initial letters
therein amounts to 440; i.e., 5440, the Jewish year in
which Menuhcm died. The year of death of the as.sociate rabbi of Prague, Zainmn, who perished in
the great fire of 1689 ( =5449 Jewish era), is indicated

and

liic iiuniericiil

^

Pi^io

N!»''

While the epitaphs,

=

grams,

or

iiiiiiiy

verse certain letters of which express a date, while
the sentence itself alludes to or is descriptive of
the event to which the date belongs.
The wonls
"clironograph,"
"chronicon,"
"chrono.stichon,"
"eteostichon," and "eteamenchemerodistichon " are
all synonyms for "chronogram"; but the latter is

In general, the Latin
is
the richest in

exclusively used.

by the words
H. B.

Chronogrram

literature of the

The

in C.

K.

Chronicles
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in

L"nS ("'^- ^"- ''*^)addition to the chrono-

many

cases directly mention the dates,
and an even greater number of
jirinted books, are dated simply by means of chronograms; authors, copyists, and tyIn Books, pographers rivaling one another in
in

niainiM(;ripts,

hiding the dates in intricate chronograms, most difficult to deciplrer. Hence, many data
of .lewish bibliography still remain to be determined,

ChrouoHrriim

THE
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pnun. NT::: ("Gemara ") = 244 (1484 C.K.). Words
like ijjn f rejoice ye "). nnOC (" .i<\Y "). nj13 (" with
rejoicing") were especially used for this purpose, as
they express happiness. Later on, entire verses of
the Bible, or sentences from other books, having

A New- Year's j)oem in this style, written in the
year 579 ( = 1819), is fouiKl in Shalom Cohen's "Ketab
Yosher"(ed. Warsaw, p. 146). Two years later Jacob
Kiehenbaum wrote a i»oeui in honor of a friend, eaeii
line of which had the numerical value of 581 ("Kol
Zimrah." ed. Leipsic, pp. 50-53). While this poem
is really a work of art, in spite of the artifiet^ employed, Eichenbaum's imitators have in their translations merely produced rimes with certain numerical values. Gottlober(in " llalvokabini," i. 31) wrote
an excellent satire on these rimesters, each line of his
poem having the numerical value of 618 ( = 1858).

some reference

The

or nt

K-ast

roctitiod.

Down

to

roci'Ut

tiincs

tlic

custom of indicating,' dates by means of clironograms
was so prevalent in Jewish literatnie that but few
books are dateil by numerals only. In the earliest
printed books the clironograms consist of one or two
words only: the Soneiuo edition of the Talmud, for
instance, has for its tlate the earliest priiUed clirono-

!

to the contents or title of the book, or
of the author, publisher, printer, etc.,
were \ised. In longer sentences, in which some
of the letters were not utilized in the chronogram,
those that counted were marked by dots, lines, or
different type, or were distinguished in other ways.

Innumerable errors have been made by bibliographers because the distinguishing marks were missing or blotted, or had been omitted. To this source
of confusion must be added the varying methods of
indicating the "thou-sand" of the Jewish era.
The
Oriental,

Italian,

and

earlier

Amsterdam

frequently designate the tliou.sand as i'zh

editions

two

(=

tDIsi?

"the major era"). The German and Polish
editions omit the thousjuid, considering only p Q^

(= pt2p

tsis!?. "

the minor era

but as neither the
employed throughout the
")

The

folloAv-

iug chronogram, which Samuel Schotten adds to his
work "Kos ha-Yeshu'ot" (Frankfort-ou-the-Main,
1711), shows how artificial and verbose chronograms
may be: "Let him who wishes to know the year of
the Creation pour the contents out of the cup [i.e.,
count the word "kos." DID. "\vith defective spelling
D3 - 80] and seek aid [nyitJ'i = 391 together 471]
in the sixth millennium."
Tiie days of the month
;

and week are indicated in the same way.
The chronograms on the works and documents of
persons who were followers of Shabbethaism, and
who in this manner indicated their belief, are most
interesting.
Thus, Samuel b. David ha-Levi's wellknown work, " Xahalat Sliibah " (Amsterdam, 1667),
the

date

is

xa

TIT

munity of Holleschau,
graved
bethai

in
b.

p

come!") on the

n'LW ("Messiah, son
title-page;

in

the epitaph of

of

and the com-

Moravia, similarly enbeloved ral)bi, Shab-

its

Moir ha-Kohen, the words n^tW HI

Dm

n^1N37 ("Messiah is come to-day for a redemption "
compare Weisse, in " Kokebe Yizhak," i. 77).
Many important years in Jewish history are iudi
cated by their respective chronograms; e.g., the year
1492 by mro ("scatterer" = 252, after Jer. xxi. 10,
which says that God scattered Israel). This was
the year when the Jews were expelled from Spain
(Abravanel's Introduction to his Commentary on
Kings)
;

Neo-Hebraic poetry, wliich laid especial stress on
the formal side of verse, also cultivated chronograms. A number of Hebrew poems
In Poetry, were produced in the first half of the
nineteenth century, in which the leteach verse have the same numerical value,
being generally the year in which it was written.
ters of

are as follows:

But even poets like I. L. Gordon and A. B. Lewensohn have a great weakness for the D'pD^ ("minor
eras"), though employing them only in the superscriptions to their poems.
The modern school of
Hebrew poets has given up these artifices, the
" minor eras " being now chiefly employed for NewYear congratulations, especially by the poor of

who

frequently distribute printed Newwish consisting of a verse whose
numerical value is equal to the year.
Bibliography: .James Hilton, Chronograms, i. 542-54.'), ii.
Palestine,

cards, the

593-600; Steinsclineider, Jtldische Tjipofjraphie, in Ersch
and Gruber, Encjic xxvill. 27-28; Zunz, Z. O. pp. 214 et seq.

;

former nor the latter is
respective editions, many errors arise.

David,

poem

ver.ses of the

HT-IN DD D'psf^n Dy

Year

^yti,

has

lirst

name

to the

G.

L. G.

CHRONOLOGY * (I.)

The

science that treats of
the computation and adjustment o/ time or periods
of time, and of the record and arrangement of events
in the order of time.
The chronology of Jewish
literature may be divided into two periods: (1) that
of the Biblical books; and (2) that of post-Biblical
times.
:

Division of Time in the Biblical Books
the earliest periods the day was divided into
night and morning. Genesis records the division
into two parts of what is now termed the " tropical

From

or solar da}^" It is probable that the Israelites divided the day into twelve "dihora'," or twenty-four

hours; but in the Hebrew texts no trace thereof is
found. The earliest mention of the hour (" sha'ah ")
is in the Aramaic texts of Daniel (iii. 6, 15).
In
documents of the Greek epoch, as also in the Assyrian texts, references occur to "night-watches"
("ashmurah"), by which the night was divided into
three parts (Ps. xc. 4; Lam. ii. 19).
As regards instruments for measuring time, II Kings (xx. 11) and
Isaiah (xxxviii. 8) give some vague information concerning the gnomon of King Ahaz, and the degrees

marked on his sun-dial (see DiAi-).
The week, with the attribution of each day to one
of the seven planets, is one of the most ancient institutions of the Babylonians.
This nation commenced
the hebdomadal period with the sun, followed by
the moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, and Saturn.
Every planet in succession presided over
twenty-four hours, but not in the order assumed for
their spheres, which was as follows: the sun, Venus,
Mercury, the moon, Saturn, Jupiter, Mars. The
*The

founilatlon.s of Biblical

of discussion,

it

views in separate

Is

deemed

articles.

chronology beinff

still

a matter

desirable to present the divergent

hour of tlie first day was cousecrated to the
sun; the twenty-fifth, or the initial hour of the second day, to the moon; the forty -ninth to Mars; the
seventy-third to Mercury; the ninety-seventh to
Jupiter; the one hundred and twenty-first to Venus;
and the one hundred. and forty-fifth to Saturn.
It has been claimed that this arrangement is of
more modern invention but indications of its existence are found in the earliest texts. The Mosaic accounts of Creation, of course, ignore the assignment
of the week-days to divers stars; but, independently
of all astral influence, the seventh day was instituted as a sacred day, quite distinct in character
from the seventh day of the lunar synodic month,
which was regarded as a holy day by the Chaldeans.
From the Mosaic times down the synodical month
in the Jewish calendar was calculated, as in the
Babylonian, from one new moon to the next. This
is proved by the well-known passage in Ex. xii. 2.
Here no Egyptian influence may be assumed. But
the system of thirty-day mouths, also, seems to
have been recognized by the Jewish calendar.
The Jewish year was solar lunar.
In the earh'
Biblical statements no indication whatever is found
initial

;

of an intercalaiy month.
Still it is safely assumed
that the difference of ten or eleven hours between
the twelve synodical months and the tropical year

was equalized b}"^ the insertion of an embolismic
month and in tiie cuneiform Sumeriau texts express
mention is made of this intercalation as far back as
;

the fifth millennium B.C.
It is very probable that
the equivalence of 19 tropical years and 235 synodical months was known in the most remote times;
but a regular intercalary system was not introduced
before Greek influence asserted itself that is, not
before 5367 B.C.
In Chaldea the embolismic months
were inserted merely for astrological reasons: the

—

methods employed later by tiie Jewish authorities
(see Calend.\r) to adju.st astronomical irregularities
can not be held to have been in vogue among the
Chiildoans.

Post-Biblical Times
The modern Jewish calendar is adapted to the Greek compiitaticni exclusively.
TiieTnlmudic tractate Rosh ha-Shanah (ch.
i.) indicates that four waj-s for commencing the year
were known and observed. The day was divided
into twenty-four hours, and each hour into 1,080
"halaHim." The passage in Rosh ha Shanah gives,
almost exactly, the Icnglii of the average synodical
month as 2{i days, hrjurs, and 71K} hulai>im (44 minutes, 3jt (Mjcond.s), which is only j second too long
the real duration being 2fl days,
lioiirs, 44 minutes,
2.H9 seconds.
This eslimate is of Greek origin, like
tlie Mitonic embolismic cycle of the years 3, 6, H,
11, 14, 17, 19 of tiie nineteen-year Metonie i)erif)d.
Tlie new Jewish calendar .seems to liavt; h(<Ti inuu
Riirated in JJ63 (Tisliri), and Rabbi Ilillel apparently
modified it by introducing .some innovations; but it
:

known exactly what they were. Some hints
Talmudic texts, which can not be dwelt upon
here, seem to indirafc that tiie " forbidden days "—
that is, days of the week on which Rosh ha Siianali
(New-Year) could not fall were introduced at that
is

not

in

—

The Talmud speaks

of Sliabu'ot falling on n
Saturday, which can not happen now. The first of
Tishri can not fall on Sundaj", Wednesday, or PViday
time.

Chronogram
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(nN) nor can the first of Nisan be on Monday,
Wednesday, or Friday (M2). These forbidden days
;

cause a great complication of the calendar.
As
a starting-point for calculation, the first of Tishri
in the year 1 is indicated by the symbol "l-in3, signifying Monday (2 or second day of week), 5 (n)
hours, 204 (Ti) halakini, corresponding to Oct. 7 in
the Julian, or Sept. 7 in the Gregorian, calendar of
the year 3761-3700 B.C. (6240 of the modern computation, which adds 10,000 years to the common
era).
This is the astronomical day 347,999. The
cycles (" mahzor ") count from that epoch.
In order
to ascertain the j^ear of the cycle, the number is
divided by 19, the remainder giving the year of
the cycle; for example: 5661 (1900-1901) -t- 19 = 297
-f-18; i.e., the year 5661 is the eighteenth year of
the 298th cycle.
The idea of an era beginning with and counted
from an historical event is an ingenious invention of
the Greeks, who represented by an impersonal fact
computations referring to a person. The first public application of it was the Seleucid era, dating
from Oct., 312 (or, at Babylon, from April 2, 311)
B.C.
and this era was accepted by the
Eras.
Jews, who maintained it generally
down to the eleventh century in
Eg3'pt, however, it survived into the sixteenth century, when Rabbi David ibn Abi Zimra brought
about its disuse, while in South Arabia it was used,
along with the "aera muudi," even as late as the
nineteenth century. For the Temple and the dating of private records there existed the era from
the Exodus.
Not only is the existence of this era
a mathematical conclusion based on the 200 dates
in Kings, but it is also definitely indicated in
I Kings vi. 1, where the beginning of the construction of Solomon's Temple is assigned to the year 480
The Hebrew context is of such
of the Exodus era.
characteristic precision that no one can seriously
pretend this to be an intentional combination of
12 times 40 years. Why this nimiber and not another?
It would be no less absurd to claim that the 480
years of the Roman republic (510-30 B.C.) or the equal
duration of the Parthian realm (256 B.C.-225 c.E.)
had been assumed only in order to have the product
The (juestion to be decided
of 12 X 40, or 60 X 8.
is whether the date then obtained for the P^xodus
isthe real one; for whethfrornot the
viz., 1492 B.C.
chroniclers of this period were mistaken as to the
epoch or tiie era is quite a different matter for
examination. Most of the eras in use assume a convent ional starting date which is not, accurately tliat
of llie event rioiii wliicli tlie name is derived.
The
Dionysian era of lie liirth of Jesus, perhaps the
MiiliaMiiiiediiii oik; of the Hegira, or flight of the
]in>i)liet from Mecca to Medina, the Jewish one of
tlie Creation, besides some 150 other modes of starting a chronological series, are illustrations of this
;

;

I

common

practise.

The months

in the era emjiloyed by tiie Biblical
clironographers were counted from Ni.san, the first
montli, to Adar, tlie twelfth, or We-Adar, the thirOn the other hand, it is found that Biblical
teenth.
texts in giving tlie years of tlie kings commence
with the dates of their accession to the throne, just
as the kings of England and the popes determine
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thtir rogiial yoai-s.

Thus

in II Cluon. xxix. 3 the

day of the

month

year
1 of llezfkiiUi is not to the iliiy of his accession, but
to the first of Nistin of the lirst year of his reign;
that is, aeeording to the modern computation, ^larch
or April, 726 bo.
If the date of 145)2 for the Exodus is correct, the starting ilate for the annals is 707
B.C.
By this system it is possible to assign with
certainty the destruction of the First Temple to Sunday, Aug. 27 (Julian), 587 B.C. (9413; astronomical
day 1,507.261); that is. the 9th of Ab of the year
906 of the em of the Exodus.
The Biblical figures are given in the nth year;
that is, from the accession to the throne down to the
event there had elapsed 7i — 1 year plus a fraction of
a year, which fraction is expressed by a Greek letter.
For instance, Uzziah reigned fifty-two years;
in his fifty-second year Pekah of Israel was king;
and Uzziah died in the second year of Pekah. This
example, among many similar ones, shows mathematically that the beginning of the royal years can
not be the same. The problem may be stated as
rfforeuct' to iho first

follows:

first

in

66

of iluse to the great cataclysm, or the Deluge, they

assumed a sexagesimal unit, the number of the seconds of the day 60 X 60 X 24, or 86,400 units. The
luiit of the Babylonian seliool was 00 months, or 5
years; that is, 432,000 years.
The Hindus fix the
unit at 5,000 years, or 432,000,000.
The Jews reduced this to 86,400 weeks, or 1,656 years; that is,
:

72 periods of 23 years each. The 23 years give just
8,400 days, or 1,200 weeks; the unit of 72 periods
being divided into three tmequal parts, containiui;respectively 20, 18 (whicli is one-fourth of 72), and
34 periods of 1,200 weeks or 23 years each. The
number 23 is found in the number resulting from
adding the years elapsing between the births of
father and son in the three groups given in Gen. v.

namely
Adam,

Seth, Enos, Cainan,

and Jared: 130

+ 65 = 460 = 30 X 23, or 20 X

1,200

=

=
=

+

The corresponding Babylonian

.

+ +

+

105
90
70
24,000 weeks.
=
Enoch, Methuselah: 162+65+187
414
(2) Mahalaleel,
23 X 18 (the fourth of the period, as in the Chaldean)
1 200 X 18 = 21,600 weeks.
elx) = 782 = 23 X 34 = 40,800 weeks.
(3) Lainech : 182

(1)

figures relating to

the ten antediluvian kings are:
tlzzlah reigned before

Pekah

51 -f a

Uzziah reigned simultaneously with

Pekah

1-f ^

+

(a -f P) years
Total length of Uzzlah's reign
52
of the fractions a and ^ does not amount to one-

The first three together
The following two together,
The remaining five (?)

where the sum

All the Biblical calculations start from a different
and the agreement of
all these figures proves that the original date must
date, the date of accession

;

have been changed to conform with the fixed harmonizing scheme of the annalist, the synchronous

the non -chronological, mythical numbers of Genesis; and (2) the
real chronology, from the Exodus to the end of the
Jewish dominion (1492 n.c. to 70 of the common

Jewish chronology includes:

(1)

era).

Tlie Non-Chronological, Mythical Numbers
of Genesis
The figures of Genesis, handed down
in their original form by the Hebrew texts followed
by the Vulgate, are the results of a fictitious reduction of the enormous numbers put forth by the
Chaldeans, the Egyptians, and the Hindus. The
Jews and Greeks were not willing to admit that the
world had been created long before their appearance
in history.
The original figures of one of the systems named were reduced to a certain scale. Only
one of the Chaldean systems, preserved by the fragments of Berosus, is known. It is probable that his
figures are those of the Babylonian school; while
those of Sipparaand Orchoehad possibly other units
^f time to express the same original arithmetical
:

numbers.
The Creation
s<^,ven

:

One

The
gether
show.

"

=86,400

"

86,400 weeks
86,400 lustra

texts have

three periods correspond to legends now altolost, as the chronological tables in Genesis

The postdiluvian times down to

^
the end of Genesis

include:

tables of the kings' reigns.

sumed

432,000

The Bible has
The Chaldean

half.

=

93,600 years
18,720 lustra
"
"
108,000
=21,600
"
=46,080 "
230,400

of the Chaldean schools as-

periods, each of 240,000 years; that

is,

Each period of 10,000 years is measured by an hour of the seven days which comprise
Creation in Gene.sis (168—7x24).
1,680,000 years.

Prom the Creation to the Deluge
The Chaldeans
admitted the eternity of the world without any beginning; but the existing astronomical bodies had
a commencement. For the time from the creation
:

292 years
the Deluge to the birth of Abraham
the birth of Abraham to the end of
361 "
Genesis
,

From
From

653

"

These 292 and 361 years are the reduction to onewhich give:

sixtieth of the Berosian figures,
For the first two kings
For the 86 following

5,100 years
•'
34,080
:19,180

"

are composed of 12 Sothic
periods of 1,460 years, and of twelve lunar periods
(Assyrian, "tupkot nannar ") of 1,805 years. After
1,805 years the eclipses recur in the same order;

These 39,180 years

and this cycle was known to the Chaldeans, not
by calculation, but by actual observations and
registrations of eclipses during centuries and millennia.

The Babylonian figures are controlled bj' the sexagesimal notation of sosses (" shushi "= avaao^) of 60,
ners (" neru " = v^pn^) of 600, and sars (" shar " = adpoi)
of 3,600 years.

There are thus:

12 Sothic periods of 1,460 years
"
"
" 1,805
12 lunar

= 17,520 years,
= 21,660 "

or 292 sosses

" 361

"

Biblical number of 292 years, quoted by Josephus (" Ant." i. 6, § 5) comprises the nine generations
from Arphaxad to Terah, the father of Abraham
namely

The

2

+ 35 + 30 + 34 + 30 + 32 + 29 + 30 + 70 = 292 years.
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In order to obtaiu the necessary 293, Terah must
liis seventieth year before begetting

have reached

Abraham.
the birth of Abraham to that of Isaac.
the birth of Isaac to that of Jacob
the birth of Jucob to that of Joseph
Lifetime of Joseph, end of Genesis

From
From
From

.

.

100 years
*'
60
91
"
110
361

"

In order to secure the total of 361 years which the

system required, Josepli must be given neither more
nor less than 110 years.
Besides this computation of generations, there
existed another, originally quite independent there
of, enumerating only the years of life of each ancestor.
These numbers referring to the length of life
might have been derived from Babylonian statements but the almost complete destruction of cuneiform historical documents has removed all tradition
of this kind.
It must be remarked that the prime
number 23 is al.so found in the sums of this series,
a phenomenon which is probably to be explaimed by
assuming that some analogous fact existed in the
Chaldean mythology.
;

The

Biblical

sums

are as follows

From Adam to Cainan
From Mahalaleel to Shem
From Arphaxad to Jacob

= 23 X 159 years
= 33X240 "
= 23 X 126

3,657
5,530

''

2,898

12,075

=

23

X

525

"

It is, of course, very strange that these 12,075 j'eais
should be equal to 525x1,200 weeks, or 630,000
weeks; that is, the result of 70, 90, and 100. It
would correspond to a Babylonian epoch of 3,150,
000 years.
These two different traditions have been combined
by tlie redactors of the Biblical text, in order to explain the now lost legends of the antediluvian and
An exact
postdiluvian times of the Jewish people.
scrutiny of the figures as tliey are found in the
present form of tiic text provides tlie basis for very

awkward results, of which Biblical
compels acceptance, and which iiave during many centuries caused numerous falsifications
and discussions.
singular and
tradition

ClinONOLfXiY OK GlCNKSIS.
ANTKDILnVIAN PERIOD,
First part, 24.000

Year of
CnaUlnn.

86,400

weeks.

WEEKS.

Third part, 40,800 weeks.

Chronolog'y

All die except

Noah and Shem.
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Heal Chronology
Destruction

,>/(/„

:

1.

From

the

Exodus

to

The first part, thq four couturics between the
Exodus iiuil David (141)0-1047), nin not be fixed
with certainty. The duration of the several judges'
reigns is involved in doubt, and arguments can not
be advanced with the sliglitest hope of success; for
the ueedoil documents are wanting. With David
commences a sound and really historical chronology.

The two hundred chronological dates lianded down
the books of Samuel. Kings, and Chronicles are,
with cue or two exceptions {e.g., the twelfth year of
Ahaz, instead of the thirteenth year; see II Kings
xvii. 1), of remaikable consistency.
In a few cases,
again, tlie figures are rightly given, but are by the
present text attributed to some other event, owing
l.iy

to the transposition of the fragments of records
saved from destruction at the fall of the First Tern
pie.
For example: the fourteenth year of Hezekiahis not the year of the expedition of Sennacherib,
but that of the sickness of Ilezekiuh and of the em
bassy of 3Ierodach-baladan, King of Babylon. The
twenty-seventh year of Jeroboam II., King of Israel
(II Kings XV. 1), is mentioned as the first year of
Uzziah, in fiagraut contradiction to all the statements
of the previous chapter, which makes it correspond
with the fifteenth or sixteenth year.
Intentional mutilation of the text and suppression
of all notice of the temporary suspension of the independence of the kingdom of Israel by the Syrians are
the real cause of tiie larger number (15 or 16) given
in ch. xiv.
the end of that chapter, and Isa. vii. 3,
which can not be understood otherwise, indicate
clearl}' that for eleven years Jeroboam II. had been
expelled from Samaria by the Syrians.
The subsequent passages have been ruthlessly altered, in order
to obviate the slightest mention of this cessation of
Israel's realm.
A similar mutilation has been prac:

end of

where the interruption
of Pekah's reign for nine 3'ears, and his supersession
by Menahem II. mentioned in the Tiglath-pileser
tised at the

ch. xv.,

over in perfect silence.
The statements are always to be analyzed in the
only possible mathematical manner; i.e., by the formula that the nth year .signifies n — 1 years and a
texts, are passed

fraction of a j-ear after the event.
For the absolute fixation we have the solar eclipse
of the eponym "'Isid-seti-igbi," June 13, 809 B.C., 91

years before which occurred the battle of Karkor,
during Ahab's lifetime, and 78 years before which
Jehu sent his tribute to Shalmaneser III. of Nineveh.

The eponymic

and the Babylonian chronidownfall of Samaria as Jan.,

Diivkl

721 B.C.

The two eclipses of the year 7 of Cambyses (523522 B.C.) fix the date of Nebuchadnezzar's accession
as May-June, 605 B.C., and the date of the delivery
of Jehoiachin by Evil-merodach, son of Nebuchadnezzar, as the 27th (II Kings xxv. 27) or 25th (Jer.
lii. 31) of Adar, either Sunday, Feb. 29, or Tuesday,
March 2, 561 b.c.
These starting-points admit of the establishment
of the chronology with certainty in the following
manner the only one possible without alterations
of the text in the historical documents:

—

1047-1017

Soliiiiion

Amaziali

fzzlahor

1017-lt78

.iDtliain

!KiO

iUS

Aliaz

\m

1M7

ll.'zcklali

727-<iit8

<.tI7-895

Mana.s.si-li

098-1)13

Anion

(>42-ti|l)

040

'.)'H

Abljani (.\l)|Jah)

Asa
.k'hoshupliiU, niouo.
Ji'liosliaplint

..

und Jo-

rain

840-811
Azarluli.... 811-758

\m

Ut'liolioam

758-742
742-727

8fl,")-^02

.losiah

.iDraiii aUiiu'

892-t<8.S

.Toahaz

Aliaziali

888-887

.Ichoiakliii

liOi)

-COi)
009-.51)8

Atlialiah (Queen).... 887-881

Joash

.Ii'litiiactilii
-.W8
881-840
ZtMlfklah
5i)8-5«7
Destruction of tUe Temple, Sunday, Auj?. 27, 587 u.c.

Kings of Israel.
.Jeroboam

Nadab

977-950
950-955

Itaaslia

9.")5-932

Rlali

932-9;Jl

Zinirl (seven days)

-931
931-927
927-920
920-900
900-899
899-887
887-859
859-843
843-825

1

with Tibni
Omri, alone
Aliab
C)inri

Ahaziah
Joram
Jehu
Jehoaliaz

Joash

Jeroboam

Domlnalloii of Syria.. 799-788
Jeroboain II., second
788-773
reign
Zac'hariah (six months) 773-772
-772
Shallum (one inontli
773-761
Menaliem 1
701-759
Pekahiah
759-744
Pekali, first reign
)

Menabom
the

II..

under

Assyrian

Tif?-

744-735
lath-pileser
Pekali, second reign.. 735-730
730-721
Hosbea

first

II.,

reign

82.5-799

Destruction of Samaria, Jan., 721 B.C.

The great chronologists of the seventeenth century
have long pointed out the apparent di.screpancy between the statements of the duration ot the reigns
of Jeroboam II. and Pekah and the time resulting
from the synchronisms. But there is no error. Indeed, between the commencement and the end of the
reign of Jeroboam II. fifty-two years elapsed; but
during eleven of these he was superseded, and his de
facto occupation of the throne counts only fortj'^-one

Similarly Pekah
reigned only twenty years in Samaria, althougli
twenty -nine intervened between his accession and
years, as the Biblical text afiirms.

his death.

From, the Destruction of the First Temple
under Titus {587 B. C. to 70 of the

2.

the Second

to that

of

Common

Era).

The important events and dates

arc as follows:

B.C.

587-108
538
473

Loss of Jewish independence.
Decree of Cyrus, King of Babylon, signed Oct., 539, allowing the Jews to return to Palestine.
Institution of the Feast of Purim under Xerxes (Abasuerus) troubles In Palestine caused by the enemies
of the Jews.
Ezra, under Artaxerxes Mnemon.
Nehemiah's second organizatlou. Government of the
high priest.
;

398
385

tablets

cle fix the date of the

—

Kings of Jidau.

the

Firxt Temple (14!K' to .%s7 B.C.).

68

3.33

312
170
108
.58

4

Alexander subdues Palestine.
Establishment of the Syrian power.
Antiochus IV. (Epiphanes) plunders Jerusalem.
Jews lose their Independence, 168 B.C. to c.E.
Mattathias the Hasmonean or Maccabean.

The

Herod supersedes the Hasmoneans.
Early in April, death of Herod, and division of Palestine into four independent provinces.

c.E.

6
69
70

Judea a province of Rome.
Revolt of the Jews.
Sunday, Aug. 5, destruction of the Second Temple.

Bibliography: Jules Oppert. Salomon et Sefi SucceMeurs,
1877; Idem. Noli Me Tanyere, in Proceedings of Soc. of
Biblical Archeolog}/, Dec, 1897.
E. G. H.
J. O.
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(II.) Biblical

:

lu this article there will be brief-

methods used for dating events and
periods in the Old Testament; (2) the scientirtc
data upon which the most reliable chronological system has been founded and (H) the most valuable
ly

given

(1) the

;

results in the fixing of important dates.
1. Methods of Dating: Two main stages may
be distinguished in the attempts made by Bible
•writers of the various periods to indicate the times
The tirst is that in Avliich
of occurrence of events.
the narrator chooses any one out of a number of
well-known events as a time-mark and the second
is that in which an authoritative system is assumed
;

as already ]irevailing.
Unsystematic Usages:

Reference

is

made

to: (a) a

memorable phenomenon of nature; thus Amos (i. 1)
dates from an earthquake (compare Zech. xiv. 5);
(6) a great national movement; thus, the establishment of the Ilyksos dynastj- in Egypt is marked by
the building of the city of Zoau (Num. xiii. 22);
(c) a decisive military movement, as the expedition
of Sargon of Assyria against Ashdod (Isa. xx. 1);
(fl) the death of a king of the writer's country, as
of Uzziali or of Ahab (Isa. vi. 1, xiv. 28).
A Conventional System Such devices as the above:

named could have only

vogue and value.
Familiarity with the businesslike methodsof outside
communities, especially in the days of the later
kings and during the Exile, led to the adoption of a
methodical scheme for the dating of events. The
decisive epoch was the period between Isaiah and
Jeremiah, when the Judahites were
Jeremiah completely under Assyrian domina-

and

local

Dates are attached to several
individual prophecies of Jeremiah;
Ezekiel.
and the statements are, for the most
part, of contemporary origin (Jer. xxvii. et seq.).
The point of departure in tlie reckoning is the beginning of the reign of the then King of Judah,
sometimes with the addition of tlie regnal year of
the great King of Babylon, Nebuchadnezzar {e.g.,
xxxii. 1).
A little later Ezekiel's prophecies were
tion.

regularly datcfl, as was natural to a writer living in
Baljylonia.
In accordance with the same custom
several of the prophetical books were furnished with
headings indicating the limits of the professional
careers of the authors.
But these were added by
later editors.

and extensive are tlie chronologdata of the books of Kings and Chronicles,
wliere, throughout the liistory of the divided kingdoms, are found not only the lengths of the reigns of
the several rulers, but the dates of their accessions,
Thus it is
in two separate series of .synchronisms.
said: "In the twentieth year of Jeroboam king of
Israel began A.sa to reign over Judah.
Forty
and one years reigned he in Jerusalem " (I Kings xv.
.More systematic

ical

.

!t,

10).

Many

of

tlie

.

.

numbers given, especially the

synchronisms, are erroneous, as is proved by the fact
that no attempt to harmonize the two
Jeroboam series has been successful (see, how-

and Asa.

Chkonoi,ooy (I.)]. The sum of
the years of the kings of Israel from

ever,

the sclii.sm to the E.xile is 242; while that of the
years of the kings of Judali for tl)e same period is
260.
Startling inconsistencies are also found where

Chronolog-y

the several synchronisms for the same king are
worked out. Thus, for the accession of Ahaz of
Judah one has to choose between 727,
The
720, and 715 B.C., according as one set
Dates
of data or another is followed.
InferAssigned eutial evidence points conclusively to
the fact that all of these numbers were
to Ahaz.
inserted, as a separate part of the narrative, in the editorial period that followed the loss
It is equally certain that the synof Jerusalem.
chronisms were a matter of independent calculation.
But there is good reason to believe that if tlie regnal
years were not found in surviving royal annals,
they were at least preserved by a fairly reliable
tradition supported in part by documentary testimony. By the help of Assyrian data they may be
used with a fair degree of accuracy.
One step backward beyond the division of the

kingdom, Solomon, David, and Saul

From the
Exodus

to

Solomon,

are each credited with a reign of forty
years.
This suggests a conjectural
systematization.
The hypothesis is

strengthened

b^' the frequent occurforty in numerations made for
earlier personages and events.
Indeed, the

rence of the
still

number

summation of the years between tlie Exodus and
the beginning of Solomon's Temple, found in
I Kings vi. 1, has been plausibly conjectured to be
made up of twelve generations, each of forty years.
The number 480 thus given is, however, too large by
one-half; since the Exodus cannot have occurred
much before 1200 B.C., and the Temple was built
about 960 B.C.
For the chronology of the long period before
Moses there are no sure data, since the numbers of
the Masoretictext dilYer widely from those variously
given by the Septuagint, the SamariThe
tan Pentateuch, and the Bookof JubiEarliest
lees (tirst centurj' c.E.).
In the MasoPeriod.
re tic data there are, moreover, several
.schemes of systematization.

artificial

For the details of these any good modern commentary on Genesis or special treatise on Bible chronology may be consulted.
2. Scientific

depends upon

Data

:

All chronological accuracy

fullilment of two conditions.
To ascertain or verify the date of any event there
must be a fixed point of departure, from which
tlie

which the event in question is to be reckoned.
Again, the data from which the time of the event
is inferred musi b(> adjusted to a connected system
In other
of time-reckoning reliable throughout.
words, some ancient authority, referring to an established scheme or system, must have made a notation of the event itself or of .something .synchronous
with it.
Th(! Babylonians, and tiieir kindred and diseii)les,
the Assyrians, were tlu; only peopU; of Oiiental aniii|uity who duly kept such a required
Babylonian system of time notation. It is to them
Methods that the current divisionsof lime genof Numera- erally, as well as the beginnings of
tion.
inatlieniatics and astronomy, are due.
They had alreaily in their earliest recorded history the sense of aumber and computation.
The Hebrew writers were still working with
or to
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roimd numbi'i-s ftiid t'lnployinir primilivi' ami uneras thousands of years after the Babylonians had bosrun to keep their saered and iMd)lic'
records by sepanite and successive yiius and to pre-

l^rinciples set forth above.

serve the results for later reference or tabulation.
Naturally, most is ijained for Biblical chronology
fmni the synchronisms with contenii>orary Assyrian

'.CU

certain

Of special importance arc
or HabyUmian history.
those available for the period of the kings of Israel
and Judah. when the relations with Assyria were
close and continuous, and at the same time the BibThere
lical data are most abvuulant.
Helpful
are three main sources of information
Cuneiform in the inscriptions. One is the royal
Records, annals, in which events are often described as occurring in a given year of
the king's reign, or in the year of office of a given
eponym. The second is the lists of such eponynis
as were chosen successively from among Assyrian
rulers of different grades to mark their respective
years, which were accordingly called by their names.
These lists are preserved in more than one form; and
by combining them it is possible to make up a complete series for the period 893-666 u.c, as well as
Their
for shorter intervals both before and after.
accuracy has been confirmed by every possible
check.
Not only historical events, but bu.siness
documents also, were dated by the years of the
proper eponyms. The third aid of this kind consists of lists of kings in the order of their succession,
with the lengths of their several reigns, as well as
brief summaries of important events, usually referred to b}' modern scholars as " chronicles.
An instance of the application of Assyrian data
to Old Testament chronological problems may be
given here. Shalmaueser II., who reigned 860-825
B.C., describes frequent expeditions to Syria and
Palestine, and mentions by name Ahab and Jehu of
Israel.
He relates that in the year of
Applica- his reign which is found to correspond
tion of
to 842 B.C., he received tribute from
Assyrian Jehu. Presumably this was at the
accession of Jehu, who would be
Data.
an.xious to secure support for his new
pretensions; but this is only a conjecture.
He
mentions, also, that in 854 he fought a great battle
against a league of western rulers, among whom
were Ahab of Israel and Ben-hadad of Damascus.
The history of Ahab, as given in the Bible, indicates
that there was only one occasion on which Ahab
and Ben-hadad could have made such a league with
each other: namely, in the brief period between the
peace of Aphek (I Kings xx. 34) and the death of
Ahab in the third year thereafter (ib. xxii. 2 et neq.).
The middle year of this interval suggests itself as
the date of tlu; league, 854 b.c.
Aliab, therefore,
must have died in 853 u.c. According to the narrative in Kings, Jehu came to the throne in the twelfth
year thereafter; that is to .say, in 842. Using with
necessary caution the Biblical numbers, one may now
reckon backwairl and forward from these dates and
obtain a fairly correct chronology of the whole period from the schism to the close of the Exile.
3. B>e8ults
The following are some of the
most important dates which have been ascertained
from combinations and inferences made upon the
:

learned by the aid of

Others had already been
Greek writers, especially

Ptolemy.
B.C.

a.c.

Division of the klUKiloin.
8S« Diiirl iimdf KliiK of Isriu'l.
Saniurla fouiuli-il.

733 Dama.spus and Samaria
taken by Tiglath-pllePart of Israel
ser.
deiKirted.

Peact' wltli DumiisfU.s.
Dciilli of .\tial).
Jeliu iiiiide king

Fall of

and pays

tribute to Assyria.

797

Damascus taken by the

Assyrians.
763 Amos prophesies.
738 Isaiah prophesies. Death
of King Uzzlah. NorthIsrael tributary to
Tiglath-plleser III.
734 Judah under Ahaz pays
homage to Assyria.

em

Samaria. Deof people

portation

by Sargon of Assyria,
who acceded in Jan.,
721.

567

Nebuchadnezzar

in-

vades Egypt.
539 In July, Babylon taken
by Gobrya.s the Mede,
general of Cyrus. In
October, Cyrus himself enters the city.

Ideler, Lehrbuch der ChroiuAoaU', 1S31
Brandes, Ahhamlluugen zur Oesch. des Orients, 1S74;
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Smith, Tlie Fnrphets of Israel, and Their Place in Hixtory,
1882. p. 413; Kamphausen, Chroiwlnoie der HehrUiMhen
K6nige, 1883; Mahler, Bihlische ChronoUiQie und Zeitrechnutii) der HebrUer, 1887
C. Nlebuhr, Die Chronoloqie der
Oesch. Israebi, etc., 1896 E. L. Curtis, Chronoloqy of the Old
Testament, in Hastings, Diet. Bible ; K. Marti, in Cheyne and
Black, Eru-yc. Bibl. s.v.
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The chronological system

of

the Jews was derived, like most of their science, from
the Greeks.
They used the " minyan shetarot " (era
of contracts, really the Seleucidan era, dating from
312 B.C.) till the Middle Ages, when the method of
reckoning from the creation of the world was introduced probably by the later geonim, as it was employed by R. Sherira (987 c.e.). This era begins

—

with the year corresponding to 3760 b. c. Maimonides
on occasions used no less than three eras, as ill the
Mishneh Torah (Shemittah, x. 4): "In the year 1107
of the destruction of the Temple, 1487 of the Seleucidan era, 4936 of the Creation." For a short time
the era of the Hasmoneans, dating from the autumn
of 143 B.C. (.see I Mace. xiii. 41-42), was in use.
See Era.

The dates recorded according to these various eras
are based in Jewish chronology on certain estimated
intervals between important events in post- Biblical
Jewish history. The.se intervals are given in 'Ab. Zarah 9a, 10a (probably derived from Seder 'Olam Kabbah, xxix.), which counts 34 years from the Second
Temple to Alexander; 180 for the Greek empire;
103 from the beginning of the Hasmonean dynasty
under John Hyrcanus (135 B.C.) to Herod; 103 from
Herod to the destruction of the Temple; making in
According to this reckoning, the era
all 420 years.
of contracts is placed six years after that of Alexander, the interval between whose appearance in
Palestine and the destruction of the Second Temple
is much less than in reality.
The date of the accession of Herod is placed two years too late; and that
of the destruction of the Temple is fixed at 68, which
is, of course, two years too early.
Loeb (" Revue
Etudes Juives," xix. 202-205) has ingeniously explained these discrepancies as due to a desire on
the part of R. Jose, the author of the Seder 'Olam
Rabbah, to make them agree with the prediction of
Dan. ix. 24 et seq., that sevent}' weeks (of years), or
490 ypars, would elapse between the Return from
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the Exile and tlie destruction of the Second Temple.
the Exile was assumed to last seventy jears, in

As

accordance with Jeremiah, this

left

420 years from

the Return (537 B.C.) to the destruction of the TemThis is
ple (TO c.e.), a discrepancy of 187 years.
got rid of in part by making the Persian domination
This
last 34 instead of "204 years (537-333 B.C.).
was done in order to make the interval between the
Exodus and the era of contracts exactly 1,000 years.
Owing to these discrepancies, great confusion exists in the annals of the Jewish chroniclers, who
have generally tried to combine the dates recorded
by their predecessors with those of more recent
event.s, using the era of creation almost exclusively
(see

Dates of
Jewish

Loeb, "Josef Haccohen et

I.

Chroniqueurs Juifs," Paris, 1888, re"Revue Etudes Juives,"
Annalists, xv., xvi.); and it is dangerous to trust
to their lists unless checked by contemporary annals. In the subjoined chronological
table the dates of the most prominent events of
Jewish history have been derived from Henrietta
Szold's "Tables of Jewish History" in the index
volume (pp. 104 et seq.) of the American edition
of Graetz's "History of the Jews." For events
of lesser importance the sources are in almost
every case the local annalists as utilized by the historians of the

Jews in the respective countries.

361. Restoration of the

accusations, expulsions, host-tragedies, and acts of
emancipation, for all of which complete lists are
given in sei)arate articles under the respective headings.

(March

of the non-Jewish world having been regarded as of
more direct historic importance. Tiie ruling principle lias been to confine the list to strictly historic
events; i.e., to incidents affecting either directly or
indirectly the relations of the Jews to the states in
whose territories they have dwelt. Incidents affecting merely the internal concerns of the Jewish com-

munities have not, as a rule, been included.

undertaken under

10)

Jews excluded from

nities in the

Roman

all

public oflBces and dig-

empire.

425. Extinction of the patriarchate.

Persecution of the Babylonian Jews under Tezdegerd III.
of Vannes (Gaul) prohibits the clergy from
taking part in Jewish banquets.
471. Persecution of the Babylonian Jews under Firuz (Perozes)
the exilarch Huna Mari and others suffer martyrdom.
500 (circa). Abu-Karil)a, Himyarite king, adopts Judaism, and
converts his army and his people.
511. Mar-Zutra II., prince of the Captivity (exilarch), estab455.

465.

The Council

537.

lishes an independent Jewish state in Babylonia under
the Persian king Kobad.
(May 14, 15) Uprising against Jews of Clermont; synagogue destroyed.
The Council of Epaon forbids Christians to take part in
Jewish banquets.
Persecution of the Jews by Kobad, King of Persia.
Justinian I. decrees that the testimony of Jews shall be
valid only in Jewish cases.
Justinian declares Jews Incapable of holding any olBcial

538.

The Council

516.
517.

518.
532.

dignity.
of Orleans forbids Jews to appear on the
street at Eastertide.
Visigothic King of Spain, completely isolates
Jews from Christians.

589. Reccared,

612. Slsebut. Visigothic king, forces the

Jews

to accept

baptism

or to emigrate.
624.

The Banu Kainuka'a, a Jewish-Arabic

627.

Emperor Heracllus forbids Jews to enter Jerusalem, and
in other ways harasses the Palestinian Jews.
Dagobert orders the Jews of the Prankish empire to ac-

Arabia by

629.

tribe,

driven from

Mohammed,

cept baptism or to emigrate.
633.

The Council of Toledo under Sisenand, Visigothic king,
and Isidore of Seville, forces converts to Judaism back
to Christianity.

only professing Catholics shall remain
Jews emigrate.
banishes all Jews from Arabia
the " Pact of Omar " imposes restrictions upon Jews in
the whole Mohammedan world.
641. Bulan, khan of the Chazars, becomes a Jew.
Mar-Isaac, head of the Sura
658. Beginning of the Gaonate
638. Chlntila enacts that

In Visigothic Spain

In contradistinction to the usual custom, but few
lit<Tary events have been included in the table, only
those works which have affected the public opinion

at Jerusalem

dria.
418.

Par-

been given to the successive
stages of legislation, while only selections have been
made from the many cases of autos da fe, blood
ticular attention has

Temple

Julian the Apostate.
Apostate abolishes the Jew tax.
400. Moses, the false Messiah of Crete.
415. Cyril. Bishop of Alexandria, drives the Jews from Alexan362. Julian the

les

printed from

Chronologry

640.

Omar, the second

;

calif,

;

694.

Academy, takes the title "Gaon."
(Nov.) All Jews In Spain and Gallic Provence declared
slaves children under .seven forcibly baptized.
Omar 11., Ommlad Calif of Damascus, reenacts the " Pact
of Omar."
Appearance of the false Messiah Serenus in Syria causes
many Spanish Jews to emigrate to Palestine.
The Karaite schism led by Anan ben David.
Isaac sent by Charlemagne on an embassy to Harun al;

720.
721.
781.
797.

Ra.shld.

A

from thk Destruction
OK Jkhusale.m to the Yk.\r 1902.

JEwisjr CifuoxoLocY

" Capltula de Judels " of Charlemagne and Ludwig decide
that Jews should not have Church utensils In pledge.
827 (ci'rcn). Eberanl, " M agister Judaeorum" under Louis I.
814.

the Pious, king of the Franks, protects the

C.E.
70.

72.

Jf nisalem besieged and conquered by Titus ; the Temple
destroyed.
Judea romplft»'ly ronquered ; the " FIscus Judalcus'Mn-

8.'jO.

878.

Ibrahim Ibn

982.

(July

845.

stltuUvl by VcspO-slan.
115.

118.

The JewH of Habylnnia. Palostlnp, E(fypt, Typrus, Cyrene.
and Libya rlsf a(falnHl Trajan.
The Jews of I'altslln*' hHe against Trajan and Hadrian

;

"
1.33.

War of

I.urlus Quietus."

nebclllon of Bar Koktia against Hadrian; restoration of
the .Ifwlnti state.

Wt. Fall of itctiiiir
Ml. Rcvohitlnn In
2Wi.

30fi.

32.5.

:

i-nil

of

Bar Knkha's

I'nicstltic

retu'lllon.

against Anlonlntis Plus.

III., .son of .ludah II.. patriarch, collcfis a tax from
fon-lKu fotnniunltlfs.
rouncll of F.lvlni forbids Christians U) eat with .lews or
to Intt-rmnrry with them.
First .Mrene •'ounrll separates the celebration of F.aster

yellow kerchiefs.

.lewlsli I*a«w)ver.

Ahmad

orders Jews of Sldly to wear a badge.
life of Otto II. after battle of

Kalonymus saves

Cotrone.

Rouen by Rol)ert the Devil.
Jews driven from Mayence by Emperor Henry 11.
Ma-ssacre at Cordova by soldiers of Sulalman Ibn

Perser'iillon at

1012.

(Nov.
(Apr.

lOl.'t.

I

ID)

al-Haklm.

renews the " Pact of Omar" In Egypt.
Banishment of the Jews from (iranada.
Pope (Jregnry VII. (Hlldebrand) promul.qrates canonical
law against Jews holding oHlce In Christendom.
Jews repulsed from Ireland.
PoiK- (Jretrory VII. proU'st.s against Jews being placed by
the King of Castile In authority over Christians.

1021. AI-I.lKkIm
lOiKl.

lOTH.

1079.

under penalty of cleath, marriage of
a .lew with a Christian woman, and clKMiiriclslitn of

KK").

slaves.

1090.

339. Constantlus forbids,

i:t)

1IX)7.

Judah

from that of the

Jews against

Agobard, Bishop of Lyons.
The Council of Meatix. under Amolo, Bishop of Lyons, ena<'ts antl-Jewlsh decrees, renewing those of Constantlne
and Theodoslus II.
Al-Mutnwakkll orders the "Peoples of the Book " to wear

"Fueni"

(decree) of Alfonso VI. appoints duel as

means

THE

Chronology

JEWItill

of st'ttUiiK lltlgiulon lH>t\vjM>n riiiistlnn nnd Jew. (Feb.
19) Henry IV. tjn«nls lo.liuliili tien Kiiloiiymus aud oilier
Jews of Speyer piotiviltui to life iiiul property.
10W6, First I'rusiute ; Jew.s iiias.'yu'i-eil iiU>iiR the Uhlue and elsewlien*.
1090. The Jews of Jenisiiiem luinied in ii syuugogiie by the

Crusaders under (iodfrey of lUnilllon.
The "Oonstitutlo Piiels " of tht> imiHMinl eourt nt
.\lHyenee iwsiires the Jews of the " emperor's peaee."

ENCYCLOPEDIA

1241.

Paris, Moses of Coucy, Talmudlst and itinerant preacher,
nnd two others.
(May 24) Uiot nt Finnkfort on accountof a Jewish convert.

1244.

Arduiuke Frederick

1240.

James

Jewish

lliO. Callxtiis II. Issues bull

;

appt^aninoe of a false Messiah nt

lloinan Jews.
I. of Bohemia decrees that no Christian shall
serve Jews.
1144. Alleged nuirtynlom of St. William of Norwich (Drstcase
of bkx)d aecusjition).
1124. Ladislaus

1146.

Second Crusade Jews massacred throughout Franc« and
Germany. Beginning of the Alniohad persecution in
northern Africa and southern Spain Jews flee, or pre;

1174.
1178.

Egypt from public offices.
Riot at Toledo, at which Fermosa, the Jewish mistress of

1179.

The

1156.

1171.
1172.

1203.

1264.
1365.

1367.
1270.
1273.

1374.

Alfonso VIII., is killed.
third Lateran Council pa.sses decrees protecting the
religious liberty of the Jews.
(Aug.) Jews of Boppard
and neighlwrhood slain because body of Christian
woman is found on banks of Rhine. Jews expelled

1380.

from Bohemia.
Augustus of France banishes the Jews from
his hereditary provinces and takes one-third of their

1285.

1183. (April) Philip

1275.

1286.

debts.
1189. Attack
1190.

(May

on the Jews of London

17)

at coronation of Richard I.
Self-immolation of 150 Jews at York to avoid

baptism.
1194.

1198.
1200.
1205.

1209.

" Ordinances of the Jewry " passed in England for registering Jewish debts, thus preparing the way for the
exchequer of Jews.
Jews permitted to return to France by Philip Augustus on

payment of 15,000 livres in silver.
Bishop Conrad of Mayence issues a formula for an oath
In German for Jews of Erfurt.
(July 15) Innocent III. writes to Archbishop of Sens and
Bishop of Paris laying down the principle that Jews are
bound to perpetual subjection because of the Crucifixion.
Council of Avignon issues restrictive measures against the
Jews. (July 22) French Jews attacked and plundered

200 murdered.
(Nov. 1 The Jews of England Imprisoned by King John.
1211. Many French and English rabbis emigrate to Palestine.
1212. The Jews of Toledo killed by Crusaders under the Cistercian monk Arnold ; first persecution of Jews in
1210.

)

Castile.
1215.

Magna Charta
Jewish debts

England

limits rights of the

to the principal.

measures, decrees the

crown

Fourth Lateran Council

III., among
many
Jew badge.

1392. Ritual

Jews

Golden Bull of Hungary refuses Jews the right to hold
public office. Council of Oxford Imposes restrictions on
the English Jews.
'Nov. H) Rabbinical Synod of Mayence regulates the payment of the Jewish taxes.

Narbonne reenacts the anti-Jewish decrees of
the fourth Lateran Council.
de Judels" In France by Louis IX. pro.
hlblts Jews from making contracts or leaving their

1230. (Dec.) ".Statutum

lords' lands.

Jews of Fulda find
killed In consequence.

1254. (Dec. 10)

a murdered Christian

;

261

Jews of Sicily under his protection as
being his "servl camerae" first use of this term).
(June 25) Disputation before Louis IX. of France between
Nicholas Donln and the Jews represented by Jehlel of

1236. Frederick II. takes

'

prison.

Bolko I.
Fredericianum."
(June 23) Boniface VIII. enters Rome and spurns the
Torah presented to him by Jewish deputation.
1297. " Judenordnung" for Brandenburg.
1398. Persecution of the Jews in (Jennany instigated by Rindflelsch
Mordecai ben Hillel a martyr.
1301. Jews plundered and slain at Magdebui'g.
1303. Ordinance of Philip the Fair enacts that all trials between
Christians and Jews be decided by regular courts.
1306. First expulsion of the Jews fiom France under Philip the
1295.

;

Fair.

Jews

recalled to France by Louis X. for twelve

years.
1330.

The Pastourenux persecutions

1321.

The Leper persecution

in France ("gezerat ha-

Ro'im").

killed at Erfurt.

1227. Council of

thrown into

England.
riot at Colmar.
of Silesia grants Jews "Privileglum

murder accusation and

1294. (Aug. 7)

antl-Jewlsh

122U.

1240.

against Talmud.
1387. (May 2) All Jews in England
1390. (Nov. 1) Jews banished from

in

1221.

Jews

Expulsion from Brabant, under will of Henry III., of all
Jews except those living by trade.
Disputation at Barcelona between Pablo Christianl and
Nahinanides.
Massacres at London, Canterbury, Winchester, and Cambridge by the barons in revolt against Henry III.
(May 2) Persecution at Sunzig; 72 persons burned in
synagogue.
(May 12) Synod of Vienna, under Cardinal Gulda, orders
Jews to wear pointed hats.
(June 23) Persecution at Weissenburg.
(Nov. 4) Jews of Lerida obtain permission to substitute
oath by the Ten Commandments for the oath "more
Judaico."
(July 7) Gregory X. issues bull against blood accusation.
Jews expelled from Marlborough, Gloucester, Worcester,
and Cambridge, at request of the queen-mother.
Alfonso X. orders all Jews of Leon and Castile to be imprisoned till they pay 12,000 maravedis, and 13,0(X) for
every day of delay in payment. English Jews forced to
attend sermons of Domlrricans.
Blood accusation at Munich.
(June 28) Meir ben Baruch of Rothenburg (1220-93),
chief rabbi of Germany, imprisoned when about to emigrate. Sancho of Castile in Cort«s of Palencia orders
Jews to submit their ca.ses to the ordinary alcaldes
(abolition of legislative autonomy).
(Nov. 30) Bull of
Honorlus IV. to archbishops of York and Canterbury

1315. (July 38)

of

under Pope Innocent

lZ£i.

(Dec.) Louis

many).
12G1.

1150. Statutes of .\rles

1168.

burned at Paris.
of Anigon, In the ( »rdenamiento of Huesca, declares Jews to be "In cou)nuinda regis." Council of
B^zlers forbids Jews to practise medicine.
I.

1255. (July 31)

:

tend to accept Islam.
appoint a special Jewish oath.
Jews of Persia persecuted on account of pseudo-Messiah,
David AIn.\v.
Latins and Greeks. Jews and Saracens, granted right of
being Judged by their own laws in Sicily.
Thirty-one Jews and Jewesses of Blois burned on the
charge of having used human blood in the Passover.
Persecution of the Jews of Yemen.
Messianic excitement.
Sultan Nureddin Mahmud removes all Jews of Syria and

Worcester, England.

the Valiant, of Austria, grants
privileges to the .lews (" Privilegluni FriMlci iciauuiu ").
Twenty-foiu' wagon-loads of Talinuds and other manu11.

I.\. expels Jews from Fnmce.
St. Hugh of Lincoln disappears, nnd the Jews
are accused of murdering lilm for ritual purposes.
1259. Jahudan de Cavallerla becomes " bayle-goneral " and
treasurer of Amgon. Provlnclnl council of Krltzlar for
province of Mayetice repeats several of the canonical
restrictions, including the badge (flrat time In Ger12.54.

"Slcut Judivis," the charter of the

I'lirlluiiK'nt suiiiiiioned to

scripts (120(1)

1103. (Jnn. Oi

UOe. Ma-ssju-n' nt ToltHio.
HIT. I'erse^'utlon ai Uouie
Cordova.

72

France (" gezerat mezora'lm ").
(June 34) Second expulsion of the Jews from France.
Five thousand slain In Dauphin^ on charge of wellin

poisoning.
1322. (Pentecost)

Talmuds burned

in

Rome.

Alleged desecration of host at Giiptrow.
1334. (Oct. 9) Casimlr III. the Great, of Poland, grants Jews
"Privileglum Fredericianum."
1334. Host-tragedy at Constance.
1337. (May) Amileder massacres at Enslsheim, Mflhlhausen,
Hufach, etc.
1346. Blood accusation at Munich.
1348. (Feb. 28) The Ordenanilento of Alcaza orders all usury to
cease.
'July IG) Karl IV. forbids Jews being summoned before the Vehmgericht.
1348-49. Persecution of the Jews In central Europe on account
of the Black Death.
Pope Clement VI. issues two
bulls protecting them.
1330.

THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA
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1350. A'Jonso IV. of

Portugal enforces the badge

Peninsula).
1351. Cortes of Valladolid

demands the

(first

In the

abolition of the judicial

autonomy of Spanish-Jewish communities. Jews burned

1482. Inquisition established in
mada, chief inquisitor.
1484. Jews expelled from Aries.
1486. (Feb. 12)

Konigsberg in Neuraark.
Jews invited back to Worms on account of their usefulat

1353.

ness.

Autos da
punished
1490. (Dec.)
1494.

1370.

go to Wallachia.
All Jews imprisoned and robbed in Austria.

1380.

(Nov. 16) Riot at Paris;

most

many Jews

1495.

plundered, several

1387.

Jews expelled from Basel.
(Apr. 18) The charge of insult to a priest carrying the sacrament leads to the massacre of the Jews in Prague.

Mayence regulates the rabbinical marriage

laws.

(June

Spanish horrors begin; Ferdinand Martinez inmob against the Jews of Seville anti-Jewish
spread throughout Castile and Aragon.
139t. (Nov. 3) Third and last expulsion of the Jews from
France, under Charles VI.
1400. Persecution of the Jews of Prague iit the Instigation of the
convert Pessach ; Lipmann of Miihlhausen among the
6)

cites the

;

riots

sufferers.
1408. (Oct. 2.5) Juan II. of Castile
1405.
1410.

withdraws

civil Jurisdiction

;

Expulsion of Jews from Styria. Manoel of Portugal orders the Jews to accept baptism or leave the country.
1498. The exiles settled in Navarre banished. Jews expelled

from Nuremberg and Ulni.
1501. (July) Fifty-four Jews burned at Seville.
1502. Appearance of the pseudo-.Messlah Asher

Vincent Ferrer raises the populace against the Jews.
Second general massacre of Jews in all the Spanish

provinces.
7) Religious disputation at Tortosa arranged by
Pope Benedict XIII. between Geronimode Santa Fe and
Vldal ben Benveniste ibn Labi and Joseph Albo.
1415. (May 11) Bull of Benedict XIII. against the Talmud and
any Jewish book attacking Christianity.
1420. Charges of host -desecration lead to the putting to death of
a number of Jews and to the expulsion of the remainder
from Lower and Cpper Austria.
1424.

14.58.
14tK).

14*4.

1469.
1470.

1475.

sianic agitation.

and

(Aug.

1531.

Clement

1541.

Jews expelled from Naples.
Jews expelled from Bohemia because of flres in Prague
and other towns.
Luther publishes his attack on the Jews.
(July 10) Eighteen hundred Maranos released from the

1548.

prisons of the Inquisition in Portugal.
1551.
15.54.

1555.
1558.

1567.

1568.
1569.

(

1570.

Sellni II.

The Jew LIppold executed at Berlin
from Bmndenburg.

;

all

Jews

exp«'llr(l

Blood accusa-

Italy anil sicllv.

1481.

(June 21) Rabbinical synod at Ferrara.
Paul IV. issues the bull "Cum Nlmis Absurdum." Jews
expelled from the Palatinate.
Twenty-four Jews of Ancona hanged and burned by order
of Paul IV.
Don Joseph Nassl appointed ruler of Naxos and eleven
other Islands of the Grecian archipelago. (June 15)
Jews expelled from Genoese territory.
Isaac Liiria Levi (1.534-72), caballst, pretends to be the
Messiah, son of Joseph.
(Feb. 26) Bull of Plus V., " Hebrreorum Gens." expels
Jews from Papal States except Rome, Bologna, and Ancona.
Solomon AshkenazI sent as an envoy to Venice by Sultan

1573. (Jan. 28)

tion brouifht iigiilnst Jews of 8*'pulveda.
Jews plundtTi'd and slain nt Posen.
Jews expelled frotn blsliuprlc of Mnvence.
Bemnrdlnus of Fr-ltre preaches ngalnBt the Jews In Italy.
The Jews charged with ihf murder of Simon of Trent
for ritual purpf)S»'s.
Kluis In I'lidua and elsewhere In

1.576.

;

Bamberg on account of
Simon of Trent affair.
The Inquisition against the Mnranos established In Seville
and at other places In Castile.

St^'pheii

Mailiorl allows the

Jews of Poland

to carry

on

1614.

Inide without restrictions.
Expulsion from Silesia.
(ctrcfi).
The Jews r)f Poland establish the Council of
Four Lands Mordecal Jufe probably Its first pr<!.sident.
(Aug. 17) I'apiil edict forbids Jews to admit Christians
Into synagogues, etc.
Clement VIII. expels the Jews from all the Papal States
except Home Mn<l Ancona. The llrst Marano settlement
In Holland riiiidc nt Amsterdam under Jacob Tlrado.
Persecution of the Persian Jews by Shah Abbas the Great.
Bet Jncob synagogue consecrated nt Amsterdam.
Portuguese Jews granted right of residence In Hamburg.
(Sept. 2» Vincent Fettmllch's Kttack upon the Jews of

1615.

Jews

1.582.

1586

;

1592.

1593.

ncrusatlon In Regensburg through the convert
Wolfnim.
Jews plundered at Colmar and burned al Passnu the rest

expelled throuirh bishop.
1478. Jews expelled from dWicese of

Jews banished from Genoa.
Jews expelled from Bavaria and Wurttemberg.

1550. (April 2)

1476. BI'xmI

1477.

VII. issues

quisition for Maranos.

confls<'ates their projxTty.

Eighteen Jews burned at Nuremlwrg.
jcwH fXfH'lled from Nclss*- by the gilds.

12)

privileges

NI(hola.s

Jews expj'lled frrim Krfurt.
March 5) Thestatesof Austria demand that no Jew be permitted to dwell there. Jews cxpi-lli'd from Savoy.
(Apr. 12) Jews plundered and murdered by soldiers In

Joselof Roshelm obtains extension of Alsatian
from Charles V.
a bull establishing the Portuguese In-

1530.

1.543.

CrtK-ow.
1467.
146M.

(Gratz, ix. 94).

1542.

into prison

Burning of Jewish books at Frankfort. Thirty-eight Jews
burned in Berlin for host-desecration and child-murder

(March) Venice sets apart a special quarter for a ghetto
(first use of the term).
1524. The Jews of Cairo threatened with destruction by A^mad
Shaitan, viceroy of Egypt. Jews return to Genoa.
1529. (May 21) Thirty Jews burned at P5sing on blood accusation.
Solomon Molko (Diogo Pires, 1501-32) begins bis Mes-

Rabbinlral synod at Valladolid.

de Cu.sa enforces the wearing of the Jew badge In
fJermany.
1454. (May 2) Korty-one Jews burned nt Breslau, and Jews exp<'llPd from Brilnn and OlmQtz, through Caplstrano.
14.'>1.

1510.

Jews expelled from Cologne.
Jews exfjclled from Zurich.

Host-tragedy at Segovia.
A synod at Avila. under Abraham Benveniste Senior,
provides for an educational system for Jewish Spain.
1434. The Council of Basel renews old and devises new canonical rchtrlctlons against Jews.
Annihilation of the Jews
of Majorca.
14.3.5. Jews cxfielled from Speyer.
14.'J8. Jews expelle<l from Mayence.
144<^). Jews expelled from Augsburg.
1447. Ca-Mlmlr IV. of F'oland grants special privileges to Jews.
1450. Ludwig .X. (if Ilnvaria throws all the Jews In forty towns
1432.

LSmmleln.

denounces Reuchlin. (March 22) Jews permitted to return to Lithuania. (Dec. 27) Judalzing followers of Zecharlah of Kiev burned at Moscow.
1505. Jews expelled from Orange. All slain at Budweis on a
child-murder accusation.
1506. Jews settle in Plnsk and secure synagogues and cemetery.
Massacre of 4,000 Maranos in Lisbon.
1508. (July 15) Royal decree issued expelling Jews from Portu1503. Pfefferkorn

1516.

1413. (Jan.

1423.

Jews expelled from Geneva.
(Aug. 2) Expulsion of the Jews from Spain.
Jews plundered in Naples. Blood accusation at Tymau.
Jews expelled from Florence, but readmitted after a few
months on account of their utility Jews expelled from

gal.

Jews expelled from Speyer.
(Oct. 20) Jews attacked at Cracow.
(Sept.) Meir Alguades slain on charge of host-desecration.

1411.

auto at Barcelona. (May 24 and July 30)
at Toledo ; at former, 21 Jews burned, 400
at latter, 76 burned.

f(5
;

1496.

from Jews.
1407.

;

Lithuania.

A synod

at

1492.

fled.

1381.

1391.

Toledo at which 740 were absolved.
same place 900 Jews "recon-

1488. (Jan. 25) First

John a decree permitting Jews to dwell in France.
Jews e.xpelled by Louis the Great from Hungary; many

1389.

f^ at

ciled."

1365.

killed,

Auto da

Aragon; Thomas de Torque-

(Dec. 10) Another auto at

(Nov.) Samuel .\bulafla dies under torture on the charge
of pe<:ulation. Manessier de Wsoul obtains from King

1360.

Chronology

1.596.

1.598.

1612.

Frankfort.
of

Worms

banished.

Chronolog-y
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Chrysostomus

1617.

Jews rvturn to Frunkfort and Worms.
Uan. 3) " Neiio StAttljrKi'lt " for Fnuikfort nmkcs
doiuloll for Jews iHTiH'tiial.

1029.

(Juuo

1616.

-V>i

I.ippiuttn Heller foretnl to leave Uls post as

1781.

rabbi
1782.

burned at Geneva.
(July 4) MHO ilii W- at Miulriil.
Jews of liulanii full
(
grrants
ompany
1639. Dutoli West liuliu
religious IUhtiv.
1642. Six liuiulnsl Jews of .\instt>rilam with Isaac Aboab as

1787.
17lt0.

;

1791.

tiakuni settle at IVruaiubuco.

war with

1796.

of the Cossack persecutions of the Jews in
IViand uiuler I'hinielnlokl.
leagues ulonp the coast of Curacjao granted to David
Nassl for a Jewish colony.
(July 8» Twenty-four Jews land at New Amsterdam from

The Jews

HnizU side with the Dutch in

iii

their

the roriiijniese.
164*.

The beginning

1797.

1652.

Two

1801.

1654.

Brazil.

Menasseh ben Israel goes to London to obtain from
Cromwell the readmission of Jews into England.
(Feb. 4) Resettlement Day; Oliver Cromwell grants Carvajal right of residence for Jews in England.
(Feb. 2«5) Jews expelled from all the Papal States except
Rome and Ancona.
Jews expelled from Kiev by Alexis.
Shabbethai Zebl (1626-1676) publicly accepted as the Messiah at Smyrna.
(Feb. 14) Jews run races at the Roman carnival for the

1803.

1804.

tion of the poll-tax for Jews in Germany.
(Dec. 9) " Enactment concerning the Jews " passed
Alexander I. of Russia.

1807.

The Great Sanhedrln convened by Napoleon Joseph David

1655. (CK't.)
1657.
1659.
1660.

1665.

1667.

1808.

1809.

1811.
1812.

last time.

1670.

Jews banished from Vienna and Lower Austria by Emperor
Leopold I. Synod of Lithuanian rabbis and deputies set-

tle spheres of Jurisdiction in relation to central kahals.
1671. Frederick William, the Great Elector, grants a privilege
for twenty years to fifty families driven from Austria.
1678. Appearance of the pseudo-Messiah Mordecai Moshiah of

1813.

1815.

1656.
1690.

1695.
1700.

Auto da

1716.

Jonas .\aron

1820.
182;').

gilds.

of Posen.
(April 28) Jews expelled

Jews expelled from Little Russia by Czarina Anne.
Act passed by English Parliament naturalizing Jews
11)

1744.

1747.

1748.
1750.

settled in the American colonies.
(Dec. 2) Jews expelled from Great Russia by Czarina
Elizabeth.
'Dec. 18» Expulsion of Jews from Boliemia and Moravia.
Bull of Benedict XIV. de<-ldes that a Jewish child baptized,
even against canonical law, must be brought up under
Christian influences.
Jews permitted to remain in Bohemia on payment of a
" Judensteuer " of 21(i,000 florins.
(April 17) Frederick the Great issues a "Generalprivllegium ' for the Pru.ssian Jews.

Act passed by English Parliament permitting Jews to l)e
naturalized. "No Jew.s, no wooden shoes" riots in
England.
1754. Act granting naturalizatlnn to English Jews repealed.
1756. Blood accusation in Jampol. Poland.
1757. Jacob FYank becomes leader of the Shabbethaians. Bishop
of Kamenitz-Podolsk orders Talmuds to be burned.
1753.

1761. Persecution of Jews in Yemen.
1767. (June 20) Cossacks slay thousands of

1772.

Jews

Jews at Homel.
and Gothenburg,

In Stockholm, Karlskrona,
by favor of Gustavus III.
settle

Jews obtain

full civic rights In the state of Maryland,
U. S. A. Decree issued in Russia enrolling Jews for
military service.
1831. Louis Philippe orders salaries of rabbis to be paid by the

1826.

(Oct. 29) Jews of Kur-Hessen granted full emancipation.
(April 13) (ieneral Jewish regulations Issued in Russia.
Edict of Nicholas I. founding agricultural colonies In
Russia.
18.36. I,aw refusing Jews the right to bear Christian names renewed In Prussia.
18;i9. Sultan 'Abd al-Majid grants citizenship to Turkish Jews.
1840. (Feb. 5) Dama.scus blood accusation.
(Nov. 6) Firman issued by sultan against blood accusation.
1844. (May 25) Louis Philippe issues regulations for the Internal
organization of French Jews. (June) Rabbinical con18.33.

all restrictions again.st Jews of Rome.
1733. (July) Forty Jews from Lisbon arrive at Savannah, Ga.
1738. (Feb. 4) Joseph Suss Oppenheimer executed at Vienna.
1740. (Feb. 3) Charles the Bourbon, King of Naples and of the
two Sicilies, invites the Jews ba<'k for fifty years. (July

1742.

Hamburg opened.

in

state.

settles in Philadelphia.

The "Judenordnung" of Hamburg determines the social
condition of the Jews of that city.
(July 34-25) Serious uprising against the Jews at storming

from Russia and the Ukraine by
Catharine.
(Nov. 15) Act passed by General Assembly
of New York permitting Jews to omit "on the faith of a
Christian " from oath of abjuration.
1732. (Sept. 2) ' Edittosopra gli Ebrei " of Clement III. renews

1727.

Reform Temple

The beginning of the "Hep, hep!" persecutions.
Formation of the Society for the Culture and Science of
the Jews, by Zunz, Gan.s, and Moser.
Jews admitted again at Lisbon.
Jews expelled from St. Petersburg through Influence of

1819. (Aug.)

denthum."
17(0.
1710.

;

tion of the Jews.

le at Madrid.

Auto da fe at Lisbon.
Jews the victims of the Imperialist soldiery at the recapture of Buda from Turks.
Ninety Jews from Cura(;ao settle at Newport, R. I.
Jews forbidden to enter Sweden by Charles IX.
The house of Oppenheimer in Vienna attacked by a mob.
Elsenmenger attempts to publish his " Entdecktes Ju-

liy

Sinzheim president.
(Jan. 27) Jerome Najxileon Issues decree giving full civic
rights to Jews of Westphalia.
(Dec. 11) Naixtleon at
Madrid issues decree dividing the French empire Into
Jewish consistories.
Law of Baden forms Jews into special religious comnuinity with ail privileges.
The Jews of Hatnburg emancipated.
The Jews of Prussia emancipated.
(Feb. 18) The Jews of Mecklenburg emancipated.
(June 8) " Bundesakte" passed at the Congress of Vienna
decrees maintenance of status quo in the political condi-

1818. First

Elsenstadt.
1680. (June 30)
1682. (May 10)

17) Senatorial decree of Russia grants freedom of
settlement mid other rlK'hls to baplize<l Jews.
Joseph II. of Austria nbollslies the Jewish (x)ll-tax, and
gntnts civil llbtTlies to the Jews.
Joseph 11. Issues his ToUtuIIom Edict.
Frederick Williiini II. removes the "Leibzoll" in Prussia.
The French National Assembly gniiits citizenship to the
Sephardlc Jews of Bordeaux. New constitution for
Jews of Silesia a few ret'eive general privileges, etc.
The French National Assembly grants full civil rights to
the Jews.
Jews of Hollimd lieclured by the National Assembly to l)e
full cilizeiis of the Hatavlan Republic.
(Aug. 1) Two Jews, Broiiiel and l)e Lemon, elected members of the second National Assembly of Holland.
"Leibzoll" removed in Nassau.
I.srael Jacobson and Wolff Breidenbach agitate the aboli-

1776. (Oct.

right of

In I'niiOK'1632. (April ai) rniselyte Mcolius .Kntoine

1646.
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18;15.

ference at Brunswick.
Ukase issued ordering Russian and Polish Jews to
adopt ordinary costume.
1848. Emancipation Year: most of the countries of central
Europe grant full civic and political rights to Jews— in
the majority of cases, repealed the next year. (May 1920) Riots in Presburg.
1849. (July 3) Baron Lionel de Rothschild, previously returned
as M.P. for city of London, not allowed to take seat.
ia'')2. (Sept. 3) Violent anti-Jewish riots at Stockholm.
1856. (Feb. 18) " Hatti-Ilumayuu " issued, granting full civic
rights to Turkish Jews.
1845. (April)

(June 24) Edgar Mortara in Ancona forcibly taken from
his family by Bishop of Bologna on plea that he had
been baptized when an Infant by a Roman Catholic
"
servant. The oath " on the true faith of a Christian
abolished in England Jewish disabilities removed.
1860. Alliance Isra(;lite Unlverselle founded.
1863. (July) Emancipation of Swiss Jews.
1858.

;

1866.

Rumanian

constitution, clause

7,

makes

all

Rumanian

1868.

Jews "aliens."
Jews permitted to return

1871.
1873.

Anglo-Jewish Association founded.
Union of American Hebrew Congregations established.

to Spain. The law of the North
German Federation of July 3 decrees that no state shall
retain restrictions on the ground of religious belief.
1870. (March) Thirteen hundred and sixty Jews expelled from
districts of Falciu and Vaslui, Rumania.
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Lasker procures the passing of the " AustrittKesetz," permitting Jews to change their congregation.
1878. (July 13) The Berlin Congress inserts clause 44, that distinction of religion shall not be a bar to civil and polit1870. (July 28) E.

Rumania.

ical rights in

1880. (Nov. 20-22)

Debate in Prussian Diet on Kantorowicz

in-

cident.

(April 25) Anti1881. Atrocities against Jews in South Russia.
Semitic league in Germany presents petition with 255,000
signatures to Prince Bismarcli. (April 27) Riot at Ar-

genau.
1882. (April 7)

Disappearance of Esther Solymosi causes a

(May

on blood accusation at Tisza-Eszlar.

3)

"

trial

May

Laws "

issued by General Ignatlef confining the Jews
in the Pale of Settlement to the towns.
1884. (March 7) Rumanian law prohibiting hawking puts 5,000
Jewish families out of employment. (July 9) I>ord
Rothschild takes his seat as flrst Jewish peer in the
British House of Lords.
1885. Pittsburg Conference of American Rabbis establishes a
188e.
1887.

platform for Reform Judaism.
Drumont publishes " La France Juive."
(Feb. 28) Rumanian law excluding Jews from public
service and from tobacco trade and from employment
in retail trade.

12) Rumanian law limiting number of Jewish factory hands to one-third.
1890. (Dec. 10) Guildhall meeting against persecution of Russian

(May

1><89.

Jews by May Laws.
(June 29) Blood accusation at Xanten.
1892. Jewish Colonization Association founded by Baron de
1891.

Hirsch.
(Jan. 14) Rumanian law prohibiting Jews from being employe<l in public medical department.
1895. Capt. Alfred Dreyfus condemned and degraded as a spy
and dep<;rted U> Devil's Isle, Cayenne.
1897. (Aug. 29-31) First Zionist Congress at Ba.sel.
1893.

Eleven thousand two hundred Jewish children refused admission to public schools in Rumania.
ISg'J. (March 31) Rumanian law excluding Jews from agricul(Sept. 2) Dreyfus contural and professional schools.
demned a second time, but " pardoned " on Sept. 19.
(Sept.
1900. (Aug. 13-I«) Fourth Zionist Congress at London.
8) Israelsky, accused of ritual murder at Konitz, ac1898. (O-t.)

quitted.
1901. (De<:.)

Rumanian law pmhlbitlng Jews from holding

sa-

loons or stores in niral districts.
19(rJ.

'March) Rumanian law prohibiting employment of Jewish

working men.

Haccohen et les ChrnniI. hoeb. Jonef
(fueum JuifH, pp. 79, 86; S. Cassel, Juden, in Ersch and
Gruber, Kncyc. section )i., part 27, pp. 32-33 Stem. Jildische
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CHRYSOSTOMUS,

JOANNES

(goiurally
known as St. Chrysostom) PHtriarih of Con.stantinoplf, one (jf tiic most, cclolirutcd of tlie Cliiircli
:

Fathers, and tlic most einimiit orator of the early
period; horn iny4~at Antiocli died Sept.

C'liristian

;

Ciirysostom oriir14,407, nrar ("omanii, in Pontus.
inally devoted himself to the law, hut soon fell
di.ssatisfied witji tiiis vocation, und at the age of
twenty-tliree was madr- a deacon. A hont fifteen years
later (IJHO) headvanceil tothr- rank of pre.sbytcrr, and
in 39H was ai)p<tinted by the emperor IJishop of Con
staiitinople.
in

Havingattaeked the emi)ress Endoxia

his sermons,

Ik-

called soon after,

was banished (4()H), hut was re
upon the unanimous demand of
He repeated hisatlacUs upon the

liis congregation.
empress, and was again bani.shed in 404, first to
KicH'a, then to Cucusus in thi' desert of he Taurus,
and finally to Pityos on the Black Sea; hut he died
while on the way to tlic last-named place.
The name " Chrysostomus " (" golden moutlied "
;

Chronology
ChrysostomuB

jpwof = " gold," and a-6fin — " mouth ") is a title of
honor conferred on this Church father only. It was
first used by Isidore of Seville (636), and is significant
of the importance of the man, whose sermons, of
which one thousand liave been preserved, are among
the very best products of Christian rhetoric. As a
teacher of dogmatics and exegesis Chrysostom is not
of so much importance, although much space in his
works is devoted to these two branches. Among
"
his sermons, the " Orationes VIII. Ad versus Judseos
(ed. Migne, i. 843-944) deserve special notice, inasmuch as they mark a turning-point in anti-Jewish
polemics.
Wliile up to that time the Cluirch aspired merely to attack the dogmas of Judaism, and
did that in a manner intended only for the learned,
with Chrysostom there began the endeavor, which
eventually brought so much suffering upon the
Jews, to prejudice the whole of Christendom against
the latter, and to erect hitherto unknown barriers

between Jews and Christians.
It was the existing friendly intercourse between
Jews and Christians which impelled Chrysostom to
his furious attacks upon the former.
Attack on Religiousmotiveswere not lacking, for
Jews.
many Christians were in the habit of
celebrating the Feast of the Blowing
of the Shofar, or New-Year, the Day of Atonement,
and the Feast of Tabernacles (" Adversus Judaeos,"

"What forgiveness can we
ed. Migne, i. 848).
expect," he exclaimed, "when we run to their synagogues, merely following an impulse or a habit, and
Ciill their physicians and conjurers to our houses?"
In another place Chrysostom says: "I
(ib. viii.).
invoke heaven and earth as witnesses against you
if any one of you should go to attend the Feast
of the Blowing of the Trumpets, or participate
in the fasts, or the observance of the Sabbath, or
observe an important or unimportant rite of the
Jews, and I will be innocent of your blood " (ib. i. 8;
ed. Migne, i. 855). Not only had Chrysostom to comi)at the pro-Jewish inclinations of the Antiochians
in religious matters, but the Jews Avere held in so
nuich respect at that time, that Christians preferred
to bring their lawsuits before Jewish judges, because
the form of the Jewish oath seemed to them more
impressive and binding than their own {ib. i. 8; ed.
i.

;

Migne, i. 847).
Chrysostom further argues at length in his writings
that Judaism has been overcome and displaced by
Christianity.
He attempts to prove this by showing
that the Jewish religion can not exArguments ist without a temple and sacrifice and
Against a religious center in Jerusalem, and
Judaism, that none of the later religious institutions can fill the i)lace of the ancient
Chrysostom derides the Patriarchs, who, he
ones.
declares, were no i)riests, l)ut gave themselves the
appearance of such, and merely played tlieir parts
He adds: "The holy Ark, which the
like actors.
.lews now have in their synagogues, appears to be
no better than any wooden box offered for sale in
the market" {ib. vi. 7; ed. Migne, i. 614).
Hut h(! is not satisfied with the derision of all
He tries to convince his
things sacred to the Jews.
hearers that it is the duty of 'all Christians to liate
the Jcw8(t6. vi. 7; ed. Migne, i. 854), and declares
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siu for Cliristiaiis to treat tliom Avith rosprct.

lu spite of his Imtrod of the Jews aiul Ju(hiisin,

—

wliole Antituliian
tl»e
ns, iiuleoil.
Chrysostom
school ill thi'ir Hible exetcesis sliows a (icpiiuii'iuo
upon the Hapiradtili. whiciiat tlie tiineprodoininatcd
few parallels with
ftmons; the I*alestinian Jews.
the Haggadists have been given by Weiss, but they
could be easily increased; and even in instances nut
directly taken from the Haggadah, its intlucuce can

—

A

be noticed in the writings of Chrysostom.
The best edition of Clirvsoslom's works Is by
MonifiuiiMii, 13 vols., lu I'lttrolmiiiv Ciirtooi Ci>mplitu><, eA.
Mii:ne, Grefk .series. Paris, 171S-3S; Bohringer, Die Khxhe
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Town

:

government of VolJewish community existed here

A

lu the

hynia, Kussia.
before the uprising of the Cossacks in 1648. In 1898
Among
the town had nearly 8,000 inhabitants.
them there were about 3,500 Jews, who were principally engaged in handicrafts and commercial pursuits. The former employed 1,252 Jews, of whom 475
owned their shops, 498 were wage-workers, and 279
were apprentices. The principal trades followed by
the Jews are tailoring and shoemaking, tlie former,
in 1898, employing 475 men, and the latter 350. The

journeymen numbered

The educational

55.

institutions include a

Talmud

a private school for male
pupils, one for female pupils, and 30 hadarim with
an attendance of about 300.

Torah with 30

Bibliography

:

pupils,

B. Katz,

Le-Korut ha-Yehudim,

Berlin, 1899,

pp. 39, 41.

n. n.

CHTJETAS

S.
("

DELACALLE

Pork -Eaters") or
(•'

Ghetto People

to the descendants of the secret

who

J.

INDIVIDUOS
"):

Jews

Names given
in

Majorca,

who,
in order to induce the belief that they were good
Christians, publicly ate pork C'chuya," diminutive
"chueta"); the second term, "Ghetto People," is
self-explanatory. Their fate was similar to that of the
Cagots of the Pyrenees, who are still held in abhorrence by the natives of that region. People were
afraid to approach them; at church they sat apart;
and even in the cemetery their bodies were isolated.
"When the tribunal of the Inquisition was established
in Majorca in 1488, it granted a general amnesty to
all Jews that solicited pardon for their apostas3% and
it received back the repentant ones, to the number of 680, on payment of a considerable fine. Beginning with 1509, however, several secret Jews
were publicly burned before the Gate of Jesus at
Palma; and in 1679, when a synagogue was discovered in an outlying hou.se, several liundred of them
were condemned by the tribunal to imprisonment
for life, and their property was confiscated.
To escape these continuous persecutions and extortions, a number of Chuetas, reputed to be the
wealthiest inhabitants of Palma, decided to leave
the " Golden Island " in an English vessel which the}'
had hired for the purpose; and they had set sail,
when unfavorable winds compelled them to return to
at heart were

still

faithful to Judaism, but
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the harbor of Palma. After having been imprisoned
for five years, these unfortunates were, in 1691, condenuied by the Inqui-sition to the confiscation of
jiropcrty, and more than fifty of them were
garroted and then burned at the stake. Among the
latter were Raphael Vails, "an excellent rubbi";
Raphael Benito Terongi, his most faithful pupil;
The.se
anil Cataliiia Terongi, a sister of the hitter.
hero-martyrs were conunemorated by Majorcan
troubadours, whose verses are still sung by the
women of the island while at their work. The lu(luisition did its utmost to fan the prejudice of the
people against the outlawed. Their portraits were
placed in the Dominican monastery; and in 1755a
were mentioned the
list was published in which
names and rank of all those condemned to death or
to confiscation of property from 1645 to 1691.
Not until the publication of the royal decree, Dec.
16, 1782, was an amelioration effected in the condition of these people, who were thenceforward permitted to reside in any street in the city of Palma
and in any part of the island, and were no longer to
be called Jews, Hebrews, or Chuetas, under penalty
of the galleys or imprisonment in the fortress.
Three years later they were declared eligible to the
army and the navy as well as to public offices. Notwithstanding, as late as 1857 there appeared a speIt bore the title
cial book directed against them.
" La Sinagoga Balear. Historia de los Judios de Mallorca," and the purpose of the author, Juan de la
Puerta Vizcains, was, by means of it, to levy blackmail upon tiicra. They, however, bought up all
but three copies of the woi k. Tlie descendants of
the Chuetas, who bear to-day the same names that
their ancestors bore in the fourteenth century, now
occupy a respected position in industry and agriculture, as well as in the departments of scierice
tLitir

and

politics.

Bibliography: Kayserllng, Gesch. der Juden in Spanien
M. Levin, Ein Besuch hei
rind Portuaal. 1. 178 et seq.
den " Leuten der Gasse " in Palma, in Bruit's Jahrb. 1. 133
;

et seq.

;

Rev. Et. Juives,

ixlv. 297 et seq,
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CHUFUT-KALE

Suburb of Bakhchiserai, a
government of Taurida, Russia. It is
called by the Tatars " Kirk-er " (Place of Forty), and
by the Karaites, to which sect the greater part of
its inhabitants belong, "Sela' ha-Yehudim" (The
Rock of the Jews). There are many legends concerning the place. According to one, it was called
" Kirk-er " because the
khans Mengli-Girei and
Takhtamish, the founders of the city, brought with
them forty Karaite families, and in their honor called

town

:

in the

the "Place of Forty."
Another legend, fostered by the Karaites to show
tlie antiquity of their sect, says that Karaites were
brought there from Persia at the time of the first
Exile.
The early settlers of the city exercised great
The
influence upon their neighbors, the Chazars.
hakam Abraham Firkowitsch, who was very skilful
in falsifying epitaphs and manuscripts, pretended
to have unearthed ac the cemetery of Chufut-Kale
tombstones dating from the year 6 of the common
era, and to have discovered the tomb of Sangari,
which is still shown by the Karaites. According
to Harkavy, however, no epitaph earlier than 1203

it

can be seen at the cemetery of Chufut-Kale, called
" Vale of Jeboshapliat" and the tombs do not belong to Karaites, but to tlie old Rabbinite settlers
called " Krimchaki. " Chufut-Kale, however, existed
Abu al-Fida menas early as the seventh centur}-.
tions it under the name " KirR-er."
;

community

The Karaite

two

possesses

sj-na-

has abet din consisting of three members,
the hakam, the hazzan, and the beadle (shammash).
A printing-office for Karaite works was established
The first work published was the
there in 1734.
Karaite ritual, according to Aaron ben Joseph, the
author of "Sefer ha -Mibhar." For history of suburb see Crimea Karaites.

gogues;

it

;

ReaeMy, pp. 1023 ct seq.;
Chwolson, Tnid\i Pyatavo, ArchenlndichcskavD Syezda v
Ouifut-Kale; BeillnTiflisye. pp. 9.5-lCO; Beim. Pamyat
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CHT7MACEIR0,

ABON MENDES

:

Hakam

of Curasao, Dutch West Indies; born at Amsterdam Jan. 28, 1810; died there Sept. 18, 1882. He
received the various rabbinical degrees (that of
"morenu " in 1846) at the celebrated bet ha-midrash
Ets Haim. In 1848 he was awarded the royal gold
medal for the best
sermon in the Dutch
language.
When the

synagogue

Sephardic
of

Amsterdam

l)Osed

elect

to

preacher in
nacular,

it

the

pro-

him
ver-

met with

strenuous opposition,
Ladino being the only
language, except Hebrew, used
in
the

synagogue.

When

in

Chumaceiro was
elected first ab bet din,
1852

Aanni

Meiidt-s Chumaw.-lro.

he succeeded in overcoming the opposition
to Dutch, and soon estal)lislied a reputation
as one of the foremost
In 1852 lie edited the

orators in Holland.
Dutcii Jewish weekly, " llet Israelietisch Weekblad."
Jn the wime year lie was elected head of
the bet ha-midrasli Ets Haim.
ptil|)it
first

Delegated by

parnasim of his congregation
the future King Pedro V. of Portugal, Jit conducted the royal visitor and his suite to
the bet ha-midrash, wiicre the king, noticing the
names fif the donors to that institution inscribed on
in

tlie

\H'>4 to receive

the walls,

made

pare(;er rpie estoy

tlie

sigiiiliiiant

em mea

remark:

propia terra

"Me

faz
"

Pf)rtugal
lami of Por-

rlo

seems as flif)ug)i I were in my own
tugal).
Wlien iVdro V. as<^'ended the throne in
1856, he removed the civil disabilities of the Jews.
On account of his liberal conservative views
Chumaceiro was strongly oppr)8ed by the ultraOrthodox party, and he therefore accepted in 1855
from King William III. the ai>pointment of chief
rabbi of the colony of Curacao.
At the solicitation of the special ambassador, O. van Rees, who
(It
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was sent bj' the king to adjust the claims of the
persecuted Dutch Jews of Coro, Venezuela, he succeeded in settling the complicated disputes to the
entire satisfaction of the contending parties.
Chumaceiro visited his birthplace in 1861, when
the office of hakam was tendered to him, which he
declined, receiving on that occasion a costly testimonial from the Sephardic synagogue. He obtained
his discharge as hakam of Curasao in 1869, and
received a liberal pension from the king for "the
numerous and faithful services rendered to his
country."
Chumaceiro had four sons:

Abraham Mendes Chumaceiro:

Attorney
born at Amsterdam Nov. 16, 1841 died at
Curafao, Dutch West Indies, Aug. 19, 1902. He
moved to Curasao, in 1856, studied law, and was
admitted to the bar in 1872. He soon acquired
great prominence in his profession.
Among his
literary works are " Is Curasao te Koop? " and " Het
Kiesrecht in de Kolonie Curasao."
1.

at law

;

;

Benjamin Mendes Chumaceiro: Hazzan;
in 1871.
He received a ministerial training at the bet ha-midrash Ets Haim of
2.

born in Amsterdam

Amsterdam. In 1892 he was elected assistant hazzan
of the Portuguese synagogue at The Hague and in
1895 hazzan of that of Hamburg.
3. Jacob Mendes Chumaceiro
Day y an and
editor; born at Amsterdam March 11, 1833; died
Feb. 8, 1900. Besides being dayyan of the Sephardic synagogue, and acting hakam for the Portuguese Jews of North and South Holland, he was
inspector of the Jewish schools of Amsterdam, head
and librarian of the bet ha-midrash Ets Haim, and
editor of " Het Israelietisch AVeekblad."
;

:

4.

Joseph

Hayyim Mendes Chumaceiro

in Amsterdam July 3, 1844;
studied for the ministry under his father at CuraFrom 1867 to 1874 he was rabbi of Beth-El
sao.
congregation, Charleston, S. C.
from 1874 to 1880,
of Nefashot Yehudah, New Orleans, La. from 1884
to 1887, of Beth-El Emeth, Philadelphia, Pa.; from
1889 to 1891, of Mikwe Yisrael, Curasao; from 1892
to 1898, of Children of Israel, Augusta, Ga.
and
was recalled as rabbi to Cura9ao in 1898. During
part (1879-83) of his residence at New Orleans he
was also editor of "The Jewish South," a weekly
journal.
Besides many sermons and discourses, he published "The Evidences of Free-Masonry from Ancient Hebrew Records," 1900, which reached a third
edition; "La Revelacion," the first Jewish catechism

Rabbi and editor; born

;

;

;

and "Verdediging is geen Aanval," a
correspondence between a Christian divine and a
Jewish rabbi on Jesus as the Messiah.
llim.ioonArHV AfsrhrtdtprciUhnttr. Voonrnord dnnr David
in Spanisli;

:

]fr)iruiutz

<l4-

(iii'tro, is«i»l; J.

Voorsangcr. In Amcriciui Is-

raelite, Oct.. 1882.

A.

CHURCH

J.

H. M. C.

COUNCILS Synods of the Roman
Catholic Cliunli, jio.sse.ssing legislative power In
matters pertaining to doctrine and discipline. The
Apostles' synod at Jerusalem (Acts xv.) is regarded
Besides
as the oldest example of such h;i assembly.
the general (ecumenical) councils, of which the
Catholic Church recognizes twenty, there are na:

Tin: .IKWISII

Church Councils

tioinil

The

ami

proviiirial couiuils

decisions of tlu-so

irs-scr

and

dioci'sjui

sy noils

synods.

were naturally

authoritative only within thoir own particular districts; but as they were soniclinics rccogni/cd Ity
other provincial synods, or even hy a general coun
cil, they acquired a more or less general validity.
Many of the Church councils have concerned themselves with tlie Jews, with the object of removing
Judaizing institutions and teachings from among
Christians, destroying any influence which Jews
migiit exercise upon (.Christians, preventing, on tiie
one hand, the return to Judaism of baptized Jews,
and devising, on the other, means to convert Jews
It
is characteristic of
the deto Christianity.
cisions of tiiese councils in respect to the Jews that
up to the end of the Middle Ages they became ever
harsher and more hostile, a few isolated instances
only of benevolent resolutions standing on record.
Many of the Church decrees, however, were enforced only after they had been several times confirmed while some of them were never enforced at all.
The Jews are mentioned for the first time in the
resolutions of the synod at Elvik.\, at the beginning
of the fourth century, immediately
Spanish after the persecutions under DiodeSynods,
tian.
The synod opposed the custom
existing among Christians of having
the fruits of their fields blessed by Jews, and forbade all familiar intercourse, especially eating, with
Jews (canons 49, 50). The spirit of intolerance,
arising almost before the persecution of the Christians themselves had ended, remained characteristic
of the Spanish Church.
When the Arian creed was
exchanged for the Catholic by the third Toledo
Synod held under Reccared in 582, resolutions hostile to the Jews were passed.
Tlie synod forbade intermarriage with Jews, and claimed the children of
mixed marriages for Christianity. It disqualified
Jews from holding any public office in which they
would have power to punish Christians, and forbade
them to keep slaves for their own use (canon 14).
Still more severe are the decrees of the fourth Synod
of Toledo, in 633 (canons 57-66), directed more especially against the pretended Christianity of those
converted by force under Sisebut. Though it was
decreed that in the future no Jew should be baptized by force, tho.se who were once baptized were
obliged to remain Christians.
Whoever protected
the Jews was threatened with excommunication.
The sixth Synod of Toledo, in 638, confirmed King
Chintila's decree providing for the expulsion of the
Jews, and demanded tliat every future king on his
accession should take an oath to observe faithfully
the laws concerning the Jews.
The twelfth Synod
of Toledo, in 681, went furthest, and adopted in its
resolutions (canon 90) King Erwig's laws in reference
;

Jews

Leges Visigothorum," xii. 3): celebration
of the Sabbath and of feast-days, observance of
dietary laws, work on Sunday, defense of their religion, and even emigration were forbidden.
One
generation later Spain was under Moorish dominion.
More comprehensive were the measures adopted
by the councils outside of Spain. Before 450 they
confined themselves to the prohibition of familiar
intercourse with Jews; of the celebration of their
feast-days, especially the Passover; of resting from
to

("
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labor on their Sabbath; of entrance into their synaetc.
The General Council of Chalcedon
(451) went a step further, though only as a result of
previous resolutions, in forbidding intermarriage
at first only in tlie case of the children
Other
of lectors or juecentors (canon 14).
Synods. The synods of Orleans (in 533 and 538)
and the above-nienlioned Spanish syn-

gogues,

ods forbade marriages between Jews and Christians altogether, and this legislation was repeated
by the Synod of Rome in 743. As the Jews themselves were opposed to such marriage;, there was no
enforcement of these decrees. Only
in countries where Christianity had not yet gained
entire mastery was there a repetition of these marriage prohibitions, as in Hungary (1092) and in
dirticulty in the

Spain (1239). The Quinisext Synod of Constantinople, in 692, and a number of later synods forbade
Christians to receive treatment from Jewish physicians.
In spite of this interdiction (repeated several times, at Avignon as late as 1594), even popes
often emplo3ed Jews as court physicians.
After the Synod of Orleans, in 538, the councils
turned their attention to the Cinistian slaves in the
service of Jews, at first merely prescribing the protection of the slaves' persons and religious belief,
but later prohibiting absolutely the possession of
Christian slaves.
Together with this decree, which
only repeated a law in the Theodosian Code, came
laws forbidding Jews to have free Christians in their
employ. By a general decree of the third Lateran
Council of 1179 (canon 26), Christians were strictly
forbidden to act as servants to Jews, with so little
elTect, however, that nearly all later Church councils
had to renew the interdict for instance, the Synod of
Milan in 1565 (canon 14). Jews of all lands were in
great fear of the third Lateran Council ("Shebct Ye;

hudah," ed. Wiener, p. 112). Their fears, however,
proved groundless; for, aside from the decree in respect to the employment of Christian
Third Lat- servants, especially of nurses and mideran Coun- wives — a decree due to the fear of the
cil, 1179.
common people's apostasy to Judaism

—

the following are the important decisions of the council: (1) Christians must not live
together with Jews (a repetition of an old decree);

new synagogues must not be built; old ones may
be repaired only when dilapidated, but on no account may they be beautified (3) the testimony of
Christians against Jews must be admitted, since
Jews are accepted as witnesses against Christians;
(4) neophytes must be protected against the fanaticism of the Jews, and Jews are forbidden to disinherit baptized persons (compare "Codex Theodo(2)

;

sian.," xvi. 8, 28).

that

A

characteristic clause states

Jews may be protected only

for reasons of

common humanity.
The fourth Lateran Council, in 1215, was of crucial
importance.
Its resolutif)ns inaugurated a new era
of ecclesiastical legislation in regard to the Jews, and
reduced them virtually to the grade of pariahs. In
the south of France an assembly of .lewish notables,
which was held at the demand of Isaac Benveniste,
sent a delegation to Rome to try to avert the impending evil. The last four resolutions or canons which
the council adopted were concerned with the Jews.
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Cauou 67 adopts measures against usury by the Jews.
synod at Avignon had anticipated the Lateran
Council in this respect, and it was imitated by other
At the same time
councils of the thirteenth century.
very strict regulations were made against Lombard
usurers, who, according to Matthew of Paris, were
much worse than the Jews. For houses and landed
property Jews were obliged to give a
tithe to the Church, and besides each
Fourth
Jewish family had to pay at Easter a
liateran
Canon 68 ordains a
tax of six denarii.
Council,
special dress for Jews and Saracens,
1215.

A

ostensibly "to prevent sexual intercourse, which has occasionally occurred by mistake,"
but in reality to make a sharp distinction between

The Jewish badge and hat
Christian.s.
exposed the Jews to scorn and ridicule, and their
complete abasement dates from this time. Later
councils, even up to comparatively modern times,
have renewed these regulations, fixing the form and
color of the Jewish badge in various countries, or
forbidding the Jews to wear certain costumes (see
Jews and

Badge; Head, Covering of).
Because many Jews were said to parade in their
best clothes during Holy Week (in which the Feast of
the Passover usually falls) on purpose to mock the
Christians, the Jews were not thenceforth allowed
This
to leave their houses at all during those days.
Draconian decree, however, supported by similar
decrees of French and Spanish synods of the sixth
century, was not without its advantages for the Jews,
aa many subsequent synods (for instance, at Narbonne, 1227; Beziers, 1246) were obliged expressly to

Jews against ill treatment during Holy
Other synods of the thirteenth century
forbade Jews to cat meat on Christian fast-days
(Avignon, 1209), or to carry it across the street
(Vienna, 1267). The synods of Narbonne (1227),
Beziers (1246), Albi (12r>r,), and An.se (1300) forbade
Canon 69,
altogetlier the sale of meat by Jews.
which declares Jews disqualified from holding public
offices, only incorporated in ecclesiastical law a decree of the Holy Christian Empire. As has been
mentioned, the synods of Toledo, and the French
councils alsf), had debarred Jews from the office of
judge, and from any office in wliich tliey would posThe fourth
sess the right to pimish Christians.
I.Atoruri Council simply extended tliis statute over
the whole Roman Catholic world, ref<'rring to the
synods of Toledo in support of its decision. Canon
70 takes measures to prevent converted Jews from
returning to their former belief.
The concluding act of the foiirlli I/itcrun Council
the Crusades decree compelled Jewisli creditors t/> renounce all claim to interest on debts, and
protect the

Week.

—

—

ways the movements of the CruSimilar ordinances were adopted by the
The decisions of the
first Council of Lyons (1245).
Synod of Vienna, in 1267, were practically the same
as those of the fourth I^Jiteran CoiinVienna
morr- severe in some
cil, but were

facilitated in other
.saders.

Synod of

points.
For example. Jews were forbidden to frequent Christian inns or
baths; fhey were ordered to stay at
home with closed doors and windows when the host

1267.

was

carried past, etc.

Nevertheless, these decrees

Church Councils

did not succeed in making entirely unbearable the
position of the Jews in Austria (see Bitrwald, in
" Jahrbuch fur Israeliten," 1859).
The same may be
said of the decrees of the Hungarian Council at
Ofen, in 1279 (Gratz, "Geschichte," vii. 139 et aeq.).
The later councils went a step further in restricting and humiliating the Jews by limiting their freedom in the choice of dwelling-places. The Synod of
Bourges, 1276, ordained that Jews should live only
in cities or large towns, in order that the simple
country folk might not be led astray. Similarly the
Synod of Ravenna, 1311, ordained that Jews should
be allowed to live only in cities that had synagogues. The Synod of Bologna, 1317, forbade renting or selling houses to Jews, and the Synod of
Salamanca, 1335, forbade Jews to live near a churchyard or in houses belonging to the Church. Finally, the Spanish Council of Palencia, 1388, under
the presidency of Pedro de Luna, demanded separate quarters for Jews and Saracens, a demand after-

ward renewed by many Church councils.
The compulsory conversion of Jews was often
forbidden by the councils (for instance, Toledo,
Toward the end of the Middle
633; Prague, 1349).
Ages the General Council of Basel, in
Council of its nineteenth sitting (1434), adopted a
new method of moral suasion by comBasel.
pelling the Jews to listen periodically
sermons for their conversion, a decision renewed,
by the Synod of Milan in 1565.
A last attack on the scanty freedom of the Jewswas brought about directly by the art of printing.
The committee on index of the General Council of
Trent (1563) decided to refer to the pope the question of placing the Talmud on the list of forbidden
books; and although the Italian Jews succeeded
with bribes in preventing the absolute prohibition
of the work, it was permitted to be printed only on
condition that the title "Talmud" and all passages
supposed to be hostile to Christianity be omitted
(Mortara, in"Hebr. Bibl." 1862, pp. 74, 96; see Censorship OF Hekrew Books).
The General Vatican Council of 1869-70 did not
concern itself at all about the Jews
Vatican beyond inviting them, on the suggesCouncil,
tion of the convert Leman, to attend
to

for instance,

1869-70.

"Sammlung

the council (Friedberg,
(ler

AktenstUcke

zum

Ersten Vati-

kanischen Concil." pp. 65 et aeq.).
Regarding a suppo.sed synod in Rome in 314-324,
directed against the Jews (Jaffe, " Regesta Pontif.
Roman."), nothing is known. Untrustworthy also
is the report that a synod, sununoned at Toulouse
in 8H3 by the Friinkish king Carloman, on the complaint brouglit by Jews of their ill treatment, ordained the corporal cha-stisemcnt of a Jew before the
churcii door on (Miristmas Day, Good Friday, and
Ascension Day, and that tlu- degradation was increased by compelling tiie Jew to acknowledge his

punishment as just (Mansi, "Concilia,"

xvii. 565).
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Oburch Fathers

CHITRCH FATHERS

Tlu- early tcaclu-ra and
Tlie most iinportniit of
worked iu a period when Chris:

dt'fomiors of C'liristiaiiity.

ami
had many i>oiiits of eontaet with Judaism, and lluy found tiiat the latter was a splendid
support iu the contest against paganism, although
it
had to be combated in the development of
Christian doctrine.
80 the Fathers of the Church
are seen at one time holding to a Jewish conception
of the universe and making use of Jewish arguments, at another rejecting a part of such teaching
and formulating a new one. In the contest of
Christianity against paganism the Church Fathers
employ the language of the Hellenistic literature
as found in Philo, Josephus, the Apocrypha, and
the Sibylline Books, all of which draw upon the
Prophets of the Old Testament. Thus, practically, only the polemic features iu the activity of
the Church Fathers directed against Judaism can
be considered as new and original. But in order
to wage successful war against paganthe fathers
tianity

liveil

still

Their

Importance to

ism, they, as well as Christians in general,

had

to

acquaint themselves with

the religious documents of

Judaism

Judaism,

and this was possible oulj' if they entered into personal relations with the
Jews: through these personal relations the Church
Fathers become of signal importance to Judaism.
The contemporaries and, in part, the coworkers of
those men who are known from the Talmud and the
Midrash as the depositaries of the Jewish doctrine,
were the instructors who transmitted this doctrine
to the Church Fathers also.
Hence such a mass of
haggadic material is found in the work of the fathers as to constitute an important part of Jewish
theological lore.
This article is primarily concerned
with their interpretation of the texts of the Bible
and of the Apocrj^pha, which differs iu essential
points from those of the Jews.
Personal Relations with Jews
After the
Bar Kokba war against the Romans, Ariston of Pella,
a converted Jew, wrote, as is generally accepted,
a dialogue in which the Christian Jason and the
Jew Papiscus are made the speakers, and in which
the nature of Jesus is discussed {'Idaoi'og ual ITaniaKov avri7joyia Trepl Xpicroii).
This dialogue, already mentioned by Celsus, may be wholly imaginary and without historical basis.
But the famous
dialogue of Justin Martyr with the Jew Tryphon,
which took place at Ephesus (Eusebius, "Historia
Ecclesiastica," iv. 18) at the time of the Bar Kokba
war, is strictly historical, as certain details show for
instance, the statement that on the first day no
strangers were present, while on the second day
some Jews of Ephesus accompanied Tryphon and
took part in the discussion (Justin, " Dialogus cum
Tryphone,"cx viii. ),a certain Mnaseas being expressly
mentioned {ib. Ixxxv.).
The Jewish auditors are
not only able to follow the intricate
Justin
discu.ssion intelligently, but their deMartyr,
meanor also is seemly Tryphon especially proves him.self a true disciple
of Greek philosophy, and his scholarship is freely
acknowledged by Justin {tb. Ixxx.). At the close
of the debate, Jew and Christian confess that they
have learned much from each other, and part with
:

;

;
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expressions of nnitual good-will {ib. at the end).
Justin was born and reared in proximity to Jews;
for he calls himself a Samaritan (ib. cxx.), meaning
thereby probably not that he jirofessed the religion
of the Samaritans, but that he came from Samaria.
Of the relations of Clement of Alexandria to Judaism nothing positive is known. During the persecutions of the Christians of Alexandria, in 20^ or
203, Clement sought refuge for a short time in Syria
(Eusebius, I.e. vi. 11).
Here he may have learned
much at first hand from the Jews. He knew a little
Hebrew, also some Jewish traditions; both of which
facts point to personal relations with Jews.
Clement's contemporary, Origcn, probably also
born in Alexandria about 185, may possibly have
been on his mother's side of Jewish descent, if one
may judge from the fact that while his father is
mentioned as Leonides, the name of his mother is
Jewish mother could
passed over in silence.
readily have taught her son the Hebrew language,
so that they might sing the Psalms together (Jerome,
[Both his father
"Epistola xxxix. ad Paulam").
and his motherwere, however, Christian in faith. t. ]
In his capacity of presbyter at Ca-sarea in Palestine, Origen must have come into frequent contact
with learned Jews, as indeed appears from his wri-

A

—

tings.

He mentions

Hebraeus"

(0

Clement

and
Origen.

again and again his "magistcr
in the Greek fragment), on
whose authority he gives several haggadot (" De Principiis," i. 3, 4; iv. 26).
His dependence on the Jews is sufii'Efipa'ioc

ciently emphasized b.v

versus Bufinum,"

Jerome

("

Ad-

the passage wherein Clement and Eusebius are named
among those who did not disdain to learn from Jews.
Origen often mentions the views of Jews, meaning
thereby not the teaching of certain individuals, but
the method of exegesis prevalent among the Jews of
his time.

xiii.) in

The Jews with whom he maintained

sonal intercourse were
tific

I.

attainments.

by name was no

men

perof distinguished scien-

The one Jew whom he mentions
less a

personage than

Hillel, the

patriarch's son, or "JuUos," as Origen calls him
His
(Gratz, " Monatsschrift, " 1881, xxx. 433 et seq. ).
other Jewish acquaintances either were closely related to the patriarch's family, or occupied high
Griltz
positions on account of their erudition.

("Gesch. der Juden," 3d ed., iv. 231) thinks indeed
that some passages in Origen's writings are directed
against the contemi)orary amora of Palestine,
Origen seems, moreover, to have had interSimlai.
course with Hoshaya of Caesarea (Bacher, " Agada
der Palilstinensischen Amoraer," i. 92).
Eusebius, the celebrated Church historian, also
learned from the Jews, as l)as already been mentioned, and was under the influence of Jewish tradition.
In C«.sarca, where he lived, he met many
Jews, with whom he had discussions. Nevertheless
he uses the word " Jew " as a term of reproach, calling
his opponent, Marcellus, "a Jew " (" De Ecclesiastica
Theologia," ii. 2, 3). He likewise thinks it a disgrace to be one of the " circumcised " {nc rHyv U
Tliis
TrefjiTOfxiic, " Demonstratio Evangelica," i. 6).
last expression is also used regularly by Ephraem
Syrus to designate Jews ({<"iiM N^yO, "Opera Syriaca,"

ii.

469).

Ephraem

distances allhisecclesias-
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tical predecessors in bis hatred of the Jews, displaying a bitterness that is explicable only on the ground
that he at one time had personal rela-

tious with thera, and had formed an
adverse opinion of them. Epiphaniiis,

Eusebius,

Ephraem

shows his dependence on the
Jews, especially in the book, perhaps
wrongly ascribed to him, "De Pro-

Syrus,

too,

Epiphanius.

phetarum Vitis"; which contains,

be-

extraneous inventions, numerous Jewish
In this it
traditions of the lives of the Prophets.
was followed by a Syrian work (''The Book of the
Bee." published in " Anecdota Oxoniensia," Semitic

sides

many

series,

i.,

part

2).

all other Church Fathers in his
erudition as well as in his importance for Judaism.
It must be emphasized, in spite of Christian assertions to the contrary {e.g., B. Baue, " Vorlesungen,"
ii. 36), that he learned much not only from baptized
but also from loyal Jews. He sought his information in many quarters, especially among the edu-

Jerome surpasses

compare "Epistola
Hence he always cites
the opinions of several Jews (" quidam HebriEorum "),
not that of one Jew; and these Jewish
Jerome.
friends of his accompany him on his

cated Jews (Preface to Hosea
Ixxiii.

;

ad Evangelum").

journeys (Preface to

I

Chronicles),

though he has one particular guide (" circumducens,
Preface to Nahum). Of only three of his Jewish
teachers is anything known.
A Jew from Lydda,
whom Jerome calls "Lyddteus," explained to him
the Book of Job, translating it into Greek, and expounding it in Latin. Although he l)as much to say
in praise of this man, Jerome will not admit that he
learned much from him (Preface to Job), designating him oftenasone who merely read the Scriptures
to him ("Onomastica Sacra," xc. 12; commentary
on Eccles. iv. 14, v. 3). But from this Lyddan
Jerome acquired not only the material for his philological notes, but also the Hebrew pronunciation
that gives him a unique importance for Old Testament criticism (Siegfried, in Stade's "Zeitschrift,"
1884,
1900,

p.

Krauss, in

34;

"Magyar Zsido Szemle,"

vii. 513).

Jerome was more attached to his second teacher.
Bar Ilanina, who, however, can not be identical
with \\. Hama b. Ilanina, as Baiimer insists (compare Weiss, in "Bet-Talmud," i. 131, note 3); nor can
lie possibly be identilied until his .Midrashim, quoted
by Jfronif, have been compared with tint known sayings of tiie autiiors of the Talmud and the Midrasli.
This Bar Hanina must have been an eminent teacher
of the Law, for Jerome spent much time and money
before! he could s<(ure him as teacher.
Since Jerome
would not visit his teacher by day, for fear of tlie
Jews, lie went U) Bar Hanina by night ("Epistola
Ixxxiv. ad I'atnnmcliiiim et Oceanum"). Bur Hiiiiiiia
came from Tiberias, as is shown by tlicllel)rew traditions communicated by him to Jerome; for one particular prophecy was held to apply to Tiberias (Jerome, "Quicstiones lleljraicie in Genesin," xlix. 21).
Jerome's third teacher, wliom he required espe-

knew
Hebrew and Aramaic, and was considered by

cially for the ,\ranmie |)ortioiis of the Bilile,
bf)tli

the Jewish

a "Chaldfeus" (Preface to
Tobit; compare "Epistola xviii. ad Damasum").
scribes as

TV.—

Church Fathers

Jerome lived about forty years in Palestine, apparently studying all the time under Jews (commentary on Xahum ii. 1 " a quibus non modico tempore
eruditus "). His enemies severely censured him for
his intercourse with the Jews, but he was proud
of it.
He asks how it could be held to impugn his
faith in the Church, that he informs his readers in
how many ways the Jews construe a single error.
'"Whyshould I not
(' AdversusRulinum," booki.).
be permitted to inform the Latins of what I have
learned from the Hebrews. ... It is most useful to
cross the threshold of the masters, and to learn the
art directly from the artists" {ib.).
Jerome's contemporary, the great teacher AugusWhen he questine, did not fare so well in Africa.
tioned the Jews on Biblical matters, the}^ often either
did not answer at all, or, at least from the standpoint
of the Church Fathers, " lied " (Jerome, " Epistola exit,
ad Augustinum"), meaning probably that they gave
an answer different from what the Christians desired
("Epistola civ. August ini ad Hieronymum"). An alleged letter from Jerome, probably forged by Butinus, was sent to the Christian commimities in Africa,
in which Jerome professed to admit that, misled by
the Jews, he had translated erroneously (" Adversus
Rutinum," book iii.,ii. 554, ed. Vallar.si). It mortified Jerome that his translation of the Bible, the
Vulgate, so famous later on, should be passed over
in silence by all the Jews, and that there was no one
who knew enough Hebrew to appreciate the merits
of the new translation ("Epistola
:

He even becxii. ad Augustinum").
lieved that all the Jews of Africa had
conspired to oppose him, as actually happened in
one place. In a certain African town so Augustine
Augustine,

—

wrote to Jerome (Jerome's works, " Epistola civ.
Augustini ad Hieronymum ") the new translation

—

by order of the bishop.
When they came to the passage in Jonah containing the word "kikayon " (iv. 6), Avhich differed

was read

in the church,

from the interpretation hitherto accepted, such
a tumult arose that the bishop had to ask the Jews
for a verification, and they declared, to the great
annoyance of both Jerome and Augustine, that
Jerome's rendering did not agree with the He
brew, or Greek, or (old) Latin codices. The bishop
had to strike it out as "a lie," being in danger
Before this, Tertulof losing his congregation.
liun of C^artJiagc (1C5-245) had spoken of the impertinence and derision shown by a Jew ("Apologia," xvi.
"Ad Nationes," i. 11; compare Ass;

AVoitfiiiip).

Among

the Greek Church Fathers, Basil the Great
(II. Weiss. " Die Grossen Kapjiadocier Exegeten," )). 32, Braunsbcrg. 1872); yet
ills ability to (listinguish between Amos, the prophet,
and Anioz. the father of Isaiali (whose names are
written alike in the Se|)tuagint), as Avell as other
similar facts, points to his having received oral

hardly

knew Hebrew

Jews |or from some one who knew
Gregory of Nyssa (r. 331-390), who
did not recognize the rending of the garments on
the occasion of a death as being a Jewish custom
instruction from

Hebrew.— T.T.

(~fl>i Toil (iiiiv Ti/r

"Bibdoes not seem to

M(iKnf>in(; MaK/j/V//f, in Oeiiler,

liothek der Kirchcnvater,"

have known much

..bout

i.

188),

Judaism.

The same may
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be sjiid of the othi-r CIninh Fatlu'is who livcil in
Europe; that is, in sections sparsely settled by Jews.
In'n:eiis, for inslanee, who suirercil as a martyr in
:i0'2

in

Lyons,

know

notliini:;

the Scriptures. althou,fi:h

he was

reareil

in

Asia

In the pasehal controver.sy he

Minor.

Chrysostom,

of Jndaisni outsiiie ol

advocali'il separation

fn^in

.Judaism.

Greek fathers John Chrysoslorn and Cyril of Alexandria (see Byz.vnti.nk IvMnuK) potently alTeeted
the fate of the Jewish people, as did
liut tiie

and
Ambrose.

Cyril,

Bishop Ambrose of Milan (<•. 34l»-397).
The Syrian CMuirch, on the whole, was even in the
fourth century dependent upon Jewish traditions
(Wellhausen, in Bleek's "Einleitung iu das Alte
This appears espeTestament,"' 4lh ed.. p. GOl).
cially in the " Homilies" of AphraJites (c. 337-345).
He complains (Horn, xi.v.) that the monks are led
astray and ensnared by the Jewish arguments; he
himself had a disi)utation with one " who is called
a wise man among the Jews." Aphraates, who,
under the name "Mar- Jacob," was ahbot of the
monastery of ^lar Mattai, and a bishop, gives such
a number of Jewish traditions as to place him, in
this regard, beside Ephraem Syrus (see Aphraates).
The Haggadah The Church F'athers adopted
from the Jews a mass of interpolations, interpretations, and illustrative anecdotes, which may best be
designated by the well-known term "Haggadah,"
but which they themselves called variously. Goldfahn has counted in Justin Martyr (" Dialogus cum
Tryphone") twenty-six Hebrew tiaditions and
six polemico-apologetic Haggadot.
Among these
may be mentioned: the eating by the three angels
who appeared to Abraham; the Messiah's concealment and anointment by Elijah; the violent death
of Isaiah (a Haggadah found already in the oldest
apocrypha, and in nearly all the earlier fathers); Melchizedek's identity with Shem (compare especially
Epiphanius, "Adversus Ha^reses," xxxv., and the
:

Syriac

"Cave

of Treasures," translated

by Bezold,

p. 36).

Clement

calls the Jewish haggadists "mysta'"
persons initiated "), a term that was probably current in Alexandria; for the writings of all
the Church Fathers agree in regarding Jewish tradition as a kind of esoteric doctrine understood only
by the initiated. Clement is acquainted with the
old Haggadah to Ex. ii. 14, according to which
Mo.ses killed the Egyptian by merely
Clement pronouncing thj name of God. Mo.ses is
{fiiarat, "

and

called also " Joiakini "

and "Melch

"

by

Origen.

the mystte (" Stromata," ed. Migne, viii.
897), and "Melchiel" in Pseudo-Philo,
" Antiq. Bibl." ("Jewish Quarterly Keview," x. 22«;

compare

x. 720).

A

relation

between Clement and

the Seder '01am Ilabha is .shown by the fact that
both give the s.ime tigiire, sixty years, as the period
of the prophet Elisha's activity (ifj. v. 138).
Origen deiives still more from the Haggach^t. For
instance: the Garden of Eden is the center of the
world ("Selecta in Genesin," ii. 8; compare "Erub.
19a; Zion is .so called in Enoch, xxvi. 1, 2; and Jubilees, viii.); division of the Hed Sea into twelve parts
(homily to Ex. v. 5; see also Eusebius, commentary on Ps. Ixxvii. 13. and Epiphanius, in the notes

to
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"Adversus Ha>reses," pp. 262 et neq.; compare
16, and other Jewish sources

Mekilla on Ex. xiv.

["Jewish (Quarterly Review," v. 151],
and Kindii on Ps. cxxxvi.); repentOrigan's
Debt to the ance of the sons of Korah (commeuHaggadah. tary on the Epistle to the Konians
X. 7; compare Midrash on Ps. xlu. 4);
Israel's strength lies in prayer (homily on Num.
xiii. 5; compare Sifre, Num. 157); Phineas and Elijah are identical (com. on John vi. 7; Jerome
adopts the same opinion from the Apocrypha [v. 813,
ed. Vallarsi compare Yalk., Num. 772, but the earliest sources are lacking]); Daniel, Hananiah, Michael, and Azariah are euiuichs(conunentary on Matt.
XV. 5; ccmipare liomily on Ezek. iv. 8; catena ou
Ezek. xiv. 5; Jerome, "Adversus Jovin," book i.,
XXV.; com. on Dan. i. 3; E|)iphaiiius, " De Vitis
Prophetarum," ed. Migne, xliv. 424; further Sanh..
93b; Gen. R. xcix.); Moses is the author of elevea
Psalms ("Selecta" to Ps. xii., ed. Migne, p. 1055; so
also Jerome ["Adversus Kutinum," xiii.; compare
;

Pesik., ed. Buber, p. 198a]); wild beasts are the instruments of divine punishment, as in H Kings xvii.
2 (homily ou Ezek. iv. 7, xiv. 4; compare Mishnali
Ta'anit iii. 6; Shab. 33a).
Eusebius recognizes Jewish tradition as an authority almost equal to the Scriptures, and calls it
aypaog Tzapathaic i.e., "unwritten tradition" ("Historia Ecclesiastica, " i v. 22). Its depositaries he terms
"deuterota;" {^Evrepurai, " Prajparatio Evangelica,"
xi. 5), and he characterizes them aptly as men of an
;

imcommon

strength of intellect, whose faculties have
been trained to penetrate to the very
Eusebius. heart of Scripture. The Hebrews, he
says, call them 6i:vTefxjrai (i.e., "tannaim"), because they expound Holy Writ {ib. xii. 1).

"Deuterosis" (devTipuaig, "mishnah") is commonly
used by the ecclesiastical writers for the Jewi.sh
tradition, and is also found in Justinian's novella?.
Eusebius makes a distinction between esoteric and
exoteric exegesis; the Haggadot he often classes
with the exoteric interpretation, contrary to Clement
and others, who see therein a secret doctrine.
Among his Haggadot may be mentioned the following: Abraham observed the precepts of the Torah
before it had been revealed (" Dcmonstratio Evangelica,"

i.

6;

compare Yoma28b); King Ilezekiah's

omitting a hymn of praise to God after Sennacherib's defeat (commentary on Isa. xxxix. 1;
.Jerome, adloc, quotes the same tradition; compare
Sanh. 94a; Cant. R. iv. 8; Lam. R. iv. 15); Merodach-baladan's relations to Hezekiah (com. on Isa.
xxxix. 1; the same Haggadah is given in Ephraem
Syrus' commentary on II Kings xx. 10 ["Opera Syriaca,"i. 562], as in one of .Jacob of Edessa's scholia; compare Sanh. 96a).
The traitor Shebna was a
high priest (compare Lev. R. v.), treacherous (comliareSanh. 26a) and sensual {ih.), as Eusebius asserts
in tlie name of 6 'ESpnioc (com. on Isa. xii. 10, 11;
Jerome makes the same statement ad loc). The passage Zech. xi. 8 received very earl}' the following
Christological interpretation: After the advent of
.sin

in

Jesus, the three powerful estates, kings, priests,
and prophets, disajipeared from Israel (" Dcmonstratio Evangelica," x. 1).
.Jerome, on Zech. xi. 8,

quotes

it

only to reject

it,

preferring the Jewish
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exegesis, which applies the text to Moses, Aaron, aud
Miriam; but he does not credit it to the Jews; compare also Pseudo-Philo (" Jewish Quarterly Review,"
X. 321), and Mekilta xvi. 3.j; Seder "Olam Rabba
Something similar is found in AphX. Ta'anit 9a.
raates on Num. xx. 1.
Aphraates gives the above as a self-evident exeHe
gesis without mentioning its Jewish origin.
does the same with his numerous other Haggadot,
which were doubtless derived from the
Acceptance Jews. Ephraem Syrus likewise gives
;

by Church

^^^

Haggadot

Fathers of

ars

(X"1DD

Haggadot.

(xjip^j'SD
in the

p

name

name

in the

p:^OX),

(O

but never

etc.,

XeOX),

of schol-

expounders

The Haggadot,

of Jews.

were so generally accepted, that their
gradually came to be forgotten.
Ephraem Syrus, for instance, says, on Gen. xi. 29,
that Sarah was called " Iscali " on account of her
beauty; but this Haggadah is already found in
Seder 'Olam R. ii. His explanation of Gen. xxxvi.
24 is similar to that found in Onkelosaud the Samaritan Version. On II Kings iv. he lias the same Haggadah about Obadiah's wife that is found in the
Targum Yerushalmi an<l in part in Ex. R. xxxi.
Tiiese and similar passages prove Ephraem's knowledge of Hebrew a knowledge which many investigators have unjustly disputed.
But the one most conversant with Jewish tradiHis
tions, and their greatest admirer, is Jerome.
"Qua'Stiones Hebraicte in Genesin " form an almost
uuinterruptedseriesof such traditions; and he quotes
liowever,

Jewish

origin

—

They
tliem frequently in his other writings also.
are mostly historical episodes as additions to Bible
history, which lie calls either " traditiones " or fre(juei'tjy "fabuhe."
These Haggadot were not only
imparled to liim orally by his Jewish teachers, but,
remarkal)ly enough, lie also read Midrashic works
liiinsclf.
lie says, for example, on Jer. xxix. 21:
on Zech. iv. 2:
"Nee legilur in synagogis eorum
"Hac al) Hcbra-is dicta leperimus." Yet ho speaks
of these traditions as if they were a secret doctrine,
"arcana- (^ruditionis Hebraicic et magistrorum syna-

On Ezek. xlv. 13, 14 Jerome quotes a halakic Midrash which treats of the heave-offering (compare
Yer. Terumot vi. 1, 42d).
Epiphanius also knew
this; the Pharisees are said to have offered rpmKov-

"

Jerome's

Wide
Knowledge
of Hebrew

gogie recondita disciplina (Zech. vi.
He is also the only C'huich Father
wlio is acquaint<'d with the technical
terms of the Ilehiew tradition; for
"
iiistiince: " hoc Scriptura nunc dicit

9).

fDin^n IDNK? HT) " l"Of est quod dicitur" (3'nDT Nil"! XTH): "non debemns
legere," or ' u(m legi potest
(^pD bn)- He know.s
and applies the in(;tliod of "notarikon " or "geniaThis tech
tiia" (on Nahum iii. H, on Ilaggai i. 1).
nical knowledge inis so tar been noled only in F5ar

Tradition.

:

"'

nabas' writings.
Th(! haggadie elenienls in

Jerome

ari'

so niini( rous

volumes; someof the more noteworthy ones may b(; mentioned liere. On Ecdes. iv.
lo he (piotfis a lost Midrash of I{ .\kilia. which has
conie down only anonymousl)' (comijaie Jieel. ]{. iv.
13; Abot dc-R. Nathan, version ii., ch. 4; Midr. Ps.
"))
ix.
and in secfmdary .sources. He is entirely
iMisnpported, iiowever. in his view that Elihu (in
.Fol)) and Baliuim are identical ("Qua'st. Ilebr. in
that they

would

Gen."x.\ii. 21).

till

"Judenthum

rddeg re Kal Trevrt/KOv-dSsg (Ililgenfeld,

und Juden Christenthum,"

p. 73, Leipsic, 1886).

On

Zech. xi. 13 he has a curious Haggadah on the number of the atfirmaiive and negative precepts; a closer
investigation shows that he has preserved this Haggadah more correctly than it is found in Jewish
sources ("Jewish Quarterly Review," vi. 258; Jacob
Bernays, " Abhandlungen." i. 252).
The Church Fathers who lived after Jerome knew
less and less about Judaism, so that the history
of the later periods is no longer of anj' interest in
this connection.
Polemics The dialogue between Justin and the
Jew Tiyphon is remarkable; for the politeness with
which Jews and Christians speak of one another;
later on, however, examples are not wanting of passionate and bitter language used by Christians and
Jews in their disputations.
Orige.a complains of
the stubbornness of the Jews (Homily x., on Jer.
viii.), and
accuses them of no hmger possessing
:

sound knowledge (I.e. iii.). Ephraem Syrus assumes
a very insulting tone toward the Jews he calls them
by opprobrious names, and sees in them the worthless vineyard that bears no good fruit.
Like Euse;

who u.sed the misfortunes of the Jews for
polemic purposes (com. on Ps. Iviii. 7-12), Ephraem
sees in their wretched condition the visitation of God
(on Gen. xlix. 8);
because the Jews "betrayed
Christ," they were driven from their country and
condemned to perpetual wandering (on II Kings ii.,
toward the end).
After Jerome has enumerated
all the countries whither the Jews had been dis" Ha'c est.
Judaic, tuarum
persed, he exclaims:
longitudo et latitudo terrarum " ("Epistola cxxix.
bius,

ad Dardanum

What

").

was the
persisted in their Messianic hopes.

especially angered the Christians

'"

;

Church Fathers

fact that the

Jews

In his sermon against the Jews
hold! this people fancies that

Ephraem
it

says: "Beafter

will return

;

having provoked God by all its ways, it awaits
and expects a time when it shall be comforted."
Ephraem, as well as Justin and Origen, mentions that
at this period Judaism was receiving numerous accessions from the ranks ot paganism, a phenomenon
ascribed by the Church Fathers to the machinations
of Satan.

Jerome, on the other hand, speaks with great eloquence of the Messianic hopes of the Jews. Many
IMessianie passages of the Bible were applied by the
the distant
interminable
polemi<'s.
The (!hurch Fathers looked upon the
Jews as demons, upon their syinigogues as houses
latter to the emiieror Julian, others to

future, differences

which resulted

in

of Satan; Rulinus mockingly styles Bar Ilanina.
Jerome's J<'wish teacher. "Barabhas," and Jerome
himself a rabbi.
The one word "circumeisio " was
used to condenui the whole of Judaism; the Jews,
they said, took everything carnally (au/inriKu^), the

Christians took all llnngs spiritually (Tn/fiy/ar^/cwf).
The writings of Jeioine vividly portray the eharTlic Christian
a<;ter of the polemics of tiiat pt-riod.
who slir)nld undertake to dispute with the Jews had

TTTT^ jr. WISH

Church Fathers

But
in doctviiio (Pivfaco to Psiilins).
disputations must he lu'lil lost the Jewsshould
rousidiT tho t'liiistians ijrnoianl ^on Isa. vii. 14).
The proeeeiiiugs were very lively. Keference is
made, even if only liguratively, to the planting of
the feet atrainst each other, to the
to

be loariu'd

thfSi-

Dis-

putations

It is
i>ullinir of the rope, ete. (/.<•.).
ineiedible that the .lews were so fran-

Between tie as to "scream with unbridled
Jevrs and tongues, foaming at the mouth, and
Christians, hoarse of voice " (on the Epistle to
Nor is it probable that
Titus, iii. 9).
the .lews "regretted when they had no opportunity
to slander and vilify the Christians" (Preface to
Joshua), although the Jews of that age show no
ditlidence in sustaining their part in these discussions.
They were accused of avoiding questions
that arose on the more difficult passages of the Bible
(on Isa. -xliv. C), which proved simply that they
wanted to avoid disputations altogether. But the
Jews had allies in their opinions; for pagans and
Christian sectaries agreed with them on many points,
drawing upon themselves the polemics of the
Church Fathers.
Of the numerous polemical works directed against
Of Clethe Jews, only a few can be mentioned here.
ment "s work, "Canon of the Church, or Against the

Judaizers " (Kaviji' EKK/it/aiaariKog ij Upbg rove 'lovdatCoiTQf; Eusebius, "Historia Ecclesiastica," vi. 13),
only a few fragments have been preserved. Origen's famous work, " Contra Celsum," is directed no
less against the Jews than against the pagans, since
Celsus had brought forward many Jewish doctrines.
Eusebius' " Demonstratio Evangelica " was avowedlj- a direct attack on the Jews (see
Avowed i. 1, 11). Aphraates' Homily xix. is
Attacks on largely directed against the Jews, and
Jews.
Homilies xi., xiii., xv. denounce circumcision, the Sabbath, and the discrimination between clean and unclean food, "of
which they are proud. "
A little work of Novatian, formerly ascribed to
TertuUian ("Epistola de Cibis Judaicis," Leipsic,
1898, ed. G. Landgraf and C. Weyman, reprinted
from "Archiv fiir Lateinische Lexicographic und
Grammatik," xi.), is also directed against the Jewish
dietary laws.
Isidore of Seville has copied this work
almost verbatim in his "Qua?stiones in Leviticum,"
ix.
Presumably also by Novatian, and thus of the
fourth centur}', is the treatise "Adversus Judtcos,"
often ascribed toCVpiian; this is, however, somewhat conciliatory in tone (Landgraf, in "Archiv,"
'

works there is also found
"Adversus Judaeos," similar in many
ways to Cyprian's "Testimonia," both having drawn
upon the older work, "Altercatio Simonis Judai
xi. 1897).

a

In Teitulliau's

treatise,

et Theophili Christiani " (P. Corsscn, Berlin, 1890);
in the "Altercatio" the .Jew is converted.

After Julian's death Ephracm composed four
against Emperor Julian the Apostate,
against heresies, and against the Jews (in "S. Ephracmi Syri Cannina Nisibena," ed. Bickell, Latin
transl.. Leipsic. 1866; and Overbeck, "S. Ephraemi
Syri Aliorumque Opera Selecta," Syriac text, 0.\ford 1865).
Comiected with these in time as well as
in subject are the six sermons of John Chrysos-

hymns:
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tom against
bitterly

the Jews (" Ilonnlies," i).
In these he
complains of the Christians for still dingJewish customs, a circumstance mentioned

ing to
by other Church Fathers as well. Jerome gives striking exami)les in his commentaries on Matt, xxiii.
5 and on Fz<'k. xx.xiii., and more characteristic still
are the following wortls of his: "The Jewish laws
ajipear to the ignorant and the common people as
the very ideals of wisdom and Innnau reason " ("' Kpist(da c.\.\i. ad Algasiam").
This attitude of the
multitude was of course earnestly combated by the
Church Fathers thus an anonymous work menti(med
b}^ Photius (" Myriobiblion," ed. Migne, p. 390) is
directed against the Jews and against those Avho,
like the Jews, celebrated Easter on the 14th of
Nisan.
Epiphanius' celebrated work "Adversus
Hiereses," as also his "Ancoratus," treats of the
Jewish faith; regarding it only as a third religious
system, to be reckoned alongside of Scythism and
Hellenism, while the only divine revelation is Christianity.
The founder of Christian dogmatics, Augustine, in defiance of all dogmatic principles of
classification, groups Jews, heathens, and Arians in
;

one

cla.ss

("Coucio ad Catechumenos").

The

points animadverted upon by the Church
Fathers are manifold they include such fundamental laws as those of the Sabbath, concerning the
transfer of which to Sunday Justin already treats
("Dialogue," ch. 24) a cliange which was op;

—

posed by Origen (compare Diestel, "Geschichte des
Alten Testaments," p. 37), and which Origen (commentary on Rom. vi. 2) and Jerome (" Epistola ex.\i.
ad Algasiam ") seek to prove to be impossible of
observance ("Griltz Jubelschrift," p. 191). Circumcision, which is also violently assailed by Origen
(see Diestel, "Gesch. des Alten Testaments," p. 37),
the dietary laws, and many minor matters, such,
for instance, as the washing of the hands, are
made in turn to serve as subjects of polemical
writing (Origen, commentary on Matt. xi. 8). Indeed, the Church Fathers even in the fotu'th century afford more information concerning the observance of the Levitical laws of purity than the
rabbinical sources, Neublirger (in " Monatsschrift,"
1873, p. 433) to the contrary notwithstanding.
Jerome says ("Epistola cix. ad Kipariiim ") that
the Samaritansand the Jews considered not only the
bodies of the dead as unclean, but also the uten.sils
in the house containing a corpse.
Probably in consequence of the Levitical laws of purification the
Jews, as well as the Samaritansand heretics, avoided
contact with the Christians, a fact of which .Jerome
bitterly but most unjustly complains (on Isa. Ixv.
Equally preposterous is it when
4).
Baseless
Justin accu.ses the Jews, even their
Charg-es
rabbis and .sages, of immorality (" DiaAgainst
logus cum Tryphone," cxxxiv., cxli.).
the Jews. A characteristic jiolemical sentence of
Terlullian may well be added in this
connection: "We have everything in common, except our women; you have community onl\' in that
respect" (see Hefele, "Beitrilge zur Kirchengesch."
i. 16, Tiibingen, 1864).
Perhaps more plausible, though often di.scussed
and denied in more recent times, is the cliarge of
the Church Fathers .Justin, Origen, Epiphanius, and
•
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Jerome that the Jews revile and curse Jesus that is,
three times a day in their prayers
Christianity
("Jewish Quarterly Review," v. 130, ix. 515; compare Wulfer, "Adnot. Theriaca Judaica," p. 305;
Krauss, "Das Leben Jcsu,'' p. 254, Berlin, 1902).
Dogmatic questions, of course, were the subject
of controversy never-ending questions on the abrogation of the Mosaic law, the person of the Messiah,
etc.
Tet tiiere was some agreement between Christians and Jews in such matters as Antichrist (see

—

—

Irenneus, passim;

Hippolytus,

"Do

Antichristo

compare "Revue Etudes Juives," xxxviii.
Bousset,

"Der

28,

"

and

Antichrist," GSttingen, 1895), chil-

iasm (Ephraem Syrus on II Kings iv. 35; compare
Sanh. 9Ta Ab. Zarah 9a and other Church Fathers),
;

'

;

angelology, the Resurrection, etc.
The ability of the Jews to cope successfully with
the Christians in these controversies is due to the
fact that they were well versed in all the questions
under discussion. Jerome assumes that in Scriptural questions every Jew is able to give satisfactory replies (Preface to Samuel ). The
Skill
Jews, moreover, were acquainted not
of Jews in only with the original text, but also
Conwith the Septuagint, the Apocrypha,
troversy.
Aquila's version, and in general with
all works relating to Holy Writ.
No
sooner had Apollinaris Laodicinus' writings appeared than tiie Jews read and discussed them

(Jerome on Eccl. v. 17).
Especially noteworthy is the fact that the Jews
were as well versed in the New Testament as in tbe
Old, being able to explain difficulties therein that
puzzled even the officially appointed Christian
teachers {idem on Isa. xi. 1). Ephraem Syrus asserts,
curiously enough (Sermon xxv., in Zingerle, "Bibliothek der Kirchenvilter," ii. 271), that the Jews
admitted that John the Baptist really had appeared.
Origen relates a Jewish tradition concerning Judas

Jerome is thereIscariotfon Matt., Com. ser., § 78).
fore to be believed when he says that the Jews were
often in a position to applaud their own champions
which they did in a sensaChrysostom also taxes
3).
the Jews with their theatrical manner ("Opera," ed.
Montfaucon, i. OoG), and l)efore him the just and
cautious Justin says the same thing (" Dialogus cum
(on Ezek. xxxiii. 33),
tional

way

{ib.

xxxiv.

Trvplioiic," fxxii.

).

The Old Testament and the Apocrypha
The main object

of the Cliristian endeavor was to
wrest the Old Testament from the Jews and tf)makc
of it a Christian weapon.
Therefore, as Jerome
says (on Micah vii. 9), tiie Jews were ho])iiig that in
file .Messianic times th(! Law and tlu^ Propiiels would
he taken away from the Cliristians and given to the
Jews exclusively (compare the polemic passage in
Ex. R. xlvii.). To aeroniplish their pur|)o.so the
Christians made use of the allegorical exegesis us
developed by Philo and other Jewish Hellenists.
The literal memiing, says Origen, is gf)od enf)ngh
only for the Jews, in order that nothing may be
applie(l to Jesus.
Only Isidor of Pelusium had
sense enough to warn against applying the whole
of the Old Testament to Jesus, lest the Jews and
pagans find cause for ridicule (Epistles, i., ep. cvi.
ii., ep. c.xrv.).
Nevertheless the wliole Christian

Church Fathers

Church fell into this exaggeration and into what
absurdities they were led is shown by the following
;

examples: Sarah and Hagar, already explained allegorically by Paul (Gal. iv. 24), are, according to
Clement ("Stromata," i. 5), wisdom
Christians and the world. The two women who
and the appeared before Solomon symbolize

Jewish

Synagogue and the Church

;

to

Hellenists, the former belongs the dead child

;

to

the

the latter, the living one, that

is,

the

Jewish faith is dead the Christian faith is living
(Ephraem Syrus on I Kings iii. 6). These might
pass but it becomes mere childishness when David
is made to signify old and worn-out Israel, but
Abishag Jesus (on I Kings i. 1). Equally unnatural
is the assertion of Fulgentius in his"Epistola Synodica" (in Hefele, "Conciliengesch." 2d ed., ii. 699),
that Esau represents the " figura populi Juda>orum,"
and Jacob the people destined to be saved. The
Jews made things much more easy by looking upon
themselves as Jacob, and upon the Christians as
Esau or Edom. At disputations the Christians knew
in advance how the Jews would interpret certain
passages. " If we ask the Jews who that daughter
is [Ps. xlv.], I do not doubt that they will answer:
the synagogue" (Jerome, "Epistola xlii. ad PrinThe Jews therefore not only opposed
cipiam ").
the Christian exegesis with the literal sen.se, but also
had ready allegorical interpretations of their own.
Only Tertullianand Irenttus were rational enough
to follow the simple literal meaning.
The so-called
school of Antioch, whose most eminent representatives were Theodore of Mopsuestia and Theodoret,
also taught a wholly rational exegesis; although
;

;

the disciples of this school, such as Cosmas ludicopleustes, used the allegorical and typical methods
extensively (Barjean, "L'Ecole Exegetique d'AntiStill, it can not be denied that
oche," Paris, 1898).
other Church Fathers, and above all Jerome, did excellent work in simple exegesis.
Good exegesis depends upon a good text, and this
the Christians did not possess; for the copies of the
Bible circulating among them were
Corrupted corrupt in a number of passages. At
Texts of the a certain disputation between Jews
Bible.
and Christians, the former, naturally
enough, referred to these mistakes,
and mocked their opjionents for allowing such obvious blunders. Jewish arguments of that kind are
often (luoted by Justin, Oi'igen, Jerome, and other
fathers.
In order to free the Church from the just
reproaches of the Jews on this score, Origen undertook his gigantic work, the nexai)la (Epiphanius,
" I)e Ponderibus et Meiisuris," ii.), in which he frequently restores the Jewish reading {c.(/., homily

on Num. xvi. 4; Com. on Rom., books ii., xiii.
compare Hutinus, " Apologia s. Invcctiv. in llieronyinum," book v., chap. iv.). Justin is honest enough
to reject a manifest Christological gloss, the notorious Zero rnv ^rhw, which was said to be the reading

Greek verLord reigned from the wood"). Aside
from Justin ("Dial. cu?n Tryphone," Ix.xiii.), this interpolation is found only in tin- I^iitin fathers Tertullian, Ambrose, Augustine, L'eo, and Gregory the

in Ps. xcvi. (xcv. 10), interpolated in the

sion ("tlic

—

Great

— who

indulge in

much

nonsense concerning

Church Fathers
Chwolson
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\vi>iiis "a lit!:no."
Augustine ("Do Civitnte
Dei," xvi. 3) Imd a toxt in Gi'n. x. 2 in whii-li not
seven but eiiriit sons of Jtiplieth were nicnlioned, a
readins; tlial is founil in none of the known texts.
Hence tiie Jews rejeeted all translations, reeogni/inj!;
ilir

at

most Aquila's "seeunda

Jerome

is

editio." beeause this

was

on E/.ek. iv. 15).
the only Cluireh Father who, as against

(Knra

corifet

aapiJeiav; .leionie

the Septuagint, constantly refers to the " llebraiea
Veritas."
At great cost he had a Bible copied for

by his Jewish friend (" Adversus Itulinuni,"
who borrowed for him, although with " pia
fraus." theci)pies belonging to the synagogue ("Epistola xxxvi. ail Dainasum").
Nevertheless, even
Jerome accuses the Jews of tampering with the text
him.self

book

ii.),

of the Bible (Mai. ii. 2);
tion constantly lecurs.

and thereafter the accusa-

Christians fared no better with the Apocrypha, which they rated altogether too high, although
these at times offended good taste.
Origen fared
badly at the hands of the Jews with his apocryphon

Epistolaad Africauurade Historia Susan
was Jeron\e's obscene legend to Jer.
xxix. 21 a legend which is evidently connected with
this apocryphon (see N. Brull's "jahrbucher," iii.
2), favorably received by the Jews. Jerome (on Matt,
xxvii. 9) claims to liave received an apocryphon on
Jeremiah from a Jewish Nazarite, and to have found
in a Hebrew book ("Epistola xxxvi. ad Damasum,"
"in quodam Hebrsco volumine") a history of Lamech; but his Jewish teacher speaks contemptuously
of the additions to Daniel, as having been written
by some Greek (Preface to Daniel).
See Biuue
("

nae," v.) nor

—

Canons.
The importance of the Church Fathers for Jewish
learning, already recognized by David Kimhi and
Azariah dei Rossi, becomes evident, if one considers
that many sentences of Talmud and Midrash can
be brought into the right perspective only by the
light of the exegesis and the polemics of these Chris
tian writers.
Therefore modern Jewish learning
turns, although not yet with sutlicient eagerness, to
the investigation of the works of the Church Fathers.
BiBLTOORAPHY: M. Rahmer, Die HeltrfliKchen Traditione.n
in din H'erAen de« Hicronunion, i.: Qu/estUmeKin Uenesin,
Breslau, 1801; Idem, £>ie Hcbiiluiclten Traditifinen in dem
Bihelc/immeiitar de» Hieronymos. In lien Oianavja, 1864,
idem. Die Hchriiischen Trcuiit iimen dex Hieronymos,
In FrankPl's Mouat«iichrift, IStWj, inetj, 1867, 1868 ; In the Orfltz
Jidiclxrhrift. 1887: In Monalxxchrift, 1897, pp. 62.V 639, 691692 1898, pp. 1-16; S. Krausw, Die Jtiden in den Werhen des
Heiliuen ItieronymoH.m Maimi'tr ZsicUi SziV/iJe, vil., 189();
Gratz. IJniiiindinche Klemenle hei den KiirhenvUtern, in
MonnlK^cnrift. 18.54, iii.; (.oldfahn, Jiustin Martyr u. d die
Ai/fuln, ib. 1873. xxvii .and reprinted; Gerson. Die Comvli.

;

:

mrntarien dex Ephraem Syi-m im Ihrem Verb fill niioi zur
Jlldixclicn Kregene. Breslau, 1868; Grunwald, D(U< VerhitUniJ^-t drr Kirchrnv/Uer zur
Talmudixchen und MidranchixchrnLiterntur.ln KOntpsl>erKer'.s MonatxhUltter. and reprinted, Jun?-Bunzlau. 1891; S. Funl<, Di^ Hauafulii<cUen Elemenu in den HomUien den Aphraaiej^. den PrrsiKchen
O'ewen. Vienna, 1891 S. Kraa«». The Jewx in the Worka of
the Church Fntherx, in Jewixh Qunrterly Review. 1892. v. 122157; 1893. vl. 82-99. 22.5-261.
A verv thomuKh investigation is
the treati.se of L. filnzberg. Die HcMmadn hei den Kirchen;

A

vlitern wvl in der
i^ikruiJhUchen Litteratxir, in Mountiwrhrift. 1898. xlil. et «e</.. and reprinted. Beriin. 1900;
idem, DieHaygarla hei den Kirchenvdtem, vol. i.. Am-

sterdam, 1899.
T.

S.

CHTTRRIKER,
IsrHfl .soldier

Ptina Nov.

ABRAHAM DAVID

:

Kit.

Beni

and

2.

iment of the

police ofHcor; born lb22; died at
1867.
He enlisted in the Third Reg-

Bombay Native Light

which he served

in the Punjab army in the years
1848-49, being present at the siege of Mutan and
the battle of Gujarat (1849), after which he obtained
the Punjab medal witii two bars, and was promoted
to the rank of subedar in IH'ui.
In 185.'i he was

made
police.

native

commandant

During

tJie

of the

Ahmednuggur

Mutiny he served against the

Bhils at the battles of Tursia, DoMgei-,"and
Punchalla, and received the Order of Merit of the
third class for his gallantly.
He was subseijuently
afipoiuted assistant superintendent of police at
Puna (March 16, 1863), and died while serving in
that capacity.
He was held in such esteem that he
was appointed chairman of the Puna municipality.
Bibliography: H. Samuel, Skctcli, of the Bcni-I^aeL pp.
rebel

25-27.

J.
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Infantry, in

CHUSHAN-RISHATHAIM

(R.

V.,Cushan-

rishathaim).— Biblical Data A king of Mesopotamia, or, more specifically, of Aram-naharaim
("Aram of the two rivers "), pi'obably a kingdom in
northern Mesopotamia (see Auam). He was the first
:

of the oppressors of Israel in the time of the judges.
The tyrant, who hold Israel in subjection for eight
years after Joshua's death, was finally conquered by
the Judahite judge Othniel, who freed Israel from
his rule (Judges iii. 8 et scq.).

Critical View
Critics (see Moore's commentary to Judges iii.) consider that the two statements: (1) that the land of Isi-ael was conquered by
an early Aramaic king, and (2) that the Israelites
were freed by a Judahite hero, are contradictory. In
all probability the ancient Judeau clans had practically no connection with Israel, and, in fact, would
not aid the Israelites in Deborah's insurrection (see
Judges v.). Budde (" Richter und Samuel," p. 95)
also denies the possibility of Israel having been
helped by Othniel. He thinks that the later editor
of Judges was a Judean who arranged the story so
as to give his own tribe a representative among the
judges.
On the other hand, there is no rea.son to
doubt the truth of the tradition that Arameans may
at one time have held Israel in subjugation.
:

'

The name " Chushan-rishathaim " appears nowhere
outside of the Biblical record. It has not yet been
found on the cuneiform montiments; and no satisfactory explanation of its derivation has been given.
J. JK.
J. D. P.

CHWOLSON, DANIEL ABRAMOVICH

:

Russian Orientalist; born at Wilna Dec. 15, 1819.
As he showed marked ability in the study of Hebrew and Talmud, his parents, who were very religious, destined him for the rabbinate, and placed
him at the yeshibah of Rabbi Israel Gilnzburg; but
fate had decided that lie should serve his race in a
quite different sphere.
Up to his eighteenth year
he did not know any other language than Hebrew; but in three years, without the aid of a
teacher, he acquired a fair knowledge of German,
French, and Russian. Chwolson in 1841 went to
Breslau, and, after three years' preparation in the
cla.ssical languages, entered, in 1844, the Breslau
University, where he devoted himself to the Oriental languages, especially Arabic. There he studied
until 1848 and in 1850 he received the degree of
doctor of philosophy at the Leipsic University. On

Church Fathers
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were condemned

his return to his native country he settled at St.

in rabbinical literature also; and
Pharisees, but theSadducees, who
were the enemies and persecutors of Jesus. He further demonstrates that, according to Talmudical law,
Jews were bound to
look upon the Christians as their brethren, and that intoler-

Petersburg, and in 1855, being highh' appreciated
in learned circles, and having embraced Christianity, he was appointed extraordiuarj' professor of
Three years
Oriental languages in the university.
later he received a similar appointment in the DuUhovnaya Akademiya. In 1856 the Imperial Academy issued, at its own expense, Chwolson's first
work, which at once established the authority of its
author in tlie field of Oriental research. It was a
contribution to the history of religion, entitled "Die
Ssabier und der S.sabismus," in two volumes. Three
years later Chwolson published another important
work entitled "Ueberdie Ueberreste der Altbabj-lonischen Literatur in Arabischen Uebersetzungen "
(St. Petersburg, 1859; also in Russian under the title
"Novootkrytie Pamyatniki," in " Kusski Vyestnik,"
1859).
This work made a great sensation among
scholars by the importance of its discoveries and by
Chwolson's brilliant combinations concerning the
old Babylonian monuments.
It was followed in
18G0 by "Ueber Tammuz und die Men.schenverch-

rung

Ch\7olsou

that

ance

it

was not the

toward

other

was not a

religions

characteristic of the

The

Talmudists.

as-

sertions to the contrary are due partly

misconception,

to

partly to hatred.

The

deep-rooted

belief that Jesus

was

by

the Jews
being the principal
cjiuse of the prejudice against them ou
the part of the
Christians, Chwolcrucified

den Alten Babyloniern " (ii. 1860).
reputation being now firmly established,
Chwolson devoted himself to liis life-task; namely,
the defense of his former coreligionHis Life- ists. For blood accusation had been
Work.
brouglitagainstthe Jews of Saratov in
bei

His

son, in a disserta-

tion entitled" Pos-

lyedniyaya Paskhalnaya Vecherya Isusa Christa i Denyevo Smerti,"
in "Christianskoe Chtenie," St. Peter.sburg, 1875

and the government now sumscholars to see whether
could be found in Jewish literature

1857,

monid a commission of

(German

translation,

any

ih.

shows the groundlessness of this

pa.ssages

reconmieuding the use of Christian blood fur ritual
purposes. Chwolson, who was appointed a member of the commission, wrote a report in which he
fully demonstrated the groundlessness of the accusations in general, and pointed out that in this
particular case of Saratov the evidence given by
the

two principal witnesses was

"Das LetztePassjunalChristi."
belief.

He

points out that the pioceedings of the trial and condemnation of Jesus, as related in the Gospels, were
in violation of tiie rabbinical laws, and consequently
could not have been conducted by a Jewish tribunal.

The Jewish

race, as well as the

was defended by Chwolson.

Jewish

In a

work

religion,

entitled

Kharakteristika Semilskikh Narodov," in "Russki
Vyestnik," 1872 (German ed., Berlin, 1872), he draws
a jiarallel between the distinguishOther
ing characteristics of the Jew, the
Works.
representative of tlie Semitic race, and
tho.se of the Greek, the representative
of the Aryan peoples, not always to the advantage
of the latter.
The pamiililet was translated into
Engli.sh under the title "The S( inilic Nations," Ciu-

full of contradic-

'•

tions and absurdities.
As the investigation extended
over a period of nine years, Chwolson, fearing that
meanwhile the Jews of Kussia would suffer under
this accusation, secured permission to publish iiis
memoir.
It accordingly appeared in 1861, in tlie
" Hiblioteka dlyaChteniya," under the title "ONyekotorykh Srednovyekovykh Obvineniyakh Protiv
Ycvreyev."

In 1877

1892),

Chwolson had the mortification of seeing

ciiuiali, 1874.

a new blood accusation brought against Jews at
Kutjiis, Transcaucasia.
At the sjune time .several
Russian anti Semitic writers undertook a cani[)aign
against the Talmud, repeating the old charge that
it contained blasphemiesagainst Jesus.
His Defense Chwolson again took up the defen.se
of the
(if tlie Jews, and republished hiH mem
Talmud. oir with many additions (St. Petersburg, 1880). A CJerman edition of this
work appeared in the year 1901 under the title "Die

Chwolson

is

also the author of the following works:

" Statist i.sche

Nachrichten fiber die Orientalische
Facultiit der l'niv<rsililt zu St. Petersburg," Leip1861;

sic,

derKrim,"

"Achtzehn Hebrilische Grabschriften aus
in the " Memoires" of the St. Petersburg

Blutanklageund

Academy of Science, lH(i5 (Russian translation, " Vosemnadlzat Nadgrobnykh Nadpisei iz Kryma," St.
Petersburg, I.S66); "Izvyestiya o Khazarakh," St.
I'e|r'rsl)urg, lH(i9 (notes on the Chazars, Burtars,
Mad jars. Slavs, anil Russians from the Arabic of
liin Da.sta); "Novotkryty I'amyatnik Moavitskavo

gungen der

T/.aryn Meslii,"

Sfinstige Mittelaiterliche BeH<huhliJuflen," Fninkfr)rt-on-the-lMain.
In this
edition Chwolson. l)ef(ire entering into a discussion
of I lie blood f) ucsl ion. ex pou nds the hist ory of the Talmud, and shows that the " Pharisees " condemned by
Jesus in the Oosfiels were not the I^ibbinites in geneml, .since the latter werr- the advocatr-s of progressat
the period of Jesus in history that he meant by the
term rather a certain class of false Pharisees, who

ib.

kavo Pnlozheniya
Naroda."

ih.

viiyanii Geograficlies-

Vozmozhnyli vTurtziiReformy ?"

877 (on the Turkish reform); " Die Quiescentes
He, Waw, und lod in der AlthebrilLschen Orthographic." I>eyden, 1878 (Rus.sian trans, in "Christianskoe Chtenie," St. Petersburg, 1881 English transl.
ih.

I

"O

na Sudl)U Yevreiskavo
1H75 (reprinted in "Sbornik Budush-

chno.sti."iJ.l-4);"

:

1870;

T'alestiny

1

;

Cicero
Cincinnati
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by T. K. Abbott. Dublin, 185)0); "Upotreblynyut li
Yevioi C'linstiauskviyu Kro\ ?" 2i] od. St. Petorsburj;,
1879; "OMnimoi Z.-imkniitosti Ycvroyov," ib. 1880;
"Corpus InsiTiptitnuiiii Hibniinirum," ib. 1882
Russian tnuisliition, ib. 1884); " Pri'dvaritelnaya
,

Zaniyt'tka o Naiiii'unykh v Sfmiryoclu'iiskoi Oblasti
Siriskikh Nadiin^bnykli Nailpisyakh,"/'A. 1886; "Sy-

aus Scinirjotscliio," ib. 1890,
in "Monioiros" of the St. Petersburg Academy;
"Hat es Jenials Irgeiul Eincn Grund Gegebeii, don
lUlsttag des JUdisclien Passiihfestes als Il/xjr?/ t(jv
'ACviiuv zu Bezcichuen? " in "Zeitschrift fllr Wisrisilio

Grabsclirifti-n

senscbaftliche

Tlieologie,"

v.

38.

1896;

Leipsic,

"Staropechatnyyn Yevreiskiya Knigi," on tbe Hebrew iuciuiabula, St. Petersburg, 1897 (Hebrew
transl., "Reshit Ma'ase ha-Defus." Warsaw, 1897).
Mention may be made here of Chwolson's early
contributions of Jewish biographies from Arabic
sources, especially that of Maimonides by Al-Hifta,
lo the "Orient," 1846.

Chwolson is an indefatigable collector of Hebrew books, and his collection of Hebrew incunabula is one of the most valuable in e.vistence.
A
catalogue of his Hebrew books was published by
him under the title "Reshimat Sifre Yisrael," Wilna,
1897.
The Russian government conferred upon
Chwolson the title of "Councilor of State" ("Wirklicher Staatsratli

").

The

learned world in 1899 celebrated Chwolson's
literary jubilee by presenting him witli a collection
of articles written in his honor by prominent Euro-

pean scholars. This was published by Baron David
Glinzburg under the title " Recueil des Travaux Rediges en Memoirc du Jubile Scientifique de M. Daniel
Chwolson," Berlin, 1899.
Bibliography

:

La Grande Encyclopedie, s.v.; Meyers Kon-

veraations-Lexikon,
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CICERO,

I.

MARCUS

TULLIUS

:

Bn.

Roman

Statesman and orator; born 106; died 43 B.C. In
59 he delivered in the Aurelian Forum at Rome
a speech in behalf of Flaccus, in which he spoke
disparagingly of the Jews this was perhaps not from
conviction so much as in the interest of his client
("Pro Flacco," xxviii.), though in Rhodes he had
been the disciple in rhetoric of tlie anti-Jewish
writer Apollonius Molon.
Flaccus being accused, among other things, of having appropriated
while proconsul of Asia the moneys contributed for
the Jewish Temple b}' Jews under his jurisdiction,
Cicero contended that there was an edict forbidding
the exporting of gold from the Roman provinces
plea that was evidently sophistical, since Judea atthat
time was a part of the Roman empire. He further said,
;

—

referring to the Jews: "Ju.stice demands that that
barbaric superstition .should be opposed; and it is
to the interest of the state not to regard that Jewish

mob which

at times breaks out in

open

Jewish or
isches

88

Ciiristian copyist (Bcrnays, in

Museum,"

"Rhein-

xii. 464).

It would apjx'ar, unless Cicero's words arc merely
a rhetorical tlowrish, that the Jews, who insisted
on being present on an occasion that concerned
them, surrounded the platform, and, supporting each

other,

became formidable through

numbers,

their

You know," he said,
large the mob is, how

addressing the plaintilT, " how
it holds together, and what it
accomplished in its assemblies." It is not likely,
however, that the Jewish mob accomplished anything in this case, for Flaccus was probably discharged (compare Pliny, "Historia Naturalis,"
"

xiii. 4).

In the trial of Vcrres (70 b.c.) Plutarch reports
that Cicero, in speaking of one of the accusers,
Cecilius, who was suspected of a leaning toward
Judaism, made the pun, "Quid Judseo cum Verre?"
(What has a Jew to do with a pig?). Finally, in a
speech delivered in the Senate, May, 56 b.c, and
entitled "De Provinciis Consularibus," Cicero refers
to the Jews and Syrians as "races born to be slaves,"
an expression not uncommon in the mouths of the
Romans of his day.

Bibliography

:
M. A. Levy, in Jahrb. Gesch. derjud. 11. 277;
A. Berliner. Gesch. der Juden in Rom, i. 11; Hlld, In Rev.
Etudes Juives, vill. 1-37; Schiirer, Gesch. 3d ed., ill. 28 (containing also earlier bibliography); Gratz, Gesch. der Juden,
4th ed., ill. 166; Reinach, Textes d'Auteurs Grecs et Re-

mains, pp.

150, 237.
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CICIRUACCHIO.

See Brcnetti, Angelo.

CID, CAMPEADOR RUY DIAZ DE VIVAR (known as El Cid) The conqueror of Valen:

and popular hero of the Spanish nation.
Lacking money to pay his knights, he negotiated
through his nephew, Martin Antolinez, a loan of
600 marks from two wealthy Jews of Burgos, Don
Rachel and Don Vidas, and succeeded, despite all
their precautions, in defrauding them.
According
to the "Cronica General de Castilla," the Cid had a
Jewish page by the name of Gil, who later assumed
his master's name, Diaz, and who is described as a
rare example of fidelity.
The " Cronica del Cid "
which is reputed to have had its source in an Arabic
chronicle written by the Moorish Jew Ibn Alfango,
one of theCid's officials— is in reality a careless compilation of older Arabic, Latin, and Spanish chronicles, and is a much later work than the " Poema
del Cid," which appeared about the middle of the
twelfth century and bears no traces of Arabic origin
cia (1094)

or Oriental coloring.
The first complete translation
of this poem was prepared by O. L. B. Wolff, a Jewish convert to Christianity (Jena, 1850).

Amador de los Rios, Historin
dws de EspafUi v Portugal, 1. 187 et scq.; Fr.

Bibliography

:

.
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de

los

Delitzsch,

Ju-

Zur

Gesch. der JUdischen Poesie, p. K>; F. Wolf, Zur Gesch.
der SpanUchen und Portugiesischen, Literatur, pp. 28 et
seq.

M. K.

G.

riots.

... At one time the Jewish people took up arms
against the Romans; but the gods showed how little
they cared for this people, suffering it to be conquered and made tributary." In the Latin the phrase
"and to be preserved" occurs after "made tributary," but these words stultify the rest of the sentence, apd seem to have been added later by a

CILICIA

Ancient province of southeastern Asia
Minor, separated from Syria by the Taurus-Amanus
range.
In native Phenician inscriptions the name is
given as I7n or "|73 (Lidzbarski, "Handbuch der
Nord.semitischen Epigraphik," i. 274).
Originally
inhabited by Phenicians and Syrians (Herodotus,
vii. 91), Cilicia was only gradually Hellenized from
:
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the time of Alexander the Great and because of its
proximity to Syria it was often included in that
country, to which it belonged politically. After the
death of Alexander it became a Seleucid-Syrian
;

Mace. xi. 14; II Mace. iv. 86); it was
afterward a part of Armenia and from
Name and 63 b.c. it belonged to Rome. As a
Situation. Roman province Cilicia was known to
the author of the Book of Judith; although the Babylonian monarchy is referred to
province

(I

;

therein (Judith

i.

7;

21, 25).

ii.

Joseplius ("Ant." i. 6, § 1) asserts that the Qdpaog
of the Bible (Gen. x. 4, " Tarshish ") is the old name
for Cilicia. He expressly identifies Qdixrog with Tapadr
(" Tarsus "), the renowned capital of Cilicia
but this
He also makes the
is philologically impossible.
prophet Jonah travel to Tarsus in Cilicia ("Ant."
ix. 10, § 2), and mentions the country in several
other connections. According to Josephus, it was
by way of Cilicia that Pompey (68 b.c.) returned
from Judea to Rome with Aristobulusashis prisoner
("B. J." i. 7, § 7). Herod with his sous embarked
for Cilicia, landing at Eleusa, where he met Archelaus, King of Cappadocia ("Ant." xvi. 4, § 6; "B.
J." i. 23, § 4).
At times Celenderis in Cilicia, a city
otherwise unknown, is referred to ("Ant." xvii. 5,
§ 1; "B. J." i. 31, § 3). Alexander, a great-greatgrandson of Herod, became king of an island of
Cilicia by the favor of Vespasian ("Ant." xviii. 5,
§ 4). The infamous Berenice, after her husband's
death, married Polemon, King of Cilicia ("Ant." xx.
Antiochus, King of Commagene, who at
7, § 3).
first joined the Romans against the Jews, fled to
Tarsus in Cilicia, where he was taken prisoner by
PfEtus ("B. J." vii. 7, §t^ 2, 3). Mopsuestia, too, a
Cilician city which afterward became celebrated
through its Biblical exegesis, is referred to by Jose;

were among
the mercenaries of Alexander Jannseus (ib. § 5;
"B. J." i. 4, § 8) and those of Hekod.
In the Talmud tlie country is referred to as "Kilikah " after the Greek name. The cities of Tarsus,
Taurus Amanus, and Zephyrion are mentioned but it

phus ("Ant."

xiii.

13,

§4).

Cilicians

;

not certain that the Cilician ZephyrIn the Tal- ion is intended. The Syrians (Payne
mud.
Smith, "Thesaurus Syriacus," p. 3602)
also mentioned Tarsus and Zej>hyrus
among the important cities of Cilicia; but"Aulon
KilikioH "(Targ. Yer. Num. xxxiv. 8) is thenameofa
place in Moab (compare Josejtiuis, "Ant." xiii. /), ^4).
is

That Jews were dwciliiJ^ in Cilicia is known from
Hiilo (" Legatio ad Caiiiin," p. 86).
At the time of
tlie Apostles many Cilician Jews lived in Jerusalem
(Acts vi. 9); among tlicm I'aul (ib. ix. 11, xxi. 89,

was Tarsus, the capital of
the son of I^ilibi Simai, preached
in Tarsus (T'esik. H. 15; cd. Fricdinaiui, p. 7Hb); so
that tliere mu.st have beenacongregatirtn and a synxxii. 8),

Cilicia.

whose

birtlii>lace

Nalmm,

there.
Some explain the ".synagogue of tlie
Tarsiyim "ns meaning " i)eo|)l(! of Tarsus." In Jaffa
a Greek epitaph of a Jew, "son of Jo.sc of Tarsus,"
has been found. Epiphanius ("Hjcres." xxx. 11)

agogue

states tliat the patriarch Jiidiih, of the fnnrfh century, .sent messengers to Cilicia to collect tithes and

offerings in every city.
sarcophagus of a Jew

In Corycos in Cilicia the

named Alexander and

his

Cicero
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wife has been found. In Rome the epitaph of a
Jew, "Asaphat of Tarsus" ("Jahrb. Gesch. der
Jud."ii. 287), has been deciphered; but the reading
is doubtful.
Christianity spread rapidly in Cilicia;
and this indicates that there were numerous Jews in
the province.
Cilicia produced much wine (Pliny, " Historia
Naturalis," xiv. 11), to which reference is often
made in the Talmud (Tosef., Sheb. v. 2; Yer. Hal.
60b).
The Cilician bean is also frequently mentioned (Ma'as. V. 8), as is the so-called
Products, "cilicium," a coarse cloth made of
Cilician goat-hair (Kelimxix. 1).
The
word "cilicium" is used by the Vulgate to render
the Biblical word p\^ ("sack "); and in the ecclesiastical life of the Christians it has a certain religious
significance.
Curly hair on the body is designated as ' cilicinus " by the Rabbis (Sifra, ed. Weiss,
76c).

Though Cilicia came under various rulers, it was
not until its conquest by the Turks that the Jews of
the country attained to any prominence.
BiBMOGRAPHY
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Krauss,
S.

Capital

of

Lthn-

Kr.

Hamilton county,

Ohio, U. S. A.
Its Jewish community is the oldest
west of the Alleghany Mountains.
In March,
1817, Joseph Jonas, a young English Jew, a native

u

Cincinnati
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Cinnamon
toliiin

:

" III tlio

you

{.iintilrs,

wiUlsof
will

Aini'iii'a, uinl cMliicI y iiinniiii;

forict-t

your

nliginii

and your

llic yoiinj: man rcinainod (icaf to
the poisiiasioiis of liis fririuls, uud perFor
si'Vi'Utl ill his original piu |h)si'.

HiiwoviT.

G<hI."

EiifjUsh

Jews

twi) yi-ais

lu'

was

tiu"

only

.It'W in tlir

Wrsttrn town. Ju \^l\) he was joiued
by throe others, Lewis Colun of Loudon. Barnet Levi of Liverpool, and Jonas Levy of
ExeUT. These four with David Israel Johnson of
Settle.

Brookville.

Ind.,

dueted on

u

frontier

trading-station,

con-

00

enlarged, was used as the cemetery of the Jewish
eoinniunity till the year 18.'J0.
At i)n'sent it is situated in the heart of the city, on the corner of Cen-

avenue and Chestnut street.
Then' were not enough settlers to foiin a congregation till theyear 1821, when the number of Jewish
inhabitants of the town had reached about twenty.
On Jan. 4 of that year a preliminary meeting was
tral

held to consider the advisability of organizing a
congregation and two weeks later, on Jan. 18, the
Congregation B'ne Israel was formally organized;
;

the

those in attend-

holidays in the
autunui of 1819

ance were Solomon B \i c k i n g

the tirst Jewish
the
service in
western portion

Jolmson, Joseph
Jonas, Samuel

Similar

States.

I.

Jonas, Jonas
Morris
Levy,

L'niteil

the

of

David

ham,

services were

Moses,

Phineas

held in the three
succeeding falls.
Newcomers con-

Moses,

Simeon

tinuetl to arrive,

Moses, Solomon
Moses, and Moro n d s.
ris S y

the early settlers

On

m

8, 1830,
the General Assembly of Ohio

being mostly
Englishmen.

The

lirst

Jan.

Jew-

granted the congregation a char-

born in
Cincinnati (June

ish child

ter

whereby

it

2,

was incorpo-

son of the above-

rated under the
laws of the state.

1821) was
Frederick A.,

mentioned

twelve

For

Da-

Eliza. This
couple, also

years the congregation wor.shiped in a room
rented for the

English, had re
moved to Cin-

purpose;

but

during

this

vid Israel Johnson and his wife

all

cinnati from

time

Brookville,

congregation

where they had
first settled. The

was exerting

first

coujile

home.

1."),

1824.

death

Appeals

to
the Jewish con-

gregations

in

various parts of
the country.
B'ne Yeshurun Temple, Cincinnati, O
(From

A photograph.)

the community was that of Benjamin Leib or Lape, in 1821.
This man, who had not been known as a Jew,
when he felt death to be api)roaciiing, asked that
three of the Jewish residents of the town be called.
He disclosed to them tiiat he was a Jew. He liad
married a Christian wife, and had reared his children ae Christians, but he begged to be l)uried as a
Jew. There was no Jewish burial-ground in the
town.
The few Jews living in the city at once
pnx^eeded to acquire a small plot of ground to be
used as a cemetery. Here they buried their repentant coreligionist. This plot, which was afterward
in
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Orleans lent a helping hand. Contributions were
even received from Portsmouth, England, whence
a number of Cincinnatians had emigrated, and from
Barbados in the West Indies. On June 11, 1835,
the corner-stone of the first synagogue was laid;
and on Sept. 9, 1836, the synagogue was dedicated
with appropriate ceremonies. The members of the
congregation had conducted the services up to this
time.
The fir.st official reader was Joseph Samuels.
He served a very short time, and was succeeded by
Henry Harris, who was followed in 1838 by Hart
Judah.

The first benevolent association was organized in
1838 with Phineas Moses as president: its object
was to assist needy coreligionists. The first religious school was established in 1843, Mrs. Louisa
Symonds becoming its first superinThis school was short-lived.
In 1845 a Talmud Torah school was
established, which gave way the following year to the Hebrew Institute,

Early

tendent.

Religious
Institutions.

established b}^ James K. Gutheim.
This also tlourishcd but a short time; for with the
departure of Guiheim for New Orleans the career

of the institute closed.
During the fourth decade of the century quite a
number of Germans arrived in the city. These were
not iu sympathy with their English coreligionists, and determined to form another congregation.
On Sept. 19, 1841. the B'ne Yesluuun congregation
was organized by these Germans, and was incorpoThe
rated under the laws of the state Feb. 28, 1842.
In 1847 James
fiist reader was Simon Bamberger.
K. Gutlieim was elected lecturer and reader of the
congregation.
He served till 1848, and was succeeded by H. A. Henry and A. Kosenfeld. The assumption of tlie office of rabbi in the B'ne Yeshurun
congregation by Isaac M. Wise in April, 1854, and
in the B'ne Israel congregation by Max Lilientlial
in June, 1855, gave the Jewish comBecomes nmnity of Cincinnati a commanding
a Jewish position. Owing to their efforts in the
cause of Judaism, Cincinnati became
Center.
a Jewish center indeed and the seat of
a number of movements that were national in scope.
The Union of American Hebrew Congregations, the
Hebrew Union College, the Hebrew Sabbath-Scliool
Union, and the Central Conference of American Rabbis
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seat in Cincinnati.

He was
Dr. Lilieulhai died iu office April 5, 1882.
succeeded as rabbi of the Congregation B'ne Israel
by Raphael Benjamin, who served till Nov., 1888,
when tlie present incumbent. Dr. David Phiiipson,
Dr. Wise served
\<H)k charge of the congregation.
as ralibi of tin; li'iie Yeshurun congregation till the
<lay of hisdcatli, March 20, liiOO; being succeeded
by his as.sociate, Dr. Louis Grossman. Dr. Grossman had been preceded as associate rabbi by Rabbi
Charles S. Levi, who served from Sept., 1889, to
Sept.. 1898.

The
Israel,

other

of the city are tlu; Adath
1H47; the Ahiibath Aeliim, or-

<()ii;,'rcgations

orgaiii/.<(l

in

ganized in 184H; and the Sherilh Israel, organized in
18.'")5.
There are also a number of small congregations.
Each of these congregations conducts its

own

religious school,

Edu-

and there are also two

free

religions schools; on(! Iiolding its sessioris in the sehoolro(jms of the Mound

temple (line Israel), and the
conducted under the auspices
the local branch of the (Council of
meeting at the Jewish Settlement.
Torah schocjl is conducl<;d by the
The
AH.sociation on Barr street.

Association conducts a large school for girls in the
building of the United Jewish Charities every Sun
day morning, where instruction is given in dressmaking, millinery, housekeeping, cooking, stenography, typewriting, and allied subjects.
An
industrial school for girls is conducted during the
summer months in the vestry-rooms of the Plum
street temple (B'ne Yeshurun), and one for boys during the school year iu the Oiiio Mechanics' Institute
building.
There is a training-school for nurses in
connection with the Jewish Hospital.
The Jewish charities of Cincinnati are exceptionally well organized.
All the relief and educational
agencies joined their forces iu April, 1896, and
formed the United Jewish Charities. This body
comprises the following federated societies: Hebrew General Relief Association, Jewish Ladies'
Sewing SocietJ^ Jewish Foster Home, Jewish
Kitchen Garden Association, Boys' Industrial
School, Girls' Industrial School, and Society for the
Relief of Jewish Sick Poor.
The United Charities
also grants an annual subvention to the Denver
Hospital for Consumptives and to the local Jewish
Settlement Association. The seat of the National
Jewish Charities is also in Cincinnati, where the national oiganization was called into being in May,
1899.
Besides the United Jewish Charities, Cincinnati supports the Jewish Hospital and the Home for
the Jewish Aged and Infirm, and is one of the largest contributors to the Jewish Orphan Asylum at
Cleveland.
The Jews of Cincinnati have always shown great
public spirit and have filled many local positions
of trust, as well as state, judicial, and governmental offices. Henry Mack, Charles Fleischmann,

James Brown, and Alfred M. Cohen have been members of the Ohio senate, and Joseph Jonas, Jacob
Wolf, Daniel Wolf, and Harry 31. Hoiriieimer have
been members of the legislature.
Jacob Shroder
was judge of the court of connnon pleas for a number of years, and Frederick S. Spiegel now holds
Julius Fleischmann is
(1902) the same position.
Nathaniel Newthe present mayor of the city.
burgh was appointed appraiser of merchandise by
President Cleveland during his first administration,
and Bernhard Bettmann has been collector of internal revenue since 1897.
The Jewish newspapers published in Cincinnati
are "The American Israelite," established 1854, and
" Die Deborah," established 1855; "The Sabbath Visitor," established 1874,
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:

The bark

of the

Cinnamoinum

ZfilLdiucuin, a i)lant so called botanically because
growing best in Ceylon. A variety often substi-

Cinnamon
it, cassia, comes from China.
was known in early times to the Hebrews. It was
used in making the anointing oil (Ex. xxx. 23), and.
tuted for
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It seems that both Hebrew
it from the I'heniciaus.
aud Greek took it from tlie Pheuiciau.
K
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CIPHER. See Gem.\thi.\.
CIRCUMCISION (n^'D; iu
:

scendants as "a token of the covenant" concluded
with him by God for all generations, the penalty of
non-observance being "karet," excision from the
people (Gen. xvii. 10-14, xxi. 4; Lev. xii. 3).
Aliens liad to undergo circumcision before they
could be allowed to partake of the covenant feast of
Passover (Ex. xii. 48), or marry into a Jewish family
It was "a reproach" for the
(Gen. xxxiv. 14r-16).
Israelite to be uncircumcised (Josh. v. 9; on "the
reproach of Egypt" see below). Hence the name
" 'arelim " (uncircumcised) became an opprobrious
term, denoting the Philistines and other non-Israel-

Sam. xiv. 6, xxxi. 4; II Sam. i. 20; compare
Judges xiv. 3; I Sam. xvii. 26), and used synonymously with" tame" (unclean) for heathen (Isa. lii. 1).
The word " 'arel " (uncircumcised) is also employed
for "unclean" (Lev. xxvi. 41, "their uncircumcised
hearts"; compare Jer. ix. 25; Ezek. xliv. 7, 9); it is
even applied to the first three years' fruit of a tree,
which is forbidden (Lev. xix. 23).
This shows how deeply rooted in the minds of the
ancient Hebrews was the idea that circumcision was
an indispensable act of national consecration and
ites (I

Nevertheless, there are several facts
which do not seem to be
Original in full harmony with this view. AcSigcording to Ex. iv. 24-26, the circumnificance. cision of the first-born son was omitted
by Moses, and tlie Lord therefore
"sought to kill him"; whereupon "Zipporahtook a
flint and cut off the foreskin of her son, and made it
touch [A. v., "cast it at"] his [Moses'] feet," saying, " A bridegroom of blood art thou to me. "
Thus
Moses was ransomed by the blood of his son's
circumcision.
Strange as was this omission on the part of Moses,
the omission of the rite on the part of the Israelites
in the wilderness was no less singular.
As recorded in Josh. V. 2-9, "all the people that came
out" of Eg3-pt were circumcised, but those "born
in the wilderness " were not and therefore Joshua,
before the celebration of the Passover, had them
circumcised with knives of flint (compare Ex. iv.
25) at Gilgal, which name is explained as "the rolling away " of " the reproach of Egypt " (see Gilgai-)Attention has also been called to the peculiar attitude of Deuteronomy and the Prophets toward circumcision. Deut. X. 16 (compare ib. xxx. 6 and
Jer. iv. 4) says, "Circumcise the foreskin of your
purification.

in the Bible

;

Historical View
Circumcision was known
an exclusively Jewish rite. Ishmael was

Hebrew,

"foreof the ni5iy
Biblical Data A religious rite performed
skin ").
on male cliildreu of Jew s on the eighth day after birth
also on their slaves, whether born in the house or
not.
It was enjoined upon Abraham and his de-

—

heart," thus giving tiie rile a spiritual meaning;
eircumcision as a physical act being enjoined nowhere in the whole book (seeGeiger, " Urschrift," ii.
79, and Montefiore, "Hibbert Lectures," 1892, pp.
Jer. ix. 25, 26 goes so far as to say that cir229, 337).
cumcised and uncircumcised will be piuiished alike
by the Lord; for "all the nations are uncircumcised,
and all the house of Israel are imcircumcised in
iieart."
Obviously, the prophetic view of the
sacredness of the rite differed from that of the

people.
Biblical

=

n^10="the cutting away"
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:

to be not

circumcised

when

thirteen years old

;

that

is,

at the

age of puberty (Gen. xvii. 25).
The rite was, in
fact, practised not only in ancient Arabia (Josephus, "Ant."i. 12, § 2: Origen, " AdGenesin,"i. 14;
"

Preparatio Evangelica," vi. 11 ShahrasHaarbriicker, ii. 35, § 4; Sozomen,
"Hist. Eccl." vi. 38), but also in Ethiopia (Philostorgius, "Hist. Eccl." iii. 4; Strabo, xvii. 776, 824),
as well as by almost all the primitive tribes of
Africa and by many of Australia (see R. Andree,
"Die Beschneidung," in "Archiv fUr Anthropologic," 1880, xiii. 53-78; Ploss, " Geschichtliches und
Ethnologisches ilber Knaben-Beschneidung," in
"Archiv fur Gesch. der Medicin," 1885, viii. R.
Hartmann, "Die VOlker Afrikas," 1879, i. 178).
This accumulation of evidence points to the fact
that circumcision in its primitive form was connected
with marriage, whether performed with a view to
the facilitation of cohabitation, as Ploss thinks, or,
as is far more in accordance with the psychology of
all primitive as well as of all ancient nations, to
At all
the ccJnsecration of the generative powers.
events, the age of puberty is most frequently selected
for the rite and, after weeks of purification, accompanied by tests of courage, the boy is formally
graduated into manhood aud, bearing a new name,
is ushered into the bridal chamber (Niebuhr, "Beschreibung von Arabien," p. 269 Andree, I.e.). For
Egypt the practise is attested not alone by Herodotus (ii. 37, 104), Philo(" De Circumcisione,"§2; ed.

Eusebius,
tani,

;

transl.

;

;

;

Mangey, p. 210), aud Ambrosius (" De Abrahamo," ii.
butalsoby the monuments (seeEbers, ".^gypten und die Biicher Mose's," i. 278) and the very
valuable Greek text published and discussed by R.

348),

Reizenstein (" Zvvei Religionsgeschichtliche Fragen,"
Strasburg, 1901). The rite of circumcision signified
admission of the boy at the age of puberty into the
rank of priesthood, as "web" (the Egyptian for
" pure" or " holy "), the mother's presence being conIn Biblical literature
sidered especially necessary.
the rite is incidental to the recognition of heirship,
and to the adoption of anew name (Gen. xvii. 4-14).
Moses' neglect to circumcise Gershom was possibly associated in some way with his (Mo.ses') marZipporah, however,
riage to a Midianite woman.
ultimately showed her allegiance to the God of the
The
Hebrews by performing the rite herself.
fact that in Arabic " hatana " signifies both " to
marry " (compare the Hebrew jrin = "bridegroom,"
and |riin = "father in-law ") and "to circumcise"
shows an original connection between the rite and
the nuptial ceremon)'; whereas the terms "tuhur"
and " tathir " (purification), applied to circumci-sion
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in

Arabia

(see

ten," 1887,

iii.

Wellhausen,
15-1 et seg.),

"

Skizzen uud Vorarbei-

indicate the later relig-

ious view (see also Kohlcr, in "Z. D. M. G." xxiii.
680,

and Noldeke, ib.
critical view

xl. 737).

of the Pentateuch, which
ascribes Gen. xvii. to the late Priestlj' Code, and
Josh. V. 4-7 to the interpolation of the redactor
(see Dillmann, commentary on the passage), sufliciently accounts for the non-circumcision of young
Israelites prior to their entrance into Canaan bj' the
following theory The ancient Hebrews followed the

The

:

more primitive custom of undergoing circumcision
at the fige of puberty, the circumcision of young
warriors at that age signifying the consecration
of their manhood to their task as men of the cove-

nant battling against the uncircumci.sed inhabitants
After the settlement of the
was transferred to the
eighth day after birth. In fixing the time of the initiatory rite at an age when its severity would be
least felt, the Mosaic law shows its superiority over
the older custom. Explanations which find the origin
of circumcision in hj'gienic motives, suggested first
by Philo (^.c.) and Joscphus ("'Contra Ap." ii. 13),
then by Saadia ("Emunot we-De'ot," iii. 10) and

(see Reizenstein,

I.e.).

Israelites in Palestine, the rite

Maimonides ("Moreh Ncbukim," iii. 49), and often
repeated in modern times, from Michaelis ("Mosaisches Recht," iv. 184-186) down to Rosenzweig
("Zur Beschneidungsfrage," 1878), who recommends
its introduction into the Prussian army, have no
other than a historical value,

In Apocryphal and Rabbinical Literature
During the Babylonian exile the Sabbath and circumcision became the characteristic symbols of Judaism. This seems to be the underlying idea of Isa.
hi. 4: "The eunuchs that keep my Sabbath" still
"hold fast by my covenant," though not having "the sign of the covenant" (Gen. xvii. 11,
Hebr.) upon their flesii. Contact with Grecian life,
:

especially at

games of the

the

arena,

made

this

obnoxious to the Hellenists, or antinationalists; and the consequence was their attempt
to appear like the Greeks by epispasm (" making
themselves foreskins"; I Mace. i. 15; Joscphus,
"Ant." xii. 5, § 1 As.sumptio Mosis, viii. I Cor.
vii. 18; nfj-iy ICO. To.sef., Shab. xv. 9; Yeb. 72a,
AH the more
b; Yer. IVuh i. 1Gb; Yeb. viii. 9a).
did the law-observing Jews defy the edict of Antioclius ?4)iphan('S prohibiting firrumcision (I Mace,
and the Jewish women .showed
ii. 46);
i. 48, 60;
their loyalty to the Law, even at tlic risk of tlieir

distinction

;

;

by theniselves circumcising their .sons.
In order to prevent the obliteration of the "seal

livr-s,

of the covenant" (n^-\2

Dmn) on the flesh, as cirnimcisinn was henrcforlh cull' d, the Rabbis, proba(Jen.
l)ly after the war of Bar Kokl)a (see Yeb. l.r.
U. xlvi.), instituted tiie "pcri'ah" (the laying bare
of fho glans). without which cirrunicision was declared to be f>f no value (Shal). \xx. 6).
Thenceforward circumcision was the mark of
Jewish loyalty. The Book of Jubilees (xv. 26-27),
written in the time of John Hyrcanus, has the following: "Wlifisoever is nncircunicised belongs to
'the sons of Belial,' to 'the children of doom and
for all tiie angelsof the Presence
eternal perdition
and of the Glorification liave been so from the
;

'

;

day of

their creation,

Cipher
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and God's anger will be kin-

dled against the children of the covenant if they
make the members of their body appear like those
of the Gentiles, and they will be expelled and exterminated from the earth " (see Charles, "The Book
of Jubilees," Iv.-lx. iii. 190-192).
To be born
circumcised was regarded as the privilege of the
saints, from Adam, " who was made in the image of
God," and Moses to Zerubbabel (see Ab. R. N., ed.
And great imporSchechter, p. 153; Sotah 12a).
tance was laid upon the shedding of a drop of blood
as a sign of the covenant when a child or a proselyte born circumcised was to be initiated into Judaism (Shab. 135-137b).
Uncircumcision being a blemish, circumcision was
to remove it, and to render Abraham and his descendants "perfect" (Ned. 31b; Gen. R. xlvi., after
Gen. xvii. 1). "Isaac should be the offspring of the
consecrated patriarch " (Gen. R. I.e.). He who destroys the covenant sign of Abraham (by epispasm),
has no portion in the world to come (Ab. iii. 17;
According to Pirke
Sifre, Num. xv. 31; Sanh. 99).
R. El. xxix., it was Shem who circumcised Abraham and Ishmael on the Day of Atonement; and the
blood of the covenant then shed is ever before God
on that daj' to serve as an atoning power. According to the same Midrash, Pharaoh prevented the
Hebrew slaves from performing the rite, but when
the Passover time came and brought
Abrahamic them deliverance, thev underwent cirCovenant. cumcision, and mingled tlie blood of
the paschal lamb with that of the
Abrahamic covenant, wherefore (Ezek. xvi. 6) God
repeats the words: "In thy blood live! "
In the wilderness, however, the Israelites omitted
only the peri'ah, according to R. Ishmael; according to the other rabbis, they did not circumcise their
children on account of the fatigue of the journey.
According to Sifre, Beha'aloteka, 67, and Ex. R.
xix., the tribe of Levi was the only one that " kept
They
the [Abrahamic] covenant " (Deut. xxxiii. 9).
had, says R. Ishmael, piled up the foreskins of the
circumcision in the wilderness, and covered tiiein
with earth. To this Balaam referred when he
asked " Who can count the dust of Jacob? " (Num.
xxiii. 10); and for this reason it became customary after circumcision to cover the foreskin with
:

earth.

Loyalty to the Abrahamic covenant was shown
by the Gentiles who voluntarily espoused the Jewish
faith, but not by the slaves of Abraliam upon wliom
circumcision was enforced, the ])alriarch having
done so only because he wished to conform to the
Nor did Esau practise
Levitical laws of jnirity.

own household: "licdesiiised his
xxv. 34; Tunnadebc Kiivuliu R.
The Ephraimite kingdom also failed
xxiv. [xxii.]).
to observe the Abrahamic rite; wherefore Elijah
swore "there shall not be dew nor rain these years,
but according to my word " (I Kings xvii. 1). Elijah's lot was ever to be jierseculcd by Jezebel;
therefore the Lord also swore an oath that no
"berit milah " (rife of circumcision) should be celebrated in Israel without the jjresence of Elijah:
hence a chair is always reserved on that occasion for
Elijah, "the angel [A. V., "messenger"] of the

circumcision

in his

hiriliriglil" ((Jen.
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(Msil. iii. 1; Piriyo R. El. xix.; sec Elijah's Cuaik).
Talismanic powers were iiscriluHl to the si^jn of
Accordthe covenant, as also to the phylacteries.
ing to the nibbis. David, when lie saw himself at the
bath stripiu'il of the telillin ami other religious insignia, thanked God for the Abnihaniic rite protecting hin>, and sjing the Twelfth Psalm, which bears

coveuaut"

the superscription "Al-ha SheminiL" (lit., *'ou the
eighth," explained by the Habbis as referring to the
rite of eircunui.siou
Yeb. 43b; comjiare ib. .53b.)
Circumcision causes an angel to sjive the Israelites
from the pangs of Gehenna, to which, according to
Ezek. xxxii. "24, the uneircumcised ('arelim) are
consigned (Tan., Lek Leka, cd. Bubcr, 27; Ex. R.
:

According

six.).

who

to Gen. R. xlviii.,

Gehenna

it is

Abraham

save the circum"Circumcision is of such
cised (see Abuaiiam).
importance that heaven and earth are lield only by
sits at

the gate of

to

the fulfilment of that covenant [after Jer. xxxi.
and all the merits of Moses could not shield
35]
him against the danger to which he was exposed in
consequence of the neglect of this command. It is
a thirteeufold covenant " (Ned. 34b).
Saving
But "it is also an occasion of highPower of est joy " (^leg. 16b, with reference to
CirEsth. viii. 16, and Ps. cxix. 162), especumcision. cially " for the mother " (Git. 57a, with
reference to Ps. cxiii. 9), the berit milah having been made the occasion of great festivity
from the days of Abraham (Shab. 130a; PirkeR. El.
;

I.e.

;

Baxqvets).

see

Circumcision is one of the commandments which,
having been accepted with joy, are ever obeyed
with joy, and, because the people gave their lives
for them, are observed with steadfast loyalty " (R.
Simeon b. Eleazar, in Shab. 130a). This refers to
the martyrdom which the Jewish people underwent during the Hadrianic persecution, which was
especially directed against circumcision.
"We
ought to abstain from marrying," said R. Ishmacl
b. Elisha, "since the Roman [Yawan] government
forbids us to celebrate the festival of the birth of a
son ["yeshua' ha-bcn," or "shabua' ha-ben "J but
then the world would come to a standstill " (B. B.
60b). "Why art thou, O Israel, led forth to be slain?
Because I have circumcised my son! ... It is
the love I .show for my Father in heaven "(Mek.,
Yitro, Ba-Hodesh, vi.).
"Why did God not make
man as he wanted him to be?" asked Tinnius (Tyrannus) Rufus, with biting sarcasm; and Akiba replied, "In order that man should perfect himself
by the fultilment of a divine command" (Tan.,
Tazria', ed. Buber, 7).
In Gen. R. xlvi. the arguments for and against
circumcision are put forth in the form of a dialogue between God and Abraham.
Replying to
"

;

.

.

.

Arguments
for

and

Against,

the f}uestion why the conunand had
not been given to Adam if it was so

dear to Him,
that

it

God reminds Abraham

.slif)uld

be sulhcient for him

and God are

—

in the world
play on ShADDAI "—and that the maintenance of
the world depends upon the acceptance of the commandment. But Abraham objects that circumcision is an obstacle to the conversion of the

that he

"
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Gentiles.
This trouble, also, is overcome by tlie
declaration of God's sullieieney to protect both
Abraham and the world. In fact, circumcision had
been deferred {\on\ the time of Abraham's conversion
in the forty-eighth year of his life
until his
ninety-ninth year, for the exjiress purpose of facili-

—

—

making of pro.selytes.
The problem of proselytism,

tating the

.

Judaism to

its

indeed, had stirred

very depths, and had almost separated

Hellenistic from Palestinian Judaism.
The former
would admit Gentiles after having undergone the
rite

of baptism

;

that

is,

regeneraticm by living water

(see Sibyllines. iv. 164 etKc/.:

"Wash your whole

stature clean from imj)uiity in nnining streams,
and, with hands uplifted to heaven, ask for forgiveness for your doing; then the worship of God will
heal gross impiety").
With this view, Josephus
relates ("Ant." xx. 2, §t^ 3, 4), a Jew named Ananias

sought to make converts to Judaism.
He succeeded with Queen Helena and the women of the
court, and her scm Izates was eager to follow her
example. But Izates' mother, on hearing of his
determination to submit to circumci-sion also, implored liim not to do so, as the people might take
umbrage at his act of compliance with strange and
abhorrent rites, and overthrow the dynasty.
His
instructor, Ananias, aKso tried to dissuade him and
to allay his scruples with arguments based on the
meritoriousness of his intention, which would atone,
sight of God, for the nonperformance of
the rite.
But, through the influence of another
Jew, Eleazar, from Galilee, the home of the Zealot
party, Izates was easily induced to submit to the
operation; and he informed both his mother and
Ananias of what he had done. He was rewarded
preserved
for his fortitude and piety for "God
both Izates and his sons when they had fallen into
many dangers, and procured their deliverance when
it seemed impos.sible, demonstrating thereby that the
frin't of piety is not lost to those who
Circumwail for Him and who put their sole
Compare the story recision of
trust in Him."
Proselytes, lated in Gen. It xlvi. " KingMonobaz
and Izates, .sous of King I'tolemy [an
error: read " Monobaz " for "Ptolemy"], read the
Book of Genesis together. When they came to the
passage xvii. 11 they wept; and each, without
the other's knowledge, underwent circumcision.
The next time they read the cha])ter together one
unto me, my brother! They
.said to the other:
then disclosed what they had done. Their mother,
on hearing of the matter, told their father that they
had needed circumcision as a {)recaution against phimosis, and he signified his approval.
As a reward
for their action they were saved by an angel from being killed in an amb"sh during a war in which they
had become involved " (compare Griltz, " Gesch." iii.
430 fi fieg.).
The issue between the Zealot and Liberal parties regarding the circumcision of proselytes remained an open one in tannaitic times; R. Joshua asserting that the bath, or baptismal rite, rendered a
person a full proselyte without circumcision, as Israel, when receiving the Law, re(iuired no initiation
other than the puriflcative bath; while R. Eliezer
makes circumcision a condition for the admission of
in the

.

;

.

.

:

'

Wo

'
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a proselyte, and declares the baptismal rite to be
A similar controof no consequence (Yeb. 46a).
versy between the Shammaites and the Hillelites is
given (Shab. 137a) regarding a proselyte born circumcised: the former demanding the
spilling of a drop of blood of the covCircumcision enant; the latter declaring it to be

The rigorous Shammaview, voiced in the Book of Jubilees {I.e.), prevailed in the time of
King John Hyrcanus, who foiced the Abrahamic
rite upon the Idumeans, and in that of King Aristobulus, who made the Itureans undergo circumcision
(Josephus, "Ant." xiii.9, §1; 11,^3). According to
Esth. viii. 17, LXX., the Persians who. from fear of
the Jews after Haman's defeat, "became Jews."
were circumcised.
The rigorous view is echoed also in the Midrash
"If thy sons accept My Godhead [by undergoing
circumcision] I shall be their God and bring them
into the land; but if they do not observe My covenant in regard either to circumcision or to the Sabbath, they shall not enter the land of promise" (Gen.
"The
R. xlvi., with reference to Gen. xvii. 8-9).
Sabbath-keepers who are not circumcised are intruders, and deserve punishment," (njT'D a^TI naK'SJ^U
Deut. R. i. and Ma'ase Torah, ed. Schonbium; see
also Hippolytus," Refutatio Onmium Haeresium,"

Necessary
or

unnecessarj'.

Not?

ite

ix. 21).

however, that while the Palestinian
the uncircumcised proselytes only as
"Proselytes of the Gate" (" Gere Toshab," Yeb. 47b;
see Proselytes), non-Palestinian Judaism did not
make such a distinction until the Roman wars, when
the more rigorous view became prevalent everywhere. Thus Flavius Clemens, a nephew of the
emperors Titus and Domitian, when with his wife
Domitilla lie embraced tlie Jewi.sh faith, underwent
circumcision, for which he suffered the penalty of
death (see Griltz, "Gesch." iv. 403 et seq., 702).
It was chielly this rigorous feature of Jewish proselytism which provoked the hostile measures of the
emperor Hadrian.
And, furthermore, it was the
It appears,

Jews accepted

among the Jews
of circumci.sion, ri'13 DDin (see
Shab. 137b; Ex. R. xix. Targ. Cant. iii. 8; Jlcrma.s.
"Similitudines." viii. 6, ix. 16; II Clemens to the
Corinthians, vii. 6, viii. 6; Guack at Meai.s; for
heatiien parallels of tlie expression ".seal "see Anrich.

di.scus.sion of this .same (jucstion

whether the

.seal

;

"Das Antike Mysterienwesen."

123-124, and
Reizenst<'iri, I.e. pp. 7-8). miglit not find itssnbsli
lutein "the seal of baj)lism "
whicii led Paul to
urge the latter in ojiiiosition to the former (Rom.
li. 2^1 ft Hr'i., iv.
11. and elsewhere), just as he was
pp.

—

led to

adopt

tlie

antinoiuistic or antinalional view,

wliicii liad its exponents in Alexandria (see Philo,
" Dc Mignitioiif .Minilmnn'," .\vi. ;c(]. .Mangcy, i. 450).

While in Hiblical times the mother (perhaps genperformed the operatif)n. it was in later times
perforiin'd by a surgfon. NDIT or |01X also failed by
the S[)fei(ie name " mohel " (pniO;
see Jo.seplnis.
"Ant." XX. 2, § 4; B. B. 21a; Siiab. 1301). 133b, 135,

erally)

15fia)

or "gf)/.er" nriJ)

In

tlie

Corlex Jiistinianus

5*.
10) pliysiciaiis were proiiibiled from prTforming the operation on Roman citizens who had become converts to Judaism.

(i.

Circumcision

Unlike Christian baptism, circumcision, however
important it may be. is not a sacrament which gives
the Jew his religious character as a Jew.
An uncircumcised Jew is a full Jew by birth
Cir(Hul. 4b; 'Ab. Zarah 27a; Shulhan
Aruk, Yoreh De'ah, 264, 1). A nonciuncision
Not a Sac- Jewish physician may, according to
rament.
R. Mei'r, in the absence of a Jewish
expert, perform the ceremony, as may
women, slaves, and children ('Ab. Zarah 26b; Men.
42a; Maimonides, " Yad,"Milah, ii. 1; Yoreh De'ah,
I.e.), although the more rigorous Shammaite rule
was forced by the Amoraim; compare Gen. R. I.e.
Circumcision must, whenever possible, take place
on the eighth daj', even when this falls upon the
Sabbath (Shab. xix. 1).
The Samaritans and the
Karaites, however, dissent from this rule (see Karaites and Samaritans); if by reason of the child's
debilit}^ or sickness the ceremony is postponed, it
can not take place on the Sabbath (Shab. 137a). It
is the duty of the father to have his child circumcised; and if he fails in this, the bet din of the city
must see that the rite is performed (Kid. 29a).
As early as the geonic time the ceremony had
been transferred from the liou.se of the parents to
the sj'nagogue, where it took place after the service in the presence of the whole congregation.
In
order to give it the character of a festival certain
prayers of a mournful nature, such as " Widduy "

and "Tahanun," were omitted, and occasionally
appropriate hymns were recited instead. In the
tenth century there appears, in addition to the
moliel and the father of the child, the "ba'al berit,"
also called " godfather " (" sandek " corresponding to
the ff/'VTe/cvof, the godfather in the Greek Church,
who lifted the neophyte from the baptismal water).
The sandek holds the child on his knees during the
operation.
As a rule, the wife of the godfather carries the child in and hands it to the mohel, while
the congregation greets it with " Blessed be he that
:

Cometh

name of the Lord " (Ps. cxviii. 26).
chair upon which the sandek is seated

in the

Beside the
another chair is placed, called, as has been stated
above, "the chair of Elijah " (see Elijah's Chair).
Upon this the mohel places the child, reciting Gen.
xlix. 18; Ps. cxix. 156, 162, 166;

Ps. Ixv. 5, the

The
Ceremony,

and the

first

half of

congregation responding with the latter half.
He then takes the child from
"pjiijah's chair" and places it, upon
a cushion, in the lap of the sandek,
reciting the benediction: " Hlessed art

Lord our God, King of the Universe, who
hast sanctified us by Thy comniaiidments, and hast

Thou,

()

enjoined us to perforin the coniinandmeiit of circumcision." When tli(! operation is over, the father
"Blessed art
of the child recites the Ix-nediction
:

"^riion

.

.

.

who

hast sanctified

lis

by Thy command-

ments, and hast enjoined us lo make him enter into
the covenant of Abraham our father"; and the congregation responds wilh " ;\s he hath been made to
enter the covenant, so may he also be nia(l(! to enter
the study of the Torah, the hnpiiah nuptial chamThe
ber], and the performance rif good deeds."
use of the |ironoiin "him" in this peculiar bene:

|

diction

of

the father, ami '\\\ the congregational
in the ancient Baraita (Shab. 137b).

resptmse given
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seems to indicate that oriijiimlly the child was named
imniediatcly after tlie eircmiu'isioii, as was the case
iu New Tistument times (Luiie ii. 21; compare Gen.
xvii. 5), and that the conpregatiou then blessed the
child just named.
Ilenci', also, the prayer recited at
the close. Owing to the fact that the original "se'udat berit milah " (see Banquets) was later on postponed or changed in character, the two benedictions
introducing it are now reciteil by the n\oliel, who,
taking the cup of wine, says: "Blessed be Thou
who hast created the fruit of the vine. " "Blessed
who hast sanctified the beloved one
be Thou
[Isaac] from the womb, and hast ordained an ordinance for his kindred, and sealed his descendants
with the sign of tlie holy covenant. Therefore on
this account do Thou, O living God, our Inheritance and our Rock, command [Thy angels
see

negative standpoint of thi' Frankfurt ReformVerein, but eiiipiiatically indorsed tiie view that he
who disregards the law of circumcision, whatever
the motive may be, is nevertheless a Jew, circvuncision having no sacramental character.
Zunz
and Aub, however, endeavored to attribute to circumcision a semi-sacramental character (see CereMOMi:s); but Geiger, who, in his private correspcmdenee with Stern, sympathized with the Radical
Reformers, objected, with others, to this arbitrary

Maimonides, "Pe'er Im-Dor," responsum No. 134]
to save Thy beloved kindred [Israel] from the pit
[of Gehenna], for the sake of Thy covenant which
Thou hast put upon our flesh! Blessed be thou, O

for acting
contrary to Jewish law in naming and consecrating
an uncircumcised child in the sj'nagogue. Einhorn,
in an "opinion," published a second time in his "Si'
nai," 1857, pp. 736 e< seq., declared, with references to
ancientand modern rabbinical authorities, that a child
of Jewish parents was a Jew even if uncircumcised,
and retained all the privileges, as well as all the obligations, of a Jew.
This view he also expressed in
his catechism, his prayer-book, and his sermons, emphasizing the spiritual character of the Abrahamic
covenant "the seal of Abraham placed upon the
spirit of Israel as God's covenant people."
The abolition of circumcision in the case of proselytes, on the ground of its being a measure of extreme cruelty when performed upon adults, was
proposed by Isaac ]\I. Wise at the rabbinical conference in Philadelphia in 1869, and was finally
agreed to by the Reform rabbis of America at the
New York conference in 1892 (see Conferences,
R.\BBiNiCAL; Proselytes; Reform).

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

Lord, Maker of the Covenant" (Shab. 137b).
Here follows in the liturgy a prayer, preserved from
geonic times by Abraham b. Nathan, Tanyah, and
Abudrahim, referring especially to the naming of the
child " Our God and God of our fathers! Preserve
this child to his father and mother, and let his name
the son of N.
Let the father
be called in Israel
rejoice in him that came forth from his loins, and
let the mother be glad in the fruit of her womb as
it is written
[Prov. xxiii. 25]: and it is said
[Ezek. xvi. 6 (see above); Ps. cv. 8-10; Gen.
xxi. 4: Ps. cxviii. 1].
Let the child named
wax
great!"
AVhereupon the congregation again responds, saying: "As he hath entered into the covenant, so ma J' he be permitted to enter the study of
the Torah, the huppah, and the performance of
good deeds."
After having for centuries been practised as a distinctively Jewish rite, circumcision appeared to
many enlightened Jews of modern times to be no
longer in keeping with the dictates of a religious
truth intended for humanitj' at large; and its abolition was advocated, and made the shibboleth of the
:

N

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

N

"Friends of Reform"

(''

Reformfreunde

") in

Frank-

fort-on-the-Main in 1843.
Under the
Reform leaderehip of Theodor Creizenach, M.
Judaism 8tern of GOttingen, and others, the
and Cir- association published in the "Frankcixmcision. furter Journal," July 15, 1843, and in
"Der Israelii des Neunzehnten Jahrhunderts" of the same year articles in which, besides the abolition of circumcision and the transfer
of the Jewish Sabbath to Sunday, the renunciation of historical Judaism in its entirety Avas declared necessary, and a sort of Jewish Church,
based upon the ^Mosaic monotheism, was recommended. These articles called forth the protests of
many rabbis, even in the Reform camp, among
whom were Joseph Aub and Samuel Hirscli of Luxemburg (see S. D. Trier, " Rabbinische Gutachten
fiber die Beschueidung." Frankfort-on-the-Main,
1844).
A bitter controversy raged in Die Jewisli
congregations and press.
Samuel Iloldlieim took
sides with tiie Radical Reformers; David Einhorn,
with a n.umber of other rabbis, oppo.sed tiie merely

position (see Geiger, "Gesammelte Schriften," v.
On the other hand, Samuel Ilirsch, in a
174, 181).
series of discourses on the Messianic mission of Israel

preached a sermon on the symbolic value of
circumcision.
In 1847 Einhorn, as chief rabbi of Mecklenburg,
(1843),

became involved

in a controversy

litzsch of Rostock,

with Franz De-

who denounced him

—

Bibliography: Hastings, I>(c(. BiW. s. v.; Cheyne and Black,
Kncyc. Bihl. s.v.; HariiburKer, R. B. T. s.v. Be»chne,Uiu)n)
Schudt, Merckwllrdinkeiten dcr Juden. Indexes; Gideon
Brecher, Die BeticJinekluitg der IitraeUten, Vienna, 1845;
Friedreich, Ucber die Jlldixche Beschueidung, Anspacb,
1844; M. G. Solomon, Die BeschneAdung, Brunswick, 1844;
S. Holdheim. Ueher die BesclineUlunu, Schwerin, 1844; A.
J. Glasberpr. Zikron Berit la-lliishnnim, Berlin, 1892; S. D.
Trier, Habhi)iii<che Gninchien ilbcr die, Beschueidung,
Fraukfort-on-tlie-.Main. 1844; Schechter, Studies in Jminiiiin,

H. Plu.ss, (ieschichUiches und ElhnoloUber Knaben-Beschneidung, Lelpsic, 188.5; Redmondino, HUflorn nf Circumcinon, Philadelphia-London.
1891
(i. B. Arnold, Circumcision, in The New York Medical Jimrnnl, Feb. 13, 188(5; Kohler, The Sign of the Covenant, in The Jetvisli Reformer, 188(5, No. 2; S. Kohn, Die
lieM-h.der Beschneidung tieiden Judcn (Hebrew), Cracow,
]90;j; S. Kiitna, Stiulien illier die Beschncidung, In Monatsgchrift, 1901, pp. :W^361, 4:iJ-4.>5 Year Book of Central Conference American Rabbis, 1891-92.
K.
e. g. h.
1896, pp. U'88-299;
gisciu'ji

;

;

In Ethnography: Distribution: The rile of
circumcision appears lo be both the oldest and the
most widely spread surgical operation known. According toAndree ("Die Beschncidung," in"Archiv
filr Anthropologie," xiii. 76), it is still practised by
more than two hundred million people, which

is

conservative estimate, since the followers of
Islam alone are reckoned at two hundred and fifty
million.
Though not a principle or religious duty,
fjuite a

it is sj^read throughout the Mohammedan world;
consequently both the age at which the operation is
performed and the mode of treatment vary among
Turks, Persians, Algerians, and Arabs. Among the
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Arabs circumcision seeins to be a test of endurance.
Philostorgius found it practised by tliem as early

A much earlier instance, however,
as 342 B.C.
among Egyptian mummies, is that of Amen-en-heb,
(lived between 1614 and 1555 B.C.), which H. Welcke
has found to be a true case of circumcision (" Archiv
The practise extends over part
fiir Anthr." x. 123).
of the Balkans, Asia Minor, Pereia, part of India,
and the Malay Archipelago, besides practically the
Nor can this be due to
•whole of North Africa.
Mohammedan influence, as it occurs
quite as frequently among the tribes
Africa.
of the east and west coasts of Africa
•which have not been in contact with Islam.
Even
the Christian Abyssinians, the Bogos, and the Copts,
the first of whom probablj' learned it from Jews, still
observe the rite. Indeed, so universal is the practise in Africa that it would be simpler to give a list
of the tribes that do not circumcise than to enumerate all those that do. Zobirowski attempts to prove
that it is found in Africa only among those tribes
which have plants of Oriental origin, like millet, rice
or sorgho (boura), and appears to suggest that it
has slowly spread through the dark continent from
Egypt but the absence of complete induction and of
historic records renders his contention very doubtful.
The possibility of an Egyptian origin for circumcision is, however, completely disproved bv the exThe Australian
tent of the practise in Australia.
evidence is of particular interest, the operation
being performed there with a stone knife, as is recorded of the Israelites (Spencer and Gillen, "Tribes
of Central Au.stralia," p. 323; compare Ex. iv. 25).
The practise is almost equally wide-spread among
the islanders of the Malay Archipelago.
For America the evidence is somewhat scanty,
;

and

relates chiefly to the central part of the conti-

though Petitot reports the practise among tlie
Athapascans and McKenzie among the Dog River
Indians.
An analogous practise is reported by
nent,

the inhabitants of Nicaragua, who
the organ and sow corn dipped in
it. In Mexico a similar practi.se was found by Cortez,
according to the report of Garcia de Palacio (1576);
but the blood drawn was offered at
America, the altar. Las Casas reports it among
the Aztecs; and the Mayas of YucaThe Caribs of
tan still Jiave an analogous pnictise.
the C)rinocoand the Tacunasof the Amazon jjractise
the rite, as well as the Automecos, the Salivas, and
the Ouemos, who perform it on the eighth day, the
earliest time recorded among savage tribes.
Mode of Operation: Tlie j)0.s.sibility of this wide
distribution of the practis*; being due to a dispersidu
from a single center like Egypt or southern Arabia,
is disproved by the great variety of methods by
whifh the removal of the prepuce is effected, some
of the practises, as in New Caledonia and the Fiji Islands, throwing light on the "pcri'ah " of the Jews.
The subject can not be adeq .at<'ly treated without a reference to the analogous operation of clitoridcctomy performed on girls (>f nubile age, sometimes accompanied by the so-called " infibulation "
of the adjacent parts.
According to Pioss (in
"Zeitschrift fnr Ethnologic." 1871. pp. 381 et wq.,
summarized in his" Das Kind." 1st ed.. i. 305-324),

Squier

among

draw blood from

IV.—

Circumcision

this occurs among the S. Arabs, in

Egypt, in Abys-

among the Gallas,

the Susus, the Mandingos.the
[Masai, and the Waknosi (all of whom likewise circumcise their bo^'s), as well as in Peru and on the banks
The operation is in nearly
of the Ucayale River.
every case performed simultaneously on males and
females, though they are kept separate during the
periods of preparation and operation.
One sect of
Jews, the Falashas, also circumcise both sexes

sinia,

(Andree, "Zur Volkskunde der Juden," p. 84); it is
probable that this practise has been adopted from
the surrounding Abyssinians.
The instrument with which the operation is performed is in almost every case an ordinary knife of
iron or steel but, as stated above, the Australians
use stone knives, as the Jews and the Egj'ptians
(Pliny, "Hist. Nat." xxxv. 46) did formeriy, and as
the North-American Indians and the Abyssinian
Alnajas still do (Ludolf. "Hist, ^thiop." iii. i. 21).
A case in which a stone knife was used by Jews is
mentioned by Schudt as late as 1726. Mussel-shells
are used in Polynesia.
The Marolongs of South
Africa used a "fire-stone" (meteorite), but now cir;

cumcise with an assegai.
Much variety is found in the age at which the rite
The earliest
is performed among different tribes.
occurs among the Jews, on the eighth
Age.
day after birth (Falashas even on the
seventh), and among the southwestern
Arabs, who perform the rite on the seventh, fourteenth, twenty-first, or twenty-eighth daj'. The Susus near Timbuctoo and the Guemos of South America are also said to perform the rite on the eighth
day. In East Africa the Mazequas perform it between the first and the second month. The Persian

Mohammedans circumcise in the third or fourth
year; the Christian Copts, between the sixth and
The Fijians jjerform the operation in the
eighth.
seventh year, as do also the Samoans. But, apart
from these instances, all the tribes who perform this
rite do so at the age of puberty, which is of course
a very significant fact. The exceptional position
of the Jews in this regard has to be emphasized in
any discussion of the light which ethnology can
throw upon the Biblical command.
The act of circumcision is gcnerall)' accompanied
by some special ceremonial. In Samoa it takes
place when the youth is namod but
Accompa- most often it forms a i)art of the geunyingCere- eral set of ceremonies initiating the
young of both sexes into matiire life.
monial.
This is generally accompanied ly trials
of endurance for the lads or young men; and from a
certain point of view circumciHion may be regarded
as one of these tests, as is definitely the case among the
Jauf of South Arabia (Halevy). As instances may be
mentioned the elabonite ceremonials of African and
Australian savages; hut there is nothing specifically
religious in the initiation ceremonies, the elders of
the tril)e performing the operation and instriicting
Among the Falashas three old
the iieojihytes.
women jierform the rite, possibly because it is prac;

ti.sed

on

girls as well as boj's.

in

ter

Occa.sionally,

how-

performed by the priest; and
the New Hebrides a distinctly nhystic characis imparted to the ceremony, no woman being

ever, the operation

is
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allowed to Im? present. Similarly, Livingstone found
" bofrueni " of
it impossible to obtain aecess to tlie

Among

the Beeluianas.

tlie

Bourana the lads are

kept apart in u special hut; and on tiie day of circumcision an ox is sjicriticed, and all smear themAmong the Sulus the blood
selves with its blood.
is received in a cup of aslies and buried, while witli
The
the Marolongs tlie removed foreskin is buried.
rite is mostly couunon to the whole population, but
occasionally, as in Hook Island, it is performed on
the rich oidy, while in Celebes it is only resorted to
In
in the case of princes who have no children.
Mexico it seems to have been a prerogative of the

upper classes.
There are certain indications which seem to show
that primitive peoples adopt or drop the practise
without mucli ado, possibly because it is not regarded
The Zulus and the Gallas have

asdetiuitely religious.

discarded the custom since Europeans have become

acquainted with them, and Reinach gives reasons

though specifically
mentioned as uncircumcised (Judges xiv. 3; I Sam.
xvii. 26, 36; xviii. 25; Ezek. xxxii. 30), had adopted
circumcision by the time of Herodotus (ii. 104) and
Aristophanes ("Birds," p. 507) i.e., between 575
(Ezekiel) and 445 B.C. (Herodotus) while the Idumeans, who appear to have been circumci.sed in the
time of Jeremiah (Jer. ix. 26), had entirely discarded
the jiractise by the time of John Hyrcanus, who forcilily reintroduced it among them ("L'Anthropolofor believing that the Philistines,

—

gie.'Mv. 28-31).
Object

:

The exact object

spread custom

is

for which this widepractised has been long a subject
theories rnainly held point to three

The
of dispute.
originating causes: tribal, sacrificial, and utilitarian.
For the tribal view there is to be said that circumcision, like other mutilations of the body intended
for tribal marks, takes place at the age of puberty,
when, for example, the Hereros of Africa knock out
the front teeth
but as the organ is almost invariably hidden, it is difficult to see how circumcision
;

could be regarded as a tribal mark (sec Gerland in
Waitz, "Anthropologic," vi. 40).
The sacrificial theory, which sees in circumcision
an offering to the deity of fertility, has to draw for
illustration from the practises of Yucatan and Nicaragua, where the custom itself is only in a stage of
survival, if it exists at all.
Others regard it as a
substitute for human sacrifice (Movers and Ghillany), and place it on the same level as eunuchism
(Letourneau, Elie Reclus). Hence Herbert Spencer
suggests that it was a mark of subjection introduced
by conquering warriors to supersede the punishment
of death. The appeal made to Samson by his father

(Judges xiv. 3), and that made to the Israelites and
to Saul by David (I Sam. xvii. 26, 36), give a certain amount of plausibility to this theory; but the
fact that the practise is either common to all the
tribe or is reserved for the upper classes, as in

Mexico, the Celebes, and Rook Island, tells strongly
against this last form of the sacrificial theory.
The suggestion of Sir Richard Burton (" Memoirs
Anthrop. Soc." i. 318) that it was introduced to promote fertility seems to be contradicted by the prac-

and arguments of many tribes (see Riedel, in
"Verhandluugen der Gesellschaft f Qr Erdkuude zu
tise

08

Berlin," 1885, No. 8).
The claims of cleaidiness and
health have been strongly urge<l. especially for hot
countries, where phimosis is likely to be induced if

the natural secretions of the jwrts are

Utilitarian ntiiined by the prepuce. Philo (" I)e
Theories. Circunuisione," ed. Mangey, ii. 210)
gives this as one of the motives for the
Biblical injunction and later writers, such as Claparede ("La Circoncision," Paris, ISOl) and Rosenzweig ("Zur Beschneidungsfrage," 1878), have for
;

recommended its general adoi)tion. But
the practise is found among so many tribes who
have not the most elementary notions of cleanliness,
not to speak of hygiene, that this is not likely to be
the prevailing motive for its adoption.
The fact that circumcision is almost invariably
this reason

found practised as a rite of initiation, and frequently
on both sexes, gives the clue to its general adoption,
as H. Pioss contends in an essay (" Geschichtliches
und Ethnologisches liber KnabenAn
Beschneiduug," in" Deutsches Archiv
Initiation fllr Gesch. der Medicin," viii. 312Ceremony. 344) mainly based on Andree's materials.
According to the wise custom among savages of initiating their youth into all
the duties of the mature life, the elders prepare the
lads for their marital life at this time; and circumcision, often of both sexes, is resorted to as part of
the preparation.
The only ancient legend about
Zipporah circumcising Moses (as would seem to be
implied by her exclamation, Ex. iv. 25, 26) confirms
Ploss's view to some extent; but the exceptionally
early age at which Jews perform the rite takes it
entirely out of the category of initiation ceremonies
among them, and proves it to be of a religious or
symbolic nature, as indeed is ex pressly claimed for it.
Bibliography: Index Catalogue, of Surgenn- Major's LU
tiTary, WiistunRlon, 1st and 2d series, s.v. Circumcision
(I'ihial), gives a tolerably complete list of works and papers.
Tbe above article is founded mainly on the material collected by Andree and Ploss, with the use of M. Zaborowski's
La CircnncMnn, sa SuiierKtitum en Afriqve, in L'Anthropnlngie^ vii. d^HS-fuH idem, De la Circoncitiion des Gar;

cons

et

de V ExcisUtn des FiUes

Comme

Pratique d'lnitin-

tion, in BuUetin Soc. Anthrop. Paris, 4th series, v. 81-104.
Special references are only Introduced in correction or supplementally ; for other statements authorities will be found
in Andree.

J.

To perform the operation and
any danger that may be connected with it,

In Medicine
to avoid

:

an acquaintance with the anatomy of the ti.ssues involved is necessary. The organ terminates in a conical lieshy sub.stance called the glans.

The skin cover-

prolonged forward in a
Anatomy of loose fold, which covers the glans and
the Parts, is supplied with an inner lining of the
character of a mucous membrane,
which, being reflected, also forms a covering of the
glans proper.
The prolonged portion of skin with
The
its lining is termed the prepuce or foreskin.
prepuce has no large blood-vessels; and therefore
circumcision is not attended by any dangerous hemorrhage, except when the glans is injured by unskilful handling of the knife, or in very exceptional
cases where there exists an abnormal tendency to
ing the organ

is

bleeding.

Circumcision varies considerably as practised by
Jews and by the Mohammedans. Among the
Jews it means not only the excision of the outer
the
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part of the prepuce, but also a slitting of its inner
lining to facilitate the total uncovering of the glans.

Circumcision

index-finger of each hand, and tears it so that he
can roll it fully back over the glans and expose the
The mohel usually has his
latter completely.
thumb-nail suitably trimmed for the purpose. In
exceptional ca.ses the inner lining of the prepuce is
more or less extensively adherent to the glans, which
interferes somewhat with the ready removal; but
persistent effort will overcome the difBculty.
Mezizah
By this is meant the sucking of the
blood from the wound. The mohel takes some wine
in his mouth and applies his lips to the part involved in the operation, and exerts suction, after
which he expels the mixture of wine and blood into
a receptacle (see Fig. 4, below) provided for the
purpose. This procedure is repeated several times,
and completes the operation, except as to the control of the bleeding and the dressing of the wound.
The remedies employed for the former purpose vary
greatly among different operators and in different
countries.
Astringent powders enter largely into
these applications. In North Germany the following
mixture is extensively used dilute sulfuric acid, one
part alcohol, three parts honey, two parts and vinfavorite remedy with many operegar, six parts.
:

7

8

:

IMPLKME.NTS AND ACCESSORIKS OF CiRCUMCISIO.V (18TH
Century).
1.

Cup
5.

of benediction.

Tape.

6.

2.

Shield.

Cotton and

Oil.

3.
7.

Knife.

Sand.

4.

8.

(From BodeoKbati, " Kirchliche Verfassung,"

;

;

;

A

Spice-box.

Powder.
1748.)

The Mohammedans pursue

the simple method of cutting off the integumeutal portion of the foreskin, so
that almost all of the inner layer remains, and the

,,,,,'v ;.-'?

glans continues covered.
The operation up to very recent times was exclusively performed by laymen, to whom the act had
been taught by others who, by experience, had acquired the necessary knowledge and skill. The tests
of a good operator, or "mohel" (circumciser), were
that he sliould perform his work quickly, safely as
to its immediate effect, and successfully as to the
condition which the parts would permanently assume. As a ride, the majority of these operators
developed great dexterity; and accidents were remarkably rare. In case the glans was not sufliciently expo.sed after the healing process was completed, much anxiety was occasioned for in some
exceptional instances a second operation was re;

.sortcd to.

The operation consists of three parts: "milah,"
"pfri'ah," and " me/,iif,ah."
Milah The child having been placed upon a pillow resting upon tlw; lap of tlu; gf)dfalher or "sandelj; " (lie who is honored by being assigned to
hold the child), the mohel exposes the parts by
removal of garments, etc., and instructs the san(iek how to hold the child's legs.
The mohel
then grasps the prepuce between the thumb and
index-finger r)f his left hand. exeningHunicieiit traction to draw it from the glans, and })laces tlie shield
(see P'ig. 1. next column) in position just before the
plans.
lie nf)w takes his knife and with one sweep
excises the foreskin.
This comfiletes the first act.
The knife (sec Fig. .'3) most commonly used isdoublecdged, although one like those ordinarily used by
sunreoris is also often employed.
Peri'ah
After the excision has been completed,
the moh'jl seizes the inner lining of the prei)uce,
which still covers the glans, with the thumb-nail and
:

n

\^t

MODKRN
1.

Shield.

2.

IMPI.KMKNTS OK ClRCnMCISION.

.Moutiipiece.

3.

Knife.

4.

Cup

for Mezizah.

:

ators is the tinctiirc of the chlorid of iron, which is
These solutions are
a recognized cllicient styptic.

THE

circumcision

.IKWISII

by moans

of small ciroulnr pieces of linen
which the glans is
plaood.anil thocirossinij is closoiy applied to tiio parts
below. This is secured in its place by a few turns of a
diaper is now applied, and the
small bandage.
open\tion is tinished. The dressings are usually allowed to remain vuitil the third day. The nurse in the
mean time is instructed to apply olive-oil, plain or

applitnl

with openiniis

in thccfntiT, into

A

cajbolized.

"When the parts are then uncovered the

wound will in most cases have healed.
To guard against any mishap through suppuration
or erysipelas, the genitals .should be washed with
soap "and water, and afterward with a solution of
The mohel should
bichlorid of mercury, 1 to 2,000.
deal similarly with his
hands, and especially
with his nails, using a
nail brush; and all the
instruments to be used
should be immersed in
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shape or firmness, or should he prefer avoixling
risk attaching to that method, two pairs of
short forceps may with advantage be substituted,
site

any

and are now often used.
carefully, so that

it

The

made by a sharp

dress-

that

he

begins

to

must be

instru-

entirely in con-

with

the

aseptic

instances, but
especially in conse-

in all

more

quence of a case in Cra-

cow in which it became
known that syphilis was
communicated to a large
number of Jewish children through an infected
condition of the mohel's
mouth (Glassberg, " Die

Beschneidung," p. 27).
The result has been that
a number of mohels have
discarded the mezizah
altogether.
The majority of Jews, however,
remain averse to such an

his

more so
condemned

innovation, the

exer-

because

grasping and
making traction on the

cised

from

treatment of wounds,
which should be adhered

hands immediately

work.
Care

it is

tact

A

before

made

ment.
Considerable opposition has of late years
been made against the
mezizah on the ground

ings should consist of
sterile or antiseptic
gauze or similar mateAll the prepararial.
tions relating to the
instruthe
dressings,
ments, and the hands
of the operator should
be made before the child
is brought into the room
in which the operation is
to be performed, in order
to avoid unnecessarily
prolonging the anxiety
of the mother.
basin
with the bichlorid of
mercurj' solution should
be at hand, into which
the operator may dip
his

tear shoulil be

the median line, and should not be carried back too
far; for at the margin of the corona it might give
rise to unnecessary bleeding.
When the inner lining is tough, or bound down by adhesions, a probepointed scissors may be used for the peri'ah. Drs.
Kchlberg and LOwe recommend the use of the scissors in all cases; claiming that the wound made by
them is more favorable, and infection less lial)le.
Against this, however, is the well-established principle in surgery that a
lacerated wound is less
apt to bleed than one

boiling water for about
five minutes.

The

will not deviate greatly

in

1.

Knife.

Articles Used in Circumcision.
2. Platter, bearing as inscription Gen. xxl.
3. Handle of platter.
(In the MuKe de Cluny, Paru.)

foreskin just before the
knife is used. The outer
layer is much more elastic than the inner; and if the outer and inner layers
are not held firmly together at the margin, it may
happen in making traction that the
Preouter layer may become folded upon
cautions itself, with the result that the cut
will remove a circular piece of skin
to Be
Observed. ju.st behind the edge of the foreskin.
Of course this will require the subsequent removal of the remaining edge.
Some operators dispense with the shield, but this
is not to be commended; for it will expose the child
to the risk of having a piece of the glans cut oflf,
and to dangerous bleeding in consequence.
When the operator uses his nails to tear the inner
layer (peri'ah), he should be careful to have them
absolutely clean. Should they not have the requi-

it

is

by the Orthodox
4.

rabbis.

As a compromise, which
has received satisfactory
ecclesiastical

authority,

a method has been adopted w^hich consists in the
application of a glass cylinder that has a compressed mouthpiece, by means of
Danger of which suction is accomplished. BeMezizah. fore the cylinder is applied a small
quantity of sterilized absorbent cotton is placed in the mouthpiece, which effectually
protects both the child and the operator.
The inner layer, when it is folded back after its laceration, meets with the outer retracted layer, and the
application of the dressing will satisfactorily keep the

edges in fair apposition. Drs. Kehlberg and LOwe, in
an article in Glassberg's work, recommend the closing
of the

wound by

in surgery

stitches after the method practised
and known as the continuous suture.

There are two objections to

this treatment of the
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wound. It prolongs the operation unnecessarily,
and entails the annoj-ance of removing tlie sutures
when the union of the wound has taken place.
The sponge, which has almost invariably been
made use of for cleansing the parts (which are more
or less covered with blood), should be entirely discarded. It has been found difficult to keep sponges
surgically clean and pledgets of sterile gauze fresh

—

;

ones for every case

—are to be preferred.

consideration after the completion of the operation is to guard against hemorWhen the wound is limited to the prepuce
rhage.
itself, hemorrhage need not be dreaded; for the

The most important

pressure of tlie simple dressings alone will be suffiMany operators appl}'
cient to control it effectually.
a little tincture of iron, to which there
Treatment can be no serious objection for it is
of Wound, the most reliable of the remedies usually applied for tiie arrest of hemorrhage.
The mohel should remain with the child for
at least an hour to be perfectly satisfied that no
liemrirrhage follows, and to slop it should it occur.
If the bleeding does not proceed from an artery, the
tincture of iron with somewhat firmer pressure of
Should
the bandage will usually prove satisfactory.
tiie bleeding come in jets, a catch-artery forceps must
be applied, which acts as a clamp; and a surgeon
should be sent for, as a ligature may be needed.
Theie is one form of bleeding which has thus far
not been mentioned, and which needs consideration.
It is well known that there are individuals who
bleed very profusely and very persistently upon the
sligiitest provocation.
The old rabbis must have
known of this condition for they taught tliat, when
a mother lost two children from circumcision, those
that might be born afterward should not be subThis abnormal tendency to
jected to the operation.
bleeding is of hereditary character. It is transmitted through the mother and through the daughters of such a mother.
The son, who might be a
bleeder himself, will not transmit it to his children.
Should such a condition be met with in circumcision, tlie ordinary methods for the arrest of hemorrhage must not be relied upon. The actual cautery
will liavc to be resorted to, or a short piece of a
metal or liard flexible catheter must be inserted in
the urethra and firm pressure applied by means of a
bandage. The catheter lias the advantages of not
interfering with uiinution, and of offering a firm sur
face for the application of pressure. It goes without
sjiying that mechanicil provisions must be made to
prevent the catheter from slijjping citiier in or out.
As illustrating the extreme rarity of disjisters as a
con.sf.'riuence of the liemorrhagicdiatliesis in circumcision, Dr. A. li. Arnold writes that in an experience of more than 1,000 cases he met with one case
only ("New York Mediejil .lournal," Feb. 1«>, IHHC).
It happens not iiifre(|ueiitly that the attending
physician, on account of some unfavorable condition
of the child, advises a post|)oncment of the oper;

;

ation.

The

Jewi.sh law sanctions such a proceeding

until the child has fully recovered its health.

The foIUtwing reasons

postponing the operation are enumerated by Drs. Kehlberg an<l Lowe:
"

for

|ironounced feebleness of the child, febrile conobstinate diarrhea, refusing to take the

ditions,

Circumcision

breast, diseased conditions of the skin, general or
local convulsions or jerkings, inflammation of the
eyes or eyelids, fungous excrescences in the mouth,
very frequent vomiting, continued sleeplessness"

(Glassberg,

I.e.

p. 36).

Circumcision among the Jews has been accepted
and adhered to simply as a religious rite but it is of
interest to make manifest the advantages that accrue
to the individual from having the prepuce removed in
;

early

life.

Sometimes the phj'siological changes in the prepuce are interfered with and it can not be retracted
at

all,

or only to a partial degree.

Medical

These conditions are termed respectAdvan- ively complete and partial phimosis.
tagesofCir- Phimosis is followed by a train of
cumcision. disturbances more or less serious in
cliaracter; one of the most frequent
troubles arising from this cause being interference
with the emptying of the bladder. As a result of
phimosis, or even of the ordinary exudations, inflammation of the inner lining of the prepuce and
the covering of the glaus is extremely liable to
This inflammation, termed balanitis, will
arise.
cause pain, especially during urination, and will have
a tendency to increase the impediment to the voiding
of urine.

Various authors enumerate a number of other
troubles due to phimosis; viz., habitual wetting of
the bed by children, masturbation, prolapse of the
rectum, hernia, and hydrocele, the latter three conditions being excited by the excessive pressure exerted by the abdominal muscles in overcoming the
resistance of the prepuce to the flow of urine.
An even more severe form of inflammatory change
is known under the name of paraphimosis, which at times leads to ulceration of the parts or even gangrene.
The glaus in the circumcised, besides being uncovered, presents another change to
which considerable importance has been attiiched.
The covering of the glans, which before had the

Paraphimosis.

character of a mucous membrane, on being exposed
assumes the properties of true skin, which is less vulnerable, and on theoretical grounds alone leads to
the inference that it is less liable to syphilitic infecIn addition to this, however, there has been
tion.
weighty authority which bases this opinion on a
Tliat it offers some protection,
wide experience.
there can be no doubt; but the present writer has
observed too many cases of primary sypliilis in the

circumcised to warrant the assumption that ciicumci,sion offers any very decided immunity.
A communication was made to the convention of
the American Medical Association in 1H70 l)y Dr.
Lewis A. Sayre. in wliich he demonstrated that partial ])anilysis mi'jjlit result, from congenital iihimosis
and adhrrenl prei)uce, and could he removed by cirIn 1887 Dr. Sayre. at the Ninth Internacumcision.
tional Medieal Congress, gave the testimony of a
large ininiber of other observers, who corroborated
his

own.

Herprson. D(c Brxrhnriihani. UtTlln. 1844;
CiinnuisiiDi. Purls. 1H44 ((icniinn tmnsJ(irw/»
Intlon hv llfviiiann. MinrdehurK. 1H.15): A. A slier.
nitr of'Ciri-iiiurMnu, I.ntidon. W'.i: M. Bauni. /)rr TTiclK84f
Frankfort-on-the-Maln,
o/fNic/i Praktisdic MoheU
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Circumoision
Cirous
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-Among

the Arabs:

It

isdillu ult todctcrniine

wlu'tluT Moliaimiu'ii lU'onu'd circiinu'ision ("kliitau " or "trtthir") to be a imlioiml rustoni of no religious iniportanoe. niul therefore did not mention it
in tlie Konm. or whether he judged tlie preserii>tion
of a rite tliat had been performed by the Arabs from

timeinunemorial tobesupertluous.
cireumeisiou

among

Abulfeda counts

the rites of pagan Arabia tliat
Islam ("Ilistoria Ante Islami-

were sjinetioned by
tica,"ed. Fleischer, p. 24). Ibn al-Athir, in his anteIslamic history, attributes to Mohammed the following words: "Circumcision is an ordinance for men,
and honorable for women." On tiie other hand, tiie
traditionalist Hurairah reported on the part of the
prophet that circumcision is one of tiie observances of
"titrah ' (natural impulsion), and has consequently
no religious character ("Sahih al-Bukhari," p. 931).
Be that as it may, circumcision became in Islam a
religious obligation, to which every one was re-

loa

The ceremonies preceding circumcision give to this
After havact the character of a religious initiation.
ing performed the prescribed abluCeretions, the candidate makes his confession before tlie imam, and a new name
monies.
to his former one.
As among
followed among Mussulmans
by feasting and rejoicing. The custom among Orthodox Jews in Russia and Poland, of inviting pious
men to spend the night preceding circumcision in
prayer and study in the house in which the ceremony is to take idace, finds a striking parallel in
that current among the Mussulmans of Egypt,
where priests are hired to recite prayers in the house
of the candidate the night before the cereraony.
That night is called "lailah al-kabirah" (the gveat
night), in opposition to the preceding night, "lailah
al-saghirah" (the small night), in which an entertainment is given to friends.
is

added

Jews, circumcision

BIBLIOGRAPHY
et seq.; Millo,

is

Pocook. Specimen HistnricB Arahvm, pp. 319
HUtoire du Ma}wmetisme, p. i'io: Hoffmann,

:

Besch7iei<iuna, In Ersch and Gruber, Eiiciic.; Steinschneider,
Die BenchvridunQ der Araher xind Muhammedaiier, ia
Glassberg, Die Beschneidwm ; Jolly, Etude C7-itiqve du
Manuel Overatoire des Musulmans et des Israelites, Paris,
1899.

quired to submit.
difference of opinion -which prevails among
the historians and traditionalists as to the character
of the rite before Mohammed, prevails also as to

The

the age at which circumcision had to be performed.
According to Josephus, the Arabs circumcised after
the age of thirteen, "because Ishmael, the founder

of their nation, was circumcised at
that age " (Josephus, " Ant. " 1. 12, § 2).
Ibn al-Athir and many other Arabic authorities assign different ages.
It is probable that there existed no regulation as to age; and

Age.

each locality followed

its

own

custom.

Thus, in

Yemen, where Jews exercised great influence, the
Arabs circumcised their children on the eighth day
after birth (compare Pocock, "Specimen Historiae
Arabum," pp. ^19 et seq.). The Mohammedan law
recommends circumcision between the ages of seven
and twelve years, but
child seven days after

lawful to circumcise a
its birth.
The circumcision
also allowed, and is commonly pracit

is

of females is
tised in Arabia.
The operation on males is generally performed by a
barber, in the following manner: The operator seizes
with the forefinger and thumb of the left hand the
summitof the prepuce, which he fastens with a string
provided with a knot. This string is passed through
a hole made in a disk of hardened leather.
The
operator then makes with a razor or scissors a circular section of the prepuce between the knot and the

The hemorrhage which follows is stopped by
the application of burned rags and ashes.
In India
a bit of stick is used as a probe, and carried round
and round between the glans and prepuce, to ascertain the exact extent of the frenum, and that no unnatural adhesions exist.
No splitting ("peri'ah ") is
known to the Arabs, as is attested by Simon ben Zemah Duran, who expresses himself as follows: "Mohammed sanctioned al.so circumcision that the Arabs
performed since the time of Abraham, as is said in
the Talmud: 'A circumcised Arab '; but he adopted
it without peri'ah "
Keshet u-Magen," 19b).
disk.

r

I.

J.

CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE

:

Br.

Evidence

consisting of circumstances which afford reasonable
ground for believing in the guilt or innocence of an
accused person. Circumstantial evidence is generally stated to be inadmissible according to Jewish
law but this assertion is incorrect. All evidence is
more or less circumstantial, the difference between
;

and circumstantial evidence being only a difThe former is more immediate,
ference in degree.
and has fewer links in the chain of connection between the premises and the conclusion than the
direct

latter.

The Mosaic law requires that every fact be proved
by the testimony of two witnesses (Num. xxxv. 30;
Dent. xvii. 6, xix. 15), and the Talmudic law requires that each witness testify to the whole fact,
and that the witnesses shall not be permitted to
supplement each other's testimony (B. IK. 70b).

But, admitting that it requires the positive testimony of two witnesses to every material fact in the
case, this does not preclude the court from drawing
inferences from the facts proved and wherever such
inferences are drawn this is necessarily done in
every case at law circumstantial evidence is to that
extent recognized as legal.
In criminal law the neccs.sity for at least two witMaimonnesses is strictly maintained (Sanh. 37b
ides, "Yad," Sanhedrin, xii. 3, xx. 1).
In civil matters the testimony of one witness is in
some cases suflicient to compel the party against
whom the witness is produced to take the oath of
purgation; and, on the other hand, the production
of one witness in favor of the party absolves him
from taking this oath, in cases where he would
otiierwise have been obliged to take it (Shebu. 32a).
The law likewise recognizes certain presumptions
arising from a given .state of facts: although these
presumptions may be rebutted by positive testimony, they establish a prima facie case without
further proof (K.i<l. BOaV
;

—

—

;

tbis subject

For further discussion of

see Evi-

dence and Presumption.
J.

Circumcision
Circus
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to the theater
lic affairs

D.

SR.

W.

A.

and the circus on the Sabbath,

if

pub-

are to be discussed there (Ket. 5a).
It is
well known that the theaters were fre-

Rabbinical quently used for assemblies of

CIRCUS

:

In antiquity a large enclosure used for

Opinions.

horse- and chariot -races, and sometimes for gladiatorial

combats,

etc.

Public games and theatrical

representations being such important factors in the
life of the Greeks and Romans, the Jews living in
the classical age had to take a definite attitude toward them. As in the case of everj-thing else characteristic of paganism, the Jews had little to say in
favor of the circus, though only after numerous differences of opinion among them, and even of con-

R. Judah

the peothey were the largest public
buildings (Josephus, " B. J. " vii. 3, § 3).
pie, since

was even

inclined to find something
must thank the
heathens that they let mimes appear in the tlieaters
and circuses, and thus find innocent amusement for
themselves, otherwise they Avould be constantly getting into great quarrels as soon as they had anything
to do with one another" (Gen. R. Ixxx. 1).
It was

good

I.

in the public

games:

"We

even hoped that the time would come when the the-

and circuses would become the homes of the
Torah (Meg. 6a). R. Nathan also found reasons to

This
cessions in favor of the popular amusement.
applied also to all public amusements; and Jewish
rabbinical literature discusses especially two types of
these tlie circus and the theater so frequently togctherand from so similar a point of view that they

aters

must be treated as a unit in this article.
The pre-Maccabean Hellenistic party had
duced gymnasia into Jerusalem (I Mace. i.

brances connected witli the circuses, especially the
massacres of thousands of Jews in the theaters under Vespasian and Titus, made those places hateful
to the Jews, who came to regard them as scenes of
bloodshed, as indeed they were. But even at peaceful representations, wlien there was no bloodshed,
the Jews were jeered and flouted on account of their
In reference to this there is an interpeculiarities.
esting Midrash to the passage, "They that sit in the
gate" (Ps. Ixix. 13 [A. V. 12]): "The heathens are
meant who sit in the theaters and circuses; after
they have feasted and become drunk they sit and
They say to one another: 'Let us
scoff at Israel.
bcAvare that we do not resemble the Jews, who are
so poor that they liave nothing to eat but locustbeans.' Furthermore, they say: 'How long are
you going to live?' 'As long as the Sabbath garThen they bring a camel
ment of the Jews lasts.
swathed in clotlies into the theater and ask: Why
does this camel mourn?' And they answer: 'The
Jews are now celebrating their Sabbatical year; and
since they have no vegetables, they eat up the
camel's thistles: hence it mourns.' Then a mime
Why is
with shaved head comes into the theater.
The Jews are celebrating
your head shaved?'
their Sabbath, eating up on that day everything that
they earn during the week-days; hence they have
no wood for cooking, and they burn up their bedThey must, therefore, sleep on the ground,
steads.
getting entirely covered with dust; then they must
cleanse themselves freely with oil; and the latter, in
conseiiuenee, is excessively dear " (Lam. R., Introduction, No. 17).
Every public place of amusement was looked upon
as a "seat of the .scornful," in reference to Ps. i. 1.
"He who frequents the stadia and the circuses, and
sees there the magicians, the tumblers.
Ordinances the 'Imceones, the 'maccus,' the
'moriones,' tlic 'scurra;,' and the
Against

—

—

intro-

14; II

greatly to the abomination of the orthodox. Herod tlie Great founded, in honor of the
emperor, quinquennial gladiatorial contests, built a
theater and an amphitlieater in JerusaHellenists lem (Josephus, " Ant." xv. 8, § 1 " B.

Mace.

iv. 12),

;

and

J."

i.

21,

ti

8),

and

also helped maintain

Herodians. such contests in foreign cities. The pious Jews tliouglit it criminal that men
should be tiirown as food to wild beasts to amuse
Tiiey were most shocked, however,
the multitude.
by the trophies and images set up in the theaters
("Ant." XV. 8, § 1): upon one occasion a riot occasioned thereby was quelled by Herod only after much
bloodshed. The other Herodians also Jiad a predilection for the theater, Agrippa I. contracting a morAsa matter of course
tal malady in that at C«sarea.
there were theaters in the Palestinian cities which
held a
tliis

I

lellenisl ic

side of the

population lience the Rabbis knew
life at lirst hand.
A
;

Greco-Roman

is especially mentioned (Tosef.,
Oh. xviii. 16). aswell as the theater ("Ant." xix. 7,
§4); a hippodrome at Jerusalem ("B. J." ii. 3, § 1);
and a stadium at Tiberias, in wl)ich 1,200 Jews were

circus at C;rsjirea

Hence
killed ])y Vcspa.sian ("B. J." iii. 10, t^ 10).
the Jews looked upon the circus, tlie theater, and
the

stadium as distinctive

in.stitutions

of

pagan

Kf>m(;.

The Midrasli interprets the "sinner" denounced by
the Psalmist (I*s. xiv. l)as being Rome, which fills
the whole world with ini(iuity by building temples
"In four ways the
for idols, theaters, and circuses.
Roman enii)ire eats up the wealth of the nations:
with taxes, with baths, with theaters, and with imposts" (\h. R. N. X xviii.).
"The feet of man will
take him as he wills either into the house of God and
the Hyiiapf)guc, or into tlie theater and tlie circus"
((}cn. R. l.wii. ;?).
"What confusion there is in the
games that the heathens give in their theaters and
their circuses!
Wiial Jiave the doctors of the Law
to do there?" (Pesik. IfiHl)).
The Jews are acoised
of keejtiiig away from the circus, and thus <liniinishing the revenues of the state (Esther R., Preface).
Nevertlieles.s, Jews probably oft<'n went to the circus; and it i.s even permiltecl in the Ilalakah to go

justify visiting the circus ('Ab. Zarah 18b).
In the course of time, however, it was formally
forbidden to visit the public games. Sad remem-

'

'

'

'

'

'

Attendance,

'ludi sfi'culares

ers
iali

set

— this

is

'sitting in the

(Tosef.,

'Ab.

Yalk
"I sat not in the assembly of the mock613).
nor rejoiced " (Jer. xv. 17) is tlie cry of the Jew"Lord of the world! never do I
congregation.
foot in the theater and the circus of'the people of
Zarali,

Ps.

'

seat of the scornful'"

the earth '" (Pesik-

ii.

6: Yer. 40a, Bab. IHb;

.

'

ll!>b).

Still

a third passage

is
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interpivted as boiug an oidiuanoe against the pagan
It is ii-pnuiiigly said
theator^Sifni, Lev. xviii. ;?).

fiction arc: (1) "

Asefat Sippurim," 1885, a collection

— apparently

French;

Circxis

Ciudad Real

Roman

times

with Jews

in rofi'iena" to

—that

Ex.

the theater

i.

7,

Imt rnilly to

and circus are

fillotl

on the passjiixe"). Ileiu'e an actual
anathema is pronounced against attendance at the
Deva.stating
circus (Targ. Yer. Deut. xxviii. 19).
earthquakes come in consequence of the theater and
(^Tan.

A Tahnudic sage writes
the circus (Yer. Ber. I3c).
an especial prayer of thanks that Israel has no part
in the heathen circus " I give thanks to Thee, O Lord
my God and God of my fathers, that Thou Imst placed
my portion among those who sit in the house of learning and the house of prayer, and didst not cast my
lot among those who frequent theaters and circuses"
This prayer is even
(Yer. Ber. 7d; Bab. 28b).
now found in many prayer-books as a part of the
According to this prayer,
daily morning prayer.
people should keep away from the theater because
it is a waste of time, and study is more protitable.
It was, moreover, felt that these diversions had
their root in idolatry, especially as images of royalty
were placed in the theater and circus (Lev. R. xxxiv.).
Similar reasons also induced early Christianity to
look askance at the pagan games, and perhaps it was
against tliemthat Paul spoke in I Cor. xv. '62.
It is
:

Jews furnished victims for the theaters (Renan, "Ilistoire
dcs Origiues du Christianisme, " 3d ed.
iv. 163) they likewise recognized their

certain that Christians as well as

Christian

View.

:

idolatrous origin; and Tertullian, in

forbidding attendance ("De Spectaculis," ch. iii.),
refers to Ps. i. 1, as do the Rabbis.
Tertullian 's
phrase (ch. x.), "Theatrum proprie sacrarium Veneris "(the theater is a place for sexual immorality),
is not, however, put so strongly by the Rabbis.
It is curious that, in spite of the iniquity attaching to t.'ie circus, the later Midrashini have much to
say of a splendid circus and hippodrome which was
said to have existed at Solomon's court, the description being based on tlie Byzantine pattern of Con-

stantinople.

Even

Middle Ages Jews

in the later

attended the races, often at their peril (Malalas,
"Chronicle," p. 446; Gratz. "Gesch. der Juden," 3d
ed., V. 16).
See Athletes; Games.
BinuoGRAPHT: Wagenseil, De LudiK Hcbrreontm, Altdnrf,
1697; Safhs, lieitrUue zurS/jrach- undAlterthumxf(>rf<c)nnni,
TO, Berlin. ia52 J. Perles. Thron wnd Circuxdcx KDninx Salomo. In MonatSKchrift, xxl. 122 et seq. I. Abrabams, Jewiah
Life in the Middle Ages, ch. xlll.; Bacher, A(i. Tan.\ idem,
Ag. Pal. Amor, passim (Index: Tlieatre and Circus);
8. Krauss, LehnvuOrter, i., "Excurs." No. 10.
i.

;

;

G.

S.

CISTERNS.

See

Well.

CITIES OF REFUGE.

CITRON.
CITRON,
fiction

May

Kk.

See Asylum.

See Etrog.

SAMUEL LOB

:

Hebrew

writer of

and

literary critic; born at Minsk, Russia,
24, 1862.
He attended the rabbinical school at

Wolozhin, and made his fust appearance as a Hebrew author at the age of fourteen, in the periodical
"Ha-Masgid." He contributed to other Hebrewperiodicals, and in 1884 translated Leon Pinskek's
" Autoemancipation " from German into
Hebrew,
under the title "Im en ani li mi li." His works of

from the German and
Mi Shuk iiu-lhiyyiiu" (From the Fair
of Life), 1885; (3) "Abraham ben Joseph," a translation of Levanda's Russian historical novel, "Abraham Jesopliovich " and (4) " Voiiah Fotah " (Foolish
Dove), 1888. Of his literary and critical essays the
following are the most imjiortant: (1) " Mapu and
Smolensky," a critical estimate of their works; (2)
"The Development of Hebrew Literature in Russia
During the Nineteenth Century," in "Ozar haof short stories tninslated
(2) "

;

Sifrut," vol.

ii.;

(3)

"Ila-Sifrut

we ha-Hayyim"

and Life), in "Pardes," vols. i. and ii.
(4) "Life ofLevanda," in " Ahiasaf," 1897; and (5)
" Ha-Meshorer be-Hayyavv ube-Moto " (The Poet
Living and Dead), in "Ahiasaf," 1900.
(Literature

;

Bibliography: Sokolov, Sefer Zikarnn,
II.

p. 97,

K.

Warsaw, 1889,
A. R.

CITY: The Hebrews distinguished in size between
The

villages and cities.

Ex.

9; Lev.

viii.

individual homesteads ("ivn,
Jo.sh. xiii. 23; Isa. xlii.

xxv. 31;

11; Ps. x. 8; Neh. xi. 25, xii. 39) developed either
into villages (m^D. Gen. xxv. 16, or -)Q3, 1 Sam. vi.
18; Cant. vii. 12; I Chron. xxvii. 25,

Neh.

vi. 2)

or

n^p, Gen. iv. 17, xix. 25, 29). The
larger settlements were formed where the banks of
a lake or river widened into a plain, as at Tiberias
and Jericho at the confluence of several rivers, as at
Beth-sheau and Nineveh; at a convenient fordingplace, or where an isolated mountainside afforded a
natural protection against attacks, as was the case at
Jerusalem. Villages and cities are not always distinguished as unfortified and walled places respectinto cities

(Ty

or

;

Benzinger ("Arch." §

18, 2) maintains: for
of the flat or open country ") are
also mentioned (Esth. ix. 19); and these are equiva-

ively, as

niT"lDri ^~iy ("cities

lent to ")1tJ''bn ny, as Kimhi correctly interpreted in
his work on Hebrew roots under pDThe same

may

be inferred from HDin T'y (Lev. xxv. 29; compare Prov. xxv. 28), according to which there might
also be"i^y i.e., without walls. Naturally, however,
most of the cities were surrounded by walls in those
ancient times, when attacks from hostile, roving
;

bands were imminent, and this danger probably
gave the first stimulus to the building of cities. In
any case it is significant that Cain undertook to build
a city only after the birth of his first son, and that
he named it for this son.
It was meant to be a
place of refuge for his fannly.
In the enumeration of the chief features of a city
mention must first be made of the water-sources;
for an abundant supply of good water for drinking
purposes is the first prerequisite for
Waterthe welfare of a city.
This view is
Works.
supported by passages in the Old
Testament. At the siege of Jebus,
David offered a prize to the hero who should advance as far as the water-works ("zinnor," II Sam.
V. 8). and in Isa. vii. 3 King Alia/.'s care in having
the water-w-orks protected against the attack of the
enemy is recorded.
The streets ("huz." "shuk ") formed the second important feature. They were as narrow in the cities
of the ancient Orient as they are in those of the modern East (Jo.sephus, "B. J." vi. 8, g 5; Benzinger,

Circus
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Ciudad Heal

§ 18, 4). It was also au exception if a street
could be called straight, as, for example, the street in
Damascus referred to iu Acts ix. 11 for the majorThe
ity were very crooked, with many corners.
Law commands that the roads leading to the cities
of refuge shall be kept in repair (Deut. xix. 3); but
in early times the paving of streets was probably
unknown. Josephus ("Ant." viii. 7, § 4), indeed,
relates that Solomon had the streets leading to Jerusalem paved with black stones but the statement is
ambiguous, since the mud of the streets is often mentioned as something proverbial (Isa. v. 25, x. 6; Micah vii. 10; Zech. ix. 3, x. 5; Ps. xviii. 43). Since
Herod, however, had the principal street of Antiochia
paved (Josephus, "Ant." xvi. 5, § 3), it may be assumed that he showed like favor to the inhabitants
of Jerusalem. It is certain tliat under Herod Agrippa
the streets of Jerusalem were paved with white
In antiquity
stones (Josephus, "Ant." xx. 9, § 7).
the cleaning of streets was almost as little known as
lighting them the latter being a very recent Innovation iu Oriental cities.
It is recounted, however,
that Herod constructed in the recently built port
of Caesarea a subterranean channel, to carry off
the rain and the refuse of the streets {ib. xv. 9, § 6).
The streets were named after the place to which
they led ("the highway of the fuller's field, "Isa. vii.
3), or after the occupation of the majority of its inhabitants ("the street of the bakers," Jer. xxxvii.
21; "the valley of craftsmen," Neh. xi. 3o; and the
quarter of the "goldsmiths and merchants," Neh.
iii. 32).
Here and there the streets broadened out
into open places, which were formed at the parting
of ways (K'KT; Ezek. xxi. 24 [A. V., 21 J), or at the
corners of streets (njD Prov. vii. 8), or Avhere two
streets crossed.
These points are
Streets and called "mother of the way," or "head
Gates.
of the two ways " (Ezek. xxi. 26 [A.
v., 21]), or "the house of ways" (Prov.
viii. 2).
Open squares were mainly found near the
gates. Here travelers tarried overnight (Judges xix.
15); and here the children played (Zech. viii. 5).
In a walled town the gates were most important
parts; for near them citizens were wont to gather in
the dusk to watch or greet the caravans of travelers
(Geu. xix. 7; Job xxix. 7); and iiere also court was
held (Deut. xiii. 17; Isa. lix. 14; Ps. Iv. 12), compacts were made (Gen. xxiii. 10; Ruth iv. 11), and

tained, as explicit statistics regarding the number of
inhabitants are seldom found.
Not even the statement that the total population of Ai was 12,000
(Josh. viii. 25) can be regarded as a fact.
Benzinger
(I.e. % 10, 5) estimates the number of the inhabitants
of Jerusalem to have been about 110,Extent and 000, a number that coincides with the
Cultural statement that 80,000 of the inhabitImants of Jerusalem perished and yet

was situated (II Kings vii. 1).
The designation "mother city " (metropolis) indirat'fl that the city so styled was one of importance.

(the Sanctuary).

I.e.

;

;

;

;

the markct-i)la(e

This cpitiict is expressly applied to the old city of
AIhI Beth-maacliah (IlSam. xx. 19); while the same
idiu is iiiflirectly expressed when the "daughters" of
a city ar<! spoken of (Num. xxi. 2T>). Occasionally
a city is explicitly designated as a large one, as in
Oen. X. 12, where the clause "the winie is a great
city " can not refer to (^alah, but is evidently meant
as a designation for Nineveh together with the three
nr'igiilioring cities.
Nineveh is also called "great"
iii. 3, where it is hyfierbolically described
city of three days' journey ": this must refer

in

Jotiah

as

"a

diameter and not the circumference, for it is
to assume that a person Avould go
throufrh a city than around it.
The actual size of
the cities of Palestine can not be definitely ascerto its

more natural

many remained (II Mace. v. 14). The
statement of Josephus ("B. J." vi. 9,
^ 3) that at the time of the Passover Jerusalem had
3,000,000 inhabitants is manifestly an exaggeration.
Life in the villages was more simple and natural
than that in the cities. But the large cities had of
course many attractions for there magnificent temples and palaces, and whole streets taken up by bazaars displaying the treasures of the most distant
countries, were to be found.
These sights are described very picturesquely in reference to Tyre in
Ezek. xxvii. 5 et seq. The large cities were also the
seats of learning, and contained the colleges and the
libraries (Isa. xlvii. 10; Dan. ii. 2).
But luxuriousness to the utmost degree also prevailed in the large
cities, as may be gathered from Isaiah's description
portance.

;

of the feasts (Isa. v. 11, xxviii. 8).
Extravagance
in dress was also carried beyond due limits (Isa. iii.
16 et seq.), and, worst of all, boldness and shamelessness kept pace with the vices mentioned (Amos iv.
1 et seq.
Isa. xxxii. 9 et seq.
Nahum iii. 4).
The frequent changing of the names of the cities
;

;

an interesting fact to note and the Old Testament
has been especially careful in recording these
changes. The long and detailed series of these records begins with the words "Bela which is [the
later] Zoar " (Gen. xiv. 2, 8), other examples being
Luz, i.e., Beth-el {ib. xxviii. 19; xxxv. 6, 27; Josh,
xviii. 13; Judges i. 23, 26; xviii. 29); Kirjath-arba,
is

;

Hebron (Gen. xxiii. 2; Josh. xiv. 15; xv. 13,54;
XX. 7; xxi. 11; Judges i. 10); Kirjathsepher, i.e.,
Debir (Josh. xv. 15, 49; Judges i. 11); Jebus, i.e.,
Jerusalem (Judges xix. 20 = I Chron. xi. 4). This
process of changing the names of cities was continued in later times. The ancient Shechem, for
i.e.,

example, was called "Neapolis

Changes
in Names,

"

(New

and the name of .lerusalem was
changed by the Romans (Hadrian) to
^'Elia and by the Arabs to al-Kuds
City)

;

Thus, numy of the cities of Bibantiquity have continued their existence down
to modern times under new names, and not infreFor the city in post(juently under their old ones.
biblical times see Com.munitv, Organization of.
lical

Hmt.mcnAPnY:
Iti-nzlrnftT,
i:.

Schcpg, Dihl. Archftologie, 1887, pp. BOetseq.
Arcli. i IH.

K,

M.

(;.

K.

CIUDAD REAL
tal

of

I

hi-

(formerly Villa Real): CapirdiiiKT ]irovince of La Manciia (now the

province iif ('indad Real) in New Castile, founded in
Among its first
1255 by Don Alfonso X. of Castile.
inhabitants were Jews as well as iMoors, the former
of whom, chiefly from the neighboring Marcos, settled in such numbers that as earlj' as 1290 the Jewry
paid 26,4H() niaravedis in taxes, a sum larger than
Like
that paid by all the other inhabitants together.
the Moors, the

Jews had

their

own

cjuarter,

apart

Cludad
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from tho Christians.
the castoru

part

This .Unvry cxtoiuiod from
bctwofu tiio gairs

of the city,

IX' hi Mala ami He ("alatniva. ahiiiir the wall to the
west as far as the Calle de la Paloina or l\' Leganitos, as it is ealleil in all (loeiinieiits; on the north
ami the south it was houmhil by the streets De Calatniva and I^anza. as well as the street De la Mata.
It formed a large square which was divided from
west to east into two unequal jiarls by the Jews'
The Jews'
street proper, or the Calle de la Judcria.
street (which was lalled "Calle de liarrio Nuevo"
after 1391. "Calle de la hupnsicion " after the introduction of the Inquisition, and is now known as
the "Calle de la Libertad ") had on its right Calle
de la Culebni. Calle de Sangre, and Calle de Lobe;
on its left, Calle de Tcrcia. Calle de Coinbro, and
Calle de la Barrera, now called
Calle de Refugio.
"Compas de S. Domingo," and Calle de la Peria,

ran in the direction of the tirst three streets, the
Great Synagogue being situated between them. No
traces remain of the other synagogues of Villa Real.
The Jewisli cemetery (Fonsario de los Judios), having an area of about 3,000 square feet, was situated on the outskirts of the city, between the roads
De la Mata and De Calatrava, on the street leading
along the Guadiana.
The Jews of Villa Real traded extensively in the
products of the country and in other goods, which
they exposed for Sitle in the large markets called
"Alcana" or " Alcaiceria." They also lent money
to the agricultural population of the

Trade

city

and vicinity; but

their

monetary

of Jews.

transactions occasioned frequent complaints.
In a decree of Sept. 5, 1292,
the king, Sanclio IV., permitted the Jews to charge
three or, at the utmost, four per cent interest.
One
of the richest Jews of Villa Real was Don Zulema
aben Albagal, who, like his son-in-law, Abraham
aben Xuxen (Susan), was a mill-owner and a fanner
the royal taxes, and liad business relations
with the grand masters of the Order de Calatrava,
which was very powerful in the city. Donna Maria
de Molina, the wife of Sancho IV., and, after his
death, regent of Castile, protected the Jews and
guarded their privileges during the continuous internal dissensions of the country, because she was dependent on the taxes they paid. Like all the Jews
of Castile, those of Villa Real enjoyed peace during
Nor were they subjected to
the reign of Pedro I.
the punishments which Henry II., after Pedro's
death, inflicted upon the aljama of Toledo.
For
faithful services to Henry II., the grand master of
Calatrava received a grant of from 500 to 1,000
maravedis, "payable from the taxes of the Jews
of

between Guadalerza and Puerto de Muwith Villa Real and its vicinity."
grant was confirmed by Juan I. (Aug.,

resifling

radal, together

This
1379).

The great persecution of the Jews in 1391 visited
" The storm swept over
Villa Real in all its horrors.
fell with equal severity upon Villa
Real," writes a contemporary chronicler. On a day
not precisely indicated, but probably between the
tenth and twentieth of June, the mob rushed into
the Jewry and plundered the dwellings, the warehouses, and the synagogues.
Every Jew that re-

Muradal and
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was mercilessly cut down, and the whole
Jewry was destroyed in a few hours. All the Jews
sisted

who

did not seek safety in llight were
According to a document
tion
dated Aug. 6, 1393, the Great Synagogue, with its outl)uildings and the
in 1391.
Jcnvish cemetery, was presented by
the king, Don Henry III., to his steward, Gonzalo
de Soto, who sold it in 1398 for a consideration of
10,000 maravedis to Juan Rodriguez de Villa Real,
the last named intending it for a monastery dedicated to San Domingo.
Notwithstanding their conversion to Christianity,
the secret Jews, or Maranos, were bilterl}' hated by
In June, 1449, a bloody battle octhe Christians.
curred between the Christian inhabitants of Villa
Real and the Maranos, who were mostly tax-farmers
and tax-gatherers. The first victim was Alfonso de
Cota, a man of immense wealth, whose house was
stormed and plundered. The mob, led by knights
and nobles, rushed into the quarter De la Magdalena, where the richest Maranos were living, and
into the former Jewr}', robbing, plundering, and
killing.
The corpses of the noblest Maranos were
dragged through the streets and hung up by the
legs in the public places.
The ringleader, Pedio
Sarmiento, led away 200 mules laden with gold, silver, tapestries, and everything portable of sulficient
value to tempt cupidity he, as well as all the other
miscreants, went impunished.
Thenceforth no Marano was allowed to hold public office at Villa Real.
The chroniclers say that it is doubtful whether any
Jews ever returned to the city after this occurrence.
In April, 1483, the activities of the Inquisition were
extended to Villa Real; the first victims being the
rich tax-collector Juan Gonzales Pampan and his
wife, known as "La Pampana."
Bibliography: Luis Delpado Merchin, HiMni-'ta Dncumentaila de Ciudad Real, Ciudad Real, 1890; Doletin Acad.

Persecu-

bai)ti/ed.

;

Hist. XX. 463 et seq.

M. K.

G.

CrVIDALI:

Italian city, in the province of Udine.
a pari of the ancient duchy of Friuli, now divided between Austria and Italj'. Aside from certain inscriptions preserved in the Cividali Museum,
which would date the first Jewish settlement at
about 604 B.C., the first mention of Jews is by
Paulus Diaconus, who refers to it, and by the
council at Friuli in 796, which complained that
the Christians as well as the Jews celebrated the
The chroniclers state that Cividali was
Sabbatli.
the rallying-point of the Jews from GOritz, Triest,
and Vienna. There is also a report that Jewish
corpses were brought to Cividali for burial from
The cemedistant countries, even from Moravia.
tery near the city wall gave to that quarter the
name "Zudaica," which name it still bears.
The graves found there date from the fourteenth
century, the earliest decipherable inscriptions being
In 1646 that part
of the year 1428, 1464, and 1606.
of the city wall, as well as part of the cemetery,
was destroyed.
The presence of Jews in Cividali at an early date
is shown by the fact of Jewish families bearing the
name of that town. At the present day (1902) there
It is

are no

Jews

residing there.

BiBLiOGRAPHT
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Regglo, Strenna Tsraelitica,

8i«o Israelitico, 1899, xlvu. 187. 250. 307. 327,
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;

Fm-
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CLAAR, EMIL Austrian poet, playwright,
and actor; born Oct. 7, 1842, in Lemberg. Eariy in
life he went to Vienna with tiie intention of studying medicine; but, in compliance with the desire
of his relatives, he adopted a commercial career.
After long struggles he determined to give this up
:

also

Ciudad Real
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and

to

become an

actor.

He made

his

debut in

1860 at the Vienna Burgtheater, and afterward
played in Graz, Linz, and the Berlin Hoftlieater.
Subsequently Claar was engaged to play at the city
theater of Leipsic, and remained there for five j'ears,
and during the later part of this period also acted as
a dramatic collaborator of Laube. From Leipsic
Claar went to Weimar, becoming there stage-mana-

ger of the Court Theater till 1872, when he gave up
this position and became chief stage-manager of the
In 1876 he was appointed
Landestlieater at Prague.

director-manager of the Berlin Residenztheater, and
has since July 1, 1879, been superintendent of the
United City Theaters of Frankfort-on-the-Main.
Besides two volumes of poems ("Gedichte," Leipsic, 1868; Berlin, 1885) Claar published a number of
dramatic productions, such as"Simson und Dclila,"
a comedy (1869); "DerFriede" (1871); "Auf den
Knieen," a comedy (1871) " In Hamburg," a comedy
;

(1871),

"DieHeim"kehr,"a drama

(1872);

ster" (1872); "Shelley," a tragedy (1874),

"GuteGeiand others.

BiBMOCRAPnY: Gubematis,

Di'cfionnaire International des
Kcrivain/<duJ<ntr,\.. KloreiK'e,1888: MeycrK KtmiieriiatinnsBiourapli
inches BUhneii-Lexikon
Flu(;g«n.
Leriktm O. G.
tier Deutuchen Theater, Munlcb, 1892.
;
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B. B.

AND THE JEWS:

name 'hivdalor is apparently tirst mentioned by
Theophrastus, a philosopher of the fourth century
lie regards liie Jews as a nation of philosoB.C.
Tlio

phers who "spend their days in discussions about
God, and their nights in observing the stars." Aristotle met a Jew in Asia who knew Greek perfectly
and was, according to Clearchus, a Greek at heart
anda i)liilosopiier. Megasthenes, a historian of the
first half of tlie third centiiry u.c, says that "all
tlie ideas ex pre.s.s<'d by the ancients in regard to the
laws of physics were also known to non Greek philosoi)hers, partly to tlie Braiimans of India, and
The learned
I)artly to those in Syria called .Jews."
Greeks were naturally in sympathy with the mouof iieistic doctrines of tlie Jews, and at first assiimed a
Hecalitus of Abfriendly atliluile toward them.
dera. Strabo, Vano, and even Tacitus liirnsclf have

wordsof praise ff)r the religious beliefs and for many
It was not long,
of the institutions of Judaism,
however, before the religious isolation of the Jews,
and their cf)nlenipt of the heathen beliefs, created

much antagonism.
As early as the third century n.c. the unfriendly
feelings toward the Jews found expres.sion.
This is
particularly true of pjgypt, where the fable originaof tlu! Jews being the dr'^er'ndants nf lepers
and unclean persons. Hecateeus, of Abdera (third
ted

tells of thecjxpulsion of the Jews from
Egypt in his history of that country. According to
him there was a plague in Egypt, which the people

century n.c.)

the anger of the gods.
This they
thought was caused by the increase in the land of

ascribed to

foreigners not believing in their divinity.
It was
decided to expel them. The bravest and strongest
of the foreigners united and moved to Greece and
other places; the Tower classes settled in Judea,

which had been uninhabited theretofore. Describing the laws and customs of the Jews as established
by Moses, Hecata;us says that Moses persuaded his
followers that God has no form, and that He is the
"sky surrounding the earth." Moses, he adds, established laws prohibiting humanity and hospitality.
Manetho, a learned Egyptian priest, is quoted by
Josephus as describing the origin of the Jews, in
substance, as follows: Amenophis, the king, compelled all the unclean persons and lepers, numbering
80,000, to work with criminals in the stone -quarries
along the Nile. Among the lepers were some learned
priests.
After some time the king allowed them to
leave the quarries, and gave them the city of Avario
Settling there, they appointed
for their habitation.

—

a priest named Osarsiph who afterward changed
his name to Moses as their leader, repaired the
walls of the city, and called to their aid the inhabitants of Jerusalem, which city had been settled by
shepherds expelled from Egypt. They made war
on Egypt, and reigned there for thirteen years,
after which the fugitive king returned with a great
force and drove the shepherds and lepers into Syria
("Contra Ap." i. 26-27).
The same story with variations is repeated by
Diodorus Siculus (first century B.C.). Cleomedes
refers to the " beggars ever present near the synagogues"; and Agatharchides (second century B.C.)
says that the Jews spend every seventh day in idleness, discarding their weapons, and playing in
their temple. According to Josephus, Apollonius
Molo (a contemporary of Cicero) wrote a treatise
against the Jews, " in which he scattered his aspersions in all directions throughout the work."
He
calls Moses "a conjurer and deceiver," and the Jews
he describes as "godless and hostile to other men."
Strabo, the geographer (r. 60 n.c.-25 c.e.), does not

—

repeat the story of the Jews being descendants of
lepers, though he evidently follows Diodorus in his
While Manrepresentation of Jewish theology.
etho ascribes the expulsion of the Jews to the king's
desire to regain the favor of the gods.Cheeremon, a
Stoic of the first half of the first century n.c, traces
it to a dream whicii Amenophis had and in which
Isis rebuked the
the goddess Isis appeared to him.
king for allowing her tenii)les to be demolished in
" I'hritiphantes,
the sacred scribe, inth(! war.
formed him that if he would purge Egypt of the
men who w<'rr' di.seased he should no longer be
Amenophis theretroubled with such api)aritions.
upon collected 2r)(),000 unclean persons and drove
them out of pjgypl. The leaders of these people,
called Moses and .Iosei)h. made their way to Pelusiuni. united with 380,000 men whom Amenophis
woidd not allow to enter the country, made war
on Kgypt, and overran the land for thirteen years.
The son of Amenophis, when he attained to manhood, drove these persons into Syria."

Lysimachus
criticized

of Alexandria isal.so rtientioned and
by Jo.sephus. The version by Lysimachus
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— thanks to Apiou ami Tacitus— was well known in
Acooriling to him, in the rcitrn
the anrifut wi>rUl.
of H«.H.'lioris, Kinsx of EgyjU. the Jewish people, being
infected with leprosy, scurvy, auil otiier diseases,
took refuge in the temples, and begged there for
In ei>nse(iuenee of tlie vast number of tiie
food.
persons infected, there was n failure of crops in
Egypt. The oracle of Anumni being consulted, the

king was told to ilrive into desert places all impure
and impious men, and to drown all those alTeeted
with scurvy and leprosy. The king ordered the
first to be driven out. and caused the others to be
wnipjUHl in sheets of lead and thrown into the sea.

The former took counsel together, selected a priest
named Moses as their leader, traveled amid great
privation until they reached Judea, conquered it,
founded a city which they named Ilierosyla
(from their disposition to rob temples), but later

anil

changed

Hierosolyma.

to

it

Apion,

grammarian and law5-er of Alexandria,
e.xpressed his evident enmity to the Jews by collecting, from whatever source, all current stories una

favorable to them. He repeats the story of their
descent from unclean persons, represents their laws
as antagonistic to those of their neighbors, and de-

Temple and its interior. He even
goes a step further and adds another fable an invention of his own most probably. He relates that
it was the custom of the Jews to capture every year
some Greek stranger, to fatten him with good food,
scribes also their

—

him

and to eat his entrails. Stoabove found credidous hearers,
made curious by the m}'steries of the Jewish religion.
The customs of the Jews, so different from those of
other peoples, formed a fruitful subject for discussion; as, for instance, their abstinence from pork,
to kill

in sacrifice,

ries similar to the

their rite of circumcision, their Sabbath, etc.

The claim of the Jews that theirs was the only
true religion created not only interest, but also enmity. Celsus (second century c.e.), who wrote
against Christians, also mentions the Jews.
He accuses them of never having given anything useful
to the world and of never having earned the respect
of other peoples.
They worship the imaginary, and
neglect what is real; they look down upon the beliefs of non-Jews, and try to induce others to adopt
the same views. Philostratu8(180-250c.E.)cannot
understand

why Rome

kingdom of

takes so much interest in the
the Jews.
"From olden times," he

"they Lave been opposed not only to Rome,
but to the rest of humanity. People who do not
share with others their table, their libations, their
prayers, their sacrifices, are further removed from us
than Susa, or Bactria, or even farthest India."
At the beginning of the third century of the present era tlie character of the Jews seems to change
in the eyes of pagans: they cease to be a nation,
and come to be regarded as a religious bod}-.
Proselytism becomes a feature of their activity, and
is beginning to cause concern. Dion Cassius (150236 C.E.) writes: "I do not know the origin of the
term 'Jew.' The name is used, however, to designate all who observe the customs of this people,
even though they be of different race. Therefore

5iays,

we find them
differ

from

also among native

all

Romans.

The Jews
manner

other peoples in their whole

108

life, but especially in that thej" do not honor any
of the other gods, but worship with much fervor
only one. Even at Jeru.sulem they never had an

of

image of their divinity; they believe Him to be inand invisible.
The day of Saturn is devott'd to him.
On this day they carry out many
peculiar rites, and consider it a sin to work. All
that relates to this God, His nature, the origin of
His worship, and of the great awe with whicli He
inspires the Jews, has been told long ago by many
writers." In the same century Porphyry, a Neoplatouic philosopher, gives some oracles of Apollo.
Among other tilings, he says: "The way of the
happy is steep and rough,
and the Phenicians,
Assyrians, Lydians, and the race of Hebrew men
taught many ways of the happy.
The Chaldeans and Hebrews alone received wisdom as their
destiny, worshiping in a pure manner, the self-produced Ruler as God."
effable

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The Roman writers devote considerably more
attention to the Jews than do the Greek. The reason for this is the greater familiarity of the Romans
with the Jews, whose numbers in Rome had largely
Cicero, the great orator, philosopher,
increased.
and statesman (103-43 B.C.), often refers to the Jews
in his orations, and in a tone of evident enmity.
He
calls them " nations born to slavery "
and in his
defense of Flaccus he says, among other things:
" While Jerusalem maintained its ground and the
Jews were in a peaceful state, their religious rites
were repugnant to the splendor of this empire, the
weight of our name, and the institutions of our ancestors; but they are more so now, because that race
has shown by arms what were its feelings with re;

gard to our supremacy and how far it was dear to
the immortal gods, we have learned from the fact
that it has been conquered, let out to hire, and
;

en.slaved."

Horace

(65-8 n.c.) refers in his satires to the perwhich the Jews try to convert people
Ovid
to their religion, and ridicules their Sabbath.
also refers to "the seventh day kept holy by the
sistence with

Seneca (d. 65 c.e.) strongly atSyrian Jew."
tacks the Jewish Sabbath. He denies the utility
of such an institution, and considers it even injurious; for the Jews, "by taking out every seventh
day, lose almost a seventh part of their own life in
inactivit}', and many matters which are urgent at
the same time suffer from not being attended to."
Seneca admits the great moral power of " this most
outrageous nation," and considers their successful
proselytizing as an instance where "the conquered
have given laws to their conquerors."
Martial (d. 104 c.e.) repeatedly pokes fun at the
Jews, their Sabbath, the offensive odor of the keepers of the Sabbath, their custom of circumcision, and
their beggars.
Juvenal (d. 140 c.e.) also mentions
the great swarms of Jewish beggars and their extreme poverty, the abstinence of the Jews from the
Tacitus in his history, written
flesh of swine, etc.
between 104 and 109 c.e., devotes considerable space
to the Jews.
He derives his information from the
Greek writers, and repeats the fable of the Jews
being descendants of unclean persona, of lepers, etc.
tells of their wanderings and their suffering in the
desert; discourses about Woses and the laws that he
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established contrary to those of other nations and
attempts to account for the origin of their various
;

He

customs.

says

" These rites and ceremonies, however introduced, have the
but other institutions have prevailed
support of antiquity
among them, which are tainted with low cunning. For the
refuse of other nations, having renounced the religion of their
own country, were in the habit of bringing gifts and offerings
to Jerusalem hence the wealth and growth of Jewish power.
And, whilst among themselves they keep inviolate faith and are
always prompt in showing compa-ssion to their fellows, they
cherish bitter enmity against all others, eating and lodging with
one another only, and, though a people most prone to sensuality,
having no intercourse with women of other nations. Among
themselves no restraints are known and in order that they
may be known by a distinctive mark, they have established the
They show concern, however,
practise of circumcision.
for the increase of their population. For it is forbidden to put
any of their brethren to death, and the souls of such as die in
battle, or by the hand of the e.xecutioncr, are thought to be immortal hence their desire to have children, and their contempt
The Jews acknowledge one god only, and conof death.
ceive of him by the mind alone."
;

Clava, Isaiah

The

to one another since 38 c.e.

leaders of the anti-

Jewish Alexandrians, Isidorus and Lampon, were
called to account in Rome, and executed (Wilcken,
" Berliner Philol. Woin "Hermes," xxx. 481 etseq.
;

chenschrift," 1896, pp. 1617

ib. 1897, pp. 410
Th. Reinach, in "Rev. Et. Juives," xxxi. 161
etseq.; ib. xxxii. 160; ib. xxxiv. 296; Weil, in "Revue
des Etudes Grecques," xi. 243 et seq. Mommsen, in

etseq.

et seq.

;

;

;

:

;

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

These, in brief, are the views held by the classical
In most cases they
writers concerning the Jews.
These unfriendly, unare far from complimentary.
just, and at times very naive opinions are expressed
by writers, many of whom in other cases show

much

kindly yet critical judgment.

them can be attributed the
ancient world with the
as

is

life

In fact, to
lack of familiaritj^ of the
and customs of the Jews,

work "Conno doubt that it was the

amply proved by Josephus

in his

and there is
and religious isolation of the Jews, and their
contempt for the pagan beliefs, that gave birth to
an enmity that has descended to more recent times.
Bibliography Relnach. Te.rte!< (VAuteurs Grec« et Romains
tra

Apionera

"

;

social

:

Relatifn au Juda'usme. Paris, 1895 : F. C. Meier, Judaica aeu
ref€ru/n Scriptoi-um Pnifn norum de Retms Judaicis Fra{}menta, Jena, 1H.32 ; Gill, Notices of the Jews and Tlicir Countru h]i the Clamic ^yriter8 of Antitj^iity, London, 1872;
Pereferkovlch, review of the above-cited work of Relnach.
In VoHkhod, 1896, Ix.; M. Joel. Die Angriffe des Heidenthumn Oeuen die Juden uud Christen, 1879; Idem, Blicke
in die Reli{tion)>aeJich il. 9«, Breslau, 188.3 ; SchQrer, Gesch. II.
549 et seq.; Hlld, Lei< Juifn d Rome Devant VOpinion et
Dana la Litterature. In Rev. Etudes Juives, vlll. 1 et seq.;
Frankel, In Monatsschrift, v. 81 et seq., Ix. 125 et seq.
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G.

CLAUDIUS

J.

(Tiberius

Nero Germanicus)

Claudius

G. L.

Drusus

Roman

emperor, 41-54 C.E.
Claudius was tlie second son of Drusus, the brotlier
Being of a feeble constiof the emperor Tiberius.
tution, and unprepos-sessing in appearance, he was
slighted l)y evoiybody, even by liis own mother.
During his reign both his fieedmen and his wife
Agrippina exerted a great influence over him. Finally, Agrippina, in order to secure the succession
of Nero, her son by her first marriage, had Claudius
:

poisrjned.

After llif murder of Caligula, Claudius had been
brought forfii from his hiding place by a prctorian
and proclaimed emperor. Tiianks to the advice
and (iiploinatic skill of his friend, the Jewish king
Agrippii I., the accession of Claudius was, on the
following day, recognizerl by the senate.
In return
he confirmed Agrippain his possession of the dominions granted him l)y Caligula, and added thereto
Judea ami Samaria, sf) that Agrippa had now under
his rule the whole former kingdom of Herod.
He
also interposed between the Jewish and the pagan
citizens of Alexandria, who had been in open hostility

"

Sitzungsberichte der Berliner Akademie," 1898, p.
498; idem "Romisches Strafrecht," p. 265; Mitteis,
in "Hermes," xxxiv. 88 etseq.).
The governor of
Egypt was ordered to suppress the disorder; the
Alexandrian Jews had their privileges reconfirmed;
and, at the instigation of Agrippa and Herod, an
edict of tolerance was issued for the Jews of the
whole Roman empire. On the death of Agrippa his
kingdom was again taken under Roman administration.
Repeated charges brought against the governor b}' Jewish envoys received favorable attention
from the emperor, owing chiefly to the intervenThus, on one occation of Agrippa the Younger.
sion the garments of the high priest were handed
back to the Jews; and Agrippa's brother Herod was
put in charge of the Temple, with the right of appointing the high priests. On the decision of Claudius in a dispute between Samaritans and Judeans,

CuMANUs.
The Jews in Rome

see

were forbidden

itself,

however, in the year

to hold religious gatherings,

49,

owing

resulting from the frequencj' of Christian Messianic sermons. No expulsion took place; but many Jews no doubt left Rome
voluntarily.
However, this measure of Claudius
was certainly not directed against the Jewish
to continued disturbances

religion.

Bibliography: H. Lehmann, OauditisuTid A'^ero,!.; Schiller,
Gesch. der R6mischen Kai.-<ei-zeit, I. 314 et seq.; Mommsen,
RDmische Geschichte. v.; ScMrer. Gesch. 3d ed., passim;
Vogelstein and Rleger, Ge.'ich. der Jiiden in Rom. i. 19 et
Pauly-Wlssowa, Real-Encyc. HI. 2777 et seq.; Harnack,
Die Mission wid Atishreituny des Ch7-istentums in den
Ersten Drei Jahrhunderten, p. 4.

seq.;

H. V.

G.

CLAUDIUS, RUTILIUS NAMATIANU8

:

held high public ofllces in Rome,
but returned (416) to Gaul, the land of his birth, after
the devastation of the latter by the Goths. He depicts
Asapolyhis return in his poem "De Reditu Suo."
theist he was antagonistic to Judaism; and his aversion was the more emphatic because he wished" thereby to strike covertly at Christianity. He scorned
the Jews mainly on account of their dietary laws,
their rite of circumcision, and their strict observance
He ends his diatribes by expressof the Sabbath.
ing the wish that Pompey and Titus had never subfined the Jews, for the insidious plague was spreading farther than before, and the vanquished had

Roman

subdued the
His

i)f)ems

German

He

poet.

victors.

were edited by Lucian Mnller, 1870; a

translation

Lemniacus

(A.

was published

in 1872

by

Itasius

von Reumont).

n.

CLAVA, ISAIAH:

H. V.

Spanish poet of Amsterdam. He tran.slated from Hebrew into Spanish a
Purim song, under the title "Cancio de Purim, Establecido Sobre su Historia, Echo por un Anonimo,
y Ahora Nuevamcnte Sacado del Hebrayco al Es-
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Clavering'

Clean

pagnol." Amstenlam, 1773. The poem contains 110
strophes of uine lines each.
BiBUOGRAPHT KaystTllng, Bibl Esp.-Porf.-Jud. p. 38.
:

M. K.

ci.

CLAVERING, ROBERT:

Bishop of Peterbor
oujih and Christian Hebraist; born in 1671; died
July '21, 1747. He was regius professor of Hebrew
In 1705 at
at Oxford from 1715 until his death.
Oxford he published a translation of Muimonides'
-

Yad." Hilkot Talmud Tonih and Teshubah.

BIBLIOORAFHV

Dict. T^'atiorwl BiDQraphji ; Stelnschnelder,
Cat. Bodl. col. S47 ; idem. In ZeU.fUr Htbr. Bibl. 11. 122.
T.
J.
:

CLAY ("homer, ""tit"): A word used in the Old
Testament to denote several kinds of soil, including
tlie clays of the East as well as the loam of the Nile
Clay, in its technical sense, is "a mi.xturc
valley.
of decomposed minerals of various kinds. Alumina,
silica, and potash are the principal constituents;
but along with these may be variable quantities of
lime, magnesia, and iron, which give variety both
to the quality and color" (Hull, in Hastings' "Dict.
Clay was used among ancient
of the Bible," s.r.).
peoples and in Biblical times for at least three spepurposes: (I) for making bricks; (2) for making
pottery; (3) as writing-material.
(1) For Making Bricks: The great mounds of earth
marking the remains of ancient cities testify to the
prevalent use of clay bricks as building-material.
Throughout Babylonia, and mainly in Assyria, sundried and kiln- burnt bricks were the chief materials
of which the people built their magnificent palaces
cific

and huge and massive city walls.

Lower Egypt,

ac-

cording to the representations in the pictures of ancient life, and to the remains discovered by Naville at
Tell el-Maskhuta, has always been a place where
brickmaking was an important industry. Most of
its villages, ancient and modern, have been constructed of sun-dried brick.

Among the ruins of the
(2) For Making Pottery
most ancient cities of Egypt, Babylonia, Palestine,
and Assyria remains are found of the potter's art.
In the Old Testament the potter at his wheel is used
as a symbol of divine power over the fate of men
(compare Jer. xviii. 1-3; Isa. l.xiv. 8; Rom. ix. 2).
This was the most re(3) As Writing- Material:
markable use made of clay in ancient times. The
tens of thousands of tablets found in the ruins of
:

ancient cities testify to the prevalence of this curious custom. On the soft material, carefully selected
for its freedom from hard bodies, cuneiform characters were impressed and to preserve the tablet from
ruin it was carefully baked.
Some tablets were not
only impres.sed with cuneiform signs, but sealed l)y
rolling over the soft clay the private seals of the
principals or witnesses: such tabletsare called "contract tablets."
Others when written were enclosed
within an envelope of clay, upon which the matter
of the inner document was more or less faithfully
reproduced. It is not improbable that " the evidence "
mentioned in connection with Jeremiah's transfer of
laud bought before the fall of Jerusalem refers to
a clay document (compare xxxii. 10-14; also Job
xxxviii. 14).
Up to the present (1902) only one
cuneiform tablet has been found in Palestine, that at
;
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Tell al-Hasi.
It dates from the fourteenth century
B.C.
the so-called Amarna period (sec Bliss,

—

.Mound of
.1.

"A

Many

Cities," pp. 52-60).

.IK.

I.

M.

P.

CLEAN AND UNCLEAN ANIMALS.—
Animals cerenioiiiall y piiri; and lit for I'ooil, and such
as are not.
Biblical Data
The distintition between clean and unclean aninialsappears (ir.st in Gen.
vii. 2-3, 8, where it is said that Noah took into the
ark seven and seven, male and female, of all kinds of
:

clean beasts and fowls, and two and two, male and
female, of all kinds of beasts and fowls that are
not clean. Again, Gen. viii. 20 .says that after the
tiood Noah " took of every clean beast and of every
clean fowl, and offered burnt offerings on the altar
that he had built to the Lord." It seems that in the
mind of this writer the distinction between clean and
unclean animals was intended for sacrifices only;
for in the following chapter he makes God say:
"Everything that moveth shall be food for you"
(Gen. ix. 3). In Leviticus (xi. 1-47) and Deuteronomy (xiv. 1-20), however, the distinction between
"clean " and " unclean " is made the foundation of a
to make a difference
food-law: "This is the law
between the clean and the unclean, and between the
living thing that may be eaten and the living thing
that may not be eaten" (Lev. xi. 46.

.

,

The permitted food is called
47).
Between "clean," "pure" (liriD, tahor): the
"Clean" and forbidden food is not simply not clean,

Distinction

"Unclean." but

positively unclean, polluted,
(X0t3. tame), "an abominaThe terminology "clean
nation" (VpK'. shekez).
and unclean " in the food-law has to a certain extent
a different implication from that borne by the same
terms as used in the sacrificial law (see Saciufick).
The clean animals were: (1) All quadrupeds that
is

impure

chew

the cud and also divide the hoof (Lev. xi. 3;
Deut. xiv. 6); for instance, the ox, the sheep, the
goat (i.e., the sacrificial animals), the hart and the
gazel, the roebuck, the wild goat, the pygarg, the
Among
antelope, and the chamois (Deut. xiv. 4-5).
other forbidden animals, the camel, the rock-badger
(see Coney), the hare, and the swine were excluded
by name (Lev. xi. 4-7; Deut. xiv. 7-8), probably
because used as food or for sacrifice by the neighboring tribes.
(2) Fish proper; i.e., "whatsoever hath fins and
scales ... in the seas and in the rivers " (Lev. xi.
9; compare Deut. xiv. 9).
Here the Law proceeds by way of
(3) Birds.
From the rather lengthy list of forbidelimination.
den birds (Lev. xi. 13-19; Deut. xiv. 11-18) it niay
be concluded that all the birds of prey and most of
the water-fowl were considered unclean. The bat
closes the
(4)

list.

The winged creeping things "that go upon all

four" which "have legs above their feet to leap
withal," of which four kinds of locusts are named
All the other creeping things (see
(Lev. xi. 21-22).
Animals) are most emphatically and repeatedly forbidden and held up as the greatest abomination
A list of creeping
(Lev. xi. 20, 31-38, 42-43).
things to be avoided includes the weasel, the mouse,
four kinds of lizards, and the chameleon (Lev. xi.
29-30).
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Ill

Restrictions were also placed on the use of tlie
of clean animals: it was forbidden to eat it
when the animal had been torn in the tield by a carnivorous beast (Ex. xxii. 30), or when it had died a
natural death, or had been carried otf by disease
Although, however, the use of such
(Deut. xiv. 21).
flesh

meats rendered people unclean, strictly speaking,
their prohibition belongs to the law concerning
Blood.
Ethnological View For the distinction between clean and unclean animals various origins
have been suggested though few of them seem to
have fully satisfied any one but their own originators.
Omitting the most ancient ones (Origen, "Contra Celsum," iv. 93; ed. Migne, xi., col. 1171; Thcodoret, on Lev. ix. 1, ed. Migne, Ixxx., col. 299, and
others, analyzed in Vigouroux, "Diet, de la Bible,"
i.
615 et seq.), only the most popular
Theories ones in our own day need be menofDistioned. According to Groti us, on Lev.
xi. 3; Spencer, " De Leg. Hebr. Rit."
tmction.
i.
7, 2; S. D. Michaelis, "Mosaisches
Recht," iv., § 220, etc., the distinction between clean
and unclean animals is based on hygiene it is a sanitary law. According to others, the law was a national one, intended to separate Israel from the
neighboring nations, Arabians, Canaanites, and
Egyptians(Ewald, " Antiq. of Israel," pp. \A4:et8eq.),
and partly a sanitary one (RosenmuUer, "Scholia in
According to
Vetus Testamentum" Leviticus).
Koil, "Ilaudbuch dcr Biblisciien Archiiologie," pp.
492 et seq., the law is a religious one, intended to
deter men from the vices and sins of which certain
animals are tlie symbols, whicii view is a mere variation of the allegorical interpretation proposed by
:

;

:

—

Philo ("De Concupiscentia." 5-10).
Of tliese explanations tiio first two have been refuted by Sommer in his" Bibli.sche Abhandlungen,"
187-193; Keil's opinion has been opposed by Noi.
wack, " Lehrbijchder Bililisclicn Archaologie," i. 117,
and others. Tlie most popular theory at the present
day is perhaps that ofTered by the late W. Robertson
Smith, in his article "Animal Worship and Animal
Tribes Among the Ancient Arabs" ("Journal of
Philology," 1880), according to which the unclean
animals were forbidden iiecause they were totems
Tills theory has
of the primitive clans of Israel.
been accepted by Chcyne (" Isaiah," i. 99; ii. 123-124,
303) and Stade ("Gesch. Israels," i. 408). but by
Dillmanii is either entirely and without discussion
rejected ("Genesis," p. 382), or restricted to the prebistijric times of Lsrael, as being a survival of the
old totem-worship and totem-clan organization, reflenibling in historic times tlie case of the horse in
England, which anthropologists .say is not eaten because it was once sacred to Odin, and thvis tabooed
(Joseph Jacobs in his "Studies in Biblieal Archeol."
p. 89, and similarly Salomon Reinacli, " Les Interdiclions Alimentaires et la Loi MosaYque," in "Rev.
Etudes Juives." xli. 144). See Blood; Food; and
ToTK.MIHM.
Zaptntal, rvr Tofcrrji^imtM unit <Ue UfUqUin
hrnrlK, In JfV. Qimrl Rrv. April. 1902; Idem, thr Tulim).vmi/ji,
l!OI; I>'vy, f)n Tuliiniinnr, clirz lrj< Hrhrni.r, In
Itrv. Et. .hiivfjt, \xxxix. ill 1.'4
theyne. The Prii])hcciai of
Isaiah, 18H0 81.
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In Rabbinical and Hellenistic Literature
The

distinctions between clean and unclean animals, as described in the Scriptures, are more fully
drawn in the Halakah. To chew the cud and to
have split hoofs (Lev. xi. 3) are the marks of the clean
tame quadruped (" behemah"), and the Talmudic
traditions add that an animal without upper teeth
always chews the cud and has split hoofs (see Aristotle, "Natural History," ix. 50), the only exceptions being the hare and the rabbit, which, in spite
of having upper teeth, chew the cud and have split
hoofs, and the camel, which has, in place of upper
teeth, an incisor on each side (TJ).
Even the meat
of the clean and the unclean animals can be distinguished. The meat of the former below the liipbones can be torn lengthwise as well as across,
which, among unclean animals, is only possible with
the flesh of the Avild ass.
These differences apply
also to clean wild animals (miHtO H^n) as against unclean wild animals (nXDG n^n).
In order, however,
to distinguish clean wild from clean tame animals
attention must particularly be paid
Quadrupeds, to the horns. The horns of the former
must be forked, or, if not forked,
they must be clear of splinters, notched with scales,
and be niinn ("round"), or, as others read,
("pointed").
It is important to distinguish the clean
wild animals from the clean tame animals, because
the tallow of the former may be used, while that
of the latter is forbidden, and the blood of the clean
wild animal must be covered up (Lev. xvii. 13),
which is notthecase with that of other animals (Hul.

nmin

59a, b).
It

was hard

for the rabbinical authorities to dis-

tinguish clean from unclean birds, as the Scripture
(Lev. xi. 13-19) enumerates only the birds which
shall not be eaten, without giving any
Birds.
of the marks which distinguish them
from the clean birds. This is all the
more important as the names of some of the birds
mentioned in the Scriptures are followed by the
word " lemino " or " leminehu " i.e.," after its kind "
— and it is therefore necessary to recognize certain
fixed distinguishing characteristics.
The following rules are fixed by the Talmud, by which a
It must not
clean bird may be distinguished.
be a bird of prey; it must have a front toe, if
that be the meaning of m^n' y3VN; but according
Alto most explanations the hind toe is meant.
though most birds of prey liave the hind toe, the
toes of the clean bird are so divided that the three
front toes are on one side and the hind toes on the
other, while the unclean bird spreads his toes so that
two toes an; on each side; or if it has live toes, three
will be on one side and two on the other (compare
Kaslii to I.Iul. 59a, and Nissim b. Reuben on the
ISIislmah to this passage)-

The clean birds', furthernioic, liavt; craws, and their
stomachs have a double skin which can easily be separated. Tiiey catch food thrown into the air, but will
lay it upon the ground and tear it with their bills l)efore eating it.
If a morsel be thrown to an unclean
l)ird it will catch it in tlu; air and swallow it, or it
will hold it on the ground with one foot, while tear-

;

E. O. H.

IT.

II.

ing off pieces with its bill (Hul. 59a, ijla, 03a). As
this distinction is not found in Scripture, opinions dii
-

Clean
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Acfered greatly during and since Talmudic times.
cording to the Talmud (Hul. COa, G3b), only the
twenty-four kinds of birds mentioned in Scripture
arc actually forbidden.
If certain birds are positively known as not belonging to these, no further investigation as to characteristic signs is necessary,
and they may be eaten. The marks of distinction

down only for cases in which there is doubt
whether the species is clean or unclean. Authorities, especially in Germany, would only permit the
eating of such kinds as have always been eaten
(miDD)- Accordingly some binls are permitted to
be eaten in certain countries, but not in others. There
are laid

are

many

controversies in

the casuistic literature

concerning this matter. Menahem Mendel Krochmal
("Zemah Zedek," No. 29), for instance, declares
the wild goose forbidden, while Eybeschl\tz ("Kereti u-Peleti," §82) permits it.
When the turkey
wa.s brought to Europe Isaiah Horwitz forbade
it to be eaten; and although his opinion did not
prevail, his descendants refrain from eating it even
to-day.
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David ha-Levi on Yoreh De'ah, 85) forbid its use
Very rigorous are the rules set down by

entirely.

the lijibbis concerning the eating of " creeping things
which crawl upon the ground " (Lev. xi. 41). Ac-

cording to the Rabbis only such " worms " are permitted for" food as do not live in an isolated condition, but are found only in other substances; for
instance, the maggots in meat, fruit, fish, drinkingwater, etc. But even in such cases the eating is
forbidden if the worms have been removed from the
place in w hich they originated, or if they have left
that place and returned to it, thereby practically
excluding all worm-eaten food (Hul. 67a, b). The
conditions concerning the enforcement of these rules
are very complicated (compare Yoreh De'ah, 84),
but it may suffice to point out the following: Fruit
and vegetables must be thoroughly examined before
use to see whether they contain worms, and Ortho-

dox families pay

strict attention to

the fact that

should the food, after cooking, be shown to have
been worm-eaten, it is not fit for consumption (compare Danzig, "Hokmat Adam," pp. 35, 22).

In regard to clean and unclean fishes the authoriTalmud have also made some additions to
While it is stated
the regulations in the Scriptures.
in Lev. xi. 9 that only those fishes are
Fishes.
to be considered clean which have
scales and fins, the Mishnah (Niddah
vi. 9) declares that all fishes with
scales have,

There was much speculation as to the reasons why
certain species of animals should be allowed as food
and others forbidden. In the Letter
Reasons for of Aristeas (lines 144-154) it is ex-

doubtless, fins also.
According to this all fishes
having scales but no fins may be eaten, as under
that opinion it may be taken for granted that all
scaly fishes have fins; apparent exceptions are accounted for by the supposition that sometimes
fins are so small or rudimentary that they can not

It is especially emphasized that birds
character."
of prey have been forbidden, to teach that man shall
practise justice; and not, depending upon his own
strength, do injury to others. The marks which
distinguish the clean animal are allegorically explained, as shown in the following instance: To

On the other hand, a fish with
be without scales and thus be unclean.
The formation of the spinal cord and head also af-

have two

ties of the

be distinguished.

fins

may

means of distinction. The clean fishes (D''JT
have a perfect spinal column, and a head of
a more or less flat projection; the imclean fishes
have no spinal bone, and their heads end in a point
('Ab. Zarah 39b, 40a).
There is a difference in the
form of the bladder and roe in clean and unclean
fishes.
In clean fishes the bladder is blunt at one end
and pointed at the other; while the unclean have
the ends either both blunt or both pointed.
Whether
these marks can be depended on when the scales and
fords

D'"iintD)

when the actual condition can no
longer be positively ascertained, has been much discussed by old authorities (compare Jacob b. Asher,
Tur Yoreh De'ah, 83). As a "cause cel^bre" of
modem times may be mentioned the controversy of
Aaron Chorin with many Orthodox rabbis concerning
the eating of sturgeon, which Chorin declared permissible, contrary to all former usage.
Concerning the use of the four kinds of locust
permitted in the Scriptures (Lev. xi. 21-22) the Mishnah (Hul. iiL 8) says that a clean locust must have
four feet, two of which are for jumping, and four
wings, which must be long and broad
Insects.
enough to cover the whole body.
But it is still subject to the restriction
that, to be eaten, it must belong to the species 33n,
and there must be a reliable tradition recognizing it
as eatable.
Later authorities (compare Samuel b.
fins are absent, or

Distinction.

plained at length that "these laws
have been given for justice' sake to
awake pious thoughts and to form the

feet and split hoofs signifies that all actions

shall be taken

with consideration of the right and

wrong (compare Allegorical Interpretation).
The martyr Eleazar, in IV Mace. v. 25, answers the
king, who ridicules the laws forbidding unclean animals, " Whatever is congenial to our soul He permits
us to eat; the use of obnoxious meats He forbade
us." In this is apparently expressed the same idea
which is stated later on by Zarza in the words " All
these things are forbidden, because they deprive
the blood and make it susceptible to many diseases
they pollute the body and the soul " (Mekor Hayyim, "Tazria'," beginning).
The prolix allegories of Philo concerning the
clean and unclean animals (compare " De Agricultura Noe," xxv.-xxxi.) have been far surpassed by
the Church Fathers (Irenaeus, " Adversus Hsereses,"
:

V. 8; Clemens Alexandrinus, "Pajdagogus," iii.
and many others), and
Origen, Horn. 7 in Lev.
for this reason in many Jewish circles no exposiOne
tion of the law whatever would be heard.
should not say "The meat of the hog is obnoxious
to me," but 'I would and could eat it had not my
Heavenly Father forbidden it" (Sifra, Kedoshim,
end).
In Talmudic-Midrashic literature no attempt
is made to bring these laws nearer to human understanding.
It was feared that much defining would
endanger the observance of them, and all were satisfied "that they are things the u.se of which theTorah forbids " (Tanhuma, Lev. ed. Buber, Shemini, iii.
29), although they were not capable of explanation.
;
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^vitli Saadia, the Jewish commentators
explain tlie Biblical laws either rationalisIt is remarkable that Saadia's
tically or mystically.
theory bears great resemblance to the modern theory
of totemism. He asserts, namely, that some animals
which were worshiped as divine were declared eatable as a protest against that worship, and for the
same reason others were declared unclean (" Kitab
al-Amaiiat Wal Itikadat," 117. bottom; Hebrew
Ibn Ezra is of
translation, iii. 2; ed. Slucki, p. 61).
the opinion that the flesh of unclean animals has
been forbidden because it is impure and obnoxious,
and the substance swallowed and digested goes into
the ttesh and blood of those who have eaten it (commentary to Lev. xi. 93; concerning other passages
of Ibn Ezra compare Zarza, I.e.).

Beginniug

starterl to

Maimonides C'Moreh Nebukim," iii. 48) finds in
these ordinances maiuh' sanitary, and partly esthetic,
Similar is the opinion of the great
French exegete Samuel b. Meir, in Iiis commentary
on Leviticus. Nahmanides agrees only partlj- with
these theories, and mentions only one sanitary reason concerning fishes. The clean, he argues, get
nearer tlie surface of the water, and therefore possess a degree of heat which drives away too much
liumidity; while the fishes without fins and scales,
which stay in the deep water, and especially those
in swampy water, possess a degree of cold and humidity which acts mortally. It is different with the
birds, which, with exception of the " peres " and " 'ozniyyali," two species of eagles, are all birds of prey,
the black and thick blood of which causes a marked
inclinatif)n to cruelty.
Concerning the quadrupeds,
Nahmanides wavers between ethical and sanitary
reasons, and refers to non-Jewish physicians to maintain the objections to the fiesh of the hog (commentary
on Lev. ix. 13; compare his " Derasha," ed. Jellinek,
The explanations which Bahya b. Asher (on
p. 29;.
Lev. xi.) gives concerning the forbidden animals are
mainly taken from Nahmanides. He adds the new
explanation that tliis law is merely an expansion of
the rules of the cult of sacrifice, so tliat many animals which can not be used for sacrifice shall not be
eaten (idem, lG3d. ed. Riva di Trento). Isaac Arama
is especially opjKj.sed to sanitary reasons ("'Akedat
Yi?hal^," part 60, ed. Pollak, iii. 33b), and acknowledges psychological and ethical motives only. "The
unclean animals," Rays Arama, "cause coarseness
and dulness of the soul." Arama, evidently referring to A bravancl, but without mentioning his name,
gives f)th(.T theories of Jcjwisii scholars.
In his remarkable [lolemic again.st the rationalistic explanation by Mainu)nirleH of the laws regulating food,
Viterbo tries to show the untenablencss of the sanitary grounds ("Ta'am Zeljenim," ed. El. Ashkenazi,
principles.

pp. 42-43).
Like the Jewish religious philosophers, the mystics have stated their speculations concerning tli(!

grounds of these laws. According to the cabalistic theory which makes the negative Sefirot the
cause of the existence of evil in the world, the
Zohar (Sheniini, iii. 41b) explains that the unclean
animals originate from some of these negative Sefirot, and therefore they are forbidden as food; but as
with the arrival of the Messiah all will become purer
and nobler, these animals will then be permitted as

IV.—
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food (Talk. Hadash, Likkutim, 36, 79). In this
manner the mystics explained the idea, expressed
in Midrash Tehillim toc.xlvi., that in the future God
will declare the unclean animals clean.
This Midrash caused Abravanel and other Jewish scholars
much embarrassment (see Buber, ad loc), so that
several of them did not hesitate to declare it a Christian interpolation; but without reason, as similar
opinions have been held and expressed in the remotest time (compare Antino.mianism), and probably

had

their origin in pre-Christian times.
Regarding
the view taken by Reform rabbis and by modern
Bible exegetes of clean and imclean animals, see

DiETAUY

L.A.WS;

Purity; Reform; Totemism.

Bibliography: Hidlin, .59a, 66b; tor the old Halakah, Tnrat
Caro, ShulKnhanim, Shnnini; Sifre, DetU., 100-104
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;
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CLEIF,

DANIEL HAYYIM

Russian rabbi
1729; died there May 14, 1794.
He settled in Hasenpoth, in the government of Courland, originally as a jeweler; later he ofliciated there
At this time he wrote
as rabbi for many years.

born

in

:

Amsterdam

"'Arugah Ketannah " (The Small Garden-Bed). a
booklet in which the 248 mandatory precepts are
formulated in rime (Altona, 1787, and reprinted
He also left in manuscript a comseveral times).
mentarj' on the Pentateuch.
One of Cleif 's sons was a physician in the service
of the Russian government, with the title of councilor of state: he died in the government of Orel in
1846.

BiBLior.nAPnY: Wunderbar, Gesch. der Judenin Liv-und
Ku7-land, Mitau, 1853.
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Two

(LORENZO

hundred and

GANOA-

fiftysixlh

born at San Arcangelo, near Rimini, Oct.
elected
election

May
was

pope;

31, 1705;

His
19, 1769; died Sept. 22, 1774.
hailed with particular joy by the Jews,

trusted that the man who, as councilor of the
Office, declared them, in a memorandum issued
Marcli 21, 1758, innocent of the slanderous blood accusation, would be no less just and humane toward
them on the throne of Catholicism. In this they
were not deceived. Two months after his accession
Clement XIV. withdrew the Roman Jews from the
jurisdiction of the Iiupiisition and i)laced them un-

who

Holy

der that of the " Vicariato di Roma" (Aug. 5, 1769).
Another token of his benevolence toward the Jews
was the condnnalion (March 29, 1773) of the bull of
Clement VIH. concerning the Ji!8 (Jazaka, which
was of very great importance to the l{oman Jews.
The inemoranduin of Clement XIV. (GaMganelli),
referred to above, deserves sjx'cial mention, as much
from the importance of the subject treated therein
It was
as from the great authority of its author.
called forth by a blood accusation against the Jews
Alarmed by this frequently
of Yanopol, Poland.
repeated nccusati'in, the Polish Jews sent one Jacob
Selek to Rome to implore the i)rotection of the pope.
Benedict XIV. thereupon ordered a thorough exami-

Clement XIV.
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tlic niattor, und the councilor of tlie Holy
Lorenzo Giingjinflii (hilcr Clcnicnt XIV. ),
was char>jcil with the prcpamtion of a report on the
subject.
This report, beiirin;^ on its title-page the
motto "Xon solis aceusjitoribus credenihnn," was
presented to the congregation of the Liquisition
The author shows therein not
March 21, 17r)8.
only the groundlessness of the Yanopol aceusjition,
but, pa.ssing in review all the principal cases of
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especially in that of man.

nation of

ciciitioii,

Dllicc.

say, like the Misiinah (Sanh. I37a):

blood accusjition since the tiiirteenth century, demonstrates that they were all groundless. Only in
two cases did Ganganelli hesitate to declare the falsity of the accusation: namely, in that of Simon of
Trent, in 1475, and in that of Andreas of Rinn, in
1462.
The future pope could not very well acknowledge that the canonization of these two pretended martyrs was unileserved. But he pointed
out that tlie popes themselves hesitated a long
time before admitting the worship of Saint Simon and Saint Andrew the former having waited
more than 110 years, and the latter almost 300 years
a proof tiiat the veracity of the accusation was
doubted. No account is to be taken of the testimony of some baptized Jews, such as Julio Morosini and Paul Sebastian Medici, who, in their liatred
of their former coreligionists, claim in their writings
Moreover, these
that the Jews use Christian blood.
writings were triumphantly refuted by high authorities.
Ganganelli concludes his memorandum by reminding the Christians that they themselves were
once accused by the heathen of the same crime, as
attested by TertuUian, Minucius Felix, Theodoret,
and Rufinus.
The effort of Ganganelli was crowned with success.
Benedict XIV., impressed by the arguments
in the memoir, declared the Jews of Yanopol innocent, and dismissed Jacob Selekwith honors, recommending him, through Cardinal Corsini, to Visconti,
Bishop of Warsaw, who received orders to protect
the Polish Jews in the future from such accusations.
Ganganelli 's memorandum was translated into
German by A. Berliner, under the title " Gutachten
Ganganelli's (Clemens XIV.) in Angelegenheit der
;

—

Blutbeschuldigung der Judcn," Berlin, 1888.
original Italian te.xt

was published by

in " Rev.

Etudes Juives," xviii. 179
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.1.

Himself by making man in His image; were there
another god he also would have to reveal himself, and create other men in his image" (Hom.

Man as the image of God is God's revelaand as he also has in him God's spirit {-vrhun),
the whole truth lies iti him like a seed, need-wi. 10).
tion,

ing only to be developed. Had men recognized
tlie will of Goil and been ready to obey it, there
would have been no need of a further revelation;
but as tliey have sinned, the i)rimal revelation is
obscured and a new n'velation is always necessary
This is afforded by the true
{ib. i. 18, viii. 5).
]>rophet, who knows the past, the present, and the
future.
His knowledge is not derived from liie external work!, but is innate, as is the spirit in him;
and his revelation is not ecstatic, but clear and unambiguous (//;. ii. 6-12, iii. 11-20). The true projihet
has appeared not in one, but in various forms;
changing name and shape, he will traverse this
world until he finils rest in the coming world, aidiv
fiiUuv {ib. iii. 20).
Eight persons are exalted above the rest of humanity and brought into special connection with
revelation Jesus and the "seven pillars of the
world," Adam, Enoch, Noah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob,
and Moses; and among tiiese eight Adam, Moses,
and Jesus are preeminent as possessing all the qualities of the true prophet (compare Uhlhorn, "Die
The Haggadah (Hag.
Homilien," pp. 164-166).
121)) also says that the world rests on seven pillars,
but according to other authorities one pillar, pn^i
by name, supports the world (compare Prov. x. 25).
iS-vafiapTTiToq (p^V) is, according to the Homilies (ii.
6), the true prophet (compare also Suk. 52c on the
haggadic interpretation of the " seven shepherds and
eight princes"; IMicah v. 4).
As the person of the true prophet is alwa3's the
same, so the religion revealed by him is always
the same: the primal revelations through Adam,

—

'

through pure Mosaism, and through
Theological Christianity are identical (Hom. xviii.
Teaching- of 3). The fundamental doctrine of this,
the Homi- tiie onl}'' true, religion is that of the
one God, the Creator of the world.
"Before all things, consider that no
one shares His rule, no one lias a name in common
with Him that is, is called 'God. For He alone both
Nor is it lawful to think
God.'
is, and is called,
lies.

et seq.
1862,

Br.

or

PSETJDO
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kindred

works of a Judieo-Christian sect of the second century, of which onl}' the Homilies, the Recognitions,
and the Epitomes have been preserved. The Homilies, published first in 185;j, present in the form of dialogues between Peter, Clement of Rome, and others,
a gnostic system based on revelation.
By revelation alone can knowledge be obtained, not by philosophy (Hom. i. 19, ii. 5). This is illustrated by
the history of Clement, who vainly tried to arrive
at the truth by means of philosophy.
The Homilies assume a twofold revelation
the primal revelation, and the continuous revelation through the
true prophets. The first was given in the act of

—

'

;

'

that there

CLEMENTINA

The Homilies
"God revealed

is

any

any other by that

other, or to call

name. And if any one should dare do so, eternal
punishment of soul is his " {ih. iii. 37). The attacks
on those who deny the unity of God, and the positive proofs of that unity, constitute the greater part

The conception of monotheism

of the Homilies.

is

attempts to modify abstract
monotheism in the Christian way are emphatically
rejected.
So much stress is laid on monotheism
that it almost liecomes pantheism, God being designated as TO Uhv, TO 'Ov, and everything else as noth-

entirely Jewish,

and

all

He alone is He is the tangible and the intanginear and far, here and there He alone exists.
He penetrates everything. As the sun warms and
illuminates the surrounding air, so God warms and
illuminates the world He is the heart of the world.
ing.

;

ble,

;

;

and the center from -which all life irradiates (ib.
xvii 7, xviii. 8, and jmssim; compare Uhlhoru, I.e.
Although this pantheistic conception is
p. 174).
originally Greek, it must be remembered that it was
also known to the Jewish scholars of Alexandria
and of Palestine. Similar to the statement in the
Homilies

(xvii. 8):

"The space

God

of

is

the non-

but God is that which exists," is the statement in theMidrash: D^IVH TN"! lO^iy DipO Ninj^
IDipD (Gen. R. Ixviii. 10; Midr. Teh. xc).
From this pantheistic point of view the Homilies
regard the development of the world as a development within God the -veiua (" spirit ") and the cuua
(" body "), Avhich were originally united in God, were
separated, and this was the beginning of the world.
The Creation is explained by assuming that the
spirit of God changed into air, the air into water,
and the water into fire. The Homilies teach not
the emanation of the world from God, but the eternal flux of things, God being the beginning and the
Herein the Book of Yezirah corresponds with
end.
the Homilies, holding likewise that the world was
existent,

;

created out of the first four Sefirot; the last six Sefirot treated in this book
namely, the three dimensions of space in the two opposite directions, by
means of which, out of the prototypes of the world,
the world was produced as a reality also occur in
a passage of the Homilies, which, however, has often
been misunderstood (xvii. 9; compare Gratz, "Gnosticismus," p. 113; Epstein, in "Rev. Et. Juives,"
xxix. 73).
Like the Book of Yezirah and the Cabala in general,
the Homilies also hold the doctrine of contrasts,
which constitutes their conception of the world.
All things separate (t5i;t"C "«' ivavriug) and go in
opposite directions, unite, separate, and finally
unite again.
As the material world is made up of
the four elements mentioned above,

—

—

Syzygies.

which oppose each
(Homilies,

world
world

is

xix.

governed by contrast.

Satan,
Messiah,
is

tiie

ruler of

tlie

in pairs
the spiritual
ruler of this

otlier

so

12),

The

better future world

who was produced by

the sjurit or
Wiiile the greater, mascuearth, day
night, sun
has precedence in the original Hvzygial series, tlie reverse takes place among
men, the smaller, feminine principle preceding.
Hence in liistor}-, especially in that of Israel, Cain
is ojjpnsed to Abel, Islimael to Isaac, Esau to Jacol),
etc.
The princii)les that appeared separate in
Adam and Eve, but wliich are mixed in the majority of men, a[)pe!ir from time tf> time sejtarated

is tl)e
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pneumatic side of God.
line j)rinciple
heaven
moon, life death; etc.

—

—

—
—

—

turn to

The dual outcome of this evolution is a reGod by a process of purification or anniiiila-

tion.

When

again.

the

Messiah, the eternal

light,

ap-

darUncss will vanish (i/j. ii. 17). At tin;
resurrection all men will be transformed into creatures of light. KO that they may behold fjod (Hi. xvii,
IB).
Tliis rests on the aHSumi)tion that H<! can not
" He who sees God can
be seen by man in the flesh.
not live [Ex. xxxiii. 20], for the excess of light dissolvrs the flesh of him who sees,
but ... at
the resurrection of the dead, when they shall have
been changed into light and become like the angels,
they shall be able to see Him " {I.e.)— a. theory found
yiears, all

.

.

.

among the tannaim of the second century, whom
Akiba attacked (Sifra, Wayikra, 2; Sifre, Num.
103; compare also Abba Arika's description of the

also

joys of the future world, when the pious "shall enjoy the glory of God "— HJ^'DK'n VTO PJHJ Ber. 17a;
Tan. iv. 115, ed. Buber). This is an instance of that
anthropomorphic conception of God which is found
in the Homilies side by side with the pantlieistic
conception, and although in its present form it betrays attempts to reconcile these two diametrically
opposed conceptions, yet the contradiction between
the two is often verj' marked.
The anthropomorphism is less pronounced in tlie metaphysical portions of the Homilies but it forms the basis of their
ethics, which is founded on the doctrine that man
was made in the image of God (compare the teaching of the Jewish Gnostic Ben Azzai Gen. R. xxiv.
7); and this doctrine they can establish only by
assigning a shape to God (compare especially ib.
;

;

;

xvii. 11).

As regards

the attributes of God, which are, howhuman similes, the Homilies
hold that the D"'Dmn moi jnn
("justice and

ever, only

given in

mo

mercy

")

of Jewish theology (Sifre, Deut. 27) constitute the nature of God (Homilies, iv.

Judaism
and Christianity.

It is this conception especially
13).
that stamps the Homilies as consisting
entirely of Jewish gnosis, admitting

of no contrast between the " righteous "
of the Old Testament and the "merciful" God
of the New Testament, but identifying the teachings of Jesus with those of Moses, so that the salvation of those who follow Moses is as assured as that
of those who believe in Jesus; the former, however,
must not hate Jesus, nor the latter, Moses (ib. viii.
Hence the Homilies never speak of Chris6, 7).
tians, their point of view being always designated
as the "Jewish" one (see Langen, "Die Klemensromane," p. 90); and it is pointed out that the daughter of the Canaanite woman was healed only after

God

become a Jewess (Homilies, ii. 19); that
had accepted the Jewish Law. The Pentateuch
did not originate entirely with Moses, for he put
nothing into writing; and those who recorded his
the latter had
is,

teachings after his death introduced much that was
contrary to those teachings. The sacrifices especially
do not belong to the original Law (an Essene heresy),
and as these and similar interpolations obscured the
meaning of the Torah, it became necessary for the
true pnipliet to ajipear in the person of Jesus.
It
is dillicult to say how the authoi's of the Homilies
conceived of the incarnation of Jesus; they, however, decidedly ojijiosed the doctrine of the divinity
of Jesus, and considered the Christian doctrine of the
atonement and salvation through the sufferings of
JesuH as withoiil importance. The strict asceticism
foiuid in the lluiiiilics may be traced back to Essenistii.
It is a sin to po.ssess anything whatever; the
ealing of meat is absolutely forbiihlcn, only bread
and water being allowed (conijjart! Ahot vi. 4); and
the Homilies, like the Essenes, lay great stress on
Bathing is leablutions and bodily cleanliness.
gally jircscribed after cohabitiition, as in the

Talmud

but marriage itself is highly regarded
and recommended, even early marriage being insisted upon— in which points the Clementina follow
(Ber. 21b, 22a);

Cleopatra
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Gon.

i.'iS. ix.

.Tiuliiisin

(Yib.

vi.

(?,

based upon

I).

Tho Recognitions

are exUuit only in the Latin
Roiranling tiicir relation to

translation of Rutinus.

the Homilies,
tlie

ami reganling

Clementina

in

historical value of

tlie

geneml. opinions

ilitTer.
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Judea by way of Anamu'a and Damascus; and
lleroil was foreetl not only toa|>pi'ase her animosity
with presents, but also to rent Jericho from lier for
a yearly sum of two liundred talents, and to senil
her at his own expense as far as Pelusium (ib. xv. 4,
Through her machina^^ 1-2; "B. J." i. 18, § 5).

representatives of the Tubingen
sehool regard them as a chief source for the history of the early Christian Church, Ilarnack tliinUs
that they contribute nothing toward determining
It can not be denied,
the origin of that Church.
however, that the Clementina are highly iinjiortant
for the history of gnostic JudiuoChristianity, us
well as for that of Jewish Gnosticism, being among
the few extant literary docinnents of those sects.

was drawn into a war with the Nabatiean
king Malieh and when he was victorious, ('le()])atra
s.'Ut her general Athenion to help the Nabat;vans;

Compare Ad.vm K.\DMON Elces.mtes; Gnosticism-,
Simon Mvois.

she seems indeed to have been inimical to them.
Still Josephus says (" Contra Ap. " ii. § 5) that Apion
should rather have denounced the vices of tliisdevilijh woman, and thinks it redounds to the honor of the
Jews that they received no wheat from her during a
famine in Alexandria. Cleopatra's hatred went so
far that when her capital, Alexandria, had been taken
by Csesar Augustus and she had lost everything, she
conceived the idea that all could yet be saved if she
should murder the Jews of her city with her own
hands {ib.). Her death immediately afterward saved
the Jews from this fate (30 b.c).
Rabbinical literature also reports one of her cruel
deeds.
The bodies of some of her female slaves,
who had been condemned to death, were torn open
and the contents examined (Tosef., Niddah, iv. 17;
Talmud, Niddali, 80b). A question that she is said to
have addressed to R. Meir (Sanh. 90b) can scarcely
be historical, owing to tlie anachronism involved in
making them contemporaries, and it is probable that

Haur

anil

many

;

Bibliographt: Baur, Dc FhiiDiitai-um Orioinc: Idem, Die
ChriMliche (Jjiwis; BiRg. Tlie Chiueiitinc Howilicn, in
Studia BihUca, 11. 157 ct scq.; HilKenfeld, Die ClcmcntiItfciig)iitii>nen und Hoinilien, 1848; idem, Der
Urspntng dcr PseudDclemeutinisclicn Rccogtiitionoi u)td

iiischen

H.i;in7it'»i, in

Harnack,

nieohmi.iche JalirhUdier. lSo4, pp. 483 et scq.
3d ed., i. 294-3(X); Langen, Die

;

D')y;)it'»iy«\s<'/i.,

Klfmoisromaiie, 1890;

Lehmann, Die Clement in inch en

Schriften^ 18ti9; Lipsius, in Protect ant ische Kirchenzeitttng, 1879. pp. 477 et scq.; idem. Die QueUen der Petrussage Sohliemann. Die Clementinen, 1844; SchweRler, Das
Nacha}}itM<)Usche Zeitalter, 1. 364 et i<eq.; Riischl, Die Entstehitnn der Altkath(jUschen Kirche Schaff, Htstorj/ of the
Christian Church, U. 43,5-442; Vh\horn, Die Homilien und
Recngnitinnen, 18.>4; idem, in Realenciihhipddie fiir ProteMantischc Thcologie, 3d ed., iv. 11, 171-179; Cbawner, hider of Noteu'otihu Words and Phrases in the Clementine Writings, 1894.
;

;

L. G.

K.

CLEOPATRA:

Queen of Egypt 52-30 B.C.;
daugliter of Ptolemy Auletes.
Through her association with the rulers of Rome, Cleopatra was of importance not so much to the Jews of her own country
as to tho-se of Judea.
AVhen Herod fled in great distress before Antigonus, he turned toward Egypt;
but it was only after suffering many indignities at
Pelusium that he was enabled to embark for Alexandria, where he saw Cleopatra. However, although
she invited him to remain, he hastened on to Rome
(40 B.C.) (Josephus,

"Ant." xiv.

13,

§ 2;

"B. J."

14.

§ 2).
After Herod became king by the help of the Romans, Cleopatra tried in every way to injure him.
Alexandra, Herod's mother-in-law, complained to
Cleopatra that the office of high priest was denied to
her son Aristobulus, and she sent the pictures of her

i.

beautiful children, Mariamne and Aristobulus, to
Antony, at that time held captive by Cleopatra's
charms. Antony desired the handsome jouth as a
companion, and to prevent this Herod was forced
to appoint Aristobulus as high priest (35 B.C.).
Alexandra's ambition went so far as to desire the
throne for her son. Hidden in coffins, mother and
son intended to have themselves transported to
Egypt to Cleopatra, but the plan was discovered,
and Herod had Aristobulus secretlv murdered
("Ant." XV. 2, «g 5-7; 3, §§ 1-3). Alexandra notified Cleopatra of the deed (ib. 3.^5); but Herod,
protected by Antony, went unpunished.
Cleopatra's ambitious spirit seriously injured
Herod. She not only induced Antony to give to her
in fief the entire coast-line, except Tyre and Sidon,
but appropriated Jericho, a region of Judea rich in
palms and the far-famed balsam. She traveled to

tions he

;

whereupon the Jews were defeated and retired across
the Jordan (31 b.c).
Herod liad great ditliculty in
surmounting the conseciuenccs of tliis defeat (" Ant.
XV. 5, §§3-4; "B. J." i. 19, §§5-6).

The anti-Jewish Apion not incorrectly looked
upon Cleopatra as a ruler hostile to the Jews; for
,

the reading NflD^D Ninsi'P ("Queen Cleopatra")
this passage is a corruption of "ixniDT Np''"lDD
("patriarch of the Samaritans"; see Baclier, in
"Rev. Et. Juives," v. 185, vi. 159; idem, "Ag. Tan."
in

ii.

68).

G.

S.

CLEOPATRA

JERUSALEM

Kb.

OF
One of the
nine wives of Herod I., whom he married late in life.
She bore to him Herod and Philippus (Jo.sephus,
"Ant."

xvii.

1,

§ 3; "B. J."

i.

G.

28,

§

:

4).

S.

CLERGY. See Priest and Priesthood
CLERICAL ERRORS Errors made

;

:

Kb.
Rabbi.
in

tlite

writing of documents, especially legal documents, for
the prevention of which the Jews have many stringent laws. The Jewish official scribes were notably
exact in the preparation of legal documents (Git. 2b);
for an error was often fatal to the validity of the
Care is taken not to write an acknowlinstrument.
edgment of indebtedness on any substance on which
Such an instrument would
it may be easil)' altered.
be absolutely invalid even though it were intended
to be used immediately for the collection of the debt
(Shulhan 'Aruk, Hoshen Mishpat, 42, 1).
But if
the instrument is a bill of sale, it is valid (ib., gloss),
because there would be no reason for the holder of
the instrument to make any alteration in its terms.
Some authorities adopt the general rule that an
instrument which is not prepared in accordance with

Cleopatra
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is ipso facto invalid (ib.,
of indebtedness may be
written in any language, but the scribe must take
care that it does not deviate from the prescribed
form of documents {ib. 42, 2). If an erasure is

All interlineations, obliterations, and erasures must
be noted before the final formula; and if they occur
iu the names of the parties or iu the amount, and are
not so noted, the instrument is void(ei. 44, 5). The
formula used is "The word ... is interlined," or

made, it must be noted on the instruAlterations ment before the •witnesses sign {ib. 44,
in Deeds. 5-11). It is the duty of the witnesses
and the court to scan the instrument
carefully to note whether the rules for writing it
have been complied with {ib. 45, 2).
'I'iiese rules are numerous.
The scribe must write
his letters of equal size and equidistant {ib. 42. 3).
He must spell the amounts of money iu full, and not
merely use the letters (corresponding to modern fig-

"The words
are obliterated." In bills of divorce, erasures or interlineations in the formal parts
do not affect the validity of the instrument; but if
they occur in the essential parts, it is void, unless

the rabbinical onlinauces

glossj.

The instrument

ures) to designate the amount {ib. 42, 4).
He must
not write at the end of a line words that can easily
be altered, such as the amounts from three to ten;
as these by the addition of a letter or two can be
raised to ten times their original amount {ib. 42, 4).
The failure to close the instrument with the universally accepted formula, " All is fixed and established,
is absolutely fatal {ib. 44, 9).
If the scribe has
omitted the date of the instrument, it is nevertheless
valid, but is no lien on goods sold to third persons
{ib. 43, 1).
If the date is partially written, it is
sufficient; as, for instance, if the scribe has omitted
the thousands of the date {ib. 43, 2), or has written
"on the fourth day," omitting " beshabbath " (of the
week) {ib. 43, 4), or if he has erred in the day of the
week {ib. 43, 5). But if the instrument is written
by the debtor himself, it is valid even though it has
no date at all and is without witnesses, and was delivered in the presence of witnesses Avithout the customary "livery of seizin" {ib. 40,2; 43, 6). If the
instrument is wilfully antedated it is void; but if
antedated by mistake it is valid, though it can not
serve as a lien on property sold to a third person {ib.
If the document is postdated it is valid {ib.
43, 8).
43, 12); but a bill of sale should not be postdated
unless this fact is noted thereori (ib. 43, 13).
If the
date appears to he a Sabbatii, or the Day of Atonement, the instrument is valid; for, inasmuch as no
instrument can be written on tho.?e days, it is presumed to have been postdated {ib. 43, 14; 239, 2).
If there is a contradiction in the amounts mentioned
in the instrument, the amount last stated governs (iif».
If the coinage in which pay42, f)).
Contradic- ment 's to be made is Tiot stated, the
tions and coinage if the place where the conErasures, tract was n:ade governs. If the place
is not stated, then the coinage of the
place where the debt is sougiit to be collected governs {ib. 42. 14).
If there is an erasure of one letter of tiie name on
the last part of tiie instrument, it may be sujipiicd
from the statement of the name in the beginning;
but if more than one letter is obliterated, the insfru-

mont is void.
more than one

If

by the error of

tiie .scribe

there

is

omitted from the name
in the last part of the instrument, it is valid for the
bearer of the last name, it being presumed that the
srribe lias erred in the first name by writing two
letters too many; but it is not to be supposed that
he would err in omitting two letters of a name
{ib.

42, 6).

letter entirely

.

.

.

they are noted at the end as iu the case of other instruments (Shulhan 'Aruk, Eben ha-'Ezer, 125, 19).
The modern rule, however, is stricter and will not
tolerate any such imperfections in the "get."
To
insure accuracy and freedom from clerical errors
the Seder ha-Get (Eben ha-'Ezer, Rules 46-52) prescribes that the writing must be clear and neither
crooked nor confused the letters must be separately
written and not joined together; the letters of two
lines must not run into each other; nor should the
letters e.\tend beyond the marginal line. There must
be no erasure of ink-spots or of words, no roughness
la the letters, and no writings over erasures.
In
case any of these rules be violated a new get must
;

be written.

Bidliography: Shulhan ^Aruk,Hoshen Mishpat,
J.

D.
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CLERMONT-FERRAND

:

xlll.,

W.

xUU.

A.

Chief town of the

department of Puy-de-Dome, France. The origin
of the Jewish community of Augusta-Nemetum
usually assigned to the third century
era.
It is said that the first apostle
of Auvergne, St. Austremoine (Stremonius), was
killed about 286, by order of Lucius, the Jewish
governor of Issoire, by a Jew, the owner of the village Perrier (compare Labbe, "Nova Bibliotheca,"
ii. 482; Gonod, "Chronologic des Eveques de Clermont " A. Tardieu, " Histoire de Clermont "). This
is evidently a legend, as perhaps is also the story
told by the Abbe JMarmeisse (" Vie de St. Verny et
de Ste. Marcellc," Clermont, 1858), that, about the
second half of the thirteenth century, a Jewish
working man murdered a young Christian child

(Clermont)

of the

is

common

;

named Verny, who was afterward proclaimed a
It is certain, however, that the Jews es-

saint.

tablished themselves in Clermont at a very early period.
They then occupied the entire eastern part
of the market-town Fontgicive, called
Early
"Fontjuifs" or "Fontjuifve" iu the
History,
fourteenth century; and they owned

the hillock Montjuzet; i.e., "Mons
Judirus" or "Judaicus" (Cohendy, "Invcntaire des
Chartes des Archives, Departement du Puy-de-

Dome." pp.

11. 51).

Sidonius Apollinarius, Bl.shop of Clermont (4724fiH), held the Jews in great esteem.
He speaks in
the highest terms of the Jew Gozolas, servant of the
Bishop of Narbonnc ("Epistle," vi. 4). and recommends to the hisliof) Eleutherus the cau.se of a Jew.
In a third letter, addressed to the bishop Nonnechiiis.
Sidonius Apollinarius recommends to him Promotus.
Jew of Clermont (l.r. ii. 13). Bi.shop Oallus, uncle
of Gregory of Tours, also showed goodwill to the
Jews. When he died (551) the Jews of Clermont
took part in the general mourning, weeping for the
man who had treated them so kindly, and carrying

Clermont-Ferrand
Cleveland
the WHX tiipi'rs at
"Vita" ratium." vi.
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no loss.
Gregory of Tours

estt'cnu'd tlu'in
stiys

taelu'il to tliein."'

The

fuuonil (Gregory of Toui-s,
Hishop C'liutiiuis ("mI-STI)
" Hi' was litar to the Jews,"
{I.e. iv.),

"ami was much

at-

historians of Auvergne, Sa-

varon in his "Origines ile riairnionl," ami Auiligier
in his " Histoire tie Clertnont," censure this prelate
for his fan\iliarity with the Jews, sjxying that

"he

on trienilly ti'rnis with tiieni, not. with the
view of enlightening them, but in oriler to buy his
On his
furniture ami jewels cheap from them."
death the presbyter Euphrasius sent to the king
many valuable things which Cautinus had bought
from the Jews a proceeding quite different from
those of Bishop Avitus a few years later (see Avrrus
OK Al'VElUiNK).
The councils which met at Clermont in the sixth
century occupied themselves repeatedly with the
Those of 535 and 549 forbade
affairs of the Jews.
intermarriages between Jews and Christians, and the
appointment of Jews as magistrates of the people
(Cone. Arverne, Canons vi. and ix.).
It does not appear that Jews were living at Clermont at the time of the first Crusade (1096). Only
toward the end of the thirteenth century are traces
of a Jewish community again found in that city.
At that time (1298-99) the Jews of Auvergne paid
into the royal treasury a tiix of 993 livres, 6 sous, 6
deniers (Library of Clermont, Auvergne MS. No. 62;
compare " Revue Etudes Juives," xv. 248). In 1293
Jews dwelt in several market-towns or villages of
Auvergne, such as Herment, Ennezat, Montaigut,
Lignat, etc. (see article by M. A. Tardieu, in "La
liveU

—

D6p6che du Puy-de-D6me," Sept.

14, 1891).

lived one of the disciples of R.

At Or-

Hayyim

of
Blois, R. Isaac, author of " Menahel " (The Guide), a
collection of ritual rules known only by the quotations from it found in the ritualistic work " Orhot
Hayyim" of Aaron of Lunel (Renan-Neubauer,
"Les Rabbins Frangais," p. 448). The Manuscript
de Rossi 313, 3, cited by Gross ("Gallia Judaica,"
p. 589), contains the haggadic explanations of Nathan ben Joseph. This scholar probably came from
beil

Clermont.

There were hIso Jews in other French places
which bore the name of Clermont. Some are found
1321-23 at Clermont-en-Argonne, in the department of the Meuse ("Revue Etudes Juives," xix.
257). and some at Clermont, Herault, in 1350-1400
(S. Kahn, "Les Juifs de Tarascon," p. 25).
In 1808
thirty -eight Jews were living at Clermont; in 1901
it had twenty-five to thirtj' families.
The community is part of the consistory of Lyons.

in

BiBi.iOGRAPiw In addition to the citations In the
Regt^ten zur Geitch. der Juden, Nos. 29, 34, 35, 38.
:

G.

text, see

S.

K.

CLEVE, GERMANY. See JuLiCH.
CLEVE, ELIJAH. See Gomperz Family.

CLEVELAND

Capital of Cuyahoga county,
Ohio, U. S. A. situated at the mouth of the Cuyahoga River, and an important port on Lake Erie.
The history of its Jewish community dates back to
the year 1837, when a Bavarian, Simson Thorman,
settled here.
He was soon followed by others of
his countrymen— Cleveland being then a thriving
;

:

118

—

town of about 6,000 inhabitants and in 1839 the
colony had increased suHicienlly to waiiant the estabiisiunent of a permanent religious organization.
This first congregation, called The Isiaelitish Society, began with twenty members.
In 1842 it was
divided, the l^eceding branch forming the Anshe
CUiesed society but four years later these two again
united, and fornu'd the Anshe Chesed congregation, the oldest existing religious organization in the
town. Its first synagogue was built on a lot exchanged for land which had been presented to the
Anshe Chesed society, for buililing purposes, by
Leonard Case, a wealthy non-Jewish landowner.
Dissensions in 1848 resulted in the withdrawal of
members, who in 1850 formed the Tifereth Israel
congregation, the second of the now
First Set- existing congregations. A legacy of
tlements. $3,000 bequeathed by Judah Touro
of New Orleans in 1854, purchased
;

upon which its first synagogue was erected.
These two congregations have always been the
the site

—

leading factors in Cleveland Jewry the Anshe
Chesed representing the Conservative branch, its
present membership being 210; the Tifereth Israel,
the Radical Reform, with a membership of 513, and
a Sabbath school enrolment of 775. Both are prosperous, and worship in splendid modern edifices.
The rabbis of Anshe Chesed congregation have
been: Fuld, 1850; E. Hertzman, 1860-61; G. M.
Cohen, 1861-66; Nathan, 1866-67; Gustave M.
Cohen, 1867-75; M. Tintner, 1875-76; M. Machol,
the present incumbent, from 1876.
Tlie rabbis of Tifereth Israel congregation have

been: Isidor Kalisch, 1850-55; Wolf Fassbinder,
1855-57; Jacob Cohen, 1857-66; G. M. Cohen, 18661867; Jacob Mayer, 1867-74; Aaron Hahn, 1874-92;
Moses J. Gries, the present incumbent, from 1892.
The congregation next in importance is the B'ne

Yeshurun Hungarian, which was founded

in 1865,

reorganized in 1886, and has (1903) a present membership of about 200. Its rabbi is Dr. Sigmund
Drechsler.

The year 1881 saAv the arrival of the first Russian
refugees, who, in point of numbers, have since become a highl}"^ important part of the community.
Besides the three leading congregations mentioned,
there are no less than eleven minor congregations,
mostly Russian, with a combined membership of
about 700 the largest of them, Beth Hamidrash
Hagodol Beth Israel, having 600 seat-holders. There
are also many so-called "hebrahs," formed only for
On Oct. 17,
services during the principal holidays.
1885, the first American Rabbinical Conference was
held in Cleveland. The first annual conference of
of the existing Conference of American Rabbis was
held in Cleveland, July 13, 1890.
The Jewish Orphan Asylum of Cleveland, founded
by the Independent Order of B'nai B'rith, District
No. 2, was established in 1868; its superintendent
since 1878 has been Dr. S. Wolfenstein. This institution, which shelters 500 children, has become famous,
being considered a model of its kind (see article thereon in "Ohio State Bulletin of Charities and Corrections," vol. iv. 47), and exerting a wide-spread influence in furnishing (from its trained assistants)
superintendents and matrons for other similar insti-

—
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tutions.
The heads of the Jewish orphan asylums
of San Francisco, Atlanta, Chicago, Philadelphia, and
Rochester were formerly assistants at the Cleveland
The Educational League, formed for
institution.
the higher education of orphans, and now a national
organization, was founded in Cleveland in 1896.
In 1875 the Hebrew Relief Association, the oldest
benevolent society of importance, was organized;
in 1890 it joined the National ConferCharitable ence of Jewish Charities. Its annual

and Other income is about §4,500. There are
Organiza- many lesser charitable organizations
tions.
in the community, among them the
Daughters of Ismel, the oldest women's benevolent

society,

founded

in

1860.

The

Association, in

funds

Clermont-Ferrand
Cleveland

which charity the larger part of

its

expended. It supports also a free Sabbathschool of about 500 children, a working girls' club
of 160 members, a free kindergarten, and several
other departments. Its annual expenditure is nearly
In 1899 an educational organization, called
§3,000.
the Council Educational Alliance, was formed, and a
building for its use was presented by jVIoritz Joseph.
Though not a social settlement, its work is along
settlement lines; being educational and social in
character, and liaving a resident director.
In its
building are a large gymnasium with baths, a free
public library with reading-rooms, and club, class,
and social rooms. Courses of free lectures and entertainments are given during the winter. A public
is

Clevelftnd
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Of

more tlmn T.nOO to ilOOO are \wvany relivrions organization.
The older part of ti'.e community is rapiilly increasing in wealth ami imiu>rtanee, an extensive
cloak ami elotiiing manufaetnring interest being
these not

inaneiitly atriliateil witli

almost entirely vimler its control. Its members are
well represented among the prominent merchants, and in law, medicine, art, and music.
The younger part of the community, the Russian
and Polish element, is also rapidly forging to the
also

front.

Social
Status.

Some

of its earlier arrivals

have already attained

to atHuence

;

and

they also are well represented iu the
medical profession.
The majority,
however, are still small tradesmen and pedlers, witii
a good percentage of tailors, cloak-makers, cigarmakers, carpenters, shoemakers, plumbers, etc.

Temple

of Tifereth Israel Congregation, Cleveland, O.
(From a phot^f^raph.)

The early struggles of the Jews of Cleveland were
perhaps more severe than those of other communities, and development was slower.
It is indeed only
within the last decade that university education has
become fairly general; and perhaps it is for this
reason that Cleveland has not given more Jews of
prominence to the world. The best known now
living here is Dr. Marcus Rosenwasser, for some
years dean of the Wooster Medical College, and for
many years professor of abdominal surgery in the
Cleveland College of Physicians and Surgeons. In
the early days Benjamin F. Pcixotto was a resident
and active communal worker here.
Simon Wolf
also lived here for some years.
Besides these the
community boa-sts of but two famous sons the artists George P. M. Peixotto and Louis Loeb.

—

The

religious attitude of the

community

differs

but little from that of others in the West, save perhaps in that the Reform movement has advanced
noore rapidly in Cleveland than elsewhere.
All
shades and varieties of Judaism are to be found,

from the most rigidly Orthodox to the ultra-radical
Reform on the one hand, an unswerving adherence to tradition; on the other, at Tifereth Israel
synagogue, now called "The Temple," almost an

—

it.
The Temple congregation
worships on Sunday, a large number of its attend-

entire abolition of
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ance being

noil-. lews,
li lius abolished the reading
of the Torah and praetieally all Hebrew from its
service and Sabbath-school. Its Sabbath school session is held on Sunday afternoon.
In its house of
worship are given regular public courses of lectures
and entertainments.
It has a public library and
reading-room; and recently a large, well-equipped
gymnasium, with baths, has been added.
HiHi.KKiRArnv A )inivn>niiij Souvenir af the AhhIic Chcxcd
Viiinii'Uiition, 1896; Souvenir Tifereth Israel Conarciia:

tinii,

I'.HHI.

A.

CLIMATION

S.

or

Woi,.

ACCLIMATIZATION

:

The

adapluliou of the uulividual to a new clinuile. It has
been observed that when people emigrate to a strange
country, even when the new climate differs but little
from that of the mother country, there occurs a
transformation which affects the entire organism.
It has been shown by Virchow that it is not only
the individual who is alTected by a prolonged sojourn away from his native country, but his posterity as well.
At present one of the most urgent problems confronting modern statesmen and sociologists
is whether Europeans can emigrate to other climates,
particularly the tropics, live healthful lives, and
perpetuate their kind and ethnic type there (see C.
II. Pearson, "National Life"; B. Kidd, "Control of
the Tropics," p. 79, note).
The Jews furnish perhaps the best statistics
for solving the problem of climation.
They live,
thrive, perpetuate their kind, and preserve their
Many students of
identity in almost every climate.
the problem of acclimatization have shown that the
Jews are a cosmopolitan race (see particularly Boudin, "Memoires de la Societe d'Anthropologie," i.
Andree aptly says that "the
117).
Jews an Jew is able to acclimatize himself
Example, with equal facility in hot and in cold
latitudes, and to exist without the assistance of native races.
He lasts from generation
to generation, in Surinam (Dutch Guiana) or in Malabar (India), tropical climates where Europeans, in
the course of time, die out unless they are constantly
reenforced by immigration from the mother country " (" Zur Volkskunde der Juden, " pp. 70, 71).
In
Algiers,- where the French find it so difficult to adapt
themselves, the Jews are known to prosper and multiply, as the following figures show:

THE
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A

similar vitality and power of acclimatization
are sliOAvn by the Jews in India (for statistics see 31.
" De Certaines Immunites Biostatiques de
Race Juive," pp. 21-24), in the tropical countries
of South America (Montano, "L'Hygiene ct les

Legoyt,
la

Tropiques," in "Bulletin de la Societe de Geographie," series 6, xv. 418-451), in the southern portion of tl'.e United States, and in Cuba.
The same holds good in South Africa and AusA. R. "Wallace considers the Jews "a good example of acclimatization because they have been established for many centuries in climates very different
from that of their native land they keep themselves
almost wholly free from intermixture with the peoThey liave, for instance, atple around them.
tained a population of near two millions [at present nearly six millions] iu such severe climates
as Poland and Ru.ssia and according
Extremes to ]\Ir. Brace ('Races of the Old
World,' p. 185), their increase in
of Ternperature. Sweden is said to be greater than that
of tlie Christian population
in the
towns of Algeria they are the only race able to main;

.

.

.

:

;

numbers; and

in

Cochin China and Aden

they succeed in rearing and forming permanent
communities" (" Acclimatization, "in "Encyclopaedia
Britannica," 9th ed., vol. i.).
to note that wherever they
It is important
live the Jews preserve their peculiar typical Semitic

i.

334) points out that the center of dispersion of the

Jews was in the countries near the ]\Iediterranean,
whence thej' have slowly penetrated into the heart
of Europe (an opinion not shared by all authorities
on the subject); and that in this manner they have
reached the northern covuitries of Europe, their progression being constantly in the direction of the
colder regions, for which less aptitude for climation
is

necessary.

Another point especially worthy of notice

tralia.

tain its

Cleveland
Cloud
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features,

and

in

most cases

also their habits of

life.

Felkin ("Can Europeans Become Acclimatized in
Tropical Africa?" in "Scottish Geographical Magazine," ii. 653) states that it is probably due to a
certain amount of Semitic blood that the southern
Europeans possess in a higher degree the power of
adapting themselves to a subtropical climate. Discu.ssing the overwhelming superiority in adaptability of the Maltese over the Spaniard, Virchow says
that it is derived from the mixture of foreign (Semitic) blood C" Ueber Akkliiiiatisation," in "Verhaiidlungen der Versamndung der Naturforscher uud
Aerzte in Strassburg," 1885).
Investigation tends to show that even a little
Semitic blood in the veins of nations is a great help
in acclimatization, and tliat the power to adapt
tjiem.selves to a strange climate is a racial trait of
Another important point is tliat while
the Jews.
other white races find it advantageous to climation
to intermarry wifli the native races, and while many
have shown that this is absolutely ncces-sary for
Kuccessful climation, the Jews do not, as a rule,

intermarry witli tlwir ncighljors, and still a<lapt
tliemwlves easily to new climatic conditions. See

iNTKRMAUniAOK.

Some

consider that the superior power of climatriiil, ac(|uircd by their con
stunt migrations, and even their temSugg'ested porary stay in Egypt: and tlieir slow
Causes.
progression ("petit acclimafcment ")
by Bertillon ("Acclimateis stfited
ment," in " Dictionnairc des Sciences Antliropologiijues," Paris, 1884) to have ha«l its influence on
their power of climation.
Hut Schellong ("Ak-

tion of tlH^Iitwsisa racial

klimati.sation," in

Weyr8"nandbuchder Hygiene,"

Jews

fact that the

engaged

is

the

iu the tropical coimtries are not

iu pursuits requiring

much

exertion and

exposure to the hot rays of the sun. This is especially emphasized by Ripley (" Races of Europe," p.
563),

who

says that

Jews confining

all their activi-

ties to

shops in the towns can not be compared with

others

who

up

take

the cultivation of the

soil.

Another view of the question of the causes of the
Jew's power of climation is that his sobriety,
purity of home life, and freedom from vicious habits
contribute largely to his easy adaptation to a new
climate.
That there is a great deal of truth in this
can not be denied, because it is well known that
inmiigrants in tropical countries are prone to do
things which they would not even think of amid the
restraints of home life.
The English (according to
"Wallace), who can not give up animal food and the
use of spirituous liquors, are less able to sustain the
heat of the trojjics than the more sober Spaniards
and Portuguese. The Boers in South Africa are
another example of a people who keep sober and
prosper in a tropical land. The sobriety of the
Jew is admitted by all, and has undoubtedly a great
infiuence on Ins adaptability to new cHmates, although this adaptability seems to be a racial characteristic of the Semites, not dependent upon the
merely negative virtue of sober and temperate
living.

Bibliography: R. virchow, AhkUmatisatintu In Vcrh. Bcrl.
Gesell. fUr Anthropi<UHlic uud Ethnologk, 188.5, p. 2(12; A.
E. Wallace, AcclimatizatiouAu Kiicyclop. Britannica; A.
Bertillon. AccUmatement, In fMctiouuaii-e dcs Sciences
AnUir(>i)nl()(ii<litei', Paris, 1884; Ikmdin, Traite dc 6'('"(;caphic ft de, StalistiflUR Mcdiadc, Paris, 18,5"; O. SchellonR,
Ahklimatu<ation, In Weyl's Handlmcli der Hugieiie, Jena,
1894; W. Z. Ripley, Racen of Europe, New York, 18i«>.
M. Fr.
J.

CLISSON

:

Town

department of Loire-

in the

Inferieure, France, formerly belonging to the prov-

Clisson was a center of Jewish
renowned scholars liaving resided
there; and its name, variously written |1V^1p, pv^p,
PV^. jnV' ^llVxi^p. PV^P, occurs in the Hebrew
Its most promwritings of tliu thirteenth centiiry.
ince of Brittany.
learning, several

inent scholars were: (1) the Tosafist Joseph, called
"Joseph the Jerusalemite " (2) MeYr Clisson,
mentioned as a Biblical commentator in the commentary "Zofnat I'a'neah"; (3) Isaac of Clisson, men-

also

;

tioned in

Mordecai

tli(!

"Semak";

Jacob, mentioned by

(4)

lien Iliilel.

Ziinz, Uternturga^ch. der Stinagngalcn
Ilini.KioRAi'iiY
I'nasic, p. Wi\ fJross, OalUa Judaica, pp. 594 ct scq.
:

o.

I.

CLOAK. See Mantlb.
CLOUD.— Biblical Data
lents for

Ex.

"cU.ud"

xiii., piisniiii),

:

Bu.

The Hebrew equiva-

"'Anan." (Gcn-ix. 13, 14;
which occurs once in the feminine

are: (1)

Cloud

THE

Goal
form
form

" 'iinuiiah "

and once in the Aramaic
'Ab " is iroiurally uscil in
books instead of the more prosaic " "auau "
(Job

py^l^iiii. vii.

the poi'lio

i;{).

iii.

etc.).

(3)

5).

('2)

(Job xxxvi. 29; xxxvii.
Isii. V. 0.
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"

11,

16;

1

Ivings xviii. 44;

"Slml.iak,'' a purely poetic form,

occurring frequently in tiie plural, but only twice
in the singular (Ps. Ixxxix. 7, 38), is used for
"lieavens" (Job xxxvii. 15; Ps. Ixxxix. 7, 38). In
Deut. xxxiii. 26; Isa. xlv. 8; Jer. li. 9; Job xxxv.
5, xxxviii. 37; Ps. xxxvi. 5, Ivii. 11, cviii. 5, it is
used as a parallel for "lieaven." (4) "'Arafel,"a
thick, heavy, dark cloud (Deut. iv. 11, v. 22; II
Chron. vi. 1; Job xxii. 13, xxxviii. 9; Isa. Ix. 2).
(5) "Ncsi'im," rendered "vapors" in Jer. x. 13, li.
16.
Ps. cxxxv. 7 seems to echo Jer. x. 13 and li.
"Nesi'im"
16, having a very similar phraseology.
occurs also in Prov. xxv. 14, "clo\ids and Avind and
no rain."
In the peculiar climatic conditions of Palestine
clouds were an important feature. The year was
divided into a rainy season, from October to May,
and a dry season, from May to October. During
the rainless season not only was there no rain, but
not even a cloud appeared in the heavens (I Sam.
xii. 17, 18), and when the rain-cloud did appear it
arose gradually from the west that is, from the sea
and then the heavens were darkened and a tremendous downpour followed (I Kings xviii. 45). Many
figurative expressions are derived from the qualities
They are driven across the sky very
of the clouds.
quickly hence it is said that the enemy " shall come
up as the clouds" (Isa. xix. 1, ix. 8; Jer. iv. 13).
Job complains of his welfare passing away as the
cloud (Job XXX. 15). Here, too, is the thought that
the cloud leaves no trace behind it. Originating from
this thought is the phrase in Isa. xliv. 22, "I have
blotted out, as a thick cloud, thy transgressions."
The clouds of the rainy season foreshadow the rain,
hence symbolize a favor bestowed (Prov. xvi. 15).
In the dry season the dew-cloud revives the dried
vegetation God's favor is therefore pictured as the
dew (Hosea xiv. 5). The blackness of the clouds
betokens misfortune (Ezek. xxx. 18; Lam. ii. 1), and
even a curse, as in Job iii. 5.
Clouds are frequently pictured as hiding God

—

—

;

;

from man and as intercepting man's petitions (Lam.
iii. 44; Job xxii.
In Job xxvi. 8 there is
13, 14).
the .strong figure of the cloud used to bind up and
contain the waters. As direct manifestations of
God. the clouds are His chariots (Ps. civ. 3; Isa.
xix. 1).
When God appeared over Mount Sinai it
was in clouds and thunder and lightning.
cloud
covered the mercy-seat (Lev. xvi. 2) in the Tabernacle, and later on it rested over the Temple (I Kings
viii. 10, 11; II Chron. v. 13, 14).
Apillar of cloud accompanied the Ark, showing the way by day through
the wilderness (Ex. xiii., passim). See R.mxbow.
J.
G. B. L.
In Rabbinical Literatiire The observation
of clouds for the purpose of divination (]i\]}) was one
of the forbidden methods of forecasting the future
(Lev. xix. 26).
Notwithstanding this, the pillar
of cloud of the altar was observed for that purpose in the Temple on New-Year's or Atonement
Day (compare Yoma 21b., B.B. 147a), the direction
Avhich the pillar of cloud' took being thought to in-

A

:

dicate
l)leiity
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what part of the land would be blessed with
during the year (Lev. R. xx. compare Abra;

iiam's foreeastiiig of the year while observing the
stars on New-Year's eve [Book of Jubilees, xii. 16]).
eloud stationary over the top of Mount Moriah, be-

A

traying the presence of the Shekinah, was the means
by which Abraham recognized "the place afar off"
(Gen. xxii. 4; Gen. R. hi. Tan., Wayera, 46; Pirke
R. El. XX xi.
Targ. Yer. to the passiige). A cloud
over the entrance to the tent of Sarah also indicated
the presence of the Shekinah (Gen. R. Ix.).
Of Moses it is narrated that when he was about
to ascend to heaven, a cloud came to meet him, and,
forming about him, carried him up (Pesik. R. 20; ed.
Friedmann, p. 96). God wrapped Moses in a cloud
to protect him when the angels of heaven, who were
jealous of him. wanted to cast him down (Ex. R. xii.,
xlii.).
The cloud of the divine glory also appeared
at Aaron's death on Mount Hor, and gradually covered him until he disappeared from before Moses
(Yalkut, Mas'e, ^ 787). Moses was sanctified by the
cloud so that he could receive the Law from God
on Sinai (Ab. R. N. i.). When Moses' life was
drawing to an end, the cloud of glory surrounded
his successor, Josliua, at the gate of the tent, and
Moses, standing outside, felt that his leadership was
transferred to Joshua (Jellinek. "B. H." i. 116). Josephus ("Ant." iv. 8, § 48) relates of Moses' end that
after he had dismissed the elders and was «till discoursing with Eleazar, the higli priest, and Joshua,
a cloud suddenly stood over him and lie disappeared
(compare Samaritan Book of Joshua, vi.).
The clouds carried along from the River Pishon
in paradise the precious stones for the ephod and
the high priest's breastplate, as well as the sweet
odors, the sacred oil, the balsam for the candlestick,
and the ointment and incense for the Tabernacle
(Targ. Yer. to Ex. xxxv. 27, 28, the word D^X'itJ'J,
used in the passage, denoting both " princes " and
"clouds").
The clouds spoken of in Isa. Ix. 8
(" Who are these tliat fly as a cloud? ") are miraculous clouds, carr3Mng the righteous every morning
and evening from all parts of the world to the Temple at Jerusalem, so that they may particijiate in
the divine service (Pesik. R. 1.; compare I Thess.
iv. 17: "We which are alive and remain shall be
caught up together with them [the angels] in the
cloud to meet the Lord in the air").
Tlie cloud of divine glory which carries the Son of
man in the Messianic vision (Dan. vii. 13) lias given
rise to the identification of Anani, the descendant of
David (I Chron. iii. 24), with the Messiah as " the one
who will come down from the clouds " (see Targ. and
;

;

Sanh. 92b ""^Qj "la \vE<l)t?'V], " the son of the cloud "
hence Matt. xxiv. 30, pascim).
Clouds of a miraculous character appeared to R.
Hiyya ben Luliani in the time of a drought, saying
to one another: "Come, let us bring rain to Amnion
:

and Moab" (Ta'an. 25a). For the cloud-vision in
the Baruch Apocalypse (liii. et seq.), see Bauuch,

Apocalypse

ok.

Regarding the origin and nature of the clouds, R.
pjliezer holds, pointing to Gen. ii. 6 and Job xxxvi.
28, that the clouds above sweeten the water ri.sing
from the ocean as mist, while R. Joshua, referring
to Deut. xi. 11 and Job xxxvi. 37, says that the

clouds form a receptacle

tliroiigli

wliicli

the water

coming from above pours down as through a sieve;
whence the name "shehakim" (grinders), as they
"grind" the water into single rain drops (Gen. E.
xiii.
compare Bacher, "Die Agada dcr Tannaiten,"
These views seem to liave given rise to ani. 130).
other controversy between R. Johanan and It. Simon
b. Lakish. the former referring to Dan. vii. 13, the
;

latter to Ps. c.xxxv. 7 (Gen. R. l.c

).

Tlie five Bib-

" 'ab " = the
cloud thickening tlie upper atmosphere; "ed" =
"
the cloud bringing, in tlie form of rain, "calamity
upon corn -speculators; " 'anan "= the cloud rendering people "pleasant" toward one another through
prosperity; "nesi'im " = tlie cloud rendering i)copk'
"princes," either by benefiting all or by favoring
some; "haziz" = the "shining" cloud causing
men to have " visions " (Gen. R. I.e., and Yer. Ta'an.
lical

iii.

names

for " cloud " are explained

;

66c).

8.

K.

8.

CLOTJD,

PILLAR OF

(pyn moy, Ex. xiii. 21).
When Israel was marching
Biblical Data
through the wilderness, Yhwii, wrapped in a pillar
of cloud, preceded the people in order to show them
During the night the cloud turned
the right way.

—

:

into a pillar of fire (Ex. xiii. 21 xiv. 19, 24; Num.
xiv. 15; Deut. i. 33; compare Ps. Ixxviii. 14; Neh.
ix. 12, 19).
On one occasion the pillar of cloud
;

moved behind

the Israelites in order to shield

them

from the pursuing Egyptians (Ex. xiv. 19, 24).
The historic basis of this account is doubtless
found in the frequently mentioned custom of carrying fire before an army on the march, so that the
route might be indicated by day by the rising smoke
and after niglitfall by the light. When Alexander
was marching through Babylonia and Susiana he
gave the signal for his army to set out, not by
trumpet, but by means of a long pole fastened
above the chief tent, on which a fire burned by
nigiit. and from which smoke rose by day (Curtius,
Thra.sybulus, leading

v. 2. 7).

home banished men

through untrodden regions, was preceded at night
by a fire (compare Clement of Alexandria, "Stromata," cd. Colon, i. 348). In Arabia today iron vessels filled with burning w(Kjd are carried on long
poles at the head of caravans (compare Harmer,
" Bfobachtiingen," i. 34H; Pococke, in "MorgenSince Yitwii is Israel's leader, and
51).
and fire signify His presence (Ex. iii. 2, xix.
smoke and fire are transformed into cloud and

land,"

ii.

cioud.-i
9),

fircliglit.

K.

Cloud
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o.

H.

W.

N.

In Rabbinical Literature: The Ilaggadah,
tJiking tjie words " 1 placed the children of Israel in
tents" ("sukkot," Lev. xxiii. 43) in an allegorical
sense as signifying that the Israelites were surnjundcd
with clouds for protection, and the name of the city
Sukkot (Ex. xii. 37, xiii. 20) as the place where they
were covered with ch)Ufls (see Mck., Bo, xiv. Mck..
Be.shallah, i.), mentions not one, but seven, "clouds
of glory " as liaving accompanied Israel on its march
through flic desert (inD 'Jjy); namely, one on each
of the four sides, and one above, one below, and
one in front of, these four. According to another
passage there were even thirteen clouds, two on
;

each

side,

Coal

two above, two below, and one

in front.

Others, again, speak of only four, or of two (Mek.,
Beshallah, i. Sifre, Num. 83). The cloud in front
prepared the way by leveling the heights and depths
(see AuNox), killing the snakes, and making the way
pleasant.
These "clouds of glory" prevented the
garments of the Israelites from becoming soiled or
worn during the fort}- years in the wilderness (Pesik.,
ed. Buber, x. 32a; compare the parallel passages in
Buber, I.e.). They were combined with the standards of the twelve tribes as follows: a strip of the
seventh cloud, on which the initials of the names
of the three patriarchs flashed in heavenly light,
rested on the standard of the tribe of Judah, wliile
a second strip of the same cloud, on which the second letters of the names of the three patriarchs
flashed, rested on the standard of the tribe of Reu;

ben; the standards of the tribes of Ephraim and

Dan were similarly distinguished by strips of
the seventh cloud.
Hence the first strip of cloud
bore the letters ^''K; the second strip, y^'d; the third,
and the fourth, 3p6, the name of Abraham
being spelled without the letter n, and appearing
on these strips of cloud as "Abram." This n combined with ^ and forming the name of God (n^),
appeared on the pillar of cloud that hovered over
During the seven days
the Ark of the Covenant.
of the week the pillar of cloud went the rounds of
all the camps of Israel, giving light as the sun by

pm

;

day and as the moon by night. When God wished
the Israelites to remove their camps, the cloud on
which the letters n"i were marked moved upwaid
from the Ark of the Covenant.
The four other
strips of cloud followed after it, and as soon as the
priests noticed these clouds following in the

wake

they blew their trumpets as the signal
to continue the journey ("The Chronicles of Jerahmeel," pp. 149-157; a slightly different version is
found in the description of the cloud in the "Kanah,"
These clouds receded from the
ed. Korez, p. 32b-c).
Israelites when they had conunitted sins, and thus
failed to protect them; this happened in the case of
the tribe of Dan, which, having been guilty of
idolatry, was assailed by Ainalek, and many were
slain (Mek., Beshallah, Amalek, 1). Compare Firk,
PiM.AR of; Standard.
K. V.
L. G.
Critical View
An account somewhat different from that in the two earlier sources of the Penof the

first,

:

tateuch, J and E, is found in the latest source, the
The latter never speaks of a pillar,
Priestly Code.
but merely of a cloud, and liiis !ii)peared only after
the erection of the Tabernacle, wliicli it covered by
day, while by night it contained fire, which was perceived on the Talteriiiicle iiiid taken as an omen.
When the cloud rose the Israelites broke cam]), and

when

was lowered they

it

pare Ex.

Ix.

neq., xvii. 7).

84

r/!

i<f(i.

;

set uj) tlun'r tents (com-

Num.

ix.

15 it seq., x.

Hence the conception

in

\\

H

the I*riestly

("ode seems to be based on the idea of the continuburning altar fire in the tent (compare Dillmann,

ally

on Kx.

xiii. 21).

W. N.

E. O. H.

COAL:
DHD

Expressed

(Prov.

xxvi. 21;

in the
Isa.

Bible by two words,
xliv.

12,

liv.

16)

and

Coal
Coat of Arms

rhm. D'^nj

rilE
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(Ps. .wiii. O [A. v. 8]: Prov. xxv.

glow"

'22).

"to burn," C^^ni
prolxibly iiu'ans "the irlowinir." luul DHD. "black
coal" ^comparo Prov. x.wi. 21), although lliis liistiuction does not always obtain (Isa. xliv. 12, liv.
Ifi).
Of course, charcoal is always meant, \vliicli
was made of tamarisk and broom, the kind formed
of the thick roots of the latter (Dm) giving an especially stnmu and lasting heat, and being still much
sought in the East (Hobinson, "Biblical Hesearelus
SiiUf ^nj moiuis "to

or

203; Germ, ed., iii. 683).
According
to .ler. vi. 29, the tlame was fanned bj' a bellows
(nSDK probably the ancient variety worked with the
in Palestine,"

i.

feet and hands; but in a picture found in AVilkinson's "Ancient Egyptians," iii. 339, the Egyptians
are shown using for that purpose long reeds protected against the flame by long metal points.
Though the coal-tire was used cliietly for cooking
food, and for baking bread, meat, and fish (Isa. xliv.
19). it was also used for heating the homes.
In the
winter, live coals were placed in a brazier standing
in the middle of the room (nX. Jer. xxxvi. 22; ~iV3
L"S, Zech. xii. 6); in the houses of the poor they

Avere placed in a hole in the floor.
As there were no
chimneys, the smoke found vent either through the
door or through the grated window (n^lN), which
was generally rather high in the wall (Hosea xiii. 3).
The word "coal" is often used in a metaphorical
seiiSe: II Sam. xiv. 7 speaks of the "quenching of
the coal " of a man, meaning the complete annihilation of his issue; while in Prov. xxv. 22 kindness
bestowed upon an enemy is called "heaping coals
of fire upon his head," since it tends to waken his
deadened conscience and lielp him to realize his
wrong.
Ecclus. (Sirach) viii. 10 compares the
smoldering and easily roused passion of the godless
man to the coal that is easily lighted and breaks forth

into flame.

W.

E. G. H.

N.

COAT An outer garment with sleeves, for the
upper part of the body; in the Bible it is an article
of dress for both men and women, worn next to the
skin, and is distinct from the "cloak," or outer garment (compare >Iatt. v. 40); either "shirt" or
"tunic" would be a more correct rendering. The
Hebrew has "kuttonet," rarely "ketonet," which is
sometimes translated "robe" or "garment" (Isa.
xxii. 21; Neh. vii. 70, 72; II Sam. xiii. 18, 19; Ezra
" Kuttonet " is a word of doubtful etymolii. 69).
ogy (coming, perhaps, from a root meaning "to
clothe"), but its cognate forms are found in Arabic
:

("kattan"), Ethiopic ("ketan"), Assyrian ("kitinnS"), and Greek ("chiton").
Originally (Gen. iii. 21) the garment worn by the
Hebrews was a simple loin-cloth of leaves or skins,
like that adopted by Elijah (II Kings i. 8, "girdle of
leather"; compare the use of the "punt!" on the
border of the Red Sea: Midler, " AsienundEuropa,"
p. 108).. In course of time this developed into a
short shirt, with an aperture for the head to pass
through, and was gradually lengthened to the knees
(especially

the ankles.
(Isa. vi. 1

made

;

when used by women), and sometimes to
Even tunics with trains are mentioned
Jer. xiii. 22 Nahum iii. 5). The shirt was
;

at first without sleeves,

and also

failed to

cover the

left

The working
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shoulder (see Muller, I.e. pp. 2Q(Sct scq.).
classes continued to wear the " primi-

tive loin-cloth" (Muller,

ih. p.

coat, as this allowed full

both arms and

297), or the sleeveh'ss

freedom of movement for

When

the shirt was long, a
it, partly for the purpose of holding it together, but mainly to enable tiie
wearer to tuck in the laps when running, walking,
or working.
belt or girdle

legs.

was worn over

The expression "mouth of the coat "can not be
understood to mean that the shirt had a collar. It
denotes simply the opening at the top, fitting closely
round the neck (Job xxx. 18). At night (Cant. v.
3) this undergarment was taken off.
Later, as outer
garments came into use, one clothed only with
the kuttonet was considered to be "naked." Asa
sign of mourning, originally, every article of dress
was removed, and cuts were made in the flesh; but
as soon as the wearing of the kuttonet alone came
to be regarded as equivalent to "nakedness," that
garment was rent to express grief (II Sam. xv. 32;
compare Morris Jastrow, in "Journal of the American Oriental Society," xxi. 23, 39; and see Cuttings).
That a loin-girdle was regarded as eciually
inadequate with the kuttonet is shown in Talmudic
allusions (Shab. 62b; So^ah 9a; Esth. R. 104b).
The more luxurious classes of society e.g., women
of royal blood (II Sam. xiii. 18, 19) and men of leisure wore tunics with sleeves. This is the meaning
of the Hebrew "passim" occurring in the description of the garment presented to Joseph by his father
(Gen. xxxvii. 3). It was not "of many colors " (see
Septuagint); the color of the shirt worn even by
those of high rank was j-^ellovv, or red, or black
(Muller, I.e. pp. 297-299); the upper garment, wound
spirally round the body, was of blue and red, and
showed various patterns, like those worked into
rugs; but its significance lay in the fact that the
sleeves (Targ. and Bereshit R. parashah 84) marked
the favorite son, who was absolved from work.
These sleeves sometimes extended only to the elbowjoint; when they covered the whole length of the
arm, the lower part was, as a rule, richly ornamented
with fringe. Whether or not the common shirt ha-T
seams is not clear. The more costly shirts appear tc
have been sewed together, the seams, especially those
round the neck, being heavily covered with embroid-

—

ered strips (Muller, I.e. pp. 298, 299). The materials
from which these tunics were made were wool
woven by the women flax, and, for the more
costly ones, worn by officials, both secular and sacerdotal (Ezek. xxvii. 16; Isa. xxii. 21), imported
Egyptian byssus ("shesh," Gen. xli. 42; Ex. xxviii.

—

39;

and "buz," Ezek. xxvii.

16).

In Mi-shnaic times this coat, or shirt, was still
worn. It is found under the name "onkali"
("nokli," Yer. Shab. 15d), Avhich sometimes seems
to denote a garment worn by women, and is correctly explained in the " 'Aruk " as "a thin article of
apparel worn next to the skin " (compare also Meg.
24b; Sanh. 82b; M. 1^. 24a). It was, however, provided with sleeves (Brilll, " Trachten der Juden "
Krauss, "LehnwOrter," s.v.). "Sarbalin" in Dan.
iii. 21 is not "coat," but "trousers."
(See Costumes
IN Biblical Ti.mes).
E. G. II.
G. B. L.— E. G. H.

Coal
Coat of Arms
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COAT OF ARMS

:
Armorial bearings of famiright to bear arms has been granted
by the recognized heraldic authorities. This right
is in a heraldic sense distinctly feudal in character;
and it seems to have originated, toward the end of
the twelfth centurj-, in the international relations
during the Crusades, which rendered it desirable to

right to shields, which they carried with them to
Holland, and had carved on their tombstones, even
after they had repudiated ChristianSephardic it}', which had given them the right

introduce some sj'stem into the devices on shields.
As Jews had no recognized position in the feudal
system after this period, they could not use these
devices, though for some time they were ranked
with nobles, and had tlie right of deciding their disConsetjuently, no Jewish coats of
putes b\' duel.
arms were recognized by the heralds in the ^Middle
Ages though rich Jewish families of means used devices, as is shown by the occurrence of heraldic Seals.
The first recorded Jewish coat of arms is that of
Bassevi von Treuenfeld, which Avas granted by the
German emperor Ferdinand II. Jan. 18, 1622.
Gratz ("Gesch." x. 37) blazons his shield a blue
lion, eight red stars in a blue field, thus committing
one of the most elementary heraldic blunders in thus
putting color upon color. The true blazon will be
found below. In the same year two Jewish envoys
from Candia arrived at Venice bringing with them
designs practically the same as coats of arms.
One of these (Samuel Abdala) is figured below; but
it is unlikely that they were granted by any heraldic

since there

lies to whieli the

;

Coats
of

to

Arms,
is

such

shields.

It

would appear

that at an even earlier period certain

Spanish Jews had adopted arms;
on record the elaborate seal of the Ha-

levis of Toledo, bearing the
of Castile, a device afterward adopted bj' the
earl of Beaconstield.

triple-turreted castle

In more recent times
a grant of arms has lost
its feudal significance;

and

it

now merely

im-

plies that the grantee is

a person of some Avealth
who desires to have the
same external trappings as other persons
iu his social position.

Jews have occasionally

Arms

yielded to this desire,

of the Halevl Family.

(1q

th*>

Museum.)

British

and a certain number
of coats of arms have been granted

in England by the
heraldic authorities. Besides these, those Jews who
have been received into the ranks of the nobilitj' on
t 'le continent of Europe have, as a matter of course,
been granted armorial bearings, which are recorded

the usual works on heraldry.
There is rarely
anything distinctively Jewish in the coats of arms
thus granted. Occasionally, as with the Montefiores
and the Sassoons, a Hebrew word is used but as

in

;

a rule the ordinary heraldic signs are utilized.
Thesubjoinedlist of coatsof arms of Jewish famithe first that has been made— has been compiled
lies
from the standard works on heraldry of the respective
countries, with occasional reference to Jewish books

—

in

which armorial bearings sporadically occur. The
works cited under names of authors
the end of each blazon are as follows:

full titles of the

at

Almanac de Gotha.

Gotlin, 190(H)2.

Atinualre de la Noblesse de France

(cited as

"Annualre")-

I'uris, 1897, 1902.

Burke, Jolin.— A Genealofflcal and Heraldic History of the
Landed Gentry or Commoners of Great Britain and Ireland.
I,(mdon, WUi-IW.
4 vols.
F.xtlnct and Dormant Baronetcies of F.nttland. Ireland, and
Scotland (cited as " Burke's Extinct Baronetcies'"). 2d ed.,
London, 1H44.
retTaire. Baronetage, and Knightage (cited as " Burke's
Peerage "). London, 1W)H.
HlsU)ry of the Landed (Jentry.

Anns
(From

of Samuffl

A Mala.

Ih* " J»?wUh Chronicle.")

authority, sinro one of the envoys lind a device referring to his given, and not his family, name.
Tlie practise of l)caring coat.sof arms became more
general among the Jews at the lime (»f the Maraiio.s.

When

a Jew became converted in Spain, lie was
ppnerally adopted by some nol)le family, and thereby f)btained the right to bear the family arms.
In this way many Jewish families gained the

2 vols.

London,

1894.

Burke, Sir .lohn Bernard.- The General Armory of England,
Scotland, Ireland, and Walt«, wllh a Siii>l)lement (cited la
London, ISK).
.Jacobs' "(ienenil Armory").
Keur van (irafsleenen op de Nederl.
Ca.Mtro, I). IIenrli|ti<'s de.
Porttig. Ysniel. Begraafplaats te (luderkerk aan den Amstel.
Tart I., Leyden, IKHH.
Costa, Isaac da.- Adellljke Gcslachlen Onder de Israelleten, In
" Ysniel en de Volkeri," pp. 1(W> M7. 2d ed., t'lrecht, 1870.
Debrett.— Ilou.se (jf (.'oinnioiis and the ,Iiidl<lal llench. London,
IKiMl.

Peerage. Banmetoge, Knightage, and Companlonage (cited

London, 1001.
ns "Debretl's Peenige").
Falrbalrn. Book of (rests of the Kiindlles of Great Britain
Irelaiiil (cited

as "Falrbalrn's Crests").

2 vols.

and

Edinburgh,

W.Kl.

FosKt,

.Joseph. —Collectanea

printed, Lontlon

(Jenealoglca.

and Aylesbury,

4

vols.

Fox-Davles, Arthur Charles.— Armorial Families.
189.J.

Privately

IH8iJ-8.5.

Edinburgh,
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Fn'lhorrllchos Tnsrhfnbtit'li.

Jowjsh Year Hinik.
Krnsi

Knfs«'lik»>.

9 vols.

3 vols,

N<«l>U>ssi> V>.>lii;a1st'.
I».

EspaOa.

Neiies

AllReinolnes

Deutsrlit's

I.Hiisic, 1K">0-T0.

»tt'.-Pictioi\niiin' Hisioriiiuf

11.

PiforiiT.

at Ilie
gules.

liKKMe.

l.oiuliMi,

Heinrii-li.

Aili-ls-L»'.\ikon.

MaU-liol,

Alvarez

Cotlm, lOfC.

(.ottm. IW.t.

tinitliclifs 'rHstlii'iibiu-h.

tnl.,

vols.

(5

Ifv'C-iMI.

Dictlonnnire
I. n.— .Armorial (;<'iu''nil, Pri'ct'di' (run
dii Itla^>u u-ilod as " Kii'tstap "). ~d fd., ~ vols.
Gouda. l.sf<:.
WafH'UlHVk van den Nedorlandsclion .Adt'l (cited as " Klrt-

des TtTiiu^

L*

vols,

(ironintjen, ISSii

><7.

Siebmaeher. 1.— dnisses und AllRerneines Wappeiibueh.
remlH'rp.

.\u-

l.sr)«>-8«>.

Vorsternian van Oijon.- Stnm-en-Wnpenbi^ek van Aanzlenlljke
Nederlaiidsi-he Faniilien. 3 vols, (ironinjren, INsi-iK).
Walford, K. County Kaniilies of the United Kingdom. 37th

annual

London,

issue.

1897.

Wur/baeli, Constant von.— BioKniphisehes Lexikon des Kalserthuius Oesterreich. 59 vols. Vienna, 18r)ii-S9.

(Spain,
Or.llve wolves pa.s.sant sable
(2.2.1). (Uielslap. ii.4:.]

Arnsteiner

(Spain, Portugal, Holland): Argent, a lion gules,
rampant, toward a tower gules. [Rietstap, 1. 1 ; Da Costa, p.

:

an eagle argent ; 2 and 3, argent,
a fess azure, charged by a sun or.
Over all. sable, a crown or, surmounted l)y a bunch of IlvtMistrichplimiesor. Two crests: (1) \Vings,
iiliernately
azure and argent.
Lambrequins : Argent and azure..
(2) Five ostrich-plumes or.
Lanibrequins
Or and sable.
Alvarez.
[Uietstap. i.t>9; Kneschke. 1. 114.]
Asser (Amsterdam): Azure, a bend argent, a border or, sometimes charged by four " A's" sable, put in the cantons. Supporters: Two lions regardant, proper. [Uieistap, 1. 76.]
Avernas-le-Gras. See Siasso and Lopez-Suasso-Diaz:

FONSKCA,

l)elow.

4,

Quarterly, 1 and
3, or, a wolf pa.ssant
shield is surrounded by
a border gules, charged with eight
small saltiers or. [Rietatap, 1. 92;
Piferrer, iii.. No. 1273.]

holly-tree) (Castile):

argent, a holly-tree sinople

511.]

(Portugal): Quarterly, 1 and 4, argent, a lion pules, nimpant, toward a tower gules (for Abarbanel); 2 and 3, argent, four crescents, api)oint(?, affront*^,
gules (1. 2. 1) (for Sousa). [Uietstap; Da Costa, ib.]
Abarbanel da Veiga (Portugal): Quarterly, gules, an
eagle argent argent, three fleurs-de-lis azure, [lb.]
Abdala (Corfu, 1G22; grant for Samuel Abdala): Divided,
de.xter, in an outstretched hand the goblet for the Kiddush in
a field azure; sinister, in an outstretched hand a twig of myrtle (which in Corfu supplies the place of the splce-box), in a
["Jewish Chronicle," Sept. 19, 1903, pp. 23-25,55.
field or.

rounded by a border gules, charged
with a fleur-de-lis argent, and live

hatchets

argent,
handles

See illustration on page 125.]

Encyclopedia,

i.

or.

Abendana An
:

by a sun.

known.

Aboab

Crest

Or, five stars, 2. 1. 2, put saltier-like (see Frontispiece, Fig. 4).
[Piferrer, i. 21 ; compare Da Costa, p. 515.]
.\ltona, Hamburg)
A house or fortress with cannon
and banner. [" Ost und West," Aug., 1902, p. 534, from
<

:

(Jrunwald. " Portugiesengraber," 1902.]
Abolais (Portugal, Holland): Divided, 1, a Hon rampant
toward 2, half of a tree, a rose in the point. Crest A lion
issuant, turned the reverse way
(dexter).
Colors unknown.
Date,
5392 = 1(532.
[De Castro,
:

creation Jan. 18, lt)22): Sable,
a bend argent, charged by three
tria;

gules, and accompanied
(5)
by two lion-leopards or. Crest: A
lion issuant or, between couped
wings dexter, argent and sable
sinister, or and gules. Lambrequins
Bassevi von Treuenfeld.
Dexter, or and sable
sinister,
argent and gules. [Uietstap, 1. 138.]
Bebri (1673): In ashield, a sword, qiiiverwith arrows and bow,
with a cuirass. Crest Upon the helmet of a prince (?) a cubit arm, dexter, holding a
;

;

;

:

Abravanel
charged

[De Castro, plate

Belmonte
Per bend,
a star (8

:

with

points)

between

two

arrows,

the

up-

points
:

[Jewish Encyclopedia,

twined, combatant. Colors

[Jewish En-

Acosta

i.

(Spain,

England):
(iules,
hf)rse
courant
a
argent, saddled and bridled

Portugal.

Holland): Quarterly, 1, or,
a mountain, surmounted
by a plantation of reeds,
proper 2, gules, a duck natant, proper 3, gules, a hill, surmounted by a towered castle argent, embattlements azure;
at the entrance to the castle a pomegranate, half opened,
proper; 4. azure, five stars (8) argent (2. 1. 2), saltier-like.

azure.

[Rietstap,

1.

177.]

(Amsterdam):

Azure, a fess, ond6, argent,
accompanied by three stars
or (1. 2); in the point of a
chief a fleur-de-lis argent.
[Rietstap.

;

AgTiilar

:

(Spain,

Bessels

;

I. 17
Rietstap, 1. 7]
'Spain): Gules, an eagle sable, holding In its beak a
shield gules, charged with three bars or.
[Uietstap. 1. 16
Pif'-rrer's plate trivf^ shieuj in center of the eagle.]
A^Tiilar or D'A^uilar (L/jndon. Spain. Portugal): (iules,
an eagle or. surmounted by a bezant argent ; in a chief argent, three hills sinople, surmounted each by a pear or, stem
and leaves sinople. Crest A lion Issuant or, charged by a
bezant argent. [Rietstap, 1. 16.]

il.

66.5.]

Bernal

127.]

Abolals.

[Piferrer.

lion

nuiipant or; in a chief
three roses argent.
Crest: A bunch of ostrichplumes (5).
Supporters:
Two vultures sable, collared
argent, holding a standard.
iMott<i:
Virtute
fide.
et

accompanied by
two stars (8). Crest Upon
a helmet two serpents en-

fvri.oPEDiA,

vi.]

Gules, a

:

iizure,

ward,

unknown.

Colors not known.

simitar.

plate xiv.]

;

(Aus-

stars

p. 513.]

:

Aboab

1.

92.]

Bassevi von Treuenfeld

eagle upon a bolt of lightning, surrounded
A sinister hand. Colors or metals un:

[Da Costa,

[Uiet-

stap,

Azevedo.

[Jewish

52.]

The

- Coutinho
(Brabant):
Quarterly, 1 and 4, or, a holly-tree
sinople ; 2 and 3, argent, a wolf
passant sable. The shield is sur-

Abendana (Amsterdam): Two swords, put In saltier, the hilts
ostrich-plumes.

2 and

Azevedo

;

Upon a helmet two

;

sable.

Abarbanel de Sousa

:

(Aus-

kuiglil 1793; baron
; creation
1793-98): Quarterly, and 4. azure,

Irla

Azevedo (Acebedo =

Abarbanel

Crest

2,

Andrade or D'Andrade

IlA

Coats of A.rms of Jewish Families.

below.

;

|

1

Ulotstap.

slap, \Vai>nlHiek "t.

a tree slnoi)le.
cheeky argent and

or,

1.

:

Arnstein.

riirls, 1S!V> !>?.

Madrid.

(Spain. Holland)
Pei- )>ale,
of the liimk a wolf sable
[Pifener, iv.. No. I."i7:t.

lia.se

ell'.):

Hi'rnldlqut' tie In

(>t

Kniiu-lst'o.-Nobillario df los Uolnos y Seiiiorlos de

-M

126

188.]

i.

Bleiohroder (Prussia; creation March 8. 1872):
Checkered of nine
five gules,

Bebri.

wing charged by a fess argent.
and sable sinister, argent and gules.
;

fields;

four sable;

the

seams argent. Crest: Two
wings sable and gules, each
Lambrequins Dexter, argent
:

[Rietstap,

1.

205.]
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(Castile): Gules, nine lozenges argent (3. 3. 3). each
[Rietstap, i. 3(M ; Piferrer,
lozenge charged by a lion gules.

Brito
X.V.]

Bueno

In a shield the tree of

(1669):

[De Castro, plate

life,

colors not

known.

v.]

(Seville, Spain, Holland): According to Rieta border comp. vaire and or. [RietAccording to Piferrer Or, a sun gules (for Soa border comp. vaire argent and azure. [Piferrer, ii.

Caceres-Solis
stap

Or, a deer gules

:

stap,
ils);

i.

;

351.]

:

An

vers (France): Azure, a lion or, holding in his
d'
paws a harp or ; a border argent, charged by eight billets

Annuaire," p. 385.]
Marquis de Torre-Alflna (Italy creation
by a seam argent, 1, gules, a tower argent,
embattled with five pieces a, la Guelph, surmounted by an
alfa-plant arrach<5 or 2, azure, a lion or, holding a harp or
ail surrounded by a border argent, brochant, and charged by
azure.

["'

Cahen d'Anyers,
188.5):

;

Dividt'd

;

[Ih. p. 38.5.]
(Italy; creation April 28, 1867; arms of Abraham
Divided, 1, gules, six bezants or (3. 2. 1);
Salvator Camondo)
2, sinople, two hands joined together, habil^ gules, issuing
dexter and sinister from a cloud argent. A chief over all the
division argent, charged by a fleur-de-lis fleuronnd, accompanied by two stars, all azure. [Ih. p. 38.5.]
Capadose (Amsterdam, The Hague): Divided, 1, sinople. two

eight billets azure.

Camondo

:

small angels proper, affronts in chief, holding together a
mantle gules, lined ermine. In point a beehive or, put upon a
terrace proper ; the beehive accosted l)V four bees or, and accompanied by two other bees or, brochant upon the terrace
underneath the beehive; 2, or, a lion gules. Crest: A bee[Rietstap, 1.
hive. Supporters: Two lion-leopards proper.
368.]

Cardozo

(England): Sable, five bezants or (2. 1. 2); a chief
denchti argent, charged with three tobacco-plants sinople.
Crest: A savage proper, issuant, holding in his dexter hand
a tobacco-plant sinople ; the sinister is leaned upon a triangle

or.

attributes, amongst them a beehive;
rifl. yellow, accosted by a dog.
[Rietstap, i. 443; Siebmacher,
Motto: Thatig und treu.
"Anhalt," plate 9.]
Coronal (Spain): Azure, Ave eagles or (2. 1. 2). [Rietstap, 1.

accompanied by her

the other Fidelity, habit azure,

4ft5.]

Costa,

Da

(Portugal, Holland arms of Isaac da Costa, poet):
Gules, six ribs argent fesswise, three in a row, one upon another. Crest: Two ribs in saltier argent, bound gules (see
;

frontispiece. Fig. 8).

106.]

Cahen

[Rietstap,

i.

373.]

Or, a bend sable, a border argent, charged with
an oak-branch sinople, acorns or, wound around the shield.

Carvajal

[Rietstap,

:

ii.

[Rietstap,

:

De

rm.]

De

(Portugal, Spain, Holland, Hamburg): Argent,
Crest: A lion Issuant, proper, arm(?,
six bezants azure (3. 3).
lampa^ gules, crowned or. Lambrequins: Argent and
azure. [Vorsterman van Oljen, plate 18.]
Cesana (Corfu, l<t.'2; grant for Sanson Cesana): The given
name of Cesana being that of the Bibilcal hero Samson, in
the escutcheon Is seen a man sitting on the back of a lion, in
the act of tearing open the mouth of the animal. ["Jew.

Chron." Sept. 19, 19(12, pp. 23-2.5, .55.]
(England: grunted to Samuel Cohen, Esq., of Park
Place, Ilrlxlon): Or, two chevronels azure between twogrlllliis
segreant In chief gules, and in base, on a mount vert, an oak-

Cohen

tree pn.iK^r. Crest: A deml-llon Issuant, harry of eight argiMit
gules; In the dexter paw an worn, slipped proper. [Uurke,

and

"(ieneral Armory," p. 211.]
(England): Or, a Hon
rariipunt gules. Crest: A bear's
couped sable, muzzled
head,

Cohen
gules.

(London): Or, three ribs gules in fes-s, one upon
another. Crest: A reindeer passant, proper. [Rietstap, 1.469.]
Curiel (Spain, Holland, Hamburg): Gules, a bend or, engoulee by two dragons' heads or, a border azure, charged by
eight kettles or. [Rietstap, i. 497.]
(Prussia; creation May 14,
1810, for Ferdinand Moritz Levi
Delmar): Divided, 1, parted, (a)
azure, three annulets, mal ordonn<5,
interlaced or; (b) argent, a twig of
oak, arrach^, sinople in base : 2, or,
a pyramid natural upon a terrace
sinople.
A fess argent, brochant,
charged with three stars (5) argent.
The shield surrounded by a border
or.
[Rietstap, i. 522 ; Kneschke, ii.

Delmar

447.]

Disraeli, Earl of Beaconsfleld (England; creation Aug. 21, 1876): Per
saltier gules and arcent a castle,
Disraeli.
triple-turreted, in chief proper, two
lions sable in fess sable, and an eagle displayed In base or.
Crest: Issuant from a wreath of
oak a castle, triple-turreted, all
Supporters: Dexter, an
proper.
engle sinister, a lion, both or, and
gorged with a collar gules, pendent
therefrom an escutcheon of the last,
charged with a tower argent.
;

(Englanrl):
(roses 'O,

A

Rietstap,

i.

Genealo543.]

Siebmacher,
[Rietstap, I. 602;
"Bavaria,"' plate 29.]
(Austria ; creation In.scribed Bavaria,
1825): Azure, a chevron, accosted

Elkan von Elkansberg'

In chief dexter by a staff (attribute
of Mercury); sinister, an anchor,
on the left side of same a star,

argent the chevron accompanied in point by a crane proper,
Crest:
upon a tertre sinople.
Upon a crown the crane upon a
tertre, between divided wings,
alternately argent and azure.
Siebmacher,
tMHi;
[Rietstap, I.
" BayrKcher Adel." plule SI.

all

;

Elkan von Elkansberg.

|

Enriquez, Heniiques
ron, argent,

two

lions

(Spain, England): Party per chevgules, a triple-lowered
ifules

rampant

;

windows, and
A lamb
wreath of the
Motto: )eus Pastor meus!

or; port,
ma.sonry azure.
passant uiM>n a

castle

chevron

I'lilors.

Cre.st

:

I

[Piferrer,

i.

31.]

Erlung'er

(Austria, Frankfort-onllie-Miiln, Pails, Portugal; creation Portugal, 1H.59, and Austria,
aigflit, a fess azure,
1S71|:
I,

hdkllne In Its mouth ii
with st<'m and leaves. M"itii
not knuwii.
Colors
Illegible.
((lister, l.r. pluli' facing p. 101.1
Cohn (Snxe-CobnrK-(iotha; creaenisefl,

ac<;osleil

ros<'

by two turtles azure

(oni-

in chief and one In point); 2,
azure, an anchor argent (somi-sable).
tlmes or, an anchor
Motto: Rast Ich, so ro.st Ich
("Annuaire de la Noblesse,"

tion.

;

:

;

Lambrequins: Argent and azure.

chief hv two roses, In base by a
stag's head. Crest: A slag's head

Cohn.

10

:

with three bezaccompiiriled
In

IWO. for Morilz Cohii): (iuli-s. a wheel or, winged or,
suruiounK'd by ii cnine nrfjent In a chief azure, a rising
sun or, ujMin a tertre sinople. Crest The wliei'l. winged,
Lambrequins: Dexter, or and
surmounted by the crane.
azure; sinister, or and gules. Support^-rs: Two flifures, one
repreDenllng Industry, habit argent, with a brownish mantle,

i.

(Bavaria; creation 1814,
A. E. Seligmann): Azure, two rocks
argent front the base of the shield,
accompanied In chief by two stars
Eichthal.
or.
Crest Upon a crown two wings
argent, each charged by a fess argent, surcharged by a star or.

cotiisi'd, chargi'il

ants

"Collectanea

[Foster,

Eichthal

[//). p. 211.]

Cohen

469.]

i.

Da

gica,"

cottised, three triple-turreted
towers, accompanied by a lion rampant in upper, and an antique crown in lower, division. Crest Out of a mural crown
five ostrich-plumes, surmounted by a triple-turreted tower.
Motto: Itriusque arbiter. . . . [Gaster, "Hist, of Bevis
Marks," plate facing p. 161.]
(Hamburg, Altona): A tower and a hand. Motto
Castro,
Castrum et fortitude mea Deus. [" Ost und West," Aug.,
loo-i. p.

Costa,

1312.]

Castello (England): On a bend

Castro,

Coat of Arms

Enriquez.

isi)7, p. ;)K6.

]

Eskele's (Austria; creation 1797;
and 4, or, a demlknights 1«1(»; baronets IK22): Quarterly,
eaglo sable, beaked and membered or, movlug from the
1
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Coat of Arms

partition
f rontt's

2 and

;

3, nziiro.

two winjtod sorponts

mlnci's, nf-

over un,uiv>MU. a itniorto of vine proper, luloriifil
with bniiichcs, sinople; eliisit'i-s of

;

Tliiv«' civsts

jrnMX's uzure.

:

1

iiiul

three ostrich-plumes, one iirfrenl,
L*. an eaffle ep.
iH'Iwtvn l"o iiziire
snl>le, henked
and inend)ered or.
Two enilies proper.
Supi>orters
Motto: I'atriiB sulsque. [Uletstap,
11,

;

:

i.tCT.]

Espinosa

(Spain

and

Flanders):

Arijent. a tree terr.isst? sinople, ne-

eosted by two wolves alTrontes. sable, rampant toward the trunk; a
Imrder gules, ehaiyed with eight
Hunches or. [Kletstap, 1. C29.]
Faudel-Phillips: Quarterly, land
4, |ialy of si.\ ermine and azure, on
a chief gules a squirrel sejant, cracking a nut (for Phillips) : 2 and 3,
quarterly arjrent and or, in 1 and i
a chevron azure, and in 2 and 3 a
Faudel-Phllllps.
peacock's head erased proper, all
within a border sable (for Faudel). Crests: (1) Upon a mount
vert, a s<mlrrel sejant, cracking a nut or; between on the dexter side a trefoil slipped, and on the sinister a branch of hazel
fructed, extending to the dexter, charged on the shoulder
with an acorn, leaved and slipped, proper. (2) Upon a mount
a peacock n^gardant, in Its pride, proper; between two roseleaves argent, leaved and slipped vert.
Supporters Dexter,
a Hindoo; sinister, a Mohammedan of India, both habited
proper. Motto NetentesautperBce. ["Jewish Year Book,"
:

:

19<t\]

Fonseca

Azure, Ave stars or (2. 1. 2). (Compare Lopez de
FoNSECA, LoPF.z-ScASSo, and Lopez-Suasso-Diaz-Da Fon:

seca [see Frontispiece,

Fig. 4.])

Fould

(France): Dinded diagoazure, a lion argent ; 2,
sinople, a lion or; a bend ermine
over all the division, in a chief
Aide
sable, three stars or. Motto
["Annualre
tol, Dieu t'aidera!
nally.

a wyvern with wings elevated, or, and charged on
the shoulder with a rose
gules. Mottoes: Over crests,

Quis slmilis

tibi in

fortibtis

domlne? (Ex. xv. 11 MacGoldsmld.
cabean motto).
Under the
arms, Concordia et .sedulitate. ["Jewish Year Book," 1890.]
Qomez (America; Moses Gomez, Jr., 17(58): Three fishes nalant
In pale, the first and third looking to the dexter, the middle
one to the sinister side. Colors not known.
Gomez de Sossa (^ipuln. Holland): Double shield (1) Di;

:

vided horizontally,

1,

three towers

;

2,

a fleur-de-lis.

(2)

A

bar, charged by a star, and accompanied by two stars, one on
top, one in base. Crest A lion issuant. Colors not known. [From
a tombstone in Port.-Jewish cemetery, Amsterdam, dated 5427 =
1667 and 5431 = 1671 respectively;
:

De

Castro, p. 83.]
(Hesse ; creation Nov.
1870; barons Aug. 2, 1874):
Quarterly, 1 and 4, argent, an
arm in armor proper, holding a
Gomez de Sossa.
lance of tournament with its
pennon, all gules ; 2 and 3, gules,
a beehive or, accompanied by three bees, mal ordonn^es,
argent. Crest A deer iasuant, proper, armed or. Lambrequins Dexter, argent and gules sinister, or and gules. Supporters Dexter, a deer proper, armed or ; sinister, a Hon or.
Motto : Laboramus. [Rietstap, 1. 1043.]
(Baden; creation June 2, 1829): Quarterly, 1 and 4, a
lion or, in 1 the lion contoum^ ; 2 and 3, or, two demi-wings,
adoss^, sable. Over all Azure, nine ears of oats or upon a
terrace sable. Crest A star or between wings sable. Lambrequins Or and gules. [Rietstap, 1. 864 ; Siebmacher, " Ba-

Qunzburg:
9,

;

Haber

:

p. .38:.]

:

(England;
for Jacob
Franco, London): Argent, a fountain proper, thereout a palm-tree
issuant, vert. Crest On a wreatb
of the above colors a dexter arm,
couped and emt)owed, habited

:

den." plate

:

:

;

et<'les," p. 218.]

(Austria; creation
July 27, 1862): Quarterly, 1, party
argent and gules, an anchor argent,
the party passed
broch^ upon
through a mural crown argent; 2
and 3, or, a bar azure, charged by
three stars or 4, party, argent and
gules, an eagle of alternate colors,
chai-ged upon the breast with the
;

com

or between wings

cent

or.
'.

Lambrequlas:
[Rietstap,

1.

"F"

The

shield

surrounded by a border gules Crests
(1)
A nombriled es^^-utcheon between wings argent. Lambrequins:
Argent and gules. (2) Six ears of
azure each wing charged by a cresGrand azure. Motto: Super omnia
or.

Is

;

794-79-0.]

Ooldsmid

Per saltier erminols and ermine, on a chief
:
between two roses or (being the
family arms;; overall an escutcheon gules, charged with a
tower or. and ensigned by the coronet of a baron of Portugal.
Crest 1st. out of a coronet of a baron of Portugal proper, a
gules, a goldfinch proper

gules, a lion or, contourn^,

sable,

crowned

argent, open wings sable.
(1) A double eagle Issuant,

or; 4,
Crest:
sable ;

(2)

between open wings

a star or

;

(3)

the lion of the

contoum^. LambreHaber.
Sable and or; (2) azure
and or ; (3) gules and or. [Siebmacher, " Baden," p. 53.]
Halevi (Toledo): A triple-towered castle, charged with a
fleur-de-lis (see Illustration, page 12.5).
[Luclen Wolf,
"Jewish Coats of Arms," In " Trans. Jew. Hist. Soc. Eng."
fleld or, Issuant,

quins:

(1)

II. 1.55.]

Goldschmidt

Gideon.

(Austria;
1869)
creation
Quarterly with
center-shield, azure nine ears of
oats, fan-like : 1, or, a demi-lion
sable ; 2, sable, a deml-eagle or ; 3.
:

purple, purfled or, the cuff argent,
the hand proper, holding therein
a palm-tree vert. Motto Sub pace
copla. ["Trans. Jew. Hist. Soc. England," il.. Append., p. 166.]
Franco-Mendea (Amsterdam): Gules, a ringlet or, accompanied by three lions nalssant or. Crest: Out of a mural
crown or, a lion Issuant or. [Da Costa, p. 512; Rietstap,
i.rns]
Qideon (England ; creation 175B) Party per chevron, vert
and or in a chief a rose or, between two fleurs-de-lis argent:
in base a lion rampant, regardant,
azure. [Burke's "Extinct Baron-

letter

32.]

Haber von Lindsbere:

:

:

:

:

Franco

Veritas

or, holding In Its claws
2d, a demi-lion argent, in

u rose gules, slipped, proper;
the paws a liundle of twigs
erect, or,
banded azure.
Siipportei-s
Dexter, a Hon
argent, ducally crowned and
charged on the shoulder
with a rose gules; sinister,

:

Noblesse de France," 189",

la

deml-dragon with wings elevated,

:

1,

:

de

128

Heine

(Prussia; creation 1840): Gules, a chevron renvers^,
azure, accompanied by three fleurs-de-lis, mal ordonn6s, argent.

[Rietstap,

1.

717.]

Heine-Qeldern

(Austria; creation 1867; barons 1870): 1
and 4, azure, two swords argent, hilled or, put in saltier ; 2
and .3, divided, gules and or; an eagle or upon the gules, and
sable upon the or. Over all, azure, three stars argent.
Crest : Couped wings, dexter, argent and azure sinister,
gules and or. Lambrequins The same. Supporters Two
lions gules.
Motto A lies durch Gott
[Rietstap, 1. 918.]
Herschell (England; creation 1886): Per fess azure and
sable. In fess a fasces proper, between three stags' heads,
couped or. Crest On a mount vert a stag proper, collared
azure and supporting with Its dexter forefoot a fasces in bend
or.
Supporters On either side a stag proper, collared azure,
[Debrett's" Peerstanding on a fasces or. Motto Celerlter
age," p. 414.]
Hirsch von Qereuth (Bavaria; creation 1818): Or, a stag
rampant, proper, with antlers of six ends, iampass^ gules,
upon a mount sinople ; sometimes also upon a tertre sinople
[" Annualre," p. 391 ; Siebmacher,
(see Frontispiece, Fig. 2).
" Bayrlscher Adel," p. 99.]
;

:

:

:

!

:

:

:

!
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Hofmann von Hofmannsthal

(Austria creation Aug.
Quarterly, 1, or, upon a rook proper an eagle in proin his right claw a bunch of six
file, proper, lampasse, gules
arrows argent, pointed upward '^, azure, a poor-box argent
(as lie was poormaster); 3, a book, bound gules, gilt edges,
supported by the two Hebrew tables of the Decalogue ; upon
the dexter, in Roman numbers, I. -III.; sinister, IV.-X.; 4. or,
a mulberry-leaf proper, stem downward, charged by a silkworm proper, head upward. Crest : Between eagle-wings,
alternately azure and or, an anchor argent, standing erect,
the ring toward the sinister side. [Rietstjip, li. 1260, Supple;

13, 1835):

;

;

ment; Wurzbach,

Honig' von. Honigsberg'

(Austria ; creation 17S9, for Israel
Honig): Quarterly, 1 and i. azure, upon a mountain sinople
a dead lion proper, stretched upon his back, eight bees or,
swarming around his open Jaws 2 niid 3, gules, a bar argent,
charged with four tobacco-plants proper. Crest A Hon i.ssuant, proper, holding in the dexter paw a tobacco-plant proper.
Lambrequins: Dexter, argent and azure; sinister, argent
;

:

and

[Wurzbach,

gules.

ix. 124.]

Hurtado de Mendoza:
bend

or,

heads

or.

Azure, a

? by two

eiigoul

[llietstap,

i.

lions'

1010.]

Hurtado de Mendoza:
five

_^

panels argent

(2. 1. 2),

Gules,
the stems

upward.

[Rietstap, it. 96.]
Jessel: Azure, a fess sable ragule
ermine between three eagles' heads
erased argent; In the center chief
point a torch erect and flred proper.
Crest A torch fesswise, flred proper,
surmounted by an eagle volant,
argent, holding in the beak a pearl,
:

Persevere!
argent.
Motto:
[".Jewish Year Book."]
von Joelson (Austria creation Sept. 1, 1H17) Party by gules and
argent; in gules two stars argent;
In argent gules. Crests (1) A star
argent between two horns gules;
(2) a star gules between two proboscides argent. [Rietstap, 1. 1()95.]
also

Joel

;

:

:

Jessel.

Josephs

(Holland): Azure, a goose

Supplement.]
(Joseph KauUa, banker. Munich
acknowledged in
Bavaria 1866;: Sable, a horse argent, galloping, upon a terrace sinople a b<jrder argent, charged with Ave bezants or.
Crest A fox issuant, proper, over his head a star argent, between couped wings, dexter, gules and sable sinister, or and
sable.
Lambrequins Dexter, or and sable sinister, gules
paasant, or.

[Rietstap,

11. 126.5,

KauUa

;

;

:

;

;

:

and

[RIetatap.

.sable.

Kusel

(England;

\.

1069.]

Italy;

creation

1890;

:

!

ntfe." p. 927.]

creation, 1812 for Simon, and 1856 for
Le(jpold. I..&mmelK Azure, a lamb argent ui)on a hillock sinople.
In a chief or, an eagle sable, lampu,s.H6 gules, spread out.
Creata (1) Dexter, the spn-ad eagle of the Held
(2) sinister.
between open wings, alternately or and azure, a star or.

(Austria;

:

;

Ijiinbri'f|ulns

:

Azure and

or.

[Knescbke,

v. 3.50;

Wurzbach,

xlll. 476.)

Liemos, De: Double arms

(probably De Lemos and wife):
a lion rampant; (2) a burning light In a caiidleCrcBt Thr«HM)»trlch-pluiiics, c^ilors not known. (I'ort.Htlrk.
.Ifw. cemetery. Altiina; "Oxt uiid West." Aug.. ISHK. p. ftlO.]
(AnKTlcaj: Argent, a lion riiiu pant gules, crowned
Leon,
or.
Mott/)
Concordia res parvcD crewurii. [I'Iferrer, vl.. No.
2.')H1
Rletatap. II. ."il.]
Levin (I/>ndori. England, latfl of New Zealand): Vert, on a
chevron nebiild Iw-tween tour ewallojw, three In chief and one
Crest: On a
In baH»\ or a rr(mn crosslet croHsed of the Meld.
mount awiulrrel passant, projxT, resting the right •foot on an
escallfip or.
Motto: Ortavl et vice, [liurke's " Oerienil Armory," Supi>lement, h.v.]
England granted to .Joseph Moses I^evy of London, and
iKimc by his
Edward J/'vy I.awson of Hall Burn. Burks,
D.L., lord of the manor of Beaconsneld, who a.sHumed by
royal license, Dec. 11, 1K75. the surname of Lawsoni: Arms:
(juUs, a sjiltler parted and frett/' or, between two rams' heads
coupf^d. fesswi.s*', argent. Crest: A ram urgent, holding In
the mouth a trefoil, slipped vert, and resting the dexter foreleg
on a quatrefoll. Motti) Of old I bold
[Burke's "General
111 Hlnl.Hter,

:

De

:

;

Levy

(

;

mm

:

Armory." Supplement.]

IV.—

;

;

:

Lopez

(England; grant Nov.

Massey Lopez, Esq.,
.Jamaica): Quarterly, 1 and 4. azure, on a chevron
between
three eagles rising, or. as uuiny bars gemel, gules; on a
chief of the second Ave lozenges of the first (for Lopez); 2 and

!

for

1, 1>>0:3,

;

in a landscape field a fountain, thereout issuing a palmproper (for Franco): and Impaling the arms of Newazure, three demi-lious, couped argent, crusilly
sable. Upon the escutcheon, which is charged with his badge
of Ulster as a baronet, is placed a helmet befitting his degree,
with a mantling azure and argent. Crests (1) Upon a wreath
of the colors a lion sejant, enninois, gorged with a bar gemel
as in the arms, reposing the dexter paw on a lozenge azure
(for Lopez).
(2) Upon a wreath of the colors a dexter arm,
3,

tree, all

:

:

couped and embowed, habited purpure, purfled and diapered
or, the cuff argent, holding in the hand proper a palm-branch
vert (for Franco). Mottoes: Quod tibi id alii (for Lopez);
Sub pace copia (for Franco). [Fox-Davles, p. 627; Debrett's
"Peerage," p. 370; Lucien Wolf, I.e. Appendix, p. 166; Rletr
stap,

96.]

ii.

Lopez

(Biscaya, Belgium. Holland): Argent, two wolves pasone upon the other; a border gules, charged
with eight saltiers or (see Frontispiece, Fig. i). [Rietstap,

sant, sable,
96.]

ii.

Lopez de Fonseca

(Biscaya):

Quarterly.

two wolves sable, one upon the other

1

and

4.

argent,

a border gules, charged

;

with eight fianches or (for Lopez); 2, counter-quarterly, a and
d, or, a lion gules, arm^. lampasse. couronn6, azure (for Suasb and c. gules, five panels argent (3. 1. 2), the stems upward (for Hurtailode Mendoza); 3, azure, five stars or (2. 1. 2)

so);

Fonseca) (see Frontispiece, Fig. 4). [Rietstap, 11. 96.]
registered 1818,
(Si>ani, Brabant. Holland
Divided. 1, argent, two wolves sable, one upon the
other; a border gules, charged with eight fianches or (for
Lopez): 2. quarterly, a and d or, a lion gules, ami^. lampass^,
couronne. azure (forSua.s.so); band c, gules, five panels argent
(for

Lopez-Suasso

;

1821):

(2. 1. 2), the stems upward (for
Frontispiece, Fig. 4). [Rietstap,

Hurtado de Mendoza)

(see

96.]

ii.

Lopez-Suasso-Diaz-Da Fonseca

(Spain,

Brabant

rec-

;

ognized in Holland IKjl): Quarterly, 1 and 4, argent, two
wolves sable, one upon the other; a border gules, charged
with eight fianches or (for Lopez); 2, counter-quarterly, a
and d or, a lion gules, arme, lampas.s(^, couronn^ azure (for
Suasso); b, and c, gules, five panels argent (2. 1. 2), the stems
upward (for Hurtado de Mendoza); 3, azure, five stars or
(2.1.2) (for Da Fonseca) (see Frontispiece, Fig. 4). [Rietstap,
96.]

il.

naturalized 1867;

n)yal license for England 1893-93): Azure, a lion rampant,
Crown of a
argent, holding In his paws a ring or. Crest
baron of Italy. Motto: Qui perstat vlnclt
[Debrett's " Peer-

Limniel

(America family of Moses Levy): Two keys put In salthe key-locks upward, accompanied by two lions combatant, brandishing a seax
In chief over the saltier a pair
of scissors, open, blades downward. Crest
A demi-lion
erased, brandishing a seax. [From an impression.]
tier,

man, namely

ix. 166.]

^^,^.
^'•'*---——^=^

Levy

Coat of Arms

Losada y Lousada, De

(Dukes in Spain, England): Azure, three doves regardant, argent, wings expanded or. In
their beaks a sprig of olive proper. Crest : On a mount vert
a dove, as In the arms, a sprig of olive In Its beak proper.
Supporters: Two iingels proper, the exterior hand of each
supporting a standard gules, charged with an Eastern crown
or.
Motto: El honor es mla gula. [Burke's "Cieneral Armory." p. (>33 Fairbalrn's " Crests " Debrett's " Peerage."]
(Austria; creation .July 30, 1863, for Max RItter
;

;

Lowenthal

von l.owentbal): Divided by a bar or upper field, azure, a
bee or; lower field, gules, a lion or. Iampass<? gules; In his
dexU-r paw three flashes of lightning or. Crests: (1) Wings,
alternately azure and or; (2) the lion of the fleld, with the
Lambrequins: Dexter, azure and or; sinister, gules
flashes.
Wurzbach. xv. Vii.]
and or.
Machado (Spain. Flanders): Gules, Ave hatcbeta argent (2.
;

(

I.

Ililflstap.

:.').

II.

123.]

Machiele-ClinbourBr (Saxe-Coburg-Gotha
or, pierced

Motto:

;

creation Aug.

Azure, a bar argent, accompanletl In chief by u tower
by two archleres sable in base two stars (5) or.

H, IHHJ):

;

est dcciis

I,iibf)r

!

Sflarx

von MarxburR

ID,

baron.s, Sept.

1H7.'');

lit,

|

Itlet.stap,

II.

1376, Siiiiplenient.]

(,\uslrla; creation, chevaliers April
IHMl): Azure, a lower argent, doors

and windows sable, surtiiounled by a crane pro|X'r, put
on a riK'k proper, the azure chapt'' or, charged dexter and
sinister by a fleml-eagle or, movitig from the fleld. Crests (1)
Antique wings, on<^ or, back, on<( sable, front, each charg(>d
by an acorn, llgi-d and branched or, the stem downward.
(2)
A screech-owl proper.
Lambrenulris: or anil sable.
I,ambre(|ulns
Argent and azure. Supporters: Two eagles
sal)|e.
Motto Recte el siittvller. [Rietstap, II. 644.]
Mattos, De (Spain. Portugal. Holland): Gules, a flr-tree sinople, rooted argent iM'tween two lions rampant, alTronte, or,
armed azure. [De Castro, p. lUi; Rietstap, 11. 1316.]
:

:

:
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Coat of Arms

Kayer-Ketschendorf

(Saxe-CoburR-Oothn; crratlon 1HS!».
ami A.lolph MaytT): Dlvliled, l.aint'Ht a lion Kiili's,

for .liuMti

aiut cimwiuhI

arnu'il
~,

n/iirc;

azuiv, uiH)n a UTtreslnoplr
Crcsl
lion Issiiaiit. Lainbrc-

tlinH> Imrley-eiirs or.

:

Tilt'

l)i>xU>r, (rules atiil ar-

(|iiitis:

t'ent

;

sinister,

Motto:
val.

azure and

or.

Fortes foriuna ailju[" Fi'ellierrliehes Tas-

elienbueh,"

Gotlia,

IHiCJ,

p.

578.]

Mendes

i.Amsterdam

anus

;

Abniliani Hodrijro Metidfs): Dexter, an archer sinister, a lion niiupant on a
Over all an eaRle, holdtree.
ing a roll or a Ilsh. Crest
'I'he coronet of a baron.
of

:

I'olors

unknown.

[From a

tombstone dated 5470 - 1709
De Castro, plate xiil.]
Mendez. 17'46): Gules, six
Moses
Mendez (London; arms of
ribs argent, arranged In two rows of three fesswlse a canton
ermine. Motto: Gratia Dei sufflcit me. iRietstap, ii. 197;
Tausln, " Dictionnaire des DeMonties.

;

vises."

I.

209.]

ICesquita

or,
ii.

S^

^^^^

:

two cinquefoils in point.
A leopard issuant, gardant,

Eng." 1895, p. 161.]
Or, on a pile azure
between two palm-trees eradiSoc.

:

Motto

:

Swift, yet sure.

;

inscribed

azure,

Motto

;^

\£^u,^i*^

w

Morenu

'Spain, Holland): In a
shield the tree of life ; over the
A
^^^^
'^® words D^nn y^.
ribbon on top of the shield with
the word " Anagramma." Colors

A. #

I

Think and thank (see
Fig. 3).
["Jewish

^^^'^ Book."]

I

^^JX
^^^^

:

r^^jT

^^^
^^^^^^^

not

known.

See illustration

dated Port.-Jew. cemetery,

=

in

nextcolumn. [From a tombstone,

Montagu.
1667;

Am-

De

'Austria;

with center-shield

or.

dSk'TI',

Frontispiece,

^«A
I^^^
A> \ XViV

Castro, pp. 85-86.]
creation Jan. 12. 1867):

Quarterly,

a dove argent, flying to the dexter side,
in its beak an olive-branch proper; 1, argent, a towered
castle; 2, azure, a sun or, rising over a mountain sinople;
3, azure, upon a hill sinople a cock proper; 4, gules, a
crown, pierced by an anchor with cable, all or. Crests
<1)

stap,

ii.

itlO

;

I'iferrer, vi.

7'.»;,'.

]

Oliveira (Amsterdam, Bordeaux; enregistered in

Mort'iiu.

[" Revue Etudes
Or, tlirt^ martlets sable.
France, ITIN))
Juives," XXV. 100.]
Oppenheim (.\ustria; creation March 15, 1867; acknowledged in Prussia Feb. 14, 18(i8): Sable, an anchor argent, wlln
cable argent ; the field chape-ploye gules, with two antique
crowns or ; a chief azure, charged with a star argent, hi'^risse
or.
Crest: Wings, sable and gules, each wing charged with
a demi-circled trefoil or. Lambiequlns Dexter, argent and
sinister, argent and gules.
sable
Supporters
Dexter, a
woman represt^nting Integrity, standing upon a serpent and
holding a buckler sinister, a woman representing Industry,
standing upon an oak-brancli, holding a spiked wheel. Motto
[Uietstap, 11. 1552.]
Integritas, concordia, industria.
Oppenheimer (England; Charles Oppenheimer, British conQuarterly, gules and aziu'e
sul in Frankfort^on-the-Main)
a cross invected between a lion rampant, regardant, supporting a flagstaff, therefrom flowing to the dexter a banner
in the first and fourth quarters, and an anchor erect in the
second and third, all or. Crest: Two branches of oak in saltier vert, fructed or; in front, a flagstaff in bend, proper,
therefrom flowing a banner gules, surmounting a trident in
bend sinister, also proper. [Fox-Davies, p. 759; Burke's
:

or,

Center, a dove argent,

:

same as

:

[Rietstap,

Parente

'

.5427

by four Iteurs-de-lis at(,'fnt, in
the cantons, alternating Willi
four llg-leaves of the Siiiin',
the stems upward.
[Uiet-

:

:

Mocatta.

:

sterdam.

Party gules

(Spain, Holland)
A lion. Crest An earl's coronet.
Colors not known. [From a tombstone, Port.-Jewish cemeAmsterdam, 1616 ; De Castro, p. 91.]
Pardo (Spain, Bruges) Quarterly, 1 and 4, three treessinople;
a border comp. of twelve pieces, or and vair ; 2 and \\ argent,
an eagle sable, tongued gules. Crest : The eagle issuant.

Argent, a cedar-tree between two mounts of
on a chief azure, a dagger erect, proper,
pommel ancl hilt or, between two mullets of six points or.
Two mounts, as In the
Crest
arms, therefrom issuant a demilion or, supporting a flagstaff
proper, thereon hoisted a forked
>M'''>C
pennant flying toward the sln-^~aS^
'^^
azure, inscribed oScil',
ister,
or. Supporters (by royal warrant,
dated Dec. lo, 1866): Dexter, a
lion gardant or; sinister, a stag
proper, attired or, each supporting a flagstaff proper, therefrom
flowing a banner to the dexter,

Morpurgro

:

tery,

:

flowers proper

y

(Castile)

and azure, a lion or, broche
upon the party, accoinpanieil

Palache

['Jewish Year Book."]

I

Nieto

"General Armory," Supplement.]

cated in base proper, a tent
Crest; A stag statant,
argent.
holding In the mouth a sprig of
palm, proper, in front of a flagstaff erect, or. therefrom flowing
to the dexter a banner azure,
charged with a lion rampant or.

,

:

!

107.]

:

holding a cinquefoil between his
paws. Motto: Adhere and prosper. [Wolf, "Anglo-Jewish Coats
of Anns," In "Trans. Jew. Hist.

^.

:

;

(England) Per chevron,
a seven-branched candlestick in

If ontefiore

LanibrtMiuiiis

;

309.]

Mocatta

Montag'u

Dexter, a star nrpf>nt between two
Azure and argent. (I!)
Sinister, three ostrich-plumes or, between argent and gules.
I,ainbre(iuins: Azure, gules,
or.
SupiKirlers:
Dexter, a
lion or; sinister, a grillln oi',
lungued gules. Motto SemIWurzbai'li, xix.
per recte
(2)

:

:

Quarterly, or

(Spain):

and a;:ure, a grlflln azure in
[Uietstap,
and or in azure.

base,
Crest:

i|uiiis
Azun» and or.
open wings proper.

130

in the shield.

Lambre-

li.

386.]

creation 1847; barons, 1873): Quarterly,
azure, a lion or, lampasse gules, holding in his paws a grappling-iron in form of a fleur-de-lis; 2, gules, two joined
hands proper, par(;e purple, accompanied by three stars or
(two in chief, and one in base) ; 3, gules, a horse, cabr^ argent
4, azure, a ship with three masts proper, sails inflated, riding
upon an agitated sea, flags and pennants couped argent and

(Austria;

1,

gules. Over all, or, a cock hardy sable, armed
gules, put upon a t<'rrace sinople. Crests (1)
:

and membered
The lion of the

issuant and contourne ; (2)
dove argent, put in front,

field

a
holding in its beak an olivebranch sinople ; 3, a horse, as
Laiiibreabove in 3, Issuant.
Dexter, or and azure
quins
Supsinister, argent and gules.
porters: Dexter, a leopard-lionn^
:

lampass(5 gules; sinister, a
horse argent. Motto : In te Domine speravl. [Rietstap, ii. 387.]
Pas, De (enregistered in Bordeaux, France, 1697) : Azure, four
fes-ses or. [" Rev. Etudes Juives,"
or,

xx.2;)7.]

Pereira

(Portugal): Gules, apearDe Pas.
Crest
Five
tree arr. sinf)ple.
ostrich-plumes, alternately sinople and gules. Lambrequins
Gules and sinople. [Rietstap, 11. 411.]
Pereira-Arnstein (Austria; barons Jan. 16, 1812): Quarterly, 1, or, a demi-eagle sable, moving from the partition ; 2,
azure, an anchor argent 3, azure, a hatchet proper, handle
or 4, or, a tree terras.s<?, sinople. Supporters : Two lions or,
[Rietstap, 1. 411.]
lampa.ss<? gules.
Pimeutel (Portugal, The Hague) Quarterly, 1 and 4, or, three
fesses gules; 2 and 3, sinople, five scallops argent (2. 1. 2)
the shield surrounded by a border argent, charged by eight
:

:

;

:
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flanches Rules. Crest A steer issuiint, gules, acoorne patt^
argent, charged in front with a scallop argent (see Frontis[Rietstap, ii. 4+0; Da Costa Vn.]
piece. Fig. 6).
Pinto,
(The Hague) .Azure, rive crescents argent (2. 1.2).
Crest: Three ostrich-plumes argent. [Kietstap, ii. 442.]
Pirbright (blazon in patent from Franz Joseph I., F.mperor
Quarterly, 1 and 4, azure, a key in bend or ; 2, or,
of Austria)
an eagle displayed sable :5,
or, an eagle displayed respecting the sinister, sable
on an escutcheon of pretense, gules, a right hand
couped
proper,
grasping
three arrows, two in saltier
and one in pale, barbs upward, or, barbed argent.
( rest: Out of a ducal coronet
or. a plume of live ostrich1st, :Jd, and 5th or,
feathers.
Pirbright.
2d gules, 4th a zure. Supporters : Two lions rampant or. langutnl gules, collared azure,
chained or : pending from the collars two escutcheons argent,
each charged with a squirrel sejant on a branch of hazel
turned up behind its back, proper.
Motto : Vinctus non
:

De

:

:

park-pales or. a demi-lion, double queued, gules, holding between the paws a bezant charged with an ermine spot.
Motto : Deo adjuvante. [//).]
Salvador (Holland; creation Nov. 23, 1821) : Sinople, a Hon or,
armed and lampasse gules, a<;companied by three fleurs-de-lis
or.
Crest A lion issuant gules, armed and langued azure,
holding between the paws a tleur-de-lis or (see Frontispiece,
:

victus.

Porgres

Jewish Year Book."]

von Portheim

(Austria; creation June

5, 1841,

for

:

Porges von Portheim

June .5. 1841, for
Moses Porges) Divided, azure and or. Upper division, azure,
two stars or lower division, two arms and joined hands, out
of clouds, all proper. Crest Between wings, alternately or
and azure, a stag's head proper, with antlers of yen, lampasse
gules. Lambrequins Azure and or.
iWurzbacli, xxiii. 125.]
Reinach (Italy; creation WAi; acknowledged in Prussia
1*5«)7)
Argent, an agitated sea proper in base in chief party
1, Sable, three bees mal ordonnee, or; 2, tierced in pale by
(.\ustria; creation

:

;

:

:

:

;

:

[" Annuaire," p. 402.]
Renter,
('Saxe-Coburg-(iotba; creation 1871; England):
Azure, a t<'rrestrial globe between four flashes of lightning,
one Lssuant from each comer. Crest : A horse in full gallop,
on his ba<'k a knight in full armor argent, gra,sping in his dexter hand a lance In the act of charging, and in the sinister a
flashing flame of light, proper. .Supporters On either side a
Motto Per mare per terra ! [Debretfs
lion rampant, proper.
slnople, argent, gules.

Italian colors.

De

:

:

" Pw-rage." p. 929.]
Ricardo (England)
tween three garbs

:

;

:

bezitnts

urgent

(2. 1. 2).

[Ulet,stap,

11. .55)0.]

Quarterly. 1, or, an eagle displayed sable,
langiied gules ; 2 and 3, azure. I.ssuing from the dexter and
Binl.Hter sides of theshleltl, an arm
emlH)wed, profXT, griusplng Ave
arrows, iK>ltit,s to the base, argent
niiiipant, proper,
4, or, a Hon
langui-d gules, overall an esi'iilche')n guli-s, thereon a target, the
p<jlnl lotbedexter. proper. Cnwts
:

:

from

a dncid
coronet or, an eagle dlsplaved
sable ; dexter, out of a ducal
Cent^.T,

IsMuutit

(Spain, Portugal, Holland ; creation
as Netherland barons, Nov. 23, 1821): Sinople, a lion or, armed
and lampasse gules, accompanied by three fleurs-de-lis of the
second, (rest: A lion issuant; gules, ftrme and lampasse
azure, holding between his paws a tleur-de-lis or. [Rietstap,
ii.

6()2;

idem, "Wapenboek,"'

131.]

ii.

Sampayo

(Portugal. Holland)
Quarterly, 1 and 4, or, an
eagle purple, flying out for prey 2 and 3, checkered of or and
sable of sixteen fields; a border gules, with compartments
and eight "S's" argent. Crest: Five ostrich-plumes, sable, or,
gules, argent, sable. Lambrequins
Dexter, or, gules, sable
sinister, argent, gules, sable.
[De Castro, p. 104 Rietstap, 11.
:

;

:

;

.H91.]

Per chevron argent and gules, two wolves'
heads erased in chief sable, and in base as many squirrels sejant addorsed, and each cracking a nut of the first. Crest;
Upon a rock proper in fi'ontof thiee spears, one in pale and
two in saltier, argent, a wolf couraut sable, pierced in the
breast by an arrow of the second flighted or. Motto A pledge
of better times. ["Jewish Year Book."]
Samuel (Liverpool) Vert, two bars between seven bees volant, four in chief and three in base, or
on a chief nebul^ of
the last, three roses sable. Crest On a wreath of the colors
upon a mount vert, arose argent, barbed, seeded, stalked, and
leaved proper between two bees volant, also proper.
[L.
Wolf, " Families of Yates and Samuel," p. 5(i.]
Samuel De Vahl (Portugal; creation May 13, 1865; London) Quarterly, 1 and 4, azure, a leopard or, accompanied by
three crowns or a canton argent, charged with the cross of
the Brazilian Order of the Rose, suspended by a ribbon or,
bordered gules (for De Vahl) 2 and 3, gules, a cross argent,
charged with a rose gules, and accompanied in 1 and 4 by a
Hon argent, and in 2 and 3 by an eagle argent (for Samuel).
Crests: (1) A lion issuant, argent, crowned or, holding a
(2) an eagle argent, surscepter, or, in pale (for De Vahl)
mounted by an in)i)erial crown or (for Samuel). Supporters
Dexter, a lion argent, crowned or sinister, an eagle argent,
surmounted by an Imperial crown or. Motto Habent sua
(London)

:

:

:

;

:

:

;

:

;

fi-s.s,
or and salile, u
six fxilnt.s or; slnout of a ducal coronet or,

three o«trli-h-feather», the ceriU-r
one argent and the e)tt<Tlor ones
azure. Hup[Hirt«'rs on the dexter
side a Hon rampant or, and on
the sinister a iinliom argent.
Oincordia, Integrltiis,
Motto:
Industria (see Frontispiece. Fig.
5).
f'Jewl.Hh Year Hook."]
Salomons : Per chevron, gules
vatn''

U-tween

:

;

:

Hook."]

Seligmann

(Austria; creation 1874, for Dr. Sellgnuinn, born
Azure, a double eagle or, lampiLS,se gtdes a bai- acro.ss
be shield, charged with acro.ssgules (the "red cross"). (Yest
Two lieliiiet,s, two crowns dexler, clo.sed wings azure and or ;
sinister, three ostrich-plumes argent, charged with the "red
Lambre(|uiiis Dexter, azure and or; sinister, gules
cross."
and argent. Motto: In a blue rlbboti under the shield In
[VVurzba<-h, xxxlv.
(Jolhic chanict<ris, Ilelfen und llellen
IHl.'i)

;

;

!

.-^1.1

Simson

(Prussia; creation Si'pt. 10, 1840): Quarterly, 1, or.
In a chief gules three crescent.s argent; 2 and 3, urgent, a
ix-nd azure, accoiupariled in chief by a swan subl(^ and In base
tiy a hunting-horn sable and argi^nt, a saltier gul(M, accornpa riled In clili'f by a stJir or 4, a chief gules, charged In sinls.

:

chevron

:

sidera reges. [Rietstap, ii. 664.]
Sarmiento (Spain) Argent, a sarment (twigof a vine) sinople,
couped above and below, or, put in a bar. [Rietstap, il. 672.]
Sarmiento (Spain, England): Gules, thirti^en bezants or,
[Riet.stap, 11. 672
Piferrer. i., plate 34.]
3. 3. 3. 3. 1.
Sassoon : Or, a palm-tree eradicated, proper, between, on the
dexter, a pomegranate, also i)roper, and on the sinister, a
branch of laurel fructed, vert, both proper ; on a chief azure a
lion passant of the flrst. In the dexter paw a rod erect or.
Crest On a mount vert, a fern brake surmounted by a dove
volant, having in the beak a laurel-branch, all proper, the
wings 8em<i with e.stolles or. Motto: Candide et constanter,
<ir
["Jewish Year
njirrNi PDN (see Frontispiece, Fig. 1).

:

mulha with

sable, a

Salvador-Rodrigrues

:

horns, P«t

and

:

iiHiry," p. 893.]

I

Corf)netor, lM'tweenfi[«'n hiitTalo's

)st(!r,

(England; Jesunin Rodriguez) Vert, a lion rampant, between three fleurs-de-lis or.
[Burke's " General .•\r-

;

Gules, a l)erid vaire argent and vert, beor, on a chief ermine a chess rook, sable,
between two liezants. Crest: A bird, holding in the dexter
claw a flagstaff with a flag, the latter charged with across.
[Burke's "Dictionary of Landed Gentry," 1851, il. 1113; Falrbalrn'H "Crest.s,"l. 37tj.]
Rodrigruez (Spain, Holland) Slnople (sometimes sable), Ave

Rothschild

GtJ2.]

ii.

Salvador

Samuel

Leopold [Judah] Porges)
The same as Moses Porges (see
below). Crest: Instead of the stag's head between the wings,
a rose gules, accompanied by, dexter, a bud, sinister, two
leaves.
[Wurzbach. xxiii. 125.]

[Rietstap,

Fig. 9).

;

[•*

Coat of Arms

;

ter

by a star

or.

[Kietstap,

Sonnenfels
SalomonH.

two

lions

ram-

781.]
:

:

(In chief)

pant, double queued, or, each holding b4-tween the paws a
plate charged with an ernilne stKit, and In base a dnquefoll
erminols. Crest: A mount verl, thereon, Issuant out of six

il.

Quarterly, 1 and
(Austria; creation 1804 [V])
4, a tower prop<'r (V) ; 2 and 3. a sun or, rising behind a Jagged
Crest
From the crown over the helmet, a
rock pn>per.
woman's figure, holding In the dexter hand a book ; the head
Is surrounded by ray.s of the sun, b<;tween two eagle-wings
Lambrequins Azure and argent. [Wurzbach,
prfiper (?)
:

xxxv. 335.]

Coat of Arms
Cobleuz
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Sonnenfels

(Austrtu; ITiK. bimm) : Qimrtt-rly. with oentera sun or, iiihui a Jii^Kt'd i\K'k ; 1 iiiul 4, luiny of
six, sabU' and or, suniiountcil by a tlnw-toweivd tower jjiilcs,
sliieUt ii/uiv,

ixirtoi

ami wiiulows snblo

cent, twice ooiU-*!.

:.*

;

and

kuIos, a siTiU'nt In

IS,

U) Hctwci-n liorns of

pali', ar-

or
and sable, and i>r and ai-g»'iii. tlic lljriire of a man, dress azure,
the hands foldeil i)ver the breast and holding a closed book,
b<.niud pules ; the man's lltrure. Instead of a head, has a sun in
Us splendor. I.anibrei|nlns Azure and arjreiit. (i) Kive
ostrich-plumes, pules, ai-Kcnt. Rules, aiRcnt, pules. Lambrequins: (Uiles and ai-pent. [Kletstap, ii. TDD; Siebiuacher,
(.'ix-sts

:

jilonty,

:

' Ivr .\del in Uolimen,"
p. 1)0, plate 54.]
Suasso iSpain ivpistered in Helpiuin, lOTii) Or, a lion pules,
arme, laiiipasse, coui\>nne, azure (see Fri>ntispiece, Fip. 4).
;

LUiet.stap,

MM.]

ii.

Da

Sylva,
azure

:

;

(Portupal): Argent, a llon-leopardee purple, armed
sometimes surrounded bv foliage sinople. [nietsti\p,

11.874.1

(Milan): Gules, senn^ with lozenges or; an arm
piMper, coming fivm a cloud argent, which moves from the
sinister; in the hand a jHiplar sinople, sustained by a square
slab argent, ujion its border in sable the words "Mit Zeit."
[RIetstap,

Teixeira

8!to.]

II.

(Spain)

Azure, a cross potenede

:

[De Castro,

or.

p.

[Rietsiap,

Ul'il.J

it.

Weil von Weilen

(Austria creation Sept. 20, 1S74)
Azure,
a bar argent, cliaiped with a sphinx, wliiped pules, accompanied ni chief by two stars or, and in base by a lyre or.
Crests: (1) Whips azure, the extreme plumes or. Laiubrequiiis: Or and tizure.
(2) Winps arpeiit. the extreme plumes

Teixeira

(Holland inscribed Sept. 27, 181T): Quarterly, 1 and
4, or, an eagle displayed, purple
2 and 3. cheeky or and
sable 'sixteen fields). The shield is surrounded by a border
;

:

charged

gules,

"

S's " argent.

by

eight
Crest Five
:

- plumes, sable, or,
gules, argent, sable. Lambrcfiuins Uexter, or, pules,
sable; sinister, argent,

ostrich

:

gules, sable (see Frontispiece, Fig. 7).
[Rietstap, ii.

idem, "Wapenboek
den Nederlandscheu

891;

van

Aik'l."

87.]

ii.

[Teixeira (Amsterdam):
and 4, gules, a
lion
..(?); 2 and 3. gules,
a tree
upon a terrace
sinople.
Crest: The lion.
(Quarterly,

1

.

[Rietstap, Supple1303
I)e Castro,

Issuant.

ment,

p.

"Keur,"

Teixeira (Amsterdam).

;

p. 103.]

Teixeira de Mattos
:

gules, a Hun ... (?); 2
a terrace sinople. Crest The tree.

Quarterly,

gules, a tree

1

upon

Supplement,
Treves (England)

and

4,

:

stap,

(Hol-

and

3,

[Riet-

p. 1303.]

Argent, three boars' heads, couped azure.
Crest: A demi-grilBn, brandishing a sword, proper. [Burke's
" General Annory," p. 1029.]
Vahl, De (London) : Azure, a leopard or, accompanied by three
crowns or, a canton argent, charged with the Brazilian Order
of the Rose, suspended by a ribbon or, bordered gules. Crest:
A lion Issuant, argent, crowned or, holding a scepter or. In
pale (see also

Samikl de Vahl).

[Rietstap,

il.

9(56.]

:

I

:

deer passant. Crest
deer's head erased, holding in its mouth a trefoil
Motto:
(?) or fleur-de-lis.
Fortiter et fidellter.
[Gaster, " Hist, of Bevis
Marks," plate facing p.
in base a

:

Upon a wreath on a mount a

101.]

Wandsworth

:

pile sable a lion

:

AVurzbacli,

on a
rampant

Or,

of the last, a chief gules,
thereon two horses' heads

erased, argent. Crest
A
lion passant, proper,
:

gorged with a collar

Wandsworth.

flory

counterflory. gules, resting the dexter forepaw on an escutcheon of the last, charged with a horse's head erased, argent.
Supporters On either side a horse argent, charged on the
shoulder with an estoile within an annulet, all gules. Motto
Vincit p«'rseverantia.
["Jewish Vear B(X>k."]
Wartenegfr von Wertheimstein (Austria; creation
Dec. 19, 1791) Quarterly, 1 and 4, gules, a chevron argent,
accompanied by three lozenges ; 2, a^ure, two panels of a door,
:

:

lUietstiip,

11. lOiil

liv. 8.]

Seligmann

alias

(Bavaria;

creation

Dec.

17,

18111)
Party, argent upon pules, two roses argent in gules,
pules in argent. Crest: A rose argent, between wings; dexter, pules upon argent; sinister, argent upon gules.
[Iliet:

sta]).

KHlii.J

ii.

Wertheimer

(.\uslria; creation 1800, for Joseph von WerA bar or, charped iu the center by a bow and arrow
proper, pointed upward. In point sinister, gules, a lion or,
tonpued gules, holdiiip in
the light paw a bundle of
arrows proper.
In base,
azure, a sun in its splendor or, rising behind a
:

Crests:

(1)

proper.

Open wings,

azure and argent, and argent and azure, each
charged with a star or.
(2)

The

lion of the field,

contournd.

Lambre-

De Worms.
quins Dexter, azure and
argent; sinister, gules
and or. Motto In a blue ribbon with letters argent. Luce
:

:

[Wurzbach,

et Concordia.

Worms, De

Quarterly,
wards downward, or; 2
:

Iv. 129.]

1 and 4, azure, a key in bend dexter,
and 3, or, an eagle displayed, sable;

over all an escutcheon gules, a dexter arm, fesswlse. couped
at the wrist, proper, the hand grasping three arrows, one In
pale and two in saltier, argent. Crest A ducal coronet or.
Supporters
On either side a lion, collared and chained, or.
:

:

Motto: Vlnctus ncm victus. ["Jewish Year Book."]
(England): Or, two bars gules; over all a pale
counterclianged within a border azure. Crest, Out of a mural
crown or, an ann embowed in armor, proper, garnished or
the hand, also proper, supporting a trumpet erect and Issuant
of the first.
[Burke's "General Armory," p. 1147.]
Ximenes-CisneroB : Checkered or and gules. [Rietstap,
or.

Ximenes

ii.

1127.]

BiBLioGRAPHr: Luclen Wolf. Aiiglo-Jewish Coats nf
in Trann. Jew. Hist. Soc. Eny. 1894-95, pp. 153-l(i9.

:

Vidal Portugal) Argent, Ave vines sinople (2. 1. 2). Crest:
>w vine of the field. [Rietstap. iii. 499.]
Waley (England) A chevron, in chief two eagles displayed,
I

;

Lambrequins: Argent and gules.

pull's.

Weling-,

mountain

IM.]

land)

brownish color, flxtuivs argent, the panels put In saltier; 3,
azure, a stag contoiuin', or. Crest: A slap Issuant, or. Lambrequins: Dexter, argent and pules; sinister, or and azure.

tlieiiuer)

Tedesco
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COBLENCE, ADOLPHE:

Ai'rns,

Gut.— J.

French army sur-

geon; born at Nancy i\Iay 11, 1812; died in Paris
Sept 18, 1872. He entered the service of the army
a.s an assistant surgeon in the military hospital at
Metz in 1832; became surgeon in 1834; and sub.sequently was made head of the clinic at the Hotel
While at
des Invalides, Paris, by Baron Larrey.
tiie In valides he received the degree of M.D. from
tlie faculty of Paris, and was appointed surgeon,
with the rank of adjutant, to the Fifty-fifth Regiment of the line and lo tlie engineer corps stationed
at Metz.
In 1846 he was promoted to surgeonmajor of the Twelfth Infantry, which took part in
the last expedition against 'Abd-al-Kadir.
In 1849, in recognition of his self-.sacrificing devotion to his duties during the outbreak of the cholera
in Oran, he was presented by the civil authorities
witli a gold medal, and was made a ciievalier of the
Legion of Honor. Coblence was attached in 1856 to
the military hospital at Bayonne, but gave up his
position and went to the Crimea, afterward devoting himself to the typhoid-stricken soldiers quaranIn 1859 he was
tined in the island of Porquerolles.

:

made an

officer

of the Legion of

Honor

for his

splendid services ^vitli the Renault division during
the Italian campaign, particularly at Magenta and
Solferino, and subsequently was appointed physician-in-chief of military hospitals, with quarters at
His excessive exertions and an unfavoraAlgiers.
ble climate brought on blindness in 1863, whereupon
he returned to Paris, and was retired.
BIBLIOGRAPHY

:

JLrch. IST. 1872, pp. 606, 627, 628.

A. R.

8.

COBLENZ

Prussian citj' on the Rhine. Jews
between 1135 and 1159, and are first
mentioned in the " Judenschreinsbuch" (Archives)
of Cologne. As early as 1100 there is mention of a
customhouse in Coblenz at which Jews were obliged
Perhaps
to pay four denarii for every salable slave.
a note in the "Memorblicher," according to which
Jizchak and his wife Bela brought about the "abolition of theta.x," refers to the above-mentioned duty.
Between 1160 and 1173 the traveler Benjamin of
Tudela found a large community in Coblenz. Marsilius, the mayor of Treves, and the knights Heinrich and Dithard of Pfaffendorf, testified, in 1265,
that the archbishop Heinrich of Treves had freed
In the
the Jews in Coblenz of all taxes for a year.
same year the Jews of this city were subjected to a
persecution, as a result of which more than ten were
killed.
In 1334 the " Judenschlager " (Jew-beaters)
:

settled there

attacked the Jews in Coblenz; in 1349 they suffered
under the Flagellants, who killed almost all of
them.
The records show that from 1353 the houses of
the Jews were frequently subject to confiscation
and sale for tiie benefit of the reigning prince. In
1322 and 1326 there is mention of a cemetery, and in
The emperor Charles
1:5:53 and 1352 of a Jewry.
IV. ordered, in 1354, that a certain Jew named SamIn 1856 he granted Archuel receive protection.
bishop Boemund II. of Treves tiie right for Jews
to settle in his district; and from 1366 Jews are
This prelate
found in Coblenz as house-owners.
took the Jew Symon for his court physician. In
1418 Archbishop Otto drove them out of his domains, and in 1421 he gave in fief the Jewish cemetery of Coblenz to the daughters of Gottfried Sack
of Diel)lich, and presented the Jewish houses in the
Burggasse to the religious order of St. Florin. In
1512 the elector Richard admitted two Jewish families to LiUzelCoblenz, and in 1518 five more; famiTiie Council first extended
lies to Coblenz it.self.
In 1583 they were
civil protection to them in 1518.
again ordered to leave, and until 1592 they were excluded from the electorate.
In 1597 John VII. granted a Jewish firm permission to settle in Tnves and Cnl)lenz, and carry on a
Their religious center was in
trad<! with the East.
Twenty-one years later
Frank fort-ou-tiie-Main.
th<! elector liOthar von 'Melternieh issued an order
In 1723a statute
regulating the stattis of the Jews.
was enacted reestablishing the Jewry, and permitWhen the eh'ct'ir Wenting Jews to have a rabbi.
ceslans made his public entry into (,'oblen/- in 178G,
the Jews wi.shed to take part in tlie ceremonies.
On Nov. 23 they lield religious services in his honor,
and were admitted by him loan audience. On Jan.
24, 1851.

Coat of Arms
Coblenz
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a

new synagogue was

dedicated, and in

1901 there were 600 Jews in the city, out of a total
population of 45, 140.
Among the rabbis and scholars of Coblenz Moses
Kohen ben Eliezer, the author of "Sefer Hasidim "
Wolf of Coblenz took
(1473), should be mentioned.
part in the convention of rabbisatFrankfort in 1603.
In 1650 Judah Lob Heilbronn ben Abraham David
Eliezer, as rabbi of Coblenz, signed a letter of introduction for David Carcassonne. From 1666 to 1669
Jair Hayyim Bacharach, author of the responsa
"Hawwot Yair," was rabbi in Coblenz. He was
succeeded by Moses Meir Grotwohl, a member of
the rabbinate in his native city, Frankfort-on-theMain, who died in 1691. His successor was Aaron
Spira, who died in 1697.
From 1697 to 1717 Jacob
Kohen Poppers was rabbi in Coblenz; he is the
author of the responsa "Sheb Ya'akob," and died in
1740 in Frankfort-on-the-Main. He was followed
by Eliezer Lipman, son of Isaac Benjamin Wolf,
rabbi in Berlin and the ^lark, and author of
"Nahalat Binyamin." Eliezer (d. 1733) was teacher
and tutor of Simon von Geldern, Heine's materMannele Wallich, who came of
nal grandfather.
an old family of physicians, and was himself a
physician, succeeded in the rabbinate, and died on
the first day of the Feast of Weeks in 1762. The
founder of the Altona printing-house (1715), Samuel Safivel Poppert, who was also publisher of
several short works, likewise came from CobThe author of "Mafteah ha-Yam " (novelhe
lenz.
to the Pentateuch; OiTenbach, 1788) calls himself Jacob MeYr ben Wolf Coblenz.
Hayyim LOb
Gundersheim of Frankfort-on-the-Main had been
rabbi in Coblenz for nearly thirt3'-five years, when he
went back to Frankfort, became a member of the
rabbinate there, and died in 1803. Ben Israel, born
1817, in Diersdorf, was preacher (1843), later rabbi,
in Coblenz.
He died Nov. 6, 1876, and was succeeded by Dr. Adolf Levin (1878-85), who is now
rabbi of Freiburg, and by Dr. 31. Singer (died in
1901).

Coblenz has
associations:

the

following

Jewish

charitable

Milliner- Kraiikcnverein, Wohlthiltig-

Wittwen- uiid Waisenvercin, Sterbekassenverein, Seligmannsche Stiftung, Alberti-Stiftung, and Bragsche Stiftung.

keitsverein,

UiBMOdRAPiiv:

Aroiilu.s, /C((/f,sNii,

Nos. 208. 282, 307, 701, 704;

Salfeld. Mdrtiirobniiuiu, i)|). i;«t. Zix. :i4*l; I.lebf, In HVuf(Uut^che /jfUKfliriJt lllr (irsvhivhtf xdkI Kuitst, xU 340 cf
«e(v.; Neuex Archir (In- drsi llxchdft fl)r Arltcrc Deutsche
GcKcMchtf, vlll. 2011; Hccht, In yfmialssclmft, vll. IK} et
xrq.; IJIiratuilildIt ili.t Orients, lS4tl, col. liH; SlfliiMliiifldiT, Ililir. lUlit. Ix. li;t; Horowitz. Fvdukfurtrr Udliliiiur,
Krv. FA. Jvmt. Ix.
II. .54. h:.', KC, 1U->: Iv. ;«. 7.'i, 1(11
1. 40;
117; XXV. 207,21.'); Kaiifniiinn, Lilztc Vfrttriliuim, pp. Kit,
Idciii, Jair ('liiU.ii»> JidtluiNo. 1 :»i\. No. 2; 22<1, No.
I.nmlsr(ir/i.j)p. 47, 71,.'>2; lilctn, //f iiifV Alnii)isnnl.]>.\0\
hiil. Tiihdiil A)tHltr Shnn. pp. 3, It; I.i'iwensli'ln, Ndtiuitirl
Wril. I), tl'). n. 3; y.ril.srlirift fUr (Jcscfi. iter J tide li in
;

1

;

;

;

DmlschUuKt,

1.

2,

II.

ll«l,

v.

KM.

A. F.

<;.

COBLENZ, GERSON BEN ISAAC MOSES

:

died
at Melz ill tln' lirst hall of the eighteenth century.
He was a juipil of H. Jacob, author of "Shebut
Ya'akob," aiul ofiiciated as dayyan at Metz. Of
"IKiryat
his works the following are known:
Hanah," responsa, finished by the author at the
age of twenty-five, and published by his son Jacob
(Metz, 1785); many responsa found in "Shebut
b'rciicli

lahlii

iiikI

uutli<ir;

liorii

nliout

1717;

CocceiuB
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Cochin

»>f
Ya'aliiob " ami iu the " Kencsot Yohe/ki'l "
Cobk-nz also wroliEzekiel Katzeuollenbogin.
novelhe on tilt' " Turini." and coircspoiuli'd on labbiiiical subjoi'ts with tlu' mbbis .ludali
Mrtllcr,

Stiiuufl Ht'bnaiin,
BiBiiofiRAPiiv
lyiriiat

:

and Jacob Joshua of Cracow.

Prt" fiu-f of ttic iiiithor iitul itiiU of liixson to tlie
Kiu-nii. Kiiiistt Yu^rael, p. :?J1 ; A/ulal,
41, Kt.*.

Hauah:

iihem lui-Uedoliin, pp.
L.

N. T. L.

(i.

COBO.

S.

(•

Covo.

COCCEIUS (KOCH), JOHANNES: German
theolosriau

'^

and Hebraist;

born at Bremen 1603;

134

He was the founder
of the school of theology known by his name.
Coeceius wrote conuiientaries on most of the
fessor of theology at Leyden.

books of the Old Testament, in which lie maintained
that sentences and piirases should be interpreted
only according to their context.
He compiled a Hebrew dictionary of the Old Testament, which was piihlisiied at Leyden in 16(59
under the title " Lexicon et Conunentarius 8ermonis
Hebraici et Chaldaici Veteris Testamenti," which to
a certain extent marks an epoch in Hebrew lexicography among Christians. Of interest to Judai-sm
are Ids " Versio Latina Mischnoe cum Excerptis

^ i^Gc)i5i^v) e-^x> \3\fi:> ^^^^^ '^ *i tj o CO ^g ^ 1^ ^

Sasa.vam of the Jews of Cochi.v, Gra.vti.vg Privileges to Joseph Rabba.v, about "50 C.E.
(From

'*

Indian Antiquary.")

He was appointed
died at Leyden Nov. 5, 1669.
professor of Hebrew at Bremen in 1629, and at
Franeker in 1636, where, after 1643, he also held the
In 1650 he was appointed prochair of theology.

ex

Gemara Tractatuum Synhedrin

et

Makkot,"

1629: "Jiidaicarum Responsionum et QujEstionum
Consideratio," with a "Pra'fatio de Fide Sacrorum
Codd. Hebraeorum ac Versionis LXH. Interpretum

Cocceius
Cochin
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et Oratio de Causis Incredulitatis

Judceonim

"

(Am-

The

earliest trace of the

Cochin Jews

is to be
as the " Sasanam" (Burnell. "Indian Antiquary," iii. 333-334),
which are now in the possession of one of the elders

"
sterdam, 1662); "Tractatus Makkot Versio Latina
(in Surenhusius, " Versio Latiiia Mischute et Commentatiomnn Maimonidis et Obadjse) ", 1698-1703.

found

in

two bronze

tablets

known

Jkws of Cochin.
(From A photograjih.)

All three essays were

rcitriiitcd in his complete
works, which were puljlisiied in Amst<'rdam, two
years after his deatli, under the title "Opera

Omnia."
BiBi.iOfiRAPiiY St^ln.schnPldcr, Cut. lindL No. 4757; ScbalTHfT/off, h'jiir.m. 8.V. ; Kurp«'les, (iexvh. iler Jlldixchen LUernhir. p Km, HtTlln, iMWi, ; Ehcmc lirit. s.v.
:

F. T. H.

.1.

JOSEPH BEN

COCHABI,
Sec KdK M'.r.

COCHIN:

J()>-i.i'n

State of India,
'I'iie

Jews

williiii

the Madra.s

in

;

families,

—

who came from Aleppo about

lObO.

There are three hundred fanulies of the Blacks.

750;

rights in Ansuvannam, near Crangaof the charter can be ti.xed at about
can not, for paleogniphical reasons, have been

The date

norc.

the former, are not so black as negroes, and are of the
same c()?nplc.\i<m as tlic.Icwsof Yemen r)r Kurdistan.
The Wliilc; Jews iuiml)er at present about lifty
families, and these are divided into six stocks; the
Zakkfti, who are the oldest, and are suid (o haveeomrfrom Cranganore in 121!>; the Castillia, <'xiles from
Spain in 1492, who arrived at Cochin in 1511; the
Ashkena/.i and l{otherd)urg, %\ hocame fiom (^feri;iany
in tilt; sixteenth century
atid the Haliabi and Ilali-

gua

and contain a charter given by Cheramal IVnnnal,
King of Malabar, to Isujipu Irabban (Josepli Rabbau), probably a Jew of Yemen who led an expedition of Jews to Cranganorc about the year 7r)0.
By
tiie terms of the ciiarter, engraved in
Earliest
Vatteluttu characters on the plate.
Mention
Rabban, who is referred to as the
the " Sfi- juince of Ansuvannam, was granted
seventy-two " free housses" and feudal
sanam.''

ABRAHAM.

hkn Aiik.miam.

Cochin numbered 1,142 in
1891, and are divided into two classes: the Whites,
whose comple.vioii is alriKtst as fair as fliat of European Jews, and tlie Blacks, who, though darker than
I'rcsidcMcy.

'

it

much earlier than this, nor later than 774, since a grant
made to the Nestorian Christians at that time was
copied from it.
'i'liese J(!ws intermingling with the natives becami- the progenitors of the Black Jews of Cochin.
These are ?nentione(l by Ibn Waiiab in the ninth century and Benjanun of Tudela ai)i)ears to have visHe reports that
ited or heard of them about 1167.
they were one hundred in number and
Traces
as black as tUr rest, of the inhabitants
in Middle of Coilum or Qtiilon, then the most important |)ort on l\\v Malabar coast.
Ages.
There Marco Polo found thetn a century later ("Travels of Sir Mafco Polo," ed. Yule,
ii. 263), and when Vasco da Cama reached Calicut in
;
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1487. the first person he met was a Jew siiid to have
via Ttirkey ami PsiUstine (Kay-

come from Posen
sorlinir, "

Christopher Columbus,

1511 they were joined

pp. 113-114).

"

by Jews from Portupal.

In
In

I'iti') tliev were tlireateneil witli the Incpiisition by
the Portuguese Christians settiinir at Cranganore,
and th'd to Cochin, wliere their number increased so
rapidly that the Por.

tuguese historian
De Barros (141H5loTO)

- !Vri'.

:-

the

to

refers

.

King of Cochin as the
"king of the Jews"
"III. ii. 234).
Slavery Avas formerly allowed in Mal-

r- Asia.

1?

.^^B^^^^^^^l

and the White

abar,

Jews

make

could

The
others slaves.
native males and fe
males

whom

they

bought were admitted as slaves accord-

ing to the Jewish
law, and even those

who voluntarily
entered the

fold

of

Judaism were not admitted and treated as
"strangers of rightbut as
eousness,"
slaves.

had

to

The males
undergo the

circumcision
and the
females were subjected to ablution.
Their offspring were
rites of

and

ablution,

also treated as slaves.

At the time of circumcision the mohel
yrho performed this
rite recited the bless-

ing of circumcising
slaves, and a similar
blessing was recited
at the time of their ablution.
Even after undergoing these rites they were not allowed to intermarry
with the other Jews, to study the
Slaves.
Holy Scriptures, or to wear zizit and
tefillin, unless they obtained a certificate of emancipation from their masters or mistresses.
To make this emancipation known to the
community of the White Jews, the freed slave
•went about and kissed the hands of all the Jews
of the city.
The children and children's children
of all such freed slaves were also considered emancipated and were at liberty to wear zizit and
tefillin, but were not called up to the reading of
the Law e.\cept on Sinihat Torah.
On the first
two Seder nights the emancipated slaves with
their families were allowed to join their masters
at the table and to chant the Haggadah.
This
was the only occasion on which they were treated
as free men and women.
At the conclusion of the
service on the Da)' of Atonement they kissed the
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occasions when their presence is necessary. In 1615
a false Messiah appeared among the Jews of Cochin
(Schudt, " Jiidische Merckwurdigkeiten," i. 42).
Pereyra de Paiva ("Notisias dos Judeos do
Cochin ") states that during the week of Nov. 21-26,
1686, some Dutch merchants of the Sephardic congregation of Amsterdam visited Cochin, at that time

an important commercial port, and at tlie recjuest of
David Rahabi had rolls of tlie Penta-

Connec-

teucli,

tion with,

binical

prayer-books, and various rabworks sent from Amsterdam
Europe.
The books were received
to Cochin.
on the Fifteenth of Ab, aud this day
was appointed a holiday to be observed every year.
In 1757 the White Jews had their own prayer-books
printed at Amsterdam, and brought out a second
edition in 1769.
Their houses, situated in the section of the city called the " Jewish Town," are of one
story, built of chunam and teak-wood, and are situated on the east and west of the road leading to the
sj'nagogues. In the yard is usually found a cistern
required for the " tebilah " and a tabernacle for the

The whole lokept clean, and
lighted on Sabbath, new
festival.

cality is

moon, and holiday
nights. The commercial
and synagogal affairs of

their

are

The

engaged

money

wood-ciiopwhile

many

1884.

;

and Solomon Rinman,

"

Mas'ot Shelomoh," Vienna,
Rinman taught the Blacks the

Torah and shehitah, aud was the first to consider
them eligible for Minyan.
The week-day dress of the White Jew is the same
as that worn by the natives; but the Blacks are covered only from the waist down, wear a red kerchief
on the head, and have "pe'ot." In the synagogue,
the Black wears the kaffa; the White, a turban,
a shirt, a jacket with twelve buttons, over this a
jubha, and trousers. Some of the younger men have
adopted European dress. The " tahli, " a gold chain
with a peculiar coin in the middle, is worn by all
married Avomen, including widows but the latter are
not allowed to wear their wedding-rings.
The rites and ceremonies of the Cochin Jews are
usually conducted on a
very extravagant scale.
The only ceremony
which is performed in
;

imcle

from the
house
to

riage is made to the
father of the girl by
the father of the man,

chiefly as

oil-[)re.s.sers;

in 1791

Jewish custom, remains
in the husband's family.
The proposiil of mar-

Whites

or

dam

author of

childbirth, and
the child dies even one
hour after, the dowry,
contrary to the usual

through

merchants or farmers,
the Hlacks as fishermen,
per.H,

are

dies in

About

fruiterers,

all,

the synagogue, where he is circumcised; the occasion
is then observed by the
usual feast. If a woman

1860 their condition improved, and while few
are still able to live on
the income of their ancestral landed property,
none are dependent on
cliarity.

Efforts.

Rites.

by

poor.

Literary

Birth

Barucli
David Kahabi, and for a
time
the
community

was very

at

nal

that is, until about 1790,
the greater part of the
business of Cochin was
in the hands of the White

But

instructed

;

During the Portuguese and Dutch periods,

lost

if

home, eight days after
birth
while the male
child, eight days after
birth, is carried under a
canopy by his mater-

head.

was

The women,

taught merely to recite their prayers. The only
Cochin Jews who have made any contributions to
literature are David Rahabi, author of "Ohel Dawid," a calendar, printed at Amster-

the case of a female
child is its naming, in
the synagogue or at

the
community are
looked after by five
elders with a Jlt^'XIH pT
("chief elder") at their

Jews.

schools.

Cochin

professional
match-inaUers for both
parties.

Two

days bewhich

fore the wedding,

of the freed slaves are

Social
bookbinders, clerks, or nierciiants.
Conditions.
In education the Jews of Cochin
are extremely mi|)rogrcHsive.
Formerly boys of thirteen or fourteen were tauglit to
pray aud to read the Law; now there are no Talmudists among them, few are well versed even
in tJie Torah, and most of them learn only sufficient Engli,sh to enable them to do clerical work.
There are both Black and White teachers in thf

usually takes |)l!ire on Tuesday evening, the girl is
taken to the .synagogue for "t,cl)ilah " (i)urification);
cm her return, taking four threads of ?izit in her
hands, she kisses seven times the portion of the
The making of
Bible containing the Decalogue.
the wedding-ring, and the cutting of the bridegroom's hair, usually (h)ne on the day of the wedAt
ding, arc attended with music aud festivities.
the beginning of the ceremony the bridegroom,
who wears a white head-covering, takes a glass

Cochin
CodioU
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of wiue ami a ring, ami recites a responsive formula.
To his syilutAtion, "With the permission of you
all," tliose present respond. "Witli tiie ])ermissi(m

sents the contract to the bride; while those assembled e.xclaim, "Be-simana taba!" (May it be for a
good sign!) The whole company then joins in

of Heaven."
He then repeats tlu- usual blt'ssini^s of hetrt)lhi\l,
followed by a betrothal formula in wiiicii the exaet
name of the bride is mentioned. He drinks of the

singing a quaint epithalamium.
On the Sabbatli after the wedding, the bridegroom
is called up to the reading of the Law, and after
the recital of the usiial portion of the day, the passage Gen. xxiv. 1-7 is read by him and the hazzan
alternatel}', verse by verse, in Hebrew and Aramaic.
Verses from Isaiah l.xi. 10-lxii. 5 are similarly added
to the Haftarah (lesson from the Prophets).
After
the ceremony the guests are invited to a feast at
the home of the bride, at which the poor sit above
the rich; and the festivities are continued for seven
days, the bride's parents defraying most of the
expenses.
In case of adultery (Deut. xxiv.), bills of divorce,
written in Hebrew, are given but divorces are very
" Yibbum," the obUgation to marry the childrare.
less widow of a deceased brother (Deut.
Other Cere- xxv. 5, 6), is still observed by the Comonies,
chin Jews, as is the cercmonj' of HaLizAir (Deut. xxv. 7, 10). Bigamy and
polygamy are almost unknown among them.
The funeral and mourning ceremonies are observed in accordance with the prescriptions of the
Shulhan 'Aruk. Soon after a death the shirt of the
chief mourner is torn from his body and on returning from the cemeterj', the funeral party, except the
mourners, wash themselves and their clothes. During the seven days of mourning, the bereaved wear
a piece of white cloth over the head, which the
hazzan removes on the seventh day. On the seventh and twenty-ninth days, and at the expiration
of the eleventh and twelfth months, the family visit
the grave, and on the return home, selections from
the Psalms, Mishnah, Torah, and " Hashkabah " are
The latter is
read, and the "Kaddish"is recited.
repeated by the mourners for one year, with some
intermissions at the beginning of the twelfth

wine, and handing the cup to the bride, wliosc face

;

;

month.

A

Synagogue

in Cochin.

(Aft«r » photot^aph.)

is

covered with a silk or embroidered network,

"With

Marriage

saj's,

betroth thee." Hereupon the
officiating minister reads with cantillation the "ketubbah" (marriage con-

this, also,

do

I

which is handsomely engrossed
upon parchment. Before the last sentence is read the bridegroom hands the fringe of
his zizit to the rabbi, and while both hold it the
minister adj ures Jiim " By tlie command of tiie Holy
and Sanctified, by the Migiity One, who revealed
Rites,

All the Jews of Cochin buried their dead in one
plot of ground until twenty-five years ago, when
the White Jews, through the influence of the British
agent of the Cochin raja's court, were allotted a

separate place.

Bibliography Pereyra de Paiva, Notisias dns Judtns de Cochirn, Amsterdam, 1087; Schudt. JUdlsche Merckwilrdig:

38-46: H. Wessely, in Meaxs<e,f, vi. 129, reprinted in
Elchhom. Allfjemeine Bihliothek. ii. 571 et sen. (other reproductions ill Sieinschneider, Cat. Bodl. cols. 2i2&-'Z723) ; Sip-

he.iten.

tract),

OirMmn

Researches in Asia, p.
of the Bible: Khen Sa^r, ii. 5(>-86 ; S.
Shclftmn, pp. 146-165; Bumell, Indian
Anti<4uarii. 1873, ill. 333-334 (with facsimile of the bronze tablets)
De Barros. Asia, ed. 1777, 1. 364, 11. 234 ; Imperial
Gazetteer of India, s.v. ; Zunz, Ritus, p. 57 ; Ritter, Erd-

purim.

lii.
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224; Wilson,

:

Buchanan,

Lands

Rinman, Max'ot

:

the Law at Sinai, her support, her clothing, and
her conjugal right he shall not diminish!'" The
bridegroom replies: "Her support, her clothing,
and her conjugal right I will not diminish." The
rabbi says, "Dost thou undertake this?" and tl)e
bridegroom replies, "I undertake it." Tiie minister
adds, "A promise before Heaven and earth?" and
the response is, "A promise before Heaven and
earth."
When the reading of the contract is completed,
the signatures of the bridegroom and witnesses are
appended and read aloud, and the bridegroom pre-

1.

;

kunde,

v. 595-601.

'

J.

.1.

COCK

:

The male of

E.—J.

the domestic fowl.

The

original habitat of the domestic fowl is generally
supposed to be India, whence it was introduced at
an early time into Babylonia and Greece. It is difficult to say when it was brought to Palestine, as the
allusions to

According

it

in the Bible are still

very doubtful.

to rabbinical tradition "i33 (Isa. xxii. 17)

a designation for "cock," which was known under
name in various districts of Babylonia as late as
the third century c.E. (Lev. R. v. Midr. Mishlexxx.

is

this

;

19).
tlie
loc.

The Jewisli teacher of Eusebiusalso explained
word thus (see Eusebius" coninieiitary on Isaiali,
cit.

;

compare, however, Ket. 28a and

Yoma

20b, in both of wliicli passiiges Abba Arika's oppoAnother term
sition to thise.\])lanatiou is declared).
which, according to an aniora of the fourth century,
signifies '"cock," is ^idL" (Job xxxviii. 36), the
statement being added that tlie cock bore a similar
name about this time iu Arabia (R. II. 20 a; Lev.

R. XXV.).
The a.ssumption of the^Iidrash (Midr. ^lishlexxx.
31) that "iVIT (Prov. .\x.\. 31) is a designation for
" cock " is more plausible than the foregoing explanazarzar " means "cock." In
tions, since the Arabic
the Talmud and in Midrasliic literature, however,
'"

the cock is always called by his Babylonian name
^IJJin (compare Oppert in "Zeitschrift flir Assyriologie," vii. ;^39), whieh fact may be taken, perhaps,
to indicate that the cock was introduced into PalesIn this literature the cock is
tine from Babylonia.
also frequently mentioned as a common domestic
fowl, although it is expressly stated that at Jerusalem the breeding of cocks was forbidden during the
existence of the Temple because they scratch tlie
ground and pick up objects which are Levitically
unclean, and arc thus likely to spread xincleanness
The cock and the bat are contrasted as
(B. K. 82b).
the bird of day and the bird of night. The cock and
the bat were both waiting for daylight, when the
cock .said: "I may wait for the dawn, for light belongs to me; but for what do j'ou need light?"
The cock is characterized as
(Sanh. 98b, bottom).
the most impudent of birds (Bezah 25b) his lasciviousness is also proverbial (Ber. 22a), yet his kind
treatment of the female is set up as a model, inasmuch as he liumors the hen to win her favor ('Er.
;

100b).

The comb

is the cock's chief ornament, of Avhich
very proud, and when it is cut off he loses liis
spirit and no longer seeks the hen (Shab. 110b, bottom).
The cock is also .said to be quarrelsome and
vicious (Pes. 113b), those from Bet Bukya liaving
an cs|)ccially bad reputfifion in this respect, as they
A
sufTercii no intruders among them (Yeb. 84a).
cock once killed a child by picking at its scalp with
Yer. 'Er. x. 26a). The crowits beak ('Eduy. vi. 1
ing of the cock, as well as his flight, sometimes
causes dislies to break (B. K. 17a; Kid. 24b).
The cock, which occu[)i(H a prominent place in the
mytiiology of many pc<>i)les (compare Gubernatis,
"Zoological Mythology," ii. 280-291), was an especially sjicrcd bird among the Persians, where he was
the ally of Sraosha in the batth; with
InTalmudicthe powers(!f darkness.
The

he

is

;

Cock

in

.Midrasliic literature there are reminis-

Folk-Lore. eenccs among the jiagans of the divine
honors paid tf) the cock, as well as of
the inlluenee on the Jews of these ideas. Thi- Misli
nah ('Ab. Zarah i. 5) mentions the pagan custom
of sjjeriticing white eocks, the Jews being forbidden
The idol
for thisrea.son to sell them to th(! pagans.
(II Kings xvii. 30) was taken by tl)e Rabbis
tobeacf)ck(SaTdi. (>:{l)). which assnmjition was based
probably on s(»mething more than the mere similarity of sound between "tarnegol " (cock) and "Nergal" (comj>nre the cock-shaped Meiek Taous of

Kergal

Cochin
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Codicil

the Devil-worshipers; see Herzog's " Real-EncykloThe various theories found
piidie," s.v. '"Nergal ").
in Jewish literature ou the crowing of the cock at the
approach of day are probably traceable to Persian
influence (compare Darmesteter's translation of the
Zend-Avesta, in "Sacred Books of the East," i. 192,
193; Schorr, "Ile-Haluz," 1. 143, iii. 93, vii. 19).
The Greek Baruch Apocalypse says tliat the rustling of the wings of the phenix, a fabulous bird
which accompanies the sun, awakens the cocks,
"who then converse in the language peculiar to
them"; for when the angels get the sun ready for
the da}' the cock crows (ch. iv., end; compare Slavonic Enoch, XV. 1). As in the Zend-Avesta the cock
is said to crow out to men early in the morning:
"
" Arise, O men
recite the Ashem Yad va histen
(Yendidad, Fargard, xviii.), so the Zohar says that in
the hour of grace (about midnight), when God visits
paradise to confer with the souls of the pious, a fire
proceeds from this holy place and touches the wings
of the cock, who then breaks out into praise to God,
at the same time calling out to men to praise the
Lord and do His service (Zohac* Wayikra, iii. 22b,
!

In this connection must be mentioned a pre23a).
cept of the Talmud to the effect that on hearing the
cock crow in the morning, the following benediction
must be pronounced: "Praised be Thou, O God,
Lord of the world, that gavest imderstanding to the
cock to distinguish between day and night "(Ber.
60b). This benediction is traced back to Job xxxviii.
36, where ^13^; is derived from nSK' ("to see"), and
tlie cock is designated as the one who foresees the
In the Zend-Avesta the cock is also called
day.
" parodars " (he who foresees [the coming dawn]).
Cliaracteristic also is the statement in a late Midrash
("Seder Yezirat ha-Walad," in Jellinek's "B. H." i.
155) that the sobs of the dying at the sight of the
angel who comes to take the soul arc heard by no one
except the cock. The favor in which the cock is held
by the heavenly l)eingshas perhaps also given rise to
the statement that by closely watching the cock's
comb one can determine the moment when God lays
aside His mercy this happens at some one moment
during the first three hovirs of day, the color of the
;

comb changing

at that moment.
Superstitious speculations in regard to the cock
were frecpient during the Middle Ages. The cock is

killed as a "kai)parah" for a man (see Atonemknt); and the will of J\idah the I'iousdirects that
a cock which upsets a ves,sel shall be killed immeThe dediately, l)ecause evil spirits have seized it.
mons ("shadim") are said to have cock's feet (Ber.
Many of these superstitions are still foimd
6a).
among ignorant people in various countries. Thus,
for instance, the scratching of the cock with his
claws is taken to signify that visitors are coming.
Cimipare Hi;n.
still

I,rvys(>fin. Zoo/oyir ilrn Tnlmiidn, pp. 194-199;
KuWn, In Ha-KnrArurli Complrtuni. r.v. ^un."'
mcl (wccklvK vol. III., Nos. 9, 11.
L. O.
F.. r.

nniMfXiRAPHV

:

K'lhiit.

;

COCKATRICE.
CODES.
CODICIL.

See Basilisk.

Sic I,\ws. Codikication ok.
S.

.

WiM,.

Ccele-Syria
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CCELE-SYRIA: Tho

narno,

occurring in

tlio

Greek apocryplinl writings, of n Persian i)roviiire
lying between Egypt ami the Eupiirates. In old
Tliis name
editions it is given as "Celosyria."
stands for the earlier expression "tho country lioyond the river" (Ezra iv. 10. R. V. compare I Ksd.
ii. 17. 24. 27. R. V.. "Coelc-Syria and Phenicia": ib.
;

of Cade-Syria and Phenicia " and ih.
governor of Cade-Syria anil Phenicia '').
II Mace. iii. 5, 8 speaks also of a single governor
for b(pth Cade-Syria and Phenicia \nidcr Antioclius
Epiphaues, so that tho old Persian administrative
division must have been retained.
The Greek term "C(ele-Syria " originally meant
the valley V>et\veen Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon, the
vi. 29. " tribut**

vii.

1.

;

" the

modern

Bika', called in the O. T. (Josh. xi. 17,

xii.

Greek writers ex"the valley of Lebanon."
tend that name vaguely and inconsistently to " the
land from Seleucis [i.e., northern Syria] to Egypt"
fStrabo. p. 756). or to central Syria with Palestine
except Judea proper (Strabo, p. 750), or with all
Palestine (thus Polybius, v. 80, 86; while v. 87,
like the apocryphal writings, distinguishes Phenicia
7)

from Coele-Syria).
Josephus also varies

in his use of the term, applyAnt. '"xi v. 40) " Ccele-Syria" to the valley, excluding Damascus, but (ib. xiii. 13, § 2 [Niesexii. 136J)
including Palestine, east of the Jordan (ib. xiv. 154),

ing

("

extending it to the Euhowever, corrected bj'
The Romans later used " Syria Coela " for

and

Galilee,

phrates

(ib.

(this

Niese).

xiv. 79)

passage

is,

northern Syria.

W.

E. G. H.

COEN

.M.

M.

Physician-in-ordinary at the court of
Prince Vassile Lupu, hospodar of Moldavia from
The dates of his birth and death, and
1634 to 1654.
E. Schwarzfeld is of
his given name, are unknown.
the opinion that Coen was a descendant of Eliezer
Cohen of Safed, who had settled in Poland, and
one of whose sons, Moses, a rabbi and physician,
escaped during the Cossack uprising in 1648 (Carmoly, "Hist, des Medecins Juifs," i. 245, Brussels,
He stood high in favor with the Sultan of
1884).
Turkey, and when Prince Lupu was in danger of
being dethroned, through the intrigues of his eneThe sultan entrusted
mies, Coen protected him.
to Coen for transmission to Prince Lupu important
documents concerning a secret alliance between
Sweden and Rus.sia, the object of which was a joint
attack upon Turkey. The government of Venice
sought his advice in matters of diplomacy, as appears from two letters of Giovanni Battista Ballarius
to the Doge of Venice, dated at Constantinople Feb.
It was probably owing
28. 1656. and Jan. 3, 1660.
to Coen's influence that enactments in favor of the

Jews

:

of Moldavia were issued

by Lupu.

E. Srhwarzfeld. Le Role dex MHeeing Jvifit
(iann /ex Princijinuteit RnumniuM, Hebr. transl. In Ha-

Bibliography:
Yekeh,

p. 6». St.

Petersburg, 1894.

8.'

H. R.

COEN, ACHILLE
Leghorn

He

:

1. Italian soldier;

born at

studied at the military academy of his native town, and was appointed lieutenant in the engineer corps at the age of twenty.
Subsequently assigned to the sharpshooters, he was
in 1851.
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transferred to the stiilT niid attaciied to the military
section of the Geographical Institute at Florence.

On his promotion to a captaincy he was appointed
adjutant to General Ileuscii. In 1895, with the rank
of major, he was sent, under General Baldissera, to
join the army tlien operating in Africa.
A few days
before liis arrival, however, the Italian commander,
Baratieri.

had provoked and

lost the battle of

Adowa.

After the campaign Coen, i)romoted to tiie rank of
lieutenant-colonel, was appointed director of the
military section of the Geographical Institute.
He
has since been transferred to Cesena as commander
of the Second Regiment of the Royal Brigade.
Coen is a knight of the Order of the Crown of Italy,
and of the Order of Saint Maurice and Saint Lazarus.
He has published numerous essays in technical journals and in the "Nuova Antologia," and also reports
of work done at the Geographical Institute, notably " Venticinque Anni di Lavoro all'Istituto Geografico."

2. Italian historian; born at Pisa Jan. 5, 1844. At
the age of twenty-three he was appointed professor
of hi.story at the Lj'ceum of Leghorn.
In 1879 he
was called as professor of ancient history to the
Accademia Scientifica e Letteraria at Milan, and in
1887, in the same capacity, to the Istituto di Studi
Superiori at Florence, taking charge also of the university library of that city.
He is a knight of the
Order of the Crown of Italy.
His published works include: "L'Abdicazione di

Diocleziano" (Leghorn, 1877); " Di Una Leggenda
Relativa alia Nascita e alia Gioventi di Costantino

Magno" (Rome, 1882); "Manuale di Storia Orientale" (Milan, 1886); "Manuale di Storia Greca"
(Milan, 1887); " Vezzio Agorio Pretestato " (Rome,
He also published Aristophanes' "Clouds,"
1888).
with introduction and critical notes (Prato, 1871).
Bibliography A. de Gubernatls, Dictionnaire des Ecrivains
Cuntemporains.
s.
L E.
:

COEN, BENJAMIN VITALE

:

Italian rabbi;

Alessandria della Paglia in the second half
of the seventeenth century; died at Reggio nell'
Emilia in 1739. Descended from a wealthy and
prominent family, Coen was elected rabbi of Casale
He soon became known for his
wliilc still a youth.
ability and erudition, and was chosen rabbi at Reggio neir Emilia, at that time an important post.
Among his disciples were Israel Bassano, his son-inlaw, who succeeded him in the rabbinate, and Manasseh Joshua Padova, rabbi of Modena. Abraham
Joseph Graziani wrote some verses in his honor.
Coen was the author of the following works:
" Et ha-Zamir " (The Time of Singing), hymns for
"Alon
all the feasts of the year, Venice, 1707;
Bakut " (Oak of Weeping), a commentary on Lamentations, Venice, 1712; "Abot '01am" (The Fathers of the Universe), a commentary on the " Say"
ings of the Fathers," ib. 1719; "Gebul Binyamin
(The Border of Benjamin), a collection of sermons,
Amsterdam, 1727; "Notes on the Toze'ot Hayyim,"
published together with the text; "Gishme Berakah " and "Pithe She'arim," responsa on the Shulhan 'Aruk, still extant in manuscript a number of
scientific letters inserted in the "Iggeret Harmag";
l)orn at

'

;

and ritual decisions scattered throughout the
Yizhak " and "Shete ha-Lehem."
Bibliography

"

Pahad

Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 791 ; Mortara,
Indice. s.v. Zeduer, Cat. Hchr. Books Brit. Mu». p. ST! ;
Jiiives, iv. 119.
Et.
Jona, in Rev.
I. Br.
G.
:

;

COEN, GIUSEPPE: Italian painter; born in
Ferrara 1811 died iu Venice Jan. 26, 1856. He was
descended from an old and distinguished family.
As a boy he evinced a predilection for music and
painting, and studied art witliout having any parOrphaned at an early age,
ticular career in view.
he was forced by circumstances to choose a profession.
He followed the style of Canaletto, the VenePlis pictian landscape and arcliitectural painter.
ture, "The Facade of the Cathedral in Ferrara," was
exhibited in 1840 in Venice, and won for liim conIn 1841 his native city, Fersiderable approbation.
rara. awarded him a silver medal in appreciation of
;

his labor for art.

To perfect himself in his art he went to Rome in
1843, and won the friendship of Massimo d'Azeglio,
Returning to
the painter, statesman, and author.
Ferrara, he received many important commissions,
one being from the Duke of Brunswick. In 1850 he
removed to Venice, and was one of the first to pracHis views of Venice were
tise artistic photography.
awarded a medal at the Paris E.xposition of 1855.
In Ferrara, Coen enjoyed extraordinary popularity, his house being a literary and artistic center.
He was one of the first Jews in Ferrara to be elected
(1849) to the town council.
Bibliography': Pesaro Abramo, Memorie Storiche Sulla
Communitd Israelitica Ferrar&ie, pp. 95-97.
I.

8.

COEN, GRAZIADIO VITA

ANANIA

:

E.
Ital-

and scholar; born at Reggio nell' Emilia
about 1750: died March 28, 1834. He studied under
Sausone Nahmani and Isaiah Vita Carmi. He established in his native city a school that produced
several rabbis, among wlioni D. J. Maroni deserves
Coen preached not only at Reggio
special mention.
neir Emilia, but also in the neighboring communiIn 1825 he was called as chief rabbi to Florties.
ence, where he founded a Hebrew printing-press.
"Hiiinuk la-Xa'ar" (InHis works iiulude:
ian rabbi

struction

for

the

Boy),

2

vols.,

Reggio,

1804;

Venice, 1805; 6tli ed., Leghorn, 1880; "Likkute
Mes-sektot"; "Sha'are ha-Talmud" (Doors of the
Talmud), Reggio, 1811, a collection of treatises;
" Iteshit Lekah " (Beginning of Doctrine), Reggio,
1809, a handbook of elfincntary iiistniftion in Hebrew and Italian; a Hebrew-Italiun dictionary, entitled " Ma'anch ha-Lashon" (Answer of the Tongue),
" Dikduk Lcslion Iiaih. 1812; a Hebrew grammar,
I^odesli," Venice. 1808; "Sliebile Einuiiah"

(Ways

Faith), another pedagogical work; "Zcmirot
Yisrael" (Songs of Isnul), Leghorn, 1793; " Riiah
Hadashah " (The New Spirit). Reggio, 1822; "baggio di Eloqucnza Sacra d<l Dott. Anania Coen
Rabbino"; "Delia Po.-sia Rjibbinira." 2 vols.,
Florence, 1828; " D<lla Pocsia Srritturalf," Reggio
(n.d.), containing some of his own poems.

of

Biiii.iofjRAPiiv Ncpl-Ghlrondl. TnlffUit Qr/VAc Yis^rarh p. IfM;
I)e (;ulx'matls, Mnti'rimtr inmr Scrvir d VHMnirr. <lf«
:

Etudes
B.

Coele-Syria
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(Jrientaltti, I'aris, Itt'O.

U. C.-J. E.

Coen

COEN, JACOB

:

Eldest son of

Abraham Coen,

and receiver-general (" coutador mayor '") of Count
Maurice of Nassau, Stadtholder of the United Provinces of the Netherlands, 1584-1625.
Although the
Jews of Holland did not possess rights of citizenship,
Maurice, rising above the prejudices of his time,
and in grateful remembrance of the great services of
Abraham Coen, bestowed upon the latter's son the
above-mentioned office.
Bibliography: Publications Am. Jew.

Hist. Soc.

D.

S.

COEN, JAN PIETERSZOON

iii.

13.

Man.

Governor-gen-

:

and founder of the Dutch colonial

eral of Java,

sys-

tem; born at Hoorn, Holland, Jan. 8, 1587; died in
1629.
He gained his early commercial experience
with the firm of Piscatori in Rome, went to India
on a commercial exploration in 1607, and made a
second voyage with two ships in 1612. He was appointed director-general of the Indian trade in 1613.
As governor-general of Java, he destroyed (1619)
the native town of Jacatra, and founded Batavia,
He died childthe capital of the Dutch East Indies.

went for the
town of Hoorn, subject to a bequest in favor of members of his family,
which seems to have been some time later success-

less in 1629,

and

his large possessions

benefit of orphans in his native

fully claimed.

Coen is said to have been of Jewish descent. The
biographies, while printing voluminous details of
his career as governor-general, are singularly reticent in regard to his parentage. The name or occupation of his father is not found, though one would
have expected these facts to be recorded of so eminent a man. Perhaps as a convert he endeavored

His portrait iu Valentyn's "Histo conceal them.
tory of Java " and in MuUer's " Golden Age " might
Abbing's "History of
well be that of a Jew.
Hoorn" gives chiefly negative evidence on the subThe question of
ject of Coen's Jewish connection.
his extraction must be left undecided.
; A. Winkler Prlns,
Geillustreerde Encyclopedic; Jew. Chron. Oct. 20, 1899, p.

Bibliography: International Cyclopedia
21.

A. R.

D.

COEN, JOSEF DI MICHELE

One of the
under Pope Pius IX.
:

Jewish boys of Rome baptizeti
born 1854. In 1864 he was apprenticed to a shoemaker. Sent by his master to deliver a pair of shoes
at the house of a priest, the boy was seized and
dragged to the Casa dei Neofiti, where he was detained for baptism.

Tlie papal autlioritics refused

to surrender him, in spite of the protests of his father

and of the Jewish community.

The

affair

caused a

stir tliroiigliont

Europe, par-

ticularly in France, the Frencii ambassador, Count
Sartigues, protesting vehemently in the name of his

government. To his remonstrances lie pajml government replied Uiat the child had himself determined
to turn Christian, and that it was not the function
The
of the pope to interfere witli such a resolution.
pope, in examining into the case, is said to have
asked Coen whether he embraced Christianity of his
own free will. The boy replied that he preferred a
religion which jirovided him with fine clothes, good
food, and plenty of toys, to his poor family and the
t

Coen
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This reply convinced tin* pope
slKK'niiiker's shop.
of the siucerity of the convert's intentions; and iircordingly. on St. Michael's Day, Sept. 29, 1864, the
baptism of Coen was celebrateil in St. Stanislaus

der

Chapel, Cardinal Caggiano ollieiating, and Count
De Maistre being godfather. The neophyte received
the name of Stauislaus Maria Michael Joseph Pius

a.

Eugenio.

The

sufferings of Coen's family, caused by his
His eighteen-year-old siscapture, were excessive.
ter died as a result of the e.xcitement; his mother

became insane and was taken to relatives in Leghorn; and his father had to leave Rome in order to
escape the persecution of the government. Another
Jew was thrown into prison because lie said he
had seen Coen at the window of the Casa. Moreover, as a result of the alTair, a Christian mechanic
caused the forcible baptism of an eight-year-old
Jewish boy.
It was only on the fall of the papal government
in 1870, and after energetic measures had been taken

by the Italian government, that Coen was released
and restored to his mother in Leghorn, his forcible
detention having extended over seven years.
Bibliography: Vogelstein and

Rom.
730

;

ii.

386

;

Rieger, Ge»ch. der Judeii in
Allg. Zeit. des Jud. 1864, pp. 533, 580, 631, 6'J9,

Ha-Maguid,

1870, p. 372.

A. R.

S.

COEN, MOSES VITA:

Banker at Ferrara,

Italy, in the eighteenth century.
He often transacted business with Pope Clement XIII. and with
his successor, Clement XIV.
On Feb. 22, 1764,
Clement XIII. requested Coen to provide the papal
government with as much corn as possible and with
4,000 sacks of Indian wheat, to be shipped either at
Ancona or at Civita Vecchia, leaving the price to
be settled by him.
Especially intimate were Coen's relations with

Pope Clement XIV., whose

confidential friend

and

adviser he became.
He consequently shared in the
lampoons directed against Clement.
During the
famine of 1772-73 Coen came to the rescue of the
government and furnished it with 5,000 sacks of Indian wheat.
During the French invasion of 1798 Coen was one
of the commission of six appointed to sell the property confiscated by the provisional government.

Bibliography: Vogelstein and

Rieger, Gesch. der

Juden in

Rom, 11. 247-249, 3^3 M. Stern, Urkundliche Beitrdge
die Stellung der PUpste zu den Juden, pp. 184-192.
;
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Spniclmnomalien," Vienna, IHHO; "Die Il5rstummheit," //;. 1887; "Specielle Therapie d(!8 Stammelns," Stuttgart, 1889;
ternde," Vienna, 1891.

"

Uebungsbuch fQr

F

COEN-CANTARINI.
COFFEE A decoction

T.

COEN,

BAFFAELO DEL FU VITALE

II.

See Cant.ucim.

:
of the berry of the Cofai
Arabica, supposed to be indigenous to Abyssinia,
and introduced into Arabia in the fifteenth century.
It soon came into common use tlirt)ugii(>iU Islum,
and was thence introduced into European civilization.
Among the Jews of Egypt it became so popular as to be known as" the Jewish driiik"(A. Isaac i,
Resp. i. ^§ 2, 3). In London, England, it is generally stated to have been introduced from Constantinople in 1652 by a Greek named Pasqua Rossie,
who started the first cofTee-house in St. Michael's
Alley, Cornhill but according to Anthony A. Wood
(" Diary," p. 19), Jacob, a Jew, sold cotl'ee at O.xford
two years before. The cofTee-plant was introduced
by the Dutch into Java about 1690, Surinam about
In the last two places
1718, and Jamaica in 1728.
Jews were largely instrumental in the development
of the trade, with which they have been connected
throughout its history, the largest holders of the
berry in 1902 being the firm of Lewisohn Brothers
of New York.
Many questions of Jewish law have been raised in
regard to the use of coffee. Isaac Luria would not
drink coffee prepared by Gentiles, and in this was
followed by Hayyim Benveniste, who, however,
permitted others to drink it.
It has been decided that coffee may not be drunk before morningprayers, though water may; it had previously been
drunk so early, especially in Egypt, as an antidote
Coffee is permitted on Passover, and
to influenza.
even at the Seder service in addition to the four
cups of wine that may be drunk. Jacob Marx of
Hanover permitted the use of acorn coffee on the
Passover, though the use of chicory was forbidden.
If coffee is taken after the grace after meals,
no benediction is necessary before tasting it, though
some authorities demand one after it has been consumed. The drinking of coffee in coffee-houses on
Sabbath was generally prohibited.
;

Pal.iad Yizhak,ii.v. niDi3 join,
iiKp; Steinschnfider, Jcwislt Liteint'ure', pp. 264-205; New
York Herald, Nov. 9, 1902; J. Jacobs, in notes to HcrwelW
Familiar Letters, p. 663; I. Abrahams, Jewish Life in the
Middle Ages, p. 138; L. LOw, Oes. Schriften, 11. 226, 236.

Bibliography: Lampronti,
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Stot-

J.
:

COFFIN

:

The custom

of using cofiins

probrecorded
is

bornatSpalato, Dalmatia, Jan.
educated at the gymnasium of
his native town and at the University of Vienna,
whence he was graduated as doctor of medicine in
1872 whereupon he commenced to practise in the
Austrian capital as a physician and as a specialist in
impediments in speech. In 1882 he opened a private
dispensary and hospital for stammerers.
Coen has written essays for the " MedizinischChirurgische Centralblatt in Wien," " Wiener Medizinische Presse," " Medizinisch-Ptldagogische Mo-

ably borrowed from the Egyptians. It is
of Joseph that he was " put in a coffin in Egypt
(Gen. 1. 26). Tradition says it was of metal (Sotah

natsschrif t f ilr die GesammteSprachheilkunde,"and
other medical journals. He is the author of several

selves

Austrian pby.sician
19, 1839.

books,

;

He was

among which

are "Pathologic

uud Therapie

13a).

Both the Ark of the Covenant and the

coffin

are called, in Hebrew, "aron." The Talmud says
that the "aron" (coffin) of Joseph was carried side
by side with the "aron " (Ark) containing the Tables
of the Law, so as to express the idea that " the one in
this observed what is written upon the other " (Sotah

13a

et serj.).

From
.

the verse
.

.

"Adam and

his wife hid them"within"] the trees
derived the custom of burial in a

amongst

[literally,

of the garden " is
wooden cotfin (Gen. R. xix.).

lia-Nasi, in his will, ordered that

Rabbi Judah
hole be

made

Talmudic
Practise,

was not

Pales-

cofliu in

tine

a

bottom of his coftin (Yer. Kil.
vi.).
Rabbi Jose b. Kisma, in his will,
requested his disciples' to bnry his
coffin deep in tlie ground, for fear of
in the

desecration, as he said there

a

Coen
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which was not

used as a feeding-

Coffin

not being permitted (>I. K. 25a). ^Maimouides says
body should be buried in a wooden coffin
("Yad," Ebel, vi. 4). On the other hand, Nahmanides, in order that the words of the passage
" Thou art dust, and unto dust shalt thou return "
may be literally fulfilled, declares that according
to the Talmud the
coffin
is for the
skeleton after the

that the

flesh is consumed,
and that the bot-

trougti for Persian

horses (Sanh. 98a
et seq.).
To prevent such abuse,
the Jewish law

tom

or

countries

it is

cus-

tomary to bury
the dead in hammocks, and, after

pur-

A

poses.

Bet Joseph to

Tur Yoreh De'ah,
In
362).
some

coffin

secular

Rabbi
by Caro

in

must not be used
for

of

((juoted

case

burial-

A

clothes.

re-

moved, as in the

prohibited any
one from deriving
plunder from a
coffin

of the coffin

should be

coffin

Stone Coffin Found in an Ancient Tomb at Lydda by M. Clermont-Ganneau
out of use, if of
(In the Louvre.)
the flesh is constone or earthensumed, to deposit
ware,
must be
the bones in a coffin (Shulhan 'Aruk, ib. 363, 4).
broken up if of wood, it must be burned (Shulhan
In other countries the dead are buried on simple
'Aruk, Yoreh De'ah, 363, 5).
boards, or placed directly in the ground (see
It appears, liowever, that the coffin was originally
Burial), a distinction being made only in case the
used for the purpose of transporting a corpse to a
dead is an Aaronite or of noble parentage. la
distant place of burial; and whenever the cortege
modern times the use of coffins at every burial is
passed, the mourning regulations were observed
insisted on.
by the multitude (M. K. 25a). Bar Karya and R. LaIsaac Lampronti, in his Pal.uul Yizhak (letter
zar (=:Eleazar b. Pedath), both Palestinian rabbis,
" Mem, " p. 229), tells of a decision of 1678, in the case
had noticed the approach of funeral parties, from the
of Bizancia, the wife of Judah Hay5'im of Corfu, who
direction of Babylon, bearing corpses in coffins for
had requested lier granddaughter, Semiralda, to
burial in the Holy Land.
Bar Karya asked, " What
place her (Bizancia's) head-dress in her coffin.
have they gained [by living away from, and being
Semiralda had, however, forgotten to do so and a
buried in, Palestine]?" and quoted from Jeremiah
cabalist rabbi permitted the opening of the coffin in
(ii. 7), "Ye entered, ye defiled my land and made
order to relieve her distress.
The opening of the
mine heritage an abomination." "But," answered
coffin was accompanied by prayers and ceremonial
R. Lazar, "as soon as a clod of earth of the Holy
apologies to the
Land is put on
dead for being
the coffin, there
;

;

is

applicable
passage"

disturbed. The
almost universal former custom of putting
the dead in a

the

Deut. xxxii. 43:
[

= "lli3

land

atone

will

])laii),

"

com-

;

Bac h e r

pare

"Ag.

Pal.

il.

It

Am-

and

3).

was

con-

sidered an honor
for tlie deceased
to be

from

is

Ornamented Stone Conin Fuunil
(In

In uii Amliiil. Tuiiib
thif

carried
tiie

death-chamber on a litter (" mi^ah ") to
the placeof burial, and a greater honor,

Method

usually reserved for scholars, to be
borne on the death bed itself. In the
case of R. Hunah it was necessary to
enlarge the exit from the house to make room for
the passage of his bed, his removal to a smaller bed

of BuriaL

unpaiiited

woo<ien
coffin
covered
with
black cloth has
been abaiuioned
in modern limes;

end;

(Yer. Kil.
Ket. 3r)b

or."

for

people]

Ills

LouTri.)

Neur

Jerusjiliuu.

distinction

made,

much

Jewish
tradition, between rich per-

against

sons and poor by more or less decorated coffins.
Sometimes the bottom of the coffin ia removed in
order to bring tiie body into contact
Customs, with the earth, for reasons stated
above. In Jerustflem it is customary
to carry the body on a litter to Mount Olivet,
building in the grave a coffin of uncemented stone
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Coben

slabs, with siilo5> ami a top, but witli no bottom, nud
covering the euolosure with eiulh (see Buuial).

BiBLiouRAPHT

:

Lampn^uU, Pahad Yiihak.
J.

K.

D. E.

COHEN, the uanie (|nD): The most usual suruanu's of European Jt'ws. Itiiulicatosafamily claim"
ing descent from Aaron, the high priest. "Cohen
is the usual transliteration and orthography in Eng"
lish-speaking countries but " Cowen" and " Cowan
;

also occur in England, while America has developed
the forms "Cohan," "Cohane," "Cohne." "Cone,"
" Kan." and " Koon."
In Germany and Ausforms "Cohu," "Conn" "Kahn," "Kohn,"
and othere are met with; while it is probable that
"KOhne" and "Kohner" also represent the recurring surname, which also occurs as a part of the
names "Cohnheim" and "Cohnfeld." The French
forms are represented by "Cahu," "Cahen," "Cabun," "Caen, " and "Cain," or "Kahn," while Italy
uses "Coen,"and Holland "Cohen." The curious
form "Coffen," in which the "IT" represents the as"
pirate, occurs in old Spanish records; and " Kahiu
The most nuis the usual Arabic representation.
merous variants occur in Russia, which supplies
" Cahan," " Cahana," " Kahan," " Kahana," and " Kahane," " Kagan," " Kogan," " Kogen," " Kohan " (the
last two being Aramaic forms), besides the extended
forms "Kohnowski" and "Koganowitch." The
name also occurs in duplicated forms, only one of
which need be mentioned here namely, " KohnThis form is often abbreviated to Kaz,
Zedelj."
"Katz," ()*p) which is thus a variant of "Cohen."
Though claiming to be descended from a single
person, the Cohens of to-day form rather a clan than
a famil}'. In Jewish religious life they have certain
privileges and responsibilities: these are dealt with
under Priest and Priesthood. Not all of those

"

Coon."

tria the

;

who

Kohanim bear the
In a waj', the name is not strictly
a surname, but an indication of hereditary office.
The number of those who bear the name " Cohen "
in its various forms is a considerable proportion of all
Jews. Among the English Jews they form about 3
per cent whereas on the continent of Europe, according to Lippe's " Bibliographisches Lexikon," they are
only 2.3 per cent. In the 12,000 names contained in
the lists of sub.scribers to the five chief Jewi.sh charities of New York and Brookl5-u, the Cohens, with the
variant names, make up about 220, or less than 2 per
cent.
This relation of the number bearing the name
"Cohen " to the total number of Jews in a list may
be utilized to ascertain roughly the number in a
much greater list. Thus, in the Brooklyn directory
for 1900 there were 428 Cohens, which would indicate about 20,000 Jewish names in that directory.
How far this large proportion of Jews can claim
a direct descent from Aaron is a matter of dispute.
According to Jewish law, a Cohen may not marry
a proselyte; accordingly, it would seem impo.ssible
that any admixture should occur among the Cohens.
But they are allowed to marry the daughters of proselytes; and this would affect the purity of the Cohen
aescent.
On the other hand, it is unlikely that any
person would have assumed the name " Cohen
without cause, as several disabilities go with the

name

are, in the
" Cohen. "

;

religious sense,
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Thus, Cohens may not approach a dead
body; and for this reason persons of that name are

descent.

not welcomed as ministers in small congregations,
and more rarely adopt the medical profession. Isaac
beuShesiiet, of the fourteenth century, distinguished
between the ancient and modern Cohens, declaring
that it was only usage and not law which maintained
the rights and resjionsibilities of the modern C'ohens
(Hesponsa, No. 94). Sanuiel de Medina, of the sixteenth century, agrees with this view, and assumes
the impurity of the Cohen descent in discussing the
Solovalidity of a marriage (Kesponsa, No. 235).
mon Luria thinks it impossible for the Cohens to
have preserved their purity of descent throughout
the wanderings of the Jews. Jacob Emden recommends a Cohen to refund the five shekels given him
for the redemption of the first-born, because he can
not be sure of his origin and of his claim to the
money.
It has even been declare<l that some
Cohens must not say the jiriestly blessing ("Magen
Abraham," 201, 4; "Kerethi u-Pelethi," 61, C).

Bibliography: Jacobs, Studies in Jewish Statistics, pp.4,
xxvil.; Low, Die Jjehensalter, pp. 114-115 and notes.
J.

E. C.

COHEN A

Baltimore family, originally from
Bavaria, which has occupied an important place in
the Jewish community and in municipal life since
the early years of the nineteenth century. Its first
representative in America was Jacob I. Cohen, who
came from Oberdorf, near Nftrdlingen, Bavaria, In
Thence he re1773, and settled in Lancaster, Pa.
moved to Charleston, S. C, and, after serving in the
Here he
Revolutionary war, to Richmond, Va.
:

was joined, in 1787, by his brother, Israel I. Cohen,
whose wife and seven children the oldest son being
eighteen years of age went to Baltimore in 1808.
The children were Jacob I. Cohen, Jr., Philip I.
Cohen, Mendes I. Cohen, Benjamin I. Cohen, David
I. Cohen, Joshua I. Cohen, and Miriam I. Cohen.
The older sous soon participated in public life.
In 1812 the name of Philip, and in 1822 that of
Jacob, Jr., appear in tlie list of members of the
exclusive organization. The Ancient and Honorable

—

—

Company of Baltimore. In the War of
1812-14 Philip and Mendes were members of Captain Nicholson's Company of Fencibles, and served
in the defense of Fort McHenry during its bombardment. At his death, in 1852, Philip was postmaster
of Norfolk, Va.
With the exception of Philip, all the brothers remained in Baltimore. The oldest, Jacob, Jr. (17891869), was the founder of the banking house of J. 1.
Cohen, Jr., & Brothers, and was identified with the
struggle for political rights of the Jews in Maryland
This struggle terminating favorably to
(1818-26).
Mechanical

his

coreligionists,

Jacob Mas immediately elected

(Oct., 1826) as the representative of the sixth ward
He was rein the first branch of the city council.

peatedly elected to this body and for several successive years he acted as its president.
For the first nine years (1830-38) of its existence
he served the board of public school commissioners
;

Jacob was
as secretary and secretary-treasurer.
also one of the projectors of the Philadelphia, Wilmington, and Baltimore Railroad, and for a long
time its vice-president, remaining a director until
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He was also a director of the Baltimore
his death.
and Ohio Railroad, and for twenty years president
of the Baltimore Fire Insurance Company, besides
being prominent in

The

many

third brother, Col.

public-spirited enterprises.

Mendes

(1796-1879), after

from the tirm in 1829, traveled extensively in Europe and the East, and brought back
with him the objects that form the Cohen collection
of Egyptian antiquities in the Johns Hopkins University.
He served a term in the Maryland House of
Delegates (1847-48), was vice-president of the Hebrew Benevolent Society for over twenty years, and
his retirement

Cohen

Cohen has also taken a share in the opening
up of Bulawayo and Rhodesia.
Though taking no part in the conspiracy against the
Boer government in 1895, he was intimate with members of the Reform Committee, and owing to some
indiscreet remarks was for some time imprisoned.
As president of the Krugersdorp congregation,
Cohen obtained from President Kruger two valua*
ment.

ble freehold sites for the

Bibliography

Jewish community.

Jewish Chronicle,

:

Oct. 14, 1898.

G. L.

J.

COHEN, ASBAHAM.

Abraham ben

See

was prominently identified with the establishment
of a Jewish hospital in Baltimore.
The si.xth brother, Joshua (1801-70), was a phyperhaps the
sician, and one of the earliest aurists
He occupied the posifirst
in the United States.
tion of professor of geology and mineralogy in the

Moses Cohen.

academic department of the University of Maryland,
was president (1857-58) of the Medical and Chirurgical faculty of ^Iar3-land, and a member of the
American Philosophical Society. Together with a
friend, he established an eye and ear institute in Baltimore.
He has left one publication, " Post-Mortem
Appearances in a Case of Deafness." His library,

arranged both as to form and contents, was pub-

—

—

interesting to Biblical students, is preserved at the
family residence.
son of the fifth brother, David I., is Mendes
Cohen (b. 1831), a distinguished civil engineer, now
His career began in the
(1902) living in Baltimore.

A

locomotive works of Ross Winans. From 1851 to
1855 he was one of the engineering corps of the Baltimore and C)liio Railroad. From 1855 to 1875 he
served the following companies either as assistant superintendent, superintendent, comptroller, or president: the Hudson River Railroad, the Ohio and
Mississippi Railroad, the Pliila(icli)hia and Reading
Railroad, the Lehigh Coal and Navigation Company,
and the Pittsburg and Connellsville Railroad. During 1892-93 Mendes was president of the American
Society of Civil Engineers, and in 1894 President
Cleveland appointed him a member of the board to
report upon a route for the Chesapeake and Delaware Ship Canal. Since 1884 he has been corresponding sccretjiry to the Maryland Historical SociBince 1892, a member of the Municipal Art
ety
;

Commission of Baltimore; since 1893, a member of
the Sewerage C'ommi.ssion of Baltimore; and since
1H97, one of tiie vice-presidents of the American
Jewish Historical Society.
Bint,if)«RArnv: lunar, Markf-ns, Thr Jfrltrcws in America,
N<"W York, JHHH; Iir))(irtn nf tin; ('iiiiuninHinnrrK of Public
Sch'inlM. ISdllitnorr., IKU rjH; (J. W. McCn-ary, Tin- Anciiiit
atnl ll'iiiDralilc Mrclnitiicdl ('utnjiniiii nf liiilhiiioi r. li)()l
Hiirry Frifflcnwnlil. The t^nrljl iiiMoru of liiihthnlmoloiiu
anil Ololouil i'l linllimore ; 2 he Johiin Uniiliiim llnsiiitnl
;

JiuHeltJi,

Aug.— WL'pt.

1H97.

H.

A.

S.

COHEN, ABNER: The

pioneer of KrugersIxtd about 1800; emi-

dorp, Transvaal Colony;
grated to South Africu in 1H81 worked his way
north, and fell in with the Boers, learning their language uiid trading with Ihem. On his way to Johannesburg in 1HH7, he pitched his tent on a great
heap of stones seventeen miles to the west of the
town, which became the site of the trtwn of Krugersdorp.
He was thus the first English .settler in
the town, and has done much toward its develop;

IV.— 10

COHEN, ABBAHAM:

Assistant

rabbi

in

Tunis; died 1840 at Safed, whither he had made a
pilgrimage in his old age. He was a grandson of one
His book, "Abraof the earliest rabbis in Tunis.

ham Yagel
lished at

''

(Abraham AVill

Leghorn

Rejoice), a Avork loosely

commen-

It consists of

in 1843.

on various treatises of the Talmud, together
with notes on parts of the Bible, and on Maimonides
taries

and other

legal codes.

Bibliography

Caz^s, Notes Bihlingraphiqties stir la Litteratiire Juive-TunUientie, pp. 93 et seq. ; Zedner, Cat. Hebr.
:

Bouk^ Brit. 3Ius.

p. 14.

M. K.

G.

COHEN,

ABBAHAM

:

Chief rabbi of Djerba,

an island near Tunis; died in 1870. He was the
author of a Hebrew poem, "Shir Hadash," published
at Leghorn by Israel Costa and dealing with the 613
precepts of the Law and of a Hebrew commentary
on the Psalms, "Kan Zippor," published at Jerusalem (1870) by Israel Frumkin.
;

Caz6s, Notes Bibliographiques, sur la Littirature Juive-Tunisienne.

Bibliography

:

M. Fr.
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COHEN, ALFBED

J. (better

known under

the

American dramatic
de plume of Alan Dale)
critic; born May 14, 1861, at Birmingham, England,
Then
where he attended King Edward's School.
followed three years' study of dramatic art in Paris,
after which (1887) Dale went to New York and began his journalistic career on the "Evening World."

nom

:

indepeudeiice, brightness, and acerbity of his
criticisms soon attracted attention, and made him
the most feari'd dramatic critic in the American

The

In 1895 he joined the "Jo\irnal," and
metropolis.
increased the scope of his work by a broader and
a change
more liberal view of things theatrical
brought about, by experience.
Dale is the author of several novels: "Jonathan's
Home," London, 1885; "A Marriage Below Zero,"
New York. l.MK'.t; "An Eerie He and She," rt. 1889;
" An Old Maid Kindled," ib. 1890; "Miss Innocence,"
ih. 1891; "Conscience on Ice," Chicago, 1892; "My
p\)Otlight Husband." New York, 1893; "A Moral
Busybody." «/>. 1894; "His Own Image," ib. 1899;

—

"A

and

(Jirl

Who

Wrote,"

"

tb.

1902.

He

also wrote

Familiar Cliata with (Queens of the Stage,"
BinLiooRAriiv M/ti)'.s W hi> in America.

ib.

1890.

:

E. Ms.

A,

COHEN, ANNE-JEAN-PHILIPPE-LOUIS,

DE VINKENHOEF:

French litterateur;

born

Netherlands, Oct. 17, 1781;
died in Paris April 6, 1848. ajeginniug as a jourHe went to
nalist, he contribuied to the "Etoile."

at

Aniersforl,

in

tlie

Cohen, Aiistide
Coheu, £iuil

TlIK

Paris in 1809, luid

w«s appointed censor

languages

ami

in It^ll,
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for foreign

librarian of the Bibliothi^que

He was the compiler of
Ste. Genevit^ve in 1804.
several catalogues, ami also contril)uteil to various
papers, ineluiiing "L'Anii du Koi." " Les Aiuiales
de la Litterature et des Arts." and translated works
by French, Swedish, English, Hussian, and Italian
"La Symboliijue Populaire," by Buchniann; "Histoiredes InstituticMis d'Edueation Ec
clesiastique," by Tlieiner; "Sci^nes Isorvi'giennos."
by Bremer; and "Ilistoire de la Conqu(*te de Grenade." by Washington Irving. 1829. He also contributedihe "Theatre llollandais" to the"Collec
authors, ns

tion des Thesitres Etrangers."

Cohen published a number of works,
among which were: "La France telle que M. de
Kemtry la Revee." Paris, 1821; "Hcrminie de
In addition

Civniy." 4 vols.. 1823; "Ilistoire de Pierre Terrail,
Dit le Chevalier Bayard." 1821 and 1825; "Jacqueline de Bavit^re. Dauphine de France," 4 vols., 1821
"Precis Ilistorique sur Pie VII.," 1823; "La Noblesse de France, Histoire, Moeurs, et Institutions,"
1845 " Reflexions Historiques et Philosophiques sur
les Revolutions," 1846.
BiBLioGR.\PHY: La Grande Encyclopedie,s.y. La Fraiuc
;

;

Litteraire, s.v.
J.

8.

COHEN, ARISTIDE FELIX:

W.

French

author; born at Marseilles Dec. 31, 1831; died in Paris
Feb. 17, 1896; brother of the composer Jules Cohen.
He was made auditor of the Conseil d'Etat on May
His
28, 1855, and held this position until 1865.

works include: "Etudes sur les Impots et sur les
Budgets des Principaux Etats de I'Europe," 1865;
"La Flamboyante," a comedy in three acts, written
in collaboration with Ferrier and Valabr^gue, 1884;
"Le Club," 1887; "Frappant!" a story in verse
after the Provencal poet Benedit, 1887; "La Revanche du Mari." a vaudeville, 1890; "Marion," a

comedy, 1892; and "Le Due Jean," 1893.
J.

s.

COHEN, ARTHUR:

Engli.sh

barrister

W.
and

king's counsel; bom in London Nov. 18, 1830.
After three years" study at the gymnasium in Frankfort-on-the-Main, he entered as a student at UniverThence he proceeded to Camsity College, London.
bridge at a time when it was almost impossible for
a Jew to gain admission into tiie colleges. At length
he was received into Magdalen College. In 1852 he
was elected president of the Cambridge Union Debating Society.
At Cambridge Cohen had a successful career, coming out tifth wrangler in the mathematical tripos but he was prevented from taking his
degree till after the repeal of the Test Act in 1871.
Cohen then read law; and five years after he
had been called to the bar, he established for himself a reputation in shipping and insurance cases.
Among several important appointments was his
selection to represent the interests of England in the
famous arbitration case connected with tiie "Alabama" at Geneva in 1872. Returning to p]ngland
after the completion of the case, Cohen in 1874 unsuccessfully contested Lewes in the Liberal interest.
But in 1880 he was elected for the Southwark
division, and shortly afterward was offered a judge
ship, which, however, he declined, though later
;
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he became a judge of the Cinque Ports. He has
been for many years standing counsel for his university.
He has often rejiresented foreign governments in disputes before the English law courts, as,
for example, the Japanese government in an imporlant ca.se against the Peninsular and Oriental
Steam Navigation Company.
Cohen has held various important positions in the
liOndon Jewish connnunily.
For many years he.
was president of the Board of Deputies, succeeding
his uncle, Sir Moses Montefiore; but he resigned the
jtosition in 1894.
He has been a vice-president of
Jews' College, and lor many years president of the

borough Jewish schools.
Buti.iorjRAPHY: Ymina Israel,
riod,

18'J7

;

l\..

Jewish Year Book,

Ho. 13; People of the Pe-

1901-3.

G. L.

.1.

COHEN, BENJAMIN LOUIS

:

English

poli-

and conununal worker; member of Parliament
East Islington since 1892; born in London in

tician

for

1844; son of Louis Cohen, founder of the firm of
Louis Cohen & Sons, which he joined on reaching
manhood. Cohen was educated privately, and on
reaching maturity began a philanthropic career,
both Jewish and general, especially interesting himHe is a governor of St.
.self in technical education.
Bartholomew's, Bridewell, and Bethlehem hospitals;
life member and former vice-president of the Council of the United Synagogue; was president of the
Jewish Board of Guardians from 1887 until June,
1900, and during his presidency arranged the transfer of the institution from its old quarters in DevCohen has also
onshire street to Middlesex street.
been a member of the Jewish Board of Deputies,
one of the presidents of the Haud-in-IIand and
Widows' Home, the London Orphan Asylum, and
vice-president of the Orphan Working School.
In 1888 Cohen was elected as a " Moderate " to the
London County Council for the city, and in 1893
Besides discharging these
entered Parliament.
multifarious duties, Cohen was one of the original
members of the Russo-Jewish committee, and acted

as its treasurer till 1887.
Bibliography: Jewish Chronicle, Aug.
Book, 1901, p. 253.

5,

1892;

Jewish Year
E. Ms.

.1.

COHEN, BENOIT

Philanthropist; born 1798
in Amsterdam; died in Paris July 15, 1856.
He
went to Paris as a young man, and entered upon a
successful business career, devoting a great deal of
his time and energy to the affairs of the community.
He was president of the Board of Jewish Charities
of Paris, honorary president of the Rothschild Hospital in the Rue Picpus, and he addre.s.sed himself
in behalf of tiie community, often with success,
directly to King Louis Philippe and to the Duke of
Orleans. Cohen was also a member of the Jewish
consistory, and the founder, as well as the most
active worker, of the Societe des Amis du Travail,
which had for its object the assistance of children
toward an honest career as mechanics or artisans.
niBf.ioonAPHY

:

Archivex

Israelitefi, 185C, pp. -lyc 441.

A. R.

s

COHEN, DAVID

:

:

Rabbi (1902) of the island of

He is the author of the followDjerba, near Tunis.
ing Hebrew works: "Shire David "(Songs of David),

Cohen, Aristide
Cohen, Emil
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a collection of poems; a treatise on grammai', with
notes on the principles underlying the computation
of the Jewish calendar; "Dibre David " (Words of
David), a commentary on the Pentateuch and certain
other books of the Bible.
Bibliography Cazes, Notes Biblwgraphiques, s.v.
:

M. Fr.

s.

COHEN, DAVID DE LARA.
David Cohen

See Lara,

de.

EDWARD:

Australian statesman;
COHEN,
He reborn in London 1822; died March, 1877.
ceived his early education in Australia, and entered
into business as a partner in his father's firm.
Shortly after his arrival in Victoria in 1846, he purchased an auctioneer's business at Melbourne, in
which he remained till 1868, and which became one
of the leading concerns in the city.
Cohen soon became connected with the charitable

He was for tvventj' j'ears
treasurer of the Melbourne Hospital, and for seven
years president of the Melbourne Hebrew congregation.
He was an alderman of the city, and in 1872
served as mayor of ^Melbourne. His activity in the
institutions of the colony.

council soon brought about a financial inquiry which
led to drastic reforms in the arrangement of the city
accounts.
In 1861 Cohen was elected member of Parliament
for East Melbourne, which constituency he represented for many years.
free-lance in politics, his
arguments in debate carried weight, and liis large
mercantile experience lent them additional force.
He was a director of the Hudson's Bay Railway Company and of the Colonial Bank, and was an active
initiator of colonial industries.
Cohen was at one
time a member of the Victorian ministry, in which
he filled the office of commissioner of customs.
BIBLIOGRAPHY: Jeioish Chronicle, Jan. 14, 1870; April 27,
1877 JewUh Record, Jan. 13, 1871
Australian Illustrated
Aeus, Jan., 1871.
J
G. L.

A

;

;

COHEN, ELIAS
Pasha):

(better

Turkish physician;

known

as

Elias

born in 1844.

He

belongs to a family many members of which have
been di.stingui.sli(d in medicine. His early studies

were comijleted at the Jewisli communal school
founded at Constantinople by the Camondo family.
He entered tlie imp(!rial school of medicine in 1861,
grachiating si.x years later as doctor of medicine, and
proceeding in 1868 to western Elurope to continue
his professional studies.

He

n-sided at Berlin until

acting wliile there as a-ssistant to Professor
atl ending tlie ciinics of \'iicin)w,
Tniube, and others. On the outbreak of the FrancoPni.Hsian wjir lie continued his studies in Vienna.
Colien rcturncil to Constantinople in 187.3, and
was api)oint<(l prof<;s.sf)r at tlie military .school at
Haidar Pasha. Soon after he was sent to Mona.stir,
the hca(l<|iiarters of the third army corpM, as oculist
and chief surgeon. (Jn being recalled to Constantinople, he was attached to tlie central naval iiospital, and given the rank of major in the iniiierial
service.
Mis vast knowledge and high reputation
in the capital gave rise to jealousies in influential
circles, and he was obliged to resign.
It was after Cohen had left the service that he
was summoned to attend one of the imperial prin1H71,

Von Graefn, and

The rapid success of his treatment attracted
the attention of the sultan, who appointed him court
physician with the rank of lieutenant-colonel. Two
years later he w^as promoted to the rank of general,
being the first Turkish Jew to occupy this high
position.
It was then that the sultan appointed the
new pasha as his private physician. In 1888 he was
appointed to the faculty of medicine at Constantinople as professor of dermatology, and became, in
1894, member of the Superior Sanitary Commission,
cesses.

then created.
Elias Pasha is decorated with the grand ribbons
of Medjidie and of the Osmauie, the Imtiaz Liakat
medals, the Turco-Grecian war medal, etc.
Elias Pasha has always taken the liveliest interest

and has given
on several occasions signal proofs of his solicitude.
In 1885, owing to an alleged ritual murder, the
Greek and Armenian population of Kadikeuy, a
thickly populated suburb of Constantinople, threatened the Jews with wholesale massacre. Several
Jews, indeed, fell victims to the fury of the fanatics;
and the movement was assuming grave proportions,
in the welfare of his coreligionists,

when Elias Pasha, Avith the authority of the sultan,
intervened on behalf of his brethren. Rigorous measures were adopted to repress the emeute, and the
guilty persons were sentenced to severe punishment.
Bibliography

:

Jewish Chroniiie, Nov.

30, 1900.

M. Fr.

s.

COHEN, ELLEN GERTRUDE:

English

painter; studied at the Slade and Royal Academy
schools, London, and in Paris under Constant and
Laurens; first exliibited at the Academy in 1891, her
work being a portrait medallion of Dr. B. W. Richardson.
In Paris she exhibited at the Salon (Champa
The pictures by her, shown
Elysees) from 1894.

Roval Academy, were "Tired Out," in 1893;
"Dibbling for Chub," in 1897; and "Qualifying
She isalso a constant
for the Coach Club," in 1899.
contributor to the exhibitions held by the Royal Institute of Painters in Water and Oil Colors.
As an artist in black and white Miss Cohen has
contributed to many magazines and papers, including the "Pall Mall," "Queen," and "Pictorial
World." Her Parisian exi)eriences, written as well
as sketched by iier, apiu-aied in "The Strand Magaat the

zine

"and "The

Studio."

Bibliography: Jnrinh Wmlil, Nov.

1899.

G. L.

J

COHEN, EMIL WILHELM
alogi.st;

German minerborn at Aakjaer, near Horsens, Jutland,

Oct. 12, 1842.

He

sludieii

at

:

the

universities of

to 1869 was
mineralogical institute of the former
.seat of learning.
In 1871 he was appointed privatdocent, but resigned the position early the next
year, when he went to South Africa on a tour of
Cohen visgeological ami mineralogical research.
ited the Vaal River diamonddiggingsand the newly
discovered inines in tliat part of CJri(|ualand West
now known as Kiniberley. Thence he went north
to the Lydeiiburg di.strict, emerging eventually at
Delagoa Bay. This trip consumed a year; and on
his return to Germany he published " Hem(!rkungen
zur Routenkarte von Lydenburg nach i\vi\ Goldfel-

Ileideliierg an<i

assistant at

the?

Berlin,

and from 1867

Cohen, Francis
Cohen, Jacob
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uud naoh IVla^oa Bai " (1875). In 1878 Cohen
was appointed assistant professor of petrography at

tlern

Strasburg anil a member of the ireologieal commisSeven years later he besion of AIsiice-Lorniine.
came professor at Greifswald.
Cohen is the auliior of "Diezur Dyas Geh5rigeu Gesteine des SiUllichen Odenwaldes," 1871
"Geoirnostisehe Beschreibung der Umgegend von
Ileiiielberg." 1874-81 " >Iikroiihotographien," 18801884; "Zusjimmenslellung Petrograpiiiscber Uuter:

sueliungsmetlioden," 3d ed., 1896; "Structur und
Zusiimmenset/.ung der Meteoreiscn," 1886-87 " Metcoreisenkunde," I., 1894.
Cohen published in addition over one hundred essaj'S in various scientific
magazines of Germany and other countries.
;

BiBLioiiR.^PHY

Pogpendorff,

:

Hatulwoiicrbuch,

iii.'ZSA;

Bingriiphisch-Literarifichrs

Meyers Konversations-Lexikoji,

Hi. 246.

E. Ms.

B.

COHEN, FRANCIS. See Palguave, Francis.
COHEN, FRANCIS LYON: English rabbi,
author, and expert on Hebrew music born at Aldershot Nov. 14, 1862, and educated at Jews' College
and University College, London. Cohen became
minister of the congregation in South Hackney (1 8831885), then of that in Dublin (1885-86), and since
1886 has officiated at the Borough New Synagogue,
London. In 1886 he was appointed tutor in Jews'
College in 1892 he became acting chaplain to the
Jews in the British army and in 1896 staff chaplain
to the Jewish Lads' Brigade, the formation of which
he was the first to advocate. He has also acted as
editor to the choir committee of the United Synagogue. Cohen has organized military services on
Hanukkah at his own and other synagogues, and altogether has done much to promote the patriotic
and military ardor of English Israelites.
He is
the author of "The Handbook of Synagogue
Music," 1889, and, with D. M. Davis, of "The Voice
of Prayer and Praise," 1899.
In addition, he has
written numerous articles on Jewish music, among
which have been the following " Synagogue Music
Its History and Character," in "Tlie Jewish Chronicle," 1883; "Synagogue Plain-Song," in "The Organist and Choirmaster," 1897; " La Revue de Chant
Gregorien," Marseilles, 1899; and "Song in the Sy-

ha-Melek

"
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(The Commandments of the King), a

commentary on the "A/.harot" of Ibn Gabirol;
" Allon Bukut" (Oak of Weeping), a commentary on
tlie elegies for the Ninth of Ab; "Moza' Sefateka"
(The Outcome of Thy Lips), a conunentary on the
prayers (selihot) for the month of Elul; "Mikra'
Kodesli" (Holy Convocation), a commentary on the
Song of Songs; "Zokrenu le Hayyim" (Remember
Us for Life), a commentary on the Haggadah of
the first niglitsof the Passover; and " Leb Shome'a "
(Understanding Heart), elementary discussions of
various subjects.
BiHi.iofiHAPHY; Caz&s, Notes Bibliographiquea.

M. Fr.

s.

COHEN, HENRI

French composer and nu-

:

Amsterdam 1805; died at Bry-surMarne May 17, 1880. Cohen's parents went to France
in 1811, and provided e.vcelleut musical instruction
for their son.
He studied harmony with Reicha,
and singing with Lois and Pellegrini. In 1832 and
1838 he was at Rome, and there produced "L'lmpegnatrice" and "Aviso ai Maritati." In 1839 he
misnialist; born at

;

;

established

himself at Paris, devoting his efforts
and singing with success at vari-

chiefly to teaching,

ous concerts.

Cohen was appointed director of the Conservabut after some difficulties with the
administration he returned to Paris, and accepted a
toire at Lille;

position as director of the Cabinet des Medailles at the
Bibliothi^que Nationale. He subseijuently published

;

:

nagogue,"

in

"The Musical Times," London,

Bibliooraphy: Jewish
cle,

;

Dec. Zi, WJ-2

;

E. Ms.

J.

COHEN, HALIFA:
(1902)

1899.

Jewish ChroniYear Book, 1899-1900.

TT'orJd. Oct. 15, 1897;

Jacobs, Jewish

lit

Djerba.

IIu is

Tuni.sian rabbi residing
the author of two Hebrew

works: " !^ifte Kenanot " (Joyful Lips), a commentary on the Psalms, Jerusalem, 1890; and "Kunteris
ha-Scmikut " (notes on divers subjects).
Bibliography:

Cazes, Xotcs BUiliographiques.

M. Fr.

B.

COHEN,

HAYYIM

Tunisian rabbi lived in
the second half of tin.- nineteenth centurj', on the
island of Djerba, near Tunis.
He is the author of
"Na'awah Kodesli " (Becoming Is Holiness), a commentary on tiic Song of Songs. Leghorn, 1872; "Mille
:

;

Mehayye " (The Vivifying Words), a commentary on
the " Hrtsha'anot " of the Feast of Sukkot " Mizwot
;

some works on numismatics and bibliography.
His principal musical compositions are: "Marguerite et Faust," a lyric poem, Paris, 1847; "Le
Moiue," lyric poem, London, 1851; compositions for
the piano, fugues, nocturnes, romances, and melodies; a practical treatise on harmony, and eighteen
progressive solfeggios for three and four voices,

commended by
Bibliooraphy

:

Fetis.

Nouveau Larousse

lUustre,

s.v., Paris, 1900.

A. A. G.

s.

COHEN, HENRY:

American rabbi; born in
He was educated in Lon-

London April 7, 1863.
don, and when only eighteen traveled in Africa as
interpreter for a French legation.
He was severely
wounded during the Zulu war, while assisting in
the repulse of an attack by savages.
Proceeding to
Jamaica, Briti.sh West Indies, he became rabbi of
Kingston (1884-85), and then of Woodville, Miss., in
the United States (1885-88).
In 1888 he succeeded
the Rev. Joseph Silverman as rabbi of Congregation
B'nai Israel, Galveston, Texas, which position he
still occupies (1902).
He is librarian of the Texas Historical Society and
a member of the executive council of the American
Jewish Historical Society, to both of which he has
made historical contributions. He has made most
careful researches into the history of the Jews in
Texas. Cohen has published numerous compilations,
translations, reviews, poems, lectures, sermons, and
pamphlets. In 1894 he issued his"Talmudic Sayings" and "Prayer in Bible and Talmud," the latter
from the German of Nahida Remy.
A.
L.
L.

K

COHEN,

HENRY EMANUEL

suureme court of

New

:

Judge of the

South Wales; born at Port

Cohen, Francis
Cohen, Jacob
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MacquarieDec, 1840. After receiving an ordinary
education he served as clerk in 1856; then entered
business at Batliurst, but went to London in 1868,
where he commenced the study of law, and was admitted to the bar in 1871. Returning to New South
Wales, he distinguished himself in the practise of
the law, and was on several occasions employed as
crown prosecutor. At the general election of 1874
he was returned for West Maitland, and reelected in
Following close upon the general election, he
1877.
received, on the formation of the Farnell government, the appointment of colonial treasurer. With
the coming into power of the Stuart administration,
he was called to fill the office of minister of justice;
but on the retirement of that government and the
dissolution of Parliament in 1885, he retired from
politics and devoted himself entirely to the practise
of his profession. Cohen was appointed judge of
the supreme court in 1896, being the first Jew in
New South Wales thus honored (with the exception
of Sir Julian Solomon, who resigned the position
within a few days of his appointment), and the only
Jew holding such office throughout the British dominions. Cohen has for years closely identified him-

"Neue Jahrblicher flir Philologie und Padagogik," 1896, cliv.
Cohen edited and published also the last philosophical essays ("Logische Studien," Leipsic, 1894)
of F. A. Lange, and his " Geschichte des Materialismus," with a long introduction and critical supplement (2d enlarged edition based on the 7th edition
of the original, 1902, 1.).
His writings relating more
especially to Judaism include several pamphlets,
among them " Die Kulturgeschichtliche Bedeutung
des Sabbat." 1881; "Ein Bekenntniss in der Judenfrage," Berlin, 1880; as well as the following articles: "Das Problem der Judischen Sittenlehre," in
the "Monatsschrift," xliii. (1899), pp. 385-400, 433449; "Liebeuud Gerechtigkeitiuden BcgrifTen Gott
und Mensch." in " Jahrbuch fur Jlidische Geschichte
und Litteratur," III. (1900), pp. 75-132; "Autono-

with Jewish religious and charitable institutions.

Bibliography: Franz Lindheimer, Hermann Cohen, in
Berner Studien zur Philomphie und Ihrer Geschichte, xxl.,

self

BiBLiooRAPHY: Jewish Chronicle, Jan.
w/i Year Book, 1900.

12,

1883; Jacobs,

Jew-

COHEN, HERMANN:

German philosopher;
bom in Coswig, Auhalt, Germany, July 4, 1842.
He early began to study philosophy, and soon became known as a profound student of Kant. He
was educated at the gymnasium at Dessau, at the
Jewish theological seminary at Breslau, and at the
universities of Breslau, Berlin, and Ilalle.
In 1873
he became privat-docent in the philosophical faculty
of Marburg University, the thesis with which he
obtained the " venia legendi " being " Die Systematischen Begriffe in Kant's Vorkritischen Schriften
nacii Ihrem Verhilltniss zumKritischen Idealismus."
In ix~~) he was appointed assistant professor, and
He was one of the
in the following year professor.
founders of the Gesellschaft zur Fiirderung der
Wiss'iischaft des Judenthums, which held its first
meeting in Berlin in Nov., 1902.
Cohen is generally acknowledged to be one of the
ablest representatives and e.vponcnts of tiie neo-KanThe mtjre important of Jiis works are:
tian sciiool.
"Die Platoni.sdie Ideenlehrc Psychologi.sch Entwickelt," in "Zcitschrift fllr Volkerpsyciiologie."
" Mythologi.sclK; Vorstellungen von Gott
1^06, iv.
;

Seele,"t6. 1869; " Die DichterischePhantasieund

Meclianismus des Br wiisslHcins," iV*. "Zur ConZwi.schcn Tnndcienhiirg und Kuno FiMher."iA. 1871; "Kant's Tlieorie der Erfalirung."
Berlin. 1K71 2d fd.. 1HH5: "Platon's Ideenlchre und
(lie Mfitliematik," Marburg, 1878; " Kant's Begrlhi(iiT

;

troverse

;

dung der

Etiiik," Berlin. 1877; " Das Prinzip der Infinitesimalrnethode und Seine Gesfhirlite: ein Kapitel zur (Jninfllegimg fler Erkenntiiisskritik." Berlin,
1HH3; "Von Kant's Kinfluss anf die Deutsche Kul-

tur," Berlin, 1883; " Kant's

HegrUndungder Aesthe-

"Zur Drienfirung in den Loscn
Kant's Nachla.ss," in " Philosophisrhe
Monatshcfte," 1890, xx.; and "Leopold Schmidt,"
tik." Berlin, 18H9;

Blilttern aiis

mie und Freiheit,"in the " Gedenkbuch flir David
Kaufmann," 1900. His essay "Die Nilchstenliebe
im Talmud " was written at the request of the Marburg Konigliches Landgoricht (3d ed., Marburg,
His latest publication is "Logik der Reinen
1888).
Erkenntniss," comprising the first part of his "Sys-

tem der Philosophic,"

ix. 520, Berlin, 1902.

Bern. 1900; A. de Gubernatis, Dictionnaire International
des Ec7'ivai7is du Jour. 1. Florence, 1888
Otto Siebert.
Gesch. der Neucren Deutschen Philnsophie Seit Heuel,
pp. 341-342, Gflttingen. 1898; Karl Vorlander, Geschichte der
;

G. L.

J.

nnd

in

PJiilosophie,

li.

461-4<J6, Leipsic, 1902.

B. B.

s.

COHEN, ISAAC:

English theatrical manager;
born about 1835. ile is one of the oldest of the Loudon managers, having, first on the Surrey side, and
for 34 j'ears in the East End of London, directed theaters for a period altogether of 44 years.
His first

was at the Victoria, South Lonwas subsequently engaged at Astley's.

theatrical engagement

don, and he

He became call-boy and afterward assistant manager,
and in 1862 undertook the management of the East
London Theater. Thence in 1872 he went to the Pavilion Theater, of which he is still (1902) manager.
G. L.

J.

COHEN, JACOB RAPHAEL

Anuiican hazhave been born in the Barbary
:

zan; believed to
States; died in Philadelphia. Pa., Sept., 1811.

CoLondon. England, during the earlier
years of his life. He is known to have been in
Quebec, and also in New Orleans, in 1777.
He
was the minister of the Spanish and Portuguese
synagogue, Shearith Israel, of Montreal, Canada,
from 1'778 to 1782. In the latter year Cohen was
elected mini.ster of the Sephardic synagogue of
New York. He lived there until 1784, wlicn he
accepted the appointment of hazzan of the Si)anish
and Portuguese congregation of Philadelphia, Pa.
Cohen married Relnkah Luria, of a family' which
had lost more than one of its members through the
Spanisli Inr|uisition.
He left descendants in l*liilaAfter Cohen's death his son, Abraham
(Iclpliia.
Hyman Cohen, acted as reader for a time.

hen lived

in

Biiii.KxJKAi'HV

phin

:

Hvman

P. Roscnbncli. 77ic
C.

I'riiir to lso<), I'hlliuli'liihlii, IHKl

;

Jews In PhiladcU
I.

de

.Sola, Ilisliiru

SpniiiKh itiiil Pdrliifiiirnr Sunno'>oue. Montreal, In
BorihwIck'H //(;<((/n/ 1)1'/ ItidfirajiliirnI (/azelterr of M<intrrnt. IWKi; idem. In The Star; Montreal, I>ec. :«), 1893;
Morals, The Jews of Philadelphia,, Pbl\tniv\pMa, 1894.
iif

A.

llir

C.

I.

DE

S.

Cohen, Jacob
Cohen, Levi
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COHEN. JACOB DA SILVA SOLIS
irau lanncologist

;

hoiu

in

New York

:

Aiiu'i-

Feb. 28.

i-ity

181^8.
lie was fiiunitt'il at iho Ccntnil Hiiili Stliool
of Phihulolphia, the JolTorson Mnlk-al College, ami
the University of renusylvaiiia, reeeivinc: from tlie
last nameil in 18G0tlu' degree of iloetor of niedieine.
lu the same year he was appointed one of the resident physieians of the Philadelphia Hospital. At
the outbreak of the Civil war he joined the Uuiteil

States

army

He was soon appointed
as a private.
of the Twenty-Si.xth Regiment

assistant surgeon

Pennsylvania Volunteers. After having served with
regiment in Hooker's brigade, he resigned from
the army to beeome acting assistant surgeon in the
Vnited States navy, which position he held from
1861 to 1804. serving on the U. S. steamers "P'lorida " and "Stettin," and the U. S. ship "Vermont.'"
In 1864 he rejoined the army as visiting surgeon
his

to

two military hospitals

At

in Philadelphia.

the

150

He assisted them in reorganizing
of worship, and later (1868) they sent him

sistory of Algiers.
their

mode

to Paris as delegate to the central consistory of the

Jews

of France

On

returning to France in 1850, he resumed his
on politics as well as on
matters pertaining to Judaism. From 1860 to 1862
he was one of the editors of the first French Jewish
weekly, " La Verite Israelite," in which he published
his famous work, " Les Deicides," an investigation
into the life of Jesus, in which he attacks the originality of the moral teaching of the Gospels, and
defends the Pharisees. The work appeared in book
form in 1864 (a second edition in 1866), and was
Cohen subsetranslated into English in 1874.
quently published a supplementary work, "Les
Pharisiens," 2 V(j1s., 1877.
His reputation suffered somewhat in consequence
journalistic work, writing

unforttinate

of

financial

transactions; but

end of the war he went to New York, and afterward to Philadelphia, where he established himself

some years of silence he reengaged in political
nalism, and was editor of " La Liberie " to the

as a physician (1866), paj-ing special attention to the
He is at present
diseases of the throat and lungs.

of his

(1902) one of the leading laryngologists.
In 1867 Cohen was appointed lecturer on electro-

after
jourclose

life.

J.

8.

COHEN, JOSIAH:

W.

American

therapeutics at the Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, with which institution he was connected
till
1883, when he became honorary professor of
laryngologj'.
In the same jear he was elected proHe had also
fessor in the Philadelphia Polyclinic.
been attached, since 1873, to the staffs of the German Hospital, the Home for Consumptives, the

lawyer and
judge; born at Plymouth, England, Nov. 29, 1841,
of a family long settled in Cornwall.
He is a wellknown lawyer and public man in the western part
of the state of Pennsylvania, having been chairman
of the Allegheny county Republican executive committee, and, in 1884, one of the members of the presIn 1901
idential election board for Pennsylvania.
he was appointed judge of the orphans' court of

Northern Dispensary, and the Jewish Hospital

Alleghen}' county.

in

that city.

Cohen is a prolilic writer, and has contributed
many monographs to the medical journals. He was

number of years one of the editors of the
"Archives of Laryngology," and is at present in
charge of the laryngological department of the
" American Journal of the Medical Sciences. "
He
has written "Diseases and Injuries," in the "International Encyclopedia of Surgery," New York,
1884 and 1886; and "The Diseases of the Mouth,
Tongue, Pharynx, and Oesophagus," in the "American System of the Practice of Medicine," Philadelphia, 1885.
He is also the author of "Inhalation
in the Treatment of Disease: Its Therapeutics and
Practice," Philadelphia, 1867, 2d ed. 1876; " Diseases of the Throat and Nassil Passages, " New York,
for a

1872, 5th ed. 1879;

"Croup

in Its

Relation to Tra-

cheotomy," Philadelphia, 1874 (translated into Spanish, Seville, 1887); "The Throat and Voice," Phila
delphia, 1874, and continuously reprinted to date.
Bibliography: Morals. TlieJeu:/tof Philndelythia, s. v., Philadelphia, l«t4; The JeffevHonian, Philadelphia, Nov.. 1901.
A.
F. T. H.

COHEN, JOSEPH

French journalist born at
Marseilles Nov. 1, 1817; died in Paris 1899.
After
finishing liis studies at Aix. he was admitted to the
bar there in 1836.
He founded the " Memorial
d'Ai.x," of which he was the editor until 1843.
At
:

time

lie,

of the Carnegie Institute of Pittsburg.
BmLKMJK.M'iiv Markens, The IJebrews in America,
:

p. 20,5.

A.

COHEN, JUDAH BEN ISAAC BEN
MOSES

Provencal philosopher of the middle of
He was a disciple of Samthe fourteenth century.
uel of Marseilles, and a relative of Shelemiah of
Lunel, at whose request he composed a commentary
:

on Averroes' middle commentary on the" Organon."
In his treatise Cohen often corrects Averroes, and
quotes Levi ben Gerson, whom he defends against
the attacks of his (Cohen's) master, Samuel of Marseilles.
A portion of this commentary, comprising
the "Isagoge" and the "Categories," is still extant
in manuscript (Christ Church, Oxford, No. 201).

Bibijoorapmy: Steinschneider, He7)r. I/ehcr.v. pp. 715.78: Renan-Neubauer. Len Ecrivains Juifv Fran(;ni», pp. :{()7, :i08.
I.

<j.

Br.

;

with Jacques Isaac Altaras, was interested in the Jews of Algeria, publishing some
He
articles on them in the "Archives Israelites."
thereby gained their friendship, and they elected
him pres'ident of the newl}- founded Jewish conthis

Cohen has been affiliated with most of the local
and national Jewish organizations, being a member
of the executive committee of the Union of American Hebrew Congregations, and president of District
Lodge No. 3, I. O. B. B., and of its court of appeals.
He is also a life-member of tlie board of trustees

COHEN, JULES EMILE DAVID:
composer; born at
Paris Jan., 1901;

French

]Marseilles Nov. 2, 1830; died in
studied at the Paris Conserva-

under Zimmerman, Marmontel, Benoist, and
Halevy, from 1847 to 1854, gaining first prizes in
toire,

counterpoint, and
organ, liarmony,
fugue. In 1870 he was appointed professor in
charge of the choral class of that institution, and in
1877 chorus master at the Grand Opera, Paris.
pianoforte,

Cohen's compositions are very numerous, and
include: thirty songs without words for the pianoforte; six " etudes expressives" and twelve preludes
for the harmonium; ballads, chamber-music, and
The music composed by him for
orchestral suites.
his sister's wedding at the Jewish Temple, Rue de
Notre Dame de Nazareth, Paris, and a mass for
men's voices, have often been performed.
For the theater Cohen has written the following
operas and comic operas: " Vive I'Empereur" and
"L'Annexion," 1860; "Maitre Claude," 1861; "Jose
Maria," 1866; "Les Bluets," 1867; "Dea," 1870;
and on the occasion of the reproduction of " Athalie "
and " Esther " at llie Comedie Frangaise he composed new music for the choruses.

Bibliography: La Gratide Encyclnpedie, s.v.; Nouveau
LarouHse lUuHre, s.v. Constant, Pierre, Le Conservatoire
National Musique, Paris, 1900.
A. P.
8.
;

DE

LISSA Mauritius journalCOHEN, J. I.
He was condied May 31, 1879, at Curepipe.
ist
nected for nearly twenty years with journalism, and
was editor and founder of the " Mercantile Record
and Commercial Gazette " of Mauritius. He exerted
himself greatly to advance the interests of the col:

;

ony of Mauritius.
Bibliography

:

Jewish Clironicle, July

25, 1879.

G. L.

J.

COHEN, KATHERINE M.

American sculpPhiladelphia, Pa., March
:

and painter; born in
She early evinced a taste for art, es1859.
pecially for modeling, and pursued her studies in
the art schools of Philadelphia and New York,
among her instructors being J. Liberty Tadd, John
In 1887 she
J. Boyle, and Aiigustus St. Gaudens.
went abroad, and after four years' travel studied
She lias produced many
in Paris under Mercie.
works, those of special Jewish interest being the
group "Rabbi Ben Ezra" and the heroic figure
" L'Israelite," which latter was exhibited at the
tor
18.

Among her portrait busts are
Paris Salon in 1896.
those of Mayer Sulzberger and of Lucien Moss.
Bibliography: H. S. Mnrais. Jei/« of Philadelphia, pp. ^l362; W/io'x
\Kf7

Cohen, Jacob
Cohen, Levi
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;

Who

in

Amelia,

Jeubih Erjxmcnt, Feb.

1902;

21, IH'JO

(montz Aloxaic,
;

Nov.

!.?,

IHiKi

;

Feb.,
Sept. 22,

1W9.

A.

COHEN, LEONCE

:

Fnnrh musician born
;

at

Pari.sFeb. 12, lM29,(li.(l 1884. Ilestudicdat theConwrvntory of Parisunder J.,eb<)rne. In 1851 he received

the "Prixdf Home," and became soon afterward one
of the violinists at the Theatre Italien at Paris.
Cohen wrote some operettas, and a work entitled
" K( ole

du Miisieien

Bini.iofiRAPllY
h

:

"

Ulfnmnn, MuxiU-Lcxiluin,

s.v.. I/ClpHlc. 1900.

F. T. H.

COHEN, LEVI

A.: Journalist and champion
of liic Jews of Tangier; born at Mogador in 1844;
He went to Kngdied at Tangier Nov. 9. 188H.
laiid at an early age, but subse(iuently settled at
Tangier, where he remained for the rest of his life.

To the Jews of Morocco Cohen stootl in the charOne f»f the few iiidepench'nt
acter of a protector.
men among the Moorish Jr-ws, he was unsparing in
his denunciation of any infringement of their right.s;
and in f)rder to make his work more etTecfive lie
founded a journal edited in French, the "Reveil

du Maroc."

In the capacity of editor, as the accredited representative of the board of delegates of
the American Hebrew congregations, and as correspondent of the Anglo-Jewish Association, he exercised considerable influence.
On several occasions
Cohen undertook perilous missions into the interior
of the country, and to the court of the sultan, in
order to be of more effectual service to his coreligionists.
The poor Arabs, too, found in him a
sympathetic advocate of their cause.

Bibliography: Jewish Chronicle, Nov.

16, 1888.

G. L.

J.

COHEN, LEVI ALI:

Dutch physician and

medical author; born Oct. 6, 1817, at Meppel, province of Drenthe, Holland; died Nov. 22, 1889, at
Groningen. He received his education at the Latin
school of his native town and the university at

Groningen, from which he graduated in 1840 as
Establishing himself as general
medical doctor.
practitioner in Groningen in the same year, he became (1858) chief of the bureau of provincial statisIn 1865 he gave up his practise to become chief
tics.
of the board of health ("Inspecteurvoor hetGeneeskundig Staatstoezicht ")of the provinces of Overyssel and Drenthe, and later of the provinces of Friesland and Groningen. During this time hcAvasone of
the reorganizers of the new medical laws for the
King William III. appointed him in
Netherlands.
1876 delegate to the hygiene and sanitaticm congress
which met at Brussels. For fifty years he was a
member of the congregational committee of Groningen, one year its president, and for twenty years a
member of the committee on Jewish affairs in Holland.
He also took great interest in the charit}' soFrom 1844 till 1877 he was editor of the
cieties.
following periodicals: " Mededeelengen uit het Gebied van Natuur, Wetenschap, en Kunst," "Nieuw
Praktisch Tijdschrift van de Geneeskunde in Al
Haar Omvang," " Het Repertorium," " Nieuw Statistisch Geneeskundig Jaarboekje," and (with other
medical men) "Het Nederlandsch Tijdschrift voor
He was also a contributor to the
Geneeskunde."
" Weekblad van het Ned. Tijdschrift voor Geneeskunde."
Cohen has written many essays and books, among
which are: " Bewerking van Choulaiit-Richter's
Ziektekunde and Geneeskunde," 1858-60; " Het Wezen en de Ralioiiele Hehanding van den Zooganjvamden Diabetes Mcllitus." Groningen, 1845; "Bewerking van Isensees Oiide- en MiddelGeschiedcnis der
Geneeskunde," 1847; and " Handboek der Opeiibare
Gezondheidsregeling en (ler(feneeskuii(lige Politic,"
Groningen, 1869-72. Mention should also be made
of rme of his works on Biblical subjects, viz.: " De
Dichter van het Boek Job als Dierkundige Beschouwd," 1843. All these works were published in
Groningen.
RmiKidtAiMiv

:

('.

K.

Daniels,

In

Illrsoh,

Diog. Lex.

s.v.,

Vlciinii. IMXt.

F. T. H.

s.

COHEN, LEVY BARENT

:

Englisli financier

and roniiiiima) worker; born at Amsterdam 1740;
died in England 180H; .son of Barent Cohen, a
wealthy merchant of Amsterdam. He removed to
England with his brother, and by 1778 had develHe was, naturaloped a large business in London.

Cohen, Lionel
Coheu, Maphtali

THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA

ized iu ITSIS, aiul btcaine known eventually as one
of the leadiniT niercliants of the eity.
As a coninuiual worker he hiboreil witli miieli
public spirit in Jewish alTairs; was one of the founders and the first president of the Hreaii, Meat, and
Coal Cluirity. and of tlie Jews' Hospital; and tilled

successively all the synagogal otHces of the Duke's
Place congregation.
Cohen was twice married; and Ins chief claim
to remembrance lies in having been the founder of
Through the distinthe Coheji family in England.
guished nmrriages which his children contracted,
nearly all the leading Jewish families in England
are connected with him.
His daughter Hannah became the wife of Nathan Mayer Kothschild, the
fovuulerof tlietirmin New Court; the second daughter, Judith, married Sir Moses ^lontctiore; the third

daughter,

Jes.sie,

married

Myer Davidson; and by

the alliances of his other children further marriages
were made with the families of Goldsmid, Samuel,
and Lucas.
BtBLiOGR.\PHY The Leisnre TlQur. Aug. 1886 L. Wolf, Diary
of Liuiu Mi>ntefu)re, 19U2, reprinted from Jew. Citron. June
13, 1902; Cat. Annlo-Jew. Hist. Exh. 1888, p. 69.
:

;

G. L.

J.

COHEN, LIONEL LOUIS:

English financier,

and communal worker; born in London
1832; died there June 26, 1887; son of Louis Cohen,
founder of the house of Louis Cohen & Sons, foreign bankers and members of the Stock Exchange
of this firm Lionel Louis Cohen became the head in
1882, after having been elected a trustee (1870) and
later manager of the Stock Exchange.
He retired
politician,

on being elected member of Parliament.
Cohen's financial ability was shown by his services
in connection with the Turkish debt, which earned for
him a nomination to the order of the Medjidie. A
prominent worker in the Conservative cause at a
time when the great bulk of Jews were unquestioning adherents of the Liberal party, he caused considerable sensation in 1874 by appealing to Jews to
exercise their independent judgment in political
affairs.
In 1885 he was returned to the House of
Commons by the borough of North Paddington, and
during his short tenure of his position he served
with distinction on the royal commissions on the
depression in trade, on gold and silver, and on eniu 1885

dowed

schools.

Cohen from

his early years

devoted

much

time to
entering public

the service of the community. On
life he found the three city synagogues and various
societies administering charitable relief in a chaotic
and unscientific manner, and took a notable part
in the efforts made to remedy the evil.
In 1859,
when the synagogue vestries agreed, on the motion of Ephraim Alex, overseer of the poor, to
delegate their powers to a specially constituted board
of guardians, Cohen became its honorary secretary.
His " Scheme for the Better Management of All
the Jewish Poor," elaborated in 1860, practically
formed the constitution of the board of guardians
for the relief of the Jewish poor, the chief charitable
institution of the Anglo-Jewish community.
In
1878 he was elected president of the board, and filled
that office till his death.
He gave in all 28 years of
unremitting service to the institution, which under
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inspiration earned recognition as a great and
model charity within and beyond the conununity.
Cohen also took the Icatling share in the movement
which, after many years of labor, culminated iu the
federation by Act of Parliament in 1870 of the
(ireat, the Hambro', and liie New synagogues under
the title of "The United Synagogue." He presided
over the first meeting of its council, of which he
was elected a vice-president, and was the ruling
spirit and master mind of the organization, which
during his lifetime grew into a corporation of eleven
metropolitan congregations and the most influential
body of its kind in the British empire.
his

In 1881 he initiated the movement in favor of the
persecuted Russian Jews, and raised the first fund in

England for their relief.
Cohen wrote a pamphlet on Indian railways, was
a frequent contributor to the Jewish journals, and
wrote the masterly series of reports of the board of
guardians during his tenure of office as honorary
secretary of that institution.
The series of statistical tables started by him in these reports has ever
since formed a model for similar compilations.

M. A. Gk.

J.

COHEN, LOUIS LOUIS: English communal
worker; born in Loudon Sept., 1799; died there
March 15, 1883. For two generations Cohen was a
commanding figure in the Anglo-Jewish community,
and took a prominent share in the management of
its affairs.
In 1837 he was elected warden of the
Great Synagogue, which position he filled for many
years.
On his retirement he became a life-member
of the vestry, and subsequently of the council of
the United Synagogue.
He also served for many
years as a member of the committee (Seven Elders).
He was a colleague and active supporter of Sir
Moses Montefiore in most of his undertakings. On
the board of deputies, of which he was a member,
Cohen exercised great influence, and was the main author of its existing constitution. He supported most
of the leading London charities, and was for sevJews' Free School,
president of the board of shehitah, treasurer of the
Initiation Societj^ and trustee of the bet ha-midrash.
In religious matters Coheu was a rigid Conservative,
and felt intensely on questions affecting traditional
eral years vice-president of the

Judaism.

He became

a member of the Stock Exchange in
and served on committees for fifteen years.
The firm of Louis Cohen & Co. was founded by him.
Cohen had a special liking for the science of botany,
and was a fellow of the Koyal Botanical Society.
1819,

BiBi.iooRAPny
Jcwinh Chronicle, March 17, 1882; Jewish
World, of same date ; Cat. Anglo-Jew. Hist. Exh., 1887.
J.
G. L.
:

COHEN, LOUIS

S. : Lord mayor of Liverpool
born at Sydney, New South Wales, in 1846;
son of Samuel Cohen, who represented Morpeth in the
Parliament of New South Wales. He was educated
in London, at Edmonton House (H. N. Solomon's
school) and University College, and went to Liverpool in 1864, where he became connected with the
firm of Lewis, subsequently becoming its head.
It was not till 1895 that Cohen began to take
a prominent part in public affairs. In that year
in 1899;

1

member of the city council for the
He now (1901) holds
Breckfield ward (Everton).
several public positions, and has made himself thoroughly acquainted with all tbe details of municipal
government. He is chairman of the Estates Committee and member of the Hospital Sunday Committee.
In 1897 he was elected chairman of a subcomhe was elected

mittee of the Unsanitary Property Committee. In
1899 Cohen was unanimously chosen lord mayor of
Liverpool.
Bibliography: Jeui^h Chronicle, Sept., 1899.
J.
G. L.

COHEN,

MENAHEM

:

;

j-ears;

Turkey.
:

" Sefer Hasidim "
(Book of the Pious), written in 1473 and published
by Schriftsetzer, Warsaw, 1866. This book, known
also under the title " Sefer ha-Maskil " (Book of the
Wise), gives a brief description of Jewish piety as
understood at that time, and contains some valuable
contributions to the history of Jewish culture. The
author often quotes the "Hayye '01am" of Isaac
Hasid and the works of Judah ha-Hasid.

author of an ethical work entitled

Bibliography: Zunz. in Hebr. Bibl. is. 113; Giidemann,
Gesch. des Erziehungswesens
der Juden in Deu(»c/j.

Franco, Histoire des Israelites de

VEmpire

M. Fr.

s.

.

land, pp. 212 et seq.
G.

L Br.

COHEN, NAHTJM

Chief rabbi of Serres,

in 1862 was in ofhce for twenty
died a nonagenarian in Jerusalem. He was
summoned to Constantinople by Fu'ad Pasha, grand
vizier of the sultan 'Aziz, as a member of the jury
convened to try Jacob Avigdor, chief rabbi of

European Turkey,

Bibliography
Ottoman.

Cohen, Lionel
Cohen, Naphtali
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(pseudonym,

Naumov)

Russian journalist; born in 1863; died at Yekaterinoslav Jan. 27, 1893.
His ghetto story. "V Glukhom Myestechkye " (In a Dull Townlet), published
first in "Vyestnik Yevropy," Nov., 1892, appeared
also in book form, Moscow, 1895.
He was a contributor to various periodicals of southern Russia,
especially to the " Krym " and " Krymski Vyestnik."
Bibliography

Ha-Asif,

:

1894, p. 168.

H. R.

COHEN, MICHEL:

Dutch

born
Nov. 27, 1877, in Goes, province of Zeeland, HolAfter a common-school education at his naland.
tive place, he enlisted in April, 1894, in the Second

Regiment of Hussars.
resigned, and then

lie

army fora term of six

Two years later. May, 1896,
enlisted in the Dutch-Indian

years,

embarking for the Dutch

East Indian colonies on June 27 of the same year.
Upon arrival at Sumatra Cohen was appointed to
a cavalry regiment. He distinguished himself at
the attack on the Achin (Atjeh) camp at Batoe
Menek, Sept. 8, 1897, conveying information and
messages under fire of the enemy, for which he received honorable mention in a royal decree. Promoted to corporal, in 1900 he was made a knight of
the Military William Order of the fourth class for
bravery at the storming of Tjot Kala (Achin), Nov.
Under a very heavy fire and a hail of
14, 1899.
missiles, Cohen rescued a wounded European sergeant-major who had fallen from his horse. Placing
him on his own horse and running alongside, he
brought the officer safely back to the division.
Bibliography: The Hebrew Standard, Aug.
niunlcatlon from the Dutcb secretary of the
June 4, \mi.

F. T. H.

P.

COHEN, MOSES:

'M. 1900; comcolonies, dated

Bulgarian journalist; born

He published in
at bliuiiila, Bulgaria, in 1864.
French "Petite Histoire des Israelites." Philippopolis, 1897, a tcxt-bof)k containing a resume,
chapter for chapter, of Thcfxlore Beinach's "Histoire des Israelites."
In 1899 Cohen founded at
Philippopolis the journal "Tfhewcsfhki - Prava,"
This was tiie
as an organ of the Bulgarian Jcw.s,
first Jewish periodical in the Bulgarian language
founded in the principality; and it waged an active
warfare against aiiliScniitism. After an existence
of six months it was suppressed by the Bulgarian
government.
B.
M. Fu.

COHEN, MOSES BEN ELIEZER:

Moralist;
lived in (Jcrmany, probaljly at Cobifuz. in the sec-

ond Jmlf of the fourteenth century.

He was

tlie

P.

Wl.

COHEN, NAPHTALI:

soldier;

and

Russo-German rabbi
Ostrowo in the Ukraine;

cabalist born in 1649 at
died at Constantinople Dec. 20, 1718.
to a family of rabbis in Ostrowo,
father, Isaac Cohen,
had fled during the
Cossack war. In 1 663
Cohen fell into the
hands of the Tatars,
;

who

kept

him

He

belonged
whither his

in

servitude for several

Escaping, he
returned to Ostrowo,
and was chosen to
succeed his father as
rabbi. In 1690 he was
called to Posen, where
he officiated as chief
years.

rabbi

he

till

1704.

There

devoted

himself
Naphtali Cohen.
to the Cabala, and
collected a large library of cabalistic literature.
In 1704 he was called to Frankfort-ou-the-Main.
On the occasion of a fire which, breaking out in his
house on Jan. 14, 1711, spread to and consumed the
entire Jewish (juarter, it was charged that, relying
on the efhcacy of his cabalistic charms, he had
prevented the extinction of the fire by the ordinary
means. He was arrested and thrown into i>ri.son,
and regained his liberty only upon renouncing his

He tlicn went to Prague, wiieie many memTliere another misfortuiu',
bers of liis family lived.
whirli embittered his life more tliaii the loss of liis
The Shabbethaian
wf-alth and position, befell him.
cabalist Nehcmiah Hayyun ai)peared in Prague, deoffice.

claring himself a preacher or an cmi.ssary from Palestine, and l)y his duplicity gained the confidence
Being a believer in pracof tlie credulous Cohen.
tical Cabala, Cohen found no fault with Hayyun,
even when the latter began to sell anuilels. It is
not astonishing, therefore, that when Hayyun asked
for an approbation for his mystical work " Mehemnuta de Kula," Cohen, to whom he had prudently

Cohen, Naphtuli

THK

Cobeu-Tauugx

JKWlSll ENCYCLOPEDIA

tlio main text, Init not tlic connnciiwhich uctompauied it.unil in which tiicuuihor

submitted only
turios

openly professed the doctrine of the Trinity, reailily
gninted it. and irave liim a jrlowinsj rccomnuiuhvtion.
Provided with this and with other recommendations secured in the same way. Hayyun traveled thnniirhout ^loravia and Silesia, propagating
every wlierc his Shabbctliaian tcaciiings.
Cohcu s«>on discovered his mistake, and eudeavorcil. but without success, to recover his approbation,
although lie did not as yet realize the full import of
It was in 1713, while Cohen was staying
the book.
at Breslau (where he acted as a mbbi until 1716), that
Hakam Zebi Ashkenaziof Amsterdam informed him
of its tenets. Cohen thereupon acted rigorously.
He launched a ban against the author and his book,
and became one of the most zealous supporters of

Hakam

ijis campaign against Hayyun.
Cohen went to see August H., King

of

Poland, to secure reinstatement in his former rab
binate of Posen, at that time vacant; but failed because of the opposition of the leaders of the community. He then returned to the Ukraine, and in
1718 started for the Holy Land, but died on the way
at Constantinople.
Cohen was the author of the following works:
"Birkat Adonai " (Blessing of the Lord), a commentary on Berakot, with an introduction on the corelation of the Mishnaic tractates, having the subtitle
"Semikut Hakamim " (Connection of the Wise),
Frankforton-the-Main, 1702 (Cohen was so proud
of this work that he ordered it to be buried with
Lim); " Meshck ha-Zera' " (Sowing of the Seed),
commentary on the Mishnaic order Zeraim (not published): "Pi Yesharim " (Mouth of the Righteous),
a cabalistic introduction to Genesis, Frankfort-outhe-Main, 1702; " Sefer Bet Rahel" (Book of the
House of Rachel), quoted in his will, probably identical with " TefiUat Bet Rahel " (Prayer of the House
of Rachel), published at Amsterdam in 1741.
Cohen also edited a number of prajer-books, including " Selihot " (Penitential Prayers), with a commentary, Frankforton-the-Main, 1702; prayers for
the Society for Burial, ib. n.d.
a prayer for the
staying of the plague, Prague, 1718; and an ode on
a Sefer Torah donated by Baruch Austerlitz. He
also wrote an epistle directed against Nehemiah
.

;

Haj'yim. Cohen's ethical will, "Zawwa'ah," is replete with lofty moral instructions (Berlin, 1729).
Bibliography: Azulal, .S/iem^o-Gertoh'm, p. U;
Revue Orientfile. iii. :U2 et seq.; Griitz, Gesch.
Gefch. der Isrneliteu,

E. Carmoly,
x. 314,326;

;W5 et sexi.; Steinschneider,
Cat. Bnfll. cols. 202.>-2<Ci6: Wolf. Bitd. Hehr. 1.. No. 1718;
Zunz. LiteraturgMch. p. 429; Brann. In Griitz Julielxchrift,
p. 232; Kauftnann, In liiv. Etuden jnives, xxxvi. 2.% et mq.
Jost,

viil.

A. R.

K.

COHEN, RAPHAEL.
JkKITHIKI,

II

See

BF.N

Ml-.lfK

Raphael ben

A-KmiKN

COHEN, SHABBETHAI.

See SnABBETHAi

HA- KoilKN.

COHEN, SAUL:

African rabbi; born in
Djerba, North Africa, in 1772; died there April,
Although blind and very poor, he was the
1848.
author of the following publications: "i^fetib Mizwoteka " (The Path of Thy Commandments), a work
containing commentaries on the Book of Ruth and

on the

"

Azharot

"

of Isaac b.

ibn Gabirol, as well as a number of prayers and religious poems tor the Feast of Weeks, etc. (Leghorn,
1841); "Sifte Renanot " (Praising Lips), a commentary on the prayers for the Days of Penitence, according to the rite of Tripoli (ih. 1837); " Lehem haFirst-Fruits), a grammatical
work, afterward prepared for publication by David
Cohen, a grandson of the author (//>. 1870). His
teacher, Zemah Cohen, was a dayyan and the author
of " Ture Zahab " (Plates of Gold), a commentary on
the Song of Songs, written in 1786, and published
by his grandson, Hayyim Cohen, in the work entitled "Na'awah Kodesh" (see Ps. xciii. 5), Leghorn,

Bikkurim" (Bread of the

1872.

BiRLiooRAPHY D. Caz^, iVofcs Dihlinaraphiques sur
ti'ratxire Jtiive-Tunmenne, pp. 140 et scq.
:

Reuben and Solomon

la Lit-

M. K.

o.

COHEN, SHALOM BEN JACOB

Zebi in

In 1715
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:

Polish He-

born at Meseritz (.Mezhiryechye), Poland,
Dec. 23, 1772; died at Hamburg Feb. 20, 184.').
Prompted by a love for learning which he could
not satisfy in Poland, he went to Berlin when only
There he became friendly with the poet
seventeen.
Wessely, who ins]Mied him with a great passion for
Hebrew poetry, which he cultivated until his death.
The publication of the Hebrew literary review
"Meassef" having been interrupted, Cohen undertook its continuation, and enriched it for two years
with his own contributions.
In 1813 Cohen spent a short time in London, in
Havthe endeavor to found there a Hebrew school.
ing failed, he returned to Germany and settled in
Hamburg, where his friend Wessely resided. In
1820 Cohen was called to Vienna by the printer
Anton Schmid, who was opening a Hebrew printingofflce, and wanted Cohen to furnish Hebrew material.
Cohen then commenced the literary review
"Bikkure ha-'Ittim," which counted among its colbraist;

laborators the most renowned scholars of that time.
Cohen wasalso the author of the following works:
"Mishle Agur" (Fables of Agur), a collection of
fables and moral sentences in verse, with a German
translation, Berlin, 1803; "Tif'eret Yisrael " (Splendor of Israel), hymns for the centennial of the soci-

ety Bikkur Holim at Beriin,

Kedem

'al

Admat Zafon

"

ih.
1803; "Matta'e
(Oriental Plants in North-

ern Soil), a collection of New-Hebrew poems, with
a German translation, Frankfort on-the-Main, 1807;
"Sefer Yirmeyah," a German translation of Jeremiah, with a commentary, Furtli, 1810; " 'Amal weTirzah," an allegorical drama in three acts, adapted
from " La- Yesharim Tehillah" of Moses Hayyim Luzzatto, Rodelheim, 1812; "Masa Batawi " (Burden of
Batavia), ode in praise of Holland, with a Dutcii
translation by H. Somerhausen, Amsterdam, 1814;
"Shorshe Emunah " (Foundations of Faith), a Hebrew catechism, with an English translation by
Joshua van Oven, London, 1815; " Ketab Yosher"
(Correct Writing), an aid to letter-writing in Hebrew and German, Vienna, 1820; "Ner Dawid
(Light of David), an epic poem treating of the
into four parts,
historj'- of David, and divided
Vienna, 1834; "Kore ha-Dorot" (He Who Calls the
Generations), a history of the Jews from Maccabean
times to the present, with an introduction by S. L.
Rapoport, Wilna, 1837; " 'Ateret Tif'eret Sebah"

<The Hoary Head is a Crown of Glory), poems
honor of J. Isler, Hamburg, 1843.

in

Letteris, in Bikkure ha-^lttim ha^Hadashim,
1845, pp. 73-77; Orient, Lit. 1845, p. 82; Klein, Jahrbuch, v.
95; Delitzsoh, Zur Gesch. der Jildischen Poesie, p. 106;
Stelnscbneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 2512.

Bibliography

II.

Cohen, Naphtali
Cohen-Tauug:!
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:

R.

Br.

I.

COHEN, SOLOMON BEN ELIEZER LIPOF LISSA: German scholar; lived at

MANN

Posen at the end of the eighteenth century and at
the beginning of the nineteenth. He was a shohet
at Posen, and made a careful study of Ibn Ezra's
commentary on the Bible, on which he wrote a su-

percommentary entitled "Abi 'Ezer" (The Father
of Help), published at Posen, 1802.
Bibliography: Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl.
Gesch. der

Juden

col. 3311; Perles,

in Pusen, reprinted from Monatsschrift,

xiv. 262.

Br.

I.

8.

COHEN, SOLOMON DA SILVA SOLIS

:

American physician; born at Philadelphia, Pa.,
Sept., 1857.
Educated in the public schools, he
graduated from the Central High School in 1872.
From 1880 he studied medicine under his brother,
Dr. J. da Silva Solis CoH^;^•, and at Jefferson Medical College, from which institution he received the
degree of M.D. in 1883.
Since that time he has
been engaged in active hospital and private practise
in Philadelphia, where he still resides (1902).
Cohen was demonstrator of pathology and microscopy at the Philadelphia Polyclinic from 1883 to
1885.
In 1887 he became lecturer on special therapeutics at his alina mater, and in the same year professor of clinical medicine and therapeutics at the
Philadelphia Polyclinic and the College for Graduates in Medicine, a position wliich he held for fifteen
years.
In 1889 he became clinical lecturer on medi-

cine at the Jefferson Medical College, and in the
s.'ime year physi(!ian to tiie Piiiladclpliia Hospital.
He i.s also physician to the Jewish Hospital, and

author (with A. A. Eshner) of "Essentials of Diagnosis," Philadelphia, 1892, 2d ed. 1900.
He has also
edited "System of Physiologic Therapeutics," 11
ib. 1901-1902.
Besides contributing to the medical journals and
encyclopedias and to the Jewish journals, Cohen has
written poems and belletristic essays for the leading
magazines.
Bibliography: Morals, The Jexvs of Philadelphia, passim,

vols.,

Philadelphia, 1894.

F. T. H.

A.

COHEN, T7RI (PHOEBUS, FEIVTJS) BEN
ELIEZER LIEBERMANN: French Talinudist;
died Ma}', ISUG, at an advanced age in his native
Metz. His father was a member of the rabbinical college in that city.
Phoebus also became a
rabbi, and conducted a Talmudic academy there.
At first he was assistant rabbi under Aryeh Lob b.
Asher Giinzburg. On the death of Gi'inzburg in
1785, Cohen was appointed assistant, and in 1793
chief rabbi. Al though an adherent of the old school,
he joyfully hailed the success of the French Revolution in 1792, and encouraged the members of his
community to participate actively in the movement. He wrote "Halakah Berurah " (Clear Law),
casuistic essays on halakic and haggadic- passages
in the Talmud, as well as homilies, published at
Metz, 1793, by his son, David Cohen, rabbi at
city,

Verdun.
Bibliography
Bibl. .Jud.

1.

:

steinschneider. Cat. Bndl. No. 7333;

139;

Abraham Cahen,

in

Fiirst,

Rev. Etudes Juives,

ia>-114.

xiii.

o.

I-.

Ber.

I.

COHEN-CARLOS, DAVID: A Avriter resident
Hamburg in the seventeenth century. In 1631
he either translated the Song of Songs into Spanish
or transliterated a Ladino translation of it (written
in Hebrew letters) into Latin cliaracters.
The work
"Cantares de Selomoh Traduzido de
is entitled
Lengua Caldayca en Espagnol," Ihiniburg, 1631.
in

Bibliography:

physician to the Rush Hospital for Consumptives.
In 1890-92 he gave, by invilution, s|)ecial courses
of lectures on therapeutics in the medical department of Dartmoutii College, Hanover, N. II., and
was ajifiointed senior assistiuit professor of clinical
mcfdicine in JefTerson iMcdical College and physician
to Jefferson College Hospital in 1902.
Cohen lias been president of the Young Men's
Hebrew As.sociation of Phihnlelpliin; was one of the
founders of the Jewish Publiuition Society of
America, and a meniher of its publication comniitlee.
He was also one of the foimdersaiKl a member of the first board of editors of "Tlie American

and author of the second half of the seventeenth century.
He was one of the rabbis at Modena, and was known as a keen Talinudical .scholar.
His respoii.sa on Talinudical subjects are found in
"Pal.iad Yi/.hak." by Isaac Lanipronti; in " Dibre
Joseph," by Josci)h Ergas, relating to the law of
ransom; and in "Shemesh Zedakah," by Samson
Morpurgo. Aecording to Nej)!, he was the teacher
of R. Islimael Cohen, author of "Zera' Emet," and
Samson Hayyim Nahamani, author of "Toledot

Hebrew"; and

Shinishon."

a

fouiuieraiid trustee

rif tlu;

Jewish

Theological Seniiiiary Associiilion lie is a nieniber
of the board of trustees of CJratz College, 1'liilndelphia.
H(; has been president of the I'hiladelpliia
(V)unty Medical Society nH9H-U9). and is recorder of
;

th(!

As-sociation of

He was
from 1894

American

editor of
to

IHJH);

th(;

PliysiciaiiH.

" I'hiladelpliia

has been on the editorial

stall'

"The Medical News," "The American Journal of
tlie Medical Sciences," and "The TnivcrHal Annual

of

of the Medical Sciences;" and

one of the editors of
"American .Midieinr " He is author of "Thera|)eu
tics of Tuberculosis." Philadelphia, 1H90. and joint
is

M. K.

COHEN-LIPSCHiJIZ,

EPHRAIM

Italian

;

rablii

Kcncxrt Yinrarl.
I'lh'dii,
(.hlnmdl, Tolednt Gednlt. Yixrad. pp. U, 324,

HiHi.KxiUAPMY
I,

:

p.

1.'");.';

COHEN-TANUGI, JUDAH
Hadria)

B.

Nepl-

;{2.V

N. T.

o.

L.

ABRAHAM

Kul)bi ;ni(l writer; died al Tunis
lie is the author of
an advanced age.
twf) Hebrew works, both of which contain notes on
the Talmud: " Erez Yehudah " (Land of Judah),
(called

Polyclinic"

Kiiyserllng, Bibliotcca £,*p.-I'o7'(.-JiMj. p. 38.

(i.

about 1H35.

Lr-ghorn,

Judah)."

and

1797;
ih.

"

Admat Yehudah

(Soil

182H.

BiHLionRAPiiY

a

:

at

:

T). ('uzi-s,

Nnles Dlhliographixiurs.

M.

Fit.

of

COHEN-YIZHAKI,

ABRAHAM

Tunisian
Tunis; iliod tlicro in 18(»4.
Ho is tlie author of the following Hfbirw works,
printed at Leghorn by a pious and generous Juda'oTunisian family. thoShanianias: " Mishnu'Vt)t Kelninnah." containing uovclhe on the Talnuul, ltSfr.2;
"Slnilhano shel Abraham" (Abraham's Table), a
commentary on the Shulhan 'Aruk, 18Gr); "Mizwot
nil>bi iiiul writer;

bom

:

at

collection of rabbinical consultations,
1865; "Kaf ha-Kohen," cabalistic interpretations
of every chapter of the Bible " Hasde Kehunnali," a

Kehuunah," a

;

collection of funeral sermons, 1805;

""Ene Kohen,"

a study of the laws concerning the slaughtering of
animals and birds for food, 1865.
BiBLiOiiRAPiiY

:

Notes Bibliographiqucs.

D. Caz^s,

M. Fr.

L. G.

American philologist;
born at Paiis ,May 29, 1851. He was graduated
" bachelier es lettres " from the University of Paris in
1868, and studied law, historical criticism, and philology at various institutions of higher learning in
Paris, receiving the degrees of LL.B. in 1873, and
At the
"archiviste paleographe" (A.M.) in 1874.
commencement of the Franco-Prussian war in 18T0,
he enlisted and served in the French army through-

out the struggle.

Cohn went

to

New York May

13, 1875,

and from

the American correspondent of
"La Kepublique Frangaise," edited by Gambetta,
whom he had known in France, and whose political
views he had adopted. In March, 1882, Cohn was
appointed tutor in French at Columbia College, and

was

soon afterward made an instructor. By a popular
vote of the French residents of New York he was
chosen to deliver the funeral oration on Gambetta
in 1883 at Tammany Hall, and in 1885 was called
from Cambridge, Mass., for a similar purpose, upon
the death of Victor Hugo.
In 1884 Cohn was made instructor in French at
Harvard University. From 1885 to 1891 he was

French at the same institution,
wrote much in French and
English, especially for the "Atlantic Monthly."
He became American correspondent of "Le Temps"
in 1884, and continued to act as such until 1895.
While at Harvard he was temporary head of the
French department in "Wellesley College, and in
1888 and 1889 conducted a summer school of languages at Oswego, N. Y.

assistant professor of

and during

this time

In 1891 Cohn was appointed professor of the
languages and literatures at Columbia
University, which position he has since occupied.

romance

president of the New York committee of
L'Alliance Franrraise from 1888 to 1903, and is now
In 1897 he was made a
its honorary president.
knight of the Crown of Italy, and in 1900 a knight
He has edited
of the Legion of Honor of France.
many French clas.sics for educational purposes.
Bibliography: Who's Who in America. 191)1-1902, p. 224.
A. M. F.
A.

He was

COHN, ALBERT

French philanthropist and
scholar; born in Presburg, Hungary, Sept. 14, 1814;
He belonged to an
died at Paris March 15, 1877.
Alsatian family which had settled in Hungary dur
:

ing the eighteenth century.

lived in Vienna, studying first in the gymnasium
and afterwaril at the university, and receiving in 18:54
He was then
the degree of doctor of philosophy.
chielly interested in Oriental langtiages, and, through

the inlluence of Pro-

From

1824 to 1836 he

was

fessor 'W'enrich,

engaged as

teaclur
in the

of Hebrew
Protestant seminary.

He was introduced
the

same time

at

to the

Baron
Hammer Purgstall, who employeil
Orientalist,

von

-

one of his

liim as

sec-

retaries.

Baron

COHN, ADOLPHE:

1876 to 1884
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Cohn, Ferdinand

von

Ham-

mer Purgstall
-

was

instrumental in forming Cohn's decision

to leave Vienna,
wlujre at that time
there was no hope of
preferment for a Jew,

Albert Cohn.

and to settle in Paris, which he did in 183G.
Then began his lifelong connection with the
Three of the
Rothschild family.
Almoner cliildren of Baron James de Rothschild received successively from him
of the
Rothschild their instruction in Hebrew and in
Family. Jewish history; and in 1839, after
a year spent with his pupils in the
Holy Land and in Austria, he was placed by the
baron and baroness in charge of their extensive
charities, a position which he held for the remainder
of his

life.

Cohn did much

for the charity commission of the
Paris community, of which he was successively
treasurer and president, making it a model for
similar institutions throughout Europe.
His next field of activity was among the Jews of
Algeria, who suffered much through the prejudice
of the French conquerors, including those in command. In 1845, and again in 1847, he visited the
country, often traveling through disIn Algeria, tricts where war was raging, and

where the life of a European was inHis reports, presented by him personally to
King Louis Philippe and to his son, the Duke
d'Aumale, led to an organization of the Jewish communities of Algeria which was destined to bring
about their gradual assimilation with the Jewish
communities of France.
Cohn was again in Algeria in 1860, after visiting
Morocco, where matters pertaining to the Jews,
which required his attention, arose from the Spanish
expedition of that year. Owing to his influence with
the celebrated Don Juan Prim and others, these mat-

secure.

ters

were solved in a manner that was favorable to

the Jewish population.
His activity in the East

He

visited Jerusalem

1854 and 1869.

His

no

was equally

less

first

than

five

important.
times between

voyage was undertaken

the Consistoire Central des Israelites de France, which had been requested by
Jews in every part of Europe to investigate the

at the request of

condition of their coreligionists of the Ottoman empire, and to secure, through the influence of the
great European powers, some alleviation of their
His first visit to Jerusacondition.
lem (185-i) was the first visible sign to
In the
the Jews of the Holy Land that an inEast.
terest in their condition was being
taken by their brothers of France, Italy, England, and
Germany. Sums of money had already been sent
by Sir Moses Montetiore; but Cohn was the first to
see how matters really stood, and to apply the
needed remedies. He was greatly helped in the
performance of his task by his exceptional linguistic
gifts and his deep knowledge of the idioms of the
East.
On this preliminary trip to the East, in the
course of which he first passed through Vienna,
he delivered addresses in German, Italian, Hebrew,
and Arabic.
The result of Cohn's observations in Alexandria,
Smyrna, Jaffa, and Jerusalem was the establishment in those places of Jewish hospitals and schools,
as well as institutions for the assistance of young
mothers, these organizations being supported mostly
by the Rothschild family, but also by other benefactors.
But Cohn's chief service to the Jewish
race was performed at Constantinople on his return journey from Jerusalem.
He
Interview was received in private audience by
with
Sultan 'Abd al-Majid, from whom he
the Sultan, asked and received a promise that no
improvements should be introduced in
the legal conditions of the Christian subjects of
Turkey whicih would not also apply to the Jews.
Since that time Jews and Christians have enjoyed
equal privileges throughout the whole of the Ottoman empire.
Cohn's energies were not, however, exhausted by
For years he delivered lecthe labors of charity.
tures on Jewish history before popular audiences;
and he taught without remuneration in the Seminaire Israelite from tiie time of its transfer from
Mctz to Paris imtil a few months before his death.
His large collection of philological works and rabIjjnical literature now fcjrius a part of the library of
that institution.
His coreligionists rewarded

the

C ohen- Yizhaki
Cohn, Ferdinand
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him with a

Consistoire Central dos Israelites de

seat in

Franee;

and the French government bestowed upon him the
Cro.S3 of the

Legion of Honor.

Grande Medaille of the Sociute
couragenient au Bi<n.
liinLiofiRAPiir

:

Isidore Loeb,

He also received
Frau(;aise

Albert Cohn,

tlie

pour I'Eu-

Paris, 1877.

(icrnian physician

;

Montyon

prize from the

Academie des

born

March :50, 1827, at Bnsiau died there .June Ifl. 1864.
II(r was educated at the gymnasium tind at the university of liis native town, and was graduated as docEstabli.shing liim
tor of medieinct Aug. 20. 1855.
self as a piiysician in Brcslau in llmt year, he became
;

assistjmt at the I'niver.sily Hospital under PVericli.s

from 1854 to 1801, and privat-docent at the univer]8r)r».
In 1^01 he was appointed chief i)hy9i-

sity in

cian at the Allerheiligen Hospital.
Cohen was the author of " Klinik dcr Embolischen
Gcfiisskrankheiten." Breslau, 18G2, which received

Sciences,

Paris.

Bibliography

:

Paget, Bioaraphisches Lexikon,

s.v.,

Vienna,

1901.

F. T. H.

s.

COHN, EMIL German physicist
:

;

bornatXeu-

Strelitz Sept. 28, 1854; studied at the University of

Strasburg, wdience he was graduated as Ph.D. in
From 1881 to 1884 he was assistant in the
1878.
Physical Institute of the university, and in the latter
year was admitted as privat-docent (Feb. 5) and
assistant professor (Sept. 27).
Cohn is the author
of "Elektrische Strome," Leipsic, 1897, and "Das
Elektromagnetische Feld," Leipsic, 1900.
Bibliography: Poggendorff, Biog7-aphisch - Literarisches
Handwurterhuclu iii-, iv.
s.
E. Ms.

FALK:

COHN,
German rabbi; born at Dessau Sept. 18, 1833; died at Bonn IMarch 6, 1901.
The son of a rabbi and teacher at the Herzogliche
Franzschule at Dessau, he began the study of the
Talmud in his early youth. After his matriculation
he studied philology and philosophy at Berlin,
where he also continued his Talmudic studies. In
1860 he received the degree of Ph.D. from the University of Leipsic, his thesis being "Philosophischkritische Abhandlung ilber den Schlussvers des
Zweiten Buchs der Psalmen."
After olliciating for five years as preacher and
religious teacher at Waren, Mecklenburg, he went
in 1867 to Bielitz, Austrian Silesia, as director of
the Jewish comnumal school there. Five years later
he became preacher at Oels, where he officiated until
1882.
In that year he was appointed rabbi at Bonn,
where he remained

until his death.

Cohn contributed

several essays to periodicals;

and many of his sermons have been printed. His
chief works are "Jlldische Religionsschulen Nebeu
HOheren Lehranstalten," Breslau, 1878; "Zur Frage
liber die Arbeitsiiberbl'irdung der Sclu\lerund Schl\-

lerinnen H5herer Lehranstalten," 1881; "Die Disciplin in den Judi.schen Keligious.schuleu," Oels, 1881.

Bibliography

:

Jcwi.slt

Chronicle, March

23, 1901.

A. F.

s.

COHN, FERDINAND JULIUS: German
and

I)()tunist

zoologist;

June

1828; died there

born

in

25. 1898;

Brcslau Jan. 24,

eldest son of Isaac

oil manufacturer, who for some time held
the post of Austro-Hungariaii consul, and brother
of Oscar Cohn, a i>opular liuinorist and playwright
whose pen-name was "Oscar Justinus," and of Max

Cohn, an

Conrad Cohn, a distinguished
R.

COHN, BERNARD:

a

Colui

stii(lie(l

at

the

jurist.

gymnasium and University

of Breslau, and obtained his Ph. I), degree in 1847
II is dissertation was a study of the i)h)'Sat Berlin.
iology of seeds.
In it- he advocali'd the cslablishnient of Ixitanical gardens for the study of the physi-

—

a wish that he was destined to see
He relargely tlirongh his own elTorls.
turned to Breslau in IKlH, and remained there till his

ojogv of plants
realized

death.

On

a dissr-rtation, "

De

Cuticula,"

lie

was

admitted as |)rivat doceiit in Oct., 1850; but, being
a .Jew, a year elapsed before he was allowed to take

He received the title of
the oafii and to teach.
professor in 1857, and two years later (1859) was

Cohn, QeorR-©
Cohu, Leou
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In 1872 ho boonnio
the diair vacant

appointed assistant professor.
professor, anil

was

ealleil

to

lill

throuirh the death of his oUl teaclier, friend, and
coUabonitor, Ctoeppert.
In 1888, upon the opening of the Botanical Institute', wliieii was built mainly through his untiring

endeavors, he
ceived

the

re-

title

"Gelieimer

of

Regie-

rungsrath." On the
occasion of his seven-

Rrchte," Carlsruhe, 1876; " licit iilge
Kinheitlichen Weeh.sclrcch:, " in "Festgalu' fi'ir
iJlunt.sehli," Heidelberg, 1880; "Zur Gesch.
der
Cheeks," in "Zeit. fUr Vergleichende Rechtswissensehaft," 1878, 1879; "Zur Lelire vom Check," lb.
1878, 1880; " Ueber International Gleiches Recht,"
in " Wiener Juristische Blatter" (has been translated
into Italian by Vita Levi in vol. ii. of "Rassegiia di
Diritto Comniereiale Italiano e Straniero "); "Der
Entwurf eines Deutsclien C-heckgesetzes," in Hildebrand's "Jahrbuch fur Nalionalokonomie," 1MT9;
/.uiii

"Der Entwiiif eiiier Wechselordnung fiir das RusReich und die Neuereii Wecihselgesetze Bel-

sisclie

the city of Breslau.

naviens,

presented

Cohn's work gained
appreciation during his life-

universal

He was elected

time.

a

member

of the fol-

lowing
institutions
Leoand societies
pold - Carolinische
:

Akademie, Royal

Ferdinand Julius Cohn.

deutschen

he was
with the
honorary freedom of
tieth birtlulay

Ungarns, Grossbritanniens, Skandider Schweiz," in "Zeitschr. fur
Vergleichende Rechtswissenschaft," 1883, iv. 1, 226;
" Der Internationale Kongress fiir das Sogenannte
Industrielle Eigenlhum zu Paris," ib. 1880, ii. 105130; "Das Neue Deutsche Recht in Sprlichen,"
1896; 2d ed. 1899; and " Gemeindeschaft und Hausgiens, Italiens,

:

Bibliography: Dbituary

notices In the publications of the
GexelbtcUaft fUr VaterUlmUache Cultu7\ and
(by Felix Rosen) in the proceedinfrs of the Deutsche BotanUcheGefselUchaft Pauline Cohn. Ferdinand Cohn, Bliltter
der Eritmej-uny, Breslau, 1901
.T/cj/erw KonversationtsSchlej<i*<clte

;

;

Lexxkon.

s.v.

M.

s.

COHN, GEORG LUDWIG: German

H.\.

jurist;

born Sept. 19, 1845, at Breslau, Germany. He was
honorary professor in German civil and commercial
law at the Heidelberg University (1888). He collaborated with other scholars in compiling Endemann's
"Handbuch des Handels-See-und Wechselrechts"
(1881-85), and founded the "Zeitsciirift fiir V<-rgleichende Rechtswiss<'nschaft," of which he has been
-

und

genossenschaft," 1898.
Biblio(;raphy Gubernatis, Dk;t. International deg Ecrivains du Jour, i., Florence, 1888.
s.
B. B.
:

COHN, GUSTAV: German

Academy

of Sciences
of Berlin, Societe de Biologie de France, the Royal
Microscopic Society of Great Britain, the Natural
History Society of Boston, U. S. A., etc. Cohn was
buried in the row of honor in the Jewish cemetery
of Breslau.
Though not an observing Jew, he and
his wife belonged to several Jewish societies.
Cohn was a prolific writer; leaving behind him
over 150 papers, essays, and books, of which the following may be mentioned " Zur Naturgeschichte des
Protococcus Pluvialis," Bonn, 1851; "Die Menschheit und die Pflanzenwelt," Breslau, 1851; " Der
Haushalt der Pflanzen," Leipsic, 1854; ''Untersuchungen fiber die Entwicklungsgeschichte der Mikroskopischen Algen und Pilze," Bonn, 1854; "Neue
Untersuchungen ilber Bakterien," ib. 1872-75; "Die
Pflanze," Leipsic, 1882.
Cohn was also the founder
and (from 1875 to his death) the editor of the "BeitrSge zur Biologie der Pflanzen."
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economist;

born

He
Sept. 12, 1840, at Marienwerder, West Prussia.
Durstudied at the universities of Berlin and Jena.
ing 1867 and 1868 he was the holder of a fellowship
at the Royal Statistical Bureau of Berlin, and in
1869 became privat-docent at the University of
Heidelberg, but in the same^'ear accepted an invitafrom the Polytechnikum at Riga. Cohn paid a
visit to England in 1873, and the fruits of his oi)s(rvation and research were embodied in the masterly

tion

production " Untersuchungen iiber die Englische
In
Eisenbahnpolitik," 2 vols., Leipsic. 1874-75.
1875 he was invited to till the chair of economics
at the Eidgenossisclies Polytechnikum at Zurich,
which he held until 1884, when he became professor
in the University of Gottingen, where he has since
remained.
While at Zurich he prepared for publication his
"Volkswirtschaftliche Aufsiltze" (Stuttgart, 1882),
and contributed to tiie "Gottingische Gelehrte Anzeigen " (1880, i. 97-135) an exhaustive critical review of the first volume of Wagner's " Allgemeine
Volkswirtschaftlehre." The names of Wagner and
Cohn have; often been coupled, not only because
both were classed among tlu; Katheder-Socialisten,
but also because they have much in common in their
attitude toward the various so-called .schools of economic science. In continuation of liis study of the
English railroad policy, and as the third volume
his earlier work on that subject, appeared ids
"Die Englische Eisenbahnpolitik der Letztea Zeliu

of

Cohn lias published "Quid Intersit Inter Civitatem Confa-deratam et Confo-deiiitioiieni Civitatum

Jahre," Leipsic, 1K83.
After his estai)lishinent at Gottingen a perio<l of
ardent literary activity set in. The first volume of
the greatest work which he has yet produced, his
"System der Nationalokonomie," was |)ubli.shcd in
It is
1885, the very ne.xt year after his arrival.
significant of the importance and character of this
work that two such great leaders of the respective

ex Constitutionibub Germanise, Ilelvetite, American
Septentrionalis Exponitur," a prize essay, Greifswald, L868;
"Die Justizverweigerung im Alt-

opposing "schools" as Wagner and Schmoller
should unite in praising it.
In 1886 he contributed to the "Jahrbuch fUr Na-

editor since 1877.
At present Cohn holds a professorship at the University of Zurich; lecturing on

German civil and commercial law and the law of exchange and on the history of German and Swiss law.

tionalokonomie " (vol. xiii., Xo. 6), " Zur Fabrikgesetzgebung," a review of government reports on
factory legislation in Switzerland and Saxony, and
to the "Jahrbucli fur Gesetzgebung " (x. 3), "Eroterungen uber die Fiskalische Eehandlung der Verkehrsanstalten." In that ^ear, too, appeared his
" Nationalokonomische Studien," Stuttgart, 1886.
The year 1889 witnessed the publication of the
second volume of his "System der Nationalokonomie,'' and his "Finauzwissenschaft."
Cohn was elected a regular member of the Gesellschaft der "Wissenschaften at Gottingen in 1894;
and in 1896 the Prussian Order of the Red Eagle of
the fourth class was conferred upon him.
After an
interval of nearly ten years he completed the third
volume of tlie "Sj'stem der Nationalokonomie,
which was also issued under the title "Nationalokonomie des Handels- und Verkehrswesens: Ein
Lesebuch fUr Studierende," Stuttgart, 1898. To
the "Jahrbuch fur Natiunalokcmomie " (vi., Jan.,
1901) he contributed " Ueber die Vereinigung der
Staats wissenschaften mit den Juristenfacultaten."
Bibliography:

Bliss. Euciiclnpedin of Social Reform, p.
York, 1S517 Luii:i Cossa. Introduction to the Study
of Political Econiimii, English tninsl., p. 421, and Index, London, 1893; G. Hanssen, Cnliu^s Etti/l. Eisenhnhnpolitik, in

New

;j<6.

;

GOttingiMhc (ielehrtc Anzeiuen, 1879, i. 289-342, 705-734;
A. Wagner, Cohii's SjiMem de7- j\^ational6ho7iomie, in Jahrblichtr fUr yationalf')ko7iomie, xlvi. (vol. xii., new series).
No.
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31.

8.

COHN,
gist;

HERMANN L.

born at Breslaii June

:

4,

Co.

German ophthalmolo1838.

After gradua-

ting from the gymnasium of his native town he
studied chemistry and physics at the University
of Heidelberg imdcr Bunsen, Kirchhoff, and Helmholtz, and at the University of Breslau, receiving
the degree of doctor of philosophy in 1860.
In the

same year he commenced the study of medicine at
the University of Breslau, obtaining his M.D. degree from the University of Berlin in 1863.
From 1863 to 1866 Colin was assistant to FOrster,
willing in Breslau in the latter year as an ophthalmologist.
In 1868 he was admitted to the university as
privat-docenl witli the inaugural essiiy " Ueber Xerosis Conjunclivip," and was elected assistant professor in 1K74.
In 1883 lie received the state's gold

medal

ill

iiygiriic

London, 1886, and into Russian by Medem, Pultawa,
1887); " Ueber den Eintluss Hygienischer Massregelu
der Schulmyopie," Breslau, 1890 " Lehrbuch der Hygiene des Auges," Vienna, 1892 (his greatest work);
" Dreissig Jahre Augenarztlicher und Akademischer
Lehrthiltigkeit," Breslau, 1897; " Sehleistungen von
;

50,000 Breslauer Schulkindern," tb. 1899; " Wie
Mussen Buclier und Zeitungen Gedrilckt Worden?"
ib.

1902.

Cohn has been a very

prolific writer,

and has conand

tributed nearly 250 essays on ophthalmology
hygiene to medical and other journals.
BiBLioGR.\PHY Pagel, Bioflr. Lex.
ers KonversatUms-Lexikon.
:

;

Hirsch, Biog. Lex.

;

Mey-

F. T. H.

s.

COHN, LASSAR
Cohn)

:

(known also as LassarGerman chemist; born at Hamburg Sept.
After attending the gymnasium at Konigs-

6, 1858.
berg, he studied chemistry at different universities,
taking his doctor's degree in 1880.
He worked for
a number of years in various chemical establishments delivered public lectures in Munich became
privat-docent at KOnigsberg in 1888; and was ap;

;

pointed professor in 1894.
His works, published under the name "LassarCohn," include: " Arbeitsmethoden fiir Organischcheniisclic Laboratorien," 3d ed., 1902; "Moderiie
Chemie," twelve lectures to physicians, 1891; "Die
Chemie im Taglichen Lebeu," 5th ed., 1903 (also
translated into many European languages, and into

Hebrew); "Einflihrung in die Chemie in Leichtfasslicher Form," 2d ed., 1903; "Praxis der Harnanalyse," 2d ed., 1898; "Die Siiuren der Hinder- und
Menschengalle," 1898; "Die Chemische Industrie,"
being vol. vii. of "Das Buch der Erfindungen, Gewerbe, und Industrien"; and a revised edition of
He has also
StOckhardt's "'Schule der Chemie."
contributed to the " Berichte der Deutschen Chemischen Ge.sellschaft," " Annalcn der Chemie," and the
"Zeitschrift fi'ir Physiologische Chemie."
S.

COHN,

L::6oN

:

French statesman

;

born in

Palis .March 11, 1H49; .second son of Albert Cohn.
His early training was received at the Lycee Bonaparte in Paris. In 1H60 he took the degree of " baclielier es lettres. "

and three years

Though admitted

later that of " licencie

Cohn noticed that many pupils in the schools of
Germany were obliged to wear glasses at an early
age.
As an oculist lie became interested in the

en droit."

matter, and tracing the source of the evil back to
the seliools, gave special attriition to their hygienic
conditions in relation to r)|)lithalmology.
Most of
('()liir3 writings treat of this branch of medicine, in

Simon, then minister of jiulilic inslruc tion. On Jules
Simon's retir<'nient from pulilic life Cohn became

which he liasaehieved great results. The following
of works affords an insight into his labors: " Uiitersuehungen der Augen von 10,060 SfhulUiiidern
Nebst Vorsclililgen zur \'erbessening der den Augen
list

Naclifeiligen Seliuleinrichtungen," Leipsic, lM<i7;
"Scliiissverlefzungen des Auges," Erlaiigeii, 1H72;

to the bar,

he soon

abandoned the legal i)r()fessioii for a political career,
in 1870 he was chosen as jnivate .secretary by Jules

the editor of llw "Correspoiidaiice Republicaiiie."
In 1876, when the cabinet of Jules Simon was reconstructed, Colin returned to ollice as his "<lief de

cabinet," a position which he held until the dismi.ssal
of the Republican mini.stry by President MacMahon,

May 10, 1H77.
On the return
Dec.

1H77,

of the Republicans to power, in
prefect of the (h'-

Cohn was appointed

"Die

Sciiulhilnser und Hchultische auf der Wiener
Weltau.sstellung," Breslau, 1H73; "Die Schul Hygiene auf der Pariser Weltaustellnnir." tf>. 1879;

partment of Loire et-Cher, and afterward occupied a
similar position in the departments of Somme, HauteGaronne, and Loire. In IHOfi he became jiaymaster-

"Studien

gencral of tiie department of Ardennes, from which
he was transferred a few years later to the departS.
ment of Ell re.

liber Angeborene Farbenblindheit," ih.
"Die Hygiene des Auges in den Hchulen,"
Vienna. 1883 (tmn.slated into English by Turnbull,

1H79;

COHN, MARTIN.

COHN, LEOPOLD German author ami philolo:

boru Jau.

14. 1:^50, at

West

Prussia.

He ri'Coi\ od his tHlucaliou at the gym-

Culm, West I'russia. ami at the University
of Breslau. whence he was gnuhiated as doctor of
In 1884 he became privat-dophiiiisophy iu 1S78.

After having spent a few
Flirth Dec. 17, 1819.
years in the yeshibot of Posen and Zulz, Cohn went
to the yeshibah of Jonathan Eybeschlltz in Altona,
from whom he received his rabbinical diploma. His
first rabbinate was in Rawitsch, where he opened a
small Talmudical college. He was then rabbi successively in Krotoschin, Zlllz, Kempten, and Flirth,
following at the last-named place K. Hirsch Janow
on the death of the latter in 1785.
In 1800 Cohn was one of the signers of an act of
accusation against the Frankists of Offenbach (see
"Monatsschrift," xxvi. 239); and in 1811 he put under the ban the rabbi of Cassel, L5w Berlin, because

iiasiuMiat

theBreslau University, in 1889 was appointed

librarian,

and

in 1897 received the title of professor.

Cohn has written: "Do Aristophane Byzautio et Suetouio Tranquillo Eustathi

On Greek

literature

Auctoribus," Leipsic. 1881; " Uutersuchungen libor
die Quelleu der Plato-Scholien," Leipsic, 1884; "De
Heraclide Milesio Granunatico," Berlin, 1884; "Zu
den Paroemiographen," Breslau, 1887; and "Zur
Handschriftlichen Ueberlieferung, Kritik und Quellenkvuide der Paroemiographen," Leipsic, 1892.
To Jewish literature he has contributed the following: "Philouis Alexandriui Libellus de Opificio

"

the latter permitted the eating of " Hlilsenfrllchte
(podded vegetables, etc.) on the Passover (compare-

Mundi," Breslau, 1889; "PhilonisAlexandrini Opera
qua^ Supersunt"(wilh Paul Wendland), vol. i., Ber1896; vol.

lin,
»•*.

ii., ib.

1897; vol.

iii., ib.

1898; vol.

"Monatsschrift," xxii. 192).
Of Cohn"s works may be mentioned: "Sefer Bigde
Kehunnah" (Garments of Priesthood), responsa,
Furth, 1807, the second part of which contains
novellaj to Baba Mezi'a and GiUin; "Sefer Mish'an
ha-Hayyim " (Prop of the Waters; see Isa. iii.), haggadic treatises, ib. 1811; "Nahlat Abot" (Portion of

iv.,

1902.

has contributed to the "Jewish Quarterly
(Oct., 1892) "The Latest Researches on
Philo of Alexandria," and(2'6. 1898) " An Apocryphal
Work Ascribed to Philo of Alexandria"; to the

He

Review"

the Fathers), homilies,

"2seue JahrbQcher fiir Classisches Altertum" (1898,
pp. 514-540) "Philo von Alexandria"; and to
"Philologus" (1899, Supplement vii., pp. 387-436)
"Einteiluug und Chronologic der Schriften Philos."
Cohn is the author of the essay on "Griechische
Lexikographie," in "Handbuch der Klassischen
Altertumswissenschaft," 3d ed., ii., part 1., Munich,
1900.
He has also contributed articles on Greek

grammarians

Pauly-Wissowa's"Real-Encyclopa-

to

;

died in G5ttingen
He belonged to a prominent family
Physically deformed as the result
:\Iay

22, 1834;

Jan. 13, 1871.
of merchants.
of an illness in childhood, he was taught by his
mother till he was over eight years of age, when he
went to the Magdalen Gymnasium. He entered
Breslau University in 1851, and Berlin University in
About this time he was stricken with a seri1853.
ous illness. During his .slow recovery at Breslau he

attended lectures by Mommsen and Junckmann,
and he took his degree at the university of that city
Cohn embraced Christianity, and in 1857
in 1856.
became a privat-docent at GOttingen University,
where he taught till his death.
His principal works, which are characterized by
wide reading, keenness of criticism, and fairness of
spirit, are;

13.

"Die Pegauer Annalen ausdeml2. und

Jahrhundert,"Altenburg, 1858; "Der 30jahrigo

Krieg," Halle, 1861; "Ein DeutscherKaufmannaus
16. Jahrhundert," Gfittingen, 1862: "Stammtafeln zur Geschichte der Deutschen Staaten und der
Niederlande," 1864-65 (his principal work); "Geschichte Kai.ser Heinrich II.," Halle, 1867; besides
which he contributed many historical articles to

dem

periodicals.

8.

study of the
in 1791

;

:

Iv.

394

;

N. D.

was published at Flirth
of the rarities of the Frank-

treatise Gittin,

and

now one

is

No. 2297).
Cohn's son Solomon was rabbi in Schnaittach,
Mergentheim (1801-11), and in Zalz, where he died

fort Stadtbibliothek (Anct. Hebr.

April

1,

1824.

Bibliography

Blatter fUr jadische Gesch.

:

ed. L. Lftwenstein, No.
iii.

4,

pp. 44-46

;

und

Literatur,

Revue Orientale,

Le

ed. E.

300.
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COHN, MORITZ

(pseudonym, Conimor)
Austrian writer; born at Kreuzburg, Silesia, Jan.
Educated at the high school of Brieg, he
8, 1844.
began life as a clerk in a merchant's office, devoting
:

After some of his plays
his spare time to writing.
had met with success, he abandoned commerce and
settled down at Vienna (1875) as an author, and has
written the following: "Der Improvisator," drama,
1874 " Vor der Ehe, " drama, 1876 " Ein Ritt Durch
Wien," a satirical poem, 1876; "Eine Visitenkarte,"
drama. 1877; "Der Goldene Reif," drama, 1878; "In
Eigener Falle," drama, 1881 " Im Lichte der Wahrheit," drama, 1882; " Wie Gefallt Ihnen Meine Fran,"
a novel, 1886; "Der Beste Gegner," drama, 1893.
Cohn is a prolific contributor to the press.
;

;

;

Bibliography

:

Das

Geistige Wien,

i.

72.

M. B.

s.

COHN, OSKAR JTJSTINUS
Oskar Justinus)
lau Feb.
0, 1893.

21,

:

1839;

known

German

as
writer; born at Bres-

died at

Bad Nauheim Aug.

(also

career, he succeeded his father as head of the Breslau firm founded
by the elder Cohn. He was not successful as a merLike his
chant, and went into bankruptcy in 1880.

Educated for a mercantile

father and brothers,

lie

had

scientific

and

literary

Taking up

his residence in Berlin, he
turned his attention to literature. In 1861 his first

inclinations.

ATlg. Deutsche Bingraphie. 1896.
Rol, Gesch. der Evangel. Jud.-Mifsiim. I. 213.

BIBLIOGRAPHT

edition of the

6.

COHN, LUDWIG ADOLF German historian
born in Breslau

A special

ib.

sermon preached by Cohn on his completing the

Carmoly,

die der Classischeu Altertumswissenschaft."
F. T. H.
8.
:

See Mkls, A.

COHN (KOHN), MESHULLAM SOLOMON: German rabbi; born about 1739; died at

Zempelburg. proviuce of

gist;

i-ent at
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dramatic

effort,

"Der VereinsHeld," was produced

Cobn wrote the following comedies:

Breslau.

in

Cobn, Leopold
Cohn, Tobias
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"Die Getreidespekulanten," 1876; "Eine Episode
aus den Pickwickiern," 1876; "Zu Spat," 1877; "Oel
und Petroleum," 1877; "Der Letzte Termiu," 1877;
"Die Griindung aus Liebe," "Unser Ziegeuner,"
and "Eine Stille Familie," 1878; "Das Vierte R!,"
1879; "Drei Trotzkopfe," 1880; " Gesellscbaftlicbe
Pflicbten

"

(witb H. Wilken), 1881

;

"

Apfelroscben,"

1883; "Penelope" and " Kommerzienrat KSnigsberger," 1883; "Ein Pbotographicalbum," 1885;
" Kyritz - Pyritz " (with H.
Wilkcn) and "Griechisches Feuer," 1887 " Die Liebesprobe " and " Humoristisches Kleeblatt, " 1888 " In der Kinderstube,
1889.
He also wrote "Der Bauherr," a tragedy,
1877, and the following novels " Amor auf Reisen,
1888; "Berliner Humor, Auf RoUendem Rade,"
1889; "InderZehnmillionenStadt," 1890; "Italienischer Salat," 1892; "Ein Proletarierkind," 1893;
" Hauslicher
Bilderbogen " (published after his
;

time, and then the gymnasium and university at
Breslau.
At the latter institution he studied Oriental languages and philosophy, and received the
degree of Ph.D.
In 1847 Cohn was called as rabbi to Oppeln, then
to Maestricht, Schwerin, and in 1876 to Berlin he
retired in 1894 to Breslau.
Cohn married the eldest
daughter of the chief rabbi Ettlinger of Altona,
who often mentions him in his responsa, "Binyan
Zion." From 1878 to 1894 he lectured on homiletics
at the Orthodox rabbinical seminary of Berlin.
Bibliography: Lowenstein, Blatter fUr Jild. Oesch. und
;

Literatur,

1902, p.

4tj.

;

:

A. F.

S.

COHN, TOBIAS:

Polish physician; born at
Metz, Germany, 1652 died at Jerusalem 1729. His
grandfather was the physician Eleazar Kohn, who
emigrated from Palestine to Poland, and settled
;

death), 1894.

Bibliography: Briimner, Lexikon der Deutschen Dichter
und Proaaisten des Neunzehnten Jahrhundert, s.v.
8.
F. T. H.

COHN, RUDOLF: German
at Schneidemlihl, Posen,

He

physiologist; born

Germany, April

23, 1862.

education at the Kneiphdf'sche
Gymnasium and at the University of KOnigsberg,
graduating as doctor of medicine in 1886. In the
same year he became assistant at the laboratory of
medical chemistry and pharmacology at Konigsberg.
In 1892 he was admitted to the medical faculty of
his alma mater as privat-docent, and in 1898 received the title of professor.
Cohn has published several essays on chemical physiology in "Zeitschrift fiir Physiologische
Chemie," "Archiv fiir Experimentelle Pathologic,"
and " Berichte der Berliner Chemischen Gesellschaft."
Since 1893 he lias been the editor of the
cliemical department of Hermann's " Jahresberichte
fnr Physiologic."
fl.
F. T. H.
received

his

COHN, SAMITEL: German political economist;
born at Bromberg 1862; died in Berlin July 30,
1900.
He attended the Joachimsthal-Gymiuisium,
and studied pliilology and history at Berlin University, where lie took the degree of Ph. D.
After graduating he turned his attention to economics. His
introduction to journalism took phice when he
joined tlic staff of the Oldenburg " Korrespondenz,"
and from about 1889 he contributed frequently to
Berlin newspapers and periodicals.
For a number
of years he acted as secretary to Friedrich GoldBchmidt in his economic researches and studies.
Toward

the close of

liis life

Cohn was

editor of the

"Ockonornist."
Hi.s work,
"Die Finanzen des
Deutschen Heiches seit Seiner Begrllndung " (Berlin,
1899), is the result of a number of years of labor,
and is marked l)y the clear arrangement and the

abundance of

its

BinMoriRAPiiT

AUu- ZcU. den Jud. Aug.

:

material.
3,

lOno.

N. D.

H.

COHN, SOLOMON: German

rabbi; born at
Zliiz. I'ru.s.sian Hilesia, Marrli 24, 1822; died in Breslau Sept. 22, 1902.
He was a grandson of Rabbi
Meshullam Solomon Cohn of FUrth. Solomon
Cohn attended tlie yeshibali at Presburg for a short

IV— 11

(From tbt

Toblajj Cutiu.
" Ma'uch Toblyyah,"

frontliplrce of bis

1101.)

Kamenetz-Podolsk, where he practised medicine
His father was tlie Polish physician Moses Kohn of Narol, in the district of Bielsk,
who moved to Metz in H'AH to escape persecution
during the Cos.sack revolution.
Tobias and his
elder brother returned to Poland after the death of
in

until his death.

their father in 1073.

He

received his education at

Cracow and the universities of Frank forton theOder (at the expense of the great elector of Brandenburg) and Padua, graduating fmin the latter as doctor of medicine.
He jiractised for some time in
Poland, and removed later to Adrianople, where he

became

hammed
II.,

and

—

pliysician to five successive sultans MoIV., Sulaiinan II., Ahmad II., Mustapha

Ahmad

lie

III.,

moving with the court to Conwent to Jerusalem, where

In 1724 he
lived until his death.

stantinople.

Cohn, Tobias
Cohnsteiu
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Cohn was familmrwiUi nine languages— Hebrew.
German. lUilian, Freueh, Spanish. Turkish. Latin.
Greek, and Arabic. This great linguistic knowl" Ma'aseh
tnlge nuuie it possible iov him to write his
Tobiyyah " (Work of Tobias), published in Venice in
1707. and reprinted there in 1715. 1728, 17(>S), and
Tiie work is encyclopedic, and is divided into
1850.
eight parts: (1) theology; (2) astronomy (3) medi;

cine;

hy-

(4)

COHN, TOBIAS: German

i

Christian

(6)
syphilitic mal-

any

(6)

it^nn

no

Berlin.

cos-

1857 to

mogra phy
and (8) an essay
on the four ele-

officiated as

and
rabbi of the
comnuniity of
Potsdam. With

The most imthe

portant

is

part,

From
18% he

preacher

ments.

third

ce-

lebrities of

bot-

(7)

;

rabbi and writer;

born at llammerstein, West Prussia, Feb. 2, 182G.
After gra<luating from the normal school, ho conducted the Jewish cli'inciitary school of his native
city until 1846.
He then continued his studies at
Berlin, where he received his doctor's degree in 1857.
During this time he was livingiu the houseof Sarah
Levy (nee Itzig), then the gathering- place for the
J e w s h and

giene;

adies;
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his

the

wife,

daugliler of

which contains
an illustration

Ludwig

showing

human body

took up his
residence in

and

Berlin.

a

house

a

Phil-

ippson, he then

Cohn

side by side and

an

is

honorary mem-

comparing the

members of the

ber of the Li-

former to the

terarische

parts of the lat-

Gesellschaft, a

ter

society

(see

illus-

posed

tration).

comof

the

In part 2 are

intellectual

found an astrolabe (see Jkw.
Encyc. ii. 244)

leaders of Pots-

and

dam, and hasbeen decorated
with the Order

illustra-

tions of astro-

of

the

and

Eagle.

math ematical

larger
include

nomical

instruments.

Inserted

:

Red
His
works
" Der

Talmud"

be-

"Die

tween parts 6

nSGG);

andTisaTurk-

Mosesgruppe

s h -LatinSpanish
dic-

von Ranch "
Huma"Die

1

""">A\\M\\\\\\VA>rt\..

tionary;
and
pretixed to the

work

is

a

nitiltsperiode"

The House of the Body.
An

poem

by Solomon

allegorical design

of the l)ody to the divisions of a house.
(From TobiM Cohn, " Ma'aaeh Toblyyat." 1707.)

Conegliano.
Cohn's medical knowledge and experiences seem
to have been of considerable importance.
He gave,
from his own observations, the first description
of the "plica polonica," as well as many local
symptoms and newly discovered medicinal herbs.
He also published in three languages a list of remedies.

He criticized the anti-Jewish professors of Frankfort-on -the- Oder as well as his coreligionists who
were devoted to Cabala and committed

to a blind

belief in miracles.

Bibliography:

Hlrsch, Bwf). Lex. s.v.; Rev. FA.Juivcx, xvll.
293; xxi. J40, 318 M. Bersohn, Tohiasz Knhn, Warsaw, 1872.
:

H. R.

"Die Aufklilr-

comparing the organs

F. T.

II.

ungsperiode"
" Die
Araber
;

im Chalifat";
Gemeinschaftsleben mit den Vorchristliclien
VOlkern " (1898). He also contributed many scientific
" Israels

essays to the " AllgemeineZeitungdesJudenthums,"
Geiger's " Jiidische Zeitschrift fiir Wissenschaft uiid
Leben " (iv.), "Jahrl)uch fiir die Geschichte der Juden und des Judenthums" (iv.), " Aus Alten Zeiten
und Landen," "Im Dcutschen Reich," etc.
P. R.

s.

TOBY

COHN,
German physician and medical
author; born at Breslau Dec. 20, 1866. Colin was
educated at the Elisabeth gymnasium of his native
city and at the universities of Breslau and Freiburg.
From Sept., 1891, to Jan., 1893, he was an assistant
at Wernicke's imiversity clinic for neuropathy, and
:

Cohn, Tobias
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CohnsteizL

been assistant to Mendel at Berlin. Colin
the author of " Klinischer Beitrag zur Kenntniss
des Wasserverlaufs im Verlangerten Mark," 1894;
"Infantile Hemiplegie mit Intentionstremor," 1895;
" t'osthemiplegische
Bewegungsstorung,"
1896;
"Zur Symptomatologieder Gesichtslahmung," 1897;
"Facialistikals Beschaftigungsneurose," 1897; "Die
Mechanische Behandlung der Beschaftigungsneurosen," 1898; and "Leitfaden der Electrodiagnostik
und Electrotherapie ftlr Praktiker und Studirende,"

pioneer in the theory of inflammation, which is now
universally accepted and his researches in the field
of pathological circulation and the causes of embolism marked a new departure in the methods of
medical treatment.
Aside from his literary and experimental activity,
Cohnheim was both popular and successful as a

1899.

chow 's

lias since
is

BIBLIOORAPHY

Jiiographisches Lerikon UcrvorraDas GeiMiye Berlin, iii- 31.
1901, p. 338

Pagel,

:

gender Aei-zte,

;

E. Ms.

8.

;

teacher.

Among
"Ueber

many works may be mentioned:
Entziindung Seroser Haute," in Vir"Archiv fiir Pathologische Anatomie und
his

die

Physiologic und fiir Kliuische Medizin," xxvii.
"Zur Kenntniss der Zuckeibildcnden Fermente," ib.
xxviii.
"Ein Fall von Abscessen in Am)doid Entarteten Organen," ib. xxxiii. "Ueber dieEndigung
der Muskelnerven," ib. xxxiv., and in the "Centralblatt der Medizinischen Wissenschaften," 1863;
" Ueber den Feinereu Bau der Quergestreiften Muskelfasern," ib. xxxiv. (demonstration of the "Cohnheimsche Muskelfelder " by freezing fresh muscles);
" Zur Pat hologischen Anatomie der Trichinen-Krankheiten," ib. xxxvi. "Ueber die Endigungder Sensiblen Nerven in der Hornhaut," ib. xxxviii. (demonstration of the termination of the nerves in the
cornea through treatment with chlorid of gold);
"Ueber Entziindung und Eiterung," ib. xli. (mentioned above); "Ueber Venose Stauuug," ib. xli.;
with Bernhard Friinkel, " Experimentelle Untersuchungen iiber die Uebertragbarkeit der Tuberkuloseauf Thiere," ib. xlv. " Untersuchungen iiber
;

COHNFELD, ADALBERT DOROTHEUS
SOLOMON: German author horn in Pyritz, Ponie;

Aug. 3, 1809: died in Berlin Jan. 20, 1868.
lived in Breslau during the earlier part of his
life, and became a physician, but was best known
as the editor of the " Norddeutsche Zeitschrift fiir
rania,

He

das Theater " and of tlie Erinnerungsbliitter." He
published: "Phantasmagorien," Berlin and Zilllichau, 1837, and "Die Hospitalitaten," Berlin. 1838,
both novels; " Ausfllhrliche Gesch. des Preussischen
Staates," 2 vols., ib. 1840; " Ausfuhrliche Lebensund Regierungsgesch. Friedrich Wilhelm III." ib.
1840-41; "Die Rilckkehr des Landwehrmanns," a
''

comedy.
BIBLIOGRAPHY

:

FQrst, Bibliotheca

Judaica,

i.

183.

N. D.

8.

COHNHEIM, JULIUS

German

pathologist
born at Demmin, Pomerania, July 20, 1839; died in
He studied at the universiLeipsic Aug. lo, 1884.
ties of Wllrzburg, ]SIarburg, Greifswald, and Berlin,
receiving his doctor's degree at Berlin in 1861. After
taking a postgraduate course in Prague, he returned
to Berlin in 18G2, wiicre he practised until 1864, when
he took service as surgeon in the war against Denmark. In the fall of the same year he became assistant at the pathological institute of Berlin University under Virchow, remaining there until 1868.
During this time he publi-siied several articles relating
:

to pliysiological chemistry and histologj', but finally
turned his espcc-ial attention to patiiological anatIll 1867 tliere appeared in Virchow s " Archiv
Patliologischc Anatomic und Physiologic und
Kiinisclie Medizin " (xli.) Cohnheim's essay,
fllr
''Leber Enfzllndung und Eiterung," wiiich made
pathologist.
In it he proved
lii.s reputation as a
tiiat the emigralion f)f tiie wliifc blood corpuscles is
the origin f)f pus, a statement wliicli produccjd a
In 186H C'ohnheim
great revolution in pathology.

omy.
fllr

was appointed professor of iiatliologieal anatfuny
and general i)atiiology in the University of Kiel;
and four years later (1872) he went to the UniverHis work
a similar position.
in the winter f>f 1873-74 by
illness.
In lH7t) hearcepted an invitation to become
profes.sor of pathology in the University <if Ix-ipsic,
which chair he occupied until his death.
rohnheim was the first to use the now imiversal
metho<l of freezing fresh pathological objects for

sity of Breslau to

there

fill

was interrupted

examination; he al.so first demonstrated nerve-termination in "Cohnheim's areas" (polygonal areas indicating the cut ends of muscle-columns, seen in the
cross -section 3 of striated muscle-fiber); he was the

;

;

;

Embolischen Processe," Berlin, 1872; " Neue Untersuchungen iiber die Entziindung," ib. 1873;
"Vorlesungen liber AUgemeine Pathologic," ib.
1877-80, 2d ed. 1882; "Die Tuberkulose vom Standpuukt der Infectionslehre," Leipsic, 2d ed., 1881.
His collected works ("Gesammelte Abhandlungen,"
Berlin, 1885) were edited by E. AVagner, with a biography by Kiihne.

die

Ponflck, Oedilchtni^rfAle auf Cohnheim,
llinch, liiographixcheg Lejncn)i, 8. v., Vienna,
Paget, Bionr-aijh inches Lexikim, s.v., Vienna, 1901.

HiHi.ioRRAPHY

:

lircsliiu, 1884:
\>0\'>

;

F. T. H.

8.

COHNHEIM. PAUL

:

German

jihysician

;

bom

He was

educated at the gymnasium at Stettin and the universities of Berlin, Freiburg in Baden. Tiibingen, and
Wlirzburg, being graduated from the last-named as
doctor of medicine in 1891. He settled in Berlin as
a physician the same year, and till 1890 was assistant jiliysician at the Boas ])rivate hospital. Since
1899 he has continued in |)ra<'tise as a physician,
treating mainly diseases of the digestive organs.
Cohnheim is the editor of the yearly literary reports in "Archiv fiir Verdauungs-Krankheiten."
HiiiMocHAPiiY PiiKel, BUnfrayhlnchcs LexUum, s.v., Vienna,

at Lul)es,

ill

I'oiiieiania,

Dec.

2,

1867.

:

19(11.

F. T. H.

H

COHNSTEIN, ISIDOR: German gynecologist;
Gnesen, province of Posen, Pru.ssia, Aug. 1,
died at Charlottenburg, near Berlin, July 25,
1894.
He received his education at the gymnasium
of his native town and at thi! universities of Berlin,
Prague, and Heidelberg, being graduated as doctor
In 1866 he engaged in practise
of medicine in 1864.
as a physician in Berlin, where he was admitted to
Three years
the university as privat-docent in 1868.
later he gave up general practise, and became a
liorn at

1841

;

Colmbia
Colmar
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Hrsiguiiig his position in
Uie uuivei'sity. he in 1877 renioveii to Ileiiielbeig,
where he established himself as a gynecologist.
Cohnstein 1ms written several essays and books,
Among these the followespecially ou gynecology.
ing may be mentioned: "I'eber den ^luskeltonus"
(awardeila prize by the Brussels Academy); " Leber
" L'eber eiu Neues PerforaAlte Erstgebilrende "
" Ueber Vaginitis E.xfoliativa "
tionsverfahren "
" Lehrbueii
" Gruudriss
der Geburtshilfe "
der
specialist in iryiuvology.

;

;

;

;

Gynakologie."
BiBLioiiRAPHY

:
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who had described his olTense (see Aahon, Son of
THE Devil). The king claimed sole jurisdiction
over the Jewry of Colchester, and when he granted
the castle to

Guy

of Rochfort. he reserved the right

town and hundred of Colchester to
Jews' debts. When the Jews were ex-

to enter the

search for

jielled in I'JDO,

nine houses and a "schola" of the

Jewry escheated to the king, from which it may be
assumed that the community of Colchester stood
about seventh in order of importance at that time.
Hini.iooRAiMiv: E. L. CiMs, Colchester, nUl. 118-135; Jacobs.

Pagel. Bio(jraphisches Lerikon,

s.v.,

Vienna,

Jewish Ideals, pp.

225-:5}3.

J.
s.

F. T. n.

COIMBBA:

City of Portugal, capital of the
province of Beira, in which there was formerly a
"Juderia," or Jewish quarter, now called "Corpo
de Deus. " In April, 1395, the prior of the church
in Coimbm and several of the clergy broke into the
Jewry in order to obtain eggs (for Easter) from
The local rabbi, Solomon Catalan, the
the Jews.
elder Istuic Passacom, and other Jews intimated to
the priests that they had no right to demand eggs
of the Jews, who were living in the street set apart
for them.
Upon this the clericals resorted to force,
and broke into the house of a Jew named Jacob
Alfayate.
The Jews resisted and drove the importunate clericals out of the ghetto. The king
protected them from further annoyances at the
hands of the clergy.
Coimbra, the seat of the only Portuguese university, at which many Marauos studied, had a tribunal
of the Inquisition, which, during several centuries,
instituted numerous autos da fe and sentenced many
secret Jews to life imprisonment or to be burned
alive.
Coimbra was the birthplace of Moses ibn
Danon, who in 1510 wu-ote a Talmudic work at Fez.

Bibliography: Kayserlinsr, Gesch. der Juden in Portugal,
pp. ^. 345 et ««'v-: Mendes dos Remedlos, OsJudcus em Portugal, p. 158. Compare AUTO da. Ft,
G.

M. K.

COIN-MAKERS. See Minters.
COINS, COINAGE. See Numismatics.
COLCHESTER: County town of Essex,

COLENSO, JOHN WILLIAM:

Bi.shop

of

Natal and English Biblical critic born at St. Austell, Cornwall, Jan. 24, 1814; died Jan. 20, 1883.
He was educated at St. John's College, Cambridge.
After obtaining his degree Colenso passed some time
<ts a teacher at Harrow, where he produced his wellknown school-books on arithmetic and algebra. He
became Bishop of Natal in 1853. For the purposes
of his mission to the Zulus he mastered their language. He wrote and publi-shed a Zulu grammar,
and translated into that language the books of Genesis, Exodus, and Samuel.
During the course of his translation he was much
troubled by inquiries from the intelligent Zulus
whom he used as interpreters as to the discrepancies
in the different narratives contained in Genesis and
Exodus. This led him to write his "Pentateuch
;

and Book of Jo.shua Critically Examined," of which
the first part appeared in 1862, and created great excitement in the theological world. Colenso drew attention to the arithmetical ditliculties attached to
the acceptance of the Biblical estimate of the number of fighting men (600,000) who left Egypt at the
time of the Exodus, since this number assumes a
population of over two millions. Colenso 's early
studies enabled him to realize the difficulties of commissariat involved in the movement of such large

numbers. He Was ultimately led to deny the Mosaic
authorship of the Pentateuch, and to declare that
Jeremiah was the author of the Book of Deuteron-

He was deposed by the Bishop of Cape Town
for heresy in 1863, but the act of deposition was not
omy.

Eng-

land.
Jews are first mentioned as living in Colchester in 1185, and it is probable that they were
involved in the massacre of 1190. The community
was evidently of some importance, as it was ninth
in the amount of its contribution toward the ransom
of Richard I. in 1194. The community had in 1220
a special bailiff, probably for the purpose of collecting the taxes imposed upon it. In 1220 this officer
was one Benedict. An agreement dated 1258, relative to the Colchester Jewry in Stockwell street,
•was transcribed by W. Bedwell in Roman letters,

from which it was retransliterated into Hebrew by
Neubauer ("Rev. Et. Juives," v. 247). In 12G7 a
curious incident occurred when several Jews and
Christians were involved in an infringement of the
forest laws.
They had started and chased a doe in
the woods in the neighborhood of Colchester.
They
were severely fined, the Jews more heavily than the
others.
One of the Jewish offenders escaped to Lincoln, but returned ten years later, when a portrait
of him was drawn upon the Forest Roll by the scribe

confirmed by the Privy Council, and Colenso remained Bishop of Natal to his death.
His work, the later parts of which show considerable advance on the somewhat crude views expressed
in the earlier i)ortious, was concluded by the publication of part seven in 1879.
He was for a long
time the solitary EnglLsh representative of the higher
criticism, and was thereby exposed to much obloquy. The well-known "Speaker's Commentary"
was projected mainly in order to combat his views.

These created great interest in Jewish quarters,
and were answered by Dr. H. Adler and Dr. A.
Benisch.
Bibliography

:

Dictionarji of National Biography,

s.v.

J.

COLLAR:

A

rendering in Judges viii. 26 of
the Hebrew word ni2"'Dl I" the other passage (Isa.
iii. 19) in which
it occurs it is translated "chains."
In both cases the word is used in the enumeration
of ornaments: in Isaiah of the Jewish women, and
The root (5)03)
in Judges of the Midianite kings.
1.

means "to drop, "and the word may therefore mean
" drops, " " pendants from the ears, " etc.
Targum to
Judges renders it by SP'^^, which Jastrow, s.i\, trans"wreaths," "crowns." Rashi, as is his wont,
Targum understanding by it, however, pendants falling upon the breast, as a string
of pearls (see Rashi on Isa. iii. 19, Avhere he interchanges N'pyy and X^^fjS). Kimhi, starting from
the root "drop," finds in "natifah" the idea "dropper," which he interprets to mean a bottle in which
lates

agrees with the

perfume was
as

;

carried,

occasion

and from which

required.

Gersonides

it

was dropped
agrees

with

Kimhi.

A

rendering, in Job xxx. 18, of the Hebrew
(^D3) where, however, the translation is
scarcely warranted.
The reference is merely to an
opening for the head in a garment, and does not
imply the elaborate idea conveyed by the word
"collar" (Ex. xxviii. 32). The same word is found
in Ps. cxxxiii. 2, where it indicates the top edge of
the garment.
2.

word ns

G. B. L.

E. G. H.

COLLEGES,

RABBINICAL.

See

Semi-

N.VHIKS, R.VBI5INIC.\I..

COLLINS, CHARLOTTE

(Lottie): Anglo
born in London, England, about
1805.
She began lior stage career at the age of five,
when she made her debut as a rope-dancer. Having
lost both her parents while still a child, she joined
lier sisters, Marie and Lizzie Collins, singing and
(lancing with them at various music-halls.
In LSOO
she became famous for the song entitled "Ta-ra-ral)ooni-dea\-," which she introduced at the Tivoli
Music Hall in London. This song had enormous
success.
It was originally a boating-chant, used
by sailors on the lower Mississijijii. In 1892 she
Avas engaged by Charles Froluuan to sing in
America.
J.
V. E.

Amencan

actress

COLMAR
UiijiiT

;

Kolmar) Chief town of
Germany, on the Lauch and the

(German,

Alsace,

:

1279.

In 1285 the emperor Ruilolph I. besiegeil Colmar,
whifh the Jews were held res|)onsiblc by its citizens, who declared they hail induced Hudoliili to
for

attack the city
tliis

;

Jews were accordingly c.vpclled.
was grfjundlcss ran lie seen from

tlie

ciiarge

I{u(lolpli's sul)sef|ucnt

treatment of them.

MeVr of

iJoliienburg, rabbi of C'olmar, i)assing through Rudolph's camp, was held for a ransom of 1,500

murks.

He, however, forba<Ie his (lock to i)ay such

a heavy sum, and spent the remainder of

liis life in

prison.

The period

Colmar

More fortunate than many other Alsatian communities, Colmar escaped the persecutions of the
hordes of Armleder, who, on hearing
Perof the approach of the army of Louis
secutions. of Bavaria, raised the siege. But this
relief was dearly paid for.
Louis of
Bavaria handed over the Jews of Colmar, with their
possessions, to the city for the sum of 200 marks.
The year 1348 was fatal to the community of Colmar, as to all Alsatian communities. The accusation
of having caused the Black Death found credence
with the anti-Jewish council of Colmar. In fact, on
Dec. 29, 13-18, the city council announced to their
fellows of Strasburg that one Hegman liad, under
torture, accused Jacob, the c<intor of the synagogue
of Strasburg, of having sent him the poison winch
he had put into the wells of Colmar. Thereupon
the Jews, without being permitted a hearing, were
burned outside the gates of the city. The place
where the auto da fe occurred is still known as the
"Judenloch" (Hole of the Jews). In the following
year, Charles IV. of Germany absolved the inhabitants of Colmar from all responsibility for the burning of his "servi camerfE."
Jews were again admitted to Colmar, at the request of King Wenccslaus, about 1375. Neverthewhen the latter took the part of the nobles in
their quarrels with the Alsatian towns, the Jews of
Colmar helped to defend the city, and refused to
pay taxes for three years (1385-88). They were.
therefore, together with their Christian fellow citiLater an
zens, put under the bun of the emjiire.
less,

arrangement was made between the city and the emperor, relinquishing to the former the Jewish taxes
for a period of ten years; whereupon the ban was
Wenceslaus, however, did not forget
removed.
their recalcitrance, and in 1392 annulled all the claims

Jews against their Christian debtors.
During the reign of Robert of Bavaria the condi-

of the

of

tion

community improved. On Sept. 28,
Jews of Colmar a renewal of
But the hostility of the counprivileges.

the

1401, he granted the

Fecht.
At the beginning of the thirteenth century
C'olmar had a large conmiunity of Jews, who enjoyed the favor of the municipal authorities. They
occupied a special quarter, where they had a synagogue.
The building was destroyed by fire in

That

Coizabra
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of banishment nmst have been brief,
for .several years later, wlien Adolph of Nassau,
Rudolph's sncccs.sor, besieged Colmar, Jews were
among the defenders of the city. In 1292 the Jews
<if Colmar were accused of a ritual murder, and a
riot ensued, in which many Jews lost their lives.

their old

of Colmar continued to manifest itself in many
ways; and in 1437 the council secured from King
Sigismund an edict prohibiting the citizens of Colmar from renting or selling houses to Jews without
In 1468, the
special permission from the mayor.
council made changes in the statutes affecting Jews,
and added tlic following clauses:
cil

" In luldltlon to the yearly faxes, the Jew.s shall contrllHite to
tlu; fortress, and plve NewIn cnse of wiir Ihcy shall pay snppleIn their houses (liirlii>r Holy
remain
inenUiry taxes.
Week, kaster and the feasts of Corpus Chrlstl and Assuriiplion.
Only unniaiTled children may reside wlih their parents, and no

the

Itix

Yciir

for the

(fifis

to the

nmliiti'iianco of

nmyor.

They

shall

harbor without Hpeelal iieriuisslon any forelj,Mi eoreForeign .lew.s shall pay. on enlerln^ the city, a
If
'lilappiTl' at the nale, and a i)feiinl(? to the (fatekeeper.
they wish to pass a nljfht In the rity, they shall pay one shllllnfir.
to
Us
amenable
persons
from
only
Jews
Theellv proteil.s the

Jew

shall

ll(flonlst.

irilMinal."

At the end of 1470 Ihe community sullercd greatly
hands of the Swiss Confederates, who, on
their way t<» France, plundered the Jews and com-

at the

Moreover, the counmitted many acts of violence.
fearing that the Christitm inhabitants would
get into trouble with the Confederates on account
of the Jews, prohibited the latter front entering the
cil,

Colmar
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Coloffue

city.

Thus

tolenitoil

ouly two Jewish families wore
At k-ngth the eouncil retiuested

in 1478

thore.

from Maxiiuiliiiii I., in Dee. 1507, permission to banish llie Jews from C\)lmar, whieh request was granted in
ment of lolO (Jan. 32). In vain the community e.xerted everj' effort to secure
1512.
the repeal of the decree of banishment.
All that it obtained, through the help of Josel of
Hosheim, the loader of tlie Alsatian Jews, was the
postponement of enforcement until St. George's
Day, 1512. Thenceforth all Jews who came to Colmar for purposes of trade were compelled to pay
a toll and to wear the yellow bailge. The synagogue and the Jewish cemetery of Colmar were presented b)' Maximilian to his secretary, Jean Spiegel
Tlie cemetery, however, was also
of Schlettstadt.
used by the Jews in the seigniory of Ribeaupierre.
The council was therefore coustiained to take over
both the cemetery and the buildings formerly belonging to the Jews, paying an indemnity to both
Jean Spiegel and William of Ribeaupierre.
The council was not }'et satisfied. The banished

Their
Bauish-

Jews

settled in the neighboring villages, and came
daily to Colmar to transact business with its citiThe council therefore passed a law prohibzens.
iting Jews from depositing their merchandise with
Christians.
On Peb. 2, 1534, the council passed
another law forbidding the inhabitants, under penalty of loss of citizenship, to harbor Jews.
These

laws remaining without effect, the council solicited
and obtained from Charles V. (April 25, 1541) permission to forbid them from entering Colmar.
Through the intervention again of Josel of Rosheim
the imperial chancelry, a month later (May 24, 1541),
renewed all the privileges previously enjoyed by
the Jews of Colmar.
These contradictory enactments became the occasion of litigation between the
city and the Jews, lasting eight jears, the Jews

being ultimately defeated.
Until 1691 no Jew set foot into Colmar. A community, however, began to form in 1789; and its history, from that time on, differs little from that of
other communities in France and Ger-

Recent

many. With the introduction of the
History, system of consistories (1808) Colmar
became the seat of one, with twentyfive dependent communities.
At present (1903) Isiis grand rabbi of the consistory.
The
districtof Colmar includes about 11, 000 Jews. There
are several benevolent societies, the most noteworthy of which are the Societe de Patronage des

dore Weill

Jeunes Israelites and the Societe des Dames.
Alsace.

See

BiBLiOGKAPiiv Mossmann, Etude sur VHistnire des Jidfs d
Colmar, Colmar, 1866; Scheld, Histoire fie Juifn d'Almce,
Paris, 1873 Idem. Josel el la ViUe de Colmar, In Rev. El.
Juiveit. xlll. 70-74
J. Krarauer, Proces de R. Joaelmann
Contre la VWe de Colmar, Ib.xix. 282-293; Reuss, L'Algace
:

;

;

auXVIIe

Siecie.

O.

I.

COLOGNA, ABRAHAM.

See

Bu.

Abuaham de

Coi,f)(;NA.

COLOGNE
Colonia

((German,

Agrippina)

Koln
Chief

or

Coin;

Latin,

Rhenish
Prussia.
There are indications that a .Jewi.sh community existed here long before Christianity had
:

city

of
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The first otHcial document,
however, concerning the Jews of Cologne dates

become dominant.

from the time of Constantine, who issued a decree
(Dec. 11, 821) abolishing their privilege of exemption from onerous municipal olHces (" Codex TheoHis successors, especially
iii.
16, 8).
Theodosius H., did not content themselves with the
withdrawal of old privileges, but curtailed the civic
rights of the Jews.
Happily for the Jews of Cologne, it fell, in 462, into the hands of the Franks;
and a long period of freedom and prosperity for the
Jews of that city followed, though many attempts
were made by the fanatical clergy to disturb the harmony and interrupt the friendship existing between
the jews and the Christians.
In 881 the Jewish community of Cologne ceased
to exist, the city having been reduced to ashes by
the Norman invaders. It was, however, soon rebuilt, and under the wise rule of the archbishops,
which made the city a great industrial and commercial center, a prosperous and numerous Jewish community came into existence during the tenth century, accumulating material wealth and learning in
an eminent degree. As in the old city, the Jews
occupied a sjiccial quarter, situated beFirst Be- tvveen the city hall and the Church of
ginnings. St. Laurentius, although they were
allowed to reside wherever they chose.
They had a synagogue and a Talmudical school,
dosianus,"

the origin of

which

is

ascribed to

Amram of May-

ENCK.

new and

richly decorated synagogue
and about the same time a hospital
i^npn) was built by a philanthropist named Eliakim
ben Mordecai. The communitj' was administered
by a chief rabbi, officially called "episcopus Juda;orum," who was elected annually. lie was assisted
by a council of twelve dayyanim, whose decisions
had legal force. Disputes between Christians and
Jews had to be decided by the Jewish council and
in grave criminal cases, in which the Jewish council was incompetent to decide, a Jew could be convicted only on evidence corroborated by a Jewish

In 1010 a

was

erected,

;

witness.

The Jews were engaged in all branches of commerce, trading especially in wool, leather, fur, and
jewelry. They were also allowed to hold public
offices; and many a Jew was entrusted by his Christian fellow citizens with the direction of public affairs.
Thus, in the middle of the eleventh century,
a Jew named Egeberth exercised the functions of
burgomaster of the parish of St. Laurentius.
This golden period in the life of the Jews of Cologne was terminated by the Crusades. On May 29,
1096, the Jews of Cologne were informed of the approach of the Crusaders. Being well aware that
they could expect no mercy from the pilgrims, who
delighted in the spilling of Jewish blood, they
.sought refuge in the hou.scs of their
The First Christian fellow citizens, who, touched
Crusade,
with pity, did all they could to shield
them. The following day the Crusaders, on entering the city, had to content themselves with pillaging the Jewish quarter, and tearing up and defiling the scrolls of the Law. Only
two Jews, Mar Isaac and Rebekah, fell victims to

Both had refused to escape, and willtheir rage.
ingly accepted martyrdom. Mar Isaac was dragged
to a church, and, spitting on the crucifix held up
before him, was there killed.
^Meanwhile the situation of the refugees became
untenable, and detection was feared at every moment.
The arciibishop, Hermann HI., who himself sheltered many Jews in his palace, decided to send them
secretly away, to be housed in the neighboring towns
and yillages of his diocese. For tJiree weeks the
unfortunate Jews remained safely in their new hiding-places, but were finall\' discovered, and shared
the fate of their brethren in other towns. Many
ended their lives in lakes and bogs, following the
example of a pious man named Samuel ben Yehiel.
Standing in the water, and pronouncing a blessing,
he killed his son; and his assembled coreligionists,
while intoning the " Shcma' " (" Hear, O Israel ")
threw themselves into the Kliine. Various " Memorbiicher " preserve tl)e names of a great number of
these martyrs, among whom were several proselytes
and a prayer of commemoration is recited every year
at Cologne on the Sabbath preceding Penteco.st.
As soon as the honorsof the Crusade had ceased
the community was reestablished by the remaining old settlers who had escaped massacre, and it
!

was augmented by newcomers, who anticipated
greater security at Cologne, as tiie Cliristian citizens
of the city had shown tiiemselves compassionate
toward the Jews. Scarcely had fifty years pas.sed
in relative traiu]uillity wlien a new
The Second calamity overtook the community.
Crusade. The monk Rudolpii arrived at Cologne
(Aug. 1, 1146); and his anti-Jewish
speeches soon bore fruit. i\Ieanwhile pilgrims for
the Second Crusade commenced to gather; and a renewal of the scenes of 1096 was to be apprehended.
In their distress the Jews addressed themselves to
Archltishop Arnold, who gave them the castle of
Walkenburg and permission to defend themselves
with arms. As long as they remained in this i)lace
of refuge the)' were safe; but as .soon as they ventured forth the pilgrims, who lay in ambush,
dragged them away to be baptized, torturing and
commemoration of
tli(Mr sufferings during the Second Crusade, the
conuiiuiiity of Cologne made the twenty third of
killing those that resisted.

In

Nisaii H fast-flay.

After IIk! dcjiarture of Hudolph the Jews of Cologne rcofcupicd their dwellings, and tho.se who
liad under coin|)ulsioM nominally embraced Christianity resumed their status and places as Jews.
I'.ut othrr di.sjistrous effects of the (Crusades .soon
followed.

IJesidcH the great loss of life sustained

by many communities, the
an<l the East, hitherto

Jewish merchants,

traflic

between Europe

almost wholly controlled by

|)assed

ra|>iilly into

the hands of

Christian competitors, and Jews were .soon forbidden
to engagf! in any commercial ])ursuit.
Nor were
they able to practise liandicrafts, owing to the development of the gilds, which (xeluded Jews from
niemlurship. The only means of livelihood left to
them, that rif money-lending, entailed the ill will of
the iiili;ii»ilants.
Thus the characteristic fenturesof
the history of the Jews of Cologne from the Second

Crusade

Colmar
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to their

banishment were, as everywhere

else,

for
ical

Colog-ne

perpetual renewals of privileges

—dearly paid

—

and almost immediately revoked and periodoutbursts of persecution on the part of the

populace.

Under Archbishop Reinald (1157-67) the Jews of
Cologne w^ere regarded as "servicamerfe," under the
protection of the emperor and the so-called protection, as it was elsewhere, was here an excuse for extortion.
At the beginning of the twelfth century
the archbishops of Cologne acquired temporal power
over the diocese; and the protection of the Jews in
;

—

—

other words, the levj-ing of taxes was transferred
by the emperor to the prelates. The Jews had now
to pay, on the Feast of St. Martin, 10 marks and 6
pounds of pepper. But the archbishops understood
how to extract additional taxes. Thus, the false
accusation that a rich Jewish merchant and a rabbi,
called Abrahams, had tendered to a saleswoman base
coin in payment for their purchases, compelled
the community, in order to save their lives, to pay
to Archbishop Philip von Heinsberg 180 marks.
Philip, however, carried extortion so far that he
was subsequently called to account by the emperor
Frederick Barbarossa.
An exception to the general conduct of the archbishops of the thirteenth century was that of Engelbert von Berg (1216-22). As provost of
Bishop
the Dom he had shown his kindly
Engelbert. feeling toward the Jews by presenting
them in 1212 with five acres of land
Under his
for the enlargement of their cemetery.
rule the Jews were really protected, and this withnoble who had
out the payment of special taxes.

A

robbed and killed a Jew was condemned to death
by Engelbert. During the struggles between the
municipality of Cologne and Archbishop Conrad von
Hochstaden (1232-61), the Jews distinguished themselves by their courage in defending the city against
the archiepiscopal troops. The municipality showed
gratitude by including them in the treaty of
month later (April 27)
peace of March, 1252.
Conrad granted the Jews a special privilege for two

its

A

years.

Meanwhile the state of the Jews in Germany gengrew worse from year to year; and the community of Cologne was largely increased by refugees from neighboring towns. The
Thirteenth conseqtience was renewed trouble and
Thus in 1266 (June 15), on
violence.
Century,
a charge of having furnished arms to
the invading Mongols and Tatars, the conunuiiity
had to mourn twelve additional martyrs, im biding

erally

Habbi Isaac ben Simson. Whenever possible, the
archbishops, for whom the Jews were an inexhaustible source of revenue, quelled the popular outbreaks, and th(! Jews were safer at Cologne than
elsewhere in (icrmany. In the same year a new
privilege was granted, modeled on that of 1252. but
with .several ailditional clauses, and with the following stii)ulations: that no execution should take
place in or near the Jews' cemetery; that a foreign
Ix; buried therein; that Jews, whencesoever they might come, should not pay, in the territory of th(! archbishop, higher taxes than Christians; the archbishop should not tolerate in the city
of Cologne any Cauwercini or Christian usurers.

Jew might
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a letter of protection, in which it acknowledged the
benefits derived from the Jews.
About this time the Jews began to acquire bouses
in the Judengassc, Botengasse, and Burgerstrasse.
A part of their old synagogue was restored to them
and in 1373 they acquired the remainder. But this
relatively happy state of affairs did not last.
The
increa.sing influence of the DominiExpulsion cans, who had established their headThrough quarters at Cologne a center of the
the
Hussite movement showed itself in
Dominicans the enactment, in 1404, of laws prein 1426. scribing special garments for Jews.
On the other hand, the municipality,
weary of the struggle against the archbishops, who
illegally arrested Jews whenever they needed money,
eagerly embraced the opportunity to remove the
cause of the dis-

Tluso cltmsea wore oiigmvod on stoue tablets iu the
wall of the treiisury of the Doin.
Archbishop Wiebold (1097-1304) renewed the priviles:e iu 1302 for the sum of l,'200nii\rksand a yearly
payment of GO murks, iu additiou to an existing
payment of 1,600 shillings to the municipality.
In 1349 the sweeping accusation tiiat the Jews
had caused the Blaik Death by poisoning the wells
and the rivers, stirred the ever-ready populace to
The municipality, be it said to its honor,
violence.
did all in its power to prevent the imThe Black pending catastrophe, assuring the inhabitants that the plague was a punDeath.

ishment from God.

It

—
—

even encouraged

the municipality of Strasburg, in a letter addressed
to the burgomaster of that city, to stand by the
Jews. But all these exhortations were of no avail:
the executioners

would

not
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cord,

let

and

there-

their prey.

fore refused, la

Seeing that escape was hope-

1426, to renew
the Jewish privi-

slip

the

less,

elders

The Jews

leges.

commu-

nity, in a council
held on the eve
of St. Barthol-

had to leave the
city, and thenceforth were not
allowed even to

omew's Day. decided that, in

pass a night in
Cologne. Their

case of an attack,
instead of being

synagogue was

of the

dragged

converted
into
a chapel, which

to

church for com-

still

pulsory bap-

the

tism, thej'
set

would

exists

fire to their

and children in

Jews,

They

mained

had not long
wait.

On

to

24,

1349) the Jewish

Hebrew Deed

quarter was

(From the " Jiidenschreinbuch "

at-

of

Conveyance by Cologne Jews.
of the th{rtt;enth century.)

fire

possessions of the victims.
For more than twenty years there were no

The

new

Jews in

were one Schaaf
and his son-in-law, who had to pay 1,000 gulden for
admission to the city. It was agreed that each family admitted should pay 100 gulden for protection.
Fourteen families settled in the year 1372, paying
together 2,000 gulden foradmissionand l.loO gulden
annually for protection. In 1372 Archbishop Fiedfirst

movement.
Thence arose the

ish

crusades against

broke out simultaneously in different parts of it, and
the whole community perished. It remained only for
the authorities to dispose of the spoils; an agreement was made, in 1350, between the archbishop and
the municipality b)' which the former secured the

Cologne.

re-

sixteenth centuries the center
of an an ti -Jew-

Bartholomew's

tacked;

it

during
the fifteenth and

St.

Day (Aug.

of

Rathauscapelle.
Though Cologne had ceased
to be a home for

houses and die
with their wives
the flames.

under

name

settlers

payment of 70
marks, gianted pnvileges similar to those of his
predecessors.
The old cemetery near Severinsgate
was restored to the community; and on St. Thomas'
Day, in tlie following year, the municipality issued
erick III., in return for a yearly

Jewish books; and baptized Jews like Victor of
Carben and John Pfefferkorn found it a fertile
Ileuchlin
field for their anti-Jewish propaganda.
encountered there his bitterest eneiuies, the Dominicans, who converted the inhabitants of the once
Even after the
liberal city into a bigoted mob.
Protestant reform movement had triumpiied, Cologne remained the citadel of the reactionary spirit.
Jews of neighboring towns had the greatest diffi
culty in obtaining permission to stay in the city
even for twenty-four hours. Not until 1798, when
Cologne became a part of the French republic,
were its gates opened to Jews.
In 1798 Joseph Isaac Stern of Ml'ddheim and his
family, availing themselves of the declaration of the
new government that each one was responsible
to his

own

tled in

Cologne as French citizens.

conscience for his religious belief, setFour years later
seventeen other families, including that of Solomon
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Oppenheim, selected Cologne for their abode. A
community was then formed and the statutes were
drafted but it increased very slowly,
especially when Cologne in 1815 was
admission, annexed to I'russia. At that time
tliere were only thirty families; and
this number increased but little in the following
;

Re-

twenty years.
In 1820 the government charged the leaders of the
community, Solomon Oppenheim and Solomon Marcus Cohen, with the supervision of the Jewish primary school, in which Joshua Schloss, Elkan Levi,
Joseph Gottschalk, and Marcus Mannheimer were
The school was then atsuccessively the teachers.

tended by thirty pupils. In 1843 the community
consisted of forty six families, and was included in

Colog'ne

ceeded Rabbi Israel Schwarz, and the recently nominated Dr. Ludwig Rosenthal.
At present (1902) the community numbers about
10,000 Jews.
They are engaged in all branches of

commerce and industry, and many of
them follow the liberal professions.
The community maintains numerous
Societies, benevolent societies, of which the
most important are
an asylum for
sick and old
Die Philanthropic, an institution for
the promotion of arts and handicrafts
Quelle des
Institutions and

:

;

;

needy tradesmen Gemilut
Hasadim, for lending without interest; Semikut
Dallim, founded in 1849; Kotnot Or, for furnishing
clothing to children of the poor; Armenverein, for
the relief of the poor; Frauenverein, founded in
1820; and Waisenstiftung, founded in 1878.
Heiles, for the relief of

;

Among the recently erected institutions are B'nai
B'rith Rheinlandloge; an institute for training Jewish female nurses; a society for the study of Jewish
:

and literature a children's settlement; and
Das Judische Lehrlingsheim, a home for Jewish
apprentices. The Central-Koniitee der Zionist- Verhistory

;

einigung fur Deutschland has its seat in Cologne.
In the ]\Iid(lle Ages, Cologne was a center of Jewish learning, and the " wise of Cologne " are frequently mentioned in rabbinical literature. A characteristic of the Talmudical authorities of that city

was
still

Many a liturgical poem which
has a place in the Ashkenazic ritual was comThe
posed by poets of Cologne.

their liberality.

names of many rabbis and scholars
have been preserved: the legendary
Amram, traditional founder of the
Talmudic scliool in the tenth century; H. Jacob ben Yakkar, disciple of
Gerson Mcor lia-Golah(lOdO); the liturgist Eliakim
ben Joseph; Eliezer ben Nathan (1070-1152), the
chronicler of the First Crusade tlic poet Eliezer ben
Simson.who, together with the last named, took part
in the famous assembly of French and German rabbis
al)out the middle of the twelfth century the Tosathe
fist Samuel ben Natronai and his son Mordecai
liturgist Joel ben Isaac ha-Levi (d. 1200); Uri ben
Eliakim (iiiiddleof tlu; twelftli century); R. Eliakim
beuJudah; Ephraim ben Jacob of Bonn (b. 1132), the
The last lost at
chronicler of the Second Crusade.
Cologne, in 1171, his son Eliakim, a promising youth,
who was murdered in the street. His tombstone is
still to be seen in the cemetery of Cologne.
Among the ralibis and scholars of the thirteenth
Klic/.er ben Joel ha-Levi; Uri ben
century were:
.loel ha-Levi; Jehiel ben Uri, father of R. Asher;
Isaac ben Simson (martyred in 1200); Isaac ben
Ai)raliani, l)rother of the Tosafist Simson ben Abraham of Sens (martyred in 12CG at Hin/.ig); R. Isaiah
ben Nehemiah (also martyred in 1200 at Sinzig);
the liturgist Eliezer l)en Hayyim; Ilayyim ben
Jehir] (,1. 1314) and Asiier ben Jehiel (1). c. 1250; d.
1327); Vakkar ben Samuel ha-Levi; Reuben ben
Hezekiahol Uoi)par(i Abraham ben Samuel; Judah
ben .Me'ir: Samuel lien Joscjih; Ilayyim ben Shaltiel
Nathan ben Joel ha-Levi; Jacob Azriel ben Asher
ha Levi; Meir ben Moses; Eliezer ben Judah haKohen, most of whom are know^n as commentators
on the Bible.
Distinguished
Cologne
Jews.

;

;

;

Synau'Dpue at Colojrne.
(Afur *

jihot'^Kraph.)

of Bonn, to which it contributed a
It took the
yearly payment of 130 to 140 tiialers.
leadership in the strnirt'le for Jewish eniiinci])ation
tlic

mljliinale

In 18-17 it summonetl tlie Hlieiiidi
in Germany.
comiuniiities to a general asseinljly; and its leader,
the nniiiicipJil eoiuKilor Alir;iliiiin 0])|)cnlieini, was
sent to Herlin in oni< r to incveiil llie i)assttge of
several imi)ending anti-Jewish laws.
"W'itii tlie enianfipiitioii of Hic Jews in Germany

comniiinily increased, and' in 1H.")4 Dr. Israel
.Schwarz was nominated ralilti. In IHOl a beautiful
the

synagogue, erected in the (ilockengass(! at tlie expen'^e of Abialiam von ()|(penlieini, was cf)i)secrated.
In IMTO llie seminary for tcarliers, which iiad been
founded at Diisseldorf in IMtiT, was transferred to

Cologneand

jilaced iindertlie direction of Dr. I'lato,

ralil)i

of the Orthodox congregation 'Ailat Yeshu-

ruM.

A new

tiie

synagogue was dedicated

presence of

state

many

and the mnnici|iality.

tion has

two

raljiiis,

in

18!)9. in

representatives of both the

The

lilieral

congrega-

Dr. S. Fraid<, wiio, in 1870, suc-

;

Colombia
Colopbou
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The nibbis iiuil scholars of tlio fourU'i-iith century
include: SainuellHii Meiiahem, Tiilnuidist iiiul liturgist; Jetlidiah ben Israel, ilisciide of MeYrof Hothenburg; ami Morileeai ben Sanuiel. These three are
sources "Gottschalk,"
the nuinieipal
called iu
"Moyter," and "SUsskind." The rabbi who olliciateil at the time of tlie banishment \vas Jekuthiel
beu Moses MiWu ha Levi (Pruno Silsskiud).
BlPLiOORAPHY: Hlrsc'h. in Jcsc/innni, xlil.XW WiiUraf, Bfitriliif zur (i«v<c/i. dir Stivlt Koln, ('olopne, 1818; Kniien,
;

GtM-h.

tier

Stmit

(Vifn. ColoRne,

Hoenitrer, Ihts
(Ur Lauiriupfarre zu Kolii, Berlin,
Stern, Hihrdischc Bcrichtc Ul>ir die

Juiiiii-Schriiiibuch
1888; Neulmuer and
JiuUnviffiilijutui Wiilirfiiti tUr

18«>! Tit

:

KrcuzzUge

Siilfelil,

:

Mar-

tl/n)J()(7iUHi, pp. 347. 255, 'M7. 272, 28(1; A ronius, /fcffcsfe (I,
des Mits.v. ; Stobbe, LUc Jndfti in DcutKcMatid
telalttrs, pp. 88 et .sfq.;Gratz, Gcsch. vl. 106 et seq.; Brisrli,

Wdhroid

(iench. dcr
R., 1879.

Juden in KOln und Umgcbung,

Millheiin-a.-

E. c.

I.

Br.

COLOMBIA. See United States op Colombia.
COLON. See Panama.
COLON, JOSEPH B. SOLOMON The fore:

most Talmudist of

Italy iu the second half of the

fifteenth century; born probably at Cliambery,
Savoy, about 1420; died at Padua 1480. Colou
(whose name is probably identical with the French
"colombe," dove) belonged to the scholarly family
of the Trabots, who emigrated from France to Italy

The teachers of the boy
were his father himself an eminent Talmudist
and a certain Mordecai b. Nathan. Colou left his
home at an early age not, however, as Gratz says
("Gesch." 3d ed., viii. 253), in consequence of the
expulsion of the Jews from Savoy, which took place
For a time he led a wandering life, and
in 1471.
was forced to gain his living by tt^aching children.
in the fifteenth century.

—

—

About 1469 he officiated as rabbi in Pieve de Sacco,
in Venetian territory, whence he went to Mestre,
near Venice. There he became acquainted with a
pupil of Israel Isserlein, and was influenced by him
in favor of the German Talmudists.
Subsequently
Colon was rabbi at Bologna and Mantua, and he
became involved in a quarrel with Messer Leon, both
being banished by the authorities. Thereupon he
was made a rabbi at Pavia, and there he became the
center of Talmudic learning in Italy.
At the same
time Colon's decisions in civil as well as religious
questions were sought from far and wide from G(^rman cities, such as Ulm and Nuremberg, as well as
from Constantinople. He wrote a commentary on the
Pentateuch, and novellas on the Talmud and on the
legal codex (J'DD) of Moses of Coucy; but the responsa, collected after his death by his son-in-law
Gershon and by one of his pupils, Hayya Meir b.
David, are all that have been printed of Colon's works

—

(ed. princeps,

Venice, 1519; several later editions).
Colon's responsa, which are among the classical
productions in this field of rabbinical literature, exercised a great influence on the devcd
His
opment of rabbinical law. One of the

Responsa. most important was
No.

which

liis

responsum

decided that no
one could be forced to take a case to an outside court
when there was a court in the place where the defendant fy3nj>was living; for it often happened
that rich jieople took their cases to foreign rabbis in
order to make the poor surrender. His responsum
No. 4, addressed to the congregation of RegensbTirg,
1,

in

lie

170

is also highly important.
A number of Jews of that
conununity having been falsely accused, and a sum
of money having to be raised for their ransom, the
surrounding places and neighboring comniunities

refused to contribute, at least in so far as it
was a question of paying a fixed tax instead of
making voluntary contributions. Onion decided
that the eomnuiniiies in q\iestion could not refuse
to pay their share, since the same false accusation

(7nP3) might be made against them also, and if tlie
were proved innocent and ransomed, they would then be safe from danger.
In his responsa Colon endeavored not only to decide the case iu hand, but to establish geneial principles according to which similar or related (;ases might
In addition to an astonishing range of
be decided.
reading in the entire rabbinical literature, Colon disaceuseil iu this case

pla3'S a critical insight into

Talmud

the treatment of the

remarkable for his time. This is all
the more noteworthy since he was entirely under
the influence of the German Talmudists, which preponderated in northern Italy. Colon's great selfconfidence is remarkable; he paid little attention to
Jacob ben Asher's "Turiui," even then considered
the most authoritative law codices; and he cared as
little for mere custom (Responsa, No. 161, end).
He
had, besides, an inflexible regard for right and justice, and never stopped to consider persons.
This
becomes especially evident in the sharp yet duly respectful manner in which he reproved Israel Bruna,
the foremost Talmudist of Germany of his time,
when the latter presumed to act as judge in a certain
dispute, though he was himself one of the contendthat

is

ing parties.
It was natural that a man of Colon's stamp should
sometimes be carried too far in his zeal for truth
and justice; and this happened in his dispute with
Having beeu
Capsali, the hakam-bashi of Turkey.
falsely informed by an emissary ("meshullah") in
behalf of the people of Jerusalem that
His
Capsali was very lax in divorce deDispute
cisions, that he had declared that the
betrothed (nonx) of a man who had
with
Capsali.
become converted to Christianity
should be considered as single, and
that he had declared an engagement (pc^Tp) void
because it liad not been entered into according to
the laws of the community, Colon, in order to establish the sanctity and inviolability of marriage beyond the power of any individual rabbi, wrote three
letters (Resp. Nos. 83, 84, 85) to the president and
leaders of the community of Constantinople, threatening to place Capsali under the ban if he did not
recall his decisions and do public penance; and at
the same time making it understood that in no case
would Capsali ever again be allowed to fill the office
of rabbi (Resp. No. 83).
This decree of an Italian
rabbi pronounced against a Turkish colleague was
an unprecedented attack on the rights of the community, and provoked the righteous indignation
of the Constantinople community all the more
as it proved to rest upon a groundless and vulgar
calumny. Capsali, conscious of liaving been maligned, did not mince matters in answering Colon's
letters; and a iiitter discussion arose between the two
men, in which the leading rabbis of Germany, Italy,

—

and the Orient took

It is characteristic of

part.

Colon that as soon as he became convinced that he
Jiad been the victim of an intrigue, and so had done
injustice to the haliam bashi, he did not hesitate to
make amends. On his death-bed he commissioned
Ids son Perez to go to Constantinople and ask, in his
father's name, the forgiveness of Capsali.
Bibliography:
3t>5-;jt)8,

Colombia
Colophon
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Friinkel, in Litteratnrhl. d. Orients, 1848, pp.
379-;j»4: Fueiin, Kene)<et Ywracl, pp. .jOJ-^.C: Gritz,
ed., viii., passim ; (iiidemann, Gesch. des Erzieh-

world

as at the end of the editioprinceps of the He" (Naples, 1491).
In the course of time colophons grew in length,
practically taking the place of the modern titlepage. But even when the Hebrew title page grew
in size and completeness the colophon was still
used, and either duplicated or suppleSubstitutes mented the information given in the

;

p. 106.

Pkkiodicai.s.

COLONNE, JULES EDOUARD

French

:

He
musician; born at Bordeaux July 23, 1838.
studied at the Paris Conservatory, where he was
awarded tlie first prize for harmony and for the
violin.
He gave up a position as first violinist at
the Grand Opera in order to found the Association
Artistique des Concerts du Chdtelet in 1874. By
these conceits Colonne popularized the works of
Berlioz, whose "L'Enfance du Christ," "Les Troyens," and especially "La Damnation de Faust," the
one hundredth performance of whicii was given
He al.so gave
in 1898, were frequently rendered.
prominence to the works of the younger French
composers, such as Massenet, Dubois, Lalo, Vincent
d'YQd}', as well as to the masterpieces of foreign
composers.
Tiie Association Artistique des Concerts du Chatewell known at Paris under the name of "Con-

iet,

Colonne was
certs Colonne," won signal success.
appointed leader of thecflicial concerts of the E.x poIn 1891 he was appointed leader of
sition of 1878.
the orchestra at the Opera, his initial performance
At the Exposition of 1900
iK'ing in " Loliengrin."
he conducted the concerts in "Old Paris." Colonne
has given many successful concerts in foreign countries, and has also introduced to France, tlirougli tlie
medium of his association, tlie most prominent of

contemporary German conductors,
Wagner, Mnttl, etc. Colonne is an
Legion of Honor.

Siegfried
ofiic;^'r of the

like

M. Bl.

8.

COLOPHON

inscription or device placed
at the end ol liooks, gencially with the intention of
siiowing the title, tiie writer's or tlie i)riiitcr's iiunie,

the date, and
of

certiticatr;

tlie

jihice

the;

rif

|iiinting.

illuminator,

early jirinters to attest that the

Originally the

was used by the
work had been done

it

book as well

as the excellence of its typography.

Characteristic of the Hebrew colois the religious character im-

phons

Pag-e.

parted to them by an expression of
thanks to God that the work had been happily completed, or a prayer that those who had assisted
might be spared to do similar work for many years
to come.
The hope of the restoration of Palestine,
and of the rebuilding of the Temple, often finds expression also.
In the Soncino (1485) edition of the

"'Ikkarim" Isaiah

ii. 3 is curiously
changed into
Zion goes forth the Law, and the word of the
Lord from Soncino," eulogistic of the printer's profession.
These colophons, which often mention the
"printer" (D"'DnO or ppinO). the "superintendent of
the printing-office " (DIDIH hv 3VJ). the " typesetter "

"

From

moo. ^yiD. or "ITQDI mOD), give us valuable
information which can not otherwise be obtained.
The colophon to Kimhi's commentary on the
Psalms (1477) states that 800 copies of the book
were printed. The word D1DT is first used for
" print " in the colophon of the Ferrara (1477) edition
of Gersonides on Job.
Steinschneider states that the
oldest book containing such a notice is the "Leshon
Limmudim" (Constantinople, 1j542) but the Constantinople Alfasi (1509) contains one also.
The Constantinople prints are noted for their long
colophons. Those in the earlj' Venice prints are
shorter, probably because most of the printers were
(51-lVD,

;

Christians.

Many

do contain

of the early Italian prints,

how-

Thus

lengthy colophons.

the
of (^astel-Maggiore (1480) contains, after
the usual ending, "Ended and finished.
Praise be
to the Lord of the woild," a very long account

ever,

"Mahzor"

the

of

book

itself,

was commenced

An

:

to extol the merits of the

to, Title-

L. G.

The colophons were used

title-page.

Supplements

iings ivesens und der Cultur der Juden in Deutscldand,
pp. 216-251 Gross, Gallia Judaica, pp. 221-223 ; Zunz, Z. G.

See

"),

for, or

Gesch. 3d
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!

brew version of Avicenna's " Canon

anil

stating

where

where
was

it

the

i)rinting

finished,

with

followed by an invocation.
The "Seder Tefillot" (Mantua, "1558) has a
long colophon giving the date and place, and the
name of the ruler ("Our Lord, Duke William Gonzago")of the country in which the city was situated. lie names of all those who took
Additions part in the work, and ends with "For
the snkv of His mercy may He make
to
Colophons, us worthy to jiroduce very many

This

verses interspersed.

is

I

by a reputable man and

u ntpulable manner.
Early prints attemjited only to reproduce faitjifiilly
Ah these at limes had neither title
the manuscripts.
pag(! nor colophon, some of Die earliest j)rints arc
wanting in both. This is triieof such early Hebii u
in

oi Mainionidcs' "iMisliAsher's " Tiirim " (Sonciiio,
In the " Dikduk " of Elijah Levila (Isny,
c. 1490).
l.'i42)a poem takes tlie place of the usual colophon.
prints as

neli

Torah

{he. cditio jniurepit

"

and Jacob

works the

li.

extremely short, con
or fON
taininir sjmplv the word DD (" It is ended ")
"
lyi n^D PX. as in Ndhmnnides' •'Perusli ha Tom h
(before MHO): or (oi^iy 'H^xfj n!?nn " iy!^n D^rji on
("Finished and ended! Praise be to tiie Lord of the
In other

rol(ti)lion is

;

booksand to exalt the Law. Amen."
was often given in a CiiUONooitAM. The
first edition of the- " Yosippon " containsa long coloplioii, ill which tin; editor, Abraham Conti, gives an
aeeoiiiit of himself; this is f'ollow<'d by flie real epi-

The

date

logue of the work, and this in turn by a distich giving his name and the dale, tlie initial letters of the
last line being the numerical ei^uivalent of the
printer's name.
Where a work was printed in several volumes, each volume is apt4,o have a colophon
of

its

own.

'J'hus in the

Bologna "Mahzor

" (1540)
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Colophon

the colophon at the end of the first volume is in
verse, otMumcnciiig " Finished is the first part; Praise
be to the Lonl of tlie woriil "; it is tlieu followed by
the wish that the printer may be enabled to comVolume two contains
niouee the second volume.
the main colophon, with the date antl an expression
of thanks to God that the printer has been able to

work.
At times tlie printer uses the colophon to implore
the pardon of the reader for any mistakes which
may have crept into
finish the

the text,

as

in

the

Bologna (1538) edition of the"Sefer haHasidim," or in the
colophon attached by
MeYr b. Jacob Parenz to "Kaftor waFerah" (Venice,

The value of
Hebrew colophon

•
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merely complimentary to the author. These colophons at times attain a surprising length. In the
Rimini edition (1525) of Rashi's Pentateuch commentary, Mosea Soncino takes one whole page to
explain how he came to reprint the work. Solomon
Alkabiz's "Shoresh Yishai" (Constantinople, 1561)
contains on a separate page a series of verses by
Samuel Shullam in praise of the commentary. Some
of these additions to the colophon are headed by a
title, as D'Qlon flD^nn (" Last word of the printer "),
attached to the

—

sterdam
'7^

i

'

}

is

enhanced at times

by the

Fano

The

edition

(1506)

ny mHtju iD>S'>'7U Di3)in u;tw rh^Q

"Debek

en burg's

Tob"

^r jrun ^bns: iqs2 ir ins apj;* tp
»

mm Sna'i yp V^

corrector,

is

the

rho

given

b.

Joseph

that he did

not put his

The

Constantinople

A

and poems
honor
of
the
work, but also an
account of the men
in

^o^TMi^^a^^^^^^,

who contributed
money

the title-page because
he was daily waiting
to receive a privilege

(1562) edition of the

corrector").

correctors

name on

from the emperor to
print the Talmud.

ni^VJDn

1833), which contains
not only notes on the

(Frankfort, 1713) Jutis

title

(Constantinople,

"Imre Shefer"
tells

name, Jacob

remarkable exaggeration of the colophon
may be seen in the
Karaite Pentateuch

of the author's journey to Jerusalem. In
Elijah b. Hayyim's

dah LOb

after

colophon

n^JOn ("Apology of

which

in

an account

"Nishmat

Hayyim,"

by the

(Venice, 1588)

has in the colophon
a long note by the

b. Israel's

Sasportas has added
live pages of corrections and a long account of how became
in contact with 3[anasseh, and headed

an account of

the Yahya family of
Lisbon. Simon Ash-

"Mebin Hidot." In
the Amsterdam (1651)
edition of Manasseh

printer's

of the "Cuzari" contains

edi-

the
containing the date of
printing
and
the

addition of

historical notes.

Am-

tion of Jos. b. David's

real

1546).

the

(1765)

to

make

the

printing possible.
Such notes are not
unusual
Colophon and Printer's Mark on the Last Page of "TeflUot Vulgar "
(Mantua, 1561).
(In the Columbia Uuiversity Library, New York.)

"Emunot" contains
a long note by the
editor, Solomon Ya'bez, about the author, and the
translation of his work from the Arabic.
Colophons were also at times used to call
Historical special attention to some one person
Notes in who had assisted in the work. Thus,
Colophons, the Amsterdam edition (1711) of the
"Seder '01am" contains, after a very
simple formula, and on a separate page, a eulogistic
notice of R. Hirsch of Szebrszescyn for the assistance which he had given to the printers.
Hebrew colophons were occasionally written in
meter, as were those in some of the early Latin
prints of Franz Rinner, the Speyers of Venice,
and Ulric Hahn of Rome. Usually the verses are

in

Karaite

books.

At times several
colophons are to be
found
in

;

for instance,

Menahem Ziyyu-

commentary to the Pentateuch (Cremona, 1560). The principal colophon, giving the
date and place, is found on page 104. This is followed by two and a half pages of
Compound verse, and tiiese in turn by a short
Colophons, colophon iy XI "I?'J3 (compare Isa.
xl. 29).
Dei Rossi's " Me'or 'Enayim"
(Mantua, 1574) contains on page 184 the words
pX pN D^iyi? n 1"na on. "Stampato in Mantova con licenza dei swperiori"; then follow several pages of additions, with a colophon; an index,
with the note "Et questo con la detta licenza";
and a nJKTI (critique), followed by the words " Con
ni's cabalistic

.

la detta licenza."

.

V^ o^T*? wmo o'S«nS war

o'Sin;^:)
1

\

5nSw7>mriSSr3

i'

W

.

aSsSr

own VTon- anoi

7V)«Sto

waw nn-S'^M wrS wn

s^waaT^ww^ian^^rajfjWi?!
onxj

r>ios)« rf73

•

xrot

oTiiaSp

'-•njnS-JsiTew'TonriSaBa
•rtTJf

•

•

HDJl^^

TJonnio'SwriSl

COLOPUON or ABRAHAM CONAT ON THE LAST PAGE OK LEVI BEN (iERSHON'S COMMENTARY ON THE UlULE uMaNTIA,
BEE0UE14«<)(.
(la Iht

Columblt Uol>trilty Library,

N>w

York.)

Colophon
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Color

Colophons arc almost invariably in Hebrew, though
ocfusionally, ospecially in Italy, some Latin or Italian
words are addoii thus in the Venice edition (1582)
;

of "Shalshelet ha-Ivabbalah," after the words "It is
tinishi'd," are found the words "In Venetia apresso
Gio. de Garra.
Con lieentiade Superiori." Eliezer
Ashkenazi's " Yosef Lekah " (Cremona, 1576) has the
addition "In Cremona.
Appresso Christoforo Draconi 157t).
Con lieeu/.a de Superiori." The Venice
(1625) edition of the "Sefer ha-Yashar " has as colophon an Italian permit, given by the ecclesiastical
authorities, dated 11515, and countersigned

by Georgio

Domiui(l625),secretary of the" Magislr.Ecclest. contra la Blastema."
Such colophons are

174

inently before the reader the names of the printers;
the Augsburg "Turim" mentioned above,

e.g., in

and

in

Abraham Zahalou's "Yesha' Elohim

Typography.

ters,

breviations

(=

"

(Ven-

which bears in large letcovering an entire page, the ab1595),

ice,

Isa.

sionally the printer's

,\1.

-yNI

-|^J3

'pf)

29 -f Gen.

.\li.\.

mark was added

18).

ya^t^in
Occa-

after the colo-

phon, though already given on the title-page. Such
marks are found at the end of the "Arba" Turim"
(Ixar, 1485), of Bahya"s"Kad ha-Kemah" (Constantinople, 1515), of the Constantinople edition
(1514) of "Pirke R. Eliezer," and of Cresca's "Or
Adonai " (Ferrara, 1556), printed by Abraham Usque.

CopyrigM. somewhat

rare. Still more rare was the
custom of adding, after the expression
"Finished and ended," a warning against any editor
reprinting the book within a specified time. Thus
in tlie "Sefer ha-Mikkah u -Mimkar" of Hai Gaon,
edited by Moses j\Iintz (Venice, 1602), such a pro-

The eccentric arrangement of the type, in the form
of funnel, diamond, wine-cup, wedge, or pyramid,
as found in early Latin prints, is only occasionally
met with in Hebrew books. The most common
form is that of the inverted cone, where the lines
taper either to a very short line or to a single word.

hibition, covering a period of ten years, is printed

This custom is found in many Hebrew manuscripts;
it being an old idea that nothing should be left blank
upon the last page of a copy of the Torah (*' Soferim," ed. MilUer, p. 20). For colophons in manu-

To

adds a note in
regard to the translation of the work from the Arabic, and a long colophon giving the dates of the
commencement and the conclusion of the work, to
which is attached the Aramaic formula NJDm "1^13
IVD 1^1 t""lO jy^DT (" Blessed be the Merciful One,
who has helped us from the beginning to the end ").
A similar copyright privilege is found in the colophon to Ibn Baruk's commentary to Ecclesiastes
(Venice, 1598); though where such copyrights are
published they were generally found following the
title-page, and were known technically as " haskamot " (see Appuobation).
Side by side with these long colophons shorter
ones were in use. In the Augsburg edition of the
" Arba' Turim " (1540) we have simply the names of
the three publishers, Ilayyim bar David, Joseph bar
Yakar, and Isaac bar Hayyim, in large letters.
These names, however, are preceded by a long poem
by Joseph bar Yakar, addressed to Jacob b. Baruch.
Such small colophons became more general as
in the colophon.

the title-page

this the editor

was enlarged.

They

usually read:

Dl^y Kin Q^nhi6 ni^ oStJ'JI on, " Finished and
complete. Praise be to the Lord, Creator of the
World" (very often abbreviated to ]i2h^D), and
were followed by the names of the printers; or
.

ly {y"Dn DKTI ll-ia, as in Heidenheim's "MishSuch abbrepete ha-Te'amim " (Hodelheim, 1808).

jya

viated formulas appear quite early.

Albo's

"

Ikka-

"

rim
(Soncino, 1485) has the letters n^ l^ri; it is
signed by irVJIK^H ppinon. The benediction is
sometimes omitted in the short colophon, the date
being retained. Abraham Bibago's" Derek Emunah"
(Constantinople, 1521) lias simply D^B'J D^K^JI DD
The colophon
n'D'T DJ'^ i;\^n2 D"'Sin^ IDDH nrwas still further shortened into either the simple Dfl
(or its Aramaic equivalent p'^D
or "iDDH p^^D), or
pTnnJI ptn (compare 1 1 Sam. x. 12); or both combined, as in the " Piske Hallah " of Rashba' (Constan.

;

tinople, 1516).

In

Hebrew books the colophon was usually printed

same type as that used in the body of the work,
or even in smaller rabbinical type.
Only occasionally were larger characters used, to bring promin the

scripts see

Manuscuipts.

:
Steinscbnelder and Cassel, JUdische Tj/po(imphie, in Ersch and Gruber, Encyc. pp. 26 et .set/..; Zunz,
Z. a. pp. 214 et se(j. a number of early colophons are reproduced In Berliner's Ucber dem Kinflu)<s des Ersten
Hehr. Jiuchdruck», Frankfort, 1890, and in bts Aun Meiner
Biblinthek^ lb. 1898; compare De Vinne, Title-Pages as
Seen by a Printer, pp. 1-14, New York, 1901.

BiBLiOfJRAPHY

;

G.

J.

COLOR

:

It is

noteworthy that Biblical Hebrew

contains no term to express that property of light
known as color. When a Hebrew writer wishes to
compare an object with another in respect to color,
he employs the word j^y ("eye ") or nx~lO ("appear-

ance

").

The former term

is

thus used

in

speaking

of the appearance of the plague (Lev. xiii. 55), of
bdellium (Num. xi. 7), of wine (Prov. xxiii. 31), of
amber (Ezek. i. 4, 27; viii. 2), of burnished or polished brass {ib. i. 7; Dan. x. 6), of beryl (Ezek. i.l6,
X. 9), and of crystal (ib. i. 22).
The latter term is
used of brass {ib. xl. 3).
In rabbinical literature are found the Aramaic
" hazuta" (appearance, Hul. 47b), " guf " (body. Men.

44a),

"keren"

(ray,

Niddah

ii.

6),

"or"

Num.

(light.

R. ii. 7; compare Luria, note 10 ad loc), "zeba'"
(dye, paint, «6.
the Aramaic "zib'a") (Shab. 75a),
Arathe Persian loan-word "gawwan" ('Er. 53b
maic "gawna"; compare Targ. Yer. to Lev. xv. 19
"color of saffron "), and DIID, DTIDX, the Greek XP<^H-"-

=

=

r

(compare Krauss, "Lehnw5rter,"
ever, Jastrow, "Diet."

ii.,

s.v.

;

see,

how-

s.v.).

Intensity of color is expressed by the terms
(deep, Tosef., Niddah, iii. 11), "'az"
(strong, Neg. i. 1), " 'ad me'od " (to a high degree,
Num. R. ii. 7), or syntactically by such expressions
as "adamdam she-ba'adummim " (deep red, Neg.
xi. 4), "yerakrak sheba-yerokim " (deep green, ib.).
Faintness or paleness of color is exIntensity pressed by "kehah" (dim, faint. Lev.
of Color,
xiii. 39;
Neg. ii. 2) or by "deheh"
(Neg. i. 2). The same idea is expressed
by reduplication, as "adamdam" (reddish), "yerakrak " (greenish. Lev. xiii. 49), and " sheharhar

"'amok"

THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA
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Dark colors are
(blackish, swarthy, Cant. i. 6).
expressed by "mashhir" (Niddah 19a) or "makdir "
(Yer.

Niddah ii.

50b); bright, vivid,

is

"mezahzeah

"

dingy, dirty, is "ka'ur" (ugly, B. K. ix. 4),
"meko'ar," "meko'ar," the same (Baraita Niddah;
Horowitz, "Uralte Tosephtas," V. ii., § 1); aud
clear (of liquids), "zalul "= Aramaic "zil" (Num.
R. ii. 7; Hul. 55b).
There are but few real color-terms found in BibOnly white, and two
lical or traditional literature.
of the elementary colors, red and green, are distinguished by name; while for blue and yellow distinct terms are entirely wanting.
Tlie other elementary colors are expressed by words denoting
degrees of lightness and darkness; while non-elementary colors are indicated by the names of the
objects from which they are derived. Moreover,
one and the same word is used to deScaxcity of note not only several shades of one
Colorcolor, but even wliat arc now known
Names.
as different colors; the context, or the
object to which the color was applied,
affording the clue as to the particular color in(ib.);

tended.
Tiie scarcity of color-names found in the Bible and
other ancient literatures has been differently accounted for by various scholars. All that can with
certainty be said of the ancients in this respect is
that their color vocabulary was undeveloped.
To the psychological reasons for such an undeveloped state among all nations of antiquity (compare
Wundt, " Vijlkerpsychologie: Die Spraciie," ii. 513,
514) was added, in the case of the Israelites, the
religious prohibition of idolatry at a period of history when painting, like other arts, was largely, if
not altogether, in the service of idolatr}'. Needicwf)rk in colors, as well as dyed stuffs, was indeed
known in Israel in very early times (compare DykINO; p].Mni{oiDKUY), but the Coloring was in all probability of a simple kind.
In the determination of the various color-terms,
notwithstanding tlic aid which the context and etymology offer, it is at times impos.sible to arrive at
very rlefuiite conclusions. In the following lists the
Biblical data are given under a
the data. from traditional litfratun.', inclusive of the Targumim, under b.
(o) "Zak" (literally, "clear," " pure ") is applied
in the Bible to the whiteness of the coinplcxiDn
(I^m. iv. 7); "zahob" (glistening like gold), to
the golden tint of hair (Lev. xiii. 30, ;52, 36); the
hof'al partirii)le " nui^jhub," to brass (Ezra viii.
27); "zah" (glowing, glistening), to the glow of a
healthy complexion (Cant. v. 10); similarly, with
tlie additional idea of whiteness, in Lam. iv. 7; to
the clearness of a dry. hot atmosphere
De^ees of (Isa. xviii. 4); and to a dry, hot wind
Lightness. (Jer. iv. 11); "?ahor" (light reddish;
A. V. " white"), to the color of the ass
;

(Judges
(6)

v. 10).

"Bahak"

Th-brew
skin in a disea-sed condition (Bek.
later

(Hul. 22b); "hizhib" (to become glistening), of the
metallic color of the dove's plumage (Hul. ib.), an
earlier stage of coloration of plumage than the preceding hizhib; "zihub," of the getting of such color
(ib.); "hizhil" (become bright), of the countenance
(Gen. R. xcvii. 1); "hizhir " (make bright), of the
skin (Lev. R. v. 3).
Aramaic " barir " (pure) =" zak " (Targ. to Lam.
iv. 7); "zehar'=Hebr. "hizhil" (Pesik. R. l-c);
:

"zehir" (bright) and "zihara" (brightness), used of
the surface of peeled grain, and of a clear, translucent liquid (Bezah lib; Kid. 48b); "faziah"
(clear) = Hebr. "zah" (Targ. to Isa. xviii. 4), and
(speckled) =Hebr. "bared " (Targ. to Zecli. vi. 3).
(a) The usual term in the Bible to express the
idea of darkness is "sliahor " (black).
It is used of
the dark hair in a leprous scall (Lev. xiii. 31, 37),
of a sunburnt skin (Job xxx. 30; Cant. i. 5) and
of dark horses (Zech. vi. 2).
The diminutive form
"sheharhor" is applied to swarthy complexion
(Cant. i. 6).
"When it is desired to express a particular shade of dark, another substantive is added for
a closer definition, as "oven-black" (Lam. v. 10),
and "raven-black," of hair (Cant. v. 11). "Hum"
(literally, " hot, " then " dark, " " brown ") isused of the
wool of sheep (Gen. xxx. 32 and juissim). " Kadar,"
meaning primarily "to overpower," then "to be
sad, gloomy, dirty, or dark " (compare the explanation of "shahuf," below), is ai)plied to the turbid
state of water (Job vi. 16), to a sad countenance (Jer.
viii. 21), to mourning garments, to the gates of a
mourning city (Jer. xiv. 2), and to the sky {ib. iv.
The hif'il of the same verb is used in a causa28).
tive sense; e.g., "make dark" the heavens (Ezek.
xxxii. 7, 8), "cause sadness" {ib. xxxi. 15).
The
hitpa'el of this verb means "to become dark " with
clouds of the sky (I Kings xviii. 45).
Degrees of The noun"kadrut" signifies "blackDarkness, ness" (Isa. 1. 8); and the adverb
"kedorannit," "wrapped in mourning "(Mai. iii. 14).
" Hashak " (to be dark), a word generally employed
to signify the darkness of approaching night (Isa.
V. 30; Job xviii. 6), is also used of the eyes becoming
dim (Lam. v. 17) or blind (Ps. Ixix. 24), and of a
black complexion (Lam. iv. 8).
Hence the terms

"hoshek"

(darkness), "haklili" (Gen. xlix. 12), and
"hakliiut" (Prov. xxiii. 2!)) refer to the darjdy lustrous or infiamed appearance of the eyes.
The
second, as used in Gen. xlix. 12, refers to the sparkling luster of dark-red wine, comparing the beauty
of Judah's eyes therewith; the third (Prov. xxiii.
29) is descrii)tive of the inllamed eyes due to protracted night sessionsover th(f wine-cup at the wineshops (see Jastrow, " I'roc. Soe. of Bihlieal Exegesis," xi. 128).
"Ivimrir" (Job iii. 5), originally
"casting down." "opjires-sion," seems to mean
" black in'ss" (comijarc '•shahuf," below).
(b)

(be glistening white) is used in the
to <lenote i]\c color of the hntnnii

45b; comijarf
Lev. xiii. 39); "hibhik" (to glisten), is used of
jewels (Hen. R. xxxi. 11); iilrw (ho bright), fif the

countenance (Pesik- R. xiv. [ed. Friedmann, p. 021)] );
"hizhib" (become golden-hued), of adove's plumage

Colophon.
Color

In the later

Hebrew

"shal.ior"

more nearly defined as "ink-black

"

is

frccjuently

(Niddah

ii.

7),

or

"blaek as the sediment of ink " {ib.), like black wax,
j)it(h, grapes, olives (?/>.), " mouse-gray " (Pes. 10b),
or as black as a negro (Suk. iii. 6).
In Num. R.
"bareket,"
ii.
7, the term "shahor"is appii/'d to
probably taken here as sardonyx, and described as
consisting of one-third white, one-third black,

and

Tin:

Color
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ouo-third rod to " srtiM'i'", " black like St ibiuni (j'.*-. metblue [t]; to "Icsliem" aud to"sIiebo,"
probably irniyamotliyst, said to be mixed black and
The "shohain "— here the deep sea-green
white.
beryl— is said to be "slmhor'ad meod" (very dark).
"
Hence, "shal.irurit " = the Aiiunaic "shahriirita
(blackness, ilarkness. Taanit '2'6b; B. K. 20b; IJ.
M. 117b) and the by-form "sheharharut" (Cant. R.
" Shehamtit
(brownish), of the color of grain
i. 6).
.

;

allic pi-ayish

''

(B. B. V.

(')),

is

sometimes coutmcted to "shamtit"

(Yer. :Ma'as. Sh. iv. 54d).

Aramaic

:

"

shehum,"

"hot," = the Hebrew
Gen. XXX. 32).

"

shehim." literally " warm,"
(brown, Targ. O. to

"hum"

or "tahnf" (gray, dark), a term which
used of sheep's wool (Hul. xi. 2, 136b), goes back
The variation in the first
to "sahaf " (cast down).
consonant points to a differentiation of an original
"thakhaf." (On the development of meaning from
the idea of overpowering, casting down, oppressing,
to that of darkness, compare "kadar," above, and
Levias, "Babyl. Aram. Gram." p. 210, note 6).
"Pihem(to blacken, soil), denominative of "peham "
(coal, is used of soot, the sun, aud other thing.?.
The passive of this maj' be used in the pu'al and
The verb
nitpa'el (compare Jastrow, "Diet." s.v.).
"shetak" is used to designate "rust-colored" or

"Shahuf"

is

"bronze" (Ta'an. 8a).
Aramaic: "ukkam," originally signifies "oppressed," then "black" (compare Levias, I.e.); "lehush," literally "glowing," then "brown" (Targ.
Yer. to Gen. xxx. 32, 33, 35); "halid" (rust-colored
Jastrow% "Diet."
[?]); compare Targ. Job xi. 17i\Is.
" Kewah " or " kahah " (deep black) is applied
s.v.).
to horses (Targ. to Zech. 1. 8).
(a) White is usually expressed in the Bible bj' the
word"laban," which is used of the color of goats
(Gen. xxx. 35, 37), of teeth {ib. xlix. 12), of manna
(Ex. xvi. 31), of leprous hair (Lev. xiii.), of garments
(Eccl. ix. 8), and of horses (Zech. i. 8;
Degrees
vi. 3, 6).
Shades of white are: milkof White, white (Gen. xlix. 12), coriander-seedwhite (Ex. xvi. 31). snow-white (Num.
xii. 10; II Kings v. 27; Ps. Ixviii. 15 [A. V. 14];
Hence
Isa. i. 18), aud dull white (Lev. xiii. 39).
the noun "loben" (wliiteness, Ecclus. [Sirach] xliii.
The moon, on account of its pale light, is
18).
called "lebanah."
The Aramaic terms corresponding to " laban " are
" hawar," used of the face becoming pale with shame
(Isa. xxix. 22), and "hiwwar" (wiiite), applied to a
snow-white garment (Dan. vii. 9).
(i) The white color may be as white as snow,
as the calcimining in the Temple, as wool, as the
cuticle of the egg (Neg. i., referring to the color
of leprous spots), as pearl (Yoma 75a), or as the
wood below the bark (Hul. 47b). The color of the
stone "yahalom," probably milky opa], is white
(Num. R. ii. 7). "Libbun" (whitening) is used of
•wool (B. K. 93b). " Libben " means " to bleach cloth "
(Yer. Ber. ix. 1, 13c), "to glaze tiles" (Bezah iv. 7),
"to heat to a white heat iron instruments" ('Ab.
Zarab v. 12). "Hilbin" signifies " to grow white,"
used of hair (Neg. i. 6); "to whiten the wing of a
raven" (Cant. R. v. 11); "to cause paleness of face
through shame" (Ab. iii. 11). Hence, "labnunit"
;
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(whiteness, Neg. iv. 4), and the by-form "labnut"
(Lev. R. xiv.). The verb"kasaf," in various forms,
is used to indicate paleness of countenance caused
by shame or fright (compare Jastrow, "Diet." s.e.).

The word is perhaps connected with " kesef "

(silver).

Notice also " lawkan," " labkan " = the Greek ?.evKui>
(albino, or white-spotted in the face, Ber. 58b).
To
express the idea of the hair becoming grayish-white
through old age, the root "sib" is used (I Sam. xii.
2; Job XV. 10), whence the derivative "sebah,"
meaning "gray hair" (Gen. xiii. 38; xliv. 29, 31;
Deut. xxxii. 25; Hos. vii. 9; Prov. xx. 29), or the
"hoary hair" of old age (Isa. xlvi. 4).
In Aramaic the roots "hawar," "kesaf,"and " sib"
are used in the same senses as in Hebrew; add to
which "kitnuui" (ash-gray, Targ. to Zech. vi. 3, 7).
(«) Red is expressed by "adom," a term probably
connected with "dam" (blood). It is applied to
blood (II Kings iii. 22), to blood-stained apparel
(Isa.

Red.

2),

Ixiii. 3),

(Num. xix.
and to brown-

to a heifer

to a hor.se (Zech.

i.

8),

ish yellow lentils (Gen. xxv. 30). The
adjective "admoui" describes a reddish-brown complexion (Gen. xxv. 25; I Sam. xvi. 12). Verbal
forms are used of becoming as red as crimson (Isa.
i. 18), of skins dyed red (Ex. xxv. 5), and of a bloodbesmeared shield (Nahum ii. 4 [A. V. 3]). The diminutive form of the adjective "adamdam" ex presses
"reddish," applied to the color of the leprous spot
(Lev. xiii. 19, 24) or a sore {ib. xiii. 42).
Other terms occasionally occur which denote some
shade of red, as "sarok " (reddish-brown, sorrei), applied to horses (Zech. i. 8); and "hamuz," some
shade of red not more closely defined (Isa. Ixiii. 3).
"Amoz" (Zech. vi. 7), translated by the Targum
"ash-gray," stands, in the opinion of modern scholcompare Gesenius-Buhl,
ars, for "hame?" (red;
"Hebraisches und Chaldilisches Handworterbuch,"
8. v.).
Some trace the root "hamar" (to be red) in
Ps. Ixxv. 9 and Job xvi. 16.
(b) Redness is applied in Talmudic literature to
the scarlet lily (Cant. R. vii. 3), to coUyrium (Lam.
R. iv. 15), to wine (Num. R. ii. 7), to the ruby (ib.),
and in the hif'il form is used also of "putting to
the blush "(Num. R. i v. 20). Deep red is " adamdam
she-ba'adummim " (Neg. xi. 4). Hence are formed
the nouns "odem" (Niddah 32b), "admut" (Num.
R. ii. 7, where "IDDTK, cd. W^ilua, is to be corrected
to imonx), and "admumit" (redness, Hul. 87b).
Comi)are also "gihor" (red of complexion, Ber.
58b; Bek. vii. 6, 45b).
The usual term for red in Aramaic is "summaka "
(reddish) or "simmuka" (compare Jastrow, "Diet."
Occasionally are found " gihora, " and " gihya,
8.V.).
" gihya " (Bek. 45b).
The latter properly means
"flame-colored."
(n) The term "yarak," originally "pale," is used
to describe those uncertain colors which waver between green, yellow, and blue. It is applied to the
color of vegetation (Job xxxix. 8; II Kings xix. 26;
Isa. xxxvii. 27), the fading color of
Green, Blue, decaying vegetation (Deut. xxviii.
and Yellow. 22; Amos iv. 9; Hag. ii. 17), or of a
panic-stricken countenance (Jer. xxx.
" Yerakrak " (greenish or yellowish) is used of
6).
the appearance of plague-spots (Lev. xiii. 49, xiv.
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The term "haraz,"
37) and of gold (Ps. Ixviii. 13).
applied to gold, probablj' means "j-ellow."
{b) The same root p"i^ is used in later Hebrew and
Aramaic for green, yellow, and blue (compare Yoreh
De'ah, 188, 1). Green is given as the color of leek
(Ber. 1. 2; Suk. iii. 6), and of myrtle (Meg. 13a).
Yellow is the coh)r of crocus (Niddah ii. 6; Hnl.
47b), of cuscuta (Hul. I.e.), and of the yolk of an
egg (lb.). The color of the "tarshish" (probably
chrj'solite or oliviu) is like that of clear olive-oil
(Num. R. ii. 7). Hence, "morika" (crocus) and
" yerakon " (jaundice).
The verb " horik " (Gen. R.
xiii.
Bcr. 44b) is used to denote "making pallid,"
"pale," especially the pale yellowish color of a
frightened countenance (Sotah iii. 4). The same
idea is conveyed by the verb "kirkem," a denominative of the noun "karkom" (crocus). Compare,
further, "morika" (saffron-colored), from pio, a byform of p-)"' (Lcvias, "Am. Jour. Semitic Lang."
xvi. 250); "hardali" (mustard-colored), used of the
.color of wine (Shab. 63a), "kela'illan," an adaptation
of Kg/.acvov (sea-green, blue; compare Krauss, I.e. s. v.).
(a) A party-colored apVariegated Surfaces
pearance of one kind or another is denoted by the
following terms: "barod" (grizzled, used of goats.
Gen. xxxi. 10, 12; and piebald, of horses, Zech.
vi. 3, 6); "talu" (literally, "patched," hence "besprinkled," "flecked"), used of goats (Gen. xxx. 32
et seq.) and of dyed stuffs of many colors (Ezek.
xvi. 16); "nakod" (literally," dotted, "lience "speckled," having light spots on a dark skin), used of
goats (Gen. xxx. 32; xxxi. 8, 10, 12); " 'akod " (ringstreaked; literally, "tied"), referring to light stripes
on a dark skin (Gen. xxx. 35, 39; xxxi. 8, 10, 12),
the stripes resembling ropes.
"
(b) From " namer " (leopard) the verb " nimmer
is derived, having the meaning of giving a checkered
or striped appearance to something, and is used of the
appearance of a field in which the fruits have been
gathered in some places and left standing in others
<Peaii iii. 2), or of a ciieckered web (B. K. 119b), or
of writing, in which a number of words are stricken
out (Git. 54b). "Patuk " (mixed) is applied to the
color of phigue-spots, and is described as looking
like wine mixed with snow, or wine mixed with
water, or milk ])efore being mixed (Neg. i. 2).
In Aramaic the following terms are used " ncmor "
(speckled; compare "nimmer," uljove); "regol"
(ring-streaked; literally, "having .some spots on the
feet"); "relj:oa' " (literally, "patched"), thesameas
the Biblical "talu" (comjiare above); "kcniah" (literally, " bald " having liglit-colored spots on a dark
skin); and "hutraiia" (striped like a staff), used of
;

:

:

;

swiiic (Slml).'

1

Pigments:

lOb).
(u)

Of pigments known and used

Biblical times, four are mentioned.

Tliree

in

were de-

Scarlet
rived from aMimals and ftiie from a nu-tal.
or crimson was obtxiined from an insect (coccu.s;,
which gave its name to a species of oak {Ilex coccifera).
By infusing flic insect in boiling water a

beautiful red dye was produced, superior in cfTeel
and durability to cochineal. To desScarlet.
ignate this color the word "tola'"
(worm) is used (Isa. i. 18; Lam. iv. 5).
More often, however, tlie form "tola'at" is found
preceded or followed by ".shani," a word supposed

IV.— 12

to

mean "to

Color

glitter."

In this form

it

is

mentioned

as a costly possession (Ex. xxxv. 23), and as being,
therefore, suitable for an offering (Ex. xxv. 4, xxxv.
Num. xix. 6), for the Tabernacle
6; Lev. xiv.
hangings (Ex. xxvi. 36, xxvii. 16, xxxvi. 37,
;

ephod (Ex.

xxxix.
used
in earlv times as a sign to aid recognition (Gen.
In these passages, as
xxxviii. 28, 30; Josh. ii. 21).
well as in II Sam. i. 24 and Cant. iv. 3, "shani"
alone is used. The plural "shanim" (scarlet stuffs)
occurs in Prov. xxxi. 21 and Isa. i. 18. In later
times the Persian loan-word " karmil " came into use
The verbal form "me(II Chron. ii. 6, 13; ui. 14).
tulla'im " (clothed in scarlet) occurs in Nahum ii. 4.
A similar shade of color was derived from " shashar "
(minium, red oxid of lead), used for painting ceilings (Jer. xxii. 14) and iiuages (Ezek. xxiii. 14).
{b) The Targumim and Mishnah use for scarlet the
expres.sion "zehorit," on the etymology of which
compare Jensen, in Brockelmanu, "Lexicon Syriacum," 93b. The Aramaic has also the adjective
In later
"tol'ana," or "tolana" ('Ab. Zarah 28b).
times crimson was also obtained from " puah " (madder; see Rieger, "Versuch einer Technologic und
Terminologie der Handwerke in der Mischnah,"
From seaweeds were obtained a cosi. 23, note 38).
metic rouge, "pikas" (fucus; Rieger, ib.), and the
mineral pigment " sikra " (according to Low, " Graphische Requisiten," etc., i. 165, vermilion; according to Rieger, I.e. p. 24, note 43, minium). A kind
of scarlet was "sasgona," or "sasgewana," etymology unknown (Targ. to Cant. vii. 2).
(a) The purple dyes were obtained from the "hallazon," a species of shellfish called Murcr bmndaris
and Murex trunculin, on which see Rieger {I.e. p.
It yielded purple-red (Hebrew "argaman" =
21).
Aramaic "argewan") and purple-blue or violet (Hexxxviii. 18), for the

28), etc.

xxviii, 56,

A thread of this color was commonly

"=

" tekelet
Aramaic "tikla"). Both colors
figure largely in the decoration of the Tabernacle
and the priestly robes. In Jer. x. 9 both are mentioned as contributing to the sjilendor of heathen

brew

In Judges

26 the Midianitish chiefs
Ezekiel
of purple-red.
how the robes of jturpleblue worn
by the As.syriansim]uessed the women
Purples,
of Israel and he knows also of purj>le-red and luiriilebliu' from Klishah
In Ecclus. (Sirach) xlv. 10 both dyes
(ib. xxvii. 7).
are mentioned as occupying a prominent place in
the raiment of Moses; and ribbons of purple-blue
worship.

are said to have
(xxiii. 6) relates

viii.

worn robes

;

arc said to form jmrt of the adornment of wisdom
On the defeat of Gorgias, dyed stuffs
(ib. vl. 30).
of both colors were among the si>oil taken by Judas
Maccabeus (I Mace. iv. 23). Piir|)le robes of ollice

were common. Judas was struck ])y the fact that
Romans, not witiisliinding their power and
th(!
riches, were not cloliu'd in i)iiriil(! (ib. viii. 14).
When, liowcvcr, Alexander appointed Jonathan high
])riest he sent him a ])urple red rol)e (//'. x. 20); so
likewise did Antiochus wlien he confirmed him in

On the other Iiand. when the
the office (ib. xi. 58).
treachery of Andronicus was discovered he was at
once deprived of tlici jmrple rob(! (II Mace. iv. 38).
(b) In Talnnidic tiiues purplC'red was obtained
also from "lakka" (lac-dye; compare Rieger, I.e.

Color
Colorui,
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Abraham

Tho Grvok liniii-wonl " porpim" (xop^i'pa,
smlT") is vi'iy common in tnulitioual literiituiv u'ompiuv Knuiss, /.(•. ii.. s.r.).
OtluT piirments known in Mishnaic times were
" isiitis ' = 'iCiirii; (" woiul," /siitis tiiirtoria), " kozah "
(miuider or siilHower); "kelife egiizim" (llio firsli
shells of the walnut); "kelife rimmonim " (pome"JOV
" piirplo

i.

irnuiate pei'l); " rikpali," a kinil of onion-iilant
With the latter a blaek color
horel " (vitriol).
;

•

obtained (Uieijer.

I.e.

i.

'J;i

Symbolism of Colors:

and
was

24).

(n) It

has been generused in the

allv assuiiud that at times colors are

Bible symbolically, either in the ritual, as in the construction of the Tabernacle and in the priestly raiments; or apocalyptically, as in the visions of Zechor, as a literary device, in
ariah and of Daniel
;

De Vita miosis," iii. 6) and
Josephus ("Ant." iii. 7, §7) attempted to explain
the ritual symbolism of colors, but without convincing force (see, also, Baehr, " Symbolik des JMosapoetical diction.

Philo("

COLORADO

178

One of the United States of North
bounded on the north by Wyoming and
Nebraska; cast by Nebraska and Kansas; south by
Oklahoma and New Mexico; and west !)y Utah.
It was admitted into the Union in 1870.
The ex-

Aim

lit

:

a;

citement con.sequciit on the discovery of gold at
Pike's Peak in 1858, following the panic of 1857,
which clogged the wheels of industry in the Eastern

brought the first .settlers to Colora(h). There
were no railroads; and the pioneers crossed the
plains and mountains in wagons drawn by oxen or
horses.
Among tiie Jews who survived the hardsiii|)S of the long journey, the perils from wild animals, and the attacks of savage Indians, wen; Isidor
Deitsch, Leopold Mayer, A. Jacobs, A. Goldsmith,
F. Z. Salomon, D. Kline, and others.
Denver, the capital of Colorado and the most
important city of the Rocky Mountain region, was
States,

isehen Kultus," Heidelberg, 1874). The apocalyptic
is admitted more generally; yet it fails

symbolism

when tested in detail. Literary symbolism, however,
based on a psychological connection between the
various color-sensjitions and moods of feeling, is
found among most nations. Yet the relations be
tween a given color and the sj'mbolized objects or
moods are not fixed and they leave room for differ;

ence of explanation.
Black or dark color points to mourning or affliction (II Sam. xix. 24; Zecli. vi. 6, 8); such Avas
probably also the color of sackcloth used in mournOn the other hand, white suggests purity (Isa.
ing
Scarlet
i. 18; Ps. li. 9) and joy (Mishnah Mid. v. 4).
or red is symbolical of bloodshed, of sin in general
Ixiii. 1), and, in the opinion of some
(Isa. 1. 15, 18
Num.
commentators, of vigorous life (Lev. xiv.
Purple-red denotes royalty and royal splenxix.).
dor (Judges viii. 26; Esth. viii. 15; Dan. v. 7). Purple-blue, used for fringes in the garment of every
Israelite (Num. xv. 38), is thought, on the one hand,
to symbolize the high dignity of every member of the
people of the covenant (compare Ex. xix. 6); and, on
the other, to suggest the God of heaven (Gen. xxiv.
7; Ps. xi. 4), because of the same color as the sky.
plaj's a great part in the
(b) Color-symbolism
Cabala, where to each Setirah are attributed one or
more colors; and one who wishes to energize the intluence of a certain Sefirah has to contemplate, or
clothe himself in. the particular color attributed to
that Sefirah.
AVhite signifies peace, mercy, and
pity; black, latency of qualities; red, bloodshed,
;

;

and justice; azure, attributed to the Sefirah of wisdom, is said to denote the first step from
black (latency) to the development of color that is,
active energy in general; Siiffron -color or yolk-yellow
is considered a combination of red and white; green
is said to be a combination of red, white, and azure;
purple-red, a compound of all colors; golden yellow
symbolizes cheering, justice, etc.
cruelt\",

—
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Temple Emanuel, Denver,

Col.

(From a photo^apJi.)

and gradually became

tlie center
In 1861 the United States
government deeded to Denver a plot of ground
ted for burial purposes; of this the Jews were allotten acres.
A Cemetery Association was the first
In 1873 the Jews of Denver
Jewi.sh organization.
organized for worship, and in 1874 built Teinple
Emanuel, a small synagogue at 19th and Curtis
streets.
The members were for the most part enerBy 1882 Congiegetic merchants of German birth.

settled in 1858-59,

of Colorado Jewish

life.

gation Emanuel had outgrown the little synagogue,
and a larger one was constructed at 24th and Curtis
This btiilding was destroyed by fire Nov. 5,
streets.
1897, and a beautiful structure on 16th avenue and
Pearl street was erected, and dedicated Jan. 29, 1899.
Rabbis Block, Elkan, Schreibcr, J. Mendes de Solla,
and Williams. Friedman have successively occupied
the pulpit.
A Ladies' Auxiliary, a Jewish Relief
Society, mainly for indigent consumptives, and a
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burial society, Hesed Sliel Emeth, have also been
established and four Orthodox congregations are
in existence.
Denver also has lodges of the orders
;

B'nai B'rith, Kesher Shel Barzel, 8onso£ Benjamin,
and B'rith Abraham.
The most important philanthropic institution in
Denver is the National Jewish Hospital for Consumptives, founded by Rabbi AVilliam
National S. Friedman Sept. 10, 1890. This hosJewish
pital became an imperative necessity
Hospital by reason of the hundreds of pennifor Conless Jewish victims of tuberculosis
sumptives. who came to Colorado.
In 1898
Denver Lodge of the Independent
Order of B'nai B'rith appointed Alfred :Muller
chairman of a committee to urge the district Grand
Lodge No. 2 of the order to espouse the cause of
the consumptives by taking charge of this institution; and tlirough his tireless energy, together witli
that of Rubbi W. S. Friedman, the National Jewish
Hospital for Consumptives was dedicated Dec. 10,
1899.

The Constitution Grand Lodge of the order, at
a meeting held in Chicago April 28, 1900, decided
to tax all its members twenty-five cents yearly for
the support of the Ijospital, and to make of it
an independent corporation governed by thirty-five
trustees, seven of wliom should be elected by the
Independent Order of B'nai B'rith— one from each
district
the remainder to be chosen b3' the contributors.
The trustees immediately added several build-

—

ings.

In 1902 M. Guggenheim's Sons donated §30,000 for
a "Guggenheim Pavilion."
The National Jewish
Hospital for Consumptives has accommodation for
ninety patients. None but indigent consumptives
in the curable stages of the disease are admitted;
and these come from all parts of the United
States.

Denver has about 4.000 Jews, most of whom are
merchants. There are, liowever, miners, smelterowners, day-laborers, and many lawj'ers and physicians.
Twelve Jewisii students attend tlie State
University at Boulder, which has a chair of Hebrew
occupied by Rabi)i William 8. Friedman.
Colorado Springs formed a Benevolent A.ssociatioii (Jet., 1H9S, and a B'nai B'rith lodge in Oct.,
1901.
A congregation is now being organized.
Colorado Springs is a health resort, and contains 250
Jews.
Cripple Creek and the adjoining town of Victor
have !;»() Jews. Tliere is no congregation in lh«;
flistrict
but services are held nn the holy days. The
fwf» towns have a B'nai B'ritli lodge.
Cripf)l(!
Creek and Victfjr are the chief gold-mining sections
;

in Aniericn.

Leadville in 18f>4 established Congregation
which has 2') members. Tlie Orthodox congregation. Keneseth Israel, has a smaller foilowitig.
Tiiere are also a Jewish fcmetcTV and a r'lief
.society.
The Jewish population is 175. Leadville
is a noted silver-mining camp.
Pueblo, file second city of the state, founded
Congregation Emaiuiel, Oct. 3. 1899, with 50 members; it has a temple, and Ral)bi Harry Wei.s.s is in
charge.
The other Jewish organizations of Pueblo
Israel,

are: Ladies'

Color
Colorni,

Abraham

Temple Association, Auxiliary

Society,

Jewish Woman's Council, and B'nai B'rith lodge.
The Jewish population is 500. Pueblo is a growing
manufacturing town.
Trinidad founded Congregation Aaron in 1883,
and lias a temple, with a membership of 35. L.
Freudenthal, the rabbi, has officiated since 1888.
The Jews number 150, and have an Auxiliary Society, a Hebrew Ladies' Aid Society, and a' B'nai
B'rith lodge.

There are also several hundred Jews scattered
throughout the smaller towns of the state. Altogether Colorado numbers about 5,800 Jews.

W.

A.

COLORNI (COLORNO), ABRAHAM

S.

:

F.

Itjxlian

engineer;

born at JNIantua about 1530. His great
skill in his profession caused him to be much sought
after, and in 1578 he held the position of engineer at
the court of Alfonso d'Este, Duke of Ferrara, who, in
1588 sent him to Prague. Soon after Colorni, with his
son Simon, went to Mantua, looking after Alfonso's
private affairs; and then returned to the court of Alfonso d'Este, who, at the request of the duke Frederick, sent him to his court at Wurttemberg in 1597.
Colorni was famous not only as an engineer and
mechanician, but also as one of the greatest mathematicians and archeologists of his age, and above all
as a man of charming manners and many accomplishments, including dueling, his skill in which
he once had occasion to exercise against a slanderer.
Tommaso Garzoni, iu his work "La Piazza
Universale," dedicates a sonnet to Colorni, and in a
subsequent letter speaks in very high terms of him.

He enumerates

his achievements in the field of

me-

chanics and his inventions, and expresses the wish
that the man who possqsses such high qualities
should also become a Christian. Among Colorni's
inventions was a kind of ten-chambered revolver,
of which, it is said, he made 2,000 at the request of
Alfonso.
Colorni was the author of the following works:
"Entimetria," rules for the measurement of straight
lines (mentioned by Garzoni); "Tavole," mathemat" Clavicula
ical tables (also mentioned l-y Garzoni)
Soloinonis," translated into Italian, at the request of
the Duke of Mantua, from the Hebrew work on
magic, " Mafleah Shelomoh " (Mantua, 1580 ?). This
translation served as a model for the French version
(still extiint in several manuscripts) entitled "La
ClavictileduTn's Savant Solomon, dans Lacjuelle les
Secrets des Secrets Sont Ouveits et Decouverts."
It was probably against this work that C'olorni, according to Garzoni, wrote a book in wliicli he derided jihysiognomy and chiromancy.
Colorni was
also the author of a treatise upon the art of writing
in cipher, entitled "Scotographia o Vere Scienza dl
Scrivere Oscuro Facilissima et Securissima per
(^ualsi Voglia Lingua" (Prague, 1593), and dedicated to Rodoljih II.
;

nim.inoRArnv

Hossl, DizUmnrio. p. !).T; Tlrahosrhl. Stnria
vll. III. 131!); Wolf, liUd. llrlir. Iv. 7(i!l, i»7»l; V.&VrnKilln Isrnflitini, ]H[)\>, pp. ;{.H-41
Mortara, Iniliir, p. 14: Sli-lrisctiiielfler, ('at. lioill. ctA. 2298; iilem. In
Munnlnxrhrift. IWili, np. IKIrf «cf/.; Idptii. Hthrflisrhc UeherH.
p. 1*38: Cilusoppl .larc. Alirnmo Cohirni, hmrfinere Manto:

LiUrrarui.

vrnim.

vano
J.

In

ecc..

;

Con Ducumcnti Itieditt, Mautua,

1874.

L Br.

Colorni, Miilachi
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Commaudmeuts

COLORNI, MALACHI:

Italiau author; lived

He wrote a
at MihU'iui iii tlu' oightirntli century.
guiiK to letter-writinir, "Megillat Sefer." still extant
in UKinuseript, containing lliirty-one letters (Steinsohueitler, "Cat. Bodl."

No.

1379).

He

also copied

a large work of the sjune nature, the "Soi'er I^Iahir"
by Islnnael Ha/.ak of the seventeenth century (SteinThese letters contain valuable noschueiiler. il>.).
tices of the lives of famous coutemiioraries. as well
as of eventsof the ItalianJewisii worUl of that time.
BiBLior.R.xriiv: OjcoNHdj/Kim, pp. S58. 34(1; Neulmiier, Oif.
BihU. H<I»: .>/>".**. No. 41)3; Steiusctineider, lu Mnnatsschrift, 1S99, pp. U6, 1^.

COLUMBUS, CHRISTOPHER,

JEWS

Ber.

I-

o.

I.,

AND THE

According to his own statement, Columbus had constant intercourse with Jews and IVIoors,
with priests and laymen. He had personal relations
with the mathematician Joseph Vecinho, physicianin-ordinary to King Joilo H. of Portugal, and with
other learned Jews of Lisbon. Vecinho presented
him with his Latin translation of the astronomical
tables of Abraham Zacuto, the famous mathematician, which Columbus always carried with him on
his voyages of discovery and found most serviceable.
:

it principally to this "Jew " Vecinho,
he mentions twice in his note-books, that the
king of Portugal refused to consider his plans of

He

ascribed

whom

At Salamanca Columbus became perdiscovery.
sonally acquainted with Zacuto, whose scientific
works he praised highly. At Malaga he met the
Spanish farmer-in-chief of taxes, Abraham Senior,
and also Isaac Abravanel, who was the first one to
him

undertakings. It is not
business relations with the
Jews during his stay at Lisbon, or whether he borrowed or received aid from them in his financial difIn his testament he bequeathed half
ficulties there.
a silver mark to a Jew living by the gate of the
Jews' street in Lisbon, or to the one whom a priest
might designate ("a un Judio que moraba a la
puerta de la Juderia en Lisboa o ^ qiiien mandare
un sacerdote el valor de medio marco de plata "). See

assist

financiall}' in his

known whether he had

also

America. The DISco^ERY

of.

Navarrete, CnJeccion -Je loa Viages y Desctihrimiciitog, U. 313; Kayserling, C/irtetopher Columbus, pp.
12 et seq.. New York, 18»4.
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A.

"mishpatim" (ordinances), and even
"'edut" (testimonies).
E. G. H.
In rabbinic terminology "mizwali " is the general
term for a ilivinely instituted rule of conduct. As

(statutes),

such, the divine

commandments

are divided into

(1)

mandatory laws known us ncy DIVO. and (2) tliose
of a proiiibitory character, the nL**yn N^
niVOThis terminology rests on the theological construction that God's will is the source of and authority
for every moral and religious duty.
In (iue logical develoiunent of this theology, the
Rabbis came to assume that the Law comprised G18
commandments (see Com.m.\ndments, The 618), of
which Gil are said to have been given Ihrougii Moses
(Deut. xxxiii. 4, nSih being numerically equal
to 611); the first two commandments of the Decalogue were given by the mouth of God Himself (H.
Joshua b. Levi, in Pes. R. xxii. compare Mak. 24b25a; Hor. 8a; Pirke R. El. xli.). According to
R. Ismael only the principal commandments were
given on Mount Sinai, tiie special commandments
having been given in the Tent of Meeting. According to R. Akiba they were all given on Mount
Sinai, repeated in the Tent of Meeting, and declared
a third time by Moses before his death (Sotah 37b
compare Mek., Mishpatim, xx. to Ex. xxiii. 19, and
All divine commandments,
Sifre, Debarim, 104).
however, were given on Mount Sinai, and no prophet
could add any new one (Sifra to Lev. xxvii. 34;
Yoma 80a). Many of these laws concern only special classes of people, such as kings or priesthood,
Levites or Nazarites, or are conditioned by local or
temporaiy circumstances of the Jewish nation, as,
;

for instance, the agricultural, sacrificial, and Levitical laws.
The Biblical commandments are called in the
Talmud " mizwot de oraita " commandments of the
Law in contradistinction to the rabbinical command;

Among the latter
the benediction, or thanksgiving for each
enjoyment; (2) ablution of the hands before eating;
(3) lighting of the Sabbath lamp; (4) the 'Erub,
on preparation for Sabbath transfer; (5) thellALLEL
liturgy on holy days; (6) the Hanukkah lights; and
(7) the reading of the Esther scroll on Purim.
These seven rabbinical commandments are treated
like Biblical commandments in so far as, previous to
ments,

are:

"mizwot de rabbanan."

(1)

COLUMBUS, GEORGIA. See Georgia.
COLUMBUS, OHIO. See Ohio.
COMETS. See Astronomy; Superstition.

the fulfilment of each, this Benediction is recited:
" Bles.sed be the Lord who has commanded us
the divine command being implied in the general
law (Deut. xvii. 11, xxxii. 7; Shab. 23a). Many of

COMMANDMENT

the Biblical laws are derived from the Law only by
rabbinical interpretation, as, the reading of the
Shema' (Deut. vi. 4-7), the binding of the tefillin
and the fixing of the mezuzah (//». 8-9), and the saying of grace after meals («Va viii. 10). *' While reciting
the Shema' every morning the Israelite takes upon
himself the yoke of the kingdom of heaven; while
reciting the chapter We-hayah im shamoa' [Deut.
xi. 13-22] he takes upon himself the yoke of the

lish Bible

:

The rendering in the EngHebrew mVD, which, in

versions of the

technical sense, is used in the Bible of a comeither by God or by man (I Kings
According to the critical schools, it is a
ii. 43).
word of comparativel}' late coinage, as it does not
and JE. In the
occur in documents earlier than

its

mandment given

D

sometimes denotes the "code of law " (II
Chron. viii. 13; Ezra x. 3; Ps. xix. 9), or even
" Deuteronomy " alone (Deut. vi. 25, viii. 1) and as
such is parallel to "Torah " (Ex. xxiv. 12). In the
singular

it

;

plural it designates specific commands contained in
the code, which are as a rule expressed in .sentences
beginning with "Ye shall" or "Ye shall not," and
is

180

sometimes combined with "hukkim," "hukkot"

.

.

.

,

'

'

"In fulfilling
divine commandments" (Ber. ii. 1).
a divine commandment one must do it with the intention of thus fulfilling God's will" (Ber. 13a, b;
hundred mizwot ought to be fulfilled
Naz. 23a, b).

A

by the Israelite each day (.see Benediction), and
seven ought to surround him constantly like guard-

Tosef., Ber.,
ian spirits (R. Meir, in Yer. Ber., end
" Also, the commonest Israelite is as full of
merit by fultilment of divine commandments as the
pomegranate is of seed " (Cant. R. iv. 3). The ful;

end).

tilmeut of a divine commandment is a merit ("mizwah"); the neglect, a transgression (" 'aberali " ).
These are weighed against each other in the balance
on the day of judgment to decide whether a man belongs to the righteous or to the wicked to be accordingly rewarded or punished ('Ab. Zarah 2a, 3a; Kid
391) K

The sons of Noah were also considered to be under
the obligation to obey the will of God as revealed in
direct specific orders or mizwot promulgated for
them. These are variously enumerated as five, six,
viii. 4 seven Noachian
enumerated: (1) to establish
courts of j ustice, (2) to abstain from idolatry, (3) from
blasphemy, (4) from incest, (5) from murder, (6) from
robbery, (7) from eating flesh cut from living aniIn Gen. R. xvi.-xxiv. (compare ib. xxiv.
mals.
Lev. R. xiii.), only six are mentioned as having been
given to the first man. In Sanh. 56a, 57a, seven
Noachian commandments are spoken of, and derived
partly as Adamitic, from Gen. ii. 16, and partly
from Gen. ix. 4 et seq. To these some tannaim add
three: the prohibition of blood from living animals,

and

Colorni, MalachL
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In Tos. 'Ab. Zarah

ten.

commandments

are

of castration, and of witchcraft. In Hal. 92a thirty
commandments are mentioned as having been accepted, but not observed, by the sons of Noah (compare Gen. R. xcviii. Midr. Teh. Ps. ii. 5; Yer. 'Ab.
Zarah ii. 40c). In the Book of Jubilees (vii. 21) only
;

the three capital sins are specified (see Noaciiian

Laws).
parlance of the Rabbis, came to
human kindness, such as the
of an unknown person ("met
Beruays, "Gesammelte Schriften," 1885, i. 278 et seq., on the Buzygiau laws mentioned by Philo in connection with these "commandments" of humanity; Sifre, Naso, 26; Naz.
mizwah which can be fulfilled only by the
47b).
transgression of another law is considered unlawful
("mizwali ha-bo'ah ba'aberah, 'aberah " Suk. 30a;
The proselyte on being iniYer. Shab. xiii. 14a).
tiated into Judaism mu.st be familiarized with commandments both of great and of small imjjort ( Yeb.
47b).
This rule seems to be directed against the
iildcr practise followed by tlie Christian Ciiurch (sec
The fultilment of a conmiundmeiit is a
DiUACiiE).
protection against evil powers (Ber. 31a; Pes. 8a;
Ho^ah 21a Kid. i. 10), and Ijecomesa guardian angel
pleading for reward in the future life (Sotah 3b).
According to tlie teachings of Judaism, all moral
laws arc virtually and in their ultimate analysis
Obedience to the Divine
divine commandments.
Will is the first requisite of the moral life (see Duty).
This is the meaning of the Biblical accoimt of Adam's
offense.
The first commandment was intended to
test his obedience and thus t<; awaken liis moral conIn
.sciousness (see Sin Ouioinai, Sin, Dofi>fA ok).
the Pentateuch the Ten Commandmrnts are not
designated as "Mizwot," but are called the "Ten
Words" (D^STn nTJ'y In Jewish literature they
are spoken of as the nil^in mt'y (see Decalogue).
K.— E. G. H.
E. G. H.

"Mizwah," in the
express any act of
burial of the body
mizwah"; compare

A

;

;

;

Commandments

COMMANDMENTS, THE

613:

That

the-

law of Moses contains 613 commandments is stated
by R. Simlai, a Palestinian haggadist, who says(Mak. 23b): "Six hundred and thirteen commandments were revealed to Moses; 365 being prohibitions equal in number to the days of the year, and
248 being mandates corresponding in number to the
bones of the human body."
The number 613 is
found as early as tauuaitic times e.g., in a saying
of Simon ben Eleazar (Mek., Yitro, Bahodesh, 5) and
one of Simon ben Azzai (Sifre, Dent. § 76, Friedman's
ed., p. 90b)
and is apparentl}' based upon ancient
tradition (see Tan., Ki Teze, ed. Buber, 2; Ex. R.
xxxii. Num. R. xiii., xviii.; Yeb. 47b; Shab. 87a;
Ned. 25a; Shebu. 29a; comp. Bacher, "Ag. Tau."i.

—

;

ii. 436).
The authenticity of the statements attributed to R. Simlai, however, has been questioned
by authorities such as Nahmanides and Abraham ibn
Ezra (see M. Bloch, in " Rev. Et. Juives," i. 197, 210
V. 27 ct seq.
Weiss. " Dor, " p. 74, note 50). The first
to undertake the task of identifying the conunandments was Simeon Kahira, in his"Halakot Gedolot."
He begins with the prohibitions, which he
classes in the order of the gravity of the punishments incurred by their transgression, while in regard to the mandates he follows the order of the
parashi}'}'ot, beginning with the Decalogue.
Kahira was followed by Saadia, Gabirol, and
many others, who enumerated the 613 commandments in liturgical poems (see Aziiarot). In onler
to make up the number 613, Kahira and the poets
just mentioned were compelled to incorporate many
This method was criticized by
rabbinical laws.

413,

;

]\Iaimonides, who published a work entitled " Sefer
ha-Mizwot," laying down fourteen guiding princi-

commandments,
which he enumerates accordingly. Some of these
principles were attacKed by Nahmanides and others,
who showed that Maimonides himself had not alNew iilentificatious were
waj's been consistent.
therefore proposed by Moses ben Jacob of Coucy,
author of the " Sefer Mizwot ha-GadoI " (SeMaG),
and Isaac ben Joseph of Corbeil, author of the
"Sefer Mizwot ha-Katon " (SeMaK). The followples for the identification of the

ing

is

a

list

of the 613

commandments

of jMiumon-

ides:

MANDATORY COMMAxNDMENTS.
E.N. x.x. 2.
1. To know tliat the Lord (iod e.\lsts.
Dent. vl. 4.
2. To wknowlcdK'c His unity.
3-4. To love and fear Illni.
Dent. vi. 5, 13.
Kx. .x.viil. 2.5.
5. To pray Ixj lllin.
Dent. .x. 20.
6. To cleave to Hlin.
Dent. vl. 13, x. 20.
7. To swear t>y lll.s name.
Dent, xxvlil.9.
8. To ri'seirihle llltri In Ills ways.

To sniictlfy Ills name. U'v. xxll. 32.
To read the siieiiia'eacli monilnjratid evening. Deut. vl. 7.
Dent. vl. 7.
11. To learn and to teach otliei-s Ih(« Law.
12-13. Ti) liind tciililn im the forehead and arm. Deut. vl.8.
Num. xv. 38.
14. To make /;l/lt.
Deut. vl. 0.
1.5. To llx a Mk/,i/.aii.
10. To ns,Hemtile the people to hear the Law every seventh

l».

10.

year.

Dent. xxxl. 12.
wrlt<' a copy of the

Law

Dent. xxxl.

17.

To

18.

That the king write a special copy of the Law for himself.

Deut. xvll.

for oneself.

18.

22.

To bless (iod after eatlnir. Deut. vlll. 10.
To bidld the Temple. Ex. xxv. 8.
To reverence the sanctuaiy. Lev. xlx. 30.
To watch the sanctuary perpetually. Num.

23.

That Levltea

Ifl.

30.
21.

19.

shall serve In the sanctuary.

xvlll. 2.

Num.

xvlll. 23.

THE JEWISU ENCYCLOPEDIA

Coxmcandments
24. Tlmt at services
Ex. .\xx. 1!>.

tlie

priests

and

thetr Iinnds

feet.

llRlita

Kx.

In the sanctuary.

lit.

d>.

That the priests

87.

To

t)le<w Israel.

showbnad ami

set

Kx. XXV.

bath.

Num.

vi. '£\.

incense before the Lord on Sab-

M.

L".'.

ai.
31.

;?3.

ixviil.

45.

Lev. xxiii.

;

3t>.

on the second day of

102

46.
47.
48.

xxviii. 36.

To offer two loaves of bread on Shebu'ot. Lev. xxlll. 17.
To add an offering on the first of Tishri. Num. xxix. 1.
To add an offering on the Day of Atonement. Num.

To observe the

service

on the Day

of

Atonement.

Lev.

xvl. 3.

of Sukkot. Num. xxix. 13.
the eighth day of Sukkot.
xxix. 35.
Ex.
52. To keep the festival at the three seasons of the year.
30.
51.

To add an offering on the Feast
To offer a special sacriflce on

Num.

That every male appear at the

feast.

Deut. xvi.

M. To rejoice at the feasts. Deut. xvi. 14.
55-6. To slay the pa.schal lamb and eat the

16.

flesh roasted,

on

the fifteenth night of NIsan. Ex. xli. 6, xii. 8.
57-8. To observe the second Passover and eat the paschal

lamb with mazzah and maror. Num.
59. To blow the trumpets over the

Num. x. 10.
That cattle, when sacrificed, be

ix. 11, 13; ix. 11.

sacrifices,

and in time

of

tribulation.
60.

be perfect. Lev. xxli. 21.
offerings be salted. Lev. li. 13.
Lev. 1. 3.
63. To bring a burnt offering.
64-7. To bring a sacriflce for sin, for trespass, a peace-offering, and a meat^jffering. Lev. 11. 1, vi. 25, vli. 1, 11.
68. That the Sanhedrm bring a sin-offering if they have erred
Lev. Iv. 13.
in doctrine.
69. That one who has by error transgressed a Karet prohibition bring a sin-offering. Lev. Iv. 27, v. 1.
70. That one In doubt whether he has transgressed a prohibition bring a sin-f)ffering. Lev. v. 17, 18.
71. That a tre.spass-offering be brought for having sworn
Lev. v. 1.5, 21; xix. 20.
falsely and the like.
72. To offer a sa/^'riflce according to one's means.
Lev. v. 7, 11.
confession
of
73. That
sins be made before the Lord. Num. v. 7.
74-5. That a man or woman having an issue offer a sacrifice.
Lev. XV. 13. 28.
76. That a leper after being cleansed bring an offering.
Lev.
62.

That
That

all cattle sacrificed
all

xiv. 10.
77.

That a

running

To leave to the poor the comers of the fleld unreaped,
the gleanings of the harvest, the forgotten sheaf, the gleanings
in the vineyard, and the residue of the grapes.
Lev. xix. 9, 10
Deut. xxiv. 19.
125. To bring the flrst-fruits into the sanctuary.
Ex. xxiil. 19.
126. To give the great heave-offering to the priest.
Deut.
xvili. 4.

To separate the tithe of com for the Levites. Num. xvlii.
Lev. xxvii. 30.
128. To separate a second tithe and eat it In Jerusalem.
Deut. xiv. 22.
129. That the Levites shall give a tithe of the tithe to the

24

;

Num.

priest.

Num.

XV. 20.

Lev.xil.6.

To tithe the cattle. I^v. xxvll. 32.
To sacriflce the flrst-ly>m of clean cattle. Deut. xv. 19.
To redeem the flrst-bom r)f man. Num. xvili. 15.
81-2. To redeem the flrstling of an ass, and to break Its neck

fallow every seventh year, and to
ground. Ex. xxiil. 11, xxxiv. 21.
the year of jubilee by resting, to .sound the
trumpet in the year of jubilee, and to grant a redemption for
the land in that year. Lev. xxv. 9, 10, 24.
lljit. To allow a house sold in a walled city to be redeemed
within the year. Lev. xxv. 29.
140. To number the years of jubilee yearly and septennlally.

cea.se

from

i:}6 8.

143.
144.

the animal be not redeemed. Ex. xill. 13.
To bring all offerings to Jerusalem. Deut. xll. 5, 6.
To offer all sacriflces In the Temple. Deut. xii. 14.
85. To bring to the Temple also the offerings from beyond the
land of I.srael. Deut. xll. 26.
86. To redeem holy animals that have blemishes. Deut. xll. 1.5.
87. That a beast exchanged for an offering is holy.
Lev.
83.
84.

xxvii. 10.

That the remainder of the meat-offerings be eaten.

xviii. 3.

To give the flrst of the fleece to the priest. Deut. xvlll. 4.
To discriminate between what belongs to the Lord and

145.

what

8.

To release all debts in the seventh year. Deut. xv. 2.
To exact the debt of a foreigner. Deut. xv. 3.
To give to the priest his share of the cattle sacriflces.

142.

Deut.

let the fleld rest

tilling the

To hallow

Lev. xxv.

79.

If

To

134-5.

141.

woman offer a sacriflce after childbirth.

xviii. 26.

130. To separate the tithe for the poor in the third and sixth
years instead of in the second. Deut. xiv. 28.
131-2. To recite the chapter on the tithe and read it over the
Deut. xxvi. 5, 13.
flrst-fruit.
133. To separate for the priest a cake of the first of the dough.

80.

vi. 16.

in

Lev. xv. 16.
That leprosy be cleansed with cedar-wood, etc.; that
the leper shave all his hair, rend his raiment, and bare his head.
Lev. xili. 45; xiv. 2, 9.
1 13. To bum a red heifer and preserve its ashes.
Num. xix. 9.
114. To pay the equivalent of a" singular" vow. Lev. xxvll. 2.
115-7. That one who vows an unclean beast, or his house, or
his fleld, shall pay the appointed sum, or as the priest shall diLev. xxvll. 11, 14, 16.
rect.
118. That he shall make restitution who trespasses through ignorance in things holy . Lev. v. 16.
119. That plantations la their fourth year shall be holy.
Lev.

78.

&8.

To cleanse from uncleanness by washing

water.

127.

eight days old or more.

Lev. xxii. 27.
61.

xix. 26.

xix. 24.
120-4.

xxlll. 14.
53.

Lev. xill. 47, xiv. 35.
104-6. That a man or woman having a running Issue contaminates, as does the seed of copulation. Lev. xv. 2, 16, 28.
Num. xix. 14.
107. That a corpse contaminates.
108. That the water of separation contaminates the clean,
cleansing only the unclean from the pollution of the dead. Num.
nat«-.

110-12.

xxix. 7
49.

That a leprous garment and a leprous house contami-

3.

109.

of Shebu'ot.

Lev.

xill. 3.

I>ev. xxiil. 10.

To add an oblation on the day of the Feast

Num.

19.

1(1(1.

Ex. xxx. 31.
That the priests oUlciiite hy turns. Deut. xvlii. 6, 8.
That the priests pay due honors to the dead. Lev. xxl. 3.
Lev. xxl. 13.
38. That the high priest take a virgin t^) wife.
Num. xxviii. 3.
39. To sacrifice twice a day.
offer
oblation
an
daily.
Lev. vi. 30.
•U). That the chief priest
41-3. I'o offer an additional oblation every Sabbath, on the
Oret of every miuith, and on the Feastof Passover. Num. xxviii.
offer a sheaf of the first barley

;J4.

That a menstruous woman contaminates. Lev. xv.
That a lying-lti woman is unclean. Lev. xii. 2.
1(11. That a leper Is unclean and contaminates others.

9!>.

37.

To

Ex.

That a man keep his vow. Deut. xxlll. 2:1.
That the ludge act tu'cording to the Law In annulling
vows. Num. xxx. 3.
96. That all who touch a carca.ss are unclean.
Lev. xl. 34.
97. That eight species of animals contaminate.
Ix'v. xl. 39.
98. That food is coutauilualed by contact with unclean things.

their shoulders.

36.

44.

trespass-offerings be eaten.

'.10 1. To biu'n consecrated flesh that has become unclean ; also
the remaiiiilcr of the consecrated tiesh not eaten. Lev. vil. 17, 19.
i)2 3. That ttic Nazarltc sulTer his hair to grow during his separation, and shave it at the close of his Nazariteshlp. Num. vl.

Lev. xl.

Passover.

and

95.

•-'.

M. That the Kehathltes carry the Ark upon
Num. vil. 9.
35. To anoint hiph priests and kings with oil.

9. xxviii. 11

flesh of sin-

;i;i.

iM.

That the .^atvnites have the place of honor. Lev. xxl. 8.
To clothe the AaronUes with priestly garments. Kx.

;t?.

That the

5, 9.

Kx. xxx. 7.
To
To ktvp lliv continually upon the altar. Lev. vl. 13.
To ivmove the ashes daily fnun the altar. Lev. vl. 10.
Num. v. 2.
I'o put the unpur»> out of Ihc holy place.
luirii Incfiisf twice each day.

:JS.

89.

xxix.

rtmt the priests kindle the

i:>.

XXX.

wash

182

tc>

146.

the priest.

Lev. xxvll. 21, 28.
right mode of slaughtering beasts.

To perform the

147.
148.

To cover the blood of wild beast and bird. Lev. xvil. 13.
To set free the parent bird when taking a nest. Deut.

xxll. 7.
149-.52. To search diligently for the marks in clean beasts,
fowl, locusts, and flsh. Lev. xl. 2; Deut. xiv. 11
Lev. xl. 9.
1.53. That the Sanhedrin sanctify the new moon and reckon
;

Lev.

Deut.

xii. 23.

the years and months.

Ex.

xii. 2.
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To

15t-5.

rest

Ex. sx. 8 and

on and hallow the Sabbath.

xxiii. 12.

To remove the leaven. Ex. xll. 15.
To relate the story of the Exodus and

156.

157-8.

Ex.

bread on Passover night.

To

159-60.

Ex.

first

unleavened

and seventh days of Passover.

shfaf.
To rest

first

from the time of the cutting of

To

164-5.

first

day of Tishri.

fast

and

rest

rest on the

on the Day of Atonement.
first

and eiRhth days

Lev. xvl.

Lev.

of Sukkot.

xxiii..3.5, a;.

To dwell in booths seven days. Lev. xxiii. 42.
To take the four kinds of branches of trees. Lev. xxiii. 40.
To hear the sound of the trumpet on the first of Tishri.

168.
169.
170.

Num.

xxix.

172.

nor takes away from the statutes. Deut. xviii. 15.
Deut. xviii. 15.
173. To appoint a king.
Deut.
174. To obey the authority of the Sanhedrin.
176.
177.
178.

Lev. V.

XXXV.

to

the

Num.

xiii. 16.

To observe a

certain

procedure in voluntary

battle.

10.

To anoint the priest for war. Deut. xx. 2.
To keep the camp pure and in a sanitary condition.

192-3.

xxlil. 12, 13.

194. Til rfwtore
1!»5.

196.

XV.

plunder.

To give alms. Deut.
To give liberal gifts

Lev.

servant.

Deut.

To lend to the poor. Deut. xv. 8.
To lend «n usury U> idolaters. Deut. xxlil. 21.
To restore a pledge to Its owner. Deut. xxiv. 13.
aifH. To pay a hireling his hire when due, and to permit
198.

199.

Bt (luring

2<e-3. 'io help

work. Deut. xxlv.
a neighbor's beast.

15, 24. 25.

Ex. xxlil. 5; and Deut.

2X11.4.
2'M.

205.
206.
207.
208.
2f»9.

210.
211.

To restore lf)st property. Deut. xx. 1.
To rebuke the sinner. Lev. xix. 17.
To love the children of tin- covenant. Lev. xix. 18.
To love the sininger. Deut. x. 19.
To have just balances and wt-lghtw. Lev. xix. 36.
To honor the \vl.s4-. Lev. xix. :J2.
To honor pareiiLs. Y.x. xx. 12.
To fe.-ir piin-nlM. I>'v. xix. 3.

212. ToperiK-tuiile the liumiin si)ecles

To

XXXV. 25.

inheritances.

Num.

Prohibitive Commandments.
Belief in the existence of
The making of images.

I.

any but the one God.
Ex. xx.

3,

The worship of stars and planets.
The sacrifice of children to Moloch.
Necromancy and funiiliar spirits.
10. Showing regard for the service of

7.

4

;

xxxiv.

Ex. xx.

3.

17.

Ex. xx 5.
Lev. xviii. 21.
Lev. xix. 31.
the stars and planets.

4.

The
The

erection of pillars. Lev. xxvl. 1.
erection of pillars of stone. Lev. xxvl. 1.
13. Planting of trees in the sanctuary.
Deut. xvi. 21.
II.

14-16. Swearing by idols, or leading any Israelite toward
idolatry. Ex. xxiii. 13
Deut. xiii. 11.
17-19. To show mercy to the seducer. Deut. xiii. 8.
20-21. Defense or concealment of the seducer by the seduced.
xiii. 8.

The use of ornaments of Idols. Deut. vli. 25.
23-4. To rebuild a city destroyed on account of Its
22.

Idolatry or

to use Its wealth. Deut. xiii. 16. 17.
25. The use of things belonging to idols or Idolaters, or of the
provisi<ms and libations offered to idols. Deut. vli. 26.

Prophesying in the name of

idols.
Deut. xviii. 20.
False prophecies. Deut. xviii. 20.
Listening to prophecies in the name of idols. Deut. xlll. 3.
29. Fear of a false prophet or hindering any one from killing
him. Deut. xviii. 22.
30. Walking in the manner of the idolaters, and practising
their rites. Lev. xx. 23.
31-8. Enchanlment. augury, and consultaticm of familiar
spirits, etc.
Lev. xix. 2<>; Deut. xviii. 10. II.
39-40. The use of male attire by \\'omen, and vice versa.
Deut. xxll. 5.
41. Tattooing the body after the manner of idolaters.
Lev.

by marriage.

Gen.

28.

xix. 28.

" Sha42. The us(! of garments made of both linen and wool.
'atuez," Deut. xxll. 11.
4;5-4. Rounding " the comers of the head " or of the beard.
Lev. xix. ;J7.
Deut. xlv. 1.
45. Laceniting oneself for the dead.
46. To return to Kgvpt to dwell permanently there.
\.

28.

lead a i>ure married life. Deut. xxlv. 5.
211. That the bridegroom rejoice for a year with his wife.
Deut. xxlv. 1.
fJen. xvll. 10; Lev. xll. 3.
215. To flrruriirl8»r thi' males.
216-7. To marry th<' wiff of a der.eH.sed lirothtT, and give IjALIZAH In cane of declining to do .ko. Deut. xxv. .5, 9.
218 9. That the violator of a virgin stiull marry her. and he
may not put her awny all his days. Deut. xxll. 29.
220. That the seducer pay a pf-nalty.
Ex. xxll. 16.
221. That Ijeaullful female captives must not be sold, etc.
Deut. xxl. II.
Deut. xxlv. 1.
223. To divorce by a written rf)ntract.
223. That the su.spt?cU;d adulteress be subjected to trial of je.ilousy. Num. v. 3fl.
224. To Ijeat the wicked.
Deut. xxv. 2.
Nuni
225. To
exile the homicide through Ignorance.
213.

12.

27.

Hebrew

14.

(

Deut. xxv.

To judge in disputes concerning

248.

26.

v1. 4.

xv. 8, 11.
to a freed

197.

bliii to

;

xxvil. 8.

Deut.

17, 19.

Deut.

10, 14.

plaintiff

;

To destroy the seven Canaanite nations. Deut. xx. 17.
188-9. To blot out the remembrance of Amalek. Deut. xxv.

187.

191.

Kx. xxii.

To judge in disputes between buyer and seller or beand defendant. Lev. xxv. 14 Ex. xxii. 9.
To rescue the persecuted, even at the cost of the life of

245-6.

tween

12.

Deut. XX.

Lev.

an unpaid keeper. Ex. xxii. .5-7.
243-4. To judge as to the injuries caused by the hireling or by

Lev. xix.

Deut. xix. 3.
Levites for habitations.

cities of refuge.

To make battlements on the housetops. Deut. xxii. 8.
To destroy Idolaters and to burn their city. Deut. xii.

190.

slave serve for ever.

restitution.
Ex. xxi. 16, xxii. 1.
240-2. To give juilgment in cases of trespass by cattle, of Injuries by fire, or of robbery of money or goods left in charge of

8-9.

18.V-6.
2,

Ex.

That he who wounds another pay a fine. Ex. xxi. 18.
237-8. To judge of injuries to a beast by a pitfall.
Ex. xxl. 33.
239. To punish the thief with de;ith or to compel him to make

5-6.

to

2.

184.

To make the non-Hebrew

2-4.

1.

To establish six
To give cities

183.

servant.

46.

the oppressor.
xvii. 11.

Deut. xiii. 14.
179. To examine witnesses diligently.
180. To do unto false witnesses as they themselves designed
do unto others. Deut. xix. 19.
Deut. xxi. 4.
181. To decapitate the heifer as commanded.
182.

xxv.

247.

To yield to the majority in case of division. Ex. xxiii. 2.
To appoint judees in every- town. Deut. xvi. 18.
To administer judgment impartially. Lev. xix. 1.5.
That whoever possesses evidence shall testify in court.

17.5.

2.

To redeem a betrothed Hebrew maid

8.

the borrower.

1.

To give half a shekel each year as ransom. Ex. xxx. 13.
To obey the prophet of each generation if he neither adds

171.

xxii. 24.

23(i.

29, xxiii. 32.

To

Ex. xxi.
xxi.

L'2,

To bury on the same day one put to death. Deut. xxi. 23.
To deal with a Hebrew servant according to the Law.

235.

on Shebu'ol and on the

Lev. xxiii. 24.

166-7.

Deut. xxi.

233-4.

forty-nine days
Lev. xxiii. 15.

To reckon

162-3.

;

2:il.

232.

xii. 18, xiii. 8.

xii. 16.

161.

the

on the

rest

226-30. That executions be effected by means of the sword,
strangling, tire, stoning, and hanging. Ex. xxi. 20; Lev. xx.
14

to eat

Comiuandiuents

Deut.

xvll. 16.

48

Impure thoughts and sights. Num. xv. 39.
<'ov('nanilng with, and preservation of. the seven na^

Indulgence

47.

9.

In

Ex. xxlil. :C-'.
To .sliow mercy to or to Intermarry with Idohiters or to
allow them to dwell In the land. Ex. xxill. Itt; iin.l Deut. vU.
tlons.

.50 2.

2,3.

AminonlU^
.5.3. The marriage of a daughter of Israel with iin
or MoablUi. Deut. xxlil. 3.
51 5. Tr> refuse adnilssloi) to the congregation loa descendant
of Ksaii or to an Egyptian after the third generation. Deut.
xxlil. 7.
.5»l.

war.
.57.
.5x.

XX.

To

offer iM'ace to the

Ammonites and Moabltes

In time of

D'-nt. xxlli. 6.

Theili'slnirllon of frull-ln'es In time of war. Di'Ut. xx.l9.
Deut. ill. 22. vil. 21.
Ffar of the enemy by warriors.

3.

.59.

To

forget the evil

wrought by Amalek.

Deut. xxv.

19.
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Commaudmeuts

Rlnsphfiny of the Holy Nnine. Ex. xxii. 28.
Lev. xlx. 13.
vloliitf iin oath, howi'vor ntsh.
Kx. xx. 7.
fc*. Tiikiiijr tho imiiu- of the l.onl In vnin.
Lev. xxli. H».
ly. Profiiiiln^: tho mime of the Holy One.
W. To tempt the Lord. Heut. vl. Hi.
smu-timry, synniro(jiies, or sehools,
(v». IVstnietloii of tlie
and enisurv> of the Holy Nitme iiiul Holy WrliliiRs. Oeiit. xii.

Ill

CD.

To

til.

»^

To

suffer the
Dent, xxi. -":(.

body of one hanged

on the

to RMiiiiln

tree.

Num. xviii. 5.
»iT. To *vase watching the sanctnnry.
tl8-71. The entrance of the priests into the simctiiary at certain times; priest.-* with a blemish may not go beyond the altar
nor stTve In the sanctuary. Lev. xvl. 2, it; xxi. 17, '^l.
72. The ministry of Levites In the service of priests, and vice
Nmn. xvlil.
The entrance

versa.

3.

of Intoxicated persons into
and the teaching of the Law by the same. Lev.
74-6. Service in ihe sanctuary by strangers
Lev. xxil. 2; Num. xviii. -t.
priests, etc.
77-."*. Entrance into the court or the camp of
73.

unclean

priests.

Num.

v.

3; Deut. xxili.

the sanctuary,
x.

il.

or by unclean

xll. 17.

the Levites by

the priest outside the courts of the
ilcsli of the biuiit olTeriiig, or of
lighter sacrifices before the l)looil has lieeu sprinkled. Deut.
xll. 17.

stranger may not eat of the fiesh of tlu^ most holy
Ex. xxix. 33.
119. Thf priest may not eat of tlui Ilrst-frults before they are
brought into the court. Deut. xii. 17.
1.50-1. To eat the second tithe in iiiournliig or in impurity,
even in .lerusalem, until it be redeeiueil. Deut. xxvl. 14.
I'sc of the money of the second lithe except for eating
l.")2.
or drinking. Deut. xxvi. 14.
153. Eating the corn before the heave-offerings and tithes
have been separated. Lev. xxii. 15.
l.')4. t'haniriiig
the onier reganling the wave-<iffering, the
first-fruits, and the llrst and second tithes.
Ex. xxil. 29.
1.5"). The
delay of vows and free-will offerings.
Deut.
xxiii. 21.

xxii. 25.
97. Tlie offering of imperfect
xxil. 21.
98-100.

To

animals In

offer in sacrifice leaven or honey,

tion, the hire of a harlot, or the price of
Deut. xxili. 18.

To

kill

an animal and

its

Lev.

sacrifice.

an unsalted obla-

a dog.

Lev.

ii.

11, 13

Lev.

The use

of olive-oil or frankincense In the sin-offering
or the jealousy-offering. Lev. v. 11 Num. v. 15.
1(36-7. To exchange sacrifices.
Lev. xvii. 26, xxvli. 10.
108. The redemption of the flrstrborn of clean cattle.
Num.
;

xviii. 17.

The sale of the tithe of the herd. Lev. xxvil.
The sale or redemption of a dedicated

33.

110-11.
xxvil. 28.

The

Lev.

field.

division of the head of the bird in a sin-offering.

V. 3.

118.

Working with orshearing the flrst-bom. Deut. xv. 19.
To kill the paschal lamb while there is leaven, or leave

or any part of its fiesh over night. Ex. xii. 10, xxiii. 18.
To leave any of the festal offering until the third day.

Deut. xvl.
119.

To

4.

leave part of the second Passover lamb until the

Num. ix. 12.
The preservation

morning.

The

166-8.

The

]6i>-70.

and

;

Deut.

;

;

unclean

xii. 21, Zi.

The eating

183-5.

Gen. xxxii. 32

of the
;

Lev.

sinew which shrank, of blood, or of
vll.

215,

26.

The boiling of tlesh in milk and the eating of flesh with
Ex. xxiii. I'J, xxxiv. '.iH; Deut. xlv. 21.
188. The eating of the flesh of an ox that has been stoned.
Ex. xxi. 28.
189-91. The eating of bread made of the new corn, or roasted
grain, or green ears of the new corn, before the Passover offering has been brought. Lev. xxili. 14.
192. The use of the fruit of a young tree before the fourth year.
Lev. xlx. 23.
193. Theeatingof mixed seeds of the vineyard.
Deut. xxil. 9.
194. The use of libations to idols.
Deut. xxxii. 38.
195. Gluttony and drunkenness.
Deut. xxi. 20; Lev. xlx. 26.
196. Eating on the Day of Atonement.
Lev. xxlil. 29.
197-9. The eating of anything leavened on Passover, or of
leavened bread after the middle of the fourteenth day. Ex. xll.
20 : Deut. xiii. .3, xvl. 3.
200-1. The exposure of leaven and leavened bread.
Ex. xiii.
186-7.

milk.

Intf)

;

fish,

The eating of beasts in a dying cx)ndition, or torn animals ("terefah"), or a member of a living animal. Ex. xxil.

vl. .5-7.

;

xlv. 1.

xiv. 19.
180-2.

Num.

To allow the remnants of the meat-offering to become
leavened. Lev. vl. 17.
12.5-8. To eat the paschal lamb raw or sodden, or to allow it to
be eaten by a foreigner, by one unclrcumcised, or by an apostate IsraeUte. Ex. xii. 9, 43, 4.5, 48.
129-32. An unclean person may not eat of holy things, nor of
holy things polluted nor of that which is left of sacrifices nor
of sacrifices which are polluted. Lev. vll. 18, 19, 20 xlx. 8.
133-6. A stranger may not eat of the heave-offering, nor a
sojourner with the priest, nor an hired servant, nor an unclrcumcised per8f)n, nor an unclean priest. Lev. xxii. 4, 10.
137. A priest's daughter married to a stranger may not eat of
the holy things. Lev. xxil. 12.
138-40. To eat the meat-offering of the priest, or the flesh of
the sin-offering, or holy things which have been defiled. Lev.
vl. 23. .30
Deut. xiv. 3.

1.

fowl, creeping things that Uy, things that creep upon the
earth, or reptiles (" remesh "), etc. Lev. xl. 4, 13, 42-44 ; Deut.

enter

46.

124.

Deut. xviii.

To make oneself bald for the dead. Deut.
172-9. The eating of unclean cattle, unclean

xU.

m

participation of the tribe of Levi in the holy land

in the spoils.

171.

7, 19.

the morning.

may not leave the court during service. Lev. x. 7.
pollution of priests and of the high priest. Lev.

11.

1,

of any part of the Uiank-oflering until
Ex. xii. 10.
121-2. To break a bone of the paschal lamb or of the second
Passover lamb. Ex. xii.
Num. Ix. 12.
;
123. To carry of the fiesh of Passover out of the house.
Ex.
13f).

a "profane"

165. Priests

xxi.

fat.

HTZ-5.

11-5-7.

Ex.

of a high priest with a widow, nor may
he take her a.s his concubine. Lev. xxi. 14.
163-4. Priests may not enter the sanctuary with uncovered
head or with torn garments. Lev. x. 6.

31

young on the same day.

xxii. 28.

its fat

offering.

The marriage

161-2.

;

112.

an

The violation of vows. Num. xxx. 2.
158-60. The marriage of a priest with a harlot,
(" halalah "), or a divorcee.
Lev. xxi. 7.

;

113-4.

without

woman

the Are on the altar. Lev. vl. 13.
8*-o. Misuse of the holy oil, the anointing oil, or the holy Incense. Ex. XXX. 32, 37.
8»>. Removal of the staves from the ark.
Ex. xxv. 1.5.
87-8. To loosen the breastplate from the ephod or to tear the
upper gannent. Ex. xxviii. 32.
89-9(1. The killing and offering of sacrifices without the TemDeut. xii. 13 Lev. xvii. 3, 4.
ple.
91-5. The sanctiflcation and use of blemished things for sacriLev. xxii. 22, 24 Deut. xvii. 1.
fice.
9(5. The offering of blemished animals from Gentiles.
Lev.

109.

feast

1.5.

157.

Ex.

To extinguish

1(H.

Attendance at the

1.5(i.

9.

82.

Lev.

A

thimrs.

xxiii.

bum

XXX.

The consuinptton by

145-7.

1(1.

of an altar of hewn stone. Ex. xx. 25.
Ex. xx. 2(1.
80. Ascension by steps to the altar.
Incense, or to offer It on the golden altar.
8L To

The erection

79.

(lie second tithe of corn, or of the vintage, or
or the pure llrstling without .lerusaleni.
Deut.

cat

oil,

sin- or trespa.ss-olTcring, of the

118.

-t.

66.

To

1.

the

of

184

A

202-6.

may not drink wine
may he eat grapes or any

Nazarite

from grapes, nor

or any liquor made
part thereof. Nurn.

vl. 3-5.

A

207-9.

Nazarite may not pollute himself for the dead, nor
the tent of the dead, nor shall he shave his hair.

210-4. To reap the whole of the field, to gather the fallen ears
of corn in harvest, to cut off all the clust<;rs of the vineyard, to
gather every grape of the vineyard, or tf> return to take a forgotten handful. Lev. xlx. 9-10; Deut. xxlv. 19, 20.
21.5-6.

The sowing

com and
217.

The

Lev. xlx.
218.

of different kinds of seed together, or of
Lev. xlx. 19; Deut. xxil. 9.
gendering of cattle with those of diverse species.

herbs in a vineyard.
19.

The use

of two different kinds of cattle together.

Deut.

xxil. 10.
219.

The prevention

of

an animal working In the

field

from

Deut. xxv. 4.
220-3. To till the ground, to prone trees, to reap spontanegrown
ously
corn, or to gather the fruit of trees. In the seventh
year. Lev. xxv. 4-5.

eating.

I
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224-6. To till the eanh, to prune trees, to reap what grows spontaneoiwly, onto t'ather fruit, in the jubilee jear. Lev. xkv. 11.
Lev.
227. The permanent sale of a Held in the land of Israel.

x.w.

Tochange the suburbs

Lev.

of the Levltes or their fields.

To leave the Levite without support. Deut.
To demand the amount of a debt after the

23i>.

297.

lapse of the

29S-9.

Deut. xv. 2.
231. To refuse to lend to the poor on account of the release
year. Deut. xv. 9.
2:J2. To refuse to lend to the poor the things which he requires.
Deut. XV. 7.
Deut.
Z-ii. Sending a Hebrew slave away empty-handed.
13.

Exaction with regard to loans to the poor. Ex. xxii. 2.5.
Loans to or by an Israelite upon usury. Lev. xxv. 37.
237. Usury, or participation therein either as surety, witness,
or writer of contracts. Ex. xxii. 25 Deut. xxiii. 19.
Lev. xix. 13.
238. Delay in the payment of wages.
239-42. The exaction of a pledge from a debtor by violence;
when he requires it
of
from
the
p(X)r
a pledge
the retention
the receipt of a pledge from a widow, and the exaction of a
pledge when it is such that one obtains by it a living. Deut.
2'J4.

2:i'>-6.

;

xxiv.

To
To
To
To
To
To
To

244.
24-5.

24C.
247.
248.
249.

Lev. xix.

man

of Israel. Ex. xx. 15.
steal.
Lev. xix. 11.
rob by violence. Lev. xix. 13.
remove the landmark. Deut. xix. 14.
defraud. Lev. xix. 13.
defraud one's neighbor. Lev. xix. 11.
swear falsely with regard to a neighbor's property.

kidnap a

11.

To injure any one In bargaining. Lev. xxv. 14.
2.51-3. To oppress or injure any one. Ex. xxii. 21; Lev. xxv. 17.
2.54-5. To deliver a fugitive slave to his master, or to vex him.
2.5(1.

Deut. xxiii.

To afHict the widow and orphan. Ex. xxii. 22.
To use a Hebrew servant as a slave, to sell him as a
bondman, or to treat him cruelly. Lev. xxv. 39, 42-4:3.
'Mb. To permit a heathen to treat a Hebrew servant cruelly.
257-9.

281.
262.

284.
28.5.

Ex. xxi.

10.

To sell as a slave a beautiful captive. Deut. xxi.
To humble a beautiful woman. Deut. xxi. 14.
To covet a man's wife. Ex. xx. 17.

A

267-fl.

labor,

Deut. v. 21.
hireling may not cut
nor take more fruit

To hide when a thing

Deut. xxll.
270.

den.

Fraud

311.

xxiv.

Deut.

5.

312. Rebellion against the

Deut.

To add

Sanhedrin.

to or detract

Deut. xvii.

11.

from the precepts of the Law.

xii. ;$i.

To curse

315-6.

the judges, a prince, or a ruler.

Ex. xxii. 28.

Lev. xix. 14.
317. To curse any Israelite.
318-9. To curse or .smite father or mother.

Ex. xxi. 15, 17.
320-1. To work or to go beyond the city limits on the Sabbath.
Ex. XX. 10.
32'2. To punish on the Sabbath.
Ex. xxxv. 3.
323-9. To work on the first or the seventh day of Passover, or
on the Feast of Shebu'ot, oron the first day of the seventh month,
or on the Day of Atonement, or on the first or the eighth day of
the Feast of Tabernacles. Ex. xii. 16 Lev. xxiii. 7, 16, 20, 25,
;

316.

marriages constituting incest.

Lev.
Lev.

he can

eat.

Deut.

lost Is to

be returned to the owner.

from helping an animal fallen under

Its

bur-

weights and measures.

Adultery, sodomy, etc. Lev. xviii. 7, 14, 20, 2*2, 23.
of a bastard with a daughter of Israel.

The marriage

Deut. xxiii. 2.
355. Harlotry.

Lev. xix. 35; Deut.

Deut. xxiii. 17.
of a divorcee with her

The remarriage

first

husband.

4.

The marriage

of a

widow with any one but the brother

her deceased husband. Deut. xxv. 5.
358. Divorcing of a victim of rape by the offender.

of

Deut.

xxll. 29.
359. Divorcing of a wife upon
brought. Deut. xxii. 9.

The

marriage of a

Deut. xxiii.

The
The

:jt)l.

4.

various

xviii. 19.

357.

down standing com during
than

The

To have intercourse with a menstruous woman.

330-45.

xviii. 7-18.

;%<).

in

4.

To suffer a witch to live. Ex. xxii. 18.
To force a bridegroom to perform military service.

310.

Deut. xxiv.

3.

ri'fraln

Deut. xxll.
2.

:.'71

xxv.

To

Deut. xxi.

found.

356.

14.

xxlll. 24.

'Mi.

16.

;

354.

food, rai-

266. Covetousness.

his

Lev. xix.

To bear hatred in one's heart. Lev. xix. 17.
303. To cause the face of an Israelite to blush. Lev. xLx. 17.
304-5. To bear a grudge.
Lev. xix. 18.
Deut. xxii, 6.
306. To take the dam with the young.
307-8. To shave the hair of the scall, or to pluck out the
marks of leprosy. Lev. xiii. 33 Deut. xxiv. 8.
309. To plow or sow in a valley in which a slain body has been
302.

3t7-.5:i

5.3.

To sell a Hebrew maid servant. Ex. xxi. 8.
To withhold from a betrothed Hebrew slave

ment, or conjugal rights.
263.

Calumny.

301.

28, 35, 36.

15. 16.

2.5«.

Lev. xxv.

31, 32.

to cause the
simple to stumble on the road. Deut. xxii. 8; Lev. xix. 14.
3(X). To exceed the number of stripes assigned to the guilty.
Deut. xxv. 3.

313-4.

6, 10, 17.

243.

Num. XXXV.

The toleration of bloodshed. Lev. xix. 16.
To leave a stumbling-block in the way, or

xli. 19.

seventh year.

XV.

12.

To pity or spare the persecutor. Deut. xxv. 12.
To punish the victim in a case of rape. Deut. xxii. 26.
295-0. The acceptance of ransom for a umrderer or for a man-

2fi:3

slayer.

34.

229.

To execute before conviction one charged with a crime.

292.

Num. XXXV.
294.

23.

228.

XXV.

iJommaudineiits

3t)2.

whom an evil name

has been

eunuch with a daughter of

Israel.

1.

ca.stration of

any male whatsoever.

Lev. xxll.

election of a stranger as king over Israel.

24.

Deut.

xvll. 15.

13. 14.

I'nrlghtfiusness In judgment. Lev. xix. 35.
of bribes.
Ex. xxlll. h.
27.5-6. Partiality or feiir In ii Juilge.
Lev. xix. 15 ; Deut. 1. 17.
Ex. xxlll. 3.
277. To pity the fHxir In judgment.
Ex. xxlll. 6.
278. To pen-ert the judgment of a sinner.
Deut. xix. 13.
279. To spare the offender In matters of lines.
2«). To p<'rvert the Judgment of strangers or orphans.
Deut. xxlv. 17.
2H|. To hear one litigant except In the presence of the other.
Ex. xxlll. 1.
2KJ. To decide by a majority of one In capital cases. Ex.

36:}-5. The possession by a king of an excessive number of
horses and wives, or of an unduly large ((uantity of silver and
gold. Deut. xvii. 16, 17.

xxlll. 2.

salem.

'~xi. Having nrst pleade<l for a man In a capital case, one may
not ftfterwarri [ileuil against him. Ex. xxlll. 2.
2H4. The BpfK)lntment as judge of one who Is not learned In
the Taw. Deut. 1. 17.
2K5. False wltne.H.s.
Kx. xx. 16.
2W. The acceptance of testimony from a wicked person. Ex.

7. To eat the wave-offering only when It Is without blemish.
Deut. XV. '22.
63. To eat the fruit of the seventh year, and not to trade with
Lev. xxv. 6.
It.
Num. xxxlll. 5.3.
64. To iKissess the land of Israel.
Nmn. xxxl. 7
•15. To leiive open one side In besieging a town.

xxlll. 1.

(see SIfre ail hir.).

27;{.

274.

287.
288.

The acceptance

The testimony of relatives. Deut. xxlv. 16.
To pronounce Judgment upf>n the testimony of only one

witness.
289.
2H0.
291.

ness.

Deut. xix. 1.5.
kill the Innocent.
Ex. xx. 13.
convict on circumstantial evidence only. Ex. xxlll. 7.
condemn U> death on the evidence of only one wit-

To
To
To
Num. XXXV.

30.

the mandatt's Nal.iniauidi'S rejected Nos.

Of

5, 7,

95-108 (inclusive), 149,
150. 151, 198. 227, 228. 237, iiud 299, substitutiug
for tliem the following:

63. 04. 05,

5.

To

CO,

07,

H^y,

89.

eat the first-born of cattle
Deut. xlv. 23.

and the second

tithe In Jeru-

m. To remember what God did to Miriam. Deut. xxiv. 9.
Deut. xvlll. 13.
67. To be perfect with the I/)rd.
Num. xvlll. 29.
R5. To sr-lect tht^ wnve-offerliig from the best.
Lev. I. 1.
89. To bring an offering of cuttle only.
Lev.
ti5. To offer all the sacrifices between the two oblations.
vl.

.5.

96.

To

eat the paschal

lamb

In the night only.

Ex.

xll. 8.

Conimandmeuts
Commerce
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XXXV. lit
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avengt>r of 1>Khh1

tlu>

jnii-siie

the miinlerer.

Num.

«». Til rtHlto tlio blessing o\ er

It.

Dtnit. x.xxii. ~.

To
To
lit'. To
lltl. To
im. To
Wk To
liw. To

the proliihitioiis

he rejects Nos.

14,

26, 67,

70. 78, 95, 140, 150, 152, 105, 177, 178, 199, 266, 278,

To avoid the pirments of the lepnnis. Lev. xlll. 51.
the Torah before readlupr

»S.

Of

186

Lev. xxv. 4i1.
Lev. x.w. S.">.
Num. vl. 5.
Na/arlte's
hair.
llie
n-noinu-e |>n>lli from
make an ark ami a mercy-seat. Ex. xxv. 15.
keep an oatli or vow. l>eut. xxiii. ~i.
i^ckon months and yeai-s. Dent. xvl. 1.
bring an offering morning and evening. Num.

1(X).

sustain the sojoiimiiitr stniiijrer.

101.

rt'tuiii iisuiy

taken fiMin an

283, 291, substituting the following:

(>7.

Abandonment of the Torah. Deut.
The kissing of Idols. Ex. xxiii. 24.
The making of idols. Lev. xxvi. 1.

70.

rriile.

14.
2<i.

Isnielite.

Iv. 9.

Peiit, viii. 14.

Prostitution of a daughter of Israel. Lev. xix. 29.
Deut. Iv.
95. Ctn-sing oneself.
140. A priest may not make himself unclean for the dead.
Lev. xxi. 1.
78.

xxvjil. 4.

To offer ineense mornini; and evening. Ex. xxx. 7, 8.
To ivad the Shema' morning and evening. Dent. vl. 17.
To recognize uneouditlonally the flrst-born son. Deut.

1(17.

lOS.
149.

xil. 17.

To

151).

lilK-rate

out by his master.

To

151.

e.xeeute

Deut. xvii.

7.

13S, i.'7. 228.

Num.

That the priest

shall serve in the sanctuary all
wave-offering, a cake of the

to separate the
give it to the priest.

the sacrillees

dough, and

the slave whose tooth or eye has been knocked
Ex. xxi. 27.
him who has Incurred capital punishment.

;

Num.

xviii. 7

:

Deut. xvlli. 7

;

XV. 21.

237. To separate the fli^l tithe and give it to the Levlte, and
give the poor's tithe to the poor. Num. xviii. 24.
299. To consult the Urim and the Thummim for the king. Num.

xxvii. 21.

Of the prohibitions Nahmanides
3. 5. 14, 28, 58, 69, 70,

rejects Nos.

2,

92, 93, 94, 95, 143. 150, 152,

177, 178, 179, 190, 191, 199, 201, 294, 307, 319, 321,
353, substituting for them the following:
2-3. Forgetfulness of the

law of God and of the sojourn on

Mount
5.

Deut. iv. 9, viii. 11.
Sinai.
Alteration of the order of the vessels in the Temple.

xxiii. 13 (see

Mekilta

ad

Ex.

Inc.).

14. 28. The offering of sacrifices with the intention of eating
In other than the prescribed time and place, and the
eating of sacrifices so offered. Lev. vll. 18 ; Ueut. xvii. 1.
58. Eating the bird slain for the cleansing from leprosy. Lev.

There are two prohibitions in each of the following verses, by which the number of the remaining
rejected proiiibilions is made up: Ex. xil. 9; Lev.
ii. 11; Deut. xxiii. 1, 13, 18; xxiv. 6.
Joseph of Corbeil has the following mandates
not fotuid in the lists of Maimonides, Nahmanides,

and Moses of Coucy
To gaze upon the fringes. Num. xv. 39.
To show kindness toward the needy, both In feeling and In
deed to bury the dead and to show forbearance. Ex. xviii. 20,
To practise modesty In privacy. Deut. xxiii. 15.
To remember the Exodus from Egypt. Deut. xvl. 3.
To love admonition. Deut. x. 16.
To teach. Lev. x. 11.
To cleanse soiled vessels with boiled water and to immerse
Num. xxxi. 23.
vessels.
To give to the stranger meat forbidden to Israelites. Deut.
;

;

xlv. 21.

sanctify the first-born of clean cattle. Deut. xv. 19.
shall live with their wives, but keep from them at
certain times. Deut. xxiv. 5; Lev. xv. 31.
To blot out the names of idols, to break down their pillars,
and hew down the "a.sherim." Deut. vll. 5, xii. 3.
To burn the asherah, demolish the places of Idolatrous worship, break down the altars, and destroy the vessels used for

To

That men

them

idolatry.

xiv. 14.

prohibitions not included by the other compilers, but found in tlie Semak, are:

69. Selection

of the heave-offering by the Levites.

Num.

xviii. 32.
70.

92.

The acceptance of shekels from heathens. Lev. xxii. 25.
The condemnation on the testimony of only one witness.

Deut.

Allowing the faint-hearted to go to war. Deut. xx. 8.
to depart from the camp by reason
of any Impurity. Deut. xxiii. 15.
Deut. xxl. 16.
95. Depriving the first-bom of his birthright.
Deut. xix. 21.
143. Clemency to a murderer.
" halizah."
1.50. Marriage of the deceased brother's wife after

To cause the Shekinah

Deut. xxv. 9.
152. Cohabitation with a wife who has committed adultery.
Deut. xxlv. 4.
177. Regretting the poing of charity and the freeing of a Hebrew slave in the seventh year. Deut. xv. 10, 18.
Num. Iv. 20.
178. Robbery of vessels of the sanctuary.
179. The Levlte may not carry the holy vessels after the fiftiviii.
25.
Num.
eth year.
190. The divorced wife when married to another may not be
taken back. Deut. xxiv. 4.
Num. xvll. 5.
191. Disputing the priesthood.
Num. xxxv. 34.
199. Deriving profit from the beheaded heifer.
201. To marry a daughter to one who is forbidden to her.
Lev. xix. 9.
294. Profanation of the Holy Land.
307. Leaving the sanctuary during the service.

Two

prohibitions are contained in each of the following verses, by whicli tlie number of the remaining
rejected prohibitions is made up: Lev. xxiii. 4; Lev.

i.

To justify the decision of the Lord. Deut. viii. 5.
To reckon the solstices and constellations. Deut.
To keep far from a false matter. Ex. xxiii. 7.

2, 3.

5; xil.

Ex. xx.

Deut. xxiii.

15.

14.

in Rev. Et. Juives,
Michael Crelzenach, Thoriag,

Das Moaaische Judenthum, 1837; D.
Ein Compendium der JUdischen Gexetzeskunde,

M.

Brueck,

L

See Dec-

ai,(Ku:f,.

COMMENTARIES ON THE BIBLE.

See

BrBT,K EXEGKSIS.

COMMENTARIES ON THE TALMUD.
See Tai.miii),

Commentariks to the.

COMMERCE

Sale or exchange of goods, genDuring tlie Biblical period
the Hebrews in Palestine had what is known as a
natural self-sufficing economy (Benzinger, "Arch."
p. 213)— that is, each hou.sehold grew or made all
few artithe food, tools, and clothing it needed.
cles of luxury or necessity, such as gold, silver, iron,
and salt, which could not be found on the Israel-

erally

on a large

:

scale.

A

were supplied by merchants, who carthem round the country, and for that reason
were known as "sober" (from a root meaning "to
wander").
These merchants were almost exclu-

itish farms,

Hence,
Canaanites, probably Philistines.
the goodwife sells her wool (Prov. xxxi. 24)
she disposes of it to the Canaanites (A. V. "merchants "). The Israelite tribes were mainly settled

when
iv. 6.

vll.

COMMANDMENTS, THE TEN.

sively

198.

52; Deut.

Rosin,
Breslau, 1871; Jelllnek, ^onteria Taryag, Vienna, 1878;
Schechter, Studies in Judaism, 189(5, p. 248.
Br.
K.

Moses of Coucy rejects Maimonides' mandates
Nos. 142, 193, 198, substituting the following:
193.

Num. xxx.

197 et .sCQ., v. 25 et seq.;

1833;

ried

142.

;

Bibliography: M. Bloch, Les 613 Lois,

ii.

11; Deut. xxiii. 19; Ex. xii. 9; Ex. xxii. 21; Ex.
xxviii. 7; Deut. xxiv. 5; Deut. xxi. 18; Deut. ii. 9.

xii. 3

Intolerance of admonition. Deut. x. 16.
Self-righteou.sness. Deut. ix. 4.
Delay in attending to the natural needs.

Sodomy.

x\-ii. 6.

93.
94.

Deut.

The

on the uplands of Palestine, and therefore were not
touched by the streams of commerce which flowed
by the two great caravan routes along the coast,
through Tyre, Acco, and Gaza, to Egypt, and from
South Arabia, through Petra on the east side of the
Jordan, to Damascus (Herzfeld, " Handelsgeschichte
der Juden," pp. 22, 23).
Tlie chief references to commerce in the Old Testiiment are, accordingly, to that of other than Israelilish peoples— to Ishmaelites (Gen. xxxvii. 25) and
Phenicians (Isa. xxiii. Ezek. xxvii. 27). It is only
with the reign of Solomon that any signs are given
of extensive external trade on the
Solomon's jiart of the Israelites. Solomon was
Foreign himself a large exporter of wheat and
Commerce, oil, which he paid to Hiram, King of
Tyre, for timber and the use of skilled
workmen (I Kings v. 25 [Kebr.] I Kings vii.). He
doubtless obtained horses and chariots from Egypt
It is even
(I Kings X. 28, 29) by similar payments.
recorded of Solomon that he sent ships of Tharshish
every three years from Ezion-geber to Ophir, whence

much

attention was paid to commerce, as is also
proved by the fact that no coined money was made
till the time of the Maccabees (see Money).
The highlands of Palestine in Bible times do not
seem to have supplied very much material for foreign commerce. Honey, balsam, wheat, and oil
were forwarded to Phenicia (I Kings
Exports V. 11 Ezra iii. 7; Ezek. xxvii. 17),
while spices, balm, myrrh, honey, pisand
Imports, taehio nuts, almonds, and oil were for;

;

the fleet brought back gold, silver, iron, apes, and

peacocks (I Kings x. 22). Solomon's example evidently led to a general development of trading
(I Kings X. 15), but it was not followed up by his
Jolioshaphat tried in vain to revive the
successors.
voyages to Ophir (I Kings xxii. 48), and the Prophets when speaking of merchants identify them witli
Canaanites or Philistines (Hosea xii. 7; Isaiah xxiii.
It has been
11; Zeph. i. 11; compare Job xli. 6).
assumed from the songs of Deborah, Jacob, and
Moses (Judges V. 17; Gen. xlix. 13; Deut. xxxiii.
18, 19) that the tribes of Dan, Zebulun, and Issacliar
were connected with the Mediterranean trade; but
there is very little evidence of this, and the ships
used were knorwn by a foreign name as " ships of
Tharshish."
Tliere seem to have been some attempts "to encourage foreign trade in the northern kingdom, as
Ahab is reported to have obtained from Ben-hadad
tlie

right to have

"huzot"

Damascus

(I Kings xx.
were allowed a
the market of Damascus.

in

in other words, tiie Israelites

special street or baziuir in
.somewhat similar activity on

A

tlie part of Judah is
indicated in Isiiiah ii. 6 (Ilebr. ), where the "contracts made with the sons of aliens" refer, according to Cheyne, to the renewed commercial activity
of the reigns of Uzziah and Jothain (II Kings xiv.
The treasures of the kings must have
22, xvi. 6).
been obbiined indirectly from commerce; the tribute
of Hezekiah to SennaclK-rib, wlii( li, acconling to the
Taylor cylinder, amounted to 30 talents of gold and
800 of silver, besides precious stones, must have been
secured iti this way. The luxurious fi-iiiinine ajiparel indicated in Isaiah iii. 18-24 must also have been

obtained by commerce. Notwithstanding this, the
merchant's [)rofesHi<)n was dfspiscd (Ilosea xii. 7;

compare I](-elus. [Sirnch] xxvi. 29, xxvii. 2). The
few laws relating to business in the Pentateuch aixl
dealing with weights (Lev. xix. 35, 30), loans to the
poor (</;. XXV. 3ti, 37), usury (Deut. xxiii. 20), debts
in the Sabbatical year (Deut. xv. 2), and slave-trading (IjCv. XXV. 44, 45). show that very little ]>usiness was done. The fact that even tribute was f»aid
in kind (I Sam. xvi. 20, xvii. 18) proves that not

to Egypt (Gen. xxxvii. 25;
In return timber was sent from Phe-

warded

;

34);

CommandznentB
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Hosea

xii. 1).

and chariots from
(Gen. xli. 57; I Kings x. 29); gold, silver,
spices, precious stones, ivory, apes, peacocks, aimor,
and mules from Arabia, Ophiu, and other Eastern
countries. Wool and sheep were sent as tribute from
Moab (II Kings iii. 4). Within Palestine itself salt
was sent from the Dead Sea, cattle and wool from the
pastures beyond the Jordan, corn chiefly from the
These were sent up to the marplain of Esdraelon.
nicia (livings V. 11); corn, horses,

Egypt

kets,

one of which seems to have been at Jerusalem,

at a place called "Maktesh" (Zeph. i. 11); later on
there was a market even in the Temple precincts

(John ii. 14).
Merchants carried wares to their customers or to
the markets (Neh. xiii. 16) by caravans of camels,
asses, mules, or oxen (Gen. xxiv. 10, xlii. 26, xliii.
18; I Kings v. 7; I Chron. xii. 40); sometimes merchandise was carried by slaves (II Kings v. 28).
After the return from the Exile the small and impoverished Jewish communitj' had little business to
transact except at Jerusalem, and even
After
there it was conducted mainly by
the Exile. Phenicians (Neh. iii. 31, 32; xiii. 15When Jonah sailed for Tarshish
20).
he had to embark in a Gentile vessel, showing that
little maritime trade was undertaken by the Jews.
With the spread of Hellenism in the East, however,
there were Greek mercantile settlements in Ptolemais,
with connections with the coast of Palestine along
the Gaza, Ashkelon, and Dor route (Schnrer, "Geschichte," ii. 15); and by the time of Hyrcanus I.
Athenian merchants came regularly to Judea (Josephus, "Ant." xiv. 8, § 5; "Corp. Insc. Att." ii., No.
It was with the intention of developing the
470).

Simon Maccabeus took
and similarly Herod built

foreign trade of Judea that

Joppa

(I

Mace. xiv.

5),

Cicsarea for a port (Josephus, I.e. xv. 9, t; (5).
By Maccabean times, indeed, it seems to have become a custom for the villagers to carry their prodLater
ucts into towns once a month (I Mace. i. 58).
on this became extended to twice a week, Mondays
and Thursdays being traditionally set aside as market days; and the custom of having special services
in synagogues on these ilays can be traced back to
Jerusalem became the conunercial centhis period.
ter of the whole country, and mention
Markets, is made there of markets for horses
and wool ('Er. x. 9), for ironware,
clothing, lumt)er (.Josephus, "B. J." ii. 19, § 4; v.
Besides these,
^ 1), and for fruit (IJezah v. 8).

8.

there were markets at Hebron, Emmaus, Lydda,
Antipatris, Ilaishnb, Patris, Bet-h Hino, Sepphoris,
Tiberias, Scythopolis, and Botna, the last three being
especially devoted to cereals, which were exported

THE

Commerce

.lEWlfciU

tliR)ugh Kcsib to Tyro (\v\: Drin. i. 3), nml from
iu Giililee to Si'iiplioris (Yer. Ta'iin. iv. 1);
olives were sent to Italy ^Sliab. 2Gii; Josoplius. I.e. ii.

Amb

was sent to Syria ami E.nypt
The main
Natuialis." xii. 54).
pt>rts engrtireil in these exports were AshkeK)n, Joppa. Gaza, Ptolemais, Uephia, Y'abne, Ca'sarea, Dor,
nnil Haifa.
Some outsiile trade in silk passed through PairsMost of the
tine into Tyre (Y'er. B. K. iv. 2, vi. 7).
more luxurious products were imported. As against
87 diUVreut materials ])rodueed iu Palestine itself,
Ilerzfeld enumerates 133 brought from almost all
the known lands of anti(iuity: camels from Arabia
(Ket. G7a) asses from Libya (Shab. olb) byssus from
Pilusium and India, to form the dress worn by the
high priest on the Day of Atonement (Yoma iii. 7);
liuen and "hinuiza" from Home (Yer. "Ab. Zarah ii.
10; M. K. 23a); a garment called a "gomcd" from
Anibia (Kel. xxix. 9), as well as ]iottery (Kel. v. 10;
Men. V. 9) from the same place spoons from Sidon
anil wines from Ammon and Media (Sanli. 106a;
Beans and linseed came from Egypt
Pes. ii. 1).
(Ma'as. V. 8); damsons from Damascus (Ber. 39a;
B. K. 116b); palms, dates, and carpets from Babylon; timber, wine, and purple from Phcuicia wine,
2'2.

^ 0), anil olive-oil

(Pliny, "Ilistoria

;

;

;

;

and lumber from S3'ria. Si)ecially important
was the trade Avith Egypt, which probably took
some of the cereals from Palestine in exchange for
beans and writing-material. Philo speaks of several
Jewish shippers and wholesale merTrade with chants in Alexandria ("'Iu Flaccum,"
oil,

Many Egj-ptian Jews attained
8).
considerable wealth by this means.
Arion is said to have lent Joseph the " publican " no
less a sum than 3,000 talents (Josephus, "Ant." xii.
4, § 7), and the alabarch Alexander lent 200,000
Egypt.

§

to Agrippa {ib. xviii. 6, ^ 3).
Salted fish was a specially favored article of commerce, as may be seen from the fact that Jerusalem had
a fish-gate (Xeh. iii. 3); it was brought from Egypt
(Maksh. vi. 3) and Spain (Shab. xxii. 2) probably to
Acco, whence the proverb to send fish to Acco, " corresponding to the English " to carry coals to NewLake Tiberias was also the center of a great
ca.stle. "
Josephus enumerates no less than
fishing industry.
230 boats sailing upon it at one time ("B. J." ii. 21,
§ 8). Several kinds of traders are mentioned cloth-

drachmas

"'

—

dealers, horse-dealers,

and

cattle-dealers (Kil. ix. 5;

M. K. ii. 5; B. M. 51b; 'Ab. Zarah i. 6; Shek. vii.
These carried their accounts in books (" pinkes,
2).
from the Greek ttivu^) made of two boards joined
together with a hinge, and covered with wax on
which marks could be made. Markets were held
every Friday (Sifra 140b), and at Gaza, Acco, and
Botna there were great fairs where slaves and horses
were sold (Yer. 'Ab. Zarah i. 4). Goods were sold
by contract (Shab. 120bj and paid for by bills which
themselves were sold for cash before maturing (B.

Merchants of different towns commux. 4, 19a), and there even
seems to have been a kind of parcel-post (R. H. 9b).
Prices seemed to be fixed by local authorities
(B. M. V. 7), and any speculation in necessaries,
such as corn, wine, or oil, was deprecated (B. B.

M.

iv. 9).

nicated

90b).

by post (Shab.
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this

evidiMice

of

considerable

can not be said that the Jews
in early post-Biblical times were at all inclined to
commerce. Josephus, indeed, says: "We do not
dwell in a land by the sea, and do not therefore
indulge in commerce either by sea or otherwise"
("Contra Apion," i. 12). Several of the chief .sages
of the Talnuid, however, were traders. Eleasar ben
Azaria di'alt in wine and oil (B. B. Ola). Notwiihstanding this, many sayings iu the Talmud show that
little importance was attached to commerce as a
means of liveliiiood; e. f/., "have little business"
(Abot iv. 14) or, " the less trading the more Torah "
{ib. vi. 6).
It was recommended to lay out one's
money iu three parts: one-tlr'-d to be invested iu
land; one- third in goods; one- third to
be kept on hand (B. M. 42a). It may
Prices.
be of interest to conclude this account
of trading among the Jews of Biblical and Talmudic
times by the details given by Ilerzfeld relating to
the prices of objects mentioned in these two sources,
arranging the objects in the usual order: grain, cattle, fowl, fruit, wines, dress, slaves, beasts of burden,
chariots, fields, vineyards, and houses, finishing with
wages and fees. See accompanying table.
Hitherto there had been no signs of any special
predilection or capacity for commerce shown by
Jews, but they had developed special aptitudes in
that direction by the early geonic period, when
they are everywhere mentioned as merchants. As
soon as the Teutonic nations had settled down after
the great migrations of the fifth century, Jews are
found mentioned together with Syrians as merchants
at Narbonne and Mar.seilles (Gregory, "Epistles,"
vii. 24, 45).
The Prankish kings bought goods from
them (Gregory of Tours, "Hist. Gall."iv. 12-3-5, vi. 5,
vii. 23), and they occur as traders at Naples (Procopius, " De Bello Gallico "), Palermo (Gregory, " Epistles," ix. 55), and Genoa (Cassidorus," Epistles," No.
They even chartered ships: Gregory of Tours
33).
(" De Gloria Marty rum," p. 97) mentions a Jew who
ow'ned a vessel sailing between Nice and Marseilles.
It is recorded of Charles the Great that, after watching a ship Hearing Narbonne, he decided that it was
not a Jewish, but a Norman, vessel (Pertz, "Monumenta," ii. 737). The Visigoth king Egica, indeed,
forbade them to engage in maritime commerce (" Leg.

commercial activity,

it

;

Thej'^ were particularly active iu
Visig." xii. 2, 18).
the slave trade (Agobard, "Opera," ed. Baluze, p\>.
62-65), and Gregory the Great protested against their
activity in this direction in North Gaul ("Epistles,"
ix. 36).
It has been conjectured that through their
means England was brought within the pale of Christendom (Jacobs, "Jews of Angevin England," pp.
See Sl.vvk Tuadk.
3, 4).
The cause of this sudden commercial activity and
predilection for trading is probably to be found in
the rise of Lslam and its control of the lands whence
came most of the luxuries demanded in Europe.
Christians could not trade in Mohammedan countries,
nor Moslems in Christendom, consequently an opening was left for .Jews, who were tolerated in both
spheres as commercial intermediaries (Cunningham,

"Western Civilization," ii. 49, Cambridge, 1901).
Within two centuries after the foundation of Islam
the Jews appear to have almost monopolized the
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mcrciiil activity bosran in tlio twelfth
coiituriis vluring tin-

towns bi'gau

to

bi'

pilils,

C'rusiuk's.

All

and

tliirtwiitli

in

tiiuU'

tlic

by tlio nu'ivlmnts'
which Jews were cx-

numopoli/A-il

from

Influence

eluded.
In England, for example,
there is only one known instance of
Crusades, a Jew in u merchant gild (Kitchin,
"Winchester." jv 108); so the only
way in which Jews coukl obtain possession of merchaniliso was not by direct purchase, but as pledges
In this way, for example, Aaron of
for money lent.
Lincoln came into possession of large quantities of
corn at the time of liis death (see "Trans. Jew. Hist.
Soc. Eng. " iii. 164, IG.")) and a large amount of corn
was included in the properly which escheated to the
king on the expulsion of the Jews from Hereford (tb.
Ileliotof Vesoul and his company simi. p. 144-158).
ilarly came into possession of stulTs and vestments
which tbey tninsported by horses and carriages to
various customers. They also sold wheat, soap,
paper, wax, fur, leather, harnesses, kitchen utensils,
spoons, forks, girdles, etc., besides horses and cattle
(I. Loeb, in " Kev. Et. Juives," ix. 39); but these
sales, which took place in the presence of the provost, and,- probably, were mostly sales of pledges,
can not be regarded as the onlinary sales of commerce, in which the buyer competes in open market
and afterward sells at his own time, and without intervention of officials.
Wliatever the commercial
activity of the Jews in the Middle Ages and after
the Crusades, it was incidental to their MonI'-y-LendING, Tk.\de ok, and Pawnbuokeus.
W. Koscher
traces to their activity in this regard the introduction
into commercial law of three important innovations
which indirectly alTected commerce: (1) the making
of loans on interest; (2) the retention of goods bought

of

;

bona tide, which lias been applied in later commercial law to bonds and otlier securities to bearer (3) the
;

introduction, or, at least, the extensive use, of bills
of exchange ("Ansichten der Volkswirtschaft, " ii.
It is still, however, a doubtful
231, Leipsic, 1878).
point whether bills of exchange were not introduced
qtiite independently of the Jews (see Exchange,

Bills

ok).

Thougli, as a rule, Jewish commercial activity was
from the twelfth century almost up to the nineteenth
generally restricted to usury and petty trading, there
are occasional instances of commercial dealings on a
large scale, chiefly at the great seaports.
Instances Thus at ^Marseilles, between 1260 and
of Medieval 1299, a Jewish merchant named ManCommerce, drul, and others, traded in spices, cotton, and medicines, like sulfur and tarfrom Egypt, the Barbary States, the Balearic
Islands, and Pi.sa, the chief trade being with Valencia,
Acco, and Bougiah ("' Rev. Et. Juives," xvi. 23). By
this time Jews had lost their monopoly of the slave
trade; only two cases of slave-dealing occurred at
Marseilles at that period among Jews as against seven
among Christians. Similarly, in 1248 there were
twenty-nine money-changers among the Christians of
Marseilles, but not a single Jew.
Jews appear also
to have been interested in the export of corn and Avine
from Vienna to Salzburg (Pertz, "Monumenta," ix.
706), and the Jews of Laibach in 1368 are reported
to have become rich through trade with Venetians,
tar,

.90

Hungarians, and Croats (Scherer, " RechtsverhilltIt was indeed found neci's.sary at
p. 519).
times to jirevent their competition with Christian
merchants; thus the Jews of Linz in 1390 were; forbidden to deal as merchants with the citizens of that
town (Kurz, " Handel Oesierreiehs," p. 89). In Spain
the practise varied
in Castile, Henry IV. allowed
the Jews to trade with Cluistiaiis (Amador de los
Uio.s, "Historia," iii. 134, 13.")), and there is evidence
of a considerable wool trade between Navarre and
England, conducted by Jews (Jacobs, "Spanish
Soiu-ces," Nos. 1563, 1573. 1639, 1647), besides noTii.'^se,"

:

of dealers in cloth, fur, leather, silk, spices,
timber, horses, mules, and wine (ih. p. xxxvii.); yet
the Jews of Navarre were not allowed to sell anytices

thing without license from the king (ib. Nos. 14.58,
1459).
On the whole, fewer restrictions seem to
have been placed upon the Jews in Si)ain than elsewhere; the silk industry was entirely in their hands
(Griltz, "Geschichte," v. 396).
This led to a remarkable extension of Jewish commercial activity
when, in the fifteenth century, there spread throughout tlie world a class of persons which maintained
intimate connections with Spain and Portugal at a
time when those countries were receiving masses of
the precious metals, which raised prices throughout
Europe and gave abnormal profits to merchants,
amounting, it is said, to between 300 and 400
per cent (Beer, "Geschichte des AVelthandels," ii.
147).

The commerce of the Maranos served an important function in the development of trade between
Europe, America, and the Levant.
Marano ]\Ianasseh ben Israel, in his " DeclaraTrade.
tion " to the English Parliament, gives
an interesting account of the wide extent of Jewish trade due to their family connections
and common language (ed. Wolf, pp. 2, 3). The
precious metals mined in America were transported
to Spain and Portugal, and thence, in exchange for
Oriental goods, were passed on to Antwerp, which
thereby became the financial center of Europe.
Jewish Marano families were especially active in all
The Caceres family had members
these countries.
in Hamburg, England, Austria, the West Indies,
Barbados, and Surinam in the middle of the seventeenth century. Similarly extended connections are
found with the Conegliano and Alhadib families.
The Mendez family was connected at first with Antwerp, then with Constantinople, Avhile a branch,
the Gradis family, settled at Bordeaux, dominated
French colonial trade. B(;njamin Gradis .sent out
wine, alcohol, meal, and pickled meats to Ca3'enne,
Martinique, and San Domingo, getting sugar and
indigo in return.
The Maranos were especially
active in the American interstate trade.
From Curasao Joshua Mordecai Henriquez shipped to New
Netherland in 1568 Venetian pearls and pendants,
thimbles, scissors, knives, and bells.
The Jewish
trade from Jamaica became so extensive that the
English traders of that island petitioned against
Jews being allowed to trade from it unless they
became endenizened. By 17.53 the greater part of
the British trade with the Spanish West Indies was
in the hands of the Jews, especially the trade of
Jamaica with the Spanish main (" Consideration on

,

|
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the Act of 1753," p. 40). Aaron Lopez of Newport
had no less than thirty ships engaged in this trade
(see M. J. Kohler, in "Pub. Am. Jew. Hist. Soc."
Tliis trade was naturally fostered by the
X. 62).
Jews of New York, who were not allowed to engage in retail trade from 1683 (ib. v.). From 3Iarseilles an extensive trade with the Levant was mainIn tlie ten years 1670-79
tained by Spanish Jews.
the firm of Joseph

Vaez

Yillarreal

&

Compan}'

in-

sured ships to the amount of 866,400 livres ("Rev.
In 1693 merchants of jMarEt. Juives," xi. 142).
seilles petitioned the intendant of Provence not to
allow^ French subjects to lend their names to Jews
bringing silk from the Levant, especially from
Smyrna (ib. xii. 270). The Gorneyim of Algiers
practically monopolized the trade between that port
and Leghorn in the seventeenth century. (Griluwald, " Juden als Seefahrer," 1902, p. 48).
Meanwhile in Central Europe a special Jewish commerce was being developed in connection with the
great fairs, especially during the ThirCentral
ty Years' Avar. Tliey purchased the
Europe.
soldiers' loot and thus acquired capital.

Jews as pawnbrokers
These pedlers often developed into traveling traders, purchasing the products of the villages, especially furs and leather,
which they sold at the Fairs, especially at the great
fair at Leipsic, which, after the close of the Thirty
Years' war, became a clearing-house for the wares
During the last quarter of the
of North Germany.
seventeenth century, 15,620 Jews, with 2.362 dependents, visited the three annual fairs at Leipsic, making
an average of nearly 240 Jews at each fair. These
came from all quarters of Europe; not less than 321
places are mentioned by yi. Freudenthal (" Die Jlidischen Uesucher der Leipziger Messen," Frankfort,
Ciiief among these were Prague, Plamburg,
1902).
Halberstadt, Berlin, Dessau, Frankfort, and, beyond
Germany, Amsterdam and Venice. As early as 1590
Jews used to import fur, leather, lumber, and grain
from Moscow to Gnesen. Tlie memoirs of Gli'ickl
von Hamcln show tiiat these visits to the fairs were
of social as well as of commercial importance.
The

The

position of

led naturally to podling.

Frankfort fair became the center of the Hebrew
book trade in the seventeenth century ("Hev. Et.
Juives," viii. 75). By this means new connections
were mad(! with dilTerent parts of Europe by the
rising .Jcwisli mcrfiianls, and th«! international trade
of tiie cf)nlincnt became concentrated for a time in
tiicir liunds.
The fur trade in particular was monop-

by Jews, owing to their wide
ranging from Novgorod to Nantes

olized

connecttioiis,
("

Kev. Et.

Juives," xxxiii. 97).
Similarlj* the Jcwsof Avignon,
in the sevcnt-eenth century, used to travel as far as
Nimes and Montpcllier (i7/. xxxiv. 280), wiiere they
sold mules on rri'dit, and thus took the business out
of the hantls of the Ciiristian merchants of I^angueIn 1738 the latter obtained a decree from the
doc.
intendant of Prf)venre prohibiting the .sjile of mules
by Jews, though this decree was afterward withdrawn. In like manner (Jerman and Polish J<'Wh,
toward the end of the eighteenth century, settled in
the chief English ports of the south and westassmall
I)awnbrokerH and shopkeepers, seiuling out agents

from ^londay

to

Friday to the neighboring villages

(L.

Wolf,

"

Commerce

Family of Yates and Samuel,"

p. 2,

Lon-

don, 1901).

The amount
pended

of trade conducted by the Jews demeasure on the municipal or other
authorities. In 1603 Henry IV. granted
to Jews of Metz the right to trade,which

in a large

Re-

strictions was confirmed by Louis XIV. in 1657
on Jewish (Jost, "Geschichte," ix. 31). So, too,
Trade.
the Jews of Leghorn were permitted
to trade from 1668 (Bedarride, "Les
Juifs," p. 364); on the other hand, the Jews of Rome
and Ancona were only permitted to deal in secondhand clothing (Vogelstein and Rieger, ii. 198). As
a rule, however, the right to trade was one of the
municipal rights, and these were not granted the
Jews till well on toward the middle of the nineteenth
century.
They were therefore generall}' confined
to pawnbroking, pedling, and second-hand clothing, in which for a considerable time they had a
monopoly. With the spread of colonization Jewish
merchants found new spheres, especially in the
Anglo-Saxon world, where there was little opposiThe firms of Montefiore in Australia,
tion to them.
of Mosenthal and of Bergtheil in South Africa, were
among the pioneers of those colonies, and a large
proportion of the English colonial shipping trade
was for a considerable time in the hands of Jews.
On the continent of Europe Jews performed a special function in mediating between the domestic industries of the villages and the markets and manuThus in Vienna the
factories of the chief towns.
woolen manufacturers obtained their raw material

from Jewish traders who traveled round to Iglau,
Reichenberg, and Brllnn. Before the emancipation
many expedients had to be resorted to before this
centralization of thcAvool industry could be elTected.

Thus

the firm of

tian agent at

Tuchowsky used

Vienna

to

have a Chris-

to represent its interests.

When

he died one of the firm had to sui)mit to bajitism
in order to resiile in Vienna (S. Mayer, in Bloch's
"Wochenschrift," Nov. 14. 1902).
Owing to a variety of circumstances the number
of Jews api>lying themselves to commerce is heavily
in excess of their proportion to the general popula-

Thus in Prussia in 1861 among
tion.
adult workers 58 per cent of Jews
were engaged in commerce as against
Commerce. (> per cent of the rest of the population (Legoyt, "Immunites, " p. 34),
while in Italy the proportion was as 55 to 5. These
figures are somewhat misleading, as most Jews live
in cities; but, after allowing for this factor, a large
discrepancy still remains. At Berlin, c.f/., in 1871
61.4 i)(!r cent of Jews werein connnerce against 15.4
of the rest of the popidation (H. Schwabc, "lierlin
in 1871," p. 100); in Vienna, 33.1 jx-r cent against
Al11.5 percent (Jeitteles, " Israeliteii zu Wien ").
together it may be said that thrice as many Jews
adopt commercial pursuits. Tin? particular branch
of connnerce in which Jewsappear toexcel is mainly
the " commerce of intangibles " that is, dealing with
money ju-r se and they excel as factors and shij)The clothing trades
pers (see Banking; F'inanck).
seem to be largely in the hands of Jews, both as regards manufacture and the wholesale and retail
trade.
This may have developed out of the restric-

Numbers
Engaged in

—

—
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tiou to tho sale of socoiullmiul clothiiii:, but is jirobto the i-cononiic luossuro brought to
dill'
Tho trailo in furs and
in tho Hussian irlii'ttos.

mow

ably
bear

featlu-rs is also laijrfly iu Jewish hands as a relic
of tlic oKl peregrinations of the Jewish iKilUrs in
East Europe, and ean be traced back to the tin>e of
The fancy-goods trade is almost inthe Chazars.
variably a tmde in imports, and liere the cosmopolitan connections of the Jews have helped them to
achieve ctnispicuous* success. In England the fruit
trade is wiiolly in the hands of Jews, because fruit
can be sold on Sunday, and therefore the keeping of
the Sabbalii is not an obstacle to Jewish fruit -traders.
In the United States the most striking characteristic of Jewish commerce is found in the large number
of department stores held by Jewish tirms.

Bibliograput: I.. HerzfeUl, Haii(h'L<tiesch.(hr Judcu. Brunswick. lS7!t; W. Uoscber, L»if Ji((/t'/i i;»i MittdaUcr. lu AngU-htcn dir Volh.ncirtschaft,
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321-a54. Lelpslc,
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Life in the Middle Aue", pp. 21.5-217; J. J&cohs. Studies in
Jfiri.</i Statistics, pp. 2,s 3»i ; W. Sonibart, Der Modcrne Kapitalismus,Leipsic, 1902; M. Grunwald, £)(C Jiu^eu als Rheder und Scffahrer, Berlin. 1902.
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-In Russia:

— that
century — com-

Under the Polish regime

is, up to the end of the eighteenth
merce was almost the only occupation followed
by the Jews in Russia. Neither the upper nor the
lower classes among the non-Jewish native population cared to engage iu it; and it consequently became centralized in the hands of the Germans and

the Jews.
As early as the fourteenth century there
was a Jewish bazaar in Wilua. During the Middle
Ages the Jews of Poland and of Lithuania were

engaged

and industrial pursuits only
After the Polish provinces had

in agricultural

in a small degree.

been annexed to Russia, and especially in the latter
half of the nineteenth century, the Jews were attracted to handicrafts; but owing to certain restrictions placed on these occupations they were
compelled, as they are even to-day, to rely chiefly

upon commerce and
The closing years
marked by a serious

finance.

of the nineteenth century were
decline of Jewish commerce in
Owing to a steady increase in the number
Russia.
of Jewish merchants, especially in the western regions, and to the consequent keenness of competition,

commerce could hardly have been

lucrative.

The
is,

chief obstacle to its development was, and still
the lack of capital, for the poverty of the Jewish

population is extreme.
Business is frequently started exclusively upon
credit.
Consequently, when the manufacturer reduces or withdraws credit, the Jewish
Business merchant is often forced to declare
Conducted himself insolvent. But the manufacon Credit, turer is not alwaj-s the trader's only
creditor.
Advances secured by chattel mortgage are made by banks, by mutual loan
associations, and bj' private persons.
Usually the
interest charged is very high, especialh' to small
dealers.
The " wocher " that is, the plan of paying
off a debt in weeklj' instalments
prevails.
The
profit is mostly absorbed by the interest on the capital borrowed.
Therefore, in order to secure an in-

—

—
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come, it is often necessary to jnit the cajiital repeatedly into circulation. B}' adopting this course
the turnover of the Jewish merchants is, other
things being eiiual, greater than thai of their Christian comi)etitois; but, notwithstanding their resourcefulness, the Jewish merchants do not realize
as large a percentage of profits as do the Clu'istians.
The foregoing applies to Jewish merciiants doing
business on a moderate scale. The majority of the
Jews in the cities and villages within the P.\i,K of
Settle.ment are not able to start business even on
credit, and are therefore compelled to trade iu small

Opening a small store on some street-corner,
wares.
thej^ stock it willi a few rubles' worth of goods, antl
make a profit of from twenty to thirty copecks a
Freijuently the business cciuipment consists
day.
only of a .single stand stocked with provisions. Dealers of this kind are very numerous in the Jewish
centers, as in "Wilna, Minsk, and Kovno, where the
percentage of poor Jews is exceptionally large.
Thus, in "Wilna their business center consists of
a cluster of dark alleys, permeated with a fetid atmosphere, and resigned to rows of dirty, ill-smelling
Although the range of prices is
stores and stands.
astonishingl}' low, little business is done, and often
the dealers in the di.strict outnumber the customers.
The Jewish interest iu lumber, in agricultural
produce, in the export of grain, flax, butter, eggs,
fruit, wines, and tobacco, and in kerBranclies osene, is considerable. Before the proof Trade, mulgation of the law making the sale
of liquor a government monopoly,
the Jews were active in the retail sale of vodka.
At present Jewish merchants supply alcohol to the
government in considerable cpiantities. In general,
government contracts have been monopolized by
In recent years, however,
the wealthier Jews.
many of the governmental departments have declined the services of Jewish contractors.
The Jews are prominent in the trade in grain.
They have established branch offices in the chief
In the aucenters of the grain-producing regions.
tumn their agents travel through the grain belt and
purchase its produce. Small dealers establish themThey pay up to
selves at the railroad stations.
ninety-five per cent of the value of the grain shipped,
deposit the bills of lading in a bank, and then send
an order for sale to the agent at the port. When
the sale has been consummated and the money from
the commission agent received, accounts between
The dealers forseller and purchaser are adjusted.
ward the grain to Black Sea and Baltic ports and
to German frontier-towns like Danzig, KOnigsberg,
The number of Jews engaged in the grainetc.
trade is considerable, and embraces buyers, commisTo the poverty
sion agents, bankers, brokers, etc.
of the crops recently harvested in South Rus.sia
may be attri])uted the present (1902) deplorable condition of the Jews in that region.
A considerable portion of the JewMsh population
The Jews buy the
is engaged in the lumber trade.
standing timber from the landowners, especially in
western Russia, and manufacture from it articles of
various kinds for the home and foreign markets.
The ]iart taken by the Jews in fairs, which are a
distinguishing feature of trading life in Russia, also

Commerce
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attributed the decline of this method of
Another obstacle calculated to shut out the
Jews from this class of trade is the law prohibiting
them from living in small towns and villages. Practically no recent statistical data on Russian-Jewish

well as their earnings belong to their masters. Marwomen have not full legal capacity, for they
lack the control of their property, and their earnings
belong to their husbands. But the authorities recognize the wife that " trades [buys and sells] within
the house" with the permission of her husband
(Shulhan 'Aruk, Hoshen Mishpat 62, 1); in fact, a
woman may marry with the agreement that the husband shall have no interest in her property or its
income (Kct. ix. 1). Yet the great majority of those
women who have carried on trade and industry in

commerce

Israel, often

deserves

notice.

Whenever a

fair

is

held they

supply the peasants who visit the fair with all
kinds of household necessities, such
as iron, salt, kerosene, sugar, and dryFairs.
goods, in exchange for their farm
products. To the development of railroads in recent

may be

years

trading.

are available.

There are

commerce

some legal restrictions on Jewish
force even within the Pale of Settlement. A typical example is the pro-

still

in

hibition against dealing in objects held
sacred by Christians, such as hoi)'

Anti-

Jewish
Bestrictions.

Prior to the
images and the like.
government monopoly of the sale of
liquors, the Jews, while permitted to

engage in that business, were hampered by various
Thus, they were forbidden to sell berestrictions.
yond the Pale and within the Pale the sale was allowed only in houses owned by the sellers.
The chief obstacle which embarrasses Jews engaged in commerce in Russia is their exclusion
from tiie interior governments of the country.
Those enrolled in the mercantile gilds are allowed to
go there only for the purchase of commodities:
;

members

of the first gild are allowed to stay six
months; those of the second gild, only two months.
At certain fairs temporary sojourn only is permitted.
Artisans domiciled in the interior governments may
deal in their own manufactures. If a Jew be found

trading in prohibited articles, these articles are conand the transgressor is sent to the Pale of
five years' enrolment with the merSettlement.
chants of the first gild in governments within the
Pale confers the privilege of enrolment in the first
In consequence
gild in the interior governments.
of this measure many of the wealthier Jews enroll
as merchants, altliough not actually engaged in any
business, to obtain the right of residing wherever
Those engaged in the liberal prothey please.
fessions, physicians, druggists, etc., enjf)y the privilege of settling wherever tliey may clioose, tiiough
their right of engaging in business outside the Pale
has often been contested by the administration. The
has invariably decided in their
8<,"nato, liowever,
favor.
For statistics regarding Jewish commerce in
Russia, see Russia.
fiscated,

A
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LAW:

According to Jewisii
COMMERCIAL
law persons icgnlly caj)able of entering into any
form of contract are legally capable of making commercial contracts also; but it must not be forgf)tt('n
that girls reach majority at twelve and boys at thirteen.
Three kinds of incapables are barred out: the
deaf mute, the imsound in minfl, and the minor.
Bondmen are excluded because their possessions as

IV.— 13

ried

cess,

on a large scale and with marked suchave done so simply in the names and as the

agents of their husbands.
There is an Assyrian word used in the Talmud for
" partners " (psnit'), but in the Mishnah it is applied
mainly to joint owners of land. In the Codes it is
used both in this sense and in that of " partners " (Maimonides, "Yad," Sheluliin, passim). It will be seen
under Partnership that its formation is clogged
by many doubts and formalities. Of joint-stock
companies or trading corporations the

Partner-

Talmud and

the Codes

show

little

trace; there were, indeed, societies in
Palestine holding their property in

ship.

—

the
for the common profit
Essenes, for instance— but neither the inclinations
nor the purposes of these societies were in any way
commercial, and seldom, if ever, did they go to law.
Old trading companies may, perhaps, be recognized
in the mutual insurance companies mentioned below, or in the caravan (Nl^V) repeatedly spoken of
in the Talmud; but nothing is known from that
source as to their workings as legal entities.
The commonwealth of Israel in its palmiest days
troubled itself but very little about ships, and controlled hardly any of the ports on its
Maritime coast-line. Its maritime trade fell to

common and working

Law.

There
Phenicians and Philistines.
were, however, in Mishnaic times,
owned trading- vessels; and in the article

Jews who
Alienation and Acquisition the mode of making

delivery of a vessel (nj'DD) so as to give title to the
buyer is discussed.
There is also, in a rather crude form, a law of
Says a Baraita (B. K.
jettison, or general average.
116b): "A ship is going along the sea; a squall
arises and threatens to sink her, and they lighten
tlien they take account, accordlier of her burden
ing to the weight, and not according to the money
value; for tiiey should not change from the usages
of sliip-owncrs. " The reason of this rule is evidently tliat tiie owners of goods of suiall Aveight in
proportion to value have done very little toward
overloading the ship. No mention is made of other
sacrifices for the common good tluin actual jettison;
;

and the rule of apportioning tlic loss by weight
rather unjustly relieves the ship-owner from conBut otlier laws on shipping, now gentribution.
erally in

force, arc

not found.

Itich

Jews

in the

Middle Ages often owned ships and cargoes; but
they of necessity settled disputes about these in
the admiralty courts of the sea powers, not before
their rabbis; and so no rulings on such disputes in
tlie responsa literature, or in the Jewish Codes, are
to be found.

Commercial

Community

Law
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There is h»it little iiieiition of bills and notes ia
Jewish hiw, though it has beeushowu uiuler AliknATION tliiit Abniliam ben David was the first to
sUiTgest a form of bontl witli some elements of true
uegotiiibilitv his iilea, however, was not ilevelopcti
by later authorities. In queslious of contracts with
carriers and eontniets of alTreighlment — that is, for
carriage by water the Talmud knows no special
;

—

he is, like the shepherd,
simply a hired keeper (see B.vh.mknts). On that
sort of alTreiglitment known as a "charter party,"
where a single freighter hires the ship for the voyliability

of the

age, the

Talmud

cjirrier;

M.

(B.

7l)a.

which Mainuinides repeats

h) gives

some points

in "

Yad," Sekirut. vi. 4,
but with a lack of clearness which indicates that the
subject treated did not

A

come

tip in actual practise.

Baraita, probably of the second century (B. K.

marine insurance:
ship-owners have the right to contract that
whosesoever vessel is lost, they will get him another;
but if it be lost through his fault X^D13
Marine ( variant k'D13; see Kabbinowicz, "DikInsurance. duke Soferim " ad loc.)] they do not replace it if not through his fault, they
replace it; and if he has lost his vessel while deviating from proper course, they do not replace it."
This is the earliest known passage on insurance. The
116b), contains the principles of

"And

|

;

Justinian Code is silent; and when the Roman
republic or empire, as Livy and Suetonius sfvy,
agreed to indemnify shippers against loss in case
of war or famine, it was not insurance, for there was
neither premium nor mutuality.
Another Baraita (B. K. 116b) approves mutual insurance among ass-drivers (D^IOn), with this addition: "If he says, 'Give me [the money] and I will
watch,' they do not listen to him"
for, as the Gemara explains, one of the considerations of the insurance is that every driver shall stay with the caravan and help to defend it. Note the phrases " shipowners have the right," "ass-drivers have the right,"
to insure.
Generally, contracts depending on uncertain future conditions were not favored in Jewish
law.
Of life or fire insurance the Talmud knows
nothing; nor is it cognizant of bottomry and respondentia bonds.
In the Jewish law contracts for hiring service are
treated more from the moral than from the commercial standpoint.
The subject of apprentices is
also unknown to Jewish law, doubtless for the
reason that boys are of age at thirteen and may dispose of their own services.
;

:

Of commercial remedies only the lien of the party
work done and for advances is recognized in the Talmud, and this incidentally in the
discussions on the liability for faulty work of mein possession for

chanics entrusted with goods (B. K. 98-102); but
there is none of the complication of the subject
which has been introduced into modern law.
For the discussion of other points of commercial
law see Acceptance; Agency, Law of; Ai.ikna-
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ORGANIZATION

COMMUNITY,

Ancient and Medieval

OF.—

At llie beginning of the
common era there were Jewish communitiesat Alexandria. Home, Salamis. Corinth. Athens, Delos. etc.
at Antioch (in I'isidia), leonium, Smyrna. Ephesus,
and other well-known cities on the Mediterranean
and in Asia Minor. In Palestine, which even as a
Roman province retained its essentially Jewish character, the whole country formed one community,
with its center at Jerusalem, where the highest religious, judicial, and executive aulhorities were
:

;

located.

After the destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans, the national life of the Jews was replaced

by the communal life, on which the Roman form of
government was impressed. But while the Romans
reserved for themselves the government of the provwith the internal affairs of
the communities.
The Jews still had acenterinthe
person of the patriarch (" nasi "), who had the disposal
of communal oflices, and the right to levy a tax
ince, they did not interfere

(AuRliM Coronakium), which

right, on the cessation of the patriarchate, was transferred to the
emperor. At an early date the Babylonian communities separated from those of Palestine, and hatl
their own head, called "resh galuta" (exilarch),

whose

authority

was greater than

that

of

the

patriarch.

The communities, whether found
lages

"),

Tyn

were composed of
dents

in D'"lD3 C' vil-

niT'yC' cities"), orD''D13 ("walled towns"),

of

'^22

("full citizens"

— resi-

more than twelve months' standing),

—

l^yn ''2^V C" half citizens " residents of from thirty
days' to twelve months' standing), and " transients "
those who remained less than twenty days in the
place.
At the head of the community was a governing board (D^DJID, "fyn ^3"ltD) consisting of at
least three members, but usually of seven, and, in

—

If brothers happened to be
on the board, they had one vote only between them.
All communal offices, even that of physician, were
filled by appointment from the "court " with the
concurrence of the community.
The governing
board, even where it had absolute authority, waa
expected to observe the wishes of the community.
Membership in the board, as well as other communal offices, was sometimes hereditary.
The governing board conducted all the affairs of
the community, giving special attention to the distribution of funds for alms; it apportioned communal and municipal taxes according to fixed rules,
and decided on the acquisition and

later times, of twelve.

The
Governing
Body.

communal property. It supervised the entire social and commercial
life of the community, fixed weights
and measures, the price of food, and
sale of

the rate of wages;

it

issued police regulations, and

could even interfere in the private affairs of the

in-

TiONAND Acquisition; Bailments; Broker; Contracts IN Law; Debtor and Creditor; Over

dividual; and, in the interest of the community,
could annul rules long .sanctioned by usage and
precedent.
The board was responsible for the safety
and the social and intellectual welfare of the com-

REACHING

munity.

L.

;

Partnership.

G

COMMISSION.

L.

See Brokers.

N. D.

The .Tews of ancient Rome were governed by a
"gerusiarch," that is, a president of the communal
council ("gerusia"); an archon (J^njO or DJ"ID);

an Archisynagogue (DDJDn {TKl);

"Magazin,"

66; for the later
at Rome see Berliner, ib.

ment

i.

etc. (Berliner,

communal governii.

31).

In Sicily

the following expressions were current: "dien" mauigliori " (from
chelele " (chief district rabbi)
" keeper of the keys of the synagogue");
SyjO
;

=

and shohet); "sacristano"
missam " (literally, " to celebrate
conduct services, etc. (Giidemaun, "Ge-

"presbyter" (hazzan
('K33)

;

" celebrare

mass"), to
schichte des Erziehungswesens," ii. 71, 281). At
Cologne the president of the community was called
" Judeubischof " (Jewish bishop), and was assisted
by a chapter. At Speyer the archisynagogue, appointed by the Catholic bishop, was at the head of
the

community.

The governing board was subject to the "dayyan" (judge, also called "hakam," or "zaken"),
who was ordained by the nasi or exilarch, and was
the final authority on ritual, civil, and
He decided unpolitical questions.
Bet Din. aided in money matters (without being obliged to make restitution in case
of an error of judgment), where otherwise three
lay judges were required. Criminal cases Avere ilecided only by three scholars of standing (jn 0^2). who
were usually elected for life to insure impartiality
and respect. They did not, in general, draw a salary,
but when their entire time was devoted to the affairs of the community, they might receive means
They had supersufficient for a bare subsistence.

The

vision over all religious

and

political affairs.

Those

who had been ordained at Babylon were called
" mbbonim
those ordained in Palestine were
"
called "rabbis." The title of "haber" (associate)
was bestowed upon a person who had rendered
He was considspecial services to the community.
A community
ered in many cases as arbitrator.
;

more than ten members was a synagogal community, and was obliged to secure a synagogue, tiie judicial and outer affairs of which were
in the hands of a committee elected from the memIt was not permissible
bers of the governing board.
to sell or exchange the synagogue, except in cases
of extreme necessity, nor could the old synagogue
be pulled down before the new one was built. Afconsisting of

fairs {)erlaining to the ritual and liturgy were in the
hands of the arclii.synagogue. (This term when applied to a woman, as in old Roman inscriptions,
meant, no fioubt, merely tlie president of a wom-

an's pliihiiitiiropic society, like the " parncsessa" at
Home in the sixteenth century.) The archisynagogue
was especially honored, his office being for life and
In the I)iiis|)()ra tiiirre were
Honiefimes hcndiUiry.

or " mothers, of
of "mater syria
gogn; " or "pateressa" was conferred upon Donu
The " rosh ha keneset " (arclii
(Jracift Mendesia.
synagogue) was subordinate to the " hazzan ha kene-

honorary
the

Commercial
Commuziity
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titles,

such as

synagogue";

thus,

" fathers,"

tlie

title

La-w^

sentative of those who did not understand the import of the prayer. He, too, was an unsalaried offiAll worth}'' persons, however,
cial.
Otlier
and especially those in straitened cirOfficials. cumstances or in trouble, were allowed
to lead in prayer on days of fasting and
repentance. The lesson from the Torah was read by

the Klip ("reader") although any one called upon
was to read his own section. The weekly section
was translated into the Aramaic vernacular by the

pjlinO ("dragoman"), who was
pensation

;

and

entitled to

com-

in order to insure the requisite mini-

mum

for the service, ten men, called Batlanim, received a regular salary to attend.
The school, like the synagogue, was under the
supervision of the conununity, which appointed the
teachers (called variously mpiJ^mO^JO, NJD^O. IDID
The latter were paid by the parents
i<p1J^ '"IpD)of the children of school age, but this salary was generally so small that the communitj^ contributed an
No one who was unaddition as T^pn ("relief").
married, or under the age of forty, was employed as
An assistant teacher (KJ3"n tJ'''"l) was paid
teacher.
by the community when the pupils numbered forty
or more; a second assistant being added when the
number reached fifty. Private teachers were also
father or guardian was obliged to send
allowed.
his child to school, and he was not allowed to send
the child to a neighboring school if there was one in
Most of the communities had
his own community.
their own schoolhouses(t^-nDnn*3), often adjoining

A

the synagogues.

The management of the alms fund was an important matter; it was in the hands of a special committee (npnV 'N3J), chosen generally from among
the members of the governing board, and hence also
The mere management, which incalled D'DJISvolved no responsibility, was in the hands of one
person; the levying of contributions, from which
women, orphans, and the poor were
Benevolent exempt, was in the hands of two persons working together, who had the
InThe disright to fine delinquent.s.
tribution was in the hands of at least
three persons, for they had to decide on the amount
of the relief, and any court dealing with money
matters had to consi.st of at least this number. This
office, also, was often hereditary, and the antecedents
In exof the incumbent had to be irreproachable.
stitutions.

jx'nding the

money

the wishes of the givers were to

be considered, 'i'liere were two chief classes of poorfunds: (1) The nsip ("box "), for feeding and clothEvery Friday evening a coling the resident poor.
lection was taken up for them, and they were
provided for during the coming week. (2) The
••inDr) ("<lisli"), for the support of transients, for
whom collections might be taken uji on any day, in
siieii

amounts as were necessary.
but those

Non-Jews,

also,

who begged from

synagogal
and in general matters; he was also executor of
lie punishments decreed by the court, and ])erformed tlie functions of tiie later "shammash," who
is otherwise; railed ]n ri'3 Txh'^ ("the messenger of
the court ") in the Talmud and by the (Jeonim.

from the fund.
as on I'urim, the poor received
Money was also distributed in the
additional gifts.
Orphans
synagogties for pliilfintliropic purposes.
wen; cared for by their guardians, or, if there were

The inV IT'^t:' ("delegate of the congregation."
or "leader in prayer ") stood before God as repre-

none, by the local co<irt (jn
The irregular f)r special

set," wliose orders

were authoritative

in

I

were
house

On

to be relieved,

to liouse received only a trifie

H|)eeial occasions,

rt'3).

communal taxes were
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levied only wheu occasion demanded, and only upon
tliose directly concerned.
This fund was nianatrid
by tile treasurer (1313). who was a niember v.f tlie
'I'lie budget included the expenses
of the synagogue anil its service, to which the
full citizens, including orphans, contributed; (2) of
education, sucli as the building of the
Various schoolhouse and the occasional relief
Funds.
of the teacher, to whicli all members
of more than two months' standing
contributed; (3) of the poor-fund, con.sisting of ^r)
the " kuppah " (weekly food ilistribution), supported
by all members of m6re than one month's standing;
(daily distribution of meals), sup(b) the "tamhui
ported by those of more than three months' residence; (<") the clothing fund, maintained by all
residents of more than six mouths' standing; and
((f) tlie burial fund, supported by all those of more
than nine months' residence; (4) of the public
safety, such as for walls, soldiers, etc., to which all
full citizens and all landowners, and even orphans,
contributed, Talmudic scholars only being excepted
(5) of the water-works, to which only those beneThe state taxes were apportioned
fited contributed.
among the communities, whicli divided them among
Only scholars were exempt *rom
their members.
the poll-tax, while the tax on real estate was paid
entirely by propertj-owners.
Along these lines developed the life of the community ("'kahal," pronounced "kohl" in the dis-

governing board.

(1)

"'

where German-Polish was spoken; compare
the term "kohlstibel" = "communal room"). Yet
the rabbi (the designation lo [compare mO. applied
to women to day] was dropped toward the end of
ricts

=

the twelfth centUij, being later replaced bj' ^21
"rabbi" [compare Zunz, " Literatuigesch. " p. 284;
Rahmcr's "JUd. Lit.-Blatt." vii.,No. 31; Salfeld,
"Martyrologium," xxiv. on nND and 'xn{<3 DDH
;

Aden, see Rinman, "Mass<\'ot Shelomoh," pp.
10, 110]) no longer had the high position enjoyed
by the "resh galuta" of Babylon and the "nagid"
at

in

Egypt

until the fifteenth century.

Until

the

end of the thirteenth century he was independent of the community as an unsalaried official.
In
England, before the expulsion, there was one
"presbyter omnium Judaeorum Angliae.," appointed
In Poland during
b}' the king, generally for life.
the sixteenth centur)' he was appointed by the king,
in whose name he levied taxes and held court.
The
rabbinate in Bohemia was in a similar position during the same centurj' but here there was no regular
district rabbinate, as in Galicia and Moravia.
In
Algeria at the beginning of the fifteenth century
the appointment of the rabbi was subject to the
sanction of tJie government.
In countries bordering
on the Rhine he was appointed every three years.
Rabbinical synods were held in some places as early
as the thirteenth century; at Bologna, after 1416.
In Poland they were held annually, and known as the
" wa'ad arba' arazot," Cocncil of the Four L.\nds.
In order to put an end to unpleasant rivalry for
leadership in prayer, a salaried reader was appointed,
who frequently discharged other religious functions and received the title Jfn (hazzan ). In his musical functions he was assisted by a " bass " and a
"singer," and occasionally by boy choristers.
The
;
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hazzan was

usually elected by the unanimous
vote of the congregation
it is on record that one
refused nomination at the hands of the Archbishop
of Cologne.
The taxes which the governments demanded from
the communities were often paid with dilliculty.
In
:

and in England, about 1273,
even children of ten had tocontribute.
and in the latter country the Jews at
.Spain

Communal
Taxes.

times paid one-twelfth of the royal
In Anjou the taxes were collected by a
•'sindicus et procurator univer.sitatis Judaeorum."
"Where the Jews formed one-tenth of the population
they often paid one-fourth of the taxes, more than
one-half of this sum being frequently paid by the
wealthier members of the communities; hence the
monej'ed aristocracy which arose toward the end
of the seventeenth century.
The rabbi (also his
widow), other professional scholars, all salaried officials, and some physicians, were exempt from taxes;
artisans paid only the poll-tax
in Christian countries the hazzan paid, but not in Mohammedan.
Some communities elected a committee of ten to
choose the rabbi, the hazzan, and the sexton (t^O^).
Theseth.ee received perquisites. In Poland, Russia, and Hungary their salary was raised by collections at weddings; and they received special gifts
revenues.

;

("kibbudim") during festivals.
Wandering beggars were, and

still are,

a plague

to communities, particularly as the latter
sponsible for any trespasses of the former.

were

re-

At Metz

every one Avas subject to taxation

if a beggar remained eight days. Tiie tax for the Holy Land was
confiscated by the Roman emperors as "fiscus," the
so-called " golden sacrificial penny " which the Jews
liad to pay to the emperor when he had extraordinary
expenses (Wlirfel, " Juden in Nlirnberg," p. 49; Ulrich, "Juden in der Schweiz," p. 12).
Even to-da}'
money is paid into the ^NIIJ'^
ODIp (" the col-

pK

lection-box for Palestine ").
In many
Fines and countries (as in Austria down to modImposts, em times) there were also taxes on
meat, wine, artificial light, strangers,
dowries, luxuries, houses, imports, and exports.
In Prague there was a tax even on the writing-material used by school-children; in Rome a tax was
levied for the benefit of the circus.
In Switzerland
the Jews of the village communities paid from 15 to
20 florins to get timber and foliage for their tabernacles (Ulrich, I.e. pp. 32, 287).

In Nuremberg (Wtirfel, I.e. p. 32) the municipal
council and judges had the right to appoint annually a committee and recorder, who saw that the
community lived in peace and amity. In Zurich, in
1335, the Jews were required " to obey the burgomaster and city council. If any Jew injured another the latter was to bring the matter before the
said burgomaster

and

council,

decided according to their

by

'

and when they had

light,'

he was to abide

no special
Jewish law or to any higher court. He who did so
was to be adjudged guilty of perjury, and pay two
hundred silver marks as penalty " (Ulrich, I.e.). The
foregoing was construed as applying even to the
internal affairs of the synagogue.
In Spain all the communal decisions had to be
their decision forever, appealing to

1
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Here, however, as

confirmed by the government.

community could inflict capital
but this measure was taken only

as 1379, the

late

punishment;

against the "malshin " (slanderer), a term which has
been adopted into Spanish. An clticacious mode
of punishment exercised by the Jewish court, and
still employed by the Church, was the B.\n (''niddui '"), in its more stringent form called "herem."
The communal elections took place in the various

and communities at different times between Passover and the Feast of Tabernacles. The
SciiuLKLOPFER, generally identical
Minor
with the K'DC^, was a c .rious instituIn Talmudic tirp"s, and later in
Officials.
tion.
Palestine, the "shofar" was blown
Still later (but
at the beginning of the Sabbath.
as early as Yer. Bezali 63a), mention is made of
Xnt;''JDT ^J^•1pO,the " Schulklopfer," or " synagogueknocker," who, crying "In Schul herein!" knocked
at the window with a hammer every morning except on the Ninth of Ab. Usually he tapped three
or f
r times, but in cases of death, twice; on the
Sabbath he used his fi instead of the hammer. The
t'Dt^' filso acted as public crier in tlie synagogue, incountries

I

vited to the festivities, called together the council,
acted as bailiff of the court (" shammash bei din ") in
the absence of a special officer, and arranged for
" minyan " (the number [10] of men required to be
present at any religious services), to help form which
tiie members of the community could be forced
aly
on Ne -Year and Atonement days.
Extraordinary legislation for the community was
made public by means of the " takkanali " (enactment), proclaimed and sometimes posted in the synagogue, and written in a book. Such enactments
were usually issued for a given time only, generally
In this way was piomulgated the
for live years.
decree of monogamj^ for western European Jews;
tlu .ecision as to when and what taxes were to be
paid, and as to wlien the "Schulklopfer" should go
round. One of the earliest " takkanot "
Takkanot. (dating before 1' ninth century) decreed that the aowry secured to the
wife in the "ketubbali" (marriage contract) migiit
be taken from the personal property of the husband
after his dcatli.
T' o decrees against pronouncing
tlie name of God, and against making proselytes, are
also old.
In Sicily begging from house to house
was forbidden, under jiain of tlie ban, by the takkanah.
By this means the inclusion in letters of the
formula, "may lie live l<mg," was enforced;
usu:
sermons were announced: IIk! rate of interest was
determined; the conditions under wljich one might
move from a community, lliereby casting an additional burfh'M on tliat community, were set fortli;
and purcliasing imported fowls or wine, lending
money on stolen property, and buihling houses
which would obstruct the street leading to the syn;

'

agogue, were

M.

EiU'li

community owned

coMiiiiuiuil life.

II

tlie

(in.

instrumeiits of

Foremost among tliese is the syiiasacred scrolls and other appur-

pogue, with its
tenances; one or .several "batt^ mirlrashim," or
houses of study in modern times Talniudin liritual
braries; lodges for washing the dead:

—

baths; slaughter-houses; lodging-houses for travplaces for administering justice and for communal business; a k ge hall for the
Communal solemnization of marriages; a danProperty, cing-hall (usually in Germany and
France, but not in Spain and the East)
bakehouses or ovens, for the annual Passover cakes
and the weekly "schalet"; and many cooking and
other utensils, which might be used in turn by such
members of the community as needed them. Another class of communal property includes funds
for carrying on worship and stud}^ and for charities; funds for the use of the general body in dealing with the Gentile government, for the purpose of
preventing the oppression of individuals. Where
the Jews were confined to a separate quarter, funds
to pave and to clean the streets, to build and to repair gates, were sometimes needed.
In such cases
they were raised by a tax on the householders.
The communal property, both real and personal,
may be bought and sold by the " kahal " acting
through its proper organs. The Codes take this
power for granted, but restrain its exercise. Thus,
a synagogue may be sold in order to put up a bet
ha-midrash, or to buy scrolls of the Law, but not
conversely (Megillah, 26b, 27a; Shulhan 'Aruk,
elers;

Orah Hayyim,

153,

1).

Bibliography: M. Weinberg. Die Organixation der Jttdi^rhen Ortfriemeindcn in der Tnlnnid Zeit, in Mo)iat8schrift, 1897; Ahrahnms, Jewish Life in the Middle Ages,
ch. 11. ; Grunwald. Die Statuten der Altoua Hamburg Geneinde, in Mittheihingcn der GeseUschaft f\lr JUdische

Volkskunde,

xi.

L. N. D.

L. G.

In

Modern Times

Notwitlistanding the
emancipation of the Jews from iheir medieval state
of dependence on the government, the authorities in
most of the European states still continue to reguThis is especially
late them in one way or another.
the case on the continent of Europe, where most of
the states have a ministry of pub'ic worship within
whose jurisdiction all such matteis fall.
The most important communily organization in
:

was the system of consistories estabby Napoleon I. on March 17, 1808, and still
effective as modified by an ordinance which was developed by Martin du Nord and pronuilgated by
King Louis Philippe on March 27, 1844
these states
lished

France
and the

(see Consistokies).

The

consistorial

system exists not only in France, BelNethergiuni, Holland, and Luxemburg (see
Antwerp, Brussels, Amsterd.\m,
lands.
etc.), but also has survived the Frencii
regime in AlsiiceLorraine. there being tiirec "("irconscriptions Consistoriales": at Strasburg for \Jppcr .Msace; at Colmar for Lower Alsace; and at
.Metz for Lorraine.

Germany presents to-day the most varied as.sorteommtmal organizations, due to the differ-

nifiit of

forms adopted by the stales wiiicii
In some this organization is
the empire.
perfect, and is in dirert commimication with the
Baden, Hesse,
governmee.ff., in Wi\rttenil)erg,
and Mecklenburg— in others it is imperfect, and the
ent

jirnliihitcd.

A.

Comzaunity

rr'giiliitivc

make up

i

connection with the state
In

tlie

April 25,

is

almost nominal.

kingdom of WUrttemberg the laws of
1828, and ot Aug. 3, 1832, made it obliga-
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iipou every Jew to be a niemluT of a congregaAll were to form " Kircheiigenieindon " (ehurch
comnuinitios'*, elorling tlieir own oniccrs and having
at tlitir lii-ad a rabbi silocteil by tlu- "Obtrkirclu'iibehOule"' (upper ecclesiastical council), such selection to recrive the sanction of tlio government.
The chief nibbi, whose seat is in Stuttgart, has the
tt>ry

tion.

title "

Kirchenrath." The congregations are divided
Habbinatsbezirlce " (rabbinical districts) and

into 13

•'

41 "(.u-nieindobezirken "

(community

liistricts).

Tlie

OberkirciienbehOrdeor Kircheuoberbeluirde, is made
up of a government commissioner, a Jewish theologian, three or more additional members, and an
"expeditor. " It nominates all ministers and of1icers. and regulates the affairs of the congregations
throughout the kingdom.
In the grand duchy of Baden, as early as 1809,
an organization of the Jewish communities was effected.
The synagogues were divided into provincial synagogues, with a "LandesrabbiGermany ner " (chief rabbi of the district or provall to
ince) and elders at their head
be approved by the government and " Ortssynagogen " (local sj'nagogues), dependent upon the
provincial ones.
At the head of the organization
.

—

—

an "Oberrath" (high consistory) in Carlsruhe,
of an " Obervorsteher " (rabbi or layman),
two " Landesrabbiuer," two " Oberrathen, " three adThe Oberrath
ditional "Oberrathen," and a scribe.
was chosen by the grand duke, the Obervorsteher
(chief warden) by the ministry, and the rabbis by
the Oberrath, subject to confirmation by the government. The " Ortsrabbiner " were to be elected by
the " JQdische Landvorstand," with confirmation by
The decisions of the Rath in importhe Oberrath.
tant matters is also subject to confirmation by the
ministers.
On May 4, 1812, a government commissary was added to the Oben-ath and for the provincial synagogues were substituted (March 5,
1827) " Bezirkssynagogen " (district synagogues), a
" Landessynode " (national synod) being added.
According to the law of June 18, 1892, every Jew is
bound to pay a certain church tax regulated according to his general state tax, and for this purpose the
is

made up

;

individual congregations divide their members into
sixty different classes. There are now in Baden
both "Bezirksrabbiner "(district rabbi ;e.5r., atBruchsal and Freiburg) and " Stadtrabbiner " (city rabbi,
as at Carlsruhe, Pforziieim, and Mannheim).
In Mecklenburg-Schwerin, according to the
statute of May 14, 1839, the Jewish Church was recognized as such by the state, and all congregations
were put under an Oberrath made up of two government commissaries (who have, however, no voice
in religious matters), the Landesrabbiner, and a Rath
of five, to be changed every four years.
The Landesrabbiner is elected by the Rath subject to confirmation by the government, which contributes to
his siilary.

Mecklenburg-Strelitz has an " Ober- und Landesrabbiner" confirmed by the state. The Jewish
communities in the grand duchy of Hesse were to
be divided in 1825 into grand-ducal rabbinates;
while

Saxe-Weimar-Eisenach

(which, according

'Muden Ordnungen" of 1823 and
have a Landesrabbiner and to receive a

was

to the

1833,

to

state sub-
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vention) has a grand-ducal " Aufsichtsbeh^rde" for
Saxony lias
affairs and a Landesrabbiner.
only individual congregations and no general organization; but since Dec. 30, 1834, these congregations
have been placed within the jurisdiction of the nnnistry of education, and since Jan. 30, 183(5, the government contributes toward their ex])enses. Oldenburg, Birkenfeld, Saxen-Meinigen (which,
according to tiio edict of Jan. 21, 1829, was to have
a Hath mudc up of the Landesrabbiner and a deputation from the consistory), Anhalt, and Bruswick
still have a Landesrabbiner whose election is subject
The province of
to confirmation by the state.
Hesse-Nassau is divided into Rabbinatsbezirke,
each with a Provinzalrabbiner at the head, and with
The cities of Frankforta Landrabbinatin Cassel.
on-the-Main and Homburg have each a separate
In some districts (<^ (7. Fulda, llanau,
Stadtrabbinat.
Marburg) the religious affairs of the Jews are in the
hands of a " Kftnigliches Vorsteheramt der Israeliten "
(royal directoral board of the Jews), in others (e.g.,
Wiesbaden), of " Regierungs Commisaren " (governIn Bavaria the law of
mental commissioners).

Jewish

June 10, 1813, allowed every fifty families to form
a congregation; but no organization was given to
There are at present Bezirksthe Jews as a body.
rabbinate, Distriktsrabbinate, and Stadtrabbinate.
The greatest difficulty in organizing the Jewish
communities was experienced in Prus.sia, due to the
various enlargements of the kingdom during the

quarter of the nineteenth century. In 1815
portions of Germany which had been under French
rule were added to the kingdom.
In these former
French provinces the consistorial arrangement had
been introduced by the decree of March 17, 1808,
and in Westphalia by the royal decree
Prussia,
of March 31, 1808.
In the province
of Posen the law of June 1, 1833, recognized the Jewish congregations as corporations,
at the head of which were representatives elected
imder the auspices of the government. The law of
Jan. 14, 1834, gave these corporations further administrative powers.
third set of communities
was governed by Frederick the Great's " GeneralJuden-Reglement " of April 17, 1750, for the kingdom of Prussia, Brandenburg, and part of Pomerania, and by the law of May 21, 1790, for Brcslau.
In Liibeck the heads of the congregations had to be
confirmed by the " Landgericht." In religious matters the members of the congregations were placed
under " the elders and rabbi, " and were watched over
fourth cla.ss comprised
by a royal commission.
Jewish congregations, especially in Silesia, for which
no especial regulations had been issued.
According to the "AUgemeine Landrecht" the
Jewish communities are considered as "merely tolerated church societies," like the Herrenhuter and
JMennonists.
The communities have therefore been
allowed to develop their own organization as they
best seemed fit, only under a general supervision of
the state.
Each province, or district, has developed
a "Verbandder SynagogenGemeinden " e.ff. (East
Prussia with 45 congregations. West Prussia with
first

A

A

Pomerania with 21, in Posen with 26, Bromberg with 27, Breslau and Liegnitz with 36, Saxony
with 15, and Westphalia with 44). The Jews in

41,
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each place are forced to belong to the Jewish congregation, no matter what their religious affilia-

may be. Thus the Reform-Gemeinde in Bera part of the Judische-Gemeinde of the cit3\
The extreme Orthodox party has found this arrangement burdensome; and in 1873 a law was passed
by the Reichstag, largely through the efforts of
Lasker, which permitted any one to declare himself
"Confessionslos." Thisenabled the Orthodox Jews
to found their own synagogue apart from the general organization, as was done in Berlin by the
tions

lin is

Synagogen-Gemeinde Adass-Jisroel, in Frankfort
by the Israelitische-Religions-Gesellschaft, and in
5layence.
The simple form of city and district organization
in Germany, as above described, has not been found
sufficient to meet all the demands, and attempts
have been made to bring the congregations and
communities into closer touch with one another.
For this purpose the Deutsch-Israel Gemeindebund
was formed in 1869; its council sat at first in Leip-

and since 1883 has met in Berlin. It is a purely
deliberative assembly, so far as its power goes; but
itdeals with questions which affect the Jews of Germany as a whole. The Central Verein Deutscher
Biirgcr Jiidischen Glaubens" has a similar object
sic,

view; while the Deutscher Rabbiner Verband
(founded in 1884), the Verein Traditiouell-Gesetzestreuer Rabbiner in Deutschland, the Vereinigungder
Liberalen Rabbiner Deutschlands (founded in 1898),
and the Deutscher Reichsverband Jlidischer Religionslehrer (founded in 1901) deliberate upon quesin

tions affecting the purelj' religious interests of the
congregations.
Austria also presents a very varied organization
of Jewish communities. Up to the end of the reign
of Francis II. (183o) tlie Vienna Jews were not allowed to use the term "congregation"; they were
merely "the Jews of Vienna," at the head of whom
were "Vertreter" (delegates); their rabbi was an
"inspector of meat," and tlieir preacher a " teaclier
of religion." The law of March 21, 1890, definitely regulated the Jewish eominuiiitie.s, ordering
that every Jew must be a member of the congrega-

tion of the district in which he resided, and giving
The
the congregation the right to tax its members.
Jewish codgregatlon of Vieima is presided over by

the Vonstand der Israeli tischen Cultus-Gemeinde with
of delegates, consisting of eleven mr-inbf.TS and various i)ermanent
and temporary commissions. Its religious affairs
arc in the hands of a " Rabbinats Collegium," with
a chief ral)i)i, a " Ral)l)inalH-Asses.sor." and various
other rabbis. They arc rr-sponsiblc for the proper
keeping of the registers. The congregation has a
niiinber of synagogiKts, each with its own management. There arc also a number of unofficial " Vit
The Turco-Israelitish congregation
cinsbethallser."
(Hephanlic) lias had since 1737 its own synagtigne,
with a " Vorstand "and a hakam or ralilii. The rest
of Lower Austria liasonly Ifual congregations, which
at limes have combined with a Bezirksrabbiner at
their head.
.Maria Theresa tried to introduce a sort of consistorial arrangement of the Jewish communities in
Oalicia by the law of July 16. 17r>(',. This provided

a" Vr'rtret(T-Collegium,"or board

Community

an Oberlandesrabbiner and twelve parnasim,
a " Juden-Direction," which had both
spiritual and temporal powers. This
Austria. Direction was dissolved in Nov., 1785,
because of the misuse of its powers and
on May 29, 1789, the emperor Joseph issued a new
" Judenordnung " dividing the country into districts,
each having a rabbi who held office for three years.
At present there is no general organization except
Thus Lemberg has a "Cultusin the larger cities.
Representanz," at the head of which is a Vorstand,
a "Cultusrath," and a rabbinate made up of a Gemeinde-Rabbiner, a Synagoge-Rabbiner and RabbiBohemia formerly had a " Reprenats- Assessoren.
sentanzder Landsjtidenschaft," with representatives
from the various districts of the kingdom. At presThe city of Prague
ent no such organization exists.
has an Oberrabbiner, at whose side are GemeindeRabbiner and preachers. Bosnia and Herzog-ovina
have an Oberrath whose seat is at Sarajevo. The
Jewish communities of Moravia have had an even
At the beginstill more interesting development.
ning of the eighteenth century Moravia had its
" Landesrabbiner, " "Landesaltesten," "Landeseinnehmer," anda"Solicitator." The law of 1754 reorganized the Jewish communities and instituted a
royal commission in matters relating to the taxation
and policing of the Jews. Under Emperor Joseph
for

who formed

;

The special
II. there was a further reorganization.
Jews' Law was done away with, and there was
founded the Milhrisch-Judischer Landesmassafond,
which has been of great help in regulating the finanIn 1798 the numcial status of the congregations.
ber of Jewish congregations was fixed at 52; in 1877
According to the law of May 20, 1874, the
at 55.
governing board of every congregation must be announced to the police, and the election of a rabbi
must be confirmed by the authorities. The law of
March 21, 1890, mentioned above, did not do away
with the Landrabbinat of Moravia, and it has remained the only one of its kind in the Austro-HunIt still has a Landesrabbiner.
garian monarcliy.
The law of Jan. 1, 1892, fixed the number of Jewish
congregations in Moravia at 50.
There is no general Jewish congregation in Hungary, and the congregations have perfect freedom
The Jewish community
in managing their affairs.
of Budapest is presided over by a Rabbinats-Collegium and a commission. In Austria, as in Germany, the attempt has been made to form larger and
more comprehensivf" organizations of the Jewi.sh
communities. The Israelitische Allianz in Wien was
founded (1H73) with the intention of subventioning
furthering tlu^ study of Jewish history,
and of combating anti-Semitism. The Allgemeiner
Oesterreichisch- Israelii ischer Bund and the Ocster.schools, of

reichisch Israelitische-Uninn jjiirsue similar objects.
In Italy, in the former kingdom of Sardinia, the

Jews wen; organized under deputies or
eli'ctcd by tlie notables. They were divided

syndics,
into four

universities: Piedmont, Monferrato, AlThese unilesandria.-Nice, each with a chief rabbi.
versities were subdivided into smaller groups. Pied-

commuticsor

mont, under French domination, wasdivided in 1808
two consistories (Turin andCasale); but in 1815
In what was forthe old order was reestablished.

into

Community
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nicrly tlic graud ducliy of Tuscany, an old corporation statute of Cosmo I. (1509-74) ordered that the
Jews should be under forty "ijover-

nanti," apiunnted for life by the grand
duke, and at the head of whom there

Italy.

was to be a " eancellero. " Venice had a head commission of twenty-four notables (" sezioni rinnite "). Various other systems prevailed indilTerent parts of the
country, which have largely beeu abolished in united
The leading congregations have a chief rabbi,
Italy.
The affairs of
the others a vice-rabbi or teacher.
each congregation are in the hands of a commission
of from two to four members, recognized by the

government.
In
ized

Denmark

the Jewish communities were organ-

by the edict of March 14, 1813. Each synagogue was to have a priest (rabbi) the chief rabbi
was to reside at Copenhagen. The
Denmark, power of the latter was afterward con;

siderably reduced

Copenhagen weie

;

the congregations

each
having a " katechete " or teacher, responsible to the
government. In Sweden, according to the edict of
May 27, 1782, the Jews are free to form congregations wherever they wish
but synagogues can be
built only with the consent of the king. Every congregation chooses seven electors, and these choose
outside

to be perfectly free,

;

three -wardens for three years.
In Russia every .lew is forced to belong to some
religious organization the government rabbi being
held to a strict registration of all births, marriages,
and deaths. New congregations can be formed only
with the permission of the government. There is
no hierarchy: the congregations usually have two
rabbis; one the religious head, whom they elect, and
a second appointed by the government, who need
not necessarily be a theologian. The affairs of the
individual congregations are in the hands of the
"kahal" or board (see Council of Four L.\nds).
For purposes of taxation the government divides the
Jews into certain definite classes.
The Karaites
have their own organization; their head rabbi is
called " hakam " (see Crimea). In RuIlussia and mania (Moldau-Wallachia) a peculiar
Rumania, organization existed since the beginning of the eighteenth century. At
the head of the Jews in Moldau there was a " hahambasha," nominated by the prince, whose jurisdiction
extended al.so over Wallachia. He was usually a
layman, though the post was often confided to a
rabbi.
At his side was a " vakil-haham-basha."
Each community was presided over by one or more
provosts and notables, whose election liad to be confirmed by the prince upon the recommendation of
the liaham-basha.
The post of haham-basha was
abolished in 1832 at the request of the Jews them;

selves.

In Turkey the Jewish communities have preserved
of a political character than anywhere else.
Their head is a state official (who was responsible
for the collection of the poll-tax ["kharaj "], up to

more

1855,

when

it

was

abolished), as were the lieads of

Armenian Orthodox, and Armenian Reform bodies. According to the " Hatt-iHumayun " of " Gulhane," 1839, the internal affairs
of the Jewish community were placed under the
the Greek Orthodox,
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supervision of a board comprised of lay and clerical members; with the exception of legal questions
which were to be decided by the reg-

Turkey.

The hakam-bashi and
one delegate were to take part in the deliberations of the suprenie court of justice. A similar
representation Avas given to the Jews in the vilayets,
sanjaks, etc.
The hakam-bashi of Constantinople
was formerly chosen by the Jews themselves;
though the government might annid the choice.
They liad, also, their purely spiritual head, the
ular tril)unals.

"rab-ha-kolel."
In 1800 a supreme tribunal for the Jews was, instituted, consisting of four members, and an assembly of notables (Majlis Pakidim, Majlis Jashmi,
Tobe ha-'Ir), elected by the most important men of
new constitution was granted
the community.
to the Jews by Sultan 'Aziz, May 5, 1865, which
instituted
three different councils:
a "Majlis
'Umumi " (national council) of 24 notables, a "Majlis
Gashim" (temporal council) of 7 lay members, and
a "Majlis Ruhani" (spiritual council) of 9 rabbis.
The communities in the various vilayets and sanjaks
are under a hakam-bashi of their own, who is supported by an administrative council.
The congregational system has been largely developed in English-speaking countries. In England,
before the middle of the eighteenth century, the
synagogues were entirely independent of one another.
In 1757 the Great and the Hambro synagogues appointed one chief rabbi. In 1868 the three
London synagogues and their two branches united
into one organization and in 1870 the United Synagogue was formed with the intention of comprising
The
all the synagogues of the United Kingdom.
chief rabbi of the United Synagogue has the title
of "chief rabbi of the united congregations of the
British empire." He has at his side a bet din, and
the worldly affairs of the United Synagogue are
managed by a council consisting of life members
and certain officers, of the wardens for the time being of the constituent synagogues, and of a certain

A

;

number of representatives at council.
The Spanish and Portuguese congregations of
London have their own organization, with their own
ecclesiastical chief,

who

is

called "

haham."

In 1840

West London Synagogue of British Jews was
formed as a Reform congregation; it
England, and the daughter congregations in

the

Bradford and Manchester do not form
part of the United Synagogue. In 1887 a fourth
organization was effected for the purpose of associating together the synagogues in East London. Thi.s.
organization, known as the "Federation of Synagogues," is managed by a board consisting of a president, one elected member from each confederated
synagogue, and one representative for every fifty
contributing members of each synagogue, and .seven
Steps have recently been taken to
elected elders.
form in England an organization to be known as
the "Jewish Congregational Union," on lines similar
to those followed by the Union of American Hebrew
Congregations.
The English Jews have also organized, without
respect to congregational affiliations, the AngloJewish Association (1871), the objects of which are

1

the protection of persecuted Jews, and the education
The Lonof Jewish children in Eastern countries.
don Committee of Deputies of British Jews (founded
1760j watches and takes action Avith reference to all
matters affecting the welfare of British Jews as a

community. It consists of 65 deputies: 31
by 18 metropolitan synagogues; 33 b}' proS3'nagogues; and 3 by colonial congrega-

religious

elected
vincial
tions.

Organization on strictly congregational lines has
been most completely developed in the United States.
Here each congregation is a law unto itself. It may
elect its own ministers and arrange its services at
will.
The Union of American Hebrew Congregations, organized July 1, 1873, in CinXJnited
cinnati, is merely a deliberative body,
States.
and has no power to make its decisions
effective in the congregations composing the Union. As the Union represents the congregations befonging to the Reform wing, a similar
organization of Orthodox Jewish congregations was
formed in Xew York in 1898. No distinction is
made in the status of the various rabbis, a very large
number of whom are banded together for mutual
help in the Central Conference of American Rabbis
(founded 1891). In some of the larger cities e.g.,
New York, Chicago, and Philadelphia local rabbinical associations have been formed.
A National
Council of Jewish Women was formed in 1893.
No international organization of Jews has been
attempted until quite recent times. The Alliance
Israelite Universelle of Paris (founded 1860) was intended to be such; but, though it has branches in
almost every countr}', the foundation of similar
societies in England, Germany, and Austria shows
that it has not attained this end.
The International
Zionist Organization, with its periodic congresses,

—

has, since 1897,

moved

in this direction.

SlntiMUichfK Jahrlnuh dcA Dcutsch-Jitr. Ge'Jlie JeivUh Year Honk, LonIsrneliten, Vienna, 1901; Aninilir.ti
ConKiKtoira* el (lex ('omnuinautt'x Isrni-IUeK,
Marsf lllfs. llttJl Jost. Xeuere Geitch. der hraelitcii, passim
Wllllarii Freund. Zur Jndenfraae in Deut.'<chIoii<l, 1H43,
1H44
C. H. fl'Klvert, Orxrh. der Jiiden in Mdhren, passim,
BrOnn, 1WA'>; Franco, HiKt.dex Jnifx darni VEmfAre Ottoinnii. pE-sslm
rotiipjire. also, Zunz. Kurze Antworien an/
Kfdtuyfnuirn. Berlin. ]XU (reprinted In d. S. 11. 2<W et xrq.),
and especially Louis Venetlaner, The (jruanizntion of Judaiem in the European Slatcn, Budapest, 19U2 (In Hungarian).
incituleliuiulcK, Berlin. I'JOl;

don.
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:

;
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G.

COMMUTATION OF SENTENCE.

See

JlIKiMKNT.

COMO

:

Cityontlir- Italiim hike of the

same name.

never possessed a Jewisli community, allliougli
a single Jewish family, with employees and servants,
lived tlicre for a time and conducted a banking
r.iiiii

business which was lianded down from fatlur to son
for f«)ur generations.
They owed tlieir permi.ssion
to live in Conio to the dukes of Milan
at first to
tlie Viscontis and then to tlie Sforzas
who granted
them protection partly for the sjikc of their taxes
and the benefit to l)ederivefl from entering into business relations with them, and partly from dictates
of humanity, tliongh the inhabitants of C'omo and

—

the council of Como had in the previous year refused admission. The city authorities, however,
demanded, in addition to the pa^'ment by the newcomers of the usual taxes, that they wear the Jews'
badge. Abraham's son Mandoline opened a bank
at Mandello, Lake of Lecco; and in 1467 his son
Benedetto obtained the exclusive right for a period
of ten years to conduct a bank in the territory of
Como. No more Jews were to be admitted except
those from Lugano. Notwithstanding this restriction
of competition, however, Benedetto failed in 1473.

The

city intended to expel the

Jews

—

tlie adjacent districts were extremely hostile to tiie
Jews.
In 1436 Duke Philip ordered the city toadmit Giuseppe and his son Abraham, of Mantua, to wliom

in 1478; but,

on the intervention of the duke, it made a new contract with them for ten years, restricting usury and
increasing their taxes. But the inhabitants remained
hostile; and Benedetto's widow, named Gentile,
was obliged to appeal to the duke to protect her
rights.
She had been required to sell her liouse at
a sacrifice, because it was too near a convent, and,
for a similar reason, to leave a house which she had
rented and she was even prevented from moving
into a third dwelling, for which she had already
paid.
Finall}'^ she asked the duke to secure for her
"a safe and permanent lodging in a locality not iso;

lated."

As

the hostility of the inhabitants increased

during the excitement following the blood accusation at Trent (1475), the Jews disappeared entirely
from Como.
BiBLiouRAPHY Mntta Ebrei in Como, In Periodico della
:

Societd Slorica per la Provincia e Diocesi di Como, 1885,
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E. c.

COMPASSION

v.

E.

Sorrow and pity for one in discreating a desire to relieve, a feeling ascribed
alike to man and God; in Biblical Hebrew,
C'riham," from "rehem," the mother, womb), "to
pity " or " to show mercy " in view of the sufferer's
:

tress,

Dm

helplessness, hence also "to forgive" (Hab.

iii.

3);

^On. " to forbear " (Ex. ii. 6 I Sam. xv. 3 Jer. xv. 15,
xxi. 7); Din, "to spare" (Deut. vii. 16, xiii. 8; Ezek.
vii. 4, XX. 17); pn and TDn, "to be gracious" and
"kind" (Isa. xxii. 33 [if the text is correct] Prov. xx.
38; Jobvi. 14; Num. xiv. 19; Gen. xxx. ii. 10; Isa.
The Rabbis speak of the "tiiirteen attriIxiii. 7).
butes of compassion," D^Dm!?:;'nnD 3"' (Ex. xxxiv.
Later adistincticm is made
6; Pesik. 57a; R. II. 17a).
between attributes of compassion and those of love
(IDPI; see Asiiek ben David in his commentary on
tlie Thirteen Attributes, where he classifies them
under "justice," "love," and "compassion").
The Biblical conception of compassion is the feel;

BiDMonRAPHY:

<
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;

;

ing of the jiarent for the child ("pitieth"; Ps. ciii.
Ilencc the prophet's appeal in <onfirmalion of
13).
his trust in God figures the feeling of a mother for
her ofTspriiig (Isa. xlix. 15), and Pliaraoli's daughter,
moved liy nialernal .sympathy, lias conii)assion on the
weejting babe (Ex. ii. 6).
But this feeling should mark the conduct of man
to man (I Sam. x.xiii. 31); its possession is a proof
that men are among those deserving recognition as
"blessed unto Yirwii"; and in Zech. vii. 9 it is included among the ]t(istulates of brotherly dc'aling.s.
Inversely, the lack of compassion marks a pef)ple as

"cruel" (nDX; Jer. vi. 33). The Chaldeans are
without compassion in that they slay the young and
iielpless

(H

("hron.

XXX vi.

17);

and

away

all "

pity "

sured for having cast

Edom

is

(Amos

i.

cen11).
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Oonipassion

Conat

The poor are especially entilUHl to compassion
The rcpciitcil iiijunc(A. V. " pity " Prov. xix. 17^.
tiousof the Ljiw ami the Propliots that the " wiilow,"'
the "orphan," and the " stranger " shall be protected
show how deeply rooted was the feeling of com;

passion in the hearts of the righteous in Israel.

It

can not be admitted that the provisions for the extermination of the seven original Palis! iiiian tribes
U>ent. vii. 3, Hi) indicate the absence of kinilly sympathy for aliens. Even if these provisions do not,
jis the critical school insists, represent merely pious
wishes, they are at least entitled to be regardeil as
war measures, and, as such, were exceptional. They
rank with similar provisions to cover the cases of
tiie murderer and the false prophet (Dcut. xiii. 8;
The ver}' horror with which the conxix. 13, 21).
duct of the Chaldces and Edom (see above) was reEven the "enemy"
garded proves the contrary.
was within the sweep of Jewish compassion. And
so was the dumb animal, as the humane provisions
of the Pentateuch against cruelty to them demonstrate (see Cruelty to Ani.mals).
The physiological psychology of the Bible places
the seat of the sympathetic emotions in the bowels.
But the eyes were credited with the

function of indicating them. Hence
the frequent use of the expression
"the eye has," or "has not," pity.
The "length of the breath"— that is,
is another idiomatic
iu anger or wrath (D'DK "|"IX)
expression for compassionate forbearance.
Grod is full of compassion (Ps. ciii. 11, cxlv. 3); and
this compassion is invoked on men (Deut. xiii.
"His
17), and promised to them (Deut. xxx. 3).
compassions fail not, being new every morning"

Seat

of Compassion.

—

Repeatedly He showed His compas22).
Kings xiii. 23; II Chron. xxxvi. 15). His
"mercy [or "compassion"] cndureth forever. " He
loveth the "poor," the "widow," the "orphan," and
the "stranger." He is named Dimi pjn ("'gracious and full of compassion " Ex. xxxiv. 6, passim).
To obtain His " compassion, " as the quality that pardons, sinners must first repent and return to Him
(II Chron. xxx.).
But wlien they do this, even
non-Jews will experience His compassion (Book of
Jonah). For God " pitieth " like a father those " that
fear him " (Ps. ciii. 13).
These Biblical ideas become the foundation of the
ethical and theological teachings of the Rabbis. Israel
especially should be distinguished for its compas(Lam.

iii.

sion (II

;

sionate disposition (Yeb. 79a), so that one who is
merciful falls under the presumption of being of the

seed of Abraham (Bez. 32b).
One who is not prone
to pity and forbearance is cruel (B. K. 92a), and this
though to be compassionate has the tendency to rob
life of its savor (Pes. 113b).
The thoughtlessly frivolous is like a cruel man, but one who is compassionate experiences the lot of the poor man (B. B.
145b).
Compassion shown to fellow man will win
compassion from on high (Shab. 151a). Eyes without pity will become blind, and hands that will not
spare will be cut off (Ta'an. 21a). Women are recognized as prone to pity (Meg. 14b). In fact, this
trait of its women was one of the glories of Jerusalem (B. B. 104b). To praise God meant to become
mf-rciful like unto Him (Shab. 133b; Ex. xv.).
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Strangers certainly came within the scope of the
Their dead were
rabbinical ideas of com]>as.sion
buried wilii the tleail of Israel; their poor were
assisted; their sick were visited (Git- ()la, Tos. v.
The angels when about to celebrate in song
4, 5).
Israel's victory over Egypt were hushed by God
with the rebuke: "The works of My hands have
been drowned, and you would intone jubilant
pa>ans!" (Meg. 10b).
The peculiar interdiction of the explanation of
Pentateuchal laws as manifestations of divine compassion for dumb creatures (Ber. 33b) proves that
this explanation was popular (see Ckuklty to Animals). But the Rabbis often lay stress on the fact
that the Torah takes great care to "spare" (non)
the property of nmn (Sotah 14b; Nega'im xii.).
God is recognized as the "Compassionate"
compare the frequent use of " rahman " in the
Koran). He is invoked as the D''Dmn 3X (Father
of Compassion).
So close is this association with
Him that " Rahmana " becomes the usual designation
for His revealed word.
He suffers with His people
(Rabbi Meir: "The Shekinah exclaims with the
Oh, my arm "
suffering patient, Oh, my head
Sanh. iv. 46a; but see Levy, s.v. pp). He mourns
with His people (Lam. R. to i. 1). The relation

(pm

;

!

'

'

!

which God's " compassion

"

sustains to His " justice "

also a subject of rs^bbinical inquiry, as it was
among the early Christian sects. When the shofar
is sounded " God's quality of compassion mounts the
is

throne" (Pesik. 151b, 155a; Lev. R. xxix. compare
Abraham's prayer [Yer. Ta'an. 65d]). The name
"Elohim" designates God's justice (jnn mO), and
the name Ynwir God's compassion (CDmn mO;
Ex. R. vi.). Even while God is preparing to iutlict
punishment, God's compassion is bestirring itself
(Yer. Ta'an. 65b, bottom; Pesik. 161b; Midr. Teh.
toPs. 86; Pes. 87b). Philo says "God's pity is older
than His judgment " ("Quod DeusSit Immutabilis,"
16). The name Yiiwn is repeated twice in Ex. xxxiv.
;

also

As before the sin of
6 to allay the fears of Moses.
the golden calf had been committed God dealt with
Israel according to His compassion, so even now,
after their sinning, will He deal witii them in mercy
(Pesik. R. 5;

Num.

R.

xii.).

E. G. H.

K.

COMPENSATION. See Fees, Legal.
COMPIEGNE DE WEIL, LUDWIG:

Con

vert to Christianity; lived at Paris, later at Metz,
in the second half of the seventeenth century.
He was a descendant of the rabbi Jacob Weil of

Having embraced Christianity while
a youth, he studied theology at the Sorbonne, and devoted himself to the interpretation of
Maimonides' " Yad ha-Hazakah," of which he translated into Latin the following halakot: "'Abodat
Yom ha-Kippurim," Paris, 1667; "Harnez u-Mazzah," ib. 1667; " Kiddush ha-Hodesh," ib. 1669;
"Ta'aniyyot,"
1667; "Sefer ha-'Abodah," comprising all the lialakot concerning the service of the
Temple, ib. 1678; "Sefer ha-Korbanot," with AbraNuremberg.

still

ii!».

A

vanel's introduction to Leviticus, London, 1683.
separate edition of this introduction appeared under
the title " Hakdamat Abravanel el Sefer Wa-Yikra,"

Amsterdam,

1701.

In addition to these works Compi^gne translated
Latin Abraham Yagel's catechism, "Lekah

into

Tob," London, 1679.
Bibliography: Wolf, Bib?. Hebr.
1.

Iv.

891; Furst, Bibl. Jud.

18i.
I.

J.

COMPRAT VIDAIi FERUSSOL.
RISOL,

Br.

See Far-

C'OMPKAD ViDAL.

COMTINO, MORDECAI BEN ELIEZER
Turki.sh Talmudist

and

:

lived at Adriadied in the latter city be-

scientist;

nople and Constantinople
tween 1485 and 1490. The earliest date attached
The form of his
to any of his writings is 142o.
family name is doubtful. In Hebrew it is usually
written I^DDID, as, for instance, in one of his acrostic piy^'utim, and has been transcribed by modern
scholars "Comtino. " Some manuscripts, however,
give 1J"t3D13 or i:k'E3D13
and Mordecai's biographer, J. Gurland, uses the form "Kumatyano," a
name which lie finds still in use in Turkey (Geiger,
in "Wiss. Zeit. Jud. Theol." iii. 445; i<km, "MeloChofnajim," p. 13). He was the pupil of Enoch
Saporta, a distinguished Talmudist, known for his
cultivation of the sciences and his tolerance toward
the Karaites.
Mordecai was the teacher not only of Elijah Mizrahi, but also of the Karaites Elijah Lashyazi and
Caleb Afendopolo. Though an opponent of their
teachings, Mordecai was held in honor by the Karaites, two of his piyyutim being included in their
Siddiir (I^ndshut, " 'Aminude ha-'Abodah," p. 200).
Most of his works have come down in manuscript, .selections from which have been published
by Gurland. in his "Ginze," part iii., 1866. TJie
scientific bent of his mind is shown in his commentary to the PentHteuch (MSS. Paris, Nos. 265, 266;
St. Petersburg, No. 51), in the i>reface to which he
speaks of his re.searclies in grammar, logic, pliysics,
astronomy, arithmetic, geometry, and metaphysics.
This commentary, in which he especially criticized
Ibn Ezra, was attacked by Shabbetliai lien Malcliiel
Kohen (" Ha.s«igot." r. 1460), wliich attack Mordecai
answered inliis "Tesliubot Hassagot" (Steinschncirler, "Cat. Codicum Hebr. Hibl. Acad. Lugduno
Hatavic," pp. 202-207). Ibialso wrf)tecomnu'ntaries
to Ibn Ezra's lnati.s<;s
Ve.sod Moraii " (dedicated
to his pupil Joseph liacliizi), "Sefer lia-Sliem," and
"Hcfer ha Kl.iad " (.MS. I>iiris, No. 661; compare
Neubaner, "Cat. Ho.ll. H.br. MSS." col. 436), and
a commenUiry to Maimonides' "Millot lia-IIigga;

;

'"

Warsaw, 1H65.
was a teacher of mathematics, and did

yoti," printerl in

Mordecyii

much

Compassion
Couat
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advance

tlic study of the exact sciences in
In his comriicntarics fo Il)n Ezra he lias
«)ftcn occaHJori to touch iijion such subjects.
His
chief works in this branch are; u treatise in two
parts f)n aritiiiiH-lic and gr-omelry, in which lie follows |i:irtly till- (Jreek and Latin autJiors, partly
the Mohammedan (MSS. Herlin. No. 49; Brit. Mus.
27.107 .\; I'aris, 10:?1. 5; St. I'etersburg, :',4:5. 344,

to

Turkey.

" Penish Jjuliot Paras," a cominciitary
written in 1425 on the astronomical tables of Yezdegeid, tiibles alreafly treafcfl of by Solomon b. Elijah Sliarbit lia Ziihab (.MSS. Paris, Nos. 10«4, 1085;
St. Petersl)urg, 35U); glo.sses to Euclid (MS. Gliuzburg. No. 340, 5); an essay upon the construction of

345, 346);

the astrolabe, "Tikkun Keli ha-Nehoshet," as a complement to the Hebrew works on the subject, which
he found to be superficial; an essay (1462) upon the
construction of the astronomical instrument ("AlZafihah") invented by Al-Zarkala, written at the
request of his pupil Menahem (MSS. Munich, No.
36, 13; Paris, 1030, 5; St. Petersburg, 353); an essay
upon the construction of an instrument for measuring time (sun dial), which can be made In two different ways (MS. St. Petersburg, No. 361).

Bibliography:

J. Gurland, Ginze
Yisra'el, lit., Mordecai
(in Russian)
idem, in Talpiiiyot, Vp.l-Si (popular ed.): Steinschneider, in Bihlintheca Matliematica, 1901,
p. 63 ; idem, Hehi: Uebers. pp. 435, 593, 630.
Compare, also,
Fiirst, Gc-sr/i. des Karilerthums, li. 297 et seq.; Nepl-Ghlrondi, Tnlednl (iedole Yi>iraeU p. 360; Gratz, Gesch. vill. 298
and not« 6 ; Griinwald, in Jildisches Literaturblatt, xxiii. 176.

Kumatynuo

;

G

I.

CONANIAH:

1.

A Levite who

Ber.— G.

in the reign of

Hezekiah had charge of the offerings and tithes
brought to the Temple. Associated with him in
this work was his brother, Shimei (II Chron. xxxi.
12, 13; A. V. "Cononiah").
2. Leader of the Levites who in the reign of
Josiah raised flocks and donated them for the paschal sacrifices of the Levites (II Chron. xxxv. 9).
G. B. L.

E. G. H.

CON AT, ABRAHAM BEN SOLOMON:
Italian printer, Talmudist, and physician; flourished at iVIantua in the second half of the fifteenth
century.
He obtained the title of "haber" (associate of a rabbi) for his learning, but displayed it
chiefly in the choice of works selected by him for
printing, which art he and his wife Estellina expressly learned.
He embarked upon the business of
printing at Mantua in 1476, and became celebrated
as one of the earliest printers of Hebrew books in
Europe, producing the third to the tenth of Hebrew
incunabula as recorded by De Rossi. In 1475 he
established a printing-office at Mantua, from which
he issued: "Tur Orah Ilayyim," by II. Jacob b.
Asher (1476); "Tur Yoreh De'ah," by the same author, onjy one-third of which, however, was printed
by him, the rest being executed at Ferrara; "Behinat 01am," by Jedaiah Bcdersi, in which Conat
was assisted by Ids wife Estellina and Jacob Levi of
Tarascon Levi b. Gerson's (Kalbag's) commentary
on the Pentateuch; "Luhot," astronomical tables
giving the length of day at difTerent times of the
year, by Mordecai Finzi; " Yosippon," tlie p.seudoJosephusor Gorionides; " Eldad ha Dani"; "Nofet
Ziitiin," the rhetoric of Messer Leon (.ludah).
All these books were printed between 1476 and
1480, when the business was suspended on account
of the rivalry of Abiiili'im l)en Hay yim at Ferrara.
;

was jiioud of his work; he used to
name in the colophons by the words
with many pens without the helj) of

Abraliain Conat

accompany
"

Who

his

writes

miracles, for the si)i(a(l of lh(! Torah in Israel."
He was especially deliglited that four pages coiUd
br' |)riiiled at one time f)n a large sheet, and that

he could |)roduc(! two thousand pages every day.
His type was of stich a shape that his editions are
often taken for manuscripts.
Z. a. pp
7957

:

Uc

Kossl, AmuilH.pp. 8-11, 110-114, 177 Ziinz,
Sl^-lnw.inclder. Vat. Itndl. col. 2H(1«, No.
and (;u.ssel. JUdinche Tmmqratihie, In
Gruber. Encuc. section II., part 28, p. 34 ; Wolf,

HlItl.loGRAPIIY

:

249. 2.VI

;

;

8t<*lnwtmi'lder

Ersch and

Concio
Concordance
Bibl. Hfhr.
si>n.

In

1.
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No.

Shornih,

JtibiUf ViAume,

St.

p.

FOrst,

Jiittl.

IViersburx.

It'iW,

1(X'

;

Jud.
pp.

i.

3,

IW

;

D. Cliwol-

0,7; Cliwolmm

Ii8.

M.

.1.

JOSEPH

CONCIO

Set,.

GERSHON

B.
(VV:ip),
lived at Asti ami Chierl in the beHo publislu'd
ginniiiir of tlie sovoiiteonth ci'iitury.
st'vt-nil Hebrew poems, iuchuliiig; "Ot le-Tobali,"
twouty-two sentences on Talniiulic arguments in
tlie order of the Hebrew alphabet, which appeared
:

Italian author;

together with "Shir le Siman ha-Parashiyyol " and
" 3'3 Shirim bi-Leshon Hidah ^lehubbarim " (Riddles
and Their Solution) (Chieri, 1627); " Dibre Ester,"
allegorieal commentary to Esther, together with
" Zeh ha-Shulhan " (ib. 1628) " Ma'agal Tob, " sevent<'en sentences of the Talmud {ib. 1627-28), in which
he was assisted by his son Abraham as printer or editor (Steinschneider. "Cat. Bodl." col. 2866); "Shir
Yehudit" (Asti, 1628); "Mar'eh Hayyim," halakic
matter in verse (Chieri, 1629); "Mekom Binah,"
comments on certain passages in Proverbs (t6. 1630);
"Tehillat Dabar,"a treatise on logic, preserved in
a Cod. Almanzi; besides a collection of poems, reviewed by Steinschneider in "Ha-Asif," ii. 225.
Concio also wrote in Italian, as two poems, " Cinque
;

Enimmi"

(Asti, 1628)

and "Canto di Judit"

(1628),

bear witness.
Bibliography: De

Rossi, Dizionario, p. 86; Idem, Lihri
S^tamtxiti. pp. 4t», 59
Steinschneider, Hebr. liihl. xvli. 14;
129, 130; xxi. 74; idem, in Ha-Asif, li. 225; idem, in
Monatsschrift, xUli. 330.
;

XX.
o.

I.

CONCORDANCE

(Latin,

Concordantise)

E.
:

An

alphabetical list of all the words in a book, with
references to the passages where each word is found.
The appellation indicates the concordance or simiIn Jewish literature the
larity of all such passages.
term is applied exclusively to concordances of the
Bible and of the Talmud.
Biblical
The word, in this connection, was
:

used by Hugo de Sancto Caro (named from
Saint-Char, a suburb of Vienne in southern France),
vrho compiled a concordance to the Vulgate about
The revised edition of this work, made by
12-i4.
the Franciscan Arlotto di Prato (Arlottus), about
1290, served as a model for the concordance to the
first

Hebrew Bible which Isaac Nathan b. Kalonymus,
Isaac
of Aries in Provence, compiled 1437-45.
Nathan, also known as the author of Biblio-exegetical and religio-philosophical works, was led to undertake this task by discovering, during the polemic
discussions forced upon him by Christian scholars,
that, in order to refute the arguments drawn by his
opponents from the Bible, it was necessary to have
an aid that furnished a ready reference to every
Biblical passage and a quick survey of all related

He called his concordance " MeTr Natib "
passages.
(Enlightener of the Path); on the title page of the
"
edition, however, it is also called " Yalr Natib
Will Light the Path, after Job xli. 24 [A. V. 32]).
This work, on which all later Hebrew concordances
were based, is the first Jewish work in which the
original text of the books of the Bible is divided into
first

(It

chapters,

and these and the verses are numbered

ac-

cording to the Vulgate. Isaac Nathan also found it
necessary to add to his preface a list of the first
words of each chapter. He followed the Vulgate in
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the sequence of the Biblical passjiges, keeping the
order of the books of the Bible as found therein.
Isiuic Nathan's concordance was first published by

Bomberg
Isaac
Nathan's.

at Venice in 1523, this ediby several others

tion being followed

(Venice, 1564; Basel, 1556, 1569, 1581).
The first Basel edition has a Latin
translation of the j^rincipal words.
An enlarged

concordance to the Aramaic
and an index of Biblical proper
etc., was undertaken by Marius de

edition, containing a

parts of the Bible

names, places,

Calasio at Rome 1621.
Other editions appeared at
Cologne, 1646; London, 1647-49; and Rome, 1657.
Even before Isaac Nathan's work was printed
Elijah Levita of Rome began to work out a concordance on a Masoretic basis, which he at first intended
to entitle " Sefer Beki'ut " (Book of Scholarship), but
afterward called "Sefer Zikronot" (Book of Remem
brance), indicating thereby its function as an aid to
the memory.
The manuscript of the first draft
probably by the author himself finished between
1515 and 1521 and dedicated to Cardinal vEgidius of
Viterbo, is now in the Royal Library at Munich
(Steinschneider," Die Hebraischen Handsohriften der
KOniglichen Hof und Staatsbibliothek in Mlinchen,"

—

No. 74; " Joodsche Letterbode," vii. 174) The manuscript of th.3 second draft, finished at Venice 1536,
is in the Bitliotheque Nationale, Paris (Frensdorff,
in Frankel's "Monatsschrift," xii. 101).
Levita's
concordance has not been printed; the beginning
only was issued by B. Goldberg (Frankfort-on-the
Main, 1875). It has this great advantage over Isaac
Nathan's, that the several forms of each word are
arranged grammatically and lexically according to
a definite scheme; while in Nathan's work only the
various meanings of the same root are distinguished,

forms falling under one definition, being not separated, but arranged according to the
Elijah
sequence of the books and the chapLevita's. ters.
Levita, moreover, added and
the Masothis was his chief purpose
retic notes belonging to every word; he, therefore,
included proper names and particles wherever they
were found with Masoretic comment.
The usefulness of Levita's concordance is impaired, however, by the fact that he cites every passage only once, and not under every word occurring
therein.
As he says in his preface, his concordance
is intended not only as an aid in polemic discussions
with Christians, as Nathan's professed to be, but
also to serve other purposes; viz., to be a manual
for the grammatical and lexical knowledge of the
Hebrew language, a book of reference for Bible
quotations, a book for preachers seeking the Bible
passages concerning a certain point, an aid toward
acquiring a polished Hebrew style, a riming dictionary, and even a reference book for cabalistic
With this
speculations ("Z. D. M. G." xliii. 235).
schedule for his work, Levita almost exhausted the
uses to which a Bible concordance can be put: there
remains to be added only its utility to the Bible
exegete and critic.
Levita's JVIasoretic concordance, as has been stated,
was never published, and therefore could not supplant Isaac Nathan's work as an aid to Biblical
study; a thoroughly revised edition of the latter by
all

—

—
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tho eminont scholar Joluinn l^uxtorf the Elder of
IJuxBiisel iKH-nme tho coneoriltinee parexeellenee.
torf followed Niitlmn's work elosely
Buxtorrs. he retained the hitter's remarks on the
meanings of the root placed at the
hetnl of every artiele, but also gave these in I^atin,
and explained every form of the word in "^-atin. He
materially iiureiiseii the usefulness of the concord;

ance by separating from one another the derivatives
of a root, the nominal and the verbal forms, and by
armnging them systematically, as Levita had done.
Buxtorfs concordance appeared after his death
(Basel, 1G32), his son Johaim adding to it a concordance of the Aramaic portions of the Bible as
This concordance, which
well as a long pieface.
was authoritative for more than two hundred years,
was reedited by John Taylor. London, 1754. Extracts from it were made by Christien Kavius, Frank
fort-on-the-Odcr, 1676, and by Andreas Sennertus,
most useful and important
"Wittenberg, 16r)3.
adiiitiou to it was made by Christian Nolde (Noldius)
in his "Concordance of the Particles," Copenhagen,
1679; new ed., Jena, 1734.
highly valuable revision of the concordance was
undertaken by Julius Fiirst. In the Latin preface

A

A

to his great

work

(Leipsic, 1840) he described the

relation of the latter to

Buxtorfs concordauce in the

following words: "I admit that I have used Buxtorfs concordance as the foundation for my own
work: but I may claim thai I have not only revised
and enlarged Buxtorfs work, but have worked it
over to such an extent that I do not hesitate to affix
my name to the concordance. I have enriched Buxtorfs work with many additions; adding, for instance, "Wolf Heidenheim's manuscript notes contained in his copy of the book, and articles that
Buxtorf had omitted, as on the verb ri\T and the
divine name Yhwh.
All these additions are in accordance with the advances in philology, and espe-

etymology; and in some cases I have fol
lowed an entirely new arrangement, founded upon
a careful examination of the origin and the form of
the words." Fiirst added new material, and made
some minor changes, especially by
Julius
substituting Arabic numbers for the
cially in

quotations instead of the Hebrew letThe headings of the articles are
entirely new, having been transformed into interesting lexicographical articles in which the etymology
and meaning of the root are explained by the aid of
comparative philology.
Unfortunately, however, Fiirst goes too far in applying his theory of the primitive roots of the SemFiirBt's.

ters.

languages and of the original relationship of the
with the Indo-Germanic languages.
This
theory had been propounded by Fiirst's pupil,
Franz Delitzsch, in his work " Jesurun " (Grimma,

itic

latter

183*^), which was designated as "Prolegomena to
Fiirsf s Concordance of the Old Testament." Fiirst's
peculiar views on certain Hebrew roots affected unfortunately the arrangement of the concordance, as
he often places a word in a connection in which it
would not be sought according to the commonly

accepted view; as, for instance, DT ("blood ") under
the root DHK ("man "). The work has a number of
interesting appendices, including: an etymologic
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index to the concordance; an alphabetical list of
proper names, with their etymologies,
b\it without reference to the passages; a listof about
(iOO Phenicio-Punic proper names; an index of Aramaic and Nc()-Il«'brew words compared in the headings to the articles; an etymological table of Hebrew
2,(U)S Biblical

and Aramaic i)articles; a sj'stematic view of (he
noun ft)rms; "Propyhea Masone," a vi(!W of the
most important topics of the JMa.sorah a synopsis
;

of the history of the

Hebrew language, written

in

Hebrew; and a comparative glossary of Hebrew,
Aramaic, Syriac, and Arabic words. In the " Litteraturblalt " of the periodical " Der Orient," edited
by Fiirst, additions and revisions to the concordance
repeatedly appeared in the years following 1840.
B. Bar issued a new edition of Buxtorfs concordance in (juarto instead of in folio making use in
part of Fiirst's work (Stettin, 1863, et seq.).
An
English version by B. Davidson appeared in London

—

—

in 1876.

An entirely new revision of the concordance was
undertaken a few years ago by Solomon Mandelkern.
He had found, after a thorough examination of the
entire material, that "in the concordances of Fiirst
and Bar about 5,000 omissions and grammatical errors, as well as countless miscjuotations and wrong
references, must be rectified."
Mandelkern's new
concordance appeared in Leipsic in 1896. To the
material of the preceding concordances is added an
appendix, contaming all proper names, as well as,
in a separate division, a li.st of the most important
particles.
Mandelkern corrected the errors of the
previous concordances and filled in the omissions.
He arranged the passages according to the sequence
of the Biblical books obtaining in the Hebrew Bible,
instead of the sequence of the Vulgate hitherto used.
Especially noteworthy is the care that Mandelkern
displa3's in regard to the exact and
Solomon logical completeness of the Biblical
Mandel- passages used to illustrate each word.
kern's.
The headings of the articles furnish
the lexicographical explanations of the
due attention is
paid to the latest philological discoveries and textual criticism.
Mention must also be made of tlie
practical arrangement of this latest concordance.
Mandelkern has issued it in a smaller edition (Leipsic, 1900), which contains all the material of the
larger edition, but only a list of the pas.sages where
the respective word-forms are found, without any
quotation.
roots

and

j
'

their derivatives, while

That Mandelkern's concordance itself contain.?
numerous errors and omissions has become evident
from the reviews in
Stade's "Zeitschrift" and in the "Monatsschrift."
The editor of the latter, M. Brann, mentions in this
connection a most complete and careful concordance
to the particles, and one to the proper names (presince its appearance, especially

served in manuscript in Breslau), made by Moritz
Piorkowsky, a teacher in Silesia in the first half of
the nineteenth century ("Monat-sschrift," xlii. 529
et seq. ).
Two other concordances of Biblical proper
names may be mentioned: one by Gideon Brecher,
Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1876; the other bj' Schusslovicz, Wilna, 1878.
Among concordances to the Septuagint are the
:

J

1

Concordance
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Conrad Kircher (Frankfort-on-theMain, 160T) and of Abraham Tronini (Trommius)
(Amsterdam, 1718); and the large concordance by
E. Hatch and H. A. Kedpath (Oxford, 1892-97),
which covers also the other Greek Bible translations
and the Apocryphal writings, and is compiled with

earlier ones of

extraordinary care. A supplement to this work
(Oxford, 1900) deals with the proper names.
BIBLIOGRAPHV: The introductions

dantianim Biblicanuiu
cordances

to the

concordances of BuxL^stt ConcorA detailed list of con-

Mandelkern; Andr. Glauchius, De

Fui^t,

tort,

is

Leipsic,

1*560.

Riven at the bCRinning of Furst's introduction.

W.

T.

B.

In 1899 the library of the
"Landesrabbinerschul" of Budapest came into possession of a manuscript in two folio volumes, containing the first half of a concordance to the BabyThe first volume (from S to 1) has
lonian Talmud.
237 pages with 1.890 columns; the second (from T
The writing
to ^), 1G9 pages with 1,347 colunms
small (cursive), and
is exceedingly elegant and
shows e(iual care from beginning to end. Each
column contains about 80 lines, so that nearly 260,-

Talmudical

•

000 Talmudic passages are recorded. The letter X
takes up 648 columns: 3, 504; J, 241; n, 260; n,
The
228; V 9; T, 184; n. 507; LJ. 166; and V 491.
Talmudic passages follow in the sequence of the
Talmudic treatises, and are arranged according to
roots and words, like the Biblical passages in Isaac
Nathan's concordance, without regard to their gramThe passage is given in such a way
matical form.
that it always forms a complete sentence clear in
meaning. An index of all the articles, with a short
explanation of the words, is given at the beginning
The work has the significant title
of each volume.
"Asaf ha-Ma/.kir" (after II Kings xviii. 18,37; Isa.
xxxvi. 3, 22), meaning a collection of words serving
to aid the

memory.

of the county of Nograd, Hungary, was notary of
the Jewish community in the county, and was held
in high esteem by the nobility and the authorities.
He was a pupil of the Moravian chief rabbi R.

Gerson Politz, with whose successor, H. Mordecai
Bcnet, hr; corresponded in regard to the Talmudic
concordance he had undcrt^iken. Other Tahnudic
authorities also encouraged Inm to carry out his
H. McVr
for instance, H. Wolf Boskowitz
pliin;
lOiseiistadt (a pujiil of K. Moses Sofer), rabbi at
Hala.s.sa-Gyarmat and H. Moses Minz of Alt-Ofen.
Notwithstanding the ai)[»robation ("haskamah") of
these authorities, neither the author himself nor
(after his death) hissoi succeeded in having the work
published; and it seeiiis to have remained unfinished.
The two vobimis reniiiined in the possession of tlu;
author's family, until tlie last owner, Joseph Weiss,
presented them to the above-mentioned library
The work and the aiilh(»r were first noticed by W.
Bacher in the Hungarian weekly "A Jovo," Jan.
22, 1897. pp. 5-8 (see extract in Brody's "Zeit. flir
Hebr. Bibl." 1898. iii. 63).
;

;

W.

r

CONCUBINAGE.

:

or limitations

Qualifications

agreement by which it may be continued, altered, or rendered of no effect upon the
performance or non-performance of something, or
the happening or non-happening of an uncertain
If the event must happen before the agreeevent.

annexed

to an

to operate, the qualification is called a
"condition precedent"; if afterward, a "condition
subsequent."
A condition may be attached to any contract or
The various conditions known to Roman
legal act.
and common law may be divided as follows: (1)
positive, i.e., the happening of some event which
may or may not happen; (2) negative, i.e., the nonhappening of such an event; (3) authoritative, i.e.,
dependent on the power of the party in whose favor
the obligation is contracted
(4) dependent on the
party binding himself with the obligation (5) casual,

ment begins

;

;

dependent on an accident, or on the act of persons in no way controlled by either of the parties to
the contract; (6) mutual, i.e., dependent on the acts
of both parties; (7) mixed, i.e., dependent on the
The
act of one of the parties and a third person.
condition may be either expressed or implied, and
i.e.,

may

be lawful or unlawful.
of conditions is well developed in the
Jewish law-books. All these classes of conditions
were known to the Jewish law. Nevertheless the
classification of the subject-matter must differ somewhat from that of the other systems of law.
Express conditions are created by the use of one
it

The law

" im " (if); "me'akshaw im
and " 'al menat " (on condition
The condition "if" differs materially from
that).
The latter are simpler, and not subthe other two.
ject to the same rules that must be observed in order
"
The
to create a valid condition with the form " if

formulas:

of three

(from

now

on, if);

considerati(m refers, therefore, to the condition
There are four principal rules to be observed
in the creation of a condition with the word "if."
(1) The condition must be "double" ("tenai kaful"); that is, it must be expressed in a positive as

fiist

Tiie author of the work, Moses Rigotz (Rigocz),
or Moses Sande {i.e., Szanto), who lived toward the
end of the eighteenth century and at the beginning
of the nineteenth in Balassa-Oyarmat, the chief town

E.

CONDITIONS

Conditions

Ser'

Pii.leoebh.

B.

"if."

R. Meir derived this rule
well as a negative form.
from Num. xxxii. 29, 30: "And Moses said to them,
If the children of Gad and the ciiildren of Reuben
'

tlien ye shall
with you over Jordan,
give them the land of Gilead foraposCondition session: but if they will not pass over
they shall have poswith you,
"If."

will pass

.

.

Canaan
example
'

.

.

.

.

sessions among you in the land of
" (see Misliiiah Kid. iii. 4).
The following
is given by Ahiinionides (" Yad," Ishut, vi.

says to a woman, If thou givest me
/.u/.iin thou art betrothed to me by
this denarius [coin], but if thou ilost not give them
to me thou art not betrothed '; and after having ex|)ressed this condition he gives her the denarius, the
condition is a viilid oni'. and she is 'betrothed on
tiirreafter she gives him the two
It
condition.'
hundred zuzim she is betrothed absolutely; and if
slw dees not givetheni to him. sli«' is not betrothed."
Some of the later geonim ruled that conditions need
not be "doubled " except in cases of conditions annexed to betrothal or divorce, and that in ordinary
contracts referring to money matters this form of
expressing the condition doubly is unneces.sary.

3):

"If a

man

two huiKlied

'

Conditions
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Coneg- llano

Maiinoniilos dissents from this (Ishut, vi. 14), aiul
If tho condition is
his opiuion is the adoptotl law.
not proporly oxprt'ssod in its double form it is void,
and the contraet is unatTected by it. Thus, if, in

the case above, the

man

hail

merely

Siiiil,

"If thou

me two hundred zu/.im tliou art betrotlied
me by this denarius," and had omitted the chiuse,
"if tiiou dost not give them to me thou art not be-

givest
to

trothed": and had then given her the coin, the conhave been void, and she woidd have
been betrothed to him absolutely (Isluit, vi. 5).
(0) The double condition must be so expressed
Tins
that tlie positive form precedes the negative.
If the man had
is shown iu tlie above example.
put the negative form first, thus: "If thou dost uot
give me the two hundred zuzim thou are not betrotheil, but if thou givest them to me thou art betrothed with this denarius," and if he then gave her
the coin, she would have been betrothed without
condition (Ishut, vi. 1 Git. 75b).
(3) The condition must precede the act, or the
conclusion of the contract. Maimouides illustrates
it thus.
"If the man says to the woman, Thou art
betrothed to me by this coin,' and gives her the
coin; and then expresses the condition, saying, 'If
thou wilt give me two hundred zuzim thou art betrothed; but if uot, thou art not betrothed,' the
condition is void, because the legal
Qualifica- act of betrothal was complete before
the condition was expressed " (Ishut,
tions.
vi. 4).
In taking the view that the
act itself may not precede the expression of the condition, Maimonides follows the literal meaning of
the Mishnah (B. M. vii. 11): "And every condition
which is preceded by the act is void." Other authorities go even further, and maintain that the substance of the contract may not even be expressed
before the condition is expressed, or else the condition is void (Maggid Mishneh to "Yad," Ishut,
vi. 4).
Thus the contract and the condition in the
following case are well expressed: "If j'ou do this I
will give you that; but if you do not do this I will
not give you that." But if a party says, "I will
give you this if you do that," the condition is void.
(4) The condition must be one possible of fulfilment. If the condition of the contract is that the
party shall climb into heaven, or walk through
the sea, or swallow a reed a hundred yards long, the
condition is void, and the contract is complete without condition (B. M. 94a).
The condition created by the words "me'akshaw
im " (from now on, if) differs in many important respects from the condition " if. " The latter is, in fact,
a condition precedent, and the former a quasi condition subsequent.
Where the condition is that a certain thing shall be done "if" something else is done,
the condition must be fulfilled before the contract
to do the thing can be enforced
whereas in a condition subsequent, the contract is imCondition mediately effective, but may be ended
"from
by the performance or non-performnow on, if." ance of the condition at some future
time.
In the Jewish law this is accomplished by use of the words "from now on, if."
The distinction between these two cases is thus expressed by Maimonides (Ishut, vi. 15, 16): "If one
dition woulil

;

'

;

betroths a

woman
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'on condition,' she

is

betrothed

from the moment the condition is fullilled, and not
from the time of tlio actual ceremony of betrothal.
For example, if he .says to a woman, If I give thee
two hundred zuzim during this year thou art betrothed to me by tiiis denarius, and if I do not give
them to tliee thoii ait not betrothed,' and gives her
the denarius in the month of Ni.san, and tiie two
hundred zuzim in the month of Elul, she is betrothed from Elui.
Tiierefore if anotiicr betroths
her before the condition imposed by the first man
'

betrothed to the second." And
in ca.ses of divorce and of money
matters.
The divorce is absolute or the sale or gift
perfected at the time when the condition is fulfilled.
All this is true only if, in imposing the condition,
he did uot say " from now on." If, however, he said,
"Thou art betrothed unto me by this denarius//'6»7?i
note on if I give thee two hundred zuzim," and he
eventually gives her the two hundred zuzim, she is
betrothed from the time of the ceremony of betrothal, even though the condition was not fulfilled
imtil after some time.
Therefore if a second man
betroths her before the fulfilment of the condition,
her betrothal to the latter is void. And this is also
the law in cases of divorce and of money matters
(Kid. 60a; Git. 74a).
Three of the above four rules that must be observed in creating conditions with the word "if"
need not be observed when the words "from now
on, if " are used.
The only one in force in tbia case
is that the condition must not be impossible of
fulfilment (Ishut, vi. 17).
But the Shulhau Aruk
states that there is a difference of opinion on this
point among the authorities, some holding that even
when the form "from now on, if" is used, all the
rules must be observed (Eben ha-'Ezer, 38, 3).
The form " 'al menat " (on condition that) is in
all respects similar, in its legal effect, to the form
is fulfilled,
tiiis is

she

also the

is

law

'

"from now

on, if" (Ishut, vi. 17; Git. 74a).

Conditions may be implied from the nature of the
contract and from its terms. Thus if a contract is
reduced to writing and contains a
Condition date, the question as to when it is to
"on
go into effect is determined thereby
condition (Ket. 2b). The date in the contract is
equivalent to the use of the form " methat."
'akshaw." If a contract is entered
into for a specific reason, as where one sells a piece
of ground because he urgently needs the money, and
the reason fails, as when the need for the sum of
money is no longer pressing, the contract may be
rescinded, because it is an implied condition of the
contract that it is to be considered null and void if
the reason that caused its consummation no longer
It is necessary, however, that this
exists {lb. 97a).
reason be clearly stated at the time the contract is
made, or otherwise the implied condition is not presumed to exist, for the maxim of the law is that
" words which are in the heart are no words " (Kid.
49b).
This rule applies only to contracts concerning real estate, for in contracts concerning movable
property the conditions, if any, must be expressed
according to the rules of law governing the making
of conditions (gloss to Hoshen Mishpat, 207, 3).
There are some acts which are subject to conditions,

because it is presumed that all meuare familiar -n-ith
them. The}' need not be expressed in anj- way;
they are absolutely presumptions of law. Thus
where a man on his sick-bed transfers his entire
estate to another, the law presumes that it was done
The condition is implied
in contemplation of death.

that if he dies it shall be a valid transfer, but if he
recovers it shall be void. It is not to be presumed
that a man would have given away his entire estate
if he expected to recover from his illness (Mishnah
B. B. ix. 6; see also Hoshen Mishpat, 246, 1; " Yad,"

Zekiyah,

vi. 1).

Unlawful conditions are void.

Such are condi-

tions that are contrary to the precepts of the law
For instance, if a man marries a woman
(>Iak. 3b).
on condition that he shall not live with her as her
husband, such a condition is absolutely void. But

be stipulates that he shall not provide her with
food and clothing, his condition is a
Unlawful valid one (Eben ha-'Ezer, 38, 5). The
Conditions, distinction between the two cases is
based on the fact that the cohabitation
of husband and wife is of the very essence of marriage, whereas the questions of food and clothing

if

are financial considerations, in regard to which conditions may be made even though they are opposed
to the law, provided they are made as waivers of
rights given by the law, and are not stated in such
a manner as to imply that the parties do not recog-

There can, however, be no diminunize the law.
tion of the amount of the Ketubah, or of the husband's rights of inheritance. These are excepted,
even though they are mere matters of money (Ishut,
xii.

Conditions
Conegliano
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see also

6;

"Yad," Mekirah,

xiii.

3;

Hoshen

another class of exceptions to unlawful
Where the condition is that the party
conditions.
shall do something contrary to law, it is not ipso
For
facto void, because the party need not fulfil it.
example, if the condition is that the party shall eat
forbidden food, and the condition is fulfilled, the
contract is valid, even though a breach of the di
ctury law lias been occasioned therel)y (Ishut, vi. 8).
But tliis fulfilment of such conditions must be in
If tiie condition is a
tiie power of tiie party alone.
mixed one that is, if it rerjiiires theact of the party
and a third persfju it is void, because it is presumed
that tiie third person will not be a party to a Ijreach
of the law (Gi^. 84a. b; Isiiut, vi. 11).
Conditions in rases of delivery of l)il]s of divorce
present a specially interesting pha.se of the subject.
Where a husband was about to go abroad, or to sea,
or witlj a caravan through the desert,
Conditions it was customary for him to give liis
of Divorce, wife a bill of divorce "on condition."
is

—

—

Tiie condition aniU'Xfd

was

tliat if lie

did not return within a c<rtaiii time, the divorce
should be absolute; but that if he dicl return within
sufli time, the bill of divorce should lie null and void
(.Mishnah Gi^. vii. H).
TIk; piirpfi.se of this jiroceeding was to prevent the wife from becoming an
'AOT-NAII.

The husband could make his own death the conupon which tiie divorce became absolute {ib.
vii. 3); the happening of this event worked retroact-

dition
ively,

and during the interval between the deliv-

IV.— 14

;

woman (Mishnah

Git. vii.

3).

The

general rules of conditions are set forth in detail in the Shulhan 'Aruk, Eben ha-'Ezer, 38, 2-3;
for betrothal on condition, see Eben ha-'Ezer, 38,
39, 40; for divorce on condition, see Eben ha-'Ezer,
143-148.
See also Hoshen Mishpat, 207 Ishut, vi.
;

and AsMAKTA.
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CONDOM
department

(inJIp or \ny\p) :
of Gers, France.

A.

County seat in the
Jews were found

there at the beginning of the fourteenth century.

In order to pass through this locality, they were
Jewess, not enceinte, had to pay
heavily taxed.
if enceinte, she had
eight deniers Tours currency
In 1320, during the
to pay double that amount.
persecutions of the Pastoureaux, all the Jews of Condom were massacred.

A

;

JIi.shpat, 67, 9; 227, 21).

There

ery of the Get and the death of the husband the
wife was, according to R. Judah, considered a marbut, according to R.
ried woman in every respect
Jose, one whose divorce was doubtful (ib. vii. 4).
This peculiar use of the get "on condition" seems
to have arisen out of the desire of the husband to
save his wife from the levirate marriage (Ned. 27a,
Rashi). According to the Law the death of the husband without issue made liis wife ipso facto the bride
of his brother, whose duty it was to marry her or release her through the ceremony of "halizah" (Deut.
XXV. 5-10). The divorced woman was, of course,
not subject to this law. So that when the husband
gave his wife a bill of divorce on condition that it
should become absolute at his death, she remained
his wife as long as he lived, but at the moment of
his death she was not his widow, but a divorced

Kayserlini?, Ge^ch. dcr Juden in Navarra, p.
i;W; Jo.sepU Ha-Kiihcii, 'Emik ha-Iiaka, p. 72; Rec. Etudes
Juives, xvl. 219; Gross, Gallia Judaica, p. 552.
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CONDUITS.

See

CONEGLIANO

Aqueducts

(also

known

K.

in Palestine.
as Conian):

A

prominent Jewish family of northern Italy. The
spelling "Conian," according to Kaufnuinn, is a
misreading of the Hebrew |X"J1p- It takes its name
from the town of Coiiegliano, which at one time belonged to the republic of Venice. A branch of the
Its meinbers were disfamily flourished in Ceneda.
tinguished by their learning. The family .seems to
have originated in Asti. Avherc the name is first met
The best-known
with in the sixteenth century.

members

are:

Israel Conegliano

man

:

Italian )>hysician

and

states-

I'adua in the middle of the sevendied in Constantinople in the secteenth century
ond decade of the eighteenth century.
After obtaining Jiis diploma Israel Conegliano
practised medicine in Venice for twoyears, and then
went to Constantinople. Despite the state of anarchy which reigned at f^onstantinople at that time,
he won the favor and resi)e(t of the sultan, and also
;

Itorn at

;

of his grand vizier Kara .Mu.sfapha. Giovanni Morosini, the ambassador of Venice, and his successor,
GiainbattisUi Donato, realizing the iulluence the

Conetfliano
Coul'ereuoes

young Jewish
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ling powfis. iiskeii tlu'ir

had obtiiinod ovor the rugovonunont to utUich him

The matter was, iiowever, left iu
to till' legation.
alH'vauee until IGSl, when ^lustaplia sent Conegliano to Veniee to eonsuU other eminent physicians
about the illness of the sultan's son in-law.
On Oct. 10, l(iS"2, Conegliano was appointed physician extniordinary to the Venetian embassy, with
an allowance of one hundred zecchinos (about §475),
u quarter more than had ever been previously paid,
and a further payment of forty zecchinos for perConegliano arrived at Constantisonal expenses.
nople in December of 1()8'3.
Shortly after his arrival the relations between Turkey and Venice became strained, because of a massiicre of Turks by the Morlaks of Dalmatia, then
under the suzerainty of Venice. The Porte demanded 175,000 reals for the sultan, and 25,000 each
Donato, the ambasfor Mustapha and Husjiin Aga.
sador, went back to Venice to conduct the negotiations, and Conegliano was left as the unofficial representative of Venice.
Conegliano, however, was soon deprived of his
most powerful protector. Mustapha had been in
supreme command of the Turkish forces that had
Driven off by John Sobieski
tiireatened Vieima.
of Poland, Mustapha was murdered Dec. 25, 1683,
by order of ^lohammed IV. In the alliance made
by Poland with Venice it became the duty of Conegliano to keep his government posted on the movements of the common enemy, Turkey. This he did,
though at the imminent risk of his life, sending the
reports through his brother Solomon, then a pracOn the death of his first
tising physician in Venice.
wife in 1687, Conegliano went to Venice in order
to superintend the education of his two boys.
In
1690 he returned to Constantinople, and soon gained
greater influence than before. A change of sultans
and the secret aid of France had induced the Turks
to renew a warfare, which was stopped only by
Conegliano unearthed a
the approach of winter.
plot to burn the Venetian fleet, just in time to prevent its execution. So active was lie in the service
of his country that, despite his popularity, his house
was attacked, and he was saved only by the prompt
and energetic action of the French ambassador, M.
de Castagneres.
In 1693, however, France withdrew her protection
from Venetian subjects, and Conegliano sought in
vain to enlist the good services of IloUaiul.
In
May of this year five poor Jews were arrested on
fictitious charges of espionage.
Conegliano was
able to procure their release; but he had aroused
antagonism, and he was secretly advised by All Pasha, the grand vizier, to flee the city. This he refused
to do, and a contemplated order to arrest all Venetians and confiscate their prf»perty was stayed for
two months. He had, during all this period, been
an ardent advocate of peace.
In June, 1G94, he returned to Venice, leaving his
brother Leo and his friend Husain Aga in Constantinople to work for a cessation of hostilities.
On
arriving in Venice, Conegliano learned that the Senate had, on June 12, 1693. exempted him and his two
brothers from wearing the yellow hat, and had made
them citizens of the republic. In February, IG'JG,
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Turks under Mustapha II. invaded Hungary,
but were crushed at Zeuta by Eugene of Savoy.
Peace, however, was not declared until 1698.
On
Aug. '33 of that year C(,negliaiu) was appointed au
ex otlicio member of the peace congress, with liuzzini, the Venetian ambassador to Constantinople, as
the active member.
The congress met at Carlovitz,
near Belgraile, but bickerings and dilTereuces led to
a deadlock. ISIatters were ajiproacthing an open
rupture, when at last the jealousy of Lord William
Paget and of Kuzzini abated, and Conegliano was
permitted for the first time to use his influence
with the Turkish comnii.ssioner.s. His clforts were
crowned with success, and on Jan. 26, 1699, the
peace protocol was signed.
Conegliano returned to Venice and was furtlier
honored by his government by receiving permissicm
to travel at will, without the special license usually
required of tlu; Jews.
In 1700 Conegliano went
again to Constantinople, where he died.
Bibliography David Kaufmann, Dr. Israel ConcglUino, 1895.
E. Ms.
the

:

Israel Conegiiano Preacher at the Ashkenazic
synagogue of Padua; born there at the end of the
:

eighteenth century; died March, 1824. He was the
pupil of Azariel Alatiuo, and the teacher of Joseph
Almanzi, who bewailed his death in a special publication, "Me'il Kin'ah."
Israel wrote a work entitled "Sefer Derashot," still extant iu manuscript in
Almanzi's collection. M. S. Ghirondi published a

poem

in his

honor in "Bikkure

lia-'Ittim," vi. 57.

Bibliography:

(iliirondi, Tolednt OcdnJe Ylsracl, p. 204; Tobias Cohn, i\fa'((,st'/i Toliiah, Introduction; Mortani, Iiidice
Alfabetic.n, p. 1(> Fiir'st, Bibl.Jud. 1. 186, ii. 201 ; David Kaufmann, Dr. Israel ConralicDio, pp. 6 et scq.
;

I.

Br.

Joseph ben Israel Conegliano:

Physician,
and probably son of the preceding; lived at Padua
He was tin;
at the end of the eighteenth century.
author, in conjunction with his brotlier Naphtali, of
a poem entitled "Zemer le-Se'udat Purim " (Song
for the Meal of Purim), published at Mantua.
Judah Conegliano: Talmudist; rabbi iu Acqui
at the end of the sixteenth century and the beginning of the seventeenth. He was among the rabbis
whose interdiction of the bath of Reggio provoked

much
"Mikweh

so

discussion.

Judah

work

Saltaro, iu his

Venice, 1607, invokes Conegliano's authority on a ritual question.
Naphtali ben Israel Conegliano
Hebraist r
brother of Joseph, and joint author with him of the
poem "Zemer le-Se'udat Purim."
Yisrael,"

:

I.

Solomon Conegliano

Bu.

Venetian physician born
about 1042; died in 1719. Conegliano was the elder
brother of Israel Conegliano, and, like him, served
He was
the Venetian republic with great credit.
educated at Padua, where he attended the university, obtaining the degrees of M.D. and Ph.D.
Jan. 22, 1660.
He returned to Venice shortly afterward, and soon developed remarkable talent as a
Young Jews from all parts
teacher of medicine.
of Europe sought his house, to attend the preparatory school which he had established there. Tobias
Cohn, who, in his encyclopedia entitled " Ma'aseh
Tobiyyah," represents Solomon as one of the greatest
physicians and philosophers of his time, was one of
:

;
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A

his pupils.
poem by him was prefixed to Cohn's
encyclopedia. So emiueut were his qualifications,
both as teacher and as practitioner, that the government permitted him to exercise the privileges of
a citizen of the republic. Conegliauo"s services to
Venice and the honors conferred upon him and on
his brother by the republic are given in detail in the
biography of Israel Conegliuno.
Bibliography David Kaufmann, Dr. Israel Conegliano, 1895.
G.
E. Ms.
:

CONEGLIANO, IMMANUEL.

See

Ponte,

Lorenzo Da.

CONEY A

small herbivorous animal (Hyrax
Syriacus or Ilyrax Daman) mentioned in the Bible.
" Coney " is the traditional rendering of the Hebrew
"shafan" (JQK'), which occurs four times in the O.
T. (Lev. xi. 5; Deut. xiv. 7; Ps. civ. 18; Prov. xxx.
In the first two places the " shafan " is classified
26).
among the unclean animals, along with the hare,
"because he cheweth the cud but parteth not the
hoof" (Lev. xi., R. V. 5). In the Book of Proverbs
the shefannim are described as one of the "four
things which are little upon the earth," but "are exceedingly wise." They "are but a feeble folk, yet
make they their houses in the rocks" (Prov. xxx. 24,
26). The rendering " coney " is principally supported
by the Jewish interpreters and lexicographers of
the Middle Ages.
None of the ancient versions,
however, lend it support in more than one out of
the four passages for instance, the Scptuagint in
P.salms, and the Vulgate in Proverbs (see Bochart,
"Ilierozoicon," pp. 1002-1003).
Besides, this interpretation is inadmissible for one if for no other reason the "coney" is a European animal, unknown
to the Israelites; and it does not live in the rocks.
Bochart, who refuted the Je\visli»opinion, tried to
demonstrate that the shafan, which, he says, the Septuagint geneially and rightly translates x^i-poypv'?^.:

—

:

and which St. Jerome rightly identifies with
the apKTo/ivc, can not be anything else than the jerboa.
His arguments are: (1) the authority of the
Copto- Arabic lexicon, the "Scala Magna" of
'f-Lor,

KircluT ("Lingua yEgyptiaca liestituta," p. 165);
the analogy between the habits of the two animals (if), p. 1016). Since then, however, travelers
w li(( liave iiiach; on the spot a thorough study of the
habits of the jerboa have pronounced that identification imftossible (see Bruce, "Voyage," v. 145,
Pari.H, 17«1).
Sliaw ("Travels," p. ;}H6) was tiic first
to prf)posc to idr-iitify the shafan with an animal
called "ghanani Isra'il " (Israel's lamb).
This identification found a warm supporter in Bruce (I.e. p.
165), who further identities it with the "ashoUo"
of the Abyssinians.
The Arabs call this animal
" wabr " also, which, it may l)e added by way f)f confirmation, is the word used by the Arabic versions to
render "shafan " in tiie first two pas.sageH, Lev. xi.
5 and Detit. xiv. 7.
Finally, Fresnel ("Journal
(2)

Asiati(|ue,"

514) sjiys that in the Khkili
dialect (Sabean) the wabr is called "thufun," from
the root "thafan," Hebr. "shafau."
Hi] series,

v.

The .shafan, it is said, does not chew the cud.
Hut here, as in many other cases. Scripture s|)eak8
according to appearances. Bruce, who studied carefully th(; habits of this animal, says that it certainly

chews

the cud

(l.r.

v.

16H).

"The

shafau,"

Conegliano
Conferences

says Shaw, "is a harmless creature of the same size
and quality with the rabbit, having the like incurvating posture and disposition of the fore teeth.
But it is of a browner color, with smaller eyes and a
head more pointed.
The usual refuge of it is in
the holes and clefts of the rocks " (I.e. p. 376).
Like
the ants they live in large numbers, and display
considerable wisdom in guarding themselvesagainst
surprises from their enemies.
Their habitat extends from Abj'ssiuia into Arabia,
Palestine, and Sjnia.
In Abyssinia both Christians
and Mohammedans abstain from their fiesh; but the
Arabs of Arabia Petrea, and also the inhabitants of
Mount Lebanon, consider it a great relish. For the
place of the coney in the totemistic tiieories, see
.

.

.

Totem is.M.
E.

G. H.

II.

CONFERENCES, RABBINICAL
blies of rabbis to

determine

:

H.

Assem-

common

courses of action or common principlesof faith.
Rabbinical conferences are a late phenomenon in the history of
Judaism, dating, as they do, only from the fourth
decade of the nineteenth century. Tliere had been
occasional gatherings of Jews during earlier centuries to consider important issues touching the life
and religious practise of the people; but the deliberations at these gatherings, or synods, as they aic
usually called, were not participated in exclusively
by the rabbis (see Consistories; Synods, B.^dbixical).

The changed conditions in the life of the Jews in
the early years of the nineteenth century, owing to
the emancipation from medieval legislation and the
accompanying necessity of reconciling the religious
beliefs and practises with the demands of the new
era upon which they had entered, were the moving
causes for the convening of the first rabbinical conThere have been five notable conferences:
ference.
viz., at

Brunswick, June 12-19, 1S44: at Fraiikfort-

on-the-Main, July 15-28, 1845; at Breslau, July 1324, 1846; at Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 3-6, 1869; and
Besides the.se,
at Pittsburg, Pa., Nov. 16-18, 1885.
mention may be made of the following: the Jewish
Ministers' Association, an organization of rabbis
stationed in the eastern cities of the United States,
which metannually from 1885 to 1890;
Early Con- the Conference of Southern Habbis of
ferences. the I'liitcd States, which existed from
Ai)ril 14, 18S5, to

Nov.

20, 1887.

when

hcldilsfinal meeting; and the liabbinical Literary
Association, which was organized at Detroit. .Mich.,

it

After
13, 1880, and existed only two years.
the rabbinical (tonferenceat Philadelphia three meetings were held in 1871 at Cleveland, New York, and
The so-called Cleveland
Cincinnati respectively.
conference (Oct. 17-20. 1855) was not .strictly a rab-

July

binical conference, since there were also a few lay
The same was the case at the
delegates present.
.synods of Lcijjsic (June; 29-July 4, 1869) and Augsburg (July 11-17, 1871). Hence, these three meetings do not fome properly within the scojie of this
article.
The same may be .said of the so-called Fri'iich
Sanhedrin, that met in 1807 at the call of Napoleon,
and all previous.synods. In GeriuMiiy and Hungary,
local conferences of rabbis are still held from time to
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Tlu' Ct'utml Conforcuce of American Unhtimo.
bis. orijanizod in 1S8S1, moots in annual session.
lu point of fact, however, the lirst purely rabbinical conference took place at "Wiesbaden in 1837, in

answiT
letter to

to a call issued

by Abraham

a colleague, dated

May

tteii^ier.

In a

of that year, Geiger

had written as follows in reference to the purpose
of the j>roposed meeting: "It is not intended to
create a new Juilaism. nor yet to assume the authority of a synod: it shall merely give honest men the
opportunity to discuss the proper methods of conilueting their olliee, and shall be the beginning of
the restoration of the almost vanished spirit of
" (" Wiss. Zeit. Jud. Theol." iii. 321).
This
conference was attended by Rabbis Geiger of Wiesbaden. Aub of Bayreuth, Bloch of Buchaii, Guttmannof Kedwitz, Ilerxheimer of Bernburg, Kohnof
Hohenems. Maier of Stuttgart, Stein of Burgkunstadt. Wagner of Mannheim, AVassermann of IMiilirFriedlilnder of
ingen, and AVechsler of Oldenburg.
Brilon, Grilnebaum of Landau, and Hess of Eisenach
arrived too late.
These men discussed various questions, but dill not enunciate any important decisions.
The mere fact, however, that they had gathered for such discussion was signiflcaut. A committee was appointed to prepare a manual for domestic devotion in accordance with the needs of
the time. It was resolved to discuss in the pages
of Geiger's " Wisseuschaftliche Zeitschrift fur Jiidische Theologie" the practical questions which
were agitating the Jewish communities at that time.
The epoch-making conferences have been the tive
mentioned by name above; they were respectively
attended bj' most of tlie prominent Reform rabbis
of the time in Germany and America; and their deliberations and decisions form an important chapter
in the development of the faith.
During the opening years of the fifth decade of
the nineteenth century the Jewish commimities of
Germany were stirred by religious agitation as never
before the issue between the traditionalists and the
reformers was acute the bitter opposition of Tiktin,
rabbi of Breslau, to the appointment of Geiger, the
most prominent reformer in Germany,
Contro- had induced the officers of the congreversies
gation to address the rabbis of Europe
Regarding for opinions on the subject; and these
Reform, opinions were published in two volumes
entitled "Ueber die Vertraglichkeit der
Freien Forschung mit dem Rabbiueramte." The
publication in 1842 of the new prayer-book of the
Hamburg Temple (Reform) congregation had called
forth from Isaac Bernays, tlie Orthodox leader, a declaration anathematizing the book and the reformers.
These latter, in their defense, published a number of
opinions of rabbis who sanctioned the reforms introduced into the prayer-book; these rabbis were, besides tlie two preachers of the congregation, Salomon
and Frankfurter, the following: L. Auerbach, Friedlander, Geiger. Guttmann, Holdheim, Kohn, Maier,
Mannheimer, Philippson, and Stein. The volume was
entitled "Theologische Gutachten liber das Gebetbuch nach dem Gebrauche des Neuen Israelitischen

Judaism

;
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abolish the rite in the future so far as their children
wereeoMcerned, had induced t-^olonioa Trier, the chief
of tiieOrlhoilo.v of thatcit}-, to addri'ss his colleagues
for opinions on the absolute requirement of circumcision as an essential of Jewish jiractise.
These
opinions, also, were published in a volume entitled

"Gutachten

Beschneidung

liber die

(Frankfort,

"

1814).

The time was ripe for the organization of a society of rabbis at whose meetings all these vexed
questions could be discussed, and decisions reached
for the guidance of the troubled eonununities.
Ludwig Philippson, editor of the "Allg. Zeit. des Judenthums," recognized this need of the hour, as
Geiger had done before him; and he issued a call in
the columns of his journal (Jan. 15, 1844, p. 27) for
a rabbinical conference. In this call he Avrote:
" Let us speak plainly.

The

Is no longer the permissior that synagopal institution,
of this or that alleviation for civil or social life the issue before
us is concerned \\-ith the entire content of our religion, which
we must present and strenpthen in its purity in order to rescue

issue

bility or nou-peniiissibility of this

:

it

from deadening rigidity on

tlie

one hand and from benumb-

ing unfaith on the other. Judaism Is losing influence day by
day, and every layman is asking us,
What are you doing ? '
The objects of the conference shall be (1) to bring the rabbis
into closer relations and acquaintanceship
(2) to promote
unanimity in the conduct of the rabbinical office (3) to further
the founding of coiumunal institutions and (4) to deliberate
upon all Jewish affairs."
*

:

;

;

;

A number of rabbis declared themselves in sympathy with this call, and it resulted in the convening of the Brunswick conference of 1844.
The Brunswick Conference (June 12-19, 1844):
This was attended by the following rabbis:
A. Adler of

Worms;

S.

Adlerof Alzey Ben Israel of Coblenz
Adler of Minden Formstecher of

Bodenheimer of Hildesheim

;

;

;

Offenbach; Frankfurter of Hamburg G eiger of Breslau Goldman of Kurhessen Heidenheim of Sondershausen Herzfeld of
Brunswick Herxheimer of Bernburg Hess of Weimar Hirsch
Holdheim of Meckof Luxemburg Hoffmann of Meiningen
lenburg-Schwerin
Jolowicz of Marlenwerder
J. Kahn of
Treves; Klein of Pomerania; Maier of Stuttgart, who was
president of the conference Philippson of Magdeburg Salomon of Hamburg Schott of Randegg Sobernheim of Bingen.
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Tempelvereins

in

Hamburg " (Hamburg,

1842).

The

action of a society of Jews in Frankfort-on-the-Main
in 1843, condemning circumcision, and resolving to

The purpose of the conference was declared to
be " to consider the ways and means for the preservation of Judaism, and the awakening of the religious spirit."
The resolutions passed
follows:

by the conference were as

" The oath of a Jew is binding without any further ceremony
than the invocation of the name of God.
The prayer Kol
Nidre is unessential and the members of the conference were
to take steps to abolish It on the following Day of Atonement."
'

'

;

The conference indorsed the responsa of the French
Sanhedrin, with the exception of the third, which it
changed to read as follows:
" The marriage of a Jew with a Christian— in fact, the marJew with the adherent of any monotheistic religionis not forbidden if the civil law permits the parents to raise in
the Jewish reUgion the children issuing from such a union."
riage of a

A

commission was appointed to consider a number
and to report at the next

of important questions
conference.

The Frankfort-on-the-Main Conference

(July

15-28, 1845): The deliberations were concerned mainly with the reports of the commission appointed at
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the Bruns\vick conference.
sides the above-mentioned

There were present, be-

Auerbach

;

;

;

Wa^er

Stein of Frankf ort-on-the-Maln,
ference.

who was

president of the con-

report discussed was that on the retenThe conferin the public services.
ence voted unanimously for the retention of the
sacred language. On the question, to what extent,
The recthere was a decided difference of opinion.
ommendation of the committee, adopted by a vote
of 18 to 12, was that the " Bareku " with its response,
the "Shema"' (first paragraph), the first and last
three benedictions of the "TefiUah," and the selection from the Torah should be in Hebrew, and that
the remainder of the service should be in the vernac-

The

tion of

chief opponents in their contention that no'

definite declaration of principles should be

of Frankfort-on-the-Miiin ; Einhorn of BirkenGosen of Marburg ; Guldenstein of
feld ; Frankel of Dresden
Huphau; Jost of Frankfort; Reiss of All-Breisach ; Stein of
Burgkunstadt Suesskind of Wiesbaden Treuenfels of Weilof Mannheim ; Wechsler of Oldenburg ; Leopold
burg ;
J.

two

Conferences

first

Hebrew

formubecause such a theoretical document would
result only in antagonisms and woidd not assist in
solving the burning questions of the day. Frankel
lated,

withdrew from the conference, and became the
leader of the adherents of so-called "positive historical " Judaism.
Frankel issued a call in May,
1846, for a conference of Jewish theologians, to be
held in the fall of that year, and to be the organ of
the opposition to the Reform conferences; bul the
meeting did not take place.
The Breslau Conference (July 13-24, 1846):
This was attended by
J. Auerbach
A. Adler of Worms; S. Adler of Alzey
Frankfort-on-lhe-Main
Ben Israel of Coblenz; Einhorn
;

;

of

of

Birkeufeld; Formstecher of Offenbach Geiger of Breslau (who
was president of the conference); Goldstein of Waren Gosen
Her.\heimer of Bernof Marburg; Giildenstein of Buchau
burg Herzfeld of Brunswick Hess of Eisenach Holdheim of
Mecklenburg-Schwerin J. Kahn of Treves; M. Levy of Breslau; L. Lovy of Miinsterberg; Pick of Teplitz Phillppson of
;

;

;

!

;

;

:

ular.

;

The conference also decided (in the affirmative)
the question "Shall the prayers for the return to the
land of our forefathers and for the restoration of the
Closely
Jewish state be eliminated from the ritual ?
connected with this was the question as to whether
the Messianic idea was to receive prominent and disThis also was decided
tinct expression in the ritual.
in the affirmative.
Although the conference voted for the retention
of the " Musaf " prayer, yet it was definitely understood that the traditional supplication for the restoration of the sacrifices should be so changed as to be
a mere mention of the sacrifices as historical reminis'•

cences.

On the question of the reading from the Torah,
and the
the majority voted for the triennial cycle
reading of the " Haftarah " in the vernacular was
favored.
The conference was unanimous in its affirmative
vote on the admissibility of the organ into the syna;

gogue. All the members but three agreed that a
Jew was permitted to play the organ on tiie Sabbath, and that by .so doing he did not violate the
law of Sabbath observance.

The conference considered favorably

the suggestion submitted by the Berlin Keforin Association
for the calling of a synod "in which the lay and the
theological elements sliall be alike represented."
The conference decided in the affirmative the
question whether modern bathing establishments
can be used for ritualistic purposes. A committee
was appointed to dirrft the att<'ntion of the people
to the need of theological seminaries.
It was at tills conference that the irreconcilable
difTerences between the truditionalistH and the reformers received decisive expression. The discussions had shown that many of the
Historical nu rnhers held nidieai views on a numJudaism. her of vit^il points connected with the
ritual.
Zacharias Frankel, who declared himself to be a chamfiion of po.sitivc historical Judaism, desired the conference to issue a stAtemeut of definite principles. In this he was opposed
particularly by Geiger and Iloldheim, and, although
a majority of the meeting was in sympathy with
Frankel 's views, yet the conference supported his

Magdeburg Sobernheim of Blngen Stein of Frankfort-on-theMain Wagner of Mannheim Wechsler of Oldenburg.
;

;

;

;

A number

of important declarations were made
such as the Sabbath, the holidays,
The confercircumcision, and mourning customs.
ence expressed itself on the Sabbath question to the
effect that the restoration of the solemn observance
of thj3 Sabbath as a day of rest and sanctification is
incumbent not only upon the teacher in Israel, but
upon every Israelite. Therefore special care must
be taken in these days to insure the solemnity of the
public services and to secure the observance of Sabbath in the home. Work which is ordinarily prohibited on the Sabbath is permitted in connection with
divine services if necessary for the
proper conduct of these services. If a
The
Sabbath man's livelihood is endangered by the
duestion. closing of his business on the Sabbath,
he may have his business attended to by
non-Jews. If contingencies arise threatening the
material welfare, any kind of work may be done on
the Sabbath to avoid this for example, in case of fire.
Any and all manner of labor is permitted on the
Sabbath in cases where human life whether of Jew
The rabbinical jirohibior non-Jew is in danger.
rigorous interpretations
tions known as "hedges"
Such inof Sabbath laws— are no longer binding.

on

vital subjects,

;

—

stitutions as

mim," which

—

—

"'Erube ITa/,erot"an(l "'Enibe Tehuare mere evasions of the Sabbath laws,

is relaxation of
the strictness of these laws, are both superlluous and
The Jewish soldier must attend to his
inadmissible.
As for the Jew who holds
duties on the Sabbath.
a public office, although he is bound to perform the
duties connected with his office, yet he should exert

although their ostensible purpo.se

himself to restore the solemnity of the day in his
home. Brain work is not inclu(ie(l in the categories
of liihor prohibited on the; Sabbath.
The conference made the following iironouncements concerning the holidays: Congregations are
juslifl(;d in abolishing the second day's observance
of the holidays with the exception of the second day
of Bosh ha-Shanah.
If. however, some of the membirs of a congregation should object to such abolition, these days are to be continued as occasions for
public worship, but the prohibition to work on them
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binding in anyovont. 'I'lu' catini:; of
broad is {u'nnittfd on tin- twenty scrond
day of Nisjin, tlio so-called eighth or last day of
It is permitted to blow the shofar on the
Passover.
is

uo

lon.iior

lojivent'il

first day of the New-Year when it happens to fall
on the Sabbath. The same is the case with the use
of the four fruits on the firet day of Succot when

that falls on the Sabbath.

The question of circumcision was made the occanumber of declarations, of which the most
important were these: Every "mohel" should be
sion for a

required to pass an examination, after being instructed by a surgeon, and should prove by his credentials his authority to ]>erform the operation.
The so-called " peri'ah" may be performed with a .surgical instrument if the assisting surgeon prefers this
to the finger-nail, which, as a rule, is used for the
purpose. The "mezizah" is to be dispensed with.
physician should treat the
(See CiRcrMCisioN.)
physician should examchild after circumcision.
ine the child before circumcision, and decide whether
the operation can be safely performed, or whether
on account of sickness or bodily weakness it had
If parents have had the misforbest be postponed.
tune to lose a child, or a child lias become a chronic
invalid, owing to the operation, and they fear to

A

A

have other children circumcised, they

may

postpone

the rite until the physician declares that there is
absolutely no danger from its performance.
The conference gave expression to some decided
views on traditional mourning customs. It declared
that such practises as the rending of the garments,
allowing the beard to grow for thirty days after the
death, sitting on the floor, removing

Mourning' the leather shoes., the prohibitions of
Customs, washing, bathing, and greeting, have
lost all significance in these

days

;

nay,

more, are repulsive to the religious feeling, and
should be aboli.shed. The mourner should remain
at home for three days, counting from the day of
The mourner should also, as far as possible,
burial.
abstain from business on the day of the funeral and
Many important
for two days after the burial.
resolutions were lef erred to committees, but were
not act«d upon by the conference.
Each of these conferences aroused intense excitement; protests against the discussions and resolutions of the conferences being issued by opponents,
while pamphlets in defense were published by parThe Brunswick conference called forth
ticipants.
a protest from seventy-seven German and Hungarian
rabbis: also publications such as "nS'DX P11DNProtestation Gegen die Rabbinerversarmnhnig von
D. Deutsch, lijibbiner in Sohrau, O. S." In defense
were issued " Die Erste Rabbinerversamndung und
Ihre Gegner," by Kirchenrath Dr. Maier, and the
pamphlet by Holdheim, "Die Erste Rabbinerversammlung und Ilerr Dr. Frankel." The press of
the day, notably the three Jewish publications, "Die
Allgemeine Zeitschrift des Judenfliums," "Orient,"
and Frankel's "Zeitschrift filr die Interessen des
Judenthums," contained articles pro and con. Feeling ran very high, and this was intensified by the
Frankfort conference, which had resulted in an open
break with Frankel and the conservatives. The
bitterness of the feelings engend(!red is apparent
;
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U-om such an incident as the refusal on the part of
Michael Sachs, the famous preacher of the Berlin
congregation, to receive one of the rabbis who had
attended the Frankfort conference.
A conference of the rabbis of Baden, lield in the
sununvr of 1H45 after the Frankfort conference, declared for Refoim on the liistorico-traditional basis.
The Brcslau conference called forth a bitter declaration from some Jews of Frankfort-on-the-Main, condemning the conference for its cowardice in not
dealing fearlessly with the Sabbath question.
Tliis
arouscil tiie jjarticipants in the conference, notably
Geiger, Philipp.son, Stein, and Wechslcr, who wrote
These were days of
in defense of their action.
" storm and stress " in Judaism.
No further conferences were held. The hope of the founders of the
rabbinical conference, that it might become the authoritative tribunal for the solution of the vexing

problems that were agitating the Jewish congregations,

was not

realized,

owing

to the political reac-

In 1868 an unsuccessconvene a rabbinical con-

tion following the year 1848.
ful

attempt was made

to

ference at Cassel.
These conferences did not succeed in effecting
their object because the differences in Jewry were
too pronounced.
Had they frankly and outspokenly
taken either the Reform or tlie OrthoOutcome dox position, they might have received
of Conacknowledgment as the authority from
ferences.
the adherents of the cause they espou.sed. It was impossible to SJitisfy all
parties; the participants in the con ferences represented many shades of opinion, from the extreme radicalism of lloldhcim to the conservative traditionalism
of the sympathizer with Frankel, although their main

tendency was toward Reform. The conferences furnished at most a forum where vital questions were
discussed, and expression was given to interesting
views, but they did not attain an authoritative
place.
They were at best expressive of the conflicts
and disturbances that were agitating Jewish thought
in the fifth decade of the nineteenth century.
The Philadelphia Conference (Nov. 3-6,
There were present:
1869):

New York J. Chronll< of Chicago ; D. Elnhorn of
B. Felsenthal of ('tiicago; J. K. Guthelm of New
York; S. Hirsch of Philadelphia; K. Kohler of Detroit; L.
Mayer of Selma, Ala.; M. Mielzlner of New York ; 8. H. Ponncnschein of St. Louis; M. Schlesinger of Albany, N. Y.; I. M.
Wise of Cincinnati.
S.

Adler of

;

New York;

The following statement of principles was adopted
The Messianic aim of Israel is not the restoration of the
old Jewish state under a descendant of David, involving a second separation from the nations of the earth, but the union of
"1.

all
a.s

the children of (Jod in the confession of the unity of God, so
and their call to

to realize the unity of all rational creatures

moral sanctiflcatlon.
"2. We look upon the destruction of the second Jewish commonwealth not as a punishment for the sinfulness of Israel, hut
a-s a result of the divine purpose revealed to Abraham, which,
as has become ever clearer in the course of the world's history,
consists in the dispersion of the Jews to all parts of the earth,
for the realization of their high-priestly mission, to lead the
nations to the true knowledge and worship of God.
" 3. The Aaronic priesthood and the Mosaic sacrificial cult were
preparatory steps to the rt^al priesthood of the whole people,
which began with the dispersion of the Jews, and to the .sacrifices of sincere devotion and moral sanctitlcation, which alone
are pleasing and acceptable to the Most Holy. These institutions, preparatory to higher religiosity, were consigned to the
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with the destruction of the Second Temple,
sense— as educational influences in the past —
are they to be mentioned in our prayers.
"4. Every distinction between Aaromdes and non-Aaronides,
as far as religious lites and duties are concerned, is consequently inadniisslble, both in the religious cult and in social
past,

once for

and only

all,

in this

life.

" 3. The selection of Israel as the people r,f religion, as the
bearer of the highest idea of humanity, is still, as ever, to be
strongly emphasized, and for this very reason, whenever this is
mentioned, it shall be done with full emphasis laid on the worldembracing mission of Israel and the love of God for all His
children.
"6. The belief in the bodily resurrection has no religious foundation, and the doctrine of immortality refers to the afterexistence of the soul only.
" 7. Urgently as the cultivation of the Hebrew language, in
which the treasures of divine revelation were given and the immortal remains of a literature that influences all civilized nations are preserved, must be always desired by us in fulfilment
of a sacred duty, yet it has become uninteUigible to the vast
majority of our coreligionists; therefore, as is advisable under
existing circumstances, it must give way in prayer to intelligible
language, which prayer, if not understood, is a soulless form."

Tlie conference passed a number of resolutions on
marriage and divorce, and declared that " the male
child of a Jewish mother is, no less than her female
child, in accordance with a never-disputed principle of Judaism, to be considered a Jew by descent,
even tliough he be imeircumcised."
The Pittsburg Conference (Nov. 16-18,1885):
Tlicre were present at this conference
I. .\aron of Ft. Wayne, Ind.; .1. Bloch of Youngstown, O.; S.
Falk of Buffalo, N. Y.; A. Guttmann of Syracuse, N. Y.; E. G.
Hli-s<-h of Chifuigo; A. Hahn of Cleveland, O.; K. Kohler of
New York; J. Krauskopf of Kansas City, Mo.; M. Lessler of
Wheeling, W. Va.; A. Moses of Louisville, Ky.; M. Machol of
Cleveland, O.; L. Mayer of Pittsburg L. Naumberg of Pittsburg
I). Phlllpson of Baltimore
S. Sale of Chicago ; S. H. Sonnenscheln of St, Louis ; M. Schlesinger of Albany, N. Y. ; S. Weil
of Bradford, Pa.; I. M. Wise of Cincinnati.
;

;

The following declaration of
lated
"

principles

We recognize

Infinite,

HSUTfui In

tion, thl8

Uod-ldeu 08 the central religious truth for the huinaii

nt:c
"2.

We

r«<«gnlze

In the Bible the record of the consccrutlcm
tc- its iriNslon a,s the i)rlest of the one (iod,
iho most [lotent Instniment of religious and
moral Instruction. We hold that the modern discoveries of
wlentlllc, nwarc.hfrs In the domiiln of nature and history are not
antngordstlc. to the 'doctrines of .Iiidalsiii, the lllhle rellecting
the prlriiltlvf: Ideas c)f ILm own age, and at tlinesi'lolhing llsconceptlon of iJlvlne Providence ami Justice dealing wllli man In
niirnrulous namitlves.
":i. We recogniztr In the Mostilc legislation a«yHt«!m of training

of the Jewish jHrople
anfl

value

"7. We reassert the doctrine of Judaism that the soul is immortal, grounding this belief on the divine nature of the human
spirit, which forever finds bliss in righteousness and misery in
wickedness. We reject, as ideas not rooted in Judaism, the
beliefs both in bodily resurrection and in Gehenna and Eden
(Hell and Paradise) as abodes for everlasting punishment and

rewaid.
"8. In full accordance with the spirit of Mosaic legislation,
strives to regulate the relation between rich and poor, we
deem it our duty to participate in the great task of modern
times, to solve, on the basis of justice and righteousness, the
problems presented by the contrasts and evils of the present
organization of society."

which

The conference adopted the following resolution
on the proselyte question
" Inasmuch as the so-called Abrahamitic rite Is by many, and
the most competent, rabbis no longer considered as a conditio
sine qua non of receiving male Gentiles into the fold of Judaism, and inasmuch as a new legislation on this and kindred
subjects is one of the most imperative and practical demands of
our Reform movement, be it
" Resolved that a committee of five, one of them to be the
president of this conference, be entrusted with framing a full
report to be submitted for final action to the next conference,"

This conference has been the only one to make a
on the qtiestion of Sunday services.
Its declaration on the subject was to this

definite statement
effect

"Whereas we recognize

the Importance of maintaining the
Sabbath as a bond with our great past and the symbol
of the unity of Judaism the world over; and whereas, on the
other hand, it can not be denied that there is a vast number of
working men and otners who, from some cause or other, are not
able to attend the services on the sacred day of rest; be it resolved that there Is nothing in the spirit of Judaism or its laws
to prevent tlu! Introduction of Sunday services in localities where
the necessity for such services appears or is felt."

Tlie conference al.so recommended that each rabbi
read only such sections of tlie Pentiiteueli as he
thinks projicr, l)iit with regard, however, to the regulations of tiie Hebrew calendar.

Central Conference of American Rabbis
lirst lucctiiig was held in Detroit, Mich., July 9,
:

It its

the Jewish (M-opir- for Its nilsMlon during lis niiiloniil life In
and t^i-ilay we accept as binding only It.s moral laws,

Pali-stlne,

and maintain only such ceremonies as elevate and sanctify our
lives, but rejot all such a,s an; not aclajited to the views and
habits of modern civilization.
"4.

men.

historical

in every religion an attempt to grasp the
and In every mode, source, or book of revelation held
any religious system the consciousness of the indwelling of God in man. We hold that .ludalsin presents the highest
conception of the God-idea as taught In our Holy Scriptures ami
develop«'d and spiritualized by the .Icwish teachers. In accordance with the moral and philo.sophlcal progress nf their respectWe maintain that .luiluisiri preserver! and defended,
ive agf«.
mId.Ht continual ntruggles and trials and under enforced Isola1.

fore expect neither a return :o Palestine, nor a sacrificial worship under the sons of Aaron, nor the restoration of any of the
laws concerning the Jewish state.
" 6. We recx)gnize in Judaism a progressive religion, ever striving to be in accord with the postulates of reason. We are convinced of the utmost necessity of preserving the historical
identity with our great past. Christianity and Islam being
daughter religions of Judaism, we appreciate their providential
mission to aid in the spreading of monotheistic and moral truth.
We acknowledge that the spirit of broad humanity of our age Is
our ally in the fulfilment of our mission, and therefore we extend the band of fellowship to all who operate with us in the
establishment of the reign of truth and righteousness among

was formu-

:

Conferences

We hold

that all sui'h Mosaic a nrl rabbinical lawsasreguliite
and dress orlglnnterl In agi-s and under tinInfluence of Ideas entirely foreign to our presi'tit mental and
spiritual stale.
Tliev fall U> Impress thi! niodeni .lew with a
spirit of priestly holiness; their olwrvance In our days Is apt
rather to obstruct than to further mo<l<'rn spiritual elevation.
".i. We rwognize In the modern era of universal culture tif
heart anil Intellect th<' approaching of the reall/ullon of Israel's great Messianic hofx- for the establishment of the kingdom
of truth, Justice, and p«'ace 8mi)ng all tnen.
We consldiT oiir•selves no longer a ration, but a religious community, and ihrrediet, priestly purltv,

The

The meet1889, at the initiation of Isaac INI. Wisii.
ing for orgjini/.ation was presided over by David
At
I'hiiipson, with Henry Bcrkowilz as secretary.
a session on the following day a series of resolutions
WHS adopted
One of these

working

basis of the conferenre.
position of the conference in
he historicid succession of riibbinical deliberative
bodies, by declaring that "the proceedings of all the
modern iiil)l)iiiical coiifcrenees, from that held in

as

tht!

(i.xed tht!

I

IJninswick in 1H41. mid including till like tisscniIn; taken as a basis for the
work of this conference in an endeavor to maintain
in imbrokcii suc<'cssion the formulated expression of
.Jewish life and thought in each era."
Actuated by thespiritof thisresolution, the conferctK'e r-lcctcd us honorary president Samuel Adier, the
only surviving iiiciiilicr of the various German conlilages held since, shall
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the year 1S40; ami Isaac M. Wise
The conference lias since met
in annual session in the following cities: Clevelaml, ISiK); Baltimore, 1891;

fert'iiccs hclil after

was elected

president.

Founda-

New York

Chicago, ISSC};
Atlantic City. IS'J-i; Hochester. N. Y'.,
1895; Milwaukee, Wis., 1896; Montreal, Canada,
tion.

city. ISifJ:

189T; Atlantic City, 189S; Cincinnati, ISiC); BulTalo,
Philadelphia, 1901; New Orleans, 1902.
All
of these meetings were held in the month of July,
with the exception of those at Chicago, Cincinnati,
The Chicago conference took
and New Orleans.
191H);

place Aug. 23-26, introductory to the Jewish Denominational Congress, held in connection with the
"World's Parliament of Religions; and, together with
the Union of American Hebrew Congregations, it
represented Juilaism ollicially at the Parliament.
The jiapers read by the members of the conference,
both at the Jewish Denominational Congress and at
the general Parliament, were published by the Union
io a volume entitled "Judaism at the World's Parliament of Religious " (Cincinnati, 1894). The Cincinnati meeting in 1899 was held in March instead
of July, in order to celebrate the eightieth birthday
of Isaac M. Wise, founder and president of the conference from its organization. An extra session
was held at Washington, D. C, in Dec, 1892. The
meeting at New Orleans took place May 6-10, 1902.
The proceedings of the various meetings of the
conference are given in detail in a series of yearbooks, contiiining not only the record of the business
transacted and the discussions by the members on
religious doctrine and practise, but also of the papers
read at the sessions.
Although the conference is open to rabbis of any
opinion,

it is

an association of ministers of
the Reform school and while it formulated no declaration of principles, yet
its position in all its deliberations and

in reality

;

Beform
Platform,

proceedings has been taken tirmly on
the basis of the Reform movement. This was evident particularly in the discussion of the authority
of the Talmud and the rabbinical codes.
At the
meeting held in Rochester in 1895, the president in
bis annual address proposed for discussion and decision the question, " What is our relation in all religious matters to our own post-Biblical and patristic
literature, including the Talmud, casuists, responses,
and commentaries?" The committee to whom the
question was referred reported as follows:

"From

the standpoint of Reform Judaism, the whole postBlbllcal and patrlsilc literature. Including the Talmud, casuists,
resptjnses, and commentaries, is, and can be considered as,

nothing more nor less than 'religious literature.' As such it is
of inestimable value. It Is the treasure-house in which the successive ages deposited their conceptions of the great and fundamental principles of Judaism and their contributions to the
never-ceasing endeavor U) elucidate the same. Consciously or
unconsciously, every age has added a wing to this great treasure-house, and the archlte<;ture and construction of each wing
bear the indelible marks of the peculiar characteristics of the
time in which it was erected. Our age is engaged 'in the same
taslc.
We too have to contribute U) the enlargement of this
treasure-house : but we have to do it In our own way, as the
spirit of our time directs, without any slavish Imitation of the
past.

" To have awakened the consciousness of this historic fact is
the great merit of Reform Judaism and the more this consciousness grrjws upon our mind, the more the conditions and environments of our modem life force it upon us. the more persist;
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ently w.' have to assert that our relations in all religious matti'i-s arc ill no way autlioritjitivcly iind lliially determined l)y any
portion of our post itilillcal and patristic literature."

The notable achievements

of the conference are:
preparation and publication of the Union Piiiyerliook lor Jt'wisii worship; its successful reiireseiilation of Judaism at the AVorld's Parliament of Religions, as described above; its declaration on the
requirements lor the admission of proselytes; and,
more than all, its uniting in one body the Reform
rabbis of the country.
The Union Prayer-Book is
used at present (1902) by 158 congregations, in all
portions of the country, having superscnled most of
the prayer-books in use heretofore.
It attempts to
combine the best elements of the traits

TJnion

ditioiial service

with praj'crs e.xpress-

PrayerBook.

iug the aspirations of modern days.
In its report to the general meeting,
the ritual committee entrusted with,
the preparation of the work stated thus the principles that

had guided

it:

" Imbued with the earnestness of the task that was laid upon
us, we endeavored to conform the ritual for these two great
holidays to the spirit and principle of the first part of our Union
Prayer-Book, to unite the soul-stirring reminiscences of the past
with tlie urgent demands of the present, and to enhance the solemnity of the service by combining the two essential elements,
the ancient time-honored formulas with modern prayers and
meditations in the vernacular."

The

declaration of the conference on the admisNew Y'ork meeting
in 1892, is as follows:
sion of proselytes, adopted at the

" Resolved that the Central Conference of American Rabbis,
assembled this day in this city of New York, considers it lawful
propijr for any officiating rabbi, assisted by no less than two
associates, and in the name and with the consent of his congregation, to accept into the sacred covenant of Israel, and declare
fully affiliated with the congregation r\m-[p2ty lai Sd*?, anyhonorable and intelligent person who desires such affiliation,
without any initiatoiy rite, ceremony, or observance whatever;
provided such person be sufficiently acquainted with the faith,
doctrine, and religious usages of Israel that nothing derogatory to such person's moral and mental character is suspected
that it is his or her free will and choice to embrace the cause of
Judaism and that he or she declare verbally, and in a document
signed and sealed before such officiating rabbi and his associates, his or her intention and firm resolve—
"1. To worship the One Sole and Eternal God, and none be-

and

;

;

sides

Him.

"3. To be conscientiously governed in his or her doings and
omissions in life by God's law's, ordained for the child and linage of the Father and Maker of all, the sanctified son or daughter of the divine covenant.
"3. To adhere in life and death actively and faithfully to the
sacred cause and mission of Israel, as marked out in Holy Writ."

The conference has published, in addition to the
eleven year-books and the two volumes of the Union
Prayer-Book, a Union Hymnal, and a volume enti
One-half of
tied " Sermons by American Rabbis. "
the income from the sale of the Union Prayer-Book
is placed to the credit of the fund for superannuated
ministers; and a number of worthy rabbis, incapacitated from active service by age or physical infirmity, have been assisted by donations from this fund.
At present (1902) the conference has 149 active
and four honorary members. Its constitution declares that "all active and retired rabbis of congregations, and professors of rabbinical seminaries, shall
be eligible for membership." In March, 1900, it
suffered the loss of its founder and president, Isaac
M. Wise, in whose honor the meeting at Buffalo
in July of that year largely assumed the character

At this meeting Joseph
of a memorial meeting.
Silverman of New York, who had been first vicepresident, was elected president of the body.
Bibliography: ProtnkoUe derErsten Rahbintrvcrsammhinp
(Brunswick, l&M); PratohoUe iiiid Aktoti^tUckc dcr Zweiten Iiat>binerversammlu)>{j, Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1845;
PriitokoUe der Dritten VersamnihiitiiDeutschcr Rabhinei\
Breslau. 1H47; Protukolle der Kahbiner-Konfercnz Ahijchalten zu Philadelphia, New York, 1870; Authentic Report
of the Proceedings of tlie Rahhiuical Conference held at
Pittsburg, Pa., In Jewish Reformer, New York, Jan. 15, ISSli
Jost, Culturneschichte der Israeliten in lSlo-lS!^i, pp. 334,
241, 259. Berlin, 1847, and Geschichte des Judcnthums und
Seiner Sckten, iii. 379-386, Leipslc, 1859; idem, Geschichte
des Judotthums von Mendelsohn bis auf die Neuere
Zeit, pp.27'>etseq., Berlin, 1870; Israel Deutsch, Zur Wllr;

digung der Braunscliwciger Rabhinerversammlung, Leip1844; and the publications mentioned in the body of the

Union of America," should be the promotion of the
religious interests of Orthodox Jews.
Questions of
Orthodoxy in connection with the admission of members should be decided by a sub-committee of five.
H. Pereira Mendes was elected permanent president.
Tlie objects of local unions were stated to be:
"1. To strengthen congregational life, but not to Interfere in
congregational autonomy.
" 3. To advance the interests of local Judaism by the appointment of committees on congregational membership ; civil
legislation; Jewish presentations city religious work (mission,
circuit preaching); to devise uniform methods in Hebrew and
religious schools ; a union to send out rabbis for propaganda
under the direction of the executive committee.
;

sic,

Jewish lournals also indicated above ; likewise the journal established especially for
this purpose, viz.: Die Reform des Jiidenthums, Organ fUr
die Rahbinerversammluhg DeulschkDids, Mannheim, 184(5.

The convention held

article as well as the articles in the

:

—

besides the prescriptions of the Bible within the
last twentj'-five years in America has made a union
imperative.
The first real attempt to effect a union of Ortho-

dox congregations was made on June 8, 1898, when
a convention met in New York, in which fifty congregations were represented. H. Pereira Mendes
Avas elected as president, and as vice-presidents Ph.
Klein, Meldola de Sola, and H. W. Schneeberger.
The following principles were agreed to:
" This conference of delegates from Jewish congregations in
the United states and the Dominion of Canada is convened to
advance the Interests of positive Biblical, rabbinical, and his-

We

Judaism.
are assembled not as a synod, and therefore

we have

authority to amend religious que.stions, but as a
representative lK>dy, which by organization and c^)-operation
endeavor
to advance the Interests of Judaism in America.
will
" We favor the convening of a Jewish synod spedtlcally
authorized by congregations to meet, to be composed of men
who .must Ik; certllled ral)bls, and (a) elders in olllrliil position
(cf. .Num. xl. Ki); Cm men of wisdom and understanding, and
known among us (cf. Ueut. 1. 13); (c) able men, (iod-fearlng
men, men of truth, hating profit (cf. Ex. xviil. Ul).
"We believe in the Divine revelation of the Bible, and we declare that the Prophets in no way dlscouiiienanced ceremonial
duty, but only condemned the jHTSonal life of tho.se who oti«erv<-d ceremonial law, but <llsre(;nnle(l the nionil. Ceremonial
law Is not optative ; It Is oblltfatory.
" We anirm our adtierence ui the acknowledged codes of our
IlabhiH and the thlrti-en principles of .Malmouldes.
" We b«'l|eve that In our dlMi)erslon we are to he united with
our brethren of alien falih In all that devolves upon men as
leg1.slallve

citizens; but that religiously. In rlu-s, cen'monle.s. Ideals, and
drictrlnew, we are separate, and must remain sepanite In accordance with the Divine declaration ' I have 8epanit<'d you from
the nations to U- Mine' 't-<'v. xx. 2i\).
" And further, to prevent misunderstanding concerning Judaism, we reafllnn our Ix'llcf In the couilng of a (MTSotial Messiah,
and we proti'st against the admlHslon of jimselyU's Into the fold
:

of Judaism without inlliih and ti'hilah.'
**We prou-st against Intermarriage Iwtween .lew an<l (ienwe prot^-st against the Idea that we are merely a religious
tlle
Mvt, and maintain that we are a nation, though temporarily
wlth'iut a national home and
" Flirt hermon-, thai the lestomtlon to ZIon Is the leglllmnte
a.splratlon of scattered Israel, In no way conlllcting with our
loyalty to the land Id which we dwell or may dwell at any
'

'

'

;

;

time.

It

was determined

zation, to be

known

that the object of the organias the

Dec. 30, 1900,

104 congregations.

H. P. M.

K.

Conventions of the Union of Orthodox Congregations of the United States and Canada
The great iiitliix of Orthodox Jews— that is, of those
who follow the rabbinical ordinances of Judaism

torical

New York

in

under the presidency of H. P. Mendes, represented

D. P.

no
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"Jewish Congregational

CONFESSION
Data

OF

SIN

(^n^l).— Biblical

The Scriptures repeatedly prescribe confession of sin as a means to expiation and atonement.
"It shall be that when he is guilty of any one of
these things, he shall confess that he hath sinned in
" Aaron shall
that thing " (Lev. v. 5).
confess
over him [the scapegoat] all the iniquities of the
children of Israel, and all their transgressions in all
:

.

their sins"
shall

(ib.

xvi. 21).

commit any

"When

sin that

shall confess their sin

.

.

a man
men commit

or
.

which they have done

.

"

woman
.

they

(Num.

v. 6, 7).

The effect of confession is remission. Thus the
Bible states, "And David said unto Nathan, I have
And Nathan said unto
.sinned against the Lord.

away thy sin thou
Sam. xii. 13). Elihu says, "God
looketh upon men, and if any saj', I have sinned, and
perverted that which was right, and it profited me
not [or, " I have not been ixHiuited "]
Its EflFect. He will deliver his soul from going to
"
the pit, and his life shall see the light
(Job xxxiii. 27, 28); and Jeremiah declares, "The
Lord said to me ... go and proclaim these worils
toward tlie north, and say, Return, thou backsliding
and I will not cause mine
Israel, saith the Lord
anger to fall upon you: for I am mcreiful, saith the
Only
Lord, and 1 will not keep anger for ever.
acknowledge thine iniquity that thou hast transgressed against the Lord thy God" (Jer. iii. 11-13).
Elsewhere tlie prophet says, "Take with you words,
and turn to the Lord: say unto him, 'I'ake away all
1 will heal
iiii(|iiity, and receive us graciously.
tlicir hiickslidings, I will love Ihem freely " (IIos. xiv.
David, The Lord also hath put

;

shalt not die" (II

;

.

2

et aeq.

;

.

.

Atonement).

see

Confession may be individual, that of a person
repenting backslidings; or it iiiiiy be national, when
the public at large liumhle themselves before God.
As exaniplcs of the former may In- cited the coiifesHJon of Cain (Gen. iv. 13), of Jaccjb (i/i. xxxii. 9),

and of David

(II

Sam. xxiv.

10; Ps. xli. 4,

li.

3,

Ixix.

of the Israelites in the wilderne8.s (Num. xiv. 40); in the dispersion (Lev. xxvi.
40); at Mi/.pah, wlien admonished by Samuel (I Sam.
an(i again at Gilgal, after choosing their first
vii. 0)
king(iV>. xii. 10). National confessions are sometimes
made thrf)Ugli national rcpr"scntatives, as by Moses,
after the Israelites worshiped the golden calf (Ex.
5); of th(! latter, that

;

THE

Oonfession
ConXLrxiiatloxx

3n, by the high
by E/.m

.\x\ii.

xvi. 21),

(Ia:y.

0.

luiiili (i

7: i\.

priest
(ix.

(5,

doov whirli.
the eye of a uecdlo,

likoiuii to

imuh

lis

ti

15). luui

by Nohc-

sinneth,

it

:

Hert' ropontance

man opens only
God opens as wide

if

as
as

a gateway (Cant. It. to v. 2), for whoso is willing to
cleanse himself is assisted from above (Sliab. t04a;
Yoma3^b); and confession may be Siiid to bo the
openiug wedge, or tlie hinge on which repentance
Aeeoniingly the Rabbis teach that Samuel,
turns.
interceding for Ismel (I Sam. vii. 5 et sfq.), addres.sed
to God the following argument in favor of his peoDost Thou
ple's salvation: "Lord of the vmiverse!
ever require of man more than that ho utter, I have
sinned'? Now, the Israelites do plead, 'We have
forgive them" (Midr. Sam. to vii.
sinned [ib. 6]
Elsewhere this doctrine is
6; Yer. Ta'an. ii. 65d).
'

'

:

Jews Confkssixg Thkir

shall die," rabbinical lore (with reference

and Amos v. 4) teaches that God Him"Let him repent and he shall be pardoned"
(Yer. Mak. ii. 81d; Pesik. xxv. 158b; compare Soto Ps. XXV. 8

Si.ns

tah 7b; Sanh. 4;?b).
No formal confession

;

(xviii. 4, ^0) says,

"The

Biblical literature, however, contains
some formulas. Of these, that em-

Formula

bodying the
transgressed,

in the

Talmud.

phrase"! have

sinned,

and rebelled" ^nXDn
TiyjJ'QI ^n''iy, seems to be the oldest,
having formed part of the high priest's confession
in the course of the Temple service on tlie Day of

Atonemeut (Yoma
Sifra,

Aharo,

i.

2;Tosef., Yoma, ii. 1;
based on similar expressions

8, iv.

iii.

It is

2).

on the Day Before the Feast of Pentecost.

presented in another form (Yalk., Ps. c. 1; Pesik.
xxv. 159a). Citing the Scriptural verse (Prov.
xxviii. 13), "He that covereth his sins shall not prosper
but whoso confesseth and forsaketh them shall
Imve mercy," the Rabbis remark, wJieu a man is
ciiarged of crime before a human tribunal, as long
as he denies his guilt he has a chance for escape, but
when he admits his guilt he receives punishment;
not so before God: unless man confesses, he receives
punislimeut, but when he confesses, he receives remission, provided he confesses with the determination to forsake his sins.
According to another Midrash, even Balaam knew of the insuperable power
of repentance and confes.sion when he said (Nun).
xxii. 34), "I have sinned."
He knew that nothing
jnay avert heavenly visitation except repentance,
and that over one who has sinned and then says.
"I iiave sinned," the messenger of retribution has
no power (Tan., Balak, 10). Hence, although Solomon declares, "Evil pursueth sinners" (Prov. xiii.

and-Ezekiel

prescribed in the Scrip-

is

and circumstances suggested the penitent's thoughts or utterances (compare "Yad,"
Mishneh ad ioc.).
PostTefiUah, i.
1; Kesef
tures; time

(From Bodenfkjhatz, " Kirchliche Verfaasiing, "

.31);
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self says,

O, iUi-;?."!).

In Rabbinical Literature
is

Day

Atoiioinont

(in
7,

JEWIbll ENCYCLOPEDIA

soul

thrft

1748.)

used in Biblical times (I Kings viii. 47; Ps. cvi. 6;
Dan. ix. 5), and is considered the principal of all confessions (Sifra, I.e. " Yad," Teshubah, i. 1 ; compare
Pesik. R. 35, 160b).
A rabbi of the fourth century recommends the following to be recited on the
eve of the Day of Atonement: "I confess all the
wrong I Iiave done before Thee. I have indeed
stood on the way of evil but as I have done I shall
do no more. May it please Thee, O Lord my God
to forgive all my errors, to remit all my offenses,
and to pardon all m}' tran-sgressions " (Lev. R. iii. 3;
compare Yer. Yoma viii. 45c). A formula somewhat older, iised by some daily, and by others only
on the Day of Atonement, is the following: "My
God! Before I was formed I was worthless, and
now that I am formed I am as if not formed: I am
dust while I live how much more so shall I be when
dead. Behold, I am before Thee as a vessel full of
shame and disgrace. May it be Tliy will, O Lord
;

;

;

my God and God
more, and what

I

my fathers that I shall sin no
have sinned before Thee blot out

of

!
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in Thy abundant mercy, but not through sufferings
and serious diseases" (Ber. 17a; Yoma 87b).
The alphabetic confessions IJDK'N (" We have incurred guilt"; see AsHAMNu) and IJNtSnji' NLiD ^J?
l^jS/'C'For the sin which we have committed before
Thee ") are first mentioned in the literary productions of geonim of the eighth century, the former
by Simon Kahira (" Halakot Gedolot,
Later
ed. Berlin, 1888, "Hilkot Torn haFonnxilas. Kippurim," missing in ed. Warsaw,
1874), the latter by Ahai of Shabha
("She'iltot." clxvii.). The Talmud, however, explicitly says (Yoma 87b), " When one utters the
simple expression, 'Verily we have sinned,' lie
need say no more"; and this is also the opinion of
the casuists ("Hal. Gedol." I.e. " Yad," Teshubah,
ii. 8; Tur Orah Ilayyim, 607).
One nearing death,
or even when first taken ill, should be exhorted to
;

make

confession (Shab. 32a; Sanh. vi. 2, 43a et seq.),
all those about to be executed for crime (see

as were

Atonkment;

Capital Punishment). If one is
unable him.self to frame a confession, he is prompted
to say, "May my death prove an atonement for all

my

sins" (Sanh.
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8.

In Hellenistic liiterature and

ir.

M.

the Lit-

\irgy
Ever since the return from the Exile (see
Ezra ix.; Dan. ix. 4-20), confession of sins lias
formed an integral part of prayer, and verses selected from such pas.sages as the penitential Psalms,
xxxii., li., Ixxxvi., were used in the liturgy.
An
i'.\ample of elaborate confession of sins, compo.sed
in the second century B.C., is presented in the Apoc
ryplia under the name ()f "The Prayer of Manasseh," and in all probability it formed originally '
jiart of a Midrashjc addition to II Chron. xxxiii. 19
(as may be learned from Apostolical Constitutions,
ii
22; sec DiDAst Ai.iA). A characteristic feature of
:

this confession is the reiteration of certiiin formulas:
" I have, sinned,
Lord I have sinned " " Forgive

O

;

;

me, O Ix)rd, forgive me."
Another example of a
confession of sin is contained in the prayer of
Asenatli, xii. (sec

Jew. Encyc.

ii.

voluntary and involuntary, connnitted
knowingly or in ignorance, by transgression or
through omission," in the closing prayer of propitiation in the liturgy of James (Hammond, "Eastern
and Western Liturgies," p. 54), as well as the formula
still found in the common prayer of the Episcopal
Church: "We have left undone those things which
we ought to have done; and we have done those
things which we ought not to have done," are nearly
identical with the closing words of the Atonementoffenses,

Day

tattn r»;fuKe

I

With

tliese

wIthTheo,

Ix)rrl,

my

(i<Kl,

"O God

confession:

of forgiveness, forgive us,

pardon us, grant us remission
for the violation
of mandatory and for the violation of prohibitive
.

.

.

precepts, for sins known or unknown to us."
In the time of Rab and Samuel in Babylonia

and

R. Johanan in Palestine the confessions of sin in the
Day of Atonement liturgy was fixed by tradition,
as is proved by the fact that these amoraini of the
beginning of the third century refer to the liturgical
portions containing these confessions as familiar and

known by

their initial

words (Yoma

87b).

The

quotation of the confession of sins in Pesik. R. (ed.
Friedmann, xxxv. 160b; see note) also shows that
the whole portion of the " Widdui" was known and
familiar to all, and was included in the Talmudical
reference in Yoma, 1JXt3n UnjN ^3N. See Liturgy.

The

alphabetical enumeration of sins in

Asiiamnc

and 'Al Het may also be traced

to pre-Talmudic

times, as the catalogue of sins in

Rom.

29,

i.

with

number

of twenty-two, seems to be based upon
an alphabetical confession of sins used in Paul's time
(see J. Rendel Harris, "The Teaching of the Apostles," Baltimore, 1887, who refers to Shab. 55a:
" They that observe the Law from Aleph to Taw ").
The confession of sins is recited during bathing
in preparation for the Day of Atonement, by the
bridegroom before his wedding, and by the sick
who prepares for the approaching end. For a still
larger catalogue of sins, see " Kiz/.ur Shene Luhot
ha-Berit, Seder Widdui," pp. 126b, 127, Amsterdam,
its

K.

1683.

CONFIRMATION, THE RITE OF

Solemn
Jewish youth into their ancestral faith.
The rite is mentioned ollicially for
the first time in an ordinanrc issued by the Jewish
form of

:

initiation of the

kingdom of Westi^haiia at Cassel
was made the duty of the rabbi
"to prepare the young for coiuirniatioii, and personally to coniliict the (('rcmoiiy."
At

consistory of the

173):

from now to Thee I
<'ry. *' '-"rd, arul Ixldpe Th<-<- I conffsH my .sln.s.
Spare me, (>
I/inl, spun: nit!
for I have (freatly Hlniied I have tniiis^essed
nn<l flone evil.
F have nixiken
harsh wordn before The»' that
nh'Hild not N; n|H)k<'n. ... I liaveHliined bi-fore Thee, (> Lord;
I have mIiiiii'<I, knowingly and unknowingly."
I

CoufLrination

drawn tliat they go back to pre-Talmudic times.
The words "Forgive, remit, pardon, O God, our

in 1810.

"

Confession

;

;

Earliest
Confir-

mations.

words Asenatli begins her prayer while

her idolatrous life, thus «)trcrii)g to
proselytes an exaiii|ile of due preparation for admission into tin: Jewish fold. Confes.sion of .sins prerejieiiting of

ceded baptism (Mark i. 5; comp.-.re Somali 12b)
and wjis made the cf)ndition of admission into tinChristian (Munch, as may be learned from Didache
iv. 14, xir. 1 (compare James v. 16).

The common formulas for c(mfession of sins in the
Christian Churcli being in the main exactly like
those of the Synagogue, the conclusion is to be

There

it

first only boys were (;onfirmed, on the
Sabbath of their l{.\ii Mi/waii, and
the ceremony was perfornied at the

liouic or in the s<!hoolroom.
lin girls

were conlirnwd

for the first

time

In Ber-

in 1HI7, in

Hanihiirg in 181H. The rite was at first, rigidly excluded from the .synagogue, because, like every innovation, it met with violent opposition.
Gradimlly,
however, it found morefjivor; clas.ses wereconlirmed
together, and conlirmation became a solemn and impressive celebration at the synagogue.
In 1822 the
firstclassof boysainl girls was coiiflrmed by Dr. Kley
at the Hamburg Tem|)le, and in 1H31 Hahbi Samuel
Egers, one of the most prominent rabbis of his time

Confirmatiou
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and a man of xiuqucstioncdorthoiloxy, began to confirm boys and girls ivguhirly iit the synagogue of
Brunswick.
While in the beginning some Sabbath, frequently
Sabbath HaniikUah or Passover, was selected for
confirmation, it became more and more customary,
following the example of Egers, to perform the
ceremony at the synagogue on Shebu'ot, because
this festival is peculiarly adapted for the rite.
As it celebrated the occasion when the Israelites on
Sinai, of their

own

free will, declared their intention

God's Law, so those of
every new generation should folloAv the ancient example and deoliire their willingness to be faithful to
to accept the obligation of

the religion transmitted by the Fathers.

Coutirmatiou was introduced in

Hamburg

Denmark

as early

and in Ilessen and Saxony
in 1835. The Prussian government, which showed
itself liostile to the Reform movement, prohibited it
as late as 1836, as did Bavaria as late as 1838. It soon
made its way, however, into all progressive congregations of Germany. In 1841 it was introduced in
France, first in Bordeaux and Marseilles, then in
Strasburg and Paris, under the name "initiation
religieuse."
The first Israelitish synod in 1869 at
Leipsic adopted a report by Dr. Herxheimer on religious education, the thirteenth section of which
contains an elaborate opinion on confirmation, recommending the same to all Jewish congregations.
In America the annual confirmation of boys and
girls was first resolved upon by the congregation of
Temple Emanu-El of New York on Oct. 11, 1847;
and the first confirmation at that temple took place
on Shebu'ot, 1848. A confirmation had been held two
years before at the Anshe Chesed Synagogue of NewYork. The ceremony has since gained so firm a
foothold in America that there is now no progressive Jewish congregation in which the annual confirmation on Shebu'ot is not a regular feature of
congregational life and one of the most inspiring
ceremonies of the whole year.
Gratz ("Gesch." xi. 374) blames Israel Jacobsohn
for having introduced, among many other synagogue reforms, the confirmation of boys and girls,
which, he says, " has no root in JudaObjections ism." In the opinion of reform Jews
to the Rite, confirmation, like the organ and other
innovations traceable to non-Jewish
as 1817, in

1818,

young into their ancestral religion which the
bar mizwah institution had lost, owing to the unfaof the children with Hebrew. Besides,
there was no provision for a solemn consecration of
the Jewi.sh maiden to her religious duties. Confirmation was the first step toward the official recognition of woman as a member of the Synagogue.
"While many Orthodox leaders object to confirmation
on the ground that it has been borrowed from the
Protestant Church, where also it is but a recent development and not at all characteristically or typically Christian (see "Confirmation," in HerzogHauck, " Real-Encyc. "), or because it contradicts
the principle that the Israelite is pledged by the
covenant of Sinai by his birth (IDiyi VDK'ID
"yo "ino Shebu. 22b), there is nothing in the rite
which is not thoroughly in harmony with the
miliarit}'

Judaism.

does not

It

mean

into the faith, or adnns.sion into the

munity, but

is

a

.soleuui

didates, after

In

being

with.

initiation

Jewish com-

declaration of the can-

having been

iiistructeil in their

Harmony

sulliciciilly

duties as Jews, and

imbued with enthusiasm

ft)r

be resolved to live as
Judaism. Jewsaud Jewesses. For this i)urpose,
after their religious sentiment has been
awakened and strengthened, and their minds have
been prejiared for their becoming faithful mcinbersof
the Jewish congregation, of society, and of the state,
confirmation comes as the solenui graduation from
the school of religious and ethical instruction, and is
intended to consecrate the young to their duties as
Jews. It appeals not only to those confirmed, but
to the entire congregation, and thereby becomes for
all a renewal of the Sinai covenant.
In order to pro-

duce

tlu'ir religion, to

becoming customary to
the sixteenth or seventeenth year.
With the freedom and self-government universally
prevailing in Jewish congregations, it is natural that
the confirmation services should differ according to
the subjective views and to the tastes of the rabbis.
this lasting effect it is

delay the

rite until

Thus some introduce a formal

confession of faith,

while others prefer a statement of principles. But
the essential features are everywhere about the same,
and may be stated as follows: The act is preceded
by a public examination in the history, doctrines,
and duties of the Jewish religion, held
Essential either in connection with the celebraFeatures. tion or on some day during the preceding week. The sermon preached
at the-exercises refers to the importance of the epoch
which the young people have reached, and closes
with an impressive address to them. Thereupon
follows a prayer, either a profession of faith or a
statement of principles by members of the class,
and in conclusion is invoked the blessing of the
candidates by the rabbi. The rite is accompanied
by impressive music.
Bibliography Geiger, Wias. Zeit. Jild. Theol. 111. 68 ct seq.;
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associations, lends an impressiveness to the initiation
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of

spirit
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1.

AND FORFEITURE.—

Confiscation: Appropriation of private prop-

erty to the public use or treasury. Confiscation of
the property of peaceable aliens in Palestine who
belonged to a nation at war with Israel, is not mentioned in either Biblical or rabbinical literature.
Biblical histor}', on the contrary, records instances
where such people as chose to remain in Israel's
midst were left unmolested in possession of their estates, paying only the usual tribute to the country
Nor is con(Josh. xvii. 13; Judges i. 28 et seq.).
fiscation, in the sense of appropriation to the use of
the state as a judicial punishment for the violation
of law, known in the history of Israel's first commonwealth. The case of Ahab and Naboth (I Kings
xxi. see Ahab), which some cite in support of the
;

contrary view (Michaelis, "Mosaisches Recht," 1.
261 Mayer, "Rechte der Israeliten," i. 218, iii. 132),
;

is not considered as a criterion in rabbinical law.
Tradition asserts that Abab was his victim's cousin,
tee son of the brother of Xaboth's father; and in
the absence of nearer agnates, he was Naboth's legal
Such confiscaheir (Tosef., Sanh. iv. 6; Sanh. 48b).
tion came into vogue in the early days of the second
commonwealth, and was an importation from Persia.
In the rescript which Artaxerxes gave to Ezra (Ezra
vii. 13-26), and the authenticity of Avhich is proved
by E. Meyer ("Die Entstehung des Judeuthums,"
"
pp. 60 et seq.), " confiscation of goods is decreed as
one of the punishments of those who failed to "do
God and the law of the king."
.
the law of
This decree was adopted by Ezra and in a proclamation subsequently issued by him he threatened,
" Whosoever would not come within three days, according to the counsel of the princes and the elders,
all his substance should be forfeited " (Ezra x. 8).
There is, however, a controversy in the Talmud
as to the right of confiscation of the property of
executed criminals, and the decision is a compromise:
"The property of criminals executed by order of
the king [for treason] lapses to the king but the
property of those executed by a verdict of a regular
"
court [for other crimes] descends to their legal heirs
(Tosef., I.e. Sanh. I.e. Maimonides, " Yad," Ebel, i.
Private property
9; see Capital Punishment).
may be seized for the personal needs and conveniences of the king, or for the advancement of
public safety; but for all such property the state
must remunerate the owner (Sifre, Deut. 161; Sanh.
This
i. 4; B. K. 60b; "Yad." Melakim, iv. 3 et seq.).
royal prerogative was greatly abused by some kings,
.

.

;

;

;

particularly

;

in

fulfilling

literally

"He

Samuel's pre-

your fields,
and your vineyards, and your olive-yards, even the
best of them, and give them to his servants " (compare ih. xxii. 7; Ezek. xlv. 7, 8; xlvi. 16-18), which

diction (I

Sam.

viii.

14):

will talie

probably suggested the comparatively late homiletic
remark, " As soon as one is promoted to leadership in
Israel he becomes rich " (Yoma 22b Yalk., Sam. 119).
Rabbinical law, therefore, restricts this right of confiscation to the actual needs of the king and his
court and army (Sifre. Deut. 158 et seq, Sanh. ii. 4
;

;

"Yad,"

Confirmation
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;

l.r.).

2. Forfeiture: A penalty for misconduct, crime,
bnach of duty. Pentateuchal and rabbinical
laws prescribe specified amounts as forfeitures for
certain crimes or misdemeanors {Ex. xxi. 32; B.
K. 43a; Deut. xxii. 19; Ket. 40a; Deut. xxii. 29;
These will be found detailed under
ket. 33a).
I)AM.\f;K, Finks and Foufkiture, or in the articles
treating of the respective causes.
Among tlie ))un'ly rabbinical enactments, one prescribes the forfeiture of rights wliere, through them,
For exinjury may accrue to innocent parties.
uniple: "Wliere a bond bears a date antecedent to
the daj' of actual execution, its holder forfeits the
right of levying on the debtor's property, if otiierwise encumbered, even where that eneumbranee
dates pf)Steriorly to the delivery of the bond (Slieh.
X. .-.; ]',. M. 72a; "Yad," Malveh. xxiii. 1; Hoshen
Mishpat, 43, 7). Also, wliere the amount denominated in a bond includes usury, anil it can not be
or

ascertained how much of that amount is princi[)al,
the creditor forfeits the principal as well as the

Confiscation

161, 11; Hoshen
forfeiture of ten gold pieces
(" zehubim ") is also prescribed for depriving a person of the privilege of discharging a religious duty,

usury

(B.

M. 72a; Yoreh De'ah,

Mishpat, 52,

when

1).

that person

duty himself

(B.

Hoshen Mishpat,
J.

A

and willing to discharge the
K. 91b; "Yad," Hobel, vii. 14;

is fit

382,

1).

S.

SR.

CONFISCATION OF
The

f.rst

M.

BOOKS:

decree directed against

Hebrew

one of the emperor Justinian

(553) for-

known

literature is

HEBREW

bidding the Jews to use " what is called by them
The Second Edition " {Secmida Editio, 6cvTipo>aig).
Apparently this term was used to designate the Mid'

'

rashic, traditional interpretation of the Scriptures.

extent the decree was enforced is not known.
Entirely unauthorized and without definite purpose
was the action of the Crusaders six centuries later,
when, in their march through Germany, they confiscated all the Hebrew books they could find in the
various cities, and left behind them piles of burning
Talmuds and prayer-books to mark their path.
In the thirteenth century France was the center
of a series of deliberate attacks directed against Hebrew books. The typical order of procedure in
nearly all such movements was as follows: the
bringing of charges against the Talmud by a converted Jew the issuing by the pope of a decree for
the carrying out of the decree by the
its confiscation
Inquisition a disputation of the charges, including
a defense of the work by the rabbis; finally, the condemnation and public destruction of the Talmud by
burning. Very often other books were confiscated

To what

;

;

;

along with the Talmud.
In 1232 Jewish scholars in France were divided
into two hostile camps, consisting respectively of
the followers and opponents of Moses ben INIaimon's
philosophy. Solomon ben Abraham
Conof ]\Ioutpellier was at the head of
party, and
fiscation, in the latter the Orthodox
looked upon his opponents as heretics.
France.
In an evil moment he carried the quarrel outside the Jewish ranks, and invited the Dominican and Franciscan inquisitors, then busied with the
enemies of the Catholic Clnirch, to proceed against
Jewish heretics also. In Provence his request met
with an eager response; the papal cardinal legate
gave the command, and in Montpellier a house-tohouse search was made for Maimonidean writings.
All such as could be found were brought together,
and in Dec, 1233, the first public official burning of
Hebrew books to(jk place.
This action on the part of Solomon l)en Abraham
The
led to results which he liad not expected.
IiHluisition did not long restrict its activity to the
writings of Maimonides, and the Talmud itself

—

—

soon 1)eeanie the object of attack. A little more
than anionlli after the affair of Montpellier a pul)lic
burning of Talmudic and other kindred works was
held in Paris, at which 12.000 volumes were destroyed together. In 1239 the bai)lized Jew Nicholas (Donin) brovight the charge against the Talmud
that it insulted Christianity, and Pope Gregory IX.
sent a general order on the subject to the temporal
and ecclesiastical rulers in France, England. Castile,
Aragon, and Portugal. He decreed that the Domin-
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ami Fr^lm•i^^l•nlls CDnlisniti' nil lopios of tlio
Talmud, subiiiit. tluMU to tlic houdsot" the two onlfis

ii'ans

for t'xainiuatiou, ami, shouKl the chars^i's provt' to
bo true, cause them to be destroyed (May, or Juno
VSSd).
In Palis the decree met with a ready response
from King Louis IX. and tlie Dominican Henry of
Cologne. The Jews were forced, under threat of
death, to surrender their books; and a commission
was appointed to hear the defense of the rabbis.
The Talmud was condemned to the flames; but a
stay was secured and a second hearing accordeil, in
which H. Jehiel of Paris headed llie defense. The
Talmud was. however, again coudemued (1240).
Three years later the decree was carried out, under
urging from the new pope, Innocent IV. A general
contiscAtiou took place throughout France, and on
one day fourteen wagon-loads were brought into
Paris. Ljiter, six more wagon-loads were added, and

the books were publicly burned on June 17, 1244.
Similar couliseations took place in Rome about the

all
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(1) of the Talmud in southern France,
by PoiK" Alexander V., carried out by the inquisitor
Pons Fcugeyron, 1409; (2) of the Talmud and other

ordered:

"anti-Christian writings like the Marmar Jeshu,'
(Tolcdot Yeshu?) in Spain, by the anti-pope Benedict Xlll., 1415 (never carried into effect, owing to
the pope's deposition); (3) of all Hebrew books in
Portugal, 1497.
'

One of tli(! most important of anti-Talmud movements occurred in Germany at the opening of the
Two converts, the Dominicans
sixteenth century.
Victor of Carben and Joliann Pfellerkorn, brought
the customaiy charges against the Talmud, wliereupon King ]\Iaximiliun in 1509 authorized thetionfisation of Hebrew books throughout Germany, and

(

the destruction of such as contained anything contrary to the teachings of the Bible or of Christianity.
In Frankfort, AVorms, Lorch, Bingen, Laufen, Mayence, and Deutz such confiscations were lield; that

Frankfort taking i)laceonSe))t. 28, when all books
found in the synagogue were seized. A house-tohouse search was to have been made on the following
daj"
but the archbishop Uriel of Gennningen forbade this, and together with several otluir Christians
who showed themselves friends to Jewish literature,
succeeded in inducing the emperor to order the return of the books to their owners.
Later, this order was revoked 1,500 books and manuscripts were
again seized in Frankfort (April 11, 1510). The
question in general was then submitted to the
scholars of Germany for decision, and men like
Reuchlin gave their answer in favor of the Talnuid
and kindred works, though naturally against Lipman's. anti-Christian writings and the "Toledot
in

;

;

Y'eshu " (History of the Birth of Jesus of Nazareth)
condemned by the Jews themselves. The
weight of opinion, including that of all the large
universities except Heidelljerg, was against the Tal-

— works

mud, however; and Reuchlin was charged with
Polist Bishop Ttirowlng Condscated

Hebrew Books

into the

Flames.
(From Jacob Emden'a " S«ter Shimmush,"

After further vacillatitm on the part of the

was carried to Home,
him; but the Talmud
question seems to have been dropped for a while.
The question was reopened in Italy in 1553 by

authorities, Reuchlin's case
1762.)

again in Paris, four j'cars later, under
Odo; in Barcelona and Tarragona
under Pope Clement IV., the Archbishop of Tarragona, and the apostate Pablo Christiano of 3Iontpellier, King James of Aragon, though he had at
one time ordered the confiscation of Nahmanides'
writings, showing himself now somewhat more liberally inclined; in Paris under Philip
From the the Fair, in 1299, and again in 13U9,
Thirteenth wiien three wagon-loads of books were
to the
burned in Toulouse, under the inquisSixteenth itor Bernard Gui, aided by officials of
Century. King Louis in 1319. Before this last
burning the books were carried through
the streets of the city, while royal officers proclaimed

same time

heresy.

;

the cardinal -legate

;

publicly that their condemnation was due to the inIn 1320
sults to Chri.stianity which they contained.
the Archbishop of Bourges received orders from Pope
John XXII. to confiscate all copies of the Talmud in
Finally, in Rome during the Feast of
liis city.
Weeks, 1322, occurred a confiscation and a burning
of the Talmud, accompanied by robbery and murder
on the part of the mob.
In tha fifteenth century three confiscations were

and

finally decided against

Cardinal Caraffa, leader of the Italian Inquisition,
this time on down to the nineteenth century
the attackson Hebrew books continued almost without interruption. The usual apostate charges preceded the confi.scation orders issued by Pope Julius
III. in 1553, and were eageily carried out by the
inquisitor-general.
In Rome the "familiars," dread
servants of the Holy Office, forced their way into
synagogues and homes, and returned
Action of laden with booty to their superiors,
the InA defense was allowed the rabbis, a
quisition. formality the uselessnessof which hisOn
tory had already made evident.
an appointed day all the copies of the Talmud were
carried to the Campo di Fiori, and once again, as the
flames arose, Rome rang with mingled shouts of glee
and cries of anguish (Sept., 1553). And not Rome
alone; for the Incpiisition's decree had reached all
l)laees where the Catholic Church Avas supreme.
Barcelona obe)'ed first; then Venice, where theapostate Eleazar ben Raphael wished to include many
other books in the condemnation, and a commission

and from
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decided partially in his favor. On a Sabbath
the sentence was carried out, and Judah Lerma has
narrated that he al one lost 1 500 volumes. Romagna,
Urbino, and Pesaro held burnings before the end
of the year; and early in 1554 books were burned
by hundreds of thousands in Ancona, Ferrara, Mantua, Padua, Candia (an island belonging to Venice),
finally

,

and Ravenna.
prohibited books ("Index
published in 1554 by
")
order of the pope, in Milan and Venice, the "Talmuth " appeared in the list for the first time, and
thereafter was prohibited by the indexes published
in various parts of the Catholic world, with the
modifications, on two occasions, mentioned in the
In 1557 the baptized Jew
article Censorship.
Andrea del Monte directed another confiscation in
Rome, sparing not even the prayer-books; and in
the following year the inquisitor-general Cardinal
In Milan the SpanGhislieri ordered still another.
ish general Gonzalo Fernandez de Cordua, after resisting the Inquisition for some time, finallj^ agreed
that the Talmud should be burned, and ordered his
Spanish soldiers to aid in the work. Other books
were not spared, however, and between 10,000 and
12,000 volumes formed a pyre over which Sextus
Other
Sinensis presided in April or May, 1559.
confiscations took place in Cremona and Lodi (July,

In the catalogue of

Librorum Prohibitorum

1566); Romagna and Bologna (1567); Vercelli, in
Piedmont-Savoy (1592); Avignon and neighborhood
In
(1593); Pavia and Lodi (1597); and Rome (1601).
Cremona and Lodi, however, the books were later
returned by order of the Senate of Milan
Mean wli lie Prague had become the scene of violent anti Talmud movements.
As early as 1560 a
confiscation, including even the prajer-books, had
taken place under tlie Dominicans, but the emperor
Ferdinand, when appealed to, had ordered the return of the book.s. Toward the end of the century
tlie movement was carried on even more energetically b)' tlie Jesuits, and on Dec. 7, 1693, the Jesuit

Father Wolfgang Preissler, charging that the Talkindred works were dangerous to civil and
religious authority, secured permission for a confiscation.
A searcii through tlie Jew-

mud and

In the
isli schoolhou.se and the synagogues
Sevenresulted in tiic discovery of more than
teenth and 200 works. The movement tlien spread
Eig'hteenth toother parts, and after the customary
Centuries, charges against the Talmud, a confiscation took place in Friedeberg (Neumark), but King Frederick I. ordered the return of
the books Sfi/.ed.
Flii th, in IJavaria,

fiscation.

who

liiid

was

the scene of the next con-

A

certain Mordecai (Marx) ben Mo.ses,
embraced ChriHiianify, assuming the name

"Piiiiip Knist CliristfelH," brouglit riiargcs of bias-

phcmyagain.st Jewish prayer-books (1702). In company with .several othershc! visited some of the Jewish houM'S in FQrth, and seized eighteen l)ooks.
Mostof these were prayer-books of various editions,
but among them were also the Yf»nh Di'nh aiul two
commr-ntrtries to tin; f^irlicr Pr()i)hrts (Aliravanel's
and the " Lcb Aharon"). Christfels made a list
of the BO-called blasphemous words contained in
these works, and this was used at the sittings (March

Confiscation

4, 1702) of an inquisition appointed by the
margrave Georg Friedrich of Brandenburg-Onolzbach to examine into the charges. The head of the
commission was Rudolf Martin Meelfiihrer, who

27-April

took during the trial a position in regard to Hebrew literature very similar to that Avhich Reuchlin
had taken and the commission was discharged without having accomplished anything. A similar result followed in 1712, when the matter was reopened
in connection with charges of blasphemy brought
against a certain Elkan Friinkel. Meelfiiiirer, however, fell into disfavor this time at the court of
;

Georg Friedrich's successor, Wilhelm Friedrich, and
was charged with having had a secret understanding
with Fraukel in bringing about the discharge of the
former commission. About this same time another
series of house-to-house searches

was instit uted in the

Prague by a permanent Inquisition commission of Dominicans which had been established there.
Certain books were foimd in the homes of forty-two
families and were seized (1711).
Still another search
took place twelve years later under the Jesuit Franz

city of

Haselbauer.
During the next thirty years a series of confiscations occurred in Italy.
The first took place in Ancona in 1728, though the books seized were afterward returned. In 1731 the Dominican Giovanni
Antonio Costanzi directed searches in all the Jewish
quarters throughout the Papal States; these searches
were repeated in 1738, 1748, and finally in 1753, the
last by order of Benedict XIV., who had learned
that books were being smuggled into the ghettos in
rolls of cloth and by means of other subterfuges.
In Rome, on a night in April, after tiie ghetto gates
had been closed, oflicials entered houses previously
marked as suspicious. Outside, at stated distances
on the streets, wagons and carts were stationed under escort. As the books were taken from each
house they were placed in one of the sacks with
which each searching party had been provided, tlie
sack was scaled in the presence of two Christian
witnesses, and a tag bearing the owner's name was
Tlie books were then conveyed to an apattached.
pointed ofticial and in this way thirty-eight carts
were filled from the ghetto of Rome alone. Similar
confiscations took place in Lugo (Ravenna), Pesaro,
Ferrara, Urbino, Ancona, Sinigaglia; and the next
year in Avignon, Cari)entras, Cavaillon, and Lille.
Troui»Ie arose next in Poland, consequent on the
Frankist disturbances in 1757.
The charge was
made that as a result of Talnuidical teachings Jews
were accustomed to use the blood of Christian children in Iheirceremoiiies. All l)ooksexce]it. the IJible
;

and the Zohar were confiseuled, jind about 1,000
copies were thrown into a ditch and burned. The
search was tlii-n continued, and repeated in Lemberg, l»nt after the leader of llie Fninkisls had been
convicted of inlrigueand deception the whole movement was allowed to la|)se in Poland; and though
severe edicts were yet to 1k' issued in Ilaly (1775
and 1793) the Napoleonic era brought to a general
close the history of measures directed against He-

brew books.
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the land governs.
If a Jew sells a promissory note
to a non-Jew, it is as if he sold it to a Jew
and the
;

;

:

Jewish law

iiolds

sway (Hoshen Mishpa^,

Ixvi. 25).

Sec AsSUiNMENT.

Documents

disagreemeut bewith reference to litigation atTeeting private rights claimed to be subject

of purchase and sale, or promissory
non-Jewish courts and signed by
non-Jews, are valid. Documents of gift or of the
admission of a debt, where actual delivery of money
did not accompany tlic act, arc not valid (Git. 10b;
"Yad," Malweh, xxvii. 1; Hoshen ISIishput, (iH, 1).
"Where there is ailecree of the govern-

to their jurisdiction.

Civil Cases, ment ordering the record of

pp.

4.i:

c( stu.

;

J/ojKif.-sxi/inYf. IIXX). xllv.

lU-l:itJ,

107-177,

W.

G.

P.

CONFLICT OF LAWS: A

tween the laws of two

The

.Nlosjiie

states

law recognizes no distinction between

a native and a foreigner (Ex. xii. 49; Num. xv. 15,
In questions of ritual and religious practises
10).
the Talmudic principle enjoins obetlience to local
custom. One who comes from Palestine, where the
second day of the holidays is not observed, to a land
where it is observed, must follow the custom of the
If, however, his
country- wherein he has settled.
intention is to return to his former abode in a short
time, he must follow the more rigorous observance
of either place (Pes. 50a; Maiinonides, " Yad," Shebitot Yomtob, viii. 20; Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hay-

vim, 468, 3. 4, and 496, 3).
In criminal cases the Jewish law has practically
abdicated its authoritj- in favor of the
Criminal law of the land. Forty years before
the destruction of the Second Temple,
Cases.
the Sanhedrin in Jerusalem adjourned;
and since then the Jewish courts have had no jurisdiction in cases involving capital punishment ('Ab.
Zarah 8b; Sanh. 41a, 52b; "Yad," Sanh. xiv. 11, 13).
Nor are cases involving pecuniary penalties adjudicated upon by Jewish courts. Only such cases
as occur frequently and involve actual loss to one
of the parties maj' now be judged by Jewish courts;
but in matters involving no actual loss, as the double
payment for theft, or in matters that are not of frequent occurrence, as when one animal injures another, the rabbis of the present day can exercise no
authority (B. K. 84b; Maimonides, I.e. v. 8 et seq.
Shulhan 'Aruk, Hoshen Mi.shpat, 1 et seq.).
In civil cases the following rules were established
by the Rabbis.
1. In suits between two Israelites the law of the
place where the contract was made governs, or, if
the place is not mentioned in the contract, the law
of the place where the case is tried rules (B. M. 83a
Ket. 110b; "Yad," Lshut, xxiii. 12; Hoshen Mishpat,
;

Eben ha-'Ezer, 117, 19, Isserles' gloss).
In suits between non-Jews the law of the land
or the Jewish law to Avhichever the parties submit

42, 14, 15;
2.

—

—

themselves governs ("Yad," Melakim, x. 12).
3. In matters between a Jew and a non Jew the
suit is decided according to the law of the land or
according to the Jewish law, that s\'stem being
chosen which favors the Jew. In each case, however, the non-Jew should be informed by what system he was judged (B. K. 113a; Maimonides, ib.).
If the non-Jew observes the general laws of morality and religion ("ger toshab," Lev. xxv. 35, and
elsewhere), the law of the land must govern (Maimonides, ib.). A non-Jew who sells a promissory
note to a Jew can not afterward i'bsolve the debtor,
although the Jewish law permits it; for the law of

4.

notes, prepared in

all

nego-

documents i)repared in
non-Jewish courts are valid (Hoshen Mishpa^, I.e.,
tiations,

all

Isserles' gloss).
5. It is forbidden by Jewish law to litigate a suit
between two Israelites before a non-Jewish court,
even when both parties desire it (Gif. 88b; "Yad,"
Sanh. XX vi. 7; Hoshen Mishpat, xxvi. 1). If one of
the parties refuses to appear before a Jewish court,
the other must first summon him through the Jewish court; and if he does not heed the summons,

permission will be granted to him to sue the defendant before a non-Jewish court (Maimonides ib. Hoshen Mishpat, ib.).
6. Referring to the Persian law, the amora Samuel
said: t<jn NniD^'DT NJH (" the law of the land is the
law," Git. 10b; B. K. 113a). This dictum is particularly applied to cases between Jews and non-Jews.
Although according to the Jewish law three years'
uninterrupted possession of real estate (" Hazakah ")
establishes one's right to land, in Persia, where forty
years of uninterrupted possession was necessary, the
same -law held good also for the Jews of that land
(B. B. 55a; see Rashbam's commentary).
This
principle has been accepted as valid by all wellregulated governments in cases of taxes or of other
regulations made for the welfare of the community
("Yad," Gezelah we-Abedah, v. 11-18; Hoshen
Mishpat, 369, 6-11). Where, however, the case does
not affect the community, and the government dewhere the law of
rives no special benefit from it
the land is that the husband does not inherit from
the Jewish law predominates; and the
his wife
wife's relatives have no claim on her property, if
she dies during the life of her husband (Hoshen Mish;

—

—

I.e., Isserles' gloss; see "Pithe Teshubah" ad
§ 3, and to 248, § 2; "Hatham Sofer, Hoshen
Mishpat," 172). Of course, this could be the case
only in those countries where Jewish autonomy is
recognized in cases of inheritance. It is not the case
in England, America, or western European states,
for example.
The tendency of tlie Talmud and of the later codes
is generally toward submission to the law of the
land in all civil cases, when such law is humane and
the Jews are allowed an equal hearing in the courts
with non-Jews. The fact that now the Jewish court
has almost entirely lost its power, and the Rabbis,
even those of the most Orthodox wing, raise no
objection against those who resort to non-Jewish

pat,

loc.

upon whom Maimonides and his followers
have pronounced the ban of excommunication (see
Midr. Tan., Mishpatim, 10; "Yad," Sanh. xxvi. 7),
proves that this is the tendency in the progress of
the Jewish law.
In civil cases, therefore, the law

courts,
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of the land, even -when in conflict with the Jewish
law, is now tacitly recognized by all as binding.
The question was frequently raised whether marriage and divorce are religious acts, and must, therefore, be in accordance with Jewisli law and custom
;

or whether they may also be included under civil
laws generally and be governed by the laws of the
state; or whether they are partly religious and
This question was
partly civil in tlieir character.
discussed in periodicals and in books and at the different conferences of rabbis held during the nine-

teenth century but no uniform law has as yet been
estiiblishcd in regard to it.
The Assembly of Notables, convened by Napoleon I. in 1806 in Paris, among other matters brought
before it, had to answer the question as to the relation between the civil and the Jewish
Marriage law in matters pertaining to marriage
The following resoluand divorce
Laws.
tions were adopted, and were later
(1807) confirmed by the Sanhedrin, two-thirds of
whicii consisted of rabbis and one-third of laymen
"That intermarriages between Jews and Christians
were to be considered binding, and, although they
were not attended by any religious forms, yet no
religious interdict could be passed upon them
that divorce by the Jewish law was effective only
when preceded by that of the civil authorities;
that marriage likewise must be considered a civil
contract first" (Graetz, "Hist, of the Jews," American ed., V. 497).
The rabbinical conference held in Brunswick,
Germany, in 1844, resolved " that the intermarriage
of Jews and Christians, and, in general, the intermarriage of Jews with adlierents of any of the monotiieistic religions, is not forbidden, provided that
the parents are permitted by the law of the state to
l)ring up in tlie Jewi.sli faith the offspring of such
marriage." Tiiis resolution entirely abandons the
Talmudic standpoint; and when it was brought up
for ratificalion before the second rabbinical convention at Augsburg, even Avib and Geiger, the most
pronounced advocates of Reform present at that
convention, agreed to liav(! it tabled.
The second Israelitish synod, held at Augsburg in
1871, passed the following resolution concerning
civil marriages: "Civil marriage has, according to
the view of Judaism, |)erfect validity or sanction;
provided that the Mo.saic law of prohibited degrees
(r.//.
marriage between aunt and nephew) is not
violated.
The rt'ligious solemnization, Jiowever, is
re(|uired as a consecration befitting the dignity of
marriage."
Tiie question of tlie dis.solution of marriage by
the death of tlie liusbaiid, which has been dealt
witli so minutely by the liiibbis (.stjo 'Aounaii), especially where evidence was necessary to establish the
identity of the deceased, has also \)fX'U acted ujjori
by modern Cf)nfercnce3. Tlie rabbinical conference
held at Philadelphia in lHf]9and the Augsburg synod
of 1H71 pas.s(;d rr'solutions to the effect that, "the
final dcrci.sion of the courts concerning the idf-nlity
of a dead person, and a judicial decision declaring a
lost person to be dead, have also sanction for ritual
;

:

;

.

.

.

,

more serious aspect

Conflict of

their

IV.— 15

still

last

husbands

in the

Mohammedan

courts, the geo-

nim Hunai and Mar-Raba introduced many reforms
Jewish laws of divorce so as to prevent
such action on the part of the Jews by making these
appeals unnecessary (Graetz, I.e. iii. 92).
In more modern times, when the autonomy of the
into the

Jewish courts was entirely abolished in most of the
European countries, the question assumed greater
importance, and was discussed more minutely by
rabbis.
In most civilized countries even where the
rabbis have the right to perform marriage ceremonies, and the state would recognize their act as
valid they have no authority to enforce a dissolution of marriage when it is required by Jewish law,
or to conduct the ceremony of a ritual Get or Bill
OF Divorce, so long as the marriage has not been
duly dissolved by the competent courts of the counThe tendency, therefore, of the modern Retry.
form rabbis is to look upon divorce as a civil act, and
thus to submit entirely to the laws of the country

—

—

;

thus considered superfluous. While
the German rabbis, in their various conventions, did
not pass any definite resolutions concerning this matter, the American rabbis in the Philadelphia conference of 1869 passed the following resolution:
tlie

ritual get

is

" The dissolution of marriage

Is, on Mosaic and rabbinical
which never received religious conrecognized,
therefore, as an act emanasecration. It is to be
ting altogether from the judicial authorities of the state. The
so-called ritual get is in all cases declared null and void. The
dissolution of marriage, pronounced by a civil court, is also
fully valid in the eyes of Judaism, if it can be ascertained from
the judicial documents that both parties consented to the divorce. Where, however, the court issues a decree against one or
the other party, by constraint, Judaism recognizes the validity
of the divorce only when the c^use assigned is sulllcient in conformity with the spirit of the Jewisli religion. It is recommended, however, that the olllciatlng rabbi, in rendering a decision, obtain the concurrence of competent colleagues."

grounds, a

By

civil act only,

law of divorce is
and the law of the larld takes

this resolution the .Tewish

entirely abrogated,

precedence.
The great majority of Jews, however, have not
aecei)te(l these regulations, and still cling to the
enactments of the Sluilhan 'Aruk. In cases of marriage and divorce, they still endeavor to maintain
tlu! autonomy of the Jewish law; and no conservative rabbi will sanction the second marriage of
a woman wlio has ol)tained her divorce fhrough a
non -Jewish court, unless she has also obtained a
In order not to come into conflict with
ritual gettlie civil aniiiorities of the state, many rabbis are
careful not to grant a get unless the courts of the
land have previously sanctioned a dissolution of the

marriage.
Hiiii.KxmArHV

:
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In cases of divorce the question assumes a

and the discussions for the

;

century on this subject have grown very bitter. Although the Jewish authorities readily submitted to
the non-Jewish courts questions affectDivorce
ing civil rights and contracts, they
refused to recognize their authority
Laws.
in matters 'of divorce (Git. 88b).
In
the seventh century of the common era, when Jewish w^omen sought to obtain bills of divorce from

/^i/y/ifnrji.Schwerln,

cases.

Laws

1H4.'I:

Conuectlcut
Gfsftnifttuinj

utui
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Trt-vcs, 1881;
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CONFLICT OF OPINION (Hebrew, Mahloket Araimiic. Pelugta): Rarely did an opiuiou
expressed by i>ue of tlie nibbis of tlie Tahimd puss
;

uuelmllenged. lu questions involving logieal reasoning, or the iuterpreUition of some Biblieal passage, or an opinion of an earlier authority, there
were conflicts of opinion among the teachers of the
Talnnid. The contliding opinions were usually
represented by ditTerent schools; for example, those
of Shammai and Hillel, Kab and Samuel, Abaye
In fact, most of the rabbis of the
and Raba.
Talmud, from the earliest tannaim to the latest
amoraim, can be grouped into antagonistic couples,

one in opposition to the other.
Just as a tanna could not express an opinion
which was in couHict with a Biblical passage, so an
amora could not contradict a >Iishnah or a generally
accepted Baraita, unless he was able to produce another Mishnah or Baraita to support his view. Nor
could an amora express an opinion which was in
conflict with an accepted decision or principle expressed by an earlier leading amora (Bezah 9a, and
Rashi ad loc). Otherwise, every rabbi had a right
to his opinion, even though it conflicted with tlie
opinion of the greatest of his contemporaries (B. K.
43b).

Scattered throughout the Talmud there are various rules by which the Rabbis were guided in de-

When the
ciding cases of conflicting opinions.
opinion of an individual conflicted with that of the
majority, the opinion of the majority prevailed (Ber.
9a et al.). If one Mishnah records a conflict of opinion between two tannaim, and a subseRules of quent Mishnah in the same book reDecision, cords the opinion of only one without
mentioning any name (Setani), the
opinion expressed in the latter Mishnah is to be followed (Yeb. 42b). In laws concerning mourning,
the more lenient opinion is usually observed (M. K.
With a few exceptions, an opinion expressed
18a).
by the school of Hillel prevails against an opinion
by the school of Shammai ('Er. 13b). Because Eliezer ben Hyrcanus was under the ban (B. M. 59b
Shab. 130b), decisions were not, except in a few instances, rendered in accordance with his opinions.
Decisions are always in accordance with the opinions of Simeon ben Gamaliel, except in three cases
(Git. 38a), and of Rabbi (Judah the Patriarch), when
In questions inin conflict with any other tanna.
volving logical reasoning, the decision is never rendered in accordance with the opinion of R. Meir
when in conflict with the opinions of his colleagues,
because his reasoning was too subtle ('Er. 13b; compare Ket. 57a).
In conflicts of opinion between amoraim the following rules were employed. In matters of civil
law the opinion of Rab prevails against the opinion
of Samuel; in religious laws the reverse is the case
(Bek. 49b). The same rule applies to conflicts of
opinion between Rab Xahman and Rab Sheshet.
With the exception of six cases, decisions are always in accordance with the opinion of Raba when

with Abaye (B. M. 22b). The ojnnKabbah generally prevails against that of
Rab Judah or Rab Joseph (Git. '('4b). In rabbinical
institutions tlie more lenient opinion is followed

in

conflict

ion of

In a conflict between earlier and
(Yer. Git. i^ 2).
later authorities (those coming after the period of
Abaye and Itaba) the opiinoii of the later takes
precedence (see Asheri to Sanh. iv. (i; compare B.
B. 142b).

These rules were followed by the various codiAlthough the law is now
of the Jewish law.
fixed in the codes of Maimonides and Caro, many of
these rules have still their application, especially
the one last mentioned, for it is considered that the
later rabbis, who knew of the opinions advanced by
their predecessors, were in a better position to decide correctly (compare Ahauonim; Amoka; Authority Laws, Codification of.
flers

;
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CONFORTE

CONFORTI, DAVID:

Heborn in Salouica about 1618
Conforte came of a family of
died about 1685.
His early instructors were R. Israel Zebi,
scholars.
As a young
R. Judah Girasi, and R. Baruch Angel.
man he studied the Cabala under R. Jefeth the
Egyptian, and philosophy under R. Levi Pasriel.
His chief teachers, however, were Mordecai Kalai
and Daniel Estroza. Conforte married a granddaughter of ]\Ienahem de Lonsano. He journeyed
twice to Palestine, once in 1644, alone, and a second
time in 1653, when, together with his family, he
settled in Jerusalem, founding there a bet lia-midIn 1671, however, he was in Egypt, where he
rash.
occupied the position of dayyan. He is also known
to have been in Smyrna.
His chief work is a literary chronicle now known
by the title "Kore ha-Dorot," which contains the

brew

or

literary historian

names

;

of all the teachers
to his

Talmud up

and writers from the

close

own

day. This chronicle
is divided into three parts, the first two of which,
referring to the time before the expulsion of the
Jews from Spain in 1492, are very short. The third
part is divided into eleven generations, and is not
Conforte used all the
systematically arranged.
earlier historical works, such as Abraham ibn Daud's
"Sefer ha-Kabbalah," Zacuto's "Yuhasiu," and
Yahyah's "Shalshelet ha-Kabbalah," especially the
first mentioned, from which he cites whole passages.
He also gathered material from various printed and
manuscript responsa, and was the first to collect the
names mentioned in tlie.se works. His chronicle is
valuable for the literary history of the Jews in the
of the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, especially in
Turkey, Italy, Africa, and the near East. Probably it was composed in Egypt, about the year 1683,
Conforte was a
if Cassel's conjecture be correct.
mere compiler, and at times his data are contradict-

The
Egypt by
ory.

original

manuscript was brought from

R. David Ashkenazi of Jerusalem, who,
to judge from a note in his preface, gave it the title
"Kore ha-Dorot," and had it printed in Venice in
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1746, without mentioning the name of the author.
This poor edition has been critically reedited, and
supplied with notes and index, by David Cassel (Berlin, 1846), who follows the pagination of the first
edition.
Conforte also wrote a volume of responsa,
of the fate of which, however, nothing is know-n.
Gabriel Confoto, a Turkish Talmudist who is
mentioned in the responsa literature of the seventeenth century, was probably a son of David Conforte.
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Conflict of Opinion
Connecticut

sisted by Miss Sadie American, secretary, and a
committee of 25 other Chicago women. Its sessions
were held Sept. 4-7, inclusive. Papers were presented setting forth the work and thought of Jewish women in philanthropy and religion. At the final
session a resolution was adopted calling for the
formation of a permanent organization of Jewish
women, to be called the "National Council of Jewish Women " (see Council of Jewish Women).
As a souvenir of the congress, there was issued a
"Collection of Traditional Jewish Melodies," arranged and edited by the cantors William Sparger
of New York and Alois Kaiser of Baltimore, with
an introduction by Dr. Cyrus Adler of Washington.
Bibliography Papers of the Jewixh Women^s Congress
:

CONGREGATION:

1.

An

assembly convoked

and purpose (isHp = EKKAr/aia, I
Kings viii. 65; Joel ii. 16; Ps. xl. 10. For D^^npD
and m^npo in Ps. xxvi. 12, Ixviii. 26, "assemblies"
would be more correct than "congregations" [A.V.]
and inyiO in Ps. Ixxiv. 4 should be rendered " syn-

(Jewish Publication Society of America), 1894.
A.

for a certain time

;

agogues," not "congregations," as in A. V.).
2.

A

single

XXXV. 23
3.

community (my

The whole body

of Israel, called

congregation of the Lord," Deut.

"assembly"
7N"ie"

= owayuyrj,

Num.

et seq.).

is

incorrect);

^>

^np ("the

>>

xxiii. 1 ctscq.

;

R. V.

Num.

xxvii. 17;
congregation of Israel," Ex. xii.
^\'^]},

my ="the
'ja my = " the

congregation of the children of Israel, Ex. xvi. 1; ^itrwif ni]} ^np = " the
assembly of the congregation of Israel," Ex. xii. 6
and Num. xiv. 5; or simply ^npn and myn used
indifferently. Lev. iv. 13 et seq.
Prov. v. 14, where
3

;

ijNIK'"'

CONIGLIANI, CARLO:

Italian

A.

S.

jurist

and

born at Modena June 25. 1868;
died there Dec. 6, 1901. Afte- studying law at
Modena, receiving the degree of doctor of laws in
1889, he was sent by the government to Padua and
political economist;

London for further study. On his return to Modena
he became lecturer at the university, being made
instructor in finance in 1892.
In 1898 he was appointed assistant professor on the faculty of law.
died suddenly on the same day on which he had
been named for the full professorship. Conigliani
was an earnest student of economics, being attracted

He

especially to the problem of the effect of duties and
taxes on the masses.
When Minister Wollemborg

was planning

in 1901 a thorough reform of taxation,
with the object of relieving the poorer classes, he

;

1^1]} is

pnp,

preferably translated by

iKK/.Tja'ta.

To

this

LXX.

must be added

awayuyr/,
2\>V''

and

n^Hp

=

"the congregation of Jacob," Deut. xxxiii. 4 (R.
V. "as,sembiy"; LXX. awayuyal^, plural; so also
Ecclus. [Sirach] xxiv. 23).
From the Apocryphal and other Hellenistic writings (see Ecclus. xxiv. 2, xliv. 15, 1. 13 etseq.; I
Mace. ii. 50, iii. 13, etc.), and the inscriptions in
Scharer ("Gesch. des Judischen Volkes," ii. 432
et 8ef{.,V\\. 40-46), it appears
that "synagogue"
awayuyf/ was the name, corresponding to nDJ3,
Arameaii NnCJ3, given to the Jewish congregation
as a foiniimiiily, as well as to tlie place of worship;
" assemwiiiif llie name fKK/.T/aia (tov Osuv, or Kvftiov
bly of the Lord " hence KvpiaKt/ [cnKia]
"church")
waschosen to designate the a.ssemblyof worshijjers.
It was owing to the influence of Paul that IkkAt]ain (= " church ") became the distinctive name of the
Chri.stian conununifies, while "synagogue" liecame
that of the Jewish congregation, and for .some time,
also, of tlie JudK'oChristiiui congregations (comjiare
Hclilirer, I.e.).
See Co.mmunity, Ouoanization ok;

=

=

=

;

MiNVAN; Synagogue.
K'.

CONGRESS OF JEWISH WOMEN:
of

tlic

(iciKjMiiiialional

Parliament of Religions,

coii^icsses of

llic

One

\V()rl(i's

the Columbian Ex
position in f'liicaKo, III., 1KJK{.
It was the first ride
gate body of Jewish women ever called togetiu-r.
There were present 93 delegates from 29 cities of
the United Slates.
The congress was organized by
(Mrs. Henry) Hannah G. Solomon, chairman, aslield at

called Conigliani into the ministry of finance as sci-

help him in elaborating his measwas also interested in Jewish communal affairs, and was for a long time a member of
the governing board of the Jewish community of
entific adviser, to

ures.

Conigliani

Modena.
During the

last years of his short life he was the
enthusiastic leader of the Zionists in Italy.
He
founded in 1901 "L'Idea Sionista " for the expres.sion of their views, and acted as its editor until his
death.
His works include: "Teoria degli Effetti Eco-

nomiei delle Imposte," Milan, 1890; " Un Nuovo
Sistemadi Tariffe Ferroviarie," Florence, 1890; "Le
Rasi Subbiettive dello Scambio," Padua, 1890; "Le
Dottriiu! Monetarie in Francia nel Medio Evo" Modena, 1892; "IPronostici del Futuro Sociale " and

"Per rimposta Proggessiva," Turin. 1896; "La Riforma delle L<ggi siii Tributi Locali, Studi e Propo.ste," Modena, 1898; " Ueber das Hausiergewerbe
in Ilalien " (with Ugo Rabbeno); "Gladstone e la
Finan/.a Ingle.se," Turin, 1H98; and many shorter
articles contributed

to"Riforma Sociale," "Critica
and "Giornale degU

Sociale," " Ri vista Pojjolare,"
Kcononiisti."

HiBUOdKAPii V

:

J/Idcn ^Umista, Jan.

0, 1002.
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CONITZ.

CONJUGATION.

See Verb.

CONJUNCTIVE.'

See Accents in

CONNECTICUT

One

Stales,

E.

See Konitz.

:

pf the six

Hebrew.

New England

and one of the thirteen original

states of the

Connecticut
Consanffulnity
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Union. The tirst mention of a .lew in Connecticut
apparently that of a certain "David the Jew" in
the Colonial Records, under date of Nov. l), 1659
(i. 34;l); the records further sliow that a Jacob Lucena was lined £"20 in 1G70, probably for Sal)ballibreaking, sinee the court, "considering he was a
Jew," reduced his line to .t'lO, and later, upon petition of Asser Levy, to .to (IU\hner, in "Pub. Am.
Jew. Hist. 8oc.'' No. 8. pp. 21 ct scq.).
In a short history of the New Haven congregation, deposited in the corner-stone of the new temple, and published in the local j)ress of March, 1896,
it is stated that about si.K Jewish families settled in
is

New Haven as early as 1770. According to the recently (1901) published diary of Ezra Stiles, this
statement is inaccurate. Stiles was born in New
Haven in 1727, continuing his residence there till his
removal to Newport in 1755. In an account of Ins
visit to New Haven in 1772 he makes this assertion
"The summer pasta family of Jews settled here, the
first real Jews (except the two brothers Pintos, who
renounced Judaism and all religion) tliat settled in
New Haven.'' He adds that they were " 10 or 8 Souls
Jews, with six or 8 Negroes. Last Saturday they
the Family were worshipping by
kept holy
themselves in a Koom in which were Lights and a
suspended Lamp. This is the lirst Jewish Worship
It
in New Haven " (" Diary of Ezra Stiles," i. 283).
.

.

.

quite probable that of the Jews who came to
Connecticut up to the year 1840 the greater number
left the state, the others amalgamating with the
There are a few Christian
families of other faiths.
families of Connecticut notably those of an expresident of Yale College, a former governor of the
that trace their
state, and an ex-minister to Russia
liheage to these early settlers, claiming relationship
with Ralph Isaacs.
Considerable interest attaches to the brothers
Pinto. They were doubtless the first Jewish settlers
of Connecticut. A building known as the "Pinto
Place," in State street near the railroad bridge in
New Haven, is still in existence (see Pinto). In
the "Roll of the Citizens of New Haven, Feb. 5,

is

—

—

incorporation," are found the
of the Pinto brothers Jacob and Solomon.
The latter was a student at Yale College, graduating
there in 1777.
He took part in the defense of New
Haven against the British July 5 and 6, 1779, and
was taken prisoner in that engagement (" Diary of
1784, at their first

names

Ezra

Stiles,"

—

ii.).

New Haven

is the most important city of Connecthaving a population of 108,027 (1900). The
number of its Jewish inhabitants is
New
about 5,500. All records having been
Haven.
destroyed by fire, there exist no
available data regarding the Jewish
congregations of New Haven. The first synagogue,
Mishkan Israel, had its origin between 1840 and
1843, as in the latter year a parcel of land in Westville (li acres) was purchased for $50 for a cemetery.
The first congregation consisted of twenty Bavarian
families, among which were the Adlers, Bretzfelders, Lehmans,
Lauterbachs, Milanderr;, Ullmans,
Watermans, and Rothschilds. Milander was the
first reader of the synagogue.
The congregation
worshiped from time to time in the Armstrong

icut,
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corner of Fleet street and Custom
the Brewster Building (at the
corner of State and Chaj)el streets), and in Todd's
Hall (in Slate street, near Covirt street), Meininger,
St.ernhciincr, and Sanuiel Zundcr being the succesIn 1854, by tlie will of Judah Touro,
sive reudeis.
the congregation came into pos.sessiou of §5,000,
which enabled it to purchase the property of the

Building

House

(at the

square), in

Third Congregational Church in Court

street.

The

new synagogue was

dedicated in the following year,
the Rev. B. E. Jacobs being minister.
In 1855 a
mere handful of people formed an Orthodox congregation, under the name "B'nai Sholom." They
worshiiH'd from time to time in West Water street,
William street, and in Olive street; their present

synagogue was built in 1894.
During 1862-64 the Court street congregation introduced a choir and an organ in the services, under
the direction of Morris Steinert the Rev. Jonas
Gabriel being minister.
In 1873 the "Minhag
America" was adopted as the ritual, and the first
Sabbath-school established, with the Rev. Judah
Wechsler as minister. He was succeeded in 1878 by
Regular weekly sermons in
the Rev. Dr. Kleeberg.
German were introduced, the temple was enlarged,
and a new organ installed. In 1893 Rabbi David Levy

Various changes were made
sermon and a large part of the services being given in English, and the congregation
decided to move -to a more convenient quarter of

was

elected minister.

in the ritual, the

the city.

In 1890 the corner-stone of the

new temple

Orange and Audubon streets was laid, and in
March of the following year the new structure was
Since the Russian and Rumanian inunidedicated.
gration there have been established a number of other
congregations, among which are Bnai Israel, Bikur
Cholim, Bnay Abraham, B'nai Jacob, and Shewath
Achim, each having a large membership and being

at

Daily religious schools are
connected with these congregations.
in a thriving condition.

While the Jewish community of New Haven conmainly of merchants with large business and
manufacturing establishments, it has had distinguished representatives in the legal and medical
Some have been specially promiprofessions also.
nent, as Max Adler, president of the chamber of
commerce; I. M. Ullman, officer on the staff of the
governor; Morris Spier, commissioner of charities;
Isaac Wolf, member of the legislature; H. W.
Asher, president of the board of education; and J.
B. Ullman, assistant corporation counsel. A considerable number have held important positions as
teachers in the public schools. Maier Zunder (d.
1901) was for twenty years a member of the board

sists

In recognition of his services in the
of education.
cau.se of public-school education, a prominent school
building bears Ins name. lie was for many years,
and up to the time of his death, treasurer of the

Congregation Mishkan

Israel, trustee

of the B'nai

Home, member of the board of the Masonic
Home, and president of the Savings Bank of New

B'rith

Haven.
During the past twenty years there has been a
considerable increase in the Jewish populations of
other towns and cities of the state, especially in
Bridgeport, Ansonia, Derby, Waterbury, and New

London. Tliough without a resident minister, they
each maintain a cemetery and a Sabbath-school, and
hold religious services during the important hohdays
The combined population of Jews outof the year.
side of Hartford and New Haven is estimated to be
one thousand. Since 1891 a number of Jewish farmers have settled in various parts of the state (see
Agricultur.^l Colonies ix the United States).
The capital city of the state is Hartford, with a
population of 79,850 (1900), the Jewish inhabitants
numbering about 2,000. The first conHartford, gregation established there was Beth
Among its rabbis have
Israel (1843).
been Deutsch, ]VIayer, Ruudbaken, and the present incumbent, Meyer Elkin. The congregation numbers
about 100 members, and is in a flourishing condition.

two or three other congregations, estabthe Russian community within the past
ten years, notably Adas Israel and B'nai Israel.
Many Hartford Jews have held positions of honor in
civic affairs, while not a few have held distinguished
places in the medical and legal professions.
D. Le.
A.
Tliere are

lislied bj'

ABRAHAM BEN

CONaXJE,

LEVI:

Caba-

lived at Hebron, Palestine, in the second half of
Swayed by his cabalistic
the seventeenth century.
studies, Conque threw himself into the Shabbethaian
movement, and became one of the most earnest aposEven the apostasy
tles of the pretended Messiah.
of Shabhethai Zebi did not shake Conque's belief, and he remained until his death a faithful fol-

list;

lower.

Conque
Palestine,

traveled, as a collector for the poor of
throughout Germany and Russia, and

everywhere endeavored to win adherents to the
movement. At the request of a friend residing at
Fra'^kfort-on-the-Main, he wrote, in 1689, an account of Shabbethai Zebi's life, which reveals in the
author a peculiar state of mind. The account is
full of miracles and prodigies, firmly believed in by
Cc>nque. It is referred to in Jacob Emden's history
of the Shabbethaian movement, "Zot Torat haKona'ot." Conque was al.so the author of the following works: (1) "Abak Soferim" (Dusl of Scholars),
Amsterdam, 1704, the first part, under the special
title of "P^in ha-Ycled," comprises liomilics on the
Pcntateucii; the second. "' UggatRe?,afim," contains

by him.sc'f and others; and
la-Binah," consists of nineteen ser"Mirihat l\eiia'ot " (OlTcring of Jealousy),

Biblical interpretations
tlic

third,

mons.

(2)

"Em

" (Dust
a treatise on jealousy.
(3) " Abak Derakim
The Inst two
of Roads), ft collection of sermons.
arc mentioned l)y A/.ulai, who claims to have seen

them

in manuscrijit.

BinLiooRAPllv

Auminhl,

:

p.

Aziilnl.
17H. not*-

Sielnirhneltler,

(.'<il.

Shfin ha-Grdolim, 11., k.v.; y.cdncT,
He Oriitz, Grxrh. x. ISiH, 3(J«, i'^;

litxU. col.

OV.'j.

I.

K.

Bu.

CONaUE, JOSEPH Nephew of Abraham
:

ben

Levi Conque; lived in Hebron. Palestine, during tlie
seventeenth century. He was the tcaclier of Isiuic b.
Some of liis novcllne and responsa
Judali Rapoport.
are cited inllayyim Abulafia's various works.
BiBMOORAPilY:
C»3->-'

J.

Connecticut
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;

Aziilnl.

FUrst, liihl.

Jud.

Shnn ha-QcdoUm,
1.

II.,

m'.

|->3N

1>*6.

G.

CONRAD

(CITNTZE) OF

WINTERTHTJR:

Burgomaster of Strasburg during tlie Black Death,
Together with the councilors Goflfe Sturm
in 1348.
(Schoppe) and Peter Schwarber, he opposed the
mob which, believing the Jews had caused the
Black Death by poisoning the wells and rivers, de-

When a deputation of the cititheir lives.
zens appeared before the council to insist upon the
arrest of the Jews, Conrad energetically refused.
They insolently demanded that lie divide among
the citizens a part of the money he had taken from
manded

the Jews for protection whereupon Conrad arrested
His attitude toward the Jews
the wliole deputation.
was the more meritorious in that he exposed himself
to the resentment of the populace, knowing clearly
Conrad and his colleagues were
the consequences.
;

deposed, their property was confiscated, and they
were excluded from the council for ten j'ears.
Bibliography Glaser, Gesch. der Juden in Strasshura, pp.
:

13 et seq.; Scheid, Histoire dcs Juifs d' Alsace, p. 36; Gratz,
Gesch. vii. 336.

E.

I.

c.

CONRAT, IHASE

Br.

Professor and writer on Roman law; born in Bieslau Sept. 16, 1848. His
original name was Cohn, which he exchanged for
Conrat in 1882, when he embraced the Christian
Conrat attended the gymnasium of St. Maria
faith.
Magdalena in Breslau up to the year 1867; and then
entered successively the universities of Breslau,
Heidelberg, and Berlin. At the last he took his
From 1870 to 1872 he tilled
doctor's degree in 1870.
the ofiice of referendar in Breslau he was appointed
privat-docent in Roman law at the University of
Heidelberg in 1873; and in 1874 he became proIn 1878 he
fessor at the University of Zurich.
accepted a call as professor in Roman law to the
:

;

University of Amsterdam.
His early studies lay mainly in the field of ancient
Roman law but afterward, and for twenty years,
he turned his attention to the Roman law of the
Middle Ages. Besides numerous articles in various
periodicals, he is the author of the following works:
;

"

De Natura Societatum Juris Romani Quaj Vocantur

"Zum Ri^mischen Vereinsrecht,"
" Die Sogenanntc Actio de Eo Quou Certo
1873
Loco," 1877; "BeitrJlge zur Bearbeitung des RO"Das Fh)rentiner
mischen Rechts," 1880, vol. i.
Rechtsbuch," 1882; "Die Epitome E.xactis Regibus, " 1884 " Pandektcn und Institutionenauszug der
Britischen nekretalensiuninlung," 1887 " Geschichte

Publicie," 1870;
;

;

;

;

der (iuellen luul Lilteratur des Riuiiischeii Ri I'hts
im FrUheren Mittelalter," 1891; "Die Christenverfolgungen im Homischen Reich votn Standjiunkt

He translated from Dutch
1897.
into German Asser's "Das Jnternatif.nale Privat"
recht," 1880, and Kappeyne van de Cappello's Abdes Juristen,"

handbiniren,"

IHS,^).

CONSANGUINITY AMONG JEWS:

S.

()wing to llieirdispersioii among i>opulat ions professing
creeds dilTerent from their own. .lews have married
near relatives more frequently tlian tlie rest of the
Tlie marriage of first cousins and even of
world.
uncle and niece is quite legal und usua' among them
The limitations on the niarriage
(see Markiaoe).
of tliose of priestly desrent would tend to limit the
choice of Cohens to those nearly related to them.

Consanguinity
Consent

THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA

The tendency seems to have begun early, since
AbriUmm is represented as having sought a wife for
In the Middh» Ages it
Isjuic in his luotlier's faniily.
is dirtiiult to ascertain how far the Jews tcuiled to
marry within their own families; but the Ghirondi
family, to which Xahmanides, Gersonides (who married liis tirst cousini, and Simon nurun belonged,
appeared to have married relatives for several genenitions (Steinschneider, "Cat.

Bodl."

cols.

2305-

2310).

An attempt has been made to ascertain the proportion of tirst-cousin marriages among English
Jews upon the method invented by G. II. Darwin
("Fortnightly Review," July, 1875), based on the
number of marriages in which both bride and bridegroom have the sjxme surname. This method gives
a proportion of about one-tifth. Judging by this
criterion, the percentage of cousin-marriages in the
English peerage was 4.50 among the landed gentry,
Applying
3.75 in rural districts, 2.25 in London.
Uie same method to English Jews, Jacobs calculated
that 7.52 percentof their marriages were first-cousin
marriages. By another method W. Stieda found
that there were 23.02 per cent per thousand consanguineous marriages among the Jews of Alsace-Lorraine as compared with 8.97 among Catholics and
1.86 among Protestants (" Die Eheschliessungen in
Elsass-Lorhriugen," 1872-76, Dorpat, 1878).
It
would therefore appear that the proportion of firstcousin marriages among Jews is about three times
greater than among the non-Jewish population.
It seems that consanguineous unions are more
fertile and less sterile than other marriages. In England the ordinary percentage of sterile marriages
is as high as 16.03 (Duncan, "Fecundity, Fertility
and

Sterility,"

p.

153,

Edinburgh,

1856),

whereas

among a number

of Jewish consanguineous marriages only 5. 4 per cent were sterile.
The children
who lived numbered 4.6 on an average as compared
with 2.26 among ordinary Englishmen.
It

has been contended that the neurotic tendency

Jews is due to these consanguineous marriages.
Boudin ("Traite de Geographic Medicale," ii. 140,

of

Paris, 1857) contended that the greater prevalence of
deaf-mutism among Jews was due to this cause but
this view is no longer credited among medical men,
who regard consanguinity in marriage as aggravating any diathetic tendency in a family, but not as
causing the tendency per se.
;

Bibliography
I>jndon, 1891

:

;

Jacobs, Studies in Jewish Statistics, pp. 1-9,
Huth, Marriage of Near Kin, p. 244, London,

1875.

A.

CONSECRATION

J.

or

DEDICATION

(HDJn):
The .solemn setting apart of a person or thing to a
special use or purpose.
According to Fleischer
(Levy, "Neuhebr. Worterb." ii. 206), the word
"hanak" (to initiate) is derived from the "rubbing
of the throat " of an infant for the purpose of cleansing it and enabling it to take the mother's milk, and
is therefore applied t^ every form of initiation.
It
appears, moreover, that the "rubbing " remained for
ft long time an es.sential feature of the rite of initiation, for "ever}- consecration in Biblical times was
accompanied by rubbing or anointing with oil the
object to be consecrated. Thus the pillar at Bethel

230

wasanointed (Gen. xxviii. 18; compare the "dedication " of Nebuchadnezzar's image, Dan. iii. 2 etseg.).
The priests and the vessels of the Tabernacle were
anointed with oil (E.\. xxviii. 41, xxx. 26; Lev. viii.
10-12; Niun. vii. 13), and by this rite they were
" hallowed. "
" Mishhat Adonai " is, thereft)re, " consecration to the Lord " (Lev. x. 7).
In the case of a priest to be consecrated there was
also an anointing with the blood of the initiation
"sacrifice" (Ex. xxix. 1), the sacrifice

Priests

name

receiving the

of D'^XvD, from
"

n^ riN N^D, " the filling of the hand
of the i>iiest with the olTeriug which
to bring in order to be thereby initiated as

and Altar,
he had
ministering

priest (see Dillmann's and Strack's
commentaries on Lev. vii. 37). The anointing of
kings with oil (1 Sam. xvi. 13, xxvi. 11 I Kings i.
39; II Kings xi. 12) is also a consecratory rite;
hence, also, that of prophets (I Kings xix. 16). The
consecration of the altar was most essential, and
therefore accompanied with special solemnities in
the form of sacrificial offerings (see Num. vii. 10, 11,
The consecration (lljri) of Solomon's Tem84-88).
ple consisted of a dedicatory prayer and a blessing, in
addition to the sacrifices (I Kings viii. 15 et seq., 55
The consecration of the Second
etseq., Q^ et seq.).
Temple is mentioned in Ezra vi. 16, 17, and for the
probable date (25th of Kislew) see Num. R. xiii. 4
(compare Hag. ii. 10). It was the consecration of
the newly erected altar which gave the feast of the
Maccabees the name of Hanukkah (I Mace. iv. 53,
According to Deut. xx. 5, private houses also
59).
were consecrated, and as to the gates of a city see
Neh. iii. 1 and Corner-Stone.
The warrior when going to battle was also
"consecrated" (Joel iv. 9; Micah iii. 5; Jer. xxii.
;

7,

name ~|ljn for
war (Gen. xiv.

Hebr.); hence, probably, the

young warrior

initiated

into

the
14).

rise to the proverb (Prov. xxii. 6, Hebr.):
the lad [A. V. and R. V. " Train up a
child"] in the way he should go."
It was considered the duty of parents to "initiate"
the young into every religious practise, and this
was a "consecration" to a life of religious duty (pjno, Yoma 82a Nazir
in
Rabbinical 29b). When children were to be initiated into the study of the Law or of
Times.
the Hebrew language, Hebrew letters
or Biblical sentences upon honey-cakes covered with

This gave
" Initiate

;

honey were given them to

eat, in

accordance with

3 (see Mahzor Vitry § 508, p. 628, ed. Horwitz; Zunz, "Z. G." pp. 167 et seq.; and compare
Sotah lib and the symbolical offering of honey and
milk as a similar Christian baptismal rite Tertul-

Ezek.

iii.

;

" Handbuch der Kirchlichcn ArchUologie," ii. 445 et seq.).
For the consecration of .synagogues there is no
special form mentioned in Talmudical literature; but
lian, "

De Corona

Militis,"

iii.

;

and Augusti,

the fact that in the beginning of tlie fourth century
the churches had their dedication ceremonies (Eusebius, "Hist. Eccl." x. 4) makes it probable that the
synagogues had some such form, as indeed Greeks

and Romans also had for their temples (see Pfannenschrnid, "Germanische Erntefeste," 1878, pp. 524Mishnah M. K. i. 6 speaks of consecration of
.530).
family sepulchers (paiDH flK P^JHD), and Yer. M.

80d of consecration of cemeteries (n'2 "[MH
But this does not always imply a formal
" The vessels
act, as may be learned from Sheb. 15a
of the sanctuary after Moses' time were consecrated
by their use without being anointed." Later practise, however, introduced ceremonies of dedication
K.

i.

ni"l3pri)-

:

and

for sj'nagogues,
fer

Torah

"

also for a

when given

newly written

to a congregation.

"

Se-

Mod-

extended dedication ceremonies to every
institution of an educational, charitable,
or religious character. A fixed form for such dedication exercises does not exist; the Psalms to be
read and the prayers to be offered are left to the disern

life

communal

cretion of the rabbi or officers in charge.
At the dedication of cemeteries a superstitious
custom, sanctioned by R. Juda the Pious, was to
kill a rooster ("131 a term used for both man and

and bury

victim of death (see
For a wise selection
Isaac Lampronti, n"l"l3pn n'3).
of Psalms and prayers at the dedication of a cemetery, see Praeger, " Gebet- und Erbauungsbuch filr
Israeliten," 1860, pp. 178-181, and M. Silberstein,"Predigten bei Besonderen Veranlassungen," p.
For the consecration of a new
163, Breslau, 1870.
house see Singer, "Authorized Daily Prayer Book,"
For other dedications
pp. 300-303, London, 1891.
see " Liturgies " in Zedner, " Cat. Hebr. Books Brit.
rooster)

it

as the

first

Mus."
E.
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G.

K.

H.

CONSENT

A

voluntary yielding of the will,
judgment, or inclination to what is proposed or desired by another.
A rational and voluntary concurrence of the parties is necessary in all cases involving a legal act or contract. This principle gives rise
If a man has
to several distinctions in civil law.
been forced to make a gift to another, his act is considered invalid, even though he made no formal protest (B. B. 40b Hoshen Mishpat, 242, 1).
If he has
been compelled, however, to sell either personal or
:

;

real estate, the contract is valid, for

it is

presumed

he had previously made a formal protest
(*moda'a") before two witnesses, he was reconciled
on the receipt of the money (B. B. ih. Maimonides,
" Yad," 3Iekirah. x. 1, 6; Hoshen Mishpat. 205, 1).
Minors above six years of age, who show intelligence and an understanding of business, are presumed to be capable of con.senting to the purchase,
sale, or gift of personal property, but not of real
esbtto (Git. 59u; .Mekirah, xxix. 1; Hoslicn Mishpat,
235, 1).
If a guardian ("apitropos")
In Business is appointed for tliem, they can ncgoTransfiate no business without liis consent
actions,
(j*. 235, 2; see "PitheTeshubah," quoting the opinion that even then his
gifts should be valid).
Tlie deaf-mute can enter by signs into contracts
conreming personal estate. Hf- must, however, l)e
exaniinf'd to sec that he understands what lie is doing
(Git. If.: Mekirah. xxix. 2; Hoshen Mish|)at, 285,
The mutf ran .sell and buy and givf away
17).
either personal property or real estate (ih. 235. IH).
The idiot ran make no contract, and the court ap
points a guardian for him as for a minor (Ket. 48a;
Mekirah. xxix. 4. 20; Hoslien Mishpat. 235. 20).
The consent need not always be expre.ssed. Silence is regarded as voluntary consent (Yeb. 87b;
that, unless

;

Consent

B. M. 37b).

Therefore, in marriage contracts, if a
a coin to a woman and pronounced the
prescribed formula in the presence of two witnesses,
and she did not protest immediately, the marriage is
valid (Eben ha-'Ezer, 42, 1 see Isserles' gloss).
By
" immediately " a space of time is meant which would
be sufficient for a disciple to greet his
In
master thus: "Peace be with thee,
Marriage my master and teacher " (B. K. 73b).
Contracts. If, however, she was under duress,
the marriage is invalid (Yeb. 19b; see
Rashi's commentary, where the principle of consent
on the part of the woman is derived from Deut. xxiv.
2: "She may go and be another man's wife"; Kid.

man gave

;

Eben

ha-'Ezer, I.e.).
Authorities differ, howcases in which the man is under
duress in contracting a marriage some are of opinion that inasmuch as he can divorce her at will afterward, the marriage should be valid (Eben ha-'Ezer,
I.e.).
Since, however, compulsory divorce is now
impossible, according to the decree of R. Gershom,
the man would be in the same position as the woman,
and a forced marriage, whether the man or the
woman be the party under duress, would be considered invalid (Mielziner, "Jewish Law of Marriage

2b;

ever, regarding

;

and Divorce," §

29).

Consent being necessarj^ insane persons or idiots
were considered incapable of entering into a marIf a person
riage contract (Eben ha-'Ezer, 42, 2).
who is only weak-minded or tempoInsanity rarily insane has contracted a marand Idiocy riage, it is doubtful whether such a
Barred.
contract could be declared invalid, so
that the woman may be allowed to
marry again (ib. Isserles' gloss). A marriage contracted by an intoxicated person is valid, unless he
was at the time of his marriage entirely unconscious,
"as the intoxication of Lot" {ib. 42, 3). Deaf and
dumb persons, being looked upon as idiots, could
not contract a marriage according to Biblical law,
but the Rabbis sanctioned such a marriage when
performed by .signs. This being merely a rabbinical
institution, it is not as valid as other marriages, and
a very serious question would arise were another
man to contract a marriage with the woman after
she hud been married to the deaf-mute (Yeb. 112b;

"Yad,"

Ishut, iv. 9;

Eben ha-'Ezer,

44. 1; see Miel-

%% 33, 34). Minors are usually tlassed
with deaf-mutes and idiots by the Talmudists, and
their marriage is also considered invalid by lack of
ziner,

l.r.

consent (Elien lia-'Ezer, 43, 1).
While mutual consent is absolutely necessary in
marriage, it is, according to the old Jewish law, not
necessary in divorce, and the husband can divorce
his wif(! even without asking her consent (ib. 119, 6;
from Mishnah Yeb. xiv. 1). As in the course of
time the act of divorce came under the control of
the rabbinical courts, the lijibbis had an opportunity
to restrict this law gradually by many regulations,
until, in the <'leventh century, by a deIn Divorce. creeofR. flershom, this arbitrary right
r)f the husband was entirely abrogated.

Although Maimonides made no mention of

it

in his

code, this bold regulation was soon adopted by the
great majority of the Jews, and a divorce without
sufficient cause will not be granted unless the con-

Consistory
Consolation
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sent of both parties is obtiiiued (Ebeu Im-'Ezcr, I.e.
Isserlos' gloss; sec Ammm. "Jewish Law of Dilu certain cases this decree is disrevorce." iv.).
garded for instance, if the woman commits adultery, or is even tlenounced as an adulteress by
persons in whom tiie husband has faith (Eben ha'Ezer, 115.7); if she conducts herself in a manner
unbecoming a Jewish woman {ib. 115. 4) if she causes
her husband to transgress the religious precepts
with regard to food or to cohabitation if she curses
her father in-law (ib. 115, 4); if she contracts

—

;

;

an incurable

disease

him connubial

{ib.

117,

rights for a

There

she refuses

11); if

whole year

77, 2,

(ib.

a difference of opinion
among authorities whether, under the decree of
R. Gershom forbitlding bigamy, the husband may
marry another woman if he can not force his wife to
the acceptance of the bill of divorce in the abovementioned cases (" Pithe Teshubah " to Eben haIsserles' gloss).

*Ezer.

An

1,

10,

and

is

119, 6).

one

'Ezer. 121,

1, 6).

For questions involving consent to deprivation of
legal rights, see Waiveh of Rights; for those involving consent to a crime see Accessories.
Bloch. Der Vertrng nach Mnsaisch-Tnlmudi8c/jemifec/i(e, Budapest, 1893; Mielziner, TheJewU>hLaiv
of Marriage and Divorce, Cincinnati. 1884 Amram, T/ie

Bibliography

:

;

Jeu'i.oh
J.

Laiv of Divorce, Philadelphia,

1896.

SR.

CONSISTORY:

J.

An

Above these provinthere was a central consistory.
Every consistory consisted of a grand rabbi, with
another rabbi where possijjlc, and of thiec! lay members, two of whom were residents of the town where
the consistory sat.
They were elected by twent}'^flve "notables," who were nominated by the auEligible to become members of the contliorities.
sistory were Israelites who had. reached the age of
cial

one consistory.

tiian

consistories

who had never been bankrupt, and
The central consistory
had not practised usury.
consisted of three grand rabbis and two lay members.
Every year one retired, and the remaining
thirty years,

members

elected his successor.

Napoleon demanded that the

consistories should
that the resolutions passed by the Assembly
of Notables and confirmed by the Sanhedrin should
be enforced by the rabbis; that proper decorum
should be maintained in the synagogue; that the
Jews should take up mechanical trades and that they
should see to it that no one evaded military .service.
The central consistory watched over the consistories
of the various departments, and had the right to
see to

it

;

who is

intoxicated to the
degree of unconsciousness, is incapable of divorcing
his wife.
A deaf-mute, who became so after his
marriage, can not divorce his wife. If, however,
he was so when he first married, he may divorce
her by signs as he married her bv signs (Eben haiusiine person, or

more
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court; in
Jewish usage, a body governing the Jewish congregations of a province or of a country also the district administered by the consistory.
The term was
originally, and still is, applied in the Roman Catholic
Church to the College of Cardinals, assembled for deliberation or to hear a solemn declaration from the
pope. Similarly every bishop has the right to convene
for the purpose of deliberation a consistory compo.sed
of priests of his diocese.
After the Reformation the
Protestant Church adopted this term for the body
which governed the ecclesiastical affairs of a country.
In the latter sense the Jews in countries under
French influence made use of the term in the beginning of the nineteenth century, when the movement for political emancipation demanded the creation of a representative body which could transact
official business with a government in the name of
the Jews, and when the desire for reform among
the educated classes demanded the creation of a
body vested with authority to render religious deecclesiastical

;

appoint the rabbis.
This organization was also introduced in the various countries which were under the sway of France
during the Napoleonic era, as HoiFrench
land, Belgium, and Westphalia. In the
Delast-named country, ruled over by Napendencies. poleon's youngest brother, Jerome, a
consistorial organization was intro-

duced by the decree of March 31, 1808. It was composed of a president (who could be either a rabbi or
a layman), three rabbis, two lay members, and one
secretary.
It was chiefly the outcome of Israel
Jacobson's efforts, who hoped to introduce through

A

circular of this
medium his Reform ideas.
consistory ordered the introduction of confirmation
and removed the prohibition against leguminous
None of these organizations
plants on Passover.
survived the Napoleonic era with the exception of
that in Belgium, where the consistorial organization
still exists as in France.
The following is a list of the original consistories
as drawn up by Napoleon for the whole of the territory under his influence, in his Madrid decree of
Dec. 11, 1808, with the census of Jews in each con-

such a

sistory

and

des Lois

.

The first attempt to create such a consistory was
made by Napoleon I.
In 1806 he convened the
Assembly of Jewish XotJibles, who.sc
France.
resolutions were confirmed by a subsequently convened Sanhedrin after
which, by the decree of March 17, 1808. he organized a consistorj'. According to this decree every
department containing 2.000 Jews might establish
a consistory. Departments having less than this
number might combine with others; but none had
;

in its chief
.

Paris

WInzenheim
Mayence
Metz

Nancy
Treves

town (Halphen, "Recueil

Concernant

Jews
Consistory.

Strasburpr....

cisions.

.

in

les Israelites,"pp. 55-57):

which arose when

itative vote, settle the difficulties

the

demands of

traditional law.

came

the time

None

into conflict with the

of these attempts

was

suc-

cessful.

Since Napoleon's decree of March 17, 1808, various changes have been introduced in the method of
electing the delegates, and some of
The Pres- the provisions assigning to the rabbis
ent Status, the role of informers were dropped.
The most important changes are contained in the laws of Louis Philippe (May 25, 1844)
and of Napoleon III. (June 15, 1850, and Aug. 29,
1862), and the law of Dec. 12,18 72, which introduced
the system of universal suffrage in the elections of
the consistories. There are at present twelve consistories: Paris, Nancj', Bordeau.x, Lyon, Marseilles,
Bayonne. Epinal, Lille, Besan^on, Algiers, Constantine, Oran each is composed of the grand rabbi
of the consistorial district and six lay members, with
a secretary. Each consistory has a representative in
the central consistory, which therefore is composed
of twelve members and the grand rabbi of France;
its seat is in Paris.
In Alsace-Lorraine the former
consistories of Metz, Strasburg, and Colmar still
exist, but they are not united under a central consistory, though the establishment of such an organ;

ization

is

now

consistory of

The
(1903) under consideration.
Belgium has its seat in Brussels.

Modern

See Community, Organization of, in
Tl.MES.

BiBi.iOGRAniY: Hallez, Des Juifs en France, Paris, 1845;
Concernant les Israelites,
Halphen, liecueil des Lois
Paris and Bordeaux, 1851 Roenne and Simon. Die FrUheren
iiud Getienu'Urtigen VerhiiUnisse der Juden in den
Sflmmtlichen LandeMhcilcn des Pretissu<chen Staates,pp.
378 et sell.: Breslaii. 1843, Snlamith, lil. 1 ct seq.; the French
almanac Auunairc des Archives Israelites, published annually since 1K84; Gratz. Gesch. xl. 290 et seq.; Jost, Gesch.
des Jmlenthums und Seiner Sekten, ill. 327 et seq.
.

.

.

;

D.

CONSOLATION.— Biblical
alleviiition of

sorrow (nony

Data:

D"'J3injn);

Comfort;
relief from

griff (from DriJ. meaning in pi'el form " to remove
grief"); words of S3'mpathy and encouragement

persons in distre.';s (Gen. xxxvii. 35;
24 Job xvi. 2 Ps. cxix. 50, 82). After
tlic burial of the dead, mourners were offered " consolation " by the friends, who made them partake of
tlie mourners' meal and tlie cup of consolation (see

offered to
II

Sum.

xii.

xvi. 7;

Jer.

These

;

;

compare

Ps.

Ixix.

20;

Job

xlii.

11).

friends, called "comforters," are frequent]}'

nieiition<d in the Bible (see

Lum.

i.

ietseq.; Eccl.

Sam. x. 2; Job xvi. 2; Ps. l.xix. 20; Naiium
to in
iii. 7), and the act of consolation is alluded
J(il) xxi.x. 25, and especially in Isu. Ivii. 18 ct xeq.,
" I will restore comforts unto hitu and to his
Ilebr.
mourners food for tlierefreslimentof the lips" (the
iv.

1

;

II

:

—

last

Consistory
Consolation
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H<-brew words, "bor*; nib sffatayim," liavjibeen

strangi'ly niisintrT[)ieted

by

tliir

((iniiniiitators, A.

V. giving, "I create the fruit of the lips"; see LuzIsu. Ixvi. 10 rt Hcq., Hebr.
"All ye
/.nWo nit lor.).
tliat mourn f)ver licr tliat ye may suck and be satisfied witli the overflow of i)er consolation." also contains an allusion to this custom (compare Ps. xciv.
Also the in19, "thy comforts," and Job xv. 11).
terpretation of the name of Noah as flic one who
shall "comfort" men for their hard foil liecniise of
:

the curse of the eartli (Gen.

v. 29.

MIZUy

TW).

alludes

wine of which he was the first producer (Gen.
commentary, adloc, and Prov.
xxxi. 6). Consolation was especially promised by
to the

ix.

20; see Gunkel,

the prophets of the Exile to the people mourning
over Jerusalem (Isa. xl. 1; xlix. 13; li. 3, 12; Hi. 9;
Ixi.
i.

2 et

seq.

;

Ixvi. 10-18; Jer. xxxi. 12 et seq.

;

Zech.

Hence the name "Nehamah" or "Neha-

13, 17).

mata" (consolation) given to the prophetic literature
as offering comfort to the mourners over Jerusalem

by the promise of the advent of "the comforter,"
either " the Messiah " (see " Menahem " as name of
the Messiah, Sanh. 98b) or the "messenger of glad
tidings" (see Paraclete; B. B. 14b; Ber. 31b;
Yer. Ber. v. 8d).
In Rabbinical Literature " The consolation of Jerusalem " (see above) is mentioned in the
:

prayer recited at meals (see

Grace at Meals)

also
eulog.y (see Milller,
"Masseket Soferim," p. 273), before the reading of
the Haftarah (see "Massek. Soferim," xiii. 12), and

by the Karaites

in the

;

wedding

particularly in the benedictions recited over the cup
of consolation at the mourners' meal. The consolation of Jerusalem is thus brought into connection
with that of the mourners over the dead (see Ket.
8b; Siddur R. Amram, i. 55; Tur Yoreh De'ah, 379;

Shulhan Aruk, 2).
There were two gates in the Temple at Jerusalem, believed to have been built by King Solomon, through one of which bridegrooms marched,
through the other mourners and anathematized
'

persons; the former to receive the congratulations,
the latter the consolations, of the inhabitants of
Jerusalem, who gathered before these gates for the
purpose of showing their sympathy. After the
destruction of the Temple the synagogue became
the place where bridegrooms received the congratulations and mourners the condolences of the people (Soferim, xix. 12; compare Pirke R. El. xiii.).
Formerly the mourners stood still, and the people
offering consolation passed by them; later on, in
consequence of rivalry between families claiming
rights of precedence on account of higher rank,
the people were ranged in lines, and the mourners
passed them, receiving con.solation (Sanh. 19a). Ten
men were necessary to form such a line (Sanh. ib.).
Where there were no mourners to receive consolation, a congregation of ten men ])aid the honors to
If the king was a mourner,
the dead (Shab. 152a, b).
the people said to him: "May we be thine atonement " that is. May we suffer for thy sin! And he
rejoined: "May ye be blessed from the Lord! " (Sanh.
To the priest in the Temple who was in
ii.
1).
niouiiiing or in misfortimc, flic friends sliinding to
!

the right said

:

".May llrwho dwells
" "(Middot ii. 2).

this

in

house

be thy Comforter!

Th(! friends who olTcred consolation sat down on
the ground with the mourners and waited for the
When Jolatter to speak first (Yer. M. K. iii. H3a).
hnnan ben Zakkai lost his son his disciples came to
R. Eliezer .said: "The first
son Aliel, and was comforted so should
you be comforted." R. Joshua said: "Job had many
sons and daughters, and lost them all on one day,
and was comforted so should you be comforted."
R. Jose referred to Aaron the high ptie.st, who lost
his two son.s on the day 'of the dedication of the
offer

man

him (onsolation.

lost

iiis

;

;

Consolation
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Constance

Sanctuary, and was comforted R. Simeon referred
to Kinj: I>!ivid. who lost a son and was ci^nfortt'd.
But H. Jolianan lun Zakkai rejoined: " Yourconsolations only awaken grief, inasmuch as they recall the
evil destiny which befell all these men." Then R.
Eleazar b. "Arak began: "A king gave a precious
boon in trust to a man; and, behold, the man was
in constant dread lest he might have it damaged or
lost
and only when he had returned it &ifely did he
;

;

The King

of the world gave to thee
a son who became a devotee of the Law and then,
having become familiar with all branches of learnfeel at ease.

;

world free from sins; oughtst
thou not be thankful that thou couldst retiirn the
treasure to God in such blameless shape?" Whereupon R. Johanan b. Zakkai replied: "Truly, thou,
R. Eleazar, hast comforted me " (Ab. R. N. xiv.
compare Beruriah). Judah bar Xahmani, the meturgeman of Resh Lakish, spoke at the death of a
child to the mourners: "Ye brethren who are afflicted by this loss, ponder upon this bitter lot of man
foreordained from the days of creation many have
drunk of this cup, and many will yet drink of it.
May the Loni of Consolation console you Blessed
be the Comforter of the Mourners " To the friends
who had come to condole with the bereft he said:
" Brethren who practise benevolence, sons of practisers of benevolence, adhering to the covenant of
Abraham our father, may the Lord of Recompense
Blessed be He who recompenseth
recompense you
ing, he departed this

;

!

!

!

good deeds!

" (Ket. 8b).

In >Iidrashic literature God Himself is regarded
as giving men an example of the " consolation of
mourners " (Sotah 14a, with reference to Gen. xxv.
11: "After the death of Abraham God blessed
It is said of consolation that "it is one of
Isaac ").
those things which bring happiness to man" (Ab. R.
N., A., XXX., ed. Schechter, p. 89); and it is declared
that "wine has only been created for the cup of consolation " ('Er. 65a, with reference to Prov. xxxi. 6).
Regarding the mourners' meal see Funeral Rites
and MouRNixG Customs.
K.

CONSOLO, BENJAMIN: Italian Hebraist;
bom at Ancona in 1806 died at Florence in 1887.
He received his elementary instruction from Rabbi
;

David A. Vivanti at the Talmud Torah of his native
and then took up eagerly the study of secular
sciences, though against the wishes of his teachers.
As he was excluded from the schools of Ancona,
which were then under papal control, and was too
poor to pay private tutors, he encountered great
difficulties.
He studied Italian with Count Pietro
Alety, a student of Dante, and then Latin with
Lorenzo Barili, who subsequently became a carcity,

Console was appointed secretary of the
Jewish community at Ancona, and later of that at
Florence.
In the latter city he formed a friendship
with the litterateur Cesare Scartabelli, whose enthusiasm in behalf of purism and a return to the language of the trecentists he shared. His love for
Judaism, together with his interest in Italian literature, induced Consolo to translate Hebrew works
dinal.

into Italian.

Hi3 works include " 1 Capitoli dei Padri, Trattato
Misnico Morale con Commenti," an Italian transla:
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Abot; "I Dovcri de' Cuori." Prato, 1847;
Volgarizzamento del Libro di Job," Florence, 1874;
" Volgarizzamcnto delle Lamentazioni di Geremit^";
"11 Salterio o Canti Nazionaii del Popolo d'lsraele
Spiegati e Commentati," Florence, 1885.
He was
also the author of several shorter essays and poems.
The autographs of these works, as well as the manuscript of his comparative treatise on Biblical and
tion of
"

Roman

law, entitled "Jus Civile," are preserved in
the BibliotecaNazionale at Florence. Consolo'swife,
Regiue, published an Italian translation of the "Enchiridion d'Egitto." The composer and virtuoso

Federico Consolo

is

his son.

Bibliography: Introduction

to Console's translation of the
Psalms A. de Gubernatls, Diziojiario InternazUmale degli
ScrittitH Contempcyranei ; 11 VessiUo Israelitico, xxxlv. 148.
;

I.

8.

CONSOLO, FEDERICO

:

E.

Italian violin virtu-

composer, and scholar; born at Ancona in 1841.
After studying the violin with Giorgetti in Florence
and Vieuxlemps in Brussels, and composition with
Fetis and Liszt, he played with great success at almost all the European courts and in the Orient.
In 1884, however, he was compelled by a nervous affliction to discontinue violin-playing. He removed to Florence, and devoted himself to composition.
His works include a number of Oriental
cycles, concertos, and " Shire Yisrael " (" Libro dei
Canti d'Israel," Florence, 1891) a collection of Sephardic synagogal melodies and original compositions.
He subsequently undertook archeological studies,
writing on musical notation, and especially on music
He is a knight of several orders in
in the Bible.
oso,

different states.

Bibliography: Riemann, Musiklexicon, Supplement,

xlll.,

Leipsic, 1900.
I.

8.

E.

CONSONANTS. See Hebrew Language.
CONSTANCE, DISTRICT OF THE LAKE
OF Region in the northeastern part of Switzerland.
:

Of the Jewish communities designated as belonging to the district of the Lake of Constance, those
of Ueberlingen, Constance, Schaffhausen, and Diessenhofen deserve special mention, although many
others belong to the same district, as Bregenz,
Engen, Aach, Feldkirch, Plandegg, Isny, Donaueschingen, and Thiengen. This designation is found
also in the "Memorbilcher." The cemetery of the
Jews at Ueberlingen is mentioned as early as 1226.
The earliest Jewish settlement at Constance dates
from the beginning of the thirteenth century. Jews
of Schaffhausen are referred to in documents in 1299
while those of Diessenhofen are not mentioned until
the fourteenth century, although probably some
were living there long before that time.
In 1314 the Jews of Ueberlingen paid their taxes
to King Frederick and Duke Leopold of Austria;
in 1332 they were cruelly persecuted, more than
300 being killed, and their synagogue destroyed.
Their synagogue and the Jewish quarter are again
mentioned in 1349, when the Jews were completely
exterminated by the Flagellants (Feb. 11), while
the tombstones of their cemetery were used in building the cathedral and the hospital. Jews were
again admitted in 1378. They suffered much imder
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debts owing
1429 twolvo woro banished.
In \S\'2 many Jews of Constance were burned on a
charge of having desecrated tlie host. They had a
In 1814 their quarter
synagogue at tliis time.
was destroyed by lire; 830 were killed by the
In 1417 Jews from Constance
Flagellants in 1841).
went to meet Pope Martin V. in solemn procession.

King Weuzel's

liiw whicli caiu-olcd all

to thorn (1385^;

and

in

The
is again mentioned in 1424.
Jewess of the community with a member
of Emperor Sigismund's family, in 1424, was usetl
by Scribe as the subject of his libretto to Halevy's
opera "La Juivc." In 1429 and in 1443 all the
Constance Jews were imprisoned and from 1448 to
1533 none lived there.
At SchalThausen many were slain in 1349 on a
charge of having poisoned the wells. Their synagogue is mentioned in 1391 30 Jews were burned
and in 1475 the last remaining Jew removed
in 1401
At Diessenhofen, where they had a
to Winteithur.
synagogue at an early period, they were persecuted
In 1401 a Jew, accused of having murin 1349.
dered a Christian boy, was burned and in 1494 the
Their synagogue

liaison of a

;

;

;

;

Jews

left the city.

In 1547 Charles V. gave Ueberlingen certain privwith the Jews,
"which were renewed by Maximilian in 1566. As
late as 1853 two Jews who desired to live in Ueberlingen encountered ditliculties in so doing; three
were living there in 1880, and nine in 1902.
In 1533 it was decreed that but one Jew a week
might remain for one night at Constance. Since
1847 Jews have been permitted to live there, though
under many restrictions. In 1863 five Jewish families settled in Constance, and in 1866 formed a community that by 1902 numbered 130 families.
At Schaffhausen a Jewish physician, David, with
his family of six members, was admitted as a resident in 1535. He was made to suffer many persecutions; and his son Samuel was expelled in 1562.
Since 1865, Jews have again settled there, though
onh' two families were resident in 1880.
At Diessenhofen, where, in 1667, six families
were living, a Jew received permission to settle in
1865, and ten Jewish families were living in the
ileges regarding usurious contracts

town

in 1880.
BiBLior.RAPHY: LOwensteIn, Gesch. der Juden am Bodensee
und Umaehung, 1879; Stem, In Ze.itschrift fUr Gesch. der

Juden

in DeutJichland,

Literatur,

s.v.

1.

2l(i et geq.;

idem, Zeitschri/te/i-

bore a Christian emblem; but previous to his victory
over Licinius he contented liimself witii placing
Christianity upon a footing of equality with heathendom. As sole ruler he tlid not go materially beyond the gradual repression of heathenism and the
l^ublic encouragement of Christianity; he showed
liis attitude on tins question especially by conducting the first ecumenical council at Nica-a (325).
After his victory over Licinius, Constantine inaugurated a more and more hostile polic)' toward the
Jews. It is true that as early as 321 a law was
pronndgated Avhich made it obligatory for Jews to
fill onerous, expensive
municipal ollices; while on
the other hand such Jews as had devoted themselves
to the service of their

A. F.

G.

CONSTANTINE I. (FLAVITJS VALERIITS
ATJRELIUS CONSTANTINUS) Roman em:

peror; born Feb. 27, 274; died May 22. 337; proclaimed emperor by the army in Gaul on the death
of bis father, Constantius Chlorus (306). He defeated
Maxentius, his rival in Italy, in 312; and after routing Licinius, Emperor of the East (323), became sole
ruler.
In 330 he transferred his court to Byzantium, thenceforth called Constantinople; but died in
the midst of his preparations for a Persian campaign,
aft^r receiving bapti.sm from Eu.sebius, Bishop of
Ca'sarea.
Being tlie lirst Christian emperor, the
Church conferred upon him the title of "The Great."
Political and religious
considerations dictated
Constantine's friendly attitude toward Christianity.
As early as the war against Maxentius, his standard

own

religion

were exempted

330 from all public services, and those who were
already "curiales" were freed from the levying of
taxes. In 329, however, the Jews were forbidden to
perform the rite of circumcision on slaves or to own
Christian slaves; the death penalty was ordained
for those who embraced the Jewish faith, as well
as for Jews versed in the Law who aided them.
On the other hand, Jewish converts to Christianitj' were protected against the fanaticism of their
former coreligionists. Simultaneously with this an
edict was issued forbidding marriages between Jews
and Christians, and imposing the death penalty upon
any Jew who should transgress this law. Some of
in

these enactments were affirmed in 335. Noteworthy
the hostile language of several of these laws, in
which Judaism is spoken of as an ignominious or as a
bestial sect ("secta nefaria" or "feralis").
The hostile attitude of the Christianized state,

is

which later became more and more accentuated
under Constantine's sons, thus owed its origin to
Constantine himself; it is even probable that it was
Constantine who renewed the law prohibiting the
Jews from entering Jerusalem.
BiBLioc.RAPiiY: Lactantius, Dc Mart. Persec. pp. 24 et seq.;
Euseblus, Hist. Keel. viii. x.; Zosimus, 11. 8-39; Codex Theodosianus, xvl. 8, ''-6, and 9, 1-2; compare Seeck, Die Zeitfolge der Gesetze CnyiMantitis, in Zeitxclirift der Savigjiiistiftung,x. {Romanist. AhUieiluny); Victor Schultze, Gcsch.
des Unterg. den Griech.-Rtim. JJeidentlmmK, 1. 38-67 idem.
In Zeit. fUr Kirchenge^^ch. vli. 34;? et neq.; Brlejrer, In ih. Iv.
163 et !>eq.\ Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Evei/c. Iv. U)\'i et seq.;
Gratz, Gesch. 3d ed., Iv. 3()7 et xeq., 43(»; Seeck, Geschichte
des Untergangs der Antiken Welt, Berlin, 1897-1901.
;

H. V.

G.

CONSTANTINE
geria; capital of the

Biidenxee.
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(ancient Cirta)

:

City in Al-

department of the same name.
was the capital of Numidia.

In ancient times it
Jews lived there as early as the first centuries of the
common era, as is attested by epitaphs found in several places in that province.
As Constantine remained under the Roman domination until its conqviest by the Arabs (710), it is probable that, toward
the middle of the fifth century, the greater part of
the Jewi.sh inhabitants left it and settled in the
neighboring towns under the Vandals, among whom
the Jews enjoyed a far ^-jreater amount of freedom
than they did under Christian Rome.
In common with all Algerian Jews, those of Constantine enjoyed peace from the time of the Arabian conquest until the middle of the twelfth century.
Under the Almohad dynasty they were
subjected to frequent persecutions. From 1509
until 1555 Constantine was in the hands of the

During this period the Jewish commuSpaniards.
Under tlie dominulion of tlie
nity suffered severely.
Turks, Coustautiue was administered by beys, almost independent of the deys of Algiers, and under
them the state of the Constantiue Jews was similar
to that of Jews elsewhere in Algeria.
Like all Algerian communities, that of Constantine was governed by a "mukaddam," or president,
Since the French conquest the
assisted by a council.

which belong

city lias been the seat of a consistory, to

the following communities: AinBeida, Batna, Bone,
Bougie, Guelma, Philippeville, Setif, Tebassa. This
district counts 6,800 Jews, of which number 3,321
The rabbis of the last thirty
live in Constantine.

Abraham Cahen, Jacques
Levy, and Paul Haguenauer, the present incumbent.
Until recently there existed in Constantine an im-

years have been : Netter,

portant rabbinical school called "Ez Hayyim."
Bibliography DuUetin Arch, du Comite dex Travaux His:

No. 1, xiil. 64 ; Elie de la Primaudaie, Le Commerce
et la XavifiatidH tie VAlncrie Avaiit la Ontqiu'te, p. 71;
Abraham Cahen, in /ie('?a'i( ((e la Socicte ArcMologuiuc de
Conntantiue, 1867, p. 104 ; Jacques Cahen, Les Juifs ct VAlgerie au Moment fie la Conquete, pp. 25 et seq. See Algeria.
toriqiie.'<.

L Br.

s.

ABRAHAM

CONSTANTINIS,
ufacturer,

and president

(" prof^dros ")

Greek man-

:

of the Jewish
was born at

He
of Athens, Greece.
After receiving an elementary education in his native city, he studied at Paris, where
he took the degree of doctor of science, and graduated as engineer at the Ecole Superieure de Telegraphic.
He was at first in the employ of the Societe Edison of Paris, and afterward in that of the
Societe d'Entreprises of Athens, in which city he
constructed, in 1887, the first electric-lighting estabcommunity

Zante in 1865.

lishment, thereby greatly contributing to the popularization in the Greek peninsula of the most recent
discoveries in electricity and telephony.
commission and banking business which he
founded has, in less than thirteen years, taken the

A

foremost position in the commercial and industrial affairs of Athens.
The emery trade of the island of
Naxos is a state monopoly managed by the firm of
A. Con.stantinis, which exports tiiree-fourths of the
emery consumed in the world. In recognition of Constiintinis' Hcrviccs the Greek government appointed
him secretary of the commission in cliurgcof tiie Athens exhibit in tiie Paris Kxjjositionof 1000. As president of the Jewisli community he u.ses his intluence
for the protection of his coreligionists at Athens.
BirtLiOGRAPiiY
Kl Tiempo, ConHtantlnoiilc, Jiine 7. 1000;
L' KncyclopMie Vonlemporaine Illuslrie, ruriu, April 15,
:

IflOf).

M, Fr.

H.

CONSTANTINOPLE
Istantibul)

on

tiie

The

Constance
Constantinople
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:

Ciiiitul of

Bosporus;

tiie "

earliest official

Jews

t

lie

rrurkisli.

Ottoman

Stambul

cni pi re,

sit

or

uu ted

Hy/.aiitiuin " of the ancients.

dorununt

hitlii-rto

di.scovered

Constantinople dates from
390.
A dcen'e of that year (Feb. 23) beiiring the
successive signatures f)f the emperors Valentinian
II., Theodosius, and Arcadius, exempted tlio Jewish and Samaritan ship- and cargf)-owners from sharing the burdens of the society known in that city as
the "Navicularii " ("Codex TlieodosianuH," xlii. 5,
Other decrees in favor of the Jews were i.ssued
18).
during the reign of Arcadius.
relating to the

f)f

Theodosius

II.

was

the

first

Byzantine emperor

Instigated by
the clergy, he expelled the Jews from the city proper,
and assigned to them a district at the other side of
the Golden Horn, above Galata, called Stenum (the
modern Pera). Hitherto they had occupied in the
city itself a special quarter known as the "copper
market," where they had their synagogue, which was
later converted into the Church of the Holy Mother.
Instead of being included in the jurisdiction of the
municipal authorities, the Jews were placed by Theodosius under that of a special strategus. According to Ibn Verga ("Shebet Yehudah," p. 40), the
expulsion from the city proper was really a measure
of clemency on the part of Theodosius, who had
previously subjected the Jews to more rigorous persecutions in order to force them to embrace Cliristo curtail the civil rights of the Jews.

This statement has. however, no historsuch action was contrary to the policy
of Theodosius, who in 412 forbade the disturbance
of Jewish services and the appropriation of Jewish
synagogues (compare "Novella; Theod." title iii.).
tianitj\

ical basis, as

It

was Justinian

I.

(527-565)

who

first

interfered

with the religious customs of the Jews, forbidding
them to celebrate the Passover before the Christian
Easter.
It is said that during his reign the holy
vessels of the Temple were brought by Belisarius
to Constantinople; but on the remark of a Jew that
they would bring misfortune to Constantinople as
they had done to Rome and Carthage, they were returned to Jerusalem.
There are no records of the fate of the Jewish
community of Constantinople during the reign of
Ileraclius I. (610-641), who, after he had massacred
thousands of Jews in Palestine in the course of
his war with the Persians, ordered the remainder
throughout his empire to be baptized. It seems,
however, that the Constantinople Jews found protectors in the persons of Ileraclius' wife, the

em-

press Martina, and her son Heracleonas; for the historian Nicephorus records that, emboldened by their
influence, the Jews on one occasion stormed the
Church of St. Sophia.
With the accession of tlie Iconoclasts the Jewish
community of Constantinople, like those of the other
cities of the Byzantine empire, underwent terrible
persecutions.
Indeed, during the reign of Leo the
Isaurian as well as later undfr Basil
The Icono- I. it actually ceased to exist, the
clasts.
Jews having been forced either to emi-

—

—

But
grate or to embrace Christianity.
the Byzantine capital, the greatest commercial center of that time, hud such attractions for the Jews
that the slightest relaxation in the persecutions
brought thither masses of new settlers. No wonder,
therefore, that it liecame the center of Judaism as
.soon as Leo VL (886-911) had restored religious
freedom to the Jews; altliough theii .social condition
l^cnjamin of Tudcla,
continui-d to be iiitoh ralile.

who visiU-d Constant iiioi)le in 1176, gives the following account of the Jews there:
"

No

.lew (IwpllH In the city, the .lews havlntf been expelled
one arm of the wii. They ar<^ Hhiit In l)y the chan-

bf'yoixl the

and they cjin reach the city by water
nel of Sophia on one .slile
only, whenever they vIhH It for the piiriKwe of Cnide. Th«! numlierof .Jews at Constantinople amounts' to two thousand Ital)Ave hundred Karaites, who live on one spot;
blnlt(;<< and
:
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but a wall ilivkU-s them. The jirlm-lpul lUibhInltes, who aro
learned In Uie Law, im- lUblil U. AUitllon, U. DhmJIah, K. Aaron
KiistiiKt, U. Joseph Sar^eno. ami U. Klhiklin tlio
Benjamin of KUler. Many of the Jews are inaniifaelurei's of
manv others &rx> iiu'nliant.s, some
silkoloth;
Tvidela's
but no Jew is alAccount.
of them U'liii^extri'inely rleh
lowed to rule uivn a horse except U. Solomon
ha-Mizrl, who is the kind's physician, anil by whose InlUience
the Jews euloy many advantaijes even In their state of oppresand the hatred
sion. This state is very bunlensome to them
against them is enhanced by the practise of the tanners, who
before the
the
streets)
and
even
water
in
their
Illthy
lH>ur out
very doors of the Jews. who. being thus deflled, V)ecome objects
of hatr»Hl to the (i reeks. Their yoke is severely felt by the
Jews. Ixuh gcxHl and bad : they are exposed to beatings in the
But
streets, and must submit to all sorts of harsh treatment.
the Jews are rich. rikhI, l)enevolent,- and religious men, who
bear the misfortunes of exile with humility. The quarter inhabited by the Jews is called Pera."
;

;

The king referred to by Benjamin was Manuel
Comuenus (1143-80), who probably owing to the
influence of Solomon ha-Mizri — placed the Jews of

—

Constantinople again tinder the jurisdiction of the
municipal authorities.
A new era for the Jewish community began with
the fall of the Byzantine empire (May 29, 1453).
Mohammed the Conqueror (1451-81),
Under
on entering his new capital, granted
the Ttirks. to the Jews equal rights with all his
non-Mussulman subjects, assigning to
their chief rabbi a seat in the divan next to the
Foreign Jews
spiritual chief of the Greek Church.
were invited to settle in the suburb of Haskeui, where
building sites were gratuitously divided among the
newcomers. Two Jews, Hakim Ya'akuband Moses
Hamon, were elevated to high official positions: the
former being appointed minister of finance; the latter, physician to the sovereign.
The sixteenth century was the golden age of the
Jewish community of Constantinople. Sultan Bayazid II. (1481-1512) received the exiles of Spain; and
these gave a great impulse to its material and intellectual life.
Moreover, thousands of wealthy Maranos, who had been persecuted in Italy and Portugal,
sought refuge in Constantinople, where they re-

sumed their former religion. Among these were
Joseph Nassi, created Duke of Naxos by Selim II.
(1566-74), and Donna Gracia, his mother-in-law, both
of whom liberally endowed the community with
schools, charitable institutions, and .synagogues.
According to Stephan Gerlach ("Tagebuch," p. 90),
the number of Maranos who settled in Constantinople up to 1574 amounted to 10,000, and the whole
Jewish population numbered 30,000. There were
44 synagogues, representing as many separate congregations, each of
and liturgy.

which retained

its

own

customs,

rites,

Under Murad

III.

many

(1574-95) and

Mohammed

III.

Constantinople Jews became very
prominent in the politics of the Turkish empire. In
addition to Joseph Nassi, Duke of Naxos, who held
a high office, a physician named SoloInfluential mon ben Nathan Ashkenazi, a native
Jews.
of Poland, held, about 1580, the office
of amba.ssador at Venice.
A Jewess
named Esther Kiera, widow of Elijah Chendali, was
powerful at court, being the favorite of the sultana
Baffa, wife of Murad III.
No less prosperous was
the material condition of the community.
The
wholesale trade, customs dues, shipping, and coin(1595-1603)
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age were mainly in Jewish hands. As Moses Almosnino relates in his description of Constantinople,
Jews owned the largest houses, with gaitleiis and
kiosks equal to those of the grand viziers.
Many
easily earned a livelihood by teaching huiguageHand
by acting as interpreters, as is attestctl l>y Petrus
dclla Valle, who himself learned foreign languages
from a Jew at Constantinople ("Viaggi de Pietro
deila Valle,"

i.

^]. et srq.).

An

interruption of this happy state of the community took place in the seventeenth century. The
ever-growing weakness of the sultans and the increase of the religious fanaticism of the Mussulmans
made the Jews the prey of the soldiery, who often
set fire to the Jewish quarters in order to plimder
during the confusion. Another factor whicli contributed largely to the intellectual and material ruin
of the prosperous commiuiity was the

Shabbethai Suabbetiiai Zebi

agitation.

The

Zebi.

scenes of disorder of wliicii Constantinople became the theater during the
pseudo-Messiah's stay in the city, alienated from
the Jews the good will of the sultan, who saw in the
movement not a purely religious manifestation, but
a rebellion against his authority. Further, their
affairs being neglected during the years of this Messianic chimera, the Jews were supplanted everywhere by the Greeks and Armenians; and they had
neither the courage nor the power to regain their
former position. All these causes combined to make
the community a veritable type of the Turkish empire
without strength to live and without desire to

—

die.

Misery and ignorance went hand in hand, and

annihilated all energy and enterprise in this once industrious and rich population. There were, indeed,
from time to time some wealthy and influential
families, such as the Agimans, the Gabbais, and the
Caruionas, members of which held official positions;
but the majority remained in the most abject destitution and ignorance.
An endeavor to raise the material and intellectual
condition of the community was undertaken with
some success in the second half of the nineteenth

century, first by Albert Cohn, who in 1854 founded
at Constantinople a school patterned after European
institutions, and then by the Alliance Israelite Universelle througli the numerous institutions wliich it
established there for the instruction of young people.
In 1853 two Jews of Constantinople, BeharEffendi
Ashkenazi and David Effendi Cremona, were appointed by 'Abd al-'Aziz members of the council of
state; and in 1876 both of them were nominated
senators by Sultan 'Abd al-Hamid.
Persecutions contribute but little to poetry and
learning; and during the Byzantine period Constantinople did not produce any noteworthy rabbinical
scholars.
The Karaites, however, displayed some
scientific activity,

Literary
Pro-

their

and counted among

number prominent men

like

Ju-

dah ben Elijah Hadassi (1150), author
ductions. of "Eshkol ha-Kofer"
Aaron ben
Joseph ha-Rofe (1290), author of the
"Kelil Yofi" and "Sefer ha-Mibhar"; Aaron ben
;

Elijah of Nicomedia, author of " Ez Hayyim " (1346).
The .security and prosperity enjoyed by the Jews
under the first Turkish rulers brought about a great
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movement; and Constantinople became

scientific

Mohammed the Conthe focus of Jewish learning.
queror followed the custom established by his predecessors in nominating a hakam bashi, or grand
from the Rabbinite Jews. Sambari
"Medieval Jewish Chronicles," i. 153)

rabbi, chosen

(Xeubauer,

gives the names of the rabbis of Constantinople
officiated from 1453 to 1672 as follows:

who

;

;

;

;

The retrogression in the political and economic
conditions of the community extended to the literary
movement. After the Shabbethai Zebi agitation
Constantinople ceased to be a focus of Jewish learning, and during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries it could not boast of a single name of imporThe rabbis of this period were:
tance.
(c. 1727); Samuel Moohas (1790); Abraham
Samuel Hayyim (1836-39); Moses Fresco, called
" Rab ha-Zaken " (18394l); Jacob Behar David (1841-54); Hayyim Cohen, called "Rab Cahana" (1854-60); Jacob Abigdor
(1860-63); Yakir Geron, called "Rab Preciado" (1863-72); Moses
Halevy (1872)!

Abraham Rozanes

Moses Capsali Elijah Misrahi Tam ben Yahya, author of
" Ohole Tam '" Elijah Capsali, author of a historical work en" i'efeh Toar,"
titled " Debe Eliyahu "; Samuel Yafe, author of
Joseph ibn Leb Joshua Zonzin, author of
etc.; Samuel Saba"
" Nahlah li-Yehoshu'a " Hananiah ben Yakar
Jehiel 'Anabi Elijah ben Hayjnm, author of
Kabbis.
" Torat Mosheh " and responsa Moses Ariik
Mordecal ha-Kohen Gedaliah Hayyun David ha-Kohen Samuel di Curiel Elijah ha-Levi Abraham ibn Jamil Gabriel Alya
Shemariah Sharbit ha-Zahab Hayyim
Eliezer ben Nahmias
Egozi; Abraham Monson Isaac Ashkenazi Jehiel Bassan; Joseph of Traiii; Jeremiah Mabrogonato (iCNJunaNS); Salomon
David
Caro; Samuel ben Ta^'^'M (?); Yom-Tob ben Ya'ish
Etrozi; Abraham Allesre; Baruch ben Ya'ish Baruch ben Hayha-Zahab
Aaron
CuSharbit
Abraham
yim; Judah Afna'im;
pino; yayyim Alfandari; Moses ben Shanpi; Baruch Ashkenazi;
Joseph ben Shangi Isaac Ispania ha-Rofe Zemah of Narbonne
Isaac Sasson Moses Ba.ssan Elijah; Meir Isaac; Eliezer ben
Shushin d^^'v;'); Isaiah of Trani Joshua Benveniste Hayyim
Benveniste; Moses Benveniste; Yom-Tob ben Yakar; Joseph
ha-Kohen Hasid Hayyim Algazi Moses Afna'im Solomon
ben Mubhar Yom-Tob Birbinya Aaron Hamon Jehiel BasAaron Yizhaki Nissim Egozi Abraham
san the Younger
Ashkenazi Melr de Boton Samuel ha-Levi and Samuel 'Adilah.
;

;

Levy

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

(1835-36);

The leading rabbinical writers

;

;

;

Constantinople

of this period were:

(1703); Eliezer ben Sanche (1720); Elijah
Alfandari (1720); Tobias Cohen (1729); Jacob Kuli (1733); Eli-

Abraham Sonclno

Abigdor
(1804); Moses Fresco and Abraham
Raphael Shacky (18159); Jacob Rofe (1849); Solomon
Kimhi (1862); Joseph Alfandari (1868); Hayyim Menahem Frangl
and Hezekiah Medini (still living in 1902).

jah

Palombo

(1827);

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Besides these rabbis, many of whom were equally
for their great Talmudical knowledge and
for their proficiency in tiie secular sciences, there
were in the second half of the fifteenth century and
during the sixteenth a succession of brilliant writers
and scholars, such as Mordecai Cumtino, Shabbetliui
ben Malkiel, Solomon Sharbit Zahab, Joseph ibn
Verga, and Moses Pizanto. The characteristic feature of that period was the scientific intercourse between the Karaites and the Rabbinites. In spite of
some obscurantists, who attempted to interrupt these
relations by excommunications and other violent
measures, Rabbinite scholars instructed the Karaites
in rabbinical literature and the secular sciences; and
this circumstance had a salutary effect upon the
Karaite community, which had hitherto been immersed in ignorance. A series of brilliant writers
and scientists, sucii as the Bashyazis, Caleb Afendo-

renowned

polo, Abraham Bali, Moses Baf;i, and Joseph Rabizi,
arose within it and bccanu; illustrious in various
branches of knowledge.
The impetus fo learning was much furthered by
theestablishmfntin f'onstiintinopleof Ilcbn \v j)rinting-offlces, the first of which was opened in 15U3 l)y
his son.
In 1530 the renowned
printer fJerson Siiiuino csfablishcd another; and a
third was opened in 1500 l)y the Ya'abez family.
Authors who could not afford to publish their works
found at Constantinople Mjircimtcs wlio were will-

David Nahmias and

PrintingOffices.

ing to defray tlu; necessary expenses.
Thus Esther Kiera paid the cost of
"
piihlication of the " Seferha-Yuhasin

of Zacuto in 1500; Nathan Aslikena/.i,
the son of the ambassador, published at his own exIn 157f( the
pense the responsji of Mf)ses Alshech.
duchess Regina Nassi established a prinlingoHice
in her palace at Belvedere, where authors without
means were sure of assistance. See Constantino-

ple (Typography).

Hayyim de

Castro founded the first
Judseo-Spanish, entitled "Or
Yisrael; 6 La Luz de Israel," which was followed
by "Jornal Israelii" (1860); "Sefat Emet, 6 El
In 1853 Leo

Jev.'ish periodical in

Luzero " (1867) " Sharkiye " (The Orient), in Turkish, wnth Hebrew characters (1869); "El Tiempo"
(1871); "El Sol" (1879); "El Radio de Luz" (1885);
"El Amigo de la Familla" (1886); and "El Telegrafo." Of these papers two only are still in existence viz. " El Telegrafo, " a daily, and " El Tiempo,"
;

;

,

a biweekly.

There are about 55,000 Jews in a total population
of 1,000,000, distributed in the following quarters:
Haskeui, 20,000; Balata, 15,000; Ortakeui, 7,000;
Kuskunjuk and Daghamam, near Scutari, 6,000;
Pera and Galata, 5,000; Stambul, around the Sublime Porte, and Mahmud Pasha, 1,000; various sub-

—

Arnaut-Keui, Pasha
urbs along the Bosporus
Bagtche, and Buyukdcre— 300; Haidar Pasha and
Kadi Keui, 700. Kitually they are divided into three
classes; viz., Sephardim numbering 51,000; Ashkenazim, 3,000; and Karaites, 500.
In conformity with the "Constitution of the Jewish Nation " granted to them in 1865 by the Ottoman
government, the Jews of ConstantiPopulation nople are governed by a hakam bashi,

and Constitution.

or chief rabbi, and two assemblies, the
communal council, M(>jlis Jasmani, and the spiritual council, Mejeach council being elected for three
civic

Ruhani,
The former
years by an assembly of notables.
numbers among its members the majority of the
Jewish officials employed by the government while
the latter is coini)osed exchisively of rabbis well
The Jewish settlement
versed in the Talmud.
lis

;

each quarter has in addition a spiritual leader,
sorts of religious (piesis consulled on nil
and who presides at the administrative
tioiiH,
In every quarter
council of every synagogue.
there is a Jew bearing the title " Kehaya," whose
duty it is to notify the city government
Rabbinical of Jewish births, deaths, and transfers
of real estate.
In the three populous
Courts.

in

who

subiirbs of the city there are three

rabbinical courts, which, however, decide only in
divorce cases, all other legal matters being under the
jurisdiction of the state. Tlie rabbinical court of
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Bnlutn has at
Kluiuf."

its disposjil

a prison called

"

Hakau

Tlio annual builgct of tin.' consislDiy amounts to
111,692 francs, being revenue from the tax on meat,
cheese, wine, brandy, and unleavened bread, from a
poll-tax paid by the rich notables, and from taxes
on marriage certiticates, passports, and transfers of
ri'al

estate.

There are

in Constiintinople

batte midnishim.

II) TlioSoi-li'ty

In

None

40 synagogues and 4
is very

of the synagogues

having been burned down anil rebuilt. Tho.se
In
of Istipol and of Galata seem to be the oldest.
14o3 the physician to 3Iohannned the Conqueror,
Moses llamou erected a house of prayer at Ilaskeui.
old. all

and called it by his name, "Kahal Kadosh Ilamon." Other synagogues, notably that of the Exile
("Gerush "), were built after 1492 by Spanish exiles
and others.

The

Alliance Israelite Universelle supports 11
chools at Constantinople: 6 for boys and 5 for girls,
•with a total attendance of 3,000.
More than 1,000
children attend the Talmud Torah
and there are
about 30 private schools. In 1898 a Jewish seminary was founded under the direction of Abraham
Danon. Some young Jews attend the higher schools
of the state, for the study of medicine, law, pharmacy, fine arts, agriculture, etc.
The community possesses the following twelve
benevolent agencies

of Jewish Woiiu'n of IVniiiiKi
lylii>f-lii

women, widows,

founded
and llio

(iiilutn,

llio

sick,

Mfscd, founded by younj? men of I'erii and
Galatu, to provide clolldnK' for poor children of the Jt^wlsli
schools; (3) Uniderverein, founded In IK"), to assist the poor
and the sick of the Ashkenazie eouKreKatlon ;
Benevolent (4) Jun^M)undsverein, founded in IH'jr, to proInstituvide meals for poor cliildren of the (iermun
poor;

(2)

Alialiiit

Talmud 'I'orali; (.')) the Society of German Women, founded in IM'.IT, to estiihllsh a hospital and
to maintain an asylum for lheat?cd; (ti) the Society of Jewish
Younjf Women of I'era, founded in IHiH, to feed thi^ |)oor pupils
It clothes 151) children every year,
of the Kirls' school at (ialata
besides furnishing m(>dicine and relief to the poorest
(7) tlio
Society of Jewish Women of Ilaskeui, founded In I,s'.).), to aid
(8) or ha-ljayyiui of Balatii, foiuided In I.H.H.",,
lying-in wonu'u
to establish and maintain ii Jewish hospital, which latter was
Inaugurated Sept. liHO) in a handsome new building on the
tions.

:

;

;

The Jewish Hospital at
(From a

to Hssist

189;t.

240

Co.vsta.ntinople.

pliot'^praph.)

shores of the Golden Horn; (9) Society Mekor ha-Hayylm of
Haskeul, founded In 1895, to aid the poor and to provide pecuniary assistance to young men studying In the government colleges; (lOj Society Zeror ha-Hayyim of Haskeul, founded la
1896, for a similar purpose
(11) Society Ha-Hemlah of Balata,
founded originally under the name "Ha-Tlkwah," for mutual
financial aid; (12) Society 'Ozer DalUin of Kuskunjuk. for the
same purpose as the preceding. There is also a hebra kaddisha in each quarter.
;

;

The majority of the Jews of Constantinople are
poor, and are engaged in petty trade, in pedling,
or as porters, fishermen, and boatmen.
small industry peculiar to the Jews is the cutting of cigarStill, there are among them rich wholeette-paper.
sale merchants and bankers of the second or third
rank.
dozen Jewish banks are connected with
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THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA

Constantinople

At Pera four or five
the stock exchange of Galata.
large Jowisli houses nmnufacturo novelties known
as "articles do Paris." The principal houses for
n.>ady-niado clothing are conductcil exclusively by
Jews from Vienna. A Jew from Salonicn named
glass works at Pasha-Hagtche,
the only one of its kind, which furnishes glass to the whole of Turkey.
Many Jews (almost all the Karaites)

Modiano owns the

Present
Conditions.

are goldsmiths, jewelers,

and money-

Through the Alliance Israelite UniverJewish young men are taught various trades,

changers.
selle.

as carpentery, turning, goldsmithery, cabinet-making, type-setting, upholstery, etc. But the Alliance
prefers to have them employed as secretaries or
accountants in European companies: banks (Ottoman Bank, Credit Lyonnais), insurance societies,
•water-works, gas companies, wharves, etc.
number of Jews are employed in the government offices. The first secretary of the Imperial
Divan, who collects all the reports of the Turkish

A

foreign ambassadors and translates them into TurkElias Cohen
ish, is the Jew David Molho Pasha.
(known as " Elias Pasha ") is physician to the sultan.
Jews are found in the civil list of the ministry of
public instruction and in consular offices. There
are among the 55,000 Jews of the city 20 physicians,
and as many druggists, all educated in the govern-

some of them having completed their
studies at Paris, Berlin, and Vienna. See Byzantine
Empire.

ment

schools,

For the Byzantine period Cousin, Histoire de
Constantinople. 1685; Dropeyron, L'Empereur Heraclius,
1869; Le Beau, Histoire du Bns-Empire, 1819-20; Hertzberg,

BiBLio&RAPHY

:

:

Gesch. der Biizantincrutid des Asmanischen Reiches, 1883.
Hammer-Purgstall, Oesch. der
For the Turkish period
Asmaniiichen i?eic/ie, 1827; Schudt, JUdische MerckwUrdigkeiten, 1715, i. 203 et seq.; Baudin, Les Juifs d Con(rtnn<inop/e, 1878; Gratz. Gesch. viii. 204, ix. 29, x. 190;
Schacky, In Archives Israelites, liv. 341 et seq.; Franco,
Histoire des Israelites en Turquie, 1897.

century there was no press
Printing was then carried on at Belvedere, where the widow of Joseph, Duke of
Naxos, had established presses.
In 1593 these
presses were transferred to Kura Chesme, a village
near Constantinople.
In 1(139 printing was resumed
in Constantinople by Solomon Franco and his son
Abraham, which concern was still in existence at the
end of the century. The leading printers of the eighteenth century (some books appearing at OrtakoY,
a suburb) were Jona Ashkenazi (with Naphtali ben
Azriel) and his son Nissim Ashkenazi.
The following list of the principal publications issued during the sixteenth century will give some idea of
the activity of the Constantinopoljtan presses during
that period.
It should be remarked that several of
the prints are without the printers' names, some
without place of origin, and a few without either.
in the last years of that

in the city.

1503.
1505.

1505.

1505.
150).

1506.
1509.

I.

Br.

1510. (?)

In the year 1503 David Nahmias, a descendant of an old Spanish family, established, in conjunction with his son Samuel,
Accordthe first printing-office in Constantinople.
ing to Steinschneider, the first work published by
the Nahmias firm was the Tur, of which edition
only one copy, now in the Oppenheim collection
(No. 521 F) in the Bodleian Library, is extant. At
the death of David Nahmias in 1511, the press fell
under the direction of Samuel, in conjunction with
Astruc of Toulon and Judah ben Joseph Sasson.
Together with Samuel Rikonim, Astruc of Toulon
:

same year, an independent press,
from which, however, the former withdrew two
established, in the

years later. Astruc continued the office until 1513.
In 1518 another printing-office, in existence only

was established by Solomon ben MazzalTob. About the same time new presses were established by Joseph ben Ajid al-Kabizi, Yom-Tob
Sichri ben Raphael, and Closes ben Samuel Facilino.

five years,

In 1526 the well-known printer Gerson Soncino entered the field. After his death, in 1530, the business
was continued by his son Eliezer until 1547, when
it became the property of the physician Moses ben
Eliezer Parnas, who held it until 1554. From 1560
typography in Constantinople began to decline and
;

"Hanhagatha-Deber."

1510. (?) Isaac of Corbeil's

"

'Ammude Golah."

1510.

Yoslppon.

1510.

Nahmanides' " Hassagot."

1510.

1510.
1510.

1511.
1511.
1511.

1511.
1511.
1512.
1512.
1512.
1513.

Abraham Levi ha-Zaken's "Mashre

Kitrin."

Joshua Levi's " Halikot '01am " and Samuel ha-Nagld'a
" Mebo."
Siddur Romania. See "Zelt. turHebr. Bibl.," lii. 72.
Jonah Gherondi's " Sha'are ha-Teshubah."
Nathan b. Jehiel's " 'Aruk ha-Kazer."
Collection of Talmudic Haggadot.
" Haggadot ha-Talmud."
Jehiel b. Yekutiel's "Bet Mlddot."
(?) Midrash Mishle.
" Bereshlt Rabbah."
Midrash Tillim.
Abudirhain.
Kimhi's "Shorashim."
" Shulhan Arba'."
Pirke R. Eliezer.
" Menorat ha-Ma'or."
I. Aboab's
Nahmanides' " Perush ha-Torah."
Jacob b. Asher's " Perush ha-Torah."
Abr. ibn Ezra's " Perush ha-Torah."
Abraham Sabah's " Zeror ha-Mor."
Jacob b. Asher's " Kizzur Piske ha-Rosh."
"Petah Debarai."
Solomon ibn Gabirol's " Azharot."
Bahya's " Kad ha-Kemah."

1513. D.

1514. Bahiya's
1514.

Typography

Arba' Turim.
I. Abravanel's "Rosh Amanah."
Torah, Megillot, and Haftarot.
I. Abravanel's "Zebah Pesah," etc.
I. Abravanel's commentary to Abet.
David Ibn Yahya's " Leshon Llmmudlm."
Maimonides' " Mishneh Torah."

1509. Alfasi.

;

J.

242

1514.
1514.

1514.
1514.
1514.
1515.
1515.
1515.
1515.

1515. Mekilta.

1515.

Samson

of Chinon's " Sefer Kerltut."

" Abkat Rokel."
b. Adret's " Teshubot."
" Amarot Tehorot."
(?) Abr. Hayyun's
" Halakot Pesukot."
Torah, without vowels.
Seder '01am.
Abraham Zacuto's " Sodot."
Moses' Midrash. " Eldad ha-Danl," etc.
Benveniste's " Melizat le-Maskil."
Yeruham b. MeshuUam's " Toledot Adam we-Hawwah."
(?) " Sefer ha- Yashar."
Maimonides' " Sefer ha-Mizwot."
" Mishpete ha-Ijlerem."
(?)
" Dine de Garme."
" Pirke Hallah."
"Hilkot Terefot."
Elisha b. Abraham's " Magen Dawld."

1515. Makir's

1516.
1516.

1516.
1516.
1516.
1516.
1.516.
1.516.

1516.
1516.
1517.

1517.
1.517.

1517.
1517.
1517.

Solomon

Midrash Shemu'el.
"Teshubot."
Bahya's " Perush ha-Torah."
1518. (?) Solomon Almoli's "Pitron IJalomot."
1518. Esther, with commentary of Isaac Arama.

1.517.

1517. A.sherb. Jehiel's
1517.
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Consumption
151S. Isaac Ciini's "To!odi)l
lolS. Abr.
151S.

I).

Mis>ial"s

(?> St>lomoti

(?)

151i>.

lU'ii

H.n

"Torut

lolS. Nii^iiiianidt-s'
i:)l'.».

••

Ylz\mk."
lin-I.i'wl."

Im-Ailiiin." " Slm'ur lia-Cioniul."

"Oiiyyot Shfl U. Akilw."
Sim, Mulnisli Wiiyiislm',

" Shemeii lia Tob " (1849).
But a very large number
of books in Juda>o-Spanish, and not a few jouriial.s,
have been issued, a list of the latter being given in
the article Constantinopi.k.
Karaite books have

etc.

" St'for Im-MiinlilR."
i:>li». Solomon AliuoU's " Hallkot Sliobn."
1519. Kol Ho.
15151. DiivUl b. Yn^lya's " l.eshon I.tniimidim."
lalS). Joshua Um Sliirnlb's " Dorashot."
li-t). Miilnish Hanu^li MoRlUot.
l.'CM. Jos»>ph Bokor Slior's " Perush ha-Torah "
l.M». Abr. Yiirhl's

1531.
15:X1.

AbriihumAbi,s:!;dor's"Zekerle- Abraham "(lH'2-1).
Isaac Fari.ii's "Marpe ie-'Ezein" (1830), Abraham
Zaki's "Slicmcn Ho.sh " (IHIU)). and Joseph ha-Hofe's

f.fj..

Im-M.-'lck."

Halevy's "'AlKxlut

been published in the nineteenth century by Irab

Oglu
(?).

"Derek Emunah."

1522.
1525.
1529.
1530.

with cinnmentary, etc.
Midnush Tanhuina.
I. .\boab's " Bi'iir Penish ha-Rambam."
Abr. ibn Ezra'3 " Yesod Mora."
Abr. ibn Ezra's "Safali Berurah."

1530. Sefer Teflllot.
1530. Elijah Bashyazi's "

Aderet EUyahu."

Bolat's " Kelal Kazer."
Almoli's " Me'assef le-Kol ha-Mahanot."
Gaon's " Musar Haskel " and Ezobi's " Ka'arat Kesef."

1530.

Judah

1530.

St^l.

I5SJ.

Hai

1532.

Almoli's "Sha'arAdonai he-Hadash."

1533. Jos. Y'a'be?'3

15»1. El. Mizrahl's

" Hasde Adonal."
"Sefer ha-Mispar."

" Miklol."
Inim. b. Solomon's "Mahberot."

1534. n. Jtimhl's
15.15.

1536.
153«5.

David Vidal's " Keter Kehunnah."
Jehiel b. Ruben's " "Eser Y'eri'ot."

1539.

Judah Khalas's "Sefer ha-Musar."
David Kohen's " Teshubot."
I. Aboab's " Nehar Pishon."
Abr. Shalom's " Neweh Shalom."

1539.

Jacob B. Asher's Arba' Turlm.

153i>.

1537.
1538.

Jacob of Illesca's " Imre No'am."
1540. Al-Harizl's "Tahkemonl."
1539.
154;3.
154.'J.

1544.

Judah ben Isaac's "Milhemetha-Hokmah weha-'Osher."
Judab ben Isaac's "Mlnhat Y'ehudah Sone ha-Nashlm."
(iedaliah ben Y'ahya's "Shlb'ah 'Enayim."

Barfafs " Teshubot."
" Torat Adonai " (polyglot).
1547. Moses of Coucy's " Mlzwot Gadol."
154«. NLsslm Gerundl's " Sh'e'elot u-Teshubot."
1549. Solomon ben Melek's " Miklol Y'ofl."
1550. Bahya's " Hobot ha-Lebabot."
1553. Isaac ben Reuben's "Bha'are Dura" or " Sefer ha-She1546.

1546.

" She'elot u-Teshubot."
Judah Zarko's " Lehem Yehudah."
(?) Judah Nathan Provent^al's " Or '01am."
Solomon Alkabez's "Shoresh Y'l.shal" (on Ruth).
Saadia's " Ha-Emunot weha-De'ot."
Naashon of Babylon's " Re'umah."
(?) Isaac Arama's " Yad Abshalom " (on Proverbs).

1560.
1560.
1561.

1562.

1565.
1565.
Lj66.
1566.
1567.

1567.
1570.
1572.
1573.

1575.
1.57.5.

1575.
1576.
1.576.

Joseph ibn Leb's " She'elot u-Teshubot."
M. Zacuto's " Sefer ha-Yuhasln."

Moses ben Hayyim's " Ner Mizwah."
Simeon ben Zemah's " Yesha' Elohlm."
Joseph Hayyim's " Mille de-Abot."
(?) Mattathfah Zacuto's " Zebah Todah."
Joseph Nasi's " Beu Porat Yosef."
" She'elot u-Tesbubot ha-Geonim."
Moses Najara's " Lekah Tob."
Samuel Arlpol's " Leb Ijlakam."
David Messer Leon's " TehlUah le-Dawld."
Eliezer Ashkenazi's "Mekor Baruk."

1577. Is<aac

Onkeneira's "

Ayummah

ka-Nldgalot."

"Tabkemoni."
Judah Chelebl's " Sha'are Yehudah."
Aaron ben Joseph's " Kelll Yofl."

1578. Al-Harlzl's
1581.

1581.

1583. Isaac Ya'ahez's

" Hasfie Abet."
" Perush 'al Kohelet."

1585. (?) Isaac ibn'ljjdfs

1585.
1.586.

1593.

Aaron Abraham's " Iggeret ha-Te*aniim."
Kohelet, with commentary by Samuel Arlpol.
Moses Alshech's " Torat Mosheh."

During the nineteenth century a few Hebrew
books were printed at Ortakeui or Constantinople

Cassel

and Stelnschneider,

JlUlinclie

Ersch and Gruber, Encyc. section

J.

11.,

I.

CONSTANTINOV,

Tupn-

part 28, pp.

Br.— G.

VOLHYNIA.

See

Stako-Konstantinov.

CONSTANZA

(until 1878 Custendje)
Rumanian town in the province of Dobrudja.
During
tile Russo-Turkish campaign of 18'28 some Jewisii
purveyors came with the Russian army to Constanza, and, settling in the place, foi'med the nucleus
of a small community.
separate community was
founded later by some members of the Sephardic
(Spagnioli) communities of Asia Minor.
In 1853,
during the Russo-Turkish campaign, the community was further increased, and a cemetery was laid
out.
Sir Moses Montefiore, visiting Constanza on
:

A

journey to Jerusalem in 1868, gave £200 to tlie
Avram, for the purpose of building
a synagogue. At present (1902) there are about
1,000 Jews in Constanza; of this number about 400
persons are Sephardim (Spagnioli), and form a separate community.
The majority of the Jews are engaged in trade, but there are also some tailors, shoemakers, tinkers, watchmakers, etc. There ai'e two
religious schools for boys, one Sephardic, conducted
his

president. Ilia

and the other where German is used.
There are the usual philanthropic institutions.
Aaron Leib Feigenbaum is rabbi of the Hobcbe
Ziyyon, and Hayyim Solomon Donaufeld of the Bene
in Spanish,

Ziyj'on.

M. Buj.

E. c.

"arlm."
1559. Elijah Mizrahl's

Sous.

{inilihic, in
37^40, (xi

1531. Elijah Mizrahl's Tosafot to "Semap:."'
1520 (I5Urr). MalmonUles' " Teshuliot Sha'alot Iggeret."

1522. Tonih.

ct

Biiu.ior,RAPiiY:

(?) I. Cimipanloirs " Darke l)a-Talinti(l."
(') .Mosi'3 Ibn Habib's " Marpw» Laslion."

1521. Abr. Hlhago's
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CONSTELLATIONS

Clusters of stars. The
number of constellations named in the Biblical wriIn view of the extensive astronomtings is small.
ical attainments of the Assyro-Babylonians, it is safe
to predicate of the Hebrews larger knowledge of the
:

starry heavens (compare Ps. viii.) than appears from
references actually embodied in Biblical literature;
and there is no necessity for accepting Stern's ex-

planation that only such celestial bodies were regarded with interest by the Hebrews as were of importance for calendric purposes in ushering in
the seasons (Stern, in Geiger's "Jiid. Zeit." iii.
258; Friedrich Delitzsch, "Hiob,"p. 169; see also

Astronomy).
'Ash " or " Ayish " is mentioned twice in Job (ix.
xxxviii. 32, R. V.), and has been identified with
the Great Bear, though tliis identificaThe Great tion has been rejected by many BibThe Arabs certainly
lical scholars.
Bear,
"

'

9,

knew this brilliant cluster of stars by
the name of "Na'sh " (the Bier); and the three stars
in the tail they designated as "Banat Na'sh" (the
Daughters of the Bier); i.e., the "followers," an apA legend
pellation still in vogue in modern Syria.
is

connected therewith, according to which Gedi (the

whose children now arc intent
upon avenging the murder; while "Suhail" (Canopus) would rush to the slayer's aid (Wetzsteiu, in
Franz Delitzsch, "Hiob." 2d ed., p. 501). The assumed etymological affinity between '"Ash" and
Still, in
Job
"Xa'sli" is more than doubtful.
pole-star) slew Xa'sh,

xxxviii. 32 the "children " are also introduced, while
it

would be strange

omitted from Job
The

Constantinople
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vocalization

if this

most

brilliant

group were

ix. 9.

'"Ayush"

proposed by Hoffmann (in

is

Stade's " Zeltschrift," iii. 107); " 'lyush," by Brown-Briggs (Ge"
'Ei^ch," by Friedrlch Delitzsch (in "Hiob,"
senius, 8.r.>; and
xxxviii. 32), who previously identified it with "Moth," a star
known as such to the Assyrians ("Assyr. Handworterb." s.v.
"sfisu "), but in his " Hiob," in ix. 9, translates by the German

equivalent of "Great Bear." Luther renders "Wagen" (Wagon), and in this has been followed by Ideler ("Sternnamen,"pp.
21 et seq.), Hlrzel, Ewald, Franz Delitzsch, Hitzig and R. V.
Stem (i.e.) maintains that the Pleiades are meant—a view ac;

cepted by Schrader, NOldeke (Schenkel's " Bibel-Lexikon," iv.
Merx writes "Canopus." Of
370), and G. Hoffmann (I.e.).
the old versions, the LXX. in Job ix. 9 has IIAccd?, and in ih.
xxxviii. 32,'E<TiTepo<;. The Vulgate and A. V. in ix.9have" Arcturus," and "Vesperus" and "Arcturus" respectively in
Targum in the former verse gives the Hebrew
xxxviii. 32.
word ; in the latter renders by the Aramaic for " hen " (= Pleiades). The SjTlac has " ' lyuta " (= Aldabaran ; see Merx, in
xxxviii.) or the Hyades, which Jensen (f.c.) also suggests. Of
«<•"''''' (»<•"'«<
in some manuthis Syrlac word, the Talmudical
scripts), Ber. 58b, Is the East Aramaic fonn. According to Levy,
the latter Is the seven-starred (Little) Bear;
" 'Ash." but In the passage itself R.Judah explains it as
the tail of the Ram, if not the head of the Wagto Rashi, of the Bull. Kohut ("Aruch Comderives It, as Stem and others before him, from
the Greek
and explains it as a cluster of seven stars
in the bead of Taurus.
Of medieval Jewish commentators.
Saadia identines it with the Bear ReDaK, again, in his diction-

on or, according
pletum,"

8.i\)

Y<iS»?,

;

under ':•>, explains nSo 2JT as the tail of the Ram. Ibn
F.zra merely states that c? — " seven .stars." Gersonldes locates it as a constellation "within the sphere of the fixed
ary,

stern U.c.) argues that " Kimah " is Sirius. In the Talmud
occurs this statement : " But for the heat of Kesil. the worid
could not endure, on account of the excessive cold of the Pleiades, and vice versa" (Ber. 59a; B. M. 106b). "Kinjah" is
qualified as a planet ("^t::; Ber. 58a); the ety-

What

terrestrial

being

{•'y

Ewald thinks of the Arabic
sjiys tliat tlie Hebrews called
and Her Whelps."
Orion

is

" Ke.sil " ("

"

is,

is

'ayyath

not known.
"

(lion),

and

the group the "Lioness

have been the cause of the Flood (Yer. Ta'an. i. 64a, at foot).
According to Abu al-Walid, " Kimah " is the Arabic "Al-Thurayya"(= Pleiades). Ibn Ezra reports that his predecessors held
it to be a group of seven stars in the tail of the Ram. but he believes it to be a single star, " the left eye of Taurus."

In Job xxxviii. 31 A. V. occurs the puzzling phrase
sweet influences of Pleiades " (K. V. " cluster of
the Pleiades"; margin, "chain "); niJiyJO. as shown
by the parallelism with the "bands of Orion," and
the expression "canst thou bind," is a transposition
of nn^yD (" chains " or " fetters "). Some mythological allusion is probably hidden in tlie expression.
" the

KImhi's explanation, that the reference is to the ripening of
the fruit ("Kesil"), or the reverse ("Kimah"), is plainly too
rationalistic, notwithstanding the Talmudic authority he quotes
or the opinion of his father (under T- p).
What " Mazzarot " (Job xxxviii. 32) may be is still unsettled.

Perhaps it is identical with " Mazzalot " (II Kings xxiii. 5). If
might designate Saturn or the seven planets. Stern U.c.)
would have this strange expression denote the Hyades. Ewald,

so, it

for the passage in Job, claims the reference to be to the Northern and Southern Crowns, corresponding to the " chambers of
the South" ("Teman") in Job ix. 9. Others have suggested
the constellation of the Southern Ship, characterized in an Arabic translation as the " heart of the South " ; others again suggest Sirius. Friedrlch Delitzsch leaves the problem open, simply transliterating the Hebrew (see his " Hiob," p. 169, note to
It has also been held to designate the Zodiac.
verses 31 et seq.)
.

According to Schrader (Schenkel, "Bibel-Lcxikon," V. 398), the constellation of the Dragon is mentioned in Job xxii. 13 (R.V. "swift serpent"); but
W^inckler has suggested
this is very problematic.
to read for " Nadgalot " in Cant. iv. 4, 10, " Nerga;

the

Twins (Gemini;

Forschungen,"

i.

;

Targum and

In this
Pe.slii|,ta render by "Giant."
a reminiscence of an ancient, perhaps prcSemitic, myth also current in variants among the
Oreeks concerning a giant bound to the sky, wliom
the HebrcwH, with cliaracU^ristic redection upon his
presumption to resist and defy heavenly power,
Nimrod was associated with this
labeled "Fool."
"Fool" by later folk-lore. The question in Job
about loosening the bands (xxxviii. 31) has reference
to this, and not, as Diilmaiin contends (cfjuimentary,
ftd loc), to tlie rise and fall of the stars according as
the "rope with which they are drawn " is tightened
tliere is

—

or slacked.

The Jpwidh medieval commentators hold the " Kesjl " to have
been either the Arabic " Suhail " (= Cunopus; or Slrlun. On the
plural. In Isa. xlll. 10, Bf-e Jensen. I.e. (note also his suggestion
that " Kesll " I.h a generic name for "c«mel ").
xxxviii. 81 Amos v. 8) is the
Etymologically,
her t)ro(>d.
tlie name signifies "a heap," and is thus very appropriately descriptive of the cluster, now known as
the Pleiades, in the zodiacal sign of the Bull.
;

see " Altorientalische

293).

Ideler, Stcmnamen, 1869; the commentaries
on Job of Dlllmann, Hitzig, Merx, Ewald, Franz Delitzsch
Winer, B. R. ii. 526 et seq.; Riehm, W(^r(erlmch, 2d ed.. 11.

Bibliography:

Hastings, Diet. Bible, s.v.

BibelwOrterbuch,

Amos v. 8; Isa. xiii. 10. Of tiie ancient versions, the LXX. lias " Orion " in Job and Isaiah, wliilc

" Kimah " (Job ix. 9,
"Hen" (Lutliei) with

i.e.,

l!'>Tiet8eq.;

undoubtedly designated by the Hebrew
Fool " see below) in Job ix. 9, xxxviii.

31;

—

mology 'i^o - D''221d hncs is, of course, fanciful.
The setting of the Pleiades is said to

Fleiades.

lot";

stars."

Consumption

iv. 370, v., s.v.

Astronomy

;

Schenkel,

Stenie.

E. G. H.

CONSTITUTION.

See

Goveknmknt.

CONSUMPTION (TUBERCULOSIS)

:

An

infectious disease, due to the entrance of the tuberThe question of the relacle bacillus into the body.
tive infrequency of consumption among Jews lias
engaged much attention among physicians and anthropologists.
It is well known that dwellers in
large cities, particularly those living in crowded and
insufficiently ventilated tenement-hou.ses, are genTailerally the first victimsof the tiibercle bacillus.

oring and other sedentary occupations that are
favored by Jews tend to raise the percentage of
Consanguineous marriages,
tuberculoiis patients.
common among Jews, are also a predisposing cause
of this disease.

Accordingly, the .Jews, particularly those residing
congested tenement districts of large modern
cities, like New York, London, Vienna, Odessa, etc., suffer from tiiis disPredisposing' ease mf)re than others. In fact, the
appearance of many a modern Jew
Causes.
would immediately lead one to sus-

in the

He is more
pect the presence of tuberculosis.
stunted in growth than almost any other European.
According to the statistics given by Jacobs (see An-
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Consumption

THROPOLOOY). " tlic ftvcragc height of the Jews is
160 1 cm. [5 ft. 8 in.]; span of anus, 169.1 cm. [5 fl.
6|! ill.]; ami girth arouml the chest, about 81 cm.
[31.9 in.] so that they are the shortest and narrowThe exceptionally narrow girth
est of Europeans."
:

of Jews gives them what is technically known as
the lowest " index of vitality." The Jews are also
town-dwellers; four-lift lis of the Jewish populations
live in large towns, while only one-third of the non-

Jewish populations

live in cities.

All these conditions, added to their poverty, constant grief, anxiety, and menial exertion, besides
the ceaseless persecutions to which they are subjected, tend to make them ready victims to tuberculosis; and when Jacobs attemjited to collect statistics on the subject in 1885 ("Racial Characteristics
of Modern Jews," in "Journal of the Anthropological Institute," 1885, xv. 23-63) he found only two
favorable reports one by Lombroso in regard to the
Jews in Verona, showing a mortality from consumption of 6 per cent as against 7 per cent among Catholics; and the other by Glatter, from a Hungarian
district, giving 14.4 percent for Jews as against 16.9
per cent among Magyars, 16.4 per cent among Slavs
and 19.5 per cent among Servians, but as against
only 13.5 per cent among Germans. On the other

—

hand, Jacobs has found in London no less than 13.1
per cent among Jews, against 11.3 per cent for the
whole Whitechapel district.
He further quotes
Pruner to show that consumption is very prevalent

among

the Jews in Egypt, as it is in Algeria, according to Haspel and others, and in South Russia, according to Tchubinsky, etc.
More recent statistics on the subject, however do
not bear out the contention that the Jews are more
liable to consumption than non-Jews.
Thus, in a paper on consumption
In the
Russian in the Russian army, Shtchepotyeflf
Army. ("Vratch," 1900, viii. 232) states that
among a certain number of soldiers,
composed of 88.82 per cent Christians, 5.79 per cent
Mohammedans, and 5.03 per cent Jews, the percentage of consumption w-as 88.89 for Christians (527
cases), 7.21 for Mohammedans (37 cases), and 3.98
for

Jews

(21 cases).

In the evidence taken before a commission in Victoria, Dr. MacLaurin stated that among the Jews of

New

South Wales, numbering 4,000, and dwelling
mostly in towns, but one death from consumption
had occurred in three years; whereas, if the disease
had been as prevalent among them as among the rest
of the population, 13 or 14 would have succumbed.
Dr. Behrend says that their "comparative immunity
from the tubercular diathesis has been recognized

by all physicians whose special experience entitles
them to express an opinion"; and it is the morfe
remarkable

when

sumption among the Jewish poor, with a particular view to the adoption of suitable propliylactic
measures.
The conunittee in its report arrived at the unexpected conclusion that during the preceding fifteen
years there had been no increa.se in the prevalence
of consumption among the Jewish poor, allowance
being maiie for the growth of the Jewish population of the East End of London (" British Medical
Journal," July 2, 1898).
Dr. Gaster, basing his
opinion on the burial returns of the United Synagogue from 1889 to 1893 as compared with those of
the registrar-general, states that among the Jews in
Loudon there are relatively only about one-half as
many cases of consumption as among the non-Jews.
Drs. Tostivint and Remlinger, who have lately
investigated the subject in Tunis, state that during
the four years 1895-99 the Jews of Tunis lost 2,744
by death, of whom only 34, or 1.24 per 1,000, died
from tuberculosis. They further calculate that the
average annual mortality from tuberculosis between
the years 1894 and 1900 was:

in London,

Mussulman Arabs
Jews

In the United States, Dr. Bowditch was the first
to call attention to the fact that the Jews are less
susceptible to tuberculosis than other races.
Dr.
John S. Billings, in his " Reports on Vital Statistics
of the Eleventh Census of the United States, " has
again drawn attention to this curious fact. He has
conclusively shown that the death-rate from consumption perl,000 deaths among Jews was 36.67 for
males and 34.02 for females; while that of the United
States (1880) was 108.79 for males and 146.12 for
females, and that of Massachusetts
In
(1888) was 129.22 for males and 146.97
the United for females. Again, in his "Report
States.
on Vital Statistics of New York and
Brooklyn," Billings has shown (see
table below) that in 1890 the mortality from tuberculosis among the Russians and Poles of New York
city, who are mostly Jews, was lower than that
among any other race.

Table Showing the Death-Rate from Consumption PER 100,000 Population in New York
and Brooklyn During the Six Years
Ending May 31, 1890.
Race.

Colored

Mothers
Ireland

Scotland
Scandinavia

Canada

cers of health in

and Drysdale, medical

Germany
offi-

some of the poorest quarters of

London, where the bulk of the Hebrew population
dwell, have repeatedly commented upon this fact
in their official reports.
In May, 1897, the Jewish
Board of Guardians in London appointed a committee to inquire into the increasing prevalence of con-

France
England and Wales
Italy

United States

(

New

York.

Brooklyn.

774.21

531.35

645.73
499.13

452.79
347.22
7B.72
269.24
218.92
266.27
295.61
252.82
233.78
123.00
180.79
120.77

bom in—

Bohemia
Russia and Poland (mostly Jews)

ation.

Drs. Loane, Gibbon,

11.30 per 1,000
"
5.13 "
"
0.75 "

Europeans

adverse conditions under
which the vast majority live are taken into considerthe
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White)

Hungary {mostly Jews)

98.21

384.12
a57.00
a52.32
328.80
394.98
322.50
233.a5
205.14
155.05

"From these figures," says the census report, "it
appears that consumption was most fatal among the
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colored, the Irish, and the Bohemians, and least fatal
among the Russians and Hungarians that is to say,
;

among

the Jews."
These statistics were objected to by some, on the
ground that many of those registered by the census
officials as Russians or as Poles, were not Jews,
but Catholics. In order to test the validity of the
figures, Dr. Maurice Fishberg has collected statistics of the mortality from consumption in the New
York ghetto. By computing the mortality from
this disease in each ward, approximately correct
The reports of the
figures were easily obtained.
board of health of New York show that during the
three years 1897, 1898, and 1899 there occurred
119,226 deaths from all causes, and of these, in the
boroughs of Manhattan and the Bronx, 15,038 were

Consumption

death certificates in the office of the New York City
Board of Health, beginning with Jan. 1, 1900. In
888 of these the cause of death was stated to be
tuberculosis, 72 relating to Jews.
Recalling the
fact that the Jewish population of New York city
is estimated to be at least 15 per cent of the total
population, it will be found from Frankel's figures
that if consumption were as prevalent among the
Jews as among the general population, the number
of deaths due to this cause would have been 133.
As it is, only 72 were recorded a little over one-

—

half the rate for the city at large.
It is also to
be noted that of these 72 cases, 39 died in tenement-houses, 23 in institutions, and only 1 in a private house.
This tends to show that the well-to-do
Jews are even less liable to consumption than the

to tubercuOf these

unfortunate

losis.

poor,

proportion
the
for each of the
wards in the section of the citj'

huddled togeth-

due

who

are

er in congested

tenements,

in

poverty and in
want, and are
exposed in every

below Fourteenth street is
indicated in the

possible

accompanying

way

to

infection.

For

map.
The

this

com-

and thirteenth
wards (the Jewish wards) was

parative immunity of the Jews
from tuberculosis different
causes have been
assigned. Lombroso attributes
it to the fact that

162.99 per 100,-

the

average
mortality from
tuberculosis

in

the seventh,
tenth, eleventh,

for

1 Under 200 per 100,000

years 1897, 1898,

200 to 300

1

1899,

wJiile

the

average for Manhattan and the

300 to 400

Bronx was

400 to 500

268.19; while in

Manhattan

"

iOOormore"

and

the Bronx during tiiese three
years the deatlis

Map

due

amounted proportionately to 126
ai is shown by the figures re-

to tuberculosis

Jews are

usually engaged

population
three
the

000

of

New York

City South of P'ourU^cnUi Street. Showing
Due to Consumption, During 1897-99.

AveraRe Death-Rates

in

occupations

which

require

no exposure to
the vicissitudes
of the weather,
conclusion
this
being strength-

ened by the fact
that other pul-

monary diseases,

particularly

pcT 1,000 dr-aths;
above, in the four Jewish districts referred to
the total number f)f deaths from tuljerculosis wa.s
1,419— that is, 99 jxt 1.000 deaths.
(Jonsumption is undoubtedly on the increase among
the poorfT classes of Jews living in New York city.
Dr. Lee K. Frankfl, manager of tin; United Ibhrew
Charities, has shown that while in 1895 the ratio of
con.sumptive applicants for relief was 2 per cent, in
1899 it reached 3 jxr cent, an appalling increase of
50 per cent in four years. Frankel al.so shows that
c«)r(i{'(l

consumption among tlie Jews in New
Increase in York is almost wholly confined to tlie
New York, poorer clas.ses, and that foreign-born
Jews who suffer from this disease have
contracted it after their arrival in the T'liited States.
He bases his deduction on an examination of 10,000

pneumonia, are also infrequent among them, their
lungs being consequently in a condition to resist inTostivint
fection by tubercle bacilli.
Causes of and Kemlinger do not think it likely

Relative

that ethnic differences afford the exNor are they abi(^ to displanation.
cover the reason in deficient nourThe poor Jews in
isliment, lack of clothing, etc.
Tunis occupy a portion of the town in common
witii tlio Mussulmans; wliile the few rich Jews

Immunity,

There is. how(|uart,er.
which has been selected as affording a probable explanation. Jews abhor the dusting brush. Th<'y wipe all dusty surfaces with damp
live

in

the

Kuroi)eim

ever, one cause

times daily. By
dust is raised, and the risk of inhaling air laden with tubercle bacilli is lessened. Moreover, the Tunisian Jews use less furniture than their

clotiis,

this

in sonic instances several

means

less

Contempt
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Couver&ion
French aud
ties for Uio

Italian neisihltors, and the opportunisettlement of dust are correspondingly

diininislii'd.

Beliroud, with many others, is of the opinion that
the reliitive in\inunity of the Jews is due to the careful inspection of their meiit, examination being made
particularly as to disease of the Imigs and pleura, and
bovine tuberculosis being thereby intercepted. More
frequent house-cleaning is another reason given.
Of all the causes assigned, however, the most probable are the careful selection of carcasses in Jewish
slaughter-houses aud the infrequcncy of alcoholism
among Jews. It has been repeatedly shown that
the tiesh of tuberculous cattle sold for food is responsible for many cases of tuljcrculosis, and the
rigid inspection of meat practised by the Jews has,
therefore, the efTect of checking to a very great extent the ravages of the disease.
In regard to the infrequcncy of alcoholism among
Jews (see Alcoholism), it may be said that the deleterious effects of alcohol as a predisposing cause of
consumption are now recognized by all authorities.
Alcohol lowers the vitality of the tissues of the body,
and thus enables tubercle bacilli to develop more
readily.

In view of what has been said on the infrequency
of consumption among the Jews, the conclusion
that their comparative immunity from the disease
i^ not due to any racial characteristic of a purely
physiological nature, but tokashermeatand the nonabuse of alcohol, may be considered as established.
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contempt, and can clear himself only by submitting
to the jurisdiction of the court and paying the cost
of the writ of e.xeommunieation.
The notion arose as early as the tenth or eleventh
century (see historic examples in Bloch, " Die Civilprozess-Ordnung," p. 27) that the court might bring
the pressure of the community to bear on the renitent by suspending public worship in the s^'uagogue
which he attended, at first on work-days only, and
then, this step being insullicient, on Sabbaths also.
After judgment rendered, If the condemned does
not obtain a stay of proceedings, or show by oath
his inability to pay, and no property of his is in
sight, though the judges feel assured of his ability
to pay, some maintain that a process of contempt in
the shape of imprisonment can be awarded (Isserles'
gloss to Hoshen Mishpat, 97, 15; see Ket. 86a).
If
he declares that he will not obej', he should be put
under the lesser ban at once; if he still fails to comply with the judgment, he must first be warned,
and may then be put under the ban; and if he remains obdurate for thirty days, he is then subject
to the greater excommunication (" herem "
see Hoshen Mishpat, 19, 3; Sanh. 25, 11).
Although it is the duty of those who know disputed facts to come forward aud testify (Lev. v.
1), yet rabbinical jurisprudence has not provided a
writ to call for the attendance of witnesses at the
instance of a litigant, like the subpoena of English
and American law. Hence the process of contempt
most frequent under that law, the attachment
against the body of a witness who fails to appear
when called, is not known to the Jewish codes.

—

Bibliography: Bloch, Die Civilprozess-Ordnung nach Mosaiscli^Rabbinischen Rechte, pp. 24-27.
L. G.

CONTRACT

L. N. D.

In law a formal agreement recognized as constituting an obligation to do or not to do
a particular thing. Both Bible (Prov. vi. 1-5 perhaps also Deut. xxiii. 23 and Ps. xv. 4) and Mishnah (B. M. iv. 2) attach great sacredness to a promise, and rebuke a breach of promise, even where the
courts of law can not enforce its observance. From
the above - cited passage in Proverbs and from
other passages in the same book, it seems that at
one time "striking hands" over a promise, like the
" Handschlag " in Grerman law, gave special force in
In the Talmud
the courts to a promise or contract.
thi9<;ejemony carries only a moral or religious sanction.
There is no one word, either in Bible or in
Mishnah, which, like the Latin " contractus " or
"pactum," or the English "contract," covers all
r.greements from which a liability or change of
rights may arise. Different kinds of
Contract contracts, whether executed or execby Deed, utory, are denoted by their own special names.
As to some of these the
in which article
article on Deed may be consulted
it also appears that greater force is given to a contract by the formality of drawing it up in writing
:

;

CONTEMPT OF COURT:

Disrespectful demeanor before, or disobedience of, a public authority.
Courts of ju.stice must be treated with
respect, aud their orders must be obeyed
therefore
they have in all countries the power to punish acts
of disrespect, and to enforce their orders by punishing disobedience.
The judges may punish any disrespect, or any
annoyance of their messenger while he is in the exercise of his office (Kid. 12b), by infliction of stripes
or by the lesser excommunication (M. K. 16a).
When the disrespect is shown to the judges, the
guilty party is subject to the law against insults to
the learned (Shulhan 'Aruk, Yoreh De'ah, 342).
But the service of a process of contempt for disobedience to the court's orders, and as a means of enforcing obedience, is the more important branch of
the subject.
An offender is not warned he is bidden to appear and submit to the court. If he does
not he is guilty of disobedience; he has violated a
high duty; and so, when the court's messenger reports that he summoned the defendant, and that he
refused to appear, the court puts him under the
lesser ban (KnotJ' or 'nj).
But if the defendant,
being summoned, simply does not appear on the day
set for hearing, the ban is pronounced on the day
;

;

following (B. K. 112b, 113a).

The defendant

is

in

;

and by having

it

attested

by two competent

wit-

In the article Alienation and Acquisition
it has been shown that the executed contract of sale,
conveyance, or gift can take effect only by the actual
delivery of an article, and not by the assent of the

nesses.

parties alone.

Contempt
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An

undertaking, in the couiseof judicial proceedsum for instance, an undertaking by a friend of the defendant to become surel}'
for him in order to postpone execution on a judgment has in all respects the same force as an attested bond (this doctrine is deduced by thecodifiers
from Mish. B. B. x. 8; see references in "Be'er haGolah " to Shulhan 'Aruk, Hoshen Mishpat, 129, 6)
just as in common law a recognizance in court becomes a "debt by specialty" as much as a bond
ings, to paj' a stated

—

—

under

seal.

The

law, written or oral, has established certain
rules which govern the ordinary' relations of life
and the contracts growing out of them; such as the
relations between the owner and bailor, and the
bailee or keeper of goods (see Bailments). In most
cases it is competent for the parties to change the

He who exacts
implied rules by express contract.
or stipulates for such special terms is called " matneh " (njDD). and while the Mishnah
Revocation (B. M. vii. li) lays down the rule,
" Whoever stipulates against what is
by
Contract, written in the Torah finds his terms
void," this is but one of those opinions
of R. MeYr which form the undistinguished text of
the Mishnah, but are not always good law; while,
according to the Gemara (B. M. 94a), the opinion of
his contemporar}', R. Judah ben 'Illai, prevailed;
viz., that in mere matters of money, stipulations conIn the case of
trary to the Torah were admissible.
marriage it seems that all are agreed that a stipulation not to pay the wife the minimum of a jointure
in case of the husband's death, or of divorce, being
altogether contrary to the policy of the Law and to
the dignity of the daughters of Israel, must be
deemed void as well as immoral (see Ketubah).
contract for the payment to a fellow Jew of interest
on a loan is, of course, void; for the Mosaic law
forbids by its own terms the debtor's promise as
For like
well as the creditor's exaction of interest.
reasons, it seems that an agreement to keep alive a
debt (at least one arising from a loan) beyond the
year of release would have been deemed ineffectual

A

but for Hillel's

institution

(" tal^l^anah")

of the

Prosbul.

The rule as to conditions precedent, found in the
same section of the Mishnah, ha.s, at the end of the
article on Alienation, been explained by a quotation from Maimonides applicable to cases where the
condition is to lead
tothe transfer of property. TheShulfulfilment of

Con-

tlie

han 'Aruk (Hoshen Mishpat, 207, 11,
12) shows how in oIIkt cases promises
to take efTect upon the fulfilment of
a future condition are ineffectual, even where the
ditional
Contracts.

promisor, to give effect to his promise concerning a
bond or deed, puts it into the hands of a trustee
It seems to have been the policy of
("Bhaliflh").
the sagf'g to exclude evfrytliitiL; like complication in
contractual dealings betwcfu man and man.
Under the Jewish law an executory contract had
to rest upon a consideration; hut this need not go
Tliere is a
to the personal benefit of the f)bligor.
consideration for the promise of the surety, in a
loan or forbearance given to the principal debtor,
provided the surety binds himself at the time the

debtor receives

Conversion
the benefit (see

Deed, referring

while a subsequent promise by
the surety would be without consideration (see
to B.

B. x. 8);

ASMAKTA).
But while, generally speaking, a consideration is
necessary to support a promise, a person may, with
his eyes open, bind himself by bond, or by a promise in the presence of witnesses, to pay to another a
sum of money, though he does not owe him anything whatever, just as he may make to another a
deed of gift of land; which principle is derived from
B. B. 149a, "to acquire by acknowledgment," and
from Ket. 101b (see Maimonides, "Yad," Mekirah,
xi.
also Shulhan 'Aruk, Hoshen Mishpat, 40).
But where the bond or promise is made under a mistaken belief by the obligor that he owes, or is liable
for, the sum named (see, for an illustration, Hoshen
Mishpat, 126, 3), such bond or promise may be
avoided upon a showing of the true facts and of the
mistake committed, just as a mistaken jnirchasc!
may be set aside. For, as at common law " fraud
;

vitiates everything,"

so,

to a great extent, does

mistake.

Where a contract is made on a Sabbath or a day
of festival, although the parties should be punished
for breaking the custom which forbids trading on
the Sabbath and on festivals, yet the contract is
good for the act giving effect to it,
Date of
such as the handling or moving of a
Contract, bought chattel, or occupancy of a
bought parcel of land hy the pur;

chaser, is not generally a breach of the Sabbath under the Mosaic law and, after the day closes, the
;

contract

may

be reduced to writing (Mekirah, xxx.

Hoshen I\Iishpat, 235, 28).
For different kinds of contracts see Alienation
AND Acquisition; Bailments; Broker; Deed;
Loans; Master and Servant Suretyship.
L. N. D.
J. 6R.

7

;

;

CONTROS.

See Kontreb.

CONTROVERSIAL LITERATURE.

See

Polemics and Polemical Literature.

CONVERSION

TO

CHRISTIANITY

:

ConversionistheBiblical term for the turning of the
" Sinners
sinner from his evil ways to God (naitJTl)shall be converted unto thee" (P.s. li. 13; compare
Isa. i. 27. and Jer. iii. 12, 14, 22, where the A. V. has

"return"; Ecclus. [Sirach] v. 7, xvii. 24-26, xviii.
Tliere can be no conversion without
13. xlix. 2).
change of heart and conduct; that is, repentance of
sins committed (Dent. xxx. 2; Isa. Iv. 7; Jer. xxiv.
7; Ezek. xviii. 27 etseq.; Joel ii. 13; see Repentance).

Conversion of the heathen nations to a belief in
is one of the fundamental Messianic expectations (Isa. Ixvi. 19-23; Zeph. iii. 9; Zcch. xiv. 9).
and it is based upon the conception of an original
revelation of God common to all men, wherefore
heathen sinners are also expected to repent and turn
For
to God (Jonah iii. 3; Sibyliines i. 129, iv. 109).
the sjikc of converting the heathen, idolatry was

God

denounced by the seer of the Exile (Isa. xli.-xlvi.),
and individual iicathens were in fact won over (Isa.
Th»! whole Hellenistic propagandist literIvi. 6).
ature, foremost in which are the Sibylline Books.
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the conversion of the GentiU's for its object,
its intention was to nuiko them rather observers of ti>e Noadiiiiic hiws, which
Conversion iiichuieil the worsliip of Cod as the
of the
Only One. than members of the AbraHeathen. liamitic covenant; that is, full prose-

liail

though

A

prayer for the conversion of
the heatlien is olTered at the close of every service
In pre-Christian
in the syuagoarue (see 'Ai.enu).
times very tlelermineil elTorts were made toward
proselytizing the heathens (see Matt, xxiii. 15: "Ye
compass sea and land to make one proselyte " compare Gen. R. xxviii.and Cant. R. i. 14: "Theannual
conversion of one heatlien saves the whole pagan
world '*); but as soon as the Church took up the task,
following the methods of Paul, who was eager to
let "the fulness of the Gentiles come in" (Rom. xi.
25), the zeal of the Jews diminished, and "the conversion of the Gentiles." which "caused great joy
unto all the brethren" (Acts xv. 3), became obnoxious to the Synagogue (Yeb. 47b; see Proselytes
AND PkOSELYTISM).
No sooner had the Roman world been conquered
by the Church than the conversion of the Jews became its ever present aim, much against the intention of the founder of Christianity (Matt. x. 6); and
henceforth conversion assumed a new meaning.
It Avas no longer a return to God in
Conversion repentance, but the adoption of a new
of
faith
not alwaj's from inner convicthe Jews, tion.but under the influence of a ruling
and threatening outward power. No
barbarity seemed too cruel to be used as a means of
•enforcing the conversion of the Jews (see the letter
of Bishop Severus concerning the Jews of Magona
[island of Minorca], in Gratz, "Gesch." 3d ed., iv.
363; compare v. 47, 49, etc.), although Pope Gregory I. (ib. v. 41), Bernard of Clairvaux (ib. vi. 151),
and other prelates deprecated such measures
(see Ersch and Gruber, "Encyc." section ii., pp.
57, 62, 68, 77, 124, 151 et seq., 221 et seg., 230
Even when, for the sake of keeping
et seq.).
up the semblance of conversion by arguments,
" disputations " were held between Jews and Christians in the presence of potentates, prelates, and the
people, the defeat of the Jews was a foregone conclusion, and renewed persecution the unfailing sequel.
Strangely enough, Jewish apostates acted as
the most unscrupulous defamers of Judaism with
the view of converting their former brethren (see
Apostasy). The conversion of the Jews formed at
all times an object of ambition of the Roman pontiffs, who compelled the Jews to attend at least once
a year the Catholic service, for the purpose of listening to a conversionistic appeal. This practise was
also followed in England, where the legal enactment
forbidding Jews to disinherit their baptized children
(see Disabilities) was enforced.
In 1550 Pope
Paul III. founded an institute for the conversion
of Jews.
England had its Hospital of Converts
and House of Converts in London and Oxford as
early as the thirteenth century (see "Missionen
unter den Juden," in Herzog-Hauck, "Real-Encyc."
lytes.

;

as to convert the devil himself" (quoted by Heman
in " Alissioneu," in Iler/.og-IIauck, ib.). More typical

ed.).

As
ance

to the results of
is

characteristic

:

such

" It is

efforts

Luther's utter-

as easy to convert

Jews

the story related of Everard, a
respected Christian convert
of the thirteenth century (see Brisch,
is

Futility of

Conversionism.

liiuhly
"

Gesch. der Juden in C5ln und Umgebung," i. IGetsei).). After having led
a secluded life as canon of the Church of St. Andrew
in Cologne, he refused to take the sacraments in his
dying hour, but gave orders to have a dog, a cat, a
hare, antl a mouse
iininmls whicli he had for years
kept penned up in his courtyard brought before
him in the presence of all his friends; no sooner
were they let loose than the dog seized the hare and
the cat the mouse.
"Behold," he then said to his
assembled friends, " these four animals, which have
never seen one another before, but have always been
kept apart, acted simply in obedience to the instincts
Yet as little as the dog will ever
of their nature.
cease running after the hare, and the cat after the
mouse, so little will the Jew ever become a true
Christian." Soon after, he breathed his last.
For medieval conversions to Christianity see
Apostasy and Apostates.

—

—

The modern era of culture and reason greatly
changed the attitude of the Christian toward the
Jew. No longer did the broad-minded Jewish man
of affairs, such as the Spanish period produced, look
down with disdain upon his intellec-

—

2d

260

Modern
Con-

tually inferior Christian antagonist.
of view and the larger

The breadth

versionism. knowledge were now on the side of
the Christian, while in the narrow
ghetto the mind of the Jew had become cramped,
and his whole life and thought were circumscribed
by the Talmud. It was frequently from sincere pity
that Christian statesmen and religious leaders looked
for the day when, as the Church believed, "the veil
of Moses " would be taken from the Jewish people,
so that they should no longer appear "as a mere
wreck and ruin of the past, a mummy preserved
by the centuries only to testify to the living truths
of Christianity."

motives which
"

Their conversion was one of the
led

men

like

Cromwell (Gratz,

Gesch. " X. 104 Blunt, " Status of the Jews in England," p. 30) and Vane (.see O. S. Straus, "Roger
Williams," p. 172) to grant liberty and civil rights
Others, again, were moved by the
to the Jews.
same motives to oppose such concessions (see "Juden-Emancipation, " in Ersch and Gruber, " Encyc. ").
In his turn the Jew came to regard Christianity in
a different light, especially where a return to the
simple teachings of the New Testament became the
aim of many Christians, and where the growth of
;

Jew and Chrishad many more interests to
unite them than differences to keep them apart. To
Jewsarabitious to obtain worldly success, the temptation came in many forms to remove the barrier
of creed by a few drops from the baptismal font,
willingly bestowed by the ruling Church; and many
a descendant of Abraham, eager to eat of the fruit
from the tree of modern knowledge, forbidden to
him in the ghetto, was perplexed by the question
whether he might not don the garb of Christianity
friendly relations disclosed to both

tian the fact that they

in order to participate in its culture.

The

Prote3-
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tant Church was quick to perceive her opportunity,
and organized her efforts toward the conversion of
the Jews, being in many countries supported by the
government in its dealing with the Jews as citizens.
Still the spirit of loyalty

held the

Jew within

the

and only a few, and those rareh^ of the best
elements, yielded to such influences.
Strange to say, Great Britain, with her liberal
policy toward the Jews, presented at the close of the
fold,

eighteenth century the lirst large list of secessions
from the Jewish camp. The descendants of those
who bravely resisted the storms of persecution in
Spain were ready, when the sun of prosperity smiled
on them, to sacrilice the pride of their ancestral heritage to the blandishments of fortime and fame offered to the converts (see J. Picciotto, " Sketches of
Anglo- Jewish History," pp. 196 et seq., and Converts, Modern).
In America, too, the same fate befell a number of Jewish families scattered throughout the
country. Without organization and the strength of
conviction, they were lost in the various churches
only occasionally features and names betray their
Jewish origin (see " Publications Am. Jewish Hist.
Soc."i. 98, ii. 91, iv. 197; Kohut, "Ezra Stiles and the
Jews," pp. 37-49, 85, 111; Wise, "Reminiscences,"
pp. 62-70, 272; Lowell, in "Atlantic ISIonthly," Jan.,
1897; Kohler, in "American Hebrew," Jan., 1892).
The first attempt to organize the work of converting the Jews was made in Holland at the synods of
Dordrecht, Delft, and Leyden (1676-78). The example was followed in other Protestant countries.
In Hamburg Esdras Edzard, a disciple of John Buxtorf, founded an institute for the conChristian version of the Jews, and the municiMissions to pal laws of Hamburg, which forced
Jews.
the children of the Jews to attend the
Chri.stian schools, greatly aided him
in obtaining converts.
In Hesse-Darmstadt, where
the Jews in the sixteenth century were, as elsewhere, compelled to attend the church once a year
to

lisU.-n

to couvcrsionist addresses, there existed also

an institute for the conversion of the Jews. In 1736,
"400 erring sheep were admitted into the Christian
fold, and 600 impostors were refused adniis.sion,"
naively says the official record (see Herzog-Hauck,
ib.).
The next to take up tlie work of converting
the Jews were the Moravian brethren in the middle
of the eighteenth century, and the Pietists of llulle,

whence the Callenberg

Institute (1728-92) sent forth
its missionaries over the world.
But all these efforts

were of

little avail.

Men(lels.sohD
(see

Lavuter's attempt to convert
futility of such endeavors

showed the

Mknijelssohn, Mohes).

The

tidal wave of co.smopolitan enlightenment
achieved for the Church more than all lier converflionisfs could.
Captivated by tlic lil)Concral tiio\igiit of th<; age wliich bciicid

versions

from
"Worldly
Motives,

work

of priestcraft and
elfLSses of Jews
in (4erinaiiy,
Austria, and France
trradimlly broke away from their anin

creeds the

superstition, the

upper

cestral religion, which appeared to
them as a shackle and a misfortune, and felt no
scruple in taking a step which was the only means
of freeing the Jew in the eyes of the Christian world

Conversion

from the yoke and the shame of centuries. Not from
conviction, but attracted by the hope of brilliant careers or grand alliances, hundreds of Jewish families
in Berlin, Vienna, Konigsberg, and elsewhere joined
the Church, "fluttering like moths around the flame
until they were consumed" (Gratz, "Gesch." .xi. 155
et seq.).

As Gratz correctly states, aversion to the Christian
dogma and a profound attachment to the home life
and the traditions of the past kept the majority
from following the example. Only one power could
really stem the evil of apostasy, and this Gratz
ignores the inner reform of Judaism which would
again imbue the Jew with self-respect while disclosing to him his historical mission in the world (see
Holdheim, "Gesch. der Entstehung der Jiidischen
Reformgemeinde Berlin," pp. 33, 251, Berlin, 1857).
The first attempt made by Zunz and his friends
failed, and the consequence was despair and new conversions e.g., that of Eduard Gans, Heine, and others

—

;

(Gratz, "Gesch." xi. 403 et seq.).
And when at last
a maturer stage was attained by the leaders of Reform, and measures were proposed to improve the
religious and social life of the Jew, the governments

preventing and prohibiting, as far as
they could, reforms, in order to force the Jew to seek
salvation in the arms of the Church.
In fact, government and Church, press and people, conspired to
render the life of the Jew as miserable as possible, a
continual martyrdom, while the strong conviction
which produced martyrs in former ages was lacking.
And as if to deprive the Jew of every spark
interfered,

of self-respecting

manhood,

it

was made part of

the

Pharaonic system to declare the Jewish persuasion
to be a disqualification for governmental offices and
posts of honor in civic life or in the army, and at
the same time to bribe Jewish men of letters and
learning by offering them promotion in case they

would change their faith.
To this was added another factor opening a new
Inspired undoubtedly
Jewish nation (see Way,
Lewis), "societies for the promotion of Christianity
among the Jews" were started at the beginning of
the nineteenth century in Great Britain, and spread
under various names over the whole earth, sending
forth missionaries and publi.sliing tracts, books, and
p(^ri()dicals at an immense cost with the sole ])urpose
field of

promise to converts.

by a genuine love

for the

Insignificant as the results
of converting the Jews.
were compared with the amount of labor and money
spent by these societies, they liuv(! in the opinion of
unbiased observers, Jews and Clnistinns (see the
opinions of the latter in Hrann's "Jahrbuch," 1895,
pp. 2H-36), done great harm in endeavoring to uproot
tiie faith of a race admired for its steadfast loyalty,
and to alienate children from their parents and from
dom(;stic traditions wliich ff)rin('d the basicMilemcntof
Their main acfjuisitions seem tobe
llicir morality.
the numerous converts in their employ, to whom they
chiefly owe their success, if not existence, all of
whom might have done far nol)ler work for the elevation of the Jewish race, had they been encouraged
No reto strive for Judai.sm rather than against it.
flection upon their sincerity of conviction or of purThat which offends the Jew
po-se is necessary.
in these conversionist efforts is that a premium

Conversion
Converts
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lie put on an act of disloyalty as if it were a
meritorious one (sec Felsenthal, "Zur Kritik des
N.
Cliiistlielien Missionswesens." Chicago, 1869;
Samtor, ".Imleiitaufen iu» Neunzehnten Jiiliiiuindeit." in Hniuns " Jiiiirbucli." 181)0, pj). 9-48, wliero
the litemture is also given " Missionen," in IlerzogIV Le Hoi, "Gesch. der Evaugelischeu
Hrtuck, il>.

u|>on the ((mvcrsiou of 4(U Jews during the fifty
years of its existence (W. Ziclite, "FQnfzig Jahrc der
Judeiunission," Herlin, 1872). while the London Society paid between the years 1803 and 1894 from £600
to .13,000 for tlie conversion of a single Jew ("Saat
auf Iloirnung," 1863, iii. 16; "Friedeusbote," 1871,

Judenmission, i. and ii., 1899).
As regards the number of converts, De Le Roi, in
his work on missions, has estimated tiuit they run to
sometliing like 204, 540 during the nineteen tii century.
Of these, 7'3.i40 have transferred their allegiance to

policy of the Roman Catholic Church, though
formally prohibiting forcible conversion (Decretals,
c. 5, D. 45), has always been to facilitate conversion
as much as possible, even when the subject was not
of an age to appreciate the gravity of the act.
The
age did not seem to have been settled till u decision
was passed by the Holy Congregation of the Curia
(June 16, 1809), which fixed it at seven years. Besides this, children, if in danger of dying or if one
of the parents had been converted to Catholicism,
might be baptized against the will or without the
knowledge of their parents. On Oct. 22, 1587, the
Roman Curia decided that a Jewish child, when
baptized even against the canonical law, must be
brought up under Christian influence.
special
house for converts was created at Rome (see C.\teCHUMENs, House of), and many JewLsh children
were immured in it up to 1858, when the case of Edgar
MoRTAHA drew the attention of the whole of Europe
to the method of Roman Catholic propagandism as
directed against the Jews at Rome.
See also Coen,
Josef di Michele.
The converts also seem to be destined to do work,
though involuntarily, for Judaism. Whatever of
mental vigor there is in an offspring of the Jewish
race, whatever spark from the fire of Sinai still
burns in a descendant of the house of Israel, he can
not help, even though he stray far away from his
Jewish cradle, contributing a share of the Jewish
spirit to the upbuilding of the divine
kingdom of truth and righteousness in
of Jewish, the larger world which he has entered.
Converts. Just as it w^as the religious genius of
the Jew that made Saul of Tarsus the
great missionary for the heathen, so did the Oriental imagery of Benjamin Disraeli, and the wit and
ardent love of liberty of Heine and BOrne, carry Jewish elements into the life and literature of the EngTo the cosmopolitan
lish and the German peoples.
character of modern art, literature, and philosophy,
Jews, even under the guise of a Christian confession,
have contributed very essentially. It is the cosmopolitan idea of humanity which even the disjoined
and disloyal members of the Jewish race are bound to

shouKl

;

;

Protestantism, 57,300 to Roman Catholicism, and
74,500 to tlie Greek Church in Russia (but see CoxVEUTS TO CiiKisTiANiTY, ]\IoDKi{N). The cxact numbers for the latter country are only known from 1836
to 1897, when they ran up to 58,502, which did
not include conversions to Roman Catholicism and
Protestantism in that country. Naturally, conversions occur most frequently during periods of persecution; thus while in Prussia between 1872 and
1879 the average was only 65 per annum, in 1888, at
the height of the anti-Semitic movement, the number was 348. In the year 1897 they sank to 299.
Similarly in Vienna during the seventies the average was only 40 per annum, whereas in 1896 457
were converted, and 468 in 1898 (" Statist. Jahrb. f iir
Wien," p. 346). According to the " Oesterreichische
Wochenschrift," Nov. 21, 1902, the figures were: in
1898, 472; in 1899. 565; in 1900, 627; in 1901, 615;
and up to Nov., 1902, 555 converts. In the whole of
Hungary in 1897 only 220 were converted ("Magyar
The number of workStatist. EvkOnyv," iv. 435).
ing agents employed by the English and Scottish
societies in 1877 was 220, costing £670,000 ("Israel's

Watchman," April, 1877, p. 55).
The number of conversions reached

their height

at the close of the nineteenth centurj', when under
the watchword of anti-Semiti.sm, all the medieval

fury of Jew-hatred was revived, and the Jews of
continental Europe w«re made to feel that, in spite
of their full and hearty participation in the political
life and intellectual progress of their country, they
were yet regarded and treated as aliens. Having
in their worldly pursuits allowed their religious
sentiment to fall to the freezing-point, and finding

aims and aspirafamilies took that step
which opened to them the door of admission into
It must be left to the moralist
the highest circles.
themselves disappointed in
tions,

all their

many wealthy Jewish

conversions caused by mere
motives benefit or demoralize society.
It must be left to the statesman to decide whether
in thus forcing Jewish elements to amalgamate
with non-Jewish under the thin cover of a formal
profession of creed, anti-Semitism does not rather
defeat its own ends. From the Jewish point of
view the law of natural selection, which is ever at
work weeding out the weaker elements and allowing only those to survive that have the power of resistance, has been fitting the Jew for his highest task
even in this crisis, just as Isaiah saw it in the vision
of the tree reduced to a " tenth " by storm and fire
to

decide whether

worldly

Berlin

"Jeshurun," 1895,

p. 274).

The

A

Work

proclaim.

Most modern converts, unlike the apostates of
former centuries, have retained in their heart of hearts
love for the faith and the history of their nation, and in
critical hours many have stepped forth in its defense.
They are, in the terminology of the Rabbis, DntDIO
jnX^n^ (" such as apostatized for personal motives "),
but not D^y^n^ ("such as apo.statized to provoke
the wrath of Heaven by any malice of their own ")
K.
(see 'Ab. Zarah 26a).

CONVERSION TO ISLAM.

See

Apobtabt

AND Apostates from Judaism.

(vii. 13).

The

p. 149;

Society for Promoting Christianity

Among the Jews spent more than 117,152 reichsthaler

CONVERSION TO JUDAISM.
ELYTE AND PkOSEI.YTISM.

See Prob-

CONVERTS TO CHRISTIANITY, MOD-

ERN

of post-Mendelssohnian Jews
who abaudoned their ancestral faith is very large.
According to Heman in Herzog-Hauck, "RealEncyc." (x. 114), the number of converts during the
nineteenth century exceeded 100,000; Salmon, in
his "

Conversion
Converts
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:

The number

Handbuch der Mission

" (1893,

p. 48), claims

130,000; others (" Divre Emeth," 1880, p. 47; 1883,
For Russia alone
p. 187) claim as many as 250,000.
40,000 are claimed as having been converted from
1836 to 1875 (" Missionsblatt des Rheinisch-West-

phalischen Vereins fiir Israel," 1878, p. 122); while
for England, up to 1875, the estimate is 50,000 (De
Le Roi, "Die Evangelische Christenheit und die Juden,"iii. 60).

Jlodern conversions mainly occurred en masse and
In England there was a large
at critical periods.
secession when the chief Sephardic families, the
Bernals, Furtados, Ricardos, Disraelis, Ximenes,
Lopez's, Uzziellis, and others, joined the Church (see

"Sketches of Anglo- Jewish History'").
three of these periods. The Meudelssohuian era was marked by numerous conversions.
In 1811 David Friedlander handed Prussian State
Chancellor Hardenberg a list of thirty-lvpo Jewish
families and eighteen unmarried Jews who had recently abandoned their ancestral faith (Geiger, " Vor
Hundert Jahren, " Brunswick, 1899). In the reign of
Frederick William III. about 2,200 Jews were baptized (1822-40), most of these being residents of the
Picciotto,

Germany had

Detmold or Detmond. John (1807-56), German statesman.
Benjamin (Lord Beaconsfleld) (1804-81), British statesman and writer.
Dittel, Leopold. Bitter von (1815-98), Austrian surgeon.
Drach, David Paul (1791-1865), librarian of the Propaganda in

Disraeli,

Rome.
Georg (1812-84), professor of jurisprudence, Breslau.
Edersheim (1825-89), English theologian and writer.
Ewald, F. C. (d. 1874), German divine.
Feinberg, Oscar (1844). artist of Mitau, Courland.
FelLx. Rachel (1820-58), French actress.
Fould, Achille (1800-67), French minister of finance.
Fralinoi, Wilhelin (1843), Hungarian bishop president of HunEberti.

;

garian Academy of Science.
Friedberg, Euiil Albert von (1837), German professor.
Friedberg. Heinrich von (1813-95). Prussian minister of justice.
Friedenthal, Rudolf (1827-90). German deputy.
Friedlander, Ludwig (1834), German professor of archeology.
Friedlander, Ludwig Herman (1790-18.")]), German professor.
Friedlander, Max (1829-72). German-Austrian journalist.
Gans. Eduard (1798-1839). professor of jurisprudence, Berlin.
Goldschmidt. Hermanii (1802-66), German astronomer.

Guterbock. Karl Eduard (1830), German professor.
Hahn, Elkan Markus (1781-1860), professor of philology.
Heine, Heinrich (1799-1856), German poet.
Henle, Friedrich Gustav Jacob (1809-85), German anatomist,
Gottingen.
Henschel, A. U., professor of botany (1824-37), Breslau.
Herz, Henrietta (1764-1803), German authoress.
Hitler, Ferdinand von (1811-86), German musical composer.
Hirsch, Siegfried (1816-60), professor of history, Halle.
Hirsch, Theodor (1806-81), professor of history, Greifswald.
Jacobl, K. G. (1804-57), professor of mathematics, Beriin.
Jacobsohn, Heinrich (1826-90), professor of medicine, Berlin.
Jacobsohn, Ludwig (1766-1842), professor of medicine, Konigsberg.

Jacoby, Heinrich Otto (1815-64), professor of Greek, KSnlgsberg.
Jaffe. Philip (1819-70). professor of history. Berlin.
Joachimstadt, Ferdinand (1816-61), professor of mathematics.

The third and longest period of seceslarger cities.
sion was the anti-Semitic, beginning with the year
During this time the other German states, be1880.
sides Austria and France, had an equal share in the

Josephsohn, Jacob

number of those who obtained high stations and large
revenues as the price for renouncing Judaism. The
following is a list of the more prominent modern
converts, the rarity of French names in which is
probably due to the fact that conversion was not
necessary to a public career in that country. The
names of living converts are not included.

Kronecker, L. (1823),

Abraham.son, A. (1754-1811), German stamp-outter.
Assliig. David (I787-l»42), German pliysiclan and poet.
Ba<h, Frledrleh Daniel (i7.56-lK,Sf)), German painter.
Bartholdy. Ja<;ob (1779-182.1). Prussian diplomatist.
Benary, lYanz KrIiHlrlch (IWK-W)), (ierman i>lillolotflst.
Benary, Karl Allxirt (lH()7-(i')), German classical scholar.
Bendi-mnnn, F,<luard (lHll-45), German painter.
Bene<llct, Sir Julius (iwwa'i). Knifllsh composer.

Blfich. Mf.ritz (Uallaffl) (1815-91), Hungarian professor of eccle-

siastical history.

Braham,

fjerman r>olltl''al wrlU-r.
Kngllsli comrx'serand sltiger.

(178ft-lR37),

.John (1771 IKVii.

Brddcnlinch, .Morltz Auk. Wtl. (1790 IKVl). German lawyer.
BQdInKcr, Max (182M-1()(L'). professor of history at Vienna.
Capadose. Ahniharn (I7i»5-l«71), Dutch physlilan anil wrlt4;r.
Caspari, Karl I'nul MHH OU'), professor of theology at Chrlstlanla.
Cas-sel. Pnidiis (IKJl-ilS), frermaii

writer atnl preacher.

Gennan theatrical manager, of
Cohn. Ludwig (1H.'M 71», German historian.
Cohnhelm, Julius (\XiU HI). German pn hologlst.
Cerf, Karl Kr. (17«J-1M5).

B<jrlln.

t

Dutch historian.
Gerninn professor of literature.
Csemegi, Karl (If^ao 99), president, Hungarian supreme court.
(17i):{-lK7i), proft^sor of JurlaNathan
(ieorg
David, (hristlan
pnidence at f'openhngen.
Dnvid, Ferdinand (1810^73), Gennnn virtuoso and composer.

Costa, Isaac

da

(179H-18''iO).

rri'lzeiiach. TheiHpir (lHIK^r7i,

Dessoir,

Ludwig

(1810-74), actor at Berlin.

Swedish musical composer.

Gennan mathematician.

Lebert, Hermann (1813-78), professor of medicine, Breslau.
Lehrs, Karl (1802-78), professor of Greek.
Lehrs, Siegfried, philologist.
Lessmann, Daniel (17W-1831). German writer.
Levin. Kahel. German social leader.
Lewald, Fanny (1811-89). German authoress.

Lopez. Sir Menasseh (1831), English judge

;

M.P.

Magnus. Eduard (1799-1872), professor of arts. Berlin.
Magnus, Helnrl<:h Gustav (1802-70). professor of chemistry.
Magnus, Ludwig Immanuel, mathematician, Berlin.
Margoliouth. Mo.ses (1818 81), Jewish historian.
Marx. Sari (1818-«3), German s<H'lallst.
Mayer. Solomon (1797-1862), (German professor of law.
Meier, Moritz Her. Ed., professor of philosophy, Halle.

Benft-y. The'Klor (18()9-Hli, German phllolojflst.
Bemays. Mlchat^l (IKM i)7). prufejisor of llieniture at Munich.
B*Tntiard, Max Adolf (17il9-lK<W)). CJerman prof essor of music.
Bcmharfly. Gottfried 'lW)f>-75), German ptillolrtKlst of Ilalle.

Borne, LuflwlK

(b. 1818).

Kalisch, David (1820-72). German dramatist.
Kalkar. Christian (1803-86). Swedish writer and divine.
Klein, J. L. (1810-76). German litterateur.
Kossmann, Heinrich (1813-36), mathematician.

Mendel.s.sohn, Dorothea (1769-18;«)). German stx-lal leader.
Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, Felix (1809 47), (ierman composer.
Montefiore, Lydia (baptized 1K58). aunt of Sir Moses Montellore.
Neander. Johann August Wllhelm (1789-1850), profes.sor of
ecclesliustlcal history. Berlin.

Fred. (1793-1870). German Orientalist.
I'algrave, Sir Francis Cohen (1788-1861). historian.
Phlhppl. Fr. Ad. (IHI9 82). profcs.sor of theology, Dorpat.

Neumann, Karl

Ponte, I.orenzo da (174i» lKi9). writer and composer.
RIcardo. David (1772 182:1), polltU'al economist.
Rosenhalm, Johann (;e<irg (1H16 87), professor of mathematics.
Ruhlno. Joseph Kari (li. 1799). professor of history. Marburg.
Ruhlnstein, Anton (i. (1H29 89), Uusslan musician.
Saimida. Joseph d'Atrullur (1813-85), English shipbuilder and

Member of Parliament.
Slmsim, Martin Eduard von (1810). lawyer; president of German Parliament leader of the conservative party.
Splegelt>erg. Otto (18;«)-8l), professor of medicine, Breslau.
;

Stahl. Fried. (1802-61), pr<)fe.H,sor of jurisprudence.
(Inancler.
StroiislMTg, Bethels lli-nry (182:W4i. (ierman
Wolfers. Jacol) Philip (18(13). pn)fe.s8or of astronomy.
of literature.
professor
1K51).
(ierman
Os<ar Ludwig (171W»

WollT,
WollT. Jow-ph (1795- 1862). traveler.

Ximenes.
o.

Sir

Moses

(1702), English hlgii sheriff.

K.— I.
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CONVICTS.

Soo Crime.
-Biblical Data:
The prcpammeal was in ancient times a very

COOKERY.
of

tion

tlu'

The principal articles of diet
simple process.
were bread and milk, to which were added, as s\ippli'mentary dishes, fruits and veijetables (compare
3Ieat was eaten only on festiB.vKiNT. and Mii.k).
and many vegetables, such- as cucurabera,
Lenleek, onions, etc., were eaten raw.
tils (Gen. XXV. 29; II Sam. xvii. 28) or greens (II
Kings iv. 3S et seq.) were boiled in either water or
Fruit was often dried and compressed into
oil.
solid, cake-like masses, making raisin-cake, fig-cake,
etc. (I Sam. xxv. 18, xxx. 12; II Sam. xvi. 1, etc.
compare the "kamr aldiu," or flat cake of comvals;

garlic,

;

pressed apricots,

still

among

popular

the Syrians);

and a kind of sirup, or Honey (" debash ") was sometimes extracted from it. A kind of porridge was
made from corn by adding water, salt, and butter
('"arisah," probably the "'arsan"of the Talmud,
which was a paste
prepared
of
crushed and maltand
ed grain)
from this many
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culinary skill may be inferred.
The progress of civbringing about increased importation of
jirovisions, materially eontribiited to the refinement
of the culinary art among the Hebrews (compare

ilization,

Food).
v..

a. n.

Modern Jewish:

of

;

Num

culinary

art.

The

institution of the Passover, the

between permitted and forbidden foods,
the regulations as to butter and meat, and the custom,
of abstaining from meat at certain seasons, have all
contributed to make Jewish cookery distinctive.

But the i)reparation of food for the table is a matter
which will always be influenced by local conditions.
Every country and district has its favorite dishes,
largely dependent upon its particular food products.
Hence, Jews have
carried with them,

wherever
have

which they have
in

who

the
©f the
ghetto, are comparative strangers
to the plain Eng-

as

mentioned, for example, inLev. ii.).
Meat, in ancient
times, was usually

retain

lish roast, boiled,

and

grilled meats,

preferring

and was

consequently thus
served at the table
of Yhwh (Judges

old-

Jews,

customs

sacrificial

boiled,

England

fashioned

of these cakes in

ceremonies,

Thus

migrated.

8

Ex. xxix. 2, etc.
see the importance
later

they
wandered,

the styles of cookery prevailing in
the countries from,

cakes

xi.

I. Br.
not surprising that

distinction

were made with
oil and fruits (II
Sam. xiii. 6 et
seq.

is

Jewish cookery possesses characteristics of its own
which differentiate it from ordinary cookery. The
dietary and ceremonial laws to which orthodox Jews
conform have naturally evolved a particular kind of

;

kinds

It

more savory
Egyptian Cookery, Showing Processes of Preparing Food.
(After Lepsiiu, "Denkmaler.")

The sauce in which it was
19; I Sam. ii. 15).
cooked was also relished ("marak," Judges vi.
19; perhaps also "merkahah, " Ezek. xxiv. 10).
That the custom of boiling a young lamb or a kid
vi.

—

milk — still prevalent among the Arabs existed
among the ancient Hebrews, is proved by the prohibition of the custom in Ex. xxiii. 19.
The word fjK>3,
which may also signify " roasting," is usually applied
in

to cooking in the sense of " boiling."

It is reported
of the wicked sons of Eli that they preferred roasted
to boiled meat (I Sam. ii. 15).
The meat of the Passover lamb was usually roasted and indeed the custom of roasting ("zalah") became ever more prevalent.
As among all the nations of antiquity, it was
effected at the open fire, either by placing the meat
directly upon the coals (compare the roasting of the
fish mentioned in John xxi. 9), or by using a spit or
;

grate, which appurtenances, though not specifically
mentioned in the Old Testament, may reasonably
be supposed to have been employed. Even in Gen-

Rebekah could
prepare the flesh of a kid so that it tasted like venison; and from this statement a certain degree of

esis (xxvii. 6 et seq.) it is stated that

es of

nent.

the

the

dish-

Conti-

From Spain

and Portugal they
have derived, along with their fondness for olives,
their custom of frying fish and other foods in oil.
From Germany they have taken the habit of
sour-stewing and sweet-stewing meats.
To Holland tliey owe a taste for pickled cucumbers and
herrings, and from the same country come such
Jewish dainties as butter cakes and "bolas" (jamrolls).
From Poland, on the other hand, Jewish immigrants have brought into their new homes
" lokschen " or " frimsel " soup (cooked with goose
fat), stuffed fish, and various kinds of stewed fish.
In this way almost all varieties of Jewish cookery are reproduced in an English form, to which
this article is mainly confined.
Another influence has to be noted. The stringency
of the dietary laws has combined with the peculiar
domesticity of Jewish life to make cooking the special business of Jewish wives and daughters.
It has
thus been raised to the character of a fine art, even
among the humblest classes. In the ghettos of
Jewry no housewife would think of relegating the
preparation of meals to a servant. Only by attending to them herself can she satisfy her conscience

that such ritual requirements as the " kashering " of
meat, the keeping apart of butter and meat, and the
separation of " hallah " (the bread-offering) have been
duly complied with. The kitchen has, therefore,
always been regarded among orthodox Jews as the
chief province of a Jewish housewife, and to her
supremacy in this region the Scriptural words " The
king's daughter is all glorious within " (Ps. xlv. 13)
have not inaptly been applied. In times gone by,
especially when the facilities of travel were few, the
male members of a Jewish family whose vocations
took them away from home would be exposed to
many privations. Thus the responsibilities of JewThey would
ish housewives would be heightened.
exercise their Ingenuity to the utmost so that on the
return of the breadwinners their hardships might be
forgotten in the enjoyment of appetizing dishes.
The Influence of the dietary laws and ceremonial
customs on Jewish cookery can be further traced in
the details of the kitchen.
The institution of the Passover, with its commandment to abstain during the festival from eating
leavened bread, has had the natural effect of developing special kinds and methods of cooking appro-

The unleavened
not merely a staple article of
food, but an ingredient of almost every
Passover dish. " Mazzah klos " (dumpling) soup takes the place of lokshen for this week,
and an immense variety of sweet cakes and puddings, manufactured from ground mazzah meal, replaces the confectionery and pastries of ordinary
Fish, instead of being fried in a batter,
occasions.
An excellent flour can be
is cooked with meal.
made of potatoes, and Jewish cooks make use of it
All dishes which can
for pastries during Passover.
be made from eggs are in special request, and this
accounts for the popularity of almond pudding as
a Jewish delicacy. Jews are also debarred during
Pa.ssover from drinking malt liquor, which has
to be replaced by such beverages as sassafras and
lemonade.
From very early times, as far back even as their
sojourn in Egypt (Num. xi. 5), Jews have shown a
strong liking for fish, and have develpriate to that period.

Passover
Cookery,

Fish.

bread

is

oped special

skill in its preparation.

many

reasons for this prefnecessity of abstaining from meat
not kilh'd according to Jewish law makes them parTliere are

erence:

ticularly
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(1)

The

dependent upon

lish.

(2) It is

not regarded

as meat, and can therefore be eaten in conjunction
with butter. (3) There are seasons, sueli as tlie
"Nine Days," wlien strict Jews abstain from meat
altogether.
(4) TJie eating of fish has always been
a.sfloriafed with the celebration of tlie Sabbath.

From noortliodox table is fish absent at one; or more
of the Sabbath meals, however difficult it may be
to procure.
In inland countries like Poland, Jews
arc limited to fresh-water fish.
Tiiere arc several distinctively Jewish modes of
preparing fish, and Englisii Jews have paid special
attention to their practise.
Anglo- Jewish mi'thods
of cooking fish were first introduced by I'ortuguese
Jews, and copied l)v (terman Jews. Tlieir favorite
fish is salmon, which is either fried, white-sU-wed,
or brown-stewed. Fish, white-stewed, with lemon

Cookery

and bread

balls, is a specifically Jewish preparation,
typical of their fondness for piquant stews in preference to the plain preparation common in non-Jew-

Smoked salmon

is another Jewish deltogether with pickled herrings,
pickled (yellow) cucumbers, and olives, is often ta
be seen on Jewish tables as appetizing adjuncts to

ish families.

icacy,

and

this,

fried fish.

The

principal concern in the preparation of food for
is compliance with the ritual require-

a Jewish table

ments

Prepara-

Jews

for

Kasher

Orthodox
meat unless,

meat.

will not partake of

tion

in addition to having been killed in
accordance wnth rabbinical law, it has
been entirely drained of blood. ThereMeat,
fore, before being cooked, it needs to
be steeped in water for half an hour.
On being taken out it is laid on a perforated board,
sprinkled lightly with salt, and left for one hour.
At the end of this time the salt is washed off (see
Melihah). Meat may not be cooked with butter

Meat
Butter and
of

;

or milk.
Oil, and certain portions of the fat of
clean aninmls (the JDIB' or kasher fat, as distinguished
from the 3^n. or terefah fat), are the only fats that
may be used. So far as cookery is concerned, the
distinction between butter and meat necessitates the
use of a double set of utensils. Some Jews have two
kitchens, one for meat and one for butter; and two
separate dressers are common. Jewish cooks are debarred from using butter in pastries, wiiich are to
be eaten in conjunction with meats, and from using
milk or cream under the same circumstances. For
butter, melted fat must be substituted, while cream
may be imitated in a variety of ways. One reason
why almond pudding is a favorite in Anglo-Jewish
households is that it does not require either meat or
butter, and can therefore be eaten at any meal.
Notice must be taken of the special preparations
made for the Sabbath. The Sabbath dish par exOrthodox
cellence is the "kugel."

Sabbath.

Jews not being permitted

to

cook on

the Sabbath, their ingenuity hasbeen
mucli taxed to provide hot food for
arations.
In the height of sumthe day of rest.
mer, cold meats arc acceptable enough. The difficult}' is to provide hot di.shes in winter, and it has
been overcome by the preparation of a dish known
as "kugel." It consists, generally, of meat stewed
with jx'as and beans, and placed in the oven before
Sabbath. The fire having been made up, and the
oven firmly closed, the dish requires no further attention, and will retain its heat until it is wanted
TIk; term "slialet"
f(ir the Sai)batii midday meal.
(see "sholent" in the article Cookeky in Eastern
EiJUorE) is used in some parts of Europe to designate; what has just hvim described as kugel,
while "kiigel" is used as the name of a variety of
shalet containing much fat; in otiier parts (e.g.,
Bavaria) "shalet" is used of a sort of baked pudding; e.f/., mazzah, apple, nudel, or ahnond shalet.
The form " shulet " also ocoirs, as in Bohemia, to
indicate the " gcst^tztes esscn " called " kugel " in the

Prep-

beginning of

this

paragraph. "Shalet

" is

explained

by some authorities as a corruption of the German
"schul ende," that being tlie name of a pudding
which is prepared on Friday, to be ready when Sab-
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bath morniiisr or afternoon service is over. Others
it from jS^*'f' that whieii remains [in the oven]
overniglit "), tlie final "t " lu-inir the Cierman ending.
derive

is jirobahly from tlie (Md Frencli
"ohauhl " (warm). Tlie prohibition aijainst cookinj;
on Sabbath explains why fried tisli, bcinij primarily
a Sabbath dish, is eaten by Jews cold, whereas other

Tiie real derivation

people eat
eaten cold.

it

hot.

Stewed

tish

is,

of course, also

A prominent feature of Sabbath cookery is the
preparation of twists of bread, which are known as
"hallahs" or, as in southern Germany, Austria, and
Hungary, as " barches. " They are often covered with
seeds to represent manna, which fell in a double porOne other item remaining to
tion on the si.Kth day.
be mentioned is raisin wine. Jews are required to
offer over a cup of wine the Sabbath prayer for the
But in many countries wine
sanctirication of food.
is too expensive a luxury for the majorit3'of JeAvish
cheap preparation, made of boiled
families.
raisins, is therefore substituted, which, though it is
far from resembling wine, satisfies all the requirements of the ritual.

A

BiBLioGR.\PHv;

A

Manual

Jewish

of Coo/fcry, edited by a

lady, Boone. 182« Aunt Sarah's Cookeru Book for a Jewish Kitchen, Liverpool. 187:i; 2d ed., 1889: Mrs. J. Atrut«l.
;

Bonk

of Jeicish Cookery, Loudon, 1874; May Henry and
Edith Cohen. The Economical Cook, London, 1889; Aunt
Baitette's Cook Book, Cincinnati, 189(1. The last contains a
number of Jewish recipes, but is not restricted to Jewish

cookery.
I.

J.

H.

In Eastern Europe
Most of the dishes
cooked by the Jews in eastern Europe are akin to
those of the nations among whom they dwell.
Thus the kasha and blintzes of the Russian Jews,
the mamaliga of the Rumanians, the paprika of
the Hungarians, are dishes adopted by the Jews
:

from their Gentile neighbors.
Only on religious
and ceremonial occasions do they cook peculiarly
Jewish dishes.
The food prepared on Friday for the Sabbath is
called sholent(the Russian equivalent of "shalet").
The most popular form of sholent is made of potatoes placed in the pot with meat, fat, and water.
The potatoes appear on the table on Saturday glistening with fat, and are of a daik, brownish color.
Some even consider them not alone palatable, but an
excellent remedy for various ills.
The commonest
form of sholent is the kugel, a kind of pudding
made of almost any article of food the magenkugel and the lokshen-kugel are two favorite
varieties.
The former consists of an animal's stom;

ach filled with flour,
pered and salted to

fat,

and chopped meat, pep-

taste.

The

latter

is

made

lokshen
often raisins and spices are added.
is
cut as ordinary pudditig.
Other kugels

of

;

It

compounded

of rice, potatoes, carrots, etc.
Lokshen consists of flour and eggs made into dough,
rolled into sheets, and then cut into long strips.
Macaroni is an excellent substitute for it. Cut
into small squares, these strips are called "farfll."
They are usually boiled and served with soup.
On the day preceding Tish'ah Be'ab, milchige
are

lokshen

is

eaten.

This

is

ordinary lokshen boiled

in milk.

^imes, or compote, consists generally of cooked
such as plums (flaumen zimes), or of veg-

fruits,
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The most popular vegetable
the carrot (mehren zimes), whicii is cleaned and
cut into small slices, and boiled in water for
about three hours. The water is then poured off
etables, well spiced.
is

and mixed with

flour, sugar, and cinnamon.
The
then replaced, a fat piece of meat, preferably fioin the breast, added, and the concoction is
again cooked for two or three hours.
Turnips
are also extensively used for zimes, particularly in
Lithuania.
In southern Russia, Galicia, and Rumania zimes is made of pears, apples, figs, prunes,
etc.
It is then somewhat like a compound of stewed

carrot

is

fruits.

Another dish for Saturday is called petshai in
Lithuania, drelies in South Russia, Galicia, and
Rumania. This consists of cow's or calf's leg prepared in a special manner. The hair is 1)urned off,
and the leg is then thoroughl}'- cleaned, and ctit
into pieces of a convenient size.
These are placed
in a pot with water, and pepper, salt, and onions
are added.
Then it is placed in the oven just as are
the other sholent dishes.
When it is removed from
the oven on Saturday morning, it is either served
hot, or it is distributed in plates, hard-boiled eggs
being sliced into it, and it is put in a cool place.
When served in the evening for "shaleshse'udot," it
is a semi-solid mass, in which the meat is embedded.
Drelies is made by adding soft-boiled eggs and also
some vinegar as soon as it is removed from the
oven, when it is served hot.
Soups are naturally the great standby of the
poor.
The best known of these is the krupnik,
made of oatmeal, potatoes, and fat. This is the
staple food of the poor students of the yeshibot; in
richer families meat is added to this soup.
Kreplech or krepchen is another dish peculiar
to eastern European Jews.
It is prepared in the
following manner: Flour and eggs are mixed into
a dough. This is rolled into sheets and cut into
three-inch squares.
On each square of dough is
placed fine-chopped meat, to which salt, pepper,
and onions are added. The edges of the rolled
dough are then brought together and well pasted.
This is then placed in a soup previously prepared
This kreplech is eaten at least
for the purpose.
three times a year by every pious Jew on Purim,
on the day preceding the Day of Atonement, and
on Hosha'na Rabbah. On occasions when meat is
not eaten, chopped cheese is placed inside the
kreplech.
At weddings "golden" soup is always served.
The only reason for its name is probably the yellow
circular pieces of chicken fat floating on its sur-

—

face.

The preparations of fish made by the eastern
European Jews are famous even among the Gentiles,
the most popular being the gefillte (filled fish).
This is prepared thus: After undergoing the usual
processes of cleaning and washing, the fish is cut
The bones are then taken
into two or three parts.
out, the skin is removed, and the meat is chopped
fine, eggs, salt, pepper, and onions being added.
This mass is then replaced in the skin, dropped into
boiling water, and cooked for about three hours.
B. Fi.

Besides the very popular dish of groats called
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krupnik, and many other
also

grit soups,

common among non-Jews,

there are

which are
still

a

num-

ber of soups which are more or less characteristically
Jewish. The soup into which " kneidlach " (=" knoedel," dumplings) are put, is the dish used most often
on Saturdays, holidays, and other special occasions,
particularly at Passover, when it corresponds to the
" mazzah kloes " of western Europe. The expression
"Me meint nit di Haggadah nor di kneidlach" (It
is not the Haggadah that we like so much as the
dumplings) owes its origin to the great favor this
soup has attained among the Jews
The kneidlach in
of eastern Europe.
Soups.
most cases are made by grinding mazzahs into flour, and adding eggs, water, melted fat,
pepper, and salt. This mixture is then rolled into
balls about one and one-half inches in diameter.
The kneidlach are then put into the soup, and it is
ready to be served about half an hour after. Often
the kneidlach are fried in fat and served apart from
Another kind of kneidlach, made from
the soup.
mashed potatoes put into warm milk, forms a wellThe village
liked soup among Lithuanian Jews.
folk of some parts of eastern Europe have still another form of soup, which is made by putting crisp
"beigel" (round cracknel) into hot water and adding
butter.

Because of

its

nutritious

qualities

it

is

michyeh, a corruption of the Hebrew word
"mihyah" {i.e., food /car" k^oxnv, compare the
There are, however, a numLatin "victus").

called

ber of soups in the preparation of which neither
meat nor even fat is used. Such soups form the

food of the poor classes. An ex])ression current
among Jews of eastern Europe, "soup mitnisht"
(soup with nothing), owes its origin to dissatisfaction with soups of this kind.
There are a number of sour soups, called borshtsh,
the most popular of which is the "kraut," or cabbage, borshtsh, which is made by cooking together cabbage, meat, bones, onions, raisins, sour
Before servsalts, sugar, and sometimes tomatoes.
ing, the yolks of eggs are mixed with the borshtsh.
This last process is called " farweissen " (to make

made from the beet-root
juice derived from the beet).
Oebrattens (roasted meat), chopped meat, and
essig^ fleish (vinegar meat) are the favorite forms
The es.sig or, as it is
in wliicli meats are prepared.
white).

Boi-sht.sh is al.so

and "rosscl

" (tlie

Cookery

Jews of eastern Europe bake both black ("pro"ordinary") bread and white bread, or
ballah.
Of great interest are the various
forms into which these breads are made for while
ster," or

;

the black bread is usually circular in form, the
shapes in which hallah is baked vary as the different
holidays pass by. The most common form of the
hallahs is the twist ("koilitch" or "kidke"). The
koilitch is oval in form, and about one and a half
feet in length.
On special occasions, such as weddings, the koilitch is increased to a length of about
two and a half feet. Some are made in miniature
for the small boys, as an inducement to say the
" kiddush " (bread benediction) which is required on

Friday night.

The dough of hallah is often shaped into forms
having symbolical meanings; thus on New-Year
rings and coins are imitated, indicaBread
ting " May the new year be as round
and Cakes, and complete as these " for Yom
Kippur (Day of Atonement) the hallah, which on that occasion is circular, carries a
;

piece of dough in imitation of a dove, the significance being " May our sins be carried away by the
dove." Hallah is also baked in the form of a ladder
for Yom Kippur, expressing thereby the desire,
"May our prayers climb up to heaven"; for Hosha'na Rabbah, bread is baked in the form of a key,
meaning "May the door of heaven open to admit our
prayers."
The Hamaa tash, a kind of a turnover filled with honey and black poppy-seed, is
eaten on the Feast of Purim, but probably has no
special meaning.
The mohn kibel, a circular or rectangular wafer
having in it a quantity of poppy, forms a part of
Pirushkes, or turnovers,
the Sabbath breakfast.
are little cakes fried in honey, or sometimes merely
dipped in molasses, after they are baked. The
strudel, or single-layered jelly or fruit cake, takes
Teigachz, or pudthe place of the pie for dessert.
ding, of which the kugel is one variety, is usually
made from rice, noodles, " farfel " (dough crums),
Gehakte herring
and even mashed potatoes.
(chopped herring), which is usually served as the
first dish at the Sabbath dinner, is made by skinning
a few herrings and chopping them together with
hard-boiled eggs, onions, apples, sugar, pepper, and

a

little

vinegar.

sometimes called, "honnig," or "saner fleish," is
made by adding to meat which has been partially
roast^'d some fi.sh cake, sugar, bay-leaves, English
pepper, raisins, sour salts, and a little vinegar.
Fat of cattle, becau.HC of its cheapness, is used in
The
the preparation of a great number of dishes.
fat of geesf- and <liickeiis is used only on special occa-sioni, but is kept in niadinessfor use when needed.
Fat, being used ho freely during Passover, is pre-

Teiglach and ingberlach are the two popular
home-made candies. The teiglach are made by frying in honey pieces of dough about
Savories the size of a marble, the dough being
mixed with sugar and ginger. The
and
ingberlach are ginger candies made
Candies,

long before tiiat feast, in many
cases as early as Ilunnukah (in December).
Gribenea, or "scraps," form one of the best liked
It is
foods among the Jews of eastern Europe.
So
eaten especially on the Feast of Ilannukah.
much do the Jews share in the belief " that there is
no flavor comparable with the tawny and wellwatched scraps," that it is often suggested as an inducement to friends to make a visit.

making pastry and

pared

in fpiantities

IV— 17

into either small sticks or rectjinglcs.
from all juices of fruits, and are
they are used in
different purpo.ses;

Jellies are madt;

used

for

Among

the

poorer

are

clas.se3

the use of invalids
has the practise of

and

served with tea.
reserved for
patients, and so well

often

jellies are

making

that
often the words
men dos nit darfen " (May we not
have occasion to use it) are repeated before storing

purpose been
"Allcwai zol

it

('stablished,

jelly solely for

that

away.
J.

^

L

Q. D.
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Copeuhaifeu

COOKING-UTENSILS Among tho ancient
Hi'bu'ws i-ooking was naturally futiustoil to tho
women of the household (compare I Sam. viii. 13), as
was also the task of irrinding the flour required for
Even
daily use. and that ot preparing the bread.
ladies of rank thought it no degradation to cook, and
Princess Tamar is said to have displayed especial
skill in preparing certain articles of food (II Sam.
The slaughtering and the dressing of meat
xiii. 8).
:

were done by the men (Gen.
ii.

H

ft i«tq.),

who

xviii. 7; I

also understood

how

Sam.

ix. 23,

to prepare

food (Gen. xxv. 29: II Kings iv. 38).
Kitchens were found only in the palaces of the
wealthy, a particular room for culinary purposes
being scarcely requisite, since the primitive hearth
consisted merely of a few stones upon which the pot
was placed, and beneath which a fire was liglited
on the mud floor (for oven, see B.\king). In later
times mention is made of fire-basins, "W^ (kiyyor,
Zech. xii. 6), and of a species of small, portable
cooking-stoves, "kirayim" (Lev. xi. 35; in the Talmud the singular niO is used); the latter, according to the Mishnah, was so constructed as to afiFord
space for two pots.
Wood (often in the form of charcoal) and dried
dung were used as fuel, and a draft was made by
means of a fan, "menafah" (Kil. xvi. 7), as in the
Orient at the present day. Fire-tongs, "melljaha-

and shovels, "ya'im" (I Kings vii.
formed part of the equipment.
In addition to the hand-mill, an indispensable adjunct of the Hebrew kitchen, were two large earthen
jugs, called "kad," one of which was for carrying
water (Gen. xxiv. 15 et seq. I Kings xviii. 34), the
other for storing meal or corn (I Kings xvii. 12).
Milk and wine were preserved in goat-skins
("hemet," Gen. xxiv. 15, and elsewhere; "nod,"
Judges iv. 19, and elsewhere); oil and honey, in
small earthen or metal jugs, "zappahat" (I Kings
xvii. 12, etc.); fruits and pastry, in various kinds of

yim"

(Isa. vi. 6)

40), also

;

B.\SKET8.

The "dud," "kiyyor,"

"kallahat," "parur," "sir,"
zelahah " (" zallahat ") are mentioned as vessels
for cooking, but theirspecific uses are unknown. The
sanctuaries were amply provided with these dishes

and

"

and bowls (Num. Ixxi. 8 et seq. I Kings vii. 45, 50),
which, as might be expected, were usually of bronze,
;

gold (Jer. Hi. 19) in the home.s, however,
metal vessels were found in great number only
among the wealthy. As these vessels were introduced by the Phenicians (I Kings vii. 13 et seq.),
whose artisans long continued to supply the Hebrew
market, it is safe to assume that their forms were
similar to those of the Phenician utensils. Among the
common people and for daily use, it was customary
to employ earthen vessels (Lev. vi. 21), the receptacle most frequently mentioned being the sir, a pot
in which usually the family meal was cooked, and
in which occasionally the sacred meat was prepared
(II Kings iv. dSetseq.; Ex. xvi. 3; Zech. xiv. 20,
and elsewhere). It sometimes served also as a ewer
(Ps. Ixix. 10).
For baking cake, etc., a tin plate
("mahabat barzel," Ezek. iv. 3; Lev. ii. 5) or a
deep pan (" marheshet ") was used (Lev. ii. 7). Mention is also made of three-pronged forks, which were
used, not for eating with, but for lifting the meat
silver, or

;

268

from the pot (I Sam. ii. 13). Knives were used for
slaughtering animals, and for dressing the meat
("ma'akelet," Gen. xxii. 6, 10).
K. (1. n.
I. Be.

COPENHAGEN:

The

capital

of

Denmark.

Shortly after the opening of Denmark in 1657 to
settlement by Jews, a number are known to have
resorted

to

the capital.

A

few were there even

for there is a record of a Jew having been
baptized in 1620. The first room for prayer-meetings

earlier;

16, 1684, in which year Israel
David, tlie court jeweler, and his partner, Meyer
Goldschmidt, were given permission to hold devotional exercises, provided they took place behind
closed doors and without a sermon, that there might
be no cause for scandal. The Jews were already in
possession of a cemetery, the first interment in which
is said to have occurred in 1670.
This, the earliest known congregation in Copenhagen, probably
followed the Sephardic ritual, since the first Jews
permitted to settle in Danish cities were of SpanisliPortuguese extraction (see Denmark); though they
were doubtless soon outnumbered by German Jews
who emigrated from Hamburg, northern Germany,
Holland, and Poland, either directly or by way of

was opened Dec.

Sleswick-Holstein.

The Copenhagen community is probably first
mentioned in specifically Jewish literature in 1691,
in which year a number of Jews, bound from Holland to Courland, perished by shipwreck at Marstrand, near the Swedish coast.
When the Copenhagen Jews heard of the disaster, they sent two
members and the shammash to ascertain the details,
according to Jewish law, so that the widows of the
drowned men, who were then in Poland, might be
enabled to marry again (see 'Agunah; compare responsa " Sha'agat Aryeh we-Kol Shahal," ed. SalonAt that time no Jews were living
ica, 1746, p. 35a).
in Sweden.
The condition and mode of life of the Jews of
Copenhagen were, on the whole, similar to those of
Jews in other parts of Denmark; but
jewelers, agents, manufacturers, and
Social
Condition, merchants of all sorts had better opportunities for business in the capital

than in the provincial towns. They soon increased
to such an extent that the rooms hitherto used for
prayer-meetings were no longer large enough and
The
the first sj'nagogue was dedicated in 1729.
;

community had had rabbis for some time. The
first was Abraham ben Salomon; he was followed
by Israel ben Issachar Berendt, who had officiated
as rabbi in Altona, and whose little book "Ohel
Yisrael " (The Tent of Israel), a commentary on Jacob
Weil's "Schlachtregeln," was printed at Wandsbeck
At that time there
in 1733, a year after liis death.
was no Hebrew printing-establishment at Copenhagen, although Hebrew types were to be found in
Rabbi Israel died at
the common printing-offices.
He was succeeded by Mordecai ben
Fredericia.

Then followed Zebi Hirsch ben Samuel
Halevy and Gedaliah ben Aryeh, the latter being
succeeded in 1793 by his son Abraham, who, in order
David.

to accept the post, resigned his rabbinate in Gnesen.

Even in the eighteenth century the community
was distinguished for its men of culture. A branch
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Wessely family, to which belonged Hartwig
Wessely, Mendelssohn's faithful coworker, and his
brother Moses, the friend of Lessing,

of the

The
Eighteenth
Century,

was

Alestablished in Copenhagen.
though Hartwig Wessely, the most
eminent of all the Jews of Copenhagen in the eighteenth century, left his

native town, he

still

kept in touch with

it,

and when,

new synagogue was dedicated, he wrote
dedicatory poem and delivered the oration.

in 1766, a

the

Cooking'

Copenhagen

brace Christianity.

While, formerly. Christian mis-

had worked among the Jews without appreciable results
even though Jews were com-

sionaries

—

pelled, for a short time in 1728, to listen to Christian

sermons, and proselytes thus won were materially
favored there was now an increasing number of
conversions, whereby the community was robbed of
many among the educated families. Just as in Germany the children of Moses Mendelssohn were bap-

—

Copenhagen a number of his relations,
and followers became converts.
Mannheimer's successor as teacher was the younger
and less gifted E. Levison, who continued religious instruction and confirmation, but abandoned
tized, so also in

Another eminent family, the Wallichs, repeatedly
intermarried with the Wesselys but the Euchel family, to which belonged Isaac Ecchel, one of Mendelssohn's foremost pupils, is even better known

friends,

than cither of the other families mentioned. Isaac's
equally talented brother, Gottleb, was a business man
in Copenhagen, and was also successful as a writer.
The community grew rapidly in the eighteenth
century, notwithstanding the difficulties attendant
upon immigration but a serious calamity befell it
when, in 1795, during a conflagration in the city,
the principal synagogue was burned. There had
been occasional dissensions in this, as in every other
At the end of the century,
old Jewish community.
however, the movement with which Mendelssohn's
name is associated had obtained so firm a footing in
Copenhagen, and the differences between the older
and younger members had become so acute, that an
agreement in regard to the building of a new synagogue was impossible; and, accordingly, none was
built.
Several houses were, however, fitted up and
Although, as early as 1804,
utilized as synagogues.
one of the Progressives, M. L. NATirANSON, with
the assistance of an Orthodox relative, had organized
an excellent parochial school still (1902) in existence for poor boys, and though a similar school
for poor girls was established a few years later, the
members of the Jewish community could not unite
in building a synagogue; nor could they do so even
when, by the decree of March 29, 1814, civic equality was conferred upon them.
The differences be-

the devotional exercises. In 1827 the death of the
chief rabbi, Abraham Gedaliah, created a vacancy
for which his son, although popular in the community, and possessed of wide Talmudic scholarship, proved unsuitable; for the congregation had
learned to demand of its rabbis a wider range of

;

;

—

—

tween the old Orthodox rabbis, supported by the
majority of the community, and the younger, impetuously profressive minority, who were in intimate
with many highly cultured Christians,
were too grout.
The public school.s, as well as the university, were
open to Jewish sttidents; and tiie above-mentioned
Natlmnson, with his friends, was acThe Nine- tivrly interestx-d in enabling poor
teenth
but talented children to pursue their

as.sociation

Century,

studies.

The first Danish theologian produced
by the community was Isaac Noah Manniieimku,
whc was appointf'd tfucher in IHIfJ, when only
twenty three years of age. It was his duty to "confirm "
that is, to hold an examination upon the complftion f)f a course in njiginn
luid siiuc tliere was

—

;

no puhlic place

he could preach, his friends
and patrons met for devotional exercises at their
homes.
His activity in his native community,
Dissenhowever was of but very short duration.
sions, on the one hand, and an eager desire for Danish culture, on the otJier, added to the impossibility
of finding positions, led many .Jewish students in
the first decades of the nineteenth century to emin wliicji

Accordingly an endeavor was made to
who united Talmudic with secular
learning; and an invitation was extended to A. A.
Wolff, then rabbi in Giessen.
This young rabbi and doctor of philosophy succeeded in drawing both parties together to the extent
knowledge.

find a chief rabbi

indicated

by

the fact that a synagogue
in 1833.

The

services,

was dedicated
on the whole,

Struggles were arranged according to the old
Reform, ritual even now (1902) all the institutions of the community are conducted
but Rabbi Wolff, to satin the time-honored way
isfy the younger members, added choral singing and
a weekly sermon. In most respects the community
was at peace but some of the elder members, deem-

—

for

—

;

ing the service too modern, maintained, in addition
to the principal synagogue with the Portuguese
ritual, a small private synagogue, which is still in

The extreme Radicals however, did not
existence.
consider the innovations sufficient. They called for
a greater number of prayers in the Danish language;
and as this was not conceded they absented them-

from the service. Although secessions to
Christianity gradually ceased, there was an increasing indifference to the affairs of the synagogue.
But the chief inducement to baptism disappeared
selves

when, in 1849, tiie Jews throughout Denmark were
accorded equal rights with their fellow citizens (see
Dp:nmauk).
The sphere and influence of the Copenhagen Jews
were now more widely extended. Many achieved
distinction as bankers, munufacturers, and meramong them being the Meyers, Goldciiants;
.schmidts, Rubens, Malchiors, Ilambroes, Triers,
Baron Gedulia, the "etutsriuid" Philip W. Heyinaiui.the banker 1). B. A<iler, and Isjik (JlUckstadt.
a bank director and the present president of the
comiiuinity.

The merchant Nalhanson was prom-

inent also as a statistician, political economist,

and

journalist.

Atnoni: other well-known members of the community mention miiy Im; made of the students Abrahams, David, and Lewy; the poet Ilenrik (Hei-

man) Hertz, who was baptized the painters David
Monies and Ernest Meyer; Joel Ballin, the etcher;
and the musicians Bendix and Rosenfeldt; all of
;

Oopenha^en
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Corbeil

whom

dourisliod in the ninoteontli century.

conmumity

htis also

Persons of
Distinction.

produoeil

nmny

The

sciuutists, in-

cluding S. Trier, tlic clinical lecturer;
L. Jucobson, the aniitoniist iiud practisiug physician; A. Hannover, the
Hirschsprung, diphysiologist
II.
;

rector of the children's hospital

;

Israel

Rosenthal, chief physician of the commiuial hospital
Salonionson and L. Meyer, university professors; and
Especial
Goldschmidt and Ilenriques, lecturers.
mention should also be made of L. I. Brandcs, philanthropist and physician, uncle of Georg Bhanues,
and his brother, Eduard Brandes; yiesbye, the classical philologist Hannover, of the Polytechnic Fredericia. the historian: David and Kubin (1902), directors of the bureau of statistics; while the two Levy
brothers are among many Jews who have held gov;

;

ernment positions.
Jews have also been active as politicians in Copenhagen. Among them were the poet Meier Goldschmidt; D. B. Adler, mentioned above; and the educator

Herman Trier, vice-president of

the Folkething,

and chairman of the municipal council

The community

(1902).

Copenhagen maintains a number of philanthropic foundations, many of them of
considerable age.
Their poor and sick are well
cared for. The most recent of the many institutions
is the Home for the Aged, founded a few years ago
by N. J. Frankel. The communal council holds beof

quests, exceeding one million dollars,

for definite

philanthropical purposes, while many societies and
institutions hold property of their own. It should be
noted that the Jews have also contributed generously
to many non- Jewish philanthropies, among the more

prominent of those leaving bequests
PMlfor such purposes being D. A. Meyer
antkropic and S. A. Eibeschutz. Their own
Inprosperous circumstances have never
atitutions. caused the Jews of Copenhagen to
forget their less fortunate coreligionelsewhere.
As early as the reign of Maria
Theresa appeals were made to the Danish government to intercede for the suffering Jews of Austria;
while in recent times undertakings like the Alliance Israelite Universelle have found prompt support in Copenhagen. In addition to the religious
and parochial schools, several lecture societies are
ists

engaged in spreading a knowledge of Judaism.
The Jewish community of Copenhagen has never
been large. In 1902 it numbered about 3,500, including the neighboring communities, about 1,000 being
taxpayers.

The

affairs of the

community

are con-

ducted by seven representatives, who, in conjunction with four wardens of the synagogues, constitute the representative committee, at the head of
which is the rabbi. At Professor Wolff's death D.
Simonsen succeeded to the rabbinate, and occupied
it till

his resignation in 1902.

Bibliography: a. D. Cohen, De Monatike Troehekenderes
i Danmarh, Odense, 1837; M. L. Nathanson,
HistnrUk FremxtilliTig af Jodernes Forhnld ng Stillinq i Dnnmark, Copenhagen, ISfif); M. A. Levy (with D. Simonsen),
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COPONITJS
c.E.

He

First procurator of Judea, about 6
was, like the procurators that succeeded
:
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him, of knightly rank, and "had the power of life
and death" (Josephus, "B. J." ii. 8, § 1; "Ant."
xviii. 1, t^ 1).
During his administration occurred
the revolt of Judas the Galilean ("B. J." I.e.), the
cause of which was not so much the personality of
Coponius as the introduction of Roman soldiers.

Moreover, owing to the reconstruction of the provJudca then in progress, the census was being
taken by Quirinus, which was a further cause of
offense. In Coponius' term of ollice this incident occurred:
During the Passover festival, when the
doors of the Temple were opened at midnight, it
happened that somq Samaritans entered by the
first door, and scattered human bones along the
colonnade of the sanctuary. Shortly after this event
Coponius was recalled to Rome, and replaced by
Marcus Ambibulus (" Ant. " xviii. 2, § 2). Probably
it is on account of this occurrence that one door of
the Temple bore the name of "door of Coponius"
(Mid. i. 3; compare the reading in Parhi 16a, ed.
Edelman). Regarding the personal attitude of Coponius toward the Jews nothing definite is known.
ince of
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G.

S.

COPPER

:

The

first

common

Kn.

metal to come into

and readily worked.
Burial-places in which utensils, weapons, etc., of
iron are found are ascribed to a later period than
are those containing copper or bronze weapons.
use, as it is easily obtained

The word "copper" is derived from the name
"Cyprus," the island from which the ancient
Greeks obtained this metal hence the name x^^^X^Q
;

Latin

KVTrpioc,

cyjmum, copper.

The Hebrew
name "nehoshet" denotes not only
(bs

Name and

copper, but also copper alloy. Since
copper is rather soft and very flexible,
it was mixed with other metals, especially with tin, thereby becoming almost as hard as
steel.
Of such a copper alloy, probably, were made
the spear-head (I Sam. xvii. 7), the lance (II Sam.
xxi. 16), and the bow (II Sam. xxii. 35), and per-

Origin.

haps also fetters (Judges xvi. 21). In the earliest
times swords and axes, doubtless, were cast in copper alloy (I Kings vii. 46) later on they were forged
in iron (I Sam. xiii. 19; Isa. ii. 4).
In Palestine itself there were no copper-mines, and
probably none in the Lebanon Mountains, though
iron ore was found there; hence the Israelites had to
import their raw material either from the Egyptians
or the Phenicians.
The former in very early times
worked copper-mines on the Sinai peninsula and the
;

;

immense works may still be seeninWadi
Meghara and Wadi Nasb. The Egyptian inscriptions
found there state that even before the time of Cheops
or Khufu, who built the great pyramid at Gizeh,
copper was mined by Senoferu, a king of the fourth
dynasty. The Phenicians probably mined copper
first in Cyprus.
But Ezek. xxvii. 13 states that
later on they obtained ore also from the Colchian
Mountains through the Tibareni and Moschi. The
Israelites had commercial relations both with the
Egyptians and the Phenicians, but not in very early
ruins of

times.

Moses, however,

made a serpent

is represented as having
of brass ("nehushtan," Num. xxi.

I

9),

which was

later

on worshiped in the Temple of

brake in pieces "
while
in the desert,
Bezaleel,
(U Kings xviii. 4) and
is said to have made partly out of brass the vessels
for the Tabernacle.
These instances are anachronisms for it is shown
in I Kings vii. 13 (compare II Chron. ii. 12 et seq.)
Jerusalem, and which Hezekiah

"

;

;

that in the days of Solomon the process of casting
brass was still unknown to the Israelites, since the
king had to send to Tyre for a worker in brass (Hiram). Ex. xxxviii. is also an instance of anachronism, the furnishings of Solomon's Temple being
taken as a pattern; while thenehushtan of II Kings
xviii. 4, if it actually belongs to early times, must

That such
have been imported from elsewhere.
things were imported may be gathered from the
commandment of Yhwh in Ex. xxxiv. 17. If a
"molten image" (nSDD) is here forbidden to the
people, it may be assumed that, in contradistinction

Hebrew Ephod of wood or stone, the imported image of bra.ss was interdicted, aud that in
Ex. xxxiv. 17 the term "massekah" (n^DD) is to be
taken in its specific sense of a brazen
Images manufacture; for in early times idols
and Altars of wood or stone, plated with gold
of Brass,
or silver, were worshiped ("efod" or
"pesel"; compare Judges viii. 22 et
to the old

Beq., xvii.

is all the more
no longer any doubt that

This assumption

1 etseq.).

probable since there

is

more especially Phenician, influences affected the construction and furnishing of Solomon's

foreign,

Temple.

Yhwh

was built of
In early times the altar of
earth or of unhewn stone (Ex. xx. 24 et seq.). The
brazen altar in the Temple of Solomon indicates a
breaking away from this old Israelitic custom and
Ahaz afterward had a new altar built in the Temple, patterned after an altar he had seen at Damascus (II Kings xvi. 10 etseq.). From this time on
it probably became the custom in Israel to make their
Unfortunately the costly brazen
vessels of brass.
pillars, calves, vessels, etc., that adorned the Temple since the days of Solomon, Mere destroyed by the
vandalism of the Babylonians, who broke them into
pieces and carried the metal to Babylon (II Kings
In the Second
XV. 13 et seq.; Jer. lii. 17 et seq.).
Temple there were also brazen vessels, but not in
;

such quantities; brazen cymbals are mentioned in
I Chron. xv. 28 (compare Joscphus, "Ant." vii. 12,
§ 3). The heaven of brass referred to in Deut.
xxviii. 23 does not mean that after a long-continued
drought the sky gleams like new molten bronze,
since in the parallel passjige of Lev. xxvi. 19 the
It means rather
earth also is compared to bra.ss.

that the vault of heaven is closed .so tight that no
drf)p of rain can descend, and the earth in consequence is turned into brass that is, becomes hard
;

and unproductive.
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W.

.lit.

COR.

N.

and Meaburkh.
COR ASHAN. See CnoR-AHnAN and Abhan.
CORAL A genus of polypus known to science
Sff Wkioiits

:

as "coralligenous zoophytes"; also the hard struc-

Oorbeil

tures secreted by these animals. The variety known
as the red coral {Coralliurn rubruni) (Pliny, xxxii. 2,
11, and elsewhere) is found in the Mediterranean,
and was greatly valued by the ancients. It was
used for personal ornament, and also for talismans
and amulets. It is not certain that the ancient He-

The A. V.

brews were familiar with the coral.

trans-

Hebrew

niJSNI " coral " in Job xxviii. 18
and in Ezek. xxvii. 16, while in Prov. xxiv. 7 both
the A. V. and R. V. give " too high " as an equivalent for the same Hebrew word.
In favor of a derivation from Q^i (" to be high ")
it might be urged that the red coral has a natural
upward form of growth. According to Freitag
("Einleitung in das
Studium der Arabischen
Sprache," p. 332), the coral in use among the Arabs
was white, not red. But he confounds glass beads
In Job xxviii. 18 the Septuagint
with corals.
reads fzericopa, Sym. vfrfAd, Vulgate excelsa, showing
the influence of the etymology from the word meanlates the

ing " to be high." The Targum renders p3?lJD ac:
cording to Cheyne = aavdnpoKr/), which is entirely inapplicable here; Jastrow prefers "sardonyx," Levy
"sandarachina." Rashi holds mONI to be the name
Ibn Ezra
of a precious stone found in the water.
gives no explanation, and Gersonides, with the Targum, the paraphrase "costly pearls."
Of modern commentators, Dillmann thinks that
"ramoth" (Job xxviii. 18), which Luther simply
transliterates, designates something less valuable
than " peninim," mentioned in the second half of the
Friedrich Delitzsch (in his German translaverse.
In
tion of Job, 1902) translates it "pearl shells."
Ezek. xxvii. 16 the Septuagint (Alexandrine Codex)
has the transliteration pa/ifiu6, the Vulgate sericum,
and Targum " precious stones " Luther, "sammet."
In Prov. xxiv. 7 "ramoth" suggests perhaps a
play upon the word (= " too high "), but Bickell suggests a change into niOT, the Septuagint having an
In the margin of R.
altogether different reading.
V. (Lam. iv. 7) "corals," "red corals," and "pearls"
are suggested as truer renderings for the Hebrew
word "peninim" (Job xxviii. 18; Prov. iii. 15, viii.
Luther has this translation in
11, XX. 15, xxxi. 10).
Lam. iv. 7; Friedrich Delitzsch in Job xxviii. 18.
Gesenius(" Th. ") holds " peninim" to be the red coral,
and " ramoth " to be another, jirobably the black,
variety. The use of the word -|trD (" draft ") in connection with "peninim" in Job xxviii. 18, appears
;

to

method employed in coral-fishing.
off from the rocks by long hooked
and "drawn out."

recall

Coral
poles,

is

the

broken

Of niedicvalJcwish lexicographers, Abu al-Walid,
in his

"Book

"ramoth"

See Menahem
it as a precious stone.
"Mahberet," and "Sefer ha-Parhon."
E. G. H.

ary, exi)lHins

ben Sarul^

of Roots," rejects the opinion that
^imhi, in his diction

signifies "coral."

in

CORBEIL

(!?'311p or ^"mip)
Heiiie-etOi.sc, France.
:

City in the de-

Jews were setoccupying a special quarIt is mentioned in Tosafot
ter, called the " Juderia."
to Ket. 12b, Hul. 122b, and is probably referred to
in a document of the fifteenth century wherein is
mentioned a place "od soulit estre aulterfois I'escholle aux Juifs" (where formerly the school of the
partment of

tled very early in Corbeil,

THE

Corcoa

.lEWISII

Jews used to be) ("Rev. Et. Juives." ix. 62). In
1184 King Philippe Augusto presented the cleric
Pierre with a lunise that liad belonirod to the Jew
ViOi special taxes were imposed
Corbeil; and they were obliged to
pay into the treasury a sum for atHxing seals to the
diHuments relating to their transactions with Christians.
The journal of the treasury of the Louvre,
r.'98. mentions tlie Jew Ilagin, who was a receiver
of taxes, and the Jewess Thyerma, wliose taxes
amounted to 41 livres. In 1306 the Jew Cressant
owned a house on the Seine which yielded a rent of 520
Paris livres.
This Cressant is probably identical
with the "Croissant, nevou Croisant de Corbueil
mentioned in the " Document sur les Juifs dn Barrois" ("Rev. Etudes Juives," xix. 250), and with
Cressent of Corbeil, one of the commissioners appointed by the king in 1315 to supervise the payment of the debts of his coreligionists (Saige, " Les
Juifs du Languedoc," pp. 106. 330).
Many eminent Talmudists lived in this city.
Among them were Judah of Corbeil; Jacob the
Saint; Joseph, mentioned by Aaron ben Hayyim haKohen in his commentary to the Mahzor, written
about 1227; Simson; Isaac ben Joseph; Perez ben
Elia; Mordecai ben Nathan; Elhanan, son of Isaac
the Elder, of Uampierre.

In

Helie (Eli).

upon

tlie

Jews of

Bibliography

Dellsle, Cat. des Actes de PhUippe'Auguste,
Ill; Rev. Etudes Jidveit, ix. 62; xv. 234,245, 248;
Gross, Gallia Judaica, pp. 559-572.
:

p.

8.

G.

K.

A family whose
(Dipllp or Clpllp)
can be traced back to the end of the thirteenth century, and members of which are still living in Gibraltar and Morocco. The name first appears in Spain but it was only in the two centuries
following the expulsion of the Jews from that country that the family rose to distinction, in Italy, its
new home. Here it was considered one of the
most distinguished families of the country, owing
to the culture, piety, and wealth of its members.
Although the family pedigree, as given herewith
on the authority of Vogelstein and Rieger, is in some
points only conjectural, yet it may still be safely
assumed that all who bear the name of "Corcos"
in Italy belong to one family.
On the other hand,
the relationship of these to others of the name in
Spain has not as yet been ascertained.
It is alleged that the family originated at a place
called " Corcos," which, however, can not be satisfactorily identified.
Some scholars therefore think that
the name is a corruption of " Carcassonne," a place in
southern France. Doubtful, likewise, is the statement made by Christian scholars that one branch of
the family embraced the Christian faith in the sixteenth century and attained high distinction.
CORCOS

:

hi.story

;

Bibliography:

Bartoloccl. BihUntheca Rahhinica, 111. 821Berliner, Aun Schweren Zeiten, in the Hildesheimer
pp. 162-16:}; Steinscbneider, in Hehr. Bihl. xi.
71-72; VoffelsteiQ and Rieger, Gesch. der Juden in Ram, II.
101-ine.
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;

JuheUchHft,

1

.

Abraham

Corcos

:

The earliest known mem-

ber of the family, father of Solomon Corcos (No. 14).
He flourished in Spain in the second half of the thirteenth centurj'.
2. David Corcos: Ancestor of the Corcos family
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went in 1492 from Castile to Rome, where
Solomon (No. 15) afterward became rabbi
(Vogelstein and Rieger, l.r. p. 101).
3. Donna Corcos Daughter of Solomon. About
1585 Lazaro da Viterbo dedicated to her his translation of the " Me'on ha-Sho'alim " (Steinscbneider,
in Italy

;

his son

:

"Cat. Bodl."col. 1987).

ben Solomon Corcos : Italian finanrtourished about the middle of the sixteenth

4. Elijah
cier;

century.
In conjunction with his brother Joshua
(No. 9), he opened a banking establishment in Rome
June 11, 1537. He took part in the conference held
by the Jewish bankers on that day, the object of
which was to fix certain business usages which were
to form the basis of an arrangement with Christian
bankers.
He was an active member of the congregation
in Rome, the financial affairs of which, especially
in relations with the authorities, were entrusted to
him. Thus (July 20, 1558) he engaged to pay to the
papal vicariate 1,000 scudi in three instalments, this
sum having been imposed as a fine upon the congregation because, a few days after the seizure of the
Hebrew books by the officers of the Inquisition, a
copy of Ibn Ezra's Commentary to the Pentateuch
was found. So likewise the tax upon the congregation, which had been fixed at 360 ducats by Paul
III., was paid by Elijah and two other Jewish bankSimilarly, the tax on the congregation of Beneers.
vent, amounting to 35 scudi in gold, was handed
to the authorities by Elijah on Jan. 31, 1542.
It seems that Elijah lived to an advanced age;
for in 1581 he is still found as one of the delegates
of the congregation who were appointed to confer
with the tax-farmers of Romagna, Lombardy, and
Tuscany concerning the security which the congregation in Rome was to furnish for them.
Elijah was also a rabbinical scholar; whose decisions, in his own handwriting, are still extant
(" Revue Etudes Juives," x. 185).
His identity with
Elijah Corcos, the physician referred to by David
de Pomis in the preface to his " Zemah Dawid
(fourth line from foot), is, however, doubtful.
Elijah had two sons, Isaac and Moses.

Bibliography Berliner, Ann Schweren Zeiten, in thefltfdesheimer JuheUchrift, pp. 150-160 idem, Gcuch. der Juden
Vogelstein and Rieger, Gcsc/i.pp. 112-118;
i)i R(rm, pp. 9-10
:

;

;

5.

Hezekiah Manoah Corcos: Rabbi and

Tal-

mudist; born about 1580; died about 1650. In 1620
Hezekiah was appointed rabbi of the congregation
in Rome, which position lie held till his death.
Though he shared his functions with A. di Iscario,
D. della Rocca, and S. Castelnuovo, he was the
dominant spirit and it was through him that the
rabbinate recovered to some extent its former im;

When, in 1629, an inquisition of Hebrew books was ordered in Modena, Hezekiah adportance.

dressed a letter to Pelegrin Sanguinetti, calling his
attention to the papal brief dated April 17, 1593, and
to the decree of the Index Committee issued Aug.
29, 1596 (Stern, "Urkundliche Beitrage," p. 181).
Hezekiah was regarded as one of the foremost
Talmudists of his day and the few fragments of
;

his literary activity found in the

contemporary

re-

sponsa literature show him to have been a very
clever casuist (compare, for instance, Shabbethai
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Beer in "Oshek," No. 10). When Nathaniel Trathrough his work on ritual baths (" Mikwa'ot"),

worked untiringly

Corcos
in the interest

both of his

own

botti,

congregation and of

number of controversial articles, it
was Hezekiah who allayed the excitement by supporting Trabotti.
A daughter of Hezekiah was

orable title by which he was known, "Leader of
the Age," was no exaggeration.
Indeed, the history of the Jews in Rome from 1692 to 1730 is the
history of Hezekiah Manoah.
His first important act was his stand against the
convert Paolo Medici, who delivered anti-Jewish-

called forth a

married to Isaac Corcos, from which union sprang
Hezekiah Manoah Hayyim Corcos (No. 6).
Bibliography Berliner, Vogelstein and Rleger, as above.
:

all

the Italian Jews.

The hon-

Genealogical Tree of the Corcos Family.
'From Vogelsteln and Rleger, "Gesch. der Juden
DaUfl, unless otherwise iiidicsted

(i.e., b. for

''

borD,'' d. for " died'O are such as are mentioned in

(1)

Abraham

In Rom," 11. 106.)
documents concerning the respective members of the family.

Corcos
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Cordova

Another work by Corcos,
writlou iu lO'JS or theroubouts, but not priuted, was
his memorial to the pope regarding the high rents
whieh the Jews in the Hoinan ghetto had to pay in
consequence of the papal edicts; tlie result of the
memorial was that Innocent XII. ordered a reduc"
tion amounting to \2 percent. In his " Informationc
(Rome, I6it50 he attempted to show that every Jew
had the right to dispose freely of his fortune by will
this right having been disputed by Christians in order to prevent converts being disinherited.
Great excitement was aiused in Italy by the arrest
in Viterbo (170")) of five Jews on a blood accusation,
such charges having never before been preferred in
Rome or its vicinity. Corcos came forward with
his " Memoriale " (Rome, 1705), addressed to Monsignore Ghezzi, the papal reporter on Jewish affairs,
wherein he demonstrated the groundlessness of the
accusation.
In addition to this, Corcos {ib. 1706)
wrote a "Summarium," in which he produced documents, relating to the blood accusation, from secular
ccclosittstical fiuthoritios.

ecclesiastical authorities; and also a "Memoriale
Addizionale," in which he presented additional material concerning the historical treatment of this
subject.
Of apologetic character is his "Spiegazione" (Rimini, 1713), which was Avritten at the
request of the inquisitor-general, and deals with the
question whether the "mezuzah" serves superstitious purposes.
Corcos, of course, denied this, and
advanced instead a theory of angels, wliich reveals
him as an adherent of the Cabala of Luria. This is
also seen in bis founding various mystical societies
for private worship.
Aside from this, however, Corcos' activity in
Rome, where he filled the office of rabbi from April
In consequence of
9, 1702, was highly beneficial.
liis petition to the "Tribunal of Grace," the sale of
meat in the ghetto was regulated, and the Jews
were permitted to sell to non-Jews the meat which
was forbidden to themselves. In 1727 he submitted
to the Inquisition a memorial concerning Hebrew
books. It should also be mentioned that Corcos
brought about in 1719 the use of Italian in keeping
the communal records, Hebrew having formerly

and

been employed.
Corcos, who in point of secular education had no
equal among the Jews of his time, was also considered a high rabbinical authority, as is shown by his
decisions in the contemporary rabbinical literature,
many of which are still extant. Apart from his

works discussed above, in all of which he pursued some practical object, Corcos wrote a philosophic treatise for Purim, "Discorso " (Rome, 1710),
in which he develops the pragmatic history of
Esther and Mordecai parts of it were recited by
pupils of the academy at the Purim celebration.
He left behind him an only son, Samuel Hajryim
(died April, 1731), an active and noted member of
the congregation, who wrote an introduction to his
father's "Discorso."
Bibliography Berliner, Vogelstein and Rleger, as above
;

:

Stelnschnelder, In Monat«nchrlft, xllU. 517-.529. .'>«;j-5ft4
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7.

Isaac Corcos: According to some authorities,

the earliest known bearer of the name in Italy. Bartolocci records the Hebrew inscription on his tomb.
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which is dated Laterna, 1448. Tiiis reading must,
however, be wrong, as the Corcos family probably
did not go to Italy until after 1493; though the
name Tsuae is frequently found in the family.
8. Joseph Corcos: Spanish Talmudist; flourished at the end of the fifteenth century and in the
first half of the si.xteenth.
Joseph left Spain as a
youth, presumably iu conseqvieuce of the expulsion
of the Jews, and settled in Palestine.
Here he occupied a high rank among the scholars of the day.
David Abi Zimra, Joseph Cam, and Joseph Trani
speak of him as a rabbinical authority of the first
rank.
He wrote a commentary on Maimonides'
" Yad ha-Hazakah," which Joseph Caro had before
liim when he was writing his own commentary on
that work.
small portion of it only has been
printed (Smyrna, 1757; reprinted in the Warsaw cd.
of the "Yad"), under the title "liai Safra'debeRab,"
which work furnishes ample testimony of the author's wide scholarship and critical mind.
Some of
Joseph's responsa were published by Azulai in his
" Hayyim Sha'al II.," Leghorn, 1792-95.
The treat-

A

containing his detailed studies of the "Yad,"
which the Oriental scholars of the seventeenth
century had access, seem to have been lost. Corcos
must have reached an advanced age; for, as his
responsa in Joseph Caro's " Abkat Rokel " show (No.
200, erroneously ascribed to Caro), he was still living when Caro's "Bet Yosef " appeared. He must
have died after 1575, to judge from a remark of
Ibn Yahya in "Shalshelet ha-Kabbalah " (ed. Warsaw, p. 88; compare also Sambari in Neubauer's
"Med. Jew. Chron." i. 140).
Not to be confounded with this Joseph Corcos is
the Italian of the same name, author of the homiises

to

work

letico-exegetic

and compiler of a

Komah"
cipally

(ib.

"

Yosef Hen

little

"

(Leghorn, 1825),

volume

entitled "Shi'ur

1825?), containing readings taken prin-

from the Zohar.
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Azulai, Shem ha-Gedolim, 1. 83; Conforte,
ed. Cassel, p. 37a ; Fuenn, Keneset Yisrael,

Knre ha-Dorot,
p. 803.

Solomon Corcos
9. Joshua ben
Italian
banker of the sixteenth century. In conjunction
with his brother Elijah (No. 4), he carried on an exten.sive banking business in Rome, which they had
establislied in 1537.
A century afterward Manasseh
ben Israel could still point to the great wealth of the
:

which in 1656 represented the sum of 700,000
crowns. Joshua was an active member of the congregation and as such, on March 16, 1558, acted as
the representative of the united synagogues of Castiglioneand Zafartine in the drafting with the united
synagogues of Catalonia and Aragone of a deed of
partnership in the use of certain synagogal utensils.
Significant also is the compact drawn up by Joshua
between the Jewish and the Christian tailors in regard to the manufacture of certain articles of attire.
In more than one respect this document is highly
firm,

;

but especially from the fact that the
idea of a tailors' union was suggested by the Christians, who were aiming at common business methods
with the Jews.
interesting,

Bibliography

10.
1692.

:

Berliner,

Aun Schweren Zeiten,

pp. 159-160.

Haphael Corcos: Italian rabbi died about
He seems to have succeeded his kinsman
;

Corcos
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Hezekiah 3Ianoali (Xo. 5) as rabbi. After the death
of the latter he was the real representative of the
Corcos family. This is why his nephew Hezekiah
Manoah Hayyim held no office in the congregation
during Raphael's lifetime, as the presence of uncle
and nepliew in the same rabbinate would not have
been looked upon with favor. Corcos is to be distinguished from his namesake who was rabbi in

Padua about

The latter is mentioned by
Pahad Yizhak," p. 106) as a noted

1620.

Isaac Cantarini

("

scholar.

Bibliography
Horn,

11.

:

Juden in

Vogelstein and Rieger, Gesch. der

lOi-107.

li.

Samuel Corcos:

Italian rabbi of the first
He was rabbi at
half of the seventeenth century.
Sinigaglia, where he delivered the funeral sermon at
the burial of Mordecai Graziani, father of Abraham

Joseph Graziani (Nov.

7, 1643).

Jona, in Reinie EUides Juives,
niana, in Monatsuchrift, xxxix. 352-353.

Bibliography

12.

:

Iv.

113; Kauf-

Solomon Corcos Spanish Talmudist;
:

Cordova

16. Yom-^ob Corcos: Spanish rabbi; flourished in Monzon at the beginning of the fifteenth
century. He was one of the Jewish delegates at the
disputation of Tortosa in 1413. Ibn Verga, who reports this fact, writes the name in his " Shebet Yehudah" (ed. Wiener, p. 68) as ntJ^pIp, which is
probably only a variant of Dlpllp (Corcos)
Bibliography: Stelnschnelder, Hebr. Bibl. xi. 71; Jew.
Quart. Rev.

xli. 148.

L. G.

G.

CORDOVA: A

city in Andalusia, Spain.

As

early as the eighth century it included Jews among
its inhabitants.
They lived in a separate quarter or
"Juderia," one of the gates of which was called
" Bab al- Yahud, " now the Almodovar gate.
At this

known to

the Moslems as "Babal-Huda,"
on an extensive trade in silks and
They developed considerably in numbers
slaves.
and importance under 'Abd al-Rahman I. whose
gate, later

the

Jews

carried

—

flour-

begiuuiug of the fifteenth century. A
responsum by Zerahiahha-Levi, a disciple of Hasdal
Cres<;as, addressed to Corcos, is included in the rcsponsa collection of Solomon ben Abraham Adret,
v. 1G6 (Ilalberstamm, in " Ilebr. Bibl." xii. 42).
13. Solomon Corcos: Converted Jew, who is
Bartosaid to have embraced Christianity in 1573.
locci states ("Bibliotheca Rabbinica," iii. 821) that,
under Pope Gregory XIII., Corcos, together with
his son I.azaro, became a Christian, and in conseished at

tiie

quence received titles and honors. He also identifies tliem with Ugo and Gregory, who, according to
a papal " motu proprio " of the year 1582, the text of
which he cites, were raised to the nobility. Proof
of the correctness of this assertion, however, is wanting.
It is certain that neither Solomon ben David
(No. 15) nor his grandson Solomon ben Joshua, an
active

member

as 1574,

is

of the congregation in Rome as late
with the convert refeired to by

identical

Bartolocci.

Bibliography:

Berliner,

heiincr JuhelKChrifi,

14.

Solomon

Biblical Hcholar;

Aus Schweren

Zeiteii, In Hildes-

p. lt\2.

b. Abraham Corcos
Spanish
Hourislied iu tlie first third of tlie
:

He was a di.sciple of Judah
fourteenth century.
ben Asher, and wrote in Avila (Aug., 1331) a commentary t<^> Israeli's " Ye.sod 'Oiam," the manuscripts
of wliich

commentary

are

now

in the libraries of

Munich and Turin.
Bibliooraphy:

8tcin<u-lin<'iflf;r, Hr.hr. liUd. xi. 71; itlrm, in
Kntiiliia ilrr ]Ji:lir<linclten llaixibtrhrijlrn in dcr Koniaifof. un<l SlnalH-UUiWithrKin Mnnchen, Nos. 33, 3;

lichr-

43, 10; 2«1,

16.

1

VogclHU-in and UleKer, as above.

;

Solomon ben David Corcos

in the Hixtccntli cciilury.

llr

was

:

Italian rabbi

liy birtli

a Span-

owing to the expul.sion of the Jews from
As early as
Spain, went to Rome with his fatlier.

iard, but,

1536

lie

appfars as rabbi; afterward, in 1540, 1542,
The father of Donna Corros
Solomon hen David; since

{<m~l p'pr\ mC'D.
is not identieal with

a.s

Bab

al- Yahud

or Gate of Almodovar, Formerly the Entrance to
the Juderia at Cordova.
(From A photograph by Dr. W. Popp«r.)

said to have been prophesied by a Jew
under his successors. The Jews were not be-

greatness

—and

is

hind the Moors in their efforts to promote education
and culture; and at the Academy of Cordova,
founded by tlie califs, Jews and Moors together received instruction in pliiio.sopliy, grammar, mathematics, botany, and even in music.
One of the graduates from this academy was a Jew named Eiias,
who is referred to as a poet and as an author of synagogal verses and songs. Mention is also made of a
Jewish musician by the name of Mansur, who is said
to hiivi! been a great favorite Avith

A Hakim

ano Soriano Fucrtes, "Ilistoria de

la

t\ohi,"

i.

82,

1-

(Mari-

Musica Espa-

Madrid, 1H55).

lia-Sho'alim," which
appeared about 1585, speaks of Solomon, Donna's
father, as one still living; while Solomon ben David, in a record of March 10, 1558, is spoken of as

In Cordova, as in Mohammedan countries generally, tlie J(!WH enjr)yed the same privileges and were
suliject to the same duties as the oth(!r inhabitants.
They fought in the Moorish army and held govern-

deceased.
Bibliography

ment jiositions. The cleverest Hebrew diplomat was
Hahdai ibn Suapkut, minister of finance under

Viterbo, in his

:

work "Me'on

Berliner,

f.r. p. 159.
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Abd al-Kal?inan III. It was he who brouglit about
the visit to Cordova of tht- proud quoen Toda of
Isavarra with a largo ri'tinuo, for the
^asdai ibn purpose of making an appeal to 'Abd
Shapnit. alHnhmsin for proteotion and assistThrough llasdai's intercession
anct".
the schohir Moses b. Hauok, wlio had been exiled
Ilanok was afterward
to Cordova, was lihemted.
elected to succeed the chief rabbi, Nathan, who had
Hasilai founded at Cordova
voluntarily resigned.
a school entirely independent of the gaonate, and
thereby established the study of the Talmud in
Spain. Through the efforts of Hasdai, who had attracted to himself many scholars, poets, and grammarians, such as Jlenahem b. Saruk, Dunash b.
Labrat, and others, Cordova became the seat of
Jewish learning.
After Hasdai's death (about 970) a dispute arose
community concerning the rabbinical office at
Cordova, which, after the death of Moin the

son.

members

of the

community,

espe-

filled

Jilany

cially the

Barcelona, wlio at once responded with an army.

On

Sulaiman swore to avenge himupon the Jews; and on April 19,
Persecu1013, he broke into Cordova, destroyed
tions
their dwellings, burned their storeUnder
houses, and drove the Jews from the
the Moors, city only those living in one of the
eastern suburbs being spared.
This
was the first persecution suffered by the Jews of Spain
(V. Balaguer, "Historia de Cataluna," I., book iii.,
ch. v.). The most noted families of Cordova were reduced to beggary and driven into exile. Joseph
ibn Shaprut, the son of Ha.sdai, and the grammarian
Jonah ibn Jannah settled at Saragossa Samuel ibn
Nagdelah, at Malaga. In Cordova, where, in 1117,
a false Messiah had appeared, there remained but a
comparatively small Jewish community; and this
was soon subjected to new persecutions at the hands
of the fanatical Almohades, whose leader, 'Abd alMumin, in 1148, comhearing

this,

self

;

;

pelled the Jews to
choose between Islam

was

Hanok,
by his

ses b.
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and death.
Many
underwent the formality of conversion
to Islam while many

rich silk-

;

Ibn
manufacturer
Gau, favored Joseph

others

ibn

Abitlr for the
The latter
position.

agogue at Cordova,
erected by Isaac ibn

belonged to a prominent family of Cordova, and was great-

Shaprut, father of
Hasdai, the rabbi of
which was the scholarly Joseph ibn Zaddilj, became a prey

The magnificent syn-

ly superior to Hanok
in learning; further-

more, he was a poet
of

distinction

to

brought before the

the

old

seat of the califs
the birthplace of

and
Mo-

ses

Calle de Maimonides, Cordova.
(From a photograph by Dr. W. Popper.)

Maimonides, was

retaken in

Ferdinand

calif,

Al-Hakim,

who, yielding to the will of the majority, decided
Hanok. When Jacob ibn Gau, however, received from Mohammed Abi-Amr the appointment of "nasi" and supreme judge of all the
Jewish communities of Andalusia, and was elected
by the Jews of Cordova as their chief, he removed
Hanok from office, and, with the concurrence of the
members of the community, recalled the banished
Ibn Abitur as rabbi. But Ibn Abitur failed to respond to the call and after the death of Jacob ibn
Gau, who had meanwhile been removed from office
and thrown into prison, Hanok was reinstated as
rabbi, and retained his position until his death,
which occurred on the last day of the Feast of Taberin favor of

;

nacles (Sept. 29, 1014).
Hanok lived long enough to witness the evil that
came upon Cordova. After the death of Al-Mansur
a furious civil war broke out. The Berber chieftain
Sulaiman, who was ambitious to be ruler, had united
with Count D. Sancho of Castile; whereupon Mohammed, his rival, sent a deputation of rich Jews
to invoke the aid of Count D. Ramon Borrell of

pillage

fanatics.

Cordova,

of the community
sided with Hanok.
The dispute lasted
for a long time, and
finally

insatiate

by the

and

a master of Arabic.
But the greater part

was

emigrated.

1236 by

"the
Saint" of Castile; and the Jews of the city again
came under the jurisdiction of the canonical laws.
The king assigned to them as their habitation
the old Juderia, situated near the cathedral, and
the
next to the fish -market ("la Pescaderia ")
principal street of the quarter being known as
the " Calle de los Judios " now the Calle de Maimonides. This Juderia was surrounded by walls,
and dominated by a fort. Tlicy were obliged to
wear distinctive badges and, in accordance with
a decree of Pope Innocent IV., to contribute a tithe
to the clergy.
As soon as the Jews, in consequence of the privileges wliich had been granted to
them by Ferdinand III. (Fuero de
Under
Cordova), again felt certain of protecCastilian tion, they began to build a synagogue,
the height and magnificence of which
Rule.
aroused the wrath of the bishop and
the chapter, who submitted a protest to the king.
As this protest remained unlieeded, however, the
clergy turned to the pope, requesting Iiim to forbid
the completion of so imposing a structure. On
April 15, 1250, Innocent IV. issued the desired proIII.,

;

—
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hibition; but the structure was nevertheless comThe papal decree had this
pleted in the same year.
efifect, however, that thereafter the Jews of Castile

(Amador de

the building was discovered by two
academicians, D. Fidel Fita of Madrid and D.
Romero y Barros of Cordova; and, like the two
synagogues of
Toledo, it is now
set apart as a
national monument (" Boletin

"His365 et

202e«sfg. ;"Rev.

and Leon could
not erect a svnagogue without
permis-

special

sion

Ids Rios.
toria,"
seq.

i.

556

,

Cordova

et

" Boletin

Hist."

seq.

origin of

Acad. Hist."

Etudes Juives,"

;

Acad.

X.

246

et seq.).

The history of
the Jews in Cor-

202,

V.

v.

234, 361 et seq.
" Rev.
Etudes

dova

Juives,"

slightly from

;

et

157
Fifty-

ix.

seq.).

five

3'

ears

differs

but

that of those of
other communi-

later

a new and mag-

ties

synagogue was built
by the architect
Isaac Mehab b.

Upon

Ephraim, in the
middle of the
Calle de los Ju-

stance,

nificent

of

in

Castile.

the death

Ferdinand

IV., his

widow,

Queen Con(Oct.

decided
4,

1812)

a

the

yearly
requiem should
be sung in memory of her husband
the expenses to be defrayed out of the

style,

annual revenue

ogives
5 meters long
and 6 meters
wide.
The

of the slaughter-house at Cordova, aggregating about 4,000
maravedis. For

dios,

that

between

Place de las
Biilas and the
tiie

Almodovar
gate.

It

signed

in

Moorish

and

;

was de-

liad

northern and

about ninety

southern facades
were decorated
with colored faience, and bore

Hebrew

Uecoratlon.s on

inscrip-

Wull.s of the Ani'ifiit SyuiiKoKue at Cordova.
(From a photograph by E. N. Adl«r.)

tht;

tions, consisting

of
versos from the Psahn.s.

years the Jews
of Cordova enjoyed
iminterrupted tranquillity, until they,
too,

prin(ii)ally

The ornamentation

of the
western wall contained the only Arabic dedication
to be found in any synagogue of Spain
while the
eastern wall bore, in the form of u square, the following Hebrew inscription:
;

'hh'2V

n-nyn nui oyo tnpo

;

;

;

D'^::"!-!"'

("

n"i:3^ t;"m

^x

I

nip]

sanctuary and a Iioukc of testimony was
built in tlif! year 75, by I.s;uie Mcliah, son of the
honorable E|)liraim, as a temporary structure:
Haste, O God, to rebuild Jerusalem! ")

This

little

In nyB* ("temporary," lit. "of an hour") the
year 75 (n'y n:::') is again indirntcd. Since 1722,
and possibly from an earlier period, this building
was in the posses.sion of the Sliocmakers' fiild.
The original purposog to wliich it had been dedicated were unknown.
In 1884, however, the

became

vic-

tims of the general persecution of 1391. The clergy,
especially the archdeacon Ferrand Martinez, had so
persistently instigated the peopleof Seville and Cordova against the .lews, that in Jan., 1391, an outbreak
was considered imminent and in June of the same
year mas.sacrcs of the .Tews spread from Seville to
(lonlova.
The dwellings, storciiouscs, and factories
of the Jews became a prey to the flames virgins were
tlislionori'd
and men, wonien^ and children, without
distinction of ug(! or condition, were shockingly
murderetl.
More than two thousand corpses lay in
Many
the streets, the liouscs, and the synagogues.
persons, t)iro\igli feiir of death, decided to end»raco
Christianity; anil the community, once so nourishOf tlie beautiful synagogues,
ing, lay desolate.
In
that built in 1315 alone remained.
Massacres. 1106 these persecutions were renewed.
The sliops and dwellings of the Jews
were phmdered or burned, and hundreds of persons
were ruthlessly inas.sacred. In consequence of these
repeated cruelties the feeble king, Henry, imposed

Cordova
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fine of 40,(XX) doubloons upon the city of Cordova.
Only 10.000 were paid, as the kiiiij died before the
neijotiations for a diminution of the sum had been
completed (De los liios, l.r. ii. 105. 361, 415 el »eq.
Epistle of Hasdai Creseas, in the Appendix to "SheAfter the masbet Yehudah." ed. Wiener, p. 129).
sacre many Jews left Cordova and settled at GraIn
naiiii. whieh was still under Moorish dominion.
1470 the "corrcgidor" (governor) of Cordova ordered the few Jews still remaining in the city to
be removed from the Juderia, where their ancestors
bad dwelt for centuries, and to be transferred to the
old Alcazar.
At the petition, however, of Moses
Barehillo, president of the Jewish congregation, this
order was abrogated by a decree of Isabella the Catholic (March 16, 1470).
Still more violent was the hatred against the apostate Maranos
a hatred which soon resulted in the
formation of two parties; viz., the Old Christians,
headed by the Bishop of Cordova and the Count of
Cabra, and the Maranos, or New Christians, whose
protector was the powerful Alfonso de Aguilar.
One of the associations organized by the clergy was
the Caridad, a society which excluded all Maranos
without exception from membership. The solemn

a

;

—

inauguration of this society was celebrated by a
procession on March 14, 1473.
All the streets
through which it passed were strewn with flowers;
and all the houses excepting those of the JMaranos,
which remained closed were decorated with flags
and costly carpets. As the procession reached the
Calle de la Herreria ("street of the smiths"), in the
vicinity of the cathedral and the Juderia, the signal

—

—

was given. A smith, Alonzo Rodriguez
by name, seized the torch illuminating an image of
Mary, and set fire to the house of one of the richest
Maranos of the citj- an act Avhich he averred to
have committed out of vengeance, beProcession cause water had been poured from one
of the
of the windows of the house in quesCaridad.
tion upon the canopy under which the
image was placed. In explanation of
this charge it is said that a Marano girl, eight or
ten years of age, had indeed inadvertently poured
some water from the window. With the cry of
"Viva la fe de Dios," the fanatical mob broke into
the houses of the Maranos, pillaged and burned
them, and mercilessly slaughtered the inmates. In
for assault

—

order to terminate this cruelty, the governor, Alfonso de Aguilar, accompanied by his brother,
Gon9alo Fernandez de Cordova, and several knights,
ordered the smith, who acted as leader, to withdraw
with his band. The smith answered with a volley
of abuse, while the enraged mob attacked the governor, who thereupon ran the smith through with
a lance. The governor's action infuriated the mob
to such a degree that it poured into the streets inhabited by the Marano.s— the S. Maria de Gracia,
LaRoperia ("street of the pedlers"). La Curtiduria
("street of the tanners"). La Alcaiceria ("the silkmarket"). La Plateria(" street of the goldsmiths"),
and many others, all of which soon ran with tlie
blood of the slaughtered. De Aguilar was obliged
to withdraw to the Alcazar, which also served as a
place of refuge for many Jews and Maranos.
After
the storm had subsided the governor was obliged to
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leave Cordova and he proceeded to Aguilar, whither
he was followeil by many .lews and Maranos. In
1473 an order was issued prohibiting Maranos from
holding public otiice in Cordova; and this was .soon
followeil by another royal decree prohibiting Jews
from residing in that city and in Seville under penalty of death.
Nineteen years before the general
expulsion, therefore, the Jews were obliged to dispose of their houses in Cordova at any price and
leave the city.
Cordova and Seville were the first to furnish victims to the Inquisition, which afterward destroyed
so many thousands of Maranos in those cities (see
Inquisition).
The chief autos da fe held in Cordova (and the victims at each) were: June 29, 1665
(Jorge Mendez de Castro and Domingo Rodriguez
de Caceres); July 6, 1666 (Diego de Herrera, Juan
Nicolas Lopez de la Peiia, Catalina de Reyna y Medina, and Antonio Gabriel de Torres); June 13, 1723
(Miguel de Soto y Herrera, Juan Fernandez Dias and
Simon de Molina) and April 23, 1724 (Bernardo Philip
de Soria de Caceres and Diego de Acosta).
Bibliography Bnletin Acad. Hist. vl. 361 et seq., xxxvill.
303 et scq. Rev. Etudes Juiva^, x. S-JT, xliii. 123 et seq.; Ama;

;

:

:

dor de los Rios, HUit.,
Sources, Nos. 1270, 1695.

153 et seq., 2«3 et seq.; Jacobs,

111.

M. K.

G.

CORDOVA, ISAAC HEZEKIAH B. JACOB Publisher in the latter part of the seventeenth
:

and the first part of the eighteenth century son of
Jacob b. Moses Raphael de Cordova. After a sojourn in Brazil, he settled in Amsterdam, where,
like his brother Abraham, he became a printer.
In
1688 he published the Spanish sermons of Joshua
de Silva, and in 1706-09 various other works in
Spanish and Hebrew. He changed his residence to
;

Hamburg

in 1709.

Bibliography Stelnschnelder, Cat. Bodl. No.
Bebr. Bihl. vl. 4'J.
:

7963

;

Kohut, in

M. K.

G.

CORDOVA, JOSHUA
Rabbi and preacher

in

HEZEKIAH DE

Amsterdam about

:

the middle

author of " Serraam Moral
que Neste K. K. de Talmud Torah Pregou em Sabb.
Bamidbar, 5 Siwan, 5504," Amsterdam, 1744.
of the eighteenth century

Bibliography: Kayserllng,

;

Bibl. Esp.-Port.-Jtid. p. 39.

M. K.

G.

CORDOVERO, ARYEH LOB
Tarcziner)

(also

called

Rabbi of Zamosz, Poland, at the end
of the seventeenth century.
He wrote a book called
"Pene Aiyeh Zuta" (The Face of the Lion, the
Smaller), Wilhelmsdorf, 1720 (according to some
:

printed also in Sulzbach, s.a.); the work is, according to Wolf, an abridgment of his larger work,
called " Pene Aryeh Rabbah " (The Face of the Lion,
the Larger), an unpublished commentary on the
Pentateuch.
Bidliography: Wolf, Bihl. Hebr. Hi. 134; Stelnschnelder,
Cat. Bodl. col. 746; Zedner, Cat. Hebr. Books Brit. Mus.
p. 192

;

Benjacob, O^far ha-Sefarim,

p. 486.

M. Sel.

L. G.

CORDOVERO, GEDALYAH BEN MOSES

:

Talinudic scholar; lived at Safed in the sixteenth
century.
He was a son of the famous cabalist Moses
Cordovero, a nephew (on his mother's side) of
the cabalist Solomon Alkabiz, and a pupil of Solo-

mon
"

Sagis.

'Abodat

He

Yom

edited three works of his father:
ha-Kippurim"; "Or Ne'erab," to

which he wrote a preface (Venice, 1585) " Pardes
also with a preface by him (Venice,
He further edited " Heshek Shelomoh," the
1586).
work of an anonymous writer (Venice, 1588), and
compiled a glossary of all the non-Hebrew words
;

Rimmonim,"

occurring in the Bible, giving their equivalents in
Spanish (Venice, 1616). In addition, a responsum
by him is mentioned by Yom-Tob Zahalon, in his
See Lonsano, Menacollection of responsa (§116).
HEM DE.
Bibliography David Conforte, Kore ha-Dorot, 36b. Berlin,
1846; Azulai, Shem ha-GedvUm, i. 40, No. 7: Wolf, Biltl.
Hehr.
281. No. 452; Michael, Or ha-Hauvim, V- 304, No.
:

i.

668; Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 1002, No. 5118; Furst,
Bibl. Jud. i. 187.
G.
M. Sel.
I,.

CORDOVERO, MOSES.

See Moses Cokdo-

VERO.

Corfu

synagogue on the day of Pentecost. The first complete Biblical text in modern Greek is a translation
of Jonah (twelfth century) made for the Jews of
Corfu. The Greek synagogue is the oldest on the
inland.
Until recently it differed somewhat from
the others in its liturgy, and the ministers oflBciating
in Greek still preserve that nasal chant peculiar to
The Greek Jews, who
the Greco-Oriental preachers.
were absorbed by the more numerous Apulians,
forgot their language, but have retained characterTheir family names are,
istic words and phrases.
or have been, Gesua, Eliezer, Belleli, Moustaki,
Naxon, De Semo, Mazza, Pangali, and Abdala.

At present they

possess not only their own synaown burial-ground, called

gogue, but also their
"the Greek cemetery."

Composed of Spanish
2. Spanish Division
Jews who had lived for a time in the Two Sicilies,
:

CORDOVERO, MOSES BEN JACOB.
MosKs

Cordova
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B.

See

Jacob Cordovero.

COREO DE VIENA

("Vienna

Courier"):

Judneo-Spauish journal printed in rabbinic characIt was for
ters, published at Vienna since 1870.
some years under the editorship of Adolfo de Zemlinski.

M. Fr.
Most northerly of the Ionian Islands.
The native Jews of Corfu fall into three distinct
divisions of different origin (Greek, Spanish, and
Apulian) and belonging to different epochs. There
was formerly also a fourth division, that of the
G.

CORFTT

:

Levantines, the greater part of

whom

apparently

became merged into the Italians.
Composed of Jews who
1. Greek Division:
came from Thebes toward the end of the twelfth
and in the thirteenth century. BenjaOrigin.

inin of Tudela, visiting the island in

1147, found only one coreligionist, the
A large number of Jews came to esdyer Josepli.
tablish themselves on the island after it had passed
from Byzantine dominion to that of the Angevin
kings of Naples. Many documents show that there
were Jews in Corfu in the thirteenth century, having been carried thither as prisoners by King Roger
of Sicily, who conquerefl Thebes (in Bocotia) and
Corfu about 1150, or having voluntarily migrated
from Thebes, and perhaps also from Sicily. King
Roger had previously sent Theban Jews to the island
for the purpose of introducing sericulture, Sicily
being at that time under Angevin kings, who favored
A proof of the Thebun f)rigin of the Jews
the Jews.
of Corfu is found in the wf)rd aiihi (" pomegrnnate "),
from the ancient dialect of Tliei)es, a word used only
by them, though their dialect is the Apulian.
The Greek Jews (who called thems<'lves "Toshebim " or "Terrieri ")flifTer from the oiIut Jews on tin;
island by various customs e.g., they ct^lehrate the
additional day of Purim (Shushan Purim; see Eslli.
i.\.
18), while the Jews belon>jing to the Apulian
synagogue celebrate only the lirstday. The former
observe on the first day only the religious ceremony
at the Temple and the small banquet, reserving the
masfiuerading, the ball, and tin: grand bancjuet for
Shushan Purim. They have also preserved Greek
elegies for the Ninth of Ab (see s{)ecimens in "Israelite Chronographos," No. 2, Corfu, July, 1899),
and until recently a Greek chant was recited in their

and who emigrated to Corfu at the end of the fifteenth and during the sixteenth century among
It seems
their number was Don Isaac Abrabanel.
that these few families for a long time preserved the
Castilian language, for in a polyglot chant which
can not date further back than the beginning of the
nineteenth century, there are found Spanish verses,
together with Hebrew, Greek, Italian, and Apulian;
and it is evident that the author of the production,
Dr. Lazarus de Mordo, wished to incorporate into it
all the languages or dialects then spoken by the
Jews at Corfu. These Spaniards united witli the
Apulians, who came at the same time or a little
later, to form the Apulian or Italian congregation.
Their family names, of Spanish origin, are as follows: Aboaf, Gaon, Cherido, Sarda, Razon, Castro,
and Sforno; in addition to which there were formerly Abrabanel, De Miranda, Senior, and Coronel.
They are few in number.
Composed
3. Apulian or Italian Division
of Jews who had been driven (1540) from Apulia by
Don Pedro of Toledo, viceroy of Naples. They
were so numerous that in time they imposed upon
their coreligionists not only their Apulian dialect,
but also their costume. The fact that they possess
their own synagogue and cemetery is attributed to
the unfriendly reception which they met with at the
hands of their Greek coreligionists. Eventually,
however, their suffering must have softened the
;

:

original

ill

will.

As a matter

who now constitute

of fact, the Greeks,
the majority of the Jewish pop-

ulation, speak the despi.sed

Apulian

dialect,

while

the Apulians have generally adopted the more refined Venetian.
Many of the Apulian families have Biblical names:
Israel, Nissim. Mattatia, Mi.san (]]}li^), Azar, Baruch,
Acco (?). Ilanen, Hayvim, P^lia, Levi, and Mordo

(Mordecai); also Dente, O.sno, Vivante.and Minerbo.

The Nahamali and Maurogonato

families,

who

be-

long to Mie Ttnlian synagogue, though they apparently should belong to the Greek, probably either
came after Corfu had become Italianized, or else
left their original synagogue; the latter is known
to have been tiie case with the Mazza family.
Elegies in the Apulian language for the Ninth of
Ab have been preserved, and it is still a custom,
even among the well-to-do classes, who have given
up the Spanish dialect, to explain the symbolic
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ritos in Apuliaii

("kadcsh." "ii-roho?," "karpiis,"

on Passover ove. The population, which
(1901) exceeds S.lKX) souls, numbered 1,171 in
etc.)

The

Jews

to-iiay
1760.'

two centuries of their establishment on tlie island was enviable, especially toward the end of the Angevin
position of the

durinii

tiie first

regime, the princes of that house issuing decrees
which took the Jews under their pro-

Fourteenth

and
Fifteenth
Centuries.

tection

(1317.

1370V

In 1332 Philip

1324,

1364,
II.

1365,

and

of Taranto

called the attention of the Corfu authorities to the fact that his previous

decrees {e.g., Marcli 12, 1324) in favor
of the Jews had not been carried out. These privileges were renewed by his grandson, Philip III., in
1870, and probably also by Robert of Anjouin 1338.
Robert's widow, Marie de Bourbon, Empress of Constantinople, especially charged the captain of Corfu
to see that the Jews of the island were well treated.
The same privileges were confirmed Dec. 18, 1382,
by Charles III. (Duras), King of Naples.
Jews were often attaches of embassies sent by the
community of Corfu to tlie King of Naples. In 1386
the Island voluntarily sought the protectorate of
Venice, remaining under Venetian rule until 1797.
Among the six ambassadors sent to that city to conclude the negotiations was a Jew, David de Semo;
while another Jew, Johama Mayeha, was a member
of a foreign embassy in 1515. The seigniory of
Venice, which became possessed of Corfu Jan. 1,
By a de1385, took the Jews under its protection.
cree issued Jan. 22, 1387, it assimilated the Corfiote
Jews with the other citizens in the matter of taxation, and granted them the free exercise of their religion, though still holding them to the distinctive
signs in their dress.
B<it the Christian Corfiotes,
jealous of the commercial success of the Jews, repeatedly sent delegates to the Senate of Venice to
petition for humiliating measures against them; and
in time the Senate weakly yielded.
It did indeed
deny the request for permission to stone the Jews
("de Judeis lapidandis"), made by the embassy
of Corfiote patricians that came to Venice in 1406;
but in order to satisfy the embassy, it decreed that
the Jews should wear thenceforth on the front of
their dress a yellow wheel or disk as large as a cake
of bread, and the women yellow veils on their heads,
under penalty of 300 ducats for non-compliance. It
also forbade them to acquire houses or lands outside the city or outside the Jewry.
At the instance of a Jewish deputy, the physician Master A ngelus, the Senate abrogated this decree in 1408. and in 1423 confirmed to the Jews the
proprietary rights in their houses, and, upon the
whole, recognized, as had its predecessors, the great
services rendered by the Jews to the city.
They
carried on an extensive commerce and contributed
more than their share to works of public utility
(construction of walls, fountains, etc.),
Jews
to the running expenses of the city.
Protected, and to public loans.
Many documents remain, dating from the time of
the Byzantine emperors, the kings of Naples, and
the republic of Venice, testifying to these acts of
patriotism on the part of the Jews.
For this
reason there was never a ghetto at Corfu, in the ex-
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act sense of the word; and wlien in 1571 the republic
of Venice expelled the Jews from its dominions, it

excepted those of Corfu. By a strange combination
of circumstances the republic- of Venice, which, on
its accession to i)ower, had appaiently awakened

among

the inliabitants the spirit of liatred and contempt against the Jews, protected these very Jews

recognized their utility to the state.
are extant which show that the Jews
knew how to defend their ancient rights. One of
these, dating from 1425, is especially noteworthy.
According to this document an attempt was made
as .soon as

it

Documents

to force the

Jews

to tear

down

their hou.ses,

on the

upon the sites new walls for the
whereupon tlie Jews reminded the magistrate

pretext of erecting
city;

that at the cession of

the island a clause placed

them on an equal footing with their fellow citizens,
and (adds the document) "dicuntet affirmant se esse
cives et habitatores Korphoy." Eventually, howwere compelled to yield to the demand,
and consequently dispersed over the entire city,
ever, they

to the great scandal of the Christians.
They lived
thus more than a hundred years without being
molested.
About 1524 the Corfiote Christians began to protest against this close neighborhood, and sent an
embassy to Venice to petition that the Jews be confined to a special quarter.
The republic thereupon
issued a ducal order to that effect, which, however,
for unknown reasons (possibly at the instance of the
Jews themselves) remained a dead letter. On Oct.
28, 1578, the brothers Menahem and Aaron Mozza
received from the doge, Nicholas de Ponte, a confirmation of the ancient privileges of the Corfu Jews.
They were expressly exempted from the levy of
50,000 scudi placed upon the Jew-s by the Venetian
Petition followed petition
Senate July 12, 1573.
(1532, 1546, 1562, 1592), but only after the lapse of a
hundred years (1622) were the Jews restricted to a special quarter (near the old fortifications at the Porta
Reale and the Via Schulemburg), which still exists.
This was not more of a ghetto than the old quarter
had been for a number of Christians lived there,
and, unlike the ghetto at Zante and elsewhere, it
had no gates to be closed at night.
The larger number of Jews followed some handicraft, and the rich ones were engaged in commerce,
They were devoted to
acquiring great wealth.
their country, fighting for it and giving freely of
their money, as may be seen from the written testimonials they obtained from the Venetian governors
;

when

the latter laid

down

their office

Ocand left the island. In 1431 they lent
cupations. the Venetian Senate 3,000 ducats. In
the seventeenth century they aided the
Venetian armies with money during the disastrous
But in
wars with Crete and the Peloponnesus.
1656 the captain of the island levied a tax of 10,000
reals upon them, though they had declared themselves ready to pay 500 ducats a year for military
purposes. The Jews protested, and on Oct. 25 the
Senate ordered the money to be returned. In 1716
they bravely assisted in defending the island of
Corfu against the Turks. Two documents testifying to their exceptional heroism are extant. One
of these, written by the Venetian generalissimo
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Count de Schulemburg, tells of the remarkable conduct of the Jewish community the
other, prepared by the governor-general of Venice,
Count Loredan, is in favor of Mardochee Mordo
(Barbanera), who particularly distinguished himFurthermore, the aide-de-camp of Schulemself.

created a scandal in order to hinder the

himself.

ritual purposes, thereby arousing the opposition of

burg, the Corfiote strategos, writes that, of all
the inhabitants, the Jews rendered the most signal
This deliverance is solemnly commemservices.
orated every year on Aug. 6.
In the seventeenth century there were 500 Jewish
families at Corfu, and in the eighteenth 1,171 Jews,
according to the statistics of the governor Grimani.
About this time the Cortiote Christians were greatly
excited over the conversion to Christianity of the
Jewess Rachel, daughter of the rich merchant ViNotwithstanding all their difficulties, the
vante.
Jews still enjoyed some rights. Aside from the
profession of medicine, which they practised everywliere, they were allowed at Corfu (certainly at a
very early time) to practise law. It is true that a
decree of May 14, 1637, inhibited the Jews of Venice

but although the attempt had
been made to extend this inhibition to
Corfu in 1679, it was withdrawn May
Seventeenth and 7, 1680. In 1654 Mordecai Cohen was
granted a special authorization to deEighteenth
fend his coreligionists at the bar. .4^Centuries. cording to an ordinance of 1698, twenty
candidates were admitted to the bar
in that year, among them being seven Jews; namely,
Mordecai Cohen, Elia Cohen di Mordecai, Joshua
Forte, Matthew Forte, Solomon NacamuUi, Abraham Pipi, and Abraham Israele. When in 1728 a
ta.K was levied upon the Jews of Dalmatia and of
Venice, those of Corfu were again exempted, because
;

They were likewise
privileges.
exempted from the restraints put upon the Venice
Jews in 1771. In 1774 orders were sent to Gen.
Antonio Renier to remove the Jewish lawyers from
Renier's report on the subject was, howtlie court.
ever, so favorable to the Jews of Corfu tliat on Aug.
26 lie received orders that they were in no way to
of their ancient

be further molested.

While Corfu was under French dominion (17971799 and 1805-15) the J<-ws enjoyed

all

the rights of

ranked with the Catholic
bishop and tlx; Orthodox archbishop. But when,
t*)getiier with tiie otlier If)niun islands, it formed a

citizenship,

and

tlufir ral)bi

republic undf-r the protectorate of England (18151863), the Jews were not only forbidden to practise
Wlnii Corfu
inthecourts, but lost all tlii-ir rights.
was annexed to Greece the Jews of the former, as
well, as of Chaleis (P^ubeea) became entitled to full
civil and jiolitinil ri^rlits, for the Grecian constitution

That tlicy
the enjoyment of these rights was due

makes no

ent<;red into

religifjus distinctions.

in Inru'' mi'asure to the iiiitifitivc of

who

Ad. Crrinietix,
Senate

in 1864 called the attr'ution of tin; Ionian

to their situation. Since then Jews have figured
among the municipal rf)un(ilors of the island r v
Dr. Victor Semo, Joseph Nacaniulli, Raphael (J<'suA,
;

,

Elia de Mordo, merchant, was thf; first as-sessor
and there have been three notaries and several other
etc.

Jewish government

Corfiote

Jews from participating in the elections. A little
Jewish girl, Rubiua Sarda, was killed, probably by
some of these anti-Semites, and the report was
spread that a Christian child had been slain for

;

from practising law

Corfa

officials.

In 1891 some evil-minded Christians of the island

the populace against the Jews.
Most of the latter
were obliged to leave the place in order to escape a
massacre. Although the impartial Greek press disclosed the plot, the instigators, protected, it is said,
by high personages, were not punished.
Until the annexation the community of Corfu
was governed by two councils of administration
(one for each congregation), whose de-

Organ-

cisions regarding

communal matters

were sanctioned by the government.
Each congregation had two syndics
(" memunim ") and
two parnassim. During the
Venetian regime the syndics were elected every
j^ear by the council in the palace of the governor.
They were responsible for order in their district, and
occupied the office of conciliators and ediles. They
attended the public ceremonies of the governor in
their costume of cloth, the costume of the Christian
ization.

syndics being of silk. Under the British protectorate the interference of the government in communal matters was limited to the presence of a sergeant-at-arms of the municipality at the conferences
The two councils assembled together
of the council.
when questions of general interest were to be disSince the annexation the government has
cussed.

had nothing whatever to do with communal

affairs,

The
two synagogues have been under one administmthe rabbis tilling the position of civic

officials.

and one council since 1891.
Religious studies formerly flourished in Greece,
new impetus must have
and especially in Corfu.
been given to these studies after the
advent of the Apulian Jews, in whose
Rabbis.
communities they were assiduously
The paraphrase of the Bible verse
cultivated.
"From Bari goeth forth the Law, and God's word
from Otranto," is well known. David b. Hayyim
ha-Kohen, the chief rabbi of Padua in the fifteenth
Moses ha-Kohen. rabbi
century, was of Corfu.
of C^orfu, wrote (1580-1600) a poetical version of
the story of Esther, entitled " Yashir Mosheh " (ed.
Mazza
prineeps, of David Mazza, Mantua, 1612).
calls himself the most humble of the disciples of the
chief rabbi Kohcn, and in his preface announces the
early publication of a work by himself, a commenThe following rabbis have lived
tary on Canticles.
at Corfu within the last two centuries; Jo.sepii haKohen, Menahem b. Samuel Vivante (about 1710),
tion

A

de Mordo. Mordecai Hayyim Elie Mordo,
Shab. Jos. ha-Kohen (about 1744), P^lia
Slenalmm ha-Kolien (died 1803), Jeshurun HaY-lVnso,
Raphael Klie/er Shabix-thai Semo, and Abraham
Muyyini Caliinan Ferro((lied 1820), all of whom were
Corflotcs except, perhaps, R. Penso (probably identical with H physician of the same name known to
Klie/.er

lluyyini

have lived

in

Corfu.

The

last of the native rabbis

was

R. Ferro.
Strangers were lienceforth summoned to the office,
the first of these being the chief rabbi liabi Shem-

to officiate

Tob

Amarilio, a native of Salonica.

who

occupied

Corfu
Corinth
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Tliis rabbi, wlio subtlip clmir of Corfu until IMO.
sequfutly wcut to Larissji, Tlu'ssiily, was a groat
Talinuiiist, and left a large number of manuscripts,
chiefly sennons. wliich are still preserved at Larissa.

He was sueceeiled at Corfu by the chief rabbi (NTDn
X'j«Tp= "the pious sage") Judah Bibas of Gibraltar (or of ^forocco), who had a large following there.
Bibas left Corfu in 18.")V;, going to Hebron, where he
died shortly after liis arrival. During the following
si.\ years the pulpit of Corfu was occupied by Moses
Isniel Hazau of Jerusalem, distinguished as an orator and writer, after whose departure it remained
vacant for about live years, when it was again occupied (1865) for six years by the pious and learned R.
Isaac Rjiphael Tedeschi, an octogenarian, who be-

came later the grand rabbi in his native place, Ancona.
An important event during his rabbinate
was the official visit of King George of Greece to
the Apulian temple, June 5, 1869.
Four years after the departure of .R. Tedeschi the
pulpit of Corfu was occupied by the grand rabbi
Joseph Emmanuel Levi (1875) of Italy, previously
rabbi of Mondovi and Cuneo, Piedmont, who held
the position until his death in 1887. He founded
the girls' school and the institute of
Joseph
arts and crafts, organized lotteries for
Eramanuel charitable purposes, and by his virtues
won the support of the government
Levi.
and the people. Before his arrival he
had written a good French grammar for Italians,
and from 1878 to 1885 he published the review
"Mose Antologia Israelitica. " At his death the
government took charge of his funeral, burying him
with the military honors due to a general. He died
a poor man. In 1888 the community of Corfu called
as rabbi the Rev. Alexander da Fano, then occupying the pulpit at Reggio (Italy), who after four
years went to the grand rabbinate of Milan. R.
Fano was distinguished by his pious eloquence and
his kind heart.
He tried in vain to found a kindergarten in Corfu. From 1900 till May, 1902, the
pulpit of Corfu was occupied by Nathan Levy, a
graduate of the seminary of Paris.
Among the Jewish phj'sicians of note may be mentioned the Cesanas (father and son); Aboaf, the elder;
Emmanuel Sipilli, surgeon in the Venetian army;
Jacob and Marc Cohen, also army surgeons; Moses
Sipilli; Lazarus and Sliabbethai de Mordo; and
especially Lazarus de Mordo, the younger (17441823), a member of the Ionian academy and Caesar
UsiGLio. Of Cypriote origin are the ophthalmologist Maimonides Levi Victor de Semo, the director
of the city hospital at Pisa, and Victor Belleliat
;

;

Port Said.
The " Cronica Israelitica" (1861-63), a political and
literary journal, aimed to bring about the political
emancipation of the Ionian Jews. It was edited by
Joseph Nahamali (died 1886), who was
Periodicals also the author of a grammar of the
and
Greek language, a translation of the
Bellesdaily prayers, and a Greek translation
Lettres.
of the Pirke Abot.
From 1864 to 1879
he also edited at intervals the Italian
weekly review called "Famiglia Israelitica," a periodical devoted to light literature.
Nahamali was
president of the community, and an indefatigable
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promoter of education among the people. In 1878
the grand nibbl Levi, began, the i)ublication of
" Mose. Antologia Israeliticji " (which was suspended
in 1885); and in 1899 the Greek monthly "Israelite Chronographos " was established by M.
CaYmi. The purpose of this periodical was to acquaint the Christian population with Judaism and
the legitimate aspirations of the Jews and to create
a rallying-point for the Greek Jews. Prof. Maimon
Ventura of Egypt has published some poems in
classical Hebrew; and the former grand rabbi of
Corfu, Alexander da Fano, is theavithor of a volume
of prayers, entitled Preghiere " (1889). Dr. Lazarus
Belleli has written (1890) a valuable study on the
Greek Bible of Constantinople. Sp. C. Papageorgi
and M. CaYmi published the dirges sung in private
houses and synagogues in Corfu and the former
*'

;

presented

the Orientalists* congress at Berlin
a Greek hymn at one time used on the Pentecost
festival, and originally sung in alternate Hebrew
and Greek verses (see "Jew. Chron." July 26,
Prof. Dario Levi occupied in 1899 a
1901, p. 25).
chair at the Academy of Lacedogna, Italy.
Alexander Levi (born 1871), an eminent sculptor, is established at Naples.
About 1840 a struggle broke out between the
Orthodox members of the communitj' and the Reformers, the former calling themselves " Marrochini,
from"Morocco," the alleged birthplace of R. Bibas,
and the latter "Sabbatini," perhaps
Educaafter a certain "Shabbethai," one of
tional and the leaders of the party. The struggle
Philwas bitter, dividing the community
anthropic into two hostile camps, which carried
Intheir differences even into the streets.
stitutions. The reformers founded the Hebrew
institute.
The pietists eventually obtained supremacy over the Sabbatini, who, it seems,
constituted a secret society.
Two parochial schools for girls and bo3'3 have
been founded, the expenses for general instruction
being defrayed by the government and those for
Hebrew by the community, the rabbi himself conducting the advanced class in this branch. The
children of the well-to-do class attend the public
high school. There is a committee on philanthropy,
which derives its revenues from voluntary contributions; this being the only relief society, with
the exception of the two burial associations ("gemilut hasadim "), one for each congregation. No bequests of any importance have been left to the community, excepting those of Samuel Gaon to the city
to

hospital.

of

The Apulian congregation has three temples, two
them large and the other small but attractive.
In the two larger temples the women's
Synagallery is supported by stone pillars,
gog'ues
The large Apulian temple has a very
Bite.
fine mahogany Ark and reading-desk;
;

while the temple of the Greek congregation is an immense structure devoid of pillars on
the sides and containing a splendid ancient readingdesk designed in the Corinthian style and constructed
of white wood, with well-preserved gildings. The
rite of Corfu has in some respects the same peculiarities as has the Roman. Among those who have com-

posed liturgic additions to this rite are Mazzal-Tob,
Isaac ben Abraham, Abraham b. Gabriel b. Mordecai,
and Moses ha-Kohen. Joseph b. Abraham, the commentator of the Mahzor, lived in Corfu in 1554. The
details of tlie Corfu rite may be seen in Bodleian
MS. No. 1082 (Neubauer, "Cat. Bodl. Hebr. MSS."
col. 275) and in those of the Montefiore Library in
London (Hirschfeld, in "Jew. Quart. Rev." xiv. 395
et seq.).

Among the customs still
may be mentioned

peculiar to the Jews of
that of celebrating the
third night after a birth, when the Three Fates are
believed to visit the child and pronounce its destiny.
Gold coins and rue twigs are placed in the linen of

Corfu

the child, and visitors are treated to "kukkudi," a
dish made of boiled wheat, pomegranate, and currants.

This festival

is

The

called " Mire " (Moirai).

game

of knuckle-bones (" astragali ") has survived in
its ancient form among the Corfiote Jews ("Jew.
Chron." Sept. 19, 1902), p. 23.
Many Jews of Corfu are dealers in oil and manufactured goods.
Others are engaged in manufacturing umbrellas, hats, artiticial tlowers,
Statistics, shoes, tinware, and jewelry, and a
number are employed as grocers,
printers, and tailors.
The population in 1901 numbered 5,000 Jews in a total of 25,000 inhabitants.
On account of adverse business conditions many of
the Jewsare now (1901) emigrating to Egypt.
BiBLiOGRAPHT: M. Franco,

in Rev. Et. Jtiiveit, xxiii. 45; J.
A. Komanos, In Hestia. Athens, June 16, 23, 30, 1891; reprlnU'fl in Rev. fc'tutioi Juiucs, xxiii. 63 et sci/.; I. Ldvi, i7>.
xxvl. 'Mi Kaufmann, ih. xxxll. 226 et seq., xxxiii. 64 et seq.,
xxxiv. 263 et aeq.: Zunz, Kittts, p. 83; Bulletin de V Alliance
Iifraiiite UniverseUe, 1891, pp. 48 et seq. ; L. Belleli, In Jew.
;

Chron.

p. 23,

London,

1902.

M.

G.

CORI

(Chore)

C—G.

Village of Campania, Italy,
Tlicre is a small Jewish community there, tiie origin of which is not positively known, though it is probable that it was formed
:

about thirty miles from Rome.

from Rome. The comnumity is first mentioned in a document dated 1<'335, whore it is slated
that of the Turkish ta.x impo.sed upon Rome, the
community, as "vicesima," paid about one-eighth

by

settlers

(amomitiijg to the twentieth part of all its propIn 1536 tiie community was granted permis-

erty).

sion to

move

its

synagogue

(Jwing

to anotlier site.

community

of Cori, like most of
the otliers in the Papal States, rai)idly declined in IIk;
next fcwyfars, the tuxes turned over to the sf^ile by
the liead of tiie conimuriily, Sabatismus Anmdei, in
to persecutions, the

1542 showing a material decrease. In 1566, after the
Jews of tiie i>ontitiral states liad lost all their rights by
the

Itiili

ham

I V^, ami after the miinlererof Abraof (!ori had gone unpunished, the com-

of I'aui

b. IJezale!

munity, then numbering about 200 persons, resolved
to emigrat(; to

I'alestine

uiidrT

tin;

leadership

of

and join tlie Jewish
colony founded at Tiberias by Don Jo.seph Nasi.
Tlie expenses were fo be covered by a collection
its

rabbi,

among

Corfu
Corinth
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its

^lidiael

flallieo,

Italian coreligionists.

It is

not

known

whether the emigration was suecessfidly carried out..
In fact, there was still a small number of Jews
there in 1569, paying a reduced (ax-rate.
Knufmann,\n .Trv\ Quart.
Urhundlichc liritraw, 1. "7. 81, 90, 175.
E.C.

Bini.iOfiRAPiiv

:

IV-18

lirv.

il.

2OT
I.

;

St«rn,

E.

CORIANDER: An umbelliferous plant with
white blossoms, which is peculiar to the Mediterranean district {Coriandrum sativum). It is widely
cultivated in the East, and grows wild in Egypt and
Palestine.

It is especially

the Jordan.

abundant in the valley of
which have a dis-

Its fruits or seeds,

tinctly aromatic flavor, are used in the preparation
of confectionery and also in ordinary cooking.
They
are employed medicinally to produce a stimulative
effect

and

to relieve flatulence.

The only

allusions to the plant in the Bible are
in Ex. xvi. 31
Num. xi. 7, where the seeds are
compared to Manna.
;

The Hebrew name " gad " was thought by Lagarde to be of Indo-European origin (" Gesammelte
Abhandlungen," p. 57). It is probably not connected
with any Semitic root (compare Low, " Aramaische
Pflanzennamen," No. 155). By some scholars it is
identified with "gold," which the Scholiast in Dioscorides, iii. 64 states is the Punic equivalent of Kdpiov
("coriandrum"). This Greek name is probably derived from «(5pi(: ("bug"), owing to the unpleasant
odor emitted by the plant when handled, which is
highly suggestive of the effluvium of the bedbug.
The Aramaic name " kusbara " appears in modern
Greek in the form "kusbaras," which has supplanted
the older name.
Bibliography

:

H. B. Tristram, Natural History of the Bible,

p. 439.

J.

JU.

J.

CORIAT

D. P.

Jewish family of Morocco. In 1812
there appeared at Pisa a Hebrew work, under the
title "Zekut Abot," in which three members of this
family collaborated Judah, his son Abraham, and
his grandson Judah.
This book contains an account
of tlie religious customs of the Jews of Morocco, and
:

—

gives their names, as well as the names of the places
in Morocco inhabited by Jews.
Bibliography: E. Hazan, Ha-Ma^alot li-Shclomoh, s.v.
Zckxit Abot.

M. Fr.

s.

CORINALDI, DAVID

HAYYIM

:

Italian

rabbi and author of the lirst half of the eigiiteenth
century.
He was a pupil of N. Pincherle, and

Reggio, Leghorn, and Triest. He wrote
"Bet Dawid " (House of David), on the Mi.slinah; at
the end of his work are diagrams relating to certain
halakic i)oiiits, and showing considerable mathematical knowledge (Amsterdam, 1738-39). Corinralibi at

aldi also

wrote notices on the Siiulhan 'Aruk, part

of which were pubiisluHl by A/.ulai.
There is, besides, a manuscript collection of sermons delivered in
Triest, and an article, under the title " Diiire Slialom
we Emet," on the short 1 found in the word "slia-

lom" (Num. XXV.

12).

In this

MS.

arc also

some

David Pardo, author of "Slioshaiinim leDawid," which had caused a conflict
between the two rabbis. They were, however, induced to sink their dirfercnces b}' tlu; intervention
critical notes against

of the rabbis of I>egliorn.
BihiiograI'IIY: I'lK-nn, KenrHcl Yinrncl. p. 2.53: Prcfarc to
tin- second partof &7»o.s/iannimk;-L>au.'<tt; i/o-3fa(/(/ft<. xix.
194.
I,,

ri.

CORINTH: A

N. T. L.

city In ancient Argos, Greece,
and the center of the cult of Aphrodite. Jews lived
here, as in the other cities of Greece (Philo, "Lega-

Corinth
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Coruwull
tio

ad Caium," §

36),

although

The apostle Paul

their history.

little

is

known

of

preiieheil Christian-

ity in the synagogue of Corinth for eighteen months,
and bainized the arehisynagogue Crispus (I Cor. i.
14); but he was reviled by ti\e otiier Jews and aecused before the governor, Junius Anna-us Gallio
The latter, however, contemptuously de(53 r.K).
clined to have anything to do witii the religious
quarrels of the Jews; and the populace maltreated
before his eyes the arehisynagogue Sosthenes (Acts
xviii. 10-17), who was probably the inefficient suc-

cessor of Crispus.

The occurrence of this scandalous alTair in the
very presence of the Roman governor shows that
there were a large number of Jews at Corinth.
They
seem to have had a preference for that city; for
Aquila and his wife Priscilla, who came originally
from Pontus, went to Corinth with the Jews who
were driven from Rome. Silas and Timothy, also,
went there from Macedonia (Acts xviii. 2-5).
Pharisjuc Jud«o-Christians were the cause of

much

dissension in the

(II Cor.

iii.

1,

x. 13,

young

xi. 5);

Christian

community

for they objected to the

celibacy of their Christian brethren (I Cor. vii. 1)
and the Christian community was probably obliged
to take a stand against the immorality that prevailed
in certain circles (I Cor. v. 9-11, vi. 12-19; II Cor.
xii. 21).
These conditions have given rise to the
modern hypothesis that the JewMsh Book of Jubilees
which insists upon marital fidelity and condemns unchastity was directed against the immorality at Corinth (Singer, "Das Buch der Jubilften,"

—

—

Stuhlweissenburg, 1898).
Corinth was a great center of art, and its influence
spread as far as Judea. Josephus, in describing the
Temple of Solomon, mentions the Corinthian style
of architecture ("Ant." viii. 5, § 2).
This, however,
is an anachronism, and is copied from the description of the Herodian Temple, which had a number
of columns in the Corinthian style {ib. xv. 11, g 5).
There were splendid Corinthian candlesticks in the
palace of Agrippa II. at Tiberias (Josephus, " Vita,"
§ 13). The Corinthian bronze that Pliny praises
("Historia Xaturalis," xxxiv. 1, § 3) was prized at
Jerusalem (Josephus, "B. J." v. 5. § 3), and is also
mentioned in rabbinical sources (Tosef., Yoma, ii. 4;
Bab. 38a).
p. 2*00,

BiBLiOfJRAPHY: Gratz, Gesch. 4th ed.. 111. 373; Sehiirer,
Gesch. 3d ed., lil. 36; Krauss, ie/inwiOrter, il. 543, Berlin,
1899.

S.

J.

COBMORANT:

Kk.

The translation given in the
Deut. xiv. 17) of the Hebrew
word -]*5K'- In these passages it is specified as one
of the unclean fowls.
The A. V. (Isa. xxxiv. 11;
Zeph. ii. 14) gives "cormorant" as the translation of riNp; but the R. V. renders it correctly as
"pelican." Tristram, Post, and others agree that
the derivation of the word from a root signifying
"plunger" indicates the bird known to-day as P/ialacrocorax carbo, which is abundant on the Mediterranean coast of Palestine and in the valley of the
Jordan. Its classification among the unclean birds
is due to the fact that it feeds upon fi.sh.
Its name
indicates its characteristic of plunging into the
water to catch its prey. Its habits seem to be
Bible (Lev.

xi.

17;
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those of the

similar to

tern or gull of

Western

waters.
K.

(1.

H.

I.

CORN (pi)

:

The seeds of cereal
whicii was and still

plants.

M. P.
(1)

Bar-

the most common grain of Palestine, is the ordinary food of horses,
asses, and oxen.
(2) Beans (" pol ") were also in very
general use. They were brought to J)avid on his
ley (" .se'orah

"),

is

from Absalom (II Sam. xvii. 28), and were one
ingredients which Ezekiel was commanded
to mix with his bread (Ezek. iv. 9).
(3) Fitches, or
vetches ("ke?ah"), really the seed of the nutmegfiower (bot. Nigella sativa), were no doubt used as a
condiment sprinkled over cakes, as at
Indicates the present day (see Tristram, " Natufiight

of

tlie

Various
Grains.

ral History of the Bible," p. 444).
(4)
Lentils (" 'adashim ") were a sort of
vetch, grown in poor soil and often

mixed with meal for bread. (5) Millet ("dohan";
bot. Panicum miliaeeum) was and is used in baking
certain sweet cakes.
Compare Ezek. iv. 9, where
the prophet is commanded to use millet in making
his bread.
(6) Pulse ("zera'im") was a general
name including most edible seeds, such as millet,
(7) Vetch (" kussemet " bot. Vicia ervilia)
wrongly translated "rye" in the A. V. (see Ex.

peas, etc.
is

ix.

;

unknown in Palesgrain of ancient times
undoubtedly wheat ("hittah"). Compare the
Rye
The most important

32; Isa. xxviii. 25).

tine.

was

(8)

is

wheat-harvest mentioned in Gen. xxx. 14.
The following are the most important terms used
in the O. T. in connection with corn:
"Abib," "fresh young ears of corn" (Lev. ii. 14;
R. V. " corn in the ear " " grain of wheat "). " Bar,
literally "clean, winnowed corn" (compare modern
Arab. " burr, " and Gen. xl. 49 Pro v. xi. 26). " Belli,
"cattle-fodder" (Job xxiv. 6; A. V.
Terms
"mingled corn, dredge"). "Dagan,"
for Corn in as indicated above, was the general
term for corn or grain. It is very comO. T.
monly used with "tirosh," "must,
wine " (Deut. xxxiii. 2). It is probably not connected
with the god-name Dagon. " Geresh " (Lev. ii. 14,
16), " beaten corn " R. V. " bruised corn." " Karmel
(II Kings iv. 42), "ears of corn"; better, "fruit,
garden-produce." " 'Abur "(Josh. v. 11), "old corn";
R. V. in marg. "produce," "corn." "'Aremah"
(Ruth iii. 7), "heap of corn." "Kali" (I Sam. xvii.
"Kemah," "standing corn"
17), "parched corn."
(compare Judges xv. 5, where it is stated that Samson tied firebrands to the tails of foxes and loosed
them in the Philistines' standing grain). " Ripot
"Sheber" (from
(II Sam. xii. 19), "bruised corn."
the root meaning " to break"), perhaps " broken corn,
or "that which. breaks the hunger "(Gen. xiii. 1),
or simply "that which breaks the fast "(" sheber
ra'abon"; compare ib., verse 19); from this the de"Shibbolet"
nominative "hishbir," "sell corn."
(Ruth ii. 2; Gen. xii. 5), "ear of corn " (Greek
;

;

;

a-nxv^y Matt.

xii. 1

;

Mark

ii.

23).

Grain was reaped at about knee-height from the
ground, quite near the ear. It was gathered up in
the reapers' bosoms and tied into sheaves, which
were then carried on pack-animals to the threshingfloor ("goren "), an open space exposed to the wind.
Here it was threshed, either by the hoofs of cattle.

which were driven around the floor on the spread-out
Of the latter the
grain, or by mechanical means.
"morag" was the most important.
Reaping This was a heavy sledge with a rough
and
bottom which was weighted both by
Threshing', stones and by the driver, who stood
upon it or else sat upon it on a stool
The grain was then winnowed
(see AGRicULTtJRE).
by being, for example, thrown into the air both by
the "fan "(A. v.), more properly "fork," and by the
The grain which fell back was
"grain-shovel."
heaped up (Ruth iii. 7) separately from the straw,
which was reserved for fodder (Isa. xi. 7). The chaff
was, of course, blown away.
Very little is known about the nature of the
storage-places for grain mentioned in the Old Testament. At the present day grain is kept in underground chambers, which are usually hewn out of
the rock, but sometimes
J.
'
'

dug

in soft soil.

JR.

J.

CORNER-STONE."

CORNER-STONE

D. P.

See Periodicals.

The laying of the corneror foundation-stone (njs px, nHDIO H, or noiO N)
(.Job xxxviii. 4-Q; Ps. xviii. 15, xxiv. 2) of the earth
:

by the Creator is a conception borrowed from Babylonian Cosmogony, the earth being regarded as a
huge mountain piled upon the abyss (Job xxvi.
7; "Journal Asiatique," ix. 101; Prayer of Manasses:

Corinth
Cornwall
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compare

Ps. xviii. 7;

Micah

vi. 2;

Deut. xxxii.

22).

The laying of the comer-stone of a city or of a
great structure was the occasion of a solemn rite in
ancient times. To the pagan mind it appeared as an
undertaking provoking the jealousy of the deity
unless some bloody sacrifice was offered to pacify
him (see Tylor, "Primitive Culture," pp. 104-108).
Henceforth the foundation-ston^ or the threshold
beneath which the sacrificial blood was shed, remained tlie seat of the guardian spirit of the edifice,
and hence tlie altar of the liousehold (see H. Clay
Trumbull, "The Threshold Covenant," New York,
1H96).
The finding by Nabunahid, tiie last Babylonian king (.').')ft-.'i38 B.C.), of the foundation-stone
of the temple of IsUir, l)uilt by Sargon I. 3800 u.c,
in his inscription (Schmder,
i.s related as a triumph
"K. B." 18t>0, iii. 8",), and tlie laying of the foundation-stone for his restoration of tlie temple of Nebo,
with all the solemnities connected tlien^witli, is described in another inscription (Schrader, I.e. iii. 5).

The

story of Hiki. the Hetlielife,

who

rebuilt Jeri

cho, laying "the foundation thereof in Abinini, his
first-born," and setting up "the gates thereof in his

youngest son " (I Kings xvi. '.U .Jfjsli. vi. 2f?), seems
to be connected with the primitive custom of laying
foundations with blood, as, indeed, skulls were
found built in with the briekwfirk when the tower
(" ziktunit ") of the temple of Bel at Ni|)pur was
excavated (see "Jour. Bibl. Lit." 1896, xvi. 11, and
fheyne and Blaek," Eneye. Bil)l."«.r. " Hiel"). The
Midrash also knows of Hebrews who were immured
in buildings in Egypt (Ex. H. v.; compare Truin
bull, I.e. pp. 47 ff sff/., and Siniroek, "llandbueh der
Deutschen Mythologie." 1H74, p. 57). One of tlie
many symbolical names given to the terraced tower
of the temple of BelMarduk was "the foundation;

stone of heaven and earth " (Jastrow, " Religion of
Babylonia and Assy^ria," p. 639).
The same importance seems to have been attributed also to the foundation-stone of the Temple at

Jerusalem. In I Kings v. 17, vii. 9, the costly
wrought stones used for the foundation of Solomon's
Temple are described, and in I Kings vi. 37 the time
of the laying of the corner-stcme is especially mentioned.
In Ezra iii. 10-11 the solemnities at the
la}'ing of the corner-stone of the Second Temple by

Zerubbabel are detailed

and

(see also

Hag.

ii.

15, 18-23,

Indeed, the exilic
seer must have been familiar with solemn cornerstone rites when picturing the rebuilding of Jerusalem (Isa. liv. 11 compare li. 1), just as Isaiah was
when predicting a new and " tried and precious corner-stone of sure foundation " for Zion (Isa. xxviii. 16
et seq.
compare xiv. 32, Hebr.). The fragmentary
beginning of Ps. Ixxxvii. obviously refers to the
foundation-stone of Zion as the most sacred spot of
the earth, and the rabbinical "eben shetiyyah" (the
foundation-stone of the world, Yoma 54b) is but the
proof of a continuous popular tradition. But that
here also the ancient rite of some blood-sacrifice was
not altogether forgotten, seems to be indicated by
the connection, preserved at least in the Book of
Chronicles, between the laying of the corner-stone
of the Temple and the sacrifice offered by David for
the cessation of the plague, at the threshing-floor of
Oman the Jebusite (II Chron. iii. 1-3 compare I
Chron. xxi. 18-31 with II Sam. xxiv.).
The ceremonious laying of the corner-stone of
public buildings, especially of religious and charitable institutions, has become a universal custom,
and was adopted by the Jews during the last century.
The ceremony consists of placing an appropriate
record or memorial in the hollow part of the stone
beneath, and then of laying in place the cornerSee
stone, accompanied by certain solemn forms.
Zecli.

iii.

9, iv.

9-10,

viii. 9).

;

;

;

also

Consecration.

Bibliography: Chevne and Black, Encyc. Bibl.; Hastings,
Diet. Bible, s.v. Corner-Stone and Foundation.

K.

CORNWALL

Extreme southwest county of
England; distinguished in early days by the tinmines which are said to have been visited by the PheSome of the relics of the old workings are
nieians.
still called "Jews' tin "and "Jews' houses." There is
a town in Cornwall known as " Market Jew " (modern
Mara/ion). Prof. Max Mnller suggested that this was
a folk etymology for "Thursdaies market "(" Marhas
diow "), but there is distinct evidence of the connection of the Jews with tlie stannaries or tin-mines
of Cornwall in the reign of King John, when they
farmed tlu; whole product of the mines for 100
marks, one-tenth of which was paid as a tithe to the
Mishoi) of Exeter

"Damnonii,"

:

(Camden,

p. 9).

"

Besides

Britannia," ed. (Joiigh,
this, in the Red Book

of the Exch«'(iuer, in some clauses concerning the
Cornwall stannaries dated 9 Ric. I., 1198, every regulation is drawn up with reference to "man or
woiimn, C;iiristiau or Jew." There are no other
in early times; but at
century a number of
Jewish merchants settled in Falmouth, whence they
sent out hawkers through the country towns.

traces

fif

the end

Jews

in

Cornwall

of the eighteenth

Coro
Corporal Punishment

who
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returned on Friday evenings for Sabbath wor-

ship.

BiBi.io«RAPHY

;

Jn("<ibs.

Jews of Atniivi»

KinjUiuiI, pp. 18rt-

Mux MiUler, (7ii|V.' ^/oHi (I (i't)-»i(ni jr();A>/i<ij), iii. -"Jtt^HunnlsU'r. .Aoi/r. 7i*.i|/. Irmt. CorniCdH. It«i7. p. It-'ti ; L.
Wolf, Jfici.f/i FamUies of Ya(eg ami Samuel, p. 2, lA>ndoii,
lN<;

aW;

I'Ail.

J.

CORO

A

t(nvn in Venezuela, live miles from its
It
seaport. I^i Vola de Coro, on the Caribbean Sea.
had, in the early days of the republic, many Jewish inhabitants, who came from the island of Curasao, in the Dutch "West Indies, about si.xty miles
:

from

L;\ Vela de Coro.
In the year 1855 the Jews of Coro, numbering
about 300, were plundered, maltreated, and driven
As
to seek refuge in their native place, Curasao.
they claimed Dutch citizenship, the consul-general
for the Netherlands, Van Lansberge, informed the

home government, and threcsiiipsof war were sent to
La Guayra, the principal seaport of Venezuela, and
The
tlie redress demanded was at once granted.
Venezuelan government agreed
flag;

to restore to the

pay an

Jews

indemnity of

Dutch
property; and to

to salute the

their

pesos (§160,000),
being carried into effect in 1859,
after lengthy diplomatic negotiations witli the ambassador of the Netherlands, Jhr. O. van Rees.
In 1863 there were about 250 Jews in Coro, and
religious services were held at the residence of Mordehay Abraham Senior, and afterward at that of his
son Isaac. The cemetery, established in 1858, is
situated on the outskirts of the town.
Another outbreak against foreigners, in June,
1902, compelled the Jews again to seek an asylum
in Curasao, tendered to them by the governor of the
island, Jhr. J. O. de Jong van Beek en Doom, who,
upon learning the facts, despatched the Dutch manof-war "Koningin Regentesse " to protect them.
It returned to Curasao with eighty Jewish women
and children on board. In July following, the same
vessel was sent to La Vela de Coro for the remainder,
and only a few Jewish residents remained behind to
protect the property of the exiles.
J. H. M. C.
A.
200,000

the last clause
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by Kenneth II., about 840, to Scone. All the
kings of Scotland were crowned upon it, until it
was removed by Edward 1. to AVestminster Abbey;
and upon it every king of England from Edward
III. to Edward VII. has been crowned.
An attempt
to get it back was made by the Scotch in the reign
of Edward III., and that king even wrote to the
Abbot of Westminster ordering him to retiun it
(Legg, "London Coronation Records," Westminster,
1901, p. 77); but the people of London would not
allow it to be taken (Ilolinshed, "Historic of ScotIt has always been one of the chief
land," p. 132).
tjiken

attractions of Westminster Abbey, and is referred
to as such by Addison ("Spectator," No. 829) and
by Goldsmith ("Citizen of the World," letter xiii.).

The veneration with which

the stone is regarded
undoubtedly due to the legend connecting it with
Jacob; but Dean Stanley suggests that it was orig-.
inally connected with St. Columba, and geologists
is

are inclined to trace its origin to the island of lona,
the .scene of St. Columba 's last days.
The Anglo-Israelites make much of this connection of Jacob's stone with the coronation chair, and
largely base upon it th"ir claim to the identification
of the English people with the Lost Ten Tribes (see

Anglo-Israelism).
BiBLiooRAPHY A. P. Stanley, Historical Memoriahinf Wfxtmimter Abbey, 'Zd ed., London, \Sm, pp. 60-67, 557-562 (Illus:

on

title-page); E. Hine, Forty-seven I(ienti1icntu>nn,
P)). :ii-3;3; W. F. Skene, The Coronation Stone, Edinburgh,
1869.

tration

J.

CORONEL,

NAHMAN NATHAN

:

Palestin-

scholar of Sephanlic-Ashkenazic parentage;
born at Amsterdam 1810; died at Jerusalem Aug.
His teacher was R. Abraham Susan. In
6, 1890.
1830 he emigrated to Safed, Palestine, where he
married, afterward settling in Jerusalem. There
he studied in the Sephardic yeshibah. He became
especially interested in rabbinical manuscripts, and
acquired many rare copies, some of which he sold to
European libraries, while others he published with
ian

The so-called "Stone
of Destiny," lorniiug part of the coronation chair of
the kings of England in Westminster Abbe}', is said
by tradition to be the identical stone on which Jacob
rested his head when he saw the vision of the angels
going up to heaven (Gen. x.xviii. 11-12). According to some, the stone was that on which Abraham
had intended sacrificing Isaac (see Rye, "Visits of

own annotations. The latter are: (1) "Bet Natan " (The House of Nathan), containing a varied
version of Berakot, MSS. of Cairo, and decisions
by Isaiah di Trani, the elder, with an introduction
by Coronel (Vienna, 1854). (2) " Hamishshah Konterisini" (Five Pamphlets), containing a varied version of Kallah, decisions in jurisprudence by R.
Solomon Tazerat, and a letter of excommunication
by David, the exilarch, etc. (Vienna, 1864). (3)
"Seder R. Amram Gaon" (846 c.E.), containing a
liturgy of the geonic period, of decided literary

Foreigners," p. 10, and compare Pirke R. El. 35,
where the two stones of the Biblical stories are
identified).
According to a legend first found in
the "Chronicles" of John of Forduii, the stone was
transferred from Palestine to Egypt; from there
Gathelus, son of Cecrops, King of Athens, who had
married Scota, daugliter of Pliaraoh, transferred it
to Spain, whence it was carried by Simon Brech, son
of Milo the Scot, to Ireland. There it was used on
the sacred Hill of Tara as the "Lia Fail," or "Stone
of Destiny," on which the kings of Ireland were
anointed. Fergus More, the founder of the Scotcli
monarchy, is said to have borne it from Ireland
to Dunstaffnagge about 500, and it was ultimately

value (Warsaw, 1805).
(4) "Teshubot ha-Geonim"
(Responsa of Geonim), rules for the slaughter and
examination of animals, by R. Jonah (Vienna,
1871).
(5) "Zeker Natan" (Memory of Nathan), selected religious regulations lor travelers (Vienna,
1872).
(6) Decisions by R. Solomon b. Adret in reference to appropriating hallah (the priests' share
of the dough), and decisions by R. Jacob b. Zahal
Coronel. in his own essay, " Hakor
of Jerusalem.
Dabar" (Search out a Matter), attempted to establish a precedent for the exemption, like the Levite tithe, of the appropriation of hallah outside
the Holy Land, for which he was rebuked by the
rabbis of Jerusalem.
(7) "Alfasi Zuta " ("The

CORONATION CHAIR

:

his

[abridged] Alfasi), by Menahem Azariab of Fano,
with Coronel's commentary (Jerusalem, 1885). Coronel was awarded by the emperor of Austria the
gold medal for art and science.
Bibliography: Sokolov, Sefer ZiKkaron, pp.
saw,

186-188,

War-

1890.

L. G.

D. E.

J.

CORONEL, PAUL NTTNEZ

:
Spanish Orienborn at Segovia died Sept. 30, 1534. Though
baptized before the expulsion of the Jews from
Spain in 1492, he was educated for the rabbinate,
became conversant with Hebrew and with Biblical
literature, and was on this account appointed professor of Hebrew at the University of Salamanca.
Together with Alfonso de Alcala, of Alcala la Real,
who had been baptized in 1492, and was also a professor at Salamanca, Coronel was commissioned by
Cardinal Ximenez de Cisneros to translate the Bible
into Latin.
This translation is contained in the
Complutcnsian Polyglot (1514-17). He also wrote
" Additiones ad Librum Nicolai Lirani de Diflferentiis Translationura (Verborum)," which has not been

talist

;

;

printed.

BiBLiOGRAPnY: Wolf, BiU. Hehr.
de los Rios, Estudios,
G.

p.

455

;

No. 1813

1., 111.,

J.

;

Amador

Bolctin Acad. Hist, xxvil.

2()6.

M. K.

CORONEL-CHACON, AUGUSTINE: Portuguese Jew and agent at the court of Charles II. of
England born in Beira, Portugal died after 1G65.
After living at Bordeau.x (1640-44), he settled in
Rouen in 1644, where he became an intimate friend
;

;

of Enriquez Gomez, the Marano soldier and poet, to
one of whose works he contributed a sonnet. Early
in the fifties he established himself in England as a
merchant and royalist agent, and there, associated

with David da Costa and the Mendes family, to
whom he was related, iie received and distributed
funds for Charles II. On 'Change he was known as
"thelittell Jue."
At the restoration, Coronel -Chacon was made
consular and financial agent for Portugal in London,
and was tlie first to suggest to Monk a match between King Charles and tiie infanta Catherine of
Bragan^a. This marriage naturally increased his influence at court, and after embracing Christianity,
in

Coro
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1060, lie

was

Asa Cliri.stian,

knigjited in

(J(

tobcr of that year.

Augustine was not fortunate. He
became a bankrupt in 1665, and after having been
prf)sccutcd liy the Portuguese anil)assador, was expolled from the 'Cliangeand imprisoned in the Fleet.
AftfTward lie turned ii)rf)rm(r against some; of liis
former coreh'gionists, but to no avail. Tlie latter
{lart of his life was spent abroad, a dependent on his
wealtliy Jewish relatives.
Sir

Binr.KKtfiAPMV: Trnm. ,Trw. JIM. fine. I. 70.71. 73, 7J, 7.'i;
Burnfl. llMim/of fll'f '»'•" TirnfM (»•<!. O. Airy), 1. 200; U;
NevH. l'r.iii{irrrn iif KuiuIiIh, p. 14.'i; KnyM/Tllnif. liilil. Kx}).Port. -.hill. II. 4!>: Miirlli), IIMoi^inf LIhuiIh, p. .'>4 Calcnilnr
of DrmrHfir Stiiir I'lijicm (of rortugul), 1(>50-(W; J,w.

guards the convict from cruelty and excessive pain,
stating expressly (Deut. xxv. 3), if the judge sentenced the wicked to be beaten a certain number of times, according to his fault, "Forty stripes
he may give him, and not exceed; lest if he should
exceed, and beat him above these with many stripes,
then thy brother should seem vile unto thee. " Upon
this passage the Rabbis comment, saying: "The
wicked is thy brother still " (Sifre 286; Mak. 22).
The Talmudic law provides that whenever the infliction of corporal punishment is ordained, it is peremptory, and allows no discretion to the judge (Maimonides, " Yad," Sanh. xvi. 1), except in regard to
the number of blows. Three judges must be present at the beating {ib. xvi. 2) one of them ordering
the blows to be administered the secThree
ond counting them and the third read;

;

;

Judges
Present,

ing the verses Deut. xxviii. 58, 59, as
an accompaniment {ib. xvi. 11). The
punishment Avas inflicted by the beadle

of the congregation, and the law recommends that
the man chosen for this purpose shall l)e stronger in

mind than in body, so that he may not strike too
hard or upon a dangerous or weak spot {ib. xvi. 9;
Mak. 23). The convict was tied to a post by his
hands, his back and breast bared, and the beadle
stood behind him, a fourfold thong of leather in
hand.
He was then bent forward and the lashes
administered, one stroke on the breast and one on
each shoulder alternately (Mace. iii. 12; "Yad,"
Sanh. xvi. 8-10). The maximum number of blows

was

thirty-nine (compare Mak. iii. 10, 22b with
to Deut. xxv. 3, which reads D^yniN ~1QDD3,

LXX.

"about the number of

One

forty)."

than the Biblical number of blows was
given, in order to prevent the possibility of amistake in giving one more than the lawful number.
When the convict was found by medNumber ical examination to be physically unof Stripes, able to receive the full number of
blows according to the sentence of
court, he was given a smaller number, always a multiple of three ("Yad," Sanh. xvii. 1, 2).
If ho died
under the lash, no one was held responsible, but if
he died as the result of the infliction of a greater
number of strokes than the law permitted, he was
considered murdered (?7». xvi. 12); for no more blows
could be given than the sentence of the court rc(juired, and in no event could the maximum of
thirty nine blows be exceeded {ih. xvii. 12).
If the
convict broke his bonds and escaped, he couhl not
again be subjected to punishment for the same offense

less

{ib.

The

xvii. 6).

infliction of corporal

14. ISXC.

(iv. 8,

^5

not, as
21),

"a

most ignoiiiiniouH one for a free man." Josophus'
idea of its olTect was probably the result of his aflll-

:

Chron. Murcb

punishment was

Josei)hus says in the "Antiquities"

iation with the Itomans,

among whom

.such punish-

its infliction ac-

ment was infamous. The maxim of the Jewish
law was that after the man had received his punishment he was again to be considered a brother (Mak.
The infliction of slriix-s provided by the Bib23a).
lical law was permitted only in Palestine; but the
rabbinical authorities assumed the right, from the

cording to Jewish law difTers from that of other
penal codes, inasmuch as the former law carefully

neeessity of the case, to decree tlie infliction of corporal punishment outside of Palestine, denomina-

M. W. L.

J.

CORPORAL PUNISHMENT
tisorneiil.

inllieled

punishment

known

is

one of

to the law.

Physical cliasCorporal
oldest forms of chastisement

as legal
i\u:

:

puiiislinient.

The method

of

Corporation
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Ctislin

ting

"makkat mardut."

it

or beating for disobe-

Vad," Sanh. xvi. 3).
Maimouidos cuumoratos 207 cases in which corporal puuishmeut by the lash may be inflicted.
Tluy may bo dividfd as follows: twonty-oue cases
dionco

("

of bnaclu's of nogative couiniaiulnu'iits, chiefly
crimes against morality, punishable by Karet
(exeisiouV but not by death; eiiihteen cases of
breaches of the laws relating to the priesthood and

and one hundred and sixty-eight cases
of negative commandments which
are not punishable either by karet
Punishable or by death. Among the last are
included the making of idols, breaches
Cases.
Siicriticc;

breaches

of

of the Levitieal laws, of priestly
regulations, of the dietary laws, of the land laws,
of the laws of pledge, of sumptuary laws, of marriage laws, as well as slander, cursing, perjury,
breaking vows, and others (ib. xiv. 1, 4). SeeCAr-

ITAL PlNISHMENT;
Bibliography:

LeX TaLIONIS.

Dusichak,

Das Mnsaiwh-Talmndische Ehe-

recht, pp. 11 et se<j.; Mendelsohn. Crimitial Juru>prudenc6
of the Ancient Heln-eus. pp. 39, 43, 171; Mayer, Gesch. der
Strafrechte, pp. 88, 90, 100; Saalschiitz, Das Mosaische

Recht,

p. •202.

D.

K

W.

A.

.

CORPORATION A combination of several per:

and under a common
name, into one artificial body, which the law permits
In technical language
to act as a single person.
there can also be a " corporation sole " that is, one
sons, for certain purposes

;

person tilling a public position, who transmits the
property rights and obligations of that position to
his successors, as a natural person transmits his
rights and obligations to his heirs.
" corporation aggregate " is either public or pri-

A

cities of the Holy Land were public corand Jewish communities in the Exile
coiTesponded to them (see Community, Organization of). Between the public and the private cor-

vate.

The

porations,

poration stands the court (ivn) of the Mishnah,
a group of houses surrounding an open place with
a common entrance, the occupants of which have
certain duties and corresponding rights (B. B. i. 6).

A private corporation is either eleemosynary
(formed for purposes of charity) or commercial (that
is, formed for the common good of the members).
The former is known by the name of "hebra,"
the most important being the "hebra kaddisha"
(burial gild) other hebras attend to the reception
;
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the caravan, and the mutual insurance company of
muleteers or of shippers, are mentioned in the Mish-

nah (see Commercial Law). Whether they had any
corporate powers or functions is not known. In
later times, during the disi>ersion, Jewscould hardly
liave entered corporations for profit except under
the laws of the governments to which they were
subject, and for many centuries there were few, if
any, of these corporations in existence anywhere.
L. o.
L. N. D.

CORPSE

A

body of a dead human being polluted not only those that touched it, but also the
dwelling, its inmates, and all uncovered utensils
(Num. xix. 14 et seq.).
person made unclean by a
:

A

corpse was required to be sprinkled with water on the
third and the seventh day thereafter, and to bathe and
wash his clothes on the seventh day (Num. xix. 19).
It was a sacred duty to bury a corpse; and even the
priests, with the exception of the high priest, were
permitted to dc^file themselves by the dead bodies of
their nearest kin (Lev. xxi. 2, 3, 11).
The Nazarites, however, were required to keep away from all
corpses (Num. vi. 6). Yet the Nazarite Samson ate
honey which he had taken out of the carcass of a
lion (Judges xiv. 9), since only the human body
could be the source of uncleanness in others (Num.
During the forty years in the wilderness,
xix. 22).
those polluted by touching human corpses were put
out of the camp (Num. v. 2), nor could they partake
of the Passover sacrifice or any other offerings (ix. 6).
Even those polluted in battle must be purified (xxxi.
Not to bury a corpse was con19).
Need
sldered the greatest disrespect that
of Burial, could be shown to the dead (Jer. viii.
2; Ps. Ixxix. 2, 3), although in time of
war this was necessarily a frequent circumstance.
The law demanded the burial of a condemned person
(Deut. xxi. 23), this applying even to the bones
of those who had been executed in vengeance (II
Sam. xxi. 13). The Egyptians were experts in
in Palestine, where little was
of the art, bodies were removed as quickly as
possible from the houses (compare Amos vi. 10; see

embalming; but

known

Burial). Places where human bones accumulated,
such as Tophet in the valley of Hinnom, near Jerusalem, were held to be especially polluted, and there" High places " were defiled by human
fore horrible.
bones more than by all else (II Kings xxiii. 14).
Bibliography E. Grflnelsen, Der Ahnenkvltus und die
:

of travelers, the visitation of the sick, the maintenance of hospitals, etc., all more or less independent
They have a common
of the " kahal " (community).
name, and a continuous life unhindered by change of
members; they take property by purchase, gift, or
will, and can dispose of it, and the rabbinical courts

would recognize these rights but the reported precedents are very few, and the various codes have
The Shulhan
but little to say on these points.
'Anik (Yoreh De'ah. 258, 8, 9) shows how an
action may, under certain circumstances, accnie to
the collectors of alms from an arrangement among
the collectors, a contributor, and the latter's debtor
and similarly in other passages the right of action
in eleemosynary corporations is incidentally ac;

knowledged.
Commercial

societies for various purposes,

such as

Urreligion Israels,
E.

(1.

p. 110, Ualle, 1900.

S.

ir.

CORREA, ISABELLA (REBECCA)

Kr.

Spanborn in Spain
lived successively in Brussels, Antwerp, and Amsterdam; wife of the cosmographer D.Nicolas de Olivier
y FuUana (Daniel Judah) of Majorca. Isabella Correa
was a friend of Daniel Levi de Barrios, whose "Coro
de las Musas " was praised by herself and her husband
in verse. She was celebrated for her beauty and wit,
her knowledge of the arts, and her linguistic attainments, which are said by some writers to have included nearly all the languages of Europe.
Her principal work is a metrical Spanish translation, with explanatory notes, of the "Pastor
Fido" by Guarini.(lst and 2d eds., Antwerp, 1694;
3d ed., Amsterdam, 1694), which is dedicated to
ish poetess of tlieseventeenth century

;

:
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Manuel de Belmonte, the founder of De los Floridos, an academy of poetry of which Isabella was a
member. Another of her works, entitled "Varias
Poesias," which is said by De Barrios to have been
ready for the press, was never published.
Bibliography: Kayserling, Bihl. Egp.-Pmt.-Jud.
Idem, Die JUdischeri Frauen, pp. 172 et sea.

39;

p.

M. K.

G.

COBREGAL. See Cakregal.
CORRENTI, CESARE Italian statesman
:

and

author; born in Milan Jan. 3, 1815; died at Lesa,
Novara, Oct. 4, 1888. He was one of the best
friends of the Jews in Italy and a thorough enemy
of anti-Semitism, whose adherents he regarded as
"madmen." On various occasions he gave expres
sion to his feelings of sympathy with the Jews; and
in his work " Gli Ebri Come Patrioti " he praises
them for the great services they have rendered in
the emancipation and progress of Italy.
Bibliography: Jewish Chronicle. London, Oct. 36, 1888, p. 9;
Nu^va EncicUtpedia Italiana, SuppUmento, vol. 11., Turin,
1891.

B. B.

8.

CORRIERE ISRAELITICO

Italian

:

monthly

magazine devoted

to Jewish history and literature;
founded at Triest in 1863 by Abrama Vito Morpurgo, who edited it six years, and at his death the
editorship devolved upon A. di S. Curiel, Morpurgo's son-in-law, its present editor. At times
Morpurgo was assisted by Leone Racah and, later,
by his son Gustavo. For several years Dante A.
Lattes was one of the directors, and he has become
the magazine's chief representative and contributor.
During the early days of its career tlie "Corriere " published not only careful accounts of Jewish events at home and abroad, but also scientific
articles by S. D. Luzzatto, Lelio della Torre, and
their most distinguished pupils; poems and stories
on Jewish subjects and translations of scientific, devotional, and belletristic works.
Later on it de;

voted
li.Htic

itself entirely to the setting forth of the cabatheories current in Italy, EliaBenamozegh and

his pupils

becoming the

among whom

is

cliief

of

its

contributors,

also Prof. Vittorio Castiglioni.

L

G.

CORTISSOS,

DON

Ri)anish

E.

army con
He was

in London 1742.
from Emanuel Jose Cortissos,
Marfjuis de Villa, a grandee of Si)aiii, whoflourislicd
about 147"). Jose (!ortissos was ambassador of the
emperor Charles to Morocco. He was ir.vited, as a
man of property and thoroughly acijuainted witli
the I'cninsula, to contract for the supply of provisions to the allied armies under the Earl of Peterborough in the y<-ar 170(1, but he (hjclined through
want f f confidence in the Pf)rtugucse government.
However, f)n the personal assurances of Earl (Jalway,
commnnderof f he British forces, and Earl Stanhope,

traclDr; hurn

\t'>'t*'>;

died

fifth in direct de.sr;ent

I'iritish

minister to the court

f>f8i)aiii,

that the British

government would answer for the payment on the
part of the Portuguese government, he undertook to
supply the army. From authentic reports it appears that Cortissos actually s<ived the army from
starvation. NotwithsUinding

never obtained payment

these a.H3urances,

in full for his services,

lie

and

CoBlin

he eventually went to England in 1712 to urge his
claims, but failed to obtain more than a fraction of
the sum due him leaving a considerable balance
owing from the British and Portuguese governments, all attempts to recover this proving unavailing.
The unfortunate contractor, worn out in
mind and body, died in poverty. It is reported that
a portrait of him has been preserved, representing
him in the court dress of the reign of Queen Anne,
with a petition concerning his claim in his hands.
Bibliography:

Statement of the
Exh. p. 48.

Case of J. Cortissos;

Cat. A.nglo-Jew. Hist.

G. L.

J.

COS.

See Kos.

COSENZA:

City in southern Italy. Ferdinando
volume of his "Italia Sacra,"
reproduces two documents referring to the Jews of
Cosenza. One was given by King Ferdinand I. to
Pirro Caraccioli, Archbishop of Cosenza (1467), reestablishing the former archiepiscopal jurisdiction
over the Jews of his diocese. Depping thinks that
this prelate was authorized to bestow property belonging to Jews upon any one within his jurisdiction, or to confer upon him rights at the expense of
Jews; for in 1469 the above-mentioned King Ferdinand confirmed him in such investitures. The Jews
were expelled from Cosenza, as well as from the
rest of the kingdom of Naples, in 1540 by a decree
of the emperor Charles V.
Ughelli, in the ninth

Bibliography G. B. Depping, Les Juifs dans
Age, Paris, 1834.
:

COSIN,

le

Mouen

G. J.

E. c.

LEWI

:

Rabbi at Salonica, and

later

a

preacher at Venice; born in 1573; died in 1625. He
was the author of a collection of sermons arranged in
the order of the Sabbatic sections, and entitled " 'Aliyat Kir Ketannah " (A Little Chamber in the Wall).
It was published by the son of the author, the first
volume at Venice, 1636, the second at Constantinople, 1643.
Confoite also ascribes to Cosin the
ethical work"Toze'ot Hayj'im," published at SaloSteinschneider, however, believes that Connica.
forte confounded Cosin with Moses Nathan, who is
generally believed to be the real author of the "Toze'ot

JOSE:

Corporation

Hayyim."

BiHi.iofjRAPHY: Nppl-(ihlrond1, Tnlcdot Gedole Yiin-acL p. 218;
Zunz, (J. V. p. 444; Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 1616;
Conforte, lynre ha-Dorot, 44a.
L. o.
I. Br.

COSLIN,

HAYYIM BEN NAPHTALI

:

scholar and Hebrew grammarian of
Berlin; died at Stettin, Prussia, Marcli 21, 1H32. He
wrote the following works: (1) "Maslul," a Hebrew
grammar, written in a cateclietical form. It was
u.sed for a long i\n\v as a primer and textbook in
Jewisli schools.
It was lirst published by the author himself at Hamburg in 17HH, and was repubBninn. 17%; Zolkiev, 1798;
lished as follows:

Talmudical

Wilna, 1815, 1848, 1859, 1H!»(I. (2) " Keriatha-Torah"
(Heading of the ]>aw), a treatise on the literal changes
in Biblical passages found in the Talmud, and on
.some 'ralmudical rules concerning th(;Masorah (BerTo this work is apix'tided an article by
lin, 1814).
("()slin, under the title "Be'er liehobot," on the language of the Mishnah, which is a reprint from " Ha-
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Measst'f " of 17S6, nnd
kuro ha-'Ittim." 1805.
BiBLior.KArnv

was

ropublisbeil in the "Bik-

:

:

ili»hpiUe ha-Ltishon'hiWlhnt,

p.

3b<.

N. T. L.

8.

COSMOGONY.

Biblical

Data

:

A theory con-

tlu' Diigin (" bi'gfttiiig '') of tlie world; the
mythological or antescioiititic view, as preserved in

coniini:

the traditions, oral or written, and the folk-poetry
of primitive and ancient peoples.
Curiosity concerning the origin of the visible universe and the manner and order in which the various
forms of life came into being, manifested itself at
Cosmogonies are,
a comparatively early period.
therefore, found among nearly all races, and form a
large part of their mythologies, preserved as tribal
Old as they are, they reflect
or national traditions.
climatic and cultural conditions of various localities; and these differences, often unharmonized, appear in the later literary and religious versions.
The original cosmogonies are spontaneous productions of folk-fancy, and are therefore unsystematic,
forming as a rule only a chapter in the theogonies
or genealogies of the gods.
Systematization is a
sign that primitive notions have been subjected to
treatment in the interest of a certain theology or
advanced religious consciousness.
By those who
ascribe to the Hebrew mind tlie same process of development and to Hebrew literature the same manner of growth as are observed among other peoples,
the cosmogony or, to be more exact, the cosmogonies of the Bible must be viewed and analyzed
according to the light derived from comparison with
similar conceits among non-Hebrews.
By analogy,
then, with other ancient peoples, the form in which
the Hebrew cosmogony presents itself in the Bible
is not the original.
The literary documents are later
than the material incorporated. They exhibit the
influences of a developed theology as well as the
effect of a blending of different accounts that are at
variance with one another in their radical versions.
The comparatively late date of the literary documents according to the critical schools has misled
most of the modern commentators into the assumption that the early Hebrews were without cosmogonies. Kenan's denial to the Semites of the mythopeic
faculty seemed thus to be borne out by the results
of Pentateuchal analysis and of literary criticism of
the other Biblical books.
This infer-

—

—

—

—

Early

ence, however, can not be maintained

Hebrew

Guukel," SciiOpfung und Chaos "
"Genesis"). The Hebrews must
mogony. have had the same impul.se toward
speculation on the origin of things as
had other groups of men; and as tliis impulse manifests itself always at a very early period in the evo-

Cos-

lution of

one

is

(see

trf«m,

mind

(the tribal or national consciousness),

safe in the a priori ascription to the

and

Hebrews

of cosmogonic
legends at a very remote epoch. This conclusion
from analogy is corroborated by the study of the
literary documents bearing on this point.
Gunkel
(I.e.) has demonstrated that the cosmogonic accounts
or allusions thereto (technical archaic terms, like
"tohu wabohu"; the use of words in an unusual
of the production

and mythological
display easily discernible signs of incorporated old material (Gen.
i., ii.
Job .xxvi. 13, xl. 25, xli. 20; P.s. xl. 5, Ixxiv.
1'2-19, lxxxvii.4, Ixxxix. 10; Isa. xxvii. l,li 9). That
Gen. i. belongs to the later strata of the Peutateufch
(P) is conceded by all except those scholars that
reject higher criticism altogether.
Dillinann, for instance, and Delitzscii (in tlie lust edition of his commentary) do not hesitate to assign it to the Priestly
Code, though they would have it be pre-exilic. It
certainly has the appearance of a systematic presentation, but nevertheless it is not a free invention.
It has long been recognized that Biblical cosmogony bears certain similarities to that of other peoples
e.g., the Pheniciaus (who speak of nvevfia and dark
Xnog originally existent; through their union, TruOog
["desire "], /i(j7- ["primordial mud"] is generated;
but of this ficjT come the egg, etc. [for other versense, for instance
l)ersoniticntions.

Isaac Siitanow. In Ha-Mens-tef, 17P8 (reprint<>(l
Hitikiiiy tui-'lltim, 1X.*7); Kin>nn, Kitii-Kct Yisrad, pp.
AiT
BonjRoob, Oj-ir /i<i-S( rdri/ii, p. KJT; A. L. Gordon,

In

8t>6.

po.ssession
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D'n?X nil;

like

Haliab)

;

sions see Damascius,

the wife of the

"De Primis Principiis," p. 125]
man is BaOv [= "in3]), or the

first

Egyptians (who spoke of primeval water ["nun"]
and the primeval egg [see Dillmann, Commentary
on Genesis, p. 5, and De la Saussaye. "Religionsgcschichte," 2d ed.,

i.

liQet

seq.]).

The notion of

primeval egg .seems to be a universal one

the

(see Dill-

I.e. p. 4; "Laws of Manu," i. 5 et seq.).
Strikingly similar to the Biblical cosmogony is
that of the Babylonians (Friedrich Delitzsch, " Babylonischer WeltschOpfungsepos " Jensen, " Kosmologie der Babylonier," pp. 263-364; Zimmeru, in
Gunkel, "Schopfung und Chaos," pp. 401 et seq.;
Schrader, "K. B." vi.).
Its birthBabyplace is betrayed by its reflection of
Ionian
the climatic conditions of Babylonia.
CosIn winter, floods and darkness prevail,
mogony. With the advent of spring the waters "divide" and are "subjugated"
through the power of the winds that blow. Applying to primeval days this yearly phenomenon of the
conquest of the flood and darkness, the Babylonian
fancy assumes as self-existent in the beginning the
great expanse of water (and unlit darkness). The
former is conceived of as a monstrous dragon, Tiamat(= Dnn), which, in the epitome given by Berosus,
is represented as the " primeval womBabyan," with whom Bel cohabits, splitting
Ionian
her into two halves, one of which beAccounts. comes the earth and the other the sky,
in characteristic reflection of Babylon's climate, and of the spring sun piercing the
waters at the end of the winter's rainy season.
Stories about Tiamat have been found as far back
as the fourth millennium B.C. The narrative, as
recovered from the tablets, begins by recording that
" long since, when above the heaven had not been
named, and earth was also without name [i.e., nonexistent] there was only primeval ocean -flood."
This is personified as a male (Apsu) and a female
(Tiamat). The gods, which had not yet arisen,
were then made Tiamat was their mother. Hatred
of the new-born light causes her to rebel against
Some of the gods side with her,
the higher deities.
and to aid her in her fight she produces huge monMarduk offers to punish her, on condition
sters.
that the supreme rule over heaven and earth be ac-

mann,

;

:
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corded him after the victory. He rides to the combat in his war-chariot, and, meeting Tiamat, kills
her by forcing open her mouth, which he fills with
the hurricane that cuts her in two from within, and
puts her crew in chains. He then divides her carcass: out of one part he makes heaven; out of the
The following is the order in which
other, earth.
Creation is said to have been successively called
forth by Marduk: (1) the heaven; (2) the heavenly
bodies; (3) the earth; (,4) the plants; (5) the animals;
(6)

man.

not only in Gen. i., but in other
cosmogonic descriptions (notably in Ps. civ.
5-9; also in Job xxxviii. 10; Ps. xxxiii. 6, Ixv. 8;
Prov. viii. 29; Jer. v. 22, xxxi. 35; the Prayer of
Manasses), traits and incidents abound that suggest
In the main, four theories
this Babylonian myth.
have been advanced to account for this: (1) Both
the Babylonian and the Hebrew are varied versions
of an originally common Semitic tradition.
(2) TJie
Hebrews carried an originally Babylonian tradition
with them when emigrating from Ur-Kasdim. (3)
They adopted the Babylonian epos during the
Babylonian captivity. (4) This tradition, originally
Bab3ionian, as the background shows, had long before the Hebrew conquest of Palestine been carried
to Canaan through the then universal domination
of Babylon; and the Hebrews gradually appropriated it in the course of their own political and reThis last theory (Gunkcl's)
ligious development.
Gen. i. marks the final adapis the most plausible.
tation and recasting under the influence of theological ideas (i.e., monotheism; six days for work and
the seventh day for rest). As now found in Gen. i.,
it seems to be a composite of two, if not more, anBesides those Babylonian elements incient myths.
It is plain that

Biblical

Cosmogony

the time before the birth of the mountains and the
parturition of earth and world.
In Job xxxviii. it
is said that God laid the foundations of the earth
"when the morning stars sang together," and all the
"sons of God" broke forth in glee. In Ps. xxiv. 2
there is a reference to the mystery involved in God's
grounding the earth on the waters so that it can not
be moved. These are not mere poetic explications
of Gen. i.
They are derived from other cosmogonic
cycles, which a tone time may even have includdd, as
among all other ancient peoples, a theogony (notice
the "sons of God"; see Gunkel, "Genesis," p. 119).
The value of the cosmogony of Genesis lies in its
monotheistic emphasis.
Though the plural "Elohim." the words "let us make," and the view of
man being " the image of God " reflect polytheistic
and mythological conceptions of a previous stage,
the stress is laid on the thought that one God made
the all by His will, and made it "good." The Sabbath originally not a part of the Babylonian epos
is the crowning glory of this cosmogony, notwithstanding the strong anthropomorphism of the concept that the Creator Himself rested. The attempt
to establish a concordance between Genesis and
geology seems to do an injustice to science and reThe ancient Hebrews had a very imligion both.
perfect conception of tlie structure of the universe.
Gen. i. was not written to be a scientific treatise. It
was to impress and to express the twin-doctrine of
God's creative omnipotence and of man's dignity as
being destined on earth to be a creator himself.
With the Babylonians, the Hebrews believed that
in the beginning, before earth and heaven had been
separated ("created," K"i2). there were primeval
ocean ("tehom," always without the article) and
From this the " word of God
darkness (I^JTI)

—

God "roars"

dicated above, it contains reminiscences of another
Babylonian tradition of a primitive (golden) age
without bloodshed (vegetarianism), and recalls notions of non-Babylonian cycles (" the egg idea " in
the brooding of the nil. the Phonician in3).
The allusions to this ancient (Babylonian) cosmogony are really much fresher and fuller in mythologir'iil
conceits in the other passages quoted above.
These, then, represent a cosmogony anterior to the
reconstruction on monotheistic lines now incorporated in Genesis. In them the Dragon
Earlier
niylii (" Tiumat," " Halial) ") is of fre
Versions, q went recurrence; but while it points
to a cosmogonic source, it may in some

(compare such passages

cases (Job XX vi. 13, for instance) have sprung from
a natural celestial phenomenon such as an eclipse.
Ro also in esrhatologiral descriptions and apocalyptic visions these incidents of tlie old tradition
Nuliuin i.
recur (Pa. xviii., Ixxvii., xciii. 3 et Heq.

fastened the lif^hts. the stars.
vation that birds may rise to

;

;

ReeDiiAfinN; Lkviatjfan.
On the otlier hand, tlie Bible luis preserved cosmogonies, or reminiscences of them, that are not of
Babylonian origin. Gen. ii. 4 et xeq., belonging,
according to critics, to the Jahvistic source, starts
with rfry earth, and makes the sprouting of vr'getathat is, on
tion depend on man's previnus creation
This exhibits Palestinian coloring. The
his labor.
dry, parchefl, waterless soil without rain is taken
from a Palestinian landscape (see, however, Cheyne
in"Encyc. Bibl." i. 949). Again, Ps. xc. 2 speaks of

Hub.

iii).

;

as,

[lyjl, Ps.

He

divided the
waters: the upper waters he shut up in heaven, and
on the lower He established the earth. In older
descriptions the combat against the tehom is
Tehom (also Kaliab)
related with more d"tails.
has lielpers, the pjn and the Leviathan, BeheThe following is
mot, the "Nahash Bariah."
the order of Creation as given in Gen. i.: (1) the
heaven; (2) the earth; (3) the plants; (4) tlie celestial bodies; (5) the animals; (fi) man. The Hebrews
regarded the earth as a plain or a hill figured like
a hemisphere, swimming on water. Over this is
arched the solid vault of heaven. To this vault are
xviii

16; civ. 7) called forth light.

So slight is this eleand fiy along its

it

expanse.
Biiu.KxiiurMY:
mill

Eiiilzrit

(;iiiikfl,
;

Mimii,

\iu<l (Viaox in UrzelZ
llnlzliufcr, Ociicnis, pp. 17

Srhflpfuna
(Irtirxl.H;

ft Hi<{.; Jc'iLsc'ii, A'oN;;ioi()(/ic

(kr

Ua

I

>

tinnier.

E. G. H.

K.

In Post-Biblical
or the theory concerning

Literature
tli(!

:

Cosmogony,

origin of the universe,

began with pagan systems which recognized no
C'reator, and was therefore viewed with misliiist in
For tliis nia.son it was taught in
rabbinical cir(!les.

"The creation lore is not to be
taught before more than one disciple" (Hag. ii. 1;
Even the oldest schools, the llillelites
.see Cabala).
and Shammaites. differed on the question whether
strictest privacy:
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CosmoK'ony
CossacKs

the hoiivins (Gon. i. Dor the oartli (Gt-n. ii. 4) was
rrvatod tirst. tlio Shaminaiti's iliHiiiiu!; that tho heavens wore ereated tirst. the Hillelites maintaining? the
contrary eontention. Tlie Hillelites, referriiii;; to

Auios

ix.

G,

"No

argued:

urchiteet, in hiiilding a

house, bepius with the upper story"; the Shammaites replied with referenee to Isa. Ixvi. 1 " No artitieer makes the footstool tirst ami then the throne."
This ditTerence of view was readjusted afterward by
R. Simeon b. Yohai, who said, referring to Isa. xlviii.
13. that lieaven and earth were created simultaneously, the former being put upon the latter as the
:

cover upon the pot (Hag. Via; Yer. Hag. ii. 1 Gen.
The ShamR. i. and xii.; Pirke R. El. xviii.).
maites seem to represent the older view, shared also
by the Alexandrians (3JJn ':pT. Tan. 32a; compare
Baeher, " Agada der Tannaiten," i. 17 et seq.).
Probably connected with this difference of opinion
is the controversy between R. Eliezer and R. Joshua
regarding the origin of earth and sea, Joshua, with
reference to Job xxxvii. 6, xxxvi. 28, claiming a
cosmic or celestial origin for them; Eliezer, with
reference to Ps. cxlviii. 4 et seq., Gen. ii. 6, a mere
Yoma
terrestrial one (compare Gen. R. xii., xiii.
54b; Baeher, /.c. i. 135, 173 et seq.). The principal
concern of cosmogony was with the primal elements
and their mode of composition and in dealing with
the question, the Gnostics resorted to both mythological and philosophical speculation, while Scripture treated it from the standpoint of theology (see
Gxosticism).
In the third century Rab, basing his speculation
on Gen. i. 1-5, spoke of ten primal elements created
on the first day: heaven and earth,
;

;

;

The Primal Tohu and Bohu,

light and darkness,
wind and water, night and day (the
last as time-measures); and of ten
creative potencies: wisdom and understanding,
knowledge and strength, rebuke and might, righteousness and judgment, mercy and loving-kindness,
with reference to Prov. iii. 19, 20; Ps. Ixv. 7 (6);
Job xxvi. 11; Ps. Ixxxix. 15 (14); xxv. 6(5). Of

Elements,

these potencies he explained rebuke as the restraining power or the limitation exerted by God when
the world (earth) and the sea expanded in all directions after He had turned the primal elements like
the warp and woof of the weaver's loom (Hag. 12a).
The older schools, however, spoke of only six, four,
or two primal elements, and also of fewer potencies.
"When R. Joshua ben Hananiah was asked by the
emperor Hadrian how God made the world, he answered " He took the six elements and led them
like weaver's threads in six directions: four horizontal and two vertical " (Gen. R. x.).
To Gamaliel
" Your God is a great artist,
II. a philosopher said
but He found fine pigments to use as colors for his
:

:

painting:

Tohu and Bohu, darkness and wind, water

and the abyss
these six

"

;

whereupon Gamaliel replied " All
created, as is shown by Isa.
:

God Himself

"Kaw

tohu we-abne bohu"),
Amos iv. 13; Prov.
viii. 24 (compare Gen. R. i.
Baeher, I.e. i. 86, note
These six elements are compared by R. Levi
4).
(Gen. R. i.) with the six things required for every
xxxiv. 11 (Hebrew,
xlv. 7;

Ps. cxlviii. 4 et seq.;
;

structure: water, earth, wood, stone, iron, and the
measuricg-line. An old Baraita gives, with reference
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deeper insight into Jewish or
is the green circle ("kivw")
which surrounds the cosmos, and from whitih
darkness emanated, according to Ps. xviii. 12 (11);
anil Bohu is the foundation of the primal mire or
chaos ("abne mefulamot" =Ur/?iufia; see Lev. W.
to Isa. xxxiv. 11, a

gnosti(!Cosmog()ny

:

Tohu

s.r. ND1TD) sunk into the abyss, whence the
water issues forth (Hag. 12a). Here Tohu and Bohu
are actually the two primal elements out of which the
other two, darkness and water, respectively emanaWind is taken by R. Jose (Hag. 12b; compare
ted.
Yer. Hag. ii. 77a, and Baeher, I.e. ii. 186) to be a potency emanating from God's arm, whereas heaven is
explained as a composite of primal fire and water
According to Pirke R.
(D"'01 C'N = D''r3C'; Hag. 12a).
El. iii. (compare Yer. Hag. ib.) the earth was created
from the snow from under God's throne, which, when
cast upon the primeval water, turned into a solid mass
(Job xxxvii. 6; compare Ex. R. xiii., where "iDj;
[" dust "] is probably a corruption of 3pB> [" snow "]).
Fire and snow are taken as primal elements also in
Gen. R. x.
Whether light was the first created thing (compare IV Esdras vi. 40) or not is a matter of dispute
between R. Judah and R. Neheraiah. Samuel bar
Nahman said God wrapped Himself in light as in a

B. T.,

:

garment and
is,

its

radiance

light is not created,

lit

but

up

the universe; that
eternally a part of
From that
Ps. civ. 2).
is

iii., based upon
heaven also emanated, according to Pirke R.
El. ib. It must be further noted that Pirke R. Ei.
has only eight of Rab's ten elements, night and day
being added by some one else; and instead of Rab's
ten creative potencies there are only three: wisdom,
understanding, and knowledge (compare Tan., WaSo are
yakhel, 6, ed. Ruber Midr. Teh. to Ps. 1. 1).
Yalda Bahut {=Bv66c) and Hokmuta (= Hokmah)
fundamental in the various gnostic cosmogonies, the
In Ex. R.
rest evolving in pairs (see Gnosticism).
three primal elements, water, fire, and wind or
breath ("mayim," "esh," "ruah"), are mentioned,

God

(Gen. R.

light

;

begetting

respectively three potencies,

darkness,

and wisdom.

light,

Better than these scattered Midrashic fragments
does the Slavonic Book of Enoch (xxiv.-xxx.) disclose the secrets of Ma'ase Bereshit, which God
Himself revealed to Enoch, though "not known
even to the angels "
Out of the regions of the deep God caused a flery stone,
"Are of God" [?]), to rise; out of this
Adoil (" Ariel
broke light, and forth came the great upper world revealing the
whole creation of God's design. Of It God made His own
throne, and above it rose the light which became the foundation
of all celestial things (compare Pes. 54a ; Ned. 39b ; Gen. R. 1.;
Tanna debe Ellyahu R. xxxi.: "Kl.sse ha-Kabod," after Psxdll. 2 and Prov. vlll. 27, LXX.r " When He («tablished His
throne upon the winds "'). Then God laid the
The Upper foundation of the world of darkness below by
and the Low- calling into existence a firm, heavy, and red
er "World, substance called " Arkhas " (= !<|-nN, the lowest part of the abyss ; see " Seder Rabba di Bereshit" In Wertheimer's " Batte Midrashot," 1. 15, 18 certainly
not >"i"'"', as Charles thinks), and after it was divided there
issued forth a very dark world bearing the creation of all things
below there was nothing beneath the darkness.
Out of the mixture of light and darkness a thick substance
came forth this was the water which was spread in both directions above the darkness below and below the light above, and
thus were the seven circles of heaven created like crystal, moist
and dry ; that Is, like glass and Ice (ojmpare "aseaof glass,"

"=

;

;

;

Cosmog-ony
Cossacks
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Rev. iv. 6, XV. 2; "and the pure jnarble stones that seem like
water," Hag. 14b compare Joel, " Bllcke in die Religionsgeschlchte,"!. les etse^.).
Out of the waves of the water below, which were turned into
stones, the earth was formed on the second day of Creation, and
the myriads of angels and all the heavenly hosts were created
out of the Lightning which flashed forth from the flery stone as
God gazed upon it (compare Pesik. i. 3a: "The Armament is
made of water, and the stars and angels of flre," nnd Cant. R.
11: "The Armament is made of hoarfrost [Ezek. i. 22,
lil.
"crystal "], and the Hayot of flre ").
;

Charles ("Book of the Secrets of Enoch," 1896, p.
and Bousset ("Religion des Judenthums," 1903,
p. 470) find in this cosmogony traces of EgyptoOrphic influence; but a comparison with the Babylonian that is, the Mandoean cosmogony, with its
upper world of light and lower world of darkness
(see Brand, "Mandoeische Religion," 1889, pp. 41Remarkable is the cosmo44), is no less in place.
gonic view of Abbahu (Gen. R. iii.): "God created
worlds after worlds, and destroyed them until He
found the one which He pronounced as good."
The Baraita on Tohu and Bohu, Hag. 12a, and on
wind or breath. Hag. 12b, quotetl above, formed undoubtedly part of an ancient Midrash,
32)

—

—

Midrash.

Konen.

Ma'aseh Bereshit, of which the Midrash

Konen preserved

essential parts

"B. H." ii. 23-39; Introduction, xiii).
It is based on Prov. iii. 19, and the
Torah being identified with the creative wisdom
(compare Gen. R. i.), the sacred names or letters are
made potencies of creation. The Midrash shows
how, by the aid of three names, water, light, and
(Jellinek,

fire were created; how, by the mixing of these, the
heavens and the clouds of glory and all the celestial
hosts were made and, how from a lump of snow
from under the Throne of Glory, the earth was formed
and the foundation-stone of the world laid upon the
water. The celestial orbs were made of fire the water
animals, including the leviathan, out of light and
water; the birds, including the ziz or simurg, out
of these elements mi.xed with mud; the terrestrial
beasts, including the behemoth, out of water, earth,
and light. The Midrash Ma'ase Bereshit, which is
attached to Midrash K(Hien (.Jellinek, "B. H."pp. 32
€< seq.), forms also part of the Seder Rabba di Bereshit, published in Werthcimcr's " Batte Midrashot"
(i. l-Iil),
and presents the entire cosmogonic and
cosmological system of the Rabbis (or Essenes, as is
;

;

«hown

l)y

the ai)otheosis of the

S(il)batli,

pp. 7-8).

Part of this <()snioiogy tiiut is, tin- description of
the upper and lower worlds and all their parts in
their topographical relations
is found also in Pirke

—

H. El. (iii.-ix.).

Anothr-r and altogetlu'r difTennt eosmogonir sysis ])re.sent('d in the geonic work " Sefer Yezirah."

tem

litre,

Sefer

Yezirah.

New

letters and numbers, as in the
Pytiiagorean system, but scien-

tifically arniiiged, art- creative! princi-

ples, and tii(! three primiil elements of
the nibhis, fire, water, and liglit ("ilX
L"X) an-,
by the change of one vowel, transformed into fire,
water, and air (')'<^t^ D'D L"X. "I'lX = the Greek ar/p),
the Spirit of God ((Jen. i. 2) taking tlie place of the
former " wisdom " as the creative power (see Skkkk
Ye^ihah). For the cosmogony of the cabalists,
based chiefly upon the idea of a primal and end
less liglit, and a primordial " point "expanding into

CD

the Ten Sefirot, and upon Abbahu's view, quoted
above, of worlds ever created and destroyed by the
Creator, see

Cabala Emanation Sefikot.
;

;

K.

COSSACKS' UPRISING

:

Since the fifteenth

century, semi-military bands of Cossacks have been
scattered over the steppes of southern and southeastern Russia, and have materially influenced the history of the Jews in that region. The Cossacks originally appeared as traveling merchants, pursuing
their vocation generally in the steppes of South
Russia, beyond the limits of their own country. For
the sake of mutual protection they organized themselves into armed bands, led by hetmans, or atamans.
Becoming permanent settlers, they retained their
military and social organizations. Later there appear groups of Cossack agriculturists, Cossack settlements, and Cossack villages.
Of the different branches of Cossacks, onlj' those
of the Ukraine (Little Russia) are considered here.
When King Casimir Jagellon transformed the principality of Kiev into a Polish waywodeship (1476),
the Russian nobles of the Ukraine received equal
rights with the Polish nobility (Kostomarov, " Bogdan Chmielnicki," i. 114). The free cities, towns,
and villages being distributed among the nobilitj',
the ancient system of self-government was abolished,
and the first step taken toward the forced adoption

and methods by the Russian nobilof the Greek faith thus became
Soon after the Ukraine
the serfs of the landlords.
Cossacks became conspicuous. Their organizations
bore some resemblance to those of the order of
knighthood, for they announced themselves as the
champions of Christendom. When Poland and Lithuania were merged by King Sigismund Augustus
of Polish customs

The peasants

ity.

commonwealth (1569), the provinces of
Volhynia, Podolia, and the Ukraine were separated
from Lithuania and came under the immediate rule
of Poland.
About that time the Ukrainian lord
into one

Wishnewetzki (Polish, "Wisniowiecki ") built on
an island in the River Dnieper the fortress of Khortitza, and i)laced Cossacks there for protection against
the invasions of the Crimean Tatars (" Akty YuzhThis fortress with
noi Zapadnoi Rossii," ii. 148).
"
its garrison was known as the "Zaporogian Syech
These Cos(the fortified camp beyond the rapids).
sacks were joined by Little Russian peasants of the
Greek faitli wlio hail broken away from their Polish
(Jatholic landlords, by fugitives from justice, and by
adventurers.
It may be mentioned here that Jews
In 1681
also served in the ranks of the Cossacks.
i

Ahmad

Kalga, chief councilor of the
Klian of the Crimea, complained to
the l^olish ambassador, Piasaczinski,
that the ( 'ossacksof the Lower Dnieper
redations. had niadeattackson the Crimea. IMasaczinski replied stating that the Cossacks were not subjects of the Polish king, and that
he therefore could not be held responsible for the
acts of uncontrollable rovers of the desert; for
while there were some Poles, there were also Muscovites, Wailachians, Turks, Tatars, Jews, etc.,
among them (Ko.stomarov, I.e. p. 55).

Complaint
of Cossack
Dep-

In the respf)nsa of Joel Sflrkes mention is made
of " Ii<Takah the Hero," who fought in the ranks of
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Cossacks

and ft-U
Harkavy.

the Cossiicks

in battle against the

Musco-

Yevrei-Ka/.aki." in " liusski
Yevrei." 1S80, p. 348). In 1G37 a certain Ilyash
(Elijah) Karaimovich (the name indicates a Karaite
origin) was one of tlie otliccrs of tlie registered Cossacks, and became their "starosta" (elder) after the
vites (1601

;

"

execution of Pavlyuk (Kostomarov,
In ballads of Little Russia reference

p.

135).

made

to

I.e.

is

a

named ^latvi Borochovich (1647), who, as
his family name (meaning "son of Baruch ") indiThe
cates, was probably also of Jewish origin.
feeling against the Jews spread very rapidly from
colonel

Poland into the Ukraine

in the reign of

Sigismund

who was

an obedient pupil of the
Jesuits. The gilds, which always feared the competition of the Jews, were prominent in connection with
The higher nobility, however,
the accusations.
III. (15ST-163'J),

depended largely on the Jews to act as their leaseholders, agents, and financial managers, and this
served in a measure as a bar to persecution.
Stephen Bathori (1575-86) intended to disband the
Cossjicks, who were a menace to the union of the
Ukraine with Poland. Not long before his death ho
said " Some day an independent state will spring up
from this scum" (Kostomarov, I.e. p. 21).
As the power of the Jesuits increased, and with
it their determination to force the peasants and Cossacks into the Catholic Church, there were manifest
signs of trouble between the Cossacks and the Polish
From time to time armed
nobility.
Attacks by Cossack bands swept over the Ukraine,
Cossacks, plundering the estates of the nobility,
pillaging the Catholic churches, and
robbing the Jews. When the Polish nobles Wishnevetzki, Potocki, and Koniecpolski settled in the
Ukraine and began to build palaces and castles, the
Jews were their trusted agents and managers, leasing their estates, mills, inns, rivers, lakes, and all
:

other sources of revenue.
The Jews increased rapidly in the Little Russian
territories at the beginning of the seventeenth cenThey farmed not only the taxes, but even
tury.
the revenues of the Greek Orthodox Church.
At
every christening or funeral the peasants had to pay
a fee to the Jew. The lords were the absolute rulers
of their estates, and the peasants their dependent
When a lord or any other member of the
subjects.
nobility leased his villages or estates to a Jew, his
authority also was delegated to the latter, who even
had the power to administer justice among the peasants (•* Yewen Mezulah," p. 2a). The extravagant
life of the Polish landlords, who spent most of their
fortunes abroad, frequently placed them in pecuniary difficulties, and their Jewish tax-farmers were
often forced into exactions against the advice and
warnings of the wise leaders of the Council of
Four Lands, and th° Jews of the Ukraine often suffered grievously for the sins of individuals of their
race.
The uprising of the peasants in the Ukraine
has been ascribed by most historians to their oppression by Jewish leaseliolders, as well as to the privileges granted to the ]atter by the kings and nobles
of Poland. Recent historical research, however, indicates that the Jews living in the cities, particularly
in those of the Ukraine, were not afforded the protection enjoyed by other citizens, and moreover
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were excluded from the privileges granted to the
Christian merchants and burghers (Antonovich,
"Monografii po Istorii Zapailnoi i Yugo-Zapudnoi
Rossii," i. 188).
Notwithstanding this, the Jews
managed to gain control of the commerce of the
country, as is evidenced by the complaints of the
Christian merchants of Lemberg, Kamenetz, Kiev,
and many other cities, shortly before the Cossack
uprising ("Archiv Yugo-Zapadnoi Rossii," v., part
i., xxxiv. 134, xl. 156, cxxi. 323;
"Starozytna Polska." 11, 1023, 1869; "Sbornik Mukhanova," p. 192;
Antonovich, I.e. p. 189). It was the combined opposition to the Jews of the urban and the peasant
populations that made it possible for Chmiehiicki
to arm the entire country against them within so
short a tihie.
During their first uprising under Nalivaika and
Kossinski (1591-93), and that under Taras (1630),
the Cossacks did not exhibit any special animosity
toward the Jews, but complained only of the Roman
Catholics.
But in the subseqiient re-

Early
volt, under Pavlyuk (1637), 200 Jews,
Uprisings, mostly leaseholders and fariners of
taxes, were killed in Pereyaslav, Lokhvitza, and Lubny, and many synagogues were destroyed; and when the Polish government restricted
some of the rights of the Cossacks their animosity
toward the Jews was still further increased.
In 1646 a general European alliance, including
Ladislaus IV., was formed for the purpose of driviug the Turks out of Europe. The Polish chancelor Ossolinski visited the Ukraine and opened negotiations with the Cossacks. The king was accused
before the Diet of 1646 of attempting to curtail the
rights of the "Shlyakhta"; the proposed war with
Turkey was not sanctioned by the Diet, and the
Polish cause was thus injured.
The contents of the agreement between King
Ladislaus and Bogdan Chmielnicki, the leader of the
Cossacks, have never been positively ascertained,
nor has it been shown how far, if at all, the latter
was encouraged by Alexis, the RusThe Great sian czar. It is only known that on
Uprising. Oct. 1, 1653, the Russian government
decided to include the Co.ssacks among
its subjects, whereupon war was declared against
Poland by the Muscovites. Most of the historians,
Russian, Polish, and Jewish, think that the personal
animosity of Chmielnicki against Koniecpolski and
Chaplinski (see Chmielnicki, Bogdan) caused the
Cossack uprising; yet even such a shrewd, ambitious, and daring leader as Chmielnicki could not so
soon have become such a popular hero throughout
the Ukraine had not the ground been prepared.
When Koniecpolski learned of the alliance formed
by Chmielnicki and the Tatars to make common war
on Poland and to drive the Poles out of the Ukraine,
Jew, Jacob
he cast Chmielnicki into prison.
Sabilenki, helped Chmielnicki to escape; and when
he was subsequently imprisoned for the second time,
he again succeeded in effecting his escape. He then
went with his fellow conspirators to the Syech,
whence he issued his appeal to the Cossacks to rise
and take revenge on both the Poles and the Jews.
In his address to the Cossack elders Chmielnicki
" You must be aware of the fact that the Posaid

j

|

A

:

J

j'
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gaining power daily and that it opBut it is not the noblepresses o\ir coreligionists.
men alone who lord it over us: even the most abject
nation [the Jews] hold us in subjection" (" Yewen
Mezulah"). This was enough to excite the people
of Little Russia. The flame of revolution spread
lish nation is

with great rapidity throughout the Ukraine, and
Chmielnicki, encouraged by Ladislaus himself, concluded a treaty with the Klian of the Crimea.
Chmielnicki still derived encouragement from the
king himself, who, being often opposed in the Diet

of Nemirov, which had 6,000 Jewish inhabitants,
and where the fugitives from the neighborhood were
assembled. This was a very wealthy community,
and contained many prominent and learned men.
The Jews, Avho were in possession of the fortress,
had closed tlie gates; but Greek Christians of the
town, disguised in Polish uniforms, urged the Jews
to open them again for their friends.
They did so,
only to be mercilessly slaughtered by the Cossacks
and the Russians, those escaping immediate death

undergoing

frightful tortures (June 10, 1648).
the victims was Jeliiel JVIichael ben Eliezer,
the cabalist, and the head of the yeshibah of Nemirov.
AVhile most of the Jews remained true to their

of the Cossacks.
Some historians hint that he even secretly promised
to help them assert their rights against the nobles.

Among

One of the paragraphs of this treaty stipulated
that all prisoners of war should belong to the Tatars,
as also the right to sell them as slaves in Turkish
markets; and that the property of the Polish nobility and Jews should be allotted to the Cossacks.
When the Tatar general Tugai-bey joined Chmielnicki with an army of 4,000 men, the whole of Little

faith,

by the

nobility, desired to

make use

Russia, Podolia, and the Ukraine rose en masse,
and, leaving their estates and homes, assembled in
the Syech.
The Jews soon learned of the plans of
the allied armies, and warned tlie Polish field-marshals Potocki and Kalinovski to be on their guard

(Kostomarov,
ing.

On May

264); but they disregarded the warn18, 1648, the Poles were defeated near

i.

Waters ("Zholtyya Vody ").
and Kalinovski made prisoner.

Cossacks

some escaped by embracing Christianity, although most of these returned to Judaism when
the riots were over (Graetz, "Hist." Hebrew ed.,
viii. 135).

At the town of Tulchin about 600 Polish soldiers
and 2,000 Jews had taken refuge in the fortress
(called Nestrow) some of the latter being brave 9oldiers, sworn to defend the town and fortress to the
The Cossack peasants, knowing little of
last man.
;

tactics, resorted to

that their hatred

They assured the nobles
directed solely against the acthat if these should be delivered
a

trick.

was

cursed Jews, and
up to them they would Avithdra\v.

The nobles, forgetful of their oath, proposed that the

Potocki

Treachery Jews should give up their arms to
at
them. The Jews, who exceeded the

After this, bands of the Zaporogians, the Little
Russian peasants, and the roving Cossacks of the
Ukraine joined the insurrection, and invaded the

Poles in number, at first thought of
revenging themselves on the latter for
their treachery but Rabbi Aaron of Tulchin warned
them that the Catholics would take bloody vengeance, and that all Poland would be excited against
the Jaws, who would doubtless be exterminated.
The Jews then delivered up their arms, whereupon
the Poles admitted the Co.ssacks into the town.
After the Cossacks had taken everything from the
Jews, they ofl"ered them the choice between death
and baptism. Three rabbis, Kliczcr, yolomon, and
Haj'yim, urged their brethren not to change their
religion; and about 1,000 Jews who remained steadfast were tortured and executed before the eyes of
Teu rabbis were
the Polish nobles (June 24, 1648).
spared by the ('ossacks in order to extort large ransoms from their communities. The Poles were immediately punished for their treachery. Deprived
of the assistance of the Jew\s, they were slain by the
This siul event had a good elTect. as the
Cossjicks.
Poles after that sided steadfastly with the Jews, and
were not ojiposed to them thro\ighout the course of
the long war ("Yewen Mezulah," p. 23).
From podolia the bands of rebels penetrated into
Here the carnage continued during the
Volhynia.

the Yellow

was

killed

towns of Pereyaslav, Piryatin, Lubny, and Lokhvitza, plundering, robbing, and cruelly torturing
the Jewish inhabitants.
The Jews of Pogrebishche,
Zotov, and Bozovka, about 3,000 in number, were
more fortunate; for tlxy gave themselves up to the
Tatars, wlio, thougli they took them into captivity,
treated them humanely.
They were
Attacks on taken to the Crimea, and subsequently
the Jews. ran.somed by the Jews of Constantinf)ple.
On the day of the above-mentioned battle. King Ladislaus died, which was a
great misfortune for Polaud as well as for the Jews.
During the interregnum (May to Oct., 1648) the dissensions throughout Poland increased, and tlie conflicts between the diflerent parties in the confederation weakened the resisUince of tlie Poles.
Wliile Chmielnicki negotiated with the Polish
magnates, and csiK-fiially with the Arehl)iHhop of
(innuru, troops from the I'krainc, botii regular and
irregular, were organized under brutal leaders, who
reveled in the deathstrnggles f)f their T'olish and
Jewish foes. These bands, called "Haidumaks,"
were ordered by the Greek Ortho(lo.x popes to murder both

Roman

religion,

and soon changed

into a desert;

Cutholies and

Jews
the

only those Jews

hands of the Tatars, or those

in the

wiiole

name

of

country

who fell into the
who changed their

escaj)erl tleath.
The most cniel leaders
of the Cossacks were Krivonos, Morozenko, and
Chmielnickis son, Timofci.
After the defeat of the Poles near Korsun, the
Cossack troops and the peasant bands tinder their
leader Ganzha advanced against the fortified town

religion,

Tulchin.

;

whole summer and autumn of 1648. About 10,000
slain by the Cossacks or tiiken captive
by the Tatars at Polonnoye. The cabali.st Samson
of Ostropol, who had been revered by the populace,
with 300 pious inhabitants, was put to death in the

Jews were

Similar mas.sacres took place in Zaslavl,
synagogiie.
Ostrog. Starokonstantinov, Bar, Narol, Kremenetz,
and other lownsof the Ukraine. The Polish troops,
espr'cially Iho.sf' under Jeremiah Wishnevetzki, sub-

dued the Cossacks here and there, but they were
unable to put down the rebellion. In Sept., 1648,

Cossacks
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the forces of Chmielnicki had advanced to the very
walls of I^mberg, which was subjected to a proHaving reduced the inhabitants by
tnu-ted siege.
starvation, the Cossacks withdrew upon receiving
from the city an enormous ransom, a considerable
share of which was paid by the Jews (Caro, " Gesch.
der Juden in Lemberg." pp. 51-64). From Lenil)erg, Chmielnicki with his hordes turned to Zamoscz anil Lublin, even approaching Warsaw,
where the election of the king was in progress.
The choice foil upon the primate of Gnesen, Cardinal John Casimir (1648-68), brother of King Ladislaus IV.
The new king at once entered into peace negotiations with Chmielnicki, but owing to the excessive
demands of the Cossacks no conclusion was reached.
The war broke out afresh, and lasted to the end of
In the course of it many more
the summer of 1649.
Jewish communities were desolated. After a series
of battles unfavorable to the Poles a treaty of peace

was concluded at Zborowo, between John Casimir
and Chmielnicki. In this treaty there was a clause
forbidding the Jews to live in the Ukraine: that is,
waywodeship of Chernigov, Poltava, Kiev,
and part of Podolia (Aug., 1649).
After eighteen months of torture and hardship the
Jews could once more breathe freely. To all who
had entered the Greek Orthodox Church under threat
of death, the king gave permission to
Interval
return to their former faith. Jewish
of Peace, women who had been forcibly baptized
tied in numbers from the Cossack husbands who had been forced upon them, and returned
The Council of Four Lands, at
to their families.
in the winter of 1650, worked out a
its session
long series of measures intended to restore order in
the family and social life of the Jews. The 20th of
Nisan, the day of the Nemirov massacre, was the
day previously set apart as a fast-day in memory of
the martyrs of the Crusades, and was now made a
day of mourning for the victims of the Cossack rebellion as well.
The prominent rabbis of the time
composed many elegies and prayers, Avhich were
recited in the synagogues on every anniversary of
the fatal day.
But the Jews were not to rest for a long time.
The treaty of Zborowo was satisfactory neither to
the Polish government nor to the Cossacks, and in
1651 war again broke out.
This time the Poles
gained the advantage over Chmielnicki's forces, and
the campaign ended with a treaty advantageous to
the Poles.
Under the treaty of IJyelaya Tzerkov
(Sept., 1651), many of the Cossacks' claims were rejected, and the right of the Jews to settle in the
in the

Ukraine was restored.
It was at this time that the agitation among the
Cossacks and the Greek Orthodox Ukrainians was
renewed. Bogdan Chmielnicki opened
Alliance
negotiations with Czar Alexis with the
with
view of transferring Cossack- Ukraine,
Russia.
under the name of " Malorossia " (Little Russia), to the Muscovite realm.
These negotiations were successful in 1654. In the
same year the Russian troops penetrated into White
Russia and Lithuania and began a war with Poland.
During tjiis war, which lasted two years (1654-56),
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White Russia and Lithuania underwent
Tiie seizure of many cities by the
united Cossack-Muscovile army was accompanied
by the extermination or exile of the Jews. When
the city of Mohilcv on the Dnieper surrendered to
the Muscovite forces, Alexis, as requested by the
local Russian inhabitants, ordered all the Jews to be
banished from the city, and their houses to be distributed among the magistrates and other Russian
the

nuich

of

.suffering.

The Jews, however, trusting that the
disturbances would soon cease, did not immediately leave Mohilev and for this they paid a
heavy penalty. At the end of the sumnier of 1655
the commander of the Russian garrison at Mohilev,
Colonel Poklonski, learned that the Polish army,
under Radziwill, was marching on the city. Fearing that the Jews might unite with the advancing
enemy, Poklonski ordered them to leave the city,
promising them an escort as Polish subjects to Radziwill's camp.
No sooner were the Jews, with their
wives, children, and belongings, outside the walls,
than the Russian soldiers, acting upon Poklonski 's
orders, fell upon them, killed nearly all of them,
and appropriated their possessions.
At Vitebsk the Jews took an active part in the
defense of the city against the besieging Muscovites.
For this the enemy took ample revenge, the
Jews being either forcibly baptized or sent into
officials.

militarj'^

;

Novgorod, and Kazan. The Jews
community of Wilna also suffered in the sack
of that city by the Muscovite-Cossack forces in Aug.
1655.
Most of the Wilna Jews, how
Massacres ever, found safety in flight; those
in Poland, remaining being either slain or banished by order of the czar.
It was
exile to Pskov,
in the

soon the turn of the native Polish provinces to be-

come the scene of war and

invasion.
The irruption
of Poland's third enemy, the Swedes (1655-58), under

Charles Gustavus, brought carnage into the very
heart of the country.
The greater portion of Little
and Great Poland passed into the possession of the
Swedes, and King John Casimir had to flee. At the
hands of the Swedish invaders Jews suffered equally
with Christians; but they often found themselves
between the hammer and the anvil. The Polish
leader, Czarniecki, while escaping from the Swedes,
devastated all the country through which he passed,
but manifested exceptional harshness in his treatment of the Jews. The Polish auxiliary bands
were equally severe in their treatment of the Jews
and other non-Catholics.
The horrors of the war were brought to a climax
by the outbreak of the plague in Poland. The Jews
in the provinces of Cracow, Posen, Kalish, Piotrkov, and Lublin perished in large numbers, both by
the sword of the enemy and by disease.
Only after
1658 did the disturbance caused by the war begin
to sub.side.
According to the chronicles, the number
of Jews who perished during this time (1648-58) exceeded half a million. Over tliree hundred Jewish
communities (740, according to the unreliable Samuel

Phoebus in " Tit ha-Yawen ") were massacred and
Approximately only one-tenth of the Jew-

sacked.
ish

population remained

in Polish

Ukraine, Volh}'nia,

and Podolia. The remainder had either perished
or had emigrated into Lithuania, Poland proper, and

Cossacks
Costa
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Tomaschev

western Europe. Jewisli fugitives
captives raiisouied from Tatar
bimdasje, could at that time be met witli in all the

Pereyaslav
Plni'zow
T'lotrkov

Tucliln (Volhynia)

countries of Europe ami Asia.
The followiMg is a list of the towns in which outbreaks occurreil during the uprising of the Cossacks

IMryatln

Tulchln
Turblno
Uchanle (Lublin)
Ulanov (Volhynia)

the sUitos of

from

Poltiiul,

iiiul

Kanev

Alexaudruvka

Kiev
Kishinev

(Pixlolla)

Arliat

Bazhii)

Klevan
Kobrln (Minsk)
Kobriu (Volhynia)

BerfsttH'liko (Volhynia)

Kolkl (Volhynia)

Berezino Minsk)
Bertzovka (Poltava)
Berezovka O'olhynta)
Bershad

Konotop
Kopys

Ba^lnovtzy
Bar

(Tixlolia)

i

Bielczu (Uallcia)
BlelRorla (Poland)
B<.>ri!kivka (Poltava)
Btirlspol (Poltava)

Bozovka
Bra<7in

Bratzlav (Podolla)
Bratzlavshchina (Podolla)
Brest-Lltovsk
Brezna (Poland)
Breznitza (Poland)

Brody
Bucbach (Podolla)
Busk (Galicia)
Byelaya Tzerkov
ByelUy
Byely (see Kostomarov,
Ui. 154)

Byely-Kamen
Bykhov

Komomo

Pkut
I'odgnyetz (Gallcia)

Pogreblshche (Kiev)

Rovno
Ryechitza
Satanov

Kovel

Sharograd or Shargorod (Po-

Kovno

Stary

LemberK
Lesla
Letlchev (Podolla)

Lobemla
11.

186)

(Poltava)

Luntschltz

Dubno

Medzhibozh (Podolla)

COSTA, DA, PEDIGREE: The

hynia)

Lyubom (Volhynia)
Makhnovka (Kiev)

Minsk

Fastov or Khvastov (Kiev)
Gallcb ((ialicia)
Gora (White Russia)
Gorla (Poland)

Miropol

Grodno

Mstislavl

Grubeschov (Lublin)
Gushcha (Volhynia)

Narol (Volhynia)

Gusyatin (Podolia)

Nemirov

(

Volhynia) —See Po-

lonnoj'e

(Podolla)

—
—

Nevel

Kamenetz-Podolsk

H. -R.
family of Da

Lopez. Silva, Suasso, Pinto, Mesquita, Kicardo, Belmonte, Capadose, llenriques, Aguilar, Osorio, VillaReal, Franco, Quiro, Paiba the large families resulting from the.se alliances, coupled with the wide
extent of their migration.s make the Mendez da
Costa pedigree the key to Sephardic genealogies.
The principal branch of the Da Costa family in the
Netherlands (pedigree I.) and the Holland Mendes
da Costa branch (pedigree II.) follow herewith:

Novop<jle (Poland)

Novozhmir

Uusan

Olyka
Opta
Orsha
Ostrog (Volhynia)

I.

Mendes da Costa of the Netherlands
Abraham da Costa
I

Raphael Mendes da

IsaS'and Lihef

SAose

Saiah Mendes da Costa

=

^''^
[

= J^"

C.

=

I

Rachel Mendes da Costa, a daughter of Moses

In 1760

Mendes da C, 1774-1825

Raphael Jacob Mendes da Costa

I

=

Nanette Henrlquez de Castro,
b. 1812, daughter of David
and Rachel da Costa
8 children, one of them, J
Esther Henrlquez de Caatro, b. 1857,
Emanuel Mendes da V = a daughter of Jacob and Rachel HenCosta, b. 1845
rlquez de Castix)
)
I

I

3 children

L}ie-

—

Mohilev (Podolla)
Mozyr (Minsk)

Wurakhva

;

Costa is probably identical with that of the Mendez
It lias even been suggested that an
da Costa.
early Mendes called himself Mendez da Costa (" Mendes of the Coast"). The arms of the two families both
in England and in Holland are practically identical.
Their wide connections with so many Marano famiBravo, Bueno, Dias, Fernandez, Gradis, Jachia,
lies

Mezhirich ((ireat)
Mezhirich (Little)

Dubrovna

Ivanovlch
Ivnlbn^d

;

Budapest. 1789

Samovitza

Vninoch Boqflaita Ulimkliiichavo, vie.,
in (^htettie Moskovxitavo Obshchentva Zstrwii, Moscow, 1846;
Kulish, Istnriva Vnzsnyedinenya Rusi, St. Petersburg, 1874;
Skalkovski, Moriya Novoi Syechi, Odessa, 1841; Graetz,
HisU Hebr. ed., vUi. 125, pasvim, Warsaw, 19(J0.

Lyubartovo or Lyubar (Vol-

(Lublin)

Zotov

:

;

topis

Chudnov (Volhynla)
Derazhnya
Dropohuzh
Druya

Hrubit-szow or Rubieszow

licla])

H(.sf. Belli Cosaco-I'nlo'tiici, ed. Kaffl,

Lubsentz

Homel

Zlochev (Polish, Zloczow [Ga-

Hannover, Yaii^an Meptlah, Venice. 1«53.
(iernian translation by S. Kayserilng, 1863: Kohen, MfififiJlat
EfaJi, In Shebci Yehudah, Hebr. and Ger., Hanover, 1856;
Abraham ben Samuel Ashkenazi, Za'ar Bat Rabbim, in
Gurland's Le K(rrot ha-Gezeiot he-YisraeU il.; Meir ben
Samuel of Szczebrszyn, Zuk ha-'Ittim; Samuel ben Phoebus,
TH hO'Yaweii Gurland. Abne MiUuim Grondskl de (iandi,

BiBLHKiRAPiiv

Lokhvitza (Poltava)
Loyev (Kostomarov

Zlatowo

Zmlyev (Kiev)

Szczebrszyn
Taikury (Volhynia)

Latiscban

Luzk

(see Kosto-

Bykhov

Strelitz

Ladyzhin

(Galicla)

Zhier (Zglerz)

Starodub
Starokonstantlnov (Volhynia)

Krasny
Kremenetz

Yanusc'hov (Podolla)
Yaslovitza (Podolla)
Zabrazh
Zamoscz (Zamostye)
Zaslavl (Volhynia)

Zborowo

Slutzk
Sokol (Volhynia)

Krk'hev
Kunitza

WIslocz (Gallcia)

Zbaraz (Galicla)

dolia)

Kniinepole
Krasnik (Lublin)
Krasnobrod (Poland)

Wllna

Wlodow
Wreshna
Yampol

Roslavl

Serpelsk

Cbemigov

11. 4ft.')

Vinnitza
Vitebsk
Vladimir (Volhynia)

Rogschany

(Galicla)

Korsun

Chigirin
Chirikov

marov,

Vankovtzy
Verkhovka (Podolla)

Poniorany (Gallcia)
Poseu

Przemysl (Gallcia)

Lublin

Dubovaya Volost

Poioiisoye (Volhynia)
Polotzk

Prllukl (Kiev)
Prolikowitz
Propolsk (Mohilev)

Koretz

Lubny

Trillsy (Kiev)

I'In.sk

(164b-58):
Alexiuittrlii (Volliyiila)

Toniogrud (Poland)

Cossacks
Costa
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n.

Da
Abraham

Uriel Acosta,

(descendants in

1590-1W7
(see

Jew. E.ncyc.

Costas op Holland.

1.

S.

America)

167)

Joseph
(from him
descended)

(no issue)

I

=

Daniel da Costa

Rebecca Ricardo

I

Isaac da Costa, the poet, 1798-1860

r
C.

=

Rebecca da C,

Emllie Jeannette Sarah des Bordes

Isaac da C.

Abraham da

Abraham

Dorothea Catherine
Beatrix da C.

C.

two Da Costas from whom he was descended on the father's (pedigree III.) and the
mother's (pedigree IV.) side respectively. The two
pedigrees follow on page 290.
Tlie last inlieritor of the fortunes of the English
Da Costa appears to have been Mrs. Saraii Williams,
who left £40,000 to Benjamin Disraeli, with the request that he should adopt the Da Costa arms.
scent back to

GentUman'x Maqazine. 1812, part 1., pp. 21 et
lJictionar\ii>f National ]ii<i(iraplii/,xU. 271; Da Costa,
Israel en de Volken, Utrecht, 1876; Plcciotto, Sketches of
Amilo-Jewixh JlUtory Vorsternian van Oyen, Stam-en Wa:

8e</.:

;

penhijek van Ncderlandnche FainiUen,

I.

164,

Groningen,

1884.

H. Gut.

J.

ANDREA MENDES DA: ChamQueen Catherine of Bragan(;a, wife of
Charles II. of England flourished about 1C65. His
position at court was due to the influence of his
brotiier, Antonio Mendes, who had cured Queen
Catherine, wiiiie in Portugal, of erysipelas.
The
queen liad persuaded Antonio and his brotliers to
accompany lier to England, wjiere tliey all became members of her household. After tlieir arrival in London they openly proclaimed tliemselves
Jews. Andrea Mendes, as well as liis brotliers, is.said
COSTA,

berlain of

;

to have taken an active interest in the affairs of

Jews of
II.

Londrjii,

on their
:

Anylit-Jud.

and frequently influenced Charles

:

nnd

and

1<'J8.

M. Sel.

J.

COSTA,
as

tli(;

J. Plrrlotto, f^hclche^ of Au(ilo-JcwMi Ilixt)a fVwta, hrnfl
the Oentile-H, p. 4.V); I,ln<l<).
I'lprtimiil, p- STjO; Jumbs and Wolf, Jiihl.
p.

ANTHONY DA

Moses da Costa

or

(sometimes known
Antonio da Costa):

An c)])ulent Jewish London niercjiant of the eight
eenth century.
He attained tiie position unusual
for a Jew in tliose days
of a director of tlie
Bank of England. In 1727 lie brougiit an action
against the Russia Company, wliich refused to admit him to membcrshii) on tiie ground of his being

—

IV.— 19

d. 1882

=

William

Raman

a Jew. The attorney -general decided that he must
be admitted, whereupon the company petitioned
Parliament to modify the former's charter so as to
give it the right of refusal. Anthony also figured,
in 1736, in a case with W. Monmartel relating to a
bill of exchange.
Anthony was the son of Jacob (Alvarez or Alvaro)
da Costa, who is probably the Da Costa referred to
in the"Thurlow Papers."
Jacob Alvarez (or Alvaro) da Costa arrived in England with his family in
1655.
He married Leonora (Rachel) Mendes, sister
of Fernandez (Fernando) Mendes, the Marano
physician of John IV., King of Portugal.
Anthony married his cousin Catherine Mendes,
in 1698.
Catherine was born in Somerset House, and
was named after Queen Catherine of Braganya,
wife of Charles II., who graciously consented to
stand sponsor to her. This Catherine da Costa is
supposed to have made, in 1721, the water-color
portrait of her father which now hangs in the vestry
of the Bevis Marks Synagogue.
Anthony and Catherine da Costa had a daughter, also named Catherine, who married a M. Villareal, becoming a widow
at the age of twenty-one.
She figured in the famous
case of Da Costa ?'. Villareal, and subsequently in
tiiat of Villareal v. Mellish.
BinuooRAP)! Y:
Wolf,
titmn

J. Plcciotto,

—

Sketches of Anglo-Jewish

HMory,

15.')
(iustcr, HMorti of the Anci^fU Siin(iSpan Ml and I'ortttynese Jcw.s, pp, 10, l>7
('riiiilo-.lfU'H Under the ('innmontreaitli, In Tranxacof the .lni\ Hint. Soc. Kn^A- /V.'i-HS: I.uclen Wolf,

])]). ,'{2, 81),

(;()(/i(t

of

Menujv<eh
xll., etc.;

(;ruetz,

it.'),

10.'},

;

the.

lirii

Miiv<ion to Oliver Cromwell, xlv.,
Wolf, Jtitd. Anglu-Jud. pp. 85, 96;

InriirV.H

Jacobs

iiiid

HiMorii of the Jeivx,

COSTA,

Iv. 564.

L H.

.».

Jeu'M in Sfinin

Francisca da C,

Isaac William da Costa

l)ehalf.

BlBl.loOKAPMy
Uiru, p. 44

Christian William
Justin Raman

Jacob da C.

The English branch of the Mendez da Costas is
especially noteworthy, and the genealogy for the
early stages was compiled by an eminent member of
the family, Emanuel Mendez da Costa, secretary of
the Royal Society, London.
He traces his own de-

Bibliography

=

b. 1833

I

Belmonte

1

\

Abraham da

= Hannah

BENJAMIN MENDEZ DA:

Plii-

lanthiopist; born in 1704; died in England 1764.
His family was among tlu^ most ancient and lionorabht of the Portugueses .lews, and Da Costa himself
was in the foremost ranks of the Hebrew merdiants
of his day.
As an instjince of his philanthropy he
distributed, during his lifetime, £.1,000 a year in
eliarify to the poor of all creeds.
In 1762, in con(h' David Levy, hr- endowed a
bestowing yearly distriluitions on the stuBy a codicil to his will he
dents who attended it.
desired his benefactions to be continued during the
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lives of the indigent families

bounty.
Bibliography

:

J.

Picciotto,

who had

received his

Sketches of Anglo-Jevnsh His-

tory, pp. 89, 95, 155.

G. L.

J.

EMANUEL MENDEZ DA:

COSTA,

Libra-

and fellow of the Royal Society of London,
scientific writer, and fellow of the Antiquarian Society of London; born in 1717; died in 1791.
He
was a son of Abraham Mendez da Costa, who had
come from Normandy to reside in England about
1696, and in 1702 had married Esther da Costa, his
first cousin.
Emanuel Mendez da Costa was distinguished as a botanist, naturalist, pliilosopher, and
collector of anecdotes of literati and of valuable
notes and MSS. He was made a member of the
Aurelian Society Feb. 7, 1739, and in 1746 was
rian

member of the Gentleman's Society at
Spalding, and maintained a regular correspondence
with Dr. Green, the secretary of that organization.
On Nov. 26, 1747, Da Costa was elected fellow of
the Royal Society of London, and later its librarian,
after which he was elected a member of the Botanic
Society in Florence.
His publications were: "A
Natural History of Fossils" (at the time of its publication the author was esteemed the greatest master
of the subject in England); "Elements of Conchology, or An Introduction to the Knowledge of
Shells," 1776; and "British Conchology," 1778.
He
also contributed several valuable papers to the
"Philosophical Transactions" and other scientific
publications.
It was in his library that the list of
the original Jewish settlers in England was found.
His collection of printed books, manuscripts, engravings, and drawings of natural history was sold
by public auction after his death.
elected a

BIBLIOORAPHY

:

Nlchols,

Anecdotes and Illustrations^

Hi. 233;
Gentleman''8 Magazine, IxxxU. 21;
SkeUhea of Anylo-Jewish Hvstor]i, p. 95.

11. :J92,

J. Picciotto,

G. L.

J.

COSTA, ISAAC DA: Dutch
14. 1798,

at

poet; born Jan.
there April 28, 1860.
Daniel da Cosla, a relative of Uriel
a prominent merchant in the city of
his mother, Rebecca Ricardo, was a

Amsterdam; died

His father,
Acosta, was

Amsterdam;

near relative of the English political economist
David Ricardo. Daniel da Costa, soon recognizing
his son's love for study, destined liiin for the bar. and
sent him to the Latin .school from 1806 to 1811.

Here Isaac wrote his

Hebrew

Costa, Emanuel
Costa, Israele
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first

verses.

Through

as a poet.
After Bilderdijk 's death
generally recognized as his successor

He was a faithful adherent of the religious
views of his friend, was one of the leaders of the
Orthodo.x Reformed party, and during the last years
poets.

of his life was a teacher and a director of the .seminary of the Independent Scotch Church. However
severely his religious views and efforts be censured,

no less than his genius, was respected
by his contemporaries. Although he wrote much
on missionary matters, he is distinguished from
his character,

many

other converts in that, to the end of his life,
only reverence and love for his former coreligionists, was deeply interested in their past history, and often took their part.
Aside from his fifty-three longer and shorter
poems. Da Costa wrote largely on theological subjects.
He also wrote " Israel en de Volken " (2d ed.,
Haarlem, 1848-49), a survey of the history of the Jews
to the nineteenth century, written from the standpoint of the Church. The third volume, dealing
with the history of the Spanish-Portuguese Jews, is
especially noteworthy on account of the mass of new
material used. The work was translated into English, under
the title "Israel and the Gentiles,"

he

felt

by Ward Kennedy (London, 1850), and into German
by "A Friend of God's Word" (Miss Thumb),
published by K.Mann (Frankfort on -the- Main,
-

1855).

Da Costa's two papers, "The Jews in Spain and
Portugal " and " The Jews from Spain and Portugal
in the Netherlands," which appeared in 1836 in
the "Nedersche Stemmen over Godsdienst-, StaatGeschied- en Letterkunde," may be considered as
preliminary to the history.
Of interest also are his
works on the Von Schoonenberg (Belmonte) family
("Jahrb. flir Holland," 1851) and on "The Noble
Families Among the Jews" (" Navorscher, " 1857,
pp. 210 et seq., 269 et seq. 1858, pp. 71 et seq. 1859,
Da Costa
pp. 110 et seq., 174: et seq., 242 et seq.).
possessed a valuable library which contained a large
number of Spanish, Portuguese, and Hebrew manuscripts, as well as rare prints from the SpanishPortuguese Jewish literature. It was sold at public
auction a year after his death. A catalogue of tlie
library, compiled by M. Roest, was pviblished at
;

Amsterdam

;

in 1861.

Bini.iooKAriiY

:

H.

J.

Kocni-n. Qeschiedenis <lrr Jt.nlcn in
Jnhrh. Iv. 399;

iVi'(li:rlan<l, pp. 25 ct sin.: Uuscrc Zeit.
Stelnschiielder, llcln. lUlii. lil. \H et acq.

liis

the miitlicmaliciaii and Ilchniist
Moses L<;mans, he. becanu; acquainted with the great
Dutch poet Bilderdijk, wlio, at the retjuest of
Isjuic's father, agreed to supervise the boy's furtlier

Da Costa was
among Dutch

M. K.

s.

feiifher,

liildcrdijk taught liini Itoman law, and
education.
a familiar intercourse sprang up between them,
which afterward developed into an intimate friend-

rabbi; born lHH(;die(i

IJarueh

works
lia

|'ii>eriio

tlic

"

Da C^ostawent

to Leyden,

where he again

Bilderdijk.
He tlienr took his degree
as df)ctor of law in IHIH, mid ti.s doctor of philosophy June 21, 1821. Three weeks later he-married
his cousin, TTaimah Belmonle, wlio jiad been edu-

saw much of

cated in a Christian institution; and soon after, at
the instance of Bilderdijk, he was baptized witli Iier
at Leyden.
At that time he was already well know n

lie

Italian

may

be mentioned: "Sefer Het
Rosh ha-Slianah), with
eomjjlete Sephanlic Mahzor, with

(Mahzor

annotations, IHdJ);

:

Abraham
ISfit.
Of his

succeeded

as nihl)i of iiCgliorn in

following

Zikkaron

EMANUELE

1H!»7.

for

Italian translation, 1892;

ship.

In 1817

COSTA, ISRAELE DI

The

Zoliar, in scjuan;

He-

l)rcw letters, witii punctuation and vowel-signs, Leghorn, IHHH; " Mikweh Yisrael " (Hope of Israel), one
hundred stories, 1H51 " Yashir Yisrael " (Let Israel
;

" (The Willows in
Midst), 1880; " Ki Na'ar Yisrael " (For Israel Is
a Lad), 1890; a Hebrew grammar for the use of children, several times reprinted; a Hfebrew-Italian

Sing), 1853;

"'Arabim be-Tokah

Her

dictionary, in collaboration with the rabbis

Funaro

Costa, Joseph da
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then a young man, and desirous of knowledge, who
subsequently presented it to the British Museum.

and Cabib, 1853; various rtMimrks ou the validity of
thooek-bmted will of Caid Nissim S'lmaina, 1877-78.
Costa was a Freemason, and reached the thirtythird ilegrw.

among

tlie

Bini.iOGRAriiv
Cliion.

His Italian songs are very popular

youth of the Jewish

BiBLiooRAriiY: S. Colomlx), Alia
(akMu, U'ghorn. 18U8.

ZodniT,

schools.

Mcmoria

del

Israel

Curiel.

Musical composer
and coniiuctor; born at Naples of a Sephardic family Feb. 4, 1810; died in Brighton April 29, 1884.
He studied under his father, Pasquale Costa, his
grandfather, Tritto Costa, and Ziugarelli. In 1829
he visited England, assisting at the Birmingham
musical festival, and conducting at Her Majesty's
Theater in 1831. He was naturalized as a British
subject in 1839. Subsequently he conducted at the
Philharmonic Society concerts 1846, at the Royal
Italian Opera 1847, for the Sacred Harmonic Society
festivals 1857,

and

at

Her Maj-

Costa was knighted at
Windsor April 14, 1868, and invested with the Koyal
Order of Frederick in 1869. He was also knight of
the Turkish Order of the Medjidie, and knight comof the Crown in Italy.
Costa's works include the operas and ballets
"II Delitto Punito," 1826; "II Sospetto Funesto,"

mander

1827; "II Carcere d'lldegonda," 1828; "Malvina,"
1829: "Malek Adhel," 1837; "Don Carlos," 1844;
" Kenil worth, " 1831 ;" Sir Huon, " 1833 and " Alma,
1842 and the oratorios and cantatas " L'Immagine,
1815; "La Pas.sione." 1827; "Eli," 1855; and "Naaman," 1864. He also wrote many songs and miscellaneous compositions.
;

:

Bibliography: Times, London, April
of Music and Aftmcian^s, s.v.
J.

30, 1884;

Mollis,

('<i(.

liioarapliji of Costa;

vt (((/'"-^<'"".
lirit. Mua.

Jew.

Jlist.Exh. Preface;

G. L.

See

San Juan.
:

Grove, Diet,

G. L.

COSTS : The outlays made by suitors which are
incident to the administration of justice. The question of costs is a twofold one: (1) What do the
several officials and the witnesses receive? and (2)
What, if anything, does the successful recover from
the losing party?
1. Among the officers the judge or judges are
foremost; then such experts and referees as assist
the court by their reports (e.g., the appraisers of
land see Appraisement); next the clerks who take
down the proceedings or make out judicial writings;
next the messengers who summon the defendant
and who carry out the judgment by seizure of
goods and lands; and, lastly, the witnesses.
As to the judges and witnesses the Mishnah(Bek.
" One who takes hire
iv. 6) lays down the stern rule
to judge, his judgments are void: he who testifies
for hire, his testimony is void."
Later authorities saw the impossibility of obtaining the services of the judge for nothing, and, following Ket. 105a, allowed him to charge for loss of
time if he had a known occupation; but the mere
claim that during the time consumed he might have
secured some employment did not entitle him to any
costs.
The payment of a judge's fee was shared by
the two parties in equal parts (compare Bribery;
;

1871.

;

;

Books

BiBLiooRAPHY: Furst, Bihl. Jud. i. 189: Koenen, Oeschiedenin der Joden in Nederland, pp. 28, 335.
J.
M. Sel.

COSTA, SIR MICHAEL:

Handel

ls,")".t

new synagogue.

M. K.

8.

1849. at the

Tliomii.s

ABRAHAM

1.

Uriel Acostu or du Costa, to
Israel dedicated his Spanish edition of the "Hope
of Israel " (1G50); lived at Amsterdam.
2. Relative of the preceding; wrote "Tratado
de Cortesia y Politica " (Amsterdam, 1726), dedica-

esty's Theater in

:

2.

llcbr.

COSTER,
Dutch anti-Jewish
preacher; lived at Amsterdam in the seventeenth
century.
He wrote "Ilistoire der Joden," a history
of the Jews from their dispersion to the author's
time (Amsterdam, 1658). In this history he described
the manners, customs, and fables of the exiles,
with the purpose of influencing the authorities to
prevent the Jews of Amsterdam from building a

Younger brother of
whom Manasskii hen

Immanuel de Abraham

C'(i£.

COSTA RICA.

G. J.

ted to

IHw

J.

Rabb.

8.

COSTA, JOSEPH DA:

202

-

:

Fees).

COSTA, SOLOMON DA: Donor of Hebrew

li-

brary to the British Museum; flourished about 1760.
A broker by profession, he acquired a considerable fortune, much of which was distributed in
deeds of piety and beneficence to non-Jews, as well
as to bis coreligionists. He was also able to render

monetary assistance

to several of the leaders of the

House of Commons, and by his credit with them effected at times national good services. Among these
was the preservation of the collection of Hebrew
books at present in the library of the British Museum. These had been collected during the Commonwealth, and had fallen to Charles II. at the Restoration.
They lay unnoticed throughout tlie reign
of Charles, and this neglect continued during the
reigns of James II. and William III. At length in
Anne's reign they were sold to a bookseller, from
whom, some time in the reign of George I., the entire collection was purchased by Solomon da Costa,

The
court,

clerk's fees for noting the proceedings in open
for making out all writings in which both

and

by both parties in equal shares
the ban has been pronounced
against the defendant for refusing to appear, and he
comes in to clear himself, he has to pay, before the
ban is removed, the fee due to the clerk for making
out the instrument (B. K. 112b).
parties join, are borne
(B. B.

X. 4).

But

if

The

mes.sengers are of course paid for their servIn the Talmudical
passage relating to the corrupt practise of Samuel's
sons of cJiriching their underlings (Shab. 56a), the
messenger is called JTn (" apparitor, " lit. a synagogue
ices

and traveling expenses.

official).
2. There is no provision for awarding to the winning party his outlay for costs against the loser,
except in a procedure arising after Talmud times,
and ffrst mentioned by Alfasi; namely, that of Foreign Attacxi.\ient, a procedure which is peculiar,

being due to the necessities of the times

Jews had become wanderers from land

when

the

to land.

Bibliography: Shulhan 'Ai~uk, lioshen Mishpat, ix. 1-5;
compare the authorities quoted in Eisenstadt's Pt(?ie
Teshubah to this passage.
L.

L. G.

COSTUME.— In

Biblical

Times

:

K

D.

The general

Hebrew

designation for "costume " is "beged," applied indifferently to the garments of rich and poor,
male and female. Other general designations are
"keli," "lebush," "malbush," " tilboshet," and also
"kesut."
An exact description of the successive
styles of costume in use among the people of the
Bible is impossible, since the material at hand is
insufficient.

The earliest garment was the apron around the
hips or loins ("hagorah" or "ezor"), made, in primiThis apron detive times, of the skins of animals.
veloped in course of time into the undergarment
(" ketonet " or " kuttonet "
;);trui>, " tunica"), which
was worn ne.xt to the skin (Gen. ix. 21; II Sam. vi.
(See Coat.)
20), and taken off at night (Cant. v. 3).
It seems to have been distinct from the "sedinim"
aiv66vrc (Judges xiv. 12 et seq.
Isa. iii. 23; Prov.
xxxi. 24), usually designating undergarments of
fine linen worn under the ketonet (compare the
Assyrian "sudinnu ").
In ancient times undergarments of this kind
were held together by a girdle, made of linen (Jer.
xiii. 1), leather (II Kings i. 8), or gold
Under(Dan. x. S), and called "hagor" or
garments, "ezor" in the case of the priests (Ex.
xxviii. 4 et seq.), or "abnet" (Isa.
xxii. 21) in the case of officials.
The original
dress of the Israelites changed somewhat under
Syrian and Babylonian influence. On Egyptian
monuments the Syrians are clad in long, tight-titting
upper garments, striped in blue and dark red, richly
embroidered, and in yellow undergarments with

=

=

;

and tight trousers (compare
Trousers, which are now worn in

tight-fitting sleeves,

Josh.
tiie

Costa, Joseph da
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vii.

21).

East,

Deutsch.

especially

Palilst.

by

Ver."

women (compare

iv.

62),

"Zeit.
are not mentioned

among

the appointments of an ordinary wardrobe,
but the priests in later times (compare Ex. xx. 26)
wore a garment resembling modern trousers ("niiknasim " or "miknasayim "
Ex. xxviii. 42 et seq.,
xxxix. 28; f:zek. xliv. 18).
A cloak (" me'il ") was generally worn over the undergarment (I Sam. ii. U), XV. 27). Tills, like th(; nic'il
of the high prii\st, may have reaclii-d only to tlie
knees, but it is commonly supposed to have been
a long-sleeved parnicrit made of a
Cloak.
liglit f;il)ric, prolmiily imported frr)in
;

Like the fellah of to-day, so the poor Israelite of
ancient times wrapped himself in this garment at
night to keep warm (Ex. xxii. 26; Deut. xxiv. 13).
Deuteronomy and the ordinances for the priests command that tassels ("gedihm," and "zizit") be attached to the corners of the coat (Deut. xxii. 12;
Num. XV. 38 et seq.); and, according to the later interpretation, not given in Deuteronomy, these tassels were to serve the Israelites as a perpetual reminder to keep the commands of Yhwh. At the
breast the upper garment was arranged in a wide
fold ("hek"; Ex. iv. 6), into which idlers put their
hands (Ps. Ixxiv. 11), and which was frequently
used as a pocket (II Kings iv. 39; Hag. ii. 12).
Since the upper garment was in the way when worn
at work, it was either left at home or removed by

the workman. It was made of the same
materials as the lower one, in early
Garments, times generally of wool, in Palestine
of flax also but later on purple stuff
was imported from Phenicia, byssus from Egypt,
and artistic weavings and embroideries from Babylonia (Josh. vii. 21
Zeph. i. 8). The nobles often
dressed in white (Eccl. ix. 8; compare the garments
of the priests), but it is probable that gorgeously
colored garments, like those found on the Syrian

Upper

;

;

Egyptian monuments, were also mtich
According to Deut. xxii. 11 Lev. xix. 19, garments woven of both wool and linen were forbidden,
probably for superstitious reasons (compare Stade's
"Zeitschrift," xx. 36 et seq. see Sha'atnez).
At a later period the nobles wore over the upper
garment, or in place of it, a wide, many-folded
mantle of state (" adderet " or " ma'atafah ") made of
rich material (Isa. iii. 22), imported from Babylon
(Josh. vii. 21).
As costly garments were worn only
on special occasions and removed immediately afterward, they were called " mahalazot " (Isa. iii. 22;
Zech. iii. 4) or "halifot" (Gen. xlv. 22; Judges xiv.
This was especially the case with gar12 et seq.).
ments worn during the service in the Temple, which,
having come close to tlie divinity, had become,
figuratively speaking, saturated with the divine
figures in

used.

;

;

cflUiviuinand could easily imperil the wearer. Persons of higher rank, especially the princes, had a
great number of these festive garments (II Kings x.
22), wliic:h were taken care of by a special keeper of
the wardrobe (coiniiare II Kings xxii. 14). They were
not merely for personal wear (Job xxvii. 16), but, as
in the East to-day, they were frequently offered as

presents (Gen. xlv. 22; I Sam. xviii. 4; II Kings v. f)).
The dress of women corresponded in the main to
They also wore the ketonet and
tliat of th(! men.
According to Deut. xxii. 5,
simlali.

Women's

Syria.
Every respectable man won;
generally tlic upper garment ("simlali ") over the
ketonet; for any one dressed only in the ketonet
was considered naked ('"arom"; I Sam. xix. 24;

pare

Amos

])roviiled

xx. 2; Job xxii. 6, xxiv. 7, 10).
The fellaheen of modern Palestine wear the " 'ahayah,"arloak usually black, or in black and brown
stripes, which corresponds U> the (outer) coat of the
ancient Israelites.
ii.

16;

Isa.

The

'abayali consists of a rectangular piece of
woolen cloth, sewed togetlier .so that tlie front and tlie

two openings on the

sides for the

arms arc unstitched.

Costume

Dress.

Nahum

however, there must have been some
The garments of the
difference.
women were jirobably longer (comiii.

T);

Jer.

with sle(!ves

xiii.

(II

22. 26;

Sam.

xiii.

Lsa.
19),

xlvii.

2),

and wider

those of the men, and thcTefore better adai>ted
conceal the figure (compare "Zeit. Deutscli.
Tlie dniss of nobh; women was
Palilst. Ver." iv. 60).
liiaii

to

luxury and ornaments (compare
Ezek. xvi. \Q et seq.), and was
even scented with perfumes (Ps. xlvj 8; Cant. iv.
11; compare especially the catalogue in Isa. iii. 16
distiiiguislied for its
I.sa.

iii.

16 et seq.;
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The luxury

et sfq.).

in dross (lisphiyod

by women

in the East at tliopros(>nt daysugsrosts tlie probability of similarly luxurious habits on tlio part of their

former times. Niebuhr saw women appear in eight or ten ditTerent dresses during one
evening. Sandals (" na'alayim ")of ieatluT, fastened
witiiastmp ("serok"; Gen. xiv. 28), were generally
worn to protect the feet in summeragainst tiie burning sand, and in winti-r against the damp ground;
but tliey were worn neither in the hovise nor in the
sanctuary (Ex. iii. 5; Josh. v. lo). Otherwise, however, to walk about without sandals was a sign of
great jiovcrty (Deut. xxv. 19) or of deep mourning
sisters of

(II

Sam. XV. 30;

Neither the

E/.ek. xxiv. 17, 23).

tomary among the Moslems, the

Hiblical times give any information of
value concerning head-gear. On the marble relief of
Sennacherib the Israelites appear uncovered; and
while on the Shalmaneser stele Jehu's ambassadors
have head-coverings, these are evidently patterned
after the Assyrian fashion.
Only one passage of

ments of

the older literature (I Kings xx. 31) makes mention
of " habalim " that are wound around the head these
recall the Syrians on Egyptian monimients, who
appear with a rope coiled around their long, flowing
hair, as is still the custom here and
HeadThis custom, probthere in Arabia.
Covering. ably a very ancient one, did not long
obtain, since it alTorded no protection
against the sun.
It may be assumed, therefore,
that even the ancient Hebrews had a style of headcovering still used by the Bedouins. This consists of
a square woolen cloth ("kaffiyyah "), folded triangularly, and laid upon the head, over which one corner
depends to protect the nape of the neck, while the
two side corners are crossed under the chin and also
hang down the back. A heavy woolen cord (" 'akal ")
holds the cloth firmly on the head. In later times
both men and women wore a covering more closely
resembling the turban of the modern fellaheen of

The cap (takiyyah), often the only head-covering
worn by boys, is generally made of two or three thicknesses of cotton clotli, intended to protect the rest of
the head-covering against perspiration over this are
placed one, and often two, felt caps (" lubbadah"),and
then the Tiukisli national head-covering (" tarbush")
finally a fringed cloth of unbleached cotton, a colored
figured mandil, a yellow and red striped kaffiyyah,
a black cashmere shawl, a piece of white muslin,
or a green cloth is wound around this.
This style
of head-covering not only protects against the sun,
;

but

is

also

pository

an admirable pillow, and serves as a redocuments (compare "Zeit.

for valuable

Deutsch. Palilst. Ver." iv. 57 et seg.). The use of a
similar head-covering among the Hebrews seems to
be indicated by the noun " zanif " (from the verb " zanaf "; Job xxix. 14; Isa. iii. 23), as well as by the
verb "habash," applied to the act of arranging the
" zanif "
for the verb " habash " means literally " to
winti around," and the verb "zanaf " similarly sig;

"to wind into a ball." It is possible that the
various classes gradually came to use difTerent forms
of the turban.
Since the ancient Hebrews evidently knew nothing of the strict separation of men and women cus-

nifies

veils

that

men

also

wore

veils.

Bibliography: W. Nowack, Lehrhuch der HebrliUchen

A rchdnlngie
hunde;

;

Benzlnger,

BrOll,

Arch

.

pp. 97 et seq.; Weiss, Kostilm-

Trachten drr Judeti; Cheyne and Black,

Eticuc. Bibl; Biblical MUnid, 1901.
E. G. H.

W. N.

In Post-Biblical Times: The dress indicated
Talmud does not tlilfer much from that de-

in the

scribed in the Bible.
Rules were given for the order
in which the different articles of dress were removed

;

Palestine.

women wore

only on certain occasions, as on the wedding-day
((Jen. xxiv. 65, xxix. 22 etseq.).
Later
Veils.
on, veils and gauze garments, adopted
from other nations, apparently came
into more general use among the Israelites (compare
Isji. iii. 1(5 etseq.).
The mostconunon term for " veil "
is "za'if " (Gen. xxiv. Cri), while "re'alot" (Isa. iii.
19) probably designates a veil consisting of two
parts, one of which, adju.sted above the eyes, was
thrown backward over the head and neck, while the
other, adjusted below the eyes, hung down over
the breast.
It does not follow from Ex. xxxiv. 33
et seq.

monuments nor the written docu-

294
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not most, of the terms applied to arwere derived from the Greek, and
therefore probable that their form and style

Many,

if

ticles of dress
it

is

CoBtume

Generally speaking, it may be assumed that the
Jewish dress of Palestine, at least in the cities, was
adapted in a large measure from that of the Romans;
yet at times conservatives like the masters of the
Law kept to the old Palestinian costume: the "gollok," which they wore under the tallit (B. B. 57b),
is specially declared to be like the so-called " coat
of many colors " of Joseph (Gen. R. Ixxxiv.).
Owing to the flowing character of the robes there was
very little difiference in male and female dress, so
that Rabbi Judah and his wife were able to manage with one street-robe between them. The stola,
for instance, was used indiscriminately by men and
women. It was a long mantle of finer material
than the tunic or shirt, girdled under the breast and
provided with a stripe of a different color and sometimes embroidered with gold. It was often very
expensive, costing occasionally as much as 100 minas (Shab. 128a). The waistcoat, or epikarsion, used

by both men and women, was brought round under
one arm and then knotted over the shoulder of the
other (Niddah 48b; compare Mik. x. 4). The trousers or drawers of the ordinary Israelite differed from
those of the priests of earlier times only by being
provided with openings (Niddah 13b). In regard
to covering for head and feet see Hat; Shoe.
Mourners as well as excommunicated persons
(Yer. R. H. i. 3) wore black, as did those accused of
adultery (Sotah 7a) but shoes were not to be black,
because the wearing of black shoes was a distinctively Gentile practise (Ta'an. 22a). White was used
;

weddings and other festivals, and for this reason was adopted for the festival of
Color.
New-Year (Yer. R. H. i. 3); for special apparel as a sign of mourning see
Mourning, and for the use of crowns on festive
occasions see Cuowns. Jewesses did not wear red,

at

Genuan Jew

of the Early Sixteenth Century.
Hans Burgltmalr.)

(Afl»r

were nellenic. Thus tlie sagum, or armless mantle
of the laborer (Kel. xxix. 1); the dalnmtic of the leisurely classes (Kil. ix. 7); the sudarium, or handkerchief (Shab. iii. 3; Saiiii. vi. 1; compare Luke
xix. 20); the pileum, or felt hat (Niddah viii. 1) and
the stola (Yoma vii. l)are all spoken of l)y tlieir
Greek names. A more complete enumeration of
clothing in Talmudic times is given in Sliab. 120a,
in which the (lucstion is raised as to wliat clothes
may be carried out of a burning house on Sabbatli,
Itubbi .Ios<: limiting tliem to eighteen of the more
neces.sary articles.
Tin; paruilel passage in the
Jeruwilcm Talmud gives difTcrcnt names, which fact
points to a difTerence in costume between Palestine
and IJjibylonia. Most of tiiese names, as well as
those in Yer. Kil. ix. 4 and in Masaek. ?i?it, p. 22,
are of Greek origin, and indicjife the extent of Hellenic influence on Jewish dress. Tlie Jews even borrowed from the Komans the superstitioiis practise
of drawing on the riglit shoe first( Derek Erez H. x.
Siiab. 61a), though previously the opHellenic
posite custom had prevailed among
Influence, them (Yer. Shab. vi. 2). The pjeiiulu,
a round cape with liood, mentioneri in
Yer. Hag. i. 8, and generally used by day-laborers to
protect thr-ir tunics from ruin and stiow, is contrasted
with the t.allit as a Japhetic or foreign garment
(Gen. R. xxxvi.).
;

;

Jowfl of the ITpper nhlnc.
(Kroin Ihp

l)«ii.l

Knd

of the

" SUinmburli,"

Rlxtwnth Century.
1«IS.)

which was regarded as licentious (HQr. 20a). Jews
were cautioned against adopting the many-colored
r)r purple garments of the heathen, or their wide
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81\ nnd it bocftme a ppnernl prinJewish law that one shoulil not folthe ways of the heathen or use costumes pe-

pantaloons

(Sifre,

ciple in later

low

in
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(Derek Ere? Zutax.); dross was considered of even
more con.sequente tliiin food and drink " Dear upon
you, clicap within you " (B. B. Ti'ia); and the rule
WHS to dress according to your means,
Importance but to oat below them (I.Iul. 84b; but
The scholar espeof Dress,
.see Gen. R. x.\.).
:

cially

was required

to dress neatly

and

It was regarded as bringing shame
respectably.
upon scholarship if a learned person went out with
botched shoes or darned garments (Shah. 114a).
bride was given a year to prepare the trousseau
(Kot. r)7a), and a man was obliged to give his wife
each year one hat, one belt, three pairs of shoos (for

A

the three feasts), and other articles of dress, amoimting in all to fifty zuziin (Ket. 64b). While there was
a strong tendency to adopt foreign costume, as shown
by the names of garments, there was an equally
marked tendency to avoid this, probably as part of the

general principle of placing a fence about the law.
The great change came with the Lateran Council
Innocent III.
of 1215, which instituted the Badge.
in the preamble to the law enforcing the badge complains that Jews were being jnistaken for Christians.
From this time onward there was little danger of
such mistake. The tendency among the Jews themselves was to make a distinction beInfluence of tween their own dress and that of their
the Badge, neighbors. In particular, black be-

came the favorite color of the Jews in
Spain, Germany, and Italy (Berliner, " Aus dera Innern Leben," 1st ed., pp. 36-37). Their frequent expulsions caused them to carry into other lands the
dress of their native places, and their natural conservatism caused them to retain it. The Rabbis, however,
had throughout to contend with the innate tendency
Costume of a Jew of Swnbla, Early Seventeenth Century.
(AflCT Daniel Mebner, " Politica Politice," 1700.)

them (Shulhan 'Aruk, Yoreh De'ah, 178, 1);
and though this was interpreted as applying only to
that kind of Gentile dress which was associated with
some specifically religious practise, it was held that,
if a religious principle were involved, it were better
to face martyrdom than to change even the style of
a shoelace (Sanh. 74b). The pious were particularly
careful.
Moses Sofer in his ethical will says: "Be
careful of changing your name, language, or costume, which God forbid" ("Leb ha-'lbri," i. 35).
Only one exception was made to this general piinciple: those who were "near the government" were
allowed and even recommended to wear the ordinary
There is no
clothes of office (Yoreh De'ah, 178, 2).
definite proof that a distinctively Jewish dress was
worn during the Middle Ages, either in Asia or in
Europe. The gaon of Bagdad was clothed like a
king ("Travels of R. Pethahiah,"ed. Benisch, p. 43).
Pethahiah himself noticed the difference between the
costumes of Eastern and Western Jews {I.e. 11), the
Persian Jews at that time wearing full and flowing
culiar to

outer robes. Considerable elegance was displayed
by the wealthier classes. Gold embroidery is mentioned (Yer. Yoma vii. 3) and women were not above
using false hair ('Er. 7b), and false teeth made of gold
or silver (Sheb. 64b); the hair was also dyed (B.
B. 60b).
Great importance was attributed to dress: "The
glory of God is man, the glory of man is dress
;

English Jew of the Stock Exchange.
(From a caricature of the early eighteenth century.)

An

of the Jewess toward luxury and display, and they
passed in vain many Sumptuary Laws.
The only restriction on material is in the Biblical
injunction against using garments " mingled of linen
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" (Lev. xix. 19; see Sha'atnez).
The
leather of forbiddeu animals would also be unsuit-

and vroolen

Generally speaking, the maable for Jewish use.
terial used was of the richest kind for female dress,

but was chosen more
for use than for show
in the case of the men.
Even from Talmudic
times it was usual to
reserve a better suit
of

for

clothes

the

Sabbath.
Every one
should have two suits,
one for week-days and
one for Sabbath (Yer.
Peahviii.

two

7),

and where

Costume

High German "sarroc," or shirt. For garments for
the dead see Shroud.
The pupils of Isserlein describe him as wearing
a "geriffelte," a fur-lined mantle like that worn by
women, with ruffles round the neck (Responsa, No.
297) but at the same time they state that only the
older rabbis in Austria wore it.
Sebastian Brant, in
his "Narreuschiflf," describes a particularly popular
fringed mantle of his time as " Judisch syt " (Gilde;

mann,

"

Erziehungswesen

in

Deutschland," Vienna,

1888, p. 274).

For information concerning the actual dress used
by Jews in medieval and modern times, the portraits
and caricatures of Jews foimd in manuscripts and
books must be examined. These are rarely of Jewish origin except in the case of the illuminated Hag-

suits are unattain-

able, the one should be

on
Sabbath (Sanh. 113a).
It is quite customary
on modern Jewish holidays to carry out the
Talmudic precept.
Regarding the cosdifferently arranged

tume of Jews in early
Germany there are a
few details in the
sources given by Berliner in "

Aus dem

In-

nern Leben," 2d ed.,
pp. 62-65. The " Sachsenspiegel" speaks of
the gray coats of the
Jews, but black was
generally recommended (Benjamin Ze'eb, Re-

sponsa, No. 282),
though Jews might
wear bright colors on
journeys or in times of
trouble
("Aggiidah."
125b). Similarly fringes

were disliked

I..

serlein,

(Israel Is-

Responsa, No.

296). though the
" kurse"worn by brides,
a mantle with narrow
sleeves, was trimmed with fur.
Both se.xes wore
long garments. The Jew wore a " kappa " reaching
to liis lieels, while on his head was placed a"mitra,"
or hood ("Maiiaril," i)p. ;}6, 82).
Tiie mantle of the
Jewess, however, was longer, and was held back by
H brooch called a"nusclike" ("Or Zaru'a," ii. 30).
The best known garment worn by tin; Germanspeaking Jews was the white "sargenes," called "kit
tcl " in the Rliine regions.
This was made of silk.
often embroidfTed, and flowed ungirdled to the feet
(Menz, Br'Sponsa, No. 86). It wa.s worn mainly
on the Sabbath and on festivals, and was without the
Tunis Jewess In Street Cosluiiie.
(Aft«r a photc^ftph.)

(

right armhole, .so that the right arm could not profane the Sahl)ath.
I^ater on it was used as a shroud,
but the earliest notice of this refers to the beginning
of the fourteenth century.
GrHnbaum ("JOdischDeutsche Chrestomalhie," pp. 502-504) derives it
from "sarge," but Berliner (I.e. p. 132) from the Old

csiiiino of

a Jew of Algiers.

(Frnni a

gadf)t,

and

|ih'.»to(fT«ph.)

in these it is difllcult to

determine

how

represent specipcaily Jewish
dress.
In an curly fourteenth-century Siianish manuscript Ilaggadah the tunics of the men come to a
far the

illustrations
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point iu front, while the womon wear an outer mantle
without sleeves whieh passes over the head, leaving
the breast bare. The hat is large, and is worn toward
one side of the head, with the back bent up and the
In an
front tiat (Brit Museum, Add. MS. 27,210).

women wear tightlow dresses and have their hair fastened in
The chief
nets "and caps {ih. Add. MS. 2(>,9")T).
characteristic which will be observed in the first row
of costumes in the acItalian Hajrgailah liated 12(59 the

fitting

companying

plate is the
length of the outer robe,
which, except in the case
of No. 12, a Swiss Jew
of the fifteenth century,
comes down to the feet.
This points to the fact
that the Jews during the
three centuries indica-

ted

were debarred from

A

peculihandicrafts.
arity that is particularly
to be observed in the
costume is that it exactly

resembles that of the
The
sedentary monk.
sole exception to the rule
of the long outer robe is
found in a representa-
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Tcmj^le there has been practically no priestly caste
among Jews. Every layman is qualified to perform
all ecclesiastical functions, excei)t that of the dukan.
Con.seciuently there was no need for special vestments either within or without the synagogue. On
the other hand, the injunction (Deut. xxii. 12) to
wear fringes led to the use of the Akha' Kanfot and
tlie Tallit.
Of recent years, however, and in
Western countries, it has become customary for the
Jewish clergy to adopt a distinctive garb. In the
synagogue a velvet biretta is, perhaps, the most
usual head-covering, witli an ordinary academic
gown, over which, on suitable occasions, the (allit is
placed.
Outside the synagogue there is a tendency
to adopt the clerical dress of each country.
Thus
the chief rabbi of England wears a costume resembling that of the dean or bishop of the English
Church, while a rabbi of a French consistory wears
a hat with curved rims, and the lace bands, the
broad sash, and surtout of a French parish priest.
In the East, Jewesses for the most part adopted
the Mohammedan custom of wearing veils, though
the custom was by no means so rigorously observed
by them as by their Mohammedan sisters. In 1697
the Jews of Metz passed a law ordering all their
women to wear veils when going to synagogue,
except on Saturday nights, at the close of festivals,
and on Purim. See Veil.

tion (see illustration, p.

296) of a

Jew

of

Swabia

early in the seventeenth
century, figured in Meisner's " Politica Politice,"

whereas the Italian Jew
the plate is
for out(Aft«r R»cinet.)
door and a traveling life.
With the Renais.sance a
new principle seems to have come into play the Jews
clung more tenaciously to their usual dress, and did
not follow the innovations of fashion so that they

(No.

Jewess, of Brusa, Turkey.

5) in

more prepared

:

;

became distinguished by wearing the
old-fashioned costume of their native

Medieval
Costumes, country. The pictures of German
Jews and Jewesses of the seventeenth
centur)- given by Hottenroth (Nos. 13, 15) do not
any respect from the ordinary dress of
Worms, Nuremberg, and Frankfort, except by being somewhat old-fashioned. The same
applies to the Jew and Jewess of Fllrth (No. 18).
Similarly, the costumes of Jews of Amsterdam depicted in Picart's " Coutumes Religieuses " exactly
resemble those of the wealthier classes of Holland
differ in

citizens of

at that period.
It is doubtful whether, since the destruction of
the Temple, Jews have had anything corresponding
to the sacred vestments of the Church that is,
garments exclusively used in the discharge of certain religious functions.
Archeologists endeavor to
prove that Christian sacred utensils
Sacred
and vestments were directly derived
Vestments, from the Jews (J. W. Legg, "Inventories of Christ Church, Canterbury,"
London, 1902, Introduction), but without considering the historic conditions. Since the days of the

—

French Kabbl in

Official

Garb.

(From a photograph.)

With regard to those modes of dressing the hair
which go with certain costumes, see Be.uid; Hair;
Pe'ot; Wig.
In Eastern countries both law and custom compel
a distinct difference in costume between Jew and
Moslem, which difference was also enforced by JewGreen veilsare
ish law ("Kehunnat '01am," p. 14).
avoided because these are distinctive of descendants
of Mohammed. In Egypt, Jews were obliged to
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The dress of an Oriental
near yellow turbans.
Jew, especially when on his travels, is described at
length by Ezra Stiles in his " Diary " (p. 362). but
it would be dangerous to regard his description as
t3-pical.

one of the striking characterismale Jewish dress. This seems
against the medieval principle of avoiding partyIt is not an invariable cuscolored garments.
tom, but is frequent
enough
to deserve menStriped clothing

is

tics of the Oriental

tion.

A

Costume

in several folds, a thin gauze wrapper; the head ia covered
with a colored silk handkerchief ; those who are single have
their hair plaited in two or three rows, to the end of which

they suspend colored ribands;

they wear no stockings, but

with silver cinctures around their ankles; and the
soles of their feet, their hands, nails, and eyebrows, tinged and
colored of a dark brown, from the juice of a herb called henna.
slippers,

When

they walk they unloosen from their neck a piece of black
mouth and chin, leaving the

crape, with which they cover their
upper part of their face bare."

Whatever the costume,

in

almost every case the
outer garment is
supported by a
belt

or

girdle.

This has Biblical

J.

contempo-

authority,
and
besides enables
the ultra pious to

rary Jewess of
Algiers wears on
her head a " tali rita" (handkerchief), is dressed
in a "bedenor"
(gown with a
bodice trimmed
"witli lace) and a
striped vest with

carry a handkerchief as a girdle

on Sabbath; on
other occasions
tlie handkerchief

tucked inside
the girdle, as is
seen in a curious
is

long sleeves

caricature of an

coming to the
waist.
T li e
"mosse" (girdle)
is of silk.
The

English Jew of
tlie
Stock Exchange, as wellas in a figure af-

native Algerian
J e w w e Ji r s a
" tarbush " or ob
long turban witii
silken

tassel,

ter

a

"sadriyyah " or
vest with large

a relatively

illustrations, pp.
295 and 296). In

"sa'-wal" or pantaloons fastened
by a "hizam"
(girdle),all being

covered by
mantle,

a

the
eighteenth
century the Jew

wore
the ordinary
generally

a

bur

three - cornered
hat of the time,

nus, and a large
silk handker-

and even had his
hair
powdered
(Arye ben Haj--

chief, tlic tassels

of wliicli

down

to

liang

vim, Ite^ponsa,
No. 6).

liis ft-et.

At

an earlier
stage tlie Alge
rian

a

Jewess wf)re

tall

Jews

of Je nisaleni.

(Front a |*hoU>|^Aph by the

In

A iiieriraii Colonv

"The Barbftry Jews wear a blue frock, without a rollar or
slwvfw. loos*' lliifn hIjh-vps tH-lnKHiilistiint)Hl, with wld*- clruwcrH
of the 9am»' Hrilrlp, no HtfHlclrKrx, exrt'ptlnK In winter. iin<l
blark Rllpp<'rH. a stnall blBi'k skiilU-ap im lliclr head, wlilch Ih
and around whli-ii a lijiic Milk tiandk<T(lili-f Is Ixnind;
Ihey are permltt«"d to wt-ar no roloni. The Ualian .Ii-w.h dri'H,s
like Christian nsldenl-s. with the addition of a haick, or tH>iirnoiisp, Uirown ovt-r tti<-lr heads.
The Jewish women, like the
Turkish, are ronsldered as an Inferior rare they are fat and
awkward, their dress conslstlnK of a peltleoat of silk of two
colors, principally yellow and purple, around which Is Ibmwn.

Turkey the

costume of the
Jews was mainly

Jcruulem.)

cone-

shaped Imt reseinl)liii!,' those n.sed in I^nghiiid in the
fifteenth century (Jiw. P^ncyc. i. 384; see al.so jilate.
No. 21). Tlie ro,stu?ne of Tunis is very similar, and
waH<lewTiliei| by Monlecai Noaii as followsC Travels
in the Barhaiy States," p. :'.ll, New York, IHU)):

Bhavefl,

mod-

ern felt hat (see

and

sleeves,

HansBurgk-

mair showing a
Jewish pedler of
the sixteenth
century wearing

black turban, but the outer gara robe opening in front, of
silk or figured calico, reaching a little
Turkish, below tlie knee and fastened round the
waist by a sash pa.ssing twice round
the body over tiiis was a " jubbah " lined with cats'

distinguislied by

ment was an

llu'

" antari,"

;

Some wore

the " bimiie(ali," or conical hat ;some
the " meiiiinali." a cup of dark clolli round which a
piece of silk was twisted several times like a turban.
fur.

The modern Turkish Jew adopts mainly European
dress with a fez.
An especially dignified dress is
that of the Jew of Salonica (see plate, No. 24).
His 'antari is covered by a " kundi," t long, showy,
varicolored

mantle

lined

with

fur.

The

'antari

THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA

CoBtume

reaches to his feet, and the sleeves are longer than
that of the jubbtih, \iiulor vhich is to be seen the
"sjiljah " or oloth fur-liiiiHl vest. The Jews of Brusa
•wear a high cap of pasteboani covered with black
niatorial, resembling the cylindrical hats worn by
Greek priests. Around this is wound a piece of
light-colored cotton to form a turban. This is the only
distinction between Jewish and non-Jewish dress
Tiie Jewesses tiiere have a house-dress
in Hrusii.

300

The hotoz is

built up from a large number of figured
"yemeni"an(l twisted one above the otiier in the
form of a melon; round the lower edge is a row of

gold coins; a small veil of white muslin is fastened
to the top of the hotoz and is gathered round the
face.
M. Fr.
The Jews of the Caucasus are distinguished mainly
by their head-dress, the men wearing a kind of busby,

musluoom-siiaped and made of fur, wiiile the Jewwomen and girls cover their heads with a hood
attached to a mantle with full sleeves (see illustraish

Tiie men carry weapons freely, which
quite exceptional among Jews.
The Jews of Cochin are in no way distinguisiied
in theirdress from the Ilindusof their district.
The
black Jews wear the garb of day-laborers, a thin
linen jacket and a long robe, the former being retion, p. 301).
is

Jews

of Constantinople, Eighteenth Century, Celebrating the
Feast of Tabernacles.

(From an

and a

street-dress.

old print.)

At home she wears an

'antari,

often of rich silk, open in front, and fastened round the
waist by a shawl; and a sleeveless "hyrka,"or vest,
lined with fur and trimmed with a band of the same.
Her head-dress consists of an enormous "hotoz,"
w^hich entirely covers her hair. This is covered by
a "yashmak " when she goes out. The Jewesses of
Rhodes also have a distinctive costume consisting
of cotton 'antari and "chalwar" (puffed pantaloons
of cloth), with a jubbah of silk or fine cloth, which
covers all but the slashed sleeves of the 'antari. As
a head-dress she wears a " takke " (cotton cap) bidden
by two handkerchiefs.
The Jewesses of Aleppo are distinguished among
all the women of the East for displaying' their hair,
which is twisted into a spiral arranged high upon
the head in tlie form of a dome. Their dress consists of a silken 'antari with broad red and yellow
stripes, shalwar (pantaloons), "mintan," vest of the
same material as the 'antari, with very long sleeves,
hurka of plain taffeta, and a shawl of plain silk and
cotton used as a girdle and tied in the front. They
wear soft shoes and yellow "pabujas." In Jerusalem one Jewess has been described as wearing a
"fistan" (gown) of dark-green satin trimmed with
gold embroidery over the plaited skirt, the hem of
which is also trimmed with embroidery, as well as
the long open sleeves which open out of the narrow
sleeves of the " saltah," or jacket of white cashmere.

Rabbi of the Orient.
(From a photograph.)

The white Jews wear a kind
at work.
of paletot, and under this a waistcoat buttoned up
to the chin; both classes wear a cap resembling a
smoking-cap.
In earlier times the men used to
wear the gored pantaloons and white turbans of the
Mohammedans of India (see plate, No. 20).
The Hasidim of Galicia tend to distinguish themselves in dress as well as in customs besid<;s the fur
hat and the old-fashioned " paletot " reaching to the

moved while

;
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modern Hasid is invariably to be recognized by the pair of white socks into which the
trousers are tucked.
number of superstitions have grown up about
costume among the Jews of eastern Europe, though
they have doubtless copied many of
Superthem from their neighbors. For every
stitions.
new garment a child puts on, the parents give a small sum in charity and
it is customary to dress a bridegroom, as soon as he
ankles, the

ler,

Costume

"AUgemeine Trachtenkunde,"

known

in Poland.

There

is,

100)

iii.

in fact,

was not

seemingly

re-

A

;

It is bad for
betrothed, in entirely new clothes.
the memorj- to put off or on two garments at the
same time, or to put on one that has been washed
within seven days. It is unlucky to put on a garment upside down or to
is

catch it in a nail, the latter
being a sure sign that an
enemy is pursuing you. It
is unlucky for two persons
to dress a child at the same
time it may die or become
:

you

If

sick.

arc

mending

3'our dress hold a part of it
in your mouth, or it will tie

up j'our memory.
The following is a table of
illustrations of

the

first

costumes

in

four volumes of The

Jewish Encyclopedia

Jews of the Caucasus in Native Costume.

:

Aaron, Son of the
Devil, page 8 N. M. Adler, 198
Mauricio colonists, 243; Baron
d'Aguilar, 274; Algerian Jewess,
384
Chinese Jews. 431 Amsterdam Jews, Jewesses, and children
(Picard), Wi.
Volume II.: Moses Arragel, page
139; BenJ. Artom, 1.56; Zebl Aslikenazi, 2(J2; Atonement, IJay of,
283-28;")
badge, 42.>-42<5 Bagdad,
437 Jerusalem Jew. 614 beard,

Volume

(After a photo^aph by Orden.)

I.:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

614;

evidence that the so-called Jewish garb of
Poland, including even the "jarmulka" (undercap), is simply the old Polish costume which the
Jews retained after the Poles had adopted the
German form of dress (see Plungian, "BenPorat,"
liable

IJelais, 6.J2.

Volume

III.:

Mordecai

Bent't,

Beul-Isnwil. 18-19 ; Isaac
Bernays, 90; betrothal, 126-l:iH;
Bokhani. SM'.l-'M.'i ; brldegrcKjui of

page

C -J»!y' W^My

Y\ '

14

burial,

regal,

;

Jew

Itaphael Isaac CarCaucasus, 628-629 Zebl

•4.'i:i-437

.">!«

Chajes.

;

Kolomea, Austrian
GallcU.

{AfUr

ft

phot'tfrraph.)

;

China, page 30; Cochin, l.Tf-l-'iti; Cohn, Tobias. Kil
Constance, 235; Cracow, 326 :iL'H;
Death. 4H.'); Deliiiedlgo, J((S<'ph,

Volumt- IV.

of

;

t«X).
:

.JIIB;
dispiitutiori
divorce.
Kor
aguren In the colored plat<M)f custumcsof Jc^wssee
;

((f)urcesof the

LISTOK

Il.l.r.HTKATIONH.

A. nriWl, Tfnrlilrn (lir Judru, Knmkfort-onthf-Mnlti, 1873; AhniUnuiH.JewMi Life ill thr Miilille Ai/rs,
l'<i})nch. XV. xvl.; lIott«'nrolli, Itrulxrlie Vdllis-l'rnrhtrn
hir('<)HlHii\fniifTurhr]i. lH7;t; I'jriirt. Cimluinrn /{r(((//(i(nrK
I.acroix, Mnnurm, CuHtumM, (UiU I>rr.HH Juirinfi the Miilillr,
lUiclnet. Lc OtHlume Hititi/rique, Paris,
AafJt, Ixindon, 1h7(
18iB; lirv. FA. Jxiivrn, pa.s.<<lm.

Bini.IOfjRAPHY

:

;

;

:

A.

J.

In the Middle
In Russia and Poland
Jews of Poland anrl Lithuania dressed like
:

the
Christian
dinal

nrM>,'iihors, a.s is itidifatcd

Commcndoui

of the condition in

flcurly

Age,s
their

by Car-

his well-known description
which he found the Jew.s when

in

PolUh Jewess ami

he visited Poland in ir)fil ('fJzarki T{oH|)niwa (t Zydach," p. 93). The special garb wliidi. in niedicval

Jews of Germany and otlier European
countries were compelled to wear (see Bruno Koh
times, the

.1.

.v

i.f

the KIglitocuth Century.

(After L* Rrlnc«, 17«1.)

p. 59,

As

Wilna, 1858, quoting from Russian sources).

the

Jews

lived

under their

own

jurisdiction

Costume
Couch
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Poland, and as the
had no Jewish population before
the acquisition of the Polish provinees, nil Russian
legislation on the subjeet of Jewish costuuKS is
prrtitiailly until tlio division of

intorior of Russia

naturally confined to the nineteenth century.
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But the strictly Orthodox not only had religious
scruples against wearing the costume of the Gentiles, which is prohibited, tli()u_si:h not clearly and
decisively, by Mainioniilcs, and tiie Shulhan 'Aruk
(Yoreh De'ah, 178), but considered the new law as
another one of the many efforts of the emperor to
Christianize them by force.
It caused as much dismay as the worst decree of that harsh reign, and

number of Jews who preferred to sulTer the
penalty rather than comply with the law was so
the

its enforcement was postponed for five
But the suspension of the law, like most
acts of the Russian government, was not complete,
and some of the taxes were still collected which had
been imposed upon those who desired exemption
from that law. Among such taxes was that collected
for wearing jarmulkas, which seetns to have been
collected in various places in an irregular manner,
but was finally compounded, by a special decree

large that
years.

of Feb. 11, 1848, for a tax of five rubles annually,
the proceeds to go to the fund of the " korobka
(basket tax). The decree was reenacted May 1, 1850,
to take effect Jan. 1, 1851, giving permission, however, to the governors -general of the various provinces to allow Jews over sixty years of age to continue the old garb.
Now that the costume laws are obsolete the Jews
dress as they please.

Old-fashioned Jews

still

cling

Warsaw Jew and Jewess

of the Early Nineteenth Century.
(From HolUeoderskl, " Les Israelitts de Pologne.")

such legislation was limited only to speThe "Polozhenie," or enactment
concerning the Jews, Issued by Alexander 1. in
1804, permitted those Jews who adopted the German

At

cial

first

occasions.

style of dress to visit the provinces of Russia outside
of the Pale of Settlement, and allowed Jewish boys
attending lower schools to retain their distinctive
costumes, while at the high schools they were obliged

wear the German dress. The " Polozhenie " issued by Nicholas I. (April 13, 1835) reenacted this
statute, with the addition that Jewish students at the
universities must wear the costumes usual in tho.se

to

and that Jews elected to civil offices
must wear the apparel fixed bylaw for such municIn December, 1841, the Jews then
ipal dignitaries.
actually residing in Riga received the permission of
the government to remain there permanently on
condition that they would conform to the dre.ss of

institutions,

The law of April,
Jews in Russia to
assume the German costume. The
progressists among the Jews of Russia
the inhabitants.

Law
of 1845.

1845, compelled all

considered the law a great victory for their cause,
and scoffed in prose and poetry at the consternation
caused among the old-fashioned (Levanda, in " Den,"
1870, Nos. 6-17; I. M. Dick, "Die Jttdische Kleiderumwechslung," Wilna, 1870; Goldberg, "Massa'
Zafon," in "Kokbe Yizhak," No. 35).

Hassid and Wife of the Early Nineteenth Century.
(From Hollaenderskl, " Les

iHraeliUM) de Pologne.")

to the long frock-coats and cloaks, length being the
distinguishing feature of all kinds of Jewish costumes (see Carl K&hler, "Trachten der Volker in

Bild und Schrift," p. 300, Dresden, 1871). The
preference for silk, velvet, and expensive furs,
against which the Jewish Council of the Four

Lands

from the sixteenth

legislated

teenth century,

prevails in

still

though

sia,

it is

many

to the eighparts of Rus-

The Hasi-

waning.

dim, especially in the smaller towns of
Poland, Podolia, and Volhynia, still
Day.
use the old-time Jewish costume with
some modiflcations. This includes the long coat;
rather knee-breeches,
short white trousers, or
which also serve instead of underwear; long white
stockings; and low, slipper-like shoes. The "arba'
kanfot," or "little tallit," takes the place of a vest;
the girdle, and with the more pretentious the
" stramele " or " spodek " (round fur cap) over the

Present

—

—

jarraulka, complete the costume,

which

is

not

much

unlike that described by Hollauderski as worn before the government began to legislate on the subIn larger and more progressive places, as well
ject.
as in Russia proper, most of the Jews dress like
their Christian neighbors, always with a tendency,
among the older people, toward longer coats. The
dress of Jewish women never differed much from
that of other women, and any difference was more
in the material used than in the form or style.
Further descriptions of Jewish costumes in Russia
will be found in the articles on the respective provinces

and governments.
V. O. Levanda,
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COTA, RODRIGO
Maguaque) Spanish
:

(also

known

as

Wl.

Cota de

poet; born at Toledo; died

He came of a Marano family, three members of which— Francisco Cota, Lopez Cota, and
Juan Fernandez Cota— were employed by the state,
1497.

and were deprived of their offices la 1450. It is
uncertain whether Rodrigo was the son of Sancho
Cota, the Toledo councilor.
Instead of taking the part of his former coreligionists, Cota sided with their persecutors, and in
consequence was reproved by tiie Marano poet Anton dcMontoro, who warned him that the Christians
would always scorn him as a convert. The li.st of

Jews who had recauUMJ, puliii.shcd at Toledo
in 1497, contains the entry "Rodrigo Cota el Viejo
Rodrigo
[the folder], y el Mozo " [the Younger].

secret

He
subject of this article.
courts of Henry IV. and Queen
Isabella, and is usually considered to have been the
author of the lirst net of "Celestina," the earliest
He also coniposol tlie "Dialogo
Spani.sh drama.
Entre el Aiiif)r y un Viejo," one f)f the finest Spanisli
poems of the fifteenth century (often printed since
1511; in Medina del Canipo, l.^iOil).
From C'otii's poems, preserved in manuscript in
the National Library at Madrid, a seurrilous one on
"the Elder"

is

flourished at

tiic

tlie

—

Marano relation Dir'go Arias I>avila who had
notinvited him to tlie marriiige<.f his son or nejihew
with a relation of Cardinal I). Pedro Gonzalez de
Mendoza— has been printed ("R«'V. Hispani(|ue,"

his

i.

6detfie'/., Paris, lHSi4).
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COTTBUS

:
Important manufacturing city of
Prussia.
It includes about 500 Jews in a total population of 40,000 inhabitants. Jews lived here during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, but were
subsequently expelled. In the nineteenth century
Jews resettled in Cottbus; and now (1902) have a
synagogue, a B'nai B'lith lodge, a society for Jewish history and literature, a hebra kaddisha (organized 1875), a woman's society, and the Samson
Armenkasse founded by Rabbi Leo Kamerase. It»

first

rabbi

The
Dienstfertig (d. 1895).
the direction of Rabbi

was Dr.

community

is

now under

Kamerase.
L.

G.

COTTON

Ka.

This word does not occur in the A.
v., but express mention is made of the material in
:

Esth. i. 6, where it is stated that in the court of the
king's palace-garden were "white, green, and blue
The Hebrew word here translated
hangings."
" green " is " karpas " (Greek, KapToaiva).
It should
probably be rendered "cotton" (so R. V., margin)
It is plainly
or, more accurately, "cotton muslin."
a loan-word from the Persian " karpas " (fine linen),
which itself goes back to the Sanskrit "karp&sa"^
(cotton). The English " cotton " is probably a loanword from the Arabic "kutun," through the Spanish
and French "coton."
It is quite evident that cotton grew and was used
Alfor clothing in very ancient times in India.
though the nature of cotton was plainly known a»
early as Herodotus (iii. 106), it was the eastern conquests of Alexander that first made the Greeks, and
subsequently other Western nations, acquainted
with cotton fabrics. The Latins were especially
familiar with it (compare Strabo, 15, § 71 Lucan.
;

although "carbasus" was also applied
to fine linen and cambric (see Yates, "Textrinum
Antiquorum," i. 338 et seq.).
The cultivation of the cotton-plant {Oossypium
lurhacenm) spread from India throughout the entire
It is now one of the most important staples
East.

iii.

209, etc.),

of Palestine.

The

botanically allied cotton -shrub

{Gossypiumarborcum) probably originated

more particularly

in

Egypt,

was formerly
Lower Egypt, but was later

in Abyssinia.

It

extensively cultivated in
driven out by the superior (h).sKi/in7/tn herhacevm.
This probaljly explains the fact that the Egyptians
were not acquainted with cotton before the time of
the Greek conquest in 833 B.C.
J. D. P.
.1. .IK.

COUCH

Structure on which to rest or sleep.
" divan "as well as
"bed." is synonynious with ^^ny (Amos iii. 12) and
In olden times the Jewish
3Dt:'rD (H Sum. xvii. 2H).
bed, a plain wooden frame with feel, and a slightly
raised end fortlu; head (Gen. xlvii. 31), probably differed little from the simple Egyptian bed. The frame,
(Prov. vii. 1(5), served as a bed
covered with
for the old and sick during the day (Gen. xlvii. 31;
sat on
I Siim. xix. 13 et seq.), while at meals people
it, perhaps with crossed legs (compare Ezek. xxiii,
:

The Hebrew term nOD, meaning

DnmO

41; I Sam. xx. 25).
Anv)s, who denounces the habit of reclining at
table as a foreign custom (Amos iii. 12; vi. 4), speaks
also of the luxury prevailing in the furnishing of

Couch

TlIK

Council

J

K WISH
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these couches. The frames were made of costly
cedar-wcKHl inhiid with ivory (Amos vi. 4); the feet
were pitited with silver, imd tlio bucks with leaf gold
(Song of Solomon, iii. 101. White pillows and bol

His latest work, "DasWesendesAntisemitismus,"
an extensive volume of 526 pages, in which
he brings an extraordinary knowledge of the litera-

were put on them, also costly rugs, purple em
broidered covers, Egyptian linen, etc. (compare Amos
Prov. vii. IG; Song of Solomon, iii. 10).
iii.
V-i:
Two references in the El-Amarna tablets show how
early this luxury obtained in Palestine, and state
that even in those ancient times couches of costly
wood inlaid with gold were sent as presents from
Palestine to Egypt (Schrade. "K. B." v. 27, xxvii.

of anti-Semitism.

sters

1901, is

upon the phenomena
The author regards Zionism as

ture of the subject to bear

a product of, and a remedy for, anti-Semitism.
Though a devout Catholic, Coudenhove evidenced
the highest reverence and admiration for Judaism
and Jews, and predicted that the one universal religion of the future, combining Judaism, Christianity,
and ]\Iohammedanism, will be "Enochism," which
lie has celebrated in an allegorical poem prefacing
this work.
J.
R. L.

K

COUNCIL

OF

FOUR LANDS

(Hebrew.

niVIN y3"lX nyi, Wa'ad Arba' Arazot): The central body of Jewish autonomy in Poland for nearly
two centuries from the middle of the sixteenth to

—

Egyptian Couch, Showing Head-Rest and Steps.
(AftxT Wilkinson, "Ancient Egyptians. ")

A

Sometimes pillows were laid on the floor.
Esth. i. 6 speaks of bods upon a pavement of marble,
which were covered with costly materials woven of
threads of gold and silver (I Esd. iii. 6).
To-day the beds in the East are made by laying
bolsters on the low divans which run along the
walls, so that a room which serves as a parlor in the
daytime is easily turned into a bedroom for eight
or ten persons.
In ancient Israel the wealthy often
had separate bedrooms (33t>*0 "iTn, II Sam. iv. 7;
compare Ex. viii. 3; II Kings vi. 17; also "nn> II
Sam. xiii. 10, or niOD "nn, II Kings xi. 2; II Chron.
20, 28).

while the poor, especially the herdsmen,
frequently slept out-of-doors, covered only with the
"simlah," and with a stone under their heads (compare Ex. xxii. 26; Gen.xxviii. 11, xxxi. 40). See Bed.
xxii. 11),

E. G.

W. N.

11.

COTJDENHOVE,

COUNT

HEINRICH

VON:

Austrian author, traveler, and diplomat;
born in Vienna Oct. 12, 1859. Count Heinrich studied law at the University of Vienna; served as volunteer in the Sixth Regiment of hussars was made
an officer in 1881 took the degree of doctor of philosophy in 1883; and then traveled in Syria and
Egypt with the object of acquiring a knowledge of
Arabic. He entered the diplomatic service in 1884,
as attache of the Austro-IIungarian embassy at
Athens, and afterward at Buenos Aj'res. He traveled through Paraguay and part of Brazil in order
to familiarize himself with the country and people.
He was transferred to Constantinople in 1887; and
after making a tour through India for purposes of
study (1889), traveled through the Caucasus in 1890.
In 1891 he was transferred to Rio Janeiro, and from
there to Japan.
Since then he has devoted himself
almost exclusively to study, and to the preparation
of his religio-philosophical and political works.
;

;

The great number of the
that of the eighteenth.
Jewish population of Poland, its importance in the
industrial life of the country, and the peculiarities
of the political and class organization of the Polish
commonwealth (" Rzecz Pospolita ") were the reasons
why the Jews of Poland formed a separate class enjoying liberal autonomy within the sphere of their
communal and spiritual interests, the outcome of
which was their exemplary communal organization.
Jewish community, with its administrative, judicial, religious, and charitable institutions, constituted
a unit of self-government. The terra "kahal" denoted both the community and the autonomous communal administration, the two concepts being identhe assessment
tical. The administrative functions
of state and communal taxes, the supervision of
of the kahal were
charitable institutions, etc.
performed by elective kahal elders ("seniores"
D''DJ"1D); while the rabbis ("doctores Juda;orum")
had charge of religious and judicial affairs.
The pressing need of solidarity among the kahals
and rabbis of various localities was first realized
The rabbinical court was
in the judicial sphere.
guided in its decisions by the norms of Talmudic
legislation, both civil and domestic; but these norms
often admitted of various interpretations and the
assistance of the great rabbinical assembly was necessary to clear up disputed points. Starting from
the principle of self-government the right to be
tried by their own people only and not by strangers
the Jews were forced to create, in addition to the
lower communal court, a higher court of appeals.
This higher court was especially necessary whenever important litigations occurred between two
kahals or between a private individual and a kahal.
For such emergencies periodic rabbinical congresses,
In the first half
at certain points, were organized.
of the sixteenth century these congresses were held
during the great fairs, when considerable masses of people gathered in one
Beginnings place. The chief meeting-place was

—

—

=

;

—

—

the fair at Lublin (p^ni^ T'")"'), which
was the residence of the father of
Polish rabbinism. Rabbi Sheknah (d.
1558), among whose pupils was Moses Isserles.
Here, even as early as the reign of Sigismund I.
the rabbis used to assemble and try civil cases " in

at Lublin
Fair.

city

accordance with their own law. " The king himself,
an edict of 1533, characterized one of their decisions in a private case as a decision of a supreme
court for the Jews (" Russko-Yevreiski Archiv, " i.
No. 152).
The rabbis and kahal elders of the various districts
of Poland and Lithuania (pKH ^J"T n:non ^Di")D,
Isserles, Responsa, Nos. 63, 64, 73, belonging to the
period 1550-58) took part in the periodic sessions of
It was here, too, that
the Lublin supreme court.
in

:

the rabbinical college investigated spiritual cases
Tlius, for example, the
affecting all Polish Jews.
rabbis and "rashe yeshibot" (rectors of Talmudic
schools) of three countries (nijno C'f'B')— Poland,
Russia, and Lithuania sanctioned the printing at
Lublin (1559-80) of the Babylonian Talmud, witli
the proviso tliat copies of the edition be used in all

—

tlie

Couch
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schools.

This approbation ("haskamah")

is

printed on tlie title-pages of the several treatises,
for general information.
Here already appears the
classification of the members of the Lublin congress
according to the localities, three in number namely,
Poland (Great and Little, together); Lithuania,
which came into closer administrative connection
with the crown lands of Poland after the Lublin
union of 1569; and Polish Russia; i.e., Podolia,

—

and Galicia.
These "fair congresses" formed the nucleus of
the great central institution, which was firmly established during the last quarter of the sixteenth
century under the designation " Council of Lands "
Volhj-nia,

The ever-widening autonomy of the
^yl).
Jews rendered imperative the founding of an

(mV^xn
Poli.sh

might serve not only as the suand spiritual cases, but also
as a central deliberative and legislative body to reginstitution wl)ich

preme court

in judicial

ulate the activity of all local institutions.
Owing
to this necessity, the Lublin Fair congresses became regular periodic sittings of the assembly of
delegates, or the general congress ("Congressus Judaicus," or " Seim " [Diet], in the Polish documents).
The general designation, ni^^lXH "lyi, varies in accordance with the number of provincial delegations

The

participating in a " wa'ad " (council).
In the earlier acts there is often en-

Number

of foiintered the designation \ih^ "lyi
of Three Lands") alternating with the usual designation
"Council of Four Lands." During tlie same period

"Lands." mVnX ("Council

occurs (conii)ar!itively rarely) the designation ly^
of Five Lands"); i.e., of
Great Poland, Little Poland, Ihissia, Lithuania,
and Volhynia (compare Liva ben Bczah;!, "Nctihot
'()lam,"ch. ix., Prague, 1596, where a decision of
the wa'ad of 1.587 is quoted).
Among the leaders
of the " wa'ad " up to this time (c. 1590) was Moniccai JafTe, rabbi of Grodno and Po.sen, author of the
rabbinical code "Lebu.shim " (sec "Zeniah Dawid,"
chronicle of 1592).
Ill tlin cour.se of time the designation
lyi
niV^X ("Council of Four Lands") supplanted the
others entirely, as is shown by documents of tiie
seventeenth century. The four lands fhat.scnt their
representatives to the wa'ad were Great Poland
(with its capital, Posen), Little Poland (Cracow), Polish or Red Rus.sia (Podolia, and Galicia
IV.— 20

niVIK {:^n ("Council

ymx

Council

with its capital, Lemberg), and Volhynia (capital,
Ostrog or Kremenetz).
Lithuania seemed to
have its regular or extraordinary representative
in the Polish-Jewish wa'ad until 1628, but in
that year it established its own central organization (KO-'i? runt: nyi), which acted independently (see Lithuania).
In this crystallized state
the Council of Four Lands is represented by
writers of the middle of the seventeenth century, as,

for example, Yom-Tob Lipman Heller (in his autobiography " Megillat Ebah, " wherein he refers to
the wa'ad of 1635) and the annalist Nathan Hannover ("Yawan Mezulah," Venice, 1653). The latter

thus characterizes this institution

(p. 12a):

"The representatives [o^d:-id] of the four lands had sesslona
twice In the year ... at the fair In Lublin, between Purim and
Passover, and at the fair la Yaroslav [Galicia] In the month of
Ab or Elul. The representatives of the four lands resembled
the Sanhedrln la the session chamber In the Temple of Jerusalem [nnjn nj;;''']. They had jurisdiction over all the Jews of
the kingdom of Poland, with power to Issue Injunctions and
binding decisions [ni:|")n] and to Impose penalties at their discretion. Every difBcult case was submitted to them for trial.
To make the task easier for themselves, the representatives of
the four lands would select special judges from each land, who
were called 'land-judges' [njnD ^J^n], and who tried civil
suits; while criminal cases, disputes over priority of possession
[hazakah], and other difficult cases were tried by the representatives themselves [In full session]."
This testimony of a contemporary characterizes
the flourishing period of the wa'ad 's activity (c.
1600-1648). The record-books (" pinkeses "), wherein
were written the decisions of this Jewish congress,
have not been discovered, and it is doubtful whether
they will ever be found so far only seven separate
sheets from the pinkes of the wa'ad in Yaroslav, of
the years 1654 and 1671, have been unearthed, a facsimile of one of which accompanies this article.
But in the extant manuscript pinkeses of individual
lj:ahals a great many copies of such decisions, relating
to these kahals, have been preserved. Some, indeed,
were published in old rabbinical works, responsa,
etc., while others have been reproduced in recent
times from manuscripts, in the monographs of hisFrom this matorians of the Polish-Russian Jews.
terial, both mauu.script and printed, it is possible to
give a more detailed account of the organization and
activity of the wa'ads.
Organization
At first the wa'ads met annually at Lul)lin during the great spring fair, which
began on the Catholic holiday Gromnice (Candlemas Day), in February, and lasted about a month.
At the beginning of the .seventeenth
century another i)la(:e of meeting was
Place
of Meeting, the Galician city of Yaroslav, where
the chief fair took place toward the
end of the summer. During the flourishing period
of its activity the wa'ad's sessions occurred twice a
year: before the Passover lioliday, at Lublin, and
In excepl)efore the autumn liolidays, at Yaroslav.
tional ca.ses, however, the sessions took place on
other dates and (rarely) in other cities (Tishvitz,
1583; Lenczna, 1668, etc.). The fullest activity of
tlie wa'ad was especially displayed after the catastrophe of 1648-55— the Cossack raid of CiimielNiCKi, followed by the secession of Little Russia,
;

:

and the Swedish

war— when

the Jewish

communal

TlIK .lEWlSlI

Conncil

orpini/.ation.

wivrkiMl in

many

parts of Poland,

uefilr<l rosloration.

Duiinir till' sfconil half o( tin- srvonlirnth century
the Si'ssions of tlie waail oiiurrcd once or twice a
year, anil nu)rt> frequently at Yarosluv than at LuIn lt>Tl the \va lulileciih'd to nutt no longer in
blin.
Yaroslav proper, on the grouiui that it was "a dangerous and pernicious place," l>ut to assemble at a
spot ten mill's distant; sulisequently this decision
was resciniied. The number of delegates to the

wa'ad cannot be exactly ascertained. Nathan Hannover, in the above-mentioned chronicle (1653),
maintains that one parnas, or representative to the
wa'ail. was elected from each kahal, and that to
these kahal delegates were added the six leading
It appears from the kahal pinrabbis of Poland.
kescs that only the most important kahals of each
region sent their delegates to the wa'ad. The capitals (Posi-n, Cmcow, Lemberg, and Ostrog) of the
" four lands " each sent two or even more.
The signatures of fifteen to twenty-five delegates— though
often the signatures of the six rabbis
Number of only are usually found attached to
Delegates, the extant decisions of the wa'ads.

—

The

total

number

of

delegates, to-

gether with the rabbis, evidently reached thirty.
In the eighteenth century the operations of the

wa'ad became more and more limited

;

its

sessions

took place less regularly, often at long intervals, and
mostly at Y'aroslav. One of the last important congresses was that held at Y'aroslav in the fall of 1753.
Among other matters considered was the famous
dispute between the rabbis Emden and Eybeschutz
over the Shabbethaian movement, resulting in the
In 1764
latter's acquittal on the charge of heresy.
the Polish Diet ordered Jewish general congresses
to be discontinued (Vol. Legum, vii. 50); and
in this way the activity of the Council of Four
Lands came to an end. The subseipiept partition of
Poland among Russia, Austria, and Prussia, changing, as it did, the whole kahal system, was unfavorable to the existence of such central autonomous
bodies as tbe wa'ads.

Activity During the two centuries of the existence of the wa'ad its activity may be divided into
four branches: (1) legislative; (2) administrative;
:

(3)

judicial and (4) spiritual and cultural.
legislative activity of the wa'ad consisted in
;

The

working out definite regulations and rules for various institutions which embodied Jewish self-government in Poland, as well as in issuing prescriptions

ENCYCLOPEDIA

lawful practises, lest they incur the wrath of the
populace and the government. Most striking is the
edict of the wa'atl of 1607, conlaining a series of
detailed rules regulating the economic and religious
These rules dealt with credit operlife of the Jews.
ations, methods of charging interest, and obligations
under promissory notes, wiiile spiicial attcMtion was
paid to the prevention of abuses under these heads
on the part of creditors. This regulation was
d»awn up at the instance of tiie wa'ad by one of its
participants, the Lublin rabbi Joshua Falk Koiien,
and was subse(iuetitly published in"Me'irat 'Enayyirn'MyODH DIDJIp). Prague, 1606.
The administrative activity of the wa'ad was very
closely linked, and often identified, with its legislative activity. The wa'ad took necessary steps to better the general condition of the Jews in Poland or to
avert some conunon danger. It sent
its legal agents (D^J^iriB') to Warsaw
during the sessions of the Polish Seim,
Functions, to represent Jewish interests before

Admin-

istrative

the government and the delegates.
Here, by means of entreaties, money, and presents,
privileges for the Jews were obtained or legislative
curtailments of their ancient rights and privileges
were forestalled. For such emergencies the wa'ad

had a separate fund made up of special dues from
each of the "four lands." Its activity was especially important at the "Coronation Diets," when,
in accordance with custom, every new king was
expected to confirm the rights and privileges granted
On such occasions
to the Jews by his predecessors.
the wa'ad's representatives were on the alert lest
Jewish interests should sustain damage through the
influence of the anti-Jewish party of the Diet.
Cases are on record when the wa'ad did not succeed in averting oppressive measures against the

Jews; and then, where resistance might prove dangerous, the only course left to the wa'ad was to
support with its authority the measures of the government. Thus, in 1580 the wa'ad solemnly confirmed the government's edict forbidding the Jews
to engage in farming state taxes and customs duties
The
in Great and Little Poland and Mazovia.
wa'ad's edict explains its prohibition by the fact
that the Jewish revenue farmers and leaseholders,
in their pursuit of gain,
against Jews in general,

the Christian populace.

must not hold
over

;

rise to

accusations

parliament" was confronted with the canonical prinwhich permeated Polish legislation, that Jews

moment.

The wa'arls of 1671, 1677,
the Polish authorities.
and other years prohibited the Jews from leasing
estates or farming other revenues from Poles, without the knowledge of the kahals in which they were
enrolled and they also ordered merchants to trade
honestly with the Christians and not to engage in un-

give

and excite against them
In this case the "Jewish

ciple,

extraordinary, called

for by the exigencies of the
Such were the decisions of the Tishvitz
wa'ad. 1583, enjoining the election of kahal elders and
rabbisin the Jewish quarter only, withoutany interference from the local Christian authorities. The
wa'ads of 1587, 1590, 1635, and 1640
Legislative .solemnly interdicted the Jews from
Fiinctions. seeking rabbinical posts in communities by bribing kahals or by soliciting

306

offices

which woidd give them jiower

The

constitution of the Polish
Diet held at Piotrokow in 1538 reads: "Statuimus
inviolabiliter observandum, Juda^os teloneis (piibuscuncpie prfefici non debere, neque posse, indignum
et juri divino contrarium censentes, ejus generis
Christians.

homines alicjuibus honoribus et officiis inter ChrisThe
tianos fungi debere" (Vol. Legum, i. 525).
wa'ad also saw to it that Jews should

Nature

not settle in places interdicted to them.
Thus, in 1669 the wa'ad confirmed
the edict forbidding Jews to settle in
Mazovia in the district of Warsaw. Such orders of
the wa'ad were read publicly in all synagogues,
with the addition of the threat of excommunication

of Edicts.
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A

whole series of
("herein") for transgressors.
orders of the wa'ad urges the cessation of internal
contentions in Jewish communities; strict obedience
to kahal discipline; and the prosecution of those
who, b}' their reprehensible occupations, bring upon
Jews the wrath of the government and of the Christian populace.
Yet, while thus remaining strictly within the
limits of the existing state laws, the wa'ad was untiring in its struggle against the violation of the
legal rights of the Jews on the part of local administrative

and

ful decisions

Against unlawappealed to the higher resorts the

judicial institutions.
it

:

chief tribunal, the Diet, the highest dignitaries, and
the king.
But the greatest energy was displayed by
the wa'ad in combating false accusations against the
Jews, prompted by religious fanaticism and superstition, such as the heinous charges of using Christian blood, outraging church sacraments, etc.
The
wa'ad also took care that the state taxes on Jews
did not increase unduly, and were correctly apportioned to the four districts of Poland proper, the
detailed apportionment of taxes within each province and each community being the task of minor

provincial congresses 6^^jn ^'lyD and kahal boards.
The judicial functions which the wa'ad exercised

were very compn;hensive. The wa'ad court was
engaged in settling disputes between neighboring kahals concerning the boundaries of their administrative and liscal districts.
As each kahal district consisted of one city and the adjacent minor
boroughs and villages, there often arose disputes between neighboring kahals as to which was to have
the jurisdiction in certain border boroughs and villages, and especially over newly settled villages.
The state and communal taxes being heavy, the
more extensive and thickly i)oinilatcd the territory
chiefly

of a kahal was, the wealthier was it
to be accordingly the contests
Functions, over boundaries and parishes often
reached quite a violent stage. The
wa'ad had to try such inter-kahal suits, which often
dragged on for decades. It was also thi' wa'ad 's dut}'
todelitnit the local judicial circuits, to tix the grades
of lower and higher rabbinical courts, and to assign
tlie trial of acase to thisor that court.
In (his respect

Judicial

tlie

wa'ad

deemed

in g<iieral,

and

;

its

rabl)inical Ijoard in par-

served as the highest court of appeal for all
Polish Jews.
Tlie copies of the wa'acl's acts, preserved in the kaiial pinkeses. consist mainly of such

Council

of 1607, referred to above, the wa'ad prescribed,
that the dietary laws concerning
kasher " and " terefah " should be strictly observed

among other things,
'•

communities that a Jew should
not drink wine in inns where Christians congregated, else he was to be
stricken off the list of reputable members of his community and was to be ineligible for
office in the kahal; that Jewish costumes should
differ in their cut from those of the Christians, and
that modesty and moderation be observed in dress,
especially by women, who are always eager for
sumptuous apparel; that the chastity of women,
especially those living among Christians in villages,
be safeguarded, etc. In the lirst half of the eighteenth century the wa'ad was particular!}- energetic
in counteracting the dangerous heresy of Shabbethai
Zebi, which spread among the Polish Jews and gave
origin to the sect of Frankists, whose members
openly embraced the Catholic faith (1759), owing
to persecutions on the part of their coreligionists.
While thus guarding strict rabbinism, the wa'ad
was evidently preparing for the struggle with the
newly born Hasidic movement; but at that moment
it had to cease its activity owing to the above-mentioned edict of the Diet of 1764, Avhich prohibited
all manner of congresses of rabbis and kahal elders
under penalty of a tine of six thousand grivnas.
The fall of the wa'ad was the beginning of the general decadence of the kahal system in Poland during
the partition period of that kingdom.
The acts and decisions of the wa'ad were usually written in rabbinic Hebrew while acts of the
proclamation type, designed to be read ])ublicly in
synagogues (D"'T1'13), w-ere written in Yiddish. Below are given specimens of two minor acts, one of
each kind, in the respective originals. The first is
a decree of the year 1678, admitting to the wa'ad
one regular delegate from the kahal of the city of
Tiktin or Tj^kotzyu (from an old manuscript pinkes
of that city).
The .second is a portion
Specimens of the proclamation issued by the
of Enwa'ad at Yaroslav in 1671, on the neactments. cessity of stojjping the quarrels that
had arisen in the midst of the Jews
of the Chelm district (from extant separate sheets
of the wa'ad pinkes).
in all

;

Cultural
Activity,

;

ticular,

and prescriptions.
Thesi)iritMal and (Mdtural activity of the wa'ad was
centered on the task of strengtliening.Iudaisni and establishing a uniform internal discipline as a means for

I.

nn vx'
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ntt'|->3

^jnSd ntn

arn

judicial decisions

the national unification of the Jews.
Shortly after
its formation (151)}), the wa'ar! pa.ssed a rule that
all Hebrew books printed in Polan<l should be pub
lished only with Uw jxTniission of the rabbis, who

were

book with tlwir approbation.
Certain important pul)li(iitions were approved by
the rabbis at the sittings f)f the; wa'ad.
The wa'ad
also issued rules anrl programs for schools (" hadarini " and "yeshibnt ").
With a view to bringing up the people in a moral,
nligious. and national spirit, the wa'ad published
fairly strict regulations.
In the Lublin constitution
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(The signatures of twenty-one members

n
r)f

'i

or
the

wa'iid fi)llow.)
[Translation.]

U) furnish each

I.

Wi' hiivc this (lay (rrnnlfd the petition of
coiiimiinllv of TIkllri, reoorilcd im pn>f<!
on till' idiincll (if the Four Liinds.

We

tlie elders of the
for rcprcsfntiitlon

have acceded to their
re(pi(f(t tliiit they lie allowed to have a representative from this
and again
time fiirward. In the manner set forth on page
In the page fnr to-day.
These are the words of the Counclf of the Four Lands this
day, Wednesday, 4 Slwan, 5438, at Lublin.
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Council
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Bini.iOGRAPHY: Manuscript Sources fragments of an original
pinnies of the Council of Four Lands (seven sheets), contain:
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[Translation.]
II.

Four Lands report that a violent quarrel
having arisen which almost ruined the whole district and—
which God forbid !— might have harmed the remnant of Israel
and involved the loss of thousands, the Council of the Four
Lands took upon themselves the task of punishing those who

The Council

of the

Initiated the quarrel or subsequently participated in
names, out of respect for their position, are withheld.

whose

it,

And since, when similar events occur in communities, and persons intrigue and violate the ancient ordinances, and ruin the
communities, reports of these things arouse the government,
and communities and districts are considered guilty by the nobles
and priests, and there is real danger to life, ... the Council
of the Four Lands hereby fully authorize the leaders of communities and districts to prosecute persons so Intriguing and
offending, and to punish them with the ban, with fines, or
Such
at the cost of the offenders.
with imprisonment
persons should never be nominated to any office in any community or district, nor should they have the right of hazakah,
since they have no pity on themselves, on the community
They ignore the fact
or district, or on the whole of Israel.
that we are already humiliated and abject in the eyes of the
Christians— so much so that the authorities speak contemptuously
Let every one, therefore,
of us— and make us still more so.
take care to avoid such wrong courses and to walk circumspectly.
This notice has been inscribed in the pinkesof the Four Lands.
.

.

.

.
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.
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.
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The second specimen here given is an authentic reproduction of a sheet of the pinkesof the Council of
Four Lands. The onginal document contains the decision (mentioned above) of the council at Yaroslav,
Sept., 1671, to the effect that thereafter the sessions
be held, not in Yaroslav proper, which repeatedly
proved "a dangerous and pernicious place," but ten

miles away, the final decision as to the location of
future congresses being postponed till the ensuing
Gromnice (Candlemas) congress; i.e., the spring fair
at Lublin. Then follow fourteen signatures of delegates to the wa'ad, from Cracow, Posen, Lemberg,
The authenticity
Lublin, Ladmur, Przemysl, etc.
of the signatures is made clear by the dissimilarity in the handwriting, which proves the document to be original and not a copy. It is taken
from the few extant sheets of an old pinkes of the
wa'ad of the "four lands," which sheets were found
in the city of Dubno, and are now in the possession
of S. M. Dubnow of Odessa.

ing acts of 1(554-71 ; decisions of the wa'ad, copied In the
ktthal pluses of the city of Tykotzyn (28 documents of
l(J21-17(JO); the pinkes of the kahal-rubblnical congresses In
Lltluianla during the years 1023-17(11, and various other plnVeses preserved In the archives of societies and private persons.
Printed Sources: Konteren ha-Senui\ Sulzbach, ItlftJ; N.
Hannover, I'fncan Me:^ulah. Venice, 1053 ; L. Heller, MeaiJiat
Kliah, Hreslau, 1818; rabbinical books of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, particularly responsa, wherein various
decisions of the wa'ad, or references to them, occur; Griltz,
GcKch. 3d ed.,lx. 45()-4.5a. 57;^-.571»: A. Harkavy,ln Vrnkhod,
1881, 11.; i'(/i(ii, in Appendix to Habbinowicz's Hebrew translation of Gratz, vol. vil., Warsaw, 1899; Ulfiit, In lla-Asif,
vi. 1.'>5-1()3, ib. 18iM; 8. Dubnow, /,s(()rir/i«,s/ci(/rt Soohnhcheniiia, Nos. 0, 7, 8, 10, 11, in V'o«;(/iori, \m\i-\H ; Idem, i't-wetshaua Moi-iyaji. ;}(X)-307, 318-319,3(53, 413 ; S. V. Rabblnowlcz (iDt'), in his translation of Griltz, Gexch. vols, vli.-vlii.,
pansivu Warsaw, 1899-1!HK) ; Uenibltzer, Mihtabc Dikkoret,
in Uzar ha-Stfrut, Iv. 193-'^')4, Cracow, 189-': Wetzstein, ^mlvwn'imiol mi-PinkeKe Iyrak(m\ in ih. pp. .OT-fiOa ; 8. Buber,
Anshc 8/i on. Appendix, i/j. 1895 ; M. Schorr, Or(/aJii«ac?/a
Polsce, Lemberg, 1899.

Zyduw w
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COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN An organ:

which came into being as a result of the Congress OK Jewish Women, one of the denominational congresses of the World's Parliament of
Religions held at the Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893. It was organized in response to the
appeal of Sadie American, and in pursuance of

ization

the following resolution offered
session of the congress:

by her

at the final

''Resolved, That we, Jewish women, sincerely believing that
a closer fellowship will be encouraged, acloser unity of thought,
sympathy, and purpose, and a nobler accomplishment will result, from a wide-spread organization, do therefore band ourselves together in a union of workers to further the best and
highest interests of Judaism and humanity, and do call ourselves
the 'National Council of Jewish Women,' whose work shall be:
" (1) To seek to unite in a closer relation women interested
In the work of religion, philanthropy, and education, and to
consider practical means of solving problems in these fields.
" (2) To organize and encourage the study of the underlying
principles of Judaism, the history, literature, and customs of
the Jews, and their bearings on our own and the world's history.

"

To apply knowledge gained In the study and improveof the Sabbath-school and in the work of social reform.
To secure the interest and aid of Infiuentlal persons In
arousing general sentiment against religious per.sec.ution, whenever, wherever, and against whomsoever shown, and in finding
(3)

ment
"

(4)

means

to

prevent such persecution."

G. Solomon and Sadie American, respectively chairman and secretary of the congress, were
elected president and secretary of the council, and
have continued to hold these offices. In Jan., 1894,
a circular was issued, setting forth the need, desirability, and objects of the National Council of Jewish
Women, together with a provisional constitution,

Hannah

which called for a delegate convention to be held
when a permanent constitution would be
adopted. This meeting took place in New York city
in Nov., 1896, by which time 50 sections had been
organized; it was attended by 83 delegates and alThe word "National,"
ternates fiom 81 sections.
which, as originally employed in the name of the
in 1896,

organization, referred only to the United States,
was dropped on account of the entrance of two
sections formed in Canada; and the title became
of Jewish Women."
of the council, as defined in the constitution finally adopted, are: "To further united
efforts in behalf of Judaism by supplying means of
study by an organic union to bring about closer

"The Council
The objects

;

relations among

Jewish

women

;

to furnish a

medium
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for interchange of thought and a means of communication and of prosecuting work of common interest to further united efforts in the work of social
betterment tlirough religion, philanthropy, and
education.''
The constitution provides for a continuous board
of directors, who, with the general officers, form the
executive committee, which has full charge of the
affairs of the organization, and for five committees
to wit: on religion, religious school work, philanthropy, reciprocity, and junior sections who re;

—

—

spectively arrange the plan of work. There is no
individual membership in the coinicil, but membership through its branches, which are called "sections," and are organized (one only in each city) on
Meetings with two
the plan of the general society.
delegates from each section are held triennially, and
executive sessions annually. Junior sections have
been formed with a membership of both sexes, between the ages of fifteen and twenty-one; these are
under the guidance of the senior section in so far as
three members of the latter sit on the executive

committee.

The council "seeks to give its utterances no color
of orthodoxy or reform." It is not propagandist,
and stands for no particular phase of Judaism. Recognizing the existence of differences of belief and
observance, and " seeking only to square conviction
and conduct," but leaving each free to follow her
own bent, it has united tlie Jewish women in a strong
and unique organization. The council carries out
objects in meetings, conferences, study circles, lectures by specialists, and its various philanthropies,
which can, perhaps, be measured and numbered its
its

:

and important results, however, can be
neither measured nor stated in exact terms.
Born of the two tendencies of the time the growing self-consciousness of the Jew and the tendency
significant

—

of

women

Council
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to unite in associations for self-develop-

ment and preparation for the new responsibilities
which modem life is thrusting on them the coimcil
is becoming the center of religious and intellectual
activity of the Jewish women, and the means of
throwing them into tlie active life and work of the
community at large. It is the policy of the council
to cooperate and affiliate with the organized forces at
work for progress and social betterment, both Jewish
and non-Jewish.
It is a member of the National
Council of Women of the United States, and of the

—

International Council of Women of the World.
visit of Sadie Amorinin, as delegate to the quinquennial of the Inlcrnatioiiiil Council of Women,
held in London in June, 1899, resulted, througli a
presentation of the work before a representiitive
body of London J'wsaiul Jewesses, in the formation

The

of the Jewish Study Society of England, whirh is
organized on the plan of the council ;and between this
society and the council there is close aflUiation, as
well as an exchange of pamphlets, plans of work, etc.
The sections are members of the city, county, and
state federations of women's clubs, and are actively
Durcooperative in all wfirk for the public welfare.
ing the Spanish-American war the council within
one week wit its sections to work in aid of the soldiers
and sailors, and in several places was the first

organized body to take any steps for their

relief.

It raised ten

Courage

thousand dollars in monej^ an equal

amount in goods, and a nurse was sent to the army
the members were, during the continuance of the

among the most active workers in the service
of relief.
It cooperated with the National Red
Cross Society, the regimental auxiliaries, and the
various state organizations. Through the influence
of the council, 72 women have been placed on Sabbath-school boards of congregations; interest in the
schools has been greatly increased thereby, and,
war,

what

of signal importance, the age of confirmaa number of communities, has been raised.
It maintains fifteen mission schools.
is

tion, in

The philanthropies of the council, numbering 85,
are supported by voluntary subscription, and include settlements, clubs, libraries, free baths,
night-schools, manual-training classes, householdschools, emploj'ment bureaus, penny provident
funds, classes for crippled children, ice funds for
consumptives, recreation-rooms, and gymnasiums.
The following meetings have been held: first triennial, New York, Nov., 1896; Omaha Exposition,
Oct., 1896; Chautauqua summer assembly, July,
1897, 1898; second triennial, Cleveland, March, 1900;
first annual executive. New Orleans, La., Feb.,
1901; third triennial, Balrimore, Md., Dec, 1902.
The present officers, elected in 1900, are: president,
Hannah G. Solomon first vice-president (resigned)
;

second vice-president, Babettc Mandel, Chicago, 111.
recording secretary, Gertrude Berg, Philadelphia,
Pa. corresponding secretary, Sadie American, New
York city treasurer. Bertha A. Selz, Chicago, HI.
It has (Nov., 1902) 7,000 members, in 70 sections;
15 junior sections, with 500 members; 89 study circles in religion, and 12 in philanthropy.
;

;

Papem of the Jewish Women''8 Congress
(Jewish Publicatton Society of America), 1893; Proceedings
of the First Corwention of the National Council of Jewish
^Vomen (ib.), 189*5; Report of the Council of Jewish Women,

Bibliography:

from

189U et seq., 1903

A.

COURAGE

;

American Jewish Year-Bovk, 5661.
S. A.

That quality which enables one
danger and difliculties with firmness,
calmness, and intrepidity; Hebrew, ptnnJI pTn
("Be of good courage," II Sam. x. 12), or |*ok1 pTH
("Be strong and of a good courage," Deut. xxxi. 7,
23; Joshua i. 6).
Physical courage, the result of man's struggle
:

to encounter

against conditions that threaten his very existence,
and which often develops boldness, fearlessness, and
an utter disregard of physical pain, is extolled by
the Hebrews as a valued possession (compare Judges
viii. 21
Eccl. x. 17; I Kings xvi. 27; II Kings xviii.
Often tlie victor was made a pop20; Micah iii. 8).
" Saul has slain his thousands, and David
ular idol.
liis ten thousands" (I Sam. xviii. 7), the women of
;

sang when David returned fronia campaign
The angel of the Lord says
to Gideon: "The Ijord is with thee, thou mighty
man of valor" (Judges vi. 12).
The examples of courage found mentioned in the
records of ancient Israel are numerous. The undaunted valor of Bjirak, of (jideon, and of Jephthah; the fearlessness of Samson, of Saul, and
of David, are eloquent testimonies of physical
But the Bible sets more value upon moral
courage.
courage, wIhcIi is so prominent in the life-history of
Israel

against the Piiilistines.

Couratre
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Co ur land
the Jew,

fur to oxphiin the power of
ho has shown at all tinu's asxaiiist

and which goes

resistttuce that

Biblical

thosi>

who

tiou.

This couraire

nunlt' phiiis for his (ifstnu'is

fostered

by con-

Examples tidence and trust in God. " Hope in
of Courage, the Lord, be strong, keep thy heart
"
steadfast, yea, hope thou in the Lord
(Ps. xxvii. 14, Hel)r.); "lint they that wait upon
tin- Lord shall renew their strength" (Isa. xl. 31);
"Through God we

do valiantly"

shall

compare Num. xxiv.

(Ps. Ix. 14;

iii. 23Fear thou not for lam with thee.
1 will
strengthen thee" (Isji. xli. 10); " Yet now be strong O
Zerubbabel
and be strong, O Joshua
ami
for lamwithyou, saith
be strong, all ye people
the Lord of liosts" (Hag. ii. 4; compare Zech. viii.
9, " Let your hands be strong, ye that hear ").
In post-Biblical times the Jew displayed both
physical and moral courage while standing for

26); '

18; Ps. xxxi.25; Prov.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

truth and right against a hostile world.
He would
face the obloquy of centuries to support a principle
which, though unpojjular, he believed
In Postto be true.
"Strive for the truth unto

death; and the Lord shall fight for
thee " (Ecclus. [Sirach] iv. 28 compare ib. iv. 9, ii. 12; Baruch iii. 14).
" In a place wliere there are no men, endeavor thou
Crushed to earth, deto be a man " (Ab. ii. 6b).
feated, driven from his native soil, pining in dungeons, made to furnish murderous sport for the wild
beasts of the Colosseum and food for the flames
of pyres and stakes, he still refused to surrender;
struggling against terrible odds for national and
political independence, for liberty of conscience, and
for the rights of man.
Nothing stirred the Jew to resistance so much as

Biblical

Times.

;

interference with his religious belief and practises;
for the abandonment of the Law was deemed the
most heinous of crimes. Men had fought at all
times for house and hearth; but to fight for one's
religion was new.
The plan of Antiochus Epipha-

nes to uproot the religion of Judea met with stubborn resistance.
"God forbid," says Mattathias,
the aged priest of Modin, " that we should forsake
the law and the ordinances.
will not barken
to the king's word to go from our religion, either
on the right hand or the left" (I Mace. ii. 21, 22).
Eleazar, one of the scribes, chose rather to die the
glorious death of a martyr than to be faithless to
" But when he [Eleazar] was ready to
his religion.
die ... he groaned, and said, It is manifest unto
the Lord
that
whereas I might have been
delivered from death, I now endure sore pains in
body
but in soul am well content to sufTer.
And thus this man died, leaving his death for
an example of a noble courage ..."

We

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The
Martyrs,

ai Mace.

Seven brothers,
who were seized by the minions of Antiochus and scourged, to compel them
vi. 30, 31).

publicly to abjure their faith by eating forbidden
food, refuse to do so, and suffer the penalty of most
cruel deaths.
One of them voices the sentiment of

when he exclaims, " We are ready to die rather
than to transgress the laws of our fathers" (ib. vii.
2 compare ib. xiv. 18). Though the seven were tortured in the presence of their mother, the awful

all

;

810

sight did not weaken lier resolution to endure a
" But the mother was marvelous above
similar fate.

and worth oi honorable memory; for when she
saw her seven sons slain w ithin the space of one day,
she bore it with a good courage, because of the hope
she had in the Lord " {ib. vii. 20).
Even the king,
and those who were with him to witness the torall,

ture of the seven brothers, marveled at their remarkable courage {ib. vii. 12; IV Mace. viii. 9).
Later, in the desperate life-struggle of the Jews
against the trained legions of mighty Rome, which
ended in the overthrow of the Jewish state and the
loss of Jewish inilependence (70 C.E.), the lieroism
and self-sacrifice of the Jews were such as to elicit
the admiration of all time.
Josephus extols the
courage of his fellow believers in facing death for
" I do not mean such an easy
the sake of the Law.

'

j

death as happens in battles, but that which comes
with bodily torments and seems to be the severest
kind of death " (" Contra Ap. " ii. 33).
Later, under Hadrian (117-138), the Jews were
goaded by edicts of violence and oppression into
open revolt. With a desperate but illTJnder
fated heroism the Jews under Bar
Hadrian. Kokba made a last effort to regain
their freedom.
Rabbi Aktba, one of
the ten martyrs, on the pyre praised his fate that it
was now his good fortune to fulfil the Law " Thou
shalt love the Lord with all thy soul " (Deut. vi. 5)
explaining that "with all thy soul" means "even

I

:

by giving up one's

life " (Ber. 61b).

Especially rich in deeds of martyrdom is the history of the Jews during the Middle Ages.
Hated
and despised, pelted and jeered at, burned and tortured, they nevertheless remained true to their an-

Moral cowardice was unknown to the
of the Middle Ages. During the reign of
Ricliard I. Coeur de Lion the Jews of York were
persecuted by their Christian townsmen, who were
incited to rapine and robbery by the Crusaders.
The Jews sought shelter in the castle, where they
were besieged for several days. Spurning the
thought of embracing Christianity in order to be
free, the men, after slaying their wives and children
to prevent them from falling into the hands of their
enemies, killed themselves(1190). The expulsion of
the Jews from Spain (1492) furnishes a most glorious
lesson of moral heroism among the Jews.
Those
who had risen to opulence and to po.sitions of honor
and trust in Spain willingly gave up all they had
achieved ratlier than go to the baptismal font. The
heroic elTorts on the part of Gabriel Riesser and
others (1815) in behalf of the emancipation of the
Jews in Prussia; JohannJacoby's protest against the
edict of Frederick William III. curtailing certain
privileges of the Jews and the heroism of the Reform
pioneers, one of whom, Abraham Kohn, rabbi of
Hohenems, was poisoned (1848) because of his advocacy of reforms within Judaism, give suflScient
proof of the moral courage of the Jews in modern
times.
The persecutions within the last twenty
years of Hebrews in Russia and Rumania have
given lise to many exhibitions of courage in the
Jew, who has left the land that cradled him and
has become a friendless wanderer rather than forsake what he believes to be the highest truth. The
cestral faith.

Jew

;

j

heroism of Dreyfus, the French captain, has thrilled
the whole civilized world.

A. G.

K.

COURLAND A government in the Baltic prov:

bounded on the west and north by
the Baltic Sea; on the northeast by the River Dilna;
and on the south by the government of Kovno. At
the end of tlie eighteenth century the Jewish population was 9,000; in 1835, 23,030; in 1850, 23,743; In
1858, 25,641; in 1891, 42,776; and in 1897, 49.102 in
The
7.3 per cent.
a total population of 672,634
Jews are distributed among the cities and towns
of Courland as follows: Bausk, 3,000; Friedrichinces of Russia,

=

Goldingcn, 3,000; Grobin, 450; Ha1,600; Jacobstadt, 2,400; Libau, 10,860;

stadt, 3,800;

senpot,

Mitau, 5,000; Pilten, 800; Talsen, 1,500; Tuckum,
2,500; Windau, 1.350; Griva-Semgallen, 3,240; IIluxt, 812; Polangen, 900; Sasmaken, 1,600; Fraueuburg, 1,048; Zabeln, 830; and in the villages

Kandau, Neu-Subbat, Schonberg, etc., 5,242.
In the thirteenth century Courland was an independent territory, consisting of the two duchies of
Courland and Semgall and of the bishEarly
opric of Pilten, and was under the
History, domination of the Livonian Order of
the Knights of the Sword.
The Livonian Knights offered little encouragement to the
settlement of Jews in Courland, as is shown by the
following extract from a decree of their grand master Zeyfridt (Siegfried) von Feuchtwangen (1309):
" For the glory of God and the honor of the Virgin
Mary, whose servants we are, we decree
that
no Jew, necromancer, magician, or waydeler [pagan
priest] shall live in this country; and that any one
.

.

.

sheltering one of such shall suffer with him
(Jolowicz, "Gcsch. der Juden in KOnigsberg
1867, p.

.

.

i.

."

Pr."

1).

Notwithstanding tiiis decree, the Jews toward the
end of the fourteenth century found their way into
the country from Litluiania, as is intimated in the
chronicles (Ilcnnenberg, cited by Jolowicz, I.e. p. 2).
At that time Vitold, Grand Duke of Litliuania, had

already granted to the Jews of tiie neighboring
Lithuanian towns the privileges of June 24 and
July 2, 1388. Two gravestones wcjre excavated in
the vicinity of Mitau in 1857 whicii. it has been
<!airned, go to show that Jews liad lived in that
country even earlier tljan 1388; but the claim is
hardly well founrh-d, as there is a possibility that
Firkovitch. who was consulted in the matter, was
guilty of deception (.sec Wunderbar, in "AUg. Zeit.
des Jud." 1857, No. 1).
When Courland fauK; into tlu; possession of Poland, according tf) th(r treaty b(;tween the last grand
master of the Order, Gotthard Kettler,
TJnder
and KiugSigismund August us (Sr'pt.,

Polish
Rule.

1561),

il

was

stii)ulated that

no Jews

should be permitted to engage

in coin

incree or to lease <'ustoms duties or

Subjectionis," in "Codex
Diplomat. Regni Polon." V. cxxxviii. 238; Moraczewski. " Dzieje Rzec/ypospolitej Polskiej." iv.
231).
The treaty of 1,-ifil did not, however, forbid
the Jews to settle in (Jourland or to sojourn there
temporarily for any particular commereial tran.nactaxes in Livonia

tion.

Courage
Courland
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It

(' I'arta

was without any

efTec

t

whatever

in

the

bishopric of Pilten, where the Jews had not only
been tolerated from the earliest time of the Order,
but were permitted by law to organize communities
and to engage in trade and commerce.

The

district of Pilten contained the present dis-

Grobin, Hasenpot, and a part of Windau.
The last Bishop of Courland, Johann
Pilten.
von IVlunchhausen, who owned the

tricts of

bishopric of Pilten by inheritance, in-

duced rich Jews

to settle in his territor}-,

and he de-

rived "considerable income by taxing them for the
right of residence and the privilege of engaging in
trade."

As early as 1570 the Jews of Pilten enjoyed the
rights of citizenship, and many of them owned real
estate (Wunderbar, I.e. p. 17).
When, in 1611, Pilten became ])art of Poland the position of the Jews
became still stronger. As throughout Poland, the
Jews

of that district not onlj- enjoyed all civil and
religious rights, but also were made citizens of
Hasenpot a rare privilege at that time for Jews.

—

Of the

history of the

Jews

in this district

during

the seventeenth century there is but scanty information. The archives of Pilten have not yet been
published, and the only complete history of the
city of Hasenpot, written by Huhn, lies hidden in
manuscript in the Rittenbibliothek at Riga. It is
known, however, that during the great northern
war (1718) a synagogue existed in Pilten (Manteuffel, "Piltyni Archivum Piltynskie," in " Warszawska Biblioteka," No. 2, p. 177; cited by Brutzkus, in " Voskhod," 1896, Nos. 7-8, p. 26). During
the eighteenth century Pilten lost its importance.
The greatest number of Courland Jews lived in
Hasenpot, where they carried on a considerable export trade; but at the last division of Poland, toward the end of the eighteenth century, only 896
males among the Jewish inhabitants were registered
They enjoyed all civil rights, and were
as citizens.
often chosen to till honorable po.sitions. Thus in 1797
the Jew Euchel of Hasenpot was elected councilman
(" Rathsherr").
Jewi.sh alTairs were governed by
akahal; and the Jews paid a special tax on their
synagogue, which tax was called "Jlidische Capellengclder.

The oldest community in the district of Pilten is
that of Polangen, whicli formerly belonged to the
grand duchy of Lithuania. In the
Hasenpot "pinkes" (record of tlu? Jewish commiiinty) of that town, begun in 1831.
and
Polangen. then; is an entry on the lirst page
which slates that, according to the
preceding jiinlfes, which had l)een 'lestroyed by fire
during the Polish Revolution, the cemetery and the
burial brotherhood of Polangen wpre established in
14M7 (T'OI), though doubts have been expressed as

The Jewish commuPolangen obtained a charter confirming that

to the correctness of this date.

nity of

of King Stanislaus FV. (dated 1639). granting the
Jews of I'olangen and Gor/.hd the rights of citizen-

ship and the privilege of engaging in commerce,
handicrafts, and figricultiire. The Jewish houses of

imiyer and the cenielerv were exempted from
taxes.

The

.lews were

all

under the jurisdiction of

the royal alilermi-n. with the right of appeal to the
This privilege was
to the king.

supreme court and
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subst'qut'utly conlirmod by Augustus III. (1743),
and ronmiiuHl i» effect until the anncxtitiou of
Comliuul by Russia (I7<.»r)). wiien the whole district
of Zhinuda, in which Polangen was situated, was
added to the government of Courlaud (Brutzkus.
I.e.

p.

3i)).

In the other partsof Courland, including ScmguU,
the condition of the Jews was not so favorable. Notwithstanding the fact that the Duke of Courland was
a vasssil of Poland, and was not able to prevent
entirely
his

the inlluential Polish

Jews from

visiting

dependency, their sojourn there was made un-

pleasant and ditlicult at all times, especially after
The cities jealously guarded their privileges
1561.
not onl}' from the Jews, but from all foreigners.
Nevertheless, Jews managed to settle in Courland
both before and after the subjection of the country
by Poland, as is evident from some
well-preserved gravestones with HeOther
brew inscriptions at Mitau and other
Parts of
Courland. places, dating from the first and last
decades of the sixteenth century.
During the uprising of the Cossacks in 1648-54 the
people of Courland also expelled the Jews from
The barons Hector Frederick and
their country.
Reinhold von der Osten-Sacken, when they founded
on their estate the town of Neu-Subbat, inserted a
paragraph in its constitution (April 5, 1686) forbidding Jews to live in the town or to establish a tavern
there.

According to Ziegenhorn, no Jews lived in Courexcept at Pilten, from its subjugation by
Poland up to about 1670 (" Staatsrecht, " § 576).
Toward the end of the seventeenth century Jews
again began to settle in Courland they even leased
Althe customs duties and engaged in commerce.
though these privileges were soon curtailed ("Landtaglicher Abschied," 1692, §6; 1699, § 29), the Jews
were permitted to live both in the towns and
in the country, and to do business as retail traders,
innkeepers, distillers, and middlemen. In Mitau,
land,

:

the capital of Courland, they could live only in the
Jewish street (now known as " Doblen'sche
Strasse")as protected Jews ("Schutzjuden"). On
the remonstrance of the burgesses, the dukes repeatedly ordered the Jews to leave the country; but
the nobility, to whom they made themselves useful,
protected them until Duke Ferdinand published an
edict, ^March 23, 1714, in which the Jews were
ordered to leave the country within six weeks, under
pain of the severest penalties. This edict was evidently not carried out, for on Sept. 20, 1760, Duke
Karl repeated it in the same form. Soon afterward
the magistrate, notwithstanding the duke's edict,
permitted Jews as well as Jesuits to reside in Courland on the payment of 400 Albertus thaler annually; and the duke did not object to their admission (Gebhardi, "Gesch. von Kurland," p. 166,
Halle, 17«9).
In 1737 Duke Ernst Biron entrusted
the court Jew Lipman (Levi) with the management of his finances, dividing the profits with him,
and granting him certain privileges. This naturally
created ill feeling against the Jews (Ersch and
Gruber, "Encyc. " section i. part 10, p. 247).
At this period Jewish communities existed in
MiTAC, Bausk, Jacobstadt, Friedrichstadt, and other

so-called
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Friedrichstadt was a station for the Jewish
merchants of White Russia, who came down the
Dllna annually in barges and on rafts, bringing
lumber, grain, tlax, and other Russian merchandise

towns.

The edict of Empress Elizabeth (1742) expelling the Jews from Russia interfered considerably
with this business. Tlie council of Riga, fearing
to Riga.

might direct their trade
Windau, Libau, and KOnigsberg, petitioned the
Senate in the matter, and, pending the resolution of

that the Jewish merchants
to

the Senate, the vice-governor of Livonia stopped
the Jewish traders in Friedrichstadt.
In 1760 the Jews of Courland, as already stated,
were again expelled from the duchj'. In order to
prevent evasions on the part of the Jews, an order
was issued that all foreign Jews having i)ernii.ssion to
bring Polish-Lithuanian merchandise to Mitau should
present themselves to the mayor and obtain from
him a special permit to remain in the city for the transaction of business, and that none should be permitted
under any circumstances to stay longer than a day
Those who brought
or two on any one occasion.

no merchandise hud to pay a "sechser" on each
These Jews had to stay at a special lodgingvisit.
house designated by the city authorities. In some
places the execution of the order had already been
carried out when, fortunately for the Jews, the
emperor Peter III. of Russia recalled from banishment Duke Ernst Biron, and with his reinstatement
the Jews regained their old liberties and even secured some new privileges. These liberties and
privileges were not, however, legally recognized, as
is

seen from petitions of the

Jews made

to

Duke

Ernst Biron in 1765, and to his son and successor,
Peter Biron, in 1775.
In 1770 the Russian government interfered in the
Govsolution of the Jewish question in Courland.
ernor-General Browne of Livonia asked the Duke of
Courland to expel the Jews from his possessions (Orshanski, "Russkoe Zakonodatelstvo o Yevreyakh,"
p. 374, St. Petersburg, 1877); but the plan could not
be carried out on account of the opposition of the
Courland nobility. Empress Catherine II., desiring
to settle "New Russia," gave a secret order to Governor Browne (1765) .to issue passports to Jewish inhabitants of Mitau who would travel to this territory,
her purpose being to admit some of the Jews of

Courland to settle in Riga and St. Petersburg
(Buchholtz, pp. 57-60). By a later order (1785)
Catherine again showed her favor to the Courland
Jews by detaching the village of Schlock from Courland and annexing it to Riga, thus permitting the
Jewish residents of Schlock to become recognized
inhabitants of Riga (Wunderbar, I.e. p. 9).
Concerning the origin of the Jews of Courland
opinions differ. Some think that the majority arrived by sea from Pru&sia and North Germany and
the biographies of rabbis and other prominent men
enumerated below show that most of these were
born abroad. Nevertheless, Brutzkus may be right
in his statement that the greater part of the Courland
Jews immigrated from the neighboring countries of
;

Lithuania and Poland.
In spite of occasional disturbances, the life of the
Jews in the duchy of Courland was a peaceful one,
and they were permitted to trade outside the city
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Even in the center of
Meyer Kreslawe, received a license
which was called " Hotel de Jerusa-

limits of Mitau, the capital.

the city a Jew,
to

open an

Kalman
Borkum.

inn,

lem " (the house still existed in the
middle of the nineteenth century) and
;

in 1784

Kalman Borkum

laid the foun-

dation-stone of a synagogue, which
Borkum, his brother Sarason, and the court jeweler Rabbi Bar ben ha-Kadosh
Rabbi Benjamin stood high in favor with the duke
Biron. They were thus often enabled to afford pro-

was built at his expense.

tection to their coreligionists in Courland, and to
those in Mitau in particular and in addition extended
;

them much financial and other assistance.
The year 1787 was especially marked by discussions
of the Jewish question in Courland, not onlyofficially
but also in various pamphlets devoted to the subject.
Of these latter the first appeared anonymously and
without date under the title " Die Duldung der Juden," etc. (The Toleration of the Jews in the Duch-

Courland and Semgall), but Witte von Wittenheim, councilor of justice, was later identified as its
author (Recke and Napierski, "Schriftsteller Lexikon," iv. 554). He advocated the opinion that the
Jews should be tolerated under conditions conducive
to the welfare of the country and of the respective
towns in which they might settle. He further recommended that they be allowed to have their own
schools, houses of prayer, synagogues, cemeteries,
and courts for the settlement of internal disputes,
and expected an improvement in their religious and
judicial affairs to be manifest before another generation should have passed. In case the Jews should
not be able to maintain their own schools, they
should be permitted to send their children to the
Christian schools, where they might acquire a knowledge of Gemian and other necessary subjects. The
higher schools should also be open to them. Wittenheim was in favor of limiting the occupations of the
Jews; he would permit them to engage only in
distilling, which
handicrafts, petty trading, and
were tiio main occupations of the Jews of Courland
at that time.
Another pamphlet appeared the same year under
the title" Bemerkungen Uber die Duldung der Juden"
(Mitau, 1787).
The author, supposed to be Christian David Braun (Recke and Napierski, "SchriftBteller-Lexikon '"), was very much opposed to the idea
of giving the Jews, " the despisers of the Christian reThis pamligion," any social or political riglits.
phlet called forth a reply under the title "'Beantwortung der Bemerkungen Uber die Duldung der
Juden," n-fiiting the statements of Braun. The author was Dr. J^acliniun, a Jewisli physician born in
Prufwia, wlio practised medicine in Bausk. and later
ies of

removed to the int«Tior of Russia. He showed that
the Jews were us<;ful citizens, occupying tliemselves
with agriculture in Lithuania, and engaging in the
arts anfl sciences, and in handicrafts wherever
they were not hampered in their activity by the

Courland

looks at his subject not only from a utilitarian stand" Our
point, but also from an ethical point of view.
honor and our Christian duty demand," he says,
" that we should not look with indifference on the
deplorable condition of the Jews of Courland and
that we should no longer tolerate it.
As patriots
we must concentrate all our energy on the improvement of the present state of affairs. Indeed, the
word 'Jew should not indicate any class of people
'

from us, but only a different religious
body and as regards their nationality, it should not
hinder them from obtaining citizens' rights and liberties any more than the people of Sleswick, the
different
;

Saxons, Danes, Swedes, Swiss, French, or Italians
who also live among us." On the other hand, the
author appeals earnestly to the Jews to lay aside
their specific costume and to follow the example of
their more enlightened brethren.
These extracts indicate the attitude of the educated classes of Courland toward the Jews. The influence of the activity of Lessing, Mendelssohn, and
Dohm had already reached the duchy. Though the
broad-minded people in Courland were in a great
minority, they nevertheless forced the lords and
burgesses to discard their medieval intolerant views.
After many long debates in the various Diets concerning the emancipation of the Jews of Courland, the Jews of Mitau through their aldermen,
Aaron Lipman (Levi) and Isaac Moses Eides, presented a memorial to the duke March 13, 1793, in
reply to which they were directed to submit propo-

on the subject.
Accordingly on Jan. 20, 1795, propositions were
presented in which they asked only (1) Admission
to the towns, villages, and estates in proportion to
the number of inhabitants and industries, so that the
Jewish families should not become a burden on the
general population.
(2) Reduction of the number
of Jewish families in Mitau from 200 to 60, to be
selected from among those whose ancestors had lived
in Mitau, and who were known to be persons of irreproachable character; they would certainly become
more useful citizens on obtaining equal rights with
sitions

:

the other inhabitants. (3) The right of the community to settle all disputes concerning religion and
unimportant civil matters among the Jews without
recourse to the general courts a right similar to

—

by the l^ahal of Hasenpot; the l^ahal,
however, to have the authority to appeal to the
magistrates whenever necessary.
(4) Permission for
Jewish cliiidren to attend the public schools and the
that enjoyed

local

academy.

In tills memorial the Jews of Courland for the first
time cailcd tlu'inseives " Hebrews," by which name
they have been designated up to tiie present day in
the ofllcial documents of Ru.ssia and the Baltic provTile memorial was signed on behalf of the
inces.
community by Isaac Judah, Solomon Borkum, Isaac
Moses Eides, Isaac Moses, Wulf Jacob, lilijah Isaac,

Lewin Wulf, Ileimann Solomon, Aaron Lipman
and others.
While the duke and the Landtag were still discuss-

gilds.

(Levi),

About thi.'t time there appeared, under the title
"Meine Gedanken, b<i derFrage: Ob Man in Unserm
Vaterlandc Juden Dulden Solle, oder NichtV" a
most touching apology for the Jews. The author,
Qeorg Gottfried Mylich, a Lutheran pastoral Nerft,

ing the Jewish question, th(! Polish Revolution broke
out, BO that nothing further could be done in the
matter.
Such was the uncertain legal position in
which the Jews found themselves when Courland

was amu'xoil to Kussin. Mairli 1(j. 1797. EinpcMor
Paul, during liis visit to Milan in tiii' saino ynir,
received a lieputatiou from the Jewish community.
The goverumeut ordereil an invostigati(m of tlie
occupations of the Jews, of the tjixes paid by
them, and of their legal status.

The Courlaud

authorities replied that Mie Jews had "never been
with the exception of those who
legally tolemted
lu presenting the
live iu tlie district of Pilten."

—

case to the emperor Paul, the Senate tleclared:
"Although the Courlaud adniiuistnUiou reports
that the Jews have never beeu tolerated legally, yet,
since Jews have lived there for more than ^HK) years,

they can not be considered as haviugentered thecouutry surreptitiously; nor ought they to be deprived
of such an old home while Jews are not prohibited
from living iu other parts of Russia." The Senate
therefore ordered the Courlaud authorities, having
iu view the local conditions, to present a scheme of
legislation for the further residence of

Jews

in

Cour-

laud, "for the general welfare as well as for their

own."

At
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Courlaud

the

same time

tlie

Jewsaddressed a

peti-

(1) That
tion to the senate in which they asked
they be permitted to organize kahals for the main:

teuance of Jewish communal
who join the gilds be granted

life.

(2)

That Jews

the rights of such
gilds.
(3) That agriculturists receive land at an
annual rental, and be uot claimed by any one as
serfs.
(4) That Jews be permitted to build synagogues: to conduct their religious services in the
towns as well as in the villages; and to have their
all

cemeteries and slaughter-houses. (5) That wherever
there are no Jewish schools, permission be accorded
the Jews to send their children to the German
schools; and that the talented Jewish pupils be allowed to attend foreign academies and universities.
After considering this petition the Russian government resolved that the Jews be permitted to live
in Courlaud, and that their settlement in that country be used for the benefit of the government and
community at large. Jews were permitted to follow their various callings and to be included in the
lists of the burghers and merchants, on payment of
double the amount of the tax imposed on Christians.
They were declared eligible for election to municipal offices; were allowed to conduct their leligious
services without hindrance, to organize kahals, to

build synagogues, etc.; and were granted immunity

from being bound as serfs. The approval of Emperor Paul was given to the foregoing resolutions
March 14, 1799 ("Complete Russian Code," xxv..
No. 18. 889).
During the reign of Alexander I. (1801-25) the
condition of the Jews of Courlaud, as well as that of
the Jews in the other cities of the Russian empire,
was much improved. The enactment of Dec. 9,
1804, and the resolutions passed thereupon by the
Courland legislature (March 6, 1806; affirmed Dec.
1, 1806), practically secured tiie rights of citizenship
for the Jews of that government, and by a ukase of
Nov. 8, 1807, the double poll- and gild-taxes hitherto
levied on the Jews were abolished.
This was the legal position of the Jews of Courland until 1829 but the rights granted to them in
1799 in respect to trade and commerce did not please
On May
the local Christian merchants and artisans.
;

24, 1829, the

to limit tlu'

merchants and arti.sans asked tiui Senate
number of Jewish families icgistered

The governor-general of the Baltic provinces
was commissioned to present a plan for tlie dimi-

there.

nution of the Jewish i)opulation iu Courland and
Livonia. He replied that in regard to Livonia there
was no necessity to take any steps for lessening
the

number

of

Jews

nowhere except

in

there, since tliey were living
Riga and Schlock, and were

In order to
registered iu the latter place only.
decrease the nund)er of Jews in Courland he suggested the deportation to Siberia of (1) such Jews
as had no lixeil occupations; (2) such as appeared to
be illegally registered and such as were omitted from
Only such Jews, he considered,
the registry list.

should remain in the country as belonged to the
gilds, had their own houses, occupied themselves
with handicrafts, or held bona tide i)ositioiis.
This plan was transmitted for consideration to the
government committee on Jewish affairs, and this
body proposed the following measures: (1) Tiiat
there be recognized as inhabitants of Courland only
such Jews as at the last census had been entered in
the registry lists of the Courland Chamber of Justice.
(2) That each family of such Jews receive a certificate
of its right to settle in Courland. (3) That Jews from
other governments be prohibited from settling in
Courland. (4) That Jews who removed from Courland lose the right of returning thitiier. (5) That the
marriage of a Courland Jewess to a Jew from another government confer upon such Jew no right
to live in Courland.
(6) That a Courland Jewess
marrying a Jew from another government and
removing with him thither lose the right of residence in Courland.
(7) That Jews not holding the
above-mentioned certificates leave the country and
that those who do not present their certificates in
time or were guilty of violating any of the foregoing regulations, be sent to settle in Siberia.
All of these measures were sanctioned by the Czar
May 24, 1829 (" Russian Code," iv.. No. 2,884; Mysh,
;

p. 217).

In 1836 Emperor Nicholas issued a manifesto offering inducements to those of his Jewish subjects
who should settle in the agricultural colonies of
South Russia. The first families to avail themselves
of this offer were seventy from Courlaud led by
Meyer Mendelssohn and Elijah Mitauer. Another
group from Courland, consisting of 117 families, applied for permission to settle in the provinces of

In 1840, 341 families, consisting of 2,530
persons from Courland, joined the agricultural colBy a ukase
onies in the government of Kherson.
of Dec. 19, 1844, all kahals in the empire were
This affected the Jewish communities
abolished.
in Courland, and placed them under the direct supervision of the municipal councils in the respecThe Jews had, nevertheless, the right
tive cities.
to elect several of their number aldermen in the tax
Siberia.

the duties of which were to
The Jewthe Jewish taxes.
ish community was also represented on the school
board and on the board of charities. Moreover, the
governor-general of the Baltic provinces had assigned to his staff a Jewish adviser on Jewish affairs

department, an

office

receive and record

in

Courland.

all
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In accordance with Part V., art. xii., of the Regulations on Passports, Issued in 1890, only those
Jews have a right to live in Courland or in the village of Schlock whose families were registered in the
census of April 13, 1835. The admission to Courland of Jews from other governments is prohibited.
restrictions do not apply to Jews who by virtue of special legislation have the right to live anywhere in the empire. The singular position of the
Jews of Courland compared with that of Jews in
other governments of Russia is apparent from the
case of Jacob Thai, who in 1895 appealed against
the decision of the Courland administration, which
expelled him from the estate of Autzholl on the
ground of the May Laws of 1882. The Senate found
(Sept. 24, 1895) that the measures prohibiting the
settlement of the Jews outside of cities and towns
referred only to those governments which came
within the Pale of Settlement; and as Courland was
not included in the number of such governments, it
must be held that the May Laws could not be applied to the Jews of Courland (Mysh, p. 135).
At the end of the eighteenth century the Jews
of Courland followed generally the same trades and
professions as were followed by the Jews of Lithuania and Poland. In tiie villages they were small
traders, pcdlers, distillers, and artisans, especially
locksmiths and tinsmiths; in the cities, they were
wholesale dealers in dry- and fancy-goods, agents,
jewelers, etc.
Important business firms were to be
found in Mitau, Jacobstadt, Friedrichstadt, and especially in Hasenpot, where the Jews carried on a considerable export trade. It has been shown that many
Courland Jews were engaged in agriculture also.
The Jews of Courland have always shown themselves eager forenliglitenment. That intellectual regeneration of Judaism which had begun in Germany
in the time of Mendels.sohn, did not pass without
leaving its trace in Courland.
The Courland Jews
at that time, as at the present day, were more like
their coreligionists of Germany than
Inany other Russian Jews. Their life
tellectual among a cultured people, their knowlStatus.
edge of German, and their relations
with Germany soon removed the exclusiveness which still continued in Lithuania and
Poland. At the beginning of the nineteenth century
they represented tlic most cultured element of the
Russian Jewry.
The first Jewisli school conducted on modern prin-

These

was founded

in MiUiu in 1824 by a lawyer
Here Lii.ikntuai, began his activity,
and herr; Mordrcai Aaron Gi'Nznuuo wrote his first
works. The Courland Jews, like the rest of the
Kiis.sian Jews, are still awaiting full emancipation,
although economically and intelhictually they seem
to be better situated than the Jews of Poland anrl

ciples

named

\Vf)lf.

Lithuania.
P^veii the poorest of tiie Jewisli inhabitants send
their children either to the Christian schofilsorto
the Jewish religiotis schools, if they can not afford
to give tliem a better private education; and witii
the exception of some aged people, the number of
those who can not read and write German is very
small the Jud.To German jargfin seems tf> be disaj)
;

pearing in the rising generation.

In the cultured

Courland

German is spoken, as well as good
Russian and French; and as regards their home
education, the Jews of Courland are not behind the
families a pure

intelligent Christian mercantile class.

Among the prominent Jews of Courland in the
eighteenth century were the following: Rabbi Samuel ben Elkanah, of the Teomim famil}-, author of
"Mekom Shemuel," Altona, 1722. He was born at
Altona, and officiated as rabbi at Mitau, where he
died in 1742.
Daniel Hayyim Cleif( 1729-94), rabbi
at Hasenpot. Euchel, alderman at Hasenpot. Isaac
Abraham Euchel (1756-1804), brother of the preceding.
He spent considerable time at the house
of his brother before going to Germany.
David
Abrahamson, physician born 1740 practised med;

icine at Hasenpot.

Biir

;

ben ha-Kadosh Rabbi Ben-

a native of Lithuania, where his father
during the uprising of the Haidamaks.
He lived in Mitau about 1730, Avhere he traded
He was held in high esteem by the
as a jeweler.
dukes and knights of Courland, and made many
gifts to the Jewish community of Mitau.
Zebi
jamin,

was

killed

Hirscli Harif, rabbi at Mitau in the first half of the
eighteenth century. Dr. Elrich; born in Prussia;
practised medicine at Wilkomir, Lithuania, as government and city physician settled in 1770 in Mitau,
where he married (1784) the daughter of Kalman
Borkum. He died there 1809. Aaron Horwitz,
rabbi at Hasenpot and of " all the province of Courland," and later at Berlin, where he died in 1779.
He was a friend of Moses Mendelssohn (Fuenn,
;

"Keneset Yisrael,"

p. 83;

Laudshuth, "Toledot An-

she Shem," p. 85, Berlin, 1884). Eliezcr Elias Lowenthal, physician; born at Tuckum 1763; graduated
at K5nigsberg 1791; practised for some time at
Bausk and later removed to Odessa. Aaron Solomon Tobias, physician; practised at Hasenpot, where
he died 1782. Carl Anton, convert to Christianity
and disciple of Jonathan Eybeschiltz born in Mitau.
Issachar Falkeusohn Beiir; practised medicine at
;

;

Hasenpot about

1775.
the nineteenth century there may be mentioned
the following men of prominence: Isaac Ahrony,
teacher of German and Hebrew born at Mitau 1798;

Of

;

died at Kherson 1842. From 1823 tolSSO he lived at
Polotzk, then again in Mitau until 1840, when he emigrated with his family to one of thcT Jewish agriculHe
tural colonies in the government of Kherson.
soon removed to Kherson, where he instructed the
children of a Jewish merchant.
He published a
panii)lilet " Die Tliorah Lchrt Gottes- und Menschen,

liebe

und l'nterlhaM(

iitreue," Dorjiat, 1838.

Abra-

ham Bkunard,

physician; born 1762; practised at
Mitau 1810-11. Marcus (Mordecai) Aaron Gi'Nzhurq
(1795-1846); went to Polangen as teacher in 1817,
and later nmioved to Mitau, where he supi)orted
liimself by tr'aching, and by translating and coj)yii)g
P>.ekiel Jekuthiel, rabbi at Milegal documents.
]lv wrote noteson the Halakot
tau; died liiere 1H23.
(jedolot, which remained in manuscript, and which
Heiijacob saw in the possession of Jekutliiel's son
Elijah,

who

Sefarim,"
(Salanter);

p.

also officiated as rabl)i there (" Ozar haWolf, father of Israel Lipkin
104).

was rabbi

ben Birkhahn; died

and died there
Runineteenth centtiry.
Friedrichstadt 1822; was

at Goldingen,

at the begiiHiing of the

at

Courland
Coutinbo

a relative of R. Sanmcl ben Elkiiniih. His son
Bezalol was born at Friodrirhstailt 1778; diod there
18-49.
Lazar Is;iac Seume. pliysieian born at Hasenpotl782; studied at the universities of Berlin and
Wnr/bursr; j^niduated at Dorpat 181)5, and practisiHi at Libau, wliere he lati'r joined tlie Lutheran
Chureh. Couneilor WiillT; born in Prussia; settled
in Courhmd 1780. and established a Jewish school
at Mitau 1804, which had an existence of two years
Reuben Joseph Wundehbau, teacher and
only.
L. Rappcnheim, Jewish alderman
author, 1812-67.
at Mitau; was sent by the goverunient in 1854 to
inspect the Jewish colonies of South Russia ("Z. d.
J." 1855, No. 31). L5b Kalman L5wensolni, teacher;
born at Goldingen 1809 died at Jacobstiult 1866. He
was engaged at the government Jewish public
Bchool, and also as teacher of Greek and Latin at the
progynuiasium of the nobility. He was an eminent
scholar, and corresponded with Paukcr and Madler
on problems in higher mathematics and astronomy, and with Hayyim Sack and other Hebrew
IMoritz
scholars on Talmudic and rabbinical topics.
Rosenthal; born at Bausk 1818; died at Friedrichstadt July 29, 1896. He was a descendant of MordeSimon Zarchi, rabbi at Jacobstadt from
cai Jaffe.
1857 to 1860, when he went to Jerusalem, where he
Leib Cahn, rabbi in
died.
J. Brutzkus, editor.
;

;

Priedrichstadt 1864, and now (1902) rabbi atMoscow.
Lipman Friedmann, rabbi at Friedrichstadt; his activity extended over the second quarter of the nineteenth century. Joshua b. Aaron Heller, author of
" Dibre Yeshua' " and other works was rabbi at Polangen in the second half of the nineteenth century
Solomon Puchek, governdied at Telshi 1880.
mental rabbi at Mitau (1861-96); born at Neustadt,
near the Prussian frontier, 1829; died Nov. 29, 1899.
Senior Zalman, rabbi of Goldlngen. Louis Akens,
an opera singer. Lazar Behumann and his son
Eliezer ben Alexander Kleinberg, called
Vasili.
Eliezer Bausker, son-in-law of Israel Lipschlitz
He was rabbi at Bausk and Wilna,
(Antikoler).
and died in the United States 1891. He helped
David Tevele of 3Iinsk to publish his work " Dibre
Dawid," and his haskamot are to be found in sevDavid Isaacovich Bernstein, Russian
eral works.
lawyer; bom about 1840 at Jacobstadt; died Jan.,
1901, at St. Petersburg.
He received his education
at the district school of his birthplace, and at the
gymnasium of Dllnaburg, and graduated from the
University of St. Petersburg in 1866. L. Kantor,
formerly editor of "Russki Yevrei," was rabbi at
Libau.
Isidorus Brennson, phy.sician at Mitau;
bom there Sept. 15, 1854. He is the author of a
biographical dictionary entitled "Die Aerzte Kurlands von 1825-1900." Mitau, 1902. From this work
it is apparent that of the 582 physicians of Courland in a period of 75 years, 101 (17.3 per cent)
were Jews. Of this number 16 embraced Christianity.
Of the 172 physicians now practising in
Courland, 33 (19.2 per cent) are Jews. See also
;

Bausk and Mitac.)
Bjbliographt
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Wunderbar, Gesch. der Jxtden in den Provinzen Liv- und Kvrland. Mitau. 1853 Buchholtz, Geach.
der Juden in Riga. Riga. 1899; Riztufki Vpestnik, 1875, pp,
ia5, 142. 151-1.53 1886. p. 193 A. Pfumplanskl), In TevreVikiya
:

;

;

:

Zapishi. 1881, pp. 1-6 Orshanakl. Rximkoe, Zakmwdatelstvo
o Yeureyakh, pp. 380-385. St. Petersburg, 1877 Yevreiakaya
Biblioteka, Iv.; Brutzkus, In Voakhod, 1896, vll.-vlli. and
;

;

Ix. X.;

Lcvandn,

I'olitu

Khnotolooichc^ki Shnriiik,

retcrsburK, 1874; Mvsh, UnltovitiLslvn k

M wL.

etc.^St.

Hmxkitn Zaknnam

Ha-3f(((/(/uM8.59.
Nos. 21-ii; Sc'holz, Judrn in I tuns} a ml, [). '30, Berlin. KHHl;
Scciitid CnmiiUtc Jitixsinii Oxlv. vol. xl.. No. 4~',:i«i4. p. (KM,
.luni" 'M (.Inly 10), 1805; liuduxhclinost, 1902, Nos. 15 luul 10;
lla-Dor, No. 27; Prihaltiski Listok, 1899, No. 157.
II. R.

n Ycvrcinikh,

COURT JEWS

St. IVti'rsburjf. 18i»8

;

Court Jews, called also court
and court or chamber agents, played a part at
the courts of the Austriau emperors and the German princes in the seventeenth and eighteenth cenNot
turies and at the beginning of the nineteenth.
always on account of their learning or their force
:

factors,

of character did these Jews rise to positions close
to the rulers: they were mostly wealthy business
men, distinguished above their coreligionists by their
commercial instincts and their adaptability. Court
rulers looked upon them in a personal and, as a rule,
selfish light; as being, on the one hand, their favor-

Court
and, on the other, their whipping-boys.
the denunciation of
their envious rivals and coreligionists, and were often
the objects of hatred of the people and
They were of service
Position
the courtiers.
and
to their fellow-Jews only during the
Duties.
periods, often short, of their influence
with the rulers; and as they themselves, being hated parvenus, often came to a tragic
end, their coreligionists were inconsequence of their
fall all the more harassed.
The court Jews, as the agents of the rulers, and
in times of war as the purveyors and the treasurers
ites,

Jews frequently sulfered through

of the state, enjoyed special privileges. They were
under the jurisdiction of the court marshal, and were
not compelled to wear the Jews' badge. They were
permitted to stay wherever the emperor held his
court, and to live anywhere in the German empire,
even in places where no other Jews were allowed.
Wherever they settled they could buy houses,
slaughter meat according to the Jewish ritual, and
maintain a rabbi. They cotild sell their goods wholesale and retail, and could not be taxed or assessed
higher than the Christians.
The Austrian emperors kept a considerable numAmong those of Emperor Ferber of court Jews.
dinand II. are mentioned the following: Solomon
and Ber Mayer, who furnished for the wedding of
the emperor and Eleonora of Mantua the cloth for
four squadrons of cavalry; Joseph Pincherle of
GOrz Moses and Joseph Marburger (Morpurgo) of
Gradisca; Ventura Pariente of Triest; the physician
Elijah Halfon of Vienna; Samuel zum
At the
Dracheu, Samuel zum Straussen, and
Austrian Samuel zum Weissen Drachen of
;

Frankfort-on-thc-Main and Mordecai
Meisel of Prague.
specially favored court Jew was Jacob Bassevi, the first Jew
to be ennobled, with the title " von Treuenfeld.
Important as court Jews were also Samuel Oppenheimer, who went from Heidelberg to Vienna, and
Samson Wertheimer (Wertheimher) from Worms.
Oppenheimer, who was appointed chief court factor,
together with his two sons Emanuel and Wolf, and
Wertheimer, who was at first associated with him,
devoted their time and talents to the service of Austria and the House of Hapsburg: during the Rhenish, French, Turkish, and Spanish wars they loaned

Court.

;

A

millions of florins for provisions, munitions, etc.
Wertheimer, who, by title at least, was also chief
court factor to the electors of Mayence, the Palatinate, and Treves, received from the emperor a chain
of honor with his miniature.
Samson Wertheimer was succeeded as court factor

by his son Wolf. Contemporaneous with him was
Leffmann Behrejtds, or Liepmann Cohen, of Hanover, court factor and agent of the elector Ernst
August of Hanover and of the duke Rudolf August
of Brunswick. He had relations also with several
other rulers and high dignitaries. Behrends' two
sons, Mordecai Gumpel and Isaac, received the same
titles as he, chief court factors and agents.
Isaac
Cohen's father-in-law, Behrend Lehman, called also
Barmann Halberstadt, was a court factor of Saxony,
with the title of "Resident"; and his son Lehman
Behrend was called to Dresden as court factor by
King Augustus the Strong.
[Moses Bonaventura of
Prague was also court Jew of Saxony in 1679.
The Models were court Jews of the margraves of
Ansbach about the middle of the seventeenth century.
Especially influential was Marx Model, who
had the largest business in the whole principality
and extensively supplied the court and the army.

He

fell

court
liad

Courland
Ooutinho
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into disgrace through the intrigues of the

Jew Elkan

Friinkcl,

member

been driven from Vienna.

of a family that
Frttnkel, a circum-

and proud man, posIntrigues sessed the confidence of the margrave
of Court
to such a degree that his advice was
Jews.
sought in the most important afl'airs
of the state.
Denounced by a certain
Isaiah Frankel, however, who desired to be baptized,
an accusation was brought against Elkan Friinkcl;
and the latter was pilloried, scourged, and sent to
tlie Wiilzburg for life imprisonment Nov. 2, 1712.
He died there 1720. David Rost, Gabriel Frankel,
and, in 1730, Isaac Nathan (Ischorlcin) were court
Jews together with Elkan Frankel; Ischerlein,
through the intrigues of the Frankels, suffered the
same fate as Elkan Frankel. Nevertheless, Nathan's
son-in-law, Des-sauer, became court Jew.
Other
court Jews of the princes of Ansbach were Michael
Simon and L&w Israel (1743), Meyer Berlin, and
Amson Solomon Scliginann (1703).
The great elector also kept his court Jew at Berlin, Israel Aaron (1670), who by his influence tried
to i)rf:Vfnt the influx of foreign Jews
The Great into tlie l^russian capital. Other court
Elector.
Jews of the elector were Gumpertz
(died 1672), Rcrend WulfT (107.')), and
Solomon Frankel (167H), More influential limn any
f-f these was Jo.st Liebmann.
Through his marriage
spect, energetic,

with the widow f>f the above-iiamfd Israel Aaron,
succeeded to the liitter'.H position, and was highly
esteemed by the elector. He had contininil quarlie

court .Tew of the crown prince, Markus
Magnus. After iiis death his influential [losition fell
to his widow, the well-known Liebinannin, who was
so well received by Frederick III. (from 1701 King
Frederick I. of Prussia) that she could go unan
nounced into his cabinet.
There were covirt Jews at all the petty German
courts: e.g., Zacharias Seligmann (1694) in the service
of the Prince of Ilesse-Homburg, and others in the
rels witli the

service of the dukes of Mecklenburg.
Others mentioned toward the end of the seventeenth century
are: Bendix and Ruben Goldschmidt of Homburg;

Michael Hinrichsen of GlUckstadt, who soon associated himself with Moses Israel FUrst, and whose
son, Reuben Hinrichsen, in 1750 had a fixed salary
as court agent.
About this time the court agent
Wolf lived at the court of Frederick III. of Mecklenburg-Strelitz.
Disputes with the court Jews
often led to protracted lawsuits.
The last actual court Jews were Israel Jacobson,
court agent of Brunswick, and Wolf Breidenbach,
factor to the Elector of Hesse, both of whom occupy
honorable positions in the history of the Jews.
history of the various court Jews still to be
written would be a valuable contribution to the
history of the German dynasties.

A

—

—

Bibliography:

S.

Haenle, Gesch.

derJuden im Ehemaligen

FUrstenthtim Ansbach, Ansbach, 1867; JahrbuchfUr Gench.
der Jud. 1. 239 et seq.; D. Kaufmann, Samson }Vcrtheimer,
der Obei-hnffactor und Landei<rahbiner, Vienna, 1888 M.
Wiener, Liepmann Cohen und Seine Si'ihne, in Monatsschi-ift, xili. 161 et seq.
L. Donath, Gesch. der Juden in
Mecklenburg, Leipsic, 1874.
;

;

M. K.

D.

COURTSHIP.

See Marriage.

COTJSSERI (COTJSSER,

-|>fip)

:

Jewish family

of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries lived in Riva
di Trento and neighboring towns of northern Italy.
;

The epitaph on the tomb of Meshullam. Cousseri
(died July 20, 1541) indicates Riva di Trento as the
original home of the family.
Mordecai ben Meshullam of Riva, author of the letters in the manuHalberstamm (No. 390), according to which
he was still living in 1560, seems to have been the
son of Meshullam Cousseri. Steinschneider derives
script of

the name " Cousseri " from " Yekussiel," the German
pronunciation of " Jekuthiel." According to David
it was abridged into "Koussel" and
"Ko.ss"; other formations are "Kousi," "Kousel,"
and "Kousser," "«t1p or 'VIp- Since "Kozer" as a
prsenomen is found in a Mayence document of
1470, in which the Jews of the Rheingau are granted
one year's sojourn, it may be concluded that the famin fact this is
ily Cousseri was of German origin
proved from a German translation of the piyyu^im

Kaufmann,

;

Rosh ha-Shanah and Yom ha-Kippurim by Jacob
The name "Cuzben Joseph Ko?;er of Ferrare.
of

zcri " still exists in northern Ital}'.

BiDLiooRAPiiY
.x.\xlli.

:

:n2 314

;

David Kaufmann, in Rev. Et. Juives, 1896,
see also pp. 1U-U2, note
1897. xxxv. 302-304
;

by A. Kn'lniiinn.
S.

J).

COUTINHO (CUITINO,

Man.

Name of a
VJ^O'ip)
Jewish Portuguese family, nuMubers of which, during
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, resided in
AnistiTilaiu. ITamliur|,r, Brazil, and the West Indies.
1.

:

Abraham Pereyra Coutiuho

:

Mentioned

as living in Anistcrdain in 1675.
2.

Baruch Mendes Coutin

:

benevolciil society Sha'are Zedel.i,

sterdam
3.
4.

No.
6.

Member
founded

of the
in

Am-

1678.

Daniel Coutinho Mentioned with No. 1.
David Mendes Coutinho: Mentioned with
:

2.

Isaac Henriques Coutinho: Mentioned

a Jamaica document of the year 1698.

Amsterdam

in 1675.

in

Resided at

Coutinho
Coveuant
6.
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Jacob Coutinho

Coutinho (No.
7.

Jacob

:

Son of Mosos

Ili'iuiqucs

11).

b.

Abraham Mendes Coutinho

:

A

Muses (No. \0y
8. Louren(ja Coutinho: Mother of the diiunatic
poft Antonio .loso da Silva, and widow of JoAo
Mondcs da Silva; ancsteil in Hio de Janeiro as a
confessor of Judaism, and brought before ihe tribbrotlu'i' ot"

unal of the Imjwisition at Lisbon, where she was impristmed. and liit'd in 1718 at theageof si.\ty-one.

Manuel Rodriguez Coutinho

Punished
bv the Iniiuisition at Lisbon on
the ciiarge of a relapse to Judaism.
9.

:

(for the third time)

10.

Moses

Abraham Mendes Coutinho:

b.

owner of a Hebrew printingestablishment at Amsterdam.
11. Moses Henriques Coutinho: Perhaps a
brother ot Isiiae Henriciiies (No. 5); lived for a time
in Barbados, and settled in Jamaica 1679.
Gomes Coutinho
Mentioned
12. Samuel
with No. 1.

From

UiiR) to

1711 the

:

BIBLIOGR.APHV .Vo)iaKsc/iri/f, ix. 333; Wolt, Antonio Jose
da Sih'a. p. 11 Erscb and Griil)er, EncyklopHdie, § 2. xxvlii.
69; Puhlicatinns American Jew. Hist. Snc. i. 108, v. 5.5, 88;
De Castro, Dc Suna<]"Oe rff Port.-Isr. Gemeente te Amsterdam, pp. xlvlll. et sea. Grunwald, Portugie»en-Gr(iber
auf Dcutsctier Erde, p. 103.
:

;

;

M. K.

G.

FERNANDO

COUTINHO,
Defender of the
Jews, councilor of the supreme court, and afterward
Bishop of Sil ves, in the reigns of Manuel and Jotlo IIL
:

When, in Feb., 1497, Manuel agitated
of Portugal.
the question of compulsory baptism of the Jews,
Coutinho energetically protested against any forcible measures in matters of faith, saying that " no
compulsion and persecution can make a sincere
When a Marano of
Christian out of a single Jew."
Louie in Algarve was accused, in 1531, of having
spoken disrepectfully of the Virgin Mary, and the
royal council sent the proofs to Bishop Coutinho, he
In his decision he justirefused to pass judgment.
fied himself by saying that the Maranos were to be
considered as Jews and not as Christians; for in
being forcibly baptized they had not thereby accepted Christianity, and hence could not be treated
"Even if
as apostates from the Christian religion.
I were not a man of seventy," he continues, "and
were I more in accord with the present time, I
would still pronounce the verdict to be false; since
it is clear and evident that the law condemns it.
The provost who brouglit the action, and all the
witnes.ses, ought to be tortured for no witnesses are
ever called that have not been bribed with money or
otherwise.
I will have nothing to do with the matter.
Let
I need not act the part of Pontius Pilate.
other, younger men pass judgment."
;

Bibliography: The decision in Herculano. Da Origem e Estahflerimtnto da In<jiilitir/i(t em Portugal. 1. 120, in Swrnmirla Luaitana. xxxl. 70 et ««//.; G. Heine, BeitrUge zur
Gesch. im Zeitalter der Reformation, in Allgemeine Zeitschrift fUr Ge»ch. Ix. 178 et seq.; Kayserllng, Gesch. der

Juden in Portugal,

pp. 130 et aeg., 183 et seq.

M. K.

V.

COVENANT (=nnn;

Septuagint,

SioBtikv;

—

testamentum "). Biblical Data: An
agreement between two contracting parties, originally sealed with blood a bond, or a law a permaVulgate,

"

;

;

nent religious dispensation.

The

old, primitive

way

318

of concluding a covenant {T\'^~\2 n")3. "tocut a covenant") was for the covenanters to cut into each other's arm and suck the blood, the mi.xing of the

blood lemlering tiiem " brothers of the covenant"
Trumbull, "The Blood Covenant," pp. 5 et acq.,
322; W. H. Smith, "Religion of the Semites," pp.
296 et neq., 460 ct .set/. conqiare Herodotus, iii. 8, iv.
Whether " berit " is to be derived from " barah "
70).
= to cut- or from a root cognate with the Assyrian
"berit" = fetter (see Natliaiiael Schmidt, in Cheyne
and Black, "Encyc. Bibl. ".-<.?'." Covenant"), or whether both A.ssyriaii and Hebrew come f lom " barah "
covenant and bracelet
to cut (compare "asar"
in Arabic; see Trumbull, I.e. pp. 64 et seq.), can not
rite expressive of the same idea
be decided here.
is (see Jer. xx.xiv. 18; compare Gen. xv. etseq.) the
(see

;

=

=

A

cutting of a sacrificial animal into two parts, between which the contracting parties pass, showing
thereby that they are bound to each other the eating together of tiie meat, which usually follows, reOriginally the covenant
iterating the same idea.
was a bond of life-fellowship, where the mingling of
In the course of
the blood was deemed essential.
time aversion to imbibing human blood elinunated
the sucking of the blood, and the eating and drinking together became in itself tlie means of covenanting, while the act was solemnized by the invocation
of the Deity in an oath, or by the presence of representative symbols of the Deity, such as seven animals, or seven stones or wells, indicative of the seven
astral deities; whence yatJ'J ("to be bound by the
holy seven") as an equivalent for "swearing" in
pre-Mosaic times (see Gen. xxi. 27, xxvi. 28, xxxi.
54; Herodotus, iii. 8; Josh. ix. 14; II Sam. iii. 12;

20;

W.

R. Smith,

I.e.

pp. 252 et

cially selected together

seq.).

Salt

was

espe-

with bread for the conclusion

of a covenant (Niun. xviii. 19; see W. R. Smith, I.e.
p. 252; Trumbull, "The Covenant of Salt," 1899).
Every covenant re({uired some kind of religious
rite in which the Deity was invoked as a witness to render it valid (Gen. xxi. 23; Josh. ix. 19;
Judges ix. 46; Jer. xxxiv. 18). The covenant made
the life and property of the confedCovenant crates ("ba'ale berit," Gen. xiv. 13)

To break "the covenant
brothers" (Amos i. 9) was a
Nations, heinous sin, and imposed the penalty
The Moof death (II Sam. iii. 28).
saic law, therefore, forbade Israel making a covenant with the idolatrous inhabitants of Canaan or
"with their gods" (Ex. xxiii. 32, xxxiv. 12; Deut.
The covenant concluded by Solomon with
vii. 2).
Hiram (I Kings vi. 26), and those between the kings
of Judah or Israel and the kings of Syria or A.ssyria
and Babylonia (I Kings xv. 19; Hosea xii. 2; Ezek.
xvii. 13), w-ere therefore fraught with evil, nor could

Between

inviolable.

Men and

of the

Simon Maccabeus with Rome (I
Mace. xiv. 24 et seq.) meet with anything but disapproval on tlie part of the Pliarisees. The worst
that can happen to a nation is to have its confederates ("anshe berit") conspire against it (Obad. i. 7).
The pledge of matrimony also was, according to
Mai. i. 13, 14; Prov. ii. 17; Ezek. xvi. 8, 61 (with
which must be compared Job xxxii.), a covenant
concluded V)efore witnesses, and probably at some
altar or sacrificial feast, at which the repast with
the covenant of

Coutinho
Covenant
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the

wine seems

(see

Gen. xxiv. 54).

to

have been an

essential feature

The relation of man to the Deily was also conceived of in Bibhcal times as a covenant concluded
by God with certain men or nations,
from which all laws derived their
Covenant sanctity and perpetuity. God, when
with Men. creating the heavens and the earth,
made a covenant with them to observe
the rules of day and night (Jer. xxxiii. 25), and
when the flood caused by the sin of all flesh had in-

God's

terrupted the operation of the law, He hung the
rainbow in the clouds as a sign of the covenant, to
assure men that it would not again be suspended on
account of man's sin. He thus made a special covenant with Noah and his sons, requiring them to preserve and show due regard for all human life, while
pledging tiie preservation of the order of earthly
Regarding
life for all generations (Gen. ix. 1-17).
this so-called Noachian covenant see below.
God concluded a covenant with Abraham (Gen.
XV. 18, xvii. 2, 7) by which He entered into a special relationship with him and his descendants for
all time; and as a sign of this covenant he enjoined
on them the rite of Circumcision. This AbrahamItic covenant, expressive of the religious character
of the descendants of Abraham as the people of
YiiwH, the one and only God, was renewed on
Mount Sinai when, before the giving of the Law,
Israel as a people pledged it.self to keep His covenant
After the giving of the Law Moses
(Ex. xix. 8).
sprinkled "the blood of the covenant sacrifice " half
upon the people and half upon the altar of the Lord
(Ex. xxiv. 6-8), to signify the mystical union of
Israel and its God.
Of this "everlasting " Sinaitic
covenant between God and Israel the Sabbath is declared to be the sign forever (Ex. xxxi. 13-17).
At the same time the tables of the Law upon which
the pledge was made were called "the book of the
covenant" (Ex. xxiv. 7), and the Ten Commandments " the words of the covenant " (Ex. xxxiv. 28)
and so the tables contjiining these became "the tables
of the covenant" (I)ciit. ix. 9, 15).
Of peculiar sig-

wanderings in the
wilderness, and in its settled state in Palestine, was
the Akk ok tiik Covknant (Num. x. 33; Dent.
X. 8, xxxi. 26; and fr<-(|uently in Joshua, Samuel,
nificance to the peopl(! during its

"

and Kings), which was regarded as "the testimony
("'(•(luf ") to the presence of the God of the Covenant
in its

midst.

Four limes in the history of Israel this covenant
of Sinai was renewed: by Mo.ses in the plains of
Moal) (F)eiit. xxix. 1, U); by Jo.shua before his death
(Josh. xxiv. 25); by the high priest

Renewal
of

Covenant.

Queen
had been deposed and young

JelK)inda after the idolatrctus
.\tlialiali

Jelioash proclaimed king(II Kings

xi.

and finally by King Josiali after
Law had been found in the Temple

17);

the book of tlie
and "all the wf)rds of the l)ook of the covenant "
had been read before all the people (II Kings xxiii.
In fact, the Book of Deuteronomy dwells
2, 3).
with special emphasis (see ch. iv.-v. anfl xxviii.xxix.) upon the covenant made in Iloreb for all
generations; and Jeremiah (see ch. xi., xxxi.,
xxxiv.), as well as Ezekiel (ch. xvi., xvii.) also recurs

often to the covenant; but Isaiah never mentions
the word "covenant." This fact has led many modein Bible critics to assume that the covenant idea
originated among the late prophets of Judea.
But the accusiition that Israel " forsook the covenant of the Law " was made as early as the time of
the prophet Elijah (I Kings xix. 10), while both

Hosea (ii. 18-20) and Jeremiah held out the promise
that the covenant which Israel had broken, thereby
forfeiting its existence as a nation before God, shall
be written anew and upon the hearts of all, never
to be broken again (Jer. xxxi. 31-3-1).
It must be
observed, however, that parallel with the Sinai covenant there is also continuous reference to the older
covenant wliich God concluded with the Patriarchs
as the guaranty of Israel's redemption and renewed
salvation (Ex. vi. 4; Lev. xxvi. 42-45; Deut. iv. 31,
vii.

12).

Besides the covenant with the people of Israel,
God concluded a special covenant with the priestly
tribe of Levi, and specifically witii the houses of
Aaron (Num. xviii. 19; xxv. 12, 13; Deut. xxxiii.
9; Jer. xxxiii. 21; Mai. ii. 4; comCovenant pare Ex. xxxii. 29; Deut. x. 8, xviii.

with

5)

Aaron and

and King David

Jer.

David.

xxxiii.

21;

(II

Ps.

cxxxii. 12; II Chron.

Sam.

ixxxix.
xiii. 5).

xxiii. 5;
4,

35;

These

two covenants, together with the one
made with Abraham (Gen. xv. 18), were meant
to perpetuate the three

possessions: the land, the

Davidic monarchy, and the Aaronitic priesthood.
The perpetual character of the Sinai covenant was
accentuated by the seer of the Exile, and Israel itself
was declared to be "a covenant of the people " that
is, a covenant-people among the nations united by
;

the

word

of

God

lix. 21, Ixi. 8;

(Isa. xlii.

compare

Jer.

6, xlix. 8, liv. 10, Iv.
i.

3,

5).

While every sacriflce was regarded as a renewal
of the covenant with God (Ps. 1. 5), the conception
of religion as a covenant concluded
Meaning- of by God with man is peculiarly Jewthe Divine ish. The idea of the covenant of God
Covenant, is therefore coeval with the beginning
It is
of Israel as the people of God.
also ea.sy to understand why " berit " (covenant) became synonymous with the Law (Isa. Ivi. 6 ei neq.
On the other
Ps. xxv. 10, 14; 1. 10; I Kings xi. 11).
hand, the idea of Israel as the covenant-people became more powerful when a prophet, "the messenger of the covenant," who would renew the covenant in the person of Elijah (Mai. iii. 3 [iv. 5J) was
looked for, and still more when the preservation or
that is, the maintenance
violation of th(! covenant
or extermination of Judaism was the question at
issue between the two parties dining the Syrian
|)ersecution (Dan. xi. 28-32; I Mace. i. 15. 63;
Jiiilith ix. 13; Ps. Ixxiv. 20; .see Ei.i.iah).
Special stress was laid on circumcision and the
Sabbath during the Exile as tlie signs of the Israelitish cov<'nant (I's. hi. 4-6), and they were regarded
as the bulwarks of the faith in the Maccabean era
;

—

(I

Mace.

i.

From

this

—

15, 45-48).

point of view the history of divine
revelation was. in the .second pre Christian century,

seen in a new light. The broader and more cosmopolitan view dwelt on the covenant of God with

According to Ben Sira, God made r covenant
even with the llrst iniui (Ecclus. [Sirach]
xvii. 12, probably based on Ilosoa vi. IJ; compare
But it is especially the covenant of
Sanh. 38b).
Noah which was interpreted by the Rabbis to include
all the laws of humanity.
The strictly ualiimalistic view found its vigorous
expression in the Book ofJubilees, according to which
the Xoaihian covenant, particularly
Noachian resting on the sacredness of blood,
and Abra- was concluded upon the identical day,
the lifteenth of Siwan. on which the
haiuitic
Covenant. Sinaitic covenant was concluded (Book

Winer, B. i?., and Riehm, HandwOrterbiich dea BMiachen
Altcrthums, sv. Bund.

man.
of

life

of Jubilees vl. \1 et seq.); it puts the
Abnihamitic covenant, however, in the foreground
(i*. XV. 11-34, x.\i. 4. xxiii. 16, xxx. 21, xxxiii. 19)
as the only condition of eternal salvation for
Israelites.

When Jeremiah spoke of "the new covenant"
which the Lord " will make with the house of Israel
and the house of Judah" (Jer. xxxi. 31) he immediately explained his words by saying:
The
"I will put ray law in their inward
Old and the parts, and write it in their hearts" {ib.
New
xxxi. 33; compare xxxiii. 40). JuCovenant. daism knows of no other than the old
Sinaitic covenant.

Eternal as the cove-

nant with heaven and earth is God's covenant with
Christhe seed of Jacob (Jer. xxxiii. 25 et seq.).
tianity, however, interpreted the words of the
prophet in such a way as to indicate a new religious dispensation in place of the law of Moses
(Heb. viii. 8-13). The Septuagint translation of the
term " berit " being diad^Ki/, which signifies both a
compact and a last will or testament (Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion more correctly translate
" bciit " <ruvd7]Kn = covenant), the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews writes: "A testament is of force
after men are dead, but not while the testator liveth
wherefore the first testament could not be dedicated
without blood, as in fact Moses did enjoin the people by the blood of the testament; Jesus, however,
as the mediator of the new testament offered his own
blood for the redemption of the transgressions under
the first testament" {ib. ix. 15-25 et seq., Greek).
This strange view is based upon the idea expressed
" A man's testaby Paul (Gal. iii. 15 et seq. Greek).
ment [A. V. "covenant" gives no sense] if it be confirmed, no one disannulleth oraddeth thereto. Now
to Abraham and his seed were the promi-ses made, and
The tesUiment then confirmed
this seed is Chri.st.
by God in Christ ran not be annuUed-by the law four
hundred and thirty years thereafter. The law was
added because of transgressions till the seed should
,

in Christ."
It was obviou,sly in opposition to
the Pa.ssover blood of the covenant (Ex. xii. 23;
Ezek. xvi. 6) that the early Christians at their communion meals proclaimed their faith in the crucified
Christ as "the new testament" (I Cor. xi. 25; Luke
xxii. 20; Matt. xxvi. 28; Mark xiv. 24; see

come

New

TeST.VMENT

P,\RSOVEI{).

;
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In Rabbinical Literature

:

The term

" berit"

used occasionally in Talraudic-Midrashic literature
laws of nature, which are regarded
as a sort of covenant between God and things (see
Gen. R. xxxiv. Niddah 58b); or it is used in the
sense of a contract, as, tor instance," a covenant made
with the lips"(M. K. 18; Num. R. xviii.), or a covenant made with the " thirteen middot, that they may
be efflcient during prayer" (R. II. 17b; Yer. Ber. v.
9a), but it refers chiefly to God's covenant made with
Israel, and with Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Moses,
Aaron, Phineas, and David (Derek Erez Zuta,i.,end).
Frequent reference is made in the liturgy to "the
covenant with the fathers" (Lev. xxvi. 42, Hebr.).
In one passage there is also a reference to the covenant made with the twelve progenitors of the tribes,
by which a covenant like that made with the
"fathers" is meant (Torat Kohanim; Behukkotai,
The intimacy existing between God and
xxvi. 45).
Israel as the descendants of the " fathers " was shown
in the form of a covenant when Israel received
the Torah (compare also Tanna debe Eliyahu R. iii.
Sifre, Deut. 4).
is

in referring to the

;

In view of the covenant between God and Israel
concluded on Mt. Sinai, the phrase " the oath on Mt.
Sinai" ("mush ba' me-har Sinai"), referring to tne
duty of the Israelites to observe the Torah, frequently

Repeated

recurs in Talmudic literature. The
following three ceremonies preceded

covenant: "milah" (circumcision),
"tebilah" (baptism), "harza'at dam"
(sprinkling of the sacrificial blood (compare Ex.
xxi V. 6) hence they are deemed indispensable for the
admission of a proselyte into the Jewish community

Covenants,

this

;

(Ker. 9a;

compare Puoselytes and Proselytism).

Besides the one on Mt. Sinai, a covenant was made
on the departure from Egypt, and another shortly before the entry into the promised land (compare Deut.
xxix. 11), when God made the Israelites swear that
they would observe the Torah (Tan., Nizzabim, ed.
Buber, p. 50; compare Sofah 37b, top). Someespeciallj^ important mizwot are called simply "berit."
In the first place stands circumcision (Shak. 135a;
Mek., Yitro, ed. Weiss, 71), also designated "berito
shel Abraham abinu " (the covenant with our father
Abraham) (Abot iii. 17); and in the liturgy, in a
pa.ssage dating from tannaitic times, "berit ^odesh"
(holy covenant).
Akiba took "berit" (Ex. xix. 5)
to mean the observance of the Sabbath and the recognition of God (Mek., Yitro, I.e.), while in the Zohar
the Torah, circumcision, and God are designated by
"berit" (Ahare Mot, iii. 73b; compare also Zohar
Pinhas, iii. 220b, bottom).
Tlie covenants between God and some of the elect
mentioned in Scripture are a favorite subject of the
Haggadah; and as early as the Book of Jubilees
there is an explicit reference to the covenant between
God and Noah when the latter left the ark (vi. 10,
God's covenant with the sons of Noah was,
11).
however, not made for all eternity, but was intended
to be coeval only with the existence of this world
(Gen R. xxxiv.). When God promised Noah to
send no deluge, be also made a covenant with the
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men should be

Covenant

with love for their
might be inhabited (Gen. "R. I.e.), The Haggadah treats with
much detail of God's covenant with Abraham, mentioned in Gen. xv. 9-21, which is designated in the
liturgy as " berit ben ha-betarim " (the covenant between the sacrificial pieces) (compare also the Syriac
Baruch apocalypse, iv. 4). "God showed him Gehenna and the dominion of the nations on the one
side, and the revelation on ]\It. Sinui and the service
in the Temple on the other side, and said
If j-our
children honor these last two [the Torah and worship], they shall be spared tiie first two; if not, the
Temple shall be destroyed, andj'ou may now choose
between suffering under the heathen and suffering
in Gehenna as the punishment of your descendants.
Abraham was at first inclined to choose the latter,
but God induced him finalh' to choose the sorrows
of the exile as punishment for Israel, in order that
they might be spared the torments of hell " (Gen. R.
xliv.
Pirke R. El. x.wiii.). The Apocalypse of

pression "and the mountain was lifted above you"
f'warufi' faukakum al-tur") by the following legend "When Moses brought the Torah, the children of
I.-^rael, seeing the numerous obligations imposed upon
them, refused to accept it. Then God commanded
Gabriel, and he tore out the mountain and suspended
it over the Israelites.
A similar legend is found in
Shab. 88a: "'And they stood at the nether part of
the mount' [Ex. xix. 17], said R. Abdimi bar Hana.
Fi'om this expression we learn that God suspended
the mount over them as a bat, and said to them: If
you accept the Torah, it is all right; if not, you will
find here your tomb. "
In regard to the covenant
with the Prophets, Mohammed said: "Remember
we have entered into covenant with the Prophets,
with thee ^lohammed, and with Noah, and with

Abraham is in large part a detailed
description of the "berit ben ha-beAmong' tarim." Abraham is often severely
Men.
censured for having made a covenant
with the pagan Abimelech (Gen. xxi.
27; Tanna EliyahuR. vii. Yalk., Gen. 95; compare
also Abimelech in Rabbinical Literature).

translated

earth that

homes

filled

so that all parts of the earth

'

:

;

Covenants

;

E.

L. G.

c.

In Arabic Literature
nant ("mithak

:

The

belief in a cove-

existing between the divinities and
was prevalent in pre-Islamic times.
The offering of sacrifices- had no other object 'than
that of strengthening the covenants between the
divinities and the officiants, and blood was considered
")

their worsliipers

to be the best agent.

A covenant concluded

between

men was often solemnized by dipping the hands in
blood.
The Banu 'Adi ben Ka'b and the Banu
'Abd al-Bar concluded a covenant, and to give it
greater force the parties dipped their hands in a
plate of blood (Ibn Hisham's " Life of Mohammed,"
Mohammed taught, both in the Koran and
p. 125).
the Tradition, that in the beginning God called all
the souls of mankind together and made a covenant
with tiiem. " The Lord brought forth their descendants from tlie reins of the sons of Adam, and took
them to witness against themselves" (Koran, vii.
In explanation of this verse Ul)ai ibn Ka'b
171).
relates that when God created the spirits of tlie sons
of Adam lie gathered them together and took from
tliem a pnmiise (" wa'dah ") and a covenant ("mithak "). Tlien Adam saw among tliem i)rophets
appointed Ity special covenant (compare 'Ab. Zarah
5a,

where

tliis

Mohammed

legend

is

given in

detail).

Jews with
covenant: "O ciiildren of Israeli
Remember my grace wliieh I conferred upon you
[when I said] keep tlie covenant witli me and I will
keep the covenant with you " (Koran, ii. 37). Mohammed connects the covenant which God made
with the ciiildren of Israel with the giving of the
Law on Mt. Sinai: "And when we made a Cdvenant
with you and lifted the mountain above you, saying: 'Receive with steadfastness wliat we liave
brought you, and remember wliat it contains' (?//.
ii. 60).
'The commentator Baidawi explains the exhaviug liroken

frerjuently reprf)afiieH the
tlie

''

IV.— 21

:

'

'

Abraham, and with Musa, and with Jesus, the son
we made with them a covenant (sura

of 3Iary, and
xxxiii.

7).

G.

I.

Critical

View: The Hebrew

Br.

"berit," usually

"covenant" in the A. V., has a wider
range of application than its English equivalent,
since it is the ordinary term for any kind of agreement or compact. Naturally the word has to be
considered in the sense of a solemn agreement but
it must be noticed that all agreements among ancient
peoples were solemn and sacred, having the sanction
of an oath or "curse," while covenant-breaking of
any sort was held to be most sacrilegious. It is its
comprehensiveness of meaning along with its intrinsic sacredness that gives the berit such great significance in the Hebrew Scriptures.
The most binding covenant was naturally that made "before
Jehovah " (I Sam. xxiii. 18), and the name BaalBEKiTH is a reminiscence of some similar covenant
;

made

before the " Ba'al " of the land.
[This Ba'al seems originally to have been the
patron deity of Shechem (Judges viii. 33; ix. 4, 46),
which, being one of the oldest cities of the land, retained even in later days its prominence as the capital
of a confeders^tiou. Jacob buys a piece of land that
is, enters into a covenant with it (Gen. xxxiii. 18, 19;
xxxiv. 2). It is appointed as a cit)' of refuge in
other words, a covenant city (Josh. xx. 7).
It is
here that Joshua delivers his farewell address (Josh,
xxiv. 1).
Its role under Jeroboam (I Kings xii. 25)
points in the same direction.
By the Ba'al of the
chief city the covenant between the component tribes
must have been sanctioned. Hence this Ba'al became the Ba'al-berit par excellence. Though unsupported by epigraphie ]iroof. the thcmv that
among the Phenicians a Ba'al called also "Ba'al
Elyun," or "Elyun Beruth," had a similar preeminence as the protector of an alliance of various
;

—

cities (Creutzer,

"Symbolik,"

—

ii.

87),

throws light on

the function of this Baal.
E. o. H.]
Besides the oath formally taken or implied, a ceremony was often performed, such as "jiassing between" tlie parts of a sacrificial victim slain for the
purpose (Gen. xv. 18; Jer. xxxiv. 15), or giving the
Very primiiiand, or partaking of salt in common.
tive,
wide-spread, and potential was the bloodcovenant.
A jieculiar Hebrew custom is that of imposing a
berit upon another or others; e.g., the covenant

Covetousness
Cowaii
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by Joahim upon thi> Giboonites (Josh. Ix.
or that by .lohoiada the priest upou the
[H'ople (U Kiiiirs xi. IT).
So iini>ortant is this appiiri'iitly one siiied rehition that it lias molded the
doiniiiant prophetie eoneeption of God's attitude
toward His peoplf. Tluis tlie eommaiids iriven at
Sinai on "the tablesof the eovenant," and the wliole
§:iving of the I^w, have come to be known as the
Sinaitic eovenant.
Here tlie obligation is upon the
side of the people.
Hut in the progressive development of Ynwii's relations to Israel as God of the
covenant there is an inereasing assumption of obligaimp«^>s«Hl

7. xi.

19),

on His part, with

of assurance as
example, Jer. xxxiii. 20
et «fg.).
The idea is indeed the most germinal of all
religious concept ions, for when Jeremiah utters the
profoundest sentiment of the Old Testament, that
the Law of God should be written upon His people's
hearts, the promise is called "a new covenant"
tion

all solenuiity

to the fulfilment (see, for

(ib.

XX xi. 31

BrsLiOGRAPHT
Stade,

x.r.

et seq.).

Tlie lexicons of Gesenlus and Siegfried and
the Biblical theologies of Schultz, Dillr'->3
:

:

m&nn, Smend, and Marti Smith, Rel. of Scm. lectures Sand
9: Kraet2schmar. Die Bundesvorstellung im Alten Testa-
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man and

house, even a

compare Hab.

ii.

evil covetousness

9:

his heritage "

"Wo

to

him

(Micah ii. 1-2;
that coveteth an

").

Covetousness never succeeds in the attainment of
the object desired. The covetous man is despised
by God. "For the wicked boasteth of his heart's
disire, and blesseth the covetous, whom the Lord
abhorreth " (Ps. x. 3).
"He who violates the commandment Thou shalt not covet, is regarded as if
he had transgressed all ten commandments" (Pesiljt. R. 21; ed. Friedmaun, p. 107a).
Nahmanides (1195-1270), in commenting on Ex.
XX. 17, holds that "if man subdues his desire he will
never harm his neighbor." Isaac Aboab (c. 1300)
contends that the execution of the nine preceding
commandments depends on the fulfilment of the
tenth.
Says Aboab: "He who does not covet will
not depart from God, serve strange gods, violate the
Sabbath and holidays, show lack of respect for
parents, murder, commit adulter}', steal, or swear
falsely."
"Covetousness is the root of all jealousies,
lust, transgressions,

and the violations of command-

:

ment.
E. Q. H.

COVETOTJSNESS

P.

J.

section

McC.

The

inordinate desire to
po.ss(.ss thul to which one is not entitled, or that
which belongs to another. Its prohibition forms
tlie burden of the tenth commandment, "Thou shalt
not covft thy neighbor's house; thou shalt not covet
thy neighbor's wife, nor his man-servant, nor his
maidservant, nor his ox, nor his ass, nor an3'thing
that is thy neighbor's " (Ex. xx. 17 compare Deut.
V. 18).
The Scriptures employ the following four
terms as equivalents for "covetousness," differing
in point of degree: (1) " Kin'ah " (from Njp), usually
translated "envy."
It signifies discontent with
one's own possession because of the preferred possessions of others, as in Gen. xxx vii. 11 Isa. xi. 13
Ps. xxx vii. 1, Ixxiii. 3; Prov. iii. 31, xxxiii. 17.
This is the equivalent
(2) " Awwah " (from ni{<).
of " longing," and connotes the wish for another's belongings, as in the passage, "Neither shalt thou
desire thy neighbor's wife," etc. (Deut. v. 18; compare Ps. xlv. 12, cvi. 14; Prov. xxi. 26; Eccl. vi. 2).
:

;

;

(3) "Hemdah" (from non).
This is rendered
"covetousness," and indicates the undue craving for
that to which one has no right, as in Ex. xx. 17 Deut.
v. 18, vii. 25; Josh. vii. 21
Micah ii. 2; Prov. xii. 12.
(4) " Beza' " (from y^n). The meaning, " gain, " has
reference to the appropriation of the property of
another.
Compare the passages: "Provide
men of truth, hating covetousness (Ex. xviii. 21);
"For from the least of them even unto the greatest
of them every one is given to covetousness " (Jer.
vi. 13, viii. 10; see also Ps. x. 3. cxix. 36; Prov. i.
19. XV. 27).
;

;

.

.

.

The condemnation of <ovetousnes3 is nowhere expressed more forcibly than, by implication, in the
lament of Micah "
to them that
Prophetic devise iniquity, and work evil upon
Denuntheir beds: When the morning is light
elation.
they practise it, because it is in the
power of their hand. And they covet
fields, and take them by violence; and houses, and
take them away; so they oppress a man and his
:

Wo

ments"

("Menorat

ha-Ma'or,"

Introduction

to

i.).

The consequences attending covetousness are not
by Judaism. Covetousness is an evi-

lost sight of

Signifi-

cance of
Covetousness.

dence of moral decline.
"A sound
heart is the life of the flesh but envy
the rottenness of the bones " (Prov.
" He that hath no rule over
xiv. 30).
his own spirit is like a city that is
;

broken down, and

without walls"

(Prov. xxv. 28).
In some instances teachers have traced the direct
The Pir^e Abot (iv. 21)
effects of covetousness.
considers covetousness in its threefold manifestation
"If
the cause of man's removal from the world.
desire you will covet and if you covet you will
tyrannize and rob " (Mek. to Ex. xx. 17).
Bahya
ben Asher, in dilating on the tenth commandment,
says: " If you covet, you cause quarrel, trouble, and
divorce."
gross injury resulting to the covetous from his
inordinate desire for that not rightfully belonging
to him is the loss of the property with
Nemesis of which he is blessed. In other words,
Covetous- covetousness is responsible for its own
ruin. That covetousness is the cause of
ness.
the individual's discontent and unhapPerhaps this idea underlies
piness is certainly true.
the following remark: "He who looks enviously on
that which does not belong to him not only fails to
obtain that which he seeks, but also loses that which
proverbial saying to the
he has" (Sotah 9a).
same effect is the Talmudical aphorism, "Because
the camel wanted horns his ears were cut off " (Sanh.
Even though covetousness does not result
106a).
in violence, the wish to possess another's property
"The wish to be
suffices to merit condemnation.
able to do wrong is worse than the deed Itself"

you

;

A

A

(Yoma

29a).

Covetousness is by no means unconquerable. Man
can master this as well as all other passions. " Covetousness is a matter of the heart" (Solomon ben
Special
Melek, in Miklal Yofi to Deut. v. 21).
precaution should therefore be exercised by man

not to permit covetousness to master him. This
be prevented by schooling oneself against it.
" Remember that the object of your

may

C\ire of

Covetous-

and your mind
(Abraham ibn Ezra to

lust is unattainable,

will be at ease "

Ex. .\x. 17).
with his lot.

ness.

Man
"

should be

satisfied

Who is rich ? He who re-

joices in his portion " (Ab. iv.

1).

Man

should van-

quish his desire. Such victory is a mark of spiriis strong?
He who subdues
tual power.
"Keep thy heart with
his evil inclination" (ib.).
all diligence; for out of it are the issues of life"

"Who

(Prov.

Covetousness
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iv. 23).

W.

K.

COVILILSo

R.

City in the province of Beira, Portugal, which in the thirteenth century had a Jewish
congregation and was the seat of a district labbi.
After the banishment of the Jews from Portugal,
many Marauos resided in Covilhao, where their
In 1543 the
descendants are still to be found.
fanatical populace desired to make victims of all the
A number fled
Maranos in a single auto da fe.
the city, while many fell victims to the Inquisition.
Pedro Vaez, a medical authority of the sixteenth
century, practised in Covilhao.
Bibliography: Kayserllng, Oesch. der Juden in Portugal,
:

paaslm.

M. K.

G.

COVO
Salonicii,

COVOS Name of a Jewish family of
Turkey, a branch of which lives at Wid-

or

din, Bulgaria.

:

As

the

name

indicates, the family

There

was originally of Covo, near Milan, Italy.
have been several rabbis of this name.

Raphael Asher Covo Chief
Turkey, and man of letters; born
He officiated for twenty -six years,

or

efforts.

He was

:

rabbi of Salonica,
1799; died 1874.
rendering great services to his community. Sultan 'Abd al-Majid decorated Covo with the Order

of Ni.shan-i-Medjidie. He wrote "Sha'ar Asher."
a roliection of responsa on the Shulhan 'Aruk,
with two appendixes. See Ilazau, "Ha-Ma'alot liShelomoh," s.v.
H.

Covo was the author of "Gersa de-Yankuta"
(Teachings of Childhood) and "Tif'eret Bahurim "
(The Glory of Young Men), still extant in manuscript.
iv. 211-212; Idem, Luah,
Schwartz, Tebu'ot ha-Arez, ed. Luncz, p 496.

Bibliographt: Luncz, Jerusalem,
1900, p. 51

;

L. G.

J.

Elias Covo: Turkisli rabbi and author; died at
Ho wrote " Addcret Eliyahu " (The
Mantle of Elijah), containing forty-three responsa.
Thcsr;, togetiier with responsa by Joshua Ilnndaii,
were print<;d at Constaritinfjple in 1739 under th*;
See Azulai,
title "Shenc Mc'orot ha-Gedolim."
«.v.

M. Fu.

r..

D. E.

Jacob Hananiah Covo Chief rabbi of Salonica
born there in 1825. Orphaned at the age of one
After passing
year, he was educated by relatives.
through the yeshibot of Salonica, his native city,
Covo was a dishe continued his studies alone.
tinguished lawyer before becoming successor to the
:

chief rabbi,

Samuel Arditti

(1888).

For several

years he was a member of the Mu'arrif-^Iajlisi (CounHe founded the Mutual
cil of Public Instruction).
Aid Society ('Ez Hayyim) and a small rabbinical
seminary (Bet-Yosef), and also reorganized the large
Talmud Torah of Salonica. He has been decorated
with the Order of the Medjidie, second class, and
that of Osmanie, third and second classes.
8.

Chief rabbi and author;
Joseph Covo I.:
lived at Salonica at the end of the eighteenth century.
He wrote a Hebrew work, "Gib'ot '01am"
(Everlasting Hills), Salonica, 1744, a collection of
responsa and sermons arranged according to the
order of the pericopes. See Azulai, "Shem ha-

Gedolim,"

s.v.

Joseph Covo II.: Turkish rabbi and author;
grandson of Joseph Covo I. He lived at Salonica
at the end of the eighteenth century, and wrote " Ben
Porat Yosef " (Fruit-Bearing Branch of Joseph), Salonica, 1797, a Hebrew work relating to the religious
See Azulai, "Shem ha-Gedolim, "s.v.
ordinances.
8.

Raphael Hayyim Abraham Covo

bom in
Isaac Covo: Palestinian Talmudist
1770; died Aug. 18, 18r)4, ut Alc.xaiidria, Egypt.
Apparently he was of the family of Asher Covf),
rabbi in Salonica and author of "Sha'ar Asher"
(See Hazan, "Ha-Ma'alot li Sliflomoh." p. Ga).
Isjiac Covo succeeded Abraham Hiiyyini CJagin as
;

the Sephardic hakam-ba-shi of Jerusalem in July,
At that time his congregation was encum1848.
bered by debt. English sympathizers promised that
if the venerable rabbi would visit Lon.lon, they

would wipe out the whole of the liabilities. Covo
went first to Egypt, and had siiccecded in raising
£400 ($2,000) in Cairo and Alexandria, when death

:

Turkish

rabbi and author; lived at Salonica, where he was
chief rabbi from 1772 till his death in 1792; wrote
the Hebrew responsa " Hayye Abraham," Salonica,
1804.
See Hazan, "Ha-Ma'alot li-Shelomoh," s.v.

Sulftnira in 1689.

"Shem ha-Gedolim,"

buried in the latter

city.

G.

D.

Asher Covo,

terminated his

Cowan

M. Fr.

8.

COWAN, PHINEAS

English merchant, volborn at C'liatham 1832;
iint(;( rolliccr, and aldenuau
From tiie first he
died at Buxton Oct. 22, 1899.
took a keen interest in the Volunteer movement; he
:

;

was a member of the Honorable Artillery Company;
and in 1863 joined the Third London Hilles with
lie
three companies raised from his own workmen,
became lieutenant -colonel in tliis regiment, retiring
1H80 with the (jueen's permission to retain his
In 1883 he wiw elected sheriff of London and
rank.
Midfllesex during the first mayoralty of Sir R. N.
Fowh-r, and in 188,') was elected ahlerman of the
ward f)f Cordwainer, which office he resigned in

in

1892 owing to the claims of business.
Cowan served on the council of the Anglo- Jewi.sh
Association, and was closely associated with the

Jews' Hospital and Orphan Asylum. He was a
Conservative in politics, and in 1885 unsuccessfully

Cowen
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newly formed constituency of Whitechapel with Sir Samuel ^lontagu, Bart.

the Passions," 1898.
Cowen has also published over
200 songs, duets, piano pieces, etc.

BiBLiotiRAPHT: Jewish Chivniclty London, Oct.

Bini.ioGRAPHV

conti>st«Hl tlio

27, 1899.

G. L.

.T

:

Young

Israel, Sept., 1898; THio's

G. L.

J.

COWEN. FREDERIC HYMEN:

English
rouiliKtiU anilcoinposer; born at Kingston, Jamaica,
Jan 29. 18i)2; nt the nge of four he was taken to
From his earliest years he enjoyed excepEiijrland.
tional advantages in being brought into contact
with the greatest artists during his father's treasurership to Her Majesty's and Drury Lane theaters. At
the age of oiglit he had composed the music of an
operetta entitled "Garibaldi"; and. studying under
Sir Julius Benedict and Sir John Goss. on reaching
his twelfth year he was thoroughly at home in Beethoven's sonatas.
Cowen made his lirst appearance in public at the
age of eleven, in the concert -room of Her Majesty's
Theater;
and the following year the j'oung
musician gave a concert at Dudley House,
at which Trebelli, Joachim, and Santley assisted.
When fourteen
years old he left for
Leipsic to enter the Conservatory and there lie
studied under Reinecke,
Moscheles, and Moritz
;

Hauptmann.

Return-

ing to Loudon, he gave
several matinees at Dudley House, and then pro-

ceeded to Berlin to

re-

sume

his studies.
Among his more popuFrederic Hymen Cowen.
lar carlj' works were the
cantata "The Rose Maiden," 1870; "The Language
of Flowers"; and the "Scandinavian Symphony,"
1880.

From 1871 to 1877 Cowen accompanied Her Majesty's Opera; he was conductor of tjie Covent Garden promenade concerts, 1880; of the Philharmonic
concerts, 1888-92 and was specially summoned to
;

Australia as
Exhibition,
succeed the
ship of the

conductor of the Melbourne Centennial
1888-89.
Later he was appointed to
late Sir Charles Halle in the conductorManchester, Liverpool, and Bradford

concerts, 1896.
Cowen's chief works, besides those already mentione<l, are: "The Corsair," cantata, 1876; "Pauline," opera, 1876; "St. Ursula," cantata, 1881;
" Welsh Symphony," 1884; "Sleeping Beauty," can-

"Ruth,"

COWEN, ISRAEL:
rist

;

American lawyer and jusou of Beunell and Bertha Cowen; l)orn in

Houston, Texas, Dec. 12, 1861; received his early
education in the public schools of Texas and Cali-

and in a private school in New York city.
then studied seven years in Germanj', and, returning to Chicago in June, 1881, received the degree
of LL.B. from the Northwestern University, being
admitted to the bar Jan. 4, 1883.
Cowen was appointed master in chancery of the
superior court of Cook county, Illinois, May, 1896,
serving until March, 1899, and was nominated for
judge of the superior court upon the Democratic
ticket in 1900.
He has been for several years identified with the order of B'nai B'rith, and in 1893 was
chosen president of District No. 6. Since July, 1891,
Cowen has held a membership on the Board of Delegates on Civil and Religious Rights. For many
years he was a member of the executive committee
of the Hebrew Sabbath -School Union, and is connected with many other national and local Jewish
organizations.
At the memorial services for Sir
Moses Montefiore, held in the Chicago Opera House
Aug. 30, 1885, he was the presiding officer.
Cowen has been an extensive contributor, in poetry
and prose, to the religious and secular press, and
has delivered many lectures in all parts of the country on both Jewish and public questions.
fornia,

He

COWEN

interest.

Cowen

in 1897 married Hel^ne Gingold, the novgranddaughter of Sulzer, the cantor and composer.
His brother Louis Cowen, journalist, collaborated, under the pseudonym "J. Freeman Bell,"
with Israel Zangwill in Ids first book, "The Premier and the Painter," and in other productions.

Bibliography

Symphony":

"

Dream of Endymion, " 1897

;

"Ode to

P. J.

LAURENCE:

;

tus Harris; "The Water-Lily," cantata,' written for
the Norwich Festival, 1892; "Harold," an opera

performed at Covent Garden, 1895; "The Transfiguration," oratorio, composed for the Gloucester
Festival. 1895; "In Fairyland," suite, 1896; "Idyllic

Cohen),

(originally

Journalist and politician born in 1865 at Hull. For
some years he lived at Newcastle-on-Tyne, where
his father, E. Cohen, acted as hazzan.
He went to
London in 1888, and was on the staff of "Ariel,"
the paper conducted by Israel Zangwill.
Later
he established the journals "Commerce" and "Finance," of both of which he is (1901) the editor.
These and "The Topical Times" are among the
journals owned by his firm, "The Columbus Company, Limited," of which Cowen is the head. He
is the founder and honorary secretary of the Article
Club, an institution including most of the chief
manufacturing firms in England. In 1899 he received the Knight Commander's Cross of the Order
of Takovo, for services rendered in furthering
the commercial interests of Servia.
In Oct., 1900,
he unsuccessfully contested Coventry in the Liberal

elist,

oratorio, written for the

M.

A.

Worcester Festival. 1887; "Song of Thanksgiving," 1888;
"St. John's Eve,'" cantata, 1889; "Thorgrim," opera,
1890; "Signa." an opera performed in Milan in 1893
and subsequently produced in London by Sir Augus-

tata, 188.5;

Who, Lon-

don, 1901.

:

Jewish Chronicle, London,

J.

COWEN, LIONEL:

Sept. 28, 1900.

G. L.

Painter; bom 1846; died
Aug., 1895; brother of Frederic H. Cowen, the composer.
Cowen, a painter of considerable ability, was
a member of the Royal Society of British Artists,

Royal Academy.
way home from
Hobart Town, Tasmania, where he had been for
somq years engaged in the practise of his art.

and frequently exhibited at

He

tlie

died at sea in 1895, while on his

Bibliography: Jeuuih Chmuicle, London, Aug.
TIte

Cowen
Cracow
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Timoi, London, Aug.

9,

16,

1895;

G. L.
:

Jewish publisher and com-

muiuil worker; boni in New York city in 1853; educated in the public schools; was one of the founders and publisher of " The American Hebrew " (see
A.MKKiCAN Hebrew), and has published several

works of importance in American Jewish litemture.
He was interested in the organization of the Young

Mens Hebrew

Association, active in caring for the

Jewish immigrants in 1881-82, and collected the Jewish church statistics for the census
of 1890.
In 1902 Cowen was appointed supervisor
of "The City Record," an important office in the
city government of New York.
Russian

S.

A.

("deceiving"): A Midianitish woman,
daughter of Zur, the leader of a tribe. She was put
to death along with the Israelite Zimri by Phinehas
(Num. XXV. 14-18).
G. B. L.
E. G. H.

COZBI

CRACOW

for their new quarters were attacked with the usual
results as soon as the king left the capital.

The students

1895.

J.

COWEN, PHILIP

Cracow proper is the only witness to the fact that
Jews lived there before they were confined to Kazimierz.
The change gave them no greater security,

A

city of Galicia,
(Polish, Kracow)
Austria, formerly the capital of the kingdom of
Poland founded about 700 c.E. There are no records of the early history of the Jewish community
of Craco\v, but it is probable that the Jews gained
a foothold in the city after the German inhabitants
had forfeited their privileges by a revolt against
King Ladislaus Lokietek (the Short) in 1311, and
that their position became more secure when that
monarch removed his capital from Gnesento Cracow
The ruins of the palace of Lobzow, where
(1312).
Casimir the Great was said to have spent his leisure
time with his beautiful Jewish mistress Esteuka,
are near Cracow, and a large mound of earth in the
garden wa.s reverenced as her grave as late as the
Theonly record
fiisthalfof the nineteenth century.
of that period is the massacre in 1848, at the time of
Records show that the Jews
the Black Deatii riots.
owned houses and lived in Cracow at the end of the
fourteenth century, and that King Jagiello (or
Jagellon) in 1400 bought from tiio Jew Jossman one
of thestone houses which formed the new university
(Sternberg, "Gesch. der Juilen in Polen," p. 87).
Riots against JewsoccuiTod during the Easter week
of 1407, when the mobs were incited by the priest
BiDEK. The Jewish quarter was fired; and in the
conflagration a church and several streets inhabited
by Christians were destroyed. The visit of CaimsTUANO (Aug., 1458, to May, 1454) had
Fifteenth there the same disastrous results for
Century, the Jews as it liad in other places which
:

;

he visited (see Responsa of R. M. Minz,
No. 63, Cracow, 1017). In 1404 fhr Jews of Cracowwere plundered, and tliirty of them killed, by CruThe attacks and riots became so frequent
saders.
that King John Albert, in 1494, ordered the Jews of
Cracow to settle in the presentsuburb of Kazimierz,
which was then a separate city, and it has remained
The Judengasse of
the Jewish quarter ever since.

erally

of the Cracow University were genprominent in attacks on the Jews, and their

persecutions led to the establishment of relations between the Jews and the authorities of the university, in the records of which the Jews of Cracow are
first met with as a corporate body.
Jewish
banker was appointed to lend money to students on
pledges, and being appointed by the rector, he had
In
the title of privileged servant of the university.
this way the banker became the protector of hi3
fellows against the insults and cruelties of the students.
tax, at first irreg\ilarly collected, was also
imposed upon the Jews of Cracow for the purchase
of books and writing material for the students.
This tax, known as "kozubalec," developed into
a form of blackmail, levied under the guise of protecting them from attacks by the students.
Little is known of the communal and intellectual
life of the Jews of Cracow until the sixteenth century, when both appear well developed under the
rule of Sigismund I. (1506-48), who first reduced to
order the administration of Jewish affairs in hi»
dominions. It is believed that R. Jacob Poli.ak,
who later became rabbi of Prague, stood, in his
younger days, at the head of the Jewish community
of Cracow (Dembitzer, "Kelilat Yofi," Preface); but
the first rabbi of Cracow known as such is R. Asher,

A

A

grandfather of R. Meir (MaHRaM) Lublin.
In his time (he was there as early as 1507. and died
about 1532) there were iu Cracow a number of Bohemian Jews, under a mbbi named R. Perez. As the
result of a dispute between them and the Polish
community under R. Asher, King Sigismund decided in 1519 that the latter owned the synagogue
and could prevent the Bohemians from entering it.
Those times, although not entirely free from violence and persecution, were probably the best which
the Jews of Cracow ever enjoyed under Polish rule.
Though legally confined to Kazimierz, Jews bad
places of business in all the principal thoroughfares
Large penof Cracow, and even on the Ringplatz.
alties were imposed on the city for every riot or act
This law, however,
of violence against the Jews.
passed by tlie Diet at the instance of Chancellor
ChristophSzydlowiecki, fell into disuse, and was susthe

pended by Sigismund

Sixteenth
Century,

in 1536.

He

nevertheless re-

of the German merchants,
in 1542, that the number of Jews in
Cracow be limited, or to listen to their
complaint that the Jews sent money

fused to grant the

demand

out of the country by importing goods
from Wallachia (Griltz. "Gesch." ix.432); .showing
tiierein

his willingiK'ss to protect the

Jews

of his

The
capital against unjust discrimination.
wodo Peter Kmit, who rose in influence

wayunder
did at one

Sforza, Sigismund's second wife,
time spread the rcjKirt that the Diet intended to
grant to the Jews of Cracow complete liberty of
commerce, but this was done for the jnirpose of exIn
torting money from the Christian merchants.
1589 Kathariim Zelazewska, the widow of an alder-

Bona
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Cr«cow

{" Hathshfrr "). was buriRnl at the sUikc for emIn 1556 choleni causiHl many
bracing Jiuiaism.
deaths in tlio (.ommnnity, wliili' riots by tlie students in I>t'i'onibor of that yrar, rejuated in May,
At that
1560, added to the distress of the Jews.
time they numbered about 3,a)0. The "pinl>ea"
(eommunal rerordsWhows tliat no deaths occurred
between NovemlH>r, 1590, and tho Feast of TabernacU-s, in 1591 and only one between April and
September in 1594. In January of the following
year the Jews rescued all tlie king's treasures during
a contlagnition in the palace, but this did not pre-

man

vent the iianging of thirteen
Jews on a false
charge in 1596.
The " takkaor ordinot,"
nances for the
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be given by the "Ijahal" (community) of Cracow,
and be repaid to it from the treasury of tlie council, "as this is for the good of the; Jews in Great and
Little Poland, Podoliu, and likraine" (Wettsteiu,
" Kadmoniyyot," p. 26).
The plague of 1623 devastated the Jewish quurters, and many of the communal institutions were closed.
Cracow did not regain its former prestige until
about 1638, when arrangements were made to reopen
False accusjvtions were very
the Talmud Torah.
frequent at that period, when the coininunity was
disorganized and unable to protect its members. A
certain R. Asher
A n s h e 1 was
burned at the
(April), 1631, R.

Sanuiel

same

of the commuof
affairs
nal

f

month.

Cracow, pre-

Jews

"pinkes,"

old

and dated 1595,
comprise an almost complete
municipal code.

1637,
ities

provide
for d a y y a n i

m

adminis-

trators for char-

and other

institutions;

in-

clude rules for
and
marriages
for the

i n g
Four

"were tor-

and

vari-

were per-

petrated.

The

interesting

reg-

ulations
about
barber- surgeons
deciding
who
had, and who
had not, the
right to practise
that profession,
dates from Dec,
1639, and tends
to prove that the

(assistant rab-

ities

w

ous other atroc-

They

bis) as

fate in the

o 11 o

tured and executed in Nov.,

the

in

Zanvil

meeting the

administration

served

Nisan

stake in

engaging

of servants and
apprentices; and
contain various

commvmity was

other regula-

normal

tions;

all

which tends

now again

of

tion.

The

terri-

to

ble

days

of

prove that the
Jews formed a

Chmielnicki and
the wars of the

Cossacks

practically inde-

I>endent
nity,

their

own

aland
though Cracow

the

management of
inter-

were

now approach-

commu-

with

in its

condi-

ing,

The Market

at

Cracow

in 1869.

(From a drmwing by A. Schono. by permisaion ot D. Appleton

nal affairs. This
set of rules is, however, not the oldest extant, there being some isolated rfgulatione regarding education and

other subjects dating back to 1538. and signed by
David Jonathan, scribe and treasurer of the community of Cracow, together with the other rabbis, parnasim. and notables who usually appended their
names to documents of that nature.
While Cracow shared the decline of Poland, which
began in the seventeenth century, it still held its
ascendency over the other Polish cities.
regulation of the Council of Four Lands, in 1606, decides that the gift to the king known as "spilkovi " (the " pin-tax " of later times) should always

A

&

Co.)

did
in

not
the

suffer

fateful

years of 1648-49. her turn came in 1655, when there
was a general massacre of Jews, in which " hundreds
and hundreds of heads of families lost

There was no cessation
even after peace was made, and in
1664 the druggist R. Matathia was
burned "for blaspheming Christianity."
A student riot on March 12, 1682, aroused the
good king Sobieski to punish the rioters; but the
Jews of Cracow found it safer to intercede in behalf
of one of the leaders who was condemned to death.
Their fortunes went from bad to worse in the
eighteenth century, when the impoverished and de-

Seventeenth
Century.

their lives."
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graded community became heavily involved in debt.

the " Gemeindevogt " (chief of the community), but
not as free citizens. They were under special jurisdiction of the authorities, and burdened with so
many harassing and degrading restrictions that their
fate was rendered the most deplorable in Europe
(Jost, "Neuere Gesch. der Israeliten," ii. dlAetseg.).
This lasted with some slight modifications until the
Free State was incorporated with the Austrian dominions in 1846. It became a part of Galicia, and
has since then shared the lot of all other Jewish

In Jan., 1726, tlie leaders and representatives issued
a " keruz " (proclamation), calling upon the Jews of
Cracow to contribute a twentieth part of their possessions to settle with the commission which the
waywode had appointed to liquidate the debts of
the community.
The proclamation stated that the
commission was a great boon, and that the sacrifice
which the Jews of Cracow were reEighteenth quired to make was the only means of
Century, preventing the abolition of the community and averting terrible persecutions and possible exile. The last act of the community of Cracow, before the final partition of Poland,
was the"herem," or

great

ban,

Cracow^

communities in Austria.
In the memorable year 1848 the Jews of Cracow,
with the aid of Christian citizens, elected their
rabbi. Dob Berush Meisels, as a member of the

which

Reichsrath,

pro-

nounced there against
the new sect of Hasidim on the 25th

met
at
Kremsier,
where he made a
good impression. In
the short-lived eman-

of Tishri (Sept. 29),
1785. It is signed by

Jews

cipation of that year
settled

in

all

Rabbi Isaac ha-Levi
and sixteen notables;
but it had no more

in

there than in
other places, and Hasidism gained a firm
hold in Cracow, which

maining in Straddom, another suburb

parts of the city, but

1850 they were
forced back to Kazimierz, few only re-

etfect

it

nearer the center of
the city. Since their

has succeeded in

retaining to this day.
After the city became a part of Aus-

real

emancipation in

1861 they have spread
all over the city, al-

trian territory in 1795,

though Kazimicrz

the condition of the
Jews was, if possible,
rendered worse than

to-day as

before;
it

became

of a
"Judenstadt" as
when Jews were prohibited from living in
any other part of the

butw hen
in

1810 a

part of the ducliy
of Warsaw, the Jews

were

in

city.

Cracow

theory eman

ripatirl.

first

this

Still

is

much

to

was the

city in

adopt

Galicia

(1872),

with

did not prevent the

.some

new government

the new order of management for Jewish
communities which
was suggested by the

from enacting a law
wiiich

made

tlie

kash-

<r meat tax paid

Jews

a

by
permanent

"Musterstatut,"

Interior of the Old

Synagogue

(From " OMUrrtlch

In

Wort und

the representative of
the central govern-

at Cracow.

ment

Blld.")

after the

eman-

cipation.

communal organization until the third
great political change the formation of the " RzeczI)ospoIita,"or Free Rtat^ of (Jracow, by which the
C'ongrrss of Vienna (1815) att<;mpted to preserve
the last vestige of Polish independence. The new
their old

—

commonwcalfh, which included Cracow and some
its surrouiuling territory, had al)ont 18,000 Jews

of

a total population of 140,000.
Roman ('atlioliwas the ofilcial religion of the state, and a special set of laws for the Jf^ws was adf)pted by the
commission on organization, which placed the old
community in a very lamentable condition. The
l^ahal was abolished, and the Jews were placed under
in

the

model plan issued by

feature of the revenue.
The ill fated
<luchy la.stcd only un
til 1813. and the Jews
prartically
retainfd

cisni

modifications,

Cracow, from the

earlier

part of the sixteenth

was known

as a great center of Talmudical
learning, and ((united among its citizens some of

century,

the greatest rabbinical scholars of Poland.
It did
not always have a rabbi or"ab bet din," whose
authority was supreme over all the learned men
of the city; for it often happened that two or
three distinguished men stood each at the liead
of a "yeshibah," or great school, and acted Inde[jcndently of one another.
K. Asher, mentioned
above, was only a "rosh metibta," and so also was
Moses Isserleg
his contemporary R. Moses Storch.
(d.
1572); his brother-in-law R. Joseph b. Mor-
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decal Gerson Kohcn (d. 1591); Eliozor Ashki-nazi
(d.
1586); Isaac b. David Sbupim (d. ir)82);Mordecni Singer (,d. 1570); Joel, the Stepfather of the above-meutioned Joseph
Rabbis
and Other Koheu Eliezer Treves; MeYr b. Geda;

Moses Mordecai Margoliot and
iniiuy other learned men have all been

Notrtble

liiih;

Jews.

;

rabbis, or great religious teachers,

who

decided religious questions separately or in conjunction with others but none of them was ever elected to
Sometimes
the headsliip of the entire community.
one scholar, or even one who was not a recognized
;

rabbinical authority, was placed, by tlie ruler of the
land, at the head of tlio community, with legal jurisdiction, though not with the religious authority of
Such cases were rare, and most scholars
the office.

succeeded one another in the limited authority which
the community chose to confer on the heads of
yeshibot, who
were not espe-
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b. Samuel (Jure Zahab) of Lemberg, Avns chosen
rabbi about 1700 he either died, or left for Brest. R.
Saul, the son of the above R. Heschel, succeeded R.
Lob, and died in 1707. There was again a vacancy
for several years, for the ne.\t rabbi, R. Jelnida L5b
b. Isaac of Shidlov, came to Cracow after 1714.
He died between 1780 and 1732, and was succeeded
by his son R. David Samuel Schmelka, who lived
until 1741.
Ho was succeeded by R. I.saac Joseph
Teomim, who, in 1745, returned to Breslau to succeed his father. After an interregnum of nine years
R. Isaac Landau of Zolkiev was chosen, and held
the position until his death in 1767. He was suc;

ceeded by R. Aryeh LOb b. Samuel of Tarnow, who
died 1776, and was followed by R. Isaac ha-Levi of
Lemberg, who died in 1799. R. Moses Solomon of
Warsaw (Brody?), formerly rabbi of Koretz, was
elected to succeed him; but after preaching one

sermon in the
old synagogue he
went to Warsaw,

selected
cially
as rabbis of the

where he
death

nity.

The

who
title
din "

1815.

rabbi
enjoyed the
of "ab bet

and
ince

first

of

was

he is said
have paid 500
ducats, and was
so styled by
Avliich

to

others
ences

R. Meshul1am Phoebus, or
Feivush.ofBrest
sor,

him

omon

refer

to

contem-

porary writings.
Zebi David,
son of the above
R. Isaac ha-Levi,
was acting rabbi
until
after the
death of Moses

b. Sol-

Shapiro
Types of Cracow Jews.

became the head
"

(From OeaterreichiKh'Uog&rlscbe
of a veshibah in
1617,' and
held
this position until his death in 1633.
He was
not, however, rabbi of the community, that position being held by R. Joel ben Samuel Sirkes.
Nathan was succeeded as "rosli metibta " by R.
Josnv.\ HogcHEL B. Joseph of Wilua, who died in
1648; and R. Joel, who died in 1640, was succeeded
(1644) by R. Yom-Job Lipman Heller four years

who

also succeeded R. Joshua, dying in
Rabbi Joshua Hoschel ben Saul (known
as " Reb Hcschele ") of Lublin became rabbi of Cracow the same year, dying in 1664. He was succeeded by R. Aryeh Lob b. Zachariah, " the prophet " who died in 1671.
His successor was R. Aaron
later,

in

in

made

R.

in

Cracow at least
as early as 1605.
Nathan

re-

the title of rabbi
Cracow, for

provR.

was

Dec,

He

of

Isaiah Menahem
b. Isaac .(159199). His succes-

(d. 1617),

in

tained, however,

Cracow

the

re-

mained until his

commu-

whole

IG-W.

Samuel Kaidanower of Wilna, wlio died in 1670,
and was succeeded by R. Isaac Harif Landau of
Opatow, who died in 1683. The ne.\t rabbi, Aaron
Teomim, who was chosen in 1687, did not arrive until 1690, and died four months after his arrival.
For about ten years, during which time no regular rabbi was appointed, R. Saul Katzenellenbogen
of Pinczow attended to some of the rabbinical
duties.
In 1693 R. Jehudah L5b, son of R. David

Solomon, when
he succeeded to
the full title, and died at an advanced age in
Dec, 1831. After much dissension the above-mentioned R. Berush Meisels was chosen rabbi, and
nominally held that position over twenty years.
His title, however, was for the greater part of that
time disputed by a wing of the Hasidim, who conWhen the latsidered R. Saul Landau as the rabbi.
ter died, and R. Berush went to Warsaw in 1856, R.
Alexander, the son of R. Saul, was chosen rabbi,
but died a few weeks later. R. Simon Schreiber,
son of R. iMoses Sofer, was chosen in 1858, and reMoaarcfaie in

Wort uud

Blld.^')

mained rabbi until his death, March 26, 1883. Since
then Cracow has been one of the many Austrian
communities which have no rabbi, because the various factions can not agree in any selection. R.
Hayyim Nathan Dembitzer, in succession to his
brother R. Jacob Moses (d. 1863), was acting rabbi
until his death in 1892.
One of the dayyanim,
" the

rosh bet din, "

is

at present (1902) the acting

rabbi.

The most important members of the Cracow community were usually officers of the kahal, and at the
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time when the Jews were under their own jurisdiction such officers carried with them not only religious
but worldly authority. Until the abolition of the
kahal in 1815, there were always four elected

"roshim" (heads), five "tobim" (best, or chosen),
fourteen kahal men, and three auditors, who pracSometically ruled the community,
Important times one would, on account of his
Scholars, great learning, or wealth, or abilities
as a leader, enjoy special distinction,
like R. Abraham Israel Plendels, who died in 1660, of
whom it is said that he was " the leader of the community of Cracow for over fifty years. " There were
also many distinguished physicians, such as Isaac,
the favorite of kings Alexander and Sigismund early
In the sixteenth century, and Samuel, the surgeon
to the queen, who is mentioned in a suit for slander
The
in which the above R. Asher was a witness.
physician Solomon Kolahora (d. 1597) was a favorite
of King Stephen Bathovy. The family, which is later
called "Kalihari," was still known in the last century, and has furnished many druggists, physicians,
Talmudists, and " parnasiui " to the community. Of
the noted rabbinical scholars who were "dayyanim,"
or " rosh yeshibot," may be mentioned R. Isaac haKohen of Kremenetz, the father-in-law of R. Melfr
"
Lublin; R. Joshua Kohen, who was "rosh bet din
over thirty years, and died in 1631 R. Jehuda
Selkil, son-in-law of R. Joel Sarkes; R. Berechiah
Shapiro; R. Hirsch ha-Kohen; and R. Mordecai
Krasnik, who flourished in the middle of the seventeenth century. The scribes or secretaries of the
community, those whose names are found signed
under the valuable records preserved in the " pinl^es,
were usually also important men, and of them R.
Matuthia Delacrut (first half of seventeenth century), R. Isaac b. Hanoch (1660), and R. Jehuda L'dh
The
Kalischcr (1738) deserve to be mentioned.
:

;

"shohctim," "bodekim," "mcnakkerim,"and even
the butchers of Cracow were, in olden times, famous
for their learning, and one of them, R. Zebi of
Cracow, who died 1593, was the author of an authoritative work on "shehitah." Among the most
prominent families in later times was the Mieses
family, which removed to Germany in 1863, while
reference should also be made to such scholars as
Of the scliolars
Dr. M. Duschak and Dr. Landau.
now living in Cracow, Dr. Rubin, and F. H. Wettstt'in deserve mention.
Besides the old synagogue which was mentioned
above, there arc in Cracow the "new" synagogue
built

Syna-

go^es.

by

Israel Isserles (father of R.

Moses) in 1553 the " high " synagogue,
built in 1633; one which bears the
;

name

of

its

builder, R. Isaac R.

Ye-

(d. 1678), and which was built in 1644; the
"kuppah " (treasury) synagogue, so called because it
was built (in 1647) by the community, not by private donation; and Popper's .synagogue, which was
Cracow has also a temple of the
finished in 1798.
Progressive congregation, numerous small "batlc

tfel

midrashim" and "sttil)lach," as the Ilasidic houses
of worship arc called. Among the more considerable
batte midrashim, of which there are about eight, the
most famous is the one which tradition hasconnertfd
with R. Nathan Schapiro (the author of the

"

Megal-

Ich

'Amukkot

"

),

Ctacovt

whose memory

is

sanctified

by the

pious Jews of Poland.

The Jewish community, with

a population of
ruled by a "Cultusrath" of 30 members,
of which the officers are: Dr. Leon
Present
Horowitz (former member of ReichsOonditions. rath), president; Hirsch Landau, vicepresident Sigmund Pelican, secretary.
Other officials are: Ch. L. Horowitz, acting rabbi;
Pinhaa Dembitzer, Joseph Lederberger, Kalman Gutwirth, Abr. Moses Rappoport, and Samuel Landau,
rabbinats assessors; Moses Landau, president of hebra kaddisha. Dr. Tohn is the rabbi of the Progressive or Liberal congregation. The university now has
several Jewish professors (there were four in 1887),
and the chamber of commerce is represented in the
Reichsrath by Dr. Arnold Rappoport, a grandson
of S. J. L. Rappoport of Prague, who in 1889
founded the "Israelitische Handwerksschule" (see
Bloch's " Oesterreichische Wochenschrift," 1889,
No. 24).
The city has also various charitable
organizations, and received a considerable share
of the benevolent foundations of the late Baron
de Hirsch in Galicia, which also includes another
"Handwerksschule."
The Sefat Emet society,
founded in 1892, marked the beginning of the
revival of the Hebrew language, and the Colonisations-Verein flir Palastina, which was founded in
1893, was the forerunner of the Zionist movement,
which has rapidly spread in Galicia in the last few
years, and of which Samuel Fuchs, the editor of
" Ha-Maggid," is one of the pioneers.
25.000,

is

;
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Cracow bad the first Hebrew printing-establishment in Poland. The first books issued
there were stated by Wolf to be a Pentateuch and
the five Megillot (1530), and a Haggadah (1581),
which donot, however, bf-ar the nameof the printer,
Printing

:

and Stcinschncidcr accordingly denies the existence
Samuel Asher
of a press at Cracow at tiiat date.
and Eliakim, the sons of Hayyim Halicz, estabiislied
a printing-otflcein 1584, which survived only a short
Johannes Halicz became a printer of Hebrew
time.
in 1538, and in 1539 he associated with him Johannes
Kurzias of Glogau; but their enterprise was also
sliortlivcd, and the last work from their press is
dated 1546. About a quarter of a century later
Isaac b. Aaron of Prossnitz, also known as Isaac
"Metiokek." established a printing-press in 1569,
He employed as corwliich had a better fortune.
rector Samuel, son of the martyr Isaac Bohm, who

Cracow
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Cradlo Sons-s

first book issued,
of U. Moses Isscrlos, afterward

Tlie Polish establishments enjoyed a limited protection against foreign comjietition, the rabbis of

shows improvoniout over books
previously printed in Cracow. Many
Ixioks. some of wliieh are now very
rare, were iss\ie(l fri)m liis press during the followina: thirty years. They

Cracow and the CouNCii, ok Foim Lands having issued an edict that no Hebrew books printed
in Poland should be reprinted in Italy, and the
Italians, wlio had in Poland their best markets,
thought it prudent to obey leaders who could effectively bar their products from tliat territory. Cracow

formerly lived in Venice, and the

Hsmnt

the "Tiinil

"

reprinteil tlireo tinics,

BookPrinting:,
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Tlie earlier works, isincluded the Yalkut (1596).
ir>f*0,
when Sanuiel left him, vie with
the best Italian products, and the title-pages aredec-

was now declining, and tlie old printing-establishment was likewise losing ground. The last book it

sued before
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Page with the Kol Nidre Prayer, krom a Jlua-o-gekma.n Mahzuk Printed at C'kacow

1571.

orated after the Italian style. In 1600 R. Isaac returned to Prossnitz, but part of his plant remained in
Cracow, where his three sons, Aaron, Moses Joshua,
and Is.sachar Bar, began, in 1602, the publication of
the Babylonian Talmud, finished in 1608. They
did not place their names on the title-pages as

issued bears the date of September, 1628. There
was also at that time another printing-office in Cracow, which issued one book, "Shomerim la-Boker,"

printers until after their father's death (1612) but
they are found, in accordance with the customs of

ness in 1631. He imported new type from Venice,
and made great efforts to secure prosperity for his
venture.
He printed many books, but the records
of his business affairs show that he was generally
financially embarrassed.
He had frequently to bor-

;

the time,
affixed

among

at the

mark was

the typesetters

whose names were

end of each book.

a ram.

Their printers'

in 1627.

R.

Nahum

Meisels, a

families of Cracow,

member

embarked

of one

f)f

the best

in the printing busi-

he

failed, closing

with the publication of "Zuk

iia- 'Ittim, " by R. Meir of Shebreshin, in which the disasters of the Cossack war are described in the quaint
What remained of
rabbinical style of that period.
the plant of R. Nahum Meisels, who died in 1659,

was inherited by his

who began

JehudaLbb

son-in-law,

to print

in that

They sympathized

his associate.

with the "Haskalah," or progressive ideas, and did
much to encourage its literature, but were forced to
close their establishment in 1823 after having susThere was again an interval of
tained great losses.
about forty years, when Karl Budweiser, in 1863,
began the printing of Hebrew books. The most
notable among the works issued from his office, before he removed to Lembcrg in 1874, are those of
S. J. L. Rappoport and Mieses.
In 1879 Joseph Fischer established a Hebrew
printing-office, which is now in a ttouri.shing condition, and which has contributed to make Cracow a
center of Neo-Hebrew literature during the last two
Since
decades.
of Hebrew

Ha-Maggid, the

old-

weekly periodicals,
removed to Cracow iu 1892, that city
has occupied an important position in

Periodic-

est

als.

the Jewish publishing world.
periodicals like "Ha-Eshkol,"

few

last

Cradle Songs

lines occur in Bessarabia in the fol-

lowing form
Lernen wet er keseider

A por

Shures, a por mailes.
Moishinke wet paskenen slial-

Numerous Hebrew

Du west lemen

Teire,
Teire, Teire, in kepele,
Kashe, kashe, in tepele.
Puter mit breit shmirn.
Der tate mlt der m&me soln

derlehen
Dir tsu der chupe flrn.
Flrt men. Art men, tsu der

chupe;
men, Art men, fun der
chupe
Setst men anif elbm on.
Firt

In gold un in silter ongeton.
Git men a shtlkl fleish,
Sogt der chosn as dl fleish Is

Ahiasaf of Warsaw) appeared there; all of
however, are now defunct. Cracow's proximity to Russia makes it a convenient place from
which Russian publishers can issue books and periodicals for circulation in Russia, when; permission
Freeto found u newspaper is diHicult to obtain.
dom from rigid censorship gives Cracow an advantagf over greater centers like Warsaw or Wilna.
BiBi.iofiRAPiiy

:

Ch.

Krakau\ Cra<»w,

I).

FrledljerK,

Hn-lJrfuH ha-'Iliri hc-

IWJii.

Wl.

P.

.1

CRADLE

SONGS,

JUDJEO-GERMAN

Son^s written as lullabies; these exist in great
variety and profusion among the Jews speaking
.ludao (fcnnan or Yiddish, and among them may
be quoted the following:

Git men a shtikele of,
Sogt er di of i post.
Uarfar wet er derleben
Mit der kale shlofn.
Shlof zhe, shlof zhe in dainem

HtandH a

riilt

ruHnfllen.

ItAlHlnM

Roztilnkflfu'h

iiilt

itmndlen

lUilMin.H anil alirmnclH

Sanen dl hfl.Mt»' Hfholrf
Yankele wet I'-lmcn Tolre;
Toire wot or Iclrnfn
Brlwplarh wet <t schrabeii.
;

lach tsu

Mach zhe
Kimt der

eige-

In a plrlpoticr Id
Wet er Bf t')tiil'l farhlabPD.

is

dressed In gold and in

They give him a piece of meat.

And

the bridegroom says
too hot

it's

They give him a piece of poul-

And he

says the poultry
t«ugh.

;

un efn ouf
tate un wekt

tsu,

dir

ouf,
Sol er mir wekn, wl er wll,
Ich el mir stumachen di elgelach un shwalgen shtil.

Is

too

For this he will live
To have a bride.
Sleep, sleep in peace,

Close your pretty eyes ;
Close them and open them

When

papa comes to wake

thee.

Let him

he
I

wake me

as

much

as

likes,

will close

my

eyes and keep

quiet.

A Rumanian
of the bar

version looks forward to the period

mizwah

wet mir
dus kind hlaben.
Tolre Lslwe Molshe morushe.
Tsl der l)aniiltswe wet essugn
a drusche
Tsl der drushe wet er sech

A

glter in a frlraer Id

He

will

remain a good and

pious Jew.
Muses left us the
inheritance.

He

will

Law

as an

make a speech

at bis

conllruuition

;

rise to make a speech.
Father and mother will swell
with pride;
And the conununity will like
his speech —

He will

shteln.

Der fulcr mlt der miter wet
iimiueln ;
Gur dein ollem wet san
dnislie gt'fcin
(iur dcin ollcin, gur der welt.
Uer futtT mlt der mitpr wet

gibn nadii

a.<4uch

geld.

The community and

the whole
world.
The faUier and the mother
will give much money for
his

dowry.

lullabies for girls are of a simpler nature, as
I

\tiA<\fn jroat;

ami alnmndH.

Shlof zhe,

Tonih

will ht' It-ani

:

hf will write.
hf will tw a (f(«)d .lew

And
And rrmnln

ivi

for over.

Sle<'p, sleep,

dl elgelach glch

un geshwlnd
esn un dain

Hhtj'lt

shein
tsu

;

Close your eyes quickly
Your food and your drink are
all rciady.

;

Dain

Mach zhe

my dearest child
;

;

;

I,«'tUTs

main U\Wt

shlof.

kind
Mwh zhe tsu

thi- tx'Ht Kiu>i\f^.

.lanki'lf will li-am

I.

I.

(ioat wfrit to Hfll

An-

all.

silver.

be shown by he following examples from the
ncighboriiood of Klierson;

Hcliltid .lankclf'H cfttdle

Tonih

bread.
father and mother live
To bring you under the canopy.
They take him, they take him,
to the canopy
They take him, they take him,
from the canopy
They seat him at the head of

May

try.

may

For boys:

Uozhlnkflnrh

will learn Torah,
Torah, Torah, will be In your
head.
Gruel, gruel, in your pot.
You will put butter on your

ru,

Mach zhe dalne koshere

The

Int»T Yanki'lcM wlgfle
Shtelt a jflldf-n tsliffle
ThIkcU' I.s Kifiirn fmrifllpn

You

He

heis;

tlie

liem,

for-

ward.

Another version, from the government of Suwalki,
prophesies the boy's marriage:

"Ha-Zeman," "HaHeker," "Mi-Mizrah umi-Ma'arab," "Ha -Dor,"
the Yiddish weekly " Der Jud," and the monthly
'
Die Judische Faniilie" (the last two published by
I

He win learn properly
A few lines, a few steps

Molslilnke will answer ritual
questions
Ritual questions will he answer.
And he will make religious
speeches.

les:

wet er paskenen,
Droshes wet er darsbenen.

Shalles

Meisels,

books on a small scale

year and continued until 1670, when he, too, was
forced to suspend work.
For over 130 years in the period of the decline of
Poland, Cracow had no Hebrew printing-office. In
1803 the wealthy Naphtali Hirz ha-Kohen Schapiro
opened an establishment, and in 1820 his son Aaron

Solomon became

The

to take iu partners;

row on unfavorable terms, or

to pledge his plant and books to creditors; and, at
The calamitous years of
last, to sell his house.
1648-49 added to his difficulties, and in the latter
3'ear

Cracow
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trinken

gr(!lt do.

dl

etlechene sho.

elgelach af

Close your eyes
hours.
'

for

a few

Cnuiiomstry

II.

II.

DzbadMOin born

t

do ume-

duiu
8«1 Kvleii tn dr\<iisn Hnim ;
sheino nu'tilelach
Sel obn
wolneiulik trffmien,

ObD

set g\\-tiaiu tin

worffu

Boifjnirs

itnd

IS sc-tion

nil

side
if thev ilnd pr«tty girls
luv crylnp.

They seize them and throw
them Into the well.
III.

ufg»»ffanini.

Der ht>n hot slion gekrelt.
Er jaiuu'lt kelcijes U>u der-

The sun has already risen.
The coek has already crowed.

He

Is

pntliering strength

to

bear

tr\>trn

Wl>s far dlr

nro

Xm\

III.

Dl sun

bonrs

nminul
They even walk around ouu

arainge-

bruuen.

In

Is

332
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Cradle Sonffs

ongegrtlt.

What you

are getting ready

Af dem gepltsten pol

My

Dl west uiiimichii a wind
Deinelst tatiilnjii
Westl lielsn (laiiiinju.
ShUif (leiwiil gtsint,
Di west tsi der chipe gain

Shall

Ungetin

You

:

worn

Then you will be cleared from

Sbluf derwal, niiin kind.
Di west liabu a kluiiis,
A fans In a shalns
Dl west's libn wi ich lib dech;
Di west Im olsklshen yeider

sin.

You
And

lewone

Is

shon arousge-

A5el belcb sol daln masel shal-

uen

Its

fish.

sleep,

my

child.

You will have a little one,
A good one and a pretty one
You will love It OS I love you;
You will kiss every limb.
You will slug to it tills song

glidele.

in health

1

disap-

BiBLiooRAPHY

peared

From

Ir )?etselt

eat stuffed

Take your sleep

The mt>on has already

gangn
Fon

will sit at the table

Meanwhile

1

Dl

sweet one
" lady."

Nicely dressed.

IV.

IV.

my

will be called

Meauwbile sleep In bealib.
And you will go to the canopy

rain fln

slud.

Dl west sltsi-n bam tlsh
DI west esn gefilte fish.

West Im singn dus lidele
Shluf sech ols geslnt

for him.

become crlnollno;

Then,

shiiin.

Deuielst wesil

little child.

You will ilalice in a ball
On a polistied Moor;
Vou will create a wind

tent

So should your luck be
Over the whole world.

In der gantsen welt.

(recent literature):

A. Berliner,

Die MitteU

hochdeutsche Sprache bei den Juden, in Jahrhuch fUr
und Litterntur, Berlin, 1898; idem, Ari»
dem Lehen der Deutschen Juden in Mittelalter, lb. 1900;
GTunbanm, Die JUdisrh Deutsche Litleratur, in Winterand
Wtinsc^ie, Jlldische LiUeratur, ill.; Idem, JUdisch-I)cutsch&
Chrestomathie; Idem, Mi«chsprac)ieti (Virchow-Holzendorf),
1896 A. Landau, Da-s Diminutivum der GaUzisch-J Udisehen
Mundart, In Deutsche Mundarten, 1st series, vol. II.; AmUrqucll, Iv. 119, vi. 43: 8. R. Landau, Ein ProletarierDichter des Ghetto, in Der Arbeiter; Scheinhaus, DieAltc
Gesch. der liussischen und Polnlschen Juden, in Israelitische Wocheiuichrift, 1899, pp. llietseq.; M. Stelnschnelder,
Die Italienische Litterat^ir der Jxidcn, in Mwiats'ichrift,
Feb., 1898; L. Wiener, On the Hebrew Element in SlavoJuda'o-German, in Hebraira idem. On the Judteo-German Spoken buthe Russian Jews, in American Journal
Poet of the New York Ghetto,
of PhiloloQu, 1893, xlv. 4;
Yiddlnh Literature, lo. 1899,
in The Menorah, Feb., 1898
A. Landau, Das JUdischc VnlhsUedin Russland.; compare
Mittheilungen
der Geschichte
literature
In
catalogue
of
the
flXrJildixchen Volhskunde; S.Wiener, Ycvreii<kiya Narocl1901.
59-75,
St.
Petersburg,
Rosii,
Pyesny
nj/Ki
v
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Jlldische Gesch.
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cradle song, the most elaborate collected ("Globus," XX.), is perhaps one of the most

The following

charmiuc:

man

Sbluf.

Mach

isl

felgele.

dus elgele,

Sbluf secb ois. man kind.
Dl shlufst nit frald.
Di weisi nit ken laid
Sbluf secb ols geslnt.
Ich. dan miter.

Bin dan beshit^r
Schiuf secb ois geslnt.
Der schiuf der giter
Asol, wi a hiter,
Shteit ba dir bis

Mit san
Iber

frl.

fllgele

dan wigele,

Dekt er dich

sthll tsl.

Di shpilst sech af dan brist
Mit dane henteleoh imsist.
Der takt hot ba dir ken wert
In mit di flngerlech
Oif dl kllngerlech
Piano In konzert.
Dl west oifsbteln fln den wig,
HoBtl arbet genlg
Far dlr ungegralt atslnd—
Sbtlkn shlchelach,
Lalenen blchelech.
Sbluf derwal, man kind.
As s'wft weren a rolt flekele
OU dan bekele

Wet men wlsen dan main.
Dl west a kik tun finder sat,
Sbtfin Inge lat,

Rarh geklalt in sbaln.
Dech wel'n libn,

Sleep,

You know

Bugn naln.
Di eltem s'lln lelben
In nadn geibn

Tol9ent»;r asacb

Serb kishn in malechl,
Cbusn mit der kalecbl.
Mir wein sech fraln glacb
mit ach
Di west gain a kleld
Mit sblalres banalt.
Dl west sech dreln aher in
Rbin:
In On dan windele,
Man klain kindele.
Wet wem a kamoUn
Dl west tantsn In sal

of ilb sorrow;

Sleep with health.

your mother.
Am your owner
Sleep with health.
The good angel of sleep
Will, like a guardian.
Stand by you till morning.
I,

With his wings
Over your cradle.
He covers you well.
You play on your bosom
With your little hands.
Rhythm has no value to you
And with your little fingers
You play on the bells
As if it were a piano in a concert.

When you

shall go out from
your cradle.
You will have work enough
Prepared for you—
To embroider shoes.
To pray from books.

Meanwhile

sleep,

my child.

And a red spot will appear
On your cheek
Tbey win know you're mine.
You will look sideways.
And young men will stand
there.

Presenten glbn.
Solste

my birdie.

Close your eyes
Sleep enough, my child.
You sleep with joy.

Richly dressed and handsome.
They will love you.
And give you presents.
But you should refuse them.
Your parents shall live
And give you a dowry

Of

many thousands

on the
mouth
The bridegroom and the bride.
Shall kiss each other

We

will take Joy in joy

You win wear a

dress

With lace sewed on it.
You win turn around and
around
And your swaddling clothes.

;

A

;

M. Gr.

J.

CRA JOVA

Chief town of the district of Dolschi
ancient capital of the Banat of Oltenie, Lower WalIt may be assumed that Jews settled here
lachia.
at a very early period, some, doubtless, under Ladislaus Basarab between 1865 and 1367, after the ex:

pulsion of the Jews from Hungary by Louis the
At the beginning of the seventeenth century
Great.
there was an organized community with a rabbi at
Crajova. Many Jews coming from Turkey on business, settled in the city, and when Oltenie came
under Austrian rule, in 1718, the community was
probably augmented by new arrivals of Austrian
and Hungarian Jews. The letter of privileges
gi-anted to the Bulgarian colonies (Oct. 1. 1727) by
Cliarles VI. of Austria, forbade the Jews, as well as
the Turks and the Greeks, of Crajova to display
their goods at the fairs held in the city, the great
annual fair being excepted. But when Oltenie again
became part of Wallachia, in 1739, the privileges

accorded to the Bulgarians were withdrawn, and
the Jews of Crajova were once more free to ply their
trades.

The community of Crajova, like all the Jewish
communities of Wallachia, was under the jurisdiction of the Jewish starost of Bucharest, and therefore, since the beginning of the eighteenth century,
under that of the hakam bashi of Jassy. There was
probably a starost-wekil at Crajova, who was raised
to the rank of starost in 1805.
It is impossible to estimate even approximately
the

number

of

Jews formerly

living at Crajova, for
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Wallacbia suffered greatly during the wars between
Austria, especially from the incursions
of the bashi-bazouks and, later, from the armed
These inroads always
hordes of Pasvant-Oglu.
forced the inhabitants of Crajova to disperse and

Turkey and

seek refuge either beyond the Danube or beyond the
Carpathians. According to the census of 1899 there
were 2,891 Jews in a total population of 4o,493. According to the statistics of trades made in 1900,
which are very incomplete, there were 286 Jewish
The Jewish population of Crajova is diartisans.
vided into two communities Sephardim and Ash-

—

kenazim, the latter being the larger, and also the
Each has its synagogue and its hebra kadpoorer.
They do
disha, but both use the same cemetery.
not agree well together, in spile of the boys' school
they maintain in common; but the Zion Society,
now Independent Order B'nai B'rith, has done much
to moderate their differences and lead to a better
understanding between them. In consequence of
these differences, however, Crajova is the only important Rumanian community without a rabbi.
Though the Jews of Crajova have lived in perfect accord with their Christian fellow citizens, the
city has become during the last twenty-tive years a
center of anti-Semitic agitation. During the national
festival of May 10, 1883, mobs went through the
city, smashing the windows of Jewish shops and
wounding some persons; a few days later one of
the Jewish synagogues was set on fire. In 1884 a
bomb was thrown into the theater wliile a Jewish
company was playing. Since that time anti-Semitic
hostilities and agitation have greatly increased, so
that the Jews are leaving the city in great numbers.

Biblioorapht: Paul of Aleppo, TraveUof Macai-ius. In^TJUarul Pentru I»raelUzi, x. 200-201 E. <1e Huruiuzakl, DonimenU PrivUoare la Moria RomunUor. vl. 398 Urechle,
Intfrria RmndniUyr, vin. 635; FYatemUatea, 1882, Iv. 245aW; Anuarul Pentru Isrnelitzi, vll. 70-71, vlll. 151.
E. Sd.
O.
;

;

CBANE A rendering,

A. V., of the HeV. is more
" Crane," however,
correctly tran.slated " swallow."
is the proper rendering in the R. V. of the word
:

in the

brew word DID or D'D, which

in the K.

as in Lsa. xxxviii. 14 and Jer. viii. 7. The
of these texts describes the crane as a bird that
chatters: while the second points out its migratory
The bird now identified with this crane,
character.
on the authority of Tiistram and Hart, is tlie Grus
communiH. It is met witli in Palr-stinein large numbers during the summer and it winters generally in
northern Africa. It is said to l)c the largest bird
now found in Palestine, often measuring four feet

"l^jy,

first

;

It gatliers in large flocks at common
length.
roosting-plareH, wlicre the cliatter and clanging of
its notes rnay bo heard, especially at niglit. at a long
The peculiar anatomy of this bird has frtr
distance.
some years engaged the attention of zoologists.

in

K. o.

11.

CRANIOMETBY

1.

M.

P.

The methods of mea.suring
:
skulls for the p\iri)ose of determining certain topographical relations, the most important jneasurement of the skull being the cranial index, or the
cephalic index in case the measurements are taken

Cradle Son^s
Craniometry

living.
This consists in the ratio of the width
of the head above the ears to the length of the head
from the forehead to the most distant point at the

on the

back of the head. The cephalic index is expressed
by multiplying the width of the head by 100 and
dividing the product by the length. Thus, supposing a head to be 153 mm. wide and 186 mm. long,

X 100 g2 26, the cephalic index. The
186
broader or rounder a head is, the higher is its cephWhen the cephalic index
alic index, and vice versa.
is above 80 anthropologists term it " brachj-cephand less
alic " between 75 and 80, " raesocephalic "
than 75, "dolichocephalic."
There have been but few measurements of Jewish
skulls, most of the measurements of Jews having
been taken on the living. The following is a list of
the measurements of 100 Jewish skulls taken by
various anthropologists:
158

then

;

Origin.

_

;
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On an i-xaniiiiatiDn of tlu> litiurcs in this table a.
n-markablo uniformity of tlu- crplialii- iiuk-x of the
Excepting the CaumcHlern Jews will be noticed.
Oisian Jews, of whom but few have been measured,
Ml.
it is shown thai nearly l>0 per cent are between
aud 88. This indieatosa limited variability anil difIn fact, the difTerenees are so slii^ht

fer^Mitiation.

(from 80 to !S3) that they may be fairly a.ssigned to
the usual discrepancies between dilTereut series of
measurement.s of a single and homogeneous race.
Another remarkable fact is the striking absence of
the dolichocephalic type, which is cluiracterislic of
the other modern Semitic races and tribes, as the
Arabs. Syrians, Abyssinians, etc. Among the modthe table, from 1
ern Jews this ranges, as is seca
per cent, in Bleehmau's series, to 7.3 per cent in
all

m

On the
Clock's.
other hand, the
brae hy cephalic

type predominearly all

nates,

the
ing

show-

series

more than 60

per cent of heads
having a cephalic
index of over 80.

Modern anthrodo not
rely solely on avpologists

erages for the purpose of ascertaining the character
of a given race.

The

best

present

test

at

at
the

command of the
anthropologist, of
the homogeneity
or variability of a
race,

tion

is

the seria-

and coordina-

tion of the figures
obtained by measurement, and the
representation of
them graphically
in the form of a
curve.
In case
the people investigated is a mixed
race, its component elements are shown in the
curve by different culminating points. From the
literature on the anthropology of the

Jews

1,071

measurements

cjf

Jewish

heads in various countrie* have been
collected, and the data has been arranged in curve-form.
The figures
from which the appended diagram is derived were
obtained from the following sources:
139 Russian Jews, measuremenis
"
100
'
"
"
100
"
"
"
er
"
"
"
"
112 Italian
"
53 Caucasian
500 Jews from various countries

made by Yakowenko.
"

"
••

*'

"

Blechman.
Welssenberg.
Stieda.

Lonibroso.

Pantukhof.
measured by Flshberg.
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whereas, if he had drawn a curve, the result would
have shown several apexes among flie Italians and
only one, and that a steep one, for the Jews at the
usual index (82—), leading to an exactly opposite
conclusion to that of Lombroso.
There appears no perceptible difference between
the cephalic index of Jews and that of Jewesses, as
can be seen from the following table

Cephalic Index.
Observer.

Talko-Hryncewicz ...
Majer and Kopemicki
Weissenberg
Elkind

Yakowenko
FishberK

Men.

Women.

82.20
81.70
82.50
81.90
80.90
82.13

83.00
80.30
82.40
82.90
81.2-t

83.00

In the measurements of

345 heads of Jewish
by Fishberg (50 from Weissenberg's measurements, 80 from Yakowenko's, and
215 from Fishberg's), the following
Skulls of distribution is found: dolichocephJewesses. alic, 9 = 2.61 per cent; mesocephalic,

women

collected

67 = 19.42 per cent; brachycephalic,
= 77.97 per cent. These figures agree with those
cited above for men.
A curve drawn from the

269

measurements of 345 heads of Jewesses here recorded has the appearance indicated in the accompanying diagram. It will be observed that this
curve is not a smooth pyramid, as is the curve of the
cephalic index of Jews.
It shows, in fact, adocided
double apex: one pointing at an index of 81, the
other at 84, which seems to indicate a greater variability and differentiation in Jewish females than in
Jewish males. This is contrary to what has been
observed throughout the organic world.
This
point, recently broughtout by Fishberg ("American
Anthropologist," Oct. -Dec. 1902), is of sufficient
scientific interest to merit further investigation.
The absolute figures obtained by craniometry of
modern European J<;ws show a striking uniformity

unknown among
companying

other civilized races.
In the actable the length of the head varies from

mm.

in Majer's and Kopernicki's, Weissenand Yakowenko's series, to 188 mm. in
Biechman's a difference of only 5 mm., which is
comparatively insignificant. The same is the case

183

berg's,

—

Obaerver.

Craniometry
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be oonsidpicil

should

they roproseiU

The

pure.

cranial iiulexcs of these skulls are 80, 76.1, 78, 8.". 4,
and 75.1. giving an average cephalic index lor the

living of 80.5,

which

is

far

above the cephalic index

of the non-Jewish Senutes.
Of course, no positive conclusion can be
fron\ only five skulls; still, the fact that

drawn

among

these are found two brachycephalic and only one
doliehocephalic, points strongly against the opinion
that the ancient Hebrews were a purely dolichocephalic race.

from a Jewish cemetery in
and fourteenth centuries,
which have been examined by Kollmann, are even
more brachycephalic than those of contemporary

The twelve

skulls

Basel, of the thirteenth

The average

cranial index of these skulls is
a cephalic index of 86.66. This again
shows that the brachycephalism of the modern Jews
is not of recent origin.
It can therefore be stated that the modern European Jews are shown by craniometrical evidence
to be a pure type, and that no evidence of appreciaThe opinion
ble racial intermixture is discoverable.
that the Sephardim are dolichocephalic, while the
Ashkenazim arc brachycephalic, is not supported
by craniometrical research on European Jews.
The measurements by Jacobs, Lombroso, Livi, and
GlUck prove that the Sephardim are almost as
brachycephalic as are the Ashkenazim, as can be
Jacobs' measseen from the accompanying table.
urements of the Jews in London show that the percentage of dolichocephalic is even larger among the
Ashkenazim, being 28.3 per cent, as against onlj- 17
per cent among Sephardim.
Bibliography: Majer and Kopemlckl, Charakterystyka Flzyczna Ludnosci GaliCHJuhiej, In Zhior Wiad.do AntropKraj. 1877-85, Cracow; B. h\echtnsLQ, Ein Beitrag zur Aiithropologie der Juden, Dorpat. 1882; L. Stieda and W. Dybowskl, Ein Beitrag zur Anthropolngie der Juden, In
Archiv fUr Anthropoloffie, xlv. 167-182; J. Jacobs and I.
Splelman, On the Comparative Anlhropnmetry of English

Jews.

84.66;

i.e.,

JewK

In Jour. AnthropoXngicxil InMtute, xlx. 7(5-88; K. N.
-Veue Beitrdge zur Anthropologic derjuden. In ArfUr Anthropologic, xv. 369-389; S. Weis.senberg, Z>te
Stld-Rujixigchen Juden, Id Archiv fUr Anthropolngie, xxlU.
347-423, 531-579; C. Lombroso,
Antlsemitinmo elc Scicnze
Afod€ me. Turin, 1894: L. GlQck, Bcff ja^e zur Phy-'fiKchen
Anthro]x>logie der SpanifAen, IrxWissenschaft. Mitt, aus
Bognien u. d. Hercegnvina, Iv. 587-592; 0. Ammon, Zur
AnthmprAogie der Badener, pp. 643-673, Jena, 1899; I.I.
Ikofl,

chiv.

U

Pantukhof. Anthropologitcheskia NabUudenia na KavkaM. pp. 33-41. Tiais, 1893 M. G. Yakowenko, Materiali k
AnthropfAogii Evreev. St. Petersburg. 1898 J. Talko-Hrj'ncewlcz. Anthropologia Ukrainskikh i Litmvskikh Evreev,
;

:

Russian Anthrop. Soc. 1890-91, pp. 70-75, Si.
Petersburg: J. Kollmann. Schddel und Skeletreste aus
eimm Judenfriedhof des 1.3. und II*. Jahrhunderts zu
Basel, )n Verh. der Katurforschenden Qesellschaft, vlU.
In Proc.

115-126, Baael. 1885: Maurice Fishberg, The Physical AnthropfAoau of the Jews: I, The Cephalic Index, In American Anthropiilf>gitit, Oct.-Dec. 1902.
J.
M. Fl.

CREATION

The bringing into existence of
the world by the act of God.
Most Jewish
philos^)phers find in nxn^ (Gen. i. 1) creation ex
nihilo (pxo y).
The etymological meaning of the
verb nsna, however, is "to cut out and put into
shape," and thus presupposes the use of material.
:

This fact was recognized by Ibn Ezra and Nahmanides, for instance (commentaries on Gen. 1. 1 see
also Maimonides, "Moreh Nebukim," ii. 30), and
constitutes one of the arguments in the discussion
of the problem.
Whatever may be the nature of the traditions in
Genesis (see Cosmogoxy), and however strong may
;

336

bo the presumption that they suggest the existence
of an original substance which was reshaped in accordance with the Deity's purposes (see Dragon;
Dakkxess), it is clear that the Prophets and many
of the Psalms accept without reservation the doctrine of creation from nothing by the will of a supermundane personal God (Ps. xxxiii. 6-9, cii. 20,
cxxi. 2; Jer. x. 12; Isa. xlii. 5, xlv. 7-9): "By the
word of the Lord were the heavens made; and all
the host of them b}^ the breath of his mouth."
To
such a degree has this found acceptance as the doctrine of the Synagogue that God has come to be designated as " He who spake and the world sprang into
existence " (see Baulk Sue-Amah and 'Er. 13b
Meg. 13b; Sanh. I9a, lOoa; Kid. 31a; Hul. 63b, 84b;
Sifre to Num. § 84; Gen. R. 34b; Ex. H. xxv.
Shab. 139a; Midrash Mishle, 10c). God is "the au-^
thor of creation," n^t'KIl nt^'IJ? ("bereshit " having*
become the technical term for "creation"; Gen. R.
xvi. ;Bcr. 54a, 58a; Hag. 12a, l8a; Hul. 83a; Ecclus.
[Sirach] xv. 14).
The belief in God as the author of creation ranks
first among the thirteen fundamentals (see Akticles
OF Faith) enumerated by Maimonides. It occurs

Yigdal, where God is called ")3l ?3~i )1DTp
N")3J IK'N, "anterior [because Himself uncreated] to
in the Adon 'Olam; audit
all that was created "
in the

;

is

taught in

all

modern Jewish catechisms.

Nevertheless, Jewish literature (Talmudic, pseudoepigraphic, and philosophical) shows that the difficulties involved in this assumption of
Difficulties a creation ex nihilo (pSD K'^) and in
time, were recognized at a very early
of the
Conception, day, and that there were many among
the Jews who spoke out on this subject
with perfect candor and freedom. Around the first
chapter of Genesis was waged many a controversy
with both fellow Jews and non-Jews. The infiuence of Greek ideas is clearly discernible in various
Midrashic homilies on the subject e.g. those dealing
with the mode of divine creation (Gen. R. i., "God
looked into the Torah, and through it He created "
a Platonic idea ?i. x.); with the view of God as architect (iJ. i.
5ag. 12; compare Philo, "De Opificiis
Mundi," iv.); with the creative word or letter
(Gen. R. 1. Midr. ha-Gadol, ed. Schechter, pp. 10 et
Yer. Hag. ii. 77c); with
R. xxi.
8eq.\ Pesik.
the original elements (Gen. R. x. Ex. R. xiii., xv.
Yer. Hag. ii. 77a) with the order of creation, the
subject of the well-known controversy between the
schools of Hillel and Shammai (compare Hag. 12a;
Ta'an. 82a; Pirke R. El. xxxvi.); with the various
acts of creation assigned to various days (Charles,
"Book of Jubilees," 1902, pp. Wetseq.); with the
time consumed in creation (Ber. R, xii.); with sucAb. R. N.
cessive creations (Pes. 54a; Gen. R. i.
xxxvii.); and, finally, with the purpose of creation
(Abot vi. Sanh. 98b; Ber. 6b, 61b; see also Bacher,
,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Pal. Amor.," Indices, s.v.
WeltschOpf ung, " etc. ). The Slavonic Enoch (xxiii.XXXV.) contains an elaborate presentation of old
Jewish cosmogonic speculations, apparently under
Egyptian Orphic influences (see N. Bonwetsch,
"Das Slavische Henochbuch," Berlin, 1896; "The
Book of the Secrets of Enoch," ed. by W. R. Morfill and R. H. Charies, Oxford, 1896).

"Ag. Tan." and "Ag.
"

rV.— 22

The danger

lest

speculiitiim on creiition

might

lead to CTiiostioisni underlies the hesitjiuey to leave
the studv of (.ten. i. open to till without restriction
Hug. 19b; Midr. Teh. to
(Sjinh. 3T»i; Deut. H. ii.
Ps. exxxvj. Midr. lm(.}tuh)l, ed. Seheehter, p. 4).
That sueh speculation is of no consequence to the
practical religiosity which Judaism means to foster
" inquire into
is well e.\pres.sed in tiie caution not to
;

;

what was before the world was" (Mishuah Hag. ii.
Yer. Hag. ii.). See Cabala.
The Alexandrian Jews, under the sway of Platonic anil Neoplatouic ideas, conceived of creation
as carrieii into effect through intermediate agencies,
tJiough still an act of divine will, while the relation
of the agencies to the Godheatl is not always clearly
defined, so that it is possible to regard them almost
as divine hypostases— subdeities, as it were, with
independent existence and a will of their own
The divine ao<j>ia
(Alexanduian Philosophy).
(" wisdom ') has a cooperative part in creation (Wisdom ix. 9). While the Palestinian (H Mace. vii. 28)
insists that all was made by God "out of nothing"
(VC OIK 6iT(ji'), Wisdom (xi. IT) posits a formless arch-

matter

(i-Aj?),

which the Creator simply brought

into order.

Philo proceeds to fully develop this idea. The
Mosaic account of creation is not to be accepted
literally (see Drummond, "Philo Judaeus," i. 293).
Creation was not in time. " It is folly to suppose
that the universe was made in six days, or in time
at all." The expression "six days" merely indicates the most perfect arrangement (" De AUegoriis
Legura." i. 2; "DeOpificiis Mundi," i. 3; "Quod

Deus

Views
of Philo.
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Sit Immutabilis,"

i.

277).

To

the question whether the world had
no real beginning, he gives, though

inconsistent with himself, a negative
There was a time when the parts of the
cosmos "deified by the heathen" were not; God
alone was never non-existent (" Dec. Orac." ii. 190).
"For the genesis of anything," he says, "many
things must combine: that by which, that out of
which, that through which, that on account of

answer.

which" (=

cause, material, instrument, purpose).
God is the cause of the cosmos, while the four elements are the material ("De Cherubim," i. 161, 162).
Nothing suggests that he regarded this material as

other than uncreated. It was there when God arranged the new order of things. God is the demiurge ("De Eo Quod Deterius Potiori Insidiatur,"
i. 220; "De Plantatione Noe,"i. 320; his expressions
As in Other
are i^rj/itovpyoc, KoafxoTr/Aarr;^, 'f;tv(r;7f).
points, so on this, Philo is not rigidly consistent.
There are passages again from which a belief in the
creation of matter out of nothing might be assumed.
He speaks of matter as corruptible, and "corruptible" is. in his theorj', a correlative of "created"

("Quis Rerum Divinarum Heres Sit," i. 495).
It was not matter, but form, that God praised
as good, and acknowledged thus as His creative
work. Yet Philo protests that God is " not a demiurge, but a creator." What before was not, He
nuule (ov 6^fitovpy6<: ftivav, dXAa unl ktiottic avrbg uv,
"De Somniis," i. 632; see Siegfried, "Philo von
Alexandrien," p. 232). Drummond argues, against
Siegf riefl, that God is here styled Creator only of the

not of matter in the visible
In regard to Piiilo's Logos and
the Menua of the Targuni see Lotios.
In the writings of the Jewish piiilosophers of the

ideal, intelligible world,

world

(I.e.

Middle

i.

304).

one of the problems most
belonged to the " four ques-

Agt'S, creation is

earnestly discussed.

It

tions" (Maimouides, "Moreh," i. 71) which were regarded as fundamental. The »1ternativ(! was between D^iyn cnn, Ar. D^xy^x

mn

In
Medieval
Jewish
Phi-

(" creation"),

and

D^'.yn DIDnp. Ar.

Qnp

ni'Xy^X ("eternity of matter "). The
Arabian thinkers and schoolmen were
perplexed by the same problem
(Munk, "Melanges," p. 421). They
losophy.
had been moved todi.scuss the subject
by their studies (at second hand) of Plato and ArisThe Greek mind could not conceive of creatotle.
tion out of nothing— "Ex nihilo nihil fit."
his "Timteus") was eterAristotle, too, maintained the eternity of mat-

Plato's v^n (consult
nal.

("De Calo," i. 10-12; "Phys." ii. 6-9). God is
the source of the order of things predestined by
ter

Himself ("De Muudo," ii.), though Maimouides and
Judah ha-Levi argue for the possibility of claiming
for Aristotle the contrary view ("Moreh Nebukim,"
ii.

15; "CUzari,"

i.

65).

matter compatwith the Jewish conception of God? On three
grounds this has been negatived: (1) It limits God's
omnipotence and freedom. (2) It is in conflict with
the Biblical account, and denies the possibility of
miracles, though the Talmudic theory of miracles
would not be affected. "God, when He created
the sea, imposed the condition that it should divide
(3) Great men,
itself before Moses' staff " (Ab. v. 9).
such as Moses and the Messiah, would be utterly imIs the doctrine of the eternity of

ible

The first point
possible (Albo, " 'Ikkarim," i. 12).
considered cogent, but the two others are not

may be

very profound.
In two ways do those of the Jewish philosophers
who maintain the creatio ex nihilo attempt to prove
their thesis: (1) by demonstrating the necessity of
the Creation, and (2) by showing that it is impossible that the world was not created ("Cuzari," v. 18;
" Moreh Nebukim," ii. 30).
But in order to achieve
this, they had first to disprove the arguments of
These were the same as those with
their opponents.
which Mohammedan theologians (see Shahrastani, ii.

199
ii.

had been confronted. Maimouides {I.e.
compare also Aaron b. Elijah, " 'Ez Hayyim,"
vii.) arranges them into two groups: (1) nVD
et seq.)

14;

vi.,

lOVy D^iyn (cosmologlcal, Schmiedl's terminology),
and (2) n"" ^XH nVD (theological).
In the first group there are the arguments: (a)
Motion must be eternal, without beginning. Time
is an accident of motion; "timeless (i.e., changeless)
motion " and " motionless {i.e., changeless) time " are
self-contradictory conceptions therefore, time has no
beginning. (6) The prime arch-matter underlying
" To become "
the four elements must be eternal.
accordmatter,
primal
But
implies taking on form.
;

ing to its own presupposition, implied in the concept " prime," has no form hence it has never " become." (c) Decay and undoing are caused by conBut spherical motion excludes
tradictory elements.
contradictory principles, and is without beginning
;
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and end.

Suppose the world had a begin-

(d)

—

creation was necessary that
or its previous existence was impossible
is, eternal
(and thus it might not be now) but if it was possible,
then possibility (potentiality) presupposes a subject
carrying attributes involving the possibility. This

ning; then either

its

—

;

subject could not but be eternal.
In the second group there are the arguments (a)
God could not have been a creator in potentia without suffering change in Himself from potentia to
reality.

What

caused this change?

(6)

The world

created in time presupposes some exciting cause for
God's will to create. Either God did not previously
will to create, or, if He did, He had not the power.
The world can not be thought eternal unless we admit defects in God. (c) The world is perfect, the

product of God's wisdom. God's wisdom and His
essence are coincident. God being eternal. His work
must also be eternal, (d) What did God do before
the world was?
How did Jewish thinkers meet these positions?
They followed in the paths of the Arab Motekallamin.
Especially did they lay emphasis on the
proof of free determination," which the Arabic logicians had developed (TriTin IIT, Ar. "al-takhsis").
Admitting no "law of nature," they posited the
Things are as they
principle of limitless possibility.
are, not because they must bo -so, but because a free
Being outside of them wills them to be so. He
miglit also have willed them to be otherwise.
He
who determines is also He who creates; that is, produces from nothing. The world is as it is because
a Being determined its being, preferring its being to
Matter dependent for form upon
its non-being.
God is by
another, even if eternal, can not exist.
The fact that matter is as it is,
inherent necessity.
shows that it was created to be as it is by the preference of the Creator.
In historical succession Saadia was the first to take
up the problem, especially in his "Emunot" (i. 1-5).
He argues for the creation from the irrationality
of an endless limitless quantity a favorite theme
His argumentation is
among the Motekallamin.
extremely obscure. Heenumerates thirteen theories

—

concerning creation;

among them,

first, tlie

Biblical

Creation

account as being corroborated by tradition by the
facts of human speech, which show the common descent of all men by the identity of the system for
counting time etc.
Abraham bar Hiyya Albargeloni is another defender of creation. His " Sefer Hegyon ha-Nefesh "
tries to explain the Biblical tradition on mathematical
;

;

;

'"T///" and "form " had potential existgrounds.
ence until God called them into reality through His
will in combination.
But when we speak of time
and the like with reference to God, we use human
similes.
Time is only a measurer. Therefore before the world was, there was nothing to measure and
TA;? = "Tohu," and form
consequently no time.
= " Bohu " both were preexistent, as the text shows
by its use of the expression "the earth had been"
" Form" = Nin n).
(nn^n.
Maimonides is most timid in his defense of creation.
He concedes that it can not be proved. The
most that can be attempted is to weaken the arguments of the opposition schools ("Moreh," i. 67, 71;
see Gersonides to Gen. i.).
He endeavors to disprove the eternity of the world as far
Views of as he may, and to strengthen whatMaiever seems to favor the contrary themonides. ory ("Moreh," i. 18-30). He makes
much of Aristotle's indecision concerning the point at issue. He advances "arguments that approximate demonstrations " (see Maimonides, Moses). They have contributed nothing to
;

the solution of the perplexity.
Of his successors, Albalag, Gersonides,

and Nahmanides either reject creation ex nihilo or seriously
modify it. HasdaiCRESCAs(in "Or Adonai,"iii. 1,4)
criticizes most severely Gersonides' assumptions that
matter and God are equally absolute; while the
former is void of everything, even of form, the lat-

Why should

ter is highest perfection.

equally abso-

and necessary matter submit to the will of God?
He charges Gersonides with inconsistencies in denying special providence while; assuming the power of
God over and in the special particulars of archmatter. His pupil Albo regards the denial of creation ea; ?ii7«7w as tantamount to the denial of God's
lute

jyerfection (" 'Ikkarini,"

i.

23).

that of the atomists; next tlie theory of emanation and dualism finally, that in whicli the four elements are held to be eternal, a theory which he says
had many adherents among the Jews.
Ibn Gabirol devotes a large part of his " Meljor
He (ifK-s not rely upon
IlHyyini"t() the problem.
His creation theory is as follows:
Biblical texts.
The prime substance emanated out of itself Will,
Tliis Will inetliates between
or tlif! ereufive Word.
God and the world. From the Will eniiinated univer-

Karaites as a rule accei)t crcatio ex nihilo. It
is one of their articles of faith (see"'E? Hayyim,"
For the speculations of the Cabalists see
xii.).

matter (element ^77D "lIDV from which came all
His po.silion is a .sort of pantlunsm, not
l)cingH.

ture

tlu-n

;

sal

)

altog<!ther Biblical.

Bahyaibn Pakuda,
tains tliat (1) nothing

in "

Hobot ha Lebabot," maincreated
(2) there must

is self

;

be a liigliest first cau.se; (li) composition proves
generation or creation.
Judrth hal>'vi invokes the testimony of tradition
in his "Ciizari "

"Moreh,"
p. 34).

iii.

He

(i.

50;

43-fiH;

sec

Abravanel,

also

in his

MainioTiides'
D''::nn

pleads for the authenticity of

tht-

"DK'.
Mosjiic

The

Cabala.

Regarding modern views see Evolution.

S<-timl(«ll, StvtHcn zur TielUiionKphUnmphie,
VIciitiH, IKfilt; ,). (iulttimnn. />ic SchiilnKlik dru l>niz'hnti-n
Dn.i \'irliilll iii.ts dcs
Idi'iii,
./(i/o/iioii/crf.s, lirc.slau, liHCi
TlKiman iiii»i A(iitiii<) zuiii Jii<li)it)tiii, (i(')lllii»;cti. 1H!M.

Bnu.io(;RAPiiv:

;

E. G. H.

K.

In the Koran and

Mohammedan

Litera-

Tlie Koran does not contain a desc)ii)tiveand
detailed account of the Creation; but, it al)ounds in
allusions to (Jod's i)ow(!r as manifested tlnrein, iiiul
:

in appeals to
(Polytheism;

it

in refutation of heretical

assumptions

sura xvi.), or in support of certain
dogmas (UeHurreetion ih. w'u. 1-7). On the whole,
these various references show that Mohammed had
a general, vague, hearsay aef]naintnnce with both
the Biblical and '^ralMiiidicai traditions of the Jews.
"It is God," according to sura xi. 9, "that created
the heavens and th(; earth in six days." Before
;

OrMttion
Crelzenacb
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cn»atiou " His throne [cMinpaiv nnsn ND31 was upon
the water" (see Ueu. i. 3 suras 1. 87. Ivii. 4). Special emphasis is hiid on the fonnini; of the moun;

tains, w liiih are sj\i(i to irive stability to the earth
In this a
(suras xxi. 23. xxxi. 9. xli. 0. Ixxviii. 6).

reminiseeueeof the Biblieal Df'U'riiyi1T(r>eut. xxxiii.
27; compare Ps. xc. 2) is suirtresteil, while the popular conceit of the
created, was

tirst

Ambs

has

it

that the earth,

smooth and

flat,

when

which iuducod

the Angels to ask who could stand on so tottering
a frame. Thereupon God next morning threw the
mountains on it (Sale, " Koran," p. 215, note g, Philadelphia ed.. 1S76). In the space of four days God
distriV)utcd nourishment to all that asked (sura xli.
9V The earth and the heavens are said to have been
originally a compact mass which God divided, while
water is sjiid to be the life-giving element (sura xxi.
Tilings were created after a certain prees9. 81).
tablished measure (sura liv. 49
the word " kadr
may also be rendered " decree " but see Baidawi,
ad loc.). " One word " alone brought the world into
being "like the twinkling of an eye" (sura liv. 50).
As Baidawi remarks, this word was "Kun" (Let
there bel), though the statement is also explained to
imply that God accomplished His work very easily
and quickly, without manual labor or assistance
(compare sura 1. 37, and Talmudic N^31 ^Jjoy n^:3
nyr. Ber. R. xii. see Baidawi, ad loc). Nor did
He create in sport (compare rabbinical n!5t33^ nh),
but in truth, and for a definite term, to last until
;

;

;

the day of final

Baidawi, ad

loc.

).

judgment (suras xliv. 35, xlvi. 2;
With scant consistency, however,

Mohammed speaks in another passage of a creation
not in six but in two days. Baidawi (sura xli. 8)
interprets "days" as "turns."
Mas'udi ("Prairies d'Or," ed. Meynard and Courteille, i. Z^et seq.) gives in detail the following traditional order: "First water, which earIn Moried the divine throne, was created,
hammedan From this primal water God caused a
Tradition, vapor to arise and form the sky. Then
He dried the liquid mass, transforming
it into one earth, which He split up later into seven.
This earth was completed in two days— Sunday
and Monday. The earth was placed on a fish that supported it [sura Ixviii. 1; compare Pirke R. El. ix.,
and Ginzberg "Die Haggada bei den Kirchenvatem," p. 19, where it is shown that by this fish is
meant the leviathan]. This fish and the earth God
propped on blocks of stone, resting on the back of an
angel, thisagain on a rock, and this finally on the wind.
But the motions of the fish shook the earth mightily, so God put the mountains in place and rendered
it stable.
The mountains furnished food for earth's
The

tenants.

trees

were created during two days

TuesfJay and Wednesday.

Then God mounted up
to the vaporous sky and made of it one heaven,
which, in two more days—Thursday and FridayHe split up into seven. Hence the name for Friday,
Jum'ah (joining together), union or 'assembly,'
because on it the creation of the heavens was united
to that of the earth.
Then God filled the heavens
'

•

with angels,

'

seas,

'

icebergs.
Creation thus completed. God peopled the earth with the jinn, made
of purest fire [sura Iv. 14], among them being Iblis,
the Devil. When about to create man (Adam), He
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informed the angels of His intention to make him
His vicegerent on earth. The angels made objections fas in the rabbinical legend, Gen. R. viii.].
Gabriel was sent to bring clay from the earth, but the
earth refused to supply it. I^Iiclmel, also sent on the
sjime errand, was unsuccessful. Finally the angel of
death went forth, vowing that he would succeed. He
brought back earth of various colors, hence the various colors among men. Adam was made of the surface ["adim"] soil.
Forty years a portion of such
soil was hung uj) to become a compact mass, and then
left for another period of forty years, until the clay

became corrupt.
To this God then gave human
shape, but left it without a soul for one hundred and
twenty years. Finally, after enduring many indignities at the hand of Iblis, and being an object of
terror to the angels, and at last causing Iblis' banishment, Adam was endowed with divine breath,
according to some gradually; and when he was entirely permeated with this divine breath, he sneezed;
Avhereupon God taught him to say: 'Praise be to
God! may thy Master have mercy on thee, O

Adam
An altogether
!

'

different account is found in the
"Kitab AJ.iwal al-Kiyamah," edited by Wolff ("Muhammadanische Eschatologie," Leipsic, 1872). The
first object created w^as a tree with four thousand
branches the tree of knowledge; the second, the
light of Mohammed a pearl in the shape of a peacock, which was placed on the tree.
Then God made
the mirror of shame, placing it so that the peacock
saw his reflected image; whereupon shame seized
him and he prostrated himself five times before God.
The light of Mohammed, too, blushed before God,
and in consequence perspired. From the beads of
perspiration taken from various parts of the body
were created the angels, the upper and lower thrones
of God, the tablet of revelation or of decree, the pen.
Paradise and Gehenna, sun, moon, and stars, the dividing interval between heaven and earth, the Proph-

—

—

the Sages, the martyrs, the pious, the celestial
terrestrial Ka'bah, the Temple in Jerusalem,
the places for the mosques, the Moslems men and
women, the souls of the Jews, the Christians, the
Magi, and, finally, the earth from east to west, and
all that it contains.
This apocalj'ptic account is
comparatively late [but echoes rabbinical traditions
concerning the light of the Messiah (Gen. R. i.), the
Tl33n KD3. Paradise and Gehinnon (Pes. 54a) compare also Slavonic Enoch, xxv.
xxvi.
k.].
As
to the theories of creation propounded in the various
philosophical schools, see Arabic Philosophy;
Akistotle in Jewish Literature; Mgtekali.aMIN.
ets,

and the

—

;

—

Bibliography: Munk, Melanges, Paris. 1859; Malmonldes,
March Nehukim. ed. Munk,j^a«»i«i; Dieterlcl, Jchwan Essnfa. Leipsic, 1896; Stelner, Die MntaziUten, Lelpslc, 1865;
Houtsma,

De

Strijd over het

Dogma, Leyden,

1875.
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CREATION, BOOK OF. See Yezirah, Sefer.
CREATION, ERA OF. See Era.
CREATURE A loose rendering in the A. V. of:
:

1. "

Nefesh

"

("a breathing thing " Gen. i. 20 et
ii. 19, ix. 10 ct seq.
Lev. xi. 46).
2. "Beri'ah" ("creation"; R. V. better, "a
thing"; Num. xvi. 30).
;

seq.,

;

new

3. "Hayj^ot" ("heavenly animals"; Ezek.
seq., X. 15;

5 et

i.

Septuagiut, C"ov).

In Apocryphal literature

"

creature

" is

the trans-

lation of KTicfja or KTicLq (nsn^ or nn3), and denotes
either creation in general (Wisdom v. 17, xix. 6;
Judith ix. 12, xvi. 1-1; III Mace. ii. 2) or mankind

In rab(Ecclus. [Sirach] xvi. 16 Wisdom xvi. 24).
binical literature " beriyyot " is the regular term for
fellow creatures or mankind (Abot i. 12, " Love the
creatures"; ib. ii. 10, iii. 11; Ber. 19b, "Respect of
the creatures "). Hence, also, Mark xvi. 15 Col. i.
;

;

and I Peter ii. 13 (A. V. renders,
incorrectly, "every human ordinance"; see Taylor,
"Sayings of the Jewish Fathers," 2d ed., pp. 21,
23

Rom.

;

Creation
Creizenach
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viii.

19

;

through copula-

swarm on

the earth"] are generated
tion of the parent animals."

Bibliography

:

Nowack. Lchrhuch dcr HebrdUschen ArchO-

1. 74-8"; BenzinRer, Arch. p. 40; Hart. Animals of
the Bible; Lewvsohn, Zoologie des Talmuds, Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1858.
t-i
/-i

olngie,

-nE. G. H.

CREFELD.

See

RUCH

:

Krefeld.

ALEXANDRE BEN

CRifeHANGE,

French Hebraist

;

born at Etain,

BA-

in the de-

died in Paris
acted as secretary to the HebrewUnited Charities (Comite de Bienfaisance Israelite),
and devoted himself to the circulation of religious works. He published " La Semaine Israelite, ou
le Tseena Ourena Moderne, Entretiens de Josue Hadass avec sa Famille sur les Saintes Ecritures, " after
the Hebrew, 3 vols. Paris, 1846 a French translation
of the Haggadah of Passover, 1847 " Des Droits et
des Devoirs du Citoyen: Instruction Tiree de I'His-

partment of Meurthe-et-Moselle, 1791

Jan.

7,

1872.

;

He

:

141).

The phrase "a new creature," in the sense of "regeneration," which occurs in II Cor. v. 17, and Gal.
vi. 15, represents the rabbinical "beriyyah hadashah " See Baptism.
.

K.

E. G. n.

CREED.

CREEPING THINGS

:

A

expression

loose

B^l ("remes" = creeping— that

t^D"i

is,

and pt^.

without, or

with imperceptible, feet; applies to terrestrial and
Tlie R. V. more correctly
also to water animals.
translates it"teemeth" in Gen. ix. 2; Lev. xx. 25,
and"moveth" in Lev. xi. 44; Ps. Ixix. 84; Gen.
Generally, however, "remes" stands for
viii. 19.
"reptiles," possibly also for very small quadrupeds.
In the Talmud " remes " is used as a general name for

worms infesting

the intestines of

man

or beast (Nid-

dah21a), for which elsewhere the words ypin (Ab.
But, according to Tos. to
iii. 1) and nOT occur.
Niddah 23a, s.v. nn^f', only tlie serpent was called
the "creeping thing," nytDlin xVU<p^ ("shere?." Gen. vii. 21; Lev. v. 2; xi. 10, 29;
Deut. xiv. 19) applies only to animals that swarm,
whether terrestrial, such as the weasel, mouse, lizard
(Lev. v. 29); aquatic (Lev. xi. 10; Gen. i. 2; compare
Ex. vii. 28 [A.V. viii. 3]); or even winged (Lev. xi.
The fundamental connotation of the verb
20-23).
and noun is undoubtedly the incalculably prolific
multitudes of little animals which always appear
The R. V. therefore gives
in troops or swarms.
the translation " breed abundantly " (Gen. viii. 17,

compare Ex.

In rabbinical

1

amphibious

for

i.

7).

lebrew

" shere? " is the

generic term

reptiles ('Ab. Zarali 31b).

The

ety-

mological implication of prolitic increase is brought
"
"
'aljcrab
cut in Ex. R. viii. 2; Lev. R. t^ 13 (the
throws eOyoung). Itisalso the typicalterm for ritual

and

inonil impurity, in the oft-recurring plna.sc^31D
fakes the bath of purification while

1T3 Y^^ ("one

holding a sliere? in his hand "), applied to one wlio
would do penance without repentance (Yer. Ta'an.
ii.

fi5'l.

beginning).

A

distinf;tion is

made between

^

pX

("wafer reptile"),
pt:' ("land insect"), D'O
and e^iy k>(" winged insect "} (Pes. 24a). Maiinonides("Yad. "Maakalot Asiirot, ii. 12 et ner/.) nays:
"D'On pti* are all animals that ar*; not fishes but
Kion
live in the water, such as leeches, sea dogs.
creepers upon the earth] are
h]} ["romes"
worms produced by the decf)mpositi(>n of other snl)-

pxn

;

Sainte." 1848; "Tefillat 'Adat Yeshurun."
prayers of the French Jews, in Hebrew and French,
1850 " Minhah Hadashah, " prayers of the Sephardic
Jews, in Hebrew and French, 1855; an illustrated
translation of the Psalms, 1858 " Edouard Mortara,
ou I'Enfant Vole" (n.d.); festival prayers for the
u.seof Franco-Spanish and Franco-Portuguese Jews,
in Hebrew and French, 6 vols., 1861-63; and from

toire

See Articles of Faith.

used in the A. \. as the equivalent of

ix. 7;

;

,

=

stances, helminths; while

yinn

h]}

pIK*

[" '-''ose that

;

;

1870 an almanac,

"

Annuaire Parisien."
J.

s.

CREIZENACH, MICHAEL

:

W.

German educa-

and theologian born in ]\[ayence May 16, 1789;
died in Frankfort-on-the-Main Aug. 5, 1842. Creizenach is one of the most typical representatives
of the era of transition,
following the epoch of
tor

;

whose
aim was the regeneration of Judaism
by tlie methods of Tal-

Mendelssohn,
chief

mudic

dialecticism,

which, as they imagined, would win over
the Orthodox and yet
achieve the necessary
Creizenach
progress.
was educated in the
traditional way, devoMlchael Creizenach.
ting his whole time to
Talniudic studies; and he was sixteen years old
when lie began to acquire the elements of secThis was during the French ocular knowledge.
cupation, wlicn a liberal spirit, greeted enthusiastically by both Jews and Christians, permeated the society of the ancient center of Catholic
Germany, lie studied mathematics with great zeal.
and wrote text-books of the science. Through his
influence a Jewish school was founded in Mayence,
whosft prinri])al lu; was, at the same time giving
private instruction.

He was

a very popular teacher,
his pupils.
appointed teaelier at the

and counted many Christians among

In 1H25 Crei/enarh was
Philaiithropin in Frankfort, where he found in

I.

M.

Jost an entliusiastic coworker in pedagogic and
reform endeavors. He held services regularly In
the hall of the school, and introduced confirma-
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Cremation

His Hteniry works wore nlso devoted
tion exei\>ist»s.
to the !ulviH-!uy of Reform on tlu- basis of rabbiiiiciil
Judaism. Witli this object he wrote his " Shulhan
'Aruk." ill which ho essayed to prove that the Talmud as a wliole was untenable, but that a eompromiso with luiKlern iileas could be etleeted in the
same dinU'ctical way iu which the Kabbis had harmoni/inl the Law with the exiirencies of their time.
Ill the later parts of his work, however, he abandoned this view advocating a return to pure Mosaism. which a your after his death was more distinctly
proclaimed as the program of the Frankfort Keformverein. at the head of which was his son TheIn spite of his Reform tendencies, Creizenach
odor.
was deeply interested in Hebrew literature, especially in Hebrew fiction, and during the last two years
of his life edited with his friend Jost the Hebrew
periixiical "Zion."
Creizenach's works are: "Versuch ttber die Pa;
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published Goethe's correspondence with Madame
von Willemor, under the title "Der Briefwechsel

Zwischen Goethe und Marianne von Willeuier, " 2d
In conjunction with O. Jager

ed., Stuttgart, 1878.

he took charge of the new edition of Schlosser's
" Weltgeschichte," 1H70 etseq.; and iu conjunction
with Otto Mliller edited a weekly publication, " Das
Frankfurter Museum."
BniLiooRAriiY: Adolpli Kohut, Bei^hmte Israelitische Mdnncr v.nd Fratien, xl. 383, Leipsic, 1901; Meyers Konvei'sa^
tUms-Lexihon.

B. B.

8.

CREMATION.— Biblical

Data:

The

act of

burning the dead. Cremation was not the prevailing
custom among the ancient Hebrews, as it was among
other contemporary nations (see J. Grimm, " Kleiue
Schriften," ii. 226).
It was, however, not unknown
The Pen^
to them, and was occasionally practised.
tateuch prescribes burning as the punishment in

rallellentheorie,'"Mayence, 1823;"Lehrbuch derDarstellenden Geometrie." ib. 1822; "Geist der PharisaIschen Lehre," a monthly, ib. 1823-24; "Heshbon

certain cases of unchastity (Lev. xx. 14, xxi. 9;
Gen. xxxviii. 24). In Josh. vii. 15, 25, and perhaps

ha-Xefesh, oder Selbstpriifung des Israeliten Wahrend der Busstage," Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1838;
"Hinnuk li-Bene Mizwah, oder Stunden der Weihe
fi\r Israelitische Confirmanden," ib. 1841 Ibn Ezra's
" Yesod Mora " (edited with a German translation),
"32 Thesen (Iber den Talmud," z6. 1831;
ib. 1840;
" Lehrbuch der Technischen Geometrie, " ib. 1828
"Lehrbuch der Algebra," Stuttgart and Leipsic,
1835. His chief work, mentioned above, is " Shulhan
'Aruk, oder Encyklopadische Darstellung des Mosaischen Gesetzes, " etc. in 4 vols. (1) " Thariag, oder
Inbegriff der Mosaischen Vorschriften nach Talmudischer Interpretation, "z6. 1833; (2) "Shuratha-Din,
Anweisungzur Regulirung des Israelitisch-ReligiOsen Lebens," etc., ib. 1837; (3) "Hizzuk ha-Torah,
oder die Dringlich Gewordene Befestigung der Mosaischen Lehre," etc., ib. 1839; (4) "Dorshe ha-Dorot,
Oder Entwickelungslehre des Mosaischen Ritualge-

of the corpse

;

,

setzes," etc.,

ib.

:

1840.

BiBLiOGRAPHT: I. M. Jost. Michoel Creizenach, In Isldor
Buscb. Kcdender und Jahrbuch filr Israeliten auf das
Jahr 560U, Vienna, 1843 idem, Neuere Oesch. der Isr.
;

P

CREIZENACH, THEODOR:
and historian of

D.

German poet

literature; son of Michael Creizenach; born April 17, 1818, in Mayence; died Dec.
6.
1877,
at Frankfort-on-the-Main.
He studied
classical antiquities in Giessen, GOttingen, and
Heidelberg, and then lived for several years at Paris
as tutor in the house of Aaron Anselm Rothschild.
Upon his return from Paris in 1842 Creizenach became teacher in the Jewish Philanthropin at Frankfort-on-the-Main. and was one of the principal
founders of the Frankfort Jewish Reform verein; in
1854, however, he abandoned the faith of his fathers
and embraced Christianity. Creizenach was made
teacher of the Frankfort municipal high school in
1859, and appointed professor of history and literature at the Frankfort gymnasium in 1863.
In the literary world he attracted attention by
such poetical productions as "Dichtungen," Frankfort. 1839; and "Gedichte," Frankfort, 1848; 2ded..
1851.
Being familiar with the personality and life
of Goethe in his relations to Frankfort, he edited and

I

Kings

xiii.

2,
is

and II Kings xxiii. 20, the burning
added to the death penalty. From

this it may be concluded that the burning
human body was looked upon with horror.

of the
In exceptional circumstances for instance, in the case of
an epidemic cremation may have been resorted to.

—

—

This at least is inferred from Amos vi. 10. From
the unusual word there employed PjIDD, held to be
a dialectic variant for CjIB^, man}"^ have concluded
that in Amos' time cremation was far from being re-

pugnant to the feelings of the people, and the care
that the body should be properly burned became a
sacred duty, devolving upon the nearest of kin in
the passage quoted, upon the uncle or the mother's
brother, who therefore was designated as the e]"iDD
(see Kimlji's Com. ad loc. ,&ndMs D'KnKTI 'D, ^v.

—

cinDO).

However, the evidence in support of this contenis very weak, C|")DD probably meaning the maternal uncle without reference to an assumed obligation
tion

to direct the process of infcinerating the bodies of his

Amos vi. 10 does not necessarily imply
that the " bones of the dead " about to be removed
from the house were burned. In a Karaite document by Jephet ben Ali (Felsenthal, in Kohut
kinsfolk.

Memorial Volume, pp. 133 et seg.), PjiDD occurs as
"maternal uncle." Ibn Ezra, ad loc, quotes Ibn
Kuraish as authority for the meaning "maternal
uncle," saying that it is unsupported; Abual-Walid,
in "Kitab al-Usul." ed. Neubauer, p. 494, mentions
this meaning.
The passage in Jer. xxxiv. 5 has
nothing to do with cremation. A. V. renders it "so
shall they burn odors for thee," a rendering accepted
by Graf (" Der Prophet Jeremias," Leipsic, 1862) and
Giesebrecht ("Der Prophet Jeremiah," in"Kurz.
Hand-Comment, zum A. T." G&ttingen, 1894). Nor
can I Sam. xxxi. 12 be interpreted to imply that
the corpses of kings were cremated, and that this
constituted one of the royal prerogatives.
It is far
more likely that in order to guard the bodies from
insult on the part of the Philistines, the inhabitants

of Jabesh-gilead burned them,

and for

this received

praise.

To the author of Chronicles the cremation of royal
remains appeared so offensive that he changed it

|

He states
into a regular burial (I Chron. x. 12).
the occurrences as follows: "And L^liej'] laid him
[King Asa] in the bed which was filled with sweet
odors and divers kinds of spices prepared by the
apothecaries' art and they made a very great burn;

ing for him

" (II

Chron. xvi.

made no burning

for

"And

14).

his people

him [King Jehoram]

like the

burning of his fathers" (II Chron, xxi. 19).
The custom of making " a very great burning " at
the funeral of great men continued for several cenThe Talmud ('Ab. Zarah 11a) records that
turies.
at the funeral of liabban Gamaliel the Elder {c. 117
c.E.) Aquilas, the proselyte, made "a very great
burning."

In Talmudic Literature
made of cremation in Talmudical

No

mention is
Both
Oh. ii. 2, where the question is discussed whether
the ashes of those who were burned are to be considered clean or unclean, and Niddah 27b, where a
similar question is raised in regard to a burned corpse,
the skeleton of which has been preserved, refer to
:

s.t. }"'JniJ1,

and

literature.

The Tosafot Ta'an.

cases of accidental burning.
15b,

16a, s.v. "ISN, are of the opinion

that the ashes strewn on the reading-desk and on the
heads of all that attended the service on fast-days

were those of burned human bones. But n^pD "iDK
does not signify the ashes of burned bodies, but the
ashes of the hearth.
Nor does the Talmud contain
any suggestion that cremation was once practised
by the ancient Hebrews.
E.

Creizenach
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(1.

M.

II.

In Modern Times

:

Sc.

The question whether,

from the point of view of Jewish law, cremation

may

be allowed, has been extensively discussed in
times.
It is generally agreed that there is
no express law to be found in the Bible demanding
the burial of the human body and though the Shultan 'Aruk (Yoreh De'ah, 362) contains the statement
" Burial in the earth is a positive command," a position assumed also by Maimonides ("Sefer ha-Mizwot," p. 261), this command is merely deduced from
1J13pn "lUp ("Thou Shalt surely bury him") in
Deuteronotiiy (xxi. 23; compare Sanh. 46b).
It
seems uncertain whctiicr it was ever a custom in
early times to burn tiie bodies of kings and nobles.
Referring to such a burning, the Mishnah ('Ab.
Zarah i. 3) says, " Every death which is accompanied by burning is looked upon as idolatry " and

modem

;

;

the fact that Saul's body was burned (I Sam. xxxi.
12) is said to huvf- been the chuhc; of the three years'

hunger at the time of David (Yeb. 7Hb; Hashi to II
Sam. xxi. 1). Funeral pyres of costly clothes and
other articles, to whieii reference

is

made

(Tosef.,

Zufkermand)!, llli, 3, and parallels) in the case
of Rabban Gamaliel the Elder, were also not unknown in HaHiTioncan fimes (Josephus, " Ant." xv.
According to the Shulhan 'Aruk (34H, 1)
3, t^ 4).
cd.

Cremation

cremation. In proof of this the following citation
has been adduced from Midr. Wayasha' (Jellinek,
"Bet ha-Midrash," i. 37): "Isaac begged his father
on Mount Moriah
Burn me completely, and bring
'

:

my

ashes to my mother that she place them in an
urn in her own room, and that whenever she enters
the room she may remember me with tears. " The
same idea is referred to in a number of liturgical
'

It is further asserted that

pieces.

can not be construed as opposed

mi3P njTD^

^^T)

some other form
simply means that

to

of disposing of the dead, since it
a Jew should be careful so to dispose of the dead as
to bring the body as quickly as possible into contact
with mother earth. Many authorities went so far
as to permit calcium to be strewn over the body in
the grave, in order to hasten the process of decomposition (Solomon b. Adret, Responsum No. 369;
Moses Isserles to Yoreh De'ah, 363, 2). This custom became general among the Portuguese Jews.
On dogmatic grounds, it is further asserted, no opposition can be entertained against cremation (Maimonides, "Yad," Teshubah, viii. 2, 3); and Joseph
Albo ("'Ikkarim," iv. 30) criticizes Abraham ibn
Daud and Nahmanides for opposing the practise.
Some Italian cabalists were opposed to cremation
on the ground that according to their system the soul
was supposed to go from the house of the deceased
to the grave and back again during the seven days
following death " II Vessillo Israelitico, "xxx. 105).
Orthodox Jewish authorities have as a rule opposed cremation on the ground that it is not in consonance with the spirit and traditions of Judaism.
The Italian rabbinate made a declara-

Recent

tion in this sense

Declara-

(i6. xxiii. 12).

Zadok

Kahn, grand rabbi of France, has de-

tions.

cided that in the case of cremation the
religious ceremony should precede incineration that the rabbi should then retire and not
be present during the act of cremation; and that the
" Hashkabah " should be recited at the home.
Herman Adler, chief rabbi of Great Britain, considers
cremation a violation of Jewish law and custom;
but he permits the " Lewayah " at the burying of
The late haham of
the remains (tb. xliii. 394).
the Portuguese community in London, B. Artom,
preached Nov. 7, 1874, a sermon on cremation, in
which he asserted that it was opposed to the spirit
and history of Judaism ("Jewish World," June 15,
1874; coni"pare "II Vessillo," xxiv. 294, 327).
This
position was also maintained by J. llildesheimer in
;

Kohen in Inowrazlaw, and others. But
IJerlin,
Moses I.srael Tedeschi, rabbi of Triest, published a
responsum in IKrtO in which lie iioti only tried to
prove tiiat cremation was not opposed to the spirit
of Judaism, but asked that at his death his own
body should be disposed of in this way (" Monatsschrift," 1890, pp. 149, 153).

In

IK95 the rabbis of

WHrttemberg declared cremation contrary

this is expressly forbidtlen in the case of ordinary
jifople.
Yf)ni-Tf)b Liprnanii Ilillcr even tries to
provf^ that the ca.scs of burning incntionr-d in tiie

to Jewish
law because that law, with rare exce|>tions, forbids
UH to mutilate a corp.se (see "Rev. Et. Juives,"

Bible arc to be explained as "embalming." by means
of whirh all b\it thr; bones was destroyed (Tosafot

xxxii. 276).
One of the foremost advocates of cremation

to I'csahiui, iv.

Wiener of Opjxln, who not only contributed articles to the " Flamme," but also became a

U).

(Jn the other hand, it has been as.serted by some
authorities that burial is nifrcly a rustoni(" minhag"),
and that no serious objection can be brought against

Hal)l)i

was

A.

member of

the Gesellschaft fl\r PVuerbestaltung.
la
1892 the Central Conference of American liabbis re-
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Cre'mieu
Cr^xnleu]

BoUvii "that in onsr \v»' sliouKl be invited toolHciiite
as iniuistirs ot nligimi at the ireiimtiou of n departed eoreligionist. we ought not li> refuse ou tlie
plea timl cremation is anti-Jewish or irreligious"

("Year liook,"

l^U'.*.

p. 43).

BiBiioiiRAPiiY: KOiht-nint'lstcr. Die TodtoibcMattinigen ilrr
liittrl mi.l ilk- Fiuirltcstnttumi Sluitirnrt. IWH: IVrles, Die
LfUlituvtrlirtiuiHim in i/fii ,l(f</i liilithrrsioiuii. In Mi<niUi^nchri't,

xvlil.

Td:

lic(iliiHiicl(H>ii<l'f

Huiiit)Uipt'r.

W .sf<;.;

''<•'<

A. Wi'issiiiimn,
//(i-/{nAtr(>r. ISTT. II.. lil.; Kl Eihta'-'2"i -c-<r ""a-"
cnforr, xxtl. i:St. ?.^': .'/ fix-^i/f-i Israel it ki>. x.x.x. 10.'>, xlill.
4l«; KHliiniT. ill JlhtiMliei Lit(en}tuihhiti.l87'.K]\M: l^Ni.
Lv:t': 1N>^7. lip. l-T if .•«•'/.: /)i( .V>»/«r)i<' Reform U)iil die
Tixtten Vtriireiuiuini. In Isnu'lit, ISST, p. MM; Stf'^ssel, In
AUu. Zeit. d€» Juil. 1«U. No8. S.*, ;B Wiener. I'/i. No. A^and
In DiV F/«J)ii;)i«-. 1N«, No. 19; Israel. }yi>cheiischrift, lH8(i,
18t*7: Elijah Benamozetfh. Va'atieU tie-Esli, Leprbom, 1866;
M. Klotz. In BUH'h's WocheiischrifU llWl. Nc. 25. p. 4~'3.

JiuUnthnins,

III.,

SuppU'inent,

III. ;>»<

S.

^Mn

;

G.

A.

CR^MIEU: Town

in the ancient province of
early as the fifteenth cen-

As
Dauphiiie. France.
tury it had an important Jewish community. Raoul
de Gaucourt. governor of Dauphiue, renewed in
1441 the privilegesof the Jews of that town for seven
years in consideration of the sum of fifty florins,
which the Jews Moses Dandeli of Cremieu and
Aguinet Solomon of St. Symphorien were to collect
from their coreligionists. The Jews of Cremieu refused to pay the sum, and emigrated in large numThe dauphin Louis recalled them in 1449, and
bers.
promised them that if they would reopen their banking-houses he would exact of them in future only
one ounce of fine silver, instead of the half-mark
that they had formerly been taxed.
Bibliography Prudhomme, Les Juifs en Dauphiue, p. 64.
S. K.
G.
:

CR^IMIEU-FOA,

ANDRE

:

An

officer in the

French cavalry; born in Paris Jan. 20, 1857; died
Creat Porto Novo, North Africa, Nov., 1893.
mieu-Foa early embraced the military career. The
"Libre Parole, "the organ of the anti-Semitic party,
published in 1892 a series of articles on the preponderance of the Jewish element in the French army.
Captain Cremieu-Foa, then garrisoned at Meaux,
challenged the editor-in-chief of the " Libre Parole,"
Edouard Drumont, to a duel, and inflicted upon him
a slight wound. Thereupon, the signer of the articles, M. de Lamase, challenged Cremieu-Foa, alleging that the latter should have applied to him for
satisfaction.

After the encounter between Creraieu-Foa and M.
de Lamase, in whicli four bullets were exchanged
without either of the principals being hit (June,
1892). Armand Mayer, one of the seconds of the Jewish officer, a comrade and coreligionist, was taken
to task on the spot by the Marquis de Mores, one of
the seconds of M. de Lamase, the marquis charging
Mayer unjustly with having divulged the contents
of the proc^s-verbal which had been drawn up at
the conclusion of the first encounter, and wliich
should have been kept secret. In the subsequent duel
between ilayer and Mortis, the former was killed.
Crushed by this fatal issue, and exposed to still
more violent insults on the part of the anti-Semitic
press, Cremieu-Foa was about to issue more challenges when M. de Freycinet, then minister of war,
ordered him to Tunis to organize one of the two
squadrons of Sudanese spahis destined for Daho-
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mey, We.st Africa, wliich place was then \n revolt
In the ensuing
against the French protectorate.
expedition under the command of Colonel Dodds,
CremieuFou distinguished himself in several combats previous to the taking of Abomey, so that he
was mentioned for bravery in the order of the day,
and received in the presence of the troops the congratulations of the commander-in-chief.
He died
at Porto Novo, Nov., 1892, partly in consequence of
a wound sustained while reconnoitering, and partly
owing to an attack of tropical fever.
BiBLiOGRAPHv

:

Emest Cr^mleu-Foa,

La Campaane

semitiquc, Paris, ISOi; Dr. Jean Bayol, In
18, 1892;

Arch.

AnttNov.

Le Jouimal,

Isr. 1893.

E. A.

8.

CREMIEUX (COLONY). See Agkiculturai,
COLONIKS IN THE UnITKI) StATES.
CREMIEUX, GASTON French socialist and
writer; born at Nimes June 22, 1836; died at MarHe entered upon an active
seilles Dec. 1, 1871.
career as attorney and counselor at law at Aix la
1856, after having taken all the honors at the lyceum
of Nimes; but after two years spent in a fruitless
:

a remunerative practise, he returned to his native town, where his generosity in
dealings with impecunious clients soon procured him
the honorable appellation of " Avocat des Pauvres."
In the spring of 1862 Cremieux was admitted to
the Marseilles bar, and then and there started upon
an aggressive political and journalistic campaign
effort to acquire

against Napoleon III. and the centralizing and reacCremieux 's auditionary tendencies of his regime.
ences consisted largely of working men, to whom
he preached the most advanced political and economic theories of international socialism. The
International Working Men's Association, established in London in 1864, found in him a tireless
worker. As a participant in an insurrection against
the local authorities (Aug. 8, 1870), Cremieux was
arrested and condemned to six months' imprisonment; but he was subsequently freed by the revolution of Sept. 4, and was made procurator of the
His handsome, youthful exrepublic at Marseilles.
terior and the broad philanthropic range of his ideas
made him one of the most conspicuous figures in the
public life of southern France.
At the outbreak of the Paris Commune, Cremieux
declared himself for the rebellious Parisians and
against Thiers and the Versailles government. On
March 23 the insurrection in favor of communal
home rule took the department of Bouches-du-Rhone
by storm; and Cremieux was elected president of
a provisory departmental administration. Radical
though he was, he was firmly opposed to extreme
measures involving useless bloodshed and he thus
incurred the displeasure of his fellow revolutionists.
On the twenty-eighth of the same month the department was put under a state of siege; and the Commune of Marseilles took a desperate step in arresting
and threatening the lives of a number of prominent
upholders of the reactionary government. On Aprli
4 the central government at Versailles sent Qen.
Espivent de la Villeboisnet against the rebellious
town, enjoining him to resort to the most energetic
measures. By a heavy bombardment of the prefecture, the seat of the self-styled communal gov;

Cremieu
Cr^mieuz
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ernment, the commander of the Versailles troops
compelled the insurrectionary leaders to surrender.
A few days previous to the overthrow of the

Commune at Marseilles, Cremieux had imperiled his
own life by protecting the lives of the imprisoned

Friedrich Schiller, for the French stage. In collaboration with his brother Emile, he turned the sonorous masterpiece of the German poet into a spectacular tragedy of the " Hernani " type, in five acts and
eight tableaux, full of stirring allusions to contem-

mality of law, the court having decided beforehand

poraneous events. The emperor, solicitous to bestow
patronage upon those who had been daring
enough to give him support in the risky affair of
Dec. 2, rewarded Cremieux in 1852 with a clerkship in the Ministry of State and this appointment,

upon capital punishment for all prominent offenders.
Within a few minutes sentence of death was passed
on Cremieux in spite of strenuous efforts on the part

practically a sinecure, together w^ith his first dramatic success, enabled him to enter upon a literary
career and to exploit the financial possibilities of the

friends of Thiers.

The

victors established a martial

whose sentences sent many hundreds to
death or exile. Cremieux was arrested and courtmartialed June 28, 1871. The trial was a mere fortribunal,

of friends,

who

testified to the

extraordinary clem-

ency and moderation of the defendant in his dealings with disarmed enemies. He received the verdict with perfect composure, and afterward met his
death unflinchingly. Cremieux left a widow and
four children, one child having died during his
imprisonment in Aug., 1870.
Bibliography:

La Grande

HistfHre de la Commune,
don, Dec. 2, 1871.

Encydopt'dic,

etc., Paris,

1878;

xiil.;

Lissagaray,

The Times, LonJ.

s.

political

;

Parisian stage of the second empire.
In spite of the never-wearying readiness of his pen,
Cremieux could not hope to reap the whole harvest
During his whole
of success without assistance.
career as a dramatic author he was perpetually collaborating with one or another, following therein
the example set by the most popular and prolific
French dramatists of his age. With Leon Battu
he produced the melodramatic "Elodie, ou le Forwith Taine the younger, " La
fait Nocturne " (1852)
Demoiselle en Loterie " with Dennery, " Germaine,"
a dramatization of Edmond About's romance; with
Woestyn and Bourget, " La Voie Sacree, ou les Etapes
de la Gloire " with the Cogniard brothers, the fairy
Ludovic Halevy,
piece "Le Pied de Mouton."
Philippe Gille, Henri Bocage, and Ernest Blum are
only a few of his other collaborators. He also
wrote librettos for Leo Delibes, Herve, and Offenbach.
Cremieux 's plays, written to suit the demand of
the day and passing into oblivion with it, were produced at the Odeon, the Bouflfes-Parisiens, the VariHe tried his hand at
etes, and the Thefitre Lyrique.
every conceivable style of production in the dramatic category opera, proverb, tragedy, melodrama,
comedy, vaudeville, etc. Larousse, without claim
to completeness, gives a list of thirty-five of his
plays. But the only one which has retained its popu;

Fu.

;

CBEMIEUX, HANANEEL

French Hebraist
and judge; born 1800; died 1878; son of Mordecai
Cremieux.
He was a Talmudic scholar, and was
teacher of Hebrew to the Jewish children of Aix,
:

besides often officiating in the capacity of shohet,
mohel, and hazzan. In 1821 Cremieux entered upon
what proved to be a successful business career, and
later officiated for seventeen years as judge in the

commerce of Aix, Provence. In this
capacity he was instrumental in securing the passage of the bankruptcy law which gave the assignee
the right to institute legal proceedings against a
corporation, the stockholders of which did not pay
the amount of their shares, either in full or in part.
Cremieux was one of the founders of tlie "Archives
Israelites," and contributed to its columns, often
anonymously. He was also a member of the contribunal of

sistory of Marseilles.

BiBLiooRApnY: Archives

Israilitea, 1842, pp. 138.140; 1878,

pp. 140-142.

A. R.

8.

CREMIEUX,

HECTOR

JONATHAN

:

French dramatist; born at Paris Nov. 10, 1828; died
there in 1892; of the same family as Isaac Adolphe
Cremieux. After a preparatory course of studies
at the Lycee Bourbon he attended the Paris law
In common with the majority of his
school.
fellow-students, he took an active part in the
overthrf)W of tin; Orlcanistic dynasty, and participated in the turbulent politics of the second reDuring the revolution of Feb.. 1848, he
public.
secured a commission as lieutenant of the Oarde
Though only twenty years of ago. lie careMobile.
fully avoided committing liimself to any extreme
policy, and assumed a temjiorizing attitude, which
he only abandonerl shortly before the coup d'etat of
1851. to attach himself to the administrative force of
the usurper.
The revolutionary excitement of 1848 and the role
played by Napoleon III. subsequent to the revolution, suggested to Oemieux the idea of adapting
the history of Lodovico Fiesco, from the German of

;

:

larity is his libretto to Jacques Offenbach's "Orphee
aux Enfers," a masterpiece of brilliant equivocation
and mocking "blague " which has made the round of
the stage of all countries and still firmly holds its
position in the modern theatrical repertory. His collaboration with Offenbach brought him once more

prominently before the eyes of his imperial master,
who in 1864 made him Knight of the Legion of
Honor. His extraordinary diligence and his favor
with the public survived the empire and the (Irst
and second decades of the third republic. Cremieux

committed

suicide.

ninr.iooRAriiv: ljirou*«', Dlrtlonnain-.
WcllH,

(IcMh.

xvl.

and Supplement

Thr Modern
dr.r

H.

i<Vfnc/i I>rama, Hoston, 181X5; Arends,
FranzOsitichcn BUhncnllteratur, Lelpslc, 1886.
J. Fu.

CREMIEUX, ISAAC ADOLPHE:

French

at Niiiics April 22. 1796; died in
He was educated at the Lycee
Paris Feb. 9, 1880.
Imperial, where he and a cousin were the only .Tew-

stalesiiiaii;

l)itrii

Cremieux was at that time an ardent
ish students.
admirer of Napoleon I., and it was he who, at
the head of a deputation of the pupils of the Lycee,
addressed the emperor in the court of the TuiFor many years he remained faithful to
leries.
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OrCmieux

idol of his youth, and wns thf adviser and
friend of the proscribed Hoimpartes.
C"ren\ieux was admitted to tlie bar at Nlnies ou

this

his

attainiuji

As
Advocate,

majority (1817\ and soon became
He was a brilliant orator
famous.
and a skilful advocate; combining
eloquence with a wiiic knowledge of
the law, rare powers of assimilation,

cl«»rness. irony,

and the faculty of inspiring others

Many of the most
with his own enthusiasm.
important cases in the south of France were soon
entrusted to him. the most famous being that of the
notorious rovalist bandit Trestaillou, whose conviction he obtained.
Tins case made
C re ie u x s

m
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mieux took an important part

in securing the acquitUd, through Mehemet-Ali, of the Jewish victims
of the famous Damascus ritual murder
Parcase (see D.xm.vscus Affaiu).
His
ticipated return from the Orient was a series
of triumphs, the Jews of Vienna being
in the
Damascus foremost in their demonstrations of
Affair.
gratitude.
He was also received by
Prince Metternich, the then chancellor
of the Austrian emi)irc.
In 1842 the leailers of the opposition asked Cremieux to present himself for election in the arrondissemeut of Chinon, to supplant Piscatory, the

deputy from Indre
et Loire.
After
a hard struggle
he was elected,
and during the
last
years
of
ministerial

'

name

as familiar
in Paris as it
was in the de-

partment of the

Oard the young

Louis

lawyer

ippe's reign he

:

entered

into

relations

with

all

achieved

the Liberals of Paris,
and he thenceforth passed his
3-early vacations
in that city.

patriotism

shown

liant

He was

"De

was

interested

was

fender

la

upon
ac-

cused of having

sung the hymn

iens
appeared
and on one occasion they were
accompanied by
Rossini, Meyerbeer, and Auber.
Cremieux
was
one of the most

the Revolution. In spite of
the
president's
opposition,
he
dared to praise

of

it,

and

the

poem in

aphra.se,

the

recited
to

par-

Amour

de

orators
the " Campagne des Banquets,"
which
brilliant

let

jurymen

of

pass judgment
upon it. At the
famous
verse
"

and

statesmen,
but
also the patron
of all artists. At
his reunions the
most celebrated
singers of the
Opera and of the
Theatre des Ital-

to defend three

young men

deof jour-

nalists

when he

called

dis-

His

Marseillaise"
(1819),

not only

an able and

famous case
called

bril-

successes,

both as a lawyer
and as a speaker.

the

in

Phil-

Isaac AUolphe Cr(imleux.
(After the paintiug by CouDt du Houy.)

sacre

the jurymen liad risen, and the
were acquitted.
After the revolution
of 1h:jO Cremieux removed from Nimes to Paris,
•where he bought Odillon Barrot's practise at the
Court of Cassation.
This he retained for nearly
seven years, and then resumed his private practise,
ranking with the leading lawyers of Paris.
Cremieux was successful in obtaining the abolila patrie.'" all

accus<-d

tion of the humiliating oath known as the "More.Judaico," which everj' Jew had been forced to take on
coming into court and this made Cremieux the leader
of his coreligionists, whose social status and interests
he protected during his entire career. In 1840 Cre;

brought

about

the revolution of
Feb. 24, 1848; and his election as a member of
the provisional government was due in a great
measure to this fact. As minister of
As
justice he was instrumental in abolMinister of isliing capital punishment for politiJustice.
cal offenses, the exposure of the condemned to public curiosity, and the
But the republic, of which he was
poHtical oath.
so proud to have been one of the founders, came to
an abrupt end.
Cremieux has often been blamed, and he doubtless
blamed himself, for advocating Louis Napoleon's
candidacy as president.
He believed, however, in

Creiuoua

the siiK-ority of the prince's expressions of republican seutiments, jiuil cherisheil tlio illusion tliiit a
nephew of Niipoleon would sustain the republic in

France, ami redeem the "eighteenth of Brunmire."
Moreover he was strongly prejudiced against General Cavaignac. who. after having refused, on tlic
prvtcNtof ill health, the portfolio of minister of war,
offered to him by the provisional government, suddenly became well enough to be the chief executive.
Cremieux's illusions concerning the policy of
Louis Napt>leon soon vanished. Under date of Dec.
15. 18-ki, he addressed a letter to the newly elected
prince, in which he exhorted him to be a "standard
for reconciliation and not of disillusionment," and to
remain true to his republican principles. He never
saw Napoleon again. On leaving the
prisons of Mazas and Viucennes, to
Open

Letter to

Louis
Napoleon,

which the coup d'etat of his former
friend had brought him, he retired
from active politics and went back to

his law practise, defending throughout
France the newspapers that were persecuted, and

the interests of all the proscribed republicans,

among

them Louis Blanc, Challemel-Lacour, Ledru Rollin,
Pierre Leroux, and many others.
To enumerate Cremieux's many and important
Among his clients were
cases would be impossible.
He journeyed
the sultan and the viceroy of Egypt.
to Bucharest in the interests of the Alliance
Israelite Universelle, of which he had been
one of the founders and of which he had become the
Finally, in 1869, he had to give
president in 1863.
to the voters of Paris, and, in spite of his seventy-three years, was compelled to take his seat in
the Palais-Bourbon, to help overthrow the empire
and again save his beloved France. But this time
The incapacity of the
the task was impossible.
Gamleaders and Bazaine's treason lost the army.
bet ta himself, formerly Cremieux's secretary and
now his colleague in the Government of National
Defense, could not create a new army or capable
The five months of terrible anxiety, folgenerals.
lowed by the inglorious peace, prostrated Cremieux.
He offered a part of his wealth to help pay the

way

millions
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Cr^mieux

demanded by the Germans, but Thiers

would not listen to the plan of a national subscription.
Cremieux was made a life senator. He gave
50.000 francs in aid of the victims of the flood at
Toulouse, urged by the same sentiments that, in
1860. had led him to address the following appeal
to his coreligionists in behalf of the Christians of

brethren In England, CJorniany, Ui'lgium. Holland, andull Europe; in the countrlos that rocopnizo them n.s (.•Itizcns, niui In
Yon, also, Jews of
tlioso that still refuse ttieni this noble title.
the AmerU-an coutitries where lellglous lH)erty is triunipliant,
you will help the Calholies of Asia, who are so cruelly oppressed
by superstition. Let the rich Jew bring his large olTering, and
But a still greater thought shall
tlie poor Jew his pious obolus.
Who knows? Perhaps tiod, wlio
rise from this tlrst impulse.
rules over all. has pemiltled these catastrophes in order to give
a solemn oecuslon to all the cults to aid one another, for mutual
defense against the furious hatreds, the daughters of superstition and barbarity. A permanent oommitiee in every country,
with eyes open for all the victims of fanaticism, without distinction of religion, nuist be created and supported. The niisfortuues that fall at this moment upon so many innocent victims
orouse the sympathy of all. They suggest the thought of a future protection against this scourge, which our century repudi-

horror— religious persecution."

ates with

life is a proof of the nobility of
In 1832 he heard that his fatlier, on
leaving the prison in 1796, liad found his business
destroyed, and had been compelled to compromise
with his creditors. Cremieux did not
rest until he had found all these credHis
Character. itors or their lieirs; and he returned
to thern not only the principal, which,

Cremieux's entire

his character.

most of them had forgotten, but also the accumuThereupon he
lated interest for thirty-six years.
sought and easily obtained the rehabilitation of his
He never sacrificed any of his confather's name.
victions to his personal interests, and did not hesitate
to antagonize the powerful influence of the Rothschilds in advocating, in the Chamber of Deputies,
the acquisition of the railroads by the government.
Always ready to aid his coreligionists, Cremieux
never forgave them a mean action. Thus, he refused
to aid Deutz, the despicable accuser of the Duchess

On
of Berry, who appealed to him as being a Jew.
Jan. 30, 1880, Cremieux lost his wife, who, since
1824, had been his constant companion and helper.
Both had frequently said that neither could live
without the other, and Cremieux's death occurred
ten days after that of his wife.
Bibliography La Grande Encyclopedie Meyers Konver-

" Tbe Christiana of the East are subjected to the most horrible
persecution. Tortures, rape, assassination, pillage, burning,
the murder of women, children, and old peoMemorable pie, even mutilation of corpses—such is the
Pro-Chris- picture presented by the whole region of the

tian Appeal. Lebanon.

misery and famine

Blood is shed
are spreading among a dense population,
fanaticism is destroying In a war even
against the intention and forces of the Turkish government, and
whfise sole crime is that they worship the Christ. French Jews,
let us be the first to come to the aid of our Christian brothers ;
let us not await the results of diplomacy, which Is always so
slow and which will regulate the future let us alleviate present
needs. Let a large subscription be begun to-day in Pari.s and
Do not let us
let a Jewish committee be organized to-morrow.
lose one day. one hour ; let the signal for abundant relief be
given In the midst of this Jewish assembly, gathered in this
capital of'cinilzatlon. This signal will be answered by our
;

whom Mohammedan

;

;

Brockhaus, Konversations-Lexikon.
J.

8.

R-

CREMIEUX, MORDECAI BEN ABRA-

HAM:

Rabbi at Aix, Provence; born

tras in 1749

died

;

May

22, 1825.

at Carpen-

He was

the au-

Ma'amar Mordekai " (Treatise of Mordecai),
a commentary on the Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, in two parts, Leghorn, 1784.
thor of

"

Bibliography J. Mllhaud, in Archives TsTaiUtes, 1849, pp.
and 1840, p. 374 Nepi-Ghirondi, Toledot Gedole Yis11, 136
raeh p. 241 AUq. Zeit. des Jud. 1840, p. 411 A/ulai, Shem,
:

;

;

;

;

ha-Qedolim,

Lebanon

;

:

sations-Lexikon

II.

42; Stelnschneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 1657.

A. R.

8.

CRtlMIEUX

SOLOMON

or

CREMIEU, MOSES BEN

Scholar; born at Carpentras, France,
died May 4, 1837. He was a nephew and
son-in-law of Mordecai Cremieux. In 1790 he removed to Aix, in Provence. Here he established a
Hebrew printing-office, from which he issued (1829:

in 1766;

1835) a coiTccted edition of the prayer-book used in
the four French communities of Avignon, Carpentras, L'Isle. and Cavaillon, together with a commentary thereon, under the title "Ho'il Mosheh

Be'er

"

(Moses Began to Explain).

He also published

(1833-36, notes on Ibn Ezra's commentaries on Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, the Five Scrolls, Proverbs,

and Job.

The former work

value than the

is

of greater intrinsic

latter.

H. Cr^mieux, in Arch. Isr.
Gallia Judaica, p. 263.
L. G.
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CREMONA

:

i.

372, 418

:

Gross,

A. R.

Italian city in the plain of

Lom-

The
capital of the province of Cremona.
beginnings of the Jewish community in this city

bardy

;

appear to date back to the middle of the twelfth
century, but the first authentic notice is of the year
1420, when the decurions of the city renewed some
They lived in the Via
earlier privileges of the Jews.
Giudecca (now Via Zuecca), where there was a large
synagogue, and in a few contiguous streets; and
they had a cemetery in the vicinity, designated
to-day as "S. Maria d"i Bethlem No. 2174." In 1456
Francesco Sforza took them under liis protection
because of their fidelity to the state. In 1466-68
they were so numerous that the citizens petitioned
Princess Bianca Maria Visconti not to admit any
more Jews. The treatment received by the Jews in
the territory of Milan was generally just. Their chief
occupations seem to have been in commerce, banking, and agriculture.
They fared ill, however, under Spanish rule. Charles V. permitted the preaching friars to excite the populace against the Jews;
but this permission was rescinded in 1541 by Guido
Ascanio Sforza, chamberlain of Pope Paul III.
The first considerable disturbance in the ghetto of
Cremona occurred when steps were taken to enforce
the bull of Pope Julius III. ordering all Talmudic
works to be burned (1553). It was in 1559 that the
inquisitor-general of the city ordered the Jews to
deliver to the Inquisition all their copies of the Talmud. Some of them obeyed; but deputies of the
various congregations protested in a memorial, and
the governor of Milan intervened in their favor.
The Inquisition, however, remained obdurate, and
the Dominicans came to its aid. One of these,
Hieronymus of Vercelli, was a vicar acting as assistant to the inquisitor-general of Cremona; the other,
Sixtus of Siena, was an apostate well known to the
Jews from liis previous fanatical preaching against
tliem in various parts of Italy.
As a result of their
agitations, a censorship commission was organized,
to which were appointed Vettoria Eliano, another
convert, and a Jew named Joshua dci Cantori.
Tlie
la.st-named had lived in a feud with Joseph Ottolenghi, a scholar who hud opened a school in Cremona, had edited many Hebrew works, and had
helped to make Cremona a center of Talmud learning.
Jo.shua was ready to avenge him.self on Ottolenghi and his friends by joining the Dominicans in
their denuiieiations, and the cornniis.sion gave a derision against the Talmud and rabbinical works.
The.se proceedings finally wore out the patience of
the governor; lie yiehled, gave orders that the Talmud should be burned, and orilered Spanish Sf)hli('r3
to aid in s<;arching Jewish liouscs and the piinting
establi.shnient for the proscribed works.
In April
or May, 1559, between 10,000 and 12.000 liooks were
publicly burned.
Seven years later, in 1566, Hebrew

books were again seized, but were immediately

re-

by the Senate. When Pius V. ordered the
Jews to wear the badge, and forbade the lending of
money on interest, Cardinal Borromeo extended the

stored

Cr^mieux
Cremona
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application of these measures to all the Jews of
Lombardy. In 1582 a Christian, having murdered a
Jew, was punished on complaint of the community;
whereupon the Christian citizens of Cremona sent
a deputation to Philip II. requesting the expulsion
of all Jews.
When the Bishop of Cremona was elevated to the papacy in 1590 as Gregory XIV., the
Jews were in danger of being plundered, and dared
not leave their houses for several days.
On receiving the deputation from the citizens of
Cremona, Philip II. ordered a census of the Jews,
and in 1593 their expulsion. But this order was
not carried into effect by Volasco, the governor
of Milan on the contrary, he lent his aid to Samuel
Coen of Alessandria when the latter offered to carry
a petition to Madrid. Coen succeeded in persuading
the king to withdraw the order. The inhabitants of
Cremona and Padua, however, oifered considerable
sums of money to Philip as an inducement to expel
the Jews, and, advised thereto by his
Expulsion confessor, he acceded to their wishes.
1597.
At the same time the Jews were accused of fraud in regard to the taxes,
and were thereby deprived of the protection of the
state.
When the order of expulsion arrived, in
1596, the Jews were unable to leave because of
the war in Lombardy between the French and the
Spaniards, and the governor permitted them to stay
new decree was then obtained from the
until 1597.
king, ordering an immediate expulsion, and Volasco
was forced to obey it. He tried to soften the lot of the
unfortunate Jews by advising a gradual emigration,
and by aiding and supporting them with money;
he also, hearing that the fugitives were being mo;

A

lested

and annoyed,

strictly forbade

any

ill

treatment

or plundering.
Only two families were allowed to
remain until the trial in connection with the taxes
was finished, and then, after a decision had been
given in their favor, these too left. The fugitives

went to Mantua, Modena.Monticelli, Reggio, Verona,
and Padua. No Jews have lived in Cremona since
that time.

In 1588 the community of Cremona numbered 456
persons and was well organized. It had supjwrted
in 1550 a Talmud Torah under the direction of R.
Joseph Ottling. There was also a club for study,
'•Bet El," the by laws of which, dated Nov. 26, 1583,
are still extant (" Ha-Asif," iii. 220). besides a charitable society, " Honcn Dal," wlio.se constitution dated
from 1591, wlicn the community was already threatened with danger. The reputation of the community
extended beyond its borders. The consent of the
rabliis of Cremona was obtained on the occasion of the
proceedings against Azariah dei Rossi's " Me'or 'Enayim " (see " Rev. Et. Juives," xxxiii. 86). The community was always ready to render aid to the persecuted, as in tlie case of tlie Maianos of Pe.saro (t6.
XX. 70); and when the coiinnunities of Italy .sent a
deputation to Rome to protest against the burning
of Hebrew books, that of Cremona was the leader

movement.
For many years there was a Hebrew printing establishment at Cremona, and when the publication
of certain works was interfered with in other i^laces,
Cremona shared with Mantua the work of compleFor example, the "Ziyyuni," one thouting them.
of the
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Redbkn (RaN), and, following in the
footsteps of both his ancestors and his teaclicr, he
became a Talnuulic authority and a philosopher of
great originality (JoPl, "Don Chasdai Creskas," p.
78, note 2, IJreslau. 1866), important in the history
of modern thought for his deep intlueuce on

sand copies of which h»id Ikhmi iu course of publicatiou Jiiul h(ul been burneii iUirin»r the Milnn troubles
In lajiG-lU hiuI
of I'kVJ. was brouirlil out in ir>GO.
irui.VOT Vinci'ii/.o C'oiiti published here in excellent
form sevenil important Hebrew works— the i^salnis
in ir>61, the Pentnt«nch and tiie Mei::illali in ir)6G(?).
The ilevice of the publisher shows Hercules with the
hydmand the motto "Supemvit ac virtus." Several
other b»)oks were subsequently printed at Cremona
(for instance. l)y Christopher Dnicoui, 1576); the editions were often very large. 2.000 copies of the Zoliar
btiui: issued iu looD-GO. The Jews regarded their

NissiM BEN

works as safe from the Inquisition iu the territory
of Milan.
The earliest known rabbi of Cremona was Mena-

tion

hem Inuuauuel

b.

Abraham Raphael Coen Kapa

Then followed: Joseph Ottling

Porto(1519).

(Otto-

leughi [V]; 1555); Eliezer b. Elia Ashkenazi; Abraham b. Abraham Basola
Abraham
Isaac b. Gershom Gentili
b. Kalonymus Pescarolo; Raphael b.

Rabbis of
Cremona.

;

Isaiah delli Piatelli; Moses Menahem Coen Rafa
Porto; Abab b. Elia Zarfati; Joshua Samvil ben

Jekuthiel; David Aaron Norlenghi (1596); Nathan

da Cremona Joshua and Jacob
;

b.

Elhanan Heilbronn

Cremona Abraham Menahem Coen
Porto, who worked as corrector at Cremona in 1574.
(piQ^^'n). born in

;

Bibliography: Alettsmidria, In Jew. Encyc. 1. 340; a "pinIfes " of Cremona, and the statutes of the societies mentioned.
In Cod. MonUtiofc C<Akae, No. 94 (see Jew. Quart. Kev. xlv.
178)

;

Joseph ha^Kohen.

Emelf'

ha~Bakah

;

Cremona

Tllus-

trata. Milan, 1865 ; A. Pea&ro.Cenni sulV ex-Cnmunitd Israel.
di Cremotia, in Ve«s. Isr. 1882, xxx.302, 339. 366; xxxi. 4; Is.
Blanchi. Sulle Tipografie Ehraiche di Cremona del Sec.
xvi.. Cremona, 1807; G. B. de Rossi, Amiali Ebreo-Tipograficidi Cremona, Parma, 1808; Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl.
col. 3097; Mortara, Indice Alfabetico, s.v.
G.
I.
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CRESCAS, ASIATHABIBN, HA-KOHEN
in ordinary to King Juan II. of Aragon
In
(1458-79); skilful oculist and learned astrologer.
Sept. 1468, he freed the king, who was seventy years
of age, from a double cataract of the eyes, which
had caused his total blindness. Abiathar preached
the memorial sermon at the funeral service held by
the Jewish community of Cervera upon the death
of Juan II. (Jan., 1479).

Physician
,

Bibliography

:

Zurita,

AnaUs de Aragon,

CRESCAS, ASTRUC DON
ar;

book

xlx., ch. 14.

M. K.

G.
:

Provencal schol-

lived probably at I'erpignan, in the fourteenth

Samuel, son of Solomon Shalom of Perpignan (compare Azulai, "Shem ha-Gedolim," p.
lb>i), consulted Crescas on a halakic question in a
complicated case of marriage. Both Samuel's inquiry and Crescas' answer are still extant in manucentury.

script.

Bibliography: Neubauer, Cat. Bodl. Hebr. MSS. No.
'

I.

834, 8.

Bk.

CRESCAS, 5ASDAI BEN ABRAHAM (or
BEN JTJDAH misreading of Dm2X p ''KTOn
;

V[)V)\))- Religious philosfjpher; born in Barcelona,
Spain, 1340; died 1410. He was of an illustrious and
learned family, in " Kore ha-Dorot " falsely designa-

ted as of the family "Q;^]} (the abbreviation of ^y
»tl3^
D22VD, found at the end of the genealogy in his own preface to his great work). He
was a disciple of the Talmudist and philosopher

DW
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Spinoza.

While he did not occupy an

official

position as rabbi, he seems to have been active as
a teacher. Among his fellow students and friends,
Isaac ben Sheshet (RIBaSH), famous for his responsa,
Ai-no is the best known of his
takes precedence.
pupils, but at least two others have won recogni-

— R.

vii. 94),

Mattathias of Saragossa (see "He-Haluz,"
and R. Zechariah ha-Levi, the translator of

Al-Ghazzali's" Refutation of the Philosophers" (see
Steinschneider, in " Ozar ha-Nehmad," ii. 231). CresAs such he was appointed
cas was a man of means.
sole executor of the will of his uncle Vitalis (Hay.yim) Azday by the King and the Queen of Aragon in

1393 (Jacobs, "Sources of Spanish-Jewish History,"
Still, though enjoying the high espp. 134-137).
teem even of prominent non-Jews, he did not escape
the common fate of his coreligionists. Imprisoned
upon a false accusation iu 1378, he suffered personal
indignities because he was a Jew (Gratz, "Gesch."

His only son died in 1391, a martyr for
words in Wiener's
edition of "Shebet Yehudah," Appendix), during
Nevertheless he
the persecutions of that period.
kept his "eyes turned to the Father in heaven."
How deep his faith was is shown by the circumstance that, notwithstanding this bereavement, his
mental powers were unbroken for the works that
have made him immortal are all posterior to that
Another episode of his life worthy
terrible year.
of note is connected with the appearance of the
pseudo-Messiah of Cisneros, one of whose adherents
he became. In 1401-02 he visited Joseph Orabuena
at Pamplona at the request of the King of Navarre,
who paid the expenses of his journey to various NaHe was
varrese towns (Jacobs, I.e. Nos. 1570, 1574).
at that time described as " Rab of Saragossa.
ch. 4).

viii.,

his faith (see Crescas' pathetic

;

writings tjiree have become known: (1)
congregations of Avignon, published as au appendix to Wiener's edition of " Shebet Yehudah " (.see above), in which he relates the
incidents of the persecution of 1391. (2) An exposition and refutation of the main doctrines of ChrisThis "tratado" was written in Spanissh in
tianity.
The Spanish original is no longer extant;
1398.
but a Hebrew translation by Joseph ibn Shem-Tob,

Of

His

his

letter to the

title DnV"l3n ''")py ^103 ("Refutation of
the Cardinal Principles of the Christians"), has been
The work was composed at the solicipreserved.
tation of Spanish noblemen (Gratz, "Gesch." viii.
411, note 2), and this explains the use of the vernacCrescas' object in writing what is virtually
ular.
an apologetic treatise on Judaism was to present the
reasons which held the Jews fast to their ancestral
faith.
He does this in a dispassionate, dignified
manner, by contrasting the reasonableness of Jewish doctrines with the unintelligible perplexities of

with the

may also have had
mind, while thus defending Judaism, the many
apostates who tried to demonstrate the genuineness of their Christian convictions by attacking
the Christian dogma. Crescas
in
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He was a lifelong combatant
who would expose the false-

their native religion.
in the

ranks of those

hoods of these apostates.
His main contribution to literature is (3) a work
In it he
entitled " Or Adonai " (Light of the Lord).
develops his philosophy and proves himself master
He had intended this work
in the realm of thought.
for the first part of a complete presentation of the
contents of Judaism. It was to be followed by a
second, to be known as the " Xer Adonai " (Lamp
of the Lord), in which he desired to treat of

and ceremonies. But this second part was
never written. He doubtless had in mind the example of Maimonides. The " Or Adonai, " as a philosophical treatment of Jewish dogma, corresponds
to Maimonides' "Moreh Nebukim"; the "Ner Adonai " was to have been written on the lines of Maimonides' "Yad ha-Hazakah."
Crescas' "Or Adonai," notwithstanding its signal
merit as the production of an independent and original thinker, met with scant attention.
The much
less meritorious elaboration of his pupil Albo (the
'"Ikkarim") found its way into the
The "Or libraries and minds of innumerable
Adonai." readers, and was republished time and
duties

again,

though

its

strong points are

mostly purloined from Crescas but the master and
teacher suffered from neglect and even eclipse.
(Munk, in his "Melanges," forgets to mention him.)
Only the haggadic commentaries which, always
strikingly clear, embroider occasionally the text of
his rigid speculations, were frequently quoted in
"'En Yii'akob," by Jacob ibnHabib, who characterizes them as " sweeter than honey. " " Or Adonai " is
found in manuscript in almost every extensive Hebrew collection, but the editions have been few and
faulty.
Ti)e first print is that edited at Ferrara in
;

1556,

which

edition

is

disfigured

by

intolerable care-

Other editions are the Johannisberg quarto
and tiie Vienna (18(i0) octavo. Both have added to
the old mistakes a con.siderable number of new ones
(Philipp Bloch, "Die Willcnsfreiheit von Chasdai
Kre.skas," pp. ii., iii., Munich, 1H7*J).
Neither the style of the author nor the inherent
lessness.

of the subject are sulbcient to explain
this lack of interest in the work.
His vocabulary is
precise, and tlie presentation concise.
The book
offers no insurmr)iintjible dillicultics for earnest students.
The matter is attractive enough, and not beside the range of the philo.sopliical interests of the
Jews. And yet thosfj who reafl and cortmientated
Maimonides antl All>o passed Crescas by. It is the
position taken l)y the author, the boldness with which
he strikes at tlu; very roots of tlie MninionideanAristotelian tiiesis, that produced this iii(iiffcrciice.
In this he failed of the sympathy even of such as
difririiltifs

were glad

to

honor him as"

tlie

Ilasid "(Jol'l,

l.r.

p. 2),

the attitude hikI fccjiiig of the more
numenms class which idolized Arisloth- as represented by Maimonid'-s, are tlie words of HliemToh in
his commentary to part ii. of the "Moreh Ncliiikini ":
" Pervert/'d fool" and " without comprehension " are
among the words employerl, and he (haracterizes
Hasdai's objection to Aristotle as "impudent |nVTnl

Ciiaraef eristic

f)f

nonsense" (Jf){'l. I.e. p. 2, note 1). In other words,
Crescas met the fate alwa3-3 in store for the icono-

clast.

Among

experience

is

the

Crescas

Arab philosophers Al-Ghazzali's

similar.

Crescas' avowed purpose was to liberate Judaism
from the bondage of Aristotelianism, which, through
Maimonides, influenced by Ibn Sina,
Object of and Gersonides(Ralbag), influenced by
the Work. Ibn Roshd (Averroes) threatened toblur the distinctness of the Jewish
faith, reducing the doctrinal contents of Judaism to a

surrogate of Aristotelian concepts. Abu-Hamid alGhazzali wrote the "Tehafat al-Falasifa" (Destruction of the Philosophers; see Munk, "Melanges,"
namely, to depp. 373 et seq.) with a like aim
fend orthodox belief as far as it was menaced first
by the doctrines of the philosophers which teach
that matter is eternal and indestructible, that the
world is indestructible and permanent, and that God
is merely a demiurge, and further by their efforts at

—

demonstrating God's existence, their inability to disprove the possibility of dualism, and their denial of
God's attributes.
Crescas makes no concealment of his purpose to
vindicate orthodoxy against the liberalism of MaiOf these two the former
monides and Gersonides.
especially had endeavored to harmonize revelation
and faith with philosophy. While, in those instances
where this harmony could not be established, Maimonides refused to follow Aristotle to the exclusion
of Moses, his successors seemed bent upon the opposite course.

For them Aristotle was

infallible.

His

concepts of God's providence, of creation, matter,
and immortality were theirs. They had often enough
been attacked by orthodoxy, but excommunications
and invectives were then, as always, powerless to
suppress thought.
Crescas met them as a philosopher who recognized the right of philosophical
speculation.
He did not agree with those Christian
and Mohammedan theologians who in their speculaone for
tions were advocates of a twofold truth
the theologian and the other for the philosopher, the
former not cognizable by natural man, because supernatural and irrational, the latter open to the intelligence of natural man (compare Isaac Alh.xlag's

—

IVO, "philosophical," as opposed to IVO
njirDNH, " theological").
Well versed in jjliilosophical literature, Crescas
then proceeds to show that Aristotle is far from
infallible.
He is, as the Jewish anti-Aristotelian,

P^yn

intention with Giordano Bruno, and the
He deplores that Maimonprecursor of Spinoza.
ides, whose scholarship and liones'y he admires,
should have made of the fragile^ theses of Greek philosopliy props for Jewish doctrine, saying that the
example proved pernicious for his imitators. He
believes it is high Wnw. to i)r()be the jiroofs of "(he
Greek [Aristotle] who darkens the ey<'s of Israel
This is his task. After having
in these days."
.shown the unt<'nability of the Aristotelian propositions, he would "estaltlish the roots and the cornerstones upon which the Torah [= Jewish religion] is
propped, and the pivots upon which it turns" (PrefHe does not denounce heretics, but exposes
ace).
the weakness of the groiinfl on which rest what he
He desires to
cf)n.si(iers
to be heterodox views.
set forth the contents of Jwdaisniand the limitations
in respect to them of the scope of philosophy.

of one
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book comprises four main divisions ("ma'subdiviilinl into " iii-liilim " and c-iiapttrs
("pvrakim"): till' tirst tivating of tlic foundation of
all iH'lit'f— tlio i-.\istenco of God; the second, of the
His

aiimr").

fundanu'utahloctrinesof the faith;
diH'trines whicli.

tlic third,

ing on every adiierent of Juilaisni;
diH'triues

tlie

fourth, of

though tniditional. are
character, and which are open

\vitliout

wliieh,

obiigjitory

of other

though not fundameutjil, are bind-

to phiio-

construction.
Tlie first main division opens Avitlia thorough criticism of the twenty-tive (twenty-six) Aristotelian
S4^>pliical

propositions ("haivdamot") which Maimouides accepts as axiomatic, and out of which he constructs
In tlie tirst section he presents all
liis idea of God.
the demoustmtions for these theorems, especially
those adduced by Tabrizi in the second, he shows
the inadequacy of these outological and physical
propositions, and thus demolishes jMaimonides'
proofs for his God-concept.
Crescas, admitting
tiiat the existence of a first cause is susceptible of
philosophic proof, but only by conThe First tingence (he rejects the Aristotelian
Cause,
assumption that an endless chain of
causes is unthinkable; i.e., the first
cause of all that is must be regarded as existent),
holds philosopliy to be incompetent to prove God's
absolute unity, as does Ghazzali. The first cause
may be philosophically construed to be simple,
;

it were composite another would have to
assumed for the compounding.
Still,
this
would not necessitate the positing of God's unity.
Other deities might with other functions still
be in existence, even if our God were thought

for

if

be

to

be

omnipotent.

Therefore revelation alone

is

competent to establish God's unity. Without the
"Shema' Yisrael," philosophy fails to be a trusty
guide.
He introduces a new element into his Godidea.
His predecessors contended that God's highest happiness
the divine essence, in fact was His
knowledge.
He rejects this as inadequate, and
posits instead God's love, always intent upon communicating itself and doing good. He argues
against Maimonides for the admissibility of divine

—

view,

God

From the human subjective point of
attributes may appear to posit differences in
but this does not mean that they do so in God

;

objectively.

In Him, in the Absolutely Good, they

merge as

identical unity; predicates, especially of
only logical or conceptual significance, are incom-

petent to cause real multiplicity or composition.
In the second division he enumemtes those six
fundamental doctrines as presupposed by revealed
faith,

without which Judaism would

cially in the hereafter.

Crescas rejects the theories
of iMaimoiiidcs and GtM'sonidcson this point.
Love,
not knowledge (inlelUctual), is tiie bond between
From God's love proceeds only what
is good, and punislinieiit is also inherently good.
God's omnipotence is not merely infinite in time, but
also in inlensitj'.
Revelation, and it alone ("creatio
ex iiihilo"), makes it clear. Natural law is no limi-

God and man.

tation for God, but whatever is irrational proves
neither God's omnipotence nor His lack of power;
that is, God acts reasonably.
Prophecy is the high-

degree of human mentality. Maimonides makes
dependent upon certain conditions. While Crescas admits this, he differs from Maimonides in that
he will not admit the refusal of the prophetic gift
when these conditions are fulfilled. Connection and
communion with God are not brought about by
knowledge, but by love and reverence, leading us
to Him if we keep His commandments.
Very extensive is his presentation of the freedom of the
will.
He inclines toward its rejection at all events,
to its limitation.
The law of causality is so allpervasive that human conduct can not withdraw
itself from its operations.
Moreover, God's omniscience anticipates our resolutions.
But the Torah
teaches the freedom of choice and presupposes our
self-determination.
Thus he concludes that the human will is free in certain respects, but determined in
others.
Will operates as a free agent when considered alone, but when regarded in relation to the remote cause, it acts by necessity; or, will operates
in freedom, both per se and in regard to the provoking cause, but is bound if analyzed with reference
est
it

;

to the divine omniscience.
Man feels himself free;
therefore he is responsible and must be rewarded
or punished. The accompanying sentiment (readiness or disinclination to act) makes the deed our own.
In the sixth section of this division, Crescas dis-

plays characteristic originality.

—

attributes.

fall:

God's

omniscience, providence, and omnipotence; the belief in prophecy, freedom of the will, and that the
world was created for a purpose. God's omniscience
embraces all the innumerable individual beings; He
has knowledge of what isasyetnot in existence; He
knows what of all possibilities will happen, though
thereby the natiu-e of the possible is not altered. God's
knowledge is different from that of man: inferences
from one to the other are not valid. (Here he sides
with Maimonidesagain.st Gersonides.) God's provi-

dence embraces directly and indirectly all species
and individuals. It rewards and punishes, espe-

862

The

monides rejected as

futile

Mai-

and unwar-

Purpose of ranted all inquiry into the ultimate
the World, purpose of the world. Crescas posits
such an ultimate purpose and assumes
to be the happiness of the soul.
In this life the
soul is intently striving after union with the divine;
the laws of the Torah help to realize this, the soul's,
never quiescent yearning.
After death, the soul
will enter upon greater possibilities of love, in the
higher existence.
Former thinkers made immorit

depend on knowledge. This is contrary to
the teachings of religion, and also utterly unreasonable.
Love brings about the soul's happiness of
eternal duration in the hereafter and the commu"The soul is
nion with God thereupon ensuing.
the form and essence of man, a sulstle spiritual substance, capacitated for knowledge, but in its substance not yet cognizant." By this definition he establishes the soul's independence of knowledge.
Knowledge does not produce the soul. Man's highest perfection is not attained through knowledge, but
principally through love, the tendency to, and longing for, the fountainhead of all good. Man's last
purpose, his highest good, is love, manifested in obedience to God's laws.
God's highest purpose is to
make man participate in the eternal bliss to come.
The third main division devotes much attention to
tality
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the theories concerning Creatiox.
Whatever theory, however, be accepted, the belief in miracles and
revelation is not affected.
Religious tradition is so

preponderatingly in favor of the assumption that
and matter are created, and Gorsonides'
counter-reasoning is so inconclusive, that Crescas regards the denial of creation as heterodox. Immortality, punishment, reward, resurrection (a miracle,
but not irrational), the irrevocability and eternal obthe world

ligation of the Law, the belief in urimand thummim
and Messianic redemption, are the other tenets
treated as doctrines which should be accepted, but
which are not. strictly speaking, basic.

In the fourth division thirteen opinions are enumerated as open to speculative decision, among
them the questions concerning the dissolution of the
world.
(Crescas holds the earth will pass away
while the heavens will endure.) Have there been
other worlds besides our own? Are the heavenly
bodies endowed with soul and reason? Have amulets
and incantations any significance? What are the

Shedim " ? What about metempsychosis?
An opponent of Maimonides on philosophical
grounds, Crescas was also dissatisfied with the
method of the "Mishneh Torah," for reasons often
adduced by others as well; namely, the absence of
"

indications of the sources, the rare mention of divergent opinions, and the lack of provision to meet
new cases, owing to its neglect to establish general
principles of universal application ("Or Adonai,"
Preface).

d'Avrengah. In this case he would be the Talmudist of Carcassonne who was in correspondence
with Solomon ben Adret of Barcelona (Responsa,
iii., Nos. 214, 302), and the poet who, on his way
to Beziers, exchanged some poems with Abraham
Bedersi.
It seems that toward 1304 he lived in
Carpentras, and

filled

there the position of rabbi.

BiBLiOGRAPnT: Zunz, Z. G. p. 478; I. Loeb, \n Rev. Et.
Juives, 1. 73; Salge, Les Juifs du Langued^^c, pp. 115 et
sea., Paris, 1881
Neubauer-Renan, Les Rabbuis Franqais,
;

p.

712

;

Gross, Gallia

Judaica,

p. 19.

G.

Lev.

I.

CRESCAS, viDAL,DE CASLAR (nxf5trp{n;
Crescas Caslari, corrupted intoKislad,
Gislad, and Decadolas
Hebrew name, Israel b.
Joseph ha-Levi) Physician and liturgical poet
of Avignon; member of the Yizhari family of that
place.
In 1327 Crescas translated into Hebrew the
" Regimen Sanitatis " of his contemporary, the Spanish physician Arnold deVillanueva, under the title
" Ma'amar be-Hanhagat ha-Beri'ut, " the manuscripts
of which are preserved in various libraries.
Crescas
wrote a poem for Purim, " Mi Kamoka " (Who Is
Like unto Thee?), in about two hundred and forty
called also

;

:

stanzas, relating the story of the

Book

A

of Esther.
in "AJlg.

few stanzas have been published by Zunz,
Zeit.

des Jud." 1839, p. 681.

Bibliography:

Stelnsehnelder, Hehr. Uehem. p. 779; Grass,
7, 257, 619; Zunz, Literaturgesch. p.

Gallia Judaica, pp.

504; idem, Z. O. p. 466

;

LaDdshutb,

^Ammude ha-'Abodan,

p. 153.

M. K.

G.

among Jews he

exercised for a long time only
through Albo any perceptible influence, though he
was studied, for instance, by Abravanel, who controverts especially his Messianic theories, and by
If

Crescas
Crescenz

Abram Shalom in his " Neveh Shalom, " Crescas' work
was of prime and fundamental importance through
the part it had in the shaping of Spinoza's system.
Spinoza's distinction between attributes and properties is identical with Crescas' distinction between
attributes subjectively ascribed and tlieir objective
reality in God.
The connection between Spinoza's
views on creation and free will, on love of God and
of otiicrs, and those of Crescas has been established
by JoPl in his "Ztir Genesis dor Lehre Spinoza's"
(Breslau, 1871).
Sec Spinoza, Bauucii.
BiBMOfjRAPHY:

Jofil,

Zur GrneMs der Lfhre

Spinoza's,

Hfpfllttu, 1H71 ; Pbllipp Blorh, Die JiltlUche HtlioionsphiliiHOphir. In Wlnt<;r ttn<l \VunH<'h«. JUdiMche JAItirnlxtr, Trier,
IWH; klf'tn, />(« WiUenHfrcihril v<m ('hoHiIni A'TY,x/fa,s, Munich, 1M79; (Jraiz, (iMch. vlll. cb. 4; Hainburtfcr, /{. li. T.
Siipplf-mf-nt, III.
6 S«:hml('(lf 1, JililUrhr, lirliiiionxjihiUimjihir. Vienna, IWK); Bemfelrl. Dn'nt KUihiin. pp. 4fi.">. 47ti; P.
J. MiUler, hit (JixMi I r til r Jurilcn, (Jr()n\UKi:u, \HW.
.'»,

;

K.

K.

CRESCAS,
ORANGE:

a.

ir.

MORDECAI EN, OF

Prominent mcinlM-r of the community
of Carf;a.H.s()iiiic, Fraiicf; lived in t lie .second half of
the thirteenth c<;ntury.
As leader (syndic) of the
Jews of tlie whole district, he succeeded in obtaining Hperial jurisdiftioii for thr- Jews of farrasHonne,
and secured a decree from Phiiij) the Fair, aH.suring
them of the peaceable possession of the synagogues,
cemeteries, and otlier romniunal property in tiie
city.
If the words 3ilt< (ezob, lit. "hys.sop") and
njJ"13X (abrengah) designate "orange," as several
historians think, he may have been railed also Mordecai ben Isaac Ezobi and Mordecai En Crescas
;

IV.— 23

CRESCAS, (DON) VIDAL,

GNAN

French Talmudist

:

;

OF PERPI-

flourished in the

first

half of the fourteenth century.
He was probably a
native of Spain, going to Perpignan shortly before
the outbreak of the Maimonides controversy.
His
position in this religio-philosophical discussion was,
like that of many other rabbis, neutral, notwithstanding the efforts of his brother Don BonafosVidal

of Barcelona, and of Solomon ben Adret, to induce
him to take part against the philosophical faction.
It is evident, on the contrary, from the letter he
addressed to them, that his attitude toward the

movement was sympathetic, although he himself
was strictly orthodox. He held that while the
young should be taught to study the Talmud, they
should
oi)liy

have

al.so

and

with his

full

liberty in the

study of philos-

Hence lie emphatically sided
friend Samuel Sulanii, who ha(l given
.science.

shelter to tlie ostracized phil()so|)her Levi ben Abraham of Villefranche, though thereby incurring the

reproach of tiie orthodox. Although Crescas did
not openly espouse tin; cause of the unfortunate
philo8oj)her, yet his letters show how deeply he
sympathized with him (Gross, "Gallia Judaica," p.
404).

A. Pe.

L. a.

BERNHARD

CRESCENZ, JULIUS
Jewish writer
seventeenth

in

(Germany

century.

aJ

Antithe beginning of tlie

He wrote "De Judoeorum

IVivilegiis," Darmstadt, lfi04-12;

"Geistliches Bc-

rlenken, ob die Judeii uiid Ilir

Wucher

mischen Reich zu Dulden,"

1612.

BiBi.iooRAPiiY

:

FOrst. Bibl.

:

Jud.

ib.
1.

192.

in

dem IWG.

Crescenzi
Crete

THE

CRESCENZI, ALEXANDER:

.IK

WISH ENCYCLOPEDIA

Jiwish con-

vert to Cliristiiiuity; \\vvd at Honu' in tlioscvonIn KUU* lie translated from the
toonth century.

Spanisli into Italian Antony Cohnenartie Ludesina's
treatise on chocolate, printed with nt)tes by Alexander Vitrioli. Rome, 160)7. Mandosius speaks of Cres-

cenzi as a mathematician who became celebrated on
account of his report, whiih he eilited with m:Uh(>niatieal notes, on the eruption of Vesuvius iu 1660.

Bibliography: Wolf. Bihi. Hiitr.
ami Rieger. Du JuiUn in lioni,

HI.,

No. 309b; Vogelstein

U. 287;

Monatsschrift,

xllll. 47J.

M. Sel.

D.

CRESPIN, ELIAS
and

journalist

:

Rumanian

born about

:

rabbi, teacher,

1850 at Eskee

Sara,

Rumelia; he fled to Rumania after the
Turco-Russian war of 1878. He was the first in the
East to found a Judfeo-Spanish journal in Latin
characters, "ElLuzero de la Paciencia," which had
an existence of two j'ears (1886-87) and which he
edited at Turn-Severin (Franco, " Histoire des Israelites de Turquie ").
M. Fr.
s.
eastern

SAMUEL:

CRESPIN,

Turkish

rabbinical

author; lived at Smyrna in the first half of the nineteenth century son of Joshua Abraham Crespin,
grand rabbi of Smyrna.
He was the author of
"Meshek Beti " (Steward of My House; Gen. xv. 2),
novelhe to the Talmud, 2 vols., Salonica, 1833.
;

Bibliography

:

Benjacob, Ozar ha-Sefarim,

CRESaUES LO

JTTHEXJ: Chartographer who

were added to the usual information contained

in

the " portulani " or sea-charts of the Mediterranean
mariners. (See Chartographt.) In 1390 Cresques
obtained no less a sum than 60 livres and 8 sous for
a map made by him for Don Juan, King of Aragon.
In the Spanish persecutions of 1391 Cresques was
forcibly converted, and was known as Jaflfuda

Cresques; he appears to have remained in Majorca
for a considerable time and to have become known
to the people there as "lo Juen buscoler" (clie map
Jew), or "el Judio de la brujelas" (the compass
Jew). In 1419 Henry the Navigator, the second son
of King John I. of Portugal, established a naval observatory at Sagres and summoned to him Mestre
Jaime of Majorca, who was probably identical with
Cresques.
Bibliography: Quadrado. In BoUtinde la Real Acadcmin
de la Hvitoria. xlx. 299. 309; Hamv, fn liuUetiyi de (Jtnnraphie. 1891, pp. 218-222; M. Kayserlinjr, ChrinlKpher Cohirnhuti. pp. 5-^; Jacobs, Storu of Geugraphical fjiscovern, pp.
60-62.

CRESSON,

J.

WARDER

Religious enthusiast,
and convert to Judaism. Bom in Philadelphia, Pa.,
July 13, 1798; died in Jerusalem, Palestine, Nov. 6,
:

grandson, Solomon, migrated to Philadelphia about
tiie beginning of the eighteenth century.
Warder
Cressou's father, the grandson of tiie last named,
was John Elliott Cresson (1773-1814), who married
in 1795 IVIary Warder.
Ward(^r ("resson, as a young m;in, was much given
to si)eculation upon religious and .sociological questions.
Though all in his family were Quakers, and
he was reared in that faith, in 1830 he publislied a
panijihlet entitled "Babylon the Great Is Falling!
The Morning Star, or Light from on High," in
which he deplores the extravagance and evil tendencies of the times, and exliorts all Quakers to lead
a better and less wayward life.
He now went
through a period of strong religious
Connection mania, joining successively various
with
sects as each appeared to him to repAbout 1840
Leeser.
resent the true religion.
he made the acquaintance of Isaac
Leeser, who took an interest in him, and he became
deeply attached to Judaism, discarding all liis other
forms of belief. On May 17,1844, he was commissioned consul at Jerusalem (the first to be so commissioned), though no despatches from liim are now
on file in the Department of State. He speaks of
his departure for Jerusalem as follows
" In the spring of 1844 I left everything near and dear to me
I left the wife of my youth and six lovely children
me than my natural life), and an excellent farm with
everything comfortable around me. I left all these in the pursuit of the Truth, and for the sake of the Truth alone."
(dearer to

flourished at Majorca and Barcelona at the end of
the fourteenth century. Prince Juan of Aragon
Sent to Charles VI. of France in 1381, when the latter was a lad of thirteen years, a " mappa mundi
made by Cresques lo Juheu (see plate under Chartogr.vphy); it has been suggested that this is the
well-known Catalan map now in the Louvre,
which marks an epoch in the history of mapmaking, as the recent discoveries of Marco Polo

G.

1S60.
He was directly descended from Pierre Cresson, one of the settlers of " Haarlem," N. Y., whose

on earth.

s.v.

M. Fn.

L. G.
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Previous to his departure he had been successengaged in agriculture at Gwynedd, a suburb
of Philadelphia, and had accumulated a competence.
He was much affected by the surroundings of the
fully

became more and more inclined toward
Judaism, and assumed the name MiResidence chaelC.Boaz Israel. During these years
in
(1844-48) lie was a frequent contribuJerusalem. tor to Isaac Leeser's magazine, " The

Holy

City,

Occident," devoting much space to a
methods of the Loudon Society for
the Conversion of the Jews. While in Jerusalem
he identified himself with the Sephardic community,
and was on terms of intimacy with Hakam Jehiel
Cohen and the present chief rabbi, Elyashar. In
1848 he determined to become a Jew, and in March
of that year, after much opposition from the bet din
and the chief rabbi, Abraham Hai Gagin, he was
He recircumcised and received into Judaism.
turned to Philadelphia in Sept., 1848, to arrange his
affairs in order that lie might pass the remainder of

criticism of the

days
Wiien

his

in the

Holy City.
and family learned of

his determination they interposed every possible ob.stacle to the
execution of his plans. He became estranged from
all except one son, and liad much difficulty in tracing the property wliich lie liad left
Trial for
They regarded his acin their care.
Lunacy. tions as indicative of a loss of mind,
his wife

and in May, 1849, his wife (P^lizabeth
Townsend) and his son Jacob applied to the court
and obtained a commission in lunacy. He appealed
from this decision, and the trial of this cause.
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•which extended over six days in May, 1851, was one
of the famous cases of the time. Eminent counsel
were retained on both sides and nearly one Inmdred
witnesses were called. The decision of the lower
court was reversed, and Cresson was discharged.
The argument of Horatio Hubbell, Jr., one of his
counsel, was published in "The Occident" (xxi.) in
1863, with interesting

comments from the pen

of

Isaac Leeser.
During the period of his stay in Philadelphia he
was a regular attendant at the Mickve Israel synagogue, taking part in the Jewish communal life, and
rigorously observing the ceremonial laws. During
that time he contributed to "The Occident," and in
1851 published his strangely jumbled volume, "The
Key of David: David the True Messiah, or the
Anointed of the God of Jacob," etc. Its value lies

mainly in its autobiographical character.
Soon after the trial he returned to Jerusalem and
actively supported the efforts then being made for
the agricultural regeneration of Palestine. In the
fall of 1852, when Sir Moses Monte-

Agri-

and Judah Touro were working
cultural
along the same lines, he announced his
Colony in intention of establishing an agriculPalestine. tural colony in the valley of Rephaim.
In March, 1853, the columns of " The
Occident" (x.) contained his circular, sent from Jerusalem, inviting attention to, and assistance for, lii.s
projects.
Though interspersed with much theology
and with many quotations from the Bible, the circular is one that only a practical farmer and a
thinker upon educational subjects could have profiore

duced. The prevailing distress was to be relieved
l)y the establishment of agricultural colonies, and
the oppressf^d of Israel in all parts of the world were
to be enabled to return to Zion.
Ample provision
was also projected for the education of the colony.
But, the means not being forthcoming, his plans

were doomed to failure. Yet he never seems to
have given up hope, and during the years 1853-56
the columns of "The Occident" contained many
communications from him on this sul)ject.

He

married a Sephardic

woman

shortly after his
return to Jerussilf-m.
He lived the life of a pious
Orieiibil Jr-w, dressed as a native Sepliardi, and hecame a j)romineut Irader of the comnmnity.
At
his death he was burierl on the Mount of Olives,
with sucli honors as an; paid only to a prominent
mlihi.

Besides the twf) works mentioned above, Cresson

"The Two Witnes.ses, Moses and Klijiili,"
"The Goo<l (;live Tn-e, Israel." i7>.
"Jerusalem, the CenU-r and Joy of the Whole

•wroUr.

F.ondon. 1K44;
1844;

Ejirth," Philadelpjiia, 1844.
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liXKi.

A.

II.

CRETE

or

ranean, about

CANDIA
'>'>

miles

:

F

in the Medil4TJews
the Morea.

Islaii.l

.^^oiith

of

had settled there long before the ('liriHtiau era (I
Mace. XV. 23 mentions Jews in Gortynia, Crete).
Philo speaks of the Jews of Crete ("Legatio ad
C'aium,"

etl.

Mangey,

ii.

587).

About

4 B.C. the false

Crescenzi
Crete

way to Rome, visited the Jewish
communities of Crete, which, believing him to be a
scion of the Hasmoneans, provided him with large
sums of money (Josephus, "Ant." xvii. 12, § 1).
Cretan Jews residing in Jerusalem are mentioned
in Acts ii. 11. Crete fell into the hands of the Romans in 67 c.E. and the Jewish communities there
shared the fate of others under the dominion of
Rome: they were treated as Roman citizens under
the pagan emperors, but became the objects of persecution as soon as Christianity had become established.
Thus, imder Theodosius II. (408), the Cretan Jews were expelled.
The period of their
banishment, however, must have been of very short
duration; for it is recorded that in 440 a pseudoMessiah arose among them, and that the faith of the
Alexander, on his

;

Cretan Jews in hira was so great that they neglected
their business, abandoned their property, and waited
for the day on which the new Mo.ses would lead
them dry-shod through the sea into the Promised
Land (Socrates, "Historia Ecclesiastica," vii. 36).

In 823 Crete

but nothing

Under
Saracens,

Byzantines,

is

fell

into the hands of the Saracens,

known of the fate of the Jews at that
time.
The island was reconquered in
960 by the Byzantines, who held it
xmtil 1204, wlien

Marquis of
had fallen,

it

was

]\Iontferrat, to

by the
whose lot it

sold

Venetian republic.
the history of the JewVenetians, ish communities of Crete during the
thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth
centuries can be gotten partly from an interesting
series of communal regulations issued in 1328, and
partly from documents in the archives of Venice,
published by Hyppolyte Noiret in the " Bibliotheque

and

to the

An insight into

des Ecoles Franyai.ses d'Athenes et de Rome." The
regulations give the 15th of Elul, 1228, as the date
of their proclamation in the .synagogue, but GlUiemann has shown that the date must be the 16th of
Elul, 1328.
They were reenacted at a later dale by
a certain Rabbi Zedakah. They speak of four congregations in the island, at the head of which were
<>'•<' <>f 'he synagogues was
three leaders (D'JIOD)" Klijah tlu; I'rophet."
These regtilalions
are signed by Harucli ben Isjuic, IVIeiiahem ben Joel,
Ei.K.\ZAi{ HK.N .Mai riii,\H, Isaac iteii .Iose|ih, Shemariah ben Solomon ben Isjiac lia-Koiien, Samson
Agora. Klijah ha Parnasben Heuben. Pnrnast 'apsali
ben SoioMioii ben .loseph, .loshua ben Obailiah liaLevi (Berliner's "Magaziii." vii. 131), Judah Anatoli,
Beiijainin l>en Joseph Bonifacio. Shiniariali
the Cretan. Ishniael the Physician. Meiiahem ben
Jacol) ha Parnas. and Sannicl lu ii (iaiiiliel lien SheinTob. They demand attemlance at the synagogue
servici'sand meetings, uprightness in «iealiiig with
noil Jews, extreme caution in the use of the ban, at-

named

tendance of

till!

wh(jl(!

community

plete Reparation of the
cesHjilion of all work at

l)et

rot lied

at

funerals,

com-

before marriage,

midday preceding Sabbaths
and festivals, the abandonment of the habit of frequenting courts of law, and cleanliness of the rittiul
(liially forbidding the ejectment of l.eiiants frir
Hi-ligious con<lilions in the
non-paynient of rent.
island nnist have readied a stage of Kerious deterioration, for in the wction relating to public prayers
complaint is made that very often not even a " min-

balh,

Crete
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Crime
yan "
were

were prosent. The people
on Sabbaths and festivals, to
parks, to go rowing, or to attend

(ten worshipers^

iicciistomed.

pronuMiade

in tiio

the courts of law.

The Venetian dix-nmeuts cover the period between
1880 and 1485. when .lewish letters tloiirisheil in the
Thou,ij;li lunnberingonly 1,100
island.
TJnder
in a total population of 200.000, the
"Venetian Jews must have been of some conseIn 1412 eoniplaint is made
quonoe.
Rule.
tliat they own all the shops in Retimo
and the neighborhood. Their importance is further
iniiicated by the heavy taxes imposed upon them.
Up to 1387, they had been taxed in the sum of 1,000
hyperperes. At that date the tjix was raised to
In 1403 they were
2,500; increased in i;W5 to 3.000.
compelled to bear one-half the expense incurred in
in 1439 they were
repairing the walls of Candia
constrained to assume the burden of the annual payment of 4.000 ducats toward the expenses of the
war. though the rest of the island had to make but
one payment of the same amount. Equally oppress;

ive taxes were laid upon them in 1431, 1432, 1465,
and 1485. In addition, they had to lend the government whatever sums were called for by the Sen-

ate; in 1410. for instance, 2.000 ecus for the sending
of troops to Negropont; 20,000 ecus in 1431; 5,000
ecus in 1447; 3,000 ecus in 1452; 1,000 ecus in 1464.

Occasionally the Jews protested against such exacIn 1389 Shabbethai Retu, Melchior Cassan,
and Justof Missin, of Candia, appealed to the Senate
in the name of the Cretan Jews, and
Heavy
the sum was diminished to 2,000 hyTazation. perperes in consideration of the eminent services rendered by tliem to the
In 1415 a protest was again
Venetian republic.
lodged with the Senate.
At tim ;8 privileges " had to be bought. In 1386
the Jews of Retimo were allowed to reopen a synagogue closed by Pietro Grimani, upon payment of
800 hyperperes toward the expenses of constructing a port. In 1392 they were required to supplj"^
twelve men to guard the ramparts near the ghetto;
but in 1395 this order w<is rescinded for a money
consideration.
In 1402 the Jews of
In the
Negropont were forbidden to acquire
Fourteenth ground except in their own part of
and
the city, all the gates in which, except
Fifteenth three, were ordered to be closed. In
Centuries. 1412 complaint was made to the
Venetian Senate that Solomon, son of
Lazzar da MeYr, had secured permission for himself
and his descendants to open shops in any part of
Retimo. The concession was immediately revoked.
In 1433 the Senate prohibited the Jews of Crete from
engaging in the brokerage business. By 1398 the
Jews of Khaniu were not allowed more than 12 per
cent interest upon loans; in 1449 they were further
prohibited from lending money on mortgages.
On
the other hand, it is recorded that in 1421 one
Cherson, son of Solomon of Retimo, owed a considerable sum of money to three Christian noblemen.
In 1389 the Jews complained that they could not
pay the increased tax, because their numbers had
been decreased by epidemics and emigration. But
by 1395 their numbers had been considerably augtions.

*'
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mented, perhaps by exiles from Spain (1391) or from
Venice (1394). Some, as the Delmedigos, had come
from Germany. In 1453 a conspiracy against Venetian rule in Crete was hatched by Sitios Blastos, and
another in 1462 by Jean Gavala. In both cases the
con.spirators were denounced l)y a priest and by a
Jew named David, son of Elijah Maurogonato. In
recognition of the service rendered by David the
Senate granted certain privileges to the Jews. Jews
were often known as exporters, and were concerned
in the exportation of sugar to Austria (Berliner,
" Aus dem Inneren Leben," p. 78).
At the beginning of the sixteenth century the
comnnuiities of Crete were greatly enlarged by
the arrival of Spanish exiles.
On that occasion the
Cretan Jews showed their racial solidarity by .selling
the golden ornaments in their synagogue in order to
raise money to free many exiles from the hands of
the captains of vessels who liad claimed their passengers as their slaves. Unfortunately, the Cretan
JcAvs were the victims of their generosity for some
exiles from Rhodes, in 1523, carried to Candia the
plague, which made great ravages in the community.
In 1669 Crete was conquered by the Turks,
and its history from that time parallels that of other
communities within the Turkish emr»ire.
In 1869, on the advice of the chief rabbi of the
island, Moses Ashkenazi, all Jews who were Greek
subjects formally adopted Ottoman
;

Recent
History.

nationality.

A

statute of organiza-

by the grand
Ali Pasha, decreed that the
island should consist of a general assembly elected
by the whole population. In 1873 the Jews of
Khaniawere accused of a ritual murder; but, owing
to the efforts of the French consul-general, the missing child was found in a neighboring village; and
the Greek authors of the plot were imprisoned.
At the beginning of the Greco-Turkish war of
1897 there were 225 Jewish families in Crete, or 1,150
persons in a total population of 250,000, distributed
among the^three cities: Khania (200 families), Candia (20 families), and Retimo (5 families).
They are
engaged in commerce and in various manual occution issued at this time
vizier,

pations.

During the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries Canwas a center of Jewish learning. The families
Delmedigo, Casani, and Capsali produced a series
of distinguished rabbis and philosophers.
Judah,
the chief of the Delmedigo family, settled at Candia

dia

(see Delmedioo family).
The following
members of the.se families were rabbis at Candia:
Judah Delmedigo, disciple of Judah Minz (1510), Eliezer Delmedigo (c. 1560), Elijah Delmedigo (c. 1590),
Samuel Menahem Delmedigo (about 1510), Elijah
Capsali (1490-1555), Elkanah Capsali, and Samuel

about 1400

Casani, Elijah Capsali accepting later a rabbinate at
Constantinople.
Samuel Algazi was rabbi at Candia at the end of the sixteenth century.
At present (1902) the head of the consistory is Abraham

Elbogen.

Two

religious customs

were peculiar to Crete.

The Ilaftarot for the afternoon of the Day of Atonement were recited in Greek, with the exception of the
first three verses (Elijah Capsali, in
"Likkutim
Shonim," ed. Lattes, p. 22).
The 18th of Tam-
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muz was

held as a feast, known as the " Purim of
Candia," on which day the women abstained from
work (Lampronti, "Pahad Yizhak," fol. 81).
Bibliography Geiger, Melo Hofnayim, pp. 22 et seq.; Joseph Solomon del Medigo, Elim, Introduction Steinschneider, Cenni di Storia Letternria, in Mose, A1lto^n^)ia Israe^
:

root out the evil elements in the nation and to keep
the poison from spreading.
Sometimes both motives
are named together.
Thus the man who rebels
against the judgment of the high priest or supreme

judge must

;

litica, 1879, ii.; Israel Levi, in Hev. Et. Juives, x.wi. 198 et
seq.; Bulletin de V Alliance Israelite Universelle, 1896, p. 59.

E. c.

I.

CRIME

Br.

An

act forbidden by human law and
authority, in contrast to sinful
acts which are thought to be evil in thee3'es of God.
In the Mosaic legislation the principal crimes
against person and property murdei', mutilation,
and theft are punished at the instance of the party
injured, or of his kinsmen.
The murderer is pursued and brought to justice, or is killed outright
(Num. XXXV. 21) by the Avenger of Blood; mutilation and other injuries to the person are paid for
in money (sec Assault and B.AlTteky); the thief is
condemned to make double restitution, and is enslaved if unable to pay.
But there were many offenses not so much directed
against any one person as against the whole nation
of Israel.
They included all tliose grosser violations
of God's declared will which were thought to bring
down His wrath and vengeance upon the nation:
such acts as idolatry, Sabbath-breaking, blasphemy
of the sacred name, incest, adultery (for which the
husband had no such civil redress as is afforded
by common law).
The witnesses to the evil deed
were called upon by the Lawgiver, not only to prosecute the offender, but to help in the execution of the
sentence (Deut. xiii. 7-11, xvii. 2-7). The duty of
witnesses to prosecute is still tlie law of England, and
those who happen to witness a criminal act are often
put thereby to great expense. Besides death and
banishment to the cities of refuge, the Biblical law
lias al.so the punishment of stripes, which are never
to exceed forty in number (Deut. xxv. 3).
The infliction of stripes is awarded by a judge, not by the
congregation.
Tlie crimes which were expiated by a fine, or
compensation in money, embraced not only, as said
above, larceny, robbery, and mayhem, but also even
the ravisiiing of a maiden "which is not betrothed"
:

punished by

human

—

—

(Deiit.

xxii.

2y, 2H).

The sum which

is

awarded

against the owner of an ox which kills a free
man or woman, or a bondman or bondwoman, provided tlie owner hud been properly forewarned of
its vicious disposition (Ex.xxi. 29-32), is expiation
for this kind of mansliiuglitcr. Foitlie
Crimes
conniiission of a forbidden act through
Expiated ignorance, a sin-offering is prescribed
by Fines. (Lev. iv. 1-3); for certain dishonest
actions u sin-offering, together with
restoration of the tiling wrongfully withheld, plus
one-lifth its value, is iinpf)sed.
But these penalties
arc self-inflicted.
The repenUuit sinner brings them

upon himself by confession, and

witli a view to divine forgiveness (Lev. v.); while |)unislinient in the
ordinary .sense is only adjudged nprin the testimony
of witnesses.
In the Mosaic legislation then; are two practical
motives assigned for the iiiflietion of death for offenses against God or against the state: one, to deter
others from offending in like manner; the other, to

Crete

Crime

Motives
for

Pun-

ishment.

"and thou shall put
from Israel. And all
the people shall hear, and fear, and do
no more presumptuously " (Deut. xvii.

away

die:

the evil

while in the case of the idolawe read: "So thou shalt
put away the evil from the midst of thee " {ib. 7).
This latter motive is brought out strongl^^in dealing
with idolaters, who are regarded as "a root that
beareth gall and wormwood" (ib. xxix. 17). The
punishment by stripes, if not meant to correct and
reform the offender, was at least so regulated and
limited as not to degrade him.
But there was a view of crime older than the
Pentateuch, and firmly embedded in the hearts of
people and rulers. Vengeance should not fall on
the evil-doer only, but on his children also on his
father, if alive, and on all his father's issue: only
thus can God's wrath be appeased. The Pentateuch
protests against this savage conception: "Fathers
shall not be put to death for sons, and sons shall
not be put to death for fathers; every one shall be
put to death for his own sin " (Deut. xxiv. 16, Hebr.).
As an illustration of actual practise based ujion this
conception, there is the act of Joshua, who when
Achan had put away gold and silver and fine raiment out of the spoils of Jericho, which had been
doomed to destruction not only has Achan jiut to
In like
death, but also his sons and his daughters.
manner David, on the complaint of the Gibeonites
against the dead king Saul, avenges them by hanging five of Saul's grandsons (II Sam. xxi. 1-9). But
when, seven generations after David, Joash, King
of Judah, was murdered, Amaziah, his son and successor, caused only the murderers to be put to death,
and did not punish their sons, "according to that
which is written in the book of the law of Moses"
The declainiing of the prophets
(II Kings xiv. 6).
Jeremiah (xxxi. 29) and Ezekiel (xviii. 2) against the
proverbial saying, "the fathers have eaten sour
12, 13)

ter

condemned

;

to death,

—

—

—

grapes, and the teeth of the children are set on
edge," shows that a desire to punish the children for
the sina of the fathers was still alive among the
people.

While English law has never
hands of the hangman on the

tiie

infiicted

death by

traitor's or felon's

children, yet as late as in the reign of James II. the
forfeiture of the convict's property was enforc«'d
with such rigor that his helpless children often faced
Like cruelty prea slower death by starvation.

And it was e(|ually
vailed in France and Spain.
severe in the old seats of Israel, except where and
when till- Torah i)revailed (compare Confiscation
AM) I'oIlKKrn 1(K).
The Bible places the view that certain wrongful
such as murder, shall be punished l»y .society,
as far back as the days immediately following the Flood, when the sons of Noah were told:
" Whoever sheddcth the blood of man, by man his
blood shall be shed" (Qen. ix. 16); and Cain expnH.Hes the fear that, for the murcler'which he has
committed, "every one that fiudeth me shall slay
acts,

at h'a.st

Crime
Crimea
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me" (Qvn. iv. 14); iu otlu-r words, it wjis the duty
of society, and even ot tin- lu'iists of the tield, to
avenge the bloixi of Abel.
In ihe Mishntih we lind that some "institutions"
of the sages are enforced by penalties; but, generally, only those acts that arc sinful,
Talmudic because forbidden in the Peutateueii,
meet severe punishment. Some acts,
plainly forbidden by the Law, are left
to "death by the hand of Heaven,"
such as the intrusion of non-Levites in the place
assigned to the Levites in the service of the Temple

Con-

ception.

ix. 6 with Num. i. 51, xviii. 7, as
Even civil redress for
reconciled iu Sanh. 84a).
wrongful acts is sometiuK's withlield, where the application of the law is not clear, and vengeance is
left to the powers above (B. M. iv. 2).
The criminal jurisprudence of the Mishnah may
be regarded as almost modern in its bearings. The
avenger of blood has dropped out; the idea of making fathers and sons suffer for each others' guilt

(compare Sauh.

lies

now

dim past, that the sages give
Deuteronomy (xxiv. 16) which for-

so far in the

to the text in

—

bids such savagery, the law of individual responsibility being sufficiently covered by the concluding
words, "every man shall be put to death for his own
sin "—this entirely new meaning: "fathers shall not
be condemned on the testimony of their sons " (Sanh.
The "congregation" which is to judge of
28a1.
matters of life and death becomes a court of twentythree learned judges.
An execution by stoning or
burning is regulated so as to inflict the least possible
pain (see Capital Punishment). All possible adTantages are given to the accused in order to temper
the severity of the Pentateuchal law (see Accusa-

tory AND InQUISITOKIAL PROCEDURE; ACQUITTAL
IN Talmudic Law).
Offenses are classified according to the gravity of
the punishment: those punished by stoning, by
burning, by beheading, and b}'^ stranClassifica- gling coming first; next in gravity are
tion
those punishable by stripes, the most
of Crimes, serious being those for which the Mosaic law prescribes excision ("he shall
be cut off from his people " see Karet) then come
those wrongful acts which the written law redresses
by fine, forfeiture, or sacrifice, it being understood
that whenever the Scripture imposes a duty or a
penalty, stripes are excluded.
There can be no
stripes for theft, for double, fourfold, or fivefold
compensation is expressly named as the penalty for
the act.
Nor can a battery be avenged by stripes,
for the Law says "eye for eye," that is, compensa" bruise for
tion for the loss of the limb or organ
bruise " that is, compensation for the pain
and so
for other violence done (Ket. 32b), though the offense entailed both pain and loss of money.
It is not
easy to determine tlie proper classification of an involuntary killing, with its penalty of banishment;
but it comes, like murder, before a court of twentythree judges.
The sages believed that death under the sentence
of the law, provided the condemned man confessed
his guilt, was full atonement, and that he would
have his share in the world to come (Sanh. vi. 2);
that the infliction of stripes was equivalent to
;

;

;

;

868

the excision with which llie law threatens the offender (Mak. iii. 15), though the latter view is disputed on technieal grounds (//;. 2'.ib; Meg. 7b). But
where the only redress is a money compensation to
the injured party, the sages tauglit that payment
alone was not sufficient to secure the forgiveness of
God, unless the guilty party had first sought to
appease his injured neighbor (see Assault and

Battery).

A

suggestion occurs more than once in the Tal37b; Ket. 30a ct aeq.) that, though Israel
has lost its freedom, and its judges can no longer
wield the sword of justice, "the four capital punishments have not ceased. He who
Substitutes deserves stoning will fall from the
for
roof, or a wild beast will trample him
" The Four down; he who deserves burning will
Deaths." fall into a burning house, or be bitten
by a poisonous serpent. ... He who
deserves the headsman's sword will be delivered to
the [heathen] government, or will fall among robDeath by the sword was the punishment for
bers."
murder, and it thus appears that the Rabbis were not
unwilling to see Jewish murderers put to death
under the laws of Rome or of Persia. The list of
offenses punished by death is given in the Mishnah
(Sanh. vii., viii., ix., xi.) under the headings of "the
stoned," "the burnt," "the beheaded," "the strangled." There are 18 offenses involving the punishment of stoning 5, of burning; 2, of beheading; 6,
of strangulation (compare Capital Punishment).
Besides the regular forms of punishment for crime,
Jewish law recognizes certain irreguIrregular lar methods. " If the thief be found
Justice.
breaking in and be smitten that he
die, there shall be no bloodguiltiness
for him "(Ex. xxii. 2, R. V.)
On the analogy of this Biblical case the Rabbis deIn three cases
cide several others (see Burglary).
the person on the point of committing a crime may
be killed where he pursues a neighbor in order to
kill him;
where he pursues a male to commit
sodomy and where he seeks to ravish a betrothed
damsel; for Deut. xxii. 27 indicates the duty of
But it is not lawall that hear her cry to help her.
ful to "save by death from sinning" in the case of
the Sabbath -breaker, or of the idol-worshiper, etc.
(Mish. Sanh. viii. 7). Where one is suspected of
murder, and, though the testimony of the witnesses
is not sufiicient, the judges are convinced of his
guilt, they should cause him to be locked up in a
cell, on a scanty diet of bread and water {ib. ix. 5).
The disputants in the Gemara on this passage are
not agreed on the question how great the deficiency
in such testimony might be and the judges still be
justified in inflicting death by ill treatment and
starvation.
There had been no trials for murder
during hundreds of years in the countries where
these disputes took place.
He who steals one of the holy vessels, he who
curses God, naming Him with an idol [the wording
of the original is rather obscure], and he who cohabits with an idolatress these are permitted to be
killed by zealots.
The right of zealots in the last
of the three cases is evidently drawn from the example of Phinehas (Num. xxv. 6-8). Lastly, it is

mud (Sanh.

;

.

:

;

—

"When a priest dared to serve in the Temple
while unclean, his brethren the kohanim did not
bring him before a court of justice, but the young
said:

men among them dragged him outside of the place
of assembly and brained him with axes" (Mish.
Sanh. ix. 6). See also Burglary; Capital PcnisiiMEXT; Corporal Punishment; Karet; Criminal Procedure; Robbery.
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CRIMEA

A peninsula of southern Russia, on
the northern shore of the Black Sea. It was formerly known as Krim-Tartary, and in ancient times
as Tauric Chersonese.
As shown by inscriptions
(see Bosporus) unearthed in various parts of the
Crimea, organized Jewish communities existed there
long before the destruction of the Temple. Jerome
:

commentary on Obadiah (verse 20) reports, on
the authority of his Jewish teacher Hauaniah, that,
according to a tradition prevalent among the Jews,
the Assyrians and Babylonians conveyed their Jewish captives to the coasts of the Black Sea.
As to
the inscriptions and monuments fouud in the vicinity of Kertch and Yenikale see Haikavy in
in his

Yevreiskiya Zapiski," published by A. PumpyThe Crimean Jews were Greeks in language,
customs, and social life, and enjoyed equal rights
with their fellow citizens. But, while their neighbors influenced them, they also exercised a formative influence upon the religion of their neighbors;
"

anski.

and the

as.sociations

termed

aefiS/uevoi dcbv ixfuarov,

that existed there, although not altogether Jewish,
certainly showed traces of Jewish monotheistic in-

compare Schiirer,
"Die Juden im Bosporanischen Reiche," in "Sitzungsbfrichte der Berliner Akademie," 1897, p. 204).
fluence (" Voskhod," 1901, No. 4;

In 47 c.K. the Romans conquered the Crimea, but
the period of their domination was brief; for about
the middle of the first century the Alans seized the
In the second century they were displaced
country.
by the Goths; the latter, in their turn, being disAllodf:fd by till' Huns in tlu; fourth century.
though then; are no records concerning the fate of
the Jews during this period, it may safely be assumed that the successive masters of the country
did not rccogni/f! any ditTerence between tlu; Jews
Theophanes (671) speaks
and other inlmiiitants.
of the Jews of Plianagoria (Markavy, " Ila-YeAt the behudiiii u-Scfiit ha Slawirn," p. 129).
ginning of the fWiventh century the
CriAZAHH, a Turkish tribe which ocChazars.
cujiied thr- nf)rlli«TM hIikfcs of the Caspian, overran the plains of the

Crimea and gave

The
thf greater part of the peninsula.
Chazars being of a mild and tolerant ilisposilini), the
Jews under their rlnmination enjoyed (Mdiiplete
freedom. This attracted to the (Crimea many Jews
from neighboring countries, especially from tlio
Byzantine empire during tin; reipn of Leo III. the

their

Crims
Crimea
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name to

Isjiurian

who persecuted them relentlessly.
exercised a great influence over the Cha-

(71H),

They soon

As

the latter adopted settled habits and began
need of a religion, many of the better
classes, including the Chaghan, embraced Judaism.
Thus the Crimean Jews became practically the rulers
of the country until 1016, Avhen the Chazars were
dispossessed by a combined effort of the Russians
and Byzantines. An account of all the Crimean
cities in the possession of the Chazars (965) is given
in King Jo.seph's letter to Hasdai ibn Shaprut.
Another Asiatic people of Turkish stock, the
Pecheneges, who had established themselves in the
Crimea at the beginning of the tenth century, expelled the Russians.
During the domination of the
zars.

to feel the

Pecheneges, which lasted about a century and a half,
the peninsula enjoyed great prosperity.
At the beginning of the thirteenth centurj' the Crimea became
a province of the empire of the Kiptchaks, or Tatars.
The new masters behaved generally with tolerance
to the subjected people, and the Jews enjoyed equal
rights with other inhabitants.
change, however,
took place in their condition in 1258, when Berke,
the third ruler of the Crimean Tatars, with his
followers, embraced Islam, and the relations between the newly converted Mohammedans and the
Jews became strained. About 1263 the Genoese established themselves at Kaffa, and the seaboard
known as Gothia, extending to Cembalo (Balaklava),
was ceded to them in 1315. Although many Jews
lived in these places, little is known of them during the period of the Genoese domination, which
lasted until 1475, when Mohammed II. subjected the
Crimea and enslaved the Genoese and other Christians.
In Taman at that time reigned the descendants of the Genoese Jew Simone de Guizolti, who
had secured this dukedom in 1419 by marrying the
Princess Bichachanim.
Travelers of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (Busbeck, Cureus, etc.) tell of a considemble
Jewish population in the Crimea (see Loewe, " Die
Re.ste der Germanen am Schwarzen Meere," pp. 90,
Judging from some letters patent of
115, 174, 183).
1594 granted to Jews of Karasu-Bazar, they were the
In these letvictims of the rapacity of the Tatars.
ters patent the khan deemed it ncccs-

A

Under

sary to prohibit the local authorities
his proteges of their
projierty
a proof that this was a common practise. A similar clause is found in Unoiher
grant of 1743. A collection of letters patent granted
to the Criiuean Jews by various khans was published by Z. Firkowich (son of A. Kirkowich), who
pretends that these letters were given to the KaThe truth is that they were stolen by Karaites.
raites from the Kriinchaki of Karasu Ha/ar (Ilarkavy). Travelers in the Crimea iti the seventeenth
century report .lews as living at KalTa (Theodosia),
Karasu-Ha/.ar, Koslow. Turleri, Baklichi Sarai, and
ManUup (l)r's I>ueca," Relation des Tartares," i. 17).

the Khans, from stripping

—

.\s shown by an epitaph in the cemetery of Chufut-Kale (Kirkowich, " Abne Zikkaron," No. 512).
the Karaites of that city were attacked in 1778
by the Tatars, twenty seven j)er.sons being killed.
Chufut-Kale, situated on a rocky mountain, became
liie forced aliode of the Karaites, who were allowed
to spend only their business hours in the Tatar capiArriving opposite the -palace of the khans,
tal.
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they were required to nlipht and proci-ed ou foot till
It cnn not In- aaoortaiiu'il wliotlicr the
out of sight.
Ribbiuitfs als<i sulTon-d from the riots of 177S, or
whether ihoy were subjected to the same treatment,
lu 1783 the iiussians coiuiuorod the Crimea, and the
history of the Jews thoro boeoinos morgi-d in that of
From a letter (1784) sent from
the Jews of RrssiA.
ChufutKalo to Lutzk it is learned that the Jewish
Ct^ninimitios suffered heavily from the war between
the Russians anil the Tatars.
There are three classes of Jewsin the Crimea: the
Krimchaki, the Karaites, and the Polish-Lithuanian
Jews. The Krimchaki are the oldest settlers of the
country. The time of their settlement in the Crimea
can not be ascertained. They themselves assert that
they went there in the sixth century. A tradition
prevails among them to the effect that
The
the manuscript ritual, which is still
Krimchaki. preserved in their synagogue at Karasu-Bazar, was transmitted from genIt was
eration to generation for twelve centuries.
composed by Closes of Kiev (compare Harkavy,
" AltjWdische Denkmfller").
It is known under the
title "Hazanya," and, with the exception of some
slight variations, is the general Rumanian ritual.
Harkavy, however, believes that the settlement of
the Krimchaki is relatively of recent date. At
present the greater number of them live in KarasuBazar, where they have their synagogue, presided
over by a rabbi. In order that no profane discourse
shall be held in the synagogue, they gather in the
courtyard of the synagogue and wait there until the
whole community is assembled. Then they enter
and proceed at once with the service. As soon as
this is concluded they leave the sanctuary in a body.
They distinguish themselves by many other customs derived from the Tatars, whose language and
customs they still retain. Thus, for instance, the ceremony of marriage takes place at dawn. Instead of
using a" baldachin"(" huppah"), they cover the bridegroom and the bride with a " tallit," while the bridesman and bridesmaid (" shoshbinim ") twirl chickens
round the heads of the couple seven times. Then,
after killing the fowls, the bridegroom recites the
consecrating formula, and the ceremony is concluded.
The bride is not allowed to leave the house
for seven days.
The Krimchaki are engaged in
handicrafts, viticulture, and agriculture.
renowned for their scrupulous honesty.

They

are

The Crimea was in the Middle Ages, and still is,
the headquarters of the Karaites.
Although the
inscriptions on the-ecroll of the Law (Pinner, No. 10)
preserved at the St. Petersburg Library, are proved
to be

forgeries, it is

The

beyond doubt

that in 1381 there were four Karaite
Karaites, communities in the Crimea
at Kaffa
(Theodosia), Kale, Koslow (Eupatoria),
and Yenikale— as is proved by a document of that
date which is preserved at the St. Petersburg Library (Neubauer, "Aus der Petersburger Bibliothek," document 46).
A strong literary movement existed in the Crimea
for many centuries.
Among the most renowned
scholars of the Crimea were
Jacob ben Moses ha-

—

:

Temani
Pitron

"

Teman.

Greece), author of "Sefer ha(about the tenth century) Jacob ben Solo(of

;
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of Mankup, author of a Hebrew granmiar
(about the twelfth eentury); Ezecliiali ben Gedaliah
ha-Nasi, a pupil of Abnihum Kerimi (134H); Samuel
ha Kodesh ben I)avi<l, author of " ^lassa' la-Erez haKedoshah " (1641): Moses ben Elijah ha Levi, author
of " Mas.sa' la-Erez lia-Kedosliah " (1654) Josepii ben
Jacob of Kale, liturgist Isaac Hazzan ben Moses,
liturgist (d. 1664); Ilillel Hazzan Keuui, liturgist;
Jacob ben Mordecai, liturgist (died 1701); Abraham
ben Jacob Yerushalmi, author of "Emunah Omen"
and several astronomical works (1713); Joseph Hazzan of Kale, liturgist; Moses Chelebi
List of
Sinani, author of a work on theslaughKaraitic
tering of animals (d. 1722); Simhah
Authors, ben Joseph of Kale, author of "Me'il
Shemuel"(d. 1743); Moses Pasha of
Kale, author of a commentary on the " Azulah " of
Aaron I. Samuel ben Abraham of Kale, author of
" Ner Shemuel " and other works Elijah Yerushalmi
ben Baruk, author of " 'Asarah Ma'amarot" (eighteenth century) Simhah Lutzki, author of the bibliographical work "Orah Zaddikim," and of many
other works (b. 1740-41) Simhah ben Joshua, former
Rabbinite, author of Biblical commentaries (1818);
Joseph Solomon ben Moses (known under the abbreviation "Yashar"), hakam of Koslow, author of
;

;

;

;

;

;

"TiratKesef" (1825); Abraham ben Joseph Solomon, liturgist; Mordecai ha-Hazzan Sultanski, author of " Abkat Rokel " and many other works (d.
1862)

;

Abraham

Firkovich, author of "

Abne

Zik-

karon" (1786-1874); Solomon ben Abraham Beim,
hazzan of the Karaite community of Odessa (b.
about 1820). See Karaites and individual articles
on the various scholars.
Information concerning the condition of the Karaite communities in the Crimea in the second half
of the eighteenth century is furnished by several
documents preserved in the St. Petersburg Library.
In a letter dated 1755 and addressed to Abraham haShofet, the writer gives details which are substantially as follows: "The total Karaite population of
the four communities numbers 500 families: 300 at

Kale; 100 at Koslow; 50 at Kaffa; 50 at Mankup.
Near Kaffa is Sulchat, where formerly
Condition existed an important community, posin 1765.
sessing the largest synagogue in the
Crimea. To-day it is of little importance, possessing only a hazzan and a shohet, who
All the
recite the prayers morning and evening.
synagogues, schools, and habitations of the Karaites
are of stone.
In each of these communities there is
a school in which study is carried on throughout the
day under the supervision of a teacher; in Kale
there were four schools, three of which, however, are
now closed. In the first lived Samuel ben Joseph,
the author of a commentary on the "Mibhar," which
he did not tinish in the second lectured R. Samuel,
in the third, Elijah
the author of " Ner Shemuel "
ha-Hazzan, the scribe; and in the fourth, Elijah Me;

;

Isaac.
Samuel Hazzan lectured at
Koslow; Hillel ben Isaac, at Kaffa; Judah Hazzan
ben Shelomoh, at Mankup. In 1735 the Crimea was
invaded by the Turks. At Koslow they destroyed
fifty boxes filled with books belonging to Elijah ben
Isaac Hazzan.
Another letter (1764) shows that the Karaites con-

lammed ben

sidered it lawful to Lave two wives.
In 1796 Catherine II. relieved the Karaites by reducing by onehalf the poll-tax of twelve rubles which they, in common with the Rabbinites, had hitherto paid. When

issued the edict obliging Jews to serve
(1827), the Karaite S. Bobowich went to
St. Petersburg, and, appealing to the edict of Catherine II., obtained the release of the Karaites from
They thus remained free from milithis obligation.
tary service until 1874, when a new law was enacted

Nicholas
in the

I.

army

compelling every Russian subject to serve in the
army.
Freedom from military service was not the only
advantage the Karaites had gained over the RabbinOther privileges for instance, that of living
ites.
and trading in any part of the empire were granted
In 1837 they obtained for their rabbis the
to them.
privileges enjoyed by the clergy of other faiths.
A
consistory, dealing with all the matters concerning
Karaite worship in tlie Crimea, was established at
Eupatoria. It is presided over by a haKaraitic
kam assisted by a hazzan and a shamConmash. These officials are elected by
stitution. tlie people, but the election must have
the a.ssent of the government.
Once
tlie popular choice is sanctioned they can not be removed without the permission of the civil authori-

—

—

ties.
In addition to the salary which these officials
draw from the Karaite communities, the government grants them 140 acres of land 60 to the hakam,
In 1894
40 to the hazzan, and 40 to the shammash.
:

the government established at Eupatoria a Karaite
classes, the inspector and the
teachers of which enjoyed the same privileges as
those of the gymnasium.
The most important of the Karaite conimimities
found in the Crimea is that of Eupatoria, which
numbers about 500 families. The Karaites are en-

seminary of five

gaged

in trade, in

which they succeed

to the privileges they enjoy.

It is

well,

owing

very probable

Krimchaki, there were not many
Rabbinites in the Crimea during the later period of
The relatively happy
tlie domination of the klians.
condition of the Jews in Poland at that time had
that, besides the

tempted most of the Crimean liabbinites to emigrate
thither.
This circumstance accounts for the fact
that in 1462 thirty Rabbinites, who had been shipwrecked near KalTa, were compelled to appeal for
help to the Karaites, and also explains the ab.scnceof
Crimean-Rabbinite contributions to Jewish learning.
A few prominent men from the earlier times of
the Tatar domination deserve to be mentioned:
Abraham Kerimi (fourteenth century), author of
"8efat Emet"; liis son-in-law Eliakim Moses lien
Jacob, the exiled (1449) liturgist and author of
many works; Aslier liaKohen (1449); Kalnian Ash;

kenazi

(flfteentli

miah Isaac

century); Isjuic Panyaiito;

lianiii;

of Kale, author of

Moses

Kokoa

(ITiMJ);

"Mckor Uaruk," and

Jere-

Hmuk

his brother

Mordecai of Kale; David ben Eliezer Laljno, author
"Mishkan David "
With the occupation of the Crimea by the Russians
the Rabbinites pradnally increased, and communities
con.si.stinp rliiffly of Polish and IJtliuanian Jfws are
found throughout the country, which forms a part
of tlie government of Taurida, Simferopol Ix-ing its

of
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The most important communities are:
Armiansk Perekop, Bakchi-Serai, Chufut-Kale,

capital.

-

Eupatoria, Yenikale, Karasu-Bazar, Kertch (Bosporus), Kaffa (Theodosia).
The Jewish population
in the four Crimean districts is divided as follows:
Eupatoria, 3,192(5.06 per cent of the whole population); Perekop, 1.549 (3.01 percent); Kaffa. 9,670
(6.05 per cent); Simferopol, 17,687 (8.85 per cent).
Many Jewish antiquities were unearthed in the
last century in various places in the Crimea.
These
antiquities consist of: (1) Judaeo-Greek inscriptions,
the authenticity of which is beyond an}^ doubt.
They give evidence that organized Jewish communities existed in the Crimea long before the common
era.

(2)

Tumulary

An-

number of
by the Karaite hakam

inscriptions to the

751, collected

Abraham

Firkovich, in his " Abne
Zikkaron," Wilna, 1872. The inscriptions were found in the cemeteries of
the following places: 546 in Chufut-Kale, called
"Emek Yehoshofat," dating from 151 to 1842; 5 at
Sulchat, dating from 910 to 1140; 72 at Mankup, dating from 866 to 1777 28 at Kaffa (Theodosia), dating
from 1078 to 1845; 100 at Eupatoria, dating from
1593 to 1852. A. Harkavy expressed doubts concerning tlie dates of some of these inscriptions, believing them to have been altered by Firkowich.
In Harkavy 's opinion none of these inscriptions antedates the thirteenth century.
In his "Abne Zikkaron " Firkovich gives the text of epigraphs which
he pretended to have found on scrolls of the Law and
on Bibles which he had collected and sold to the St.
Petersburg Librar}'. These epigraphs, which, if
genuine, would throw some light on the history of
the Jews in the Crimea during the domination of
the Chazais, were manufactured by Firkovich himself, as has been demonstrated by A. Harkavy.
See
tiquities.

;

FiKKOvicH, Abkaham.
Latyshew, ItiKcriptinne^ AntiQU(r OrcF SepPond Euxini Qrivcce et Latina\ 1890, II., No.
Ashik, BoxforHhui Tzarxtvi), 1. 93-93 Soliilrpr. Die Juden
im Bosimratiinchcn Keif he. In Sitzuiignlterirhle Atr Berliner Akademie, 1897, pp. 204-225 Harkavy. Ha-Ychuiiim
u-Srfat ha-Slnicim Idem. ()l> Yiuykuc l'ciTei/ei', etc.; Idem,
\nlla-Karmel, Iv., Nos. 31.43: v.. Nos. 2, 3. 9. 10; Idem. iQ
3f(i(/tt2ni, vl. 118; Idem. in UuMki IVrrei, 188;}, N08. ."iand 6;
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:

tentrio}(alu<

50

;

;

;

;

Idem, Altji^ilisrhe

DenkmtHer

atis

der

Krim

Chwolson,
Moscow,

;

Tnidy 5i'o Arche'>logichei*kaxy) Suezda v TXffi>)/e,
188"; \<lom, Arlitzehn HehrfliKche GrahiiiHchriftrn
Krim,

186.1;

Fuenn.

mix der

Idem. In Carintu luKcriptiouum Hrliraicantm

;

Hn-KarmeU II.. III., v.; E. Delnard. Ma»»a' lyrim
Krim Neul)auer, Axu> der retrrnlnirorr Bib-

In
Mem. Tiiledot
liothek ; GelRe'r.

;

;

JIW. Zcit.

v. 251, vl. 234, x. 228, 3<H.

H. n.
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CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

:

Br.

The method

in-

diaited by law for the apprehension, trial, and for
fixing the punishment of those persons who have
broken or violated tlie law. The prosecution and
trial of criminals in Hihiical times is env(lo[)c<l in
doubt. The only example of anything like a regular trial of a criminal ca.-^e found in the canonical
but tlio
books is that of Nahotli in I Kings xxi.
only thing clear from that scanty account is that
Nabotli was convicted on the testimony of witnesses,
and not upon an extorted confession. The reriuireineiit of two witnesses is clearly stated in many
;

passages of the Pentateuch. For everything else,
for ail matters of detail, we have to look to the
Mishnah, slightly aided by quotations from the
Baraitas.

'
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lu treutiug of the eoui-so of procooilings tlie Mishiv. Dstiys: "In capital cases tliey [ineaii-

nah (Snub.

iuc the judges] "open with a view to justification
and not to guilt"; but the real meaning of this passjige had been lost even as early as the time of the
Amoniim (C.emara, i7>. 8'3b). According to the Mishnah. capital cases nuist not be tried on the day
preceding a Sabbath or festival, for the court must
adjourn to the next day, before it can convict, and
While any of
courts may not sit on days of rest.
the "disciples" present may volunteer an argument
for acquittal, they are not allowed to argue for conIn capital cases those sitting at the ends
viction.
that is, the youngest judges, not the judges of
highest standing gave their opinion first, in order
None
to avoid any undue iutkience by the latter.
but "priests, Levites, and Israelites" to the exclusion of converts, as well as of persons whose daughters are disqualitied from marrying into the priesthood are competent to judge capital cases (Mish.
Sanh. iv. 2). The Sanhedrin (of 23 or 71) sat in a
half-circle so that the members could see one another, and two court clerks stood before them, one
to take down the words of the condemning, the
other to take down those of the acquitting, judges
In capital cases the witnesses were cau(ib. 3).
tioned, after being brought into the court-room, in

—

—

—

these or similar terms:
" Perhaps you speak by way of ^ess or estimate, or from
what you have heard, as a witness who heard from the mouth
of another witness, or of some trustworthy man. Perhaps you
do not know that we are Roin^ir to test you by formal and by free
cross-examination. Vou should know that cases of life and
death are not like cases about money. In a case about money
the false witness can repay the money lost and he is forgiven
in a capital case the blood of the accused and of all his posterity
clings to him to the end of the world for so we find It as to
Cain, who killed his brother, of whom it is said 'The bloods of
thy brother are co'Ing out against thee [Gen. Iv. 10, Hebr.]—
his blood and that of all his posterity.
Or perhaps you say
Why should we trouble ourselves about this man's guilt ?
But It is written
When the wicked perish, there is gleeful
song " (Prov. xi. 10, Hebr.).
" By way of guess or estimate " in this exhortation
;

:

'

'

:

'

'

means "from circumstances"; and such evidence
was deemed wholly insufllcient for a regular conviction (see Crime).

In prosecutions for theft, embezzlement,

crimes,

which were only punished by

compensation,

etc.,

the procedure

damage to property

and other

fines,

double

was the same

as

mamonot"),
taking place before three ordained judges ("mumhim"). Involuntary manslaughter, punishable by
exile to the cities of refuge, was tried under the
same forms as capital cases. The Mishnah leaves it
to be inferred that these forms were also applied
to prosecutions for misdemeanors punishable by
in cases for

stripes.

Compare

("'dine

Accdsatory and

rial Procedure; Acquittal in

Inquisito-

TalmddicLaw;

Crime; Sanhedrin.
L. N. D.

L. G.

CRIMINALITY:
commit crime.

The average tendency
The critics of the Jews have

to
al-

ways contended that the general standard of morality among the Jews was lower than that of their
Christian neighbors, and their tendency toward
crime therefore greater. Such a charge was made
by Johann David Michaelis in his review of Dohm's
apology for .the Jews. Michaelis says that while the
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.Tows form oidy one-twenty-fifth of the popidation
of Prussia, tiiey furnish one-half of the criminals

uud Exegetische Bibliothek," 1775This statement is false in every respect.
The Jews, even now, after the partition of
Poland, form only 1 per cent of the population of
Germany. Further, David FriedUlnder has proved
from olhcial records that in 1789, in Prussia, of
1,703 criminal convictions only 23 were of Jews.
Still Friedlilnder did not tlraw the conclusion that
Jews were better men than the Christians; he
merely contended that in order to judge the moral
status of a community other conditions, such as oc("Orientalische
1785, xix.

7).

cupation, education, and the political situation of
the country, must be taken into consideration.
The difliculties which beset an unprejudiced scientific examination into the figures
on which the
charge of criminality is based are manifold. First,
owing to the numerical insignificance of the Jews,
any investigation should extend over a long period
of years and over a considerable area.
It is known,
for instance, that, at a certain time,
Difficulty in the two penitentiaries of the grandof Comduchy of Hesse there were, among
parison.
600 convicts, only 5 Jews, while,
supposing them to be as criminally
disposed as their neighbors, they sliould have had
about 25 repserentatives in the penitentiary ("Mittheilungen des Vereins zur Abwehr des Antisemitismus," 1896, p. 44), it is wrong, however, to draw
favorable conclusions from these figures, for the
statistics

may have

later.

It

would

that,

among

been different a few weeks

also be unfair to point to the fact
the 45 persons convicted in Germany be-

tween 1882 and 1892 for infringement of the navigation laws, there was not one Jew, and that, during the
same period, only 12 Jews were punished for malfeasance in office, while theii proportionate representation should have been 73 offenders of this class.
The facts are that few Jews are seamen, and they do
not very frequently hold public office in Prussia.
Similarly it would be misleading to speak of a lower
standard of morality among Jews because they have,
during the period 1882-92, furnished 191 cases of
fraudulent bankruptcy, when their pro rata would
have been 20, and 1,116 cases of bankruptcy, when
their pro rata would have been 69. These figures do
notprovethata Jewis tenand twenty times more apt
to become bankrupt, because they must be compared with the number of Jewish and of Christian
merchants, before a conclusion can be arrived at.
In fact, while the Jews form only 1 per cent of tlie
population, over 16 per cent are merchants. The
number of Jewish criminals in Germany appears
to be larger than it is, as Jews who evade military
As a matter of
service are included in the total.
fact, however, this is due to emigration, which is of
greater moment to Jewish young men to whom the
avenues of public offices are closed. If this class of
offenders be deducted, the proportion of criminality
will be found much smaller.
The greatest difficulty in the way of a thorough
study of the subject consists in the fact that statistical material is incomplete, both geographically and
Few countries furnish complete
chronologically.
statistics, and none go back further than a few
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From these statistics it appears that the proportion of Jewish criminals to the whole population
is in general below the average, that crimes of violence are exceedingly rare among them, while bankruptcj', forgery, and gambling are found more freyears.

quently among them than among non-Jews but this
simply explained by the fact that these are the
;

is

chief offenses of the mercantile classes to which Jews
mainly belong. The figures given below are based

on official statistics.
For Wilrttemberg, Von Steudel gathered statistics,
given in " Monatsschrift fur die Justizpflege in
Wilrttemberg," 1841, covering the period from Dec.
According to him the
31, 1827, to June 30, 1839.
Jewish convicts were:

i
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Croatia
Crocodile

an ordinance of the Venetian doge, dating from
the sixloenth Ofntury. whidi forbade tlio Jews in
Dalnmlia to own any roal ostato, ami, consoiiiu'ntly,
It is recorded that at about that
to settle there.
is

time a Jewish physician on his

way through Ragusa
The
Hun-

pernnttiil to stny in that city six months.
political unify which always existed between

was

gary and Croatia resulted, naturally, in a common
legislation; but it is not known whether the various pro-Jewish and anti-Jewish hiws of the em-

A

single dathe only one within a hundred years, appears
about the middle of the seventeenth century. At
that time there is found in the literature, side by
side with the common "Jidov" (derived from "Justill
used
dneus"), the expression
Earliest
by the people "tschifvit," borrowed
Mention, from the Turkish. The former expression undeniably proves that the
first Jews came to Croatia with the Turks during
But it seems that
the time of the Turkish rule.
these Turkish Jews left together with the Turks;
for in the eighteenth century the first Croatian
pire practically affected Croatia also.

tum

—

—

Jews appear with German names; hence they had

An edict of the year
1729 forbids Jews to live either in Croatia or in
Yet a small number lived there, as, for
Slavonia.
instance, in Essegg in 1751, who were looked upon
The}' fared
as "black sheep," and had no rights.
still worse at Semlin (Zimony), to which town they
came during the Belgrade peace negotiations (1739):
they were not allowed either as regular or temporary
immigrated from the north.

residents.

The enumeration of the Jews of Croatia under
Maria Theresa (1773) showed hardly tw-enty-fivc
families.
It was only after the edict of toleration
of Emperor Joseph (1782) that the immigration from
the north and the south increased, at first in the
and cities near the Hungarian frontier.
Hungarian pedlers, who before this had visited
villages

now

settled here.
The emperor's edict esbenefited the Jews of Semlin, who liad
managed to remain there in spite of the decrees
against them.
There Avere Jews in Warasdin in
1770; the hebrah there was founded in 1803, the

Croatia,

pecially

The first Jew appeared in
Jews of Agram — who consisted

congregation in 1811.

Kreuz

in 1794; the

of only

two Jewish

—bought

families under Maria Theresa

a plot for use as a cemetery in 1811
as
early as 1820 there was a congregation in Karlstadt;
and isolated families lived in the outlying country,
going even into the mountain districts, where today not more than two or three families are to be
found. In 1830 the gates of the free city of Pozega
were opened to the first Jewish tax-farmer; and
about the same time the Jews of the surrounding
smaller villages had a rabbi at the head of their congregation.
The congregations of Croatia were already formed in the first quarter of the nineteenth
century.
A liberal legislation slowly bettered the condition
of the Jews after 1782.
On complaint of the Jews
of Cirkvena again.st the intolerance at the office of
the commanding general of Warasdin (in connection
with the petition of the Hungarian Jews), a decree
was passed (1791) permitting the Jews to live un;
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disturbed wherever they chose, and confirming them
in the condition in which they had been since the
edict of

ftileration.

A

light

is

thrown upon

this

condition by the decree of the Warasdin magistrate,
of the year 1781, which is a curious mixture of
modern toleration and medieval prejudice. Under
it no Jews besides the twenty-nine families already
living in the city arc allowed to settle there permanently.
Other Jews must receive from the magistrate a certificate of residence for a few days; if this
is prolonged without permission, the community
has to pay a fine of twenty ducats. In accordance
with the state law. they may not own real estate,
but they may live in any street. The council of the
community has the right, in lawsuits, to pass judgment up to fifty florins, from which there is no appeal; and, furtliermore, it may use coercive measures or call in the police to guard its privileges and
authority.
It is also required that the council provide for the widows and orphans, the sick, and the
poor; and they are permitted to engage a rabbi.
Even on the Military Frontier the Jews, if living in
the Hungarian crown provinces, or paying the toleration tax, have been allowed to peddle since 1787.
This tax lay heavy upon the Croatian Jews, who
were hoping in vain for a reduction in 1839, when
they sent a delegation for that purpose, and addressed a petition for the granting of civil rights,
to the Reichstag in Presburg.
The Reichstag again granted them some privileges
(1840); but the tax of toleration remained in force.
They were now permitted to live anywhere, to build
factories, to engage in business or trade, to devote
themselves to the arts and sciences, and to acquire
real estate in those places where custom formerly
had permitted it. About 1850 the congregations
were incorporated and chartered, and registers of
vital statistics were instituted by the
Increased government. The attempt of Rabbi
Toleration. Rokonstein to introduce a hierarchy
by making the rabbinate of Agram the
chief rabbinate for the w'hole country, was frustrated
by the government, which established the autonomy
of every individual community, and recognized the
appellation "chief rabbi" merely as an honorary
title to be given to rabbis of merit, without combining therewith a higher rank.
In 1859 the Jews obtained the privilege to keep
Christian servants; and in the following year they
at last acquired the right to own real estate anywhere. The petition for complete equalization,
which they sent to the Parliament in 1861, received
no attention whatever. In 1873 the Croatian Diet
decided upon the emancipation of the Jews: until
then the Jewish religion had been merely tolerated,
The decree of
especially on the Military Frontier.
1840 was not valid in this district and only a cerSemtain number of Jews were allowed to settle.
The war office, while allowlin alone had a school.
ing them to engage in honest trades and occupations,
did not permit anything that might lead to usury
and they were excluded from the farming of the
revenues, except in connection with the catching of
leeches. When the Military Frontier was annexed to
Croatia, in 1868, the Jews were allowed to live anywhere and to acquire homesteads. Until then there
;

had been only one congregation

To these

rabbi.

restrictive

in Semlin, with one
measures in the old Mili-

tary Frontier it is due that in many sections there
were no Jews at the beginning of the twentieth century.
The decree of emancipation of 1873 gave to
the Jews full civic rights; and the state treasury
granted them a moderate sum for Jewish institutions
(religious instruction and synagogue-building). The
increase of the Jewish population in Croatia is

shown

Croatia
Crocodile
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in the following statistics: 1840-41, 380 souls;

850; 1869-79, 876; 1880, 13,488; 1890,
17,261; 1900, about 20.000, equivalent to 0.31 per
cent of the entire population in 1857 and about 1 per
1857-64,

cent in 1900.

The immigrants came from Bohemia, Moravia,
and Hungary (Great Kanizsa) into Croatia; from
Hungary (Bonyhad) into Slavonia; from Turkey
into the Military Frontier. With the exception of a
small number of "Spanioleu" (Sephardim) they
have the German rites.
There are twenty-seven communities in Croatia
two, at Agram and at Essegg, have over 2,000 souls
each (4 per cent and 8 per cent respectively of the
entire population), and fourteen over 200 souls each.
Eleven congregations have rabbis; the others have
There are four Jewish schools,
rabbinical delegates.
With
at Agram, Essegg, Semlin, and Vukovar.
the exception of two, the communities are progressive; most of them have new temples with organs,
a hebra kaddisha, and one or two benevolent societies.
The several communities are not bound together by any sort of organization whatever.
The Jews of Croatia are engaged in all occupations, even in agriculture, but especially in trade,
wholesale and retail. The wood industries are flourishing since Jewish business men
Statistics, have taken hold of them and have
introduced stave and cane factories;
they have also opened the one cotton-spinning and
weaving establishment in the province. In profes-sional life there arc 30 Jewish lawyers (out of a
total of 200), 10 Jewish judges, and about 50 Jewish physicians, either holding official positions or

practising privately.
In the arts and sciences the
Jews of Croatia have not distingnished themselves.
Even in Jewisli science very little has been done;
a few religious books by Dr. Jakobi (see Acjkam),
a few treatises relating to the history of social life
by Dr. S. Spitzek, and some articles on the lii.story
of the Croatian Jews (in the "Journal of the Country Arfhives," 1901-02) having been the entire output in this field up to the end of the nineteentli

A

society, founded by the Jewish youth
century.
of Agram in 1899, for the study of Jewish history and science, heralds a new era of intellectual

activity.

The relations of the JewHf)f Croatia witli the other
denominations have be(;n until very recently most
friendly.
Anti-Semitism, even in 1883, fovind no
support. The peasjintry, again, is indebted to the
village Jews for new nieuns of livelihood and tlie
marketing of its products; and in the cities the assimilation of the Jews with tlie Croatians prevents
rare-hatrfd.

Numerous Jews

liold offices

as

town

as mayors, and honorary positions in philanthropic and national societies are held

councilors,

some even

by them. It is only in the last few years that attempts have been made by the clerical party to injure the Jews economically in many industries by
establishing cooperative associations.

G. S.
This well-known amphibious reptile (CrocodilusTulgans or niloticus) is not mentioned
by a specific Hebrew name in the Bible. There are
passages, however, in which allusions to it occur,
and which give a faithful description of it (compare Brehm, "Illustriertes Thierleben," iii. i. 112).
Whether Ps. Ixviii. 30 (A. V. margin) refers to the
crocodile in the phrase " the beasts of the reed " is
Upon these beasts destrucstill an open question.
tion is invoked, which would be strange if they were
meant to denote Egypt for the crocodile is the most
characteristic animal of that country, and the psalm
is pervaded by a friendly spirit toward the empire
of the Pharaohs.
It is thus more reasonable to hold
with Duhm ("Die Psalmen Erklart," in Marti's
" Kurzer Hand-Commentar zum Alten Testament
")
that swine are meant, as designating the population of the Jordan valley, which, at the time of the
composition of the psalm, consisted largely of nonJews. It is interesting to note in reference to Ex.
viii. 2 that the word ?efardea' (A. V. "frogs") was
explained as referring to crocodiles (Arabic, " timsah ") by all the commentators whom Ibn Ezra menD.

CROCODILE

:

;

tions in his

commentary

to this passage.

In Job (xl.-xli.) the description of the Leviathan
Some of
certainly resembles that of the crocodile.
the particulars given the impenetrable scales (xli.
the sharp scales (ib. verse 30) the teeth (verse
15)
14) the thick armor (verse 7) the strongly marked
difficulties besetting its capture; the
futility of ordinary implements, as
The
Leviathan, the hook, noose, and harpoon and the
impotence of the usual weapons, the
spear, mace, and arrow (verses 2, 7, 26)— establish a
strong presumption in favor of the identification.
Against this evidence it has been urged tliat the
other characteristics are not specific enough, as they

—

;

;

;

;

;

common

water animals.
however, that tiie writer was describing the crocodile from perscHial ob" We have good evidence," says Canon
servation.
Tristram in "The Natural History of the Bible"
(8th ed., p. 201, London, 1HH9), "of its existence at
the |)re3(.'ntday in the marshes of the Zerka, or CrocThis fact, well known to Pliny (" Hisodile Hiver."
toria Natnriilis," V. 17) and Stral)o(p. 758), and confirmed by Pococke, was corroborated, according to
Tristram (I.e.), by the Arabs with whom he conversed.
W. M. Thomson ("The Land and the
Book," poptilar edition, i. 73) festilles to the presence of crocodiles in the marsh of Zerka: he believes
JH-ard the splashing of crocodiles mathat 111king tlieir way "through this hideous swamp in
quest of prey " (ih. p. 77). The latest testimony to
are

There

is

to several large

some

possibility,

the HjimiM-fTert is that of Schumacher (" Pal. Exj)lor.
Funii Quarterly Statement," Jan., 1887, p.l). whoreports having seen a crocodile in that neighborhood.
AItlK)Ugh these coast districts did not belong to
the rj'gions familiar to the Hebrew writers, it is not
reasonable to preclude the possibility that the poet
in Job wrote of what he himself had seen, or from
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Crocodile

Cromwell

information supplied to him by those who had made
Even Gnukel
ptMsoiial observations of tiie animal.
("Seiii^pfiinirund Chaos," p. 4S). who, with Chi yne,
wonhl probably relei^ate this chapter to the domain
of mythology, concedes that the poet meant to describe, not a mytholot^ieal creature, but a monster
actually living in his day, and that some of the
characteristics mentioned are those of the crocodile.
Acconlinglo Gtnikel, howevi'r. the bulk of the chapter is an adaptation of mythological
Mytho- material the monster being taken
log-ical or from the Babylonian creation-myth.
His objections are cogent and his
Real?
theory must be admitted as having
great probability as regards other passages, in which
the crocodile is referred to under such designations
as "tannim" ("dragons," R. V., Jer. xiv. 6),
"rahab" (Isj\. li. 9; Ps. Ixxxix. 10), and "leviathan" (Ps. Ixxiv. 14; Job iii.). But with reference
to Job xli. 1 all facts point to the conclusion that
the word "leviathan " is probably a later emendation, influenced by the mythical passages (F. Delitzsch, " Hiob," Leipsic, 1902). The enumeration of
;

In Arabic it is called " hirdhaun.
the Targ. for zab (the Syriac
" hanlaiia "), is translated by "crocodile," and distinguished from a land-lizard, as the "hiiriioua" of tlie
sea.
This latter name occurs in a Talmudic caution
that at jiruyer tlu; curved jxjslui'e of the "crocodile" (V) be" not assumed (Vcr. Ber. 3d).
The Talmudic "ben nelilim" (Hul. 127a) has also been idenBut it seems to be the
titied with the crocodile.
Psamitti)murus sciiiCdH (Arabic, "sakankur"). The
crocodile is perhaps designated by the Talmudic
Xn^np (Ned. 41a), which in B. B. 73b occurs in a
fabulous connection as xnp1"lpN, if this be not a cor-

body (Shab.

This

passed

into

107).

NJmn,

in

ruption of X3"lpy (" scorpion "). For Talmudic views
on "leviathan " see the article under that title.
Bibliography: Tristram, The Natural HUtoruof the Bible,
London, 18Si); J. G. Wood, Vible ^-Idima/.s (London, n.d.);
Cheyne and Black, Encyc. liibl. s.v.; Levy, Ncuhebr. W6rterb. i. 42,5, Leip.sic, 18G7, Fleischer's notes; Lewysohn, Die
Zoologie des Talmuds, Frankfort-on-the-Maln, 1858.
E. G. H.

CROMWELL, OLIVER:
England

;

the characteristics is
too complete to admit of any other explanation.
The Arabs call the
crocodile
"timsah,"
or"waral," both of

which words

have
Syriac.

At one time they
must have used the

their control

Spanish

;

cial

menthe

Silver Salver Bearing the "Arms of the Tribe op Judah."
Said to have been presented to Oliver Cromwell by Manasseh ben Israel.

and which the R. V.

(In possession of Sir

translates" land -crocodile" (marked in the

margin as uncertain); while
following the Vulgate and the Septuagint, has " chameleon." AccordOther
ing to Bochart (" Hierozoicon, " i.
Biblical
1069), the land-monitor, the " waral alReferences. ard " of the Arabs ( Pmmmosanrus scinCU8), is meant, or perhaps even a larger
monitor, the "waral al-bahr," the Nilotic monitor.
Bochart also seems inclined to make the " zab " of Lev.
xi. 29 identical with the"koah, "or land-crocodile(t6.
i, book iv.. ch. 1).
This latter is a lizard, if not a
toad; and as such it is explained by the Talmudists
(Hul. 127a). According to Kimhi, the Hebrew
"koah" (Lev. xi. 30) is a lizard (in tinne the Lacerta
the A. v.,

The Talmud

skin (Hul. 122a),

the

Ham-

burg Bank, and the
Dutch East and West
Indies, they would be

"koah"

not dangerous to

interests in the

Levant,

unclean animals,

stdlio).

and
commer-

trade,

their large

however, be due to
a reminiscent confusion of the crocodile
(Lev. xi. 30),
tioned
among

of the

Portuguese and

of the animal
for food for the eating thereof is expressly forbidden to
faithful
Mohammedans.
This may,

the

Lord Protector of

born April 25, 1599, died Sept. 3, 1658.
Cromwell favored readmission of the Jews
into England, partly
in the hope of thereby fulfilling the Messianic prophecy, but
mainly because they
had aided him as " intelligencers, " and he
foresaw that, with

flesh

with
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characterizes this species as
as having a soft, tender

man and
which

is easily

removed from the

Samuel Montagu.)

of service to him in
his expansionist policy, and would bring
wealth into the coun-

There were at
about
twenty Marano famhad tied from Spain
try.

this time (1053)

settled in England, who
through fear of the Inquisition. To all appearance Spanish merchants, and attending mass at
the chapel of the Spanish ambassador, they were
nevertheless known to Cromwell and a few othAntonio Fernandez Cauers to be crypto-Jews.
VAJAL, a Portuguese merchant in London, had
been of financial assistance to the Parliament, and
had also, through a relative in Holland and a servant named Somers, or Butler, secured for Cromwell
information regarding the Royalist intrigues with
ilies

Spain.
At the time of the Dormido mission to England to negotiate for readmission, Carvajal actively
supported the petition, and it was favorably received
by Cromwell. At this time, however, the anti-Jewish prejudices had become strong, and the Council
would not consent (1654). Cromwell then sent for
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Cromwell
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Crown

Mauiisst-li

bi«u

Israel,

nnd a inoliou was introduced

iu the Council in 1655, "That the Jews deserving it
may be admitted into this nation to trade nnd trafllc

and dwell among us as Proviileuee may give occaThe motion was referred to a committee, and
sion. "
a conference was finally arranged to consider the
questi»)n. the members being appointed by three of
Cromwell's most devoted political adherents. The
conference mi't in the Council
hall,

Dec,

ICrM.

Chamber

It consisted of

at Whiterepresentatives of

the army, the law, the trading interests, and sixteen divines, the majority oi whom Cromwell hud
carefully selected on account of their supposed approval of religious toleration.
The first question which arose for consideration
was whether there existed any law forbidding the
readmissiou of the Jews, and this was settled by the
decision that the expulsion of 1290 had never been
When the terms of admission
valid.
were discussed, a distinctly hostile
The
Whitehall spirit manifested itself, and the merConference. cantile interests and the clergy united
To secure a favorable
in opposition.
vote the Protector added some more members who
•were thought to approve of the proposal, but they
Finally,
also ranged themselves with its opponents.
on Dec. 18, a hostile crowd thronged into the Council Chamber, and it was obvious that Cromwell's
project could not be carried except under the most

extreme

restrictions.

Cromwell now saw that his whole scheme would
be thwarted if a vote were not prevented. With
characteristic promptness he began at once to review
the differences of opinion revealed by the various
Protesting that he had no obligations to
speakers.
the Jews beyond those imposed by the Scriptiues,
he insisted that, "since there was a promise of their
conversion, means must be used to that end, which
was the preaching of the Gospel, and that could not
be done unless they were admitted where the Gospel
was preached." Then, turning to the objecting
merchants, he said: "You say that they are the
meanest and most despised of all people. But in
that case what becomes of your fears? Can you
really be afraid that this contemptible and despised
people should be able to prevail in trade and credit
over the merchants of England, the noblest and most
esteemed merchants of the whole world? " Finally,
having announced that nothing was to be hoped
from the conference, and that he should use his
own judgment in acting for the glory of God and
the good of the nation, he vacated the chair and
brought the proceedings to a close.
The conference was cowed, and dissolved without a word of
protest.

What

finally precipitated the solution of the diffi-

was the outbreak of the war vnth Spain. The
Spanish Maranoswere no longer able to live in England as Spanish citizens, and in 165G, relying upon
the deci-sion that the expulsion of 1290 was no

culty

longer valid, they openly threw off their disguise
and assumed the position of Jews.
In the following year, probably on Feb. 4, 1657,
Cromwell in a public meeting made a ".seasonable
benefaction " to Carvajal, perhaps a verbal assurance
that the Jews would not be disturbed in the exer-

368
He had

previously made a
Israel. Altogether
Cromwell's action enabled the Jews to live as such
iu England at a time when there was sutticient opposition to them on the part of the clergy and the
mercantile classes to have prevented their residence,
if the government had been weak or ill-disposed
toward them.

cise of their religion.

grant of .£100 to

Man ASSEH ben

Bibliography: Ma7^asseh ben IsraeVs MUntion
CrumwelU edited by Luclen WoU, London, 1901.

to Oliver

V. E.

J.

CRONEBURG, BENJAMIN BEN SOLO-

MON

Gorman publicist lived at Neuwied, Prusthe eighteenth century.
In 1758 he founded
at Neuwied the Jewish periodical "Der Grosse
Schauplatz " (The Great Stage), printed in German.
Bibliography: Karpeles, Oesch. dcr Jlldischen Literatur,
:

;

sia, in

p. 1079.

M. Sel.

G.

CRONICA ISRAELITICA.

See Periodicals.

CROOL, JOSEPH:

Teacher and controversialEngland about 1838. He gave
lessons in Hebrew to a few students in the University
of Cambridge when, for several years, the regius professors of Hebrew were absentees.
He was not by
any means a man of learning, though he could read
three languages, English, German, and Hebrew he
was given over to prejudices, and delighted in old
wives' fables and vain traditions. He was in the
habit of wearing a parchment girdle, on which were
inscribed passages from the Law and the Talmud.
Crool was opposed to the emancipation of the
Jews; believing that the introduction of Jews to
Christians in the legislature would lead to the conflourished in

ist;

;

version of the former to Chnstianitj'.

He wrote

two works on this subject in 1829, entitled "The
Fifth Empire" and "The Last Generation," both
published at Cambridge.
Bibliography: Jewish Chronicle^ London, June
Cambridge Independent Press, June 11, 1848.

30,

1848;

G. L.

J.

CROSS:

1.

The

stake

(<TraJ)pof

= 2^^^f or KT^V)

used by the Romans at crucifixion. This was so
familiar to the Jews in New Testament times that
they spoke frequently of "men carrying their cross
before them while going to be executed " (Gen. K.
Ivi.
Pesik. R. xxxi., ed. Buber, 143b), as did Jesus
(Matt. X. 38, xvi. 24, and parallels; see Cruci;

fixion).

2.

A specific

Christian symbol: termed

Ti^ ("warp and woof");
Concerning this the law is: "As

3iy"l

by Jews

also b^^V ("idol").
far as it is made an

object of worship by Christians, it is to be treated
as an idol and prohibited for use; if, however, it is
worn as an ornament without any religious object.
Its use is permitted to the Jews" (Isserles, Shulhan
'Aruk, Yore De'ah, 141, 1; R. Mordecai to 'Ab.
Zarah iii. in the name of R. Eleazar b. Jacob of
Worms). However, being a Christian symbol, it

has always been scrupulously avoided by Jews.
Pious Jews would not even wear badges or decorations with the cross attached to them, whereas more
lii)eral ones do not hesitate to wear either the Iron
Cross as German soldiers, or the Red Cross as members of the Red Cross Society.
To embroider ornamental crosses upon silk dresses for Christian ladies

is

Cromwell
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not forbidden to Jewish

mon

b.

Adret

artists,

(see Berliner,

according to Soloder

"Aus dem Leben

The Jewish aversion
Juden," 1900, pp. 13, 130).
to using any sign resembling a cross was so strong
that in books on arithmetic or algebra written by
Jews the plus sign was represented by an inverted

"kamez" (±).
The cross as a

Christian s\mbol or "seal" came
into use at least as early as the second century (see
" Apost. Const." iii. 17; Epistle of Barnabas, xi.-.xii.
Justin, "Apologia," i. 55-60; "Dial, cum Try ph."
85-97); and the marking of a cross upon the fore;

head and the chest was regarded as a talisman
against the powers of demons (TertuUian, " De Corona," iii.; Cyprian, "Testimonies," xi. 21-22;
Lactantius, "Divin;E Institutiones," iv. 27, and elsewhere). Accordingly the Christian Fathers had to
defend themselves, as early as the second century,
against tlie charge of being worshipers of the cross,
as may be learned from TertuUian, "Apologia," xii.,
X vii. and Minucius Felix, " Octavius, " xxix. Christians used to swear by the power of the cross (see
Apocalypse of ^lary, viii., in James, "Texts and
Nevertheless Jewish teachers
Studies," iii. 118).
in the Middle Ages declared that Christians must
be believed when swearing by the cross, as, in
reality, they swear by the true God (Isaac of Corbeil, in "SeferMizwotKatan," 119, quoted by Glidemann, "Gesch. d. Erz. u. Cultur in Italien," 1880,
i. 90}.
The fact, however, that the cross was worshiped as an idol during the Middle Ages caused
the Jews to avoid (compare Ex. xxiii. 13) the very
word "Cross," as well as all derivatives of it;
for instance, " kreuzer "they called " zelcm" or, abbreviated, "zal"; and the town
Kreuznach " they
called "Zelem-]^Iakom."
Several forms of the cross appear to have been
used: the simple form, like a plus sign, the socalled St. Andrew's cros.s, and the Latin cross, which
is mentioned in Ezek. ix. 4 (Hebr.) as the "mark of
life set upon the men to be saved" (compare Aquila,
Symmachus, Theodotion, and Vulgate, or St. Jerome,
to Ezek. I.e. and TertuUian, "Ad versus Marcum,"
iii. 22; compare Job xxxi. 35).
On the other hand,
the oblicjue or St. Andrew's cro.ss, resembling the
letter "x," was used in Justin's time (.see "Apologia," i. 60, where lie compares the Christian cross
with the cosmogonic startitig-point in Plato's
" Tima'us." 36), and was known also to the Jews (see
Anointing and Cabala), this form as tlie initial
letter of 'Xi>inr/)r being preferably used.
In Jewish
circles tin- original connections of both the Latin
and the St. Andrew's cross were quite naturally
,

•

;

ignorefl.
BiBt.iOfiRAriiv
IficI

.

:

//x-kliT, luix

fWil. H.V.; (hevrif

Krruz

Cliritill. IHT.'i; niixllntrM,

iirul Illiu-k. /"/'/icj/r.

HHiI.h.w. WIiht.

B. It. 8.V.; IlerzoK-lIauck, HiMl-Encyc. s.v.; Kruuss, UailencyclopUfHe der CtirUt lichen Archdoloaie, b.v.

K.

CROSS-EXAMINATION.

CROWN.— Biblical

See Evidence.

Data: The

tran.slation

cm-

ployed for five distinct Hel)rew words in the Bible.
It renders, first, "zer," a technical term used frequently in the Priestly portif)ns of I'^xodus for the
golden molding with which the Ark (xxv. 11), the
table (xxv. 24). its border (xxv. 25), and the altar of
IV. -24

Crown

incense (xxx. 3) were decorated.
While this is an
uncommon use, the word is employed secondl)- and
more accurately for the Hebrew " nezer." This carries with it the idea of consecration, and refers solely
to the circlet worn on the head by a Hebrew monarch
as a symbol of his royal power (II Sam. i. 10;
II Kings xi. 12), or to that worn by the high priest
(Ex. xxix. 6, xxxix. 30).
Because of the significance of the crown, the word is used figuratively
for the authority of a king (Prov. xxvii. 24).
third word, "'atarah," is used in a perfectly general
way both directly (II Sam. xii. 30; Ezek. xxi. 31
[A. V. 26] and figuratively (Job xix. 9, xxxi. 36).
It also refers to wreaths used at banquets for purposes of decoration (Isa. xxviii. 1), or at games as
rewards (Prov. iv. 9). For "crown" in the phrase
"crown royal "in the book of Esther, however,
there is another Hebrew word, " keter," which seems
to be a Persian loan-word.
In the New Testament the words arl^avoc and
6ta6rifia a,re indiscriminately rendered "crown " in the
A. v., but distinguished in the R. V. (I Cor. ix. 25;

A

II Tim. ii. 5; Rev. iv. 4, 10).
The latter is the real
insignia of royalty; the former, a general symThis distinction is not mainbol of superiority.
tained in the Old Testament.
Finallj', the word
occurs not infrequently for "kadkad " in the phrase
"crown of the head," referring to the upper part of

the head.
In the New Testament a crown symbolizes victory
and all that it involves by way of reward. In the
Old Testament it is rather a symbol of splendor and
dignity (Prov. xii. 4, xvi. 31). Still, if the Hebrew
reading is correct, in Ps. c.\lii. 8 the crown is indicative of triumph.

F. K. S.

E. G. H.

In Post-Biblical Times The use of crowns
among the Jews in post-Biblical times, both in life
and in literature, is varied. Under the infiuence of
:

Greek custom the guests sjitat the festive table with
crowned with garlands. In the Book of
Wisdom (ii. 8) the ungodly are (luoted as .saying,
with reference to their festal meals: "Let us crown
ourselves with rosebuds before they be withered."
With these are contrasted the righteous whose reward is with the Lord: "They receive the crown of
royal dignity and the diadem of beauty from the
Lord's hand ({/>. v. 16). TIk- custom of sitting with
wreaths round the head at feastsseems to iiave been

their heads

quite

common among

tion of the

the

Jews before

Second Temple.

the destruc-

Ben Sira describes a

J<!wish feast at wliich tlie syniposiarch sits with a
crown of lionor (Ecclus. |Siracii] xxxii. 1-2). Judith and all thowf)menof Israel celebrated a thanksgiving festival after the victory over llolofernes,

"<iancing, being crowned with olive garlands, and
the men of Israel followed in their armor with
garlands" (.Judith xv. 13; (dm|)ar(! iii. 7). Thus
the Jews of Ale.xandria, after their

all

Festal

miraculous deliverance, celebrated a
thankHgiving feast "crowned with
garlanils of all kinds of sweet-scented
flowers" (111 Mace. vii. 16; compare ih. iv. 8, and
Josephus, "Ant." xix. 9, § 1). Likewi.se, the Jews
in .Maccabean times celebratccl the Feast of Tabernacles sitting in their booths, "with wreaths upon

Crowns.

TlIK .IKWISII

Crown

Uieir heads," iis iimy bo lournotl from the Hoi)k of
Jubilees, xiv. ao. where Abmhum is sjiid to liave reeeiviil nn onliniiuee to thistlTeel for nil generations.
Obviously, this custom gave rise to the belief that

the TulH'Vnaele feast

was a Haeehic

festival (Plu-

"Symposium," iv. 5; e»impare II Maee. vi. 7).
Wliether this Greek custom goes back to ancient
Semitic life (see Isii. xxviii. l-l, and Luzzatto's Hebrew commentary) can not be ileeided. The Sukkah garlands or crowns of wheat (n31D ^"lioy and
D'^2L" ^L" nnoy. Yer. Sukkaii i. 51d; Tosef., Sukkali, i. 7) appear to be a reminiscence of the older
"crowning of the head." Possibly the crowning of
the cup of blessing at the saying of grace (lioy, Ber.
51a; Yer. Ber. vii. lid; see also Frankel's comtareh,

is a survival of the Greek symposium.
Crowns were placed by the Gentiles upon their
Idols (Epistle of Jeremiah 9; Acts xiv. 13); and accordingly, such "crowns of wheat-ears or of roses"
placed upon idols were interdicted
The
(Yer. 'Ab. Zarah iij. 42c, 43d).
Crowns

mentary)

Jews, however, modified the custom
by placing crowns of gold upon the
forefront of the Temple at the dedication feast
They also put garlands of olive
(I Mace. iv. 57).
around the festal steer that led the annual thanksgiving procession, and around the baskets containing the tirst-fruits (Bik. iii. 3, 9, 10).
God Himself is constantly represented as wearing
crowns. The archangel Sandalfon binds wreaths
and the angel Akatriel
for his Maker (Hag. 13b)

of Glory.

;

=

"thecrowninganger')received his name
(^j<'"in3X
from his charge of holding the crown of glory over
the Most High on His heavenly throne (Ber. 7a).
According to the Slavonic Enoch (xiv. 2-3), every
evening four hundred angels remove the crown from
the head of the sun and lay it before the Lord and
every morning they replace the crown before the sun
"The king of
sets forth upon its daily journey.
light," whose head is surrounded with crowns,
" places the crowns of light ever anew upon the
angels in the heavens " (Brandt, " MandiiLsche
Schrif ten, "1893, pp. 13-19).
The four and twenty
elders in heaven have also " crowns of gold " on
their heads; and when prostrating themselves before the Lord they "cast their crowns before the
throne" (Rev. iv. 4, 11).
Most crowns of reward mentioned in Hellenistic
and rabbinical literature refer to the Avorld to come.
The angel of death says to Abraham
Crowns
(Testament of Abraham, A, xvii. B,
of Reward, xiii.), "If any one is righteous I take
crowns and come to him." "The
greatness of thy love toward God becomes a crown
upon thy head." (Compare " the crowns and thrones
of glory " for the righteous in Ascensio Isaise, vii.
22, viii. 26, ix. 10; Hermas, ".Similitudes," viii. 2.)
Such crowns are especially accorded to the martyrs
(see Testament of Job, ix. 13, probably based upon
micy. Job xxxi. 36; Kohler, in Kohut Memorial
Volume, p. 284). " When he has been approved he
shall receive the crown of life which the Lord promised to them that love him " (James i. 12, R. V. obviously with reference to Judges v. 31, as interpreted
by the Rabbis, Yoma 23a). Likewise, I Peter v. 4:
" Ye shall receive a crown of glory that fadeth not
;

;

,
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(compare Rev. ii. 10, "acrown of life"). Especially
does Paul dwell upon the "incorruptible crown"
obtained in

tiie

race for the higher things, in con-

trast to the "corruptible

crown

"

given to the victor

U

Cor. ix. 25;
Tim. ii. 5; compare II
Tim. iv. 8, and Philo, " De AUogoriis Legum," xxvi.
tj
These older conceptions cast light also on
26).
later rai)binical passages concerning the Cuowns of
Till!; RuiiiTEous and the Cuownof the L.vw.
in

games

(I

Hiiu.KKiUAi'iiY
J(i, ltH)7,

p. 01
•10

;

.N'os.

.J.

:

h.

LOw, Kranz und Krone,

IIKX).

Jnnux, lWt2, notes, pp.
Did. Bible Cheyne aud Blu<.'k, Envtic

The

et tn'Q.i llastinKs,

Bibl.

In lieu I'luiiiait-

U. 12; Charles, The Axvninion of Isdiah.

B. Mayor,

K)tislie of St.
;

Crown.

s.v.

K.

moy

is used (compare
In the Talmudic Hebrew,
the Englisii "crown") for the Biblical ~iT iu the
sense of " border " or " rim " (Kelim v. 3; Oh. xiv. 1).
In the Targumim IT 's usually rendered by the

identical I'T or

in, or sometimes by

in sense is equivalent to

"crown"

7^72,

or

which

"wreath."

For the insignia of royalty the late Biblical " keter "
used, together with " kisse " (throne) and "sharbit " (scepter).
While the Biblical ITJ drops out of
use in the Talmudical Hebrew, which restricts the
root to its original meaning, "cutoff" (hence "devoted," a "nazir"), a new word is introduced,
" laga " (Xjn), of non-Hebrew stock, in the sense of
royal crown and tlience of ornament.
"Keter," as well as " 'ateret" and its derivatives,
has also the applied meaning of ornament, dignity,
and distinction. The righteous will wear crowns
in the hereafter (Ber. 17a; compare ^leg. 15b, where
God is the croAvu on the head of the pious; Lev.
So also prayer is woven into a crown
R. XXX.).
"Three crowns
for the head of God (Ex. R. xxi.).
there are: the crown of the Torah, the crown of
but the
the priesthood, the crown of royalty
crown of a good name is higher than these altoIn explanation of this enugether " (Abot iv. 13).
is

;

meration of the three degrees of distinction Ex. R.
xxxiv. and Num. R. iv. must be kept in mind.

The crown

The
"Three
Crowns."

man (Phari.see), that of
the priest (Sadducee), that of royal
blood, men of good repute not only
attain but even surpass; that is, learning, birth, and stati(m are worthless,

of the learned

while character is all. R. Simeon ben
Johai enumerates these crowns in this order: the
crown of royalty, that is, the "table of the showbreads," which had a golden border; tiie crown of
the priesthood, that is, the altar; the crown of the
Torah, that is, the Ark of the Cover)ant. Playing
upon tiie vocalization of "it (ziir and zer), he adds:
"If one ac(|uires the Torah, it is for him a zer, a
crown if he does not, it is for him something
God is represented
foreign " (compare Yoma 72b).
in the Talmud as ornamenting the letters ]"2DV^,
as well as the letters y} (on p see Sliab. I04a), witli
"crowns," and refrains from multiplying them in
view of R. Akiba's disposition to n^ad into these
"crowns" halakic decisions (Men. 291); Shah. 89b).
" Crown " is also used for " kingdom "
for instance,
in the parable about the moon's jealousy of the sun,
" Is it po.ssible for two kings to have one
she asks
'crown'?" and God, acting upon the suggestion,
reduces her to the second rank (Hul. 60b). Again,
;

;

:

J
'
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Crucltixion
it is usotl flgurativi'ly for

a dceil I'lititlingoue to icc-

Hczi-kisih
ogniliou. as iu Yer. IK'in. ii. 22c, bottom.
was priviU\i:i'il by Uoil to "iicquiro the crowu " of
<he removal of the bni/.eu serpent (Hul. (5b, 7b).
Iu the same sense the caution occurs against making

the

Tomh ami

(Abot

learning a crowu of self-gloriticatit)n

iv. 5).

The most distinguished men are called
their fellows (for iustauce, iu Tosef.,

the

crown of

Sotah,

xv.).

the death of R. Eleazar beu Azariah passed
the crown of the wise, for the wealth of the
wise consists in the crowu of learning (compare Sotah
49b).
So also the distinctions conferred on the first

With

away

day are designated as

its

Shab. 87 b).

The

teu crowus (Sifra, Shemini

—

—

crown wreath or chaplet at
and so did the bridegroom, who,

bride wore a

the marriage feast,
indeed, was regarded as a king during the nuptial

ceremonies (^owack, "Lehrbuch des Hebraischen
This custom was suspended
Archilologie, " i. 164).
for a time in consequence of the Roman wars (Sotah
These bridal wreaths could not be woven
ix. 14).
of myrtle or roses, but were made of reeds. The
reason for this restriction is found in the idolatrous
uses of wreaths of the kiud prohibited
Bridal
(Yer. 'Ab. Zarah iv. 43d: "Not only
wreaths made of wheat-stalks, but
Crowns,
also of roses " compare also Y'er. Bik.
toward end 64b, top Sotah 49a). In Yer. Sofah
ix. 24b, bottom, K. Jeremiah is reported as wearing
a crown of olive-branches in order to amuse the
bridal party, from which act he came to be known
as the rabbi with the (myrtle bridal) crown (comLam. R. 94b; the verse "the
pare Gen. R. Ixx.
crown is fallen from our head " [Lam. v. 16] was
Lam. R. to the verse,
interpreted to refer to him
Mention is also made of ornaments in the
69d).
shape of wreaths, which were much affected by
•women (Shab. v. 1 [57a] Sotah 49b). Some of these
are even said to have shown in engraving the picBy later rabbis the custom of
ture of Jerusalem.
placing a wreath or crown on the head of the bridegroom was regarded as a token of mourning for Je;

i.,

;

;

;

;

rusalem,

"

the olive-branches being bitter " (" Ateret
'

Ze]^enim"to "Or ha-Hayyim," 560; Tur Eben ha'Ezer, 65; Tos. Pes. 36a). See Crown of the Law.
E. G. H.

E. c.

CROWN OF THE LAW A
:

coronet, usually

made

of gilded silver, with bells, bearing the Hebrew inscription min IDS- It is placed upon the
upper ends of the handles of the scroll of the Law.
Sometimes the crown is a double one. A similar
emblem, often borne between two lions as symbols
of strength, decorates tlie mantle of the scroll and

the curtain of the Ark. The device signifies the
majestic sovereignty of the Law. It is difficult to
say when it was first adopted. In geonic times he
who read the last chapter of the Pentateuch on Simhat Torah had a crown of silver or gold or a garland of myrtle placed upon his head, similar to the
one placed upon the head of a bridegroom; whence,
probably, the name Bridegroom of the Law.
From this arose the custom of having a crown
placed permanently upon the scroll of the Law, the
making of crowns or garlands on festival days being
a transgression of the Law (see Abraham ben Nathan

372

ha Yarhi iu " IlaManhig," Suk. §59; and R. Nissim to Alfasi, Meg. iii. Shulhau 'Aruk, Oral.i Hayyim, 154, 10).
The nuisters of the school, called "kings" (Git. 62a),
were probably the persons originally decorated with
This seems to be couUrmed
the crown of the Law.
by the saying of llillel: "He who makes use of the
;

crown fxjnl perishes" (Ab. i. 13). [This "crowu"
was afterwanl understood to mean the "crown of
God" (-iri3 = the Ineffable Name, which was probably engraved upon the crown; see Pirke R. El.
xlvii. Targ. Yer. to Ex. xxxiii. 4-6, 25.)] Compare
Ab. iv. 5: "Make not the Torah a crown to glory in
it."
The saying of R. Simon b. Yohai concerning
the three crowns the crown of the Law, the crown
of the priesthood, and the crown of royalty (see
CiiowN IN PosT-BmLiCAL Ti.MKs) appears also to
indicate that the crown of the Law, like the two
others, was a material crown, and not a figurative expression like "the crown of a good name."
The crown of the Law is probably indicated by the
following Haggadah: "When the Israelites before
receiving the Law on Mount Sinai proclaimed We
[Ex. xxiv. 17], there came
shall do and hearken!
sixty myriads of angels with two crowns for each
one for each of the two promises and when they
sinned before the Golden Calf there came twice as
many demons to take their ornaments away " (Ex.
xxxiii. 6; Shab. 88a; compare Pesik:. 21 [ed. Friedmann, 102b]; Pesi^. de R. K. xiv. 124b; Tan., Tezawweh, ed. Buber, 50a).
Regarding the question whether the Keter Torah
;

—

—

'

'

—

;

may be sold for the purpose of settling a
for a daughter, see Isaac Lampronti, " Pahad
Ylzhak," letter D, 170b.
J. D. E.
K.'

in use

dowry

CROWNS OF THE RIGHTEOUS

:

The

fu-

ture bliss of the righteous is described by Rab in
Ber. 17b: "There is neither eating and drinking nor
marrying nor bargaining nor envy nor hatred nor
quarrel in the world to come but the righteous sit
with crowns upon their heads, and feed upon the
splendor of the Shekinah, as it is said of the noHe laid not his hand
bles of the children of Israel
;

'

:

upon them, but they saw God, and this was their
eating and their drinking'" (Ex. xxiv. 11, Targ.).
In Sanh. 111b, Meg. 15b, R. Haninah says: "God
himself will be a crown of glory upon the head
of each righteous one, as it is written: 'In that
day shall the Lord of hosts be for a crown of glory,
and for a diadem of beauty, unto the residue of his
people'" (Isa. xxviii. 5). Accordingly the Zohar
(Wayehi ed. Cracow, p. 296) speaks of seats surrounded with crowns prepared for the righteous
in paradise thirty days before their death, when their
forthcoming arrival there is announced. So sings
the poet of the " Akdamut "
;

" Under a canopy of crystal clouds.
Wearing a beauteous crown.
Each In accordance with his deeds,
On a throne with seven steps of fine gold."
K.

CRUCEANU, STEFAN:

J.

D. E.

Rumanian author;

Jassy April 25, 1868. On receiving his
bachelor's degree in 1889 he entered the University
of Jassy as a student of philosophy, but at the end

born at

Crown
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of a year he went to Paris to study medicine. In
April, 1885, he published his first work, a socialistic
story, in the "Drepturile Omului " (Rights of Man).
He became a frequent contributor to dillerent political papers, including the "Xatiunea," "Drapelul,"

"Pcrdaful." "Fulgerul," "Tunul," and "Propashirea." In 1891 he published his first poem, "Bataile din Urma" (The Last Heart-Beat), in the "Revista Xoua " of Bucharest.
He is a contributor to
the most prominent journals of Rumania, such as
the "Convorbiri Literare," "Radicalul," "Evenimentul," "Noutatea," "Adeverul," "Literatura et
Arta Romana," and the "Noua Re vista Romana."
In 1898 he published most of his poems in one volume under the title "Lacrime."
s.
E. Sd.

CRTJCIFIXION

The act of putting to death
nailing or binding to a cross.
Among the modes
of Capital Punishment known to the Jewish penal
law, crucifixion is not found; the "hanging" of
criminals "on a tree," mentioned in Deut. xxi. 22,
was resorted to in New Testament times only after
lapidation (Sanh. vi. 4; Sifre, ii. 221, ed. Friedmann,
:

by

A

Vienna, 1864).
Jewish court could not have
passed a sentence of death by crucifixion without
violating the Jewish law. The Roman penal code
re(?ognized this cruel penalty from remote times
(Aurelius Victor Ca?sar, 41). It may have developed
out of the primitive custom of "hanging" ("arbori
suspendere ") on the "arbor infelix," which was dedicated to the gods of the nether world. Seneca (" Epistola," 101) still calls the cross "infelix lignum."
Trees were often used for crucifying convicts (Tertullian, "Apologia," viii. 16).
Originally only slaves
were crucified; hence " death on the cross " and " supplicium servile" were used indiscriminately (Tacitus,
" Historia," iv. 3, 11).

Later, provincial freedmen of

obscure station ("humiles") were added to the class
liable to this sentence.

Roman citizens were exempt

undcra]lcircumstances(Cicero, "Verr."i. 7; iii. 2, 24,
26 iv. 10 et seq.). The following crimes entailed this
penalty: piracy, highway robbery, assa.ssination,
forgery, false testimony, mutiny, high treason, rel)ellion(seePauly-\Vissowa, " Real-Encyc."«.t'. "Crux ";
Jo8ephu9, "B. J." V. 11, § 1). Soldiers that deserted to the enemy and slaves who denounced their
masters ("dciutio domini ") were also punished by
death on the cross.
;

The crosses usf^d were of dilTereiit sliapes. Some
were in the form of a T, otl)ers in tha*, of a St. y\.ndrew'8 cross, X, wliile others again were in four
parts,
The more common kind ronsistefl of a
stake (" pains ") firmly embedfh'd in thf ground ("cru-

^

.

cem

figere") before the condemned urrivrd at the
place of exfculion (Cicero, " Verr." v. 12; Joseplius,
" B. J." vii. 6. § 4) and a cross-beam (" patibulum "),
bearing the "titulus" the inscription naming the
crime (Matt, xxvii. 37; Luke xxiii. 38; Suetrjnius.
"Ca]."88). It was this cross-beam, not the heavy
stake, which the condemned was compollfd to carry
to the scene of execution (Plutarch, "De Sera Num.
Vind."9; Matt. tft. John xix. 17; see Crosb). The
cross was not very high, and the smtenred man rouM
without difficulty be drawn up witli ropes ("in
crucera tollere, agere, dare, ferre").
His hands and
feet were fastened with nails to the cross-beam and

—

;

Crucitixioii

stake (Tertullian, "Adv. Judaeos," 10; Seneca".
"Vita Beata," 19); though it has been held that, as
in Egypt, the hands and feet were merely bound with
ropes (see Winer, "B. R." 1. 678).
The execution

was always preceded by fiagellation(Livy, xxxiv. 26;
Josephus' "B. J."ii. 14, § 9; v. 11, § 1) and on his
way to his doom, led through the most populous
streets, the delinquent was exposed to iu.sult and
;

injury.

Upon

arrival at the stake, his clothes were;

removed, and the execution took place. Death was
probably caused by starvation or exhaustion, the
cramped position of the bod}^ causing
Mode of fearful tortures, and ultimatel}' gradual

Execution,

Whether a foot-rest %vas provided is open to doubt; but usually
the body was placed astride a board (" sedile ").
The agony lasted at least twelve hours, in some
cases as long as three days.
To hasten death the
legs were broken, and this was considered an act
of clemency (Cicero, "Phil." xiii. 27).
The body
remained on the cross, food for birds of prey until
it rotted, or was cast before wild beasts.
Special
permission to remove the body was occasionally
granted.
Officers (carnifex and triumviri) and soldiers

were

paralysis.

in charge.

This cruel way of carrying into effect the sentence
of death was introduced into Palestine by the Romans. Josephus brands the first crucifixion as aa
act of unusual cruelty ("Ant." xiii. 14, § 2), and as
illegal.

penalty

But many Jews underwent
xx.

this

extreme

§ 2; "Vita," § 75; "B. J."ii. 12,
§ 6; 14, § 9; V. 11. § 1; Philo, ii. 529).
During the times of unrest which preceded the
rise in open rebellion against Rome (about 80-66
B.C.), "rebels" met with short shrift at the hands of
the oppressor. They were crucified as traitors. The
sons of Judas the Galilean were among those who
{ib.

6,

sufl'ered this fate.

The details given in the New Testament accounts
(Matt, xxvii. and paraliel-s) of the crucifixion of
Jesiis agree on the whole with the procedure in
vogue under Roman law.
worthy of note: (1) In order

Two

modifications are
insensible
to pain, a drink (<'jfof, Matt, xxvii. 34, 48; John xix.
29) was given him. This was in accordance with the
humane Jewish provision (see Maimonides, "Yad,*

Sanh.

xiii. 2;

Sanli. Via).

to

make him

Tlu; beverage

was a mix-

ture of myrrli (nj13^ 7t^' tDllp) Rn<i wine, given
"so that the delinriiieiit. might lo.'^e clear consciousness through the eiisuitig inloxitalioii."
(2) ('ontrary to tiie Roman practi.se of leaving the body on
the cross, that of Jesus was removed and buried, tiie
latter act in keeping with Jewish law and (ustom.

These exeeptioiis, however, exhaust the incidents in
the crucifixion of Jesus that might point to a parlicil)ation therein, and a regulation thereof, by Jews or
Jewish law. The mode and manner of Jesus' death
tm(loid)te(lly point to Roman customs and laws as
tlie

directive j)ower.
tlie Jewisli point of view, the crime of

From

JesuH was convicted by the Jewish priests

which

greatly
If it was blasphemy, lapidain doubt (see Jesus).
tion should, acrording to Jewish law, have been
the penalty, with suspi'nsion from the gallows after
death (Mislmah Sanh. iii. 4; Sifre,' iii. 221). Nor were
any of the well-known measures taken (Sanh. vi.)
is

THK

Crucifixion

Cruelty

which pwvide

bi-fore

of a rfvci-s»l of

"cwss"

—

/.(•..

tlie

.TKWISll

executiou for the coiitiiigcucy
Neitlier was the
sentence.

tlieiriiUows for haiisiing

— constructi'il

as usuiil aftiT hipitliition, ami as onlaiiuHl in
His hands were not bound as
Stmheilrin vi. 4.
preseribed: tlie "cross" was not bnried with liis
Wiutiu'r
bixly (Mainionides, " Vad." 8anh. xv. })).
the Jewish law would have toleratetl a threefoKl execution at one and the same time is more than uncertain (Sanli.

vi.

4; Sifre,

ii.

22V,.
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with his character as recorded elsewhere (see
SchHrer, "Gesch." Index, «.*.). The other incidents
TcstauK^nt report
in the New
the rending of
the curtain, darkness (eclip.se of the sun), the rising of the dead from their graves are apocalyptic embellishments derived from Jewish Messianic
eschatoh>gy. The so-called writs for tlie execution
(sec Mayer, "Die Rechte der Israeliten, Athener, und
RiVmer," iii. 428, note 27) are spurious.

—

—

Hahen die Jinlrn Jr.ium
'Zi\
!
ed.. reprint, 190a; Hirscli, The Cruciliriittifrmn tlic Jewish Point nf View, Clilcu(?o, W.ti; Cliwolson,
Dixs Letzte PasKan\ahl T/iri.sfi, St. PetersburK, IHK; works
of Jewish liistoriuns, as (Jriltz, Jost, etc.; Schiirer, (lescli.;

HiBi.iOGRAriiY: Liidwig Plilllpson,

greatest dilHculty from the point of view of
the Jewisii penal jirocedure is presented by the day
and time of the execution. According
Date of
to the Gospels, Jesus died on Friday,
Jesus' Cru- the eve of Sabbath. Yet on that day,
cifixion.
in view of the approach of the Sabbath (or holiday), executions lasting

The

were almost impossible
35b; Mekilta to Wayakhel).
The Synoptics do not agree with John on the date
According to the latter he died on
of the month.
tlie 14th of Nisan, as though he were the paschal
lamb; but executions were certainly not regular on
According to the Synthe eve of a Jewish holiday.
optics, the date of his death was the loth of Ni.san
(first day of Passover), when again no executiou
could be held (Mishnah Saidi. iv. 1 and the commentaries; Yer. Sanh. ii. 3; Yer. Bez. v. 2; Ket.
This discrepancy has given rise to varii.
1).
That by Chwolson
ous attempts at rectification.
is the most ingenious, assuming that Jesus died
on the 14th, and accounting for the error in
Matthew by a mistranslation from the original Hebrew in Matt. xxvi. 17 (nipl 3"lp, due to the omission of the tirst 3np; see his "' Das Letzte Passamahl
until late in the afternoon

(Sifre,

ii.

231; Sanh.

;

Christi," p. 13).
But even so, the whole artificial
construction of the law regarding Passover when
the loth of Nisan was on Saturday, attempted
by Chwolson, would not remove the difficulty of
an execution occurring on Friday
eve of Sabbath
and eve of holiday and the body coidd not have
been removed as late as the ninth hour (3 p.m.).
Bodies of delinquents were not buried in private
graves (Sanh. vi. 5), while that of Jesus was buried
in a sepulcher belonging to Joseph of Arimathea.
Besides this, penal jurisdiction had been taken from
the Sauhedrin in capitid cases " forty years before
the fall of the Temple."
These facts show that the crucifixion of Jesus was
an act of the Roman government. That it was customary to liberate one sentenced to death on account of the holiday season is not conoborated by
Jewi.sh sources.
But many of the Jews suspected
of Messianic ambitions had been nailed to tlie cross
by Rome. The Messiah, "king of the Jews," was
a rebel in the estimation of Rome, and rebels weie
crucified (Suetonius, "Vespas." 4;
"Claudius,"
XXV.; Josephus, "Ant." xx. 5, § 1 8, § 6; Acts
V. 36, 37).
The in.scripti(jn on the cross of
Jesus reveals the crime for which, according to
Roman law, Jesus expired. He was a rebel. Tacitus C'Annales," 54, 59) reports therefore without
comment the fact that Jesus was crucified. For
Romans no amplification was necessary. Pontius
Pilate's part in the tragedy as told in the Gospels is
that of a wretclied coward but this docs not agree

=

;

;

;
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CRUELTY:

II.

The

disposition to inflict pain and
to gloat over suffering.
Widely prevalent among,

not characteristic of, savages and barbarians,
has influenced their treatment of strangers, enePrimitive races, however, are
mies, and evildoers.
strongly inured to pain, being early in life trained
to endure it unflinchingly, as the various initiatory
rites at puberty in universal vogue among them
show (see Heinrich Schurtz, " Altersklassen und
Mannerbunde," pp. 92 c< seg., Berlin, 1902). Moreover, lack of imagination incapacitates them for
measuring the suffering entailed on others (Tj'lor,
"Anthropology," p. 408, New York, 1897). Again,
among them, as also among civilized nations of antiquity, religious notions sanctify the passion for
revenge, nearly always an element of cruelty. Abel's
"blood cries to heaven" (Gen. iv. 10, Hebr.). The
deity itself is injured and offended, and the land is
defiled by bloodshed (see Schneider, "Die NaturvOlker," 1886, i. 86; Leopold Schmidt, "Die Ethik
der Alten Griechen," ii. 309 et seq., Beriin, 1882;
Tiele, " Verglijkende Geschiedenis von de Egypt, en
Mesopotam. Godsdienster," p. 160; "Tr. Soc. Bibl.
Arch." viii. 12 et seq.).
The "lex talionis," universally observed by savif

it

age and semi-civilized peoples, illustrates this prinInjury had to be requited by corresponding
ciple.
"
injur}'. " Eye for eye, tooth for tooth, hand for hand
(Ex. xxi. 24). Literally construed at first, the provisions of this law in course of time, and
" Lex
with the refinement of feeling accomTalionis." panying progressing civilization, were
translated into pecuniary assessments
in compensation of injuries.
Cruel practises connected with the ob.servances of
religion, such as mutilations, the cutting of gashes
(see Cuttings), the burning of children to propitiate

Moloch, and human sacrifice generall}', rest origupon a similar idea.

inally

The ancient Hebrews

in their primitive state

in disposition little different

from

were

their neighbors

and cognates. In the period of "ignorance" the
pre-Mohainmedan Arabs deemed "revenge to be the
twin brotliorof gratitude, "and not to visit an offense
upon the offender was considered cowardly and
Goldziher, "Muhammedanische StuThe books of Judges and
15 ct seq.).
Samuel prove that the Israelitish invaders of Canaan
displayed in their dealings with their enemies the
temper of their day. The bodies of tlio.se slain in
Occabattle were stripped of everything valuable.

ignoble

(.see

dien," 1889,

i.

Crucifixion
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sionally their heads were cut off as trophies (I Sam.
Among the
xvii. 51, 54; xxxi. 9; II Sam. xx. 22).
Assyrians this was the rule (compare II Kings x. 6
In later times, however, decent burial was
et seq.).
accorded to dead enemies (Ezek. xxxix. 11), or

sand stripes (Diodorus Siculus, i. 78). The statement of Josephus ("Vita," §§ 33, 34) that rebels and
traitors suffered the loss of one or both hands reflects the ferocity of the civil war.

they were cremated (Isa. xxx. 33).
To mark
Captives were shown little leniency.
them as conquered, they were subjected to the humiliation of being trodden under foot (Joshua x. 24;
compare Ps. ex. 1). This was also the
Treatment custom among the Assyrians and Egy p-

ever,

ofCaptives.

the Egjptians (see Wilkinson, "Ancient Egypt," ii.
A\ et seq.), the stripes were applied to the back of
the delinquent, not, as is the cruel Eastern practise,
to the soles of the feet.
The instrument employed
was in early times a rod or switch (Prov. X: 13).
The later rabbinical authorities prescribe the use of
a plaited leather strap, construing "bikoret,"in Lev.
xix. 20, to indicate this (see Gcsenius. "Th." 1. 234),
and limit the number of stripes to tliirtj'-nine (Mak.
iii. 10;
Josephus, "Ant." iv. 8, § 21). The use of
" scorpions " (" 'akrabim "), mentioned in I Kings xii.
11, 14; II Chron. x. 11, 14, was, as the context
shows, regarded as excessively cruel, and must have
been rare. They were pointed and knotty rods, or
whips with sharp iron points (Gesenius, I.e. ii. 1062).
Beating with bags filled with sand and pointed
pieces of iron was another method of punishment
(Ephraem Syrus). The Syrians seem to have had
recourse to similar instruments of torture (II Mace,
vii. 1).
Later, the Romans adopted the use of whips
weighted with rough, heavy stones, or lead balls
Thorny rods or switches
(Cicero, "Cluent." 63).

excessive cruelties are
only reported in cases where fury had
been aroused by the length of the pursuit (Judges i.
The most atrocious instance of cruelty in
6 et seq.).
requital of previous insult is afforded, if the te.xt is
correct, by David's dealing with the Ammonites (see
tians.

Still,

Klostermann'scommentary onllSam. xii. 31). Amaziah is reported to have hurled ten thousand capAs
tive Edomites from a rock (II Chron. xxv. 12).
a rule, however, the Hebrews did not go to such
extremes, and, compared with the Assyrians, Avere
merciful.
The latter impaled their prisoners, or
flayed them alive, or tore out their tpngues (see,
for the case of tlie Elamite prisoners, Koyundjik
Collection, slabs 48-50; Kaulen, "Assyrien unci
Babylonien," 5th ed., p. 265). The Philistines put
out Samson's eyes (Judges xvi. 21). Nahash, the
king of the Ammonites, threatened the Jebusites with
the blinding of their right eyes (I Sam. xi. 2). King
Zedekiah was blinded by the Clialdeans (II Kings
xxv. 7). Among the Chaldeans and Persians, and
even row in Eastern countries, this procedure is not
exceptional. Ezek. xxiii. 25 alludes to the cutting
off of the noses and ears of captives. Rings were put
through the under lips of captured kings to fasten
the chain to (D^nn, "S. B. O. T." Ezekiel, p. 133).
Atrocious barlmrities against women big with child
are mentioned as having occurred in the ferocious

wars of the Nortlicrn Kingdom (II Kings xv.
16), but the.se, as well as llie dasiiing to pieces of children, seem to have been common among Syrians,
Anuiionifcs, A.ssyrian.s, and Clialdeans (II Kings

civil

viii.

Amos i. 13; Ps. cxxxvii. ^ et seq.). If not
the captives were led away "naked" (see

12;

killed,

fettered, to be sold into .slaver}' (Num.
xxxi. 26; Dcut. xx. 14; Isa. xx. 4).
The country of tlic enemy was devastated; its
trees were cut down, its wells wrecked, its cities
and hamlets sacked and razftd tribute was levied
and liostagesdcMiandcd (II Kings iii. 19, 25; xiv. 14).
In tlie curlier civil codeof the Hebrews, tlu; " l)ook
of llie Covenant" (Ex. xxi.-xxiv.), tlie law of retal-

Coat) and

;

iation is

still

fundamental.

The

Miililutions wfire tiius

iileronomic legisluStageB of tion applies tiiis iirinciple in the case
Progress, of false witnesses (Dcut. xix. 16 el
neq.).
A woman guilty of a certain
indecent act lost her hand (Dcut. xxv. 11 et seq.).
Similar and severer provisions arr- also found in the
legalized.

])(

Wiiuk"Die Gesetze Hammurabi," Leiii.sic. 1902); and
the punishiiiciilH ])rovi(lc<l by the laws of other ancient and modern Oriental nations show still gicatcr
cruelty.
Adulterous women liad their noses cut off,
while the co-respondent was condemned to a thou

recently discovered code of Ilaiiimural)i (sec
ler,

The

primitive severity of the earlier practise,

how-

was tempered by clemency.

This appears
clearly in the provisions for carrying out the punish-

ment of stripes.

The number of stripes must

ceed forty (Deut. xxv. 1-4;

maximum

is

fixed at fifty),

As

istered before a proper court officer.

were also

occasionallj"^

pare Prov. xxvi.

not ex-

Hammurabi's code the
and they must be adminin

used (Judges

also

viii. 7,

among

16;

com-

3).

Other indications of the gradual refinement of
feeling are revealed in the fact that the slave ultimately acquired a right to protection against bodilj^
injury, and that the master who caused his death
by cruel beating was punished (Ex. xxi. 21, 26-27).
If, however, death was not immediate, the owner

was considered

Treatment

])roperty.

to

have injured

his

own

Pliilo regards the jirovision

which grants freedom to the maimed
slave as based less upon the principle
of compensation than upon the desire to protect the
slave against further iiisull, the master natural!)'
finding a constant cause of irritation in the slave
incapacitated for full work in consequence of his
The law also modified to a
rash or cruel treatment
considerable extiMit the rights of vengeance and
Ahvi.ij.m (Lx. xxi. 13, 14), and iuovi<ied for the proof Slaves,

tection of those guilty of manslaughter.

With what abhorrence the I'ro|)hets viewed the
committed in the sjiirit of the savage in

atrocities

earlier times is clear

Amos.

from the oiiening chapters of

They denounced

human

the cruel

riles

mutila-

by tli(! religion
of Canaan, and modified barbarity through tlie poAs a puntent leaven of niercy and humanity.
ishment the invasion of a "cruel" peofile is annoimced. and the detailed description shows that
the Jewish people had outgrown the temper which
regarded such atrocities as natural (Jer. vi. 23, 24;
tions,

sacrilic'cs— sanctioned

Dent, xxxii. 82.

33).

In the later l)Of)ks cruelty

is

expanded

to include

Cruelty
Cruelty to Auimals
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unfriendly aiul uiinaturnl ctxuiuct (Prov. xi. 17) on
Uie part of luu' from whom, by reason of friendshij)
oreonsjincniiiity, eonsiiienilioii is to be experted (Job

XXX. "Jl). As syiuptoiiis of cruelty, anger and jealousy are enumerated (Pro v. xxvii. 4).
Later Judaism, in interpreting the ^Mosaic legislation, proeeedeii upon the theory that any unnatThe seething of the kid in the
ural act was cruel.
milk of it.s mother, the wearing of wool and linen

yoking of ox and ass tosowing of dilYerent seeds
one field, were so regarded (Philo,

togetlier, the

Attitude
of Later
Judaism.
sister of

gether, the
in

De SpeeialibnsLcgibus "). Humanity, therefore, was declared to be the
piety, and was inculcated in niany injunc"

tions of the Mosiiic code; it is befitting tlie king
{idem, " De Vita Moysis," ii. 1, 2) it is to be shown to
strangers as readily and fully as to fellow country;

due

men;

it

tures

{idetii,

is

to the

"De

demented and

Caritate

").

to

dumb

The "lex

crea-

talionis"

was modified (Mek., Mishpatim, 8). Capital punishment was virtually abolished in all cases where
malice prepense was not established beyond all
doubt.

Judges
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and others arc remembered as examples of cruelty
(Pesik. ix. 78b).

as also

among

(Joldziiier,

I'h.

i.

Tax-gatherers are typically cruel,
the
19.

Mohamniedans

(H.

Iv.

x.

1-2;

De Specialibus
Proplietic and rabbini-

note;

Pliilo,

"

Legibus " see Publicans).
Judaism, in tluis enlarging the scope of " cruelty "
to I'Mibiace not miTciy the inlliciion of j)liysical, but
also of mental and moral suifering, and in denoiuicing a haughty, heartless, unforgiving, grasping
;

cal

disposition as "cruel," has discarded utterly the principle of retiiliation.
The Deuterononuc laws (Dent.

XX. 7; Josh. vi. 21) concerning tlie aimihilation of
the seven aboriginal nations of the land, if they were
ever carried out to the letter, were Avritten in tiie
spirit of holy warfare against idolatry (see Ban) at a
time wlien cruel temper was universally prevalent.
Later Judaism condemns cruelty in wiiatever form.

abhorrence of barbarity is illustrated also by the
prohibition against cutting out a piece of flesh from
a living animal (>nn
~I3X)> which mutilation was
a well-established practise among the Romans and
many other ancient peoples (Hul. 101b et seq.). This
Its

p

prohibition does not rest upon ritual grounds, but is
based on moral repugnance the Noachides are also
;

who pronounced

the death sentence too
frequently were stigmatized as shedders of blood
(Mak. 7a), and this in spite of the conviction that
" misapplied clemency leads to unjustifiable cruelty "
(Lam. R. vii. 16). And when the sentence of death
was carried into effect tender regard was extended
to the body of the executed (Sanh. v. 3; Babli 55b).
Decapitation by the sword was for this reason de-

Needless
clared to be an indignity (pIVJ, B. B. 8b).
exposure of the body was looked upon with the
same disfavor; a woman undergoing lapidation was
not uncovered (Yer. So^ah iii. 19b, end). This consideration was shown the dead in all cases, the view
prevailing that until the body is inhumed, or, according to others, until decomposition sets in, the
soul hovering over the abandoned frame feels whatis offered (see Body in Jewish
Akiba inhibited exhumation as an

ever insult or injury

Theology).

R.

act of cruelty (B. B. 154a).

Phiio ("In Flaccum") gives a vivid account of the
outrages perpetrated by the Romans upon the living
as well as upon the dead.
Some cruelties commonly practised by the Romans seem never to have
been known to the Hebrews.
The exposure of
children, and the burying alive of undesired daughters, common among pre-Mohammedan Arabs, were
quite unknown to the Hebrews.
In rabbinical Judai.sm the idea of "cruelty "includes also an unforgiving temper. It thus came
to signify what has been termed " the cruelty of civilized men" (Lazarus, "Ethik des Judentums," i.
808), such as calumny, slander, putting to shame,
calling men by nicknames, slighting their honor.
Characteristic of the one not cruel was the readiness
to "forego one's due" (vnnD ^y T3yD), and this
disposition

deemed

essential to the attainment of
forgiveness of one's own sins (Yoma 23a).
One that
in public puts a man to shame is likened to the muris

One that will not forgive his
fellow is cruel
-iTDX XIHK' ^HD i6 QH^
(B.
see also Maimonides, "Yad," De'ot, vi. 6;
]?[. 92a;

derer (B. M. 58b, 59a).
:

Teshubah,

ii.

10).

po

Ximrod, Goliath, Haman, Cain,

The

" pound of flesh " in
Shakespeare's "Merchant of Venice" is an impossibility according to Jewish law, though the Roman
Law of the Twelve Tables legalizes such security.

under

this prohibition.

The whole " Shylock

"

story originated in old

Aryan

mythology.
evil-doers were not treated without cruelty
apparent from the frequent allusions in the Biblical books to the terrors and sufferings incidental
to imprisonment (II Sam. iii. 34; Job. xiii. 27; Ps.

That

is

Ixxxviii. 7, ct. 18, cvii. 10; Isa. xxiv. 22; Zech. ix.

Though

prisons existed (Jer. xxxvii. 15, 20),
with mire were used for
the detention of men that had incurred the displeasure of the mighty (Jer. xxxviii. 6). Ill fed (I KingsXX. 27), the prisoners were often bound with chainsand ropes (Job xxxvi. 8; Ps. cxlix. 8); the feet especially were fastened together with brass (Judgesxvi. 21; II Sam. iii. 34; Jer. Iii. 11) or iron links
Often the feet were put
(Ps. cv. 18; Prov. vii. 22).
into the stocks or blocks ("sad," Job xiii. 27, xxxiii.
11), while in other cases a veritable instrument of
torture was used, the "mahpeket," a wooden contrivance so arranged as to force the body into unnatural
contortions. The neck, too, wasconstrainedbyaring("zinok") or iron collar (Jer. xx. 2; Sirach vi. 30).
The Romans, however, were past-masters in the
art of applying these various expedients. Under the
11).

abandoned

cisterns filled

non-Hebrew designation

"liaip, the Latin "collare,"
the rabbinical books recall a neck-ring largely ia
use to render prisoners helpless (Eha Rabb. Proem,
xxxiv.).
Characteristic in this connection as showing the dread of the inhumanities of non-Jewish,
tormentors is the prohibition (Tosef., 'Ab. Zarah, ii.

4)

"not to

sell

them

either

weapons or these devices

for restraining prisoners";

mann wrongly, pfj^Jip) p^33
pns (iron chains).

i.e., \'''\?)p
;

pD

and

Zucker-

nixfjB'V

E. G. H.
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CRUELTY TO ANIMALS
tains

(ed.
fsjj'

:

The Bible

con-

no comprehensive principle regarding the rights

lo the Biblical account of creation man
over the lower creatures, with
the right to use them for whatever purpose he desires (Gen. i. 28; Ps. viii. 6-8).
Still, in the legislative portions of the Bible there are many laws concerning the rights of dumb creatures; so many, in
fact, as to justify the assumption of the Rabbis that
kindness to animals is a Biblical injunction (^J?v
of animals.

is

Cruelty
Cruelty to Animals
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made

sole ruler

The prohibition
'^yn; B. ]M. 32b).
against eating a limb or flesh cut from a living
animal was included by the Babbis in the seven
NoACHiAN Laws, and the act w-as thus forbidden
not only to Israelites, but also to other nations.
Animals must not be tortured unnecessarily.
ND^IIxn D"n

The ox must not be muzzled while threshing (Deut.
XXV. 4), but must be free to eat of the corn while
working, as the human laborer i.s permitted to do
(Deut. xxiii. 25, 26 B. M. 87b). The Rabbis considered the term "ox" to be a generic
Precepts of term including all animals. Xor does
Conit matter whether the animal belongs
sideration. to a Jew or not; the Jew who employs it in threshing must not muzzle
it (B. M. 90a; Maimonides, " Yad," Sekirut, xiii. 3;
Shulhan 'Aruk, Hoshen Mishpat, 338; compare I
;

Cor. ix.

them a Biblical expression (Deut. xii.
While the Rabbis themselves do not assign

as a basis for
21).

the prevention of cruelty to animals as the reason for
the regulations (see Maimonides, "Moreh Nebukim,"
iii. 26, 48), many of their provisions
for instance,
tliat the knife must be sharp, smooth, without any
perceptible notch, and must be drawn, not pressed,
against the throat of the animal (see Shehitah)

—

—

were obviously instituted for the purpose of lessening pain. In spite of the attempts made in various
European states in the last fiftj^ years to forbid the
Jewish mode of shehitah on the ground of cruelty,
this institution of Judaism still stands vindicated as
far more humane than any of the modes emploj'ed
by non-Jews (see Dembo, "Slaughtering of Animals ").
The Jewish law not only forbids cruelty, but also
" If thou see the ass
enjoins kindness, to animals.
of him that hateth thee lying under his burden, and
thou wouldst forbear to unload him, thou shalt
surely help with him " (Ex. xxiii. 5).
The expression "of him that hateth thee" is explained by the
Rabbis to refer to an irreligious Jew or to a nonJew (B. M. 32b; "Yad," Rozeah, xiii.; Hoshen
Mishpat, 272).

If

9).

forbidden to emasculate an animal, whether
clean or unclean, although when emasculated it may,
if clean, be used for food (Lev. xxii. 24; Shab. Ilia;
Shulhan 'Aruk, Eben ha'Ezer, 5, 11). It is forbidden to pair, or couple in doing any kind of work,
animals of different species, especially to pair a wild
with a tarne animal (Lev. xix. 19; Deut. xxii. 10,
and Sifre adloc. B. K. 54b; Kil. viii. 1, 2).
Mother and young must not be slaughtered on
the same day (Lev. xxii. 28). When the paternity
of an animal is known, or can be ascertained, it is
also forbidden to kill father and young on the same
day.
Although the transgressor of this commandment is liable to the punishment of flagellation, the
animals may be used for food. The seller, if he
knows that they are bought to be slaughtered on
It is

;

an animal

falls into

a pit on the Sabbath, food

must be provided for it there for the day, and it
must be removed in the evening. Should the animal be in danger of not being able to live through
the day, the removal of vessels and tools from one
place to another in order to save

is

it

permitted

"Yad," Shabbat, xxv. 26; Orah Hayyim, 305, 19). It is also permitted to ask a non-Jew
to milk one's cow on the Sabbath when she is suffering from an oversupply of milk (Asheri to B. M.
(Shab. 128a;

It is, moreover, lawful to cut the nails of
ii. 29).
an animal, or to comb it, or to heal it, on the weekdays of the holidays (M. K. 10a; liashi ad loc;

"Yad," Shebitot Yom-Tob,

viii.

15;

Orah Hay-

yim, 536, 1-3).
Beasts of burden and
rest

all domestic aninuils must
on the Sabbath day (Ex. xx. 10,

the same daj', must notify the buyer of the relationship of the animals when he sells a mother v.ith its
young
for instance, if sold directly before the
holidays, when any one buying cattle is jjresunied
to intend to slaugliter them immediately (l.Iul. 83a;
"Yad," Shehitah, xiii.; Shulhan 'Aruk, Yoreh

Rest
on Sabbath

De'ali. 16).

princiiile of kindness to animals found in tlie.se Mosaic injunctions, by
instituting laws to regulate man's dealings with the
lower creatures. They leach that before an Israel-

—

forbidden to take both mother and young
from a nest. When the mother is liberated the
young may be appropriated (Deut. xxii. 6). This
law applies only to clean, undomesticated birds, but
if one has domesticated geese, pigeons, etc., he need
not drive off the mother wlxm he takes the young
(Hul. 138b et Kcq.
Yoreh De'ali, 292).
It is

;

Hunting was

fli.scouraged

60b),

Hunting,

and the

by the Rabbis

pursuit entirely
(Ezekiel Landau,

its

(see H>il.

later authorities ff>rbid
if

merely for spoil
bi-Yehu-

"Noda'

dah," series ii. Yoreh De'ali. 10).
The various regulations for the lawful killing of
animals ("shehitali ") are not only in liHrmf)ny with
the principle of the prevention of cruelty, but seem
to have been dictated by it.
These laws have no
definite Scriptural origin, although the Rabbis take
;

for

Animals,

.xxiii.

12; Deut. v. 14).

It is

not per-

an animal on the Sabbath day, or to ride in a wagon diawn
by animals, even when the driver is
a non-Jew (Yer. Be?ah v. 2; Ora^i
inittcd to ride

Hayyim, I.e. 18, Isserles' gloss).
The lijibbis enlarged upon the

down to his meal liisaiiiiiials must ("irsi be provided with food (Ber. 40a; "Yad," 'Abadirn, ix. 8).
Some of till- Rabbis are of the o|)inioii that no one
is permitted to buy animals unless he is able to support them (Yer. Ket. iv. 8). The ethical value of
this precept is brought otit with great emphasis in
ite sits

Talmud. Mo.ses and
David were chosen leaders of Israel because as
Hheplierds they had shown themselves kind and
the liaggadic portions of the

sympathetic to the lower animals (Midrash ]{abbah
Ex. ii. 3). The angel of God took the part of the

dumb

creature,

demanding

"

A

righteous

man

Balaam

of

smote his ass (Tan. and Yalk-

to

regardeth the

Nimi.
life

why he
xxii.

32).

of his beast.
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wicked are cruel "
has pity on

lUiiliU'ous.

on man, inasiniuh as He saved
with Noah from the Flooti
Rabbi Judah 1
(Yalk. ad /<»<•. .and to Noah, 56).
was" punished with bodily sufTerini; during many
years because, when a young calf that was being
ieti to slaughter hid its face in his skirts, he said,
"Go! for this jnirpose wast thou created! " "When,
after many years of sutTering, he showed mercy to
a nest of mice which his maid wished to destroy, he
Standing
wjis again restored to health (B. M. 85a).
not "in the way of sinners" (Ps. i. 1) is explained
as a prohibition against associating with hunters
who plague animals by urging dogs against them
Compare Circus;
("Ab. Zarah 18b; see liashi).
SHEHIT.\n.
aiiiinnls as well as

the animals

toiretlur
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than fall into the hands of the mob. The bishop's
palace was stormed a week later, and all those within
it were put to death.
Tlie nvuuber of the slain is
said to have amounted to 800, though the extant list
of names reaches only 400 (Salfeld, " Martyrologium,
One of the richest Jewesses, named Minna,
p. 107).
when surrounded by the mob and implored by some
of her friends among the nobles to accept baptism,
resolutely refuseil and was put to death.
Several
were drowned, and Mar Shemariah with his whole
family was buried alive anud the jeers of the mob.

Hnnibiinrpr, R. B. T. s.v. ThicrquUkrei;
Das Mi^aixche Rfclit, xvil.; Liiw. Thicrschutz
im JmUnthume. Budapest, 1890; Suwalskv, Hayyc ha-Ye-

BiBi.ior.R.KPHY

:

Saalsohiltz,

hwrfi, ch.49.

J.

L. G.

CRUSADES, THE

n. G.

Expeditions from western
Europe to recover Jerusalem and the holy sepulcher
:

from the control of the iutidel. The undisciplined
mobs accompanying the first three Crusades attacked
the Jews in Germany, France, and England, and put
many of them to death, leaving behind for centuries
strong feelings of ill will on both sides. The social
position of the Jews in western Europe was distinctly worsened by the Crusades, and legal restrictions became frequent during and after them.
They
prepared
Innocent
medieval
not come
mit and

the
III.,

way

for the anti-Jewish legislation of

and formed the turning-point

history of the Jews.

in the

The outbursts

did

Soon after Peter the HerUrban II. had arou.sed the enthusiasm of
French chivalry at the Council of Clermont in
1094, Godfrey de Bouillon declared that he would
avenge the blood of Jesus on that of the Jews, and
leave none of them alive, wliile his
First
companions threatened to exterminate
Crusade
the Jews if they would not become
1096.
converted.
The Judfeo-French comunexpectedly.

:

munities accordingly sent letters to
those on the Khine, who thereupon appointed a fastday to avert the evil (Jan., 1006); and when Godfrey
de Bouillon came to Cologne and Mayenceeach community made him a present of 500 silver marks to
secure his protection. When Peter of Amiens arrived with the crusaders at Treves early in 1096, he
did not directly arouse the people against the Jews,
but left a general ill will against them throughout
Lorraine, especially through the influence of the
knight Volkmar, who declared that he would not
leave the kingdom until he had slain at least one
Jew. In the spring of 1096 twenty-two Jews were
slain at >Ietz, and on May 3 the crusaders and accompanying rabble attacked the Jews of Speyer,
slaying eleven of them and only being restrained by
the exertions of Bishop John from putting them all
to death in the synagogue.
On May 18 the Jews
of Worms were all slain except a few who were
forcibly baptized or who took refuge with the
bishop.
Their houses were destroyed, and even the
corpses denuded.
Many slew themselves rather

eODMAY

Map

t,

COt.N.Y.

Showing Sites, with Dates, of AntiJewish Outbreaks During the First Crusade, 1096.
of Rhine Region,

who

nevertheless during the entombment offered
grant them safety if they would become
converted.
On the same daj' Count Emicho arrived at Mayence with a numerous band of crusaders, but he was
not admitted by the archbishop Ruthard, who had
promised protection to the Jews. Two days later,
however, Emicho forced admission through a side
gate, and, notwithstanding the armed
Mayence. defense of the Jews, succeeded in destroying them all except Kalonymus,
the president of the congregation, and fifty-three
others, who hid themselves in the treasure-house
number of Jews who had deof the cathedral.
fended themselves all day in a fortified position found
it untenable as night came on, and, rather than fall
in vain to

A

into the hands of the cnenij-, killed themselves. The
corpses after being stripped were cast into nine
graves; tliey are said to have numbered 1,014. Mar
Isaac ben David, after having submitted to baptism,
burned down his own house and the synagogue and
perished in the flames, because it had been rumored
that the Christians intended to turn the synagogue
Kalonymus and his 53 companions
into a church.
were taken by bishop Ruthard in boats to Rildesheira and kept there for some time; but on June 1
he declared he could not protect them unless they
submitted to baptism. They determined to slay
themselves rather than do this, and Kalonymus put
his own son Joseph to death, and then, wild with
grief, attempted to kill the archbishop, but was pre-

vented and

Crusades
Crypto-Jows
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killed.

The crusaders again attacked the houses and synagogue of the Jews of Cologne on IMay 30 but here the
citizens protected the Jews in their own houses until
Archbishop Hermann, on June 3, sent them for
;

safety to seven neighboring villages, Neuss, Wevelinghofen, Altenahr, Xanten, Geldern, M5rs, and
Kerpen. Tiie crusaders followed them to the.se
places, killing 200 in Neuss and Altenahr, in several
cases throwing old women and young children into
the river (Salfeld, "Mart3Tologium," p. 133); forcing
them to be baptized at Geldern and Kerpen while
in Wevelinghofen, Altenahr, and Xanten the Jews
;

slew themselves rather than change their faith.
The 300 Jews of Cologne wlio found themselves
at Altenahr selected five men to sLiy the rest.
In
the month of June the crusaders reached Treves,
and some of the Jews at once slew themselves, a
number of Jewesses throwing themselves into the
The rest betook themselves to the palace of
river.
Archbisho)) Egbert, who attempted in a sermon to
]iersuade tlie people to spare the Jews, but washimself maltreated and besieged in his palace for a week,
at the end of which he told the Jews there was no
hope for tlicir lives but in baptism. When they still
remained obdurate some of them were e.\pos(;d by
him to the crusaders, who immediately slew them.
The rest thereupon accepted l)ai)tism. The same
f a U- befell tlie Jews of RegeiislMirg, while thfjse of
Magdeburg were expelled. Tiie crusaders on their
luareh through Bohemia forced the Jews to become
ba]iti/.ed, killing tliose wlio refused, not withstanding
Next year,
the remonstrances of Bisliop Cosmas.
however, on tlie return of Emiieror Henry from
Italy, he granted tliem permi.s.sion to revert to tiieir

Bernard of Clairvaux

religion.

protested enerunchristian behavior of Radulph, and only a few isolated cases
of outrage occurred.
The Jews were
expelled from Magdeburg and Halle.

getically against the

Second
Crusade
1145-47.
:

Bernard went to Germany to preach
the Cross, and met the monk Radulph
in open disputation at Mayence in the beginning of
November, 1146, but failed to influence the people in
favor of the Jews. He accordingly addressed a letter to the peoples of western Christendom, protesting against the persecution of the Jews. Notwithstanding this, when the crusaders came to Wilrzburg
the}' sleAV the rabbi, Isaac ben Eliakim, and about
twent}'-one men, women, and children, whose bodies
were buried by the bishop in his garden. This was
ultimately purchased by Hezekiah, the brother of
the rabbi, as a graveyard for the Jews (see WuRZbcrg).

At the coronation on Sept. 3, 1189, of Richard I.,
before he started for the Third Crusade, a severe riot
occurred, and after he had left the
Third
country the crusaders who were preCrusade
paring to follow him attacked, with
1189-90. the aid of the populace, the Jews at
:

Lynn, Stamford (March

Edmunds (March

18),

Colchester,

7),

Bury

Tlietford,

St.

and

The

chief tragedy, however, occurred
the night of March 16, 1190, when 150
Jews of all ages, headed by Rabbi Yom-Tob of
Joignj', immolated themselves to escape slaughter or

Ospringe.

at

York on

baptism (see York).
Before the Crusades the Jews had practically a
monopoly of trade in Eastern products, but the
closer connection between Europe and
Results,
the East brought about by the Crurai.sed up a class of merchiiut
the Christians, and from this time
restrictions on the sale of goods b}' Jews
frequent (Iloniger, in "Zeit. Gesch. Juden

sadi's

traders

onward
became

among

Deutsch." 94 et naj.). The religious zeal fomented
by the Crusades burned as fiercely against the Jews
i.

Thus
as enemies of Christ as against the Moslems.
both economically and socially the Crusades were
disastrous for

European Jews.

liriii.rrxiKArMr
(First nnd Socoml Cnisiidcs) NciibaiKT iiml
SUTii, Itihrilinrlir lUricUif Vtur die .lnUi-)ivrrfi>liiiniiii)i
nyilnrixl thr Krnuzl){i<\ nerlln, \m^: Siilfcl.l. ;>(i,s .Vnr:

tjirdliifiiiiin ilrs J\'l)tiiliti(ii r .\tiiii<irliuiliiti

;

(Tlilrd

Cnismle)

JuaAm,

.It }rn nf Ainirviii Hiidldiiii, pp. idt. KM. ;tS5 ;1U2.
Tlie
alHivc nrcDiiiit follows innliilv Aronlns, liivrHlcn, pp. 7(WM,
KM IKS, In prcferen.e fo (;rillz, aixth. vl. W-l(5.

.1.

ancestral faith (Pertz, "Monumenta," ii. 181), notwithstanding the y)rotests of Pope Clement III.
(.lalTe, "Hegesta." No. 5330).
The Jews of the

.lews professing another religion Init piiicti.sing .lewish rites in secret in Iheir

Rhine district were decimated

own homes.

has ber'n calculated
or slew themselves.
The few survivorsof Mayence who had taken refugi^
at Speyer did not return to their old homes tintil
1104, when a new synagogue was dedicated (Sejiteinher 22).
When the crusaders at last stormed
Jerusalem, July IT), 1009, they <lrfive all the Jews
info one of the synagogues nn<l there burned them
:

it

that abf)nt 4.000 were killed

alive.

During the preparatifins for the Second Crusafie a
narrow minded monk named Hadulph preached the
Cross in the Rhine valley, and declared that tlie
Jews .«(hould be slain ii« the enemies of the Christian

<:.

CRYPTO-JEWS

even

Tlu-re

:

was some tendency toward this
shown by the attempts of

in early days, as is

Jews to avoid being taken for such (sec
Josephus, "Ant." .\ii. 6, t^ 1 comjiare I Mace. i. 15);
but the first wide spread adoption of the practise
ap|tears to have l)een after the Almohade persecu"^riie father of Maimoni<leH is
fioiiH in Spain in 11 10.
said to have nf)minally embraced Islamism at this
time, and he was doubtless ff)llow<'(l by others.
Later, in S|)ain, after the persecutions of 1MJI1, a
whole body of Sjianish Jews formally adojjted
Clirisfianily. but ob.served J'ewish rites in their

certain

;

hotnes.

Tliese

were known as Maranos

or, in

the

Crystal

Riilearic

known
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TIIK

Cviba

Islamls.

as "

New

Ciu'ktas.
Christians,"

Offlcially

and

they were

tlicre wixs consiii-

i-niblf h\':ish\tiondirfi'tiMlajr!iinst theniin tx^tli Spixin

l*ortuj;nl and intiu-ir ccilonios, Uu- rhief activity
It
of tho Inquisition being directed against theni.
is stated that Mamnos are to be found even at tlie
present day, especially at CovilhAo in Portugal.
It also appears that there are, or have been, seven»l classes of CryptoJews in Moslem lands; tlnis
the ancestors of the Daogati-ns i>robably kept up
their Jewish practises a long lime after their nominal

and

adoption of Mohammedanism. This was also done
by the Mainiins of Salouica (Griitz, in "Mouats
schrift," Feb., 1884), and near Khorassjin thero still
remain a number of Jews known as the " Jedid alIslam." who were converted to Mohammedanism
half a century ago ("II Vessillo Israelltico," April,
1884).
G.

J.

CRYSTAL. See Glass.
CSEMEGI, KABL: President

of the

Hunga-

Csongrad
May 3. 1826; died March 18, 1899. Csemegl received his early education in the schools of Szegedin
and Budapest. By order of Count Elemer Batthyarian Sui)reme

Court of Judicature; boru

in

nyi he organized a battalion of infantry in the
Hungarian war of independence of 1848, at the head
of which he fought throughout the whole war.
After the conclusion of the campaign in the Bacska
and Banat districts, he laid down his arms at Lugos,
and as punishment was placed in an Au.strian regiment, but was soon released on account of ill health.
During the absolutist era he had a large law-office
in Arad, but was compelled by the chicanery of
Austrian officials to transfer it to Butyinin Rumania.
After the restoration of the former constitution,
the Hungarian minister of justice, Balthasar Horvath, called him into the ministry, where a wide
field presented itself for the employment of his ability.
From ministerial secretary he became state secretary, in which capacity he proposed and codified
chapter iv. of the laws of 1869, on the legal power
and authority of judges. The incorporation of the
judiciary of Fiume with that of Hungary was also
his work.
His epoch-making achievement in the
judicial administration of Hungary was, however,
the codification of the criminal law on a modern
Through this work he succeeded in fundabasis.
mentally improving legal procedure in Hungary.
Especially important was the comprehensive statement which he annexed to the code explaining the
basic principles that underlie it, which statement
contains a mass of legal knowledge still of much
value.
His influence left a distinct impress on the
science of criminology, which developed rapidly
after the adoption of his code.
Csemegi became president of the Supreme Court
in 1879, and founded the Society of Hungarian
Jurists, which to-day has among its members the
most eminent jurists of modern Hungary. He was
decorated with the Cross of the Order of St. Stephan
of Hungary in 1878, and in 1882 became privy councilor.
Twelve years later he resigned his position
as president of the Supreme Court. He was granted
the honorary degree of LL.D. by the juridical faculty of the University of Budapest in 1896.
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Csemegi was a convert to Christianity. His literary work incluiles: "A Jogvesztes Elmelcte es az
Ailamjog," Builapest. 1872; "A Magyar TU\nvadi
Eijanis Szervezetenek Indokai," Budapest, 1882;
"Magyar Bllnvadi Eljaras a TOrvenyszekek Elott,"
Budapest. 18S:}; " Az Egyliii/.i Ilollkez." Budapest,
1897.
The French government had the statement
of principles which he subjoined to the Hungarian
criminal code translated into French under the title
"Coch? Penal llougrois des Crimes et des Delits,"
Paris, 1885.
Biiu.iofJRAPHT
siiinedato;

Pester Llnud. March

:

19,

Vasaniapi Ujsao, March,

1890; Pesti

Napld,

1899.

M. W.

s.

CSILLiAG, ROSA:

Hungarian opera-singer;

born about 1840. She attracted much attention in
the chorus of the Hungarian National Theater at
Budapest. Trained by Professor Proch, she made
her first appearance in 1858 as Fides in Meyerbeer's
"Le Proph^te," in the court opera-house of Vienna,
where she delighted her audiences with her beautiful mezzo-soprano voice.
Until 1873 Csillag belonged to the cast of the Vienna Royal Opera-House,
and was a general favorite. On her tours also she
met with much success. Her husband was the celebrated prestidigitator Hermann. When her voice
began to fail she became singing teacher at the

Vienna Conservatoire.
Bibliography

:

PaUas Lexikon,

Iv.

M. W.

s.

CSILLAG, THERESE: Hungarian actress;
born at Duna-Adony May 17, 1862.
For many
years she was a po[)ular comedienne at the National Theater in Budapest.
At the age of thirteen
she attended the dramatic school in that city. In
1879 she was engaged at the National Theater, where
she played in ingenue roles up to 1898. Nearly all
Hungarian playwrights of her day wrote special roles
for her, among them being Gregor Csiky, in whose
plays she alwaj^s excelled. Since 1899 she has been
engaged at tho Vigszinhaz in Budapest. She has
embraced the Christian faith.
Bibliography: Magyar Szalon, 188(5.

M. W.
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CUBA An

the Atlantic Ocean, the
The relations of
largest of the West Indian groups.
the Jews with the island of Cuba date from the dis:

island in

covery of the island by Columbus in 1492, several
Jews having accompanied him on his first voyage
On Nov. 2,
(see America, The Discoveky of).
1492, Columbus sent Luis de TonKES, together with
a companion, into the interior to ascertain the character of the island and of its people, and to find its
king.
K^ayserllng ("Christopher Columbus," p.
95) asserts that Luis de Torres settled in Cuba and
died there.
The records of the Inquisition in America, thus
far published only in fragments, are the chief sources
Jewish women,
of information about Jews in Cuba.
forcibly baptized, and sent to the West Indies by
the Spanish authorities, seem to have been among
In 1613 the Inquisition wrung
the earliest settlers.
from Francisco Gomez de Leon of Havana the confession that he was a Jew; as a consequence he
underwent martyrdom for his faith, and the Inquisition confiscated his fortune, amounting to 149,000

pesos.
About 1627 the Inquisition seized Antonio
Mendez, Luis Rodrigues, and others on the charge

About 1636, 150,000
was extorted from
in Cuba,
three citizens of Havana on the charge
of Judaizing.
Tlieir names were Bias
de Paz Pinto, Juan Rodrigues Mesa and Francesco Rodriguez de Solis; and they appear to
Lave been among the most opulent men in the West
Indies.
The trial of Gabriel de Granada, about
of being Jews.

Inquisition pesos

in

gold

1642, evoked a reference to an uncle, Miguel Nufiez
dc Guerta, alias Huerto, who was supposed to be in
Havana at this time, and whose bones in 1649
were used by the Inquisition for his execution in
€fBgy.
About the same time Luis Mendez de
Chaves, Luis Gomez Barreto, and Manuel Alvarez
Prieto, of Havana, were in the clutches of the Inquisition on similar charges.
The Portuguese reconquest of Brazil about this
period, which compelled thousands of Jews to leave
the country, undoubtedly augmented the Jewish
population in Cuba. Accordingly, about this time
the number of charges of Judaizing increased, and
commercial relations with Jamaica and Curapao

augmented them.

A

party of the earliest
arrived in that city in
1654, are supposed to have touched in the neighborhood of Cape St. Anthony, Cuba, on their way
from Brazil. In 1689 Viucente Gomez Coello, a Portugue.se, was denounced as a Jew in Cuba.
The
prosecution of Cubans on the charge of Judaizing
continued into the next century. In 1712 Jacob Nufiez Lopez was denounced on this charge.
In 1717
was celebrated the auto da fe in which
further

Crystal
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settlers of

New

York,

who

Fray Joseph Diez Pimienta figured.
In the
Eighteenth an account of whose career has been
Century, published by Richard Gottheil. Pimienta lived for a considerable time
Cuba, and became a convert to Judaism, though
he several times thereafter changed his faith. As
late as 1783 the Inquisition claimed victims, as witness the fate of Juan Rodriguez Mexia and Antonio Hantaella, of Havana.
These are but a few
of the many names of persons in Cuba who have
been charged with Judaizing.
In recounting the history of the Jews in Cuba,
it is important not to overlook their friendly comin

mercial relations witli tlie buccarecrs, as it was customary to style the as.sailauts of Spain's commercial
monopoly in the New World, who waged for decades incfs.sant war against her pf)rfs and her vessels; and tliere is rca.Hon to believe that there

were some Jews among them.
Cuba and Cuban
waters were for a long time Mie prinripal headquarters of thcsf; prc<i('ceHSf)rH of tJin American pirates,
from whom the buccaneers difTered, liowever, in that
they waged war against Spain.
A considerable jjorlion f)f Hamburg's tmde witli
Cuba and other West Indian islands was also at this
time in Jewish hands. The Jews' familiarity with
Cubaaud Cuban affairs, as well as theiranti Spanish
sentiments, seems to have been known to the enemies of Spain. Thus, for instance, Admiral Vernon,
in his expedition against Cuba in 1741, took with
him a Jewi.sh interpreter, whom he sent with mes
sages to the governor at Santiago de Cuba in that

Cuba

known that Jacob Franks of New
contractor for the British government,
supplying the British navj- at Jamaica with provisions during the campaign which resulted in the
capture, in 1762, of Havana by the British.
This
capture was extremel}' important, Havana being
regarded as of enormous political and commercial
value as the key to America. Cuba's material prosperity is supposed to date from this period, notwithstanding the restoration of Havana to Spain by
the treaty of 1763.
It is probable that Jewish houses
It is also

3^ear.

York was a

New York, Newport, Jamaica, Curasao, London,
Amsterdam, and Hamburg were interested in the
Cuban trade in tobacco, sugar, and other merchandise, which from this date on became increasingly
in

valuable.
Moreover, about this time the population
of Cuba was beneficially augmented by the influx
of French settlers from Martinique and Guadaloupe,
including, apparently, some Jews.

Hernando de Castro, probably a Marano, has been
credited with the introduction of the culture of sugar
into Cuba.
Jews were also engaged in early filibuster expeditions to Cuba; for instance, in 1851.
Until almost the end of the Spanish-American
war of 1898, public religious services other than
those of the Roman Catholic Church were forbidden; the Inquisition, however, had been abolished
in the early j'ears of the century.
Since 1881 Jews
have been tolerated in Spain and her colonies. The
number of Jews in Cuba had increased prior to the
war, particularly through Jewish-American interest
Richard Davey, in "Cuba:
in the tobacco trade.
Past and Present," states. regarding the conditions
preceding the war: "Jews in Cuba barely number
and are mostly of Spanish origin, and engaged
A great many Jews tied to the West
Indies from Spain in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, but few remained in the Spanish possessions.
The danger was too great. Five or six of
the Cuban Jewish families are reported wealthy,
and are much respected, but they keep entirely to
themselves." There may, perhaps, be some exag500,

in

trade.

A large number of
geration in these statements.
American Jews served in the American army in
Culm during the Spanish American war, waged for
Since the war the number
the liberation of Cuba.
of American residents lias increased, and it is estimated that there are now in Cuba about 1.000 Jewish residents.

Davey.rM?Ki : Pasf and Prrnrnt, T/ondon. 1808
:
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CUBIT.

Soo

CUCKOO

Mkasvhks and Weights.

A V.

Cuckow)

HiBLioGRAPiiv: Anmilor tie
illKspdHn. i. ;CW ,-t ,x,(;.;

tholet,

and Driver

Bjientseh and

commentaries, and by

Lewyson ("Zoologie des Talnuids,"

The cuckoo, however,

1S2).

where
with

in their

it

:

passes

tiie

summer.

is

found

p.

in Palestine,

Two varieties are met

— the common and the spotted cuckoo.

G. B. L.

E. o. n.

CUCUMBER:
Q'J<L"pi^<i"ii-

cucumbers

-'"^i-

Tiie

5).

Hebrew
two kinds of

rendering of the

There are

at least

in Palestine (Hasselquist,

Groser, Post,

The former
known in the

etc.); viz., Cucunn's mti'vus and G. chaii'.
is

the

common

green cucumber well

western world; and the latter is the Egyptian or
hairy cucumber, wiiich is said by Hassehiuist to be
"the queen of cucumbers, refreshing, sweet, solid,
and wholesome." Post (Hastings, "Diet. Bible")
speaks of it as doubtless one of the good things of
Egypt (Num. xi. 5). " It is longer and more slender
than the common cucumber, being often more than
a foot long, and sometimes less than an inch thick,
and pointed at both ends." The so-called "garden
of cucumbers " referred to in Isa. i. 8 is the translation of n^J'pD, meaning " place of cucumbers"; i.e.,
a place wherein cucumbers were cultivated. The
" lodge " mentioned in the same verse is the shelter
of the person who kept birds away and guarded
the garden from robbers.
E. G. H.

CUENCA

I.

M. P.

City in New Castile, Spain,
which, after its conquest by Alfonso VH., possessed
Jewish inhabitants.
In the "fuero," or charter,
granted to the city about 1189, the king secured to
the Jews full personal protection, together with
commercial privileges in every way equal to those
of the Christians; and in consequence the Jewish
community increased so rapidly both in size and in
influence, that it was able in 1290 to pay 70,883
maravedis in taxes. The following circumstance is
signiticant: The Jews of Cuenca refused to lend
money or grain, greatly to the detriment of agriculture and industry; in consequence of which an
agreement was entered into in 132G between the city
(npj-lp)

Kolit'ti,

The

A. V. reudcring
of c^ni" (sliahaf) in Lev. xi. 16 and Dent. xiv. 15.
In hoxh placfs it oicnrs in tlie list of unclean hirdr.
Tliis iilenliliealion, however, is only a eonjecture,
and there is no certain tradition to support, it. Ti>e
Tarjruni transcribes tlie Hebrew word. The Septuairint gives /<i^K)f ("sea irull "). The H. V. reuderini^
is"seamew," which is accepted by Gesenius, Ber^

:

council and the Jewish community, whereby any
Jew or Jewess was privileged to charge any Christian of Cuenca or its vicinity, either man or woman,
40 per cent annual interest on money or property.
The prosperity and commercial activity of the Jews

drew upon them the hatred of the populace;
"year of terror," 1391, the Jews suffered
greatly; even the officials and other men of influence of the town participated in plundering and
slaying them; many were murdered, while others
either settled elsewhere or became converts to Christianity.
The grandparents of the historian Jo.seph
ha-Kohen left Cuenca, and repaired to the fortress

'Kmik

II.

139,

Higtoria

<1e

368 et seq.;

InsJudios
.loseph ha-

M. K.

CULI, JACOB: Talmudist and

Biblical

com-

mentator of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries; died at Constantinople Aug. 9, 1732.
He belonged to an exiled Spanish family, and was the
grandson and pupil of Mo.ses ibn Habib. He edited
various important works.
Tiie first fruit of his literary activity was tiie publication of his grandfather's writings.
To this end he left Safcd, where
he seemed to have taken up his abode, and removed
to Constantinople.
As he points out in various
passages in his writings, he found in Hayyim Alfandari the Younger a warm supporter.
While
engaged on the works of his grandfather, he entered
(1714) into close relations with the chief rabbi of
Constantinople, Judah Kosanes, at the time generally regarded tlie highest authority of the Orient.
Kosanes appointed Culi dayyan, which, together
with his position as teacher, secured to him a sufficient livelihood.
In 1737 Culi published his grandfather's work " Shanimot ba-Arez " (notes on various
portions of the Talmud), with an index.
In this year Rosancs died.
He left voluminous
literary remains in a very chaotic condition.
To introduce order into this chaos it needed a scholar of
the

first

But even

With this task Culi was entru.sted.
him it meant a labor of several years.

rank.
for

First, in 1738, he edited the "Parashat Derakim,"
a work both haggadic and halakic. Three years
later he published the voluminous " Mishneh laMelek," enriched with numerous important notes.
To both these works Culi wrote a preface. In the
same year, he edited also his grandfather's " 'Ezrat
Nasliim," in the beginning of which there are two
responsa of his own. His mo.st important work is
his commentary on the Pentateuch, entitled "Me'Am Lo'ez." This work, which is held in high regard by the Jews of the East, is a very elaborate
encyclopedic commentary in Ladino, dealing with
Jewish life in all its relations. Its material was
taken from the Talmud, tlie Mi(lrash,and the principal works of Talmudic and rabbinic literature. Culi
carried his commentary on the Pentateuch through
Genesis and as far as ch. xxiv of Exodus. Afterhis
death the work was continued by Isaac Magreso
and Isaac Belior Arguiti. The five parts were published in Constantinople (1733), partly at tlie expense
of Judah Mizrahi. The fir.st part appeared in a second edition (Salonica, 1798) and a third edition
(Smyrna, 1870); and the other parts were republished

A

at Smyrna (1871-73).
portion of the first was
issued under the title " 'Akedat Yizhak " (The Sacrifice of Isiiac), Smyrna, 1864.
Culi also wrote a halakic work under the title

finally

"Simanim

manuscript.

of Huete.

los Ulos,

hn-}{(ika, p. 70.

G.

and

in the
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in

le-Oraita," which, however, remained in

He seems

Hebron (compare

his

to have lived for some time
responsum No. 2).

BinLiOGRAPHY: Prefaoo
and

to UosAnes,

to tlio Index of Hab)b'.s Ge.t Pmhut,
Mv<lineh la-Melek; responsum No. 1, end

NoHhim ; Azulai, Hhem ha-GedoUm, s.v.,
Kayserlln)?, Bihl. EKp.-Port.-Jud. pp.
;
OH; Steinschnelder, Hcbr. liitd. xvil. 15 et seq.; idem.
Cat. Bodl. col. 2926.

of Habib's 'Kzrat

and .Judah Rosanes
55,

L. G.

L.
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CTJLTtniVEREIN

DER

JTJDEN.

See

Ve

REIN KVR CULTCR LND WlSSENSCIlAFT DER JUDEN.

CUM ANUS, VENTIDIUS
in

Judea

(48-52).

According

:

Roman procurator

to Tacitus (" Annales,"

divided the procuratorsliip with Felix;
the latter being at the head of Samaria, the former
of Galilee.
Such a division is unknown to Josephus,
and, though accepted by ^Mommsen ("Gesch." v.
525), is rightly discarded by Schiirer ("Gesch." i.
Gratz, who follows the statement of Tacitus,
477).
is forced to amend his text; liolding that events

Cubit

Cumin

brother of the emperor's favorite,
brother-in-law of King Agrippa.
Bibliography
ii.

:

Josephus,

ch. 12; Gratz

ed.,

i.

A nt. xx. ch. v. and vi.

and Mominsen, &s above;

;

idem, B. J.

Schiirer, Gesch.

that Samaria belonged to

Cumanus, and

Gali-

lee to Felix C'Monatsschrift," xxvi. 404).

The procuratorship of Cumanus lay in the stormy
period preceding the final insurrection in Judea.
He himself had to put down three uprisings, the
last one causing his own downfall.
The first of
these happened in the Temple court at the Passover
feast, when one of the Roman soldiers
who were
always present on such occasions to keep order in
the multitude shocked the Jews by his indecent
behavior.
The tumult thus occasioned was suppressed by tlie soldiers, and a large number of those
assembled (by Josephus said to have exceeded 3,000)
were crushed to death. The second uprising also

—

—

was brought about by a Roman

soldier.

Jewish

robbers had attacked an imperial officer named
Stephanas near Beth-horon ("B. J." ii. 12, § 2).
The soldiers sent by Cumanus to restore order plundered the surrounding villages, and one of them
tore up a scroll of the Law.
At this the Jews became much excited, sent a large deputation to the
procurator at Ci3esarea, and were appeased only
when the soldier was condemned to death.
Jealousy between the Samaritans and the Judeans
was the cause of the third trouble. A Galilean, on
his way to the Temple at Jerusalem, had been murdered at Gema ("B. J." ii. 12, § 3) or Ginea ("Ant."
XX. 6, § 1
compare Boettger, "Top. -Hist. Lexikon
zu Josephus," p. 129). Cumanus hesitated to inflict punisliment upontlic Samaritans: itisevensaid
that he was in their pay.
The Judeans, headed by
the zealots Eleazar, son of Dineus, and Alexander,
revenged tliemsclves upou tlie Samaritans, despite
the attempt of the leaders in Jerusalem to hold them
back, (.'u man us sent out the Sebaste troop from
Ctesareu; but in the mean time both Samaritans and
Judeans had made jiresentmentsto L'mmidius Quadratus, thc! governor of Syria, wiio at once put to
dealli in C';isarca all tlios(! who iiad been captured
by CumauuH, and in Lydda eigiiti-cn of the Judeans
who liad been involved in the disturbance. Tinliigli priests Jonatliiui and Ananias, the hitler's son
;

Anan, thc Samaritan leaders, Cumanus and the trib
unc Celer, and ollier.s, were ordered to liome to appear before thcfinpcror. ClaudiuscondcnuMd llinc
leading SaniaritJins to death, banished Cumato be beheaded.
This jiidgmcnt. nf<f)rding to JoscpliuH ("Ant." xx.
6, ^ 3), was due to the intluence of Agrippa il. with
Agrippina, the emperor's wife.
According to Taeitus {l.r.), Jiowever, flie trouble
between the Samaritans and tiie Judeans had been
fomented by thc jealousy of the two procurators,
and it was Quadratus liimsclf wlio sjit in judgment.
Antonius Felix was exonerated, as he was the
of

tlie

nus,

and sent Celer to Jerusalem

3d

568-.570.

xii. 54), lie

show

and

Pallas,

G.

CUMATIANO, MORDECAI

B. ELIEZER.
Eliezer.
CUMBERLAND, RICHARD English dramatist; born in the Master's Lodge, Trinitj' College,
Cambridge, Feb. 19, 1732; died at Tunbridge Wells
May 7, 1811. He was educated at Bury St. Edmunds and Westminster, and at Trinity College,
where he was entered when but fourteen years old.
About 1750 Cumberland was appointed private
secretary to Lord Halifax, and finding the position
a sinecure, he devoted his leisure to play-writing.
Among his most successful pla5's were "A Summer's
Tale," 1765, and "The West Indian," produced by
See CoMTiNO, Mordec.\i

b.

:

Garrick in 1770.

Cumberland's most important work, from a Jewwas his drama "The Jew," written
in 1777, in which he depicted the antithesis of
Shakespeare's Shylock and ^Marlowe's Barabas in
Bheva, the benevolent, grateful Jew.
Shei'a is rescued at Cadiz from an auto da fe by Don Carlos,
and, later, from a mob in London bj- the son of
ish standpoint,

Don

Carlos, Charles Batdiffe.
In gratitude, Sheva
gives £10,000 to lintcUffe's sister as a marriage portion, and the balance of his fortune to liatcUffe.
Incidentally it maybe stated that "The Jew"
appeared two years before "Xathan der Weise,"
which, however, had been written earlier.

BiBUOGRAPHY:

Davles, Life of Garrick, 1808, li. 2^9-304;
Mcntoirs of Richard Cumherland, 1807; Notes aiul Queries, Tnh sei-ies, xi. 504; Diet,
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of

Nat iotud

Bioijrap)ty,

s.iil.

21)3.

E. Ms.

S.

CUMIN

:

The

seed of the

Cuminum Cyminum,

an umbellil'erous plant, which, coming originally
from Mediterranean countries, spread to many parts
of the world. Its name is common to Greek, Hebrew, Phenician. Syriae, Ethio])ic, and Arabic, as
well as to modern languages.
Geoponicon and Bar
Bahlul mention among its varieties the wild, the
Elhiopic, and the domestic or garden cumin.
Palestine grew a special variety of its own, the Cyvtinum Syriarnm (Mish. Demai. ii. 1; the Yer. distinguishes it from the variety called Cyprian, the seed
of which is curved).
By tlu! Arabs as well as by
the

Jews

u.sed

taste,

many

l)y

was

euniiii

a pungent

u.sed as a

smnething

condiment. It has
caraway, and is

like

peojjlo to flavor bread.

was heated with cumin

for that

The oven

purpose (Ter.

.\. •!).

used also medicinally to soften swellings.
In
the Talmud it is mentioned us used to stanch excessive- bleeding (Shab. ilOli) during menstruation
and alter circumcision (Shab. IH, 4; see alscj Joel
MUller. "Ilillufe Minhagim," p. 41. Vienna, 1878);
while it is also credited with curative properties
It is not certain
for colics ('Ab. Zarah 2i>a, top).
whether, in tlie magic formula against boils given
in Shab. Tua. the word "kanunon " is an allusion to
the .seed but in view of its applic ation in such cases,
this is highly probable.
In Isa. x.wiii. 25 the method of Ihn-.shing it Is referred to.
Instead of the usual instrument, a rod is
It is

;

Cuuaeus

THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA

Cup

used, and the knowledge of this nietliod is pointed
Matt, xxiii. 23 complains
out as of divine orisrin.
of thost> who give tithes of cumin but disregard
the weightier matters of the Law.
BiBt.UHJKAniY

a«

Lie.

K.

o.

:

I.rnv,

J.

G. B.

L.-E.

pp.

lived there continuously since the sixteenth century,
is especially noted.

BiBLiooRAPHY

:

born at

(also known as Peter
Hutch I'hristiaii and rabbinical
Flushing 1586; died at Leyden

"Thesaurus."
In this book Cunaeus deals with the constitution
of the old Hebrew kingdom, which he regards as a
purely theocratic one. The Lord was the sole ruler,
and made the laws, appointed judges, decided questions of war and peace, and was high priest, liberator, and leader of the people. Cuna;us had often compared the conditions of Jewish with those of Roman
and Greek life, and concluded that Jewish laws
were superior to those of the classical world. He
instanced the jubilee year of the Hebrews, which,
according to his view, would have been the only
remedy for the evils of the " latifundia " in Rome.
He made use of the teachings of the Rabbis, especially of Maimonides.
Cunseus and Grotius were
the first Christian scholars who accepted, in their
Biblical interpretations, the explanations of the
Rabbis.
Bibliography: Dlestel, Qesch. des Alten Testaments in der
Christlichen Kirche, pp. 376, 467, 468. 516. Jena, 1869; Oelllustreede Encudopaeaie, s.v., Rotterdam, 1884.

F. T. H.

J.

CTJNEIFORM: inscriptions.

See Assyr-

lOLOGY ASn THE OlD TESTAMENT.
Capital of the Italian province of the
same name. According to local traditions, a Jewish
community, founded probably after the expulsion
of the Jew8 from France (1381), existed there in the
fourteenth centurj'. It seems to have been firmly
established only after the immigration of Spanish
and Portuguese Jews, the first of the immigrants
being some bankers, who, at the end of the sixteenth
century, received permission from the pope to open
loan-offices ("Rev. Etudes Juives," xix. 143).
The
oldest monument preserved by the community is a
"dukan" of the year 1611. The societies also date
back to an early time the Gemilut Hasidim was
founded in 1687; the Talmud Torah,' in 1770 by
Solomon Jehiel della Torre. Two special memorial
days are celebrated in the synagogue of Cuneo: one
in memory of a conflagration in 1750, the other of
the siege of 1799. The Spanish and the Italian rituals
are followed.
Among the rabbis have been the fol:

:

lowing: Jacob ben Mordecai Poggetto, in the sixteenth century Solomon Jehiel della Torre, in the
eighteenth century; M. Sorani, in the nineteenth
century.
;

:

Coii'icrc IsraeUtico,

150; v. 239, 270.

11.

o.

G. H.

From 1617 until his death he was
Dec. '2, 1638.
professor of jurisprudence and politics at the UniCuniEus holds a position of
versity of Leyden.
some importiince in the development of Biblical
archeology as the author of " De Republica HcbriKorum," which appeared in three volumes, in 1617,
It was republished in 1632 by Elzevir;
at Leyden.
and was translated into French in 1703. It was also
reproduced in the "Crilici Sacri" and in Ugolini's

CUNEO

The community has a permanent population of
The Lattes family, which has

about 300 persons.
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monly used
sel is

in the

D13 (Gen.

:

E.

The

Avoid most comfor drinking-vesy>3J first occurs in the

Old Testament

xl. 11, 13).

cup with which he "divined "
(Gen. xliv. 2-12, Ilebr.), and from Jer. xxxv. 5 it
appears that it was larger than the D"I3. corresponding to a goblet or crater. The y^QJ was also one
of the ornaments of the golden candlestick, or nienorah (Ex. xxv. 33 et seq., xxxvii. 17-21), and
described as being " almond shaped " (TptW),
is
like the cal3^\ of the almond-flower.
Other words,
like px, niK'p. PlD. which the English versions sometimes render by "cup" or "goblet" (Isa. xxii. 24;
Song of Solomon vii. 3; Num. iv. 7; I Chron.
xxviii.
17; Jer. lii. 19), were used to designate
rather a basin, or bowl-shaped vessel.
It may be
assumed that the cups of the Jews were in general
of the same material, design, and workmanship as
those of the Egyptians, Assyrians, and Phenicians,
whose craters were celebrated even in Homer's time
(Homer, "Iliad," xxiii. 743; ide7n, "Odyssey," iv.
615-618).
The cups used at present in synagogues
for "kiddush " and "habdalah " are generally of silver, oblong, and shaped like an inverted dome, with
a stem and base, resembling the cup figured on the
storj'of Joseph for the

Maccabean
"

Cup

coins.

" is

frequently used in metaphors of good or
fortune, as in "
cup runneth over " (Ps. xxiii.
5, xvi. 5); " the cup of his fury " (Isa.
Metali. 17, 22);
"the bowl of the cup of
phorical
staggering" (Zech. xii. 2, Hebr.);
" the cup of astonishment and desolaUse.
tion " (Ezek. xxiii. 33).
Babylon is a
"golden cup in the Lord's hand that made all the
earth drunken " (Jer. li. 7). The " cup of consolaof

My

ill

tion" (Jer. xvi. 7) is one offered to mourners;
while the "cup of salvation " (Ps. cxvi. 13) is a cup
of thanksgiving for deliverance, in allusion, perhaps, to the wine of the peace-offering (" shelamim "),
or to the cup of praise and thanksgiving.
In Rabbinical Literature
In the Talmud
the figurative use of "cup " for trouble and suffering
(Hul. 92a; compare Gen. R. Ixxxviii. 5) is observed
in the expression "to taste the taste of death"
(XnirT'On NOyO OyD, Yoma 78b; in the N. T., Matt,
xvi. 28; Mark ix. 1; John viii. 52; Heb. ii. 9; compare "Etymologicon Magnum": norijptov
arjfiaivet Kol Tov davaTov).
Another figurative use of
"cup" is for one's wife (Ket. 75b; Ned. 20b; Git:

.

.

.

90a).

Ten

—at

one time fourteen

for the house of

mourning

—cups

(Ket. 8b;

were ordained
compare Sanh.

The "cup of benediction" i.e., the third of
the four cups of the Passover meal is often referred to (Ber. 51a; B. B. 97b, etc.; in the N. T.,
For other interesting references to
I Cor. X. 16).
70a).

"

cup

—

"

see Ket. 65a

;

Pes. 96b

;

Yoma

75a

;

Bczab

15b, etc.

In Gen. xliv. 5

is

found probably the oldest

ref-

frra ok hanctikication.
1.

Cluny). 2. Hahdalnh cup (In Ti'mple Shcarlth Isrnol. NVw York). 3. PuMorer cup (In
4. Elijah rup for ra.<woviT (In posupwlon of Dr. Mux Ilownltuil, New
possession of L. Jannolnwsky, New York).
York). .5. Elijah cup for Pbasovit (In |>os8<-jw1ou of Foly Ilaunlicltii. Ni-w York). 0. (Iriuaiolslon cup (in
posseswlon of I>H>polfl do nothachlld. London). 7. ^Iddush cup (In ponwsBlon of II. MosMansky,
New York). H. 1'a.H.sover cup (In p*>w«')«lon of Dr. Max Hospnthal, New Yorkl. 9.

lylddush rup for Sabbath 'In

Muw'c

fie

I^lddusb cup (In possession of Leop<jia du Kotbschlld. London).

Cup

^eaa
erence to divination by cup (Kv?.iKOfiavTeia, also
Ac-cordinix
vofiaiTcia), a spt'cios of liyilrtMnaucy.
to thf nibbiiiiial explanation Joseph
"feigned to prophesy by striking on
In

Folk-Lore. theeiip" ((Jen. K. xei. 6; compare
Uashi and Targ. Yer. to Gen. xliii.

also

BibliooraPIIY: BlLss, A/ohikJ "/ A/at))/ C«Rji, Nos. 174.

:53).

181,

Lnyarxt. .Yiii<i'</i (I ii(f /f,< Kcmrtt/i.x, II. :2«> ; ideni,
AiVifW/i <iM(/ Biihfilou, pp. ISO. I!t0. I'.f: Josi'ph Boiu.ini.
yiutvfh ami Its I'alncis. pp. 1S7 tt .s<(/.; TierofT. Ik M;!yp/i<<
La Dnnnmionit
Jo.s«-;)>ii, Jena, UViT ; KrHn(,Mis Lenmiimnt,
78-80.
la Scifucf iltv Pn-JKii/o clicz ks Chaldixx. pp.
I- ^^- ^•
A.

\

eio

H

CUP OF BENEDICTION

(Hebrew,

"kos

of wine taken immediately
after grace has been recited at the conclusion of a
The custom is first mentioned directly in
meal.
shel

bemkah

")
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of Benedictiou

Cuiapao

The cup

comMish. Ber. vi 6: "If- wine comes to
pany of three or more] during the meal, each one
blesses for himself; if after the meal, one blesses for
In other words, wine after the meal
all of them."

them

[a

In Pes. x. 1 the four
treated with some solemnity.
cups of the Passover night are mentioned: the third
of these is the cup of benedictiou following the
is

grace after supper.
In later times the custom arose that where one
had with his meal only one unit of wine (one-fourth
of a log—about the contents of an egg and a half),
he should drink it after the meal as a cup of benediction; and many rabbis deemed it highly meritorious, indeed almost a duty, to have wine in readiness
for this purpose at each meal, especially when three
men were to partake of it, and would join in say
In that case the one reciting grace
ing grace.
aloud would take the cup in his right hand during
the recital and hold sweet-smelling spices in his

Maimonides, "Y'ad," Berakot, vii. 14, 15).
to the spices has long since gone
out of use. In northern countries wine is not accessible as a daily beverage to the mass of the Jews;
hence, " strong drink "—i.e., beer or mead, and, later
"
on, spirits, under the name of " wine of the country
or any beverage other than water, such as sirup or

left (see

But the custom as

monuments (compare

also Tobit

22).

i.

The As-

syrian Kab-shakeh (npL"2-|, II Kings xviii. 17; Isa.
xxxvi. 2), formerly supposed to have been the cjiptain of the cupbearers, is now known to have held a
dilTercnt office.

The Egyptian cupbearers were eunuchs (Q^Dno.
xl. 2), as were those of Herod and those in
Assyria; and it may be assumed that this was genThe office
erally the case throughout the Orient.
of cupbearer at the Median-Persian courts was, ac-

Gen.

cording to Herodotus (iii. 34) and Xenoi)iioii (" ("yThe cupbearer
ropaulia," i. 3, 8), one of great honor.

had

in

senting

some cases
it

to taste of the

(Xenophon,

cup before

pre-

ih.).

A. H. Layard, Nineveh and Its RemaiuK. ii.
Joseph Bonoiiii, Mueveh and Its Pnlarcn, pp. 250. >4
;{ci.sf(i.iii., imrt -'. pp. (5 et scq.; Klemin, Morgen»
land,p\).206etseq.
I. M. C.
A.

Bibliography:
•^riS

;

;

Tavernter,

CURASAO

:

An island of

the

Dutch West

Indies,

captured from Spain in 1634. It is probable that
Jews from Holland were among the first settlers in
But they
the island under the Dutch government.
did not arrive there in considerable numbers unMcza,
til 1650, when twelve Jewish families— De
Aboab, Pereiia, De Leon, La Parra, Touro, Cardo/e,
Jesurun, Marchena, Chaviz, Oleveira, Henriciuez
Cutinho— were granted permission by Prince MauThe governor of the
rice of Orange to settle there.
island, Matthias Beck, was directed to grant them
land, and sui)ply them with slaves, horses, cattle,
and agricultural implements, in order to further
the cultivation and develop the natural resources of
the island, the eariier settlers being chiefly concerned
in the more lucrative contraband trade with tiie
Spanish Main. The land assigned to these immigrants was situated on the northern outskirts of tiie
present district of Willeinstad. This district is still
known as the "Jodenwyk" (Jewish quarter Corcos,
"History of the Jews of Curayao," pp. 7-8).
;

—

In those early years, despite the favorable auspices under which the Jews arrived, severe restric-

the juice of fruits, was deemed a fit substitute for
wine in the cup of benediction (see Shulhan 'Aruk,

tions

Orah Hayyim, 182, 1-2, Isserles' gloss).
Speaking generally, the cup of benediction is
drunk only on Sabbaths or at festivals and other
joyous occasions.
Bibliography

Home.

:

Dembitz. Jewish Services in Synagogue and
song based on the cup

pp. W.i, 346, especially for the

of benediction.

L. N. D.

J.

CTJP

OF SALVATION.

CUPBEARER

See Periodicals.

The officer who served
Like the Cup, the cupbearer
is fii-st mentioned in the Old Testament in connection with the story of Joseph in Egypt (Gen. xl. 21),
where the title "chief of cupbearers" (D-ptwn '^^)
would show that such a functionary existed at the
(ri^linD )'

the cup to the king.

Egyptian court. In Jewish history this officer is
mentioned in the description of Solomon's court
(I Kings X. 5; IlChron. ix. 4), and, later, at the court
Neheof Herod I. (Josephus, "Ant." xvi. 8, § 1).
miah was cupbearer to the Persian king Artaxerxes
Longimanus (465-425 B.C. Neh. i. 11, ii. 1). Cup;

bearers are frequently representirl on the Assyrian

were put upon their movements, and they labored under all the disadvantages to which aliens
were generally subject. They were even prohibited
in 1653 from purchasing additional negro slaves,
much needed for their farms.
In March, 1651, the directors of the Dutch West
India Company (in which Jews were large .stockholders) wrote to Peter Stuyvesant, the governor of
New Netherlands, that they were seriously considering the abandonment of Cura(;ao, since the island
was not proving a source of revenue. They decided, however, to make one more experiment, and
entered into a contract with Joseph Nunez tie Foiiseca (also known as David Na.ssi), who undertook to
emigrate, taking with him a large number of people,
under one Jan de Ulan, also a Jew, as patroon.

"He intends," they write, "to brinp a considerable number
of people there to settle and cultivate the land, but we beein to
suspect that he and his associates have quite another object in
view namely, to trade from there to the West Indies and the
Main. Be that as it may. we are willing to make the experiand you mu.st. therefore, charge Direct^jr Rodenborch to
;

ment,

accommodate him within proper

limits

and

in

conformity with

" Pub.
the conditions of the contract" (Albany MSS.,
Hist. Soc.,"No.

10).

Am. Jew.

lUan and his followers had made
had begun a trade in
logwood with the neighboring isSettlement lands. As this trade was not perraitted by the terms of the contract,
of Illan.
and as it was also contrary to the interests of New Netherlands, attempts were made by

By Dec,

1652,

considerable progress, and

The grant of privileges to
the directors to stop it.
Nassi, bearing the date of Feb. 22, 1652, provided
that he was to have two leagues of land along the
coast for every hfty families, and four leagues for
every one hundred families, that he should bring
over.
The colonists were further granted exemption from taxes for ten years, and the privilege of
selecting the lands on which they desired to settle.

They were

also accorded religious liberty and tolerathey were restrained from compelling

tion, thfjiigh

Christians, should any be among them, to work on
Sunday, "nor were any others to labor on that day."
This is the earliest known charter of privileges,
specifically conceding religious liberty and toleraIts favorable
tion to Jews in the New World.
terms, as well as other attempts at settling Jews in
Curasao made at this time, were unquestionably due
to the prominence of Jews on tiie directorate of the
Dutch West India Company, and in Dutch affairs

On April
generally (see Menasseh bex Israel).
the directors wrote again to Stuyvesant,
speaking of Na.ssi as " preparing to go there with a
large number of people." Yet they had decided
misgivings respecting the success of tlie enterprise,
and no confidence in the people or in their leader
Their fears appear to have been jus
(Corcos, I.e.).
tified, for all accounts tend to show that the plan
was not carried out on any extensive scale (Corcos,
ib. pp. 9, 17, 18; Daly, "The Settlement of the Jews
4, 1652,

in

North America,"

The

p. 9).

Jews

history of the effective settlement of

Curasao begins, however,

in 1654,

when

in

the con-

quest of Brazil by the Portuguese

re-

Jews
suited in tiie expulsion of the Jews
Prominent and tlieir dispersion to the West Indies
and

in

Trade.

to the

mainland of North Amer-

New

lea, j)articularly to

Nellierlands

and to Newport, Rhode Island. Large
numl)ers came from Bra/i! to Curacao during that
and .4iic;cee(ling \-ears, hriiigiiig witli tlierii considerable wealth.
During this period they laid the
foundations of that prominence in the commercial
develof)ment of tlie island wliieii they have since
retained (Corcos,
(1657), regular

ifj.

pp. 9-10).

communication

Shortly after this
purposes of trade

for

established br-tweeii New Amsterdam and (Jura
This was prineijmlly in the hands of the Jews,
<;:ao.
and contributed to the eotnniereial development of
both colonies. An original Spanish bill of lading
and an invoice of goods ship[ir(l from Curaeao to

was

New

Cup
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Netherlands

Mordeky

in

1658,

and

direct.e<I

to

Joshua

included Venetian pearls and
pendants; thimbles, scissors, knives, and bells, thus
showing the variety of the trade carried on by the
Jews at this time ("Archives of the Statt? of New
York, Translation r)f Dutch Heeords," xii, 99).
In contravention of their instructions the local
authorities connived at the trade carried on with
Isaac de Fonseca of Barbados, which began in 1656,
En-F{i(|iie/.,

of Benediction

Curacao

and which tended to undermine the trade monopoly
enjoyed by the Dutch West India Companj'. The
Curasao authorities were kept from interfering with
it by Fonseca's threat to turn his trade toward
Jamaica and abandon Curasao.
In 1659 Stuyvesant complained to the directors
that Jews in Curasao were allowed to hold negro
slaves, and were granted other privileges not enjoyed by the colonists of New Netherlands, and he
for his own people " if not more, at least
the same, privileges " as were enjoyed by the " usurious and covetous Jews," as he termed them (Albany

demanded

MSS.).

The

life

of the

Jews

community begins defiwhen they established the

as a

nitely in the year 1656,

Congregation Mikveh Israel under the direction of
the Spanish and Portuguese community of Amsterdam. In the same year the land originally granted
to the first twelve immigrant families was appropriated for a "bet-haim" (burial ground), and was
enclosed with a brick wall and consecrated to its
purpose. It is not likely, however, that tliis year
witnessed the first services held by the new colonists.
Probably they had gathered, as was the case elsewhere, in a room provided by one of their number.
When, in 1656, they had outgrown the limitations
of a private room, they rented a small wooden building, in which regular daily services were lield.
There is no evidence that they were numerous
enough at this date to warrant the selection of a
rabbi, though the fact that one of the earliest tombstones, bearing the date 22 Menahem (Ab), 5432 =
1671, carries the name of Rev. Abraham Haim
Lopez da Fonseca, tends to prove that
Early
he officiated as hazzan for a time. The
earliest tombstone decipherable is that
Tombof Isaac Ilenricjuez Cotinho (54IU =
stones.
Of those interred during the
1670).
remaining years of the seventeenth century and
decach' of the eighteenth (1670-1707), the
of twenty-seven can be decii)hered, thusaffording an indication of the extent of the settle-

the

first

names

Among

ment.
of a

number

the.se

of the

may

be recognized the names

first settlers

of 1650 (Corcos,

tb.

The first regularly appointed hakam
pp. 10-13).
of the community was Josiahu Pardo. who arrived
in Curaeao from .\mstenlani in KiTl, and remained
there until 16H3, when he left for Jamaica.
Indicative- of the close relations between the
eonunuiiiti«'s of Amsterdam and Cumcao is the fact
that this Pardo was the son of David Pardo, who,

with Saul Levi Morteira, Menasseh ben

Israel, and
Aboab, constituted the college of rabbis at
Amsterdam (" PublicatioiLS Am. .bw. Hist. Soc."

IsIhic

iii.

19).

wooden building used up tn this
been outgrown, a new synagogue was
erected, and con.secrated with ap|)ropriate ceremonies
on the eve of Passover in that year, the services
being rend Ity the hazzan, David Raphael Tyopez de
Fonseca (tl. rMl — 1707). This building, enlarged
and reconsecrated in 1731, still stands, a monument
to the substantial constructive methods of the «arly
In 1692 the small

time

?iaviii>r

bviilders.

For reasons not yet satisfactorily explained, in
1693 a considerable number of families left the island

Curasao
CursinK
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many going to Newamong them being members of the Touro

for the continent of America,
port,

family, nftorwarti famous in the liistoiy of (hat
town. During the year 1GS>'3 a number of Italiau
settlers in Curasao, ret'iigees from David Nassi's
dispei^seil colony at Cayenne (dissolved 1064), departed for Tucacas, Venezuela, where they established a congregation called

"Santa Irmandade."

A

period of substantial prosperity for the Jews of
Cnra(,ao began early in the eight(>enth century. In
1715 they established a benevolent society for the
care of the sick antl needy.
Five years later they responded liberally to an aj^peal for aid from the Shcalith Israel congregation of New York, and in 175(5
met with equal generosity a similar appeal from the
Jews of Newport. By 1750 their numbers had in-

388

branch of the older congregation, and as under its
This led to a series of serious disputes,
which culminated, in 1749, in an open breac'h, settled only by the intervention of Prince William
Charles of Orange-Nassau, in a decree bearing the

direction.

date of April 30, 1750, and commanding the disputing communities to terminate their strifes, to
submit to the government of the parnasim and
board of the original synagogue (MikCongrega- veh Israel), and to be s>ibject to the
tional
regulations of the Portuguese coramuDisputes. nity in Amsterdam. This arrangement continued until 1870, when the
congregation became independent. On Aug. 19,
1750, the governor and council proclaimed a day of
thanksgiving and prayer, which was to inaugurate

Interior ok the Curasao Synagogue.
(From a photograph.)

creased to about 2,000 (Chumaceiro). They were
prosperous merchants and traders, and held positions
of prominence in the commercial and political affairs
of the island (Corcos, ib. p. 24). By the end of the
eighteenth century they owned most of the property
in the district of Willemstad. As many as fiftythree vessels are said to have left in one day for
Holland, laden with goods which were, for the most
part, the property of Jewish merchants (Chumaceiro).

Two communities had come into existence by 1740,
the newer one occupying a tract acro.ss the harbor
from Willemstad, then as now known as "Otrabanda. " In order to avoid crossing the water on the
Sabbath to attend divine services, those who resided
in this outlying district formed themselves into the
Neveh Shalom (Dwelling of Peace) congregation,
and in 1745 (12th Elul, 5505) consecrated their .synagogue. For a time this was regarded as merely a

On this occasion Rabbi Raphael
Samuel Mendes de Sola preached a sermon, which
was afterward published (1757) in Amsterdam (Coran era of peace.

pp. 31-38; "Publications Am. Jew. Hist.
Soc." iii. 17-18, i.v. 149-150).
Increasing in prosperity and in numbers during
the next century, the community was not without internal disputes. It was due to one of these
controversies between the parnasim and the ministers that a society, called the "Porvenir," was
foimded in 1863. In the ne.\t year this developed
into a Reform congregation, under the name
"EmanuEl," which in 1865 laid the corner-stone of
its new building in the quarter " Scharlo," the synagogue being completed and dedicated in the following year. In 1 863 a moderate change in the direction
of Reform was introduced into the liturgy of the
Congregation Mikveh Israel. At the present time
the older congregation has a membership of about
cos, ib.
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Each has its religious
800, the younger of 250.
schools and charitable organizations.
The ministers of Temple Emanu El were Josuah
Naar, Jacob de Solla Mczer Solas, and Isaac Lopez de
Leao Laguna. Those of tlie older congregation (!Mikveh Israel) were as follows Abraliam Haim Lopez de
:

Fonseca(d. 1671); David Raphael Lopez deFonseca
(1692; d. 1707); Eliaho Lopez (1692-1712); Raphael
Jesuran (1715-48); Raphael Samuel Mendcs de Sola
(1749; d. 1761); Isaac Henriques Farro (1761; d.
1762); Jacob Lopez de Fonseca (1765; d. 1817: he
celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of his ministry in
July, 1815); Aaron

Mendez Chumaceiro

(1856-69);

Ciiragao
Cursing'

the Church of Saint George to baptize forcibly the
son of Diego Curiel, which effort, however, was
frustrated.
Moses de David Curiel, at the beginning of the eighteenth century, was a well-known

London Jew.
Bibliography: Ch. Rahlenbeek, Lcs Juifs d Aiiver.'<. la
Revue de Bduique. 1871, pp. 144, 1+5; Gaster, Histom of the
Si/drtffoyuc in licvis Marks, pp. 74-76, 78, 91, 93; Grunwald,
Portuuiciscugrdbcry

p. 103.

C.

G.

DE

B.

CURIEL, JACOB (known in public life as
Alexander Nunez da Costa) Resident of the
Portuguese court at Hamburg about the middle of
:

the seventeenth century
died there in 1665.
He
had lived previously at Amsterdam, where he had
taken an important part in the reunion, effected in
April, 1639, of the Portuguese community, which,
through the rise of the German Jews, had split into
three bodies.
John IV. of Portugal, discovering
Curiel 's skill in financial matters, sent him (c. 1650)
to Hamburg as his agent, and conferred upon him
the title of " Hidalgo da Casa Real " (Noble of the
Royal House). In 1655 he was elected a warden
of the Portuguese synagogue, to which he donated
He was buried in the
a "tcbali" ("fes kodes ").
;

Portuguese cemetery at Altona

in 1665.

Bibliography: Koeaen, GcscUicdenU< dcr Jfxlen in Ncdtrland. p. IM; Gratz, UcHch.M ed., x. 8,23; De Castro, De
SynaofHlc der I'ortUQ. Isr. Gcmecnte. p. 10, The Hague,
.Judcnin Por'unal, p. 312; T.
Amstenlam, 18it8; (ininwald,
Fortuoidfenardber
iei<cn{iri
auf Detd)>cher Krde,\). 103; Da Costa,
Vl
Iiftrad e n de 'olhen, 2d ed., p. 52
1875; Kayserllng, Oe«i-h.dcr
Tal, Ornnjetiloetiemii, p. (iti,

G.

CURSING

Bible

in the

it

(3)

:

The expressions used for " cursing "
are: (1) TlX, HIND; (2) ^S''^ ri^h\>
:

n^K (verb and noun) and nijNn;

(4)

22p;

(Lev. xxiv. 11, 16); (6) e^ij.
In Talmmlic literature occur the terms:

DDpa

^-s
Temple Emanu
(Afur

a

El,

Curaqao.

DDip3 hhp (Sanh.

hh?.

^^p (Eccl. R.
Israel

The leading lawyers,

physicians, edAmong Mie more

are Jewish.

and dniggista are also Jews.
prominent Jewish citizens and ofliciuls are two bank
presidents, one member of the executive council,
three members of the colonial Cf>uncil, one district
judge, one cln'ef clerk, ten consuls, four captains,
and eleven lieutenants of the militia.
itors,

Jnsfiph Corrm. llUlor]) nf the JniR nf CiiraPuli.
Curn<;no, 1H&7; MS. urUcUM.f .1. H. M. Clmmnrcln)
Am. Jew. HUt. .Sod. J2-44 II. »i. HO; III. IT. lU: vl. BII; Ix.
Jrw.
I'mU.
Am.
('iirn(;(U>,
\r\
Thr,
Jnrs
149-150;
in
Soc, No. 10; hn\y,The. Settlement of the Jeu'H in l\'orth
Americay ed. Max J. Kohler, pp. 9-11.

Bini.iooRAnir

;

;

HM.

H.

A.

CURIEL A

1'.

wealthy Marano family which setNetherlands and at Hamburg about the
They infrrmarried Inrjrely with
Bi.xteenth century.
In lfiH2 great excitement wuh
the Da Costa family.
caused at Antwerp by the attempt of the rector of
:

tled in the

mnK,

which the

iii.

11

Yer.

:

Yoma

iii.

7),

HD^oh- O^.

Di^

"n^. \2Vih. Nnt2i!?.
Cursing rests on the belief in the po.ssibility of

bringing

down

calamity upon persons or things by
the iiuTo power of the spoken word.
witliout any regard to its moral justiTraces of this heathen conlication.
ce[)tion of the objective reality of a

Biblical

Conception.

curse,

and of

its

mystic power, are

foun<l in the liibic (Ps. cix.) and in the Talmud
but in general the Bible conceives a
(.se(! below);
curse to be merely a wish, to be fuKilled by («od

when
no

just

effeel

and deserved.
(I'rov. xxvi. 2),

the head of

An undeserved curse has
may fall back upon

but

him who utters

:

cvl/i.

11),

3p3

Jerusalem Talmud (ad lor.) explains as a Nabata-an
form of cur.sing; D'inn (M. Ijl. 15a, 16a; compare
Mandl, "DerBaiin," p. 25;; and the Aramaic ^pX

pboto^kph.)

Sant Cross (1869-89); Eleazar Polak
(1893; d. 1894); Joseph Corcos (1896-98).
At the present time (1902) the Jews are among
Forty-four out of
the leading citizens of Curasao.
fifty-two firms on the two principal b<isino.ss tJioroughfarcs, De Heeren Straut and Urccdon Straat,

Halm

ix.

(5)

ff^irach] xxi. 27), or

may

it

((Jen. xii. 3; Kcclus.

be turned by

God

into

a

The

declaration of ]nmishmenls (Gen. iii. 14, 17; iv. 11). the utterance of
threats (Jer. xi. 8. xvii. 5; Mai. i. 14). and the proclamation of laws (Deut. xi. 20-28, xxvii. \rt c( seq.)
received added solemnity and ff)rcc when condiCursing is not only characteristioned by a curse.
blessing (Deut. xxlii.

5).

of the godless (Ps. x. 7), but serves as a weapon
mouth of the wronged,' the oppressed, and
those who arc zealous for God and righteousness
fic

in the

THE

Cursinjr

Curtaiu

A

riiilitcovis
57; Prnv xi 2fi. xxx. 10).
curso. rspti'iully wiu-ii utttrnl l)y jutsoiis in aiillinrIty. was Ih-UcvihI to bt< uiir«iliiijr in its clTtrt (Gen.
Ix. 'J5, xxvii. 12; II KiiijiH ii- 24; Ecclus. [Sirarh]

(Judu't'-s Jx.

iii.

Oiu'

11).

who

liiul

riTi'ivctl oxi'iupltuy

bands of God was

punish-

hiUl np,
in oursinir. as a ti-rrifyinu: objort-lcsson (.Itr. xxi\.
22). and surh a jui-son was saitl to be. or to iiavc l)t
come, a curse (II Kinjrs xxii. 19; Jcr. xxiv. 9. xxv.

ment

at the

fri'ciiieiitly

It is I'spcciaily forbidden to
IS; Zeoh. viii. I'A).
curse Goil (Ex. xxii. 2S), jiarents (Ex. xxi. 17; Lev.
XX. 9; Prov. xx. 20, xxx. 11), Mie autliorities (Ex.
xxii. 28;EecI. x. 20). and the helpless deaf (Lev.

xix. 14).
I^irallel with the Hiblieal eoneeptiou of a eurse as
iH'iug of the nature of a prayer (Ta'an. 2;}b; " Pirke

U. ha Kadosli," ed. Grttuhut, vii. 14), and that an
undeserved curse is ineffective (Mak. 11a) and falls
back upon the iiead of him who utters it (Sanh.
49a). Talinuiiic literature betrays a beTalmudic lief, amounting to downright superConstition, in the mere power of the word
ception.
(Ber. 19a, 50a; compare "Z. D. M. G."
Not only is a curse uttered
xlii. 5!-t>S).
by a scholar unfailing in its effect, even if undeserved (Mak. 11a). but one should not regard lightly
even the curse uttered by an ignorant man (Meg.
curse is especially effective when littered
15a).
The Biblical
three hours after sunrise (Sanh. 105b).
prohibitions of cursing are legally elaborated, and
extended to self-cursing (Shebu. 35a). A woman
that curses her husband's parents in his presence is
divorced and loses her dowry (Ket. 72a). Among
the Romans one condemned to death was gagged to
prevent his cursing the king ('Er. 19a).
Cursing is pennissible when prompted by religcurse is uttered against those
ious motives.
who mislead the people by calculating, on the basis
of Biblical pa.ssages, when the Messiah will come
(Sanh. 97b). Cursed are those wlio are guilty of
actions which, though not forbidden, are considered
reprehensible (compare on this subject Tos. to Men.
64b, s.T. -inK).
Scholars cur.s«'d sometimes not only with their
mouths, but by an angry, tixed look. The unfailing conscquenccof sucha look was either immediate
death or poverty (Sot^ili 46b, and parallel jjassages).
The expression used for this look is 13 VJ'J? jDJ
(Aramaic, H'J'yna 3n'). This look may be merely a
mental curse. According to others it has no reference
Uj the magic power of the "evil eye" (see Bacher,
" Agada der Tannaiten," ii. 331, and Evil Eve).
Tlie Orientals liave an ineradicable proneness to
curse God, not only on so grave an occasion as the
breaking out of war (I Sam. xvii. 43), or under the
pressure of a great calamity (I.sa. viii. 21), but on
the slightest provocation in daily life (compare

A

A

Luncz, "Jerusalem," V. 271). Talmudic literature
laws regarding Bi>AspHE.\rv.
contains manv
'
I- o-

CTJKTAIN:

C. L.

An

390
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adjustable drapery, usually
liung before a window or pas.sageway to insure privacy. In Ex. xxvi. and xxxvi.. containing the directions for tlie making and a description of the
erection of the Tahku.naci.e, the Hebrew term
"yeriah" (ny'T) occurs forty-four times. In the

English versions

it

is

rend(re<l "curtaiu."

A

more

however, would be "rug" or
"tent-cloth." The rugs described in Exodus were
of costly material and of elaborate workmansliii>.
According to rabbinical cxitlanalion (Hashi to Ex.
xxvi. 1) the thread was compo.scd of four strands,
lorrcct

translation,

of the four different materials of varied colors menThe thread was then six-folded,
tioned in ver.se 1.
so that it was actually (5x4 = 24 jily. Inwoven on
both sides, not embroidered or sewed on, were pictures of the cherubim, showing on each side different figures, a lion, for inslance, on one side, and an
Ten of these; rugs were sewed
eagle on the other.
(Kashi, "with a needle") or fastened together, in
two sets of live each, and were used to screen off
The end rugs of each
the Holy i'lace.

Curtains in

Tab-

were provided with equidistant
one rug having corresponding hjops in the other. Each
rug had a length of twenty-eight
set

loops, the loops in

ernacle.

cubits and a breadth of four cubits; so that the five
sewed together were twenty cubits in breadth.
In Middot detailed calculations of the dimensions
of the Tabernacle and the adju.stment of the curtains
are given; but on some points the descriptions of
the covering of the pillars on the morning side of the
tent (see Shab. 98a) vary, and it is not possii)le to
arrive at an accurate estimate of the proportions
and the arrangement which the author of Exodus

Hooks were provided by which the
in mind.
corresponding loops were joined. Other rugs or
pieces of cloth, eleven in number, woven of goathair, were used to cover the tent.
The Hebrews
had, at a comparatively early stage of their development, perhaps under Egyptian influence, attained
considerable proficiency in the art of weaving such
rugs (Nowack, 'Lehrbuch der Ilebrilischen Arch^ohad

logie,"

i.

241).

were also adepts in this craft, many
specimens remaining to show their skill in weaving
figures and other ornaments into cloth (Le Bon, " La
Civilisation Arabe." pp. 515, 517, 519).
The style
of these primitive Hebrew rugs is, perliaps, reproduced in the " kiswali " or covering of the " ka'bah" (a
Tlie Ara])s

coarse fabric of mixed silk and cotton), which serves
to confirm Rashi's statement that the yeri'ah was
of mixed thread.
That the original meaning of the
term "yeri'ah " is "rug," or "tent cloth," is made
plain by Jer. xlix. 29; Isa. liv. 2; Jer. iv. 20, x. 20;
and Hab. iii. 7, where it is used as ecuyvalent to
"tent." The later rabbinical use of the word for
parchment, or writing material, of certain dimensions, su])ports the theor}^ that originally it stood for
pieces of cloth or hide cut into various lengths,
readv to be fastened or sewed together (Men.
30a,

i)).

The rendering of
tained by Ps. civ. 2.

"cloth," or "rug," is also susThe use of pi in a parallel
passage (Isa. xl. 22) points to the same conclusion;
for the word translated "curtain " stands for a thin,
gauze-like material.
In Num. iii. 26 -]D0 is rendered ** curtain." It is

more properly a portifire, at the gate of the court;
and, in fact, it occurs in conjunction with another
Hebrew word, "paroket" (n3")S), which is derived
from a root, still extant in Assyrian, meaning " to

Clrtain kor the Ark of the Law, from a synaoooueat Smyrna.
(In Ihc Unllrd

SUlro Natloaal Muaram, Wuhln|rl/<n, D. C.)
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13 in explanation of the Biblical

DSID

(paro-

sliiit

R.

tlif Holy of Holies from other parts of
••Paroket." the Taberiiiulo. In Assyrian " par-

Velon " (|"|~)">l =
pi5'3)isthc name of the seventh heaven, the Pargod
(Hag. 131); Ber. 5.Sb, etc.).

olT." tiuil is f<iuii«l in Ex. xxvi. 81. luul clsowluri', us the ilosiiriiatitiu of llio curliiin tliiit. ilividis

mku."

l>y

metonymy,

signifies

the

ftimrtment and shrine wiiieh are " shut off " while the
Hobri'w has retained the ailive sense, and denotes
the means used for "shutting off." 'I'his curtain was
made of tlie sjime material and in the same manner
It eorres|>onds to the "burka'" (vcil)iu
as the rug.
the kalmh, which suggests what the paroket may
have been in the ancient days of Isniel. Talmudic
tradition states that such curtains were hung in
front of the various gates and doors in the Temple.
;

fact, thirteen

In

cnumenited

are

with

their

re

iv.

ket).

In

its

The name

ligurativo ajiplicatiou

"

in use among the Jews to desighung in front of the Ark in the
Though the European Sephardic Jews

is still

nate the curtains

synagogue.
do not use them, this ma}' be due to the need of
concealment in Incjuisition days; and it is very
doubtful if they were used in the earlier forms of
the Ark of the Law.
The earliest examples are
without curtains (see Jacobs in "Jew. Quart.
Rev. " xiv. 737 ct scq). The assumption that the curtains now attached to arks are intended to represent the

cur-

separating
the Holy of Hotain

spective assign-

lies

ments

from the

had

Tabernacle
or
Temple seems to
be disproved by

charge of them

these representa-

(Shek. V. 1), and
women are mentioned
as en-

en

106a).

(Ket.

A special

officer

gaged in weaving them (Yoma
51b). That curtains were also
used for secular

ornaments
learned

is

from

Pirke R. El. 41,
where mention
is made of a can-

tions.

Very

these

oft-

cur-

were of
costly material,
velvet, brocade,
tains

and

silk of vari-

OU3

colors,

though red and
blue seem
to
have been the
more common.
They were provided with gold

opy ornamented

borders, fringes,

with black cur-

and tassels, and
were often em-

tains.

The

m m
i

Targutranslate

"paroket" by
"pargod"(Targ.
Yer.
to
Ex.
xxvi. 31, 33,35;
xxxix. Met »eq.
Pirke R. El. iv.),
a word of doubt-

broidered in
gold

with

in-

commemorating the
pious donors and
the event which
scriptions

occasioned
the
gift. Others display in artistic
ful etymology,
execution verses
Curtain for the Ark of the Law, Probably from Asia Minor.
which, however,
and quotations
([a the United Stntes National Museum, Washington, D. C.)
is rendered also
from the Bible;
a "coat," or "cloak," made of richly ornamented
while symbols, such as crowns, or the letters ri"3
material and trimmed with fur (Gen. R. Ixxxiv.).
min "103 ("crown of the Torah"), or lions, the emCurtains made of similar material might easily have
blem of Judah, are not infrequently woven into them
been known by the same name (see Kclim xxix. 1).
On the "awful days"
or embroidered upon them.
"Pargod" in the Talmud designates a curtain sup(Rosh haShanah and Yom ha-Kippurim) hangings
posed to divide the inner or higher court of the heavmade of white fabric are used.
ens from the outer and more accessible celestial preSuggestive symbolical significances and allusions
cincts. From behind thiscurtain or screen were heard
have been read into the colors as well as into the
voices that imparted information to the suppliant
dimensions of the curtains prescribed
(Mek. to Ex. xix. 9). It is often contrasted with
According to
Curtains in for the Tabernacle.
the direct communication on the part of an earthly
the Syn- Philo, the four colors which appeared
ruler, or his secretarj' and ambassador (see Yoma
agogue. in the thread indicated the four
77a Ber. 18b). This pargod is identical with or simielements out of which the universe
lar to the "velon" (= Lat. "velum "), a term which
was created. Baehr, one of the more modern specalso connotes cloth and curtains made of the cloth
ulators on the symbolism of the Mosaic system,
(Kelim xx. 6 Bezah 14b;, and which is used in Num.
contends that the number seven in the dimen;

=

;

;
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Cvistom
sious

fundrtnu-ntal,

is

its vrtriiius tlfirrtvs.

and

n'prt'St'nts

holiness

in

Hi' also liolds tlie four colors

Imvf U'on of profound siirnilicanco (IMiilo, " Dc
Vita Movsis." iii. G: llaolir, "^^ynlbolik dos Mosaisthon Kultus." i. 207. 803).
E. G. H.
J.
to

CUSA, NICOLAUS
oloijian

;

Inirn in C'usii, or

DE

:

He was Bishop and
died in Todi. l'inl)ria. U(>4.
Canlinal of Brixan (,Tyrol) at his death. As theoloj^ian he was known for his libeiid views and wide
was he who faeilifated the
It
mental horizon.
tninsition from the seholastiei.sm of the Middle Ages
to the philosophic speculations of the Renaissance.
Cusa eanie in eontaet with the Jews both as a
papal legate and as a philosopher. As legate he issued, with the approval of the Synod
As Papal of Bamberg, an ordinance prescribing
Legate.

the
of
Contravention of
(April 'SO, l^-)!).

resurrection, they continued to deny the
resurrection of Jesus; and that, in spite of their belief ill an eteniul life, as is shown by their martyruniver.siil

dom, they would not recognize that this belief has
its foundation, not in an observance of the Law, but
in a belief in Jesus.

The above statements occur in
De Pace seu Concordia

riulosopluT and the-

Kuos, on the Moselle, 1401

badge for all Jews and Jewesses
Bamberg, and forbidding usury.
these laws would entail the ban

Tiirough the intervention of the
Roman emperor Frederick HI. this ordinance was
not immediately carried out.
In 1452 De Cusa was
compelled by tlic emperor to extend the term in
regard to the Jews of Nuremberg, and on May 1,
1452, the pope (Nicolas V.) excluded Nuremberg
entirely from the provisions of the ordinance.
On
March 20, 1453, on the representation of the Bishop

of Bamberg, his diocese was also exempted and on
Oct. 15, in consequence of a petition of the Archbi.shop of Salzburg, the ordinance was made
inapplicable to the whole of the Salzburg bishopric (see Stern, "Urkundliche Beitrage," i. 47, 52, 53,
;
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his "Excitatioues."

In his "

Fidel " he attempts
system of philosophy with the theory that there is only one religion, manifesting itself
in a variety of religious practises.
To the different
nations God has sent difTcrent prophets, in order
that each should receive religious instruction in the
manner best adapted to it. The existence of differto

round

off his

ent religions is due only to the fact that men are not
aware of this underlying religious unity. They all
honor the same truth, however; and even the polytheists worship through their various idols a single
God. Accordingly, it ought to be an easy matter,
on scientific grounds, to reconcile the contending religious creeds uniformity of religious practise, however, should not be demanded.
Thus, the Jews
might be allowed to retain their specific ritual, if
only the symbolic meaning thereof be kept clearly
in mind.
The contrast between these views and De Cusa's
dealings with the Jews is explained by the universal
idea of his time that it was necessary to segregate
and humiliate them.
Bibliography: Stern, Urku7idliche Beitrdge; Guttman, in
;

Monatsschrift,

xliil.

251 et sea.

G.

I.

E.

CUSH. — Biblical Data A nation whose founder
:

55, 57).

mentioned in Gen. x. 6 I Chron. i. 8 as brother to
Mizraim (Egypt) and as a son of Ham; with the

As philosopher, De Cusa showed a much more
impartial spirit in his attitude toward the Jews. He
leaned toward the views of the German mystics.
He refers to the book Raziel, withoiit, however,
evincing a thorough acquaintance with the Jewi.sh
mystics.
He cites, also (in "De Beryllo" and "Reparatio Calendari"), Isaac Israeli, Avicebron, Abraham ihn Ezra, and the Maimonidist Jacob b. Makir.
In his principal philosophical work, "De Docta
Ignorantia," he credits " R. Solomon" (probably
Maimonides) with these reflections: that
Philopure truth is beyond the reach of all
sophical knowledge, and can not be reduced to a
Views, science; that man must strive to transcend the standpoint of mere reason if
be would attain to pure truth; that .science can never
lead to a knowledge of God, for God alone can have
a knowledge of His being, man's knowledge of God
l)eing at best a recognition of the unattainablene.ss
of positive knowledge.
He follows R. Solomon in
his treatment of the varioiis names and attributes of
God, holding that the nature of God is of infinite
superiority, and can not be expressed in human language; and that only negative attriliutes can be
ascribed to Him.
Nicolaus de Cu.sa had frequent controversies with
Jewish scholars. He believed that they could be
made to see the truth of the doctrine of the Trinity,
but not that of the Incarnation. He complained
that the Jews would not admit the divinity of the
Messiah; that, in spite of their belief in a future

exception of the passages in Genesis, A. V. renders
it "Ethiopia."
This African country is evidently
meant in Gen. x. 6 but in the next verse six Arabic
tribes are mentioned as sons of Cush, and in verse 8,
NiMROD, the representative of Babylonia (Assyria),
appears as his descendant. These three verses present the vexing problem, much discussed by scholars,
arising from the fact that nations identical in name
extend over parts of Africa, Arabia, and Babylonia.
In regard to the passages referring undoubtedly to
Ethiopia, .see Ethiopia.
In a great many cases it
is very difficult to determine whether the translators
have used this Greek name correctly, or which of
the two other divisions, Arabia or Babylonia, mentioned in the table of nations given in Genesis is
meant.
The Arabian branch seems to be intended in
II Chron. xxi. 16, where Judali, under Jehoram, is
plundered by "the Arabians that were near the
Ethiopians." The.se evidently did not come from
the southwestern end of Arabia.
In Num. xii. 1,
Moses' wife, the Midianitish woman Zipporah, is
called an Ethiopian (margin and R. V. " Cushite ").
In Hab. iii. 7 the tents of Cushan (the Septuagint
reads " Cushim " the name evidently is the same as
" Cush ") and the land of Midian are mentioned (compare verse 3 for other names of northwestern Arabia).
There are doubtful references in Isa. xliii. 3, xlv. 14,
XX. 3, xviii. 1.
Some critics place also the Cushite
"Zerah" in northwestern Arabia (II Chron. xiv. 9).
Winckler, "Musri, Meluhha, Ma'in," ii., in " Mit-

is

;

;

Vorclerasiatlschen Gesellschaft " (1898,
see also Sclirader, " K. A. T." 3d
ctl., p. 144), throws liglit ou these passages.
shows that the Assyrians speak of this people as

teilungcu
pp. 169
Geiiiian

He

(ler

ct seq.;

(Kush) in northern Arabia, subjected by
See also Friedrich Delitzsch, "Die
Estuhaddon.
Sprache der Kossiler," Leipsic, 1884.
Fi)r the Babylonian " Cush " compare Gen. x. 6-8
(see above), and zh. ii. 13, where one of the four
rivers of Paradise. tbeGihon, " compasseth the whole
land of Cusli." The old attempts to see in this river
the Nile lead to imjiossible geographical identifications; it must have belonged to the sj'stem of the
" Iviisi "

In Isa. xviii. 1 (Hebr.) the
Eui)hrates and Tigris.
very obscure verses speaking of the land "beyond
the rivers of Cush" can not mean Ethiojiia, as
"VN'inckler, who refers the chapter to Merodacli Baladan's legation to Ilezekiah ('' Alttestamentliche
Since
Untersucliungen." p. 146), has asserted.
Sc-hradcr's " K. A. T." 1st ed., p. 87, this name of the
Bai)yloniau Cush has been explained by the Kashshi,
a Avarlike nation from the Aledian Mountains, who
conqiiered Babylonia in the seventeenth century
B.C., and ruled over it for several centuries (see
Bahyi.onia). They may be identical (as usually
assumed) with the Cosseans, a mountain people
mentioned by the Greeks, or with the Kissians in
Elam, or connected with both (see Delitzsch, "Wo

LagdasParadies?" pp.

124, 129).

As

confirmation of the Biblical statements conneeting jK-oples so remote, tiie following parallels
have been adduced: the Greeks speak of eastern or
Asiatic Ethiopians on the Red Sea in Gedrosia
(compare Homer, "Ody.ssey," i. 23). As.syriologi.s1s
since Kawlinsou have often tried to tind negro or
nigritic types on the sculptures representing Elamites, and French explorers (F. Iloussay and Dieulafoy) have recently contended that traces of dusky
tribes, relatives of tlie nigritic aborigines of India,
Various tribes
are recognizable in modern Susiana.
of southcin Ai'abiu seem to show African, nonSemitic di'scent; on Assyrian reports of "dark Arabians" see Winekler, if), p. 144. Glaser, however
("Skizze der (Jeographie und (jeschichte Arabiens,
treats Cush as a brown-red race, ex
ii. H26-329),
tending in earliest time through fjjam, Arabia, and
Others deny the possibility of coneastern Africa.
nr-cfing the tlireo groups, and assume tiiat their
nanu's pf)ss<'ssed oiil}' an accidental similarity, completed by the ancient, vowelless orthograiiliy.
K.

Casa
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<:.
u.
W. M. M.
In Rabbinical Literature: "Cush "in rab

Accordbinical literature! is taken to be Ktliiopia.
ing to an old Hagi,'udah known to the pre-('hristian
Hellenistic writers, the wife of Moses, " the ( 'usiiite "
woman, was the (^ueen of Ethiopia. Hashi claims
that she was merely flesignated as an Kllii<>|)ian on
account of her beauty, in order to protect her
from the evil eye, but Onkelos makes lier a "beau
tiful " W(mian. following in thin the Talmuflic ajt
plication of the derivatives of the name, such as
"Cuslii," "black" jiersons of "negro" race, distin
guished thus by flieircolnr from other men, to flniw
a lesson from a comparison for Israel.
nj1L**0 'L**"ID,
the "distinguished Cu.shite "(= negro), isastanding
expression in tlie^^e Tnlinuilic analogies (Yer. Mo'ed

Custom

16b).
In Sifre to Num. § 99, the question
raised, " Was Moses' wife an Ethiopian? " and the

Katan
is

is given, "She was 'beautiful' and thus
distinguished
as the Cushi is by his color, by
her beauty." In further development of this identification of "Cushite" with "negro," the former
becomes simply a synonym for "black" (Suk.
In Isa.'xi. 11 Targum renders
34b; B. B. 97b).
"Cush" by 'NlJn ("India"), and in their discussion
of Esth. i. 1 (Meg. 11a), Rab and Samuel dispute
whether Cush is at the furthest extremity of the
world or very close to India. The latter opinion
rests on the confusion of Cush with the name of a
province extending to the borders of India, Huzistan probably (Neubauer, "G. T." p. 386).
E. c.
E. G. H.

answer
'

'

CUSTOM (Hebrew,

"

Minhag

")

eral usage, or a religious practise,
jiarticular Biblical passage,

An old and gennot based on any
:

and which

has,

through

the force of long observance, become as sacred and
binding as laws instituted by the proper authorities.
" Custom always precedes law " (Soferim xiv. 18).
This is true not only of the Talnuidic laws prescribed
by the Rabbis, but also' of many Biblical institu-

tions.

Many

statutes,

and commandments,

civil,

moral, and ecclesiastical, found on the pages of
Scripture undoubtedly had their origin in the customs of the i>eople, which, however, became modified and tixed by being inscribed on the sacred books.
Some of the customs, as. for instance, circumcision,
or the prohibition of eating blood or of eating the
"sinew which shrank," may date back to patriarchal
days; others, again, may have a later or perhaps a
Moreover, even after the laws had
foreign origin.
been written down, the manner and form of practise
and although the
could not always be detailed
Tabnud (Zeb. lir)b; Sifra to Lev. xxv. 1; see Mainionides' Introduction to the Mishnah) relates that
all the details of the Law were delivered by Moses
to Israel, there were still many tribal and family cu.s;

For
toins which must have remained uninentioiied.
example, the acquisition of property by the exchange
of a garment of some kind ("kinyan sudar") is
mentioned (Ruth iv. 7) as an old custom.
Customs which grew up among the people in
various places and in difTerent forms, the Rabbis
" When thou comconsider of binding importance.
est to a town follow its customs, for when Mo.ses
went up to heaven he refrained from food for fort}'
days and forty nights; and when the angels came
<lo\vn to visit Abraham they partook of his meal,
each one submitting to the custom of
Authority the place" ((Jen. R. xlviii. 16; B. M.
I'jven God Himself coini)lied
of Custom. H61)).
with the jirevailing custom when He
If a jtidge be in doubt
buried Moses (Sanli. 46b).
concerning a certain law, he is ailvised to follow the
conunon usage; of the people (Yer. I'eali vii. .1;
Should a custom contlict wilii some
Ber. 4r)a).
established institution (" lialakah "). the custom fre(pn-ntly takes precedence (Soferim xiv. IH; Yer. Yeb.
The court was equally empowered to inxii. 1).

pimishment upon the transgressor of a ctistom
upon the transgressor of a written law (Yer. Pes.
To
iv. 3: compare Bek. 2a: Tos. ti.r. "Konsin").
flict

as

the (|uestion.

Why

nii'ii

of the present time,

who

are
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acquainted with the fnlendfir. must observe the sicond day of the iiolidays. tlu' reply is "Be careful
witl» the customs of yiiur fathers" (Hezah 4b; Maimonides. " Yad, " Kiddush ha l.Iodesh, v. 5). The
later mbbis einpiiasized still more the importiince
of custom and precedent, maUini; them of almost
equal weiiiiit with IJiblicnl injunctions (Shulhau

•Aruk, Yoreli De'ah, 870. 4, Isserles" gloss). " Renot the ancient landmark which thy fathers

move
have

set " (Prov. xxii

to the ancient

ad

28),

was interpreted

to refer

customs of the Jewish people (Yalk.

loc.).

la civil cases the customary law was very frequently consulted. "Everything depends on the
custom of the laud," was a general principle of the
Partners who agreed to divitle a piece of
liabbis.
land among themselves were obliged to contribute
equally to the building of the fence. The material
of which the fence should be made and the thickness
Oi the fence were decided by the custom of the land
(B. B. 2a; "Yad," Shekenim, ii. 15;
Leg-{il Ap- Shulhan 'Aruk, Hoshen Mishpat, 157,
plications. 4). The length of a day's labor and
the kind of food to be given to the laborer are also regulated by custom (B. M. 83a; "Yad,"
Sekirut, ix. 1; Hoshen Mishpat, 331, 1, and Isserles'
gloss).
Whether a domestic servant is obliged to
pay for breaking house utensils during service also
depends on custom ("Pithe Teshubah" ad loc).
The charge of unchastity (" ta'auat betulim ") could
not be advanced against a woman in a place where
bride and groom were permitted to remain by themselves before the marriage (Ket. 12a; '* Yad," Ishut,
xi. 8; Shulhan 'Aruk, Eben ha-'Ezer, 68, 1).
The Talmud recognizes diflfereut kinds of customs
(1) of the land; (2) of the locality; (3) of the men of
Jerusalem (4) of certain families (5) of the pious
(6) of scholars; (7) of chaste women; (8) of the Patriarchs; (9) of the Prophets; (10) of the non-Jews;
and (11) of the common people.
The provinces of Judea and of Galilee had peculiar customs, which differed greatly from one another.
The Galileans and the inhabitants of Jerusalem used
to include in the marriage contract (" ketubah ") the
condition that, if the husband died first, the widow
should be permitted to live in his house all the days
of her widowhood, while the Judeans added to it,
" or until the heirs agree to pay her the
DiflFerences money due to her by the contract"
of Custom. (Ket. 52b). The Galileans abstained
from work the whole day preceding
Passover; in Judea work was permitted until noon
(Pes. 55a; compare Frankel's "Darke ha-Mishnah,"
pp. 66-68).
Whether one may work on the day before Passover, or on the Fast of Ab, depends entirely on the
local custom (Pes. 50a, 54b).
In some places the
sale of small cattle to non-Jews was forbidden
in
other places this was not the case (Pes. 58a). The
right to eat roasted meat on the eve of Passover also
depends on local custom. Todos of Rome established among the Roman Jews the custom of eating
roasted kids on Passover nights (ib. ).
In some places
lights were not permitted in the houses on the eve
of the Day of Atonement (Pes. 53b).
These customs were permitted to remain and the people were
;

;

;

;
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obliged to observe the usages of their respective
localities.

The men of Jerusalem also had their peculiar customs, which were often ct)mmendcd by the Rabbis.
It was the practise among them, when a caterer was
engaged to prepare a meal to which strangers were
invited, and ho spoiled it, to collect from him a fine
for the disgrace caused both to the host and to the
In order to indicate the time when meals
guests.
were ready and guests might enter, it was customary to hang up a screen in front of the door. So
long as the screen was there, guests were welcome
when the screen was removed, guests
Customs of might not enter (B. B. 93b). They were
Jerusalem, very careful in their transactions, and
in their bills they noted even the hour
of the day when the transaction took place (Ket. 93b).
So zealous were they in the observance of religious
ceremonies that they carried their " lulab " with
them the whole day during the Sukkot festival
(Suk. 41b). The"pureof mind "of Jerusalem would
not sit down to a meal, nor sit in a court of justice,
nor sign their names as witnesses, unless they were
acquainted with their colleagues and assured of their
It was the custom in the courts
fitness (Sanh. 23a).
of Jerusalem to dismiss both the principals and the
witnesses before the discussion of the case by the
judges commenced

{ib.

Of the pious men

30a).

— the earlier Hasidim—

it is said
that they used to spend a whole hour in preparing
themselves for prayer. R. Akiba was accustomed
to shorten his prayers when he prayed with the congregation, so as not to keep the people waiting for
him (Ber. 30b). They are also reported to have been
careful to hide sherds and broken glass three fists
deep in the ground, so as not to obstruct the plowshare or to cause injury to passers-by (B. K. 30a).
R. Gamaliel II. set the example to all his contemporaries by a request he made before his death, to be
buried in a plain cotton shroud a custom which was
followed by all Israel. This proved a great relief to
the poor, who were unable to follow the luxurious
customs formerly prevailing (M. K. 27b; Ket. 8b).
It was the custom of R. Judah b. 'Illai to bathe his
face, hands, and feet in warm water before Sabbath
began (Sab. 25b). This also was adopted by the

—

Jewish community (Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hayyim,
The same rabbi was accustomed, before the
260, 1).
eve of the Fast of Ab, to eat a crust of dry bread
with salt and water while sitting near the stove,
This, with
the most despised part of the house.

some modifications, was

also incorporated

among

Jewish customs (Orah Hayyim, 552, 6). Women
were acctistomed not to work on Saturday night
until the " Ilabdalah " had been recited or on new
moons, or on Hanukkah while the candles were burning (Yer. Pes. iv. 1 Orah Hayyim, 299, 10 Isserles'
;

;

;

gloss, 417,

1,

470,

1).

While custom was thus regarded as very sacred
and binding, the Rabbis were nevertheless careful
to distinguish between custom and law (Yeb. 13b;
Niddah 66a; Ta'an. 26b). New customs, although
tolerated, were not regarded favorably; for the RabIt
bis aimed chiefly at unanimity and uniformity.
was a principle with them fancifully derived from

—

the expression

"Lo titgodadu

"

(Deut. xiv.

1)

— that
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there should be no division in custom and observance, although violations of this were unavoidable

and frequent.

tom

They considered an erroneous

to be one that

had no basis

such they were ready to discard

cus-

and
Kizzur kelale ha-

in the Torah,

("

Talmud " compare Yer. Pes. iv. 1).
As the Jews after tlie completion of the Talmud,
wandered farther away from the centers of Jewish
;

learning in Babylon, their customs became more
and more divergent. Local usages grew up in every
community, which were held in veneration by the
people.
Even the Geonini, who had a strong influence over the Jews of the Diaspora
Develop- between the seventh and eleventh cenment
turies, did not wish to tamper with
of Custom, the local "minhagim."
They even
frequently advocated the retention of
a custom of which they themselves disapproved.
In the course of time the customs increased in number and the differences between them became very
marked and portended danger of schism. Superstitions prevalent among the people of the dark ages
frequently crept in among Jewish usages; and the
Rabbis then became alarmed, and began to raise
;

their voices against

the multiplicity of customs.

Maimonides vigorously decried this " minhag sickness, " as Gildemann calls it, and Rabbenvi Jacob Tarn
(1100-1171) said, in his epigrammatic style, that
" minhag," when inverted, spells " gehinnam "
and
that if fools are accustomed to do certain things, it
does not follow that the wise should do likewise.
During the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries many
scholars endeavored to trace the origin of ami the
reason for the different customs and a critical spirit
;

;

prevailed even in the respousa of that period. This
effort, the personal example of famous rabbis, and
the synods that assembled at different places during
that period, greatly helped toward introducing some

The most important
MliRIL, or Rabbi Jacob Levi
Molin, who was born in the middle of the fourteenth
century in Mayence and died in Worms in 1427.
His book on miniiagim, wiiich was published after
his death, became liie standard for many generations
for synagogal and communal customs (see Ghdemann, "Gesch. des Erziehungswcsens," iii.).
uniformity in Jewish custom.s.

figure in this age

is

Of far greater consecjuerice than all these local
differences of custom is the division between the
Sepliardim (Jews adhering to the Kpanisli and Portuguese ritual) and the; Ashkena/im (tlio.se adhering
to the

German ami

I'olish rituals).

These

differ nt)l

only in minor customs and observances, l)ut also in
the pronunciation of Hebrew and in
Sephnrdim their liturgies. Tlu; Si'plmnlim have
and Ash- retained the pronunciation of Judea,
kenazim. while the Ashkenazim are considered
(o hav(! brought A\ith tlifin the lan-

guage of Galilee. They also differ in the maimer of
intoning their prayers the Sephardim still maintaining the old Dricntal chants, wiiile liu; Ashkenazim
have permitted a strong European element tf> enter
into their synagogal music.
The important portions nf the .service are alike in botli, with .'tome
po3.sible variations of words and phrases; but in the
prayers of later origin the divergence is very great.
;

The Ashkenazim are supposed

to

have brought

their

Custom

prayer-book from Tiberias, Galilee, the earliest authority for which is the Mahzor Vitry (1208), while
the Sephardim are supposed to have brought theirs
from the Babylonian schools of the ninth century
(R. Amram, "Siddur"; see Amram ben Sheshna).
R. Joseph Caro, the compiler of the Shulhan 'Aruk,
himself of Spanish origin, in his code followed
the Sephardic customs to a very large extent. This
fact induced R. Moses Isserles of Cracow to add his
annotations, remarking especially the more rigorous
customs prevailing in the Ashkenazic Jewish communities. The Shulhan 'Aruk, which first appeared
in 1565, became, therefore, the standard in law and
custom for all Jewry (see Caro, Joseph).
The Cabala, whicli flourished among the medieval
Jews, left an indelible impress upon the customs of
the people. Besides the many new customs that
were introduced in its wake, many of the old ones

changed

their form and meaning by receiving cabainterpretations (compare Hul. 105b).
Even the
learned and the scholarly were influenced by its

listic

mysterious teachings, and in preparing their codes
of laws and in writing their responsa on religious
questions, evil spirits, magic, combinations of letters

and words

to produce certain effects were taken into
account. This spirit crept even into the prayerbook, provided amulets for infants, regulated the
manner of putting on the garments in the morning,
washing the hands, and so forth (Orah Hayyim, 8,
3,

11; 4, 3, 12, 19).

The customs adopted by some

of the great cabalists were collected and pul)lished
to serve as a guide to their followers ("Minhag
ha-ARI " =The Customs of R. Isaac Luria).
The Cabala is still of great value and of much influence in the lives of the Hasidim, a sect numbe;ring hundreds of thousands of Russian, Galician, and
Rumanian Jews. Founded by Israel Ba'al Shem in
the beginning of the eighteenth century, this sect
has since grown to very large proportions, in spite
of the " mitnaggedim " the rabbis and communities that opposed them.
Although they do not
discard the laws and customs of the Shulhan
'Aruk, they still attach more importance to worship
than to religious ol)servance. In their service they
follow to a large extent tlie Sephardic ritual, although they have retained the Ashkenazic pronunciation of Hebrew (.see IlAsiniM; Ba'ai, SliEMTOH).
At the beginning of the ninetci'uth century a

—

.

movement was

set

on foot among German Jews to

introduce reforms in the Jt^wish service.
Originating as it did with the rejection of a portion of the
beliefs upon which the old service was founded, the
movcinciit also cxlcndcd to oilier aspects of Judaism, and resulted in a change not only in the form of
synagogal worship, but also in tlie practise and observance of tli(! religious laws of the Jews. New
customs were instituted, sucii as conlirmation at the
Feast of Shabu'ot, instrumental music on Sal)bath8
and on holidays, ami so forth. Since the beliefs
varied in different communities, the practise also
varied
and although the Reform movement counts
today many voliiries in Europe and in America,
Old
there is not yet any uniformity in custom.
Jewish usages, however, still ^survive in the majority of communities, frequently modified to suit mod;
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LXX.. XoiHa;

CUTH

(Hobrow, ni3. nniD
1)1Eusebiusrtiul Joroine, Xw<*d Assyrian,

;

;

••Kutu"); Olio of fivo citios from which Saigon,
King of Assyria, brought sottlors to take the places
of the exiled Israel Jtes (II Kings xvii. 34, 30). These
sottlors were attacked by lions, and interpreting
this to moan that their worship was not acceptable to the deity of the land, they asked Sargou to
send some one to teach them, which he did. The
result was a mixture of religious and peoples, the
latter being known in the Talmud as D^mS ("CuSamaritans "). They " are called
thim ") and N'niD

C

Cutheans,' but in the Greek
•Samaritans'" (Josephus, "Ant." ix. 14, § 3). In
the Assyrian inscriptions " Cutha" occurs on the Shalmancser obelisk, line 82, in connection with Babylon.
Dungi, King of Ur, built the temple of Nergal at

in the

Hebrew tongue

"

Cuthah (Schrader, "K. B."iii. 81a), which fell into
ruins, so that Nebuchadnezzar had to rebuild the
"temple of the gods, and placed them in safety in
This agrees with the Biblical
the temple " {ib. 51b).
statement that tlie men of Cuthah served Nergal (II
Kings xvii. 30). Cuthah has been identitied with the
ruins of Tell Ibraiiim, northeast of Babylon, uncovered by Hormuzd Rassam. The site of the Nergal
temple can still be pointed out. Josephus places
Cuthah. which for him is the name of a river and
of a district ("Ant." ix.

and Neubauer ("G. T."

name
"0.
F.

14,
p.

§§

<•..

1,

in

3),

Persia,

the
See Schrader,

379) says that

of a country near Kurdistan.
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O. T." pp. 210 etseq.

G. B. L.

H.

CUTTINGS

and it is still luactised by the Persian Mohammedans at the annual celebration in memory of Ali,
lliisan, and llusain.
The assumption tiuit tliis peculiar habit resulted
from a desire to empiiasize .sorrow is insullicieiit;
and the prohibition is certainly not founded on the
idea that sucii excesses of grief wore disi)lcasing to
God. The practise is interdicted as "dotiling."
This term suggests that the rite had originally some
sigiiiticance of a ritual cliaraclor, and was jmrt of a
scheme of worship. This is apparent in I Kings
xviii. 28, where the priests of Baal at the .sacrilice
cut their flesh in order to bring about the gracious reception of their offering and to elicit from their god
an answer to their prayer. Some such moaning tiie
custom must have had in the remote days of Israel.
The prophet Ilosea (vii. 14) rcprouchcs the people
because, contrary to the commandment of Yiiwir.
they made cuttings in the skin in order to obtaia
wheat and wine (the reading of the LXX. = mun')still earlier purpose than that of winning the
favor of the Deity must be sought. Originally tlie
custom was connected with the worship of the spirit
The tearing of the garment as a
of the departed.
sign of mourning is a modification of the primitive
ritual customs associated with the cult of tlie dead.
In Assyrian is found the cognate verb for the Hebrew "sarat," in the sense of rending one's garment

A

"Assyrisches Haudworterbuch." n.r.
"Sharatu"), the garment being a later substitute for

(see Delitzsch,

the skin, whiclj in primitive days was slashed and
cut in honor of the dead. When the Law (Deut.
and Lev.) prohibited this custom, the original association with the cult of the dead may no longer have
been present in the mind of the people. It was,
however, regarded as a heathenish practise, belonging to the service of Baal and as such it was objec;

and called for suppression.
Tattooing (marking the skin by pricking in pigments) is even at the present time a custom much
It seems also to have Ix-en
in vogue in the Orient.
occasionally practised among the Israelites and other
peoples of Bible days (Jer. xlvii. 5, xlviii. 37). It is

tionable,

usage, incisions or
gashes in the tlosli. The Law forbids the Israelites
For this operato make any cuttings in the tiesh.
tion two terms are used: "hitgoded" (Deut. xiv. 1)
and "sarat" (Lev. xix. 28). From the context of
these pa.s.sages it is plain that some connection obtained between the practise so prohibited and the
customs of mourning. In the days of Jeremiah
such cuttings in the flesh seem to have been the
prevalent method of manifesting grief at the death

prohibited in Lev. xix. 38.
For the custom of cutting the hair— also prohibited, and probably of similar origin— and its connec-

The custom is anything but offensive
of kindred.
to the prophet; for he mentions (Jer. xvi. 6) the impossibility of mourning for the dead in the usual
way as one of the dire penalties awaiting the disoli.-dient people.
Other pas.sages confirm the prev-

He witnessed the terrible attack
resident at Padua.
on the ghetto of Padua on Aug. 20, 1684. He portrays the sorrows of that time in an Italian poem
entitled "L'Innocenza lUesa," and narrates the horrible cruelties recorded in Isaac Cantarini's "Pahad
Yizhak " he describes in detail the ghetto of Padua
and the persecutions that occurred there, and defenrls
the Jews against the groundless accusation, made at
that time, of cruelties committed against the Chris-

:

In Biblical

custom as a demonstration of grief and
From Biblical and
xli. H, xlvii. 5).
other sources it is known that the practise was common to other peoples. Passages in Jeremiah (xlvii.
5, xlviii. 37: compare Isa. xv. 3) prove it to have
been customary- among both the Philistines and the
Moabites; for the Arabs it is attested by Wellhausen ("Reste Arabischen Heidentums," p. 181),
ai'iice of this

mourning

(ib.

tion with funereal cults, see

Hair.

Bibliography: W. B. Smith, Ke?. nf the Sem 2d eA.,lx. 3;
.

Cu»h?-6 ; Marti, (icM-hic.hte der Israi-h(UhA.
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G. H.

Italian

poet;

;

The contents of the still unpubtians of Budapest.
lished poem are given in Antonio Ciscato's "Gli
Ebrei in Padova," pp. 203
G.

et serj.

(Padua, 1901).
I-

E-

CYMBALS

^lusical instruments of percussion.
used iu the A. V. in all passages except
one (Zech. xiv. 20) as the rendering of the Hebrew
" zelzelim " and " mcziltayim. "
Known to most nations of antiquity, cymbals served to mark time or
rhythm at dances or for singers and other musical
This is also their function in the Bible.
performers.
In Ezra iii. 10 they accompany "hazozorot" (trumpets) only but elsewhere they are mentioned in connection with several other instruments. They were
prominent in the music at religious ceremonies
(I Chron. xv. 16, 19; II Chron. v. 13, xxix. 25; Neh.
Levites were set apart as cymbalists (I
xii. 27).
Chron. xvi. 42).
Cymbals were made of brass (I Chron. xv. 19;
Josephus, "Ant." vii. 12, § 3: Yer. Suk. v., end), or
of copper with a slight admixture of silver, to judge
from a pair found in an Egyptian tomb. They
Among the Arabs two
varied considerably iu size.
different sets are in use: one, of a large diameter,
at religious ceremonies the other, of smaller size, to
similar difference seems to
accompany the dance.
be indicated by the several qualifications of the cym-

The term

Customs
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:

is

;

Rashi explains that reference

caparisons.

made

Cypress

—

Perhaps the allusion

in I Cor. xiii. 1 is also to this

custom.
The Kvujialov ala7.a!^uv, taken as denoting such an attachment to a belt of this kind and
purpose, expresses most strongly and strikingly
the underlying thought of the passage.
Bibliography: Nowack, Hehrdische ArchOologie, 1. 270:
Benzinger, Arch. p. 271 John Stalner, Music of the Bihle,
London, without date Riehui, HaudwOrterbuch, 3d ed., s.v.
;

;

Beckeii.

E. G. H.

A

and f/eyaAa ("broad" and "large"), has not
been without weight in shaping the opinion that, as
among the Arabs, so among the Hebrews, only the
broad sort i.e., those of large diameter were per
mittcd at holy offices. The Mishnah, too ('Ar. 13a;
compare Gem. 13b), is emphatic in
One
stating that only one pair waa used
Pair in the in the Temple. The "loud" (shema')
Temple, cymbals have, in consequence, been
explained as castanets, ^.<'., four small
plates fastened to the thumbs and forefingers of both
h&nda (= Kpifjfia'/M, "seistra"; see Pfeiffer, "Ueber
but there is no
die Musik der Ilebriler," p. 54)
warrant for the assumption (see illustrations in
"Psalms," ed. Haupt, "S. B. O. T." pp. 232, 233).
TT/'.arf a

—

—

The cymbals in use in the S<'Cond Temple were
credited by the Rabbis of the Talmud with great
antiquity, and had undergone repairs impairing the
Still their
quality of the tone (Yer. Suk. v., end).
loud and far-carrying sound was also remembered
Ti»e Temple cymbals
{ib. 55c, below; Tamid 30b).
were in rliarge of a special ofiicer: Ben Arza is mentioned in tills capacity (Siiek. v. 1; Yer. Shek. 4Hii).
Ilia instruments gave the signal for the Levites to
chant Hie psjilins (Tanii<l vii. 3, 4). The verb used
to (ifiiotc playing on IIk; cymbuls is "hikkisli"
(K'^piT. wliieli, in connection with the preposition
"ujjon" (7y) occurring in sftme ]iassages (wiiere,
lif)wever, otlwr readings liav(; 3 = "with"), may
po.ssibly indicate that the instrunw nt in the Temple
consisted of oidy fine jdafe, whieji was stationary,
and was beaten by the performer with a clapper or
hammer. In confirmation of this view the fact may
be considered that, while in Biblical Hebrew the

name

is a jilural (?)ora<lual, in later .Mishnaie it
occurs as a singular.
In Zech. xiv. 20 the Authorized Version renders
the Hebrew words "mezillf»t ha-sus" by "bells,"
while the Scptuagint has "bridles" (see Bkidi.e),
and the Targum translates them as " blankets " i.e.
;

here

an explanation which Kimhi, quoting Rabbi
Eleazar b. Pedath (Bab. Pesahim 50a), accepts.
The use of such contrivances to ornament horses'
trappings is common in the Orient. In fact, "zilzol,"
in Talmudic Hebrew, is the name of a belt (lience
the LXX. "bridle") ornamented with such clappers, worn by women of ill repute and indicative
of their trade (Midr. R. to Esther i. ll;Sotah9a).

sound

;

bals mentioned in Ps. cl. 5; viz., "high sounding"
("zilzele teru'ah")and "loud" ("zilzeleshema' ").
The fact that Josephus {I. c.) describes only one kind,

is

nif pJ

("clappers," or clapper-like, globeshaped balls of metal), which, as he suggests bj^ his
translation into French, "tinter," emit a jingling
to

CYPRESS

:

Generally, the tree

nists as Cupi'esms sempervirens,

and

known to botacommon to south-

In modern Palestine
ern Europe and Avestern Asia.
the cypress is frequently found in the neighborhood
of towns, and is often planted in cemeteries. There
is some confusion as to which Hebrew word conIn the A. V. the word
notes the tree so named.
"tirzah" (Isa. xliv. 14) is rendered "cj' press," the
context showing that a hardwood-tree is intended.
The R. v., however, has abandoned this translation
and ad()i)ted "holm-tree." On the other hand, a
marginal note to Isa. xli. 19 (comp. Ix. 13) suggests "cypress-tree" as a better equivalent than
the usual "box-tree" for the Hebrew "te'ashshur"
(IIK'Kn), while in II Sam. vi. 5 it is proposed to
read "cypress" instead of "fir" for the Hebrew
"berot."
The older tradition, which favors the identification of the te'ashshur with the cypress, is fairly
The Arabs distinguish two classes of
reasonable.
One they call "sharbin," also known
cypress-trees.
as the "tar-tree," because tar is derived from it;
it is distinguished by broad bianehes that spread
out on both sides of the trunk. The other class
is called "sarw" ("sarwah"), and is of a very
Both names are derived from a
straight growth.
rocjt meaning, according to Fleischer, " to loom up
high." Corresponding to "sharbin " is the Assyrian
"surwaii," also "shurnienn," which is the Syriac
"slnirbiiia" (written also "sharwiiia ") and the Targumic ".shurbana"; it is the tree known in the
While some of the ancient
'I'alnnid as " turanita."
autiinrilies assuiiw^ that this species is the cellar,
or the Jiiniperva oTyrcdrriH, others render it by the
(Jreek

Kv:r('ifuaa(,-.

The "sarw" ("sarwah"),

which the Syriac has the same name as
"sharbin,"

is

the CupvemuHscmpcrrirens,

known

according to Linmtus,

for

for the

also

pyraThough the original distinction has not
iiiifltdis.
been clearly nuiintained in the connate languages,
it is proper to base upon it M)«' difference between
the tree ilesignated in Hebrew liy "te'ashshur" and
TIk,' te'ashshur is the
that known as "berosh."
variety called in Arabic ".sarw "—i.e., the straight-

as a.

fdnf/f/iiita, or,

('.
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nro known

in

bmnclics sprcadinir out.
The " tir/.iili," also, is probably a tree of this famThi' wood of tlu- cypross was hii,'iiiy valued,
ily.
and wius used in the construction of ships (E/.ck.
Anibii- us "sliarbin," with

xxvii.

5).

of

tl(M)rs

and

diu>rs. as

well as for lances.

Even musical instruments were made of this wood
As iu the Bible, so also in Assyrian
(II Siim. vi. 5).
inscriptions, the cypress is frequently

mentioned

in

connection with other trees, but most generally with
the cedar.
If the exact value of the Biblical names be in
doubt, the accurate determiuation of the meanings
of the terms occurring in the Mishnah and Talmud
in designation of trees of the evergreen class is involved in still greater luicertainty. f]tymological
equivalents of these Biblical names can be found,
and other words have been added, b<it which of them
indicates the cypress, or either of the two kinds
named, can not be definitely determined. " Berosh,
in Tan. to Teruniah i.\., is explained as the pine; in
other passages (B. B. 80b; Git. 57a; R. H. 23a) the
cypress is named "toranita," which, again, in the
catalogue of the fourteen or twentj'^-four kinds of
evergreen trees (Ket. vii. 31c), is held to be the acacia ("shittah").

A curious custom may be mentioned in this connection.

when a boy was born a cedar-tree
when a girl, a cypress (Rashi, " pine "
A new name for the cypress seems to

In Bethar,

"was planted;
Git. 57a).

ashuha," the "female" cedar or the cypress.
however, that the Rabbis understood by
the various names which designated the cypress-tree,
a tree of great endurance and hardness. An old saw
illustrates this: "Why was this stone placed near
the cypress?" (Peah viii. 20d); the meaning being,
Why put one hard substance near another? or. Why
ask puzzling questions?

be

**

It is plain,

Bibliography: Tl\ebm, Handiinrterhuch.2i ed., pp. 243, 283
LOW. Aramilmhe Pfiatizennamen, pp. 59, 387; Fleischer, in
Levy, Targuni WOrterh.
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CYPROS:

Wife of King Agrippa I., daughter
of Phasaelus and Salampsio, and granddaughter of
Herod I. She had three daughters, Berenice, Mari
amne, and Drusilla; and two sons, Agrippa and
Drusus, the latter dying in childhood (Josephus,
"Ant."xviii. 5. §4; trfew, "B. J," ii. 11, §6). When
Agrippa I., while still a prince, was on the point of
committing suicide in Iduma'a because of his poverty and debts, his wife Cypros restrained him, and
bade him appeal for assistance to his half-.sister
Herodias, Princess of Galilee ("Ant." xviii. 6, § 2).
The alabarch Alexander Lysimachus, while refusing
Agrippa's request for the loan of a certain sum
wherewith to pay his debts, granted the money to
his brave and clever wife Cypros {ib. 6, § 3).
f-

"

S.

Kk.

CYPROS: A woman

of noble Arabian family;
married about 75 B.C. the Jewish governor Antipater, to whom she bore five children, Phasaelus,
Herod (afterward king), Josephus, Pheroras. and

8 dome (Josephus, "Ant." xiv. 7, ^ 3; idem, "B. J."
Once when Herod had to go to Augus8, § 9).
tus, he gave his mother, Cypros, and his sister into
the care of his brother Pheroras, and had them taken

i.

Masada
and

400

but his wife Mariwho looked down
haughtily upon Herod's mot her and sister (" B. J." i.
Khirix^
22, t; 3). hail to be sent to a different jilace.
("Cypris") is found as a variant of Ki-rrfio^. Herod
built a fortitied and pleasant retreat near Jericho
and called it "Cypros" in honor of his mother
("Ant." xvi. 5, § 2; "B. J." i. 21, § 9). This stronghold was destroyed at the beginning of the Jewish
war under Nero (compare Mussafia, "Cyprus," iu
Kohut, "Anich Completum," vii. 169).
to

ainiie

("

Ant." xv.

the

hitter's

6,

t^

5);

mother,

S.

v..

CYPRUS:

The

Kit.

large island in the (aslernmost

basin of the Mediterranean, probably deriving its
name from the Cyprus flower {Kv-rrpoc), the Hebrew
Josephus states
appellation of which is 1Q3.
("Ant." i. 6, g 1) that the island, called DTID in Hebrew, was named after the city " Kction " or " Kition. "
Nevertheless the term " isles of Kittim " ( Jer.
ii. 10; Ezek. xxvii. 6) indicates that "Kittim" signified all the islands and coastlandsof the West, and,
according to I Mace. i. 1 (Xerrfifi) and viii. 5 {Kitucjv
ftaaiMa), included Macedonia, and, according to Dan.
The inhabitants of Cyprus were
xi. 30, even Italy.
at first, perhaps, Carians; in hi.storical times, PlioniDuring the last period, as
ciaus; and later, Greeks.
the Judean Agripi)a writes to the emperor Caius,
the Jews were numerous there (Philo, " Legatio ad
Caium,"36; ii. 587, ed. Mangey). They stood in intimate relationship with the inhabitants of the island,
and the favorable decree of the Romans regarding
Jewish subjects was sent also to Cyprus (I Mace.
XV. 23).
During the war over the city of Ptolemais

between Alexander Janna-usand
King of Cyprus,
In Has- severe losses, and
monean Egypt, mother of

Times.

des])atehed her

Ptolemy Lathyrus,
the

Jews

suffered

Cleopatra

III. of
the Cyprian king,

Hebrew commanders

Chelkias and Ananias to the aid of
Alexander JannsEus, who thereupon defeated the
Cyprians. Referring to this event, Josephus ("Ant."
xiii. 10, § 4) quotes the statement of Strabo that
the Jews of Cyprus remained steadfast in their allegiance to the party of Lathj-rus, notwithstanding
the high favor shown tliem by Queen Cleopatra.
In Cyprus as in Egypt, the Jews fared well at
this time; and a distingui.slied Cyprian Hebrew,
Timius by name, married Alexandra, daughter of
Phasaelus and Salampsio, the latter a granddaughter
This union, however, was
of Herod the Great.
without issue ("Ant." xviii. 5, §4). Christianity
was preached here among the Jews at an early date,
Paul being the first, and Barnabas, a native of Cyprus,
the second, to disseminate the new doctrine (Acts
iv.

36, xi. 19, xiii. 5, xv. 39);

and ac-

In Roman cording to a legend Barnabas was
Times.
killed liere by the Jews (" Acta BarThere is also an acnaba-," § 23).
count, agreeing well with what is known from classical authors concerning the fertility of Cyprus, that
Queen Helen of Adiabene had fruit brought from
the island to Jerusalem.
Under the leadership of
one Artemion, the Cyprian Jews participated in
the great uprising against the Romans under Trajan (117), and they are reported to have massacred 240,000 Greeks (Dio Cassius, Ixviii. 32). This

Cypress
Cyrene
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insurrection

was

finally quelled

after considerable

bloodshed (perhaps by Q. ilarcius Turbo,

who

suppressed the uprising in Cyrene and Egj-pt), with the
result that the Jews of Cyprus were almost entirely
extirpated.
The blood of the Jews slaughtered in
Palestine is said to have streamed as far as Cyprus
(Lam. R. i. 16, iv. 19); that is, the insurrection and
the consequent slaughter of the Jews extended to
Cyprus. In further punishment a severe law was
enacted, according to which no Jew was thereafter
to be permitted to land on Cyprian soil, not even in
case of shipwreck; nevertheless Jewish residents
were still to be found upon the island at a later
period; and the products of the soil, to which Talmudists frequently refer (for instance, the "cumin "
of Cyprus, Yer. Dem. ii. 1), were probably brought
into the market by them.
So rapidly did the Jews
multiply that in 610 they were sufficiently numerous to participate in the insurrection against the
Greeks under Heraclius.
scholar, Moses of Cyprus by name, is said to
have been arbitrator (in the eleventh century) between the Armenians and the Greeks ("Zeit. fiir
Hebr. Bibl." vi. 116). Benjamin of Tudela found
in Cyprus a number of Jewish communities, one of
which was guilty of the heresy of observing the Sab-

A

bath from Saturday morning to Sunday morning, instead of from Friday evening to Saturday evening.

Judah Mosconi

also visited the island, as did ]\Ien-

ahem ben Perez

(Zunz, "Gesam. Schriften," i.
In 646, and again in 1154, Cyprus was devastated by the Arabs; in 1571 it was annexed by Turkey, having been wrested from the Venetians on
the advice of Don Joseph Nasi, who came near attaining to the dignity of the Cyprian crown (Hammer, "Gesch. der Osmanen," iii. 564). In 1878 Cy168).

prus came under English

rule.

S. Kr.
twenty years of the nineteenth
century several attempts were made to colonize
Russian and Rumanian Jewish refugees in Cyprus.
The first attempt, in 1883, was made by Friedland,
and a settlement of several hundred Russians was
effected in Orides near Papho.
In 1885, 27 Ruma-

o.

During the

last,

nian families settled in the island as colonists, but
were not successful (see " Hii-.M<liz," 1H88, No. 71,
col. li;}6). Nothing daunted, Rumanian Jews in 1891
again bouglit land here, though tlu'v did not themselves emigrate.
Fifteen Russian families under
the leailership of Walter S. Coiien founded a colony
in the year 1897 at .Margo, with the help of the
Ahawat Zion of London and the Jewisli Colonization A.ssoriation
and in the year 1899 Davis
TrieLseh again advocated colonization in Cyprus,
esperinliy for Rumanian Jews.
As a delegate to
;

file Third Zioni.st Congress at Rasel. in Aug,, 1H!)9,
he attempted to get an indorsement of the project
from tiie congress; btit he was met
Recent Col- liy a derided refusal ("Stetiognionization. piiisches Protocol! des IlL Zioni.sten

Congresses, " p. 282). He nevertheless
persevered, indneitig a dozen Ruinatiian Jews and,
in the s|)ring of 1900, twelve of tlie i'.oryslav miners
to emigrate to the island.
Twenty-eiglit Rumanian
families followed these; and the roloriisfs leceived
assistance from the Jewish Colonization Associa-
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tion. These settlers have farms at Margo, and at Asheriton (''Jewish Chronicle," April 20, 1900, p. 18).
The colonists in Cyprus have not prospered; and it

government is opposed to a wholeimmigration of Rumanians ("'Bulletin All. Isr."
1900, No. 25, 32).
Notwithstanding these reverses,
the Jewish Colonization Association has continued
to give a small support to the work in Cyprus.
In 1900 there were 36 persons living at Margo
is

said that the

sale

("Palastiua," i. 65).
In 1902 a pamphlet was presented to the Parliamentary committee on alien immigration in London, bearing the title " The Problem of Jewish Immigration to England and the
United States Solved by Furthering the Jewish Colonization of Cyprus." In 1901 the Jewish population of the island was 63 males and 56 females. See
W. Bambus, "Jlid. Kolonisation in Cypern," in
"All. Zeit. des Jud." 1899, p. 436.

Bibliography: Davis Trietscli, In Jew. C7iro7i. Sept. 5, 1902:
Greater Palestine, in PaJiistiua, ill. 154 et seq.: E. Oberhummer. Die Insel Cypeni, pp. 15-20, 23-32, Munich, 1903.

G.

CYRENE A large and important
:

ci*^^y

in Cyre-

Upper Libya on the north coast
of Africa, west of Egypt.
Cyrene was one of the
five large cities that gave to this region the name of
naica, the district of

"Pentapolis" (compare Josephus, "B. J." vii. 11, §1;
Targ. Yer. Gen. x. 13, 14; Targ. I Chron. i. 12).
Many Jews went from Egypt to Cyrenaica, for even
Ptolemy I. Lagus sent Jewish settlers to Cyrene and
other cities of Libya (Josephus, "Contra Ap." ii. 4).
According to Strabo (cited by Josephus, "Ant." xiv.
7, § 2), the inhabitants of Cyrene at the time of
Sulla (c. 85 B.C.) were divided into four classes: citizens, farmers, resident aliens, and Jews; and the
extant fragments of the same author show that
Lucullus was sent to Cyrene by Sulla to quell disturbances in which the Jews were taking a prominent part. When concessions to the Jews were recommended by the Romans to the various authorities
of the East (I Mace. xv. 15-24), the city of Cyrene
was among those that received such notification. In
74 n.c. Cyrene was created a Roman province; but,
while under the Egyptian kings the Jews had enjoyed e(imil rights ('lanvnuin), they were now oppressed 1)V the autonomous Greek population (" Ant."

xvi. 6. §1).

Several Jews of Cyrene are known to history,
heing Jason of Cyrene, whose work is
the source of the Second Rook of Maccabees (.see
II Mace. ii. 23), and Simon of C'yrene, who carried
Jesus' cro.ss (Matt, xxvii. 32; Mark xv. 21; Luke
x.xiii. '26).
In the Acts of the Apostles several Cyrenians an; mentioned as iK'ing present at the Feast
of Pentecost in Jerusalem (Acts ii. 10), wiicrc liiey

among them

had their own synagogue {>'/>. vi, 9). Some, incluLucius (ih. xiii, 1) said to have been tlie first

iling

Hisliop of (!yrene

—

— went

to Antiocli

The Jewsof Cyrene were

(tb.

xi. 20),

touch with their
brethren in Palestine, and were free to forward their
Agrippa
offerings to Jerusalem ("Ant." xvi. 6, ^5).
sent a letter written in their favor to the Cyrenians
(" R. J." ii. 10. ^4).
Three .sons of a certain Ishmael
wlio was beheaded in Cyrene were present at the
sir-ge of Jerusalem (ih. vi. 2.
2); and aflrT the war
had been ended in Syria, the 'Romans still met with
in close

—

—

fej

Oyrua
oppositiou in
the

ini'itod

Cyrt'iio,

Jews

whore the Sicarmu Jouathau

The disturbaiuv was,

to a riot.

howfvor. quickly suppressoil by the govcruor Catullus rB- J" v>i- H. tsl: "ViUx/'gTG).
Mori' serious was the insurroetiou of the Jews of
This was quelleil
Cyreiie uiuler Tnijan ^117 c.K.).
by Mareius Turbo, but not before about 200,000
RoMiansand dreeks hail been killed (Dio Cassius,

By this outbreak Libya was depopusuch an extent that a few years later new
colonies had to be established there (Eusebius,
"Chronicle" from the Armeuiau, fourteenth year of
Bishop Synesius, a native of Cyrene in
Hadrian).
the beginniuiT of the fifth century, speaks of the
devastations wrought by the Jews (" De Regno,"
Ixviii. 'Si).

lated to

p. 2).

The Targum (Amos

i.

5,

Cyrene

ix. 7) identifies

with the Biblical Kir; but this is suggested only by
a similarity of soviud, and is not warranted (compare Targ. n Kings xvi. 9, and Payne Smith,
"Thesaurus Syriaeus," p. 3564). Cyrene fell into
ruins in
(1902)

Mohammedan

marked by the

times.

village of

The spot

is

now

Grenne or Kurin,

in the province of Barka.

Bibliography: Jahrb. Gesch. der Jud. il. 296; B5ttger,
LtJcicoyi zti den Schrifteu Flavins JosephuSy p. 97 Schiirer,
Gesch. 3d ed.. 111. 25. 26, 359-361 Smith and Porcher, A Historu of the Recent Discoveries at Cyrene, London, 1865.
;

;

G.

S.

'

CYRIL

(called also

Kr.

Constantine the Philoso-

Apostle of the Slavonians and author of the
Slavonic alphabet (Cyrillitza), which is probably a
modification of an older Slavonic alphabet (Glagola)
born at Salonica about 820; died in Rome Feb. 14
His baptismal name was Constantine, and on
869.
account of his learning he was called " the philosopher." In his la.st daj'S he became a monk, and
took the name Cyril, by which he is generally

pher)

:

known. When the empress regent, Theodora the
Byzantine, received in 848 a deputation from the
king of the Chazars, with the request to send him a
learned man to conduct a religious controversy with
the Jews and Mohammedans, Cj'ril and his elder
brother Methodius (died 885) were chosen for the

On their way they stopped at Kherson
mission.
(Chersonesus), and Cyril acquired a knowledge of
the Hebrew language and literature fiom the Jews
of that place.
He then translated into Slavonic the
Old Testament and "eight parts" of the Hebrew
grammar.
According to Archbishop Filaret, in his treatise
on Russian theological literature entitled " Obzor
Russkoi Dukhovnoi Literatury," published in
" Uchonyya Zapiski Vtorovo Otdyelyeniya Akademii Nauk," iii. 1, 3, the philosopher translated the
" eight parts " of the grammar from Hebrew into
Greek. This translation is now lost, as is also his
work on the controversy with the rabbis, which his
brother Methodius translated into Slavonic.
A.
Harkavy, in his treatise " Slyedy Znakomstva s Yevreiskim Yazykom," etc., on traces of the knowledge of Hebrew in the ancient Russian writings,
of the opinion that the grammar referred to was
translated from Greek into Slavonic.
Owing to the friendship existing at that time between the Byzantine empire and the kingdom of the

is
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Chazars, it was natural that Constantine should succeed in converting a couple of Inuidred heathens
and Greeks to the Greek Catholic Church; the majority of the people, however, remained Mohammedan, and the king and his court still confesseil Judaism at about the middle of the tenth century, as is
seen from the letter of King Joseph to Hasdai ibn
Shaprut, dated about 960.
BlIiI.IOCiRAPllY

:

v. A.

Billiassov,

mcntalnjim Ixtochnilnuii,

;i

Kirill i Mcfodn po DoliidPetershurjf, 1H6M, 1871

vol.s., St.

Voronov, Glaviiycishif [stDclDiikidlua Ixtorii KirUla
Kiev, 1877; I. Muitynov, St. Methodc, Apotre
i Metodi,
des Slaves, et les Ltttres des Souverains I'lindfcs, 0»/tA.

1).

sei'vees

Bri(i>.7i

flit

Muscuni

(1880)

;

Bariitz,

KiriUo-Mcfo-

dievskie Voprosy, in Trudy Kirvshoi Dukliovtioi Akadeinii,
1889, No. 3, and 1891, Nos. 6 and 8, where the author tries to
prove that the " Solomon leRend " had its orij?in in HebrewTalmudic literature; A. Harkavy, in I'evreiskoe Otiozryenie,
1884, i. 59; in Yevrciskaya liiliUoteka, vil. 143-15;j;and in

supplements to Bilbassov's work Chteniua Moskovxkavo
Obshcnestva Istonii Drernostei Rosi<iskikh za, 1863, ii. 11,
article Oyrillus und Methodius, in Herzogr
Hauck, Real-Enc)tklop(idie.

his

;

47, 75 et sea.

;

H. R.

T.

CYRUS (Persian,

"

Kurush " Babylonian and Susian, " Kurash " Hebrew, t:nD and Bni3 Masoretic,
" Koresh "
Greek, Kvpoc) The founder of the Persian empire. The name is also found in India as " KuThe translation
rus," and is evidently Aryan.
" sun " given by Ctesias (in
MuUer's edition of
Didot's "Herodotus," fragm. 29, 49) is due to a
confusion with a Persian word, which appears in
Zend as "huare."
;

;

;

;

:

Persian tradition has surrounded the founder of
Herodotus, writing
the empire with many myths.
about 430 B.C., says (i. 95) that four different stories
were current concerning the origin of Cyrus. One
of these, to the effect that he was exposed as a child and suckled by a she
Sources,

dog, is rejected by Herodotus (i. 122).
however, in an ancient Greek author
(probably Charon of Lampsacus; see Gutschmid,
"Kleine Schriften," v. 66), from whom it was borrowed by Dinon, and from the latter again by
Trogus Pompeius. This myth, in various forms, is
It is found,

current among many peoples, the most familiar example being the story of Romulus and Remus. It
was in all probability narrated of Kai Chosrau, ^he
mythical king, long before Cyrus (NiJldeke, in
"Grundiiss der Iranischeu Philologie," ii. 132 et
The second version which Herodotus examseq.).
ines is the rationalistic transposition of the first;
and here the she dog is metamorphosed into a
shepherdess of the name of Spako. In Herodotus,
another myth, in which Cyrus is the son of a Persian named Cambyses and of ]\Iandane, daughter
of the Median king Astyagcs, is blended with the
preceding. In this myth a dream (which Sophocles
has embodied in his "Electra," verse 422) foretells that the son of Mandane is to conquer all
Asia.
The kingship of Cyrus is legalized in this

which makes him the lawful successor
Median kings. This narrative of Herodotus
was controverted about 390 b.c. by Ctesias, who
states that Cyrus was not related to Astyagcs, but

narrative,

of the

that, after dethroning him, he married Astyages'
daughter Amytis. This statement is probably correct.
Other and purely mythical narratives, probably originating with Ctesias, are contained in the
fragments of Dinon (c. 340 B.C.) and of Nicolaua
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Damascenus (under Augustus). The story or novel
entitled " Cyropaedeia, " which Xenophon wrote in
his old age (after 360), has

Cyril
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no value for the

his-

torian.

Herodotus has, however, retained, in addition to
the legendary features, the historical statement that
Cyrus was descended from an old royal family of
Persia (i. 125, vii. 11).
As regards the deeds and
conquests of the king, the traditions in Herodotus
are correct, although several features suggest mythological embellishments.
Concerning the death of
Cyrus, Herodotus knew many traditions (i. 214)
yet he relates only those which appear to him the
most credible. In Ctesias, however, the traditions
are extravagant and distorted.
Thoroughly trustworthy historical accounts of
the wars of Cyrus against Babjion, and the manner
of his death, are preserved in the fragments of the
Babylonian historian Berosus (c. 280 B.C.); while his
dealings with the Jews are recorded in the Old
Testament. Of the monuments erected by the Persians to his memory, only his tomb now remains.
A number of authentic records have, however, been
brought to light in Babylon. Among these are: (1)
references in the inscriptions of Nabonid; (2) the
so-called "Cylinder of Cyrus," or the proclamation
which Cyrus issued to the inhabitants of Babylon
after the conquest of that city (Rawlinson, "Cun.
Inscr. of Western Asia," v. 35); (3) the annals of
Nabonid, the last king of Babylon, which were collected after his death, and which contain a summary
of the events of his reign; and (4) about 400 private

Babylonian documents, dated according to the years
of Cyrus' reign.
The Persians dwelling along the southwestern
spurs of the Iranian highlands, the Farsistan of today, became divided into a number
Foundation of tribes, enumerated by Herodotus
of the
(i. 125).
Among these tribes were the
Persian Pasargades in the district watered by
Empire, the River Araxes (now Kur or Bendamir) and by its principal tributary,
the Medos or Kyros (Puhvan), where, later, the city
of Persepolis (Istaklir) was founded. This tribe was
ruled by the dynasty of the Achremenidu?, to which
Cyrus belonged.
In the middle of the sixth century all Iran, and
very likely also the kingdom of the Aehfemenidaj of
Ansliaii, weresubject to the Median kingdom. Nabonid (Rawlinson, l.r. v. fi4, line 29) designates Cyrus
as a |)etty vassal of the Median king Astyages.
Aecording to Ilerodoi us (i. 214), Cyrus was king for
twenty-nine years; he therefore succeeded his father
in 558.
Ctesias and Dinon (fragm. 10). like Justin
(i. 8), give him thirty years.
Ctesias' dates for this
period are, howev(;r, unreliable. For the chronology
of the Persian kings see f]. Meyer, " Forsehungen
zur Alten Geseh." ii. 437 cr arq. In 553 C^yrus revolted against Astyages, the date being fii inly establisiied by the above mentioned pas-sagc of Nabonid.
On the events of the war there is little information.
If a few Greek sources, dating back to Ctesias and
Dinon, are reliable (Polya-nus, vii. (),![= c. 45, 2],
9; Nicolaus Dama.scenus. fragm. 60; Justin, i. 6), the
Persians were at first repeatedly defeated, but finally
gained u victory at Pa.sargadic (compare Anaximenes

Cyrus

Stephan of Byzance, "Strabo," xv. 3, 8). According to the annals of Nabonid, the troops of
Astyages, in 550 B.C., revolted against their king,
whom they took captive and delivered up to Cyrus
(this is probably the origin of Herodotus' story of
the treachery of Ilarpagus); Cyrus thereupon invested the city of Ecbatana, and carried off the
in

spoils to

Anshan.

In the rising of Cyrus against the Medes only
three of the Persian tribes participated the Pasargades, Maraphians, and Maspians and
Cyrus and it was only after the victory that the
the Medes. whole people became imited (compare
E.Meyer, "Gesch. des Alterthums,"
iii. 10).
This explains why in the annals of Nabonid Cyrus is thereafter no longer designated as
"King of Aushan," but as "King of Persia."
The rise of Cyrus was at first hailed by Naliouid
as propitious for not
only was the danger

—

;

;

threatened by the
Medes thereby removed, but it also
became possible to
occupy Harran, and
to rebuild the temple
of Sin, which had
been destroyed (Rawlinson, I.e. V. 64 compare Scheil, " Recuei
de Travaux Egypticnnes et Assyri;

1

ennes," xviii.

;

antl

Messerschmidt,
"Stele Nabunaid's,"
in " Mittheiluugen
derVorderasiatischen
Gesellschaft,"1896. i.
But the neighborini;

kingdoms soon became aware that the
new state was more
dangerous than the
old one, united to
them as the latter had
been by means of
treaties

I'lirtrult

(AfWr

Sculpture of Cyrus.

Ball,

"

Llitht

from the

EuL")

and dynastic

Thus it came about that a jiowerful
was formed against Cyrus by Babylonia,
Egypt, Lydia, and Sparta. The attack was commenced by Croesus of J.,y(lia in 546; but Cyrus anti-

alliances.

coalition

cipated his ailver.sarics, and before their armies could
unite, he defeated Croesus and took him captive in
In the following year
his own capital, Sardis (546).
the generals of Cnesus comjileted the subjugation
of Asia Minor.
war against Babylon was now inevitable. In
547 Cyrus hail already crossed the Tigris below
Arbela. and ha'l con(|Uered a state, the name of
which is unfortunatf'ly obliterate<l in the annals of
Nabonid. The crash came in 539, Nabonid was
not the legitimate heir to the throne, but had been
elevated thereto in 556-55 by the magnates, wlioliad
sujiported the incompetent Labaslii Mardiik, the son
of Neriglissar.
The tenure o/ Nai>oiii(i had never
been secure. He held aloof from liabylou, where

A

Cyrus
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ho dill not fool s«ff. and sought support amouc: tli««
people of the rural towns and their deities, whieh
ihtttr were as a rule nuich older than Rabel and its
god Mardiik. The jealousy of the eitiesandof their
priests was an important factor in the
Cyrus
final oatastroj)he <if the Chaldean em-

Conquers
Babylon.

pire. anil materially facilitated the vicUpon the aptory of the Persians.
projich of Cyrus, Nabonid liud the

gods of Accad (liabylonia) brought to Babylon,
still further embittering the priesthood of
that city against him (for the correct date— erroneously given in the chronicles of Nabonid as Tammuz see E. Meyer, I.e. ii. 468 ct scy. Slade's "ZeitCyrus gained a victory, which
schrift." xviii. 339).

thereby

—

;

incited rebellion in every part of the Babylonian
On Tishri 14 (Oct. 8) Gobryas and his

empire.

Gutaean warriors occupied Sippara; two days later
Ribylon fell without a blow, and Nabonid was captured.
On Marheshwan 3 (Oct. 27) Cyrus formally
took possession of Babylon, but spared the city, and
returned the rural gods to their respective towns.
In his inaugural proclamation, preserved on the
Cyrus cylinder, he attributes his victory to the
grace of the god Bel-Marduk, who had overthrown
Nabonid, and had sought out a just king who would
restore the service and the honors due to the god.
There can be no doubt that Cyrus and his Persians, like Darius at a later period, were faithful
believers in the pure doctrine of Zoroaster, and disdainfully regarded foreign cults; that they had the
consciousness of a superior religious belief, and relied upon the protection of Ahuramazda, the great
god who had created heaven, earth,
His
and man, and had placed the world
B«ligiou8 at the feet of the Achaemenian kings.
Belief.
In a political sense, however, they
were compelled to reckon with the
religions of the subjugated peoples; and Cyrus and
his successors skilfully employed this necessity as a
means of securing their power. The time-honored
customs of the people were everywhere preserved.
Cyrus always conformed to the traditions of the
thrones he usurped, and, together with his son
Cambyses, rendered homage to the native deities.
On the first day of the year, Nisan 1 (March 20),
538, in conformity with Babylonian custom, he
grasped the bands of the golden statue of BelMarduk, and thus became consecrated as monarch.
From this ceremony dates the first year of his reign
as " King of Babylon, King of all the Lands."
Upon the downfall of the Chaldean empire the
foreign possessions, Syria, Phenicia, Palestine, and

Later

the border-lands of the desert, all betributary to Cyrus.
In 530 he

came

"Wars; His placed his son Cambyses upon the
Death.
throne as King of Babylon, and organized a great expedition against the
predatory nomads of the Turanian steppes, in which
expedition he met his death (528 n.c). He lies
buried in the midst of his tribe, in PasargadiE, the
Murghab of to-day. The frequently expressed
doubt CZ. D. M. G." xlviii. 653) as to the identity
of Mtirghab with Pasargadfc appears unfounded, as
does more particularly the assumption that the figure

on the -tomb represents the younger Cyrus, the
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brother of Artaxerxes II. Cyrus' tomb, restored by
the Greeks in the time of Alexander, is still (1902)
sUinding.
On the ]Mlasters, or galleries surrounding
it, is the picture of the king, with four wings
typifying the soul, or "ferwer," of the great ruler and a
crown patterned on Egyptian models, and bearing
the inscription, "I am Cyrus the king, the Achsenienian."
The earnest desire of the Jews for the downfall
of the Chaldean kingdom was fulfilled; but the
outcome was not what their prophecies had led
them to expect. The political power of the Chaldeans had been broken, but no vengeance had fallen
upon Babylon for its misdeeds. Instead of being
destro3'ed as was anticipated, the, city remained
intact, and became theeplendid winter residence of
the Persian kings.
Nor was the longed-for universal revolution, crowned by the establishment of the
Messianic kingdom, effected. Another and more
powerful pagan empire had taken the place of that
which had been overthrown. The faith in the
world-dominion of Yhwii was now shaken, and despondency settled upon the Jews.
It was to counteract these evils that the anonymous comforter, conveniently called "DeuteroIsaiah," the author of Isaiah xl.-lv., now arose.
The very fact that Yhwh had carried out His proph-

—
—

ecy in a wholly unexpected manner, by choosing a

pagan

to overthrow the idols of the nations, so that
alone might be acknowledged as the only true
God, was accepted by the second Isaiah as the
surest evidence of the divine government. This
prophet, Cyrus, through whom were to be redeemed
His diosen people, whom He would glorifj' before
all the world, was theprorai.sed Messiah, "the Shepherd of Yhwh" (xliv. 28, xlv. 1).
Having received the sovereignty of the whole earth as the
ransom for I.srael, Cyrus would now rebuild Jerusalem for them. The chapters in question were published after the fall of Babylon (xlvi., xlvii., etc.);
consequently, in the winter of 539-38, before the Re
turn, and in Babylon itself, not, as Duhm believes,
in Palestine.
The fanciful hope of Deutero-Isaiah,
that upon the return of the Jews the world would
change its character, and the desert become level,
fruitful, and well watered, w-as not
Cyrus and fulfilled. Cyrus, however, permitted
the Jews, the Jews to return to their own land.
There was no reason to detain them
longer in Babylon; and if they returned to their
homes, they would be in a position to defend
the border-land again.st Egypt and the desert.
In the first j'ear of his reign as King of Babylon,
Cyrus issued from his simimer residence, Ecbatana,
an order for the return of the Jews and for the rebuilding of the Temple. Fragments of this edict
are contained in a proclamation of Darius (Ezra vi.
2-5; compare ib. v. 13 et seq.); and the doubts as to
the authenticity of this edict arc as little justified as
is the opinion expressed by Kosters (and approved
by many) that the alleged return of the Jews during
the reign of Cyrus did not take place at all. The
reason why tlie Jews did not at once rebuild the
Temple is to be found in the sorry economic condi-

He

which they were left.
The author of II Chron. xxxvi.

tion in

22 has substituted

Cyrus
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Czacki

an invention of his own for the genuine edict of
Cyrus contained in Ezra i. 1 et seq. Cyrus "the
Persian " is also mentioned in Dan. vi. 28, x. 1, as
After
the successor of the "Median " Darius (vi. 1).
all, the author of the Book of Daniel had a very
vague conception of the history of the Persian

ing of books, which could not have been inspected,
since in them are found criticisms and gibes against
the Christians." Of a few Polish authors who wrote
against the Jews— Moiecki (1598), Miezynski (1618)
Czacki declares that " they have vented all that
'*
frenzy under the guise of religious zeal can utter

empire.

(p. 95).

—
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CYZICENUS ANTIOCHTJS.

Me.

See Antiochus

IX. Cyzicenus.

CZACKI, TADEUSZ: Polish statesman and
author; born in Poryck, government of Volhynia,
Russia. Aug. 28, 1765; diedinDubno, Volhynia, Feb.
When Prince Adam Czartorj-ski was placed
8, 1813.
at the head of the educational district of Wilna,
Czacki was appointed school inspector of Volhynia,
An opponent of the
Podolia, and the Ukraine.
Jesuits, he combated their work in the field of pedagogy, and on one occasion raised by public subscription the sum of two millions of Polish florins to insure the existence of the gymnasiums in Vinnitza
and Kiev. In 1805 he founded the high school in
Kremenetz, Volhj'nia, which was destined to be of
Its influence is
inestimable benefit to the Poles.
still evident in Volhynia, Podolia, and tlie Ukraine.
After Czacki's death his heart was deposited in one
of the halls of this Volhynian school, under the inscription " Ubi thesaurus tuus, ibi est cor tuum. " It
was Czacki that discovered the grave of Copernicus,
proving most conclusively the Polish origin of that
great astronomer.
Czacki's " Rozprawa o Zydach " (Discourse on the
Jews), first published at Wilna 1807, and translated
into Russianby Basil Anastaszewicz, passed through
several editions, and was publi.shed finally in " Dziela
Tadeusza Czackiego " (Works of Tadeusz Czacki),
edited by Edward Raczynski, Posen, 1845 (iii. 138270).

For the history of the Jewish institutions, Czacki,
wlio did not know Hebrew, availed himself of the
only sources open to him; namely, Barlolocci and
Ugolino.
After relating the primitive history of the Jews,
Czaoki describes their situation among the Arabs,
Italians, Spaniards, Freneli, Germans, and Hungarians.
He tells of their entrance into I'oland in
of their intellectual condition
the twelfth century
of their govr-rnmcnt anfl laws; and of the persecutions to whicli thr-y were subjected.
"Under the rule of most of the Christian govern"
ments," Bays C'zafki in his " U()/,[)rawa o Zydach,
"they [the Jews] experiencr-d indulgence rarely, oppression often, and disflain almost always" (p. 87).
" Many a
"Tlieir profits were wrested from tiicm."
writer considered it an hfitior to mnlHistory of tiply the number of the insults against
the Jews, the Jews, ftr to charge them with hor
;

crimes" (p.
of Poland the

ril)lc

;

54).

"In the

Exemption from the poll-tax Avas granted in 1775"
those who would apply themselves to agriculture, and b}^ 1787, owing to Czacki's efforts while
he was serving on the Commission of the Treasury
(see his report of 1787 on the Ruthenian and Ukrainian provinces), he had the satisfaction of seeing
a few scores of families in the enjoyment of that
privilege. There were many Poles who worked with
to

rr-ign

spiritinil authorities
of Sigismund III.
vent>ired to give permission fur thf erection f>f synagogues. Permission was granted also lor the print-

Czacki for the emancipation of the Jews.
in the j'ear 1794, despair

armed the

"When,

[Polish] capital,

Jews were not afraid of death, but, mingling
with the troops and the populace, they proved that
danger did not terrify them and that the cause of
the Fatherland was dear to them " (the official organ
of the Warsaw Revolution of 1794, and other Warthe

saw newspapers).
of Czacki's "Discourse" contains a
Duke Boleslaus' privilege, which
was confirmed by Casimir the Great and by Duke
Vithold; chapter vi., the sources of the laws with
which the Jews were permitted to govern themselves, and an account of the Jewish civil law, ac-

Chapter

iv.

brief analysis of

cording to Selden and Maimonides; chapter vii., an
exposition of the criminal law; and chapter viii., an
account of the state of learning among the Jews.
Chapter ix. bears the title "Of the Plan of the
Reform of the Jews." In 1788 the Polish Diet diThe Commission
rected its attention to the Jews.
of the Treasury, of which Czacki was a member

from 1786 to 1792, examined the subject, and found
that there were in Poland about 900,000 Jews of
both sexes, and that they multiplied exceedingly;
(1)

(2) that the young generations bore to a gradually
increasing extent the germs of diseases (especially
spina rento?-a and the itch), and that there were one
and a half times as many deaths among Jewish
children as among Christian children; (3) that the
knowledge prevailing among the Jews was nothing
but a systematic; ignorance; (4) that the rabbis exercised a despotic authority; (5) that three fourths
of the export 1ra<le and onesixtrenth of the import
trade of Poland was in Jewish hands (G) thaV as the
living expenses of a Jewisli merchant were half as
much as that of a Christian merchant, hr- could sell
his goods iiKire cheaply; (7) that bankruptcies were
more freciuent among the Jews than among the
;

Christians;

(H)

that in the provinces, with

tlie

(excep-

tion of Great Poland, almost one-half of the workmen were Jews; (0) that every city ha<l l)arbcr-

surgeons who possessed "no knowledge except
experience"; (10) that there was no learned Jewisli midwife in the whole country, wherefore many
Jewesses died in confinement; (11) that then' W(!rc
fourteen Jewish agricultural families in the whole
cduntry (12) that it wan a very rare casc^ for a Jew;

fortune to iiold together for several generations;
(i:5)thftttliecatiHcof the hatred of the Jews for those
of adilTerent faith was the pride peculiar to ignorant
isli

people.

Czacki

TIIK .IKWISII

Csornowitx

Tilt" irfonns iii tlu' hiws irjjaniing the Jews were
to be basetl oil the following grounds: (1) hitherto
the government has tolenited the Jews; hencefortli
it nuist gnint them the rights belonging to citizens;
(8) the government liiis tiie right to require that the

Jews shouhi beetlueated

intiie

measure of the needs

of the country: (8) wlien tlie ditTerenees abasing tiie
Jews disiippear, all injurious disabilities will be
ab<ilished; (4) all tnide and manufaelures are free,
but as the Jews have become the eauseof the ruin of
the pejusjints in the keeping of inns, that right is
suspended. The project of reforms consisted of
eight stH'tions, from which the following passjigcs
are quoted: "The law recognizes the Jews as free
They can be elected officers, and they
people.
cau elect officers, according to the universal laws.
The law awards the sjune reward and the same
penalty to Jews as to Christians. They are at liberty to acquire lands and mills by inheritance.
.
.
The authorities w ill permit those Jews to buy estates
who will aid in the execution of this law, especially
.

.

.

.

matter of the settling of Jews on farm-lands.
This privilege is granted to all Jews after the lap.se
Ta.\es are to be the same for Jews
of twenty yeais.
No Jew shall be baptized until he
as for Christians.
has reached a proper age the twentieth year in the
case of men, the eighteenth in that of women.
The civil and criminal laws of the Jews are discontinued.
They shall, however, maintain their own
religious institutions for the adjustment of religious
affairs.
A Jew that settles on farm-land is exempt
from ta.xes for ten years. The most industrious
Jewish agriculturists for the same interval Avill receive the value of ten bushels of rye.
There will be
twenty of these prizes." The remaining sections
(i v.-viii. ) consider in a series of paragraphs the education of the Jews: the Jewish superiors and their
powers; the family and arbitration courts; the
change of dress, and the use of the language in public and private transactions: the debts of the Jewish
communities and the way of canceling them.
The short discourse on the Karaites ("Dziela
Tadeusza Czackiego," iii. 271-285) attempts to explain, on the basis of the sources accessible to the
author and referred to above, "what the Karaites
are, and wherein they chiefly differ from other Jews;
when their separation occurred; and in what countries they dwell."
BiBr.rorjRAPHY: Osinskl, OZuciu i Pigmach Czackieqn, 1816;
hini»'Iowskt. Jn the Eucultloiiedja Wychowawcza, ill.; Duin the

—

(

Din-Karwkkl. Szkicc (Mniczajmce,

1882.

H. K.

CZARNIECKI, STEFAN:

S.

Polish

Po.

general;
born ir)99; died at the village of Sokolovka, Volhynia, Feb. 12, 1664. Czarniecki distinguished himself in the wars against Sweden and Russia (1656-61),
but unlike Wishnevietzki. who stands out as the
protector of the Jews during the Cossack uprising,
he dealt very harshly with them. After the Cossack
rebellion f.f 1648 he joined Prince Potocki against
Chmielnicki, but was surrendered to the Tatars after
the defeat of the Poles at the Yellow Waters (.see
Coss.xCKs' Ui'KisiNo). He was released after a captivity of two years, then fought against the Cossacks
again, and helpe«l to defeat them near Berestaczko.
When thp Swedish king, Charles X.. invaded Poland
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and forced

.lohii Casiniir to flee into Silesia, Czarniecki hasteneil to Cracow and besieged the castle,
but lack of provisions soon forced him to retire.

Poland was now made the battle-grounil foriiussia,
and Sweden, and the Jews, receiving protection from none, were harshly dealt with by all.
The communities which had been spared the fury
of Chmielnicki and his followers now felt the eft'ects
of the conflict.
The Ku.ssians showed thein no
mercy the Swedes gave them no protection and
the Poles accused them of being fric^ndly to the
Swedes, and cut them down in great numbers.
Czarniecki dealt remorselessly with them. Retreating from the Swedes, he devastated the country and
vented his rage on the Jews. He is said to have
killed 200 in Kobylin; 100 in Mezhirich; 100 in
Wreschen; 300 in Lenczye; 600 in Kalisch, Posen,
Petrokov, and Lublin. Hundreds of families were
exterminated in Cracow (1656); many Jews, in
order to escape a worse fate, drowned themselves in
the river; and others changed their religion. The
Poles destroyed the synagogues and took great deJ'oland,

;

;

up the Holy Writings. Some of
the most important communities were utterly destroyed; others were reduced to a pitiful condition
of ruin and helplessness.
The numerous communilight in tearing

ties of Great and Little Poland became depopulated
by war and migration, and the unceasing conflicts
which led to the decline of Poland caused also the

decline of PolLsh Judaism.

BiBMOGRAPHY

Gurland, Le-Iforot ha-Gczerot be-Yixrnel
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CZABNIKATJ: Town

J.

G. L.

in the district of

Brom-

province of Posen, Germany. The Jewish
community of this town probably dates back to the
beginning of the seventeenth century, at which time,
according to tradition, the Polish prince Sapieha
had various relations with the Jews living there.
The community was most mnnerous in the years
1855-64, when it numbered 1,200 persons, while it
numbered only 470 in 1815, and 600 in 1900. In
place of the old synagogue, built in 1759, a beautiful and massive building was erected in 1878.
In
1819 the new cemetery was laid out on the Posener
CMiaussee, the old one being transferred to the city
to be laid out as forest.
In 1843 the community
built its own schoolliouse, which was enlarged in
The elementary school, with three grades, is
1878.
a public school; and its two teachers are appointed
by the government. The community supports, in
addition, a Hebrew religious school, with three
berg,

grades, under the direction of the rabbi.
The following rabbis iiave officiated in the community: Isaac Frilnkel, Elia Spiro (1830-55; distinguished for his Talmudic scholarship and piety;
born atlnowrazlaw, and educated at theyeshibah of
Lissa), Dr. Popper (1855-90), Dr. Freund (1893The present (1903) incumbent is Dr. Weyl.
1899).
The Jewish societies of Czarnikau include: a hebra
kaddisha, an Israelitischer Frauenverein, a Verein
zur UnterstUtzung Durclireisender Arnien, and a
Litteraturverein.
For more than fifty consecutive
years Jews have had a seat in the miuiicipal council.
o.
I. Co.

CZABTORTSKI, PRINCE

ADAM GEORG

:

Polish statesman and patriot born in Warsaw Jan.
14, 1770; died in Montfermeil Castle, near Paris,
July 15, 1861. After the final partition of Poland
Czartoryski and his brother Constantine went to St.
Petersburg in 1795 and entered the service of the Russian government. The prince became the intimate
friend of Grand Duke Alexander, and when the latter
ascended the throne, Czartoryski became assistant
When his aspirato the minister for foreign affairs.
tions for the restoration of Poland by the aid of his
friend, the emperor, proved futile, he became the
bitter enemy of Russia and was at the head of the
Polish insurrection of 1830-31. After the failure of
;

the last effort for the liberation of Poland he went
to Paris, where he was recognized as the leader of
the Polish refugees until his death.
Czartoryski was generally friendly to the Jews.
In his early career he was the protector of the Jew-

Mendel Levin (Satanover), whom he engaged as teacher for his children. As a member of
the commission appointed by Emperor Alexander I.
(1804) to prepare the enactment of Dec. 9, 1804,

ish scholar

concerning the Jews (see Ai-exander I. of Russia).
Czartory.ski did not, as alleged of him, work against
As a Polish patriot he
the interests of the Jews.
was concerned mainly with the welfare of Poland,
his zeal on behalf of the Jews of Poland being none
the less genuine though subordinate to his main
object.

In later times, mainly through the efforts of Jean
Czynski, and other Polish patriots who pointed out
the hopelessness of liberating Poland without the
help of the middle classes and of the Jews, the prince
became an outspoken champion of the emancipation
of the Jews.
In a speech which he delivered on
Nov. 29, 1844, lie advocated granting the same
rights to Polish Jews as were claimed for all other
natives of Poland, and eulogized the Jewish martyrs of the insurrection of which he was the leader.
The prince in his last days also instructed his son,
Prince Ladislaus, ever to remain the friend of the
Jews. Czartoryski is still revered among the Polish Jews, especially among tiiose who emigrated
to France f)r came umlcr the influence of the com-

munity of Polish
i:r7-l.'W.
111.

exiles in Paris.

HoUacnilcrHkl, Lrx iKra/iilfS dc Pohnpir, pp.
I'jiriH, 1H4»1: Artli. Ixr. IHfil. pp. 4!>7ct m/.; Vi>nkU<>ii,
\\fr lai; llit-ltiikfr Or, v. :VA
OrHlmnskl. Yex^rii r.;

Bini.iOfiRAi'iiY
IKHl,

:

JOtiwiU p. »i«, St. l'eU,THl)urK, 1«77

;

;

Uunshi

Vuixtiiik, 1M90,

Iv. !»).

H.

Czacki
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CZATZKES Ml TSCHITKIS, BARUCH

Wl.
:

One

of the Neo Hebraic Jjoels of llie liegimiiiig of the
nineteenth ((intiiry; lived at Liit/.k, Volhynia.
Delitz.s<h ("Zur Ge.sch.
der JUdiHchnn Poesie," p.
109; mentions him as fnie of the (lerinaniziiig He-

brew poets of the "IJikUiire ha-'Itlim" .sdiool.
" by Czatzkcs in that periodical (xi. 177) is translated from the Russian f>f
Kiieraskov, and is, according to Wiissberg {" Neu-

The poem "Ha-IJiltahon

liebrilische Aufklttrungslitcratur in Oalizien," p. 53,

Leipsic and Vienna, 1898), the first instance of a
Clerman Slavic Jew translating Slavonic jioetiy into
Hebrew. Czatzkes also contributed sixtei-n prov-

erbs to the above cited volume of the "Rikkun' iia'Ittim," and was the author of a song of praise,

Czernowitz

which appeared in the first edition of
sohn's "Te'udah be-Yisrael."

I.

B. LewinP.

n. R.

Wi.

CZECHOWIC, MARTIN:

Polish Unitarian
priest; born at Zbaszyuie about 1530; died 1613.
Czechowic lived at a time when religious restlessNumerous religious
ness was prevalent in Poland.
sects arose, varj'ing from the old Catholicism and
the new Reformation to sects which rejected the
Trinity and denied the divinity of Jesus." The
members of the sect which professed disbelief in the
Trinity were called Unitarians, and the most radical

among them were called b}' their opponents "Half
Jews." The religious dissension and constant disputes which arose in consequence led to a number
Jews taking part in these disputations.
Martin Czechowic frequently changed his religious views.
He was a Roman Catholic priest in
Kurnik until 1555, when he became a member of the
Bohemian Brotherhood in Wilna, and, in 1575, wrote
in denunciation of the baptism of infants (Lublin,
1575).
He also wrote a book endeavoring to show
that the objections of the Jews to Jesus as Messiah
were imfounded. It was published under the title

of

"

"Rozmowy

Chrzescijanskie o Tajemuicach Wiaru
In reply to this. Rabbi Jacob Nahman of Belzyc wrote a defense entitled "Odpis
Jacoba Zyda z Belzyc na Dialogi Marcina Czechowiza " (Lublin, 1581). The arguments of Jacob Nahman were able and logical, and called forth a reply
from Czechowic, entitled "Vindiciine Duorum Dialogorum Contra Jacobum Judteum de Belzyce."

(Rakow,

1575).

Bibliography: Gratz, Gc.sc/i.
tfiechna, iv., Warsaw, 1899.

ix.

456; Encyeliypedja

Pow-

J. G. L.

H. R.

CZENSTOCHOW.
CZERNIGOV.

See CHENSTOcnov.

See Chernigov.

CZERNOWITZ Capital of the province of Bukowina, Aust ria, situated near the banks of the Pruth,
about 150 miles from Lemberg. Jews were living
:

here and in a few other places in Bukowina when the
Austrians took ])()ssession of the country in 1775.
They were mostly of Polish and Ruinaiiian origin,
and had jirobably settled there in the fifteenth century, when it formeda part of Moldavia. During the
oeciii)alion of Bukowina by Ru.ssia (1769-74) some
White Russian Jews found their way thither. Czer-

nowitz was ti'rmed "village" in the ofllcial documents of 1775, and in 18H) it h;i<l a total jxipulation of
Its development began only in the
4.510 i)erson.s.
thirties, from which time the history of the Jewish
community may be .'^aid to dale. Toward the middle of the nineteenth century the coiiuininily was
divided into two hostile camps: theOrtlindox Jew.s,
who deteslcd all innovation; and the advocates of
'J'lie two jiarlies avoided intercourse with
reform.
each other, and lienlTairsof the community stilTered
A kind of
consideralily from this state of things.
truce founded on niutuiil toleration was brought
about by Chief Habbi L. E. Igel, who held the ofhcc
from 1854. He emitloyed all his efforts to maintain
During the forty years
pence in the conunnnity.
of his rabbinate many usefid institutions were
Religious schools were opened under the
founded.
sujiervision of Dr. Heinrich Atlas and Mandcl TitI

Czestionev

THE

who

tinger.

deputy

for

tweuly
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five vonrs held the olllce of

C/.ernuwitz.
In ISTO the
Alliatue Ismelite of Viemm established til (."/.eniowitz 21 center for the erownlaiid of Hukowiiui.
The eommuiiil y [utssesses a yearly iiieome i>f 20.000
tlorius tor eharitaljle purposes, in aiUliiion to casual
douatioiis.
In ISU") L. E. Ijjel was succeeded in the
chief nibbinate by Joseph Hosenfild. assisted by
luirijomtvster of

The
the nibbis Henjaniin Weiss aiul Herl Hremer.
possesses many synagogues, one of
which is Sephardic. From ISIUt to about. IbCO a
Hebrew printing-ollice existed at C'/.ernowitz; but

community

owing

to the i.M)verty of the plant

wjui never very active.

The

and management,

it

population in 1900
22,000 were Jews.

total

of which about
the numerous societies and charitable institutions the most noteworthy are: the Jewish
Hospital, the hebm kaddisha, the jQdischer FraueuVerein. the Ivrankenunterstiltzungsvcrein, and the
Talmud Tonih. Czernowitz was at one time the
home of a fan)OUS printing-press. See Galicia.

was

07,G'2'2,

Among
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CZESTIONEV

Bu.

Village in the government of
"Warsaw, Russian Poland. It is the seat of a Jewish agricultural college, which was completed in
1901. accommodation being provided for sixty .students.
The college lands comprise 1,630 acres, 1,090
of which are arable, the remainder consisting of
The live and dead stock is
forest and meadows.
(1901) valued at 2,574 rubles and 10,350 rubles respectively; and the receipts from the farming operations for 1901 were entirely satisfactory.
The students receive elementary instruction of a
thoroughly practical nature in agriculture, horticulture, market-gardening, and dairying; and they also
learn to work in wood and iron and to repair the
Candidates for admission to the
agricultural plant.
college must know Russian, and have completed
their thirteenth year.
preparatory school has
been established for pupils who are not sufficiently
advanced to enter the college.
The college has
opened up a new field for many of the Jewish youth
of Poland.
Bibliography Rapport de VAdminUtratton Central au
Coiweil d' Administration powr I'Annee 1901 (Jewish Colo:

A

:

nlzallon AssoclaUon). pp. 96-100, Paris, 1902.
H. K.

CZYNSKI, JAN (JEAN)

A. P.

Polish lawyer, author, and journalist; born June 20, 1801; died in
London, England, Jan. 31, 1867. The son of Jew:
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who had embracetl Roman Catholicism
before his birth, Czynski was throughout his entire
life one of the most zealous dt'l'enders of the Jews.
After completing his studies he practised law in
Lublin, and bccaniean active participant in tin; wars
of tiu' Polisii Revolution of 1.S30, serving as ciiicf of
stair under General Szczeptycki, the commandiuit of
The animosity exhibited
the palatinate of Lublin.
toward the Jews during the ri'volution was niosL
ish parents

bitter,

and Czynski was unsparing

prove that

was undeserved.

in his eilorts to

On one

occasion,
the Lublin populace had accused them of
evading military service, and threatened to attack
them as traitors and spies, Czynski appeased the
mob, and called a meeting of the leading inhabitants
in the synagogue, where he stoutly defended his
Hebrew compatriots.
On the failure of the revolution, he settled, in
1832, in Paris, where he lived for many jears, and
cooperated on the Polish National Conunittee with
it

when

Adam

Czartoryski and Lafayette, ultimately
London. In 1851 he issued a circular
to his compatriots, suggesting the formation of a
society to consist of all Polish Jews in England and
Prince

removing

to

France.

Czynski was a versatile and prolific writer, mainly
on historical subjects. He wrote a series of historical novels, and, under the pseudonym of "Ernesta
Rollin," some plays, which were produced on the
French stage. Of principal interest to Judaism
were: "Le Reveil d 'Israel," Paris, 1847; "LeFils
de la Juive," ib. 1848; and "Israel en Pologne," ib.
1861.
Czynski was associated with several journals, including "La Pologne," of which he was for
some time editor-in-chief.
In all his works and newspaper articles he never
failed to seize an opportunity to espouse the cause
of the Jews of Poland; and the grateful esteem
with which his efforts were regarded is best evidenced by the obituary notices contributed to the
"Archives Israelites " (xxviii. 167) by LeonHollaenderskiand Isidore Cahen. The former pays a glowing tribute to Czynski, of which the following is a
translation " The name of Jean Czynski is inscribed
w ith gratitude in the annals of Judaism side by side
with the immortal names of Czacki, Synowiecki,
Castellan Ostrowski, and other illustrious friends of
humanity and of the Jews of Poland."
:

Bibliography: S. OrRelhrand, Encuklopedja Pnwfaechna,
Iv. 179, Warsaw, 189i»
Lt^m HoUaenderskl, Les Israelites de
Pologne, passim (Preface by Czynski), Paris, 1846 Arch. Isr.
;

;

as above.

H. R,

A. P.
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Czestionev
Bagresh

D
[D'j DA, DE: In the alphabetical arrangement
of names the above prefixes have been disregarded
consequently D'Aguilar will be found as Aguilar,
;

D'

Da

;

Costa

as Costa,

Da

;

etc.]

DABBASHETH A town on the border-line of
Zebulun (Josh. xix. 11). It has been identified by
Conder with Dabsheh, the ruins of which are near
:

the hills east of Acco.
Baiddpn^a.

The Septuagint reading

E. o. n.

is

G. B. L.

DABERATH A town on the eastern
:

boundary

of Zebulun (Josh. xix. 12), but belonging to the domain of Issachar, and assigned to the Levites (Josh.
xxi. 28; I Chron. vi. 58).
It is the modern Deburich, an important strategic position at tlie foot of
Mount Tabor and overlooking the entrance into the
great plain of Esdraclon.
It was here, perhaps,
that Barak mustered his troops (G. A. Smith, " Hist.

Geog. of the Holy Land,"
("

son was
plain.
in the

From Josephus

p. 394).

known

that a Jewish garriplaced here for the purpose of watching the
The name occurs in a slightly altered form

B. J."

ii.

21, § 3) it is

Talmud (Xeubauer, "G. T."

p. 265).

Moore

conjectures that Deborah was a native of this place
(see Buhl, " Geographic des AltenPalastina," p. 216).
E. (J. H.
G. B. L.

DACOSTA, ISAAC-FRANCIS:
coniiKi-cr;

Ijorn

at

there Nov. 29, 1864.

Musician and
Bordeaux Jan. 17, 1778; died
He was a pupil of the Musical

Conservatory in 1798. Later, while first cornet at
the opera in Paris, he was vice-leader of the Musique
des Gardes d\i Corps, under Louis XVIII. He wrote
several romances

posed for him,

and concertos.

Meyerbeer com-

in 1836, the clarinet solo in the fifth

"The Huguenots." He is believed to have
been the son of the musician Samuel-Franco Da-

act of
costa,

who was

tribunal at

Bini,ifK)RAPiiY
ItU

;

arraigned before the revolutionary

Bordeaux
:

in 1794.

Edouanl

Fi^rt-U

StalMique de

la Giromle, 111.
II. 343-101.

Aurel VIvIe, Hint. lU la Tcrreur a Bordeaux,

C. IJE B.

O.

DAGESH:

The

diacritical

point placed in the

center of the htters of tiw; Hebrew alpliHl)et to indicate either their inleiisilied (doublcfi) pronunciation,
or, in tiie

case of the letters nDD133(b, g, d, k, p,

t),

hard (unaHpiraterl) protiunciation. The root
"daga.sh" means in Syiiac "to prick" (compare
Targ. to Prov. xii. 18); but tlie context in wjiich the
term "dagesh" first occurs militates against deriving
it from this signilication of the root.
TIk- use of
"dagesir'as the name of the point indicating the
intensified pronunciation is only a secondary one,
tlieir

for in the f)]d Masontif! texts and in the Mahzor
Vitry (cd Horowitz, p. 228), "dagesli" indicates the
intensified prf)nunciation itm-lf, in contrast to "rafe,"
tlie weak pronunciation.
The root "dagash " occurs
ordy once in the traditional literature, in a reference
to the letter T (d) of the word nriN ("chad." Deut.
vi. 4), and that, too, in a sentence of the Palestinian

I

.

Talmud which is known only from a later quotation
(TurOrah Hayyim, Ixi.). Areference to the dagesh,
though without the use of the specific term, is to be
found in the Pesikta Rabbati and in " Sefer Yezirah."

From

the ^lasorah the

word passed

into the ter-

minology of the grammarians in its earlier sense, as,
for instance, in Ben Asher and Saadia Gaon.
The
latter called one part of his grammatical work " The
Book of Dagesh and Rafe"; preserving, as did the
Karaite lexicographer David b. Abraham, even in
the Arabic text the Hebrew-Aramaic terms.
Saadia
uses Arabic noun and verb forms derived from the
word. Hayyuj uses in their stead the corresponding Arabic terms "shadid," "mushaddad," "khafif,"
" mukhaflaf "
and he was followed in this by others
writing in Arabic. From the time of Abraham ibn
Ezra, however, philologists writing in Hebrew reestablished the use of the word " dagesh, " from
which various nominal and verbal forms were derived
and added to the terminology of Hebrew grammar.
There is no trace among the early writers of a
classification of the various uses to which the dagesh
;

was put, such as became customary later, though
the relation in which the six letters nQ3ni3 stood to
the dagesh was of course emphasized
the letter "),
because of its double pronunciation by the Palestinians, was added to the six in " Sefer Ye?irah " and
in Ben Asher. The term " dagesh kal" (}ight dagesh),
to denote the hard unaspirated pronunciation of the
letters riQ3ni3, occurs perhaps first in David Kimhi's
"Miklol" (ed. Venice, 1545, p. 49a). The rules for
the "dagesh hazalt " (strong dagesh, that denoting
a doubling of the letter) were first formulated by
Elijah Levita ("PereK Shirah," 54a et seq.), who
enumerates eight cases in which it occurs. Later
grammarians have superseded this division by a more
extended one (see KOnig, " Lehrgebttude der Hebr.
Sprache," i. 52 et seq.).
Graetz lias shown that the use of the dagesh is anterior to the use of the vowel-points, for which it
was, in a measure, a substitute.
It distinguished
the absolute from the construct state, the quiescent
sliewa from the mobile, and at times stood in place
of the"n)atrcs lectionis. " The regular u.se of the
dagesii and its representation by means of a point
seem to be a peculiarity of the Tiberian vowelsystem.
In the so-called superlinear, or Babylonian,
system, the point was originally not used at all, nor
was dagesii indicated in all cases which required it.
In Berlin MS. Or. quart. 6H0, which, according to
Kahle, originally contained the true Babylonian
punctuation, the dagesii has the form ^.
It ia
used with the six letters nDDnJ3. in such cases as re(|uire regularly the dagesii forte, but generally only
where a mistake might be made; also in the letter
and with
resli, inalef when that letter is consonantal
lamed, especially in enclitic words. The dagesh is
found four timen with the alef in the Masoretic system (Stade. " Der Masoreti.sche Text," ^ 42b) and often in the Karisruhe MS. (see '^Proc. Fifth Or. Con;

;
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Tlio diisjosh is also usrd witli the
i;{t)).
i.
preposition nS- mi'l is often retained ut tlie end of ii
word, a practise not aiiopted by tlie Tiberiuu system.
lu the peculiar fn»irn»ents of shortened Hebrewpublished by M. Kriedlilnder (" Proe. St)e. Biblieid
Areheoloi;y," ISlHi). the siyn for both dagesii forte

gross." H.

and dapesh lene
•^

.

is

while rafe is expressed by
eonsonantiil is also provided

<L,

when

Tlie alef

This system is also employed in
the Ma^izor fniirment published by Levias ("Am.
In eertain genizah
Jour. Semit. I.}»nir." xv. l.")7).
fragments at Cambridge and in others in the possession of Elkan Adler. the dagesh is indicated by a
line placed over the preceding vowel; though at
times a iu)int is used for dagesh lene. In the St.
Petersburg codex of the Prophets, also, dagesh forte
is represented by a line over the preceding vowel;
dagesh lene, by a ]M)int in the letter as in the TibeThe point, however, is used occasionrian system.
In all these cases the use of
ally for both dageshes.
the point seems to be an intrusion from the Pales-

with the dai;esh.

The

tinian system.

irregularity in the use of the

dagesh may also be seen in MS. Berlin Or. quart.
578. from which Praetorius has published the Targum of Joshua (1901).
BiBi IO^,R.^PHY

:

Baoher. Dif Anftlugc der Hcbr.

Grammatik,

Leli^lc. 1S1«: G. Marfrolloiith, In Pmc. Soc. Biblical ArcJiel'*^. PP- l~t' ft "•'W-; M. Friedlander, in ib. 1896, pp. SO
et <«•<;.; I.,«'vias. The PalfMiuian Vocalizatioii, In
Jour.
Semit. LiiUQ. xv. 15~ et Kcq. (see also xiv. 129); Harris, In
Jew. Q>tart. Rev. 1. 233; Kahle, Reilrdgc zur Gesch. der
Hehriiixchen I^iuktuatinu. in Stade's Zeitschrift, 1901, pp.
273 ff )«•<;.: Idem, Der Ma.'<oretitichc Text den Alien TestOrments, pp. 6. 11, 34.
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DAGGATUN:

Nomad

tribe of

Jewish origin

living in tiie neighborhood of Tementit, in the oasis
of Tuat in the Moroccan Sahara.
An account of the

Daggatun was

given by R. Mordecai Abi Sarur
of Akka (Morocco), who in 1857 journeyed through
the Sahara to Timbuctu, and whose account of his
travels was published in the "Bulletin de la Societe
de Geographic" (Dec, 1895; see "Bulletin All. Isr."
" I^ Grand Encyclopedie," xxiii. 254;
ii, 42, 1880;
Meakin, " I^and of the Moors," p. 17). According to
R. Mordecai. the Daggatun live in tents and resemble the Berber Tuaregs, among whom they live, in
language, religion, and general customs. They are
fairer in complexion than the generality of African
Jews, and are still conscious of their origin. They
are subject to the Tuaregs, who do not intermarry
with them. R. .Mordecai is authority for the statement that their settlement in the Sahara dates from
the end of the seventh century, when 'Abd al-Malik
avended the throne and ])ushed his conquests as far
At Tementit he tried to convert the
as Morocco.
inhabitants to Islam: and as the Jews offered great
resistance he exiled them to the desert of Ajaj, as
he did also the Tuaregs, who had only partially ac
cepted Islam. Cut off from any connection with
their brethren, these Jews in the Sahara gradually
lost their Jewish practi.ses and became nominally
first

These .statements of R. Mordecai evidently

upon some foundation.

V.J. Horowitz. ("Morokko,"

many
Jews by

also speaks of

who

are

thrown

olT

The

rest

.\rabs driven to Ajaj

are to be identified with the Mechagra mentioned by
Erwin de Bary("Ghat et h-s Tuareg dcTAin," p.
181), among whom a few Jews are .said still to dwell.

p.

58.

Leipsic, 1887)

free tribes in the desert regions

race, but who have gradually
Jewish customs and have apparently ac-

Among

cepted Islam.

these tribes, he says, are the

Daggatun, numbering several thousands and scattered over several oases in the Sahara, even as far as
the River Dialivaor Niger.
He says, also, that they
are ver}' warlike and in constant conflict with the
Tuaregs. According to Horowitz, the Mechagra
mentioned above are also to be reckoned as one of
these Jewish tribes.

There seems to be little doubt that Jewish blood
has largely been mixed with that of the Berbers
living in the Moroccan and Algerian Sahara.
In
fact, the Berbers are said to have been
Jews
at one time Jews ("Jew. C^uart. Rev."
Among' iv. 375); according to another tradi-.
Berbers.
lion they are descended from the Philistines driven out of Canaan (Basset,
" Nedromah," p. 13).
There is a tradition that Moses
was buried in Tlem^en, and the presence of a large
number of Jews in that part of Africa is attested,
not only by the many sacred places and shrines bear
ing Biblical names which are holy to the Mohammedans as well as to the Jews, but also by the presence
there of a laige number of Jewish sagas, which
Basset has collected in the work cited above.
L.
Ruin(" Origines Berbers," p. 406) says: " Certain Berber tribes were for a long time of the Jewish religion, especially in Am6s; and to-day, even, we see
among the Hanensha of Sukahras (Algeria) a semi-

nomad

tribe of Israelites devoted entirely to agriculture ".(see "Rev. Arch, de Constantine," 1867, p.
In addition, it may be noticed that Jews are
102).

found in the Berber " ksurs " all along southern
Morocco and in the adjacent Sahara. Thus, at Outat
near Tafilet there is a mellah with about 500 Jews
(Horowitz, I.e. p. 202); and at Figuig, a mellah with
100 Jews (ib. p. 204).
Going farther south from
Tafilet to Tuat, there is a large coinmunity of Jews
in the oasis of Alhamada; and at Tementit, a two
weeks' journey from Tafilet, the 6,000 or 8,000 inhabitants are said to be descendants of Jews conto be

verted to Islam {ib. p. 205). Even mi'.ch farther to
the west, in the province of Sus, there is Ogulmin
with 3,000 inhabitants, of whom 100 are said to be
Jews. Detailed information in regard to the Daggatun (whose name may perhaps be derived from
the Arabic "tughatun"
infidels) is still wanting.
Rohlf ("Reise Durch Marokko," p. 144) found no
professing Jews in the whole oasis of Tuat; those
who lived there in former times having all been
either converted or exterminated by the Mohammedans.
He notes, however, that their descendants have
preserved the JeWish characteristic aptitude for

=

trade.

Bibliography: I. Loeb, Lex Daimaioxinit, Paris,
Morals, The Daagatimn, Philadelphia, 1882.

1880: H. 8.
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DAGGER

Mohammedans.
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:

A

short, edged,

and pointed weapon

for stabbing.
It is given in the Ehud episode
(Judges iii. i6, 21, 22) as the English equivalent for
"hereb," which elsewhere is rendered "sword."
See Weapons.
E. G. H.

G. B. L.

DAGHESTAN

Russian province, situated on
the eastein slopes of tlie Caucasus, and bounded by
Circassia, Georgia, and the Caspian Sea.
In Turkish tJie name means "mountainous coimtiy."
According to the last census, that of 1897, the
Jewisli inliabitants numbered 12.000, or 1.85 per cent
The distribution of Jews
of the total population.
in the various districts of Daghestan was as follows
(1894): Avar, 11; Audi, 2; Gunid, 3; Dargi, 4;
Kazikumukh. 3; Kaltago-Tabassaran, 2,853; Kyu:

2,762; Temir-Khan-Shiira: city, 1,950, and
village of Sultan- Yaugi-Yurt, 95; Derbent, 2,490;

rin,

Petrovsk, 915; total, 11,088.
Some other Caucasian tribes of Daghestan are
supposed to be descendants of Jewish colonists who
in the centuries before the common era migrated to
Daghestan in great numbers (Erckert, "Der Kaukasus," p. 360). Among these may be mentioned
the Andies, numbering 26,000, and the Kyurines,

numbering 150,000.
The Jews of Daghestan greatly resemble the other
warlike inhabitants of this mountainous region and
;

they have accjuired the virtues as
Manners well as the faults of the latter. They
and
differ from their Christian and MoCustoms, liammedau neighbors in speech, using
the Tat language, which is a combination of Persian and Hebrew. Their writing is a mixture of square characters and Rashi.
They wear
the Circassian dress, and always go heavily armed,
even sleeping without having removed their weapons.
Their houses, like those of the other inhabitants, are ill built and dirty, and on the walls one
finds, together with brightly shining arms, smoked
fish or mutton hung up to dry.
The main occupation of the Daghestan Jews is agriculture; but little
of the land is owned by them, it being usually
rented of their Mohammedan neighbors, to whom
they ))ay their rent in produce, \isually tobacco.
Tlicy raise in addition vegetables and grapes; and
some of them are engaged in the tanning of hides;
wliile a fiw are small traders.
The ra!)bis and prominent Jews of Dagiiestan in
the nineteenth century were:
Rablils: Stialimi
Jiili

tx-n

Ephruiin

MIzrahl, Tcrnir-Ktiiin-Slnira
KllIxtImtii
Saiullii Ix-ii Kzra, 'I'arliii

twii Mcli-1<

Mlzralil.

MIhIihII

tx-n Harilnati

;

;

:

Nls.sltii In-ri Sliarl)il,

Isaac MIzr.ilil. ihlcf rablil of I)a>fh<-slaii
Mi/nilii. faOi'T <if .JucdIi, l)(>rl«'tit.
(ttlKT iiniinlncnl incri
lo-ri .HhulilM'ttial
tx-ti lUititia
h>'ii .Idiiali

I'lTez

Dag-gatun
Da^obert
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;

:

;

:

OHlvaliii

)M-ti

lii-n .Jariili

Klljali

.loHhiia Ix-n llaiiiikkali

;

:

;

:

.tarol)

(IHfUii, licrlxTil

;

David
t'c^tali

Monli'kal lii'ii
Mordi-kai
/addlk

ISalia Ih'Ii Ma<'lilr

;

ln-n

Isaac

.l(isi-|ili

;

Ihti ,liT<-iiiiah

llanltiali ticn

;

;

Koshi

K|iliniliii Ix-n

Aanin

ben NMsslm-all of Tcinlr-Khan-Sliiirft
prfsldenl nf Ji-uImIi

;

Attratiaiii tx-ii Kiiocli, cllcd IWSI

:

IJisra lien .Maclilr

Maiiiikkali

IXTlirnl

;

ciiiiiiniitilly (IMIKI), UitIm^iiI.

Women.

up for a whole week. It is customary to
break a silver coin over the open grave, and to scatter the fragments in different directions, presumablj'

are kept

away evil spirits.
The Daghestan Jews are very ignorant and superstitious, and are made the more so by their life and
to drive

surroundings. Their ral)bis are illiterate, although
they speak Hebrew rather fluently. The Mohammedans often attack and rob the homes of the Jews,
destroy their burial-places, and molest their graves.
The Jews, being compelled to rent the land of them,
are completely at their mercy, and are obliged to
pay very heavy taxes, which at times are almost
unbearable.
In some places the Jews are reduced to
great poverty; they live in dugouts, are constantly
abused and exploited, possess scarcely any property,
and have not even the means to pay for the religious
instruction of their children.
The Mohammedan
landowners require every able bodied man and
woman to work for them a certain number of days
in each year, either in the

fields, or tending cattle,
threshing, repairing their houses, etc.
In one village the inhabitants give to the landlords at least
one hundred days each in the course of a year, and
are obliged besides to furni.sh a certain number of
eggs and chickens, as well as charcoal, sand, wood,
.salt, and shoes.
They must also make many cash
payments for various purposes.
There is a tradition among the Jews of Daghestan
that they are the descendants of the Lost Ten Tribes;

but the history of their wanderings is now forgotwritten documents which they once possessed having in the course of time been either lost
or destroyed.
The mountain Jews dwell in "auls" (villages),
scattered among those of non .lewish tribes; at times
in ,se|)arate coniinunities, and at other times in mixed
ten, the

The greater i)art of them live in the districts
Khan Shura, Kailago -Tabassaran, and

ones.

of

Teinir

jierformcil

Kyuiin. and the remainiler
(1902) five

synagogues

in

by the

women The latter, like all Eastern
w(»men. Icail a rigorf)us life.
They
have their separate rooms, are not allowed to .sit at
the same table wilii lie men. and on the vr-ry rareoc
casitms when they show themselvcH to strangers they
keep their faces rovere«l. As in Iliblieal times, they
maybe seen every evenint; on liiiir way to the wr-ll,
rich and poor alike barefooted and carrying eurlheu-

There are
besides nu-

the cities.

in the |)rovince,

merous houses of prayer, and twenty

of Dagliesttm are noted for their Jiospitality; and they still n-tain the old Hebrew custom of washing the feet of strangers who visit them,

duty being

jars upon their heads.
The gathering by the
well seems to be a recreation for the women, who
exchange news there and linger to gossip with their
neighbors.
Another occupation which the women
appear to enjoy is the noisj' lamentation for some
departed friend. Gathered on the flat roof, they sit
in a circle, and, swaying their bodies, begin a mournful song.
Gradually they all wail louder and
louder, tearing their hair and biting their fingers
until they find themselves compelled to stop from
sheer exhaustion.
When a funeral occurs the entire community takes part in the lamentations, which

:

Itcnjarnin bt?n Ihwacliar,

The Jews

this

ware

six

an aggregate of 520 pupils.

.schools with

CASIIS; ('UA/.AItS;

Hebrew
See

('ai'-

DkKHKNT.

(immv, Sffrr ll(l^t<1XKl^'llt. SI. ri'l«T>ilmr(r.
Kiii'liinxliir (»'i>;(i)/-l>i'ri(. Muscow, ISSS
I'lilrrnitilrl ;»> Knvluizii. TIMI.n, ISSS ; UmUU'
and Ki'iil(f, /»<) yiiiiKiiss (/cm I iiniln stun, (iollia, ISit.'i;
llatiii. .111.1 iliiii Kniihiisus. p. ITlt. I.^•lp^^l<•, 1H1»2; Kozillwkl,

KMil.UMiUAl'H V
|HS4

;

:

AuMu\ii\\

Vi'Idrnliaiiiii.

l'(iin]inlmi]ia
II

KnUliha

iJiHiiHttinnhoi OlilaMI iia

J.

i(

JK:)f>.

(}.

L
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DAGOBERT:

King of Fiance

In
order to emulate the religious zeal of Heraclius and
Sisehiit. the rulers f)f the ^?y/antine aii<l WestOothic empires, who were perseculing the Jews,
(602-0:58).

Dag'on
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Dftlltis

Dagobort decri'cd, about 629, tluit tlui Jews wlio
were not converted to CtJristiiinity by a certain date
shouKl i-ither leave bis dominions or bo put to dcatli.

"Many cliansreil their faith at that time, while large
numb«'rs were slain by the sword." sjiys the Jewish
This measure
historian ("'Emek ha-nakab," p. 8).
could hanily have been instigated by lleraelius,
aince it was unlikely that Dagobert was in communication with liim; it was rather, as Cassel rightly
assertii, a local jurseeution, directed against certain
individuals: and it was not even carried out rigorously, lor at the Council of Rheims, held a year
later, tJie canonical decrees issued previously, referring to the tnitlic in Cliristian slaves, attendance at
Jewish feasts, and the tilling of public olBcos, were
renewed.
Bibliography:

Encuc.

Fkujohcrti, i. 586; Ersch and Grut)er,
part 47, p. 63; Gratz, Gcsch. v. 65 et seq.

(J«^s^^

sei'tlon

li.,

M. K.

G.

DAGON

(Hebrew,

\\:'^):

Philistine god, referred

Judges xvi. 23; I Sara. t. 2-5; and I Mace. x.
but not in Isa. xlvi. 1, where Aayuv, in
"Cod. Alex.," is a mistjike forNa^d; nor in I Chron.
X. 10, where pjT n'3 is a corruption of |jj> rT'lCI Sam.
xxxi. 10).
The extent of the worship of Dagon is
also indicated by the name "Beth-dagon," designating (Josh. XV. 41) one of the towns of the Shefela,
and another on the boundary of the territory of
Asher (ib. xix. 27). The inscription of the Phenician king Eshmunazar also mentions "towns of
Dagon " (line 19). The significance of this god can
be gathered with sufficient certainty from his name
and from the plastic representations of him: for pjT
is most probably a derivative of JT (" fish "), just as
pTV (Sidon) is derived from T^; ("booty") and
pt^k^ (Samson) from troti' (" sun ") and it is probable that "Odakon " (iiddKuv), by which the Chaldean
to in

83,

xi. 4;

;
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one another. Indeed, it is quite possible, as some
scholars have suggested, that the ligures of Dagon
found on Babylonian gems, on an Assyrian cylinder,
on a piece of sculpture from Khorsabad, on a similar piece from Nimrud, and on a Babylonian cylinder (compare the reproductions of these
figures, especially in
H.

Clay

"Jonah
1892,

in

p.

Trumbull's
Nineveh,"
19), combi-

ning in different ways
the body of a man and
of a fish, are simply
different
representations of the god Dakan-Dagan (see Friedrich
Delitzsch
in
Calwer,
"Bibellexikon," s.v. "Dagon";

Layard's
1849,

"Nineveh,"
4Q6 et seq.).

ii.

Neither

is

dicted by

Sam.

in I

contra-

it

what
v.

is

said

4 about

the figure- of the god
Dagon, for the Assy ro - Baby Ion ian i ra -

ages

also

show

the

head and hands of the
god. In this case, Dagon personifies the idea
that the ocean, with
its wealth of fish, was
Assyrian Representation of Dagon.
worshiped as the chief
(I>oni Layard's " NIoeTeh.")
source not only of human nourishment, but also of human culture (compare Berosus' interesting amplifications of this idea in

Trumbull, I.e. pp. 8-11). The same god would naturally be worshiped both near the Persian Gulf and
on the Mediterranean Sea. The El-Amarna tablets
indicate an intercourse at an early period between
the regions along the Euphrates and Tigris, and
those of western Asia and Egypt.
As regards the worship of Dagon, very little is
known. Details of the construction of his "house,"
mentioned in Judges xvi. 26 et seq. and in I Sam. v.
1 et seq. are likewise uncertain and the only feature
of the ritual to which reference is made (I Sam. v.
4 et seq. compare Zeph. i. 9) is the fear of touching the threshold of his temple. Dagon 's temple
at Ashdod was burned by the Maccabee Jonathan
(Josephus, "Ant." xiii. 4, § 5).
See Threshold,
Sacredness of the.
E. c.
E. K.
,

;

;

Representation of Dagon.
(From a

ba*-rell<f In Iba Loovre.)

Berosus designates a personification of Cannes, who
supposed to rise out of the Persian Gulf, is identical with "Dakon," probably changed into "Odakon" through the similarity in sound to "Cannes."
It is, furthermore, by no means certain, notwithstanding G. F. Moore in "Encyc. Bibl." i. 985, that
Dagon, the Odakon just mentioned, and the Assyrian god Dakan-Dagan stood in no relation with
is

DAINOW, ZEBI HIRSCH
(known

B.

ZE^B "WOLF

the Slutzker Maggid) :
Russian
preacher; born at Slutzk, government of Minsk, in
1832 died in Loudon March 6, 1877. He possessed
oratorical ability of a high order, and inspired the
progressive element of the Russian Jewry through
his exhortations in behalf of secular knowledge and
his glorification of industry, patriotism, and progress.
In him the modern Russo-Jewish "haskalah" (progressive movement) found its orator; and its great
exponents, like Gordon, Smolenskin, and their
;

as

—

friends and followers who up to that time liad received from the pulpit nothing but condemnation
and censure recognized in Dainow a powerful ally,

—

encouraged him in every possible way.
rather than allayed, the fear of
the conservative classes that he was not in accord
with them on some religious questions and by discarding the traditional dress and manners of the
" maggid " he aroused suspicion and also opposition
in certain quarters. The support and encouragement that he received from the government officials

and at

first

But he aggravated,

;

augmented the

hostility,

and this

fact misled

Dainow

to believe that he was persecuted by fanatics and
had to suffer for the sake of tiie principles which he

Judah Loeb
"wished to enforce on his audiences.
Gordon, who understood the Russian Jews and

much better than Dainow did, made
light of these imaginary persecutions, and warned
Dainow against the evils that would result from a
their needs

complaint to the authorities against his opponents.

The
and

violent attack on his antagonists in general,
particularly on the Jews of Byelostok and on

—

A. B. Gottlober which Dainow published in " HaShahar," v. 329-347 gives a good idea of the conThe reply to that attack {ib.
dition of his mind.
pp. 601-605) contains a good description of Dainow

—

and

his

methods

at that time.

In 1874 he left Russia forever, and settled in London, where he became preacher in a congregation of
Russian and Polish Jews, and also lecturer on Haggadah at the En Jacob synagogue. Even in his letters from London he complained continuously of opposition and persecution, giving vent to grievances
that were as imaginary as those he had suffered in
All contemporary
his native land, if not more so.
accounts agree that he was highly respected and
well treated in London, where his oratorical powers
were recognized even by the English rabbis. His
premature death in March, 1877, was universally
regretted; and liis funeral was probably the most
imposing that a Russian Jew had ever bad in the
British capital.

Besides the article mentioned, there is only one
publication bearing Dainow's name. It is a pamphlet named " Kebod hu-Melek " (Glory of the King,
Odessa, 1869), and contains a sermon, delivered by
Dainow in Odessa, eulogizing Czar Alexander II.
It appeared also in a Russian translation.
Bim.iofiRAPHV
UH, lOI.
11, 13;

iri7,

:

Noa. flO, 62, 77, 70, 97,
.1.
I,. GoniDti, ff/f/rrof,
Warsiiw. IH'M: lln-Mmmid, v. 3), Nos. 8.
Cltroniclc, Mureli S>, 11:177.

1(W. Ill,

JcwUh

P. Wr.
K
DALBERG, KARL THEODOR, BARON
VON: ,\ri;hl;isiiii|) ot Muycuce and .sub.si(|uciitiy
n.

Grand Duke of Frankfort-on-tlie-Maiu born PY-b.
difd Feb. 10, 1817.
He was one of the
8, 1744;
noblest German princfs and statesmen, and took a
IIo
friendly and liberal attitude toward the Jews.
;

always

favf)rf'd

their cftuiplclf! cniancipjitioti

was long prevented from

realizing

it

in

liLs

;

l)ut

own

dominion, through the Frankfort patricians and,
After tiic
especially, the Rhfuish ConffdcnUi'in.
dissolution of the latter when Frankfort creatttd a
constitution of its own on the principle of equality
Dalberg enacted (Dec. 28, 1811) a spcrifd law
decreeing that all Jews living in Frankfort, to-

—

—

Da^on
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Dallas

gether with their descendants, should enjoy civil
rights and privileges equally with other citizens.
For this the Jews paid him 440,000 florins, in
consideration of which the annual protection tax of
22,000 florins was abolished. Thus Dalberg transmuted the Frankfort Jews from tolerated into full
citizens.

Bibliography:

Griitz,

Rcal-Encfiklopildie,

sur Us

lleu-Marcohnay,
1879,

ii.

Gesch. derJuden, xi. 255,313; Herzog,
s.v.; Greproire, Observation NouveUe

German in Sulamith, 1808 BeauKarl row Dalberg und Seine Zeit, Weimar,

Jiiifs^ transl. into

128 et

ifeq.,

;

202-207.
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DALE, ALAN.

DALET
bet.

(t)

:

See Cohen,

Fourth

Alfred

letter of the

War.
J.

Hebrew alpha-

The name is evidently connected with

" delet,"

meaning "door," and was borrowed from the shape
of the letter in the Phenician (ancient Hebrew) script
It corresponds to the " delta
Ai-piiabet).
(Aramaic pronunciation of "dalet") of the Greek

(see

alphabet, in which the original form of the letter
has been very clearly preserved. In the classification of letters (consonants), as it is found for the
first time in " Sefer Yczirah " (iv. 3), the dalet is in-

cluded in the group rui'Dl (d, t, 1, n, t), which are
formed at the upper edge of the tongue. The grammarians, who classify the letters according to the
organs of speech by which they are formed, designate this group as Unguals (see Abu al-Walid,
"Luma'," ii. Abraham fbn Ezra, "Zahot," lib).
According to modern phonetic terminology, dalet
("d")is the sonant dental, corresponding to wliich
n ("t") is the mute, and t3 ("t") the emphatic explosive dental (KOnig, " Lehrgebaude der HebraAccording to the Masorah,
ischen Sprache," i. 34).
dalet belongs to the letters (nS31J2) which have a
double pronunciation: softened or aspirated, and
The
hard or uuaspirated (see Daoesh; Rake).
aspirated dalet (1) was most probably pronounced
like the Neo-Greek 6 or the soft English " th " (in
" the ").
In the grammatical division of the letters
which has been adopted generally by Hebrew philology since Saadia, dalet is included in the eleven
which occur only as root sounds and never as funcOnly Dunash b. Labraf included the
tional sounds.
;

T as well as the tain the group of functional sounds,
because in forming the "hitpa'el" of certain roots,
both represent n (see Bacher, "Abraham ibn Esar
als Grammatikcr," ]). 58).
For the textual criticism of the Biblical books the
similarity of dalet (n) and resh (l) is au important
point, as may be si'en, for c.vanqile. on cdmiiaring
(psn and ncn) or Gen.
Gen. X. 3 with I Chron. i.
In Job
X. 4 with I Chron. i. 7 (D"'J"in and D'JTn).
xxiv. 24 ion is tnmslatcd by the Targuni "isniS as
if the word wen; lOT ("wait"), which was ceitaiuly
As a numeral, *l has the value
the original reading.
4.
As an abbreviation it stands for e)T ("page"),
especially in later literature, and also for oUier words
beginning with T. The tetragrammaton issomctimes
represented bv 1, as being the second letter of ^jnX-

W.

o.

DALLAS

B.

County scat of Dallas county, Texas,
on the cast bank of the Trinity River. It was settled in 1844.
It lias a popul.atinn of 50,000, including 1,200 Jews. ^Sloses Ullmaiin, now of Galveston,
:

Sallaa

Tex., ami Dr. E. M. Tillmivn. still of Dallas, wore
the first Jewish settlers, taking up their residence
A few eniigmnta made
there iu February. 1871.
Dallas their home after the promulgation of the
Russian May Ijiws in 1881, a larger number arriving subsequent to the Russian persecutions ten years
Since then tiie growth of the Jewish populater.
lation has been gnulual and steady.
The Hebrew Benevolent Association was ft)unded

and the Ljidies* Hebrew Bem'volcnt
The .Jewish cemetery
Asst)ciation in the same year.
wiis purchased in 1872, and the tirst Jewish service
was held during the New- Year holidays of that year.

in

May,
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1873.

Dallas Lmlge. No. 197. I. O. R. R., was established in
Congrega1873. and now has a large membership.
tion Emanuel was organized iu 1874, and held its
Temple
first service in the hall of the I. O. B. B.
Emanuel was deilicated on Shabuoth (Feast of Pentecost), 1876. but having become too small for the
Increased congregation, a new temple on Ervay
The Orthodox Jews
street was dedicated iu 1898.
established a congregation, Shearith Israel, in 1884,
but their synagogue was not dedicated till 1894.
Besides the two congregations here mentioned, there
are two hebrot (small congregations) maintained by
the Polish. Russian, and Rumanian immigrants.

The Orthodox community also supports a ladies'
benevolent association, making three Jewish benevolent societies in Dallas.

The social and literarjMnterestsof the Dallas community are represented by the Phoenix Club and the
Progressive Literary Association.

Benevolent orders

are represented by the I. O. B. B., Free Sons of
The following rabbis
Israel, and B'rith Abraham.

have ministered

at

Temple Emanuel

since

its

foundation: A. Suhler, H. M. Bien, Henry Schul,
Joseph Silverman, E. M. Chapman, G. A. Kohut,
Oscar J. Cohen, and WiUiam H. Greenburg, the present (1902) incumbent.
In active communal and public life Dr. E. M.
Tillman, David Goslin,
E. M. Kahn, Charles
Kahn, Alex. Ortlieb, and Alex. Sanger are promiPhilip Sanger, recently (1902) deceased, was
nent.
identified with nearly every public movement in
D. A. Eldridge, attorney, is an ardent
the city.
communal worker.
Dallas has a Jewish weekly newspaper, "The
Jewish Sentiment," edited and published by Frank
J. Cohen.
Bibliography H. Cohen, Settlement of
In Pub. Am. Jew. Hint. Soc. No. 2.
:

the

Jews in Texas,

DALMBERT, SIMON MAYER:
the F'rench army, and

BinLioGRAPHY: Archives IsrailUes,

1840.

J.

s.

DALPHON

W.

The second of the ten sous of
Haman. All were killed by the Jews and hanged
upon gallows (Esth. ix. 10-14). The Septuagint
reading

:

is AfA<p(jv.

G. B. L.

E. G. H.

DAIiPTJGET:

Family of merchants; settled
They originally came from
at Bordeaux, France.
Avignon, and refused to obey the decree of expulsion from Bordeaux passed by the jurats and Parliament of that city in 1734 at the request of the Portuguese Jews there. Successive decrees in 1739 and
1740 were likewise sulTeied to pass unnoticed, the
Dalpugets plying their trade as linen merchants and
building up quite a large business as bankers. In
time the members of this family came to be looked
upon as the leaders of the Avignonese Jews. In
1750 they were tacitly accepted as citizens of Bordeaux, although they still labored under certain disabilities, for the removal of which they and members of the Astrucand Lange families petitioned the
king in 1757. la 1759 (July 14), lettei-s patent of
complete registration were granted to them.
Emanuel, Israel, Jacob, Joseph, Manuel,
and Salon Dalpuget were the most prominent
members of the family, all being engaged in commerce at Bordeaux. Several of the female members
were converted to Christianity.

Bibliography
Bordeaux,

:

Th. M&lvezin, HistniredesJuifs d Bordeaux,
Index, s.v.

1875,

A. M. F.

D.

DALY, CHARLES
born

in

New

P.: Historian and jurist;
York city 1816; died in 1899. Daly

Roman Catholic parentage. He was admitted to the bar at the age of twenty-three, and,
after serving for a year in the state legislature, was
elected judge of the court of commons pleas of
was

of

New York
forty-two

in 1844,
3'^ears,

and

filled

the judicial office for

for twenty-seven j'ears as chief

justice, retiring in 1886.

Judge Daly's profound

scholarship, unquestioned

gifts, and commanding dignity combined to give him for many
He was
years a unique position in American life.
deeply interested in Jewish affairs and Jewish history, and lo.st no opportunity to express disapproval
He was often chosen to be the
of anti-Semitism.

integrity, brilliant conversational

H. C.

A.

obtained the royal ordinance of June 29, 1819, establishing Jewish primary schools, nnd secured the
ordinance of Aug. 20. 1823.
l)alml)ert also contributed to the establishment in 1829 of the central rabbinical school of Metz.
He was made a member of
the Legion of Honor and was decorated with the
Order of Westphalia.

Officer

in

communal worker; born

at

Mutzig, Bas-Rhin. in 1776; died May 11, 1840. He
took part in the early campaigns of the empire, at
first with the cavalry, then with the infantry.
He
was commis.sioned at Cassel in 1809 to organize the
arm}- of Westphalia. Returning to France after the
fall of the kingdom of Westphalia, he settled at
Paris (1813), entering the service of the government.
He took an active interest in the organization of
Jewish worship, being nominated vice-president of
the Central Jewish Consistory of Paris in 1816.
He
•was instrumental in the abrogation (1818) of the
decree of March 17, 1808 (see Napoleon I.). He

orator at important Jewish functions, a.s. for instance, on the occasion of the celebration in 1872 of
the fiftieth anniversary of the Hebrew Orphan Asylum in New York city; and again in 1883 on the
laying of the corner-.stone of the new building
erected by that society, both of these addresses
being published at the time. The former, as expanded by him in 1893, was reprinted in Ijook form,
with annotations by Max J. Kohler, under the
title "Settlement of the Jews in North America,"
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New York, 1893. It was one of the earliest works
on the subject of American-Jewish history, and is
still authoritative.
Judge Daly was an honorary
member of the American Jewish Historical Society,
and several times presided over sessions of its annual meetings.
Bibliography: Max J. Kohler, in The American Hebrew,
Sept.

Am.
A.

reprinted in pampblet form; Publications
Jew. Hist. Soc. No. 9, pp. 157-160.
M. J. K.
22.

1899,

NETINA

DAMA,

SON OF
:
The name of
a non-Israelite held up b}- Kabbi Eliezer and other
rabbis to his brethren as an example of true love and
piety toward parents.
He lived in Ashkelon, and
occupied there a high position, being nar^p (iovlrjq,
" head of the council " (Pesik. R. 23).
One day, when
grossly insulted by his mother in the presence of his
colleagues, he preserved his reverential attitude
toward her, and no angry utterance escaped his lips.
Dama was once in possession of a precious stone
wanted to complete the breastplate of the high
priest.
The agents commissioned to buy it happened to come when his father was asleep, the key of
the bo.x containing the stone being under his pillow.
No offer of the agents could induce Dama to disturb
The agents were disappointed and went
his father.
away. It is further related that in the year following, a red heifer was born in his herd, which compensated for the sacrifice incurred in carrying out
his filial duty.
As regards the name "Netina," it
can not be determined with certainty whether it
is that of a male or of a female.
"Netina" may
mean one of the Netinim (see Mishnah Kid. i. 1
compare the name Arj/ndiveToc, name of a popular
leader in the city of Gaza; Josephus, "Ant." xiii.
§ 3).
Bibliography:
12,

^id.

1.

7

;

I^id. 31; *Ab.

PeHik.

B. 8.

Zarah

23; Yer.

Peak

M.
Money recoverable as amends
injury .sustained. The simple and

DAMAGE

i.

1:

li. 23.

:

F.
for a

wrong or
clear
rule as to the obligation of a person who has caused
damage to his felhnv man is to give full coinpen.sation, and is expressed in the words " He liiat kindled
the fire shall surely make restitution" (E.\. xxii. 6).

Where one

causes physical injury to his fellow man
the following five things are to be considered in detcriniiiiiig the amount of compen.sation due to the
injured person: (1) "nczek," the permanent loss, if
any, caused by the injury; (2) ".slicbct," the temporary loss during the illness caused l)y the injury;
(3)":fa'Hr," tiie pain and suffering of the injured
person; (4) "rippiii," the cost of the cure recpiired
for the iestoratif)n of health; (5) "boshet," the in
suit iiivolv(!d in the injury.
The rule "as he Imth
done so shall it be done to him; breach for brcaeli."
etc. (Lev. x.\iv. H)), has been intcrprfted by Jewish
tradition and |)ractise to refer to compensation, and
does not demand actual mutilation of the body, as
a literal intcrprctjifion might im[)ly.
Compensation
had to be given by the offender nf)t only for injuries infiicted by himself, but also for tho.sc cau.sed
by his j)roperty. The latter are brought under four
heads ("arba'ah abot nezikin "), namely: (1) a
goring ox, (2) a pit. (3) n feeding animal, (4) fire.
See Baba Ka.mma; Nkzikin.
8.

8.

M.

F.
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Damascus'

DAMASCUS:

An ancient city of Asia Minor,
situated at the foot of the Anti-Lebanon, 180 miles
south by west of Aleppo now the capital of the
vilayet of Syria.
In the Old Testament it is called
(Darmesek, I Chron.
pB^T (Dammesek), or
xviii. 5 et seq. II Chron. xvi. 2, xxiv. 23), or ptwn
;

pt^m

;

II Kings xvi. 10). The form with "r "
Aramaic, although the Egyptian lists also contaia
a " Saramaski, " which W. Max Muller (" Asien und
Europa," p. 227) explains as "Tiramaski." The usual

(Dummesek,
is

Egyptian transcription is " Timasku " {ib. pp. 162,
In the cuneiform inscriptions the name reads
"Dimashki" or "Dimashka," the latter form being
used also in the El-Amarna tablets (ed. Winckler,
142, 21), where, however, the form " Timashgi " {ib.
139, 63) also occurs.
The Arabs called the city
"Dimashk-al-Sham," for which "Al-Sham" is today usually substituted.
The present Damascus, which is undoubtedly situated on the site of the ancient city, covers the
234).

northwestern part

Position,

and

fruitful

of the beautiful
plain Al-Ghuta, south

of the Anti-Lebanon.

This plain

is

by numerous mountain streams, one of
which, Nahr Barada (" Amana," II Kings v. 12; the

intersected
"

Chrysorrhoas

"

mounwhich

of the Greeks), on leaving the
seven branches, two of

tains, separates into

pass through Damascus.
The rich vegetation of the
plain, as well as the numerous gardens behind which
the city lies half concealed, presents an enchanting
view to the traveler approaching from the desert,

who now understands why

both Jews (Bab. 'Er. 19a)
called the city a paradise.
particularly favorable to commerce.

and Bedouins have

The situation is

Caravan routes of great antiquity, stretching from
the shores of the Mediterranean, from Arabia, from
the Euphrates, and from northern Syria converge at
Damascus and serve to make it a commercial center
of great importance. That inhabitants of the city,
even in ancient times, utilized its favorable location
is evident from 1 Kings xx. 34.
Among the articles
of commerce, Ezek. xxvii. 18 mentions wine of Helbon and other commodities. Unfortunately, however, these passages,

owing

to the corruption of the

no longer intelligible (compare Cornill, Bertholet, Kraetzschmar, and Toy ad loc).
That Josephus ("Ant." i. 6. 4) mentions Uz, the
son of Aram, as founder of Damascus, has little
value, as the tradition probably rclleets later context, are

i~

ditions only.

of

Similarly, the statement of Nicliol:is

Damascus ("Ant."

^ 2), according to which
Damascus and ruled there
probably rests upon later combination

Abraham immigrated
for a

time,

i.

7,

to

(<'oini)are Justin, x.xxvi. 2),
pf)rt in

the

and

no firm snp-

finds

ambiguous statement of Gen. xv.

2.

The

regard to the
In Biblical city are found on the Egyjitian moiiuTimes.
meats, to which the El-Ainarna tablet?
may be added. Damascus is mentioned
oldest

reliable (lata in

among the cities captured liy Tholiunes III.
the KIAmarna tablets it appears that under
nojihis III. the Egyi'lian

began

dominion

in

these districts

to totter, as the lliltites coritinnally

the country.

If

I>'roin

Ainc-

the ideiililicalion of

Max

invaded
Mtillfr

above) is correct, Hameses III. succeeded in conquering the city. At the tiiiu; of David, Damascus,

(.see
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tojjetluT with the neighlx>ring torritory, was inhiiliTlu-y cmlfiivdroii t(< ooinc to tlu>
itod by Aniiiu'iins.
a&sistanct' of their hard-prt'ssiil fellow tribesmen of

Zobah but David overthrew tlieiii. so that Damascus
was compelled to reeoirnize his authority (H Sam.
Under Solomon the fruits of this eonviii. 5 et stq.).
quest were lost. A fonner subject of the King
;

of Zobah. He/.iHi

(I.

XX.

'Eor'-"'),

the son of Eliadah,

King of Damascus and founded a
kingdom which was destined to give the Israelites
The
considerable trouble (I Kings xi. 23 H seq.).
struggles with the Animeans of Damascus, of which
declaretl himself

the Jewish kings skilfully availed themselves (ib.
XV. 18 et siq.). constitute a great part of the history
of the Ephniimitic kingdom {i/>. xx. 22; II Kings
Amos i. 3). Only when the
vi., viii. 12. x. 32, xiii.
danger threatening from Assyria became more obvious did a later king, Rezin (or, more correctly,
He
Razun) of Damascus, change his policy.
formed a coalition with Pekah of Ephraim, with
whose help he determined to enter upon the con;

quest of Judah (Lsii. vii. 1-16). Ahaz meanwhile
the aid of the Assyrians; and the new
policy tinally led to the conquest of Dama.scus by an
Assyrian army in 732 B.C. (II Kings xvi. 9). Concerning the city and its inhabitants during a period
of 200 years there is no information. According to
I Kings XX. 34, a quarter of the city was assigned
to the Ephraimitic merchants.
II Kings xvi. 10 et
aeg. mentions an altar in the city, of which Ahaz
ordered a copy to be made; otherwise information
on the religion of the Damascenes is confined to the
facts which may be gleaned from the theophorous
names of the kings (compare Baethgen, "Beitrftge
zur Semitischen Religionsgeschichte," pp. 66 et seq.).
After its conquest by the Assyrians, Damascus
continued to be of a certain importance because of
its favorable position.
While little can be gleaned
from the references contained in the Later Prophets
(Jer. xlix. 23 etaeq.
Ezek. xxvii. 18, xlvii. 16 et seq.
Zech. ix. 1), it is clear that the city, like other places
in Syria, exchanged Assyrian for BabIn Post- ylonian rule, and this again for that of
Biblical
the Persians and of Alexander the
Times.
Great.
After the battle of Issus (333
B.C.), Damascus, when the Persian
king had left behind his harem and his treasure, was
treacherously delivered over to Parthenio (Curtius,
iii. 13).
During tlie following period, although the
Ptolemies occasionally succeeded in exerting dominion over the city, it was principally in possession
of the Seleucids; Antioch, however, and not Damas-

summoned

;

cus,

was made

;
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changes by conquering Damascus and incorporating
it with the province of Syria.
Damascus obtained,
however, the relative independence of a Hellenic
city, and belonged to the miuncipal confederation
of "the Decapolis (ScliHrer, "Gcsch." 3d ed., iii. 118
et seq.).
The importance of the district which belonged to Damascus may be seen from the fact that
it was adjacent to that of Sidon (Josephus, "Ant."
xviii. 6, § 3).
For a time the city was again under
the dominion of the Nabata>au kings, inasnmch as
the Arabian king Aretas (II Cor. xi. 32) had an ethnarch there, the Romans having probably accorded
this privilege for the purpose of propitiating him.
At this time about 10,000 Jews lived at Damascus,
governed by an ethnarch (Acts ix. 2; II Cor. xi. 32).
The attraction which Judaism exercised at that time
over the pagans was so great that many men and
women were converted to that religion. Paul succeeded, after a first rebuff, in converting many of
the Jews of Damascus to Christianity (49 c.E.). This
irritated the Jewish ethnarch to such a degree that
he attempted to arrest Paul; and the latter's friends
only saved his life by lowering him in a basket out
of a window built in the wall of the city. Many
Jews were murdered by the pagan inIn Talmud- habitants upon the outbreak of the
ic Times, great war of liberation (Josephus, "B.
J." ii. 20, § 2; vii. 8, ^ 7). Later, Damascus, as the coins show, obtained the title of
metropolis; and under Alexander Severus, when the
city was a Chiistian colony, it became the seat of a
bishop, who enjoyed a rank next to that of the Patriarch of Antioch. In the fifth century, under the rule
of the Eastern empire, being the Talmudic time,
Jews were living at Damascus; for the rabbi Rafram
bar Pap pa went to pray in the synagogue of Jobar
(Bab. Ber. 50a). During the conflicts between the Byzantines and the Persians the city frequently suffered
heavily. When Syria was conquered by the Persians
(614), the Jews of Damascus, profiting by the presence of the invaders, joined with their coreligionists
of Palestine to take vengeance on the Christians, esIn 635 Damascus fell into
pecially those of Tyre.
the hands of the Mohammedans the inhabitants, by
their timely and voluntary surrender, succeeding in
saving fifteen Christian churches.
The rule of the Ommiads brought anew period of
splendor to the city, which now became the capital
The Jewish community continued,
of that califate.
and certainly existed in 970; "for," says a historian,
"Joseph ben Abitur of Cordova, having lost all
;

hope of becoming the chief rabbi of that city, went
and settled at Damascus"
(Abraham ibn David, "Seferha-Kabbalah," in Neubauer, "Med. Jew.'chron." i. 69; ConThis
Under
forte, "Kore ha-Dorot," 5b).
Arab Rule, period terminated with the advent of
the Abbassids, and the city suffered
during the following centuries from continuous wans.
to Palestine in that year,

their capital.

In the liistory of the ^laccabees the city is mentioned several times in connection with the campaigns of Jonathan (I Mace. xi. 62, xii. 32) and upon
the division of the Seleucid empire it became for a
short time the capital of a smaller kingdom (Josephus, "Ant." xiii. 13, §4; 15, § 1). But in the year
85 Antiochus XII. was vanquished by the Nabata-an
princes, who as a consequence acquired control
over Damascus (ib. xiii. 15. §g 1-2). About 70 b.c.
Ptolemv of Chalcis endeavored to take the city, for
which reason Aristobulus, son of the Jewish queen
Alexandra, marched to its aid (ih.^ xiii. 16, ^ 3).
But in 65 the Romans put an end to this penod of
;

Fortunately for the Jews,

it

resisted the siege of the

Some time afterward a
large number of Palestinian Jews sought refuge at
Damascus from the enormous taxes imposed upon
Second Crusade

(1147).

them by the Crusaders, thus increasing the community.
G.

F. Bu.
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Little information exists concerning the Jews in
Damascus during the following centuries. The few
data are given by travelers who visited the place.
In 1128 Abraham ibn Ezra visited Damascus
(though compare the note of Harkavy/'Hadashim
gam Yeshanim," vii. 38). According to Edelmann
("Ginze Oxford," p. ix.), Judah ha-Levi composed
but Harkavy
his famous poem on Zion in this city
(I.e. p. 35) has shown that "Al-Sham" here designates Palestine and not Damascus. In 1267 Nahmanides visited Damascus and succeeded in leading

century. At least he mentions the city in the celebrated forty-sixth "Makamah."
Toward the end of the thirteenth century Jesse
b. Hezekiah, a man full of energy, arose in Damascus. He was recognized by Sultan Kelatln of Egypt
as prince and exilarch, and in 1289 and in June, 1290,
in conjunction with his twelve colleagues, he put the
anti-]\Iaimonists under the ban (Gratz, "Gesch." vii.

a Jewish colony to Jerusalem.
Benjamin of Tudela visited Damascus in 1170,
while it was in the hands of the Seljukiau prince
Nur al-Din. He found there 3,000 Rabbinite Jews
and 200 Karaites. Jewish studies flourished there
much more than in Palestine according to Bacher
it is possible that during the twelfth century the
seat of the Palestinian academy was transferred to

compilation made by Abba Mari, grandson of Don
Astruc of Lunel). No data are available for the
fourteenth century.
Estori Farhi (1813) contents
himself with the mere mention of Damascene Jews
journeying to Jerusalem (Zunz, " G. S." ii. 269).
manuscript of David Kimhi on Ezekiel was written

;

;

The
the city.
principal rabbis
of the city were
Rabbi Ezra and
his brother Sar

Shalom,
president of the tri-

186-195).

The

letters of the rabbis of

have been collected

in the

Damascus and of Acre
"Minhat-Kena'ot"

(a

A

by Nathan of Narbonne and collated with the origiby R. Hiyya in Damascus, Ab 18, 1375 (Neubauer,
"Cat.
Bodl.
Hebr.
MSS." No. 316).
The Jewish community of Damascus continued its existence

nal

bunal; Yussef
Hamsi, R. Mazliah, R. Melr,
Yussef ibn Piat,
pamas, and R.
Zadok, physi-

imder the sultans
(Borgites and
Mamelukes) of
Egypt, who conquered Syria:
for the Jewish
refugees of Spain

cian.

establ ished

Heman,

R.

the

themselves

About the
same time Peth-

among

ahiah of Regens-

religionists

burg was here.
He found "about

constructing

in
that city in 1492,

10,000 Jews,

who have

a

a

prince. The
head of their
academy is liitbbi Ezra, who
edge of the

Academy
p. 53).

Law

;

was a Damascus

is full

of the knowl-

him" (ed. Benisch,
Judah b. Josiah,
twelfth century, was

rabbi,

who. toward the end of the
"nagid" i/i Egypt (Sambari, in "Med. Jew. Chron."
i. 133).
Atalaler pr-riod anotlier nagid, David b.
Joshua, also came from Damascus (GrJltz, "Oesch."

note i.).
In 1210 a Frendi Jew, Samuel h. Simson, visited
the city.
He speaks of tlie beautiful .synagogue

ix.,

have
compare
88; Carmoly.

situated outside the city (Jobar) and said
been constructed by Elisha (see l)elow

to

;

"0?ar Tob,"

Twelfth
to the
Fifteenth
Century,

1878. p.

" Itiucraircs," p. 180).

Suladin the rify again enconsiderable inifxirtance; but
upon his death the disturbances began anew, until in 151<) the city fell
into the hands of tiie Turks, since wliicli lime it lias
declined to the rank of a provincial town.
It wems probable that Al Harizi also visited Damascus duriiig the first decade of the lliirtecnth

IV.

I'nrler

joyed

-27

"Kha ta'ib."
The anonymous

(AfUr Budrker, " P«lMtlne >nd Syrl».")

for Rabbi Samuel, the head of the

synagogue

which thev called

Plan of the Modern City of Damascus

of Babylon, ordained

It

their co-

author of the "Yihus ha-Abot" (1537; published
by Uri b. Simeon in 1564) also speaks of the
beauties of Damascus; and of the synagogue at
Jobar, "half of wliich was constructed by Elisha,
half by Elea/.ar b. 'Arak " (Carmoly, I.e. p. 457 compare similar accounts by Raphael of Troyes and
;

Azulai, th. p. 487).
Elijah of Ferrara (1488) had conn; to Jerusalem
and liafi a certain jurisdiction in rabbinical matters
over D.iiiiuseusas well. Ilespeaksof a great plague

which devastated Egyi)t, Syria, and Jerusalem; but
he docs not say in how far the Jews of the firstnamed city suffered (Carmoly. f r. p. 333). Menaliem

Hayyim

of V'olterni visited

Damascus

in 1481,

found 450 Jewish families, "all rich, honored,
The head of the community
and merchants"
;ind

was a
i.

certain R. Joseph, a pliysician (".leru.salem,"

211).

Bertinoro (14«8) speaks in one of his
Jews in Damascus, of the
beautiful houses and gardens (ed. Neubauer. p. 80).
A few years later (1495) an anf»nynious traveler
speaks in like eulogistic terms {ib. p. 84). He lived

Obadiah

f)f

letters of the riches of the
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Damascus
with aoertain Most>s Maknin,

tuul

he relaU's that the

Datimsii'iu- .lows tit'uh in dress- jjooiis or eiij;afri'(l in
some handieraft. They lent money to tlie Venetians

at 24 per cent interest.
.Itwisli travfler(see "Shibhe Yiruand (.Jraelz, " Hist. " Hebrew transl.,
vii. 27) whonrrived a few years after the Spanish imnjiirnition, found at Damascus 500 Jewish households; also a Karaite eoiumunity whose members
called themselves "Muallim-Sadakah"; and a more
important Habbinite community, composed of three
gn)ups and possessing three beautiful synagogues.
One of these belonged to the Sephardim another, to
tlie Moriseos(Moorish Jews) or natives; and the third,
In each symigogue there was a
to the Sicilians.
preacher, who read the works of Maimonides to the
pious every day after the prayer. The preacher of
the Sephardim was Ishak Mas'ud, that of the natives Shem-Tob al-Furani, and that of the Sicilians

An anonymous

slialayini.'T)!!);

;

Joseph al-Sa'ih; Moses Najjarah, author of "Lekah Tob "
Hayyim Alshaich; Joseph Matalon;
Abraliam (Jalante ("Med. Jew. Chron." i. ir)2). In
this home of learning there was also a model-codex
;

of the Bible called "Al-Taj" (the Crown; ib. p.
lu 1547 Pierre Belon visited Damascus iu
119).

the train of the French ambassador M. de Fumel.
He speaks of the large nund)er of Jews there;
but makes the singular confusion of placing in
this city the events connected with the famous
Ahmad Shaitan of Egypt ("Revue Etudes Juives,"

XX vii.

129).

Among

the spiritual leaders of Damascus in the
sixteenth century may be mentioned: Jacob Berab,
who, in the interval between his sojourns in Egypt
and at Safed, lived there for some years (c. 1534) Hayyim Vital theCalabrian (1526-1603), for many years
chief rabbi of Damascus, antt the author of various
cabalistic works, including "Ez-Hayyim"; Samuel
;

Isaac Haber.
There were also
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David

ben

Karaite

(fw

small
two
schools for

Carmoly,

young students

raires,"

of the

"Jemsel,"

Talmud,

recontaining
spectively thirty and forty pu-

p.

511,

who

vis-

has

it),

ited

Damascus in

the

Kara-

ites there

do not

that

families

as

" Itine-

mentions
1641,
the circumstance

pils.

Sixty

the

(not

Jewish

were

read the Hafta-

living in the vil-

rah after the

lage

Pentateuch

of Jobar,
mile from

one
Damascus, who
had a very beautiful synagogue.
" I have never
seen
anything

tion

"it

Moses

umns.

lante
Interior of a

Damascus Synagogue,

56).

Nagara

(AfUr

(died

in

1608), the son of

Mo

a photograph.)

Tradi-

Sambari in Xeubauer, "Med. Jew. Chron." i.
R. Eleazar ben 'Arak [tannaite of the first
century] repaired this synagogue." In order to indicate, finally, that the city was even then under
the Ottoman rule, tlie narrator adds that the people
of Damascus had just received a governor (" na'ib ")
from Constantinople.
The " Chronicle " of Joseph Sambari (finished 1672)
contains the names of a number of rabbis of note
•who lived here during the si.vteenth century. He
says that the Jewish community lived
In the
chiefly in Jobar, and he knows of
Sixteenth the synagogue of Elisha and the
Century, cave of Elijah the Tishbite. At the
head of the community was a certain
Abu Hasirah (so-called from a peculiar kind of
headdress which he wore), v.ho was followed by
'Abd Allah ibn Nasir. Of the rabbis of Damascus
proper he mentions Joseph Hayyat; Samuel Aripol,
author of "Mizmor le-Todah "; Samuel ibn 'Imran;
152].

Zunz,
p.

Israel
Nagara
and Moses Ga-

tion says tliat it dates from the time of the proi)liet
Elisha, and that he here anointed King Hazael [see

also

sec-

526;

his son, the poet

is

supported by
thirteen col-

p.

but see
"Ritus,"

like it," says the

author;

{ib.

r

lante,

d e c a i Gawere also

among

the prominent men of the sixteenth cencelebrated rabbis of the seventeenth century were Josiah Pinto, a pupil of
Jacob Abulafia, and author of the " Kesef-Nibhar"
("Med. Jew. Chron." i. 153; "Kore ha-Dorot,"
49b), and his son in-law, Samuel Vital, who transcribed and circulated a large number of his father's cabalistic manuscripts. During the eighteenth
century nothing important is known of the comtury.

The most

munity.

Some information is obtainable from travelers who
Damascus during the nineteenth century.

visited

Alfred von Kremer, in

" Mittel-Syrien

In the
und Damaskus" (1853), states that in
Nineteenth the municipal government of the city
Century.
two Christians and one Jew had places;
the number of Jews was 4,000, only
1,000 of whom, however, paid the poll-tax; the last
Kaiaite had died there some fifty years previously,
the Karaite synagogue being then sold to the Greeks,
who turned it into a church (" Monatsschrift," iii. 75).
Benjamin II. gives the same number of inhabitants.
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He

describes the synagogue at Jobar (to the northeast of the city) thus
" The structure of this ancient building reminds one of the
Mosque Moawiah the interior is supported by 13 marble pillars, six on the right and seven on the left side, and is everywhere inlaid with marble. There is only one portal by which
to enter. Under the holy shrine ... is a grotto
the descent to which is by a flight of about 20 steps. According to
;

.

.

.

the Jews, the Prophet Elisha is said to have found in this grotto
a place of refuge. ... At the entrance of the synagogue,
toward the middle of the wall to the right, is an irregularly
formed stone, on which can be observed the traces of several
steps. Tradition asserts that upon this step sat King Hazael
when the Prophet Elisha anointed him king " (" Eight Years
in Asia and Africa," pp. 41 et seq.).

was appointed by an imperial decree

SamascuB
in 1888 (still in

office in 1901).

During the nineteenth century the Jews of Damascus were several times made the victims of calumnies, the gravest being those of 1840 and 1860, in the
reign of the sultan 'Abd al-Majid. That of 1840,

commonly known

as the Damascus Affair, was an
accusation of ritual murder brought against the
Jews in connection with the death of Father Thomas.
The second accusation brought against the Jews, in
1860, was that of having taken part in the massacre
of the Christian Maronites by the Druses and the
Mohammedans. Five hundred of the last named,

COnRT-YARD OK A JKWISH RKSmENCE AT DaMASCPS.
(From a pholo^aph by

Bon6lfl.)

involved in the affair, were hanged by
Two hundred Jews
the grand vizier Fuad Pasha.
were awaiting the same fate, in spite of their inno-

Benjamin II. also speaks of valuable copies of
parts f)f tlic Bibh' to be found in Damascus; thougli
the dat«-s h<; gives (."jHl and OH!)) arc unreliable.

who had been

Neubttuer mentions a copy of the Bible which belonged to ElisliH bf-n Abraham b. BciiTcnisti, culled
"('rcscas," and which was tinishcd in i:5H2 (" .Mc<l.
Jew. Chron." i. 21).
Damrmciis lias had eight chief rab])i.s during the
liist, linndred yr'ars, namely: (l)Jf)se|ili David Abulafia MH()9-16).
(2) .lacob Antebi (IHlfi-lHHiJ).
(3)
.bieob Perez (1833-48). (4) Aaron Bagdad! (1H48-fifi).
(During the next two years the ofTice of chief rabbi

cence, and tlie whole Jewish community had been
The condenuied Jews were
fined 4,fM)0,(K»0 jiiasters.
saved only l>y the official intervention of Fuad Pasha
Inmself Ihatof the Prussian consul, Dr. Wetzstein;
of Sir Moses Montefloreof I#nndon, and of the bank-

was vacanf, owing to internal
vim Kinihi of Constantinople
iado kilhi of Nish (1872-76).
(1M76-88).

called

(Hiarrels.)

(.'>)

(1868-72).

(6)

Hay
Mer-

Isaac Abiilafia
(8)S()loinf)n Eliezer Alfandari, CDninionly

"Mercado Alfaudari

"

(7)

of Constantinople,

who

;

Cainondo of Constantinople and SlieFrom that time even
of Damascus.
present day. blood accusations liavo
several times been brought against the Jews; these,
however, liave never provoked any great excitement.
The present Jewish community of Damascusnumbers 11.(100 (though in 1H!M Hocin-Benzinger, in Baedeker's "Palestine," 2d ed., estimated their num-

ers Al)rahani

maya Angel
down to \h('

Damaaous
D&mrosoh
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ber as 0,820) persons in a total population of
It has oitrht synaijoguos, be
160,000 iuhabitnnts.
several
siilos the ancient one of .lobar
Situation of them, according to local traditions,
in 1901.
date from the sixteenth century. The
entire administration of tiie community is concentnited in the hands of the chief rabbi,
Twice a year, at
his secretary, and some rabbis.
Passover and at Sukkot, all the families are taxed
by the chief rabbi in proportion to their means, and
the revenues are collected accordingly. This sum is
used to defray the sjilaries of the chief rabbi, the
rabbis who study the Talmud at the yeshibah, and
the slaughterers at the butcher-shops; also to relieve tlie poor of the community.
The chief rabbi
("hakam bashi ") represents the community in affairs with the government.
There is also a spiritual
chief to decide in religious questions, the incumbent
in 1901 being Isaac Abulafia.
On the peculiarities
of the ritual, which Damascus has in common
with other Syrian communities, see Zunz, "Ritus,"
pp. 55, 56.
There are four Jewish benevolent societies in Damascus: (1) " Ahe-Ezer " (mutual help), distributing
money and food to the needy Jews of the city (2)
"Yishma' Yisrael," furnishing dowries for poor
young girls; (3) "Biki^ur Holim," for relief of the
sick poor; (4) the Ladies' Society, helping indigent
;

;

families

and

women

in childbirth.

The majority of the Jewish population are

en-

gaged as engravers on copper and wood, or as weavers, carpenters, and smiths.
There are a few bankers and some small merchants.
Four or five Jews
are employed in the government offices, among them
being Jacob Ades Eflfendi, inspector-general of real
estate on the civil list in the vilayet of Damascus.
But the mass of the population lives in misery. The
members of the rabbinate, who form a kind of corporation, study in the yeshibotor in libraries belonging to pious families. Lssiac Abulafia, the spiritual
leader, is the only rabbinical author of the present
time.
Of the eight works which he has written, five

are entitled "Pene-Yizhak; "; one, " Leb-Nishbar "
discourses.
Some of these
books are still in manuscript.
Aside from the synagogues mentioned above,
there is a yeshibah containing many books and an
ancient genizah.
In 1880 the Alliance Israelite Uni-

and two are collections of

verselle founded a boys' school (which in 1899 had
229 pupils on its roll), and in 1883 a school for girls
(298 on the roll in 1899).
Two of the most important Talmud Torahs are now under the supervision
of the Alliance: in 1899 they had 419 on their rolls.
The Anglo-Jewish Association also contributes to
the support of all these schools.
In 1902 a dispensary for the Jews was opened in
Dama.scus by Edward D. Stern of London ("Jew.
Chron." Jan." 2, 1903, p. 24).
Bibliography: N&idfke. in Schenkel's Bibellexicon, s.v.;
Robinson. Xeuere Bihlische ForHchungen, pp. 578 et »eq.;
Porter, Fire

vnd

Years in Damascits,

Syrien, pp.

18.>5;

Baedeker, PalOstina

.329 et 8e</.; Kreraer, Tupagraphte von
SchHften dtr Wiener Akademie, PhU.Hi»t. aasse, v., vl.; Schurer, GeschichU (lets Jildischen
Volkee, UL 117 et seq.
o.
M. Fr.— G.
AFFAIR: Accusation of ritual
murder brought against the Jews of Dama.scus in

Damwskim,

In

DAMASCUS
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At that time Damascus, together with Syrbelonged to IMohanuucd Ali, pasha of Egypt,
who had revolted against the authority of his suze1840.

ia,

rain,

the sultan

Mahmud

of (Jonstantiuople.

The

governor of Damascus was an Egyptian Arab, Sherif
Pasha by name.
On Feb. 5, 1840, Father Thomas, originally from
Sardinia, and the superior of a Franciscan convent
at Damascus, disappeared with his servant.
This
monk, who practised medicine, was very well known
in the Jewish and Mohammedan quarters, as well
as among the Christians.
Some days previous he
had had a dispute with a Turkish muleteer, who
had heard him blaspheme Mohammed, whereupon
the Turk is reported to have said: "That dog of a
Christian shall die by my hand." Upon Thomas'
disappearance the French consul at Damascus, Ratti
]\Ienton, who was an enemy to the Jews, following
the advice of certain monks, instituted investigations in the Jewish quarter; and the governor,
Sherif Pasha, pretending to act merely in accordance
with the friendly relations existing between the
governments of Louis Philippe and Mohammed Ali,
aided the French consul in a culpable way. A confession was extorted by torture from a Jewish barber named Negrin, and eight of the most notable
Jews, among them Joseph Lanado, Moses Abulafia,
and Farhi, were imprisoned and tortured. Their
teeth and beards were pulled out, they were burned,
and finally tempted with gold, to persuade them to
confess an imaginary crime. Lanado, a feeble old
man, died under this treatment. Moses Abulafia became a Mohammedan in order to escape the torture.
In spite of the stoic courage displayed by the sufferers, Sherif Pasha and Ratti Menton agreed on the
guilt of the accused in view of the words resembling a confession that had escaped them in their
agony. While Ratti Menton published libelsagainst
the Jews in French and in Arabic, Sherif Pasha wrote
to his master, Mohammed Ali, demanding authorization to execute the murderers of Father Thomas.
In the mean time the populace fell upon the synagogue in the suburb of Jobar, pillaged it, and destroyed the scrolls of the Law.

The Jewish communities of Europe were appealed
and public meetings were held in London, Paris,
and even New York and Philadelphia. Especiallyimportant was a meeting called by the lord mayor
of London at the Mansion House, London, July 3,
As a result the lawyer Isaac Cremieux and
1840.
the Orientalist Solomon Munk from France, and Sir
Moses Montefiore from England were sent as mediators to Alexandria to plead with the khedive.
They arrived at Alexandria Aug. 4, and after repeated
interviews with Mohammed Ali, obtained from
him, on Aug. 28, the unconditional release and recto,

ognition of the innocence of the nine prisoners who
still
remained alive of the thirteen imprisoned.
They then went to Constantinople, and obtained
from the sultan Majid a firman declaring the accusation of ritual murder to be absurd (see Blood
Accusation). The Austrian consul at Damascus,
Merlatto, and the Austrian consul-general at Alexandria defended the rights of the Jews during all
the incidents arising in this celebrated case. It was
in part the Damascus affair which suggested to

Damascus
Damrosch
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some French Jews later the idea of founding the
Alliance Israelite Universelle.
BiBLiOGRAPHT: J. G. Lowenstein, Da/Tiossia, 1840 Stimmen
Berilhmter Christen, 1841 Persecution Contre /es Juifs de
Damas, Paris, 1840 D. Salomons, An Account of the Recent Persecution of the Jews at Damascus, London, 1840

Btbliographt
2,

ch. 39

;

Brussel, Usage Oeneral des Fiefs, vol. 1., book
compare Rev. Et. Juives, il. 247, ly. 213 Gross,
;

;

Gallia Judaica,
G.

p. 160.

S.

K.

;

:

;

Persecution of the Jews in the East, Philadelphia, 1840;
Copies of Letters
Jost, Gesch. der Isi-aelitcn, xi. 345-381
Received from Sir Moses Montefiore, 3 issues, 1840 ; Graetz,
History of the Jews, v. G33-661.
M. Fr.
D.
;

DAMIANI, PETER:

Italian prelate;

born at

died at Faenza 1073. About 1035 he
entered the convent of Foute Avellana near Gubbio,
of which he became abbot. Together with Hilde-

Ravenna 1007

;

brand, subsequently Pope Gregory VII., and Abbot
Desiderius of Monte Casino, Damiani belonged to
In
the most zealous champions of Church reform.
1057 he was appointed Cardinal-Bishop of Ostia.
At the instance of an Egyptian ecclesiastic, Honestus, he wrote two small controversial pamphlets to
serve as a guide in religious disputations against the
Jews, although he himself had no taste for such
polemics.
In the first of these pamphlets, "Antilogus Contra
Judseos, " he sought, by means of numerous passages
from the Old Testament, such as those relating to
the Creation, the building of the Tower of Babel,
the triple priestly benediction, the thrice-repeated
"Holy," and the Messianic passages, to prove the
Christian doctrines of the Trinity, the Messiah, and
In the second, entithe divine sonship of Jesiis.
tled " Dialogus Inter Jud.Teum Requirentemet Christianum e Contrario Respondentem," he endeavored
to refute— by claiming that all of the laws referred
the objection
to are to be interpreted spiritually
raised by the Jews that the Christians fail to observe
the ceremonial law, although Jesus declared that
he came to fulfil that law.

—

8. Petri Damlanl, Opera, In Mlfnie's Patrotoyfa. second series, 18.>5; cxlv., Neuklrch, Das Lehen des
Pelrua Damiani Klelnennanns, Der Heili(]e Petrus Da-

Bini.iOCRAPHY:

;

miani
1.

Vogelsteln
;
'Ml et seq.

and

Rleprer,

Qesch. der

Juden in Rom,
11.

a.

V.

DAMPIERREfncbr. I'QDn. NI^DJT, or KT'Sn)
Village of Cliaiiii)agne, in the department of the
Aubc, France; not to be coiifouiidcd with "Dompairc," Vosges, asis sometimes done (Zunz, "Z.G."p.
33, and Renan-Ncubauer, "Les Ral)binsFranc;ais," p.
In the Middle Ages there was a somewhat
444).
:

important Jewish community in this village. King
Piiilippe-Auguste, after an agreement with the
Coiuitess of ("hanipagiie, and Gui, Seigneur of Danipierre, in 120f5, f)rd(Ted tiie Jews to allix a special
seal to the documfiits recording their loans, and forbade them to lend money on lioiy vessels or on the
lands of the fliiirrh.

During

tlie

yars

1212. 1220,

and 1225 the Jr^ws had among their d(!l)tors the seigne>irs of Dainpierre anfl tlie abbey of Saint-Loup of
Troves.
Rabbis:
at<.-d

>"'],

(1) Isaac ben Samuel the Elder, abbrevisurnamed "the Baint" (1120-9.')); (2) his

son Elhanan, martyred in 11^4; (3) Joscpli ben Simeon. (4) Isfiac ben Abraham, abbreviated NT"! <>''
KDVn. called sometimes " Isaac the Younger " to distinguish him from I.saac ben Samuel; (5) Lsaac ha
Laban ben Jacob.

DAMROSCH, LEOPOLD:
violinist

German-American

and conductor; born at Posen, Prussia, Oct.

died in New York Feb. 15, 1885.
He
commenced to learn the violin at the age of nine, but
owing to his parents' opposition, who wished him to
study medicine, he was compelled to study in the
23,

1832;

house of friends. In 1851 he entered Berlin University, where he studied medicine, and was graduated
with high honors three years later. He then returned
to Posen, and soon forsook medicine in order to devote
himself entirely to music. In 1856 he appeared at
Magdeburg as a violin virtuoso, and afterward made
a tour of the chief cities of Europe. He was one of
the famous band who sat under Liszt at Weimar.
Liszt made him solo violinist in the ducal orchestra,
and dedicated " Tasso " to him, a distinction conferred
only upon two other musicians, Wagner and Berlioz.
In 1858 Damrosch married Helene von Heimburg,
He now became director of music
a singer of talent.
at the Stadttheater in Posen, where he remained until
1866, when he accepted the position of director of
Here he orthe Philharmonic Concerts at Breslau.
ganized a symphony society with an orchestra of
eighty members. The society gave twelve annual
concerts, and many eminent artists appeared among
Damrosch also established a choral
the performers.
society, and gave recitals as a soloist.
In 1871 Damrosch was invited by the

New York

Arion Society to become its conductor. He went
to America and soon became very successful both as
a violinist and as conductor of his own compositions.
Morris Reno
In 1873 he organized a musical choir.
and some twelve other lovers of music met at Damrosch's house and formally pledged themselves to
become musical missionaries. Trinity Chapel was
secured for a study-room, and on Dec. 3, 1873, was
given the first concert of the Oratorio Society, with
By the following May
choir numbering 50 to 60.
the society was able to produce Handel's oratorio
"Samson " at Steinway Hall.
For five years Damrosch worked gratuitously for
the Oratorio Society (at the time of his death it had
a membersliip of 500, and ranked among the leading
In lK7(i Damrosch hccaino
choruses of the world).
conductor of the Philharmonic Society, and in the following year, yielding that place to Theodore Thomas,
In
foun<led the Symphony Society of New York.
1880 he received the degree of doctor of mu.sic from
The next year he planned the
("oluml>ia College.
greatmusical festival wliicii washehl at the Seventh

Regiment Armory, with a chorus of 1,200 voices and
an orchestra of 250 instruments. But Ijis crowning
success was in IHH4, when he successfully esUiblished German opera at the Metropolitan Opera
On the failure of that theater
Ho\iHe, New York.
and
to secure an Italian troupe, he went. toCJermany,

of artists, who
in five weeks brought back a number
constituted the famous company which first established (Jerman operaiii America. Damrosch notonly
personnlly directed each opera, but fit tlw; same time
continued his work as director of thcr Oratorio and

Symphony

societies.

His health broke

down under
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the strain, and he died of pueumouia iu tlie follow
ing yojvr.
Diiinrosch was onr of tiio trroat coiuluctors of
nuHlorn tiiius, and no man. oxccpt possibly Theodora Thomas, contributed so largely to the cultivaHe was a devotee
tion of good music in America.
His works include: seven cantatas;
of Wagner.
symphony in A; the music to Schiller's " Joan of
Arc"; an openi, "Sulamith"; and many other
pieces.
BiBi.iOGR.\rHY: Uitter, Mtu^ic in America, pp. 352,
nmnn, Musik-Le.rikmu s.v.; Baker,;Bio(;rap/i I'caj
Mu»iciati8, New York, 1900, s.v.

35<):

Rie-

jDic(. t>f

V. E.

A,

DAN. — Biblical Data

The name of Jacob's
whose mother was Billiah,
:

1.

son (GJen. xxx. 6),
Rachel's handmaiden {if>. xxx. 3, xxxv. 25). He
was therefore a full brother of Naphtali (xxx. 8).
Dan's name occurs also in Gen. xlix. 16 et seq.
Judges xviii. 29; I Chron. ii. 2, and in all the passages where his sons are mentioned (Gen. xlvi. 23 et
fifth

;

seq.).

"Dan"

designates one of the twelve tribes of
both in poetic (Deut. xxxiii. 22; Judges v.
17) and in prose passages (Num. i. 12; ii. 25, 31;
2.

422

being enumerated in Josh. xix. 40-46. Noteworthy
the cities are Zorah, Eshtaol, Thimnatlmh or
Timnah, Ajalon (near which was fought the famous
battle described in Josh x. 12), and Ekron, which is
found in tliecuneiform inscriptions as
"Amkarruua." On the north the terThe
Territory. ritory of Dan ended opposite Joppa,
the modern Jalla.
This territory, not
very extensive originally, was soon diminished by
It is not
its dangerous neighbors, tlie Philistines.
surprising, therefore, that the Danites had great difliculty in conquering the country that had been assigned to them (Josh. xix. 47; Judges xviii. 1).
Accordingly, they sent a deputation to find a district suitable for the reception of a part of the tribe.
This was found in the vicinity of the city of Laish
(Judges xviii. 7-27; see below, 3). Another indication that the tribe of Dan was harassed is found in
the sentence "Why did Dan remain in ships?"
(Judges V. 17). This probably had reference to the

among

fact that members of the tribe of Dan had enlisted
on the ships of the Phenicians (see Budde, " Kurzer
Handcommentar," 1897, and Nowack, "Handcom-

Israel,

meutar," 1900).

Deut. xxvii. 13; Judges xiii. 25, xviii.
The Tribe. 12 Ezek. xlviii. 1, 32 et seq. I Chron.
xxvii. 22; II Chron. ii. 13); but it
generally occurs in combinations such as "the sons
of Dan" (Num. i. 38, ii. 25, vii. 66, x. 25, xxvi.
42; Josh. xix. 47), "the generations of Dan " (Num.
xxvi. 42), "the tribe of the sons of Dan" (Num.
xxxiv. 22; Josh. xix. 40, 48), or, simply, "the tribe
of Dan" (Ex. xxxi. 6, xxxv. 34, xxxviii. 23; Lev.
xxiv. 11; Num. i. 39, xiii. 12; Josh. xxi. 5, 23).
The following are detached details from the history
of the tribe given in the Old Testament. The artist
Aholiab or Oholiab, who took part in the constructioii of the Tabernacle (Ex. xxxi. 6,
xxxv. 34,

end of the period of the

xxxviii. 23), was a member of this tribe, as was also
the mother of a man who blasphemed the name of
(Lev. xxiv. 11).
At the time of Moses, Dan

xix. 47),

;

;

The

distress of

Dan

receiving reenforcements from their former
(Guthe, "Gesch. des Volkes Israel," 1899, p.
65), endeavored to invade the middle territories of
Canaan (Joseph us, "Ant." v. 8, § 1). Then help
arose for Dan in the person of the hero Samson
(Judges xiii. 2-xvi. 31), whose work was brilliantly
continued by Samuel (I Sam. vii. 11), and then by
David and other kings. This explains why the tribe
of Dan is mentioned in the accounts of David

listines,

home

(I

Chron. xxvii. 22) and Solomon
in later times (Ezek. xlviii. 1,

and

3.

The

from

"

(II

Chron.

ii.

13),

2, 32).

later designation for the Canaanite city

Laish (Judges

Leshem (Josh,
name being probably derived
The city lay in a deep valley near

xviii. 7, 14, 27, 29) or

the latter

Lesham."

Yhwh

Beth-rehob (Judges

represented as one of the larger tribes of the children of Israel, and as numbering 62,700 men of
twenty years of age and upward (Num. i. 39, ii.
Somewhat later, when the tribe of Benjamin,
26).
for instance, is reported as having only 35,400
(Num. i. 37) or 45,600 men {ib. xxvi. 41), the number in the tribe of Dan is given as 64,400 (ib. xxvi.
Its men able to bear arms were among the
43).
three tribes (Dan, Asher, and Naphtali) whose army
in the wilderness of Sinai covered the northern
flank (Num. ii. 25-31, x. 25-27).
Ammiel, one of
the twelve spies {ib. xiii. 12), belonged to Dan;
and its prince was Bukki {ib. xxxiv. 22). On entering Canaan the representatives of Dan, together
with tho-se of Reuben. Gad, Asher, Zebulun, and
Naphtali, took their position on Ebal, the mount
of the curse (Deut. xxvii. 13).
In Moses' blessing
Dan is characterized as "a lion's whelp: he shall
leap from Bashan " {ib. xxxiii. 22).
The latter
clause, however, does not fit Dan, since that tribe
did not live in the well-known plain of Bashan east
of the Jordan.
The land assigned to the tribe of Dan was in
western Canaan, its several cities and boundaries

tier

is

increased when, toward the
Israelitish judges, the Phi-

xviii. 28), on the northern fronof Palestine, at the place where " men come to

Hamath

"

(Num.

xiii. 21).

According to Josephus

§ 1), it was not far from the sources
of the lesser Jordan, and, according to the "Onomastica Sacra" {s.v. "Dan"), three or four Roman
miles from Paneas. In the Book of Enoch (xiii. 7)
it is said that " Dan lay south of the western side of
Mt. Hermon." Originally inhabited by Canaanites,
it was captured by a part of the tribe of Dan, whose
territory in southwestern Palestine Avas invaded by
the Philistines (Josh. xix. 47; Judges xviii. 1 etseq.),
and who named it after their tribal ancestor (Josh,.
xix. 47).
The mention of the name of Dan as early
as the time of Abraham and Moses (Gen. xiv.l4; Deut.
xxxiv. 1) is therefore anticipated by the later chronicler (compare "Beth-el" in Gen. xii. Band xxviii.
19). Consequently there is no reason to assume, from
Gen. xiv. 14 and Deut. xxxiv. 1, the existence of
another city of Dan.
The place seems to be identical with Dan-jaan
(II Sam. xxiv. 6), which was situated east of the Lake
and as this was the
of Gennesaret toward Sidon
route on which Laish-Dan lay (Judges xviii. 7, 29),
it is probable that "Dan-jaan" is a corruption of

("Ant."

V. 3,

;
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"Dan-jaar" (Dan iu the wood), and that this was
merely an occasional designation of the city of
Dan.
The place is often mentioned in the phrases " from
Dan even to Beer-sheba" (Judges xx. 1; I Sam. iii.
20; II Sam. iii. 10; xvii. 11; xxiv. 2, 15; I Kings iv.
25; Amos viii. 14) and " from Beer-sheba even to
Dan" (I Chron. xxi. 2; II Chron. xxx. 5); while in
Jer. iv. 15 and viii. 16 it is mentioned as a northern

town

frontier

Dan

of Palestine.
referred to in connection with the

also

is

ritual; for, according to

image stood there up

Judges

xviii. 31,

a graven

to the time of the destruction

of the sanctuary at Shiloh, which sanctuary is mentioned for the last time in I Sam. iv. 12. Jeroboam I.
set up at Dan one of the two golden calves which
he intended as symbols for Yhwh (I Kings xii. 29).
Many persons of the northern tribes of Israel, there-

made

pfilgrimages to Dan (Amos viii. 14;
city soon fell into the hands
Israel's northern enemies (I Kings xv. 20;

fore,

Kings X. 29); but the

II

of

II Chron. xvi.

4).

A Dill near the valley in which lay the ancient city
of Dan is to-day called " Tall al-Kagli ''—i.e. " Hill of
the Judge" the name being, perhaps, a reminiscence
of the name Dan = "judge."
,

—

BiBLiofiRAPHY: Stade, Gench. des Volkes Israeh

1. 124,146;
Cornill, Gexch. des Vnlkes Israel, 1898, p. 32; Guthe, Gesch.
des VoWfes Israel, 1899, pp. 5 et Hcq.; Winckler, Gesch. Isr.
in Einzeldarstellungen, 1900, 11. 63 et seq.; Holzlnger on
Gen. xxx. 24, lu Kurzer Handcommentar, 1898; Gunkel on
Gen. xxlx. 2:t, In Handcmnmentar, 1901 ; Cheyne, in Encyc.
Bihl. 8.V. Dan; Buhl, Geographic des Alten Paldstinas,

1896. § 124.

K. G. n.

E. K.

In Rabbinical and Hellenistic Literature
Dan plays a peculiar role in rabbinical tradition.
Owing to the fact that his name, as the name of a
:

connected with the blasphemer (Lev. xxiv.
and with the idolatry of northern Israel (Judges
xviii. 30; I Kings xii. 29; Amos viii. 14), while Samson, the judge ot the tribe of Dan, proved faithless
to his nazirate (Judges xiii. 2), Dan came to be
regarded as the black sheep of the house of Jacob.
His hatred of Joseph, bceau.se he brought to his
father evil reports against the sons of Bilhah and
Zilpah, induced him to plot against Joseph's life, and
he advised tlie brothers to deceive their father by
telling that tliey had found the coat of Jo.seph dipped
in blood (Test. Patr., Zebulon, 4; Dan, 1; Gad, 1).
Dan and Gad were in league with the crown prince
of Egypt against Joseph and A.senath (see Asenatii,
tribe, is
11),

Phavku
Ah

OF).

early as the days of

worshiped

Moses the

tribe of

Dan

wherefore the pillar of cloud failed
to protect it, and consequently Amalek smote Dan,
who was the "hindmost" and "feeble" because "he
feared not God" (Targ. Yer. to Deut. xxv. IH;
Pesilj. iii. 27b; Pesik. H. xii.
Tan., Ki Te?e). Being "the rearward of all the camps" (Num. x. 25),
Dan fell a victim to "tlie fire that devoured tlie ut
termost part of the camp because of the idol which
provoked the anger of the Lord " (Targ. Yer. to
Num. xi. 1, Hcbr. ). It was also Dun's idolatry which
Induced Balaam to ordcT altar and sacrifices for
idols,

;

the defeat of Israel (Targ. Yer. to
xxiii.

1).

Num.

xxii. 41.

Dan's idolatry restrained Abraham

in his

Dan

march against the Babylonian kings (Gen. xiv. 15;
Gen. R. xliii.) and appalled Moses in his vision of the
future (Targ. Yer. to Deut. xxxiv. 1 Sifre, Debarim,
The children of Dan taught their sons the
idolatrous Amorite practises contained in the books
hidden under Mount Abarim (Gaster, "Chronicles of
Jerahmeel," 1899, p. 167).
Jacob's blessing of Dan, in which he is compared
to a serpent (Gen. xlix. 16-18), is referred to Samson
(Gen. R. xcviii.), and the serpent is said to have
been made the emblem -of the tribe on its standard
(Num. R. ii.).
But Dan became the very type of evil-doing. He
was placed to the north (Num. ii. 25), this being the
region of darkness and evil (Jer. i. 14),
Dan, Type because of his idolatry which wrapped
of
the world in darkness (Num. R. ii.).
Antichrist. Still further goes a tradition which
identities the serpent and the lion (Gen.
xlix. 17 and Deut. xxxiii. 22) with Belial (see the literature in Bousset's "Antichrist," 1895, pp. 87, 113).
Iremeus ("Ad versus Haereses," v. 302), Hippolytus
("De Christo et Antichristo," pp. 14, 15), and other
Church fathers have a tradition, which can not but
be of Jewish origin, that the Antichrist comes from
the tribe of Dan, and base it upon Jer. viii. 16:
" The snorting of his [the enemy's] horses was heard
from Dan " a verse referred also in Gen. R. xliii.
Irenajus remarks that Dan is, in
to Dan's idolatry.
view of this tradition, not in the Apocalypse (Rev.
vii. 5-7) among the 144,000 saved ones of the twelve
Nor is the omission of Dan in I Chron. iv.
tribes.
Bousset, who has a special
et seq. unintentional.
chapter devoted to the Dan Antichrist legend {I.e.
pp. 112-115), believes that the connection of Dan
with Belial in Test. Patr., Dan, 5 points to the
same tradition. This seems to find corroboration in
Targ. Yer. to Deut. xxxiv. 3, where the war against
Ahriman (DIJ^OIN) and Gog or Magog in the vision
of Moses seems to refer to Dan, 1 (compare Sifre, I.e.
to innsn C^n see also Dan, in Ten Tribes, the
K.
Lost. )
Kuenen (" Theologisch TijdCritical View
schrift," v. 291) and others after him, such as Cheyne
(" Encyc. Bibl." s.v.), have argued tiiat " Dan " is the
In the etymology adduced in the
title of a deity.
explanatory remarks attributed to Rachel (Gen.
xxx. 6) nothing is said about the character- of the
;

357).

—

;

:

child.

The judgment

referred to

is

by God, and

is

The reference to the name
passed upon Haclid.
" Daniel " and to the cuneiform name of a king,
" Ashur-daii," in support of the critical view has
not been regarded l)y conservative scholars as suffiStill, the
cient to prove the contention in issue.
analogy withotlier names, both tribal (Gad) and personal, is strongly in favor of the views advanced by
"Danifl," in all probaKii(!nen and his successors.
is El " (compare " Eliyahu ") and
judge"; and " Ashur dan " is also a
«oiiiliinatioii of two immcs of <ieilies.
The personal existence of a son of Jacob bearing
the nam(! " Dan " has also been denied by modern
This is in accord with the general doubt
scholars.
cast on the patriarchal biographies and genealogies.
It is contended that no clan or tribe ever sprang
from one ancestor. While among the tribes one of

bility,

means

not "fJod

is

"

Dan

my

Can Asbkenazi
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"Danxoing

the niinu- of I>iu> may havo existed, tlie desijiimtioii
is that of an eponyni. assuiued after tlie tribe hud
come to retJeet upon its own origin and its reliUions
toother tribes (Cornill, "History of Israel," p. 82;
Stade. "Geseh. des Volkes Israel," i. l-M. 140; Gutlie,
"Geseh. des Volkes Israel," pp. 5 ft sf(j. Holzinj^cr,
"Kur/.er Hanileonimentar."' on Gen. .\.\x. 24; Gunkel, " Handeommeutar," on Geu. xxix. 35; Cheyne,
;

in

"Eneyc. Bibl."

cols,

The assumption

that

d'il'i

et xcq.).

Dan was

the son of Rachel's

handmaid. Hilhah, whose other son was Naphtali,
signifies, acconiing to the modern view of the ideas
underlying such genealogies, that the tribe of Dan
recognized a closer geographical or historical connection with that of Naphtali, in common with which
it was regarded, or regarded itself, as somehow in
a position subordinate to the tribes that traced their
descent directly through Rachel from Jacob. The
universjil applicability of this principle has been
doubted by KOnig ("" Bibelkritisches," 1902).
In
the case of Dan, tradition furnishes only scant material by which to test the theory.
Yet, as the genealogies and biographies of other tribal epon)-ms appear to justify the general principle, there is no
reason, from the point of view of the critical school,
to question its applicability to Dan (see Tribes,

The Twelve).

E. G. H.

DAN ASHKENAZI:

German Talmudist and

exegete; flourished in the second half of the thir
teenth century.
Dan, who was one of the most
prominent Talmudists of Germany and the teacher
of Mordecai ben Hillel, emigrated to Spain toward
the end of the thirteenth century, probably in consequence of the cruel persecutions to which the
Jews of Germany were subjected at that time, when
many were driven to seek asylum in other countries.
In Spain, where he was called "Ashkenazi" (German), he met the foremost rabbinical authorities,
who thought highly of him. Dan, however, was so
imprudent as to give a letter of recommendation to
a youth who pretended to be a prophet (compare
Abr.\ham of Avila); and when the latter turned
it to account, Solomon Adret cast scorn upon the
German rabbi in his circular letter on the pseudoprophet (Adret's Responsa, No. 548). Even before
this occurrence the relations between these two men
do not seem to have been very friendly, since Dan
declared at Saragossa that, from the strict point
of view of the Halakah, there could be no objection
to the slaughtering of animals by Christians, as the
reason given in the Talmud for forbidding the
slaughtering of animals by pagans did not apply to
Christians; for the pagan regarded the slauglitering
as a sacrifice to his idols, while the .same could not be
said of the Christians {ib. No. 529; but Dan's reasons
are not clearly stated).
Dan, who was a person of much individuality,
was misunderstood by many, and acts were ascribed to him which he certainly did not commit (j6.
No. 530). Adret's five re-sponsa (Nos. 1229-1238)
show that Dan was not a man to be overlooked Adret's successor as rabbi of Barcelona, Nissim b. Reuben, also recognizes Dan's scholarship (Responsa,

although

this did not prevent liim from writing a
pain Jill let against Dan regarding their dispute over an
iniportiiiit lialakic (luestion

Rome, p

ed.

Seville

(RITBA)

72).

calls

Yom-Tob b. Abraham of
Dan "our teacher" (ib.),

(UrPBA

Dan was also very independent

to

Yibum,

109).

as anexegete; the

fragments of his exegesis that have been preserved
manuscript, and also in the works of Bal.iya ben
Asher and in the collection "Iladrat Zekenim
(Leghorn, 1840), are highly interesting on account
of their rationalism, which was not to be expected
from one who had allowed liimself to be misled by
a false prophet. For instance, he interpreted *]Ni>0,
in Ex. xxiii. 20, as "messenger," not "angel," and
supposed it to refer to Joshua. It is curious to note
that in the collection of responsa "Besamim Rosh,"
which Saul Berlin published as Asher b. Jehiel's
work, the statement is made that Dan wrote his
in

Aramaic (No. 24).
Bibliography: Fuenn, Keneset Fi>ra«l: S. Eppenstein, In
Rev. Et. J7(ii'e,s, xxxvll. 318; D. Kaufmann, R. Dan Axchke-

Tefillin in

na*i Exegcte^ In Rei\ Et. Juivcs. xxxvl. 287-291

Salnmn

h.

Abraham,

pp.

9, tS3;

;

Kobn, Mordechai

Perles, R.
h. HUlel,

pp. 37. 38.

L. G.

DAN- JAAN

:

If the reading is coiTect, the

name

of a city mentioned only once in the Bible (II Sam.
xxiv. 6).
It was one of the places included in the
route of Joab and his associates when they were sent

out by David to number the people. 'Their route
was eastward across the Jordan, northward through
the trans-Jordanic tribes, westward to Sidon, passing

Dan-jaan on the way, and southward as far as BeerIt is natural, then, to identify Dan, on the
northern boundary of Israel, with Dan-jaan, although Conder, after Schultz, seeks to identify it
with Danian near Achzib. For " Jaan " various emendations have been proposed.
Gesenius changes jy*
into ")y> (" Dan of the wood ").
Wellhausen and,
following him, Budde, Kittel, and Driver read
U3D pDI (" and from Dan they went round "). Klostermann and Gratz change jy into ]'']} (Ijon), a city
mentioned in connection with Dan in I Kings xv. 20.
sheba.

G. B. L.

E. G. H.

DANCING.— Biblical

Data

Rhythmical and
measured stepping to the accompaniment of mu.sic,
singing, or the beating of drums.
This exercise,
generally expressive of joy, is found among all
:

primitive peoples.
It was originally incident to
religious worship, or to the martial demonstrations
of a tribe.
It may be inferred, therefore, that dancing of this character obtained also among the ancient

Hebrews.

Tlieir cognates, the Bedouin Arabs, at the
present time indulge in wild dances of this kind
(Doughty, "Arabia Deserta," i. 31), and in the rites
of the hadj old religious dances have been preserved
(Wellhausen, "Reste Arabischen Heidentum.s," 1st
ed.. pp. 106, 165).

That dancing among the Hebrews was chiefly connected with demonstrations of joy is indicated by
the use of the word pnt^ — pPIV, usually connoting
"playing," "sporting," or "jesting"
Ter(I Sam. xviii. 7; II Sam. vi. 5, 21;
minology. I Ciiron. xiii. 8, xv. 29; Jer. xxx. 19,
xxxi. 4:

;

No. 32;

424

CpntJ^

^inoa).

That

vio-

motions of the feet, not a graceful gliding, characterized the dance appears from the verb *ip"i,
meaning originally "to leap like Iambs," used with
lent

the meaning of "to dance."

"lD"iD, in II Sam. vi. 14, 16, seems to indicate a
round dance (compare I Cbron. xv. 29), most likely
the turning round and round upon the heels on one

spot,

Dan Aehkenazi
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as practised

b}-

the dervishes.

The

choric

dance is denoted by ^iriD nisPlD, a derivative of ^in
"to writhe," "to turn" (Lam. v. 15; Ps. xxx. 11,
12; Cant. vii. 1; Ex. xv. 20. xxxii.l9; I Sam. xviii.
6 [Septuagint, "dancing women "], xxi. 2, xxix. 5;
Judges xi. 34, xxi. 21;Ps. Ixxxvii. 7). That the
religious dance constituted the principal feature of
everv festival is shown by the history of the word
in ("Z. D. M. G." xli. 719; Driver's "Notes on the
Books of Samuel," p. 173; Wellluiusen, "Israelitische und JudischeGeschichte," p. 101, Berlin, 1897;
In the
idem, "Reste Arabischen Heidentums,"^.e.).
course of time it came to mean merely a festival,
or one of the three pilgrim festivals, though its
primitive connotation was a procession around the
altar or shrine executed in a certain halting rhythm,
whence the pilgrimage to Mecca, the hadj, has taken
its name. The term " pesah " recalls tiie same facts.
It indicates this "limping" dance (see Toy in "Journal of Biblical Literature and Exegesis," xvi. 178 et
seg.); whence, also, the jibe in I Kings xviii. 26:
" How long will you dance at two thresholds " ( JasThese religious processional
trow's emendation).
dances may have represented some mythological
event, a swaying to and fro of contending parties (see Jacob's experience in Gen. xxxii. 29: "he
limps ").
The Biblical books have undoubtedly preserved
the memory of religious dances in connection with
the making of the golden calf, and at
Religious the Red Sea (Ex. xv. 20, xxxii. 19).
The story of Jephthah's daughter
Dances.
(Judges xi. 34) illustrates this custom,
and suggests that it was a part of a very ancient
sacrificial cult.
In I Sam. xviii. 6, xxi. 11 women
dance in honor of Saul and David. It seems that
women were prominent in these choragic ceremoThe "kedeshot " attached to every sanctuary
nies.
may even have been professional dancers. Ps.
cxviii. 27 probably alludes to a procession of this
kind in the puzzling phrase jn IIDK- Post-exilic
psalms evidence tliat processions of dancers to the
gound of various musical instruments (flutes, trumpets, timbrels, cymbals, drums) had a prominent

=

'

'

share in religious celebrations (Ps. xxvi. 6, cxlix. 3,
The request which
cl. 4 [Ixviji. 25: 8. B. O. T.]).
was addres.sed to Piiuraoh by Moses (Ex. x. 9) indicates that such processions wen; an old (•.«;tublished custom.

As do the dervishes even at the present day
(Tristram, "Eastern vjustoms," pp. 207-210), so did
the Prophets resort to dancing as a means of working themselves up to the proper n«Tvo(is pitch
Tiieir resulting exal(I Sam. X. 10, 11; xix. 20-24).
proved contagious, as do, according to Lane,
the mad contortions of the dancing dcrvi.shrs totation

day.

mud

Dancing

a kind of "marriage dance," such as

is found
remembered
(Ta'an. iv. 8) as occurring on the Day
Tribal
of Atonement and on the fifteentlx
and Family day of Ab and the theory that these
" dances " are survivals of marriage by
Dances.

in

many modem

children's plays,

is

;

The

capture is not without reasonableness.
procession " which took place at the

" torchlight

Festival of the Water-Drawing (HDNIfn r^n nnoti')
was particpated in by the riost distinguished notables (Suk. V. 1-4).
In the daj'swhen Greek immoralities menaced the
very existence of Judaism, dancing especially by
professional and probably lewd women was looked
upon with disfavor (Ecclus. [Sirach] ix. 4). The
daughter of Herodias undoubtedly imitated and took
the place of a professional dancer at the banquet
(Matt. xiv. 6).
From other Biblical passages it is
clear that dancing was demanded on similar occasions (Jer. xxxi. 4, 13). Lam. v. 15; Eccl. ill. 4; and
Ps. xxx. llindicate that the dance was considered an
expression of joy. Some have urged Cant. vii. 1
in support of the theory that a sort of square dance
(" kimeholat ha-mahanayim ") was known to the
Jews. Wetzstein identities it with the sword-dance
that still takes place at Eastern wedding-feasts.
E. G. H.

—

In Talmudic Times

—

In post-Biblical times

:

dancing continued to be a favorite exercise on both
"The woman of
religious and secular occasions.
"
sixty runs to the sound of music like the girl of six
(M. K. 9b). A feast was made complete by dancing,
and noted scholars were in the habit of providing
such entertainment for their guests (Ned. 51a).
Dancing in honor of the bride at a wedding was
deemed an act of piety, and sedate rabbis often vied
with one another in its exercise. Thus, R. Judah
b. 'Illai used to dance at weddings waving a myrtle
branch (Ket. 17a). Moreover, the festive procession
which in BibHcal times made the periodical pilgrimages to Jerusalem such a source of popular joy,
forming the main feature in the observance of the
great holidays, continued to fill with glee the highways of Palestine in Talmudic days. Franz Delitzsch properly uses a description of these jubilant
ceremonies as an argument against these theorists
who hold that the Law had rendered the life of the
post-exilic Jews sad and gloomy, depriving their
religious practises of spontaneity and joyfulness.
The Mishimh. for instance, relates in how truly popular a manner and with what accompaniment of
genuine joy the men from the provinces were wont
to bring the first fruits to the Temple at Jerusalem.
Tiiey did not come singly, as men bearing burdens,
but in festive processions, with light, joyous, grateful liearts.

" All ttip vllln«(>« i)f a (listricl s<iiil lliflr dwi'llnrs lo llin rlilof
city of llif district ; tin- pllKrlnin pii.ss tin- nlRlit in IIk- slnM-ta of
ttic t'lvvn.

rprmlnln>f from cntiTlnK

tlic

Iiouwh, nnd

iit

duwn

the

Arise, iinil Irt iiH «o up t'l Zloti. tx) tlif tiotwe
li'iidcTiTlcHout:
WhlU^ on tin- niarrli tlivy slnjc <homl psiilmH, I
of our (iod I'
wua Kind when thi'V Rold unto nic. Iz-l us ro unto the liouso of
When they reiirh .loniRaIhf Lord." Ix'lnjr the fiivorlle n-fmln.
"uur feet iin- slundlnif within thy (riitcs, O
lem they rhant
.lerusnli'tn !
(Pb. cxxll.). Al Iho Temple mount ttiey strlko up :
(Ph. cl.).
'
IThI.hi' yo the I»rd. pniliw (iixi In his samtuliry
'
Praise ye tho
find hnvluK n-arhed the Imll, they finish with
(Ps. cxlvl.). The men from
Lord, pralw- the L^jrd. O my mu\
'

'

Dancing marked also tribal and family festivals.
At Shiloli an annual feast was rcjelinited at which
the maidens indiil^'r'd in dancing (Judges xxi. 21),
and it is more than probable tiiat AIh'I meholah
("the dancing meadow ") owes its name to a .similar
usage (I Kings xix. 16). For the times of the Tal

:

'

1

'

!

'

Dancing:
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Uie iu'l>rtiU)rhiHHl brliitr fiiwh Hk'.'< luitl frniiH's, mul tlii>so fnmi
afar dritHl tlKs unit trmiH's. Aiuttlu'ox o( siicnllct' jtih-s bofiirc
lin'ux, ltj< horns »MnUv»»t'il with k'*''*! '»»* " <'ri>\vn of oltve on Us
Tht> nut«> l3 playcti all the whlh- thov arc iiiiin tiiiipr, until
h«>ail.
they ix>ine oKvs»> iii>on .hTiisiilfin. Then tlu'v send (It'lt'pites to
llie city

to

to offer their llrst-fniits. The foremost priests come out
aavr\llii>r lo ilic iuiiiil)er of pilgrims Is tlie priestly
In Jerusjilem all workmen In the streets pause In

meet them

:

deputation.

work

their

men
fore

to irnrt the

comers: 'He welcome, our brethren,
And the Ilute still plays on bemount of the sanctuary " (Blk.

of such-and-such ii town
them until they reach the

III.-';

1

'

Yer.

dd loo.

The Talmud nlst* toiitains tniditiotis iDiu'cniing
the joyful manner in wliich the two national holidays, the irxh of Ab (the Feast of "Wood-OlTeriiisr,
or "Xylophoria',"' as Josephus calls it) and the Day
of Atonement, were celebrated. Various causes, it
appears, were held to have given birth to these two
feasts; at any rate, they were generally observed.
On those days the maidens of Israel were in the
habit of going forth to the vineyards, each clad in
well-washed white, and joining in the choral dances.

They

appeared in borrowed gowns, so as not to
poor.
The young men came and looked
on, while the dancers sang appropriate songs.
It
would seem that brides were, oftentimes chosen at
all

shame the

these gatherings (Ta'an. 30b).
Similarly, there is a
Talmudic tradition that " whoever has not witnessed
the joy of the Festival of Water-Drawing has seen

no joy in his life." On those occasions.
on the night of the first day of the

Festival

WaterDrawing,

Feast of Tabernacles, huge assemblies
of people gathered in the women's
court of the Temple, bearing lamps of
gold and vessels for water, while every house in
Jerusalem was brightly illuminated. "Pious men
and men of affairs," adds the tradition, "danced
with torches in their hands, singing songs of joy
and of praise, and the Levites made music with lyre
and harp and cymbals and trumpets and countless
other instruments" (Suk. 51a; Maimonides, "Yad,"
Lulab, viii. 12, 13). Two galleries were built for the
spectators, one for men and one for women.
The
celebration lasted all night and ended at dawn, announced by blasts of trumpets, with the pouring of
water upon the altar.
The fondness of the ancient Jew for dancing is
suggested in the hope naively expressed by R.
Eleazar: "Some day the Holy One, blessed be He!
will give a dance for the righteous, and He will sit
among them in the Garden of Eden, and each one
•will point bis -finger at Him, saying, as it is written
(Isa. XXV. 9), 'Lo, this is our God; we have waited
for him, and he will save us: this is the Lord; we
have waited for him, we will be glad and rejoice in

of

his salvation

'

"

(Ta'an. end).

pecially on Sabbaths niul feast-days, witnessed
mi.xed dancing.
Hut when the latter habit

little

came

into vogue, the lljibbis opiio.scd i(. strenuously on account of the license and the marital quarrels to which
it
led, citing in support the verse in Proverbs:
"Hand to hand shall not go unpunished " (xi. 21,
llebr. ).
The nearest relations alone, such as hus-

band and wife, father and tlaughter, brother and
were cxeiupted from the inhibition. Needless to say, the rabbinic rule was often infringed by
the bolder young men and women.
That mixed
dancing was not without its moral dangers was witnessed by the license which its prevalence engensister,

dered among the enthusiastic followers of Shabbethai
Zebi.
Occasionally, professional Jewish dancers occur; for instance in the seventeenth century, when
the sultan engaged Jewish fiddlers and dancers to
perform at a banquet; and they are not infrequent
in the modern Orient, more especially in Tunis.
In
these latter forms, of course, dancing has become a
purely social diversion without any religious import; but the original significance of dancing as an
expression of religious joy and fervor may yet be
observed in the synagogues of Orthodox Jews on
the Feast of Simhat Torah (" Rejoicing of the Law"),
where the primitive religious dance may be said to
have survived.
Bibliography: Tristram, Eastern Ctistoma,

pp. 207 et seq.;

Wetzsteln, Zeitschrift filr Ethnologic, 1873, pp. 285 et seq.;
Benzlnger, Arch. Index; Nowack, Lehrbuch der HetirWischcn ArchUolngie, 1. 279; VVellhausen, Psalms, In .S. B. O.
T. Appendix; Schudt, Merckwllrdiqkeiteii, il. 5; Berliner,
Ausd^m Innern Leben, p. 8; Giidemann, Oesch. des Erziehungsweseri^, ill. 138 et seq.; Abrahams, JeioUth Life in
the Middle Ages, pp. 75, 254, 380 et seq.; Hamburger, R. B.
T.

1.

977

;

Franz Delltzsch, Jrte, pp. 189

et seq. (English trans.).

H. G. E.
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DANHAUSER,

ADOLPHE - Lf OPOLD

:

French musician born in Paris Feb. 26, 1835; died
there June 9, 1896.
He studied at the Paris Conservatory under Bazin, Halevy, and Reber; took
first prize in harmony (1857); first prize in fugue
He became
(1859); second Prix de Rome (1862).
;

chief inspector of instructiob in singing in the
schools of Paris in 1875 afterward professor of solfeggio at the Conservatory.
He compo.sed: "Le
Proscrit," a musical drama (produced at Auteuil in
1866); "Maures et Castillans,"a three-act opera (not
produced); several "Melodies Vpcales"; "Soirees
;

Orpheoniques"

(collection of twelve choruses for

He wrote a well-known textbook, "Theorie de la Musique" (1878); " Abrege de
la Theorie de la Musique " (1879); "Chants pour les
" Recueil de Petits Chants ^ Une Voix "
Ecoles "
(1883); "Questionnaire, Appendice de la Theorie de
three equal voices).

;

Musique

la

be seen that dancing among the Jews preserved its primitive character: a spontaneous expression of joy rather than an esthetic plea.sure. In both
ancient and medieval times, therefore, it consisted
of "gesticulations, violent leaps and bounds, hopping in a circle, rather than graceful pose, and soft,
rhythmic movements."
The popularity of the
It will
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" (1886).

BiBLiORRAPHY

:

Baker, Biog. Diet, of

rousse, Diet. 2d Supplement, p. 986

;

MvMcians,

s.v.;

La-

La Orande Encyc. xlll.

s.v.

N. D.
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DANIEL.— Biblical Data:

In

Hebrew (l)^KJT

The form without

by the

the > (see Masorah
xiv. 14) occurs in Ezek. xiv. 14, 20;
xxviii. 3; also in a Palmyrene inscription (see De

spread of the dancing-hall, or "Tanzhaus," which,
for the use of both weddings and ordinary dances,
was established in almost every ghetto of France
and Germany. At first these halls, frequented es-

Vogue, " Syrie Centrale, " No. 93). The pronunciation
" Dani'el " (God is my Judge) is more probable than
"Dan'el" (God is a .ludge), because in consonance
with the general structure of Hebrew names. It is

amusement

in the

Middle Ages

is

attested

(2)

^X^n.

(1)

Magna to Ezek.
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therefore probably correct to vocalize the consonants
in the three places thus:

tween the vowels " i
nunciation "Daniyel

^^?'^^-

(2)

"

and

"

OX'J'I, Dan.

"e"

gave
i.

The hiatus

be-

rise to the pro6),

with the

in-

of a consonantal '; compare "Eli'atah"
("Eliathah," I Chron. xxv. 4) with "Eliyata" (verse
27; compare Konig, "Historisch-Kritisches Lehrgesertion

baudo der Ilebriiischen Sprache, " ii. 481 et seq. ). The
name should be interpreted, in accordance with Gen.
XXX. 6, as "God is the Defender of my right."
The following persons called "Daniel "are men-

A

1.
son of David hy Abigail
tioned in the O. T.
(I Chron. iii. 1); the parallel passage (II Sam. iii. 3)
has •' Chileab " but this reading is perhaps a corruption due to the tact that the last three letters of
:

;

3N^3

The Name

ai'e

identical

with the

first

three

following word, p'J'QK^,
in the Old and the form in I Chron. iii. 1 is probTestament. ably correct. The forms of his name
found in the Septuagint ^n'/.olHn and
support this view, in that they show
Aafivtri?.
the first letter of the name to be "l (A).
G. Kerber
(in his "Die Religionsgeschichtliche Bedeutuug der
Hebr. Eigennamcn." 1897, p. 36) combines the name
"Kile'ab" with "Kaleb," the name of the wellknown companion of Joshua, and with "keleb"
= dog. This, however, is a mere hypothesis, and can
not serve as an argument for the name " Kile'ab."
2. A man of extraordinary righteousness (Ezek.
xiv. 14, 20) and wisdom (xxviii. 3), who appears to
have been almost as well known as Noah and Job,
with whom he is mentioned in both of the passages
letters of the

—

cited.

A

of the sons of Ithamar (Ezra viii. 2).
the Greek Book of Ezra
(viii. 29) has the forms TauatfA, Tn^r/'/nc, and TauaXiri?.,
whicli are evidently miswritings for Aavir/?..
This

3.

The

prie-st

parallel pa.s.sage in

Ezra from Babylonia to Jerusaand was one of those who .sealed
Israel's covenant with God (Neh. x. 6).
4. The most important bearer of the name is the
hero of the canonical liook of Daniel and of the additions found in the Septuagint.
This Daniel was
among the pris<^)ners carried by Nebuchadnezzar to
Babylon after the capture of Jerusapriest returned with

lem

in

458

B.C.,

Descent

year of the reign of
he was al.so one of the
3oung men instr\ieted, by order of
Nebiuiiadnezzar, in the learning ami tlie tongue of
tlic Chaldeans (Dan. i. 3-4).
No mention is made,
however, of Daniel's birthplace or family. It is not
known wlullier lie l)eloiiged to the family of the
King of Israel or to that of an Israelitish magnate.
Jose{)hus ("Ant." x. 10, § 1) evidently inferred from
Sanh. i. 3 that Daniel was a relation of King Zedekiah
(f/cav Til)V l K Toil '^ifirKinv yivdvr Tinnnpir), while Ps(MldoEpiplmniua, on the strength of the same pas.sage.

of Daniel.

makes Daniel

lein in the tliiid

Ji-lioiakiiii

the seinn

;

f>f

a nol)le Isnir-litish family
tin- BcKtk

(compare Pnnce, "Critical Commentary on
of Daniel." p. 25).

The Chaldeans gave Daniel a new name derived
from their own language; namely, " Heltesha^zar."
the Hebraized form of " BaIatHhu-u?ur " (lit. "His

When reijuested to eat the food of
Life Protect").
the lieathen, he asked that he and hi.s Hebrew

Dancing'

Daniel

might be given their own food, in keeping
with the Law of their fathers. Daniel soon had an
opportunity to reap the reward of his piety for, inspired by God, he interpreted King Nebuchadnezzar's dream, and the king in return made him ruler
over the whole province of Babylon
Daniel's
and chief over all the wise men of BabCareer.
ylon(Dan.ii. 48). Daniel distinguished
himself a second time by interpreting
another dream of Nebuchadnezzar {ib. iv.), and by
deciphering the mysterious words "Mene, Mene,
friends

;

Tekel, L'farsin " (ib. v. 25).
Daniel retained his high position under Darius
until his fellow dignitaries induced the king to issue
a decree forbidding any one to ask anything of God,
or of any man except the king, for a period of thirty
When Daniel, nevertheless, continued to
days.
pray three times a day at an open window looking
toward Jerusalem, he was cast into the lion's den,
but was rescued by his God and honored anew by
the king.
He retained his influence until the third
year of Cyrus' reign over Babylon (that is, up to
536 B.C.), and prophesied the future of God's king-

dom

(ib.

i.

21, vi.

28, x. 1).

E. K.

E. G. n.

In Rabbinical Literature
According to
rabbinical tradition Daniel was of royal descent;
:

and

his fate, together with that of his tliree friends,
Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah, was foretold by
the prophet Isaiah to King Hezekiah in these words,
"and they shall be eunuchs in the palace of the king
of Babylon" (Isa. xxxix. 7; compare Sanh. 93b;
Pirke R. El. Hi.; Origen, commentary to Matt. xv.
According
5; Jerome, commentarj' to Isaiah, I.e.).
to this view, Daniel and his friends were eunuchs,
and were consequently able to prove the groundlessness of charges of immorality brought against
them, which had almost caused their death at the
hands of the king. Even in his youth, when he
convicted the false witnesses against the pious and
beautifid Susanna, Daniel gave proof of that wisdom (see Si's.\NNA, The Book of) which afterward

made him

so

famous that

it

was

sjvid

of him, " If

he were in one scale of the balance and all the wise
men of the heathens in the other, he would outweigh them all " (see Yoma 77a). When the king
Nebuchadnezzar heard Daniel reproduce the dream
which he had, had he could not doubt the truthfulness
of his interpretation (Tan., ed. Buber, i. 191). Nebuchadnezzar admired Daniel greatly, although the
latter refused the proffered divine honors, thus distinguishing himself favorably from Ins contemporary Hiram (the " |)rinee of Tyre," in Kzek. xxviii),
who demandeil honor as a god ((Jen. K. xcvi.).
Life at court was fraught witii many dangers for
In the first |)laee lie denied himthe pious Daniel.
.self mtich in the matter of food, since he would not
jiarlakc of \\\v wine and oil of the
Nebuchad- heathens ('Ab. Zarali 30a); and more
thiiri once he endangired his life l)y
nezzar's
refusing to take part in the idolatry of
Idol.
Daniel was not forced, as
the king.

were his three friends, to worship the idol which
Nebuchadnezzar set up; for the king, who well
knew that Daniel would rather be cast.' into the fiery
furnace than commit idolatry, sent him away from
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not be forced to conwhom he worFurthermore, it was God's
shiped to death by tire.
intention to caust^ the three men to be taken out of
the furnace during tlie absence of Daniel, so that
their rescue should not be ascribed to the merit of
the latter i^Sauh. i>3a; compare also Cant. R. vii. 8,
and Az.KniAn in Kahhinical Litku.\tuue). Nevertheless, the kingenileavored to induce Daniel to worship tlie idol by trying to make him believe that it
was something alive and real; and he ordered that
there be placed in its mouth the frontlet ("?i?") of
the high priest, on which was written the name of
God and since this name po.ssessed the miraculous
power of enabling inanimate things to speak, the idol
could utter the words "I am thy god." Daniel,
however, was not to be so easily deceived. Asking
pernussion to kiss the idol on the mouth, he stepped
before it and conjured the frontlet in the following
words: "Although I am only a man of flesh and
blood, yet I stand here as God's messenger.
Take
care that God's name is not desecrated by you, and
thus I command you to follow me." While he was
kissing the idol the frontlet passed from the idol's
mouth into his. When Nebuchadnezzar, as usual,
sent for musicians to give songs of praise to the
idol, he noticed that Daniel had silenced it (Cant.
R. vii. 9).
On another occasion Daniel was strongly urged
by King Cyrus to recognize Bel, whose divinity was
evidenced by the fact that he ate up the sacrifices
placed daily before him. This was reported by the
priests, who entered the temple every night by a
subterranean passage, ate the sacrifices, and then
announced that the idol had eaten the offerings.
Daniel exposed this fraud. He had ashes strewn on
the floor of the temple, and on the following day he
convinced the king that persons had entered the
temple at night, by showing him the footprints in
the ashes.
At another time a dragon was worshiped
by the Babylonians, and their king tried to make
I)aniel also worship it.
Daniel boiled pitch, fat, and
hair together and gave lumps of it to the dragon,

Babylon

demn

liis

—

in

order that he

niiglit

own god — njinu'lv.

Daniel,

;

which thereupon

burst.

Daniel's success at court naturally excited the
envy and ill will of the Babylonians, who gathered
in a mob and threatened the king and
In the
his house if he did not deliver Daniel
Lion's Den. to them.
The king Avas powerless
to resist, and the people took Daniel
and threw him into a den with seven famished lions.
Daniel remained there unharmed for six days, being
fed during that time by the prophet Habakkuk,
whom an angel had in an instant transported from
Judea to Babylon, holding him by the hair of his
head.
On the seventh day the king went to the den
to bewail Daniel, and was astonished to find him
alive.
Piaising God for the help accorded to His
pious servant, the king ordered that Daniel should
be drawn out of the den and that his accusers should
be cast therein; and they were immediately devoured by the wild beasts (see Bel and the
.

Dragon).
In like manner was Daniel delivered from lions in
the reign of Darius. By the advice of Daniel this
ruler had placed the affairs of the government in
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the hands of a board composed of three ofllcials,
with Daniel at their head. Ho was, therefore, the
second after the king. His high position excited
the envy of the other ofllcials, wlio, in an underhand
way, succeeded in inducing the king to sign a decree
forbidding any one, on pain of death, to pray to any
god or man, except to the king (Yosippon, ed.
iii. 7a-7d).
Although Daniel was not
forced to sin in any way, he was prepared to sacrifice his life rather than omit his prayers; hence it
was ea.sy for his enemies to convict liim of having
violated the royal order.
While he was at prayer
his enemies entered his room, and watched to see
whether the accusations against him could be substantiated, as the king did not believe them.
Daniel
did not omit his " Minhali " prayer. Notwithstanding his friendship for Daniel, the king listened to the
accusations of the nobles, and condemned him to be
cast into the den of lions.
The mouth of the den
was closed with a huge stone, which had rolled of
itself from Palestine to Babylon for that purpose.
Upon this stone sat an angel in the shape of a lion,
so that Daniel's enemies might not harass him
(Midr. Teh. xxiv., Ixvi.); and the beasts in the den
received Daniel as faithful dogs might receive their
returning master, wagging their tails and licking

Cracow, 1589,

him (Yosippon,

iii. 8b;
Aphraates, "Homilies," ed.
Wright, iv. 67). Early the next morning the king
hastened to the den in order to learn Daniel's fate,
and called him by name but he received no answer,
as Daniel was just then reading the " Shema' " (Midr.
Teh. Ixvi.), after having spent the night in song
of praise to God, to which the lions had silently
listened (Yosippon, I.e.).
Daniel's enemies insisted
that the lions were tame because they were not
hungry, whereupon the king commanded that the
accusers themselves spend a night with the beasts.
As a result the enemies of Daniel, numbering 122,
with their wives and children, making a total of
366 persons, were torn by 1,469 lions (Midr. Teh.
;

in Yosippon [I.e. 8c] this experience is attributed to Habakkuk. The legend of the dragon is in
any case probably only a later differentiation of the
Biblical story in Dan. vi.).
These miracles kept Daniel in favor with the
king, who thereupon issued orders that the Jews
should return to Palestine and rebuild the Temple.
Daniel's great age induced him to ask for his dismissal from the king's service; but his request was
not granted until he had found a worthy successor
in Zerubbabel, whom he recommended to the king
for all the oflices that he himself had filled.
Daniel
was then graciously dismissed with valuable presents from the king, and went to Shuslian, where he
lived piously until his death (Yosippon, I.e. 9d-10a;
but compare Cant. R., ^.c, according to which Daniel
returned to Palestine at the command of Cyrus).
Although Daniel was no prophet, God held him
worthy to receive the revelation of the destiny of
Israel, even to the Day of Judgment, thus distinguishing him from his friends, the prophets Haggai,
Zechariah, and Malachi, who had no visions (Dan.
X. 7).
Daniel, however, forgot the "end" (}>p) revealed to him, after an angel had shown him everything (Gen. R. xcviii. 2).
E. c.
L. G.
I.e.

;
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In Arabic Literature : The Moslems consider
Daniel as a prophet, though he is not mentioned in
the Koran. It was he who preached in Babylonian
'Irak— that is to say, Chaldea exhorting the people
He lived during the reigns of the
to return to God.
Persian king Lahorasp and of Cyrus, and taught
these two princes the unity of God and the true re-

—

Tabari says ("Chronique," French translation of Zotenberg, i. 44) that thousands of people
who had died in a certain town from an epidemic
were resuscitated a thousand years later by the
pmyer of Daniel, a legend probably borrowed from
ligion.

Ezek. xxxvii.

sciences; and Daniel the Younger, who, according
to a tradition, was the maternal uncle of Cyrus,

whose mother was a Jewess. The Arabs attribute to him the book "Kitab al-Jafar" (Divination) and many predictions relative to the Persian
kings.

Bibliography: Tabari. Chronique (French transl. by Zotenberg), i. 44, 496, 503, 571: il. 2S3; Mas'udi, Les Prairies d'Or
(ed. B. de Meynard), il. 128; D'Herbelot, BiWiotheque Orientate, s.v.
E. G. H.

DANIEL, TOMB OF

M. SeL.

Tradition has named two
places as the site of Daniel's tomb. In the " Marty rologium Ro:

manum,"

1-10.

Daniel
become a

noted

i)rophet,

Cyrus made him
the chief of

kingdom

for in-

stance, which
consecrates July
21 to Saint Daniel, the place of

When
had

Daniel

his death

all

is

in

given as Baby-

that

he

lon,

might teach

his

his

order

people the true

The

religion.

prophet
asked
the king to let
him go back to
and
Palestine
build the
ple.

who

Tem-

1160 C.E., gives

tion

S bust e r, a n d
this synagogue
is still

after tlieir

tions
Traditional

tivity.
(From

Klatiflln

Tomb

of Oaiilcl.

and CunUj, " Voynge en

Tfrai* M*Mli*rne.'

ibn

(fiuo'cd by Tabari, l.r. p. 7")1), it was Nebuchadnezzar wlio ordered Daniel to be thrown
into the lion's den.
A pit was dug purposely for
him; and ho and five companions were cast before
Shortly all(;r\viird tiie king, on
a famishi'd animal.
af)pr<)aching the jiit, saw there seven persons instead
The8<jvenfh was an angel, who striirk Nebof six.
ucharlnezzar a blow in the face, and by that
changed him into a wild beast.
The Arabs attributt; to Daniel the invcntiim of
geomancy ("Mlm al rami ") and tlio authorship of
thf " U.sul al-Ta'bir " (The Principles of Interpreting

.Tarir

of

it,

as,

for example, in

F 1 a n din and
Coste, " Voyage

I'cr.se Mixh rne " (plate 100). and in Loftus, " Chalda'a and Susiana" (pp. H17 el t<ri/.).
lienjamin declares, Iiowevcr, that (lie lf)nib docs
not hold Daniel's remains, which were .said to have

en

been discovered at Susa about ((lOr.K. The remains
were supposed (o bring good fortune; and bitter
(juarrels arose l)ecaus<! of them between the inhabitants of the two banks of the Ciioaspes. All those
living on the side on which Daniel's grave was situated were rich and liappy, while tho.so on the opposite side were poor and in want; the latter, therefore, wished the bier of Daniel transferred lo their

They (inally agreed that the bier
shoidd rest alternately one year on each side. This
agr«'ement was carried f)ut for many years, until the
Persian .shah ban jar, on visiting the city, stopped
side of the river.

were two Daniels: Daniel the
Elder, wlio lived in the period between Noah and
Abraham, and was the fath.erol the above-mentioned
.says there

standing.

There are some
good representa-

return from cap-

Dreams).
Mas' udi

is

modern

that Daniel was
king of llie Isra-

According to

Susa

Daniel.
the

tion, U) the (idee t

Muhammml

his ac-

was shown the
tomb assigned
by tradition to

I

with me." There
is another tradi-

eli t<'S

in

count of Susa.
In the facade of
one of its many
synagogues he

stay

all

ac-

curate informa,-

should have
them

was

visited the

much more

sented to the reconstruction of
sanctuary,
the
but refused to let
him go, saying,
"If I had a thou
sand
prophets

thee,

it

Holy Land about

Cyrus con-

like

and

claimed that he
was buried in
the royal vault
there.
B e n j amin of Tudela,
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tlie practise, hoKling that, the contiimnl removal
Ho
of the bier was (lisrespoetfiil to tlie prophet.
ordoreil the bier to be fastened with eliaius to the
bridire, direetly in the luidiile of tlie strueture; and
he ereeted a ehapel on tlie spot for both Jews and
non-Jews. The king also forbatle lishing in tiie river
within a niiU' of Daniels bier (" Itinerary of lienjainin
of Tudela" [Hebr.]. ed. Asher. i. 74-76. ii. 15'^-154;
eonijmre Pethahiah of Hegi-nsburg, p. 77, below,
The plaee is a dangerous one for
Jerusiileni, 1872).
navigation, since gotl less persons perish immediately
on passing it; and the water under the bier is distinguished by the presence of goldfish.
Mohammedan traditions agree in stating that
Daniel was buried at Susji, and a similar tradition
was current among the Syriac writers (Budge, " Book
Al-Baladhori (ninth century)
of the Bee." p. 73).
says that when the conqueror Abu Musa al-Ash'ari
came to Susa in 638, he found the coffin of Daniel,

which had been brought thither from Babylon in
order to bring down rain during a period of drought
(compare Al-Tabari, i. 2567). Abu Musa referred
the matter to the calif Omar, who ordered the coffin to be buried, which was done by sinking it
to the bottom of one of the streams near by (" Futuh
similar account is given by
al-Buldan," p. 378).
Ibn Haukal (ed. De Goeje, p. 174) and Al-Istahri
(ed. De Goeje, p. 92), who add that the Jews were
accustomed to make a circuit around Daniel's tomb

A

to draw water in its neighborhood (see also
Yakut. "Mu'jam al-Buldan," iii. 189). Al-Mukad-

and

dasi (ed.

De Goeje,

the contention

p. 417) refers to

between the people of Susa and those of Tustar.
A slightly divergent tradition reported by Ibn Taimiyyah says that the bodj' was found in Tustar;
that at night thirteen graves were dug, and it was
put in one of these a sign that the early Moslems
were opposed to the worship of the tombs of holy
men ("Z. D. M. G." liii. 58).
The authenticity of the tomb at Susa is believed in
b}' the mollahs of Arabistan, even though five days
journey from Dizful, near Mai Amir, there is another

—

tomb sacred

to Daniel.

Bibliography: Jane Dleulafoy, At Sma,
ISflO; Driver, The Bonk of Daniel, p. xxi.

p. 131,

E.

G.

DANIEL, APOCALYPSE

OF.

New

York,

K.— G.

See Apoca-

lyptic LlTEKATLRE.

DANIEL, BOOK OF *— Critical View:

One

of the books of the Old Testament.
It may be divided into two parts: chapters i.-vi., recounting the
events of Daniel's life; chapters vii.-xii., containing
his prophecies.
"While the first part proves that
it is impossible for the world-empire to belong to
the heathen forever, the second part .shows that
Israel is destined to found this world empire through
the son of man, who has long since existed in heaven "(J. Bfthraer, "Reich Gottes und Menschensohn
im Buche Daniel," 1899, p. 60).
In its form the book shows striking differences,
for while ii. 4 to vii. 28 is written in Aramaic, the

preceding and following portions are written in Hebrew. It is not easy to discover the reason for this
peculiarity; it suggests, however, that the "Chaldeans " in this book are the Arameans or Syrians. A
For Biblical Data see

Damel.
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similar instance occurs in the Seder 'Olam Zu^a (ed.
Job. Meyer), wliere the author gradually lapses

Aramaic in talking of personages of the Babylonian exile, but on p. 117 returns to Hebrew. The

into

author may have meant to introduce the "Chaldeans" in their own language, and then inadvertently continued in the language that was familiar to
him (sec Driver, "Daniel," in "Cambridge Bible for
Schools," p. xxii.). J. Bohmer (I.e. p. 150) main-

Aramaic portion was so written becontents concerned all peoples; Prince and
others suggest that the whole book was written origtains that the

cause

its

Hebrew, and translated into Aramaic; and
that a part of the Hebrew book was lost, and replaced by the Aramaic translation. This opinion,
however, does not weigh the fact that the Aramaic begins with the speech of the "Chaldeans."
Other scholars think that the whole book was originally written in Aramaic, while the beginning and
end were translated into Hebrew so that the book
might be incorporated into the canon (Marti, in his

inally in

1901, p. ix.). But if its
inclusion in the canon had depended

Commentary,

Form.

on

its

Hebrew form,

it

would have

been necessary to translate the whole into Hebrew.
In any case the linguistic diversity in parts of this

book is no reason for assuming two sources for it,
as Meinhold does in his Commentary (p. 262); for
the Aramaic Book of Daniel could not have begun
with ii. 4.
Another difference in form is found in the fact
that the political history forming the background of
the first six chapters is absent in vii.-xii. This difThe author thought
ference may be thus explained
it his first task to recount without a break the historical facts of Daniel's life; Iiis second task being
to record the revelations vouchsafed to Daniel which
were not connected with the experiences of other
In the first six chapters Daniel is intropeople.
duced in the third person, while in the others he
appears as the speaker. This is explicable on the
ground that the second part of the book is concerned
only with the presentation of Daniel's inner expe:

riences to the exclusion of all ol)jective relations.
Such transitions are found in other books com-

—

The change of
pare, for example, Hosea i. and iii.
person therefore does not necessarily affect the unity
of the book. (For other opinions on the composite
character of the Book of Daniel, see Eduard KOnig,
"Einleitung ins Alte Testament," p. 384; Von Gall,
"Die Einheitlichkeit des Buches Daniel," 1895; G.
A. Barton, "The Composition of the Book of DanBarton
iel," in "Jour. Bib. Lit." 1898, pp. 62-86).
finds a contradiction between i. 1, 5, 18. and ii. 1;
for Nebuchadnezzar is designated as "king" in i. 1,
and, according to i. 5, 18, Daniel and his friends
were to be prepared three years prior to appearing
before the king, while in ii. 1 it is stated that this happened as early as the second year of Nebuchadnezzar.
Still it was not an unnatural prolepsis on first

mentioning Nebuchadnezzar,

who

subsequently be-

came king, to give him the title by which he was
commonly known at the time of writing. Barton
also finds a contradiction between the words "And
Daniel continued even unto the first year of King
Cyrus " (i. 21) and " In the third year of Cyrus, king
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of Persia, a thing was revealed unto Daniel " (x. 1).
i. 21 does not mean that Daniel littd "even unto
the first year of Cyrus, "but that Daniel survived
even the fall of Nebuchadnezzar's kingdom and that
of his successor. The other contradictions mentioned by Barton are discussed by Eduard Konig in

But

"TheologischesLitteraturblatt," 1898, cols. liZ^etseq.
His conclusion that nine different and complete episodes follow the first chapter is therefore imtenable.
The book, however, may have included originally
only i.-vii., an assumption that would explain the
following three circumstances: the dropping of
the Aramaic the formula " Hitherto is the end of the
matter" (vii. 28); and the juxtaposition of two materially identical narratives as found in vii. and viii.
As events unfolded themselves, amplifications of the
prophecy in the form of pamphlets, pointing even
more clearly to the day of liberation, may have been
added.
The date of the writing of the book may be inferred from the following considerations: It was not
written by one of the exiles, for many
Date of the portions of the text could not have
Book.
been composed by a contemporary' of
the second king of the Babylonian em;

This is proved
pire and his immediate successors.
even by the form of that king's name as given in the
book. His Assyrian name was Nabu-kudurriuzur "
"'

(Friedrich Delitzsch, " AssyrischeLesestiicke," 1900,
p. 192), which the Hebrews at first pronounced
"Nebu-kadr-ezzar " (Jer. xxi. 2 et seq. [26 times]
Ezek. xxvi. 7, xxix. \Setseq., xxx. 10). The middle "r" was tlien dissimilated from the final "r,"

giving "Nebu-kadn-ezzar," a form which is found
Jeremiah only in xxvii. 6-xxix. 3, but which is
the usual form in all later writings (II Kings xxiv.
1 et ieq.
II Ciiron. xxxvi. 6 et seq.
Ezrai. 7; Esth.
ii. 6; Dan. i. 18 et aecj.
Soferira xiv. 7; Seder '01am
R. xxiv. et seq.; and Septuagint, T^aBovxoiovdaop).
Nor would a contemporary of Nebuchadnezzar
and his successors have written the stories of the
Book of Daniel in the form in which they exist, since
they contain many deUuls that can not be harmonized with the data furnished In other historical
in

;

;

;

Tlie first verse, for instance, contradicts
other pas.sag('S of the O. T. in saying that King
Nebuchadnezzar came to Jerusalem in the third
year of the reign of Jehoiakim, and besiege<i it.
For the verl) X2 means lure, as ciscwijere, "come,"
"arrive," and can not be etjuivalent to " break up "
this Is also proved by the context of i. 1.
But Jeremiah announced the coming of the Chaldeans only
In the fourth year of Jehoiakim, a year that is expressly designated, in Jer. xxv. 1, xlvi. 2, as the first
year of King Nebuchadnezzar. The date, "in the
third year of the reign of JclK)iakim" (Dan. i. 1), is
probably derived from II Kings xxiv. 1 et seq.,
where it Is said that Jehoiakim, after having been
subject to Nebuchadnc-zzar three years, turned an<i
rebel lod, and was attacked by predatory bands of
the Chaldeans and their vas.sal.s.
As no date is given
for the V)eginning of this period of tlin^e years, it
might be suppo.sed that it began with the accession
of Jehoiakim.
The supposition being made, it could
be .'wiid that the ChaMeans besieged Jerusalem in
the third year of Jehoiakim, when Nebuchadnezzar
sources.

Daniel

would naturally be their leader. But these statements in Dan.
1 are erroneously drawn from H
Kings xxiv. 1 et seq., and contradict those found in
Jer. xxv. 1, 9, and xlvi. 2.
Such discrepancies are
not unparalleled in the O. T. (compare Eduard
i.

Konig, "Einleitung ins Alte Testament," pp. W2 $t
Nor can Nebuchadnezzar's madness (Dan. iv.
12 et seq.) during seven years be taken literally.
Belshazzar's father, Nebuchadnezzar, is mentioned
again (v. 11, 13, 18, 22) in a way which compels the
inference that he really was such.
This may be explained on the ground that during the long period
of oral tradition the unimportant kings of Babylon
might easily have been forgotten, and the last king,
who was vanquished by Cyrus, would have been
taken as the successor of the well-known Nebuchadn,ezzar.
The same thing occurred in Bar. i. 11, and
Sennacherib is mentioned as the son of Enemessar {i.e.
Shalmaneser) in Tobit i. 15, Sargon(Isa. xx. 1) being
passed over. It is also well known that the period
516-331, of which only a few events are recorded, was
contracted to thirty-four years in computing the time
elapsed since the Creation (Seder "Olam R. xxx.).
The Book of Daniel was not written immediately
after the Exile.
The post-exilic prophets did not
know it, for the four horns to which Israel's enemies are compared in Zech. i. 21, have a local meaning, representing the four points of the compass,
and do not refer to the successive kingdoms, as in
Dan. ii. 29 et seq. The same is the case with the
four chariots in Zech. vi. 1 et seq. These passages
are not exactly parallel with the predictions in
Daniel, but it is also stated in Hag. ii. 6-9 et seq.,
that within "a little while" the Messianic time will
come. And even Ben Sira says expressly (Ecclus.
[Sirach] xlix. 15) that he has never found a man
who resembled Joseph, a statement he could not
have made had he known the extant Book of Daniel,
since Daniel is there drawn as a man who, like Joseph, ro.se to be prime minister by virtue of his ability to interpret dreams.
The Book of Daniel was written during the persecutions of Israel by the Syrian king Antiochus
Epiphanes. This assertion is supported by the following data: The kingdom which is symbolized by
the he goat (viii. 5 et seq.) is expressly named as
that is, the Grecian
the "kingdom of Yawan"
kingdom (viii. 21) the great horn being its first king,
Alexander the Great (delinitely stated in Seder 'Olam
H. XXX.), and the little horn Antiochus Epiphanes
This kingdom was to persecute the
(175-164).
host of the saints "unto two thou.sand and three
hundred evenings and mornings" (viii, 11, K. V.);
that is, "half-days," or 1,150 days; and Epiphanes
did, in fac:t, profane the sjinctuary in Jerusalem for
about that length of time, from Kislew 15, 16H, to
Kislew 25,165 (I Mace. i. 57. iv. 52). The little horn
described in Dan. viii. 9-12, 23-25 has the same
general eharaeteristics as the little horn in vii. 8, 20;
hence the same ruler is designated in both passages.
The well known passage ix. 28-27 also points to tlie
same period. The first and inipeiative rule in interpreting it is to begin the i)eriod of the seventy times
seven units (A. V. "seventy weeks") with the first
period of seven (ix. 25), and to let the second period,
the "sixty two times seven units," follow this; for
seq.).

—

weeks) bo reckfmin tlu' very bi'jjinniiijr, tlio
third period, the "one week," imist be carried back
Tiie context demands, furtlierin the sjiiue way.
more, that the origin of tlie prediction concerning
the n^buildinjr of Jerusalem be sought iu Jer. xxv.
11-13 and the parallel passage, ib. xxix. 10. The
"anointed," the "prince," mentioned after the first
seven times seven units, must be Cyrus, whoiscalled
He
the anointed of the Lord in Isa. xlv. 1 also.
concluded the tirst seven weeks of years by issuing
the decree of liberation, and the time that elapsed
between the Chaldean destruction of Jerusalem (586)
and the year 538 was just about forty-nine years.
The duration of the sixty-two times seven units (434
years) does not correspond with the time 538-171
(367 years): but the chronological knowledge of that
age was not very exact. The Seder '01am Zuta (ed.
Meyer, p. 104) computed the Persian rule to have
This is all the more evident
lasted fifty-two years.
as the last period of seven units must include the
seven years 171-165 (see "Rev. Et. Juives," xix.
202 et »eq.). This week of years began with the
murder of an anointed one (compare Lev. iv. 8 et seq.
on the anointing of the priest) namely, the legitimate high priest Onias III. and it was in the secif tliis

oned

soioiul period (the sixty-two

aslH'ginniiigiicrrtin

—

—

ond half of this week of years that the Temple of
the Lord was desecrated by an abomination the
silver altar erected by Antiochus Epiphanes in

—

place of the Lord's
I

Mace.

altar for

burnt olTering

(see

54).

i.

undoubtedly existed of a person by the

Stories

who was known to Ezekiel as a
wise man. Tradition then ascribed to
Genesis
this wise man all the traits which IsOf the Book rael could attribute to its heroes. He
of Daniel, was exalted as the pattern of piety
and faithfulness audit may also have
been said that he interpreted dreams, read cryptograms, and foreshadowed the beginning of the MessiIn any case his name may have
anic kingdom.
played the same role in literature as that of Solomon or that of Enoch and as one author ascribed
his book, " Koheleth," to Solomon, so another author
may have made Daniel responsible for his. As to
the origin of his prophecies, it would probably be
unjust to say that they were inventions. They may
have been suggested by the author's enthusiastic
study of the past history of God's people. He utilized the past to unlock the future.
This is evident
from ix. 2, where the author says that he had paid
attention to the prophecy of Jeremiah concerning
the seventy years, which prophecy became the basis
for a new prophecy.
This shows that the author
was merely a disciple of the Prophets, one who reproduced the prophecies of his masters. His book, indeed, is not included in the section Nebiim.
Bibliography: J. n. Prlnoe, Critical Commentary on the

name
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Daniel
Daniel ben Moses

of Daniel,

;

preserved in theMidrash: one to Gen. xxvi. 14 (Gen.
U. Ixiv. 7; compare Saidi. 58b; Yallj. on Prov. xii.
11). and the other to Eccl. iv. 1 (Lev. It. xxxii. 8;
Eccl. U. ad he. ). The time of Daniel may only be conjectured. As the rabbis mentioned in the contexts are
of the third and fourth centuries, and as the one
cited after him, and supplementing his views, is of
the fourth generation of amoraim, Daniel can not
Bacher
be placed earlier than that generation.
(" Ag. Pal. Amor."iii. 761) includes him among those
whose period is uncertain.

See Daniel

and

18M; Driver, Camlirvtue Bihie for Schools
CoUnifj>: Daniel, 19(J(J; Belirmann, HandkommeiUar
1H94 ; Marti, Kurzer Handkommentar

zum Buche Daniel,
zum liuche Daniel.

DANIEL B. ISAAC. See Pisa, Daniel da.
DANIEL BEN JACOB OF GRODNO Rus:

He
sian halakist; died in Grodno April 30, 1807.
was dayyan there for forty years. He is ordinarily
and "modest." He is the
Daniel " (The Precious Things
of Daniel), on questions concerning the preparation
Daniel's opinions are freof food (Grodno, 1810).
quently mentioned in Zebi Hirsch Eisenstadt's
widely used work, "Pithe Teshubah," on Shulhan
'Aruk, Yoreh De'ah.

called "saint," "pious,"

author of

Hamude

"

Bibliography: Walden, Shem ha-Gedolim he-Hadash, li. 32;
Friedensteln, 'Ir Gibhorim, p. 65; Fuenn, Keneset FwraeJ,
p. 264.

L. G.

E. K.

DANIEL IBN AL-ANISHATA.

See

Daniel

Saadi.v ir.\-BAIU,T.

DANIEL, HAYYATAC'The
estinian,

BeH.

I.

DANIEL BEN JUDAH

Liturgical poet, who
lived at Rome in the middle of the fourteenth century.
He was the grandfather of Daniel ben Samuel
ha-Rofe, rabbi at Tivoli. According to Luzzatto,
Daniel ben Judahwas the author of the well-known
hymn "Yigdal Elohim Hai," containing the thir:

This poem,
teen articles of belief of Maimonides.
which forms part of the morning prayer among the
Ashkenazim, and is sung by the Sephardim on
the eve of Sabbaths and holy days, is included in the
Romania ritual for Saturday evening.
Bibliography: Zunz, Literaturoesch. p. 507 Luzzatto, Me&o,
p. 18 He-Hahiz, vol. Ix., part 2, p. 50.
;

;

'

L

G.

DANIEL

B.

KETINA:

Bit.

Babylonian amora;

flourished in the second half of the third century.
He was a contemporary of Ze'era (Yer. Suk. iv.
54b Hul. 62a et seq.). He is cited in the Palestinian
as well as in the Babylonian Talmud by some of the
foremost teachers of his generation (Yer. Shab. iii.
5c; Yer. 'Er. i. 19d,ii.20a; M. K. 8b, 12a; Hag. 8b;
Ket. 97a; B. K. 97a; B. M. 64b), but generally as
the transmitter of Ilalakot he had learned from liis
That he was regarded as a saint appredecessors.
pears from the legend relating that he would daily
inspect his garden and mark the beds requiring
;

water, whereupon rain would descend and moisten
the beds thus marked (Ta'an. 9b; Yalk., Zech.
Rabbah bar bar Hanah, Rab's nephew, mar578).
ried his son to Daniel's daughter (Ber. 47a; compare
Rabbinowicz, "Dikduke Soferim," ad loc).

19(J1.

E. G. n.

B.

ben

Solomon.

;

Bri'ik nf rxinicl,

M.

S.

L. o.

DANIEL BEN HASDAI.

Tailor"):

A Pal-

two of whose Scriptural interpretations

are

Bibliography:
Mehn, 7;fa.

Hellprln,

Seder ha-Dorot,

11.

s.v.;

Frankel,
S.

L. G.

M.

DANIEL BEN MOSES AL-fllUMISI, or
AL-DAMAGANI One of the most prominent
:

Karaite scholars of the earlier period

;

flourished at

the end of the ninth or at the beginning of the tenth
century; a native of Damagan, the capital of the
Persian province of Kuniis, in Tabaristan, as is shown
by his two surnames, the latter of which is found
only in "Kirkisani." His attitude to Anan and his
violent opposition to the Ananites {i.e., the first Karaites, Anan's followers and immediate successors)
At first
are characteristic of his place in Karaism.
he esteemed Anan highlj', calling him "rosh hamaskilim" (chief of the scholars) but later he despised him and called him "rosh ha-kesilim" (chief
Nevertheless, Daniel's opinions were
of the fools).
respected by the Karaites.
As regards Daniel's theories, he denied that speculation could be regarded as a source of knowledge,
and, probably in accordance with this tenet, he
maintained, in opposition to Anan, the principle that
the Biblical laws must not be interpreted allegorically, nor explained contrary to the simple text (see
below). He evinces little regard for science, as, for
instance, when he asserts that it is forbidden to determine the beginning of the new moon by calculation, after the manner of the Rabbinites, because
such calculations are condemned like astrology, and
the practise of them is threatened with severe punisliment, according to Isa. xlvii. 13-14.
Yet Daniel
himself, in his commentary to Lev. xxvi., indulges
in long reflections on the theodicy and on the suffering of the pious.
His conception of the angels,
also, is most extraordinary.
He says that wherever
"mal'akim" (angels) are mentioned in the Bible, the
designation does not refer to living, speaking beings
who act as messengers, but to forces of nature, as
fire, fog, winds, etc., by means of which God performs His works (compare Maimonides, "Moreh,"
ii. 6).
This may be due to tlie influence of the Sadducees (who also denied the existence of angels; compare Acts xxiii. 8), in view of the fact that works
circulated among the earlier Karaites named after
Zadok and containing Sadducean opinions.
Daniel favored a rigorous interpretation of the
Law. The following decisions of his have been
preserved: It is forbidden to do any work whatever
on the Sabbath even to clean the hands with powder or to have any work done on the. Sabbath by a
non-Jew, whether gratuitously, or for wages or any
otlier compensation.
The burning of lights is forbidden not only on Friday evenings, but also on the
eveningsof the festivals. In thede.sciiption in Lev.
xxiii. 40 of the trees which, according
to Daniel, were used in erecting the
Leg'al
Decisions, booths, tlie phrase " peii ez hadar " (the
fruit of goodly trees) is more definitely explained l)y " kai)|)ot femarim " (l)ranelies of
jialins), the palm being distingiiislied for its beauty
;

—

—

(Cant.

Sook of
Daniel ben Moses

Daniel,
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vii. 8).

Like Anan, Benjamin al NahuwuiKli, and Islunael
al-'Okliari, )anii-l forbade in the Diaspora theeating
of tliose animals tliat were used for sacrifice, adding
to the ]iroofs of his predecessors otliers drawn frctni
I

Hosea ix. 4 and Isa. Ixvi. 15. The proliiliition rontained in Ex. xxiii. 19 ("Thou shalt not seethe a
kid in liis mother's milk") must not l)e int<Tpretefl

Anan

allegorirally. as

Th(; priest

interpreted it. liiit literally.
the injunction to "wring
of the bird ("nielil^ah," Lev.

carried out

[pinch] off the

head"

IV.— 28

15) by cutting the liead off entirely, after the
slaughtering.
The clean birds are not recognizable by certain signs, as the Rabbinites assert,
but tlie names of the birds as found in the Pentateuch are decisive (and as these can not always be
identified, the Karaites make the class of forbidden
birds very large).
Among the locusts only the
four species expressly named in Lev. xi. 22 are permitted as food. It is forbidden to eat eggs because
they must be considered as living things that can
not be slaughtered, as is proved by Deut. xxii. 6-7,
where it is permitted to take the young, but not the
eggs.
Of fish the eggs only are permitted; the blood
is forbidden.
The leper must still be considered as
unclean (this, too, is directed against Anan, who had
held that the laws regarding the clean and the unclean were not applicable in the Diaspora). The
carcass of an animal, however, ceases to be unclean
after use has been made of it in any way, as is

i.

proved by Lev.

vii. 24.

In regard to the levirate marriage Daniel agrees
with Anan that "ahim," in Deut. xxv. 5, does not
mean "brothers," which would violate the prohibition contained in Lev. xviii. 16, but "relations."
The story of Judah and his sons (Gen. xxxviii. 8)
proves nothing, because at that time the prohibition
against marrying a brother's wife did not exist. The
prohibition contained in Lev. xviii. 18 can not be
taken literally (as the Rabbinites take it), for the
wife's sister is forbidden imder any circumstance,
just as is the husband's brother (there is here an
example of the method of analogy, " hekkesh ") it
is rather the stepsister of the wife that is meant in
the passage in question; e.g., the daughter of the
father-in-law's wife whom the last-named had by
her first husband. In this case the prohibition ends
with the wife's death. The daughter is not excluded from the heritage, as the Rabbinites say, although her portion is less than that of the son, being
only one-third; for in the law of valuation in connection with vows (Lev. xxvii.) women were valued
less than men.
In conformity with this law, the
mother also receives one-third. Daniel was doubtless influenced here by the Mohammedan law (see
Koran, sura iv. 13, 175). In other reInfluence spects Daniel follows the Tabnud in
holding that the descendants of one
of Islam
cnlilled to a portion succeed to his enand
Talmud, tire lights; tlie children of the son
taking precedence
i.e., grandchildren
Finally, Daniel holds
over the (laughter, their aunt.
that responsibility for the observance of the coininandmenls must begin not with the thirteenth, but
with the Iwentii'th year; that the New-Year begins
on the tenth of 'I'ishri, as follows from Ezek. xl. I;
and that Mohammedans also may act as witnesses
of the new moon's appearance.
Daniel wrote several works in Ifelirew, all of
wliicli, save for a few fiuotations and fragments,
Tlii-re is undeniable evidence that
hav«! been lost.
he compilr-d a legal codi- ("Sefer ha Alizwot"), and
a work on the rights of inlH-ritance. The latter,
against which Saadia directed his polemics, was
perhaps merely a part of the code just mentioned.
IFe also wrot(' commentaries in tlie Pentateuch, to
Joshua, and to Judges, and probably to other Bib;

—

Daniel ben Satidia

THE
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They were not running oonuncntaries,
but explnnrttions to certain jMissjiges, and contained
Words wore often expljiiiiod in
also digressi(Mis.
Ambie. Tlu-se eoniinonlaries, cspeeially that to the
Pentateuch, probably contained many of the decical iKH^ks.

sions enunienited above.
BiBi locKAPHY Tlio prliulmil soun-e rfHiirdltiK Daniel and his
opinions Is *.'ir/vuMiiii, s»v. 1, cli. l.-ll. xvtll. (wt. Harkavy,
JtO; s«h\ 111., ch. xxl.p. :>*'. lines i^lh; ;5n">, V.^'M; 'Mii,
iilii.; 9tv. xl., oh. x.wi.; s»r. xll., ih. vll., xxxlil. (MSS. Br.
:

U

10-15 anil 143-144 ; comFor the
part' Sffi/i.'c/oK-udr f'of.M/iri/f, pp. IIW it mq.).
Efltluil,
VM3, SWi, XUin,
Ha«la.ssi.
oth<'r opinions of Diinlcl
2-kH. iVi:. :J>:j, ;«»<>, Mi\^; Aanm b. Elijah, (ion ^Edcti,
66b, bt'low, ami lirtM. Ih'Iow ; IJashviizi, Ailcnt. r<^Z')^\' T'D.
Extracts fri>iu the mx'sn ncD. aft«'r quotations
i-h. 11.. ill.
Kamltlc authors, are found In : Pinsker. Likkti{e lyadmoniuuot, 11. ist<; Harkavy, In Berliner's Maaiuin, xx.:i28;
A fragment of the
Pozniiiiskl. in Jiw. Quart. Rev. vlll. (JKJ.
commentnrv to Lev. 1. 1-15, vl. 21-vil. 21, from the Cairo (jenlzah, has U'en published bv Sehwhter, Saadi/ann^ pp. 144-14ti
(Je u: Quo it. lit v. xiv. 5lii ; compare ih. 41. 7!t) ; another fragment, to Lev. XXV. 9-xxvi. 25, has been edited by Harkavy, in
Fuohs' >|iin-i. 1. ltjl»-l~J, who ascribes It to Benjamin alNahawandl. Daniel, however. Is the author, compare Harkavy,
Studieu u. Milthfil. vlii. 192, and note 2; 187. Compare also
Pinsker, I.e. 1. 45 ; Furst, Genchichte dts KarHerthums, 1. 7«

Mus. Or.

i'C'4. fols. tSl-t>t<

i")7S, fols.

;

:

tmm

;

Gottlober. c^N->|">n pnSiP"' P^fa, p. 164; Harkavy, ^irki^ani,
p. 271 ; Poznanski In Jfiv. Quart. Kcv. vill. 681 et acq'.; Mar-

goUouth,

ity.
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DANIEL BEN SAADIA HA - BABLI

(or

Daniel the Babylonian): Talnuidic scholar; lived
He was a
at Damascus in the thirteenth century.
pupil of Samuel b. All Halevi, the anti-Maimonist.
After Maimonides' death he undertook a campaign
against the latter's works, which, however, he conin a more temperate and judicial spirit than
was shown by his master. His criticisms took the
form of questions (forty-seven on the "Mishneh
Torah " and thirteen on the " Book of Precepts "),
which he sent to Abraham, the son of Maimonides.
The partizans of Maimonides urged the excommunication of Daniel, but Abraham contented himself
with writing a controversial work (Dn")3t< 0313,
"Blessing of Abraham," Lyck, 1870) in refutation
of Daniel's attacks. Later on Daniel attacked the orthodoxy of Maimonides, and reproached him for not
believing in the existence of evil spirits.
As there
are in the Talmud several passages on demonology,
he did not shrink from denouncing him as a heretic.
Abraham not being willing to launch the anathema,
the Maimonides party induced the exilarch David of
Mosul to excommunicate Daniel, who died of grief.
Bibuography: Abraham Malmuni, Milhamot, pp. 11, 12;

ducted

Fuenn, Kenenet Yiiirael, 1. 262; Neubaue'r, Cat. Bodl. Hebr.
No. 628 Stelnscbnelder, Jewish Literature, p. 91.

MSS.

;

M. Sel.

K.

DANIEL BEN SOLOMON (BEN HASDAI)

which had sunk into

A

;

:

A. K.

o.

DANIELILLO

Daniel") OF LEGAnonymous author of a small apologetic
:
work of the seventeenth century, written in Spanish, which Griltz erroneously considers to be pseudepigraphic.
It was copied by Isaac Mendes in 1738,
and published at Brussels in 1868, under the title
"Danielillo 6 Respuestas a los Cristianos," by M.
Caplan from a manuscript in the Royal Library in
("Little

HORN

By

far the larger part of the

work

is

de-

voted to a dialogue between D. Antonio de Contreras and Danielillo, but it contains many passages
from the dialogue of Andres Antonio and Obadiah,
written in 1583, and still in manuscript (Wolf,
"Bibl. Ilebr." iv. 487, 726; De Rossi, "Bibl. AntiThe principal contents of the work
christ," p. 36).
is a dialogue of the Augustinian monk Juan Carrasco of Madrid, who was converted to Judaism
in Holland, and wrote a work in defense of Judaism and against Roman Catholicism (Nodriza-Haya,
The Duke del Infantado, Hurtado de Men1633).
doza, who is mentioned in the work, was Spanish
ambassador at Rome in 1623. From page 104 to the
end is given to the "Razonamiento," the discourse
delivered in the presence of theologians and courtiers
at Paris, at the command of Henry IV., by Elijah
Montalto, physician to the king.
Bibliography:
Bibl. Hebr. xi.

Gritz, Gcach. 3d ed., ix. 485; Steinschnelder,
84 ; Monatsschrift, xvli. 321 et seq;

M. K.
Dutch communal
worker at The Hague; died 1899. He was active
in Jewish communal affairs, was president of the
Jewish community for more than forty years, and
was a member of the municipal council for the same
length of time. His funeral was attended by the
o.

DANIELS-, D. POLAK:

highest dignitaries of Holland.
Bibliography Jewish Chronicle, May
:

12, 1899, p. 13.

A. R.

8.
:

Exilarch at Bagdad in the second half of the twelfth
century. According to Pethahiah, Daniel's father,
Solomon, was highly esteemed by the calif, a circumstance that for a lime lent new dignity to the exilarchate,

Nothing is known of
Daniel's political or literary activity.
He doubtless
approved tiie opposition to Maimonides led by the
Icanuil Samuel b. Ali of Bagdad, though Daniel
himself diil not come to the front. As lie left no
chiUlrin, the e.xihirchate was transferred after his
death to Mosul, where it was contested by two
rival candidates, David bkn IIodava and Samuel.
fragment from the Cairo Genizah contains the
colophon of a manuscript once in the possession of
Daniel b. Solomon.
Bibliography Griitz, Oesch. vl., note 10 Schechter, la Jew.
Quart. Rev. xlv. 221.
dor of the house of David."

that city.

2.

K.
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entire insignificance.

Scholars as.sume that Daniel's father was also identical with the exilarch Hasdai, who, according to
Benjamin of Tudela and Joseph Sambari ("Med.
Jew. Chron." i. 123), was the teacher of the agitator
David Alroy. The family, which traced its ancestry
back to King David, lived in great splendor, to
which Abraham ibn Ezra, who visited Bagdad in
the middle of the twelfth century, alludes in his
commentary to Zech. xii. 7, speaking of " the splen-

DANILEVSKY. See Russia.
DANON, ABRAHAM; Turkish

writer; born
European Turkey, in 1857; attended
the Talmud Torah in that city, pursuing his Talmudic studies at a yeshibah. After having presided over a small seminary at Adrianople, he was
:

at Adrianople,

director of tlie seminary founded by
the Alliance Israelite Universelle at Constantinoi)le.
Under the title "Toledot Bene Abraham," he published a Hebrew translation of Theodore Reinach's "Histoiredes Juifs," Presburg, 1888, completing the story, as he .says in the preface, by extracts
from Graetz, Geiger, Kalman Schulmann, and others.
Under the title "Maskil le-Aidan" (Aidan's Poem;

appointed

Daniel ben Saadla
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|'1"'"K, abbreviation of "Abraham Josef Danon"),
be published a series of Hebrew translations of the

poems of

Vergil, Victor

Hugo, and

Sadi, together

with some original contributions (Adrianople,

1888).

In Sept., 1897, he went to Paris to represent the Oriental Jews at the Congress of Orientalists.

Dante

Amsterdam he composed an index

of the abbrevia-

tions found in

Hezekiah de Silva's "Peri Hadash,"
a commentary on Joseph Caro's Shulhan 'Aruk.
At the death of his protector, Danon settled in London, where he remained, highly appreciated, until
his death.

Danon's chief distinction rests on his initiative in
founding at Adrianople in 1888 a historical review,
bearing the title " Yosef-Da'at," or "El Progresso,"
which was published in Hebrew characters and in
three languages; namely. Judteo-Spanisii, Hebrew,
and Turkish. The aim of the review was to collect
all the documents relating to the history of the Oriental Jews. But the Ottoman government censorship
suppressed this review, together with all others published in Turkey.
As the frui^, of patient labor,

Rabbinical writer, and chief rabbi of Sarajevo in
Bosnia; lived in the first half of the nineteenth century.
He wrote "Be'er ba-Sadeh " (A Well in the
Field), a supercommentary on Rashi's commentary
to the Pentateuch, and on its supercommentator,
Elijah Mizrahi. It was published in Jerusalem in

Danon published a

1846.

collection of tifty-tive Judaeo-

Spanish ballads which are sung in Turkey, each
ballad being accompanied by its French translation.
They first appeared in the " Revue des Eludes
Juives," xxxii. and xxxiii., and were published separately by Durlacher, Paris in 1896.
They form
one of the most curious chapters in the literature of
the Oriental Jews.
Danon lias also published some
studies on the Oriental Jews (Jews of Adrianople
and of Salonica), which appeared in the same review. Danon is the only author of the present
generation of Oriental Jews who writes in Hebrew,
other writers publishing their works in JudajoSpanish.
e.
M. Fk.

DANON, BERAKAH BEN YOM-TOB
Talmudical scholar; lived at Jerusalem

:

in the first

half of the nineteenth century.
He was the author
of a work entitled " Bad Kodesh " (Holy Linen),

containing sermons, and novellae on Maimonides'
"Yad." It was publislied in Salonica in 1846, together witli a work by his father on the same subject, entitled

"KebodYom-Tob."

BiBLiooRAPHY: Hazan. Ha-Ma'alot (i-.S/ie!omo/i, p.Slb; Zedner. Cat. Ilehr. liookn Urit. Mua. p. 195.
L.

r..

I.

DANON, JOSEPH BEN JACOB
MOSES IBN: II.l)raist and TalMUKiist
;

Bk.

BEN
born at

Belgrade; about 1620; died at Li)ndon toward the
end of the seventeenth century. He was descended
from an old Spanish family which had settled at
Belgrade .several generations earlier. Having received an excellent education, he became tiie secretary of Joseph Almosnino, rabbi of Belgrade.
When
Belgrarie was taken by Prince Max Emanuel of Austria (Sept. 6, 1688), Danon, witli tlie greater part of
the Jewish community in that city, was exiled.
He
maintained for some; time a i)reeiiriouM existence in
various Moravian towns, dependent sometimes upon
public charity ffir food and shelter. He finally
wandered tf) Amsterdam, where Ik; reeeived aid and
protection from the Mjeeenas of Jewish learning,

JoHeph

IJarfati.

Danon now devoted himself lo litrTary pursuits,
and wrote a work entitled "Slielosliaii Sarigim
(Three Branches), a

on the tliree foundations
Talnuid (Abot i. 2),
the world is ba.sed— the Law, Worship, ami Cliarity.
The fir.st part, only of this manuscript work, with
treatisti

upon which, according

its preface, is still

to the

extant.

During

his residence at

BIBLI0GR.4PHY: E. N. Adlcr, in Jeiv. Chron. June
Kaufmann, in Rev. Et. Juives, xxxvil. 284 et seq.
L. G.

28, 1895;

I.

Br.

DANON, MEIR BENJAMIN MEN AHEM:

Bibliography
I.,

:

Ilazan,

Ha^Ma'alot li-Shelomoh,

p. 13.

M. Fr.

o.

DANON, YOM-TOB:

Author and rabbi of

Smyrna in the first half of the nineteenth century.
He went to Jerusalem in 1821, where he succeeded
Joseph Hazan as chief rabbi. He wrote "Kebod
Yom-Tob," a commentary on Maimonides' " Yad haHazakah " (Salonica, 1846).
Biblio(;kaphv

:

Hazan, Ha-Ma'alot lUShelomoh,

DANTE, ALIGHIERI

p. 51b.

M. Fr.

L. G.
:

Florentine poet

;

bora

1265; died at Ravenna Sept. 14, 1321.
Dante took
an active part in the political feuds then distracting
his native city, and in 1303 was banished.
From
that time on he lived in exile, enjoying from time to
time the hospitality of several princes of northern
Italy, such as Can Grande della Scala of Verona
and Guido Polenta of Ravenna. Dante's principal

work is the "Divina Commedia." A few Hebrew
words ("Ilosanna," "Sabaoth": "Paradiso," vii. 1;
"El," "Eli." "Malacoth": ib. xxvi. 134; "De Vulgar!
Eloquentia," i. 4), and the two hitherto unexplained
and perhaps inexplicable passjiges ("Inferno," vii. 1
" Pape Satan, Pape Satan, aleppe " and xxxi. 67
" Raphel mai ameeh, zabi almi
"), have led to the
assumi>tion that Dante understood Hebrew; which,
however, is contradicted by his own testimony
("Paradiso," xii. 73).
Dante's "Divine Comedy"
served as a model for his ctJiilemporary Immanuel
ben Solomon in the closing (twenty-eighth) chapter,
"Tofet we-'Eden" (Hell and Paradise), of his
" Divan."
Hose de Rieti's " Mikdash Me'at " (Little

—

;

Sanctuary) can not unreservedly be considered an
imitation of Dante's " Paradiso."
In spite of Kraus's objections (see his " Dante, Sein
Lebeu und Sein Werk," p. 146), it seems certain that
Dante entertained friendly relations with Immanuel
ben Solomon. Whether the two |)<)ets became acquainted at the court of Can Grande in Verona,
where Fnunanuel also stay<'<l for a while, or at the
house of their common friend Hosone in Gul)l)i().
can not be ascertjiined. Their friendship is shown
by an exchange of sorinels between Hosone and the
Jew .Manoello (i.e., Imniiinuel), in which Dante's
death is bewailed. An alleged exchange of .sonnets
between Cino da Pistf)ja and Bo.sone, in which C'ino
transfers Dante and .Manoello to the Inferno, while
Bosone defends both, is spurio»is. From this it appears that the close personal relations between the

Danz

Tin: .iKWisH i:x("Y(n.orKi)i.v

Danzisr

iwo poets was a
tlieir

to

cominon knowledge to
Concerning the question as

inaltiT of

coiiteiuponiries.

wluthiT Dante

isalliiiled to in the

iharaoter of

ehapler of liunianviers "Divan,"
in which the poet is led through the Inferno and
Panulise. see iMM.vNTKt. hkn Solomon.
Daniel

in the "JSth

K. X. Knuis, l\})ttt\ Sfin Lclnti uiid Siiii
Wrrh, Uorlln. ISS'7. Tlu> sdiiiu-t of IJosonc was lli-st publislied by Alliuvl, I'lx-ti Aiitichi Haccnlti da Cnttici
iltlUi litltUi)tlitc(i Votitiiiiti »• Baihcriiia, p. 112, Naples,
Itiiil.
The suniu't nscrilH'd to i Ino was first eilitcii by flaiiipi,

BiHLioiiRAiMiY:

MSS.

liimi </« Mtssir ( 'ino da l'iMria.\\ 1 U, note 1U><, Pisa, I8i;!. All
four somu'ts wen' ctliteil by Morcmi, Ltzionc XI. in Fornni
di Litttra
ytlla i^tuaU- iTiattadiscJhinlt- Vernnioite
>'•»,•«,««• Mortii AV{
IJ^l, Naples. 1853.
Compare Soave, lircve
yittizit d(l I'l'fta Knunanutic di lioma. in L' tAlucatore 1kraelita^ 18t£.': D'Aiicona, in llivixla di Sciiiizc Ltttcre cd
Arti . . AinmlV. l><tU; liarofalo, Litteraturacj Filosotia,
pp. .wlii.. xlii.. Naples, 187:2; iMazzatiiiii, in StttdJ di Filoj->l/i<i liomanza. 1. ;£») .7 stt/.: Modona, Rimf VnUiari di Imvianiitlt li<>wan<\ Panua, I8!I8; Gi-rnian translation in Fiii-st,
Hhtfiriiti- M<inatgtufti- filr Israclitrn, 18(i"); Ueigor, JU.

.

.

.

di^-he Zfittichrift. v. 29:t it sf (/.: Giideniann, Gcsch. dcit F.rziehunoi^wcseus derjndcn in Italieii.pp.VST et sea.; Vogelstein and Rieger, Gexch. dcr Judeu in Rom, i. 430 <:t .wy.
se*" also Gratz, (iV-sc/i. vii. 2tV) ; Delitzsch, Zuc i Kleine Dantestudi€)t ; Geiger. in Oz<ir ychmad, ill. 123 cf seq.; Steinschneider, Hehr. liilA. xi. re' ct Kcq.; Paur, Jahrb. dcr Dcutschcn
Dan(iiH.'<cU.-'chaft, ill. 42:i et seq.; Carducci, Studi Litterari,
pp. -M) et se<i., 275 = opere viii. 1.57 <( scq., 174 et seq.: Servi,
Da lift' Eoli Llnci, 1893 ; Kaufniann,in Rev. Et.Juivc.%xx&\ii.
252 et 8cq.; idem, AUg. Zeit. des Jud. 1898, pp. 330 ct seq.

o.

H. V.

DANZ, JOHANN ANDREAS German theo:

logian and

Hebraist; boin at JSundhausen, near
died at Jena Dec. 22. 1727. Danz studied at Wittenberg and at Hamburg, where he learned
Hebrew under Esdras Edzardi and he became professor of Oriental languages at the University of
Jena, at first in the philosophical, and after 1713
in the theological faculty.
He was considered the
greatest Hebrew scholar among his Christian contemporaries.
Danz wrote several text-books on
Hebrew grammar, which for nearly a century remained standard works.
He is the author of
"Xucifrangihulum Sanctam Scripturie V. T. Linguam Hebraicam Enucleans," Jena, 1686. This first
edition contained two parts, the first treating of the
etymology, the .second of the syntax, of the Hebrew
language.
In the following editions these parts
were published separately: part one under the title
"Literator Ebra-o-Chaldaicus," Jena, 1694, 1710,
171o, and 1745; part two under the title "Interpres
Ebra?o-ChaIdaicus," Jena, 1694, 1708, 1710, 1755,

Gotha, 1654

;

;

and 1796. The "Xucifrangibiilum " was followed
by "Spicilegium,"i*. 1689, and Kablnnismus Enu'•

cleatus," ib 1696, 1751; Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1761.
His mo.st popular work, however, was his "Com-

pendium Grammatic;e Ebraicae-Chaldaic;e," Jena,
1699. of which numerous editions appeared.
It was
translated into German, under the title " Hebrai.sche
und Chaldai.sche Grammatik," and edited, by G.
Kypke, Breslau, 1784. Among his works on Hebrew anti(|uity may be mentioned: "Antiquitas
Baptismi Initiationis Israclitarum Vindicta," Jena,
1710; "Pluralitates Personanim Divinarum Genesis
i, 26," Jena, 1710; "DeSinceritate Scriptorum
V. T.
Suspicio Errorum in Decade Exemplorum, Abiabaneli," etc., Jena, 1717.

Bibliography: Wolf,

Hehr.

591, Ga5, Hamburg, 1721
lurst, Hd,l. Jud. 1. 1»5, Letpsif, IKfpt; Djestel, (Jefch. des
Altcn Te.-<tamcute» in der Chri.'(tlU:hen Kirvhe, pp. 44.5, 45(1,
488, 498. .521. Jena, 18«); SchatT-Herzo^. Encjic. 8. v.: McClintoik and Strong, Q/c. s.v ; Steinschneider. in Z. IJ. li. ii. 124.

E. C.

liihi.

il.

F. T.
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DANZIG

(Polish. Gdansk) : Capital of "West
Tlie Jewish pojuilation of Danzig in 1895
was 2.474, in a ti>tal p()|)iilati(iii of 125,605.
The oldest (locuiaciit concerning the Jews of Dan-

Prussia.

acharter of King Casiinir authorizing twoJews,
Zuhaiid Michael, to trade in Prussia, bears the date of
147(>; although Jews may have lived therein the preceding century. It is probable that the Jewisli merchants who came to trade with DanThe Five zig were accustomed to land their
Conmerchandise outside the town, and
gregations. return to their homes after having
zig,

fini.shed

many

their business.

Yet a great

them were invited by rich merchants of
Danzig to come to the town to translate letters writof

ten in llebi-ew or to siij)erintend the preparation of
kasher-wine. The authorities took no notice of this,
and therefore the Jews are not mentioned in any
otficial document till the second half of the fifteentis
century. Until 1813 they lived in the four suburbs
of Danzig Schottland, Weinberg, Mattenbuden,
Langfuhr and in Danzig proper, thus forming five
distinct congregations.
They maintained this division into separate congregations until 1881.
Schottland was founded in the second half of the fourteenth
century, and it appears that Jews settled there soon
after its foundation.
The commercial success of the Jews aroused the
envy of the inhabitants of Danzig, and in 1551 the
"voyevoda" (governor) of Danzig wrote a petition
to Sigismund II. asking him to exclude the Jews
from Danzig, except on fair-days. In 1553 he received a favorable answer, and, as a preliminary
measure, Jewish commerce was heavily taxed. The
authorities of Danzig appear to have placed an arbitrary interpretation on the edict, for in 1616 the
burgomaster of Danzig was ordered by Sigismund
IH. to pay Isaac Joenbower of Cracow, Abraham
Solomon of Posen, Jelen of Lublin, and Wolf of
Lemberg a fine of 100,000 gold pieces for arbitrary
exclusion.
There are other documents showing that
the "Privilegium Casimirianum " was not strictly
observed.
In the " Regesty " (i.. No. 643) it is mentioned that on April 25, 1583, the Jew Abraham
Shmoilovitz of Burov brought limiber to Danzig;
that on the 28th of the same month the Jew Mendel Urelovichsh of Brest brought in 235 barrels of
grain and that on dilTerent daj'S of May in the same
year Shmoilovitz brought rye, wheat, barley, and

—
—

;

oats.

The lif(; of the Jews who settled at Schottland
soon after its foundation was very precarious, and
they were subjected to incessant and petty persecutions on the part of the non -Jewisli
The
inhabitants.
In 1508 the council of
Suburbs. Ihmzig enacted a fine for buying anything from a stranger. In 1520, when
the German troops were marching against Danzig,
the

citizens

burned the suburh.s. Whenever an
the town, those who lived in the

enemy approached

suburbs weie generally the first to suffer. In spite
of these difiiculties the Jews of Schottland contemplated forming a congregation, and, indeed, they
united themselves with the Jews of Iloppenbruch,
a small tow-nnear Danzig, and acquired a synagogue
The Jews of Weinberg and those

and a cemetery.

of Stolzenberg formed the congregation of "WeinThere were Jews in Danzig also, some being
berg.
under official protection, while others lived there
with the connivance, but without the permission, of
An edict of the council, dated 1605,
the authorities.
prohibiting the Jews from meeting for religious ex-

presence of a community in DanIn 1616 the Jews were expelled from the
town, their presence being permitted only during
the six days of the Dominik fair, a fee of three tiorins
each per day being exacted. In 1626 the council
accorded certain privileges to Jewish lumber- and
grain -dealers, and the "Privilegium Casimirianum"
was renewed in favor of certain Jews.
After the Reformation the situation of the Jews
The contending religious
of Danzig grew worse.
sects were united in oppressing them, and the Refor-

ercises, reveals the

zig

itself.

mation produced new

The Reformation.

Danz
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efforts for their conversion,

which efforts, however, as it ajipears
from a sermon by Pastor Cramer
(printed in 1664), were without suc-

The preacher lamented that a
cess.
Jew, though sentenced to death, would not embrace Christianity. As the position of the Jews
was not legally secured in Danzig during the seventeenth century, they dared not forma congregation.
It was only at the beginning of the eighteentli century, when Danzig was stricken witii a succession
of calamities, that their weie admitted to the town
But they did not enjoy
to revive its commerce.
About tliat time the Jews
that hospitality for long.
were driven from the bishop's domain, and the fact
of their finding a refuge at Danzig roused the anger of the bishop. He protested before tlie council of Danzig, and, not obtaining any satisfaction,
he incited the mob against the Jews. This happened in 1723, and there is no further mention of
Jews in Danzig until 1747. Those of Schottland
had, by 1724, a well-organized congregation. They
founded in that year a society for the aid of the
The register of the
sick and a hebra kaddisha.
latter was kept in Hebrew from 1724 to 1848.
In 1750 Frederick Augustus permitted the Jews
to settle again in Danzig, though tiiey were subject
The Jews of the
to heavy taxes.
three suburbs of Schottland, Wein"Resettlement. berg, and Langfuhr stiadiiy increased
In 1757 the congregation
in number.
of Schottland numbered 46 contributing members.
In 1767 its expensesamotnitcd to 4,044 florins (§580);
in 1768. to 6.117 florins (8764); in 1772, to 13,i:5!>
florins ($1,642). wlien tjx; congregation had two synagogues. Till 1777 there was no pliysician for its
hospital, but in that year it engaged Phoebus, tinIn 1753 the congreson of Meshullam of Prague.
gation elected as its rabbi Ei.iiANAN hkn Ramiiki.,
formerly tabbi of Fordon.
The congregation of Langfuhr settled in that
suburb when it was still under Polish protection.
The Count of Wr'iher, owner f)f tiiaf doniaiti, jxtmitted the Jews to .settle there, and liiey imilt a line
synagogue, ac<(uired a cemetery, and formed a hebra
kaddisha. The remet<Ty was devastated l>y the
Russians in 1813, not a .single toml)stone being left in
place.
The register (DpJD) begins with 5535 = 1775
the hebra kaddisha then counted 47 paying members.

The congregation

Danzie:
of

Langfuhr was then a depend-

enc}^ of the rabbinate of Schottland.

In 1782 the
three congregations cited above were united under
Rabbi Meir Posner. In 1807 the suburbs being devastated by Napoleon's army, the Jews of Weinberg entered the town; a great many of them lost

during the bombardment of Danzig.
After the treaty of Tilsit (July 9, 1807) Danzig",
with the three above-named suburbs, became a free
state, and remained such for the space of not quite
seven years. The Jews rejoiced at this development,
but they had to pay a contribution of 50, 000 German
tlialers(S18,000), most of which was susUiined by the
community of Schottland. Their life was still rather
jirecarious: adn\ission to the exchange was refused
them, and their right of residence in the town was
only provisional.
In 1813, when Schottland and
Langfuhr were destroyed, the Jcavs of these two
suburbs were admitted to the town, and on Feb. 3,
1814, after Danzig had become a Prussian city, they
obtained citizens' rights. They had then the opportunity of forming a congregation but unfortunately
there was no cohesion among them, and their 300
members were still divided among live distinct communities, four of which were named after the suburbs in which they had lived. Not until 1881 were
these congregations united into one by the efforts of
Rabbi Werner; in that year one large synagogue Avas
built for the united communities.
M. Ski,.
Ap]iended is a brief account of the rabbis of Danzig and of its suburbs:
Schottland: Of the five original communities that
of Schottland has always been reputed the wealthAkraiiam r. Emrzf.r
iest and most important.
iiA-KouEN, author of "Ori we-Yish'i " (Berlin, 1741),
and R. Moses b. Jonah, who died there June 27,
their lives

;

1754, were among the scholars whose names are
associated with the religious history of Schottland.
The following were the regularly appointed rabbis of the communit}-: R.
Babbis.

Elhanan b. R. Samuel Sanwil Ashkenasi (1752-80), born in 1713, died Sept. 22, 1780pupil of R. Zebi Ilirsch of Ilalberstadt; R. Mo\r h.
R. Judah Liib Posner .Alindc (1782-1807), born in
1735, died Feb. 3, 1807; R. Chajim (1807-35), son
of the preceding; died June 11, 1835; R. Israel b.
R. Gedalja Lipsehatz (1837-50); Dr. Abraham Stein
(1850-64), subsequently rabbi of the ]\Ieisel synagogue at Pragtie, where he died Sept. 2, 1884; Dr.
Joshua Wallerslein (1865-76), born in 1838, died June

Cosman Werner (1H78). during whose
commimilies were united.
Langfuhr and Weinberg: Thcconununily ofl/aiigfulir had always been included in the rabliinal<' of
In 17H3 the community of Weinberg
Schotlland.
also came under the same rabbinate, whose incum19,

1876; Dr.

rabbinat(! the

thereafter designated himself .-is rablii of Sit*>
When Dr.
("Sehollland. Langfuhr, Weinberg").
Stein became the rabbi of Schotlland in 1850, R.
Liiisehntz ofllci.'iled as rabl)i of Weinberg
Isr.'iel
and Langfuhr. dying Sept. 19, 1H60. In 1H7H the
commtinity of Weinberg called a rabbi of their own,
Dr. S. Oroiiematni, who assumed the dislrirt rabbinate of Hanover wIm'u the communitiis were
lieiit

united.

IMattenbudeu

:

Th(!

conununity of Mattenbuden

Danzitc. Abruluiiu

TllK .IKWISII

Dardauelles

was

Di-crtniztHl

Unvartl the end of tljcoightcenth ccu-

The
tury. iiiui did not hiivoasynagojruc until 1703.
followinir ortU-iatt'd as mbbis: H. ^VIosos b. K. Ciiajim Cliofiz of Sklow liii-d April 7. 1807; H. Isaac
Itzisrb. R. Ellmnan, son of the rabbi of Schottland
;

died Feb

1814;

19.

LiM> liiisensieiii.

R. Sanuiel Saiiwil b. U. .ludali

irraiidsoiu)f H. Kllianan of Scliott-

land; died Feb. 6. 18'24: R. Michel Levin Munk (H.
Jehiel Arje b. U. Matitjaliu ha-Kohcn), born in 1788;
calleil to

Danzig

ENCYCLOrEDIA

on the commandments and prohibitions having

R. -Marcus Noah Perls (R. Mordecai b.
ha-Levi) of Lissa, died July 8. 1825; R. Moses
Eliezer Thorner, died Aug. 6, 1837; R. Michel
Levin Munk, died Aug. 23, 1853.
The above-named communities united under the
name " Vereiuigtc Gemeinde. " The following were its
rabbis: Dr. Cosmau Werner, called in 1878 toSchottland, was subsequently appointed rabbi of the united
community. In 1895 he accepted a rabbinate at
Munich. Dr. S. Posuer, called as acting rabbi in
1896, subsequently became second rabbi at KarlsDr. S. Blumenthal, called in 1897, and officiaruhe.
ted to 1900 was subsequently appointed rabbi at
Berlin. Since 1900 Dr. Max Freudenthal, previously
district rabbi at Dessau, has been the incumbent.

His
Works.

Danzig:

Bibliography: Monatsschrift.

vi.

20.i,

341, 321, 401

Jacoby,

;

in IgrMlit, Nos. 44, 45, Maj'ence, 1864; Kegestu, i.. No. 643;
Bram. la Volkskalender, 1849, pp. 124-129; Tsraelitische

n'ochenschrift, 1871, No. 35; Ldschln, Gesch. Danzigs, Dandes Jud. 1839, p. 383.

zig, 1822; Altg. Zeit.

M. Fre.

D.

ABRAHAM BEN

DANZIG,
JEHIEL Lith
uanian coditier; born in Danzig in 1747 or 1748;
died at Wilna Sept. 12, 1820. He was descended
from a family of scholars in West Prussia, his greatgrandfather, Jehiel Michael, having been rabbi in
Schottland, near Danzig; his grandfather was Samuel, the author of the commentary on Isaiah, "NeWhen Danzig was fourteen years
hamot Ziyyon."
old his father sent him to the yesliibah in Prague,
after exacting from him a promise that
His
he would not mingle with the "Mod:

Youth,

erns," who, through the influence of
Mendelssohn in Prussia, were gradually coming into prominence.
Under the guidance
of Ezekiel Landau and Joseph Liebermann, Danzig
zealously devoted himself to the study of the Talmud, and at eighteen years of age he left Bohemia
with a "haber" diploma, showing him to be a proficient Talmudist.
He then settled in Wilna, Lith-

When

ref-

erence to the land of Palestine, ih. 1812; Jerusalem. 1863; "Zikru Torat Mosiieh " (Be Mindful
of the Teaching of Moses), j)reeepts for the Sabbath, Wilna, 1820, and several editions (this little
work contains by way of supplement the treatise
" Mizwot Moslieh " [The Precepts of Mo.ses], an ex"
tract from Askari's book " Haredim

in 1853.

Noah
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[The God-Feariug]

;

"Toledot Adam,"

a commentary on the Passover Haggadah, ib. 1817 (in the Ilaggadah edi-

"Ma'aleh BetHoron"); "Bet Abraham" (The
House of Abraham), his last work, 1821, and many
editions (also translated into Judito-German by Isaac
Hamburger, Lemberg, 1875). Among the writings
of Danzig not yet published are an elaborate ethical
work, specimen pages of which are contained in the
introduction to "Zikru Torat Mosheh," and commentaries to several books of the Bible.
Danzig is especially known as the author of
" Hay ye Adam " and " Hokmat Adam," which represent the most important productions in the line of
codification after the time'of Joseph Caro and MorIn these two works Danzig treats of
decai Yafe.
the same subject-matter as the first two parts of the
Shulhan 'Aruk. The enormous mass of new material which had accumulated in the field of the Halakah since the appearance of the Shulhan 'Aruk
period embracing more than two and a half centuries was collected and critically sifted by Danzig
and presented in a readily intelligible form. His
codex, however, was intended primarily for the
cultured layman and not for the officiating rabbi.
Hence there is a tendency to give prominence to the
more exacting side of the Law, even though in his
expert decisions and treatises, which, under the respective titles of "Nishmat Adam" and "Binat
Adam," are added to " Hayye Adam " and " Hokmat
Adam," Danzig shows independence enough to oppose the views of the Aharonim, and he frequently
tion

—

—

protests against the tendency to decide in favor of
prohibitions.
His " Hayye Adam " met with
unusual success during the author's lifetime. In
many cities societies were formed for the purpose
of studying this work and even to-day these socie-

new

;

may

be found in most of the Polish-Russian
communities.
This success was well merited for there is hardly
another work that presents in so concise and lucid a
ties

;

manner

all

the details of the discus-

offered the salaried position of rabbi
he declined it, considering it improper to receive a
stipend in such a capacity, and he engaged in busi-

His
Importance

ness as a merchant, visiting the fairs of Leip.sic and

emphasis upon the ethical bearings of
The high ethical standpoint of
the author reveals itself most conspicuously in his
"Bet Abraham," and the contents of this little book

uania.

KOnigsberg. Only in his later years, and after having lost almost his entire fortune through the explosion of a powder-magazine, could he be induced to
accept the position of dayyan in Wilna. which office
he held imtil his death. His fixed intention had
been to emigrate to the Holy Land.
Danzig is the author of the following: "Hayye
Adam Nishmat Adam " (The Life of Man the Soul
of Man), Wilna, 1810, reedited many times; "Hokmat
Adam Binat Adam " (The Wisdom of Man the
Understanding of Man), ib. 1814. reedited many
times; "Sha'are Zedek " (The Gates of Justice),
:

:

;

:

as

sions of the Aharonim.
Danzig preserves in liis works a certain freshCodifier. ness of tone, and dwells with special

religious precepts.

alone should suffice to refute the accusation that Talmudism had stilled religio-ethical sentiments. The
loveof God, it is pointed out, is man's highest mission,
to which the fear of God is only a preparatory stage.
The enjoyment of worldly things is not in itself to
be condemned; but man is to bear constantly in
mind that the recognition of God and the exercise of
good deeds are the proper occupation of life. He
lays great stress upon prayer; but this must not be

mere

Danzig',
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lip-service; and, accordingly,

German

dren say their prayers

in

unintelligible Hebrew.
worthy since Danzig

This

is all

he bids his cliilrather than iu
the more note-

very work enters a
innovations, and even denounces
in

this

protest against all
the reading of German books.
Love of truth and contentedness he especially
enjoins; and declares repeatedly that "an offense
against one's fellow being is far more reprehensible

than a sin against God. "

He not only admonishes his

family, therefore, to refrain from all dishonest}- in
their business relations with both Jews and nonJews, but makes it a duty never to
His
decide in money matters according to
Ethics,
one's own opinions, but to inquire of
a learned man whether the intended
"While insisting upon
action conforms to the Law.
the strictest observance of the rites, he bids liis children even to let the time of prayer pass if tiiis be
neces.sary to secure money wherewith to pay a work-

Abraham

Dardanelles

GrStz avers, he became a favorite with

related, as

Don Meir Alguadez.
While in Saragossa, Dapiera filled the position of
scribe to the congregation
letters are e.xtant written by him iu its name.
He, however, did not re;

main

but again took up the wanderer's staff.
in Monzon, where he made the acquaintance of a 3"oung poet, En-Samuel Bonastruc.
Despite certain mannerisms, Dapiera may be ranked
there,

was

In 1417 he

among

the

first

Hebrew poets

He

of his time.

showed great skill in rimed prose and artistic versification, and the criticism which Graiz passed upon
him as a poet is now known to be undeserved. Under the title " Imre No'ash " (Speeches of a Desperate
One) he compiled a comprehensive dictionarj- of rimes
two of which dealt with homonyms
and synonyms. It is probable that the "Maskiyyot Kesef," edited by Mordecai Tama (Amsterdam,
in three parts,

"Imre No'ash" ("Literatur-

1765), is a part of the

blatt des Orients," ix.

343;

Steinschneider, "Cat.

ing man's wages.

Bodl."

Characteristic of Danzig is his warning not to
study the Cabala before the age of maturity and before the study of the Talmudic-rabbinic literature.
He himself shows an acquaintance with the Cabala;
but in his halakic writings this is not made apparent.
A somewhat mj'stical touch appeals iu his
prayer for the eve of the Day of Atonement. This
prayer may be found in "Hayye Adam" (No. 144),
and has been publisiied separately several times in
Juda-o-German as well as in Hebrew, under the title

Dapiera was a prolific poet and writer; more than
forty piyyutim issued from his pen; and the manuscript Or., fol. 1059, in the Berlin Royal Library, contains versified panegyrics sent by him to such men
as Moses Abbas, Samuel al-Rabi, Don Bonfos, Astruc
Ramuk, Astruc Crescas, Don Solomon al-Constantini, Mazliah of Majorca, as well as to Christian

"Tefillah

Zakkah

"

(Sincere Prayer).

Fufnn, Ktncxet Yisrael, p. 18 idem, Kiryah
yc'eiiKiiinh. \)p.Zi^£^; SU'inschneider (Maggid), '/r WUnay
compare Abrahams in Jew. Quatt. Rev. iii. 476-477.

BiBLiooRAPiiv

:

;

p. 218;

L.

DAPIERA (DE PIERA), ASTRUC

:

G.

Martyr;

He was probably a relative of
Isaac de Piera, who also lived in Barcelona, and
who, in the year 1391, was baptized under the name
of Guillermo Vidal Puiol (" Hev. Et. Juives," iv. 59).
Dapiera, accused of witchcraft, was put in prison in
1370 by the grand iinjuisitor of Aragon, Fr. Nicolas
Eynieric.
He was s(;ntenced to express his repentance publicly in the cathedral, and to suffer imprislived in Barcelona.

onment

for

col. 2386).

Many of his letters are still extant;
of them, to the above-mentioned Mazliah of

scholars.

was published by Edelman in his
Hefez " (p. 27). H. Brody lias published in his " Beitriige zu Salomo Da-Pieras Leben und Wirken " (Berlin, 1893) a number of Dapiera 's letters and poems.
Solomon ben Mesludlam Dapiera must not be confounded with Solomon ben Immanuel Dapiera, who
probably died shortly before 1363, and who, undi'r
the title "Batte ha-Nefesh " (Smelling-Flask), translated from Arabic into Hebrew the didactic poem
" Al-Saba'niyyah " by Abu 'Imran Moses Tobi, to
which he wrote a commentary (see Hirschfcld in
the " Report of the Judith INIontefiore College," 1894,
jorca,

p. 8).

Bibi.ioorapiiy: Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl.

Hehr. mill.

xiv. 7S ft

BiHi.rnfiRAPMY IilaKo, JliMoria (In Uih Omdes de Arao<m. I.
15 Kontana, MoiiuineiiUi Daminicana, part II., ch. it, p. 2:it!.
:

;

M. K.

o.

DAPIERA or DA PIERA (mS'LT, i~n''''DXT),
SOLOMON BEN MESHULLAM Neo H.lwaic

Jiniiu. i.
Hof- rmil

idem,

:i7:

xvl. Wl rt

sr<i.,

idem, Verzelrh. dir Hrlir.

life.

llrltr.

J Hi-

exchanged many letters and poems. Through the
recommendation of his host, to whom he was not

col. 2JH5;
xvll.

idem, in

VM

.«((/.,

Jl(niil.silir. tier

KiniinL

Hainl.Mlir.

<lir

rt scq.;
JUIil. zu

Ki'niiul.

Sln<xtnl>ilil. ill MlUirhni. voil. r-t7,',i: Idi'in, llihr.
IJflinK. p. ii:t2: (iriUz, (liHth. vlll. 1.11 ; (in)ss. (Jallia .lud<iica.p. 145; Hrodv, iis alM)Ve compare MtiinituHclirift. 1H((5,
I). 42^; Jiw. QiKirt. licv. vi. 18:i; Zvit.fnr Jlilirilmltc Bili;

i/o(/rap/i iV,

11. 4(1.

M. K.—Q.

ci.

:

[Kxt of North S|)iiin; diid after 1417.
He was a
relative of Mesliuliaiii Ivii Solomon Dapiera, who
Jlouri.slied, probably in southern France, in the earlier part of IIk; thirteenth century, and wlio, in sevral extensive poems, dirlaicd against the " .Morcli
Ncbukiin" f)f MaimonidcH. Before the troubles
which came upon liim and the Jews in Spain generally, Dapiera .seeiiiH to have been ridi, and cliari
table to the needy. Forceil to leave his native place,
he took refuge in Saragos,sa at the house of Benveniste ben Iial)i, the Miicenas of Hebrew scholars,
where he became tutor to lienveniste's two sons,
with one of whom, Don Vidal Joseph ibn Labi, he

one

Ma"Dibre

DARDA

:

<

)i)e

of the wise

dom by King Sohmion
tioiicrl.

with

I'^lhaii.

(I

men

surpa.ssed in wis-

Kings iv. HI). He is menand Chalcol. as a son

Heiiiai).

(
'luoM. i'. 6 he is called " Dara," the
In
Rabbinic fancy has identified Darda
son of Zerah.
with "the generation of knowledge " ("dor de' ")of
" Kol
Adam" refers to Adam;
;h(! wilderness.

of Maiiol.

" Kthan "
"Chaleol
K. n.

1

is

" is

Abraliam; " Heman
Joseph (see Rashi on

I

is Moses; and
Kings v. 11).

G. B. L.

ir.

DARDANELLES
Name

"

or

CHANAK-KALESSI

:

of the two cities situated opposite each other
on the shores of the strait at the entrance to the
Sea of Marmora. The European city is inhabited by
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Dar'i

Darius

Mohammodaus

t'xclusivfly

;

tlio

Asiatic city contains

Arnu-nians. Euiopoans, ami
Jews Till" Ji'wisli community dates from the yi'ur
1510 according to local traditions winch report thai
tlie Portuguese nibhi Jacob Hen Habil). tiie author
of "'En Yaakob." after emi,i;ratinjj from Portugal,

Mohammi'ilans,

(.trooks,

established himself at Salonica, and afterward led
a colony of twenty Jewisii families from Gallipoli to
Dardanelles. The old epitaphs iu the cemetery of

The community is not menthe city are illei:;ible.
tioned until the nnddle of the seventeenth century,
when the false Messiah Shabbethai Zebi was imprisoned by Sultan Mohammed IV. in the castle of
The
the vicinity of the Dardanelles.
Jewish populatiou of this city, as well as of all the
places along the Sea of ^larmora, made a pilgrimage
Dardauelles is the
to the pseudo-Messiah (lOlU).
Abydos

iu

birthplace of a Jewish author, Judali Beuveuiste,

who

wrote two works, "Tiwwasha' Yehudah" (Judah
Be Saved), published at Smyrna, and "Zeker
Dabar" ^Remembrance of the Word), published at
Shall

Salonica (1863).
In a total population (1902) of 11, COO inhabitants
The latter have four synathere are 2,700 Jews.
gogues, one school of the Alliance Israelite Universelle with 178 boys, a congregational school for girls
(100), a Talmud Torah with 150 pupils, and a society
of young people, "Ahabat Re'im," which furnishes
a midday meal to poor school -children. Members
of the three chief Jewish families, the Sedaccas,
Grormezanos, and Taraganos, represent foreign powers as consular agents.

M. Fr.

D.

MOSES

DAR'I,

(or

MOSES OF DAR'AH

[nt-n; in Africa]):
1

.

ben Adonim

Moses

ha-Lewi

:

Karaite

toward the end of the ninth
century. He was a grammarian of prominence, as is
shown by the title " Medakdek " (Grammarian) given
flourished in Dar'ah

Some of his exegetic notes, conceived in
the true Karaite spirit, have been preserved.
Of
his religious poems one fragment only is in existence, and of this the first stanza alone is in print, so
that it is difficult to form an opinion regarding the
poem. Pinsker assumes that the father of Moses
was that Adonim one of whose poems is yet extant
("Lik^ute Kadmoniyyot," p. 138); but this theory
can not be accepted without further proof.
Bibliography: Pinsker, Liklfute kadmoniyyot, p. 105;
FQrst, Geach. den KarUert. 1.'97.
to him.

2.

Moses Dar'i

monides

Rabbinite; mentioned by Maiof responsa, "Pe'er haemigrated from Maghreb (Spain)
:

in his collection

Dor" (No.

19).

He

Egypt, where he exchanged his own teflllin for
others conforming to the regulations of the Geonim.
Steinschneider inclines toward the opinion that he
later joined the ranks of the Karaites, and that he
is identical with the Moses Dar'i below.
to

BiBLioGRAPnY

:

Pinsker, Liklfu^. l^culnumiyyot,p.46; Steln-

S'jhnelder, In (ielger's JU/l.'Zeit. Ix. 178.

3. Moses Dar'i
The most prominent among
Karaite poets. Concerning the dates of his life and
activity the last word has not yet been said. Pinsker,
the first to study his collected poems and give detailed information concerning him, places him in
about the middle of the ninth century, and holds that
:
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l)ar'i's"Diwan," according to certain data contained
therein,

was

linislied

about 843.

Steinschin'ider,

Geigcr, and Schorr have, for weighty considerations,
rejected Pinsker'.s supposition.

There can be no doubt whatever that Dar'i was
works of the greater jxu'ts, from
Gabirol to Abraham ibn Ezra, and that he derived
inui'ii material from Judah ha-Levi, and not, as
Pinsker maintains, that Gabirol, Moses ibn Ezra,
Judah ha-Levi, and other Rabbinite poets took Dar'i
familiar with the

as their model.
tions to

liis

Dar'i himself, in the su])erscrip-

poems, names pieces by Judah ha-Levi

and others that served him as patterns.

The

ear-

that can be assigned to Dar'i is
the end of the twelfth century.
The date which
appears in Dar'i 's collection of poems must be reliest date, therefore,

garded as a falsification.
Concerning the life of Dar'i little is known. His
ancestors are said to have gone from Jerusalem (the
jiresumptive starting-point of so many old families)
to Spain, and from thence to have emigrated to
Dar'ah, where Dar'i was born. He took up his abode
in Egypt, and there completed the"Diwan."
lie
made visits to Damascus, but hisreception there was
not cordial. While on his way to Jerusalem he
wrote one of his ])ocms. Two of his sons died at an
early age; his third son, Uri, heads a genealogical
table (Pinsker," Likkute Kadmoniyyot," p. 49) extending to the twentieth generation.
Dar'i's poems often contain his name in acrostics;
the fullest of tliese is: Dm^X •'3"11 ""lO ]2 ^t^'D '•JK
it also occurs abbrevijrDN pTn ''i<-\pn iiZ,)-\n.
ated as prn ''Kip ND"n nc'Ki and prn sen "'xip nt?^;
which makes it evident that the epithet "rofe"
(physician) refers to Dar'i himself. The"Diwan"
(collection of poems) consists of two parts: the first
part is the work proper, bearing the title "Firdaus
Azhar al-Kasa'id wal-Ash'ar"; the second part is
in the nature of a supplement.
The two parts together contain about five hundred religious and secular poems.
By far the greater number are in Hebrew a few are written in Arabic. In some poems
the verses are in Hebrew and Arabic alternately.
Dar'i was acquainted with all those forms of poetry
introduced into Hebrew literature from Spanish-

PH

;

Arabian countries.

—

In his religious poems one whole series of which
arranged to correspond to the weekly lessons he
prays for forgiveness of sins, bewails persecutions
and hardships, and gives expression to his longings
for redemption.
Among liis secular poems occur
several of a satirical character, directed against the
" An.she Mishnah " (followers of the Mishnah, or Rabbinites).
There are also nuptial poems and lovesongs, somewhat coarse in conception eulogies and

—

is

;

poems on

friendship, extravagant in their fervor;

besides elegies, epigrams, enigmas, etc.
He is not
wanting even in the affectations and artificialities
of form and language peculiar to his models.
Ilis
imagination often soars to great heights, and he displays great cleverness, especially in his epigrams.
His language is fluent, but occasionally he has recourse to poetic license. His productions contain the
stereotyped ideas and imageries which his predecessors u.sed, following them even in the matter of linguistic expression; in other words, he plagiarizes

Of Dar'i's longer
reported by Pinsker.

freely.

poems

all

that is

known

is

Bibliography: Pinsker, Lihihute Kadmoniniiot, pp. 46-105,
135. and pp. 113 et »cq., where Dar'i's religious poems are
enumerated; Geiger, in Z. D. M. G. xv. 813 et seq., x\-i.
290; Schorr, in He-Haluz. vi. 5"; Steinsehneider, in Geiger's
Jiid. Zeit. ix. 176 et seq.\ where other sources also are mentioned D. Kohn, in Ozar ha-Sifrut, v. 90 et scq.
II. B.
K.
;

DARITJS

Mpdog)
King of Per(L'Tin
The
sia from 521 to 4^5 B.C.; son of Hystaspes.
sources for the history of Darius are his own trilingual inscription at Behistun, the Babylonian contract
tablets, and the accounts which the Greeks from Herodotus onward have given. Herodotus is corrected
repeatedly by Ctesias. The older branch of the
Acha?menides died out with Cambyses and his brother, the true Smerdis, while the head of the younger
branch, which traced its descent to Teispes, was Hjstaspes, governor of Parthia, who submitted to the
new ruler. His son Darius, however, undertook to
win back the scepter from the Magian Gaumata,
who had assumed the title of king and had married
Cyrus' daughter. Darius and si.x intimate companions of noble blood, relying on the protection of
Ahuramazda, attacked the usurper on the 10th of
Tishri (Oct. IG), 521, at a city in Media, and killed
Jiim Darius now became king.
In Persia itself Darius was confronted by a new
pretender, a second pseudo-Smerdis.
lu addition,
the subject nations throughout the East (for instance,
the Elamites, ^Medians, Parthians, Hyrkanians) tried
to win buck tlieir independence, and placed at their
head men who claimed descent from the royal
family.
The most serious rebellion was the one in
Babylon under Nidintabel, who called himself Nebuchadnezzar III. the son of Nabonid. The first Babylonian record of Nebuchadnezzar III. 's reign is dated
Tishri 17 (Oct. 23) of the year of his accession, 521.
Darius besieged Babylon and sent capable generals
against the other usurpers. In Jan. or Feb., 520,
I.

;

:

;

,

Babylon yielded, and Darius was

DariuB
Crushes

free

to personally direct the crushing of the

Median revolt. But in the spring
Babylon rebelled again under the Armenian Arakha, who also pretended to
be Nebuchadnezzar, son of Nabonid. There are many
At the beginning
records dated in Darius' reign.
of 519 Babylon was retaken by Vidafra; and by the
summer of 519 Darius had authority over the whole
of the empire. These events directly concerned the

Bebellions.

prfsaged the great crisis,
heathen kingdom, whidi,
according to Ezekiel, was to precede the Mes.sianie
era.
But tlie Jr-ws nitfTtaiiud un idea of rebelling;
tln-y were too thornuj,^iiiy imbued with tlu; leaching of the Prophets that It was wicked to forestall
Nevertheless, they looked upon
the ways of God.
Jew.s, wlio thf)Ufjlit tiiey
tlie

Dar'i
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self-aimihiliition of the

Zeriibbahel, of the liouse of Diivid, wlio, as th(! Perwas tiie head of the little province of
Judea, as the coming Messiali. It was fit tlien tiiat
sian governor,

they should makrt preparations, since God Himself
was evidently preparing. Consequently, on tlu!
first day of the sixtli month, in tiie second year of
the reign of Darius, the projiliet Hagt^ai aiinounred
to Zenibbabel that the time was ripe, and tlie hiKJi
priest Joshua began the rebuilding of the Temple.

Darius

On

the 24th of the ninth month (Dec. 17), 520, the
foundation-stone of the Temple was laid. The
prophet Zechariah supported Haggai and encouraged the people, even when news came of the continuous victories of the Persians. As late as the 24th
of the eleventh month (Jan. 13), 519, he had a crown
made for Zerubbabel out of gold sent by Jews in

Babylon.
The hopes in the Messianic era were vain, for soon
the Persian rule was more firmly established than
Jerusalem received a visit from the satrap of
ever.
'Abarnahara (the Persian province of Syria), Tatnai
(Greek l/aivr/c; Babylonian, "Ushtani"). The ac-

Jews and the building of the Temple
When the elders
naturally excited his suspicion.
referred to Cyrus, who had ordered the Temple built,
he dared not interfere, but reported the matter to
Darius, who judged the affair correctly and without prejudice.
He
tivity of the

knew he need never
fear a

rebellion of
the Jews, and that it
would be of advan-

tage to the kingdom
to further their religious interests.

<^v7

x^A

The

cost of building the

Temple was paid out
of the tribute-tax of

Syria.

He com-

manded

the Jews to
offer in the Temple a
daily sacrifice for the

welfare of the king-

dom and

for his sons.

OnAdar3(Marchl0),
515. in the sixth year

Temwas completed

of Darius, the
ple

(Ezra vi. 14).
Darius Seated on His Throne.
Darius was
the
(From rUndln and CmU, " Voy»f« en
pwm.")
organizer of the Persian Empire. His conquests served to round out the boundaries of his
realm in Armenia, the Caucasus, and India, and
along the Turanian steppes and the higlilunds of
Central Asia.
In order to systematize the collection
of the tributes from subject nations, Darius divided
his empire into twenty provinces ruled
Organizes by governors, who are enumerated by
the
Herodotus (iii. 89 f^ «<<?.). Eacli piovEmpire.
ince was subdivided, each part with
These governors and
its own head.
vice-governors were called, in Persian, "kh.shatrapavan " (guardians of the land; in (Jreek, ndriu'nrr/c;
in Hebrew, IDITL'TIX; in Babylonian, " |mhat " ( =
Hel)rew nriD). The numl)er of the satraps and the
districts over whii'h Ihey ruled frequently changid.
According to the Book of Daniel (vi. 2), "It plea.sed
Darius to set a hundred and twenty princes (satraps]
over the kinirdoru "; wjiile I^sther says that Xerxes
(Ahasueru.s) " rei^Mied from India even iinto Ethiopia, over aiiundred and seven and twenty provinces
(nnol": but this ntimbercan not be relied upon.
It was Darius, also, who introduced and regulated
The standard coin was th©
the coinage of the realm.

Darius

THK JEWISH ENC

Darxnesteter

goldfu darir (Ht'biew nml Plu>nifiiui psiTS. to bo
from po3"nx. "(Inu'lmm"). wri'riiiii'x
f.-4 i;niius = liJO jjriiiiis, aiul in silver wortli 20 sliokHs, vavU 5.6 grains = 86.5 grains; UK) sliokels, or 5
darirs, nmdf a silver niina; and 6.000 slu'kels, or 300
distiiiiiuislu'il

dariis. niado a silver talent.

upon the religious policy of
is thrown
by the inscription of U/ahor, chief priest of
Uzahor
tile godiless Neit in the Egyptian city Sais.
was sununoned to Elani (Susa) by Darius, and was
Light

Darivis

fully

empowered
the House

to restore the Ilierogramniatic Col-

of Life), for which institution he
Darius himself went to
Egypt and showed such deep interest in the institutions of the land that the Egyptian priesthood relege ^
trained

many

children.
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doorkeepers (Cant. R. iii. 1). It was during Darius'
rcii^n that Daniel disobeyed (lie order to worship
the king ^'Ab. Zarah 3a; compare Dan. vi. 11-12).

The latter Darius, by whom the Talmud means
the king mentioned in Hag. i. 1, and who is not identical with Darius the Persian (sec 1{. H. 3b, and Tos.
ad loc.), was the son of Esther, and thus of pure de.scent on his mother's, and imj^ure on his father's,
side.
Tiiis is implied in tiie Syrian hyrax (Lev. xiii.
emblem of the Mcdo Persian empire, uniting
does the signs of the clean and of the unclean
animals (Esth. K. viii. 3; Lev. Ii. xiii. 5). Compare
5),

as

the

it

Cyuus.
1..

C.

G.

DARKNESS
sions

of the

L.

The rendering in the English verHebrew "jEJ^n and its synonyms pQK,
At one time darkness was reniD^JV:

n^DX. ^D"iy,
garded as something substantial, and not merely as
This is apparent from the frethe absence of light.
quent juxtaposition of "darkness" with" light." God
forms light and darkness (Lsa. xlv. 7) light and dark;

CyiiD(i«:T Seal,

with

Name

ol Darius in Persian, Scythian,

and AssjTian.
(In the British

Muwum.)

garded him as the

last great lawgiver of Egypt
(Diodorus, i. 95; compare Herodotus, ii. 110).
In the Book of Daniel, whose author had but
a dim knowledge of Persian history, " Darius the
Median " appears as the son of Xerxes (ix. 1), successor to the Babylonian Belshazzarand predecessor
of Cyrus (vi. 28, x. 1). The epithet " Median " is to
be explained by the fact that in the Orient, as among
the Greeks, the name "Media" was applied to the
whole Persian realm (for instance, in the Minean inscription of South Arabia [Halevy, n. 535] compare
"kings of Media and Persia" in Dan. v. 28, viii. 20;
Esth. X. 2; compare i. 3, 14).
;

In the
ness are consumed or confined (Job xxvi. 10).
Creation story, darkness is said to have been over
primitive chaos, Ahyss.
In this opening sentence
traces or reminiscences of an early mythological
personification have been detected (see Cosmogony).
Darkness antedates creation. It has also been noticed that it is not called good, as are the other works
The absence of the definite article
of the Creator.
before "|B^n in Gen. i. 1 points in the same direction.
Something of this mythological notion is present
in Job's imprecation (Job iii. 4, 5), where
shek " and " Zalmut " (or " Zalmawet") are

—

—

of course, the

Hebrew mind did not

httn{f des Judcnthumx, pp. 41 et seq., 79 et 8tq.\ Peiser, In
8<-hrader, K. B. Iv. 3W ; Melssner. In Stade's Zeitschrift,
xvii. 191 ; RevHlout. in Revue Eyyptologique, 1. 72 et i>eq.

E.

G.

Me.

DABITJS III.— Biblical Data:

I.ast King of
conquered by
Persia; reigned from 3::i6 to 330 n.c.
Alexander the Great. He is probably tiie " Darius
the Persian," with whose reign the record of the
priestly heads of families mentioned in Nehemiah
On this passage compare Eduard
(xii. 22) ended.
Meyer, "Entstchung dos Judenthums," p. 103.
G.
E. Me.
;

In Rabbinical Literature Darius and Cythe commanders of Belshazzar's two
legions.
When they .saw him in a debauched state,
they made him descend from his throne, deprived
him of his crown and of liis royal robes, and left
him standing in his shameful nakedness (Esth. R.
iii. 1; compare David Luria ad loc).
According to
another version, Darius and Cyrus were Belshazzar's
:

rus were

revert to this

personification of darkness and its underlying antecedent mythological conceits. Darkness is simply

the night, as light

is

the

day (Gen.

i.

5, 18).

The

sun grows dark the day is darkened and the like.
In mines and other subterranean regions darkness
has its realm, whi(;h the searcher for the precious
metals invades, and thus forces upon it the establishment of new boundaries (Job xxviii. 3). This
impression of substantiality goes with the descriptions of Egyptian darkness (Ps. cv. 28; Ex. x. 23).
Darkness is also likened to a pillar of cloud (Ex.
xiv. 20), as something almost palpable, if not personal.
It is a frequent circumstance of theophany
(II Sam. xxii. 12 = Ps. xviii. 12); and is associated
with " She'ol " in such a way as to make it plausible
that this place of the ingathering of the shades was
a domain ruled over by twin demons, Hoshek and
Zalmut (darkness and thick darkness). The double
form, ma.sculine and feminine, "hoshek" and "hashekah," also goes back to mythology.
;

BiBLiorjRAPHY: E. Meyer, Gesch. des Alterthums. 1. 512;
Idem. Fi>r»chunQen znr Alten Gesch. 11. 472; Idem. Entste-

both"Ho-

invoked as
though ravenous monsters lying in wait for prey
(the verb recalls the blood-avenger, the "goel").
They are in parallelism with a phrase "Let all that
maketh black the day " [II. V.] which is now recognized by nearly all commentators to describe mythIn ordinary speech,
ological beasts (see Dragon).

;

In figurative speech, for reasons that are apparent,
darkness was used for a secret hiding-place (Isa.
xlv. 3; Job xxxiv. 22; P.s. cxxxix. 11, 12).
As the
effect of sorrow is to dim the eyes by tears, or as
grief or sin injects darkness into the world (com-

pare 'Ab. Zarah 8a), the Hebrew speaks of distress
as darkness (Isa. v. 30, xxix. 18; Ps. cvii. 10-14,
again " Hoshek " and " Zalmut ").
Darkness is uncanny. It may be the hiding-place
of evil spirits; this, at all events, was the notion in
post-Biblical times (compare Demonology); thereAs such
fore darkness expresses fear, dread, terror.
it is one of the equipments of the Day of the
Lonn, a circumstance of judgment (Amos v. 18,
This eschatological
20; Zeph. i. 15; Nahum i. 8).
idea underlies also the darkness which ensues upon
the Crucifixion (Matt, xxvii. 45).
According to
the theory advanced by Gunkel ("Sch5pfung und
Chaos"), that in eschatological visions primitive
mythology finds its expression, the underlying idea
is that darkness is an attendant on final judgment
or punishment (Matt. viii. 12, xxii. 13, and frequently in N. T.).
Darkness is also the emblem of mysterious afflictions, of ignorance and frailty (Job xix. 8, xxiii. 17;
Isa. ix. 2), of sin and evil (Isa. v. 20; Prov. ii. 13),
of mourning (Lsa. xlvii. 5), of doubt and vexation
(Job v. 14, xii. 25), and of confusion (Ps. xxxv. 5).
As wisdom is light, so ignorance is darkness (Job

XXX vii.

Darius
Darmesteter
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19; Eccl.

ii.

14).

1867 Darmesteter became a pupil of Gaston

In

Paris, the great

Romance

scholar,

mania

'

in 1872, in

lished

in

Romance languages at

He

To Darmesteter a
language was essenliving;

tiallj'

not

content

with

;

tracted

the

at-

him was that of

creation

new

of

Arsene Darmesteter.

words, and the devel-

tion to religious subjects, he studied French, Latin.
It was in this school that he determined
problem of llie Old French words in the
At the age of sixteen he presented
text of Ilji.shi.
His father had in
himself for the baccalaureate.
tended him to becoine a rabbi; but criticiHin of tin
New Testament iiad led him tocrilicizi; the Old; his
relipioiis orthfMioxy had been shaken, and, althovigh

and Greek.

to solve the

he continued his Hebrew Hfiidics, his warm religiouH
Science
faitii had given place to scientilic interests.
was destined, be thought, to transform and to tinite

humanity.
For a year he was a pupil at the Seininaire Isra«'life
under Zadoc Kahn; the next year lie worked at
the College Ste. Biirbe to (pialify for his licentiate,
which he ohtiiiiiefl in 1864, He studied Latin «'[iigrapliy under Leon Renier.
In 1805-66 he begun
It
to study Old French at the Kcf)le des Chartes.
was about this time that lie wrote tlu' remarkable essay on the Talmud which iie liad finished Just
when the similar article by Emmanuel Deutsch
had appeared. The article was afterward revised

by Darmesteter and

f>ublished

"Reliques Scientiflques."

posthumously

in his

the

same

in

1874),

lem which above all

;

finished in the

which he showed his
powers as a philologist
on ground which he
had made his own.

other plagues. What the reminiscence is in this case
has not been determined; a storm of dust has been
suggested by some commentators.
E. G. II.

French philologist and brother of James Darmesteter born at
Chateau-Salins Jan. 5, 1846; died at Paris Nov. 16.
Darmesteter, who came as a little boy to
1888.
Paris, went first to a primary school, but learned
much from the books in the workshop of his father,
wiif) was a bookbinder.
At the age of twelve he
went to the Talmud Torah school, where, in addi

rec-

which year he was nominated

"repetiteur" (lecturer) in
Ecole des Hatites-Etudes.
year his first large
work, "Traite sur les
Mots Composes " (pub-

he was
a
mastery of the bare
facts of phonetics and
morphology the prob-

:

quickly

In 1869, at the request of
Paris, the minister of public instruction sent Darmesteter to study the French glosses in the manuscripts
of Rashi at Oxford and Cambridge, and in the British
Museum. In six weeks, working from twelve to
fourteen hours a day, he went through fifty-nine
manuscripts.
His object was to elucidate the phonetics and structure of Old French by means of the
forms preserved in Hebrew characters. The first
results of his investigations were published in "Ro-

Darkness was the ninth of the ten Egj'ptian
plagues (Ex. x. 21 et seq.). What caused the darkness has been a subject of much unsatisfactory discussion.
Some reminiscence based upon observation
of natural phenomena is always involved in the

DARMESTETER, ARSENE

who

ognized his powers.

opment of new senses
from old words. The "Mots Composes," in which
some 12.000 words are dealt with, has become a cla.ssic.
In 1871 Darmesteter had already begun,
jointly with Adolphe Hatzfeld, a dicPubtionary of the French language, expectlications. ing to complete it in three years. Its
publication, however, did not begin
Hat/.feld. a man
until after Darmesteter's death.
with singularly line logical and literary percejitions,
struck by the lack of order in the classification of the
meanings of words given in Littre's great work, proposed to reduce them in each case to one or two fundaDarmesteter saw that the probmental meanings.

Earliest

lem of each word could only be solved by the hisHat/.feld and Darmesteter worked
tory of the word.
When Darmesteter
together for seventeen years.
died tiie first draft of th<' manuscript was complete
and th(! printing was begtm. The revision of the
etymological part, and the great treatise on the
formation of words which he had jilanned and, in
|)art. written, as a preface, were completed by his
former pupils ;\. Thonnis and L. Siidre. The work

was awarded a
of

HJOO,

anil

graii<l

the

prix

jirix

at tlw Paris K.vhibil ion
Reynaud. of 10.000

.lean

by the Aciulemie des Inscriptions et Belles
honor in its power tf) bestow.
The dictionary was far from absorbing DarmeIn 1H74 lie deciphered the difllsteter's energies.
cult and beautifvd French elegy, jireserved in the
Vatican, on the burniriL^ of the thirteen Jewish
martyrs at Troyes in 1288. In the same year he
francs,

Lettres. the highest
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Rirue Tntrmatumalc tie VKiXKeiquement, May
IVtlttle JulIcvUlc, Arxine Durmestfter.

Parma ami Turin

tifty-tivo other nianu
In 187t) hr discoviMod the important phonetic hiw of tlie protonic, known since
as " Darmesteters hiw."
He obtained in 1877 his
diM?tor's degree from the Sorbonne, presenting two
dissertations: "De Floovante" and "De la Creation Actuelle des Mots Nouveaux dans la Langue
Fninraise."'
On .Tune 1(5. 1S77, lie was nominatctl
" maitre des conferences " in ^ledieval French at the
Facuho des Lett res of Paris.
In 1878 he published, in collaboration witli Ilatz-

exaniinoil in
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scripts of Hashi.

15,

1889;

P. J. H.

s.

DARMESTETER, JAMES
born

ist;

raine;

:

French Oriental-

IMiucli 2H,

184!», at Ciiateau-Salins,
LorOct. 19, 1894, at Paris.
His parents
a family established in Lorraine since the

dieil

were from
middle of tl>c eiglitecntli century. Wlien, in 1791,
the Jews of France were biiiden to choose surnames
for themselves, the great-grandfather of James se-

a book on tiie language
and literature of the sixteenth century in France,
which is used as a text-book in the universities of

name "Durmstiidter," in remembrance of
the Darm.stadt glielto whence his parents had emigrated to Lorraine. The French registrar translated
the name into his own

Germany ami

language and wrote

feld,

"Le

Seizieine

iSii'cle,"

of England as well as of France.
In
1880 he gave much of his time to the foundation of
the Societe des Eludes Juives, and especially to the
**
Revue " issued by it, in which he published a number of papers dealing with ancient and medieval
Jewish history. He was also for some time professor of French at the Paris Rabbinical Seminary.
In 1881 be became lecturer at the Ecole Normal
Superieure des Fillesat Sevres. His lectures, delivered to audiences of women students training as
teachers in secondary schools, became the " Cours de

Grammaire

Fran(;aise " (4 vols.), pubposthumously, and translated
into English by Alphonse Hartog.
The French Academ}' awarded it the
Saintour prize in 1897. In 1883 he was appointed at
the Sorbonne titular professor of Medieval French
literature and of the history of the French language. In 1886 he published "The Life of Words,"
which appeared first in an English translation, and
then in the French original under the title "La
Vie des Mots," a series of lectures on the changes
of meaning in words, in which certain theoiies,
originally published in 1876 in the "Revue Philosophique," were extended and developed. Most
of Darmesteter's papers were collected in two volumes, "Reliques Scientifiques" (Paris, 1890), by
his brother James.
The first volume contains a biography, a bibliography, and Jewish and FrancoJewish studies; the second, the purely French studies.
The book was intended for the public, and has
gone through many editions in France; it throws a
new light on linguistic development. In 1885 heartdisease, unsuspected but of long standing, probably
aggravated by the accidental death of his mother
and by periods of almost superhuman intellectual
effort, declared itself.
On Nov. 7, 1888, he acted as
examiner at the Sorbonne in a room without a fire;
the chill brought on endocarditis, and he died on

" The Life
ofWords."

Nov.

lisiied

16, 1888.

A

second edition of the "Mots Composes," edby Gaston Paris, and with an index of 12,000
words compiled by Darmesteter's wife, was pub-

ited

lished in 1894.

An

essay on the Celtic element in
in the "Revue Celtique " for

French was published
1901.

The notes on the "La'azim " of Rashi are
published.

still

un-

Bibliographt: Arstee Darmesteter, Reliques Sci'Mtifique."
The AthenrjEum, Nov. 24, 1888; The Academy, Dec. t 1888:

Paul Me.ver, in Ritvue Critique, Dec. 3, 1888; Th^Jdore Relnaoh. in Lm Rf-puhlUme Francaine, Nov. 18, 1888; A. G. van
Hamel, In De Neaerlandsche Spectator, 1889, No. 7;

lected the

it

"Darmesteter." Calmann and Cerf, the son
and grandson of the

orig-

Darmesteter, were
booksellers and bookbinders in the town of
inal

Chixteau-Salins; and
there, in 1839, the latter

married

Ro.salie Brandaughter of one
Napoleon's oflicers.

deis, the

of

The Brandeises,
origin,

of Polish

James Darmesteter.

were of a notable

stock— rabbis, physicians, and soldiers through
many generations. The family archives contain in-

A

terminable series of rabbis.
great-uncle of the
Durmerteters was physician to the Czar of Russia
their grandfather and their maternal uncles were soldiers or army doctors.
From the Brandeises James
and his brother Arsfine inherited their love of lettheir scientific

ters,

bent,

and

their

enthusiastic

patriotism.

James was the youngest

son.

The

eldest, Achille,

a lad of uncommon promise, died suddenly one
evening on his return from school, when Ars^ne was
about six years and James about three years old. In
1852 the death of Calmann Darmesteter in Paris,
leaving there a widow wholly unprovided for, gave
Cerf and his wife a reason for moving to the capital;
and with the widow they settled in the crowded
quarter of the Marais.
Work was difficult to procure
privations were many and the close air and
inappropriate food affected the health of James, who
never grew to his full size, his stature being slightly
deformed and his health always frail. He resembled in an extraordinary degree the illustrious poet of
Recanati; and when he visited Florence in 1887 the
Florentines dubbed him "II piccolo Leopardi."
With tlie tenacious idealism of the Hebrew race,
the bookbinder and his wife, poor as they were,
spared no sacrifice to afford their children a firstrate education.
Both of them were grounded at the
primary school of the Rue des Ilospitalic-res, Saint
Gervais; proceeding thence, on attaining their tenth
or twelfth year, to the Talmud Torah, the seminary
of the Jewish Consistory, a school whence most but
not all of the pupils entered the Rabbinical College.
At the age of eleven James obtained a Bischoffsheim
scholarship; and thenceforth he followed the education of the Lycee, first at the College Charlemagne, then at the College Bonaparte (now College
;

;
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Condorcet), the most prominent of Parisian public
In after days he was wont to compare the
"amiable and sterile education of the
Education, public school," much to its disfavor,
with the original and somewhat chaotic system of the Talmud Torah but it was partly
to the classical discipline of the Lycee, r.nd to its
preoccupation with rhetoric and logic, that James
Darmesteter owed his singularly beautiful style, at
once lucid and suggestive, terse and admirably descriptive, elliptic and convincing.
Darmesteter's school-days were a series of triumphs that terminated in the acquisition of the " Prix
d'Honneur" at the general competition in 1867. On
the morrow every school in France echoed with the
Latin phrases which the delicate little Jew of eighteen had put into the mouth of the dying Demosschools.

;

thenes.

After

brilliant

German, and Carducci in Italian. But ere
program was completed
a program lotjsely adhered to one day, in reading Michelet's "Bible de rilumanite," he heard
the voice of the antique Orient: he had found his
in

the fourth year of his

—

vocation.
On the advice of Michel Broal, Darmesteter in
1872 entered the Ecoledes Ilautcs Etudes.
He was
not long a student. His rapid and surprising prog-

invaded the whole domain of ancient
Persian literature, language, liistr)ry, and religion.
From the first he associated the life and the history
of a people with tlie development of its language,
ress soon

and sought

to inter|)ret its faith by its traditions
rather than by arliilrary i)liil()logicaI comparisons.
In order to understand the Avesta, he
Iranian
felt it imiiortant to study the iiiscripStudiea.
tiotis of unejenl Iran, tli(! legends of
Firdusi's "Shah Natneh," the Pahlavl
commentators of the " Buiuiahisli," and even the
rites of the modern Pursees of I'.onibay, ralliertlian

compare thtr text of the Iranian Scriptures wiDi
Holy Writ of ancient India, in flu- manner of
certain German scholars.
Each race, he felt, was.
in matters of religion, more like it.nelf tliroughout
the continuity of its history than it was like any
other race, however near a nei(;hl)or aiwl contemto

the

porary.

after he entered the Ecole des
professor.

Hautes Etudes as

In 1877 his " Ormuzd et Ahriman " attracted the
notice of F. Max MilUer at Oxford; the eminent
Sanskrit scholar entrusted to the young Frenchman
the English translation of the Avesta for the collection of the "Sacred Books of the East"; and the

same year Darmesteter went,
England. While continuing

for the first time, to
his English edition of

the Avesta, he contributed to the French reviews various essays and articles on points of historical and
philological interest: these were collected in 1883
under the title " Etudes Iraniennes. " The same year
witnessed the completion of his English Avesta, of
which the first volume had appeared in 1880.
Darmesteter's translation of the Avesta had advanced him in the knowledge not merely of Persian,
but also of English and at one moment his increasing
admiration for English literature went far toward
robbing Zoroaster of his last and most brilliant
disciple.
But his devotion to his real career was
too deep-rooted for any other interest
English,
to endanger it, though ever and anon
Studies,
the Orientalist paused in his more
serious labors to publish an edition of
" Childe Harold " (1882), a volume of " Essiiis de Litterature Anglaise " (1883), a classical edition of
"i\Iacbeth " (1884), a book on Shakespeare (1889), or
to write the charming pages collected in his posthu;

such

school-days, Darmesteter
showed a certain hesitation in deciding on his career.
He obtained his baccalaureate in science and in letters, took the higher degrees in letters and in law,
and then earned his daily bread by giving lessons.
He had as yet published nothing. He had indeed begun a drama, a philosophical novel, a historj' of the
Satanic element in modern literature, and a s^'ntheBut all these schemes were relinsis of religions.
quished ere they neared completion. He fancied,
as at his age Ernest Renan had imagined, that his
gift was perhaps in the line of natural science.
"But I studied onh' vague generalizations," he
wrote later, "without that interest in details which
is the beginning of wisdom.
I wished to make a
synthesis of the universe.
I decided to employ nine
years in research: a year for each science, following
the order of Comte.
In the tenth year I would write
my book." Meantime he studied Byron in English,

Heine

Darmesteter

His "llaiirvatat et AmeretAt,"

in 1875, proclaimed the student a master;

puJ)Ii.Hlie(l

and

.soon

mous "English Studies"

(1896).

Few Frenchmen

have understood England so intimately.
Darmesteter, bj'asort of happ}' guesswork, had divined the
English character before he set himself to study it.
His translation of the Avesta into English had
convinced Darmesteter that these sacred books
being in fact a praj'er-book, a collection of ritual
could be understood only by a study of the religion
which still practises their rites; and in February,
1886, almost immediately after his election to the
chair of Iranian languages at the College de France,
he left Paris for Bombay, the seat of an important
Parsee community. The thirteen months sjient by
him in India formed, in manj' respects, the most important period of liis life. In Bombay lie became
ae(iuainted wilii the SJiges of tlie Zoroastriaii cult
read priceless manuscripts with the venerable Tahmuraz; di.scus.sed points of ritual with the alert and
modern-minded Yivanje Modi; and laiil the foundathat epoch inai<ing transiaof the Avesta to whicii in 1H!»;}
the French Aeadeniy of Inseriplions

tions of

Journey to
India.

lion

tlie " l'ri.\ Hiennal "of twenty
There, too, he came to the conclusion that the antiquity <»f the Avesin had l)een
greatly exaggeraleil liy Iranian seiiolars; and that
the Zoroastrian Scriptun-s bear traces of the inlluenee not only of Buddhism, but also of the Jewish
I5il)le, and especially of the Neoplatonist i)l)ilosoj)hy "On pent dire que les GTithaH sont le premier
monument »lu Gnosticisme. mais d'un (Ino.sticismc
|)ratique, arrOte sur la pente falale ])ar iin sens profond «lu reel et une preoecup.ntion morale qui nc
clierche dans rabstractitm (pi'un moyen d'edillcaAccording to Dannesteter, no part of the
lion."
text of the Avesta is anteripr by more than a century to the conunon era; the oldest fragments being

awanh'd

thousand francs.

:

Darmesteter
Dato
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couU'iiiponiry witli Vologescs, while tlic bulk of
thest' Scriptiiros mny be attributed to the reign
of Anlashir (miiklleof the third eeiituryof the eoin-

inon era).

the pages of his
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"

LeMrcs sur I'lnde," published on

his return to Paris (Lenu-rre, 1888).

In his Peshawur garden one day Darmesteter
chanced to read a small volume of English verses

"An

(Jarden."

On

return to

the letter be relatively miulern the spirit
The faith that Ardashir and his minister, Tausjir, sought to restore and to reduce to writing was. even in their time, an inheritance from

entitled

This antique element persists
distant forefathers.
vesta in the
in a great part of the doctrine of the
principle of dualism, for instance, as in the limit set
to the dumiion t)f the world, in the tinal defeat of

under the title "Poesies de Mary liobin.son " (1888),
a selection of her poems, and published them with an
intro{luc1i(»n which ia one of the most spontaneous

But

if

is aueieiit.

A

evil,

and

in the idea of resurrection

—

— no less than in

certain details of the ritual, such as the sacrifice of
lu an elaborate introthe sjicred plant, the Haoma.

duction to the third volume of his French translation
published by Leroux (Paris, 1893), Darmesteter brings
the whole force of his philological knowledge and his
historical method to bear upon this question of the
In the present state of
origins of Zoroastrianism.
science some of the factors of the problem are lacking; but those existing have never been classified

with so masterly a competence nor presented with
such originality and grace as by Darmesteter.
During his stay in India Darmesteter did not devote the whole of his time to the study of Zoroastrian tradition.
He had left Europe with a mission
from the French government to collect the popular
songs of the Afghan tribes. On leaving Bombay
he proceeded to the Northwest frontier and thence
He who had made friends
to the hills of Abbotabad.
at Bombay with the Parsee priests might then be
seen on the marketplace of Peshawur talking with
ragged mountain chiefs from Afghanistan or Baluchistan, or listening in prison to a poet in tatters
taken more or less reilhanded and writing down
from his dicUitiou some picturesque incendiary
Pushtun ballad. These wild songs of border hate
and love delighted the romantic soul of Darmesteter,
while that other half of his mind, the scientific half,
never asleep, noted strange linguistic forms and singidar mutations of consonants, until,
Afghan from a quantity of scattered details,
he drew the unforeseen conclusion
Studies,
that in the language of the Afghan
tribes there .still survives the antique speech of the
Medes. The Afghan tongue of to-day springs from
Zend, as French springs from Latin. These Afghan
songs, with a French translation and an important
philological essay, were published by Leroux under
the title "Chants Populairesdes Afghans" (1888-90).
Darmesteter did not confine himself to seeing every
side of native life.
Everywhere he met with the

—

most hospitable reception. At Bombay he stayed with the governor. Lord Reay; at
Lahore, with Sir Alfred Lyall. The officers of Abbotabad made him an honorary member of their
mess just as the learned " mobeds " of Bombay had
welcomed him as a brother in Zoroaster, and as the
most distinguished mendicants of the fair of Peshawur had treated him as a fellow of their rambling
academy of Afghan letters. He liked, admired, and
kindest, the

;

understood

all

this variegated

universe of India.

Something of the magic and the miracle, something
of the sheer delight and amazement of this voyage
into the silver land of Indian nights lingers

still in

Italian

his

Europe in 1887 he called in London on their author,
Miss Mary Robinson; in 1888 he married her. Between these two dates he translated into French,

and lyric of this scholar's efforts.
Darmesteter was no scholar buried in his books.
His immense and noble curiosity embraced the
whole order of the uuiver.se. Everything interested
him, and more and more, as the years of middle life
expanded and matured his marvelous faculties, was
he preoccupied by the problems of moral, social,
and political reform. He longed for the day when
justice and righteousness should rule in the land.
He was more than a Republican: he was a Liberal,
convinced that the future lay with the party that
should organize democracy for the greatest good of
the greatest number, without forgetting that a moral
ideal and a moral discipline are integral parts of the
greatest good.
He felt that the first thirty years of
the Third Republic had been too exclusively given
The lot of tlie toiler, the eduto political battles.
cation of the young, the faith of reasonable men,
had been neglected.
When still a youth of fifteen or sixteen, at the

College Condorcet, Darmesteter liad broken from
For many years the
the Jewish faith.
Relation rigid orthodoxy that he associated with
to Judaism, the Synagogue inspired him with a
singular distaste.
Yet his nature was
a profoundly religious one, as

was shown

in

"La

Chute du Christ" (1880), which was republished and
remodeled in an infinitely finer form in 1889 under
the title "La Legende Divine." Therein he reveals a revolt against the silence of God in the
world, a pity for human suiTering, an enthusiastic
altruism which at last becomes the source of a new
religion a religion of justice and rectitude, the re-

—

Amos and Hosea.
Darmesteter never returned to the Synagogue;
but he returned to the Bible. "My faith is of my
own making, not metaphysical, but moral, evoluA few
tionist, and Biblical," lie wrote in 1887.
years later he was to give to this new faith the
name of "Prophetism." In the reconciliation of
the truths of science with the .social ethics of the
Hebrew Prophets, he saw the possible faith of the
future.
He expressed this conviction in the essays
collected under the title "Les Proph^tes d 'Israel"
(Calmann Levy, 1892). The prophetism of James
Darmesteter reveals no secrets of the future life and
makes no promises. In his system the spiritual
No
other- world is neither included nor denied.
rites and no miracles enforce the moral faith which
Darmesteter drew, in almost eijual portions, from
the writings of the Prophets of his race and the
principles of the Revolution of 1789.
Darmesteter was far less a metaphysician than a
So early as 1882, under
moralist and a sociologist.
the pseudonym of " Y. D. Lef ran(;ais, " he had writligion of
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ten for the primary schools of France a book of
"Lectures Patriotiques, " destined to imprint on the
minds of children the love of their country and those
principles of peace, justice, fraternity, and mutual
aid from which he was to construct, ten years later,
his ideal prophetism.
In 1893, when tlie house of

Calmann Levy founded the " Revue de Paris " and
offered its political direction to Darmesteter, he accepted this new duty, seeing in it an opportunity to
forward ideas that he felt necessary to the dignity

The

and happiness of France.

which

article in

he proposed to all the warring parties of his country a general disarmament in favor of a policy of social reform, opens the volume, " Critique et Politique," published posthumously in 1895.
Darmesteter died suddenly on Oct. 19, 1894, after
a few days' indisposition. Xo successor has been
found for his chair either at the College de France or
at the Ecole des Hautes Etudes.
BiBLiooRAPHY

Darmesteter, by Michel Br^al, Gabriel Monod,
and Gaston Paris that by the last-named is reprinted in his
Penseurs et Poetes. 'I'he student may also be referred to an
excellent article by the Baron Carrade Vaux in the Revue des
Etudes Juives for 1900, as also to the Introductions by Madame James Darmesteter to the posthumous editions ol Critique et PoUtifjue and the Etudes Annlaises.
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:
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B.

DARMSTADT. See Hesse.
DARMSTADT, JOSEPH BEN
^EBI

:

German Talmudist

MEIR-

flourished in the second

;

half of the eighteenth century.
He was a pupil of
Mordecai Halberstadt. author of "Ma'amar Mordecai." Darmstadt wrote "'Ez Yosef" (Joseph's
Tree), novelhe to tlie tractates Berakot, Bezah, and

Megillah (Karlsruhe, 1763).
Bibliography: Walden, Shem ha-GedoHm he-Hatlash,
Stelnwhneider, Cat. liodl.

col.

1454

JlXd. Gemeinde Halt>enstadt, p. 74.
L. o.

DAROC A

Town

Abraham Maquatel

i.

I.

Ber.

tized in 1413,

in the

a contemporary of

(.Ma<juarel),

A

Alfonso Reus; the Rum family, whose children and
grandchildren filled high offices; and others. Don
Astnie ha-Levi represented the community of Daroca at the disputation of Tortosa, and was the
author of the circular letter to the community of
Gerona.
Bini.lofiRArilY:
en KHpiirui. I.

Amador

^.

(Ic l<.s

l(*i; .liicohH,

lirxjimiiui, .\o.

.'>! I

;

Sin hit

UIoh,

SmirrrH.

HM'irIn

p.

i'llniditli.

2W1
\i.

;

itt
Iiih .ludinH
I«aac h. Shejfhet.

iW.

M.

('.

DARSHAN, SIMEON. .See Kaka,
DARSHANIM.
Ho.miletics.

K.

Si.mon.

.Sec;

DART A

pointed weapon tf) be thrown by the
hand; a javelin or light spear. Tlie English version
uses " dart " as an equivalent for five Hebrew words
(1) "He?," which should be rendered "arrow "(com
pare the Assyrian "ua.su" and the Plienician pii
(2) "Massa'." given in the list of weapons which <»f
:

:

(Eph.

vi. 16).

E. G. n.

G. B. L.

DASCOLA, ASTRUC.

DASHEV

See Kansi, Samuel.

Village in the government of Kiev,
Russia.
It has a population of 6,200, including
3,200 Jews, whose sources of income are mainly commercial and industrial. About 714 are artisans, 278
of these being masters. Tailoring occupies 176 persons; blacksmithing, 80; cabinet-making, 72. The
output of the cabinet-makers and blacksmiths is
valued at 10,000 rubles annually, and is sold at
the neighboring fairs.
There are 252 Jewish daylaborers, most of whom (175) hire out for field-work.
About 17 families are engaged in dairy-farming.
There are no charitable institutions. Three hundred children are taught in hadarim.
:

'

R.

S. J.

DATE-PALM.

56;

number of tliem were bapamong them a wealthy Jew named

Isaac b. Sheshet.

(Job xli. 18). (4) " Shebet " with three of these Joab
smote Absalom (II Sam. xviii. 14). The most usual
form is (5) " shelah. " This the workers on the Temple wall under Nehemiah constantly liad with them
(Neh. iv. 11). Hezekiah provided them in abundance for the defense of the Temple (II Chron.
xxxii. 5). The men under Jehoiada were armed with
them (II Chron. xxiii. 10). Darts were used in
sieges (I Mace. vi. 51), and it may be that the reference here is to darts used to carr}' fire into the
works and the city of the enemy. The New Testament speaks of the "fiery darts of the wicked"

II.

Spanish province of
Saragossa, and formerly a part of the ancient kingdom of Aragon. It contains an old Jewish community.
It liad its privileges, like the neigliboring
community of Calatayud, and for the most part
shared the same fortunes.
\i\ 12H4 it paid an annual tax of seven hundred and fifty dineros. Many
wealthy Jews lived at Daroca, among them Don
:

necessity must prove ineffective in the struggle with
the leviathan (Job xli. 26).
In the same connection
is found (3) "totah," and from the words "counted
as stubble, " a weapon with a shaft can be inferred

Auerba<-'h, Gesch. dcx

;

Darmesteter
Dato

DATH AN

See Palm-Tree.

Son of Eliab, of the tribe of Reulxjn.
conspired with his brother Abiram against Moses
and Aaron. See Abiiiam.
E. c.
M, Sel.
:

He

DATHEMA

:

The name

of a fortress In Gllead

which tlie Jews fled when hard i)ressed by Tiinotheus.
There they shut themselves in, prepared for
a siege, and sent to Judas Maccabeus for aid (I
Mace. V. 9-11). Dathema was one of many places
in a similar plight, and seems, from the descrii)lion
of it, to have been strongly enough fortified to necessitate "an innumerable jieople bearing ladders
and other engines of war" to take it. Judas attacked in three divisions, drove olT TimotheuH,
killed eight thousand of the enemy, and saved the
The Peshitta reads " Ramecity (I Mace. v. 29-34).
tha," from which Gcurge Adam Smith (" Histiirical
Geograi)hy of the Holy Land," p. 5Hl>) infers that it
was perhaps Ramolh Gilead. Conder (Hastings,
"Diet. Bibl," i. 500) suggests Ihr- moch'rn Dameh on
It can
the southern border of the Lejah district.
not, however, be positively identified.
to

I,.

(..

G. B. L.

II

DATO, MORDECAI BEN JUDAH

:

Italian

1527; lived in various
places in the territory of the houses of Este; died
after 15H5.
Steinschneider thinks it possible that he
nilihi

anil

pieaihei

;

iiorn

was a grandson of Angelo (= Mordecai) Dato, mentioned in Vogelstein and Riegi-r. "(iesch. der Juden
Dato whs a pupil of the cabalist
in Rom," ii. 436.

Da'ud

Tin: .IKWlSll

Dautrhter

Mos«'8 Conlovi-m. ami whs liiinsi-lf an ailcpt in tlie
Cabala. Ho is honorably nicutionod by Azaiiali lii'
Kossi in conntititMi with a Mtssiimic iHvdictioii

C'Mi-o" Enayiin." ih. \liii/l. by MfiialuMU Azariah
de Fano, and by Ant^t'lo Alatrini, who dodicatcd to
Dato's
hin\his" AnsrrlioaTioinba" (Fcrrani. 1579).
writinirs follow the Cabala of Coidovero and Luiia.
He added marginal notes to the "Asis Kininionini,"
a eompendium of his jnipil Samuel Gallico's "Sefcr
ha Pardes" (Veniee. l(U)n, but the editors have so
mutilated and misplaced liis notes, which they have
ineorporateil in the text, as to render the compenIt has since been reedited by
unintejligible.

dium

M. A. de Fano (Mantua, lti23). Date wrote " Migdal
Dawid" (Tower of David), a disquisition on questions relatiuE: to the Cabala, and also aimotations to
The
the Zohar, both of which are in niiinuscript.
British Museum contains manuscripts of some of
his sermons in the Italian language, but in Hebrew script ("Yad Yosef," p. 24), of a cabalistic
commentary to Esther, and of collections of his
poems.
BiBLioGRAPHV

:

Landsliuth,

'Amnnidc ha-^Ahixlah,

p. 197;

Benjaeiib. (>zar iia-Sefarim, p. 115, No. 374; Perles, Btizur G€.<ch. dir Hcbr. Studioi, p. 193; Steinscbneider,
S. MarRolioutli, Descriptive
in Moimtsxchrift, xlii. 521
LiM i)f the Hfh'retv and Samaritan MSS.in the Britixh
Mu«eum, pp. 28, 4S, 49, 58, 59.
G.
G.
G.
trClge

;

J.—

DA'TJD

EFFENDI MOLKO

Chief of translation in the Turkish Foreign Ottice; born at SaDa'ud is of humble parentage.
lonica in 1845.
His family settled in Constantinople while he was
still a boy, and he received his elementary educa:

Attached to the
tion at the Camondo Institution.
service of the Foreign OfVice at the age of 18, he
rose to the position of translator-in-chief during
the reign of Sultan 'Abd al-'Aziz, and retained that

when 'Abd al-Hamid II. ascended the throne.
Da'ud has been decorated with the Grand Cordon

post

of the Order of Nishan-i-Osmanie, that of the Nisban-i-Medjidie and that of theNishan-i-Imtiaz, and
with the Persian Order of the Sun and Lion. Da'ud
is also a commander of the Legion of Honor, and

has been decorated with the Order of the

Crown

of

Prussia.
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DAUGHTER IN JEWISH LAW:

The

daughter in Jewish law changed
very materially from patriarchal times to the Talmudic era. In the former period the daughter had
no appreciable legal rights; she was merely a member of her father's hou.seliold, and as such was, in
common with the other members of the household,

legal stains of a

subject to the power of her father, who was accountable to no one for his treatment of her. This
state of absolute subjection to the parental control
was somewhat modified by the Mosaic law; but
it was not until the days of the rabbinical authorities that this ancient patriarchal authority was abolished, and legal rights secured for the daughter, residting in her practical emancipation from parental
government upon reachinir her majority at the age
of twelve years and si.\ months.
In illustration of the power of the father in patriarchal times, many incidents may be cited from the
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The right of
of wliich a lew will sullice.
the father to kill his daughter is apparently not
(luestioned in Judges .\i. ;}4-3J), though some coinnieiilators (<.'/., Levi ben Geishon and David Kimhi,
also Nicholas de Lyra) hold lliat the passage must
not be interpreted as indicating that Jephlhah
In
actually killed his daughter in this case.
later times this c.xtiaordiiuiiy jwwer, more especially when used to oiler up sons and daughters as
Bible,

sacrifices, is

condemned

(11

Kings

xxiii. 10; Ps. cvi.

Ezek. xvi. 20, 21). A man could sell his
daughter to be a maid .servant (Ex. xxi. 7), and, like
Laban, he could also sell her in marriage (Gen. xxxi.
The incident in
15; compare Gen. xxix. 21-30).
reference to Lot's daughters (Gen. xix. 8), as well as

37, 38;

a similar incident in Judges xix. 24, shows the exSince the daughter was
tent of paternal authority.
practically the property of her father, damages for
an injury done to her were demandable by the father
(Ex. xxi. 31). The father was likewise entitled to
damages for slander of the good name of his daughter (Deut. xxii. 19) and for her seduction (Ex. xxii.
10; Deut. xxii. 29).
Laban, after having given his daughters in marriage to Jacob, claimed the right of paternal authority over them long after their marriage (Gen. xxxi.
43); and it seems that Jacob, to a certain extent,
recognized this right {ib. xxxi. 31). In Judges xv.
1, 2, and in I Samuel xxv. 44, incidents are recorded
showing the exercise of paternal authority over the
married daughter; for in both cases the married
daughter is taken from her husband by her father,
and given in marriage to another without the husband's consent.
In the Talmudic and post-Talmudic law there is
an entire change in the legal status of the daughter.
Thus, of the law in Ex. xxi. 7, according to which
the father was permitted to sell his daughter to be
a maid servant, the Talmud says that it was In force
only as long as the law concerning the jubilee was

Maimonides, "Yad," 'Abadim,
this view upon the
ground that in the year of the jubilee ail slaves

in force (Kid. 69a;
i.

10);

and the Talmud bases

were absolutely free, and that, therefore, when the
jubilee year was no longer observed, the right of the
father to sell his daughter to be a maid servant must
necessarily be taken away, because the safeguard
against her continuance in perpetual slavery no
longer existed.

According to another

tradition, the jubilee year

was not observed after the destruction of the First
Temple ('Ar. 12b); thus, according to

Right of
Sale.

tlie

Talmud, the right of the father
daughter was taken away

sell his

least as early as the sixth

fore the

right to

common
.sell

era.

century be-

The mother never had

her daughter (Sotah

iii.

to

at

the

8).

The Talmudic law practically emancipated the
daughter from parental authority when she attained
her majority. The daughter was a minor ("ketannah") under the age of twelve years; between the
ages of twelve and twelve and a half she was called
"na'arah"; and upon attaining the age of twelve
years and six months she became "bogeret, " and
was no longer under parental control. All of the
fathers rights over his daughter's person and prop-

erty which survived in Jewisli law from patriarchal
These
times censed when she became bngeret.
rights are thus summed up in the Mishnah (Ket. iv.
4; lb. Gem. 46b): AVhile the daughter is a minor, the
father may give her in marriage; lie is entitled to
her earnings and to that which she finds; he may
annul her vows; and he must receive the bill of divorce when one is given by her husband. She becomes sui juris upon attaining the age of twelve
years and six mouths, or upon her betrothal earlier
(Mishnah B. M. i. 5; Ket. iii. 8, iv. 4; Nid. v. 7).
The riglit of the father to annul his daughter's

daughter, the latter can not claim maintenance out
of the estate of the mother (Mishnah B. B. viii. 4;

Gem. 122b).
The Taimudic law provides furthermore (Mishnah Ket. iii. 11; ib. Gem. 52b) that the husband
.shall

Right of
Dowry.

ported by his estate until their marriage. This
of support or alimentation is technically
known as "mezonot," and is to be distinguished
from " parnasah,"or the right of dotation which the
daughter has in her father's estate.
The law requires that the father shall provide the
daughter with a suitable dowry upon her marriage;
and the obligation to provide the Dowuy rests upon
the father's heirs (Mishnah Ket. vi. 6; Gem. 68a).
There is a difference of opinion among the author-

the decisions of the Roman law, the
court must determine wiiether the
mother in such cases is a proper guardSupport,
ian for the daughter: and the question of the custody of the girl is one
to be judicially determined according to the best
interests of the child (Shulhan 'Aruk, Eben ha-

ities as to

ance of authority
ha-'Ezer, 113,

7).

for her

maintenance (Eben

ha'Ezcr,

If the daughter, after attaining her
71, 1).
majority, remains with her father, and is supported
by him, he continues to be entith-d to Jier earnings
and to tiiat wliich slie finds (B. M. 12a; and Shulhan 'Aruk. Hoslien Mislipat, 270, 2).
After the death of her fatiajr, liis son and heir
mu.st supi)ort the daugliters out of tiie patrimonial
estate until tlirir marriage (Ket. 52b; B. B. lltib).
Tiio dauglitei's rigiit to l)e Hupi)orted f)Ut of the
estate of the father is limited to tliat part of the estate whicli actually was in her fallirr's possession at
She has no right, to demand
th«! time of his death.
Kui)j)ort out f)f any part of the estate; which has accrued to th(! heirs aftir the father's death, and which
may b(! the inereusf; f)r increment of the(!state which
they received from him (Bek. 52a; Ishut, xvi. 5).
The right of the daughter to be supported out of
the faliier's estate is iccogni/.cd by an early decision, delivered in Jerusalem by Judge Adnion (r.
40 C.E.), whose decision was approved by Jiabban
Admon said: "If a man die, leaving
CTamaliel,
sons and daughters, and his estate be large, the sons
inherit it and the daughters are maintained by it
but if the estate be smidl the dmighters are maintained by it and the .sons may gi> begging " (Mishnah Ket. xiii. 3; ib. Gem. 108b). If the lieirs arc
spendthrifts, and the estate is in danger of being
;

IV.-29

1,

is

in favor of this right

(Eben

gloss).

The daughter may

inherit her father's estate If he
no son or issue of a deceased son. The right
of the daughters to iidicrit was originally established
by the Mosaic law in the case of the daughters of
Zelophehad (Num. xxvii. 7); and the decision in this
The right
case was made a general law {ib. verse 8).
of the daughter to iidierit was qualified by a later
decision in the same case, providing that the heiress
of her father's estate was obliged to marry one of

has

father must support his daughter while she
is a minor (Ket. 49a), even tiiough slie has l)een
given into tiie custody of her mother who has been
divorced (" Yad," Ishut, xxi. 17); but the father is
not obliged to sui)i)ort his daughter after she has
attained the age of six years, if she has a separate
is sufficient

the right of a daughter to receive a dowry
estate, although the prejionder-

from her mother's

The

which

include in the marriage contract

(Ketubah) a clause providing that
any daughters which ma)' be born to
him shall live in his house and be sup-

right

Custody
and

'Ezer, 82,

Daugrhter

dissipated by them, the court will set aside a certain
portion of the estate beyond the control of the heirs,
in trust for tlie support of the daughters (Eben ha'Ezer, 112, 11, gloss).
It seems that, inasmuch as
the mother is not liable for the support of her

vow is based upon Biblical law (Num. xxx. 4-6).
His right to give her in marriage while she is a
minor is admitted in the Mishnah (Ket. iv.); but it
is condemned as immoral by the Kabbis, who are of
the opinion that the father should not give his
daughter in marriage during her minority, but that
he must wait until she is old enough to decide
whether or not she is satisfied (Kid. 41a).
The father is entitled to the custody of his daughter; but, if he divorces his wife, his daughter remains with her mother (ib. I02b). According to the
later law, however, which seems to liave followed

estate

Da'ud
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left

the family of the tribe of her father, in order to preRabba said
serve the inheritance within the tribe.
that this provision of the law ajijilied only to the
time of the division of the land of Palestine among
the different tribes, and that it had no application
in later times (B. B. 120a); so that a daughter inheriting the estate of her father might marry any
one she pleased, more especially because, since tiie
destruction of the Temple and the dispersion of the
people, all laws relating to the land of Palestine

were

in

abeyaiue.

of inheritance are the same with refersons and daughters, with the exception
that th(! law of primogeniture does not apply to
daughters (lick. 52a; B. B. 122b).
The Taimudic authorities disagreed as to whether
th(! son and the daughter inherit the mothi'i 's estate
eepially or whether tlu; .sons inherit to the exclusion
It was finally decided,
of the daughters {ib. Ilia).
however, that the same rule appli<'d as fo the
father's estate, the sons being preferred (lloshen
If tlie maternal inheritance de.Mishpat. 276, 4).
scends to the daugliler while she is yet a minor, it is
nevertheless Iteyoiid the control of her father; and

The laws

ence to

tlie

the general rule, tliat tlie fatiier is entitled to all tlie
property of Iiis minor daughter, does not apply in
(Kid. 4(il<).
In order to evade the law of inheritance, which
prefers the sons to the exclusion of the daugliters,
tills casi-

Dauphin^
Ckvld
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become custoninry

sinro tlio Middle Acres for
toproviiio an iiilicrilnnce forliis dtuighter
upon her iimriiago. by executing an
Nuptial airrectnent wherein he confesses tliat
Settlement lie lias received a certain sum of

it hftii

tiio fdtlier

by Father, money from

his

daughter

in cash.

He

acknowletlges this as a debt due by
him and his heirs, to become jiayable uj)on his death
in cash; and he thereby pledges or mortgages all of
his gixxls, movable and inunovablc, to pay the same.
He furthermore states that it was a condition of the
loan that, when his male heirs enter upon their inheritance, they shall have the right either to pay the

sum

give to the daughter a share
in his estate equal to one-half of the .share of one
son (not the tirst-boru). By this agreement the
daugiiter is assured of a share in her father's estate
or of a sum of money equivalent to it (Eben liaThe
•Ezer. 113, 2; Hoshen Mishpat, 281, 7. gloss).
form of this contract is given in Appendix F to
Mendelssohn's " Ritualgesetze der Juden," and it is
known as the "shetar hazi zakar " (contract for a
said

in cash or to

son's half share).
If a man marries a widow who has a daughter by
her first husband, and, as part of the consideration
of the contract of marriage, agrees to support the
daughter for a specific number of years, it is a binding contract which may be enforced by the daughter, even though the mother is divorced and leaves
the house of her husband taking her daughter with
her, or even if the daughter is married (Mishnah
Ket. xii. 1; tb. Gem. 101b; " Yad," Ishut, xxiii. 17,
18; Eben ha-'Ezer, 114, 1).

Compare Child;

Divorce;

Dowry;

Inheri-

T.\NCE; KeTUB.\H; Sl.^VERY.
Bibliography: Salvador, Ge.sc/i. der Moaainchen Institutionen, 11. 261-32:3 Moses Bloch, Der Vert rag 7iach Mnsa;

isch-Talmitd Lichen liecht, pp. 106 et seq.; Moses MendelsRitualgesetze der Juden, iv. 14.

sobiL,

D.

L. G.

DAUPHINE

W.

A.

Former province of France, nowabsorbed in the departments Isere, Hautes-Alpes, and
La Drome. It is supposed that Jews settled here
:

in the first centuries of the

common

era (Bedarride,

"

Les Juifs en France, en Espagne, et
Thirteenth en Italic," xxviii.); but nothing is

known

of their history down to the
thirteenth century.
Six Jews of Valreas, department of Vaucluse, were accused in 1247
of having murdered a Christian child for ritual purposes.
The investigation, which was set on foot by

Century,

two Franciscan monks, was conducted with ferocThe unfortunate accused, who unanimously

ity.

protested their innocence, were horribly tortured for
eight days, and finally condemned by the judges
creatures of Dragonet de Montauban, Lord of Valreas "to be burned, witiiout the crime charged
against them having been legally proved, or having
been confessed by them " (Elie Berger. " Les Registres d'Innocent iv." i. 424).
Profiting by the sentiment aroused by this alleged crime, the Bishop of
St. Paul-Trois-Chateaux, the constable of Valence,
and a few other noblemen of the province imprisoned the Jews living on their estates and despoiled
them of all their possessions.
Pope Innocent IV. intervened in their behalf, and,
in a letter addres.sed to the Archbishop of Vienne,

—
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he enjoined that prelate "to bring to the bar of
wrongs that had been so inconsiderately inllicted upon the Jews, and not to sufTer them
in the future to be arbitrarily molested on account
of these and similar accusations" (Elie Berger, l.c.^.
In 12r);{, however, the same |)ope, yielding to the
importunity of the archbishop Jean, authorized him
to expel the Jews from the province ("Gallia Christiana, I'rov. Vienne," instr. 1., li).
They came back
in 1289, but in that year the council of Vienne compelled them to wear the yellow badge in the shape
of a quoit, and forbade them to employ Christian
eciuity all the

servants.

The dauphin Humbert I. favorably received the
Jews driven from France in 1306, and authorized
them to establish banking-houses within his states,
on payment of considerable taxes
Fourteenth (Prudhomme, "Les Juifs en Dauphine
Century, aux XI V« et XV'' Si^cles," p. 12;
compare "Revue Etudes Juives," ix.
254, and Depping, "Les Jinfs dans le Moyen-Age,"
He entrusted them also with public offices
p. 161).
and admitted them into his court (Prudhomme, I.e.
pp. 14, 18, 72).
During the Black Death, having been accused of
poisoning the cisterns and wells, the Jews of St.

Saturnin and Ste. Euphemie were butchered and
their possessions plundered (1348).
The Black At Veyne ninety-three were massaDeath.
cred.
At La Mure a Jew accused of
having kidnaped a Christian child
was condemned to a horrible death being cut in two
and his quivering limbs hanged on a gallows {I.e.
Urged by the need of money, the dauphin
80).
Humbert, between 1350 and 1365, confi.scated all the
outstanding credits of the Jews in the county of
Gap and in the baronies of Montauban and Meuillon ("Revue Etudes Juives," ix. 247); and in 1388
he annulled the privileges which he had granted to
the Jews of Dauphine, who, in order to have them
restored, had to pay him the sum of 1,000 florins
(Valbonais, " Histoiredu Dauphine," vol. ii., preuves
;

compare Prudhomme, I.e. p. 23, and DepIn the same year he imposed
p. 162).
upon them a special tax of 10,000 francs, and in
1390 he laid upon them an additional tollage of 2,000

No.

9;

ping,

I.e.

francs.

On March 4,

1413, the dauphin's council compelled
have their synagogues, their ovens,
their wells, and their markets separate
Fifteenth from those of the Christians (PrudCentury. horame. I.e. p. 58; Depping, I.e. p.
The dauphin Louis (1461-83),
196).
afterward King Louis XI. of France, accu.sed them
of excessive usury and of dealings with his enemies
during his exile in Flanders and Brabant, and condemned them to a fine of 1,500 gold crowns ("Revue Etudes Juives," ix. 239). In consequence of
this they emigrated in great numbers from Dau-

the

Jews

to

phine.

From the seventeenth century onward they were
no longer allowed to reside in that province. A
decree of Parliament (Jan. 10, 1665) granted them
a sojourn there of not more than three days, under penalty of being whipped and of having their
merchandise, money, and chattels confiscated (Prud-

homnte,

p. 69).

I.e.

Jews

places of Dauphine, but

lived in all the important
principal congregations

tlie

were in Vienne, Nyons, Grenoblk, St. Sy.mphoRiEN d'Ozon, Cremiev, Montelimar, Valence,
and Etoile.
Jews were resident in the following places also:
Oraisivaudan District : A Hebrew document
dated Adar

5106 (Jan.

6,

30, 1346), states that the

Jewish communities of the district
had pledged themselves under oath to pay to the
dauphin, in addition to tlieir share of the money
needful for the expenses of the countr}', such further
taxes as should be levied upon them ("Revue
Etudes Juives." x. 239, 240).
Crest or Crest- Arnault Here, in 1296, R. Menahem ben Aaron copied the Pentateuch with the five
Megillot and the Haftarot, for Jacob of Crest, son
of Solomon the Saint, the martyr of Grenoble (Zunz,
"Z. G." p. 208; Gross, "Gallia Judaica," p. 143).
Montauban R. Eliezer ben Jehiel, pjID. copied
here, at the end of the thirteenth century, the manofficers of the

:

:

uscript of the "
(Gross,

Semak " now preserved at Paris
The dauphin Humbert II. gave

p. 318).

I.e.

orders in 1339 to

his officers in the baronies of

all

Montauban and of Meuillon to compel all the debtors of the Jews to settle their debts when due (Prudhomme, I.e. p. 19).
Tlie wealthy Astrug Macip, or AstruSerre
gon Mancip, one of tlie familiars of the dauphin
Humbert II., lived here. In a document of the year
1346 he calls himself the dauphin's " garderium specialcm " (Prudhomme, I.e. pp. 25, 76).
L'Albenc The home of R. Solomon ben Eliezer
Hayyim ha-Kohen, called "Dieau" or "Deuaye,"
who about 1340 copied the Pentateuch withOnkelos
and the conunentary of Rashi (Prudhomme, I.e. p.
:

:

18; Gross,

Oap

p. 269).

I.e.

The physician David Levi lived here.
Raoul, lord of the manor of Gaucourt and governor
:

of Dauphine, granted him in 1445, on the recommendation of King Rene, Count of Provence and Forcalquier, the right to practise medicine in the baronies,
the counties of Gap and ETnbrun, and the districts

Revue Etudes Juives," ix. 261).
Home of Moses, the surgeon, to whom
Peirins
the governor of Dauphine in 1370 granted the unrestricted right to practise medicine in the whole
province. " where the lack of physicians is daily de-

of Chainpsaur ("
:

plored

" (ih.

Jews

i.\.

iii.

La

460),

I..a

Salette (Carmoly, "Revtie

Tour-du-Pin, Villeneuve

Royban (Prudhoniine. I.e. pp. 10, .58. and 76).
Aoflste, Driol en Royan, liftrdcaux, Conimunay, Al

(le

bon, Tiillins, Beaucroissant, 8t. Christophe, Cliatte,
Grane, Mouticrs, Le Pont, Rourgoin, St. Sorlin, La
Roche-sur-le-Huis, .Moirans. Voiron, Roy bon, St.
Nazaire, Laval, and Montrigaud ("Revue Etudes
Juives," ix. 240-247).
Ail thesf! conimunities have entirely disapjieared.
To-day in the ancient province of I)au{)hine only a
few Jr-wish families remain, and tlie.sf are scattered
at Grenoble, Vulenre, Nyoiis, and Valreas.
Bint.inf;RAPilv: rnirlhommf.
ft

DAVID.— Biblical Data

XVc SUrh".

in

f^rn .Tuifn

ri\

Acml. Drlphiurilr,

Ikiufihinf
xvll. 12»rf

avr
««</.:

Idem, Nolfgft ThtnimrniK xur Irx Jnifn tlu jMiuphinc/ln
Revue Eltulen Juivci*, ix. 231 ct scq.
S. K.
Q.

:

Second King of

Is-

according to I Chron. ii. 15, the youngest of
the seven sons of Jesse the Bethlehemite or, according to I Sam. xvi. lO^"^ seq., xvii. 12, theyoungest of
eight sons. His adventurous career before he became
king was evidently a popular theme in Israel and
rael;

;

;

so

many

incidents

were woven around his early

now

impossible to construct a strict-

3'ears that

it is

account from the traditions preserved.
David kept his father's sheep, and found opportunities to prove him.self a dauntless defender of his
charges.
He was further noted for
David
his poetic and musical talents; and
Consoles these determined liis future. When
Saul.
Saul fell into an incurable melancholy,
ly historic

David was summoned to court to cheer
the despondent king by playing upon the harp and
Saul became so fond of the young man that he selected him as his armor-bearer.
During the wars with the Philistines, which occupied most of Saul's reign, David distinguished himself so highly that he attracted the attention of all
;

Israel.

Saul gave him his daughter Michal for a

wife; and the king's eldest son, Jonathan, became
David, however soon incurred
his intimate friend.
the anger of the suspicious king, and had to flee in
peril of his life.
Thereuiion the priests of Nob,
who had innocently aided the fugitive, had to bear
the brunt of the sick king's anger, and all but one
who escaped to David were executed as traitors.
David then placed himself at the head of a band of
men daring and desperate. Eager to be of use to
his countrymen, lie relieved the city Keilah, which
was threatened by the Philistines; but when Saul,
regarding him as a rebel, advanced against him,
David could make a stand only for a very short time.
After various adventures, during which he magnanimously spared the life of the king, David fled
into the land of the Philistines, and became a vassal
of King Achish of Gath, who a.ssigned to him the
He ruled here a year
city of Ziklag for a residence.
and four months, when the disastrous battle near
the moilntains of Gilboa ended the life and reign of
These are the bare facts of David's early liisSaul.
toiy. wiiich in the second Book of Samuel are devel-

—

—

oped into a charming

The unfortunate
changed the

251),

also dwelt at

Orientale,"

XIVc

Dauphine
David
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At the

jiicture.

battle

situation.

of

Gilboa completely

Saul and three of his sons

lay dead on the field; Israel was prosthe couiilry west of the Jordan was again under Philistine rule.
tial<'; anil

Battle of
Gilboa.

East of the Jordan, in Mahanaim.
Abner, Saul's general, founded a small
kingdom for Saul's only surviving son, Ishba'al.
or Ishboshelh, as the name is changed in Samuel;
but this kingdom, too, was probably under Philis-

David then deterinined upon reafter having oik-ikmI
negotiations in Ziklag with tlie tribes and families
of .ludc.i. he had himself anointed at Hebron as
tiihal King of Judea. witlimil, however, giving up
This
his relations as a vas-sjil of the Philistines.
state <pf jifTairs lasted for seven years and six months;
an<l when Miner alleinpted toconriuer David's little
kingdom for Saul's son, he waa^defeated at Gibeon
by David's general, Joab. Afterwarrl, owing to a
tine

suzerainty.

turning to

Ilia

own country and
;
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David

quarrel botwoon thorn in connection with Rizpnh,
one of Siiiil's coiu'ubiiu's, Abner left Islibii'al iinil
wont over to Diiviii, but was killed by Joab on preIshba'al, also, was murdered
text of rt vendetta.
soon afterward. Since Mephiboshetli. a yount;; lame
son of Jonatlian, was now the only surviving male
descendant of Saul, the districts lately ruK'dover by
Ishba'al otTered David as the lieir of Saul through
the throne made vacant
his marriage witli Michal
by death; and, after a solemn election, David was
anointtnl at Hebron as King of all Israel.
The duties of the newly anointed king were
marked out for him by the conditions of the country.
His first task was to shake off
King'of All the suzerainty of the Piiiiistines and
Israel.
again make Israel an independent
state.
This imdertaking was brilIn a long series of
liantly accomplished by David.
fierce battles he "smote the Philistines and subdued
them," and took Metheg-ammah out of their hands

—

—
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Concerning David's military and

political achieve-

a few isohowever, are known; and
As a
the interrelation of these can only
Conqueror, be conjectured. David subdued and

ments, there

is

but nu'ager

iiirorniiitioii

:

lated facts,

made tributary to tiie new Israelii ish
kingdom the cognate tribes of Moab, Amnion, and
Edom, as well as their neighbors on the northern
frontier of Israel, the Arameans, who had joined the
Annnouitcs in a Avar against David and his kingScanty as is the recoid of these wars, it indicates that the}' were not in.stitutcd for phuKier or
conquest; nor can it be proved that David was in a
single instance the instigator.
The Syrian-Ammonite war, the only conflict of which there is a detailed account, was occasioned by a frivolous provocation, the messengers of David having been
ilom.

wantonly insult(>d when on an errand of good-will
and friendship (II Sum. x.).
David v/aged his wars vigorously, and did not
hesitate to employ stern measures.
His punishment
of Moab and Edom was especially severe; but his
alleged cruelties against the Ammonites rest on a
misinterpretation of II Sam. xii. 31.
Thus, through David, the people of Israel, who
only a generation before had submitted to the insults
of the Ammonites (I Sam. xi. 2), became the ruling
nation between the Nile and the p]uphratos; audit
seemed as if their king was to end his days in peace
and in the enjoyment of the position he had attained.
In the prime of life, however, and at the height of
and the inexorable consehis fame, David sinned
quences of his transgression plunged him into misery, and threatened even the stability of his kingdom. David's sinful connection with Bath-sheba,
whose husband he indirectly assassinated, encotiraged his eldest son, Amnon, to deal wickedly with
his beautiful stepsister, Tamar; whereupon he was
Absalom had
slain by Absalom, her full brother.
to flee, but was recalled at the intercession of Joab.
Stung, however, by the ill-timed severity of his
;

Tomb

of David at Jerusalem.

(From m photograph by the American Colony, Jerusalem.)

(II Sam. viii. 1), so that they were no longer a menace to Israel. David's next solicitude was to provide another center for his new kingdom for, aside
from the ancient rivalr}' between Judah and Joseph,
the position of Hebron, in the extreme south, made
it impos-sible for David, as King of all Israel, to remain there. He therefore selected Jerusalem for his
capital, that city \yewg still in possession of the Canaanite tribe of the Jebusites, and consequently on
neutral ground. Notwithstanding its almost impregnable position, he conquered the city, and made
it the political as well as the religious center of
;

by transferring to it the old national shrine,
Ark of the Covenant, in a solemn procession

Israel

the

with

sacrifices, in which he himself figured prominently as a worshiper and celebrant. In memory
of its migrations in the wilderness, the Ark was at
first placed in a tent.
According to II Sam. vii.
1-17, David thought of building a magnificent temple for it at .lerusalem, but was dissuaded by the

prophet Nathan.

Absalom instigated a

rebellion in David's
former capital, Hebron. David, taken
Death of completely by surprise, had to flee
Absalom, across the Jordan; but gaining time
through Absalom's fatal dela)', he
gathered his old, well-tried troops about him, and easily dispersed Absalom's undisciplined bands at Mahanaim. Joab, with his own hand, killed the fleeing
Absalom, against the king's express command.
father,

Traditional

David

irritated the Israelites

by

unwi.se and one-

sided negotiations with the Judeans, whose defection
had evidently been a heavy blow to him and this
bitterness resulted in a conflict between the Israelites
and the Judeans on the return march. This conflict, which took place at the Jordan, became so bitter that the Benjannte Sheba ben Bichri succeeded
;

urging Israel to a revolt, which Joab, however,
immediately quelled. Sheba fled to the city Abel
Beth-niaachah, on the northern boundary of the
kingdom but the inhabitants seized him, cut off his
head, and threw it over the wall to Joab.
The remaining years of David's life and reign were
The question of his successor, however,
peaceful.
brought up new difficulties. Adonijah, the eldest of
David's sons after Absalom's death, was generally

in

;
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regarded as his heir, and David allowed him to
appear officially as crown prince. The ambitions
and intriguing Bath-sheba tried to secure the succession for her son Solomon, the youngest of David's
children, and David, infirm and completely under
Bath-sheba's influence, believed a report whether
true or false that Adouijah, unable
Concluding- to await his father's death, had already
Years.
proclaimed himself king and had received the oath of allegiance. David,
therefore, solemnly presented Solomon to the people
as his successor and had him anointed.
Soon afterward he died, at the age of seventy, having reigned
for seven years and six months at Hebron as tribal
King of Judah, and thirty-three years at Jerusalem
as the second King of all Israel.
E. G. ir.
K. H. C.
In Rabbinical Literature: David, the "chosen one of God " (Ab. R. N. xliii. ed. Schechter, p.
61), belonged to a family that was itself among the
elect of Israel.
His ancestors were the noblest of
the noble, the great men of the most prominent tribe
of Israel (Ruth iv. 18-22), and he was a descendant
of Miriam, the sister of Moses, although this is not

—

—

;

clearly stated in Scripture (Sifre,

Xum.

78 ed. Fried;

mann, p. 20b). The judges Inz.\N and Othniel
were David's relations (B. B. 91a; Sifre, I.e.), and as
the "ruler David " (David lia-Meiek) continued the
lionorable traditions of his family, so the "pious
David " was the son of a man who died sinless (Shab.

Notwithstanding his piety Jesse's marital
he intended even to liberate
his favorite female slave and marry her, but hi,s wife
frustrated tliis design by disguising herself as the
slave, and Jesse unwittingly married her the second
time.
The result of this union was David, wlio was
5.5b).

life

was not untroubled

;

pa.ssed off as tlie son of the slave, in order to leave

Jesse in his error (Yalk., Makiri, ed. Buber, ii. 214;
compare also Samuel Laniado's "Kele Yaljar" to

Sam. xvii.). The supposed son of a slave, David
was not educated with Je.sse's other sons, but passed
I

his day.s in the wilderness pasturing sheep (Yallj.,

Makiri,

I.e.).

prepared him for the position he
treated the sheep entrusted to
his care lovingly and tenderly, wherefore God said:
"He understands how to pasture siieep; therefore
he shall become the shepherd of My flock Lsrael "
(Midr. Tell. Ixxviii. 70; Y.\. R. ii. 2; for a similar
Arabic legend see GrUnbaum, " Neue Beilrttge," p.
193).
In the lonely desert David also found opporThis pastoral
was to occupy.

life

He

tunity to display his e.xlruordinary strength and
courage.
Tlius, in one day he strangled with his
hands four lintis and three bears that attacked his
flock (Uaraita of tin; Thirty-two Rules, iii.
Midr.
Sam. XX.). David was once in great danger wlien
lie rame upon a gigantic reeni aHlccp.
Taking it
for a liigh mountain, he tried to climb it; but the
animal awakened suddenly, and David found him.self liftffi high up into the air on its horns.
David
now vowfd to God to build a temple 100 ells high
as high as the horns of the reem if He would save
him from the beast, and God thereupon sent a lion,
which, as" king of the animals " (compare Hag. lUb).
exacted respect even from this gigantic beast, which
fell down Ix'fore the lion, enabling David safely to
;

—

David

Then a deer came, which the lion immediately pursued, so that David escaped both from
the reem and the lion (Midr. Teh. xxii. 22).
David's
alight.

pastoral life ended in his twenty-eighth year, when
Samuel anointed him king (Yalk., Makiri, I.e. compare also Seder '01am R. xiii.).
The prophet thought at first that Eliab, David's
eldest brother, was destined by God to be king, but
it was indicated to him by means of the holy oil
that David was the chosen one.
When Samuel attempted to pour oil from the vessel upon each of
;

David's brothers in succession, the oil remained in
the vessel; but when David's txiru came it flowed
freely of itself; the drops that fell on his garments

changed immediately into diamonds and pearls; and
when the anointing was finished the horn was as
full as before.
David's mother now came and revealed the secret that had been kept
David
for so manj' j'ears, and his father and
Anointed brothers learned that he was not the
as King,
son of a slave (Yalk., Makiri, l.c.\
Yalk.
this legend; also

ii.

124 contains only a part of

Ephraem Syrus

in his

commentary

Sam. xvi. 13, ed. Benedictini, p. 365; compare
Ginzberg, "Die Haggada bei den Kirchenviitern,"
Although the anointing was kept secret,
i. 27, 28).
its effects became evident in David's remarkable
spiritual development, for he received even the gift
of prophecy (Josephus, "Ant." vi. 8, t^2; Sanh. 93b).
He thereby excited the envy of many, especially of
DoEG, who tried to prevent King Saul from calling
David to his court (Sanh. I.e. compare Doku in
Rab. Lit.). Saul became acquainted with David
while the latter was still a boy, and grew attached
to him, especially becau.se of the cleverness he displaj'ed on the following occasion
A woman who
had to leave her home, and was unable to take her
money with her, hid the gold pieces in barrels of
honey, which she left in tlie care of a friend. The
latter discovered the money, took it, and restored
to the woman on her return only the lioney.
The
woman brought the case before Saul, but as she
could iijot prove her assertion the case was dismissed.
When David, who was then a little boy
playing before the king's house, heard the story, ho
undertook to convict the thief. At his suggestion
the king commanded the barrels of hone_v to be
broken, and two coins which the thief Jiad not noticed
were then found on the bottom, tlie theft being in
this way proved (Jellinek, " B. H." iv. 150, 151, and
in various "ma'aseh " collections).
David could enjoy the peace of court life only
to I

;

:

for ashort time, as Goliath's ajipearance forced Haul

The

into war.
olTer to

march

sick king gladly accepted David's
against the blas|)hcmoiis

in Ids |)Iace

Gomatk in Rah. Lit.), and when
on the great Saul's armoriiiid found
it to lit him perfectly, Saul recognized that David
was intended for a higher mission. This change in
David was due to the "holy oil " with which lie was
anointed; hr-nce Saul became Jealous of him, and
David refused for this reason to go to battle in the
Five stones
king's armor (Tan., ed. Ruber, iii. 84).
caiiK! <if tlieniselve.s to David (Mi<ir. Sam. xxi.), and
when he toudied them they changed into one stone
AVith them he intended to slay
(Zohar. Dent. 272).
iieathen (compare
little

David

|)ut
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David

Goliath, for they symbolized God. the " three
of Isnu'l.

ami Aiuon. wIumw

desct'iuliuits

fiithci-s"

Hopliiii

had bctn killed shortly
by (Joliath (Midr. Sam. I.e.
tho Midrash quoted by Ij^imhi to I
Goliath.
Sam. wii. 40 is somewhat dilTereiit).
As soon as David glaneed at the giant the latter
was struek with It-prosy and rooted to the ground
riiiiifus

iiiul

David and

lu-fore

;

so that he eould not move ("Zara'at " Pesik., ed.
Buber. p. 175; see also Zohar, Num. p. 206. and parWhen David
allel passages qiioted by Buber).
called out to Goliath " I shall give your Hesh to the
;

up at the word
"binls." the movement displacing his headdress:
and at the same moment the stone fliH)g by David
strui-kthe giant s exposed forehead (Midrash quoted
birds of heaven." Goliath looked

by Kimhi ad loc. differently in Midr. Teh. Ixxviii.).
As Goliath was armed cap-a-pie. David was at a loss
;

how

to

Uriah offered to help

cut off his head.

David if the latter would give him a Jewess for wife,
and when David consented I'riah showed him how
the ends of the bands that lield the armor together
were joined across the soles of Goliath 's feet. David
gave Bath-sheba to the Philistine, and she became
later a source of

much

trouble to him, because he
regard for the dignity of a Jewess

had had so little
(Midr. quoted by Alshech to I Sam. xvii. 50, and
by Samuel Lauiado to 11 Sam. xii.). David's victory

over Goliath increased Savd's jealous}', who closely
inquired into David's origin through his general
Abner, in order to find out whether he really was a
descendant of Pharez. for in that case Saul feared
to see in David the futine king.
David's old enemy
Doeg tried to prove that David being a descendant
of the Moabitess Ruth, could not be regarded as a
legitimate

member

of the Jewish

community; the

prophet Samuel, however, decided that the Biblical
interdiction (Deut. xxiii. 3. 4) referred only to the
men and not to the women of that people (Midr.

Sam.

xxii.

;

Ruth

R.

iv.

4;

somewhat

differently

Yeb. 76b, 77a, and Ei)hraem Syrus, I.e. 379; compare Ginzberg, I.e. pp. 32. 33).
David did not remain long with Saul, being

from him shortly after Goliath's
God did notabandonhim, howDavid
ever, and not only saved him from his
Fleeing
enemies, but also instructed him how
Before
to rule the world justly and wisely.
Saul.
Thus, David once had an opportunity
to find out that even lunac}-, which he
thought served no purpose, had its place in the plan

obliged to

flee

death.

of the universe, for he owed it to his fictitious madness that he was not slain by Goliath's brothers, who
formed the body-guard of King Achish (see Achish
IN R.\B. Lit.
Midr. Teh. xxxiv. 1
Yalk. ii. 131,
with variants; S^-cond Alphabet of Ben Sira, ed.
Venice, p. 24).
He was compelled to change his
;

;

mean opinion of the spider in his flight before Saul,
when he was hiding in a cave, and his pursuers,
seeing a spider's web across the front of the cave,
thought it useless to enter; for God had commanded
the spider at that moment to give a i)roof of its u.sefulness (Ben Sira.

I.e.;

partly in Targ. to Ps.

compare Levy. -'(.'hal. w'&rterb." i.
had a wonderful, and at the same time
3:

escape

when he

48).

Ivii.

David

instructive,
seized the water-flask of Abner (see

454

Sam. xxvi. 7), and found himself caught between
the legs of this giant as between two pillars; for a

I

wasp stung Abner, who mechanically moved
releasing David,

his

who now

recognized that even
an apparently noxious insect can sometimes render
service to man (Hen Sira, /.'•.).
Other miracles that
David experienced in his flight before Saul were:
the appearance of the angel informing Saul, who
was about to seize David, that the Philistines were
coming into the country (I Sam. xxiii. 26), whereupon Said was obliged to give up the pursuit (Midr.
Teh. xviii.): and the heavenly aid sent to David on
his expedition against the Amalekites (I Sam. xxx.
17 et seq.), when the night was illuminated by lightning, thus enabling David to end the battle speedily (Lev. R. xxx. 3; Midr. Sam. xviii.).
David's first thought on conung to the throne was
to capture the ancient holy city of Jeru.salem from
the Jebusites.
He did not fear the
David's
power of these heathen, but lie did
Wars as fear the covenant Abraham had made
with their ancestors, the words of
King-.
which were engraved on bronze figures
compare jEBtsiTKS in R.\n.
(Pirke R. El. xxxvi.
Lit.).
The city was furthermore surrounded by a
high wall, and David could enter only after the wall
had miraculously lowered itself (Midr. Teh. xviii.;
compare Joab in Rah. Lit.). Although the Jebusites could not ai)peal to the proniise given to
them by Abraham, because they had attacked the
Jews in the time of Joshua, yet David would not
seize the holy city without indenuiifying them for
After the capture of Jerusait (Pirke R. El. /.c).
lem David marched against the Philistines in the
valley of Rephaim (II Sam. v. 22 et nee/.), and God
commanded him to attack his enemy only after seeing the tree-tops bend, for God would judge the
guardian angel of the heathen before giving the latter into the hands of the pious, and David was notified by the movement of the tree-tops (pseudofeet,

;

Jerome commentary on

II

Sam.

v.

21;

compare

Ginzberg, I.e. p. 125). On this occa.siou the pious
king showed his great confidence in God, for there
were only four ells between the tw'o armies, and
David had to use his utmost authority to make his
followers refrain from battle, declaring that he
would rather succumb in obeying God than conquer
and be disobedient. He had hardly uttered these
words when the tree-tops began to move, and he attacked the Phili.stines victoriously; whereupon God

"Behold the great difference be" (compare I Sam. xi v. 19 Midr.
The Philistines thought that David

said to the angels:

tween him and Saul

!

;

Teh. xxvii.).
would not war against them, because they posse.s.sed
a pledge namely, the bridle of a charger that Isaac
had given to Abimelech, the king of the Philistines,
as a covenant (Pirke R. El. xxxvi.) and the Arameans thought the same, as they possessed the "mazzebot" which Jacob and Laban had erected as coveThe Sanhedrin, to whom David applied.
nants.
decided that he was not obliged to keep the covenants of the fathers with the heathen, because the
Philistines of David's time were not the descendants
of the ancient inhabitants of the country, but a new
people that had come from Caphtor ( see Amos ix. 7)

—

i

I

j

—

and the Arameans had

lost all right to the

covenant

,

|
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between Laban and Jacob on account of their attacks on Israel at tlie time of Moses and Joshua
Pirke R. El. I.e.).
David was not only a warrior, but also a wise and
Shortly after his accession he apenergetic ruler.
pointed not less than 90,000 officials, but he made
the mistake of omitting the wise Ahithophel, for
which both paid dearly later, as it was principally
David's curse that brought about
David
Ahitliophel's tragic end (Yer. Sanh.
as Ruler, x. 29a, end abbreviated in Suk. 52b,
53a; compare Ahithophel in Rabbinical Literature; Psalms). Although he was
king, he yet modestly asked counsel of his teachers
Ira of Jair (M. K. 16b) and Mepliiboshet regard(Midr. Teh. Ix.

;

;

David
(From

•

FuKvcr

to prayer tlial he

was

satistied

posed new ones. When he had finished he exclaimed " O Lord of the world, is there any creature
in the world that has praised Thee so much ? " Whereupon God sent a frog to inform him that this mean
little animal sounded the praise of God uninterruptedly from early dawn till late at night (Yalk. 11. 889,
end of Ps.). David, however, forgot himself so far
as to boast only for a moment; generally he was
very modest (Sotali 10b). His coins showed on one
side his shepherd's crook and scrip, and on the other
David's tower (Gen. R. xxxix. contra, B. K. 97b).
David's piety was so great that his prayers were
able to bring things from heaven down to earth
(Hag. 12b). It was one of his dearest wishes to
build the Temple.
God said, however, that the
:

;

I'kavi.sh.

1Ukk*<I*)>> Vlninit, I8va, lu the pout-uloD uf J. D. ElatimtetD.)

He
ing hi.s decisions in ritual (juestions (Ber. 4a).
(icvotfd so much time t<» th(; study of the Torah
and

David

with "sixty

As soon as midniglit
of sleep " (Suk. 2(ib).
fonu- tlic strin>.'s of liis harp, made from tlw
li;i(l
entrails of the rain tliat Abraham had sacriticcd on
Moimt Moriah in |)la<e of Isaac, vibrate<l, and at tlic
sound the king awakened and licf^an to stuily the
Torali (Ber. :}1); Yer. if>. i. 2d; I'irl<.- H. El. xxi).
l)rcatli3

David also devoted much lime to jtrayer, tlie one
hundred riaily bcncdi<tionH being his work (Yer.
Bei.inii; on the ancient reading of tliin |»assage,
see Ratner. " Aliahat Ziyyon we-Yer\ishalayim," «//
lor).
He also collecteil psalms from the time of
Abraham down to hisown day (15. IJ. 14h), and com-

Temple would be indestructible if built by David.
l)ut that it was His design that it should l)e destroyed
punishment for Israel's sins; hence
David could not build it (Pesiij. R. 2; ed.
David's tlioughts
Friedinaiui. p. 7).
Piety.
were .so entirely directed to gooil that
he was among the few juous ones over whom evil inclinations ("yezer ha ra' ") had no power (H. B. 17a).
and his sin with Bath-slieba lia|)|)ened only as an
example to show the power of repentance ('Ab.
Zaiah 4b. 5a). Some Talmudic aulhorities even assert that David did not conunit adullery, for at that
time all women f)l)tained letters of divorce from their
as

David's

liusbands

who went

should die on

tlie

to war. to use in case the latter

field.

Similarly David

must not
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David

be M!ime<l for I'riali's death, siiu-i' llu- latur IkuI
coinmitttHl a capital otTfUsi- in rcfusiiii; to obi-y the
kinj:'si-(Mnmanil (11 Sam. xl. 8, 5); Sliab. HOa; Kid.
Tlif opisiulo with Rathshoba was also a puiiishiiu-nt for David's ovcrwoi'iiiii!;^ solf-contidenro,

48ti).

who

tlioiiirht

himsolf iMiual to the

"

three fathers,"

ami besought God to subject him to a trial that he
God
miirlit be able to prove the purity of his heart.
thereupon sent to him Satan in the shape of a bird;
Djivid threw an arrow at the latter, hitting instead
a beoiiive under which was Batli-siieba, and on beholding her the king was at once violently enamored
He spent twenty-two years in
of her (Sanh. 107a).
repenting this sin (Tanna debe Eliyahu T{. u.)\ and
he also was stricken with leprosy for half a year,
during which time he was abandoned not only by
his own court, but by the Holy Spirit, in puni.shuieut for his sin (Yonia 2'2b; compare Gin/berg, I.e.
pp. 43-46).
severe punishment, however, was Absalom's revolt; and it is a proof of David's great confidence in God's goodness that he thanked Him for
sending his own son against him rather than a
stranger, as the former might have been more inclined to be merciful to him if things had come to
In his despair, however, David
the worst (Ber. 7a).
was about to deny God publicly, in order that the
people might not call God unjust for so poorly rewarding David for his piety and j ustice. His friend
Hushai the Archite came in time to show liim that
his punishment was not unmerited, and would not
appear as such to the people, for it may be gathered
from Scripture (Deut. xxi. 10 et seq.) that he who
follows his passion and marries a captive of war

The most

must expect from
rebellious son."

"stubborn and
David had not married Ab-

this marriage a
If

salom's mother, who was a captive, he would not
have had such a son (Sanh. 107a). David's kindness
of heart is clearly shown in his behavior toward this
wayward son, for he not only tried to save the latter's life, but the sevenfold repetition of Absalom's
name in his dirge had the effect of saving him from
the seven tires, or divisions, of hell (Sot-ah 10b).
Still
David's sins were not atoned for by all these sufferings, and God one day gave him the choice between
having his race destroyed and being taken prisoner
by enemies. David chose the latter.
Thereupon it happened that David, pursuing a
deer (Satan in disguise), was led into the country
of the Piiilistines, where he was seized by Ishbibenob, Goliath's brother, who flung
The Philis- him into a wine-press. David was
tines.
confronted by a horrible death, when
the bottom of the press began to sink
miraculously, so that he was saved from being
crushed. Then he was rescued from his perilous position by Abishai, who was apprised, also miraculously, that David's life was in danger (see Abishai in
R.4B. Lit.) these two pious men conquered the giant
Ishbi by pronouncing the name of God (Sanh. 95a;
Jellinek, " 15. 11." iv. 140, 141).
Among the trials of
David was also the famine of three years (II Sam.
xxi. 1 et mi), which he regarded at first as a punishment for the godlessness of the people, and therefore examined the religious and moral conditions of
the country for three successive years (Mid r. Sam.
;

466

and the parallel passages in Buber «(H(»c.).
he found every tiling in good order he applied
to God to tind out tiie cause of the famine, and was
informed that it was a punishment for not allowing
the remains of Saul, " \\w anointed of (Jod," to rest
in holy ground.
David thereupon brought the remains of Saul and Jonathan to the spot worthy of
them, all the ]ieo]>l(! taking part in th(! ceremony;
and this love that Israel showed to its dead king induced God to take pity on them and end the famine
(Pirke W. El. xvii.).
Another debt of the people
had still to be paid; namely, Saul's uinnerciful behavior toward the Gibeonites, who now insisted on
taking vengeance on his descendants. David tried
his best to jiacify them, conferring with each, and
promising them as much money as they might demand. But when he saw that the Gibeonites possessed so little of the characteristic trait of the Israelites
mercy— he ordered them to be excluded
from the Jewish community (Midr. Sam. I.e.). Although David was responsible neither for the famine nor for the execution of the descendants of Saul
who were delivered to the Gibeonites, yet he was
wrong in not employing for the relief of the sufferers during the famine the treasure that he had accumulated during many years, especially the gifts
of gold presented to him b}^ the women of Israel
after his victory over Goliath.
It would have been
better to use them for that purpose than to save
them for the building of the Temple, and God said
therefore that he should not build it (Midr. Ruth
Zuta, ed. Buber, p. 51).
David is also censured for
undertaking the census of the people, and is punished
by a plague (II Sam. xxiv. 15) that, though lasting
only a few hours (Ber. 62b; compare Giuzberg, I.e.
p. 67), demanded many victims, among whom four of
his sons, and the elders accompanying him, were slain
by the angel; the latter even wiped his bloody sword
on David's garments, causing thereby the trembling
from which David suffered before his death (Tanna
debe Eliyahu R. vii.). This trembling was a punishment for having cut the garment of Saul (I Sam.
xxiv. 5); David now found no warmth in the garments that he wore (I Kings i. 1 Ber. 62b; compare
Midr. Teh. Ivii.).
.x.wiii.

When

—

;

When David saw

his

end approaching he

tried to

escape death by the following means: God had once
revealed to him that he would die on a Sabbath,
and David therefore spent every SabDavid's
bath in studying the Torah, so that
Death,
the angel of death could not seize him.
But the angel outwitted him by causing a noise in the royal palace whereupon David
interrupted his work for a moment, and went to a
stairway.
The stairs broke down, and David fell
dead (Shab. xxx; RuthK. i. 17). He died on a Sabbath and feast-day Pentecost and as no corpse
might be moved on Sabbath, and David's body lay
in the sun, Solomon called eagles, who guarded the
David reached
bod}' with their wings(Ruth R. I.e.).
the age of seventy years, which were presented to
him by Adam. David had been destined to die immediately after his birth, but when God was showing the future generations to Adam, the latter offered
to give seventy years of his life to David (Pirke R.
El. xix.
Yalk. i. 41). Death did not put an end to
;

—

;

—
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David's greatness and splendor, for he was also
the elect in paradise (Jellinek, "B. H." v.
168; vi. 25, 26), and on the Day of Judgnaent he
will pronounce the blessing over the wine during
the great feast (Pes. 119b; compare Cup of Bene-

among

diction).

On the Day of Judgment David will

also

psalm; the pious in paradise and the impious in hell will loudly say "Amen"; and then
God will send an angel to bring even the impious
to paradise (Jellinek"^ "B. H." v. 45, 46).
recite a

L. G.

In

Mohammedan

Literature Nearly all the
David (or Da'ud, as he is known
:

legends relating to
to the Arabs) are elaborations of the Biblical narra-

which were in circulation among the Jews at
the time of Mohammed, and most of which may be
Other
traced back to the Koran or its commentaries.
works which speak of him are the " Khasim " of
Husain ibn Mohammed, the " Kissat al-Anbiya',"
the "Dhakhirat al-'Ulum wa-Natijat al-Fuhum,"
and the "Ta'rikh Muntakhab."
To the Arabs these legends are important, as they
form for them a real part of the world's history;
tives

it is interesting to see how they are woven together and connected in a natural sequence. The
very stones with which David kills
David and Goliath are historical: one is the stone
which Abraham threw at the devil
Goliath.
when the latter tried to dissuade him
from sacrificing Isaac; another is that which Gabriel
pushed out of the ground wlicn he created the sjiring
for Ishmael; another again is the stone Avith which
Jacob fought the angel sent against him ^y his
brother Esau. After killing Goliath, David shares
the kingdom with Saul, finally conquers his jealousy through his own generosity, and lives happily
with him until Saul's death, when David is unani-

and

by the Arabs. After causing the death of her husband and marrying her, as related in the Bible,
David is rebuked by two angels disguised as men,
who tell him the story of the one ewe lamb, and de
mand judgment. In the Koran these angels come
upon David on a day when the doors are closed
and on this Baicjawi remarks that David so divided
his time as to spend one day for devotion, one for
giving judgment, one for preaching, and one for his
own affairs. He also fasted every other day, and
spent half the night in prayer. David was so filled
with remorse that he wandered for three years in the
desert, and shed more tears in that time than all
During David's absence
humankind before him.
Absalom had made himself king, and had to be
deposed.
After this experience, David never had confidence
in his

David as

all

language of birds and stones, and how to make coats
According to the Arabs, David was the inventor of chain armor, which he was enabled to
make because the iron became soft in his liands. " It
became like wax," says Baicjawi, ".so that he could
mold it into any form he chose." It is related that
David obtained this gift in the following manner:
One day he overheard two angels, in the guise of
men, comparing opinions about him.
"He would be a perfect king, "said
David's
Knowledge. f)nc. "did he not take money from the
public treasury"; whereupon David
begged God U) prf)vide him with somemeansof selfsupport, and li(! was granted knowledge of tin- art
of mail.

making armor.
At another time David overheard two men dispu

ting as to the compJirativt- merits of liimscif ami
Abraham; one of them contending that David had
never endured such trials as had Abraiiam. David
thr-reupon betjged Gfxl tf) try liis faifli.and God sent
a marvelous bird, wliich led David to a lake, on Ihe

shore of which he saw a beautiful woman bathing.
"
This was none other than Bath siieba, called " Saya

bell,

therefore gave him
which rang to show

the guiltj^ party.
As on one occasion
he lost confidence in this also, it was

Judge.

taken away from him; and David
boy Solomon to his aid in matters of jusWonderful tales are told showing the sagacity

called the
tice.

of this lad, then scarcely in his teens.
As David grew old he had only one

more

desire

namely, to see his future companion in paradise.
This request is also granted and after long wanderings David finds him on the summit of a mountain,
on a verdant spot moist with his tears. This companion dies, and is buried by David, who on return
ing home finds the angel of death waiting for him
;

also.

Bibliography: Koran, suras
8i; xvil.

Iv. 161
v. 82; vl.
li. 2.50-252;
xxvil. 15, 16; xxxlv. 10,12; xxxvlil.

xxl. 79;

.57;

;

Koran by Baidawi and Tabarl
D'Herbelot. Bihlidtlu'que (Jricutale; Well, Bihligche Legenden der Munel manner Max Grilnbaum, Sproc/i- u?id
16, 21

;

commentaries to

tlie

;

Sagenkund,
E. G.

pp. 511 et seq.

M. W. M.

11.

Critical

God grants David wis-

dom — interpreted to mean prophecy and the Psalms
— and teaches him he wishes to know; viz., the

of

own judgment; and God
a miraculous

mously elected king. Baidawi remarks that the
children of Israel were united for the first time under David.
In addition to the kingdom,

David

View

:

The

salient features of the life

and reign of David as outlined from I Sam. xvi. to
I Kings ii. have been given above and the most incisive criticism has been unable to moiiify any essential
point of the narrative, which rests upon a strictly his;

toric foundation.
is

given in

A far different impression of Davitl

Chronicles.

I

Everything doubtful and

offensive in regard to David and his house is hero
passed by, and he himself appears primarily as being
preoccupied with the organization of the Temple
service.
tiie

He

is

material for

said to have gatiiered together all
tlu^ building of the Tempi*', and to

have |)lanned every detail, so that Solomon merely
had to carry out the work. He also arranged every
part of the ritual, and distrihuted the various offices.
The priests he divided into twenty four families, who performed the service in the sanctuary
according to lot. From among the Levilcs were
cho.Hen:

(1)

the

Temple

twenty -four classes;

inusici.'ins,

also divided into

(2) the fimctionariesd(!signaled

for Mubordinate service in the Ti'mple. as door-keep)iiid overseers of supplies, chosen l)y lot accord-

eis

ing to their families; (3) judges and ofllcials over
The chronicler also mentions ordinances
Israel.
of David pertaining to military matters and to tlie
royal rlomains.
Sul)Kef|uently David came to l)e regarded as tiic

David
David b«n Abraham

Tin: .IKWISII

founder of Israel's religious poetry. For since seventy-three of the Psjihus have special superserip-
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"

Daniel

dai

"),

Samuel";

b.

who

died in

1

also called "Daniel ben Hasleaving no niale olTspring.

175,

lu'taimMiKuvaiul inoiv the cuswhole Psalter to
MihUtu criticism has raised
him.
wellfouiuled objections to thisassiimption. Iiuleed,
the only generiiUy recognized authentic specimen of
the king's poetic activity is the splendid dirge on

David contended for the position of exilarch with
his cousin Samuel; but while tliey were thus contending. Samuel b. 'AH ha-Levi anticipated both
and obtained the ollice.
Certain authors identify this David with David b.
Hodaya, exilarch of Mosul, and think that Al-Harizi
Pethahiah
mentions him ("Tahkemoni," ch. 46).

the deaths of Saul and Jonathan (II Sam.

("Sibbub," pp.

assigi\iii!;

liiuis

tlicir

David and

liim,

it

the Psalter,

torn

to ascribe the

to

iiiithoisliip

i.

19-27).

David's historic importance can not be rated too
hitfh. as even tiiose critics must admit who belittle
his personal merits by ascribing his successes to a
series of extraordinarily fortunate circumstances.
Few men in tlie world's histt)ry have achieved as
The molding of Israel into a nation
nuicii as David.
is exclusively his work, for he was the first to unify
what until then had been merely a conglomerate of
clans and tribes; and Israel remained one nation
even after tlie division of David's single kingdom.
Saul had earnestly endeavored to give political
unity to Israel; but he had been unequal to the task,
and achieved nothing permanent. With Saul's
death everything was lost, and tiie condition of the
people was as hopeless as ever. David, in whom prudence and courage were most happily combined,
and who was as careful and circumspect in the preparation of his plans as he was daring and energetic
in their execution, followed up his successes with
a definite end in view and while aiming only at
the attainable, did not rest until he had reached his
In view of the immense diffigoal.
cultics he liad to overcome and of the
His
crude and complex conditions which
Historic
he was called upon to meet, the secret
Importance. of David's success must be sought
He made himin his i>ersonality.
self the living center of his people and of his kingdom. A born ruler of men, and possessed of a royal
nature that attracted and led all that came within
his influence, he Awakened the national enthusiasm,
and thereby overcame every obstacle. For David
not only made Israel a nation, but also elevated it at
once to the pinnacle of glory. Israel itself has felt
this; and therefore the return of a David has be;

come

the

dream

of its future

and the object of

its

most ardent hopes.
David's character has often been criticized unfavorably because his critics have not taken the trouIt is
ble to consider him in relation to his time.
undeniable that he was the idol of his contempo-

and that the power of his magnetic personwas irresistible. He was not a saintly characand the Biblical accounts, with a nice regard

raries,

ality
ter;

for truth, have neither suppressed nor palliated his

and weaknesses. Still, only blind prejudice
deny that his nature, in its essence, was noble
and that he was animated and guided by true piety
and a childlike faith in God. Even in modern times
it is easy to understand how his contemporaries saw
in him "the king after the heart of God."
faults
will

E. G. H.

K.

DAVID, CITY OF. See Jehu8.\lem.
DAVID: (Jricntal rabbi; lived at Mosul

II.

C.

toward

the end of the twelfth century.
He was a nephew
of the exilarch Daniel b. Solomon (S. Jona writes

when

lie

9, 17, St.

went

to

Petersburg. 1881) says that

Mosul

(1170)

lie

found there the

nasi R. David, together with his cousin R. Samuel,
who did not succeed in becoming exilarch after

Daniel's death.

Bibliography:
Oe»ch.

M

S.

See

David ben Hodaya.

Jona, in

T'e,sxiWo. 1885, xxxlll. 144;
Jahrb. x. 47, note 5.

Gratz,

ed., vi. Z'A; Brull.

M.
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DAVID

Sei,.

A

family which i)layed an important
part in the earlier annals of the Canadian Jews.
Second son of Samuel
Aaron Hart David
David; born in ^Montreal 1812; died there 1882.
He became noted as a physician and communal
licentiate of the Royal College of Surworker.
geons in 1884, he graduated at the University of
Edinburgh in 1835, taking up the practise of mediHe became dean of the medical
cine at Montreal.
faculty and professor of the practise of medicine at
the University of Bishop's College, and governor of
the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Lower
Canada. David was a prominent member of the
Medico-Chirurgical Society of Montreal and a member of the British Association for the Advancement
He held the degree of D.C.L., and was
of Science.
honorary general secretary of the Canada Medical
He was for many years president of
Association.
the Spanish and Portuguese Congregation Sheariih
Israel of Montreal, in the affairs of which he took a
He was also one of the
deep and active interest.
earliest members of the volunteer military forces of
:

:

A

Canada, and served Avith the Montreal Rifle Corps
in the rebellion of 1837-38.

He

joined the troops

sent to the front to repel the Fenian raid in 1866,
acting as surgeon to the Hochelaga Light Infantr}-.
David married Catherine Joseph, a daughter of Hen-

ry Joseph of Berthier, and had several sons and
daughters. Three of his sons were members of regiments which saw service during the Fenian dis-

turbances.

David David:
Born

Eldest son of Lazarus David.

at Montreal Oct. 14, 1764; died there

Nov.

30,

of the most prominent citizens
of Montreal, and was one of the founders, and a
member of the original board of directors, of the
1824.

Bank

He was one

of Montreal, the largest financial institution
He devoted much of his considerable

in Canada.

wealth to philanthropic objects, and took a keen inSpanish and Portuguese
congregation of Montreal, giving it the use of a plot
of land for the erection of its first synagogue; this
was built in 1777, and was the earliest Jewish place
of worship in Canada.
terest in the affairs of the

Lazarus David

:

The

first

member

of the David

family to settle in Canada; born in Swansea, Wales,
He went
in 1734; died in Montreal Oct. 22, 1776.
to Canada about the time of the British conquest,
and took up his residence in Montreal in 1763. He

1

DAVID BEN ABRAHAM

was one

of the founders of the Spanish and Portuguese Congregation Shearith Israel of Montreal, and
was one of the most active organizers of the earliest
Canadian-Jewish community. He also took a prominent part in the political affairs of his day, and was
an extensive landowner in Montreal. His is the
He was married in
oldest Jewish grave in Canada.
Rliode Island, in 1761, to Ph(rbe Samuel, who was
born in England in 1736 and died at Montreal in
1786.
He had tliree sons, David, Samuel, and
Moses, wlio were all prominent in Canadian communal affairs, and two daughters, Abigail and Fanny
(Frances). Abigail married Andrew Plays, one of
the early Jewish settlers of Canada, and had issue.
Fanny married Mycr Michaels, but had no issue.
Moses David The youngest son of Lazarus
David; born 1767; died 1814; married Charlotte, a
daughter of Commissary Aaron Hart. He was active
in the political life of his times and was a communal
:

worker of

note.

He had a son, Moses Eleazar
1813, who laid the corner-stone of

David, born in
the second synagogue of the Spanish and Portuguese
congregation of jMontreal in Chenneville street in
183"..

Samuel David

Second son of Lazarus David
Mont real Oct. 22, 1766; died there 1824.
He married, in 1810, Sarah, daughter of Commissary
Aaron Hart of Tliree Ki vers. A prominent Jewish
born

:

at

conimuijal worker, he took an active part in the
congregation of MonAlthough engaged in extensive mercantile
treal.
pursuits, he joined the British forces on tlie outbreak of the war with the United States in 1812, and
had a distinguished military career. His diary, covering the latter part of the eighteenth and the opening years of the ninteenth century, furnishes many
He liad four
pictures of early Jewish colonial life.
sons and three daughters. Two of his sons were
prominent as cavalry officers in the rebellion of
1837-3K, notiiltly at the battles of St. Charles and St.
Euslache.
Tucker David: The third son of Aaron Hart
David to(»k up his residence in New York, and was
active in tlie affairs of the Si)anish and Portuguese
congregation of that city.
affairs of the Shearith Israel

;

Diam

I)ibi.i(k;kai>iiy : (MS.)
of Sainurl Dnviil; liecords
mill I'lirriKiitiuilfnce nf havid h'iunil\i\ Miuutex of ttie.
('iirfHtrdtUiii iif SpuiitKlt (inil I'itr(\ni\ti>*r, Jnivn, Shearith
jKrdfl. Mnnlrrnl: ('nrrrxjiomlrnir iif the. Citritnration iif
SiifiiiiKh atiil l'iiilu{iu)i<f JrUH. Miiulratl. (Printed) Clar«'nic I. (|c >u\n. The SiKUtixh ami }'(irtU{i\ir»e Siimminiii<\
yfontrml. in l$<>rtliw|rk'H ULiturirdl nuil liiimrdphnal
(ifizrllirr. Moninal. IWrj; Horttiwlck, ih. IH'.Ci, h.v. A. II.
IkivUl; < liin-in-c I. fW Sola, 7'/ic Svaninli mnl I'lntui/uaic
Sini<m"0^'f- tn The Stur, Montreal, Dec. iJO, IHUtt.

C.

A

I.

DE

DAVID BEN AARON IBN HUSAIN

:

S.

Mo-

poet; lived in the second half of the eighteenth century.
At the end of a collection of dirges
of Moroccan jjoets written in cf>miiieinoration of the
flestruction of tlu! Tetnplt!, there is one corn |)osed by
roc<aii

David in 171>0, in which lie describes in vivid colors
the persecutions of the Moroccan Jews in tliat year
in conserjuencc of the death of the sultan Muley
Sidi Mohammed.
Tlu- dirge is interesting for the
data it contains regarding these persecutions.
BiBLiOfiRAniY
G.

David
David ben Abraham
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:

Kaiifmann, In Rev. El. Juivr«, xxxvll.
I.

lai.

Wn

Abu

(Arabic name,

Sulaim^an Da'ud al-Fasi) Karaitelericographer
of the tenth century.
His surname " al-Fasi " shows
that he came from Fez. From a reference by Abu alFaraj Harun("Rev. Et. Juives,"xxx. 252; compare
Pinsker, "Likkute Kadmoniyyot," i. 183), and from
the fact that Saadia is quoted by him, it is concluded
:

that he flourished in the second half of the tenth century-.
During that century Fez produced two other
authorities on Hebrew philology namely, Dunash
;

Labrat and Judah b. David Hayyuj. It was to
the congregation of Fez, also, that Judah b. Kuraish, about the beginning of the tenth century, dib.

rected his epistle embodjing the first systematic
application of comparative philology to the elucidation of Biblical Hebrew, a method largely followed

by David

b.

Abraham and

the

two previously men-

tioned philologists.

David's lexicon, written in Arabic, of which two
manuscript copies are extant, is called " Agron," as
Abu al-Faraj Harun and Ali b. Sulaiman attest. One
of Saadia's works bears the same title.
According
to the somewhat defective introduction, the Arabic
title, "Kitab Jami' al-Alfaz " (Book Containing a
Collection of AVords), is a tran.slation of the Hebrew title " Agron."
The copious extracts which Pinsker and Neubauer
have furnished from this book afford a definite idea
of

its

nature and contents.

The

intro-

The
duction contains general rules on He" Agron." brew word -formation and on the functions of the various letters.
The roots
are classified according to the number of letters
which they contain. The lexicon is divided into

twenty-two

parts, each part being introduced by a
on the functions of particular letters
where their use is functional, and on their importance as single-letter roots where they are so u.sed.
Neither his views on grammar nor the grammatical
terms given go beyond those found in the works of
Saadia and Ihii Kuraish (for David's grammatical
terminology see the notes to Bacher, " Die Grammatischc Terminologie des Jehuda Hajjug "). The
comparison of the Hebrew and the Arabic is an important part of the lexicon, and agrees generally
with the " Hisalah " of Ibn Kuraish, a work with
which David was familiar, although he makes no

brief essay

A

special reference to its author.
David's work is his view that

peculiarity

of

words explainable
Arabic words which

by the Arabic are in reality
have been taken into the Hiblical vocabulary
Bacher, " Die
ung des Abu

Ilelirilisch .Vrabi.sche
al

Walid."

p|).

(see

SprachvergU-ich-

71-78).

In his()therelymologi( al analyses the interchange
of con.sonanls occupies a very imjtortaiit place. He

quotes the Arainai<' for comparison, but gives
preference to the Neo Hebraic words of the

rarel}-

the

Mishnah and the Talmud.

The Targum

lie

refers

mentioning
Tiirgum to
Izziel as author of

to fre(|Ueiitly, but in a polemic spirit,
Oiikelos the Proselyte as author of the

the Pi'iilaleucii, and Jonathan 1».
He also refers tf) the Ma.sorah,
that to tlie Prophets.
and riieiitioiis a number of accents. As to tlie Biblical ti xt, lie accepts the traditions of the college
of Tiberias as authoritative, and applies to their
|iure and elegant language the expres.sion "goodly

David beu Abraham

TIIK .IKWISIT

David, Chiistiau
wonls." found
xlix.

the

in

bltssing

of

Jacob (Gen.

'31).

Diiviil's Kiinuti' proclivities are ovidont from tlio
fact that in a niinilu'r of passages ho indulges in

polemics against the Rabbis, quoting
Sutuiia simply as the " Fayyumite."
Karaite
Tendencies. He cites no other author, alluding only
in a general way to the Biblical exegetes ("mufassirin") and the grammarians ("dikdujyivyin "). On one occasion, in connection with an
explanation of a Biblical passage, he makes an attack

upon Mohamnied and >Iohammedanism, which atIn
tack, however, is judiciously made in Hebrew.
addition to critical comments on Biblical passages,
the lexicon of David contains numerous exegetical
discussions not directly bearing upon liis etymologOn one occasion he refers to a comical analyses.
mentary on tlie Psalms, and on another to a commentary on the Song of Solomon, neither being
elsewhere mentioned by him. In the "Introduction
to the Decalogue," falsely ascribed to Solomon b.
Yeruham, a work on punctuation ("tankit") by
David b. Abraham is cited.
A compendium of David's lexicon is said to have
been prepared by Abu Sa'id b. al-Hasan al-Basri
Japheth) at the close of the tenth century.
This is the view of Ali b. Sulaiman, who employed
but according to
this edition for his own lexicon
AbualFaraj Harun, David himself prepared a compendium ("Rev. Et. Juives," xxx. 252).
(Levi

b.

;

BiBLiOGR.^PWH' Pinsker, Likkute ICadmonlmiot, 1. 117-167,
20b-216; Neubauer, yoticc sur'la Lcxicoorayjliie Hebra'iquc
(Ertrait du Journal Aitiatiquc, 1861), pp. Zy-\5o; Appendix to Neubauer's edition of Abu al-Walid's Jti(aif>(ii-U9M(;
:

Stelnschneider,

Die Aiabische LiUratur dcr Juden,

W.

J.

p. 86.

B.

DAVID BEN ABRAHAM HA-LABAN

2ZiO (13).
I.

B.

MoOKNA. D.WID

DAVID

B.

Ber.

ABRAHAM MODENA. See
AhKAIIAM.
ABRAHAM PROVEN9AL

15.

(PROVENZALE)

Italian scholar; born before
euUjgized by the greatest of his contemporaries as the most eminent preacher of his century
and as a prominent scholar. He and his brothers
Moses and .ludah were leading members of the congregation in Mantua. A friend of Azariab dei Rossi,
and, like him, thoroughly familiar with the humanitarian tendency of his time, David was the first
among the Jews to refer to the works and the importance of Philo; thereby strongly influencing the
researches of Azariab, who was the founder of his:

ISy-?;

torical criticism in

Jewish

he endeavored to prove tliat more than 2,000 foreign words in Greek and Latin are of Hebrew origin;
but the few etymologies preserved in Dei Rossi's
" Me'or 'Enayim " are somewhat ilaring.
David was the author of: "'IrDawid,"a commentary on the Pentateuch; a conunentary on Canticles; " .Migtlal Dawid," a work ongrannnar; anil
"Ilassagot," a defense of Philo against the "Me'or

'Enayim."
In general, David seems to have been averse to
study toward the end of his life; it is true that he is
said to have complained in 15(34 of those who busied
themselves with the theater and the secular sciences,
but this was i)robably only one of the characteristic
In 15G5 David was eminconsistencies of the time.
ployed as corrector on Arama's " 'Akedat Yizhak," a

work i,ssued in Venice. He was living in 1572, the
year in which Azariah dei Rossi composed his " Me'or
'Enayim." None of his works has been preserved.
Bnti.iOGRAPHV: Azariah dei Rossi, Me'or "Kjiayim, passim;
Zunz, in Ktrem llcmed. v. 1.57; Nepl-Ghirondi, Tolcdot GeBenjacob, Ofar ha-Sefarim, pp.
flole Yinrael. p. 8(), No. 26
61, 109, 290; MonaU^chrift, 1898, pp. 467, 551.
T. E.
<i.
;

DAVID BEN ABRAHAM SHEMARIAH
lived at Salonica toward the end
He wrote "Torat Emet"
of the sixteenth century.
(The True Law), which is an abridgment of the sec-

Cabalistic writer;

tion on Genesis in the Zohar, with a commentary
and glossary. Afterward he found a copy of the
Zohar Hadash (Salonica, 1597), and added the contents of some of the parashiyyot to his work. At the
end of the book there is an appendix called " Tokahah " (Warning), which Stelnschneider supposes to
be intended for "Miftahot" (Index). This work

was printed

Bibliography: Benja^ob, Ozar ha-Sefarim, p. 344; Gross,
Gallia Judaica. p. 559; Fiienn. Kene»et Yisrael, p. 239;
Neubauer, Cat. Dodl Hebr. MSS. Nos. 1565 (10), 1647 (4),
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at Salonica in 1604.

:

French religious philosopher and cabalist; lived
His grandfather, Judah, was rabbi of
after 1200.
Coucy-le-ChSteau. David was the author of " Masoret ha-Berit " (The Bond of the Covenant), on the existence, the unity, and the attributes of God, and also
on creation and its purpose (Paris MSS. Nos. 800,
The fact that the work exists in several man871).
uscript copies shows that it was much read.

K.
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BiBLTOORAPHV: FUrst, Bihl. Jud. 1. 198; Stelnschneider, Cat.
BodL No. 4846 Benjacob, Ozar ha-Sefarim, p. 645, No. 474
Fuenn, Keneset Yi.'traeU p. 2.58; Zedner, Cat. Hebr. Books
^ore ha-Dorot, 50b.
Bi'it. Mus. p. 197
M. Sel.
K.
;

;

DAVID OF ARLES, MAESTRO

:

Rabbi of

He figured
the sixteenth century.
prominently in a casuistic question which agitated
the rabbis of Provence, Italy, and Palestine.
The two brothers Isaac and Jacob Gard, learned
rabbis of Lisle (Comtat-Venaissin), led astray by a
misprint in the rabbinical code "Eben ha-'Ezer,"

Avignon

in

had sanctioned a marriage which was really forbidden. The rabbis of Avignon, led by David and
his son-in-law Boniaquet (or Bonisac) de la Roque,
supported by Isaac ben Immanuel de Lattes of Bologna and his friend Abraham, son of Aaron of

Rome, strongly protested against the decision. All
fruitless, and being weary of dis-

endeavors proving

putation, the protestants finally appealed to the

supreme authority of Joseph Caro, who, together
with his rabbinical college, upheld Maestro David
and his friends, and pronounced on two occasions
(1560 and 1562) a decree of excomnmnication against
Isaac Gard, his brother Jacob having died in the

mean

time.

Bibliography: Gross,

in

Idem, Gallia Judaica, pp.

Monatxxchrift, If^, pp. 52.5-527;
compare Rev. Et. Juives,

14, 271

;

literature.

In a student's prospectus which has been preserved, David recommends tlie study of Latin and
Italian.
In his "Dor Haflagali," no longer extant,

I.,

a.

»"•

i^-

DAVID BEN ARYEH LOEB OF LIDA:
Lithuanian rabbi of the seventeenth century.

On his

I,.

DAVID,

;

;

;

Ruth (Amsterdam,

cabalistic commentary on
16H0); "Berit Adonai " (The Alliance of God),

a
Juda?o-Gcrnian on circumcision (Amsterdam, 1684); "Sod Adonai" (The Secret of God),
a treatise in Hebrew on circumcision, with a commentary entitled "Sharbit ha Zahab " (The Golden
Scepter), written at Mayence in 1680, and published
treatise in

at Amsterdam 1694; "Ir Dawid" (The Town of
David), a collection of homilies, edited by iiis son
Pethahiah (Amsterdam, 1719) " Shir Hillulim" (Wedding Song), a poem on the occa.sion of presenting a
;

Pentaleudi to the synagogue (AmsterSee Eisenmenoeu, J. A.
M-.'iti;

KrnrMrt I'lVrnr/, p. 240; S. Rutier,
lln-Kanurl, I. ;t77-37M; Bikkurim,
Kol lint (laHim, p. 3; Mlfhnfl.

Pn-fiuc, p. xxxvl.: I'olnk.

f>r/iri-/^i|/l/im. pp. 31H. ;{Mt: Kfirsi. UilA. Juil. \. 'M' ; Wolf.
Bihl. lirhr. III. IMO; SlfimchncUU'.r, (Jal /<<«//. cols. 8Tft-«7H
Z«<ln<;r. Cat. Ilrhr. Hniiku liril. Mux. p. 197.

;

.

I.

>T.

f;

DAVID (TEVELE)
iiiaii 'riiliiiuilif

tensee, near

H<li(.lar;

Hamburg.

B.
born

BENJAMIN
ill

I'o.scn

;

Rei>.

Gerdird at Ot:

He wrote tin- followha-Berit" (The Bond of the
1699.

ing works: " Ma.soret
Covenant), a homiletic commentary on the Pentateiuh and the Five Scrolls. «dited by liis son McYr
" (The
b. David (Hamburg. 1715>; "Shu'arc Ziyyon
Gates of Zion). a book of ethics and iiomiletics divided into thirteen rhapters, taken from the "Sefcr

Hasidim

"

and other work.s.

Wolf. Bihl. Hehr. t. 39«: 111. 1«T. 280; 8t«lnschnelder. Cat. Bodl. col. M" idem. JeuHt<h LiUraturr. p.

BiBUonRAPHY:

;

s.

DAVID BEN BOAZ:

=

Fiipnn.

:

J.

gives Heshwan. 5448, which may, however, be a
1698.
misprint for 5458
David wrote the following works, some of which
were printed after his death: "Be'er 'Esek" (The
Well of Dispute), containing his discussions with
the rabbis of Amsterdam, together with anathemas
"
of the Polish rabbis (Lublin. 1684); "Dibre DaAvid
(The Words of David), a book on morals (Lublin,
Offenbach, 1723; Zedner gives 1724, but
n.d.
without place of publication); " Halluke Abanim
(Smooth Stones), a commentary on I^hi to the
Pentateuch (Furth, 1693) " Ir Miklat " (The City of
Refuge), a commentary on the 613 commandments
(Dyhernfurth. 1690 this is included also in the ^' Yad
Kol Bo"); "Migdal Dawid" (The Tower of David),

Aujihr-Shrm. pp.

department of Deux-

Robert and Cougny, Dictionnaire des Parlemcntaires Francais.

Bibliography

as several works are e.xtant which were indorsed by him after the year given in the inscripStern (see " Bikkurim," i.. Preface, p. xxxvi.)
tion.

Rini.HifiRAPiiv:

ZS'iort,

ment throughout the Second Empire.

take,

1680).

born at

;

;

A

dam.

BENJAMIN FERDINAND:

S^vres, March 30. 1796; died there Jan. 24, 1879.
He studied medicine, and went on several cruises
to the Gulf of Mexico as assistant surgeon in the
navy in 1813-14. He was deputy from Deux-Sfevres
from 1834 to 1837, and again from 1842 to 1846;
mayor of Niort in 1840 and representative of DeuxS^vres at the legislative assembly of 1849, and from
1852 to 1870. David was in favor of the coup d'6tat
of Dec. 2, 1851, and supported the imperial govern-

few years later he went back to
Amsterdam.
Poland, and died in Leniberg. The inscription on
his tombstone bears the date 5450 = 1690, but Polak
(see "Kol Bat Gallim," p. 3) proves this to be a mis-

scroll of the

M. Sel.

G.

French deputy

The storm gradually subsided and David returned

a

III.

418.

niators.

to

David, Christian

234; Fuenn, Keneset Yisrael, p. 248; Furst, Bihl. Jud.

mother's side he was a nephew ot li. Jioses liivkes.
author of "Be'er ha-Golah." At first rabbi of Lida
(whence his name), he became successively rabbi of
Zwolin, Mayence, Ostrog, etc. In 1682 he went to
Amsterdam, and became rabbi of the Ashkenazic
community there. A quarrel broke out between
him and the rabbis of the Spanish and Portuguese
Jews, who suspected him of being a follower of
Shabbethai Zebi. David was obliged to resign his
The Porabbinical office and leave Amsterdam.
lish rabbis protested and denounced the calum-

I.,

David ben Abraham
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Karaite scholar; flourHe is reported to have
ished in the tenth century.
been the fifth in the line of descent from Anan,
the founder of Karaism (Anan, Saul, Jehoshaphat,
and Boaz. father of David). The Karaite chronicler Al-Hiti mentions David under the year 383
of the Hegira (993 c.e.). and gives the titles of
the following three works written by him: a commentary on Ecclesiastes; a commentary on the Pentateuch; a treatise on the fundamental principles of
Of these three only a fragment of
the Pentateuch.
the second, comprising Leviticus and the latter half
of Deuteronomy, is still extant in manuscript in the
In this commentary, says
St. Petersburg Library.
Harkavy, David frequently attacks Saadia. whom
he never calls by name, but by the appellation
"

hadha

al-rajul " (this man).

BiBi.iociRAPiiv: PlnsUer. Likkute Kadmnniwir)t. p. 53; Harkavy, in Stade's Zeit.^clirift. 1. 1JJ7 ; Al-lhti, published by

MarRoliouth la Jew. Ouart. Rev.
K.

Lx. 432.

RON:

B«.

I

DAVID BONET BONJORN
C^onvert to Christianity

;

or

BONGO-

lived in Catalonia

second half of the fourteenth century. He is
believed to have been the son of the astronomer

in the

Jacob Poel. In con.sequence of the i>orsecutions of
1391 he embiaced Christianity, assuming the name
"Maestre Bonet Bonjorn." He was the intimate
friend of ProliatDuran. who had also been compelled
to embrace Christianity. Persuaded by David. Profiat
consented to accomjiany him to a foreign count ly
On the
so that they might botli return to Judaism.
eve of departure David changed his mind, and deProclared himself satisHed with his new religion.
He STibsiMjuently adfiat Duran left Spain alone.

dressed to his friend the well-known epistle "Al
Tehi ka-Aboteka," a masterpiece of satirical criticism

against converts to Christianity.
Bini.iofjRAPiiY: SN-lnsrbn<-l(I<T. Cat.
f;rxr/i. vlll. IM,

FrnnrniH,
,.

4i»ll;

p. 74<1

;

BmH.

U<Tiiin-N<MilmiHT.

(in>sH.

Lrn

rol.

2117; Orltz,

hrrii'aijui

(laUin .Iwlitira. pp.

JXHJB

.'IW. 4.1.

I.

'

Hn.

DAVID, CHRISTIAN GEORG NATHAN:
Danish

pulitieal

eei.notnisl,

and

jx.lilieian

;

born at

1793; died then- Jiine IH,
Christian rereived his education in liis na1874.
1811.
tive city, graduating from its university in
was a reply
Hi.s first contribution to literature
1813) to Th. Thaarup's translation of Huch-

Copenhagen Jan.

(in

16.

David ben Elijah
David, Jacob

rnK

hoiz's "Mioses umi Jesiis," a work unfrioiully to the
Jews, uuder the title " Et Par Orel i AuU'dning af Forhiudriiiiron

til

Ovfrsiu-ftt'lstii af Hiuiiholz's

Ho

stadtische

Mose$

entirely

from

political

in

Berlin,

wheie he

first

be-

of a wealthy and influential amateur of DorBaron von Liphardt, whose daughter he subsequently married. He was in Hu.ssia from 182!)
tet

tlu-n

pat.

making frequent ami successful tours lo
Kiga, St. Petersburg, Moscow, and other important
until 1835,
cities.

When,

in 1835,

Mendelssohn became conductor of

the Gewandhaus concerts, he chose David for his
concert-master; and here the young violinist found

ample scope

for the development of his genius,
particularly after the establisluneut of the Conserv-

atory in 1843.
In this
position he remained
until his death and it
;

was

largely due to his
influence that Leipsic

remained the center of
violin-playing in Europe after the death of
Mendelssohn, Schumann, and Gade. The
relations between Men-

and David
were particularly cordial, and upon the death
of Mendelssohn, David
was one of those to
whom the posthumous
works of the master
were entrusted for pubdelssohn

;

drew

Theater

came acquainted with Felix Menilelssohn. A year
later he became first violinist in the private quar-

took tlio dcgivc of doctor of
philosophy at the University of GOttiugen, and publishfd "for StaTsockoiiomisk Arcliiv." l-II. 1826-29.
In 18;K) Daviil deserted Juilaisni and joined the
Protestant Church.
In the sjvme year he was appointed professor of political economy at the University of Copenhagen, and about the same time
became political correspondent for the "Maauedsskrift for Litteratur " and leader of the Liberals. In
1834 he started a weekly paper, "Feedrelandet,"
but beingaccused of publishing articles in advocacy
of a constitutional government, he was dismissed
from the university, although acquitted by the
court.
After a trip to England David served as a
representative from 1840 to 1846, being also elected
(1841) an alderman of Copenhagen.
He then associated himself with the government party, and was
appointed by the king to the Senate. Soon afterward he was elected representative from Copenhagen to the lirst Folkething, where he became
leader of the so-called Sleswick-IIolstein party.
David was elected chief inspector for the prison
department in 1849; was chief of the state statistical department from 1854 to 1875
and became a
director of the National Bank in 1858.
After the
war of 1864, he became secretary of the treasury in
the administration of Bluhme, but in the following year he resigned his office. In 1870 be also gave
up his seat as member of the Kigsdag, and withuuil Ji'SU"^."
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Bibliography: Meyers Konversations-Lexikon.
In his playing David
combined the qualities
of
Spohr with the

C. A. T.

s.

DAVID BEN ELIJAH:

Hebrew

scholar of
the eighteenth century.
He translated into Hebrew, under the title " Leshon Zahab " (A Tongue of
Gold), the second Targu.n to Esther.
The translation was published at Constantinople in 1732.

Bibliography: Stelnschneider, Jewish LiUrature,
Zedner, Cat. Hebr. Books Brit. Mm. p. 146.
L. G.

I.

p.

234;

Br.

teacher;

bom

many

;

So.

D minor (op. 35) being arranged also by A. Wilhelmj 6 caprices, op. 20; "Concert Polonais," in
E; 12 Salonstlicke, op. 24; 5 ih., op. 28; 30 Charakin

:

Violinist

and

violin

;

at

Hamburg

1810; died sud19, 1873, near Kloster, Switzerland,
while on a mountain tour with his family. His
musical talent manife.sted itself early; and after a
course of only two years with Spohr and Hauptmann
.Jan. 19,

denly July

at Cassel, he

*

His greatest work in this domain is the celebrated "Die Hohe Schule des Violinspiels: Werke Berllhmter Meister des 17ten und 18ten Jahrhunderts,"
consisting of twenty-three numbers containing selections from Porpora, Tartlni, Vivaldi, Leclair, J. S.
Bach, and many others. Scarcely less important
are the studies, op. 39, 44, 45, and 70.
Among his
other works are the following: Five concertos, that

MvMciam.
J.

DAVID, FERDINAND

7

lin.

(1886).

Baker, Bioijraphical Diet, of

^

-^l^,,,^^

old masterpieces of the Italian, French,
for he not only
took a prominent part in preparing revised eilitions of the works of Haydn, Beethoven, and others,
but actually edited and published, for purposes of
study, nearly the whole classical repertoire of the viothat

and German schools were preserved

;

:

^

^—

greater technical skill

French musician; born at
Xancy July 4, 1844; died at Paris June 3, 1886.
He completed his musical education under Fetis,
and was a prolific writer. His principal works
are: "La Musique chez les Juifs," 1873; "Etude
Historique sur la Poesie et la Musique dans la Cambrie" (with M. Lussy); "Histoire de la Notation
Musicale Depuis Ses Origines " (1882) " La Vie et les
(Euvres de J. 8. Bach, Ses ElSves et Ses Contemporains: Mendelsohn-Bartholdi et Robert Schumann "

?

/

and brilliancy of the
modern school. Joachim, Wilhelmi, and other eminent violinists of the present day were among
his pupils.
It was largely due to his initiative

DAVID, ERNEST:

Bibliography

yr<'t<\^a^yiJ^JU(^t^

made

his

debut

in 1825 as

terstiicke, entitled "

and

50);

"Bunte Reihe," 24

;

a virtuoso

Gewandhaus, Leipsic. During 1827 and 1828
he was a member of the orchestra of the KOnigs

Aus der

Ferienzeit " (op. 46, 47,
pieces, op. 30, and
its continuation, "Nachklange," 15 pieces, op. 41
8
Kammerstucke, op. 36; a comic opera, "Hans
Wacht," 1852; and, in addition to these numerous
variations on original, operatic, national, and song
themes, as ^ell as other minor compositions.
48,

in the

|
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Bibliography Grove, DictUmttry of Music and Musiciatis
ftlemann, Musik-Lexihon Baker, Biographical Dictionary
of Mtmcians J. Eckhardt, Ferdinand David, Lelpsic, 1888
Alfred Darfell, Die Geivandhaus Concerte zu Leip»ic, 1884.
8.
J. So.
:

;

;

;

DAVID OF FEZ,
DAVID GERSON

See

David

b.

flourished iu the middle of the seventeenth centurj-.
He was a contemporary of Mordecai ben Judah haLevi, author of "Darke No'am," in which are given
some of Gerson's responsa. He is also mentioned as
a great rabbinical authority by Abraham ben Mordecai ha-Levi, author of " Ginnat Weradim " and " Gan

who was his pupil. Moses Hagiz, in
Leket ha-Kemah " on Orah Hayyim, attributes to David Gerson the discontinuance of the practise of lighting a pipe from a tallow candle, which
ha-Melek,"

his "

according to some authorities
of tallow

(= 2hn)

is

forbidden, as the use

prohibited in the Pentateuch.
David Gerson gave as a reason a dream which he
once had of being punished as though lie had eaten
fat because he used to light his pipe from tallow
is

candles.

Bibliography

:

Azulal,

Ma'alot li^Shelomoh,

Shcm ha-Gedolim, s.v.; Hazan, Ha51b Michael, Or lu>Hayyim, p. 323,

p.

;

No. 709.
L. O.

DAVID

The

of names is evidently incomplete and
After the death of the childless exil-

list

incorrect.

arch Daniel ben Hasdai (or Solomon see Gratz, vi.
note 10), his two nephews, David b. Hodaya and
Samuel, were candidates for the office. The election was still undecided when the traveler R. Pethahiah was at Mosul (about 1175). David was a powerful protector of Samuel ben Ali at Bagdad, the chief
opponent of Maimonides in the East.
;

Samuel had made many enemies by his attacks
on Maimonides, and against these the above-mentioned excommunication, dated about 1191, was directed.
Al-Harizi, who visited Mosul in 1217, mentions David as the exilarch (ch. 46), and praises
him and his nephew Hodaya as the most meritorious
in that region.
See David.
^^BLiOGRi.PUY
739-742
G-

;

Gratz. GcKch. vi. 459 ; Orient, Lit. 1845, pp.
Lazarus, in Briill's Jahrb. x. 47.
:

A. K.

DAVID BEN ISAAC HA-ZOHEN

Prominent rabbinical scholar lived at Avignon in the thirteenth century.
Aaron b. Jacob ha-Kohen of Narbonne, his grandson, who went to Majorca in 1306,
:

;

I.

BEN

HAYYIM

Br.

HA-KOHEN

(known under the abbreviation RaDaK)
Rabbi
at Corfu, and later at Patros, Greece, at the beginning
of the sixteenth century.
He was a pupil of Judah
Minz, and a contemporary of Elijah Mizrahi and
:

Moses Ala.shkar, with whom he maintained a correspondence, though chiefly with the latterf with
whom he subsequently had some disputes. David
became prominent through his attacks upon Benjamin Ze'eb, who had permitted an " 'agunah " to
marry on the testimony of a Gentile.
The wliole of David's works, with the exception
of thirty-three respon.sa, perished in a fire at Adrianople.
The responsa were arranged by David's sonin-law, David Vital, and were published under the
title "She'elot u-Teshubot MallaRDaK " (Constantinople, 1537; reprinted several times).

Bibliography

:
ronfort«». Ifnre hn-Dfirot. p. 32a SWnschneldnr, Cat. liodl. col. 785; Michael, Or ha-JJauuirn, p. ;j2e. No.
:

72.5.
I,.

Elijah.

David, Jacob

"David, son of Hodaya, son of Azarlah, son of Solomon, son
of Messlas (or Moses), son of Judah, son of Hezeklah,
son of
Judah, son of Gamaliel the latter, son of Judah, son of Gamaliel the latter, of Tiberias, son of Judah the
Saint, etc., son of
Shefatlah, son of King David."

Abraham.

Rabbi at Reshid, Egypt

:

David ben

O.

I.

DAVID IBN HIN:

Br.

Cabalist; lived at Salonica

at llie end of tlie sixlcM-iith and at tlie beginning of
the seventeenth century.
Although blind, he devoted himself to cabalistic studies, and pul)lished
the "Sefer Genishim " of Moses Cordf)vcro (Venice,
1000) and the " Sorh.t " of Jos<-ph Gikutillu.
David
also published a work entitled "Li^lju^e Sho.shannim "( Collections of Lilies), rontaining explanations

of Biblical passages from the works of Jacob Berab,
McYr 'Aramali, Obadiah Sforno, Isaac Gcrshon, and

Samuel Almosnino (Venice.

1f502).

Bibliography: SU-lnsH-hncldi-r, ('at. Uixll. col. H«.'J; idem,
Jnn. 1,11. p. 4.5;j, note 11 Z«-dner, Cat. Uehr. Books Brit.
Mum. p. aM.
K.
I
Hk.
;

DAVID BEN HODAYA OF MOSUL
of the Davidic house;
veh) about 11.50-1220.

lived at

:

I'rine.-

Mosul (New Nine-

His ^'fiiealogy. contJiined in
anexconMiiunication issued by him, reads as follows:

names him in his " Orhot Hayyim " as the teacher
of R. Eliezer ben Immanuel of Tarascon, and quotes
his ritual work " Hilkot Terefot " (Laws on Forbidden Food; Renan-Neubauer, "Les Rabbins Fran9ais," p. 516; compare ulem, "Ecrivains Juifs Fran-

In the collection of responsa which
he exchanged with R. Samuel of Agde.'Rabbi Eliezer
often mentions David as his teacher, and quotes la
Vais, " p. 468).

his

name

quetailles

casuistic decisions of R.
(tb.).
R. Eliezer's son

Nathan of TrinImmanuel was

the grandfather of Isaac de Lattes (Isaac of Lattes,

"Sha'are,"No.
Bibliography

74).

Renan-Neubauer, as above Michael, Or haIjiayuim, No. 740; (iross, Gallia Judaica, p. 420.
:

;

O.

S.

DAVID BEN JACOB

K.

Rabbi of Szerczow, government of Grodno, Russia; one of the most influential rabbis of Lithuania at the end of the eighteenth century. He wrote " Homot Yerushalayim "
(The Walls of Jerusalem; Frankfort on-the-Oder,
1807), containing a commentary to a portion of the
Shulhan 'Aruk; i.e., to the Orah Hayyim from its
lieginning to the laws concerning tctillin.
:

Bibliography: Zedncr, Cat. Hrhr. Books Brit. Mim.
Fut-nn,

Kcuewt

riiii, p. 171,
I..

Vittracl, p. 258;

p. 178;

Bcnjacob, (tenr ha-Sefa-

No. lOa.

<i.

DAVID, JACOB JULIUS:

M.

Ski,.

Austrian journalist and author; born at Wei8.skirclien, Moravia, Feb.
luinH'diately after his l)irlh his parents
6, 1859.
removed to Fiilmk. Moravia, where his father died
of cholera when David was but seven years old.
The iioy successive!)' attended the gymnasia of
Tes<hen, Tnippuu, and Kninsir.
In 1878 he entered the University of Vienna to study philf)logy.
While a stiul<>nt he was subjected to want and
privation; and it was not until 1890 that he was
able to ser-ure means for passing his examinations
for Jiis doctorate.
Thereafter he devoted himself

David ben Jacob
David ha-Levi

TIIH .IKWISII

wholly to liti'mture and iiuthoi-sliip. his lirsi pociiis
"Doutschcs PichtiTbuch aus Oi-s
Later ho
torrcirh," filitoil by Karl Eiiiil Franzos.
publisluHl long anil sliort storit's, and nuinoions
jKienisand ossjiys in varions publications and porio<liials of Austria and other countries; distingiiisliing
ftpix'rtring in the

himself e(|ually as a lyric poet,

and

essjiyist,

dramatist,

novelist.

The more important of his productions are: "Das
HiUe Hecht," a storv, Dresden; "Das Blut,""Uediehte," " Probleme.'' Dresden, 1892; "Die Wiedergeborenen," six tales, Dresden; "Hagar's Sohn," a
dniina in four acts, which appeared in the "Moderne
Rundschau," and was performed in the Landestiieater of Vienna on Jan. 20, 1891; and "Am "Wege
Sterben." Vienna. 1900. All these productions, evincing a rich, vivid imagination, forcible style, and
exquisite finish, mark their author as a tine artist of
the realistic school. At the beginning of his literary
career Davitl was for some time associate editor of
Franzos' "Wiener Illustrirte Zeitung." Since 1891
he has collaborated on the " Montags-Revue," writing
for it theatrical notices on the performances in the
Vienna Burg und Volkstheater, and later also conducted the art department ia the " Oesterreichische
Volkszeitung."

BiBLiocRAPHY
Vifn?ia,

Ludwig Eisenberg. Das ^cistige Wien, p. 77,
Ad. Kohut, BerUhmte Isi-aelitsche Milnner

:

1893;

und Fraueii.

BEN

HA-KOHEN

DAVID
JACOB
Turkish
Talmudist; tiourisjied about 1550 in Salonica. He
wrote essays ("shittot") to the Talmudical orders
Mo'ed, Nashira, and Nezikiu, of which there was
published after his death the part on Gittin, " MigdalDawid" (The Tower of David), Salonica, 1597.
He is also mentioned in the responsa of Samuel de
Medina (No. 198) and Joseph di Traui (No. 25).
David is distinguished as Talmudist by his profound
knowledge (Ghirondi, 'loledot Gedole Yisrael," p.
Azulai supposed that David was a pupil of
80).
b.

:

Jehiel Luria.

Azulai, S/iem ha-Gedolim,il. 30; Stelnschnelder. Cat. Bodl. col. 867.

L. G.

I.

DAVID BEN JACOB MEIR

:

Ber.

Italian astrol-

oger of the tifteenth century, and a member of the
Kalonymus family. He wrote in 1464 two astrological treatises, the smaller of which is on the conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter.
He dedicated the latter
work to King Ferdinand I. of Naples, and hoped
thereby to obtain religious libert}' for his coreligionIn 1466 David translated from Latin into Hebrew an astronomical work of John of Ginlind,
which he called "Mar'ot ha-Kokabim" (The Aspects of the Stars). The work is a description of an
astronomical instrument which had been invented at
Vienna in 1417. He was invested by the king with
an office, probably that of astrologer. In 1484 he
ists.

wrote a philosophical
L-'s

son

"

treatise on the " Destructio
of Averroes, which he addressed to

Hayyim Kalonymus.

Bibliography:

St^-lnschneirler.

Idem, Jev'inh Literature,
L- G.
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JACOB OF SZCZEBRSZYN

B.

known

only as the autlior of a

Hehr. Uehern. pp.

636, 6.37;

Idem, Cat. Bodl.

col. 1.575.

p. 191;

M. Sel.

:

Po-

commen-

"Targum Jonathan " and "TarYerushalmi " of the i'ciitateucli (also known as
"Targum Yerushalmi I." and "Targum Yerushalnu
II."), and on the "Targum Sheiii " of the Book of
Esther.
It was published in Prague in 1609, but
there is a record of a former edition printed in the
same place in 1537, which would place the author in
the first half of the sixteenth century.
Tlie commentary, which is really a glossary, was reprinted
in Prague in 1781, and again in 17H9.
Sleinschneider
(•'Cat. Bodl." No. 4810) denies the existence of the
tary on the .so-called

gum

edition of 1537.

BiHLiooRAPHV:
Si'fnrim,

Fiirst,

BihL Jitd. I. 10!l; Benjacoh, Ofnr hn~
Kcntsct Yisrael, p. 'ZM, Warsaw.

483; Fuenn,

\>.

18S6.

G.

I..

Wl.

P.

DAVID BEN JOSEPH HA-KOHEN

Dayyan and preacher at Krotoschin, Prus.sia, in the
eighteenth century. He was the author of " Pa'amone Zahab " (Bells of Gold), a liomiletic commentary on the first forty chapters of the Psalms, published at Flirth 17G9.
Nepi ascribes to David a
commentary on Moses Isserles' "Torat ha-'Olah,"
entitled "Minhat Kolien."
However, with the exception of Fiirst, who gives the title of this commentary as "Nimmukim," no other bibliographer
:

it.

Bibliography: Nepl-Ghirondi. Tclednt Gedole YU<rael,n. 8.5;
Fuenn, Keneset lisrael, p. 355; Zedner, Cat. Uebr. Books

Mm.

Brit.
I.,

p. 198.

o.

I.

DAVID BEN JUDAH

Br.

Exilarch of Babylonia
820-834; successor to Iskawi II. at a time when
this dignity was on the decline.
His appointment
was contested, by a party which favored Daniel, a
Karaite according to Bar Ilebrieus. The calif Al:

Ma'mun, to whom the contest between David and
Daniel was submitted, is said to have declined all
interference by issuing an edict j)ermitting any community numbering not less than ten persons be they
Christians, Jews, or Zoroastrians

Bibliocraphy:

Destructionis

DAVID
lish scholar;

mentions
B. B.

8.

Solomon

ENCYCLOPEDIA

— to

—

elect its

own

Bar Hebraeus adds that the followers of David
were "Tiberians"; if the reading is correct (which
GrJitz doubts).
This would point to the participation of Palestinian Jews in the election.
David was
finally recognized as exilarch.
About 834 David
appointed as gaon in Pumbedita a scholar of the
name of Isaac ben Hananya.
chief.

Bibliography

Sherira's Kpistle, In Med. Jew. Chrnn. 1. 38;
Bar Hebra?us, Chron. Ecclen. ed. Abbeloos and Laray, 1. 36.5,
Gratz, Gcsch. v., notes 13 and 13 F. Lazarus, In BruU's
Jahrb. X. 30; Isaac Hal^vy, Dorot ha-Rishoiiiin, 111. 130.
5

:

;

;

A. K.

G.

DAVID BEN JUDAH:

German

cabalist;

flourished in the thirteenth century.
He was not
the son of Judah ha-Hasid (see A. Epstein in "Monatsschrift," 1895, p. 450), but he may have been his

grand nephew, the fact of his father's name being
"Judah" being responsible for the confusion in the
sources quoted by Gross ("Magazin," i. 106 et seq.).
David was an eminent cabalist, and is highly praised
by Eleazar of Worms. He wrote the following
works, none of which has been published: "Sodot
shel Ma'aseh Bercshit" (The Mysteries of the Beginning), a cabalistic explanation of the Creation;

"

Ma'aseh Merkabah

"

known. As his name indicates, he was a native
of the Persian province of Kumis.
He died in Jerusalem in the year of the Hegira 334 (= 945 c.E.).

(Description of the Chariot)

is

"Perakiin be-Siklin ha-Nibdalim," chapters on tlie
individual intellects which, according to David, are
between the naaiOH D^IJ? andn"n"'SDn D^IJ?; "Sefer
ha-Gebul " (Book of the Boundaries), on the names
of God (the foregoing treatises are still extant in
manuscript in the Bodleian Library: Neubauer,
"Cat. Bodl. Hebr. MSS." No. 1911, 5); "Or Zaru'a"
(Sown Light), a mystic conjmeutarj' on the prayers
{ib. No. 1624)
a commentary on the Sefer Yezirah
(mentioned in the preceding work) " Libnat ha-Sappir" The (Whiteness of the Sapphire), cabalistic explanations on the Ilag^adot of the Talmud, quoted
by Bezalel Ashkenazi in his "Shittah Mekubbezet"
<B. B. ed. Lemberg, 1809, p. 64); "Mare'ot haZobe'ot " (Visions of the Assembled), a mystic commentary on the prayers, after the "Or Zaru'a." I.
D. Luzzatto expresses his doubts concerning David's
authorship of the " Or Zaru'a," as the work contains
passages from the Zohar, which was composed later
(see"Yad Yosef," p. 13).

His Biblical commentaries, written in Arabic, have
been lost, and only two passages of his are known.
One of them refers to the Passover sacrifice, which
according to Karaites did not begin tuitil the twilight
of the loth of Nisan, and wIikHi, being a private sacrifice, could not displace the Sabbath.
When the
15th of Nisan fell on a Sabbath, the private sacrifice
was omitted, only one lamb, according to David,
being offered for the whole of Israel. It was not
eaten, however, but burnt whole (see Passover).
The other passage refers to the prohibition, generally accepted by the Karaites, against eating the
fattj^ tail.
David derived the prohibition from Lev.
iii. 9, where the fatty tail is called simply "fat."
This "proof," though refuted by Saadia, is repeated

;

;

Bibliography:

by

all the KiU-aites.
Bibliography: Harkavy, In Luah Aljiasaf, 1895, 11. 281:
Poznanski, in Jew. Qiiart. Rev. Viil. 681, and In Rev. Et.

Juives, xlv.
K.

Jeunsh Literature, p. 3(W,
BeitrUge zur Gesch. der Kabbala, 11.47;

Steinschneider,

note 7; Jelllnek,

Fuenn, Keueset Yisra^l,

JTJDAH.

See Leon,

Messer

David bex Messer.

DAVID BEN KALONYMUS OF MtJNZENBEB.G

German

:

and

Tosatist

liturgical poet;

flourished at the end of the twelfth century and
He was rabbi of
the beginning of the thirteenth.
Milnzenberg, Hesse. His mother was a daughter of
Kalonymus the Eider of Speyer, and his teacher was
He
his granduncle Samuel ha-IIasid, also of Speyer.

Hebrew roots and their significations,
Hebrew synonyms. David arranged
and published the Crimean "Hazanya" ritual.
treating of the
the second of

is quoted in the Tosafot and in the Talmudic works
of his pupil Simson of Sens (Commentary to Sifra,
34a and r)3a), of Mordecai ben Hillel (Ket.'ii. 2; 'Ab.
Zarah v.), of Isaak b. Moses of Vienna ("Or Zaru'a,"
No. 720), of Meir b. Baruch of Kothenberg (Responsa, No. 872), and others. He is also the autlior
of some selihot.

Azulal, Shem ha-Gedolim, 1.46; Ztinz, Litera'f^; Kpstcin, In MnnatxKchrift, 18'.).'), pp. 40(J,
mmnde ha-'Al)uda)i, p. 00.
LuDdatiuth,

BiBLiOdRAPiir

:

tnrgeitch. p.
448, 451

A

;

L. o.

I.

Ber.

DAVID KALONYMUS OF NAPLES:
lived in

ian scholar;

tlie

lifti'ciitJi

Ital-

and sixteenth

In " Kerem Heincd " iii. 17:}) tlicre is ]m])lislied a letter written in 1280 by .Ics.se b. Hczekiali,
Exilarch of Damascus, unatlicmatizing tho.se
tl..;
who calmnniatcd Maiinonjdcs. David Kaldiiynuis,

centuries.

(

intending to give greater jjublieity to tiic anathema,
I hr was partranscrilicd tliree or four cojiies of it.
ticularly induced to do so, he, said, by tlic fcjir tliat
<luriiig tlie persecutions wliicli the Jews suffered at
that time in Portugal and western Castile, tlie origi-

At the end of tlie letter is found
Naples the first of Ab, WftG" (= July

niiglitbe lost.

" Written at
21,

1500).

Bibliography: Fuenn,
G.

DAVID BEN LEVI:

I,,

M.

a.

in the " Kol Bo "of David Abudarham, and
"Bet Yosef" of Joseph Caro. In tlie consultations of R. Solomon 1). Adict are found decisions
signed "David b. Levi, author of tlie 'Miktam.'"

David corresponded with Isaac b. Isaac of Chiwho called him his master. A part of the
"Miktam" is still extant in manuscript in the collection of Baron Ollnzburg; the collection of Ilalberstaiiinic()ntaincd a fragment of David's commentary
on Alfasi.
non.

niiii.ioouAPiiY

DAVID (ABU SULAIMAN) AL-KUMISI
whom

lillle

:

Imiier. in llrv.

firoHS. (,'<ilUn

HI. JuiviK.

42.').
426: NmiKnirsrt YUrdcl,

Jinlnirn, pp.

xll.

S2; Kiii-nn,

)'!'••"'". •''•";

Ml<liai'1.0r /i(i-//(ir/l/i"i.
lil'.t;
hn-(liiU,\im. 11.. H.v. anis ; BcnJaiHib. nf.ir

p.

:iai.
I,

Aznlnl, .S/icm

hn-SrfdHm,

p.

No. 1225.

M. Sel.

f)

DAVID HA-LEVI:

German Talmudist;

lived

mentioned in " Morlecui " (BahaMe/.i'a, 332), where his decision is given
He is also mentioned
in an important law question.
ill

Karaite teacjier of the ttnlh riniiiry, of

Narbonne,

in the

(see

Ski..

of

Kohen.

10. 232).

IV.— 30

Rabbi

Br.

France; nourished at the end of the thirteenth cenFrom the fact that he speaks of R. Samuel
tury.
Shekili, who was ])robably his master, as of one already dead, it is likely that he lived on into the fourteenth century. He wrote an important work called
" .Miktam" (from the Biblical Tn^ Dn3D), containing
tiie halakio decisions of the Talnuul arranged in the
order in which they occur in the latter. This book
" of Aaron hais often quoted in the " Orhot Hayyirn

Steinschneider ("Cat. Bodl." col. 1575)
David was the son of Ilayyiin

Zunz, "Z. O."

I.

:

Kalonymus

Kene-

In Ho-iirarnief, HI. 117; Idem,

set Yisrael, p. 240.

tliinks it possible; that

Kalonymus, and the father of Kalo

P.

S.

Kabbi at

:

Karasu-Bazar, in the Crimea, at the end of the seventeenth century.
He was a native of Poland,
whence his Tatar surname " Lahni " (from " Liah " =
Poland). Abraham Firkowich claimed to have had ia
his possession a manuscript containing a work by
David entitled "Mishkan David" (The Residence of
David), which was divided into two parts, the first

L Bn.

DAVID BEN

50, 176.

DAVID LAHNI BEN ELIEZEB,

p. 263.

K.

iiitl

David ben Jacoli
David ha-Levi
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•

the elevenlli century.

He

is

David ben Meuahem
David, Samuel
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"Aimw. "Shibbolf lia Likii.
Hanukkah." Mo. 18r>; ami part ii..

"

in

Hiiii.ioiiKArilY

Wilim.
,

BntHT,

:

liilnMliuiloii

part

i.,

"llilkoi

" Issur," >;i). 20.

to

Shililhtle

hii-Lfkrt,

„

1N>7.

N. T. L.

,-,

DAVID BEN MENAHEM COHEN:
si-liolar;

livinl at Anisti-uiaiu in llio first lialf

Diitdi
of the

was tin- author of " MizTiianksgiving), cilitcd by
It describes in
Elijah Aboab, Amstordam, 11)44.
•Itidii'O GiTinan rinus the historical facts contained
Davitl also
in the IVntatcuch and tiic Five Scrolls.
published in Juiltvo-German the prayers of Rosh
ihulesh according to the German and Polish rite,
st'veiitivntli it'iiturv.

" (!>i"ig

nu>r leTixiah

Ilanau.

IK'

^^f

Iti'JG.

SttMiisflineiiier, Cat.
col. 879; Fiirst. liil'l. Jtul. p. 20(;.

Bibliography:

BihU.

col. 323,

No.
I.

E. C.

213ii;

Bk.

DAVID (ABU SULAIMAN) IBN MER(or AL-MIKMAS)
AL-RAKKI (also known as David ha-Babli)

WAN AL-MUKAMMAS

:

Philosopher and controversialist; native of Rakka,
Mesopotamia, whence his surname; tiourished in the
Harkavy derives his bynintli and tenth centuries.
name from the Arabic "kaminas"(lo leap), interpreting it as referring to his asserted chaiige of faith
This is lui(Gratz. "Gesch." Hebr. transl., iii. 498).
certain.

The name

is

written "'DDIp^K iu jNIas'udi's

"Al-Tanbih" (ed. De Goeje, p. 113), in a Karaitic
commentary to Leviticus, and in a manuscript copy
of Jefeth's commentary to the same book ("Jew^
Quart. Rev." viii. 681), and is perhaps a derivative
from the city of Kumis in Taberistan (Yakut, iv.
203). Another Karaite bears the name" Daniel al-Kumisi," and in Al-Hili's chronicle this name is also
spelled with a zade ("Jew. Quart. Rev." i.\. 432).
David, the father of Jewish philosophy, was almost unknown until the latter part of the nineteenth

The

century.

publication of

Judah

Barzilai's

com-

Yezirah ("Mekize Nirdamim,"
1885), in which is found a poor Hebrew translation
of theninthand tenth chapters of David's philosophical work, first brought the latter into notice. Barzilai
says that he does not know whether David was one
of the Geonim, but claims to have heard that Saadia
had known him and had profited by his le.s.sons.
Pinskerand GrUtz, confounding him with Daniel ha-

mentary

to the Sefer

Babli of Cairo, make him a Mohammedan convert to
Karaism, on the ground that he is quoted by Karaite

and is called by Hadasi "ger zedek
(pious proselyte).
The discovery by Harkavy of
the "Kitab al-Riyad wal-Hada'ik," by the Karaite
Al-Kirkisani, threw further light ou David.
AlKirkisani cites a work by him on the various Jewish
sects, and says that David had "embraced Christianity " (tanassar); that he was for many years the
pupil of a renowned Christian physician an<1 philosopher named Hana; and that, after acquiring considerable knowledge of philo.sophy, he wrote two

scholars,

Polemical

Works.

works against Christianity which became famous. But it seems more probable that the word " tanas-sar " means
simply that David had intercourse

with Christians. Kirkisani. indeed, does not mention
his return to Judaism, and no Rabbinite mentions
his conversion to Christianity.

His conversion to

466

Christianiiy can hardly be reconciled with the fact
that he is cited by Bahya. by Jedaiah Bedersi (in
" Iggeret llitnazzelul "), and by .Miwes ibn Ezra. Kirkisani mentions two other books by David: " Kilab
al Klialikah," a connneiitary on (Jene.sis extracte<l

from Christian e.vegetical works; and a commentary
ou Ecdesiastes. He is mentioned as a learned Karaite by David allliti in his chronicle of Karaite
doctors, published by Margoliouth ("Jew. Quart.
Rev." i.v. 432).
In 1898 Harkavy discovered in the Imperial Library of St. Petersburg fifteen of the twenty chapters of David's philosophical work entitled" 'Ishrua
Makalat" (Twenty Chapters). The subject matter
of these fifteen chapters is as follows: (I) the Aristotelian categories; (2) science and the reality of
its existence; (3) the creation of the world; (4) the
evidence that it is eompo.scd of substance and accidents; (5) the properties of substance and accident;
(6) a criticism of tho.se who maintain the eternity
of matter; (7) arguments in favor of the existence
of God and His creation of the world; (8) the unity
of God, refuting the Sabeans, the Dualists, and the
Christians; (9) the divine attributes; (10) refuta-

anthropomorphism and Christian ideas; (11)
our Lord; (12) showing that God
created us for good and not for evil, and combating
absolute pessimism as well as absolute optimism;
(13) the utility of prophecy and prophets; (14) signs
of true prophecy and true prophets; (15) mandatory
and prohibitive commandments. David as well as
other Karaites for instance, Joseph al-Basir and
Al Kirkisani was a follower of the Motazilite ka1am, especially in his chapter on the attributes of
God, wherein he holds that, though we speak of these
attributes as we speak of human attributes, the two
can not be compared, since nothing comes to Him
through the senses as is tlie case with man. God's
" life " is a part of His " being "
and the assumption
of attributes in the Deity can in no way affect His
unity. " Quality "can not be posited of the Deity. In
his tenth chapter, on "Rewards and Puni.shments,"
David holds that these are eternal in the future
tion of

why God became

—

—

;

This chapter has many points in common
world.
with Saadia, both drawing from the same source

David is the
"Der Kalam," p. 25).
Jewish author who mentions Aristotle ("Jew.
Quart. Rev." xiii. 450).
David quotes two others of his own works which
are no longer in existence " Kitab fi al-Budud " and
" Kitab fi Argi al-Makalat 'ala al-ManOther
tik," on the categories.
In one pasWorks.
sage David relates that he had a phil(Schreiner,

first

:

'

osophical

disputation

in

Damascus

with a Mohammedan scholar, Sliabib al-Basri. A
fragment of another work, "Kitab al-Tauhid," on
the unity of God, has been discovered among genizah fragments, and has been published by E. N.
Adler and I. Broyde in "Jew. Quart. Rev." (xiii.
r)2ets('fj.}.
David does not betray his Jewish orContrary to the
igin in his philosophical work.
practise of Saadia, Bahya, and other JewLsli philosophers, he never quotes the Bible, but cites Greek
It is pos.sible that this
and Arabic authorities.
a(.'couuts

Jews.

for

the

neglect

of

his

J

'

work by

the

j

1

Bibliography:

Furst, in

617, 642; Gabriel Po\&k.

Literaturhlatt des Orients,

Halikot Kidem, pp. 69

sker, Likkiite Kailnioniiiyot.

il.

etaeq.;

viii.

Pin-

Gesch.

17 et !<eq.; Gratz,

v.

285; A. Harkavy. Le-Koriit ha-Kittnt be-Yisrael, in Gratz,
Ge»ch. iu. 498 ei seq. iHebr. transl.); idem, in Voskhod, Sept.,
1898; Poznanskl, in Jeir. Quaj-t. Rev. xiii. 328; Steinschneider, in Jew. Quart. Rev. xi. 606, xiii. 450; idem. Helir.
Uebers. p. 378; Kaufmann, Attributeiilehre, Index, pa.•^^^Hl.
G.

Bh.— G.

I.

Hauoverian
court banker and agent of the board of finance; born
in Hanover in the middle of the eighteenth centuiy.
He was a son of 3Iichel David of Hanover, the
friend of Moses Mendelssohn.
Michel David made
a gift to his native city of the synagogue which he and
Solomon Getschlick had purchased. Meyer, his son,
left(c. 1798) one hundred tliousand thalers to found a
school in Hanover in which sons of the Jewish poor
might obtain free instruction in the sciences, in Hebrew, and in certain modern languages, and might
receive besides a monthly allowance.
This school,
called the " Meyer Michel Davidsche Freischule," was
reorganized in 1835; J. M. Frensdorff was inspector,
until 1861, and S. Kayserling from Frensdorff "s
death until 1898. It has produced rabbis, teachers,
bankers, mechanics, and merchants, and still continues its beneficent work.
E. c.
M. K.

DAVID OF MILHATJ:

French

lived at L"Islc, France, about 1764.

was called 2"^'0n

liturgical poet;

In

Hebrew he

nn (Zunz reads nN^""©!).

MS. No.
148 Montetiore Library (= Halberstamm No. 266)
contains a responsum of David of Milhau.
Bibliography: Gross, Gnllia Judaica. p. 34.5, No. 7; Zunz,
In Ally.
384.

Zed. den

Jitd. 18:W, p. 682;

Jew. Quart. Rev.

M.

G.

DAVID (TEVELE) BEN MOSES

xiv.

MiiKifld.

7/

:

EldenMUjdt.

B.

W'iliut,

Tutvid
^>.

;

Rntibnne MItvh,

pp.

Fm-nn, KeitcHct yinrtul,

N T

DAVID BEN MOSES HA-KOHEN.

31, 32
p. 3S|

;

HeINHU

L.

See

DAVID BEN MOSES OF NOVOGRUDOK:
b<>iii

17<ii),

diid

in

See Deutsch,

II.

DAVID THE PIOUS:

French scholar; lived
at Chateau-Thierry in the second half of the twelfth
and the beginning of the thirteenth century. Zunz
Literaturgesch." p. 305; compare Carinoly, *' Itinehim with R. David ben Joseph, who, with Isaac ben Abraham of Dampierre,
Isaac ben David, and Joseph ben Moses, adopted
the decisions of the synod of Troyes which had
met about 1160 under the auspices of Rabbenu
Tam. Samuel of Falaise (Sir Morel) probably referred to David the Pious when he spoke of in 1J'3")
as being a contemporary of Sir Leon of Paris (" Rev.
Et. Juives," vii. 47).
Together with Solomon ben
Judah the Saint, of Dreux, the two brothers Siinsou
and Isaac ben Abraham of Dampierre, Samscm of
Corbeil, Abraham of Touques, and Eliezer ben Aaron
of Burgundy, he was among those scholars of the
north of France to whom, about 1204 or 1205. Mei'r
ben Todros ha Levi Ahii.akia addressed his epistle
against the doctrine of resurrection as taught by
("

raires," p. 177) identities

:

(iross,

Gallia Judaica,

p. 258.

S.

DAVID RAPHAEL BEN ABRAHAM
LIDO

:

K.

PO-

Satirist; fiourisiied in the seventeenth

and

eighteenth centuries. His name, and the fact that
his work was printed in Leghorn, suggest that he

was an

but Somerhausen reads N^jpiQ (PoNHvID; whereas Steinsclineidcr
interprets it as "Fulda."
David wrote "Zikmn
Purim" (Remembrance of Purim), a parody on the
piyyutim for the Feast of Purim, followed by a
testament of Hainan, a jioem full of coarse jokes,
but a good imitation of the Sephardic piyyutim
(Leghorn, 1703).
Delitzsch gives 1730asthe daleof
lonya

its

Italian

[?])

;

instead of

publicalion.

Bibliography:

Stclnschnt'ldiT, Cat. liadl. col. 8.)5; lileni,
Jrir. Lit. II. 245; Soiuertiauscn, In Orient, xl. col. 181;
UiUl. Jiid. III. 110; Uelllz»cb. Ge»ch. der Jitd.
KUrat,
I'nrxir, p. H2.

M.

(;.

DAVID REUBEN. Si <
DAVID DE ROCCO.

Sei,.

Moi.ko, Solomon.

See

Ro(jt'i:M.\i<TiNE,

DAVID

B. SAADIA. See Dos.v ». Sa.vdia.
DAVID, SAMUEL: French musician born ia
;

there Oct. 3. 1895.
He
received his musical education at the ("oiiservaloirc,
where lie wasa pupil of Bazinaiid Halevy. In 1858
ho received the "Grand Prix do Rome " for his cantata "Jcplillia." and in the following year was the
['ails

lalibi.

Wi.

P.

DAVID NIETO REDIVIVUS.

I)\\ IK.

ToI.KDO.
Russiiiii

Fiienn. A'e/ifostt Yisrael,pp. 243-244.

H. K.

1- o.

Wi.

o.

BIBLIOGRAPHY:

Bibliography

:

of Eisiiisiiki.
Introdiicllon to firt

1844 in two volumes: the first containing responsa
and novelhe the second being devoted to sermons,
commentaries on the Haggadah, etc.

Maimonides.

Ski..

Russian
rablji and author; burn iu Turet/, iu the government of Minsk, 1792; died at Minsk April 27, 1861.
At the age of fifteen he went to Volozhin, where he
studied in the yeshibah under liabbi Hayyim,
from which he graduated as rabbi. At the age of
twenty-five he became rabbi of Stouptz, where he
remained from 1H17 to 1849, in which year he was
elected chief rablji of Minsk.
He occupied thai
position till his death.
There he wrote " Bet
Dawid," in two parts, containing responsa and sermons. After his death the following works written
by him were publi-shed: " Nahalat Dawid," the first
part containing responsa, and the second part containing novelhe on BabaKanuua and Hullin(Wi]na,
1864); "Dibre Dawid," responsa (Wilna, 1882).
Among the pupils of Dnvirl Tevele were Rabbi
JnsliuH HfiliTdf Tilshi and Rabbi Abraliam Samuel
BiBi.KiGRAPiiT

especially noted for his keenness in that form of
discussing knotty rabbinical questions which is
known as Pilpul. David is the author of " Galya
]Massekta," a work still highly valued among oldstyle Talmudists.
It was published at AVilna in

;

MEYER MICHEL:

DAVID,

I.,

David ben Menahem
David, Samuel
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.Nnvognidok,

government of Minsk, 1H36. He bccanie rabbi of
that town in 1794, and held the position for forty
three years, until his death.
He was one of the
leading Talmuilists of Ru.ssia in Jiis time, and was

Nov.

12.

1H:J6;

<iied

recipient of aiiotlier jirize for the work entitled " Lo
Genie de Iu Terre," wliich wa.s performed by a male

David ben Ssiiniiel
David b«u Soloiuou
chorus ami

oix'lifsini. llir

THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA
lonmr

miinboriiig G.OOU

ho was appniiilid profrssor at tlii'
Collt^ge do Saint Barlu', and in 1^70 hv bi'ranu' musical dinrctor in tlic synagogues of Paris.
Daviil was the compo.-^er of tlie following operas
ami operettas, all o( wliiihwere performed in Turis:
voices.

Ill 1S(51

rOui-s." operetta, 1858; "Mademoiselle
Sylvia," ojieretta, It^GH; "Tu I'as Voulu," operetta,

"La Pcaude

"Le Bien d'Autrui," ISliS); "Un Caprice de
" La Fee des Bruyt'res." 1878.
David
is also the composer of an " ode symphonic " entitled
**Lc Triomphe tie la Pai.x." 1878, •which is generally
IttGD;

Ninon," 1871

;

regarded as his most popular composition.
He has written, besides the above-mentioned
•works, four symphonies, a number of choruses and
songs, and tiie following unjierformed operatic
works: " Les Chevaliers duPoiguard"; "UucDragonnade"; "La Gageure"; "L'Education d'un
" Absalon "
" Les Changeurs "
and " I
Prince "
3Iaccabei " (in Italian). A theoretical work, "L'Art
de Jouer en Mesure," Paris, 1862, is also popular.
;

;

;

Bibliography: Baker, Bio(iraphical Dictionarii of Musicious; Uiemann, Muxih-Lcvikuti.
S.
J. So.

DAVID BEN SAMUEL OF ESTELLA
(KOKABI)

Provencal scholar; llourislied in the
half of the thirteenth century.
He was a native of Estella, whence his name " Kokabi " (Starlike), the Hebrew equivalent for " Estella. " Isaac of
Lattes, in his literaiy history "Kiryat Sefer," represents him as a great scholar, and mentions two works
of his which are still e.xtant in manuscript: "Migdal
Dawid " (Castle of David), divided into two parts,
the fiT&t treating of speculative and moral theology,
:

first

and the second of practical theologv (Perreau Cat.
ii. 40); "Kiryat Sefer" (City of the 'Book), divided
into three parts, and dealing with the ])recepts concerning the love of God, with those which are useful for the conservation of the body and the soul,
and with those concerning social relations (MS. No.
113, London Jewish College).
Bibliography:

Steinschneider, Hebr. 7iiW. vlil. 63; liev.Et.
Juivex, ix. 218, x. 317; Renan-Neubauer, Lea Ecrivains
Juifs FrauQais, pp. 125 et acq.
I- G.

I.

Br.

DAVID, SAMUEL BEN JUDAH LOB:
Polish rabbi; died in Dzialshitz, Poland, in 1751.
He succeeded his father as rabbi of Shidlow, Poland,
when the latter became rabbi of Cracow. About
1731 he was called to Cracow to take the position
rendered vacant by the death of his father; but
tJiere he met with opposition, and, while he was
temporarily absent from Cracow, another rabbi was
installed in his place.
When David returned he resumed the rabbinical office notwithstanding the oppo.sition of his enemies.
He finally retired to Dzialshitz, wliere he died.
Ilis signature is found on the
excommunication published against Moses Hayyim
Luzzatto.
Bibliography: Frledberg. Luhot Zikkaron, pp. 27, 28; Kerem Hemed, 111. 157.
I-

N. T. L.

fi

DAVID

B.

SAMUEL HA-LEVI

(usually

TaZ, from the initials of his work "Ture
Zahab"): Polish rabbi; born in Lodmir or Vladimir,

called

Volhynia, about

1.586 (see Gratz, "

Gesch."

x.

.'i7,

and
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"Kin'at Soferim," p. 48b, note 800); died in Lembcrg Jan. iU, 1667. David's ciiicf instructor was
his

elder

Samuel ha-Levi, and
knowledge spread far
that H. Joel Silrkes(l}aII) of Brest gave
Isaac

brotiier,

b.

his reputation for Talinudical

and wide; so
liim his daughter

in marriage.
After residing with
father-in-law for several years
which were
spent in diligent study T>avid and Ids family removed to Cracow.
Tiience David was culled as
rabbi of Potlitslia, near Rava, wliere he lived in great

his

—

—

]ioverty.
Latt-r lie went to Poseii, where he remained for several years (see Besponsa of Joel
Silrkes [Ball], new series, No. 17); and about 1641
he became rabbi of the old community of Ostrog, or
Ostroh, in Volhynia. There David had a famous
yeshibah, and was soon recognized as one of the
great rabbis of his time. In Ostrog David wrote
his commentary on Joseph Caro's Shulhan 'Aruk,
Yoreh De'ah, -which he published in Lublin, 1646,
and which was accepted as one of the highest authorities on ceremonial law.
Two years after tiie publication of his commentary
David and his family had to llee for their lives from

the terrible massacres of the Cossack insurrection
under BogdanCiiMip:i.NiCKi in 1648-49. David went
to Steinitz near Ostrau, Moravia, -where he remained for some time and probably acted as rabbi.

This fact gave

rise to an erroneous belief that
before the persecution David was rabl)i of Ostrau
and not of Ostrog, Volhynia (see" Neuzeit," 1865, No.

29,

and Kohn, "Biographien Hervorragender Bab-

binischcr Autoritilten," etc., pp. IQd etse(/., Briinn,
David did not find Moravia congenial, and
1890).
returned to Poland as soon as order •was restored,
settling in Lemberg, where he remained for the rest
of his life.

David was made "rosh bet din," and when Melr
Sack, the chief rabbi of Lemberg, died (1653), he
succeeded him in the rabbinate. At that time the
city usuallj' had two rabbis, one for the town proper
and the other for the suburbs; David was at first
the suburban rabbi
as one of the delegates to the
Council of Four Lands in Lublin in Nisan, 1664,
he signs as of "outside the town" (approbation to
"
'Ammudcha Shili'ah," by B. Bezalel, darshan of
Sluzk, Prague, 1674).
Under another approbation
he signs "of Lemberg and the Province," indicating
that other communities were also subject to his
;

spiritual rule.

The

days of David were saddened by the viotwo sons, Mordecai and Solomon,
were martyred in the great riots which occurred
last

lent death of his

who
Lemberg

in the spring of 1664.
Their mother,
the daughter of Joel Sarke.s, had died long before
this, and David married the widow of her brother,
Samuel Hirz b. Joel, rabbi of Pinczow. His third
son from the former marriage, Isaiah Segal, and his
stepson Aryeh Liib, were the two Polish scholars
who were sent probal)iy by David, or at least with
his consent
to Turkey in 1606 to investigate the
claims of the pseudo-Messiah SiiABUETnAi Zebi.
They brouglit back as a present from the false Messiah a white .silk robe for David, and a letter in

in

—

—

which Shabbethai Zebi promised to avenge the
wrongs of the Jews of Poland.
Most of the works of David were published

David ben Samuel
David ben Solomon
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David was appointed chief rabbi of Egypt, which

Two years before the publirabbinical authorities.
cation of this work, Judel of Kovli, in Volhynia, a
cabalist and rabbinical scholar who wrote a commentary to the Orah Hayyim, gave money to have

position he held for forty years.
As he was highly
revered alike for his vast knowledge, the integrity of
his character, and the extent of his philanthropy,
the yeshibah over which he presided attracted many
distinguished pupils, among Avhom maj' be mentioned Bezalel Ashkenazi, and Isaac Luria,thc father
of the new cabalistic school.
In the introduction to his commentary on the Song
of Songs, Isaac Akiish jiaiiits in vivid colors the
character of David, in whose house he lived for ten

The "Ture Zahab " on
after his death.
Shulhan 'Aruk, Oiah Hayyim, ^vas published by
Shabiaethai Bass in Dyhcrnfurth iu 1692, together
with the " Magen Abraham " by Abraham Ahele
GuMBi.NEU; and both commentaries, together with
the text, were frequently republished with several
other commentaries, and still hold first rank among

published together with the "TaZ," but his wishes
were never carried out, and his money was iised

it

work of David's, the " Dibre
(The Words of David), a supercommentary
"
on Rashi (Dyhcrnfurth, 1690). Part of the "TaZ
ccxcvi.),
Mishpat
(to
ch.
Hoshen
Shulhan
'Aruk,
on
appeared separately in Hamburg in the same year,
with notes by Zebi Ilirsch Asiikenazi. The other
half, in spite of various attempts and of the general
demand for it, did not appear till about seventy
years later (Berlin, 1761). The "TaZ " on Shulhan
to publish another
"

Dawid

'Aruk, Eben ha-'Ezer, which was utilized in manuby Samuel b. Phoebus, the author of "Bet
Shemucl " on the same part of the Shulhan 'Aruk,
David was
was first printed in Zolkiev in 1754.
the author of responsa which, tiiough sometimes
quoted from the manuscripts, were never published.
TaZ and his opponent, Shabbethai Kohen
(ShaK), are the greatest authorities among the
Aharom.m; and their decisions are of greater importance tlian those of Joseph Caro or of Moses Isserles.
In 1683 the rabbis of tlie Council of Four
Lands declared that the authority of the "TaZ"
should be considered greater than that of the " ShaK,
but later the "ShaK" gained more and more in authority. Compare Shabbetuai b. MeICu ha-Koiien.

script

Bibliography: Dembltzer, Kelilat
188H; Buiicr,

racU
I.,

A nshe

pp. 95-154, Cracow,
Fuenn, Kencset Yif-

Yofl.,

Sliein, pp. 56-59;

p. Zi'J.

P. AVi.

(i,

DAVID BEN SAUL

:

French rabbi

;

lived in

According to this writer, David was very
prominent in both the social and the political life of
Egypt, thanks to his high intelligence and to an
ample fortune. During his rabbinate he introduced
many reforms in the cvcry-day life of the Egyptian
Jews, as well as in their religion. It was he who
abolished the use of the Seleucidan era among them.
On attaining the age of ninety David resigned the
chief rabbinate, and divided the greater part of his
years.

fortune

among

for scholars.

making special provision
removed to Jerusalem, but

the poor,

lie then

did not stay there long, on account of the burdensome taxes that the Turkish government had imposed upon him. He settled in Safcd, where he
became an active member of the bet din presided
over by Josejih Caro, who held him in great esteem.
David died, as shown above, at the age of one hundred and ten years.
He was the author of the following works: "Dibre
Dawid" (Words of David), containing decisions and
novelise on Maimonides' " Yad," published by Joseph
Zamiro togetlier with his own work "Hon Yosef,"
Leghorn, 1828; " Yekar Tiferet" (Honor of Excellency), containing answers to the criticisms of Abra-

ham ben David (RABaD) on IVIaimonides" "Yad,"
and commentaries on those passages in that work
which the "Maggid Mishneh" of Vidal de Toloza
overlooks: of the.se conunentaiies the )iortions on
Halla'ah and Zera'iin were published in Smyrna
1757, and the remaining portions in the Wilna edition of tiic; " Yad." 1890 " Kelale ha-Gemara " (Rules
of tlie Geinara), a methodology of the Talmud,
;

the first half of tlie thirteentii century.
He was the
pupil of R. SoloiiK)!! of Montpellier, and was one of
tlie ralibis of Provence who condemned the i)hilosophical works of Maimonides and the study of phi-

David

losopliy.

is

also rnciilioncd in an

anonymous

on Halm Mezi'a by oik- of the Piovenwhidi is quoted in the Responsa of
ibn Lai) (iii. 60) and tho.se of Joseph di 'I'rani

coinineiitiiry

rabbis,

r;al

Jos<"fili

on

"i'oiili

De'ali, 39.

lilHLiodRAriiY
I.,

:

MIchnel,

Or hn-Ifnuylm,

pp. 'Md.

DAVID BEN SOLOMON IBN ABI ZIMRA
or ZAMIRO (ai.so known as RaDBaZ)
Spanish
:

Tahiiudist and cabalist; bom in Spain aiiout, 1179;
died at Safcd, Palestine, 15H9.
He was tiiirteen
years of age when his parents, banished from Spain,
settled in Safed, where he studied under the dircc
tif)n

This statenicnl, which is
is contested by Friiin

of Jo.scph SaragoH.sa.

given

])y all his

kin ("Eben

biographers,

Shemu.l,"

p.

48).

I^ater

David

re

moved to Cairo, and in 1514 In; is found there as
a member of the bet din presided over by the
"

Abraham ben Solomon Akra, Venice,

Kadmon"

(Pristine

liiglit),

Nemarim"
1599; "Or

a cabalistic work, edited

Mo.ses Hagis, Venice, 1713; "Magen Dawid"
(Shield of David), a mystical ('Xi>lanalion of the
alphabet opposing Recanali and R. Judaii Hayyat,
edited by M. Hagis, Amsterdam, 1713; "iMe/.udat

by

Dawid " (TIk! Hulwark of David), giving reasons for
the commandments according to the four metliods
of exi)laiiation known as " pardis" (Zolkiev, 1H02);

."M".

N, T. L.

o.

luililishcd in the collection " iMe-IIarere

of

nagid " Isaac ShoJal. In 1517, on tiie abolition of
the ollice of nagid by tlie Turkisli gov(rrnment,

"Miktani li'-Dawid "(David's Poem), cabalistic homon the Song of Songs, still extant in inanu
.script; " K<'ter Malkut " (Crown of Royalty), prayers
for the Day of Atonement, first pubiishe(i with tlu;
above-mentioned "Or ]\admon," reprinted in tlie
"ShebetMusiir"of Elijah ben Abraham Solomon liaKohen of Smyrna, and finally inserted liy Ibideiiheim
in th(r ritual for the eve of the Day of Atonement;
"(Jillui le Idrot," a commentary on tlie "Idrot,"
with notes by Hayyim Vital, still extant in manu" Dine
.scriptin tlie Abarbanel Library at Jernsalr-m
Rabba we Zuta" (The Great and Small Decisions),
a commentary on the Shull.ian ''Aruk; "Shib'im Pailies

:

David ibn

Ya^jiva

THE

Davidsou, Audre'

Dim

111

Tonih

"

.IE

WISH ENCYCLOPEDIA

(Sevi-nty Mi-UhhIs of tlio ExpluuaTlio last two works mo men-

tious of tho Tonih).

David
tioiied iu till- preface of "Miigen Dawicl."
ben Solomon's respousa are his greatest contribution
to Jewish litemt lire; parts of it were published in
Lt>ghorn. UmI ^Nos. 1-aoOt: Veniee. 175)9 (Nos.
1-81S); Fnrth. 1781 (Nos. 400-G49) Leghorn, 1818
(Nos C0r)l-V?;?41). A eonipiele edition of tlie re;

sponse was published

in

Sud/.ilkow

IHJJO.

Conforte. j^'occ hn-Dorot, p. 'Mb; Azulnl,
Slum lia-(iaii>lim. I. 44; Stelnsclineuier, Cut. UihU. col.
ix. 4!W; Mli-lmel, Orlia8!<f<; Wuiulorlwr. In Orient. Lit.
l^ainiii'U p. 347, No. 77!i; Kiienn, Kettanet l"i>ni<i, p. 234;
>Yiiinklii. Ebcn Sheintul, pp. 47-">l.
I. Bu.
o.
I.,

BiBi.iocRAPiiY

:

DAVID IBN YAHYA. See Ibn Yahya, David.
DAVID BEN ZAKKAI: E.xilarch; known in
Jewish history especially for his controversy with
Saadia; died in 940. He was a relative of the prince
of the Exile, 'Ukba, who had been deposed from
office and banished, and was his successor in the
e.xilarchate.
The ottice was at this time confronted
by a dangerous adversary in the person of the passionate and ambitious gaon Mar Kohen-Zedek (in
office 917-936). who attempted to make the Academy
of Pumbedita the only center of the Babylonian
Jews, thereby threatening the existence of the sister
academy at Sura. He, as well as the Academy of
Pumbedita, refused to recognize David as exilarch,

whereupon

the latter,

who was

equall}' resolute

and

ambitious, deposed Kohen-Zedek and appointed another gaon. This dispute lasted for two years, until
Nissim Naharwani, highly respected for hispiet}', intervened and reconciled the adversaries, peace being
concluded at Sarsar (half a day's journey south of

Kohen-Zedek and his college accompanied
the exilarch as far as Bagdad (in the fall of 921)
David ben Zakkai, in turn, recognizing the former
as gaon of Pumbedita. But the reputation of the
weaver
Academy of Sura continued to dwindle.
filled the office of gaon for two years (926-928), and
the ancient and famous academy was on the point
of being dissolved, when Saadia, called from Egypt
by the exilarch, was appointed gaon. This was
against the advice of Naharwani, who favored
Bagdad).

A

The opposing exilarch was bani.shed to
the case.
Khoraaaii, where hiter on he died; and Saadia was
deprived of his gaoiiate (beginning of 933). Saadia
went

to Bagdad, devoting the four years of his involuntary leisure to research.
He was reinstated in
consequence of a law case in which one of the parties concerned chose the exilarch as judge, while the
other chose Saadia, whereupon David had the nuvn
maltreated who appealed to his adver.saiy.
This
caused general excitement, and restoration of peace
between the two became imperative. A reconciliation took place on Feb. 27, 937.
The opposing gaon
was removed from office, and Saadia forgot his injuries. After the exilarch's death Saadia even voted
David took part
for his son J udah as his successor.
in the controversy with Ben MkIr in regard to the
fixing of the calendar; and he was one of those who
excounnunicated the agitator (sec "Rev. Et. Juives,"
xl. 261, xlii. 182).

BIBMOGRAPHV:
Abraham it»n

;

Sherlni's Z/Cffcc. in

Med.Jrw.

(liron.i. 33,39;

David, Sefer hu-Kabli(tlah, in Mat. Jew.
(compare il. 79, '£U); Mas'udi, in De Sacy's
Chre.^tomathie Arabe. 1. 35(); Grfttz, GeAich.v. passim; Jew.
Quart. Rev. xiv.A9; Felix Lazarus, I>i« Hiiupter der Vertriebenen. in Briiil's Jahrl>Ucher. x. 179; Harkavy, Stiidten
tmd Mittheilunaoi, v. 209, 221, 222 et sea.
Chriiii.

1.

(55

E. N.

G.

DAVID-GORODOK Town
:

of Minsk, Russia.

In 1895

it

in the

government

had a population of

10,086, including 4,902 Jews." The latter are mostly
engaged in business and in industrial vocations.

There are 672

own

artisans, 564 of

Trade

business.

whom

conduct their

in bricks, timber, boats, fish,

meat, fire- wood, hoops, iron brackets, etc., engages
the activities of the inhabitants. The greater part
to tlieSe products goes by boat to Minsk and Kiev.
About 20 families are engaged iu agriculture 20 persons are occupied in gardening; 6 are teamsters; 13
are employed in shop or factory, mill or brick-yard,
and 140 hire out as day-laborers. There are no
etc.
There is a public school encharitable institutions.
rolling 300 male pui)ils, of whom 11 are Jewish and
it has a girls' department containing 75 pupils, 10
of whom are Jewish. There are 23 hadarim, with
150 pupils, and 7 independent teachers of the Russian language, with 50 pupils.
;

;

;

Zemah

ibn Shahin ("Medieval Jew. Chron." ii. 80);
but the wisdom of the choice was shown when
Saadia made the fame of Sura surpass even that of
Pumbedita.
The friendly relations between David b. Zakkai
and Saadia were soon disturbed. David shrank from
nothing which might strengthen his position, and
misused his influence in order to extort large contiibutions from the community.
A case of inheritance which David had decided illegally for reasons
of self-interest, led to a rupture between the two.
The exilarch asked the two geonim to sign the document in fjuestion. Kohen Zedek dared not refuse,
but Saadia did. David deposed Saadia from office
and banished him. appointing in his place the insignificant Joseph b. Jacob b. Satia.
Saadia, however, took \ip tiie gauntlet
he. in turn, deposed
David, and, together with his followers, appointed
David's brother. Josiah Hasan, as exilarch.
The Babylonian Jews were now divided into two
parties, each of whicii appealed to the calif AlMuktadir. His successor, Al-Kahir, finally decided
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S. J.

H. R.

DAVIDOV

DAVYDOV), JULIUS

Rusborn at Goldiugen, Courland, 1803;
died at Moscow 1870. He graduated from the University of Dorpat in 1833, and practised medicine in
his native town until 1838, when he removed to Moscow. At the time of his death he held the position
of chief physician of the Nicholas Orphan Asylum.
Prior to his removal to Moscow he had embraced
(or

:

sian physician;

Christianity.

Two of his sons became distinguished: August
Davidov, mathematician; author of many i)n|)ular
books on mathematics; born at (Joldingen
Moscow in 1H85. Carl Davidov,
violoncellist; born at Goldiugen in 1838; died at

.school
in

1823; died at

Moscow

in 1889.

BjBi.iofjRAPHV: Brennsohn, Die Aerztr Knrlands, Mitau,
1902, .s.r.; Vengerov, liinornficliaiki Stuvar, s.v.
II.

M. R.

n.

DAVIDOVICH, JUDAH LOB

Russian Hebraist; born at Wilna 1855; died at Odessa Jan. 1,
1898.
He spent several years of his youth working
:

Returning to
Russian
army later he studied surgerj-, but had no success
as a practising " Feldscher, " or assistant surgeon and
after a futile attempt to make a career as a singer,
he settled in Odessa about 1885 as a private teacher,
remaining there until his death.
Davidovich wasa frequent contributor to Russian
newspapers ou topics of general interest, and in
Odessa he was influenced by Asher Ginzberg to
turn his attention to Hebrew literature. His most

and studying

in

Western countries.
liis term

his native land, he served

in the

;

:

notable effort in that line is his translation into
of Herbert Spencer's essay on education,
with preface and e.xplanatory notes, published, under
the name "Ha-Hinnuk," by the Ahias.\f Company
(Warsaw, 1894). He al.so wrote two valuable articles on educational subjects in "Ha-Shiloah" (vols,

Hebrew

i.,

ii.).

Bibliography: Ha-Shiloah,
II.

David ibn Yahya
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iii.

187.

P.

K.

DAVIDS,

ARTHTTR LUMLEY

Wi.

English

:

Lomlon 1811; died from a sudden attack of cholera July 19, 1832. At an early age
he applied himself more particularly to the study
of mechanics, music, and experimental philosophy.
At tlie age of fifteen he began the preparation of a
"Bible Encyclopedia," at the same tinie making
himself proficient in Turkish and in other foreign
Orientalist; born in

Wishing to follow the legal profession,
languages.
he entered the office of a solicitor, but found himself
prevented as a Jew from proceeding to the bar.
This prompted his devotion to the cause of the civil
emancipation of the Jews, which he advocated in
several articles ackiressed to the ].,ondon "Times."
Davids' reputation as a scholar rests on his

"Grammar

f)f the Turkish Language." dedicated to
the Sultan of Turkey, Mahniud II., which, being the
product of so youthful a scholar, evoked high appreciation and commendalion.

Bibliography: AxiaticJuurnal. Dec, 1832 Der Jude, Jan..
ItSJ; The Hebrew Review, i.; Morals, Eminent Israelites.

Davidson,

Andrew

Berlin Wagnerverein, and subsequently became ah
enthusiastic advocate of the Wagnerian theatrical
arrangements in Bayreuth, thus championing the

composer's cause at a time when
eral animosity and opposition.

met with gen-

it

Bibliography: Anton Bettelheim, Biographisches Jahrhuch
luui Dcut'^cher

pp. 3fr-37, Berlin, 1898; Richard
Relnfels, Das Geistige Berlin, pp. 64-65,

]\'ckr(ih>ij,

Wrede and Hans von

Ad. Kohut, BerUhmtc Israditische MUiiner
Frauen, No. 12, p. U4. Leipsic. 1901.

Berlin. 1897

und

;

B. B.

s.

DAVIDSOHN, LEON

Russian publicist and
translator; born at Kopil, government of Minsk,
1855.
He was educated at an early age in the Talmud and the Hebrew language. His father confided
him to a teacher who explained the Bible according
When Davidsohn
to Mendelssohn's commentary.
was a boy of nine years he could write Hebrew
verse.
At the age of twelve he was sent to the yeshibah of Mir; two years later he went to Karelitz,
where he studied the Talmud under his uncle Isaac
At the age of fifteen,
Jehiel, rabbi of that town.
having been graduated as rabbi, he went to Minsk
and began the study of Russian and of other secular
:

subjects.

One of Davidsohn 's articles about that time in
Hebrew paper "Ha-Kol," in which he exhorted
the rich Russian Jews to found a school of Jewish
science, made a great impression on the progressionIn the same year he wrote for the same paper
ists.
the

on the development of handicraft and agriamong the Jews. From Minsk he went
to AVarsaw, where he graduated as doctor of mediHe there made the acquaintance of
cine in 1888.
the Polish writer Clemens Junosza, who asked him
to translate into Russian Abramovich's "Die Kliatche" and "Masse'ot Binyamin ha-Shelishi." The
latter work he translated also into Polish under the
He practises medtitle of " Don Kiszot Zydowski."
icine atPruzhany, and continues to write articles for
articles

culture

various

Hebrew

papers.

;

8.V.

DAVIDSOHN, BOGUMIL.

See

Dawison,

DAVIDSOHN, GEORG:
;it

F<b.

l)iiii/.ig,

0, 1897.

German

journalist

Piu.ssia. Dec. 19, lH8.1i; died in Ber-

He was

originally destined for a

menliant's career, but in 1856 went to Berlin, and
aele<l for variniis newspajiers as reporter of events
He joined the
in the economic and business world.
efiiiorial staff of the " Berliner Borsen-Zeitung " in
1H(5(), devoting himself mainly to the commercial ile
jiartment; but sr)oii found op|iortmiity for also e.xercisiiig lii.H literary gifts as a feuilletonist in the weekly
supplement ff) this |)aper, which he founded under
He made the rethe title "Die Biirse des Lebens."
view of musical events and the criticism of operas
his sper;ialty.
In 1HI5H Davidsohii establisiied the
"Berliner Borsen -Courier," which he conducted till
his death, retaining

the

tor even sifter 1HH4, wiieii

position as
it

II.

1.

B. El.

K.

DAVIDSOHN, ROBERT:

German

journalist;

younger biolbcror Gforg Daviosoun; bornat Dan-

Bof.l Mil,

lin

Dor Rabbanaw we-Soferaw,

l."i,

G. L.

.1.

born

BiBLiocRAPiiv: Eisenstadt,
Warsaw, 189.").

its

i

liief

edi-

He joined his brother on the
zig Ai)ril 26, 1853.
staff of the "Berliner IJinseii Courier,"
writing satirical t^ritiipies of actors, actresses, and
Worsted in an attack on Lilli Lehman, he
singers.
He then went to Italy to
soon after left Berlin.
gather historical material, and .soon made an enviable
editorial

Davidsohn

is

ISHl; "I'hilipp II. August von Franknich
liigehorg." 1888; " Geschichte dcr Sladt Floreii/.," IHiJO; and an edition of the last named work
covering the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries,
'I'liiiis,"

un.l

publishe.l
llKil.

mill

am

|>|>.

lUUO.

in

Illlii.uicRArilY

KilrwtiixT. /»< iiZ-c/irr Lilnnlur-Knlrnilrr,
2(0; Knluii, linltliintc lnmclH ifihc Miliiiivr

:

l-')iiuiii. xll. 111.

E. Ms.

became the j)roperty of

a joint-stock company.
Personally intimate with Hicbard Watrner. David
sohn was the first advocate of his productions in the
Berlin press.
He was one of the founders of the first

new line of endeavor.
the author of " Vom Nordkap bis

reputation in this

DAVIDSON,
lirew

and

liiiVgh;

ANDREW

B.

(»ri<iilal laiiL'uatri's in

born

at

Kirkhill,

Aberdeen.shire. Scotland,

in
in

Professor of He{'ollege, Kdin-

:

New

the parish of Kllon,
died in Edin-

IKjl

;

Davidson. Benjamin
Savis, James

Tin:

JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA

Ho was oiliicnted at the Uniburjrh Jan. 'JO, 1902.
versity of Aberdeen. trr:uhiatin<r in 1849. He entered
New College. Edinliuiirh, in 1J».">'2, to .study for the
ministry, uiul was lieensed in 1S.")7.
In ISoS l>iividson beenine lltlnew tutor in New
College. Here he proiiueeil an " Kleinentury Hebrew
Graniinar
(1894V

" (2<i ed.. 1890)

and

his

"Hebrew Syntax

"

book on Job

lirst

(ch. 1-14)

was

jHih

When, in the folHsIuhI by Williams A: Norgate.
lowing year, the eliairof Hebrew fell vaeant, Davidson was appointed professor by the unanimous vote
In 1871 he was
of the Free Chureli Assemblj-.
chosen to be one of the Old Testament revision comDavidson was the author of a book on Job,
mittee.
published in 1884 as one of the •'Cambridge Bible
For the same series lie wrote the commenSeries.''
taries on Ezekiel, Nahum, Habakkuk, and Zephaniah.
He wrote also in the series of handbooks
published by T.
T. Clark a commentary on the
Epistle to the Hebrews (1882); and he furnished
many important articles for the "Bible Dictionary"
edited by Dr. Hastings, among them "Covenant,"
" Eschatology of the Old Testament." "God," and

&

"Prophecy."
F.

T.

11.

V.

DAVIDSON, BENJAMIN:

English Orientalist of Jewish birth
died 1871.
He was a worker
for the British Society for the Propagation of the
Gospel Among the Jews, and when that institution
founded in London (1847) a college for the training
of its mis-sionaries, he was appointed principal. He
is the author of an " Analytical Hebrew and Chaldee
Lexicon." "Syriac Reading Lessons, with Analysis,"
and " Chaldee Reading Lessons." He assisted in the
editing of the " Englishman's Hebrew and Chaldee
Concordance." His chief work, however, was posthumous—a " Concordance of the Hebrew and Chaldee Scriptures," London, 1876.
BiBLiooRAPHV McCllntock and Strong, Cyc. xll., s.v.
J
V. E.
;

:

DAVIDSON, ELLIS
technologist;
9,

for class-teaching of drawing, which were used in
government and other schools.
l)a\ids(in was the author of
number of clcniciitary workson tlrawing and jxjpuhir hygiene, among
which may be mentioned the following, all published in London: "Orthographies and Isometrical
Projection," 1808; "Houses and What They Arc
\Ia(ie Of." 1809 " Our Food
a i:seful Book for Boys
and Girls," 1870; "Drawing for Carpenters and
Joiners"; " Gothic Stonework
History and Principles of Church Architecture," 1874; "The Amateur
ii

;

In 1802 his

March
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bom

1878.

A.

:

English author and

at Hull 1838; died at London
Going early to London, he at-

tended the School of Design and the School of Art
at South Kensington, and was one of the first artteachers sent into the provinces by the Science and
Art Department. For several years he was connected with tlie college at Chester. In 1866 Davidson was appointed principal art-master of the
Citv Middle Class School, a position which he subsequently resigned in order to devote himself more
completel}' to the production of a series of educational works especially devoted to technical training, in which he may be regarded as a pioneer.
He
was well known as a successful art-lecturer, having
acquired great facility in speech and considerable
skill with his pencil.
Davidson took an active interest in several communal movements, especially those intended to promote the intellectual developmentof the adult members of the Jewish industrial classes.
He also
delivered lectures under the auspices of the Teachers'
Training Association, the Horological Society, and
the Hor^e Guards.
He produced a series of models

:

:

Ilouse-Carpenter."
niHi.iocuAPUv
don, Miurli

:

Jcwixh ChrDtiiclc and JcwMi Worlil, LonAUiboue,

15, 1878;

JJict. (if

Aulliors,

s.v.

G. L.

.1.

DAVIDSON, THOMAS

:

Philosopher and lec-

turer; born of Presbyterian parents at Deer, near

Aberdeen, Scotland, Oct. 25, 1840; died at Montreal,,
Quebec, Sept. 14. 1900. After graduating from Aberdeen University (1860) he successively held the positions of rector of the Grammar School of Old Aber-

m

deen, teacher and professor in various places
England, Scotland, and America. He traveled extensively, and became a proticient linguist, acijuiring
a knowledge of French, German, Italian, Spanish,
Greek, Latin, and Arabic. His ideal was to popularize knowledge among the masses, and with this
end in view he founded the London Fabian Society,

but lost interest in it when it drifted into socialism.
His interest in St. Thomas Aquinas secured for him
an invitation from the pope to proceed to Italy and
assist in the preface to a new Vatican edition of the
saint's works. He organized the Collegiate Institute of Canada and theGlenmore School for Culture
Sciences at Keene in the Adirondack Mountains.
Davidson's most successful work Avas in connection
with the Educational Alliance in New York, where
he attained wide popularity by a series of lectures
on sociology. A special class was formed for Jewish young men and women, whom he introduced to
the great w-riters on sociology and their problems.
He aimed at founding among them what he called
a " Breadwinners' College," but his work was cut
short by his untimely death.
His pupils have continued the classes, and annually honor his memory.
Among Davidson's manj'' w^orks are: "Fragmentsof Parmenides" (1809), and "The Parthenon Frieze
and Other Essays" (1882). He introduced to English readers the philosophical system of Antonio Rosmini-Serbati, most of whose works he translated.
Bibliography: Appleton's Annual Cydopedin. 190(), p. 57;
Intemaliminl Journal of FJhic,% xl. 4w; Wlio's Who in
America, 1900; American Hebrew, Ixvil. 514, 585.
J.

J.

DAVILA, DIEGO ARIAS:

S.

Minister and confidant of King Henry IV. of Castile; born of Jewish
parents in Segovia died in 1466.
He, together with
his family, embraced the Christian faith when Vincent Ferrer was preaching special sermons with a
view to making converts. Drawn to the court of
Juan II. of Castile by Alvaro de Luna, Davila. in
conjunction with his former coreligionist Juan Paclieco, became both the farmer and the administrator
of the royal taxes.
In time he gained the confidence of the prodigal young king Henry to such
a degree that the latter appointed him head of the
;

royal audit office or minister of finance (" contatlor

mayor").

To win popular favor both he and his wife showed
themselves very generous toward the Churcli nevertheless he was al ways considered a Jew.
The author
of the " Coplas del Provincial " addressed to Davila
the following malignant couplet:
;

"

A

Diego Arias p
.
eres e fuiste Judlo,
tienes gran senorio
Contigo non me dispute."
ti

.

.

Hebrew, under the title "Sefer Mishpete haKokabim," the astronomical and astrological work
of Abu al-Hasan Ali ibn Abi Rijal, entitled "AlBari' " (The Excellent).
This work was translated
iuto Spanish, at the request of Alfonso X., by the
physician Judah ben Moses Cohen in 1256, and from
the Spanish back into Latin by Gilles de Thebaldis
of Parma.
Davin's translation,

E

his coreligionists Davila's attitude

was

and forbidding; only later,
when it became his duty to appoint supervisors of
the revenues in most of the cities, did he have refor a h)ug time cold

course to Maranos. Furllierinore, despite repeated
decrees of the Cortes to the contrarj-, he appointed
Jews as tax-farmers. The chief administrator of the
ducal tax-revenues at the time was D. Moses ZarRabbi Abraham and Joseph Castellano were
fati
the farmers of the revenues in the bishopric of Roa
from 1460 to 1463, and D. Moses of Briviesca the farmer of the revenues of S. Salvador de Oha in 1455.
While the Jewish tax-farmers were very lenient, the
!Marano officials appointed by Davila showed them;

which drew upon them the enmity
of the people to such an extent that D. Gomez
Manrique, who possessed great influence, preferred
charges against tlie minister, and in the "Advice"
selves merciless,

which he addressed to him ("Consejos Sl Diego
Arias") he predicted for him a fate similar to that
With a king so frivolous and
of Alvaro de Luna.
prodigal as Henry, Davila's sii nation was indeed
very difficult and precarious; and he often found

On one ochimself on the verge of being deposed.
casion, when he' represented to the king that the
conditions urgently demanded a curtailment of expenditure, the king replied in an imperious tone" You speak as Diego Arias; I act as king."
Tlie castle Punorostro, together with tlie villages
and hamlets connected with it, which, after its acquisition by him, he turned into an ciitailfd estate,
Davila transfi-rred t(j iiis oldest son, Pedro Davila,
wliom he married to D. Maria de Meiuhj/.a, niece of
tiie first Duke del Infanbido and a grandchild of
Maniuis de .SjintilJana. Pedro filled the .same position ashis father had at the court of Henry IV., until
he was overlhrf)wn throiii^li llu; intrigues of Aloiiso
de Fonsera.
Davila's second son, Juan Arias Davila (not
"de Avila"), was Bishop of Segovia. Full of hatred against tlic! Jews, he caused sixteen of them
who had been accused of a ritual nuirder to he
btirned at the stake.
Cnstlllo. Crnnira ili; D. Enjos IU'..s, JliHt. III. l:« r.t Hni., KW
rtinif, I v. XX.: Atrmdnrrlc
ct »eq.: Gratz. O'ckc/i. vill. 327.

BiBt.tOfiRAPIlv

:

Knrlfiiiez del

M

o.

K

DAVIN, SOLOMON BEN DAVID, OF RO.Vstronomer. lived in ilie seciiiid half of the
fouiteenth century. Hewasa discijjjeof Inunanuel
of Tarascon (France). He translated from the Latin
:

extant in manuscript (Bib-

MS. Mo. 1067), is accompanied by glosses, which begin with the abbreviated

Diego Arias, thou wretohed hypocrite,
A Jew thou wert and a Jew thou art.
Great is the power that i.s thine
Hence to no dealings with thee I incline."

Toward

still

lioth(>que Nutionale, Paris,

[Tr.\nslatiox.]
*'

Davis, James

into

Que

DEZ

Davidson, Benjamin
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form of his name— p-nyOH m^J'K (= ]")! HD^'J' nOK
n^D^n), "And said Solomon Davin, the disciple,
the translator." Davin also translated the astronomical tables of Paris, to which lie added notes.
This translation is still extant in manuscript (Munich MS. No. 343).
BiBLiOGR.\PHY Renan-Neubauer, Lcs Ecrivains Juif^s Fran:

pp. 417 et se(/.; Gross, Gallia Judaica, pp. 389, aJG;
Sieinschneider, Hehi: Uebcrs. pp. 578 et seq.
G.
I. Br.
iaii>.

DAVIS, ALFRED:

Philanthropist; born in
1870.
Starting life as a
commenced business on his
own account and his firm svibsequentl)' became
one of the largest concerns in England as importers
of foreign goods in the Birmingham and Sheffield

Loudon

1811 died Jan.
general dealer, he soon
;

6,

;

trade.

Davis was an ardent worker in the cause of the
advancement of the community, and was early associated with the Jews' Free School, of which he was
treasurer for twenty-five years, and to which he
contributed some munificent donations. He undertook the expense of the educational equipment of
the teaching staff, and at his death bequeathed the

sum
was

of £30,000 (§150,000) to the institution.
also a liberal supporter of Jews' College.

He

Bibliography: Jewish Oironicle and Jcxcish Record, London, Jan.

14, 1870.

G. L.

J.

DAVIS, FREDERICK:

Archeologist; born at

Cheltenham 1843; died in London July 14, 1900.
He was the eldest son of John Davis of Derby, and
was educated at the Derby and Belper schools.
Entering the engineering profession, he for some
years was a partner in the Pho'iiix Foundry and
Engineering Works at Derby.

He devoted

himself

to archeological pursuits, and was elected a member
of the council of the Society of Anticiuaries and of
tlie

a

Silchester Excavation Committee.

liistory of the discoveries of the "

I)avis wrote

Roman

British

City of Silchester," and also a work entitled "The
Etymology of Smne Derbyshire Race Names," and
at the time of his death was preparing a work ou
" MisiiomeiH.
Jtim.HKiRAiMiv JiwUih Chronicle, London, July 20, 1900.
G. L.
.1.
:

DAVIS, JAMES (OWEN HALL):
playwright and

juiinialisl

;

English
He
burn ab(»ut 1H4H.

was educateil at University College, London, and
After
took the degree of bachelor of laws in IHftH.
devoting some years to the practisi- of law as a solicitor (1874-80), lie abandoned it in favor of journalHe was edilf)r aii<l proprietor of a society
ism.
paper. "Tlie Bat " (1885-87). and assistant editor of
Oaiignani's

"

Messenger

" in

Pads

(1888-90).

For a

Davis, Maurice

TIIH

Diiy of Jud^uieut
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time Diivis iiitorosttnl liimself in politics, contrstiiiir
Duiuiulk in tlie Coiiscrvativo iiiteivst at tlie (.'U'ctinn
of 1890. He is the ftuthor of several comic operas
wliiih Imvf hnd mi oiiormous suocoss, ainonsi tlicin
iH'inir

"A

Craii'ty (till,"

"An

Artist's ^ItuU'l."

"The

Geisha. " " A Greek Shive," and " Florodora. " Since
1899 he has edited a weekly paper. "Tlio Piuenix."
.1.
V. E.

DAVIS, MAURICE:

Englisli

pliysician

and

1821; died in London
Davis was one of the earliest EngSept. 29, 1898.
He
lish Jews trained for tlie medical profession.
was educated at King's College. Lond(Mi, where he
piiilantiiropist

liad

:

born Oct.

8,

gaining the

a distinguished medical career,

prize in medicine and clinical surgery, and filling several residential positions in the King's ColLi 1887 he was placed ou the comlege Hospital.
tirst

mission of the peace for the county of Middlesex, and
justice of the peace for the new county of
London. Davis served on the committee of the
metropolitan branch of the British Medical Association and on the board of directors of the Society for
the Relief of Widows and Orphans of Medical Men
he was a member of the Jewish Board of Guardians
of the council of the Anglo-Jewish Association, and
was an honorary medical officer of the Jewish Convalescent Home.
He produced some literary work, contributed to
various specialist periodicals, and wrote some extravaganzas for the benefit of different charities.

became

Bibliography

:

Jeicish Chronicle, Sept. 30, 1898.

MIRIAM

ISABEL: English painter
DAVIS,
born in London, where, after making a tour of the
galleries of Venice, Florence,

and Rome, she began

a systematic course of artistic study at the Bloomsbury School of Art. Her artistic career commenced
in 1882, in which year she exhibited at the Society
of Lady Artists.
In 1887 a picture by her entitled

New

was hung

the Royal Academy
in 1889 she contributed to the Paris Salon; and
since then has exhibited in every gallery of importance.
Among her works are: "Winter Harmo"
nies, " 1887
Shady Seat, " 1888 " The Last of the
Season," 1889; "White and Gold," 1890 (exhibited at
the New Gallery) " Pure Emblems of Pleasure, " 1891
(Royal Academy); "Simplicite," 1892 (F^aris Salon).
From 1895 Miss Davis has been engaged in portrait
painting, exhibiting often at the Society of Women
Painters, of which she was one of the founders.
"

Music

"

at

A

;

;

;

Bibliography
Book.

:

Jewish World, Nov.

24, 1899

;

Jewish Year

56ei.

G. L.
English educationist and writer; born in London 1830.
He was educated at Jews' Free School, in which he ultimately
became Talmud Torah master. Subsequently he
was headmaster of the Gates of Hope School of the
Spanishand Portuguese Jews. For two years (18731875) lie was editor of the "Jewish World." After
this, earning liis living by private tuition, he devoted his leisure to research among the unpublished
records of the preexpulsion liistory of the Jews of
England. He has made an unrivaled collection of
excerpts. from the Latin and Hebrew records prior
.1.

DAVIS,

MYER DAVID

:

which was published by the Anglo-Jewish
Historical Exhibition of 1SS7 under the title "She-

to 1290.
t^vroth:

Hebrew Deeds

of English

Jews" (London,

1888).
BMU.ioiiitAPnv

:

Jewish Year Book,

1908.

J.

DAVIS,

NATHAN:

Traveler and archeologist;
born 1812; died at Flon^iice Jan. 6, 1882. He spent
many years of his life in northern Africa, and for
some years lived in an old Moorish palace about ten
miles from Tunis.
Early in life he became converted to Christianity, and in 1853 he edited the
"Hebrew Christian Magazine," becoming afterward
a non-conformist minister. From 1856 to 1858 he
was engaged on behalf of the British Museum in excavations at Carthage and Utica. He discovered numerous antiquities, including Roman mosaic pavements and Phenician inscriptions.
His publications are: "Tunis, or Selections from
a Journal During a Residence in That Regency,"
Malta, 1841: "A Voice from North Africa." 1844;
" Evenings in My Tent," 1854 " Ruined Cities Within Numidian and Carthaginian Territories " " Carthage and Her Remains," 1861. He also published
;

;

"Israel's True Emancipator,"
Reading Lessons," 1854.

1853,

and "Arabic

Bibliography: The Time^, London, Jan.

14, 1882; Athelurum, London, Jan., 1882; Martin, Handbook of ContempoBiographu.
J.
G. L.

rarii

DAWISON (DAVIDSOHN), BOGUMIL:
born at Warsaw May 15, 1818; died at
Dresden Feb. 1, 1873. In his boyhood he earned a

Actor;
G. L.

J.
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precarious living as
itinerant correspond-

ent for various firms,
alternating this occupation with that of
sign-writer; and then

he obtained employ-

ment

in the editorial

office of the "

Gazeta

Warszawska," where
intelligence attracted the attention
of the editor. Dr.
his

Krugski, and where
he rose to be dramatic

But the stage
had such attractions for the youth
that he began study-

critic.

itself

Boguinil Dawison.

ing at the Warsaw
Theatrical School (1835). On Nov. 30, 1837, Dawison
appeared at the Polish Theater as Ousiavin " Zwei Galeerenstrilflinge," and he obtained engagements in
1839 at Warsaw and Wilna. On Aug. 9, 1841, he made
his German debut as /?rtra7i Sternhelmin "DasLetzte
Abenteuer," following with Ferdinnndm Schiller's
" Kabale und Liebe " and Masham in "Un Verre
d'Eau." Dawison remained in Lemberg for five
years, going thence in 1846 to Breslau, Bricg, and
Stettin.

His next appearance was on Feb. 13, 1847, at
later he married Wanda von
Ostaja-Starzewska. In 1849 he starred in Vienna,

Hamburg, where a year

and on Nov. 6 signed a six-year contract with HeinThe latter developed Dawison's latent
rich Laube.
powers and made him the greatest character-actor
on the German stage.
Two years before his contract with Laube had expired, Dawison went to the Hof -Theater in Dresden,
wliere he became the rival of the local favorite, Emil
Devrient. Numerous bickerings ensued, and Dawison departed for Munich, whence he went to Berlin

He

appeared in Paris at the celebration of
the one hundredth anniversary of Schiller's birth
(1859), and on reciting the entire third act of "Don
Carlos" was acclaimed by the French as the greatest
exponent of classic declamation.
In 1864 Dawison starred Germany, and in 1866 he
went to the United States. He plajed seventj-six
times while there, earning for himself §50,000. On
his return his memory gave way, and a few months
later he became a mving maniac.
He died while
in a paroxysm.
His best roles were MepMsto, Franz Moor, Marc
Antony, Hamlet, Alba, Don Carlos, Charles F., Ric(1855-56).

caut de

la Marliniere,

Harleigh, Stephan,

Foster,

and Othello.
For the Polish stage Dawison wrote some dramas
and comedies, among them "Nasz Antos," Warsjiw,
1835, and "Noc
Poranek" (after Bulwer's novel
"Night"), Warsaw, 1844.
Molih-e, Morinelli, Richard III., Lear,

i

BiBLiOGRAPHT A. von Wurzbarh, Lerikon. xi., Vienna, 1871
Ludwig Hartrnann, in the Dcut.'tcher BUhuen-Almanach,
pp. 12x-l.'J9, B«-rlin, 1873; AUgemeine Dexdxche BUigi-aphie,
Iv. 787-789; EncuMopedja Powsiechtia. iv., s.v., Warsaw,
:

H.

Davis, Maurice
of Judg-ment
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E. Ms.

K.

DAX

:

Town

in

tlie

department of Landcs,

France, with a population of 11,000. The nunilxT
of Jews residing there is not sufficient to form a congregation.
The Conseil d'Etat, Nov. 20, 1684, decreed tlie expulsion of the Jews from Dax, the list
accompanying the decree mentioning three Portuguese families: Fernaudes, Flores, and Leon.
Bibliography: Canlozo de Bethpncourt, Trrxor
ilim. In

Jui/x

lie

Urv. Kl. Jxiives, xxv. 241

liaymme,

p. ajtJ,

;

H. Leon,

<ie»

Sephar-

HMoire

des

paiviin.

C. 1)K B.

•1.

reference to sacrifices, where daytime and the night
following constitute one day (Lev. vii. 15 see Calexdar). "The day" denotes: (a) Day of the
Lord (b) the Daj' of Atonement (c) the treatise of
the Mishnah that contains the laws concerning the
Day of Atonement (see Yoma and Sabbath).
;

;

(Hebrew, "yr.m"): In the Bible, the .seaof light (Gen. i. 5), la.stiiig "from dawn |lit.
" the rising of the morning "] to the coming forth of

the stars" (Nch. iv. 15, 17).
The term "day" is
UH«-d also to (lenoti- a jtcriod of twenty four hours
(Ex. xxi. 21).
In Jewish communal life part of
a day is at tinies rerkoned as one day; e.f/., thf
day of tlie funeral, fvcn when the latter takes place
late in the afternoon, is counted as the first of the
.seven days of mourning; a short time in the morning of the seventh day is counted as tiu; .seventh
day; eireumcisif)n takes place on the eighth day.
even though of the first day only a few minutes
remained after the birth of the riiild, these being
counted as one day. .AlmIm, a man who hears of
a vow made by his wife or his duiigliter, and desires to cancel tlie vow, must d<» so on the same day
on whieli h(! hears of it, as olherwisi' the protest

has no eflect; even if the hearing takes jilace a little time before night, the annulment must be done
within that little tinie. The day is rr-ekoned from
evening to evening /.f., night and day execj-t in

—

;

M. F.

E. G. H.

DAY OF JUDGMENT (pn DV)

Name

:

given

New-Year's Day.
In the Bible the Day of the Blowing of the Trumpet
is the first daj of the seventh
Sabbatical month
(Lev. xxiii. 24), and no mention is made of the Day
of Judgment.
The "day of God," in the sense of a
time of divine judgment of the wicked, is the one
that will appear at the end of days (see Day of the
Lord; Esch.^tology) and a description of the divine judgment in heaven is found in Dan. vii. 9, 10,
22, where the " Ancient of days " is depicted as sitting
upon the throne while the books are opened before
Him. This description is also found in the apocrypiial books.
Of a specific day in the year on
which God holds judgment over the world, no trace
is found in pre-Talmudic literature.
Philo, in his
treatise on the festivals, calls New-Years Day the
festival of the sacred moon and feast of the trumpets, and explains the blowing of the trumpets as
being a memorial of the giving of the Law and
a reminder of God's benefits to mankind in genThe Mishnah R. H.
eral ("De Scptennario," § 22).
to the first of Tisliri, as being the

—

—

;

i.

2 contains the

known

first

reference to the

Day

of

Judgment. It says: "Four times in the year the
world is judged: On Passover a decree is passed on
the produce of the soil; on the Pentecost, on the
fruits of the trees; on New- Year's Da}' all men pass
before Him [the Lord] pio 'J33 [an exjiression
rendered by the Amoraim "like young lambs" (see
"'Aruk," s.r. J-n^D "^ and IDK)] and on the Feast
of Tabernacles a decree is passed on the rain of the
year."
This Mislinaic dictum is amplified in the Tosef.
Besides the P.salni(xxxiii. 15) quoted
K. H. i. 11-13.
in regard to New- Year's Daj% Ps. Ixxxi. 4-5 is
quoted, and then follows R. Akiba's dictum:
;

DAY

sf)n

Day

" On

tlie

[second] Pa«sover day

tlie

harley-ofTerins:

Is

nn Invo-

for t tie blesslns: of the .soli's produce; tlie firsts
lliijfs l)rout{liton Pentecost lire an Invocation for the lile.sslnR of
the fnilts of tlie trees ; iiml llie liliutlon of water on the KeH.st of
c-atlon to (iod

Tahernacles Is an Itivocaliim fur lilessln(f
New-Year's I)«V the thn-cfolij prayer sluiuld
exIxplllliK

as

<ii>il

Klli(f.

.Malklot

'

reiiicinlinince for the jfimd

referrliiK to

the

triiiiipel's

men

Year's

Day

Atonement."

of

;

llie

tliroiivli

lilast.s,
;

nilii.

On

lie rei'lted, the Ilrst
securnl linplnrlntf (Jod's

man, 'ZlknuKit

iif

are Juilticd

D.iy all

'

'Shnfnrot.'
di-cree

and the

'

;

aiwl tlir thinl
Kiir

Is

on Newon tho

seale<l

R. Jose says, witli reference to Job vii. 18, "Man
judged every day "; whih; R. Nathan explains it
as "God judges man every moment" (H 11. Ifia;
is

Yer. R. H. i. 57a).
While the views of both R. Jose and R. Nathan
see?n to coiitradicl that held by tlieir master Akiba,
the hitter's has been uiiiveisjiliy received, and has
found ('xpression in the New-Year's liturgy wliich,
while called "Tekiatn de Rab" (Yer. R. H. i. 57a;
Pes.

xxiii.

Rab's, btit
s(

15<la)
is

hool-hoiise."

D'P'nV see

is

"tlie

by im means a composition of
Teki'ah liturgy fixed in Rab's

and is fif Ksseiie origin (R. II. ;J2b,
"Notizen," p. 80, Breslau, 1873;

Joel,

Day

of the Lord

THE

Dead Sea
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LiTiiUJY EssKNKs). Asissliown from tlio Mishimli
quoted, the first of Tishri was known only by tlio
:

naino of

"Niw-Yiar"

(soc also

A

r<iN!:MKNT,

Day

OK: Nkw-Yeak).

K.-K.

F.

K.

DAY OF THE LORD

v'n

DV

Au

):

osscntial

factor in the proplutic doctrine of diviue judginonl
at the end of tinu- (see Esciiatolooy), generally,
though not always, involving both punislinient ami
blessing.

It is identical

Isa. xvii. 7,

xxx.

with " that day

xxxviii.

2'^,

.");

llos.

"

(Xinn DVn

ii.

18; .Alieaii

Zeeh. ix. Hi; xiv. 4. (>, !l), "those days"
(Joel iii.l). "that time" (N\nn nyn: -Ter. xxxi. 1, R.
Zeph. iii. 19,20), or simply
v.; xxx. 25, llebr.
"the day" (Ezek. vii. 10), or "the time." On the
supposition that Genesis reflects the nation's earliest
hopes— denied by the critical schools the promises
given to the Patriarchs of ultimate blessings upon
Israel and, through Israel, upon mankind (Gen. xii.
2, 3; xvii. 2, 4, 5, 6; xxvi. 3, 4; xxvii. 29; xxxii.
12), may be taken for the primitive germ of the idea.
The original conception was probably that of the day
on which YnwH manifests Himself as the wiclder of
thunder and lightning, as the devastator who shatters the powers opposing Him and this was in historical times transformed into the day when He would
smite Israel's foes (compare Isa. xiii. 6; Ezek. xxx.
But in the eighth century b.c. Amos is found
3).
sounding a decided warning again<5t his people's expectation that simply because they are Y^nwn's people the "day of Ynwii" will bring requitement on
Israel's enemies alone.
It will be an occasion of visiting wrong-doing both within and without Israel.
"I will cause the sun to go down at noon, and I
will darken the earth in the clear day" (Amos v.
ii.

4,

V. 10;

;

—

;

18;

In Amos the punitive aspect of "the day" is
dominant; ix. 8-lo is held to be exilic by most modem commentators but see Driver, " Joel and Amos,
The day is
pp. 119-123 (Amos iii. 2, v. 18, viii. 9).
"darkness and not light "(v. 18). Amos' contemporary Hoseadoes not use the phrase, but he expresses
the idea of a judgment to come along lines identical
with those found in Amos (Hosea x. 8, xiii. 16).
Isaiah, too, strikes in the main the note of gloom.
Israel and Judah both feel the weight of divine
wrath provoked by their unrighteousness (Isa. i. 10;

17,21-26; ii. 19-21; iii. 1-15; v. 8-24). But this will
show Y'iiwh's power. He will be exalted (ii. 11-17).
The judgment cometh suddenly with earthquakes
and thunder and tempest and whirlwind and the
flame of a devouring

fire

(xxix.

6).

Still

through

this terrible process, like the purifying of silver,
the nation will be restored on a basis of righteousness (i. 24-26). Isaiah's horizon is national. The

foreign nations, too, will be judged, but only in
relation to Israel.
The kingdom is Israel's alone
(this is on the theory that the Mes.sianic passages,
except Isa. i. 24-26, are of a later age; see Cheyne,
Duhm, Hackmann, G. A. Smith, and otliers; Ilastings, " Diet. Bible," ii. 488). Micah, too, emphasizes
the doom of Jerusalem as tJie feature of the end(iii.

righteous Israel liiuls expression. This
thus contains a new elliical element; it is not,
as formerly in the popular eonception (see above),
the natural relation of Israel and Yiiwii that brings
wrath upon Israel's enemies, but it is because Israel
is rigiiteous (pnV), and Assyria, or non-Israel, is
wicked (yL*'"l; Hab. i. 4, 13). Judgment and consequent destruction fall on the "Gentiles," not on
Israel.
There is here the lirst, intimation of a worldjudgment in connection with "the day," an aspect
that becomes thenceforth more and more jiiomiZephaniah, indeed, puts it
nently emphasized.
strongly, but with the significant addition that a
righteous remnant of Israel will survive the day
("judgment" on Jerusalem i. 8-13; on Philistia,
Ethiopia, Assyria ii. 1-6; "on the nations" iii. 8;
on the earth's inhabitants i. 2, 3). The day of
Y'liwii is a day of trouble, distress, and desolation
of supernatural terrors and of darkness and thick
dark.iuss (i. 14-18).
The assembled nations are destroj'ed by Y'liwii's anger (iii. 8).
The enemies of
Israel who are to be punished are, in Zephaniah s
conception, no longer definite peoples, as tliey were
for Isaiah (see above)
they are the Q^^IJ generally,
and the instruments of God's punitive power are a
mysterious if not mythical people the "invited
in belialf of
vi(_'w

—
—

—

—

;

—

guests" of

Yhwh

(VX"lp,

i.

7).

In the Exile the conception imderwent further
Judgment is held to deal "uith individuals. Asaresidt a righteous congregation (not
nation) was to emerge to form the nuDuring
cleus of the Messianic kingdom.
This
amplifications.

the Exile,

kingdom was
the

to have its prelude in
day of Ynwir, meting out individ-

ual retribution (Jer.

i.

11-10; xxiii.

7,

8; xxiv.

5,

6;

XXV. 15-24, 27-33; xxxvi. 6-10), which will lead to

viii. 9).

time
In
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12).

the latter half of the seventh

century b.c.

(Nahum, Habakkuk, and Zephaniah) the idea that
" that day " will see the punishment of wicked Assyria

change of heart (xxiv. 7 compare xxxii. 39) a new
heart and a new covenant (xxxi. 33, 34). The blessings of the new conditions will be participated in by
the nations (iii. 17; xii. 14, 15; xvi. 19).
Only the
impenitent will be destroyed (xii. 16, 17).
Ezekiel's vision enlarges on details.
universal
uprising of the nations under Goo is one of the incidents (compare Ezek. xxxviii., xxxix. Zeph. i. 7).
With this the climax in the development of the idea
of the day of Y^iiwn seems to have been reached.
Henceforth the thought of judgment (= day of
Y'iiwh) disappears almo.st entirely, and is succeeded
by a universal Messianic kingdom, preceded not by
a day of wrath, l)ut by tiie missionary zeal of righteous Israel and the spontaneous conversion of the
nations (see Messiah).
Of the post-exilic prophets only Malacln lays great
The Temple is
stress on the element of judgment.
central to liis religious construction.
After
To it Yiiwu will come suddenly, but
the Exile, a messenger will prepare for His coming for j udgment. Before that " great
and dreadful day" Elijah will "turn the heart of
the fathers to the children, and the heart of the
children to tlieir fathers" (Mai. iv. 23, 24 [A. V. 5, 6]).
This judgment (in Hag. ii. 21-23, it is destructive for
the nations) is only on Israel (ih. ii. 17; Mai. iii. 3,
The day " burns as a furnace " it de5, 13 et fief/. ).
stroys "all the proud and the workers of iniquity."
In apocalyptic writings, however, the day of
;

;

A

;

;

Joel (400 B.C.) reverts to it.
Yiiwn reappears.
The valley of Jeboshapliat is the place oi judgment.
The nations are gathered, judged, and annihilated

Yhwh

is

Israel is justified, but

it

(Joel
2).

Day of the Lord
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12).

1, 2,

iii.

25-27, 28, 29

iii.

;

16, 17).

defender

Israel's
" the

Before

is filled with the spirit of God
announces its approach (ii. 30,

(iii.

Israel purified

is

day

" all

(ii.

28, 29).

31).

As

(ii.

Israel

Nature

in Joel, so

apocalyptic visions the idea is prominent
the day of Y'hwh (= of judgment) marks
evil's culmination, but that Israel and the righteous
will be supernaturally helped in their greatest need.
Faintly foreshadowed in Ezckiel, this thought is reproduced in various ways, until in Daniel (vii. 9, 11,
12, 21, 22; xii. 1) it finds typical expression, and is
a dominant factor in Jewish apocalyptic writings
and Talmudic eschatology (see Apocalyptic Lit-

Dead Sea

tomical knowledge was obtained by occasional postmortem examinations such as are mentioned in Bar.
45a (compare Nid. 30b). In fact disrespectful treatment of a dead human body, as. for instance, placing
the bones in a sack and loading them upon a beast,
instead of carrying them reverently to their last
resting-place, is regarded as inhuman (Ber. 18a).
See also BuntiAL Societies; Ce.metery; Funeral

Post-Mortem Exa.minations.

in all

Rites;

that

Every act of kindness done to the dead is called
hesed sliel emet [= "true unselfish love "] because
the hope of compen.sation is excluded" (Gen. R.

EKATUUE, s.r. Book of Enoch; Daniel; Day of
Judgment Eschatology).
Regarding the name " Day of the Lord " given by
;

Christianity to Sunday, see Didascalia;

Resurrec-

Regarding the
tion FRO.M THE Dead; Sund.\y.
Talmudic day of God in the sense of "millennium,"
see

Millennium.

BiBUor.RAPHY
quoted
of

The commentaries to tbe prophetical passages
Critical Hii^tnry nf the Doctrine
R. H. Charles,
Life, London, 1899; Smith, Hie Dau of the

:

:

A

a Future

Lord,

In

American Journal of Theology,

1900.

E. G. H.

AND UNLUCKY. See
Superstition.
DAYYAN, ABRAHAM BEN ISAIAH:
DAYS, LUCKY

Turkish rabbi; lived at Aleppo, Asiatic Turkey, in
He wrote
the first half of the nineteentli century.
"Shir Hadash" (A New Song), an Arabic glossary
on the Psalms (Leghorn, 1841); "Zikron ha-Nefesh"

(Remembrance
ranged

two
Walks

in

for the Soul), ethical discourses ar-

(ib. 1842); and a work
"Holek Tamim " (He Who
Uprightness), similar in character and

in alphabetical order

parts: the
in

first,

arrangement to the preceding; the second, "Po'el
Zedek" (He Who Acts Justly), responsa (ib. 1850).
At the end of the last-named work the author gives
a liistory of Aleppo, or, as he calls it, Aram Zobah,
from its conquest by David to the present time.
BiRi.iooRAPHY

:

Zedner. Cat. Hebr. Books Brit. Mux. pp. 132,

2fi(;.

M. SeL.

L. a.

DAYYENA. See Diena.
DEAD BODY. Sec Carcass.
DEAD, DUTY TO THE The dead,
:

all

oi)ligation (Sliab. 30a), liave

the living.

many

"Tlnirwish must be

free

from

claims ujion

res|)eftc(l

and

ful-

14b; MaiinonidiH. " Yad," Z.-kiyuh, viii.
2, xiii. 1; ShuU^an 'Aruk, Iloshen ]Misli|)at, 125, 8).
'It is unlawful to speak evil r»f the dead " (Her. 19a;
ii,

1190; Hagtihot Aslicri Ta'atiit,

compare Diogenes Laertiua. "Chilou," i. 3.
70, whence the; Latin proverb " De morfuis nil ni.si
bonum"). It is a transgression of the Law (Deut.
xxi. 23) not only to leave the dead unbuiied (sec Buri.\L), but also to do anything wliich may disfigure or
desecrate the dead (nOH ^113) (Yer. Hanli. vii. A; Yer.
Sotah iii. 19b; .see Cruelty). For tliis n-uson a
post-mortem examination was forbidden l)y H. Akiba
(B. B. 154a, b; compare IIul. lib), although ana
iii.

64;

'

'

xcvi.).

In case the dead was offended in his lifetime, his
is to be solicited at the grave by the offender
in the presence of ten persons (Yoma 87a; Yer.
Y'oma viii. 45c); this is called asking "mehilah."
Particularly should the memory of the righteous be
held in honor, and his name when mentioned be
blessed (Ps. cxii. 6; Prov. x. 7; Yoma iii. 11 Pesik.
R. 12; Midr. Teh. to Ps. cxviii. 1; Gen. R. xlix.
Midr. Shemuel i.). For this reason the names of good
men, and especially of parents, were preserved by
being given to children (Haggadah Shab. i. 17; see
Zunz, "Z. G."p. 318). When mentioned, the name
of the dead, especially of parent or teacher, is to be
accompanied by some formula of blessing upon his
memory (Kid. 31b; see Invocation; Zunz, I.e. pp.
320-348).
See also J aurzeit Kaddish Levirate.

pardon

;

;

151

;

K ATM V 7A\n7.. Zur Geschichte uiul Littrntur, 1H4.5, pp.
Landsluith, Se<l€r Bikhur Ifolim, Ma'abar Yabolt,
IiUroduction, Berlin, 1857.
It 1.

1

or;

:

;517 -)-">S;

K.

DEAD SEA

:

Lake

in southeast Palestine,

and

one of the curious natural phenomena of the earth.
It occupies the lowest part of the great depression
which extends from northern Palestine to the Gulf
At its most northerly i)oiut 150 meters
of Akabah.
above the level of the Mediterranean, the depression
south of the Dead Sea rises to a height of 240 meters.
The surface of the Dead Sea is 394 meters, and its
greatest depth not less than 793 meters, below the
Therefore the present
level of the Mediterranean.
formation of the basin prohibits any outfiow, and
geological investigations have shown that there
never was one. The Jordan pours daily 6.000.000
tons of water into the Dead Sea; but .since about

an e(iual amount is daily evaporated, the level remains nearly the same, varying only from 4 to 6
meters with the change of seasons. Owing to this

filled " (Git.

Mordecai Yoina.

"

evaporation, to the ndneral character
of its own basin, and to tlie constant
addition of .saline elements from the
.lonliin, the water of the Dead Sea
contains a large j)roportir)n of mineral
matter, chiefly .salt, chlorids of magnesium and calIt is consciiucntly bitter to the taste- and lias
cium.

Compositionofthe
Water.

liUewise extremely biioyout of the water,
With the exception
almost impossible.

an oily consi.stency.
ant.

It

The human body

is

floats well

and diving is
of some microscopic protopliyles— iiatncly. frcshwatr-r diatoms and pathogenic microbes— nothing
can live in liie waters of the Dead Sea. Even saltAvatcr fish die in it. and the bodir-s of frcsh-watcr
fish carricii down by the Jordan float on the surface
It is not trUe, however, that birds
in great numbers.

Sea

_

Deaf and
flyinsj

THE

Dumb

over

amount of

tlu- st-u

iisplmlt

dk\

.IKWISII

Auothi-r pctuluiiity

is ll»u

that tloats in large quantities on

This is probaliiy ilue toMie great provathe surface.
Icnoo of sulfur on the shores.
The Heail Sea is i-nelosetl east anil west by mountain ridges, wiiieh, forming to the northwest the
headland Has Feshkhah, deseend abruptly into the
Elsewhere ou the west the riiiges are sepawater.

rated from the sea by a barren strip of land, of whieh
the only eultivable part lies below the spring EnOn the east the mouutuius descend precipigedi.
tously to the water's edge, except where a fertile
In the
little plain marks the mouths of a wadi.

southern part, at the mouth of the

mad, there

is

an extensive level

Wadi

stretch,

beni

Ham-

forming the

VlKW OK

ENCYCLOrEDlA
refers to

as "Salt Sea," or the "Sea of

and Josei>hus and Pliny

call it

"Lake

Sodom";

Asjihaltites."

The name "Dead Sea

Names
Given to

sanias, J ustin,

"is used by I'auand the CMiurch Fathers.

It. Jo.sephus ("li. J." iv. 8, ^ 4) mentions
tiie salty taste of its water, the im-

possibility of diving in it, its change of color, and
the great lU)ating blocks of aspliail which were used
for calking sliipsand for medicinal purposes.
Similar descriptions arc given by Tacitus (" Hist." v. 6)
,

and Pliny ("Hist. ISaturalis," v. irt). The Talmud
(Shab. lOHb) mentions the density of the water, and
says that a bath in the Dead Sea is considered good
for certain

ills,

especially diseases of the eye, al-

though the salt extracted from the sea was considered

TIIK I>KAI> SKA.

(From a photO|^aph by

large peninsula Al-Lisan.

it

478

— wliich
—divides

This peninsula

Bonfils.)

salt.

noxious to the eyes (Hul. 105b). Because of the
poisonous air about the .sea no ship sailed on it (Hirschensohn, "SeferSheba' Hokmot," 1888, p. 173).
The destruction of the five cities of Sodom, which,
according to the Old Testament, were near the Dead
Sea (Gen. xiv. 3), is intimately connected with the
geological history of the region. After
References the great dei)ression of the Jordan valto It in Old ley, with its southern continuation,
Testament, had been formed, it became the basin
of a mighty sea during the heav}' rains

The Dead Sea. known at i)rcsent as "Bahr Lut
(Lot's Sea), is called in the Old Testament " Sea of
Arabah" (R. V. Deut. iii. 17; Josh. xii. 8), "East"
or "Eastern Sea" (Ezek. xlvii. 18; Joel ii. 20; Zech.
xiv. 8) and "Salt Sea" (Gen. xiv. 3;.
The Talmud

of the fliluvian e])ocli.
The surface (if tiiis sea
which stretched from the watershed of the Araba
valley, south of the Dead Sea, to the Sea of Galilee
was 426 meters above the present level of the
Dead Sea, and about 30 meters above that of the

in

its

southern extremity

is

rich

in salt

the sea into two unequal parts; the
smaller and shallower in the south,
tion of
and the larger in the north, where the
Vicinity. sea is deeper. On the southern shore
of the sea is an open barren plain,
Al-Sabkhah, the brown soil of which is flecked
with salt. Toward the west rises a high ridge,
Jabal U.sdum. which is composed almost entirely of

Descrip-

—

Traces of fresh-water vegetation
that the water did not then contain nearly so
much salt as at present. It became salty as it sank,
leaving that great deposit of salt to the south, of
Mediterranean.

show

which the Jabal Usdum is a remnant. A second
produced the high terraces l)'ing
south of the sea and extending along both sides of
the Jordan and a third gave rise to the lower terraces lying in front of the others.
Blanckenhorn
conjectured that an earthquake depressed the botrising of the water

;

tom

of the valley south of the sea, whei'e the five
were situated, causing the salt sea to flood it.
He sees a connection between the asphalt pits of the
valley of Siddim and the large amount of asphalt
in the southern part of the sea, and
History thinks that an earthquake might have
of Its
freed the gases of petroleum and asFormation. phalt confined in the earth. These

cities

could easily have become ignited, thus
causing the catastrophe.
The event w^ould naturally have been preserved by tradition and it does
actually figure in e.xtra-Biblical accounts.
Justin
attributes to it the separation and emigration of the
Canaanitish tribes.
;

Bibliography: Reland, PaJUstina,

pp. 238 ft seq.; Robinson,

Palestine, if. 448 e( .se</.; idem, Phiiaical Geography of the
Holy Laud, pp. 2(H et seq.; Hitter. Erdhunde, ii. 1, 5.53 et
Hcq.; De Saulcy, Voyaae Autaur de la Mer Morte, 1853;
Fraas, Da.-( Todte Meer, inti" Tuch, Ueber den Ursnruug
des Todttit Mecre.% 18tKi; Due de Luynes, Voyage d''Expln;

ration a la Mer Morte, in Larlet's Oeologie, iii.; Blanclientiom, Enti'tfhung u)id Gescli. den Todten Meere^. in Zeit.
Deutach. PaUM. Ver. xix. 1 et seq.; idem, Noch Eiumal
Sodom und Goinorra. xxl. 65 et seq. (against ttie view here
expreased see Die, Katastrophe in Sodom und Gomorr-a,
in Mittlieilungen der K. K. Gengraphixchen GeselUchafU
Kratz.soliraar, Der Mythus von ^o1.. ii., Vienna. 1H97)
:

don»i

Ende,

in

Zeltschrifl dcs

Deutsche)^

Ver-

PalUtit.

einx. xTii. 81 etseq.
K.

Dead Sea
Deaf and
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<i.

F. Br.

II.

Dumb

person, or whose ox gored a man, could not be punished by the court, although an injury to him or to
his possessions was punishable.
The court, however, had to appoint a trustee for the ox that proved
itself to be mischievous; and this trustee was then
held responsible (B. K. 39a, 87a; "Yad," Nizke
Mamon, vi. 3; ib. Hobel, iv. 20; Hoshen Mishpat,
406,

and

5,

434,

8).

The uninterrupted possession of real estate for
three jears, w hich, according to Jewish law, established one's claim to the land, was of no avail when
the property belonged to a deaf-mute, or when the
deaf-mute was the holder (Toen, xiii. 2; Hoshen
Mishpat, 149, 18).
The deaf-mute or the deaf, after he had satisfied
the court as to his full understanding of the transaction under consideration, could buy and sell movable
goods, but not real estate. The dumb, however,
who was not deaf, might traii.sact business and make
gifts, even in real estate (Git. 59a, 71a; "Yad," Mekirah, xxix. 2; Hoshen Mishpat, 235, 17-19).
Since the deaf-mute had no legal power of acquiring property, if he found anything he was not entitled to the possession of it, and any one might
take it away from him. The Rabbis, however, considered this an act of robbery and in order to preserve the peace of the communitj', the}- decided that
such property must be returned to him (Git. 59b;
"Yad," Gezelah, xvii. 12; Hoshen iMishpat, 270, 1).
;

According to Biblical law as interpreted by the
Rabbis, the marriage of a deaf-mute was not valid;
yet the Rabbis sanctioned such a marMarriage, liage when contracted by signs. Siiu-e
this was merely a rabbinical provision, it had not the same validity as a perfect marriage and many complications often arose therefrom
(Yeb. 112b; "Yad," Ishut, iv. 9; Shulhan 'Aruk,
Eben ha-'Ezer, 44, 1). A male deaf-mute was not
permitted to perform the levirate ceremony ("halizah ") nor could this ceremony be performed in the
case of a deaf-mute woman (Eben ha-'Ezer, 172,
;

DEAF AND DUMB IN JEWISH LAW

:

In

Jewish legislation deaf and duini) persons are fiequfiitly clas.sed with miuois and idiots, and are considered unable to enter into transactions requiring
responsibility and independence of will.
They are
regarded as irresponsible persons in the eye of the
law, and in many cases their claims upon others,

upon them, have no validity.
peace and order, the Rabbis made

or the claims of others
Still,

to jireserve

special provisions for this class in civil, criminal,

and

ritual cases.

;

11).

Just as the male deafniute could marry
so also could he divorce his wife

questions put to him

in

by

b}' signs,

signs.

The

order to determine his full

knowledge ot the transaction, were at least three in
number, two of which required a negative and one

The deaf-mutt?, as well as tlie deaf or the mute,
was not competent to be a witness to any transacfor all testimony was given by
tion
word of moutli, aiiri tlu? witnesses had
As
Witnesses, to be able to hear the exhortation of
the court.
There was only one exception to this rule, and that was in the case of an
'AoiTNAii, where the teHtiiiiony of deaf iiiutrs was

The deaf-mute
a positive answer, or vice versa.
and the mute were examined in the same manner,
and a divorce was tlien gnuiled by the court. But
if at the time of marriage the husband had been perfectly sound, and he had become deaf and dumb
after his marriage to the woman, the law did not
permit him to divorce his wife (Yeb. 112b; "Yad,"

warrant lir-r remarriage. No oath cduld
be administered to dcaf-miilcs, nor could an oath
be administered through charges brought by them
(Maimonides, "Yad," To'en, v. 12; Shulhan 'Aruk.

In the case of a deaf mule who was ))ermitli'd to
divorce his wife by signs, the court gave to the
divorced woman, in addilion to the regular bill of
divorce ("get "), a note whicli read as follows:

:

sufllcient to

Hosheii Mishpat, 06,

5).

To

a

dumb

jiersftn.

ture, or

by

by nodding

thf!

formula

his a.s.sentiiig

oath above his signato tiie oath read before him

fif flie

liishead in approval (EiscnstJuU, "Pill.ie

Teshiibali." Shulhan '.\ruk. ndlor).

A

10. 17;

ii.

how-

ever, an oath couhl be administered, either by his

writing out

Gerushii),

deaf mute whocausetl bodily injury to another

"finttiedny

.

.

.-

wo,

Eben ha

llie

Iv/.er.

121. 5. 0).

iinilepdKned, nu'inlMTHof Ihi-roiirt.

dlttlnK In n fonrt of iliree. iM-lnif of

ime mind

iIi<t<muiih' iH'fore

who

innde im iiiHl'Tsiiind liy Hl>rn» Unit In- wlsln-d to
who whn marrlnd in hliii bv hIkms und when he
dlvorre
..
hv Hltrnx. we wrote this hill
til us hlH Intention
emiliilrii-il
thim
of dlvon'i- hv whirh she iM-conies entln-lv dlvorn-d and free to
he iniirrleil to anv iniin Ihut she ^nny desire, and none shall
binder herfnim that day forever. And ibis Hhall he unto her a
ii.H

.

.

..

.

.

;

Deaf-Uutism
Death

THE

.IKWISII

a tlinnimont of reU-aso, ami n lottor of fivodoin
of the Ual>t>ls, and slio shall bo
man" Kisonstailt, "I'lll.io Tcshubali,"
frv>in tin- i-oilo of K. Torvohani).

hill of iltsmtssal.

ao(Vi\lli\>t to tlu> institutions

luarryany

m'riuittoil to

itiHiK-. ijnottHl

<

In rituiil milt tors, similar nstrictions were placed
tipon ileafinntes. Tlie deaf unite aud the deaf could
not diseliarjre the religions obligation of an Israelite
to liear the blowing of the shofar on New-Year's
Dav, by blowing it before him, Avhile tlie mute
miu'ht do so (U. II. '-20a: "Yad." Shofar, ii. 2; Shul-

'Aruk, Orah l.Iayyim, 589, 2). The same law
prevailed in reference to the reading of the Book of
Esther ("Mes^illah ") <m Purim (Meg. 19b; "Yad,"
tian

]^Iegillah,

i.

"i;

Utah l.Iayyim,

G89, 2).

not permitted to sUughter an
animal but if he did slaughter one, and others saw
that it was done in accordance with the prescribed
Neither was the deaf
rules, its tlesh could be eaten.
allowed to slaughter; but if he did slaughter an animal, although no one saw him do it, its flesh could
The mute might slaughter, if some
also be eaten.
one pronounced the blessing for him (Hul. 2a;
"Yad." Shehitah, iv. 5,9; Shulhan 'Aruk, Yoreh

The deaf-mute was
:

De'ah,

i.

5

and

7).

BiBLior.R.^PHY: Bloch,
Mlelziner.

Jeuish

Der Vcrtrag,

Law

of

ch.

ii.,

Maniage and

CIncinnaU, 1884.
L. G.

Budapest, 1893
Divorce, p. 70,
J.

DEAF-MUTISM

H. G.

Disease of the ear, generally
beginning in ini'aucy, causing deafness and consequent dumbness. As with blindness, Jews, at any
rate in modern limes, have shown a marked tendency
toward deaf-mutism in the general proportion, as
compared with non-Jews, of two to one. The fol:

—

lowing table indicates

this:
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day (Tan. on Gen. xxxix. 1). His dwelling is
whence he reaches earth in eight flights,
whereas pestilence reaches it in one
Form and (Ber. 4b). He has twelve wings (Pirke
Functions. R. El. xiii.). "Over all people have

first

in heaven,

I surrendered thee the power," said
to the angel of death, " only not over this one
which lias received freedom from death tlirough the

God

Law

"(Tan. to Ex. xxxi. 18;

ed.

Stettin, p." 315).

angel of death that he is full of eyes.
In the hour of death he stands at the head of the
departing one with a drawn sword, to which clings
a drop of gall. As soon as the dying man sees the
angel, he is seized with a convulsion and opens his
mouth, whereupon the angel throws the drop into
it.
This drop causes his death; he turns putrid, and
his face becomes yellow ('Ab. Zarah 20b; in detail,
Jellinek, "B. H."i. 150; on putrefaction see also
Pcsik. 54b; for the eyes compare Ezek. i. 18 and
Kev. iv. 6). The expression " to taste of death " originated in the idea that death was caused by a drop
of gall ("Jew. Quart. Rev." vi. 327; see Death,
It is said of the

Views
The

of).

soul escapes through the mouth, or, as is
stated in another place, through the throat; therefore the angel of death stands at the head of the pa-

I.e. ii. 94, Midr.Teh. to Ps. xi.). When
the soul forsakes the body its voice goes from one end
of the world to the other, but is not heard (Gen. R. vi.
The drawn
7; Ex. R. V. 9; Pirke R. El. xxxiv.).
sword of the angel of death, mentioned by the Chronicler (I. Chron. xxi. 15; comp. Job xv. 22; Enoch

tient (Jellinek,

indicates tiiat the angel of death was figured
as a warrior wiio kills off the children of men. " Man,
on the day of his death, falls down before the angel of
death like a beast before the slaugliterer " (Grimhut,
Ixii. 11),

R. Samuel's father (c. 200)
of death said to me, Only for the
sake of the honor of mankind do I not tear off their
necks as is done to slaughtered beasts " ('Ab. Zarah
20b).
In later representations the knife sometimes
replaces the swoni. and reference is also made to the
cord of tlie angel of dcatii, which indicates death by
tlirottling.
Moses says to God " I fear the cord of
the angel of deatii " (Grlinhut. l.c.v. lO'iaetseq.). Of
tliefour Jewisli metliods of execution three are named
burning (by
in connection with the angel of deatii
pouring hot lead =: the drop of gall), slauglitering
Tlie angel of death
(by beheading), and tlirottling.
administers tlic particular punisJiment which God
lias ordained for the commission of sin.
A [)fculiar mantle ("idra" affording to Levy,
"Neuiiebr. Wfirfcrl)." i. 32. a sword) Ix-longs to the
efiuii)mpntof theangcl of dr-ath (Efcl. R. iv. 7). The
nngfl of dijitli Uikes on tlie particular form which
will best .servo his i)urpose; e.f/., he appears to a
Rfholar in the form of a beggar imploring pity (.M.

"Likkutim,"

said

Deaf-Hutisxn
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:

"

v.

102a).

The angel

'

'

:

:

—

Death

troyer" ("satanha-mashhit ") in the dail}^ prayer is
the angel of death (Ber. 16b).
Midr. Ma'ase Torah
(compare Jellinek, "B. H." ii. 98) says: "There are
six angels of death: Gabriel over kings; Kapzielover
youths; Mashbir over animals; Mashhit over children; Af and Heniah over man and beast."
When the Messiah comes all the dead will arise,
and there will be an end to death; for the angel of
death himself will be destroyed by the Messiah (Pesik.
R., ed. Friedmaun, p. 161b).
Satan, as the angel of
death, is identified here with Antichrist.
"The last
enemy that shall be destroyed is death " (I Cor. xv.
26; compare Ileb. ii. 14).
The same
idea seems to be expressed in the Book
with
of Jubilees xxiii. 29: "And they shall
Antichrist, fulfil all their days in peace and joy,
and shall live on, since there will be

Identical

no Satan and no

The angel

evil to destroy

who

them."

with Satan,
immediately after his creation had a dispute with
God as to the light of the Messiah (Pesik. R. 161b).
When Eve touched the tree of knowledge, she perceived the angel of death, and thought: "Now I
shall die, and God will create another wife for Adam"
(Pirke R. El. xiii., end; compare Targvim Yer. to
Gen. iii. 6, and Yalk. i. § 25). Adam also had a conversation with the angel of death (BiJklen, " Die Verwandtschaft der Judisch-Christlichen mitder Parsischen Eschatologie," p. 12). The angel of death sits
before the face of the dead (Jellinek, I.e. ii. 94).
AVhile Abraham was mourning for Sarah the angel
appeared to him, which explains why "Abraham
stood up from before his dead" (Gen. xxiii. 3; Gen. R.
SamIviii. 5, misunderstood by the commentators).
uel told Sarah that Abraham had sacrificed Isaac in
spite of his wailing, and Sarah died of horror and
It was Moses who most
grief (Pirke R. El. xxxii.).
often had dealings with the angel. At the rebellioa
of Korali, Moses saw him (Num. R. v. 7; Bacher,
It was the angel
I.e. iii. 333; compare Sanli. 82a).
of death in the form of pestilence which snatched
away 15,000 every year during the wandering in the
VVlicn Moses reached heaven,
wilderness (?'/;. 70).
the angel told hiin something (Jellinek, I.e. i. 61).
When the angel of deatii came to Mo.ses and said,
of death,

"Give me thy

is

identified

.soul," Mo.ses called

to hiin:

"Where

thou ha.st no right to stand." And the angel
retired ashamed, and reported tlieoccurrence to God.
Again, God (•oiinnanded him to bring the soul of
Tlie angel went, and, not finding him, inMo.se3.
quired of the .sea, of the mountains, and of the valleys; but they knew nothing of him (Sifre. Dent.
Iteally, Moses did not die through the angel
305).
of death, but through God's ki.ss (" bi iieshikah ");
i.e., God drew his soul out of his body (B. B. 17a;
I sit

Tint in

compare Akuaham in ArocuYiMiM, and HahhinICAI. LrrKHATriiK. and parallel leferences in Bi')klen,
Legend si'ize.i upon the story of Moses'
^r. p. 11).
struggle with the angel of death, and expands it at

prophet Elijah has come

length (Tan., ed. Sletlin. j.p. 62-4 ct neq. Dent. R.
As Benaiah
ix. xi. OrUnhut, I.e. v. 102b, IflOa).
bound Ashniedai (Jkw. Encvc. ii. 21Ha), so Moses
binds the angel of death thiit he may bless Israel
(Pesik. 109, where "lifne moto" [Deut. xxxiii. 1]
isexplaimil !is meaning " before jlic angel f)r death").
Solomon once noticed that the angel of deatii was

" Wlien pestilence ragt'S in tlic town, walk
the middle of tlie street, because tlie angel of
dcatli [i.e., pestilence] .strides there: if peact; reigns
in the town, walk not on the edges of the road.
When pestilence rages in the tfiwn. go not alone to
the synagogue, because there the angel of death
stores liis tools.
If the dogs howl, the angel of
flf-atli has entf-red the city; if tlicy make sjiort. the

K.

28a).

IV.— 31

" (B. i^.

GOb;.

The "des-

;

;
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Death
grieveii.

When

quostioned as to

sfirrow he aiiswert'il

"

mn

tln'

cuusc of

liis

your
two beautiful soribes. " tjolomou ut once charged
the denious to convey his scribes to Luz, where the
augel of death could not enter. When they were
near the city, however, they both died. The angel
laughed on the next day, whereupon Solomon askeil
the cause of his mirth.
"Because," answered the
angel, "thou didst send the youths thither, whence
:

I

rcqursti'il

to tiiko

I was ordered to fetch them" (Suk. 53a).
In the
next world God will let the angel of death fight
against Pharaoli, Sisera, and Sennacherib (Yalk.,

Isa. 428).

The teaching of God shields one from the power
of the angel of death.
The children of Israel have
accepted the Torah only in order that the angel

may have no power

over them ('Ab. Zarah 5a).
Since death results only from sin, it can not, of
course, come to those who live in accordance with
the Torah.
Although the sentence of mortality
once pronounced could never be recalled ('Ab. Zarah
5a). yet the angel of death may not visit teachers
of the Law he is rather their friend (ib. 35b), and
even imparts learning to them (Ber. 51a).
Talmud teachers of the fourth century associate
quite familiarly with him. When he appeared to one
on the street, the teacher reproached
;

Scholars
and the
Angrel
of Death,

him with rushing upon him as upon
a beast whereupon the angel called
upon him at his house. To another he
granted a respite of thirty days, that
he might put his knowledge in order
before entering the next world. To a third he had
no access, because he could not interrupt the study
of the Talmud.
To a fourth he showed a rod of
fire, whereby he is recognized as the angel of death
(M. 5. 28a).
He often entered the house of Bibi
and conversed with him (Hag. 4b). Often he resorts to strategy in order to interrupt and seize his
victim (B. M. 86a Mak. 10a).
The death of Joshua ben Levi in particular is surrounded with a web of fable. When the time came
for him to die and the angel of death appeared to
him, he demanded to be shown his place in paradise.
When the angel had consented to this, he demanded
the angel's knife, that the angel might not frighten
him by the way. This request also was granted
him, and Joshua sprang with the knife over the wall
of paradise; the angel, who is not allowed to enter
paradise, catching hold of the end of his garment.
Joshua swore that he would not come out, and God
declared that he should not leave paradise unless he
was absolved from his oath; if not absolved, he was
to remain. The angel of death then demanded back
his knife, but Joshua refused.
At this point a heavenly voice (" bat ^ol ") rang out: " Give him back the
knife, because the children of men have need of it "
(Ket. 77b; Jellinek. I.e. ii. 48-51; Bacher, I.e. i. 193
;

;

et seq.).
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In Arabic Literature The angel of death is
spoken of in tJie Koran (suras xxxii. 11, Ixxfx. 1),
and is called by the Mohammedans Azrael— probably
identical with ^Nnoy, the angel of Gehinnom, according to "'Emek ha-Melek" C'Tik^une Teshubah"; quoted by Eiseumenger, "Entdecktes Judenthum," ii.333).
When Death was created by God,
he, on account of his terrible power, had to be put in
70,000 chains of a thousand years' journey's length
each, and behind millions of barriers.
When Azrael
was placed in charge of him and saw liim, he called
the angels to look at him, and when he, at God's command, spread his wings over him and opened all his
eyes, the angels fainted away and remained unconscious for a thousand years.
Azrael was given all
the powers of the heavens to enable him to master
:

•'

Death."
Azrael reaches from one end of the world to the
other (Jellinek, " B. H." v. 49), and has 70,000 feet and
4,000 wings.
His whole body is covered with eyes
(.see 'Ab. Zarah 20b) and with tongues as numerous
as the living creatures on earth.
When any of these
latter die, the corresponding eye bulges forth.
At
the end of the world all these eyes excepting eight
are plucked out by God— those of Israfil (Sarafel),
Michael, Gabriel, Azrael, and the four "hayyot" of
the Heavenly Chariot alone remaining. The times
of the death of persons is made known to the augel
of death through the roll-book in his possession showing a white stripe around the name of the person
doomed. Forty days before death, however, a leaf
falls from the tree of life, under the throne of God,
into the lap of Azrael, who is seated in the seventh
heaven, thus announcing the death (compare Yer.
Ber.

ii.

8, 5c,

and the picture of the

fig-tree).

"When

people lament and weep too much over
the death of a person, the angel of death shall stand
at the door and say
What cause have you for such
violent complaint? I am only the messenger of God
and have done His bidding, and if you rebel against
Him, I shall return of ten to take one of your house "
(compare Midr. Yalk. to Deut. xiv. 1, 2; 'Er. 19b;
and BOklen, I.e.).
" When a righteous person dies, the
angel of death
comes with a host of good angels, carrying sweet
odors of paradise, and makes the soul leave the body
like a drop taken out of a bucket of water.
When
a wicked person dies, tlie angel of death comes in
the company of demons, who pull the soul out as
with iron spits" (compare Midr. Teh. to Ps. xi. and
'

:

'

"Nishmat Hayyim,"
Bibliography:

Wolff,

ii.

20).

Mohammedani8cheEgchatologieA&72.
K.

DEATH, VIEWS AND CUSTOMS CONCERNING. —In Biblical and Apocryphal
Literature
The ancient ilobiews expected to " be
gathered to [or sleep with] their fathers " when death
befell them (Gen. xxv. 8, xlvii. 30), and feared only
the idea of going down to Sheol mourning {ib. xxxvii.
To sleep and be at rest was the desire of the dis35).
tressed (Job iii. 13-22). To die " in a good old age "
:

J
I
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was regarded as a blessing (Gen. xv. 15, xxv. 8); to
be cut off from the land of the living in the noontide
of life was dreaded and looked upon as a misfortune

upon

of his great righteousness, his hospitality to men, and his love
toward God, which became a crown of glory upon his head, did
he approach him in such beauty and glory : to sinners he came
in fierceness, corruption, and bitterness.
'Show me these,'
asked Abraham ; but Death replied, ' Thou canst not stand

10).

these looks.' Thereto Abraham answered
By means of the
of the living God— cniDcn cr— I shall be able to look.'
So Death put off his sunlike glory and put on his tyrant-like
'

:

name

where, however, in the Bible is death regarded as a
real evil, except from the point of view that man,
being of divine origin, should have had, like any
other heavenly being, access to the tree of life and
have lived forever (Gen. iii. 22). Accordingly, the
eschatological view found expression in such phrases
as that "death will be swallowed up forever "and
"the dead shall rise again" (compare Isa. xxv. 8,
xxvi.

robe and made his appearance fiercer than all wild beasts, and
than all filth, and he showed Abraham seven fiery ser-

filthier

pents' heads and fourteen faces
(1) of flaming fire, (2) of darkness, (3) of a viper, (4) of a precipice, (5) of a fierce asp, (6) of
a terrible lion, (7) of a cerastes, (8) of a basilisk, (9) of a fiery
simitar, (10) of terrible Hghtning and thunder. (11) of a stormy
sea, (12) of a rushing river, (13) of a three-headed serpent, and
(U) of a cup filled with poison and then he showed him every
mortal disease emanating from the odor of Death. Seven thousand man- and maid-servants of Abraham died from the effect
of this odor and sight, so that Abraham implored Death to hide
his fierceness and to put on his former garb of beauty.
Death
complied with his request, and joined Abraham in a prayer to
God to restore to life those who had died so suddenly by his
fierceness and the prayer was granted.
:

;

19).

the popular view in the days of Kohelet (Eccl.
4-6) and of Ben Sira (Ecclus. [SirachJ xli.
1-4) was that there was no other prospect for man
but that of the dreary life of the shades in Sheol,
and this made life on earth all the more precious.
Nor did this view in any way prevent Ben Sira
from seeing in the yielding of the first woman
to the tempter the cause of men's death {ib. xxv.
More pronounced on the latter point is the
24).
Book of Wisdom: "God created man to be immortal;
nevertheless through envy of the devil
came death into the world " (Wisdom ii. 23, 24).
" For God made not death
through righteousness
Still

vii. 1, ix.

.

.

;

" Abraham, however, would not consent to surrender his
soul until Death had explained to him the different forms and
faces he had shown him in all their fierceness whereupon
Death replied that the seven heads of serpents indicated the
seven ages during which he is to destroy all men, rich and poor,
and to bring them to the bottom of Hades. Because people die
by fire, by falling from precipices, by the sword, by rushing
rivers, on the raging sea, and in storms of lightning, by wild
beasts or cups of poison, he assumed all those a.spects. Finally,
he spoke of the seventy-two kinds of death [see Abraham, TesTAME.NT OF, and footnote, Jew. Encyc. i. 95b] and of the death
of the righteous. Then Death took the right hand of Abraham,
and his soul clung to him."
;

.

;

immortality is obtained" (ib. i. 13, 16; vi. 18; xv. 3).
This view (expressed also in Ethiopic Enoch, xcviii.
4 and Slavonic Enoch, xxx. 16-18) was made the
basic idea of Paul'ssystem of salvation (Rom. v. 12;
I Cor. XV. 21; Heb. ii. 14), after the apocalyptic literature of the Jews had made the problem of sin and
ileath the object of most serious reflection, which
c ulminated in the hope of the final annihilation of
death in the world to come (IV. Esd. iii. 7; vii. 32,
Satan is called in the New Testa119; viii. 53).
ment "a murderer from the beginning" (John viii.
44)

and "the destroyer"

Anoel

of, in

Cor. x. 10).

(I

See Death,

R.xbbimcal Literature.

Death is conceived of as a person who has charge
of the shades in the nether world (Ps. xlix. 15; see
also De.monoloov).
He is their general (Gen. R.
xxvi.).

The following

is tlie

description of Deatli as one of

God's messengers:

Death appears here as the personification of psymany traits borrowed from Ahriman in the Avesta (see Parsism), but not of moral
evil (see Test. Abraham, A, xvi.-xx.
"Texts and
Studies," ii. 2, Cambridge, 1892; "Anti-Nicene
Fathers," Eng. transl., pp. 183 et seg., New York,
1897; see also Dumah).
chical evil, with

;

There are difIn Rabbinical Literature
ferent views among Jews concerning the cause
Some assign it to Adam's first sin in
of death.
:

partaking of the forbidden fruit (Tanna dcbe Eliv.).
This view is somewhat modified by
the Rabbis, who regard death as the fruit of personal
sin; maintaining tliat, like Adam, each person dies
on account of his own sin (Shab. r)5a, b), as "there is
not a righteous man upon earth that doeth good and
Still, the Raliliis speak
sinneth not" (Eccl. vii. '20).

yahu R.

"^Vben Abraham had refuiK^d to let the arrhangel Michael
(i'xl sHtfl to the latter: Tall Mf hither Death of
the Bhamf'lesa ountenHni-e and the pltllcs.s liKik. [thl.s si-ems to

:

Hut Di-ath n-Jolne*!
'Most rlKhti-ouB Abraham,
am the bitter drofi i>f Death' [Pir;"i CD. whence (he name ^NtDj:
and when asked fi)r his ermn<l, he said
Kor thy holy soul
ami come.' Abraham airain refu.s<'d t/>(rlve uphlssoul. Death
followed hloi Into hLs chamber, and when Abrubain lay down
ous helper.

I

:

'

:

K.

E. c.

of a

take his soul,

allude to the name of A/azel '^wtty— and the deadly look (pi'
y<n)]. I>«-ath shivered and trembled at Iwlnjf culled tocome bi-fore the Lonl. when God said lo hlni
'Come hither, thou hitter
and flen-e name of the world [an allusion to iKith A/azel and
-i-.T-\-, I Sam. XV. .'C']. hide thy (lerrene,s.s, cover thy ccirruptlon. and cast away thy hllterni-ss from thee, and |iul on thy
b«'auty and all thy tflnrv. and ko flown to Abraham My friend
and hrlnK him to Me.' Death put on a robe of fc'n-at brli^litness
anri made hl.s ap[warance like the sun, and becarue fair and
beautiful alxive the sous of men. as.suitilnif the form nf an archantfel, hl.s cheeks flamluir with tire, and went t" Abraham, a
sweet oflor and a flash of llKlit announcjnir his coming to the
patriarch, who t')ok him to t)e an ari-hantfel, the chief captain of
fiofi, and welcomed him a.s the brln>;er of Hiflit and a itifist Klorl-

the entreaties of the patriarch to let him live.
of the patriarch, he told him that only because

all

" On inquiry

Only occasionally the stings of
death and the stroke of Sheol became terrors, from
which the Lord was petitioned to redeem man (Hosea
xiii. 14; Ps. xvi. 10, xlix. 16 [15], Ixxxvi. 13).
No(Isa. xxxviii.

he sat by his feet and woujjl not depart, not-

his couch,

withstanding

Death

Cause of
Death.

number

without

sin

of ".saintly

and only

men who

in

died

consequence

of the poisDii (tf the serpent " (SL"V0y2
Cnj); I'-'J-. Benjainiii Amiam; Jesse,
the father of David; and Cliileab, David's son (Shab.
55b: H. n. 17a; compare Derek Ere;f Zu|a, where
Anotlier view is that
thirteen persons are named).
death was ordained at creation, and tiiat Adam by
Tan.
his sill merely hastened death (Ex. R. ii.
YeiiiindemiJ, Wayesheb. ed. Vienna, 44b). Accord;

;

I

ing to others,

and not

men

Adam was

destined to live forever
owing to llie fart that

to taste rleatli, Imt,

Tyre and Nelim lia<lnezzar wanted
worshiped as gods, God decreed death f<»r man

like Ilininiof

to be

(Ex. R. ix).

The opinion

is

alsoexprejsseil tiiat

God

would have annihilated the power of the angel of
death over Israel after its acceptance of the Law,
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Death
but for the fact tlmt
reversed ('Ah. Zurah
that siu preceiles

Tahnud

tlie

tlio iliviue dotii'e

Tm).

From

where he treasured the money entrusted to him by
orphans. Samuel went to the cemetery and inquired
after "Abba," but was told, "There are many 'Abbas' here."
Said he, "I want Abba, the son of Abba."
"There are many by this name." "But 1
want Abba b. Abba, the father of Samuel [Samuel
being more famous than his father]; where is he';'
He was informeil that his father was studying at the
high yeshibah in heaven. On reaching it Samuel
observed Levi standing outside, as a punishment for
not attending R. Aphes' yeshibah below. Meanwhile Abba appeared. Samuel saw him crying and
laughing, and asked him: " Why cryest thou? " "Because thou wilt soon join us." "Why laughest
thou?" "Because thou art very much respected
here."
"If so," said Samuel, "let Levi enter!"
And Levi was allowed to enter. Then the father
informed Samuel where to find the money (ib.).
The dead are supposed to take an active interest in
worldly affair.'^. The a.ssertion of KoheContinued let that "The dead know not any-

could not be

the poiut of view

and causes death

each person,

in

desisjnates special reasons for the death

of innocent children (8hab. 32b).

There are 903 (mNVID.

"Modes

ami the

of Death,

l*s.

I-wiii.

The hardest

ileaths.

is

2\) distinct

by aslluna;

easiest is called np'li'J nri'D

("death by the kiss"), which is "like
drawiiisj a hair out of milk": that is

"

•>]} (" by the mouth of the
Hebr.).
Six persons are
known to have died in that way namely, the three
patriarchs, and Moses, Aaron, and Miriam (B. B.

the interpretation of

Lord," Deut. xxxiv.

'Q

5,

;

17a).

Death coming after five days' illness is considered
ordinary; after four days, a reprimand of Heaven;
after three days, a severe rebuke after two days, a
hastened death after one day, a sudden one, or,
according to some, an apoplectic one (M. K. 28a).
To die before reaching the age of fifty is ri")3 ("to
be cut off," Lev. xviii. 29). Sixty years is a ripe
age; seventy is old age; and eighty, advanced age
(M. K. 28a).
;

;

Conscious- thing" (Eccl. ix, 5) is interpreted,
" The wicked who are considered dead
ness of
the Dead, while yet alive." R. Isaac said, "The
sting of a worm to the dead is like the

Man}' allegorical tales are related in rabbinical literature about the communication of the dead with
the living.
pious man, being rebuked by his wife
for giving away a dinar (denarius) to a beggar in time
of famine, went to sleep in the ceme-

pricking of a pin in the tlesh of the living " (Shab.
13b). The dead are very .sensitive. One must not tell
tales around the death-bed of a scholar (Ber. 19a).
Inasmuch, however, as the dead are exempt froin
performing the precepts, they feel slighted if such
performance should take place in their presence by
the living, as it would be like "mocking the poor"
(Prov. xvii. 5).
R. Hiyya, on his Avay to the cemetery with R. Jonathan, noticed the zizit of the latter's garment untied, and admonished him to pick
them up, else the dead would remark, "To-morrow
they will join us, and now they scoff us" (Ber. 18a;
compare Yer. Ber. 4c, d; Eccl. R. ix. 5; see Bacher,

A

Comtcry.
It was New-Year's eve, and he
munication overheard the spirits of two women
with
gossiping. Oneof them proposed to Hy
the Living, and listen behind the curtain in the
judgment chamber to the promulgation of the future visitations in the world.

The other

excused herself, saying, "lean not accompany
thee because I am buried in reed matting; go thyself, and come back and tell me what thou hearest."
Presently her companion returned and reported " I
heard that the hail will kill whatever is planted in
the first rainy season." The pious man planted in
the second season. The following year he again
went to sleep in the cemetery on New- Year's eve, and
overheard a similar conversation, gaining the information that whatever was planted in the second season would be consumed by blight. The pious man
planted during the first season.
Ilis wife was curious to know liow he managed to evade the calamitous visitations, and he, being pressed, related his
story.
A few days later the woman had a quarrel
with the mother of the second spirit, and abused her
for having given her daughter an indecent burial.
The third j'car the pious husband again sought to
obtain information regarding future crops; the second spirit said, " Hush, companion our former conversation was overheard by mortal men" (Ber. 18a).
R. Ze'ira left Ids money with the mistress of a
boarding-hou.se.
Returning, lie found that she had
died.
He repaired to the cemetery and inquired of
her " Where is my money ? " Said she " Go, take it
from the socket under the door-pivot. At the same
time tell my mother to send me my comb and the
eye-dye flask by a certain woman who will arrive
here to-morrow " (ib. 18b).
A similar story is told of Samuel, who was absent
when his father Abba died, and wished to find out
spirit

•'Ag. Tan." ii. 526).
From this it is inferred that
where the custom prevails to wrap the dead with a
tallit over the shroud, the fringe must be removed

:

made

purposes of prayer (Shulhan
Also, in burying a
351).
.scholar it is customary to deposit in his coltin a
scroll that is unfit for reading {ib. 351; Maimonide.s,
"Yad," SeferTorah, x. 30).
The Zohar obviously disapproves this practise of
making use of the cemetery as a genizah for defective scrolls, and tells the following story of R.
Ilezekiah and R. Jose, who were passing the ruins of
Aleppo in Syria, the latter carrying along a fragment
of a scroll.
While resting they heard a rumbling
noise arising from a grave, and a cry: "Wo, wo, the
world must be in trouble, for the Torah has appeared
Or perhai)s they come again to laugh at us
here.
and disgrace us? " The rabbis were frightened and
asked, " Who art thou ? " " I am a dead man.
Once
upon a time, when the world was in trouble, R.
Hiyya came here with a scroll to pray. I and my
comrades went out to meet him, and introduced
him to the patriarchs in paradise; but on examination the scroll was found to be defective, liavmg a
superfluous letter waw in the word riDIQ [Lev.
xi. 3], and becau.se we admitted him we were expelled from the high yeshibah" (Zohar, ed. Cracow,
or

'Aruk,

!

:
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unfit

for

Y'oreh De'ah,

'

I

nio
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IIKAl llllKK
1.

VlslllDK the Sick.

2.

SCKNKS.

Muklnjf thP ronfcjwlon.

3.

I.lRhtlnff Uif

(rrom BodttiKbtU, " KIrchlkhf Vfr(u>nii|t," MM.)

(

nucllf».

i.

MoiiriilnR.

Death
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DebArixn

The
dead

is

practise of pmyiiig for tlie intercession of the
Csilcb on reiu hiiii; Hebron
of early oritjin.
visited tlie cave of iMuchpelali, and
pniyed to the patriarch to be saved
from cooperalitig in the conspiracy of
the scouts scut by Moses to make a

Prayers to

and of
the Dead,

upon which the dead is cleaused must not be turned
One should not visit the same grave twice
during one day (Will of R. Judah the Piou.s); nor
over.

sleep iu the cemetery (Nid. 17a); nor look closely on
the face of a dead person; nor kiss the dead, not

even when a near relative ("Sefer Hasidim," §

A common

report of the conditions existing in

The Talmud mentions
the Holy IauuI ^Sotali 34b).
the custom of visiting the cemetery to request the
dead to pray for the living (Ta'an. 16a; compare
ib.

shadow

noise of the soul's departure from the body
reverberates through tlie world from one end to the

Omens

The

other,

The Soul of
the Dying,

and yet the sound

is

unheard

Prior to the soul's exit
(Pirke R. El.
The soul after death is in

(Yonui 20b).
it

sees the

Shekiuah

xxxiv.).
the same condition as it is in life when one dreams
(ib.).
Until the body is entirely consumed the soul
hovers over the grave (Sliab. lo2b).
R. Judah ha-Nasi in his last will commanded his
sons that on every Sabbath eve after his demise they
should continue to light the candles, set the table,
and prepare tlie couch iu their customary places, as

on every Sabbath eve he would visit his home.
Once a neighbor knocked at the door for entrance,
and Rabbis servant answered: "Hush! Rabbi is at
home." After this. Rabbi ceased his visits, so as not
to reflect on the righteous men who died before him
(Ket. 103a).
Samuel said: " If one wants to have a
taste of death, let him sleep with his shoes on " ( Yoma
"And God saw everything he had made, and
78b).
behold, it was very good" (Gen. i. 31).
"This includes death," wrote R. Meir on the margin of his
Bible, playing on the similarity of niND and DID
(Gen. R. ix.).
"The day of death [is better] than
the day of one's birth " (Eccl. vii. 1) is explained in
Eccl. R. ad loc. and Ex. R. xlviii. to mean that
"death tells of the meritorious life of the departed:
it is like the vessel entering port laden with goods."
The great ones of each generation must die to make
room for the greatness of successors; "the righteous
themselves ask for death as a favor" (Midr. Teh. to
Ps. cxvi. \~}).
The Zohar calls death a festal day
(N^lfi'm
death of

XOV

;

Zohar, Shemini, in referring to the

Nadab and Abihu; compare also Heilprin,
'Er Ke ha-Kinnuyim," fol. 20c.) The day when
Adam died was made a holiday (Tanna debe Eliyahii
"

R. xvi).

The windows

of the death-chamber should be
spirits to enter and to depart
(P3' "layn, *.r. pD 'nsr. vi. see Birds AS Souls).
The angei of death issuppo.sed to wipe his bloody
knife in water near the dead; hence all water of
the adjacent houses must be emptied on the ground

opened to allow the

;

"

Super-

(Yoreh De'ah, 339). As the "shedim
are supposed to follow the dead or to

tlie graves, those who
follow a funeral cortege must wash
their hands ou their return, before entering a house
{ib. 376, 4); but should not dip them in the river.
special lavatory for this purpose is usually provided at the cemetery. On returning from the funeral one should sit down and rest on the way
several times, so as to drive away the spirits that
follow him (Tur Yoreh De'ah, 375). The board

stitions.

A

hover around

superstition

of one's head

of Death,

23b).

486

is

is

current that

if

236).

the

invisible again.st the wall in

a house where a light is burning on
Hosiia'na Rabbah eve, it is a sign
that the person is destined to die within the year; if visible, he will live (see

Nahmani, commentary on Num. xiv. 9). R. Ammi
says: "If one wishes to know whether he will live
during the following year, let him during the ten
Penitential Days burn a candle in his house where
no wind can blow it out. If it does not become extinguished he will live; otherwise, not" (Hor. 12a).
To discover whether the husband or the wife will
die
in

tirst,

the

calculate the numerical value of the letters
If the amount is even, the

names of both.

first; if odd, the woman ("]''C'yo Csi'DJ,
§ 6).
Superstitions concerning death in connection with
dreams are numerous. One of them, the vision of a
scroll in the Ark, foretells death, as the death of
Aaron follows the description of the tablets placed
in the Ark ("Sefer Hasidim," § 533).
See Diif:ams.
A dying child may be released from death's
grasp if nominally sold by the parents to a friend
for a shekel ("Sefer Hasidim," § 245).
A change
of name may save from death (R. H. 16b).
Removal of a feather pillow from beneath the head
of a dying person helps the soul to depart more
easily.
But some rabbis objected to this treatment,
on the ground that it disturbs the sinking person and
hastens his death (J"nj3 to Tur Yoreh De'ah, 339;
" Sefer Hasidim, " ti§ 245-246).
The iron keys of the
synagogue, if placed uuder the pillow, have the same
effect (/6.).
In accordance with Pro v. x. 18: "He
that uttereth slander [n^"! = "evil news"] is a fool."
Announcement of death should be made indirectly
(Pes. 3b); it was for this reason that the sliofar was
blown in Talmudical times when death occurred in
The beadle who summons the
a town (M. K. 27b).
congregation to early morning prayer by three
knocks at their doors or windows, announces a
death in the town by reducing the number of
knocks to two.
It is a good omen to die with a
smile on the face, or to die on one's birthday. Rain
on the day of a funeral is a sign of compa.ssion and
forgiveness toward the dead (Tur Yoreh De'ah,

man

will die

letter

Mem,

353).

customary to bend the thumb of the corpse
hand resembles the word " Shaddai "
(Almighty), and to bind it in this position with the
zizit.
A shard is placed on the eyes, a little stick in
It is

so that the whole

the hands, a piece of metal on the body, a little
bag with earth from the Holy Land under the head,
and a three-toothed wooden fork in the hands, to
enable the dead to excavate a subterranean way to
the Hoi}- Land on the day of resurrection, when all
towel is
the Jewish dead will arise in Palestine.
hung up and a glass of water placed beside it, so that

A

the soul might bathe
K.

when

it

returns to the body.
J.

D. E.

Death
Debarim
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DEATH

See Mortality.

(Statistics).

Nos. 1-9, on *Deut. lil. 23; (6) ib. Nos. 10-17, on Deut. ly. 7;
(8) ib. Nos. 25-30. on * Deut.
(7) ib. Nos. 18-34, on * Deut. iv. 25
(9) ib. Nos. 31-37, on • Deut. vl. 4 ; (10) par. Hi. Nos.
Iv. 41
1-7, on * Deut. vU. 12; (11) ib. Nos. 8-11, on 'Deut. ix. 1; (12)
(13) par. iv. Nos. 1-5. on Deut.
ib. Nos. 12-17, on * Deut. x. 1
xi. 26; (14) ib. Nos. 6-11, on *Deut. xii. 20;
Analysis of (15) par. v. Nos. 1-7, on • Deut. xvl. 18 (16) ib.
Contents. Nos. 8-11, on • Deut. xvii. 14 ; (17) ib. Nos. 1215, on *Deut. XX. 10; (18) par. vl. Nos. 1-7, on
•Deut. xxll. 6; (19) ib. Nos. 8-14, on Deut. xxiv. 9; (20) par.
vll. Nos. 1-7, on "Deut. xxvill. 1; (21) ib. Nos. 8-12, on Deut.
xxix. 1 ; (par. viii. No. 1. merely a halaklc exordium, doubtful
2-7, on * Deut.
if belonging to* Deut. xxix. 9); (22) par. viii. Nos.
XXX. 11 ; (33) par. ix. Nos. 1-9, on •Deut. xxxi. 14 ; (24) par. x.
Nos. 1-J, on * Deut. xxxii. 1 ; (25) par. xi. Nos. 1-5, and probably
7-«, on Deut. xxxiii. 1 (ib. No. 6 is an interpolated second halakie exordium ; No. 8 probably closes the homily and the Midrash, the remaining pieces being additions borrowed from the
;

DEBARIM.

See

Deuteronomy.

;

DEBARIM BABBAH A Midrash or homiletic
:

Unlike
of Deuteronomy.
Beresliit Kabbah, the Midrash to Deuteronomy
which lias been included in the collection of the
Rabbot in the ordinary editions does not contain

commentary on

the

Book

running commentaries on the text of the Bible,
but twenty-tive complete, independent homilies, together with two fragmentary ones, on as many sections of Deuteronomy, which for the larger part are
recognized as "sedarim," the Sabbatical lessons for
public worship according to the Palestinian threeyear cycle. The index to the rabbinical Bible
"(Venice, 1525) gives twenty-seven sedarim in Deuon nineteen of these there are homilies in
the present Midrash, as well as a fragment, which,
according to the editions, belongs to another seder
It may be due to differences of
(Deut. xxix. 9).
time and place in the division of the cycle of sedarim that in the Debarim Rabbah there are no homilies on seven or eight of the sedarim mentioned in
that index— namely, Deut. xi. 10, xiv. 1, xv. 7, xxiii.
10, xxiii. 22, xxiv. 19, xxvi. l,and occasionally and
conditionally xxix. 9— and that, besides a homily
on a section mentioned in otiier sources as a seder
(Deut. iv. 25), there are five additional homilies on

teronomy

;

the sections Deut. i. 10, iv. 7, xi. 26, xxiv. 9, and
xxix. 1, which were not otherwise known as sedarim. In some of these homilies, moreover, the halakic exordiums (see below) close Avith the words pjo
rjy3 lyiptJ' nOO. which clearly show that the
Scriptural sections on which the homilies were pronounced were used for public lessons. The editor of
this Midrash,

however, has probably included only
the homilies on the Sabbatical lessons

Sections of of the cycle of sedarim; for Debarim
Rabbah contains no homilies on the
the
Midrash. lessons of the Pe8IKT.\ cycle belonging
to Deuteronomy, Deut. xiv. 22 and
XXV. 17 (Deut. xxxiii. 1 is a seder as well as a Pesiljta section).

Tiie economy of this Midrasli containing sedarim
boinilics on Douterononiy, as well as the cliaracter
of tin- iiiiliviflvial liomilics, could easily have been

misconstrued and forgotten after the division of
the Torah into pericopes according to the one-year

come
Debarim lliibbah

into general use.

cycle had

In j)resent edi-

divided only according
was not noticeci that the
lioniilicH oM xvn '3 and H2r\ "'D did not correspond
with the beginnings of the pericopes Deut. x.xi. 10

tions
to Ihesf

lattr-r

jicrifopcs;

is

it

sidrot Ni?zabini and WaycUk
formed one pc>ricoi)e in the oldest Midrash editions
(C<.nstantinoplc. 1512. and Venice, 1545). hence in
ten secthe.se editif)ns Debarim Rabiiah contains only

an<l

xxvi.

tion.s,

The

1.

The

corresponding with the pericopes.

fur-

"
" fmnishiv v<'t
ther designation of tliese sections as

enumeration from 1 to 11. dividing Ni//,ii
editions.
biin and Wayelek. are addenda of the later
According tf) its f)rigiiiHl composition, this Mid-

an<l their

passages
ra.sh includes the following homilies (the
marked with an a.sU-risk are sedarim):
» (arronllnir I" Itn* Wllnn «h1.K on
N"s.
CIt ih. N<«. V> "Jf",
I'-i)
ill. Nor. V^ 14. on I>cut I. 10;
•iw-ut 1. 1
(r» pur. II.
on •Deut. II. 2; (4) it>. Sos. 21 2.5. on • iK-ul. 11. 31
(1)

rarH.ihRh

I.

I

;

;

;

;

.

" Midrash on the death of Moses ").

These homilies, which

in a

new

edition of the Mid-

rash should be marked as its proper components,
evince a great regularity of workmanship in their
composition and execution. Each homily begins
with a halakic exordium, has one or more proems,

followed by the commentary— in which, however,
only the fiist verse, or a few verses from the beginning of the section read, are treated— and ends with
an easily recognizable peroration containing a promise of

the Me-ssianic future or

some other consolatory

concluding with a verse of the Bible.
The comments referring only to the first verses of
the lesson characterize Debarim Rabbah as a Midrash of homilies in which even the proems are rather
independent homilies than introductions to the comment on the Scriptund section and the exordiums
show, further, that Debarim Rabbah is very similar
In the halakic exorto the Tanhuma Midrashim.
dium (an essential of the haggadic discourse which
thought,

all

;

found neither in Pesikta and Wayikra Rabbah
nor in Bereshit Rabbah) an apparently irrelevant
passage
legal question is put, and answered with a
from the Mishnah (about twenty times) or Tosefta,
Such answers are generally introduced in Deetc.
barim Rabbah bv the formula D^DSn Ut^'l^ though
octhe formula usual in Tanhuma, irnm 13t' 13.
Then
curs twice (in parashah i. Nos. 10 and 15).
parafollow other halakic explanations (compare
No.
shah v. No. 8; par. vii. Nos. 1 and 8; par. ix.
interpretations, the
haggadic
and
No.
1)
xi.
par.
1;
the Scriptural seclast of which are defl need from
Tlius, a connection beof the Sabbath lesson.

is

;

tion

(|uestion and the text or the first
the speaker can
verse of the lesson is found, and
the homily, the
of
discussion
further
the
to
proceed
formula pjD
the
with
generally
closing
(..xordiunis
by the first words of the
rJU3 ir-ipL" nOD. followed
The formula occurs 18 times us

tween the halakic

Scrii.tural section.
once as IDt' PJO
cited- twice as \'':]}2 2^^\D[:' V:r2:
is lacking altogether
it
as
twice
ION
JL"
PJO;
3in3;
in

only a few of the liomilies.

The

stylistic

is

oiigiiial

Ite-

semblance
of Yelamdenu.

the discourse with
so clo.sely connected with the

manner of opening

a halakic (luestion

Midni'^li

Tanhuma, however,

introducthat in coiis.(|Ueiice of the
our
tory formuhnrai ino^ ("May
l.acher instruct usV). with wlilch
homilies
the exordiums and bene the

" was
began, the name " Yelan\den\i
Even in early times some
Midrash
exordiums in Descholars concluded from the lialakic

criven to this

Debarim
Deborah
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barim Kabbah that this Miilmsli was derived in large
part from the Yehinulemi; as did Ahuaiiam iucn

Solomon Akka

in

his " Kehile Alidnish

Habbaii,"

Venice. 1601.
It is curious that while in Debarim Kabbah every
liomily lias a lialaltio exordium, in tiie extant
Tanl,uuna 3lidrasiiim the part on Deuteronomy is
without any (tlie Tanhuma edited by Buber lacks
It wouKl be erronethe exordiums to ExodusalsoV
ous to conclude from this, however, that the present
Debarim Kabbah must be ideutilied with Tauhuma,

and Tanhuma to Deuteronomy with Debarim Kabbah, or that Debarim Kabbah as well as the Tanhuma
Mirdash in the eilitious to Deuteronomy, and several
other Midrashim t(^ Deuteronomy of which fragments have been publislied in modern times, or from
which quotations are found in old authors, have all
borrowed from theorijrinal Yeiamdenu. If the designation "Tanl.uima homilies" be given to the homilies described above, consisting of halakic introductions, proems, comments on various verses, etc.,
modeled on the form of the Yeiamdenu Tanhuma,
and if the latter was also the model for the haggadic
discourses in the centuries immediately
Debarim following Tanhuma, it may be said
Rabbah that Debarim Kabbah contains these
Older than homilies in a nuich more primitive
Tanhuma. form and also in a more complete collection than the Jlidrash Tanhuma to
Deuteronomy in Buber's and the earlier editions;
for these editions (as Theodorhas shown in his " Die
Midraschim zum Pentateuch," in "Mcmatsschrift,"
1886, pp. 559 et seq.) are extant in a very defective
form, treat much fewer sedarim than Debarim Rabbah, and, are with few exceptions, only shorter or
longer fragments of sedarim homilies.
In view of the form of the homilies and the composition of the whole work, which lend to Debarim
Rabbah the appearance of a Tauhuma Midrash, it is
not strange that passages from this Midrash are
quoted, in some citations of earlier authors (in the
thirteenth century and later), as belonging to Tanhuma. Textually, Debarim Rabbah has little in
common with the Tanhuma Midrashim on Deuteronomy, either in the editions or in the extracts from
Tanhuma in Yalkut or from Yeiamdenu in Yalkut
and 'Aruk. Some halakic questions found also in
Tanhuma in homilies on Genesis, Exodus, and Leviticus are quite differently applied and developed in
the exordiums of Debarim Kabbah.
This Midrash,
in its use of the old sources, such as Yerushalmi,
Bereshit Rabbah, and "VVayikra Rabbah, often shows
a freer treatment, and endeavors to translate Ara-

maic passages into Hebrew and to modernize them.
As regards the time of writing or editing the Debarim Rabbah, ''the epoch of the year 900" comes,
according to Zunz, "perhaps" nearest the mark.
The Midrash was not known either to
Probable R. Nathan, the author of the 'Aruk,
Date.
or to Rashi (the passage in a citation
quoted by the latter is not found in
Debarim Rabbah). A large number of extracts are
found in Yalkut, generally with the designation of
the Midrash n^n D'lQin nSx, as it is commonly cited
by the older authors. The same name is given to
the Midrash on Deuteronomy in Cod. Munich, No.
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239; this contains for tiie first pericope, D^131, four
entirely dilTerent homilies wiiieh have but a few
points of similarity with tliosc in present editions, but

comjioscd according to the Tanform, and are on the .same Scriptural sections as the homilies in DeThe
Munich barim Kabbah; namely, on Deut. i. 1,
The second and third
Codex.
i. 10, ii. 2, ii. 31.
pericopes have also halakic exordiums
closing with the words,
]*jy3 "iripiT HDD ]''JD,
in which, however, the question is put without any
formula.
The Munich manuscript agrees with Debarim Kabbah in the pericopes 2\>V to CDVJ, but has
additions to tiie latter; the remaining pericopes are
Another manuscript Midrash, in the poslacking.
session of A. Epstein, Viemia, contains not only the
same homilies as Cod. IMunich for the pericope D"'"13T,
but for the pericope pnnNI has similar hoinilics, that

which are

likewi.se

huma

.

.

.

are entirely dilTerent from Debarim Kabbah and are
on the sedarim Deut. iii. 23 (not iv. 7), iv. 25, iv. 41,
vi. 4; all these four homilies have halakic exordiums.
The manuscript also has a dilTerent exordium for the
beginning 2py. From this point to tlie pericope
N3n '3, it agrees with the editions (the exordiums,

however, are preceded only by the word riDPn, \\'\i\\out ^XILJ'^O DIX); in pericope D^3VJ and its addiFor "j^^l (also
tions it agrees with tlie Cod. Munich.
on Deut. xxxi. 14) it has a different text; and in the
last two pericopes, lyTXn and n^llil nXTI, it agrees
with the Midrash Tanhuma in present editions. It
may be assumed with certainty that the first one
or two pericopes of this manuscript in which
several passages can be pointed out that K. Bahya
(end of the thirteenth century) quotes from the
Midrash Rabbah or from n3~l Dnmn n^X— belong
to a Midrash that originally included the whole
What remained of that Midrash
of Deuteronomy.
was combined in those codices with pericopes from
Debarim Kabbah and Midrash Tanhuma. Among

—

the numerous Midrashim to Deuteronomy there are
known to be a number of fragments of a Debarim
Zuta, the preservation of which is due to the author
of Yalkut.
BiBLionuAPiiv: See Bllilioprapliy to Bf;RESiiiT Rabbah; on
Debarim Rahbali especliilly, compare Zunz, d. V. pp. 251253 Weiss, Din\ ill. 208, iv. 210 et acq.; Buber, Einlcituim zum
Tan. pp. 20b et acq., 40a, and ^oip'^, Vienna, 1885; Theodor, in
Monatsachrift. IHHii, p. 5.5i»; 18«7, pp. 3.i, 321 etxeq.; Epstein,
Deitriloe zur Jlidixclie Alterthumxhiinde, pp. 57, 76 et seq.;
idem. In liet Talmud, year V.; Winter and Wunsche, Die
JUdwche Litteratm; 1.; Baoher, Ag. Pal. Amor. ill. 504 et
seq.; Maybauin, Die Aelteatcn I'hanen in der Enf.wickelung
der JUd. Predigt, pp. 2, 43 et seq., Berlin, 1901.
T.
.7.
L. G.
;

DEBASH, ISAIAH BEN SAMUEL

:

Proven-

cal poet of the .second half of the thirteenth cenKenan supposes that the surname " Debash "
tury.
(honey) is the Hebrew translation of the Provencal

name "Miles," a surname frequently borne by the
Jews of Provence. Debash is known by two poems
addressed to the poet Gorni in defense of Shiloni,
also a poet, who had been criticized by Gorni. These
two poems are still extant in manuscript (Munich
MS. No. 128).
Bibliography: 3fo7ia(jwc/jri/t, 1882. pp.
bauer, Les Rabbiris JPYan^awf, p. 724 ;

517, 519

Gross,

;

Renan-Neu-

GcUHa Juda-

ica, p. 148.

0.

I.

Br.
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DEBE BABBI ISHMAEL.
BEN

See Ishmael

ElISIIA.

DEBIB 1. king of Eglon referred to in Josh.
x.detseq. Tlie Septuagint reads Aa/3iv. Debir was
one of the five kings who joined Adonizedek, King
of Jerusalem, against tlie city of Gibeon. In the battle which ensued, according to the Book of Jashar,
Joshua, who had come to the support of Gibeon,
caused the sun and the moon to stop in their
courses while he took revenge on his enemies.
The outcome was a crushing defeat for Debir and
the allied kings, who fled, but were caught and ignominiously put to death.
:

J.

JK.

A

"

I.

Hu.

2. City in the south of Judah.
According to
Josh. XV. 15 and Judges i. 13, it was originally called

"Kirjathsepher

according to Josh.
XV. 49, " Kirjath-sannah " (njD nnp).
In Josh. x.
39, xi. 21, xii. 13, it is said to have been conquered
by Joshua, while in ib. xv. 15 et seq. Judges i. 12
etseq., Othniel is named as its captor.
It was the
seat of a tribal chief, and therefore a place of some
importance. It is mentioned amOng the Levitical
cities in Josh. xxi. 15.
Its ciluation is not certainly
known. Probably it is identical with Al-Dahariyyah,
a large village on the top of a hill southwest of
Hebron. Some consider the "Debir" mentioned in
Josh. XV. 7 to be anotlier place; but no city of this
name is elsewhere mentioned as being in the vicinity
indicated in the passage, and the text seems to be
("iDD JT'lp);

"

;

corrupt.
E. G.

F. Bu.

ir.

DEBIR, THE.

DEBORAH:

Holy of Holies.
Kebekah's nurse, who accom-

Sec

1.

panied Ja( ob, and died on the road to Beth-el.

She

was buried under a terebinth ("oak" in A.V. and
R.V.), on this account named " Allon-lxikut" (terebinth of wceinng; Gen.xxxv.

This tree appears
later on in Jewish history in connection with anIn Judges iv. 5 it is called "the
otlier Deboraii.
palm-tree of Deborah," as though named in honor
of the prophetess, wiio sat under it and judged
Israel; but it is more likely that "Deborah" in this
connection is a reminiscence of the nurse.
How Deborah came to Ik- in the camp of Jacob
is explained by Moses ha-Darslmn as follows: "Hebekali liad said to Jacob, I shall send thee iience,
and I shall bring thee back' (see Gen. xxvii. 45);
anil in fullilnienl of the second part of hcrjiromise
she sent Deborah to bring him back." The nurse is
also mentioned in Gen. xxiv. 59, but her name is not
8).

'

given.
K.

f).

residence was between Bamah and Beth-el in the
Mount of Ephraim. Stirred by the wretched condition of Israel she incites a rebellion, and sends for
Barak, the sou of Abinoam, to Kcdesh of Naphtali,
and orders him to muster ten thousand troops of

Naphtali and Zebulun and concentrate them upon
the mountain at the northern angle of
the great plain of Esdraelou.
At the same time she
states that she will draw Siseni to the Hiver Kishon.
Barak declines to go without the prophetess. Deborah consents, but declares that the glory of the
victory will therefore belong to a woman, for a
woman will capture Sisera. Barak gathers ten
thousand troops and comes to Mount Tabor. As
soon as the news of the rebellion reaches Sisera he

Mount Tabor,

hundred chariots of iron and a host of
people.
battle is fought, and Sisera is completely defeated.
He himself escapes on foot, while his

collects nine

A

army

pursued as far as Harosheth of the Gentiles

is

and destroyed, not a man being left. Sisera passes
the tent of Jael, who calls him; and he lies down
to rest.
He asks for a drink; she gives him milk;
and while he is asleep she hammers a tent-pin
through his temple. When Barak, in hot pursuit,
passes the tent, she shows him the dead general.

The

narrative closes with the statement that thenceforth the power of Jabin waned until he was tinally
destroyed. For Judges v., see Deboii.\h, Song of.
E. G.

G. B. L.

n.

A

judged
The story of I)(i)oraii is given in Judges iv.
Israel.
anfl v., and, although these chapters agree in some
details, the dilTcrences between tlu- two are ho great
as to make it necessjiry to treat them separately.
Ch. iv. is a prose narrative from whicli it is learned
that for twenty years Jabiii, King of Caniuin
wiiose royal city was lla/.or, and whose general,
Sisera, also had a special city, Ilarosheth of the Gentiles
oppres.sed Israel.
During this lime, or for a
part of it, there was a jirophetess named Deborah,
wife of Lapidoth she also acted as judge. Hut

—

;

i)rophft(ss wlifi

G. B. L.

II.

In Rabbinical Literature
the seven prophetesses God

:

Deborah was one

of
raised in Israel:
Sarah, Miriam, Deborah, Hannah, Abigail, Huldah,

and Esther (Meg. 14a). The epithet nn'D!5 nC'N
("wife of Lapidoth") is interpreted by the Rabbis
as referring to the woman who furnished wicks
for the " lamps " of the sanctuary.
The story is told

(I.e.)

in Tauna debe Eliyahu R. ix.
Deborah, being married to an "am haarez," induced
him to furnish wicks for the Sliiloh sanctuary, and
he made them .so big as to turn the lights into blazing torches (nn^D?)His real name was "Barak,"
given to him because his face "shone like lightning"
(p")3); he was also called "Michael," liecau.se he was
modest before God (im*y DN "l^DO); but his name
"Lapidoth " (furnisher of lights) indicates the merit
of his wife Deborah, which caused her to become a

more elaborately

The fact that she was apgreat light in Israel.
pointed by God to be judge and prophetess while
Piiinehas, the .son of Eleazar, was living, was to evidence that the spirit of God rests alike, ujion Jew
and

man and woman, bondnian and l)ondname "Deborah" is maile an object-

CJeiitile,

woman.
Biblical Data:

2.

Debaiim
Deborah

'Ihe

lesson Two women were jiroplietesses, yet at the
.same time conceited and overliearing; all the more
tigly were their names: that of the one being " De:

that of the otlier, "Hulilah " (weasel).
"Ami she .sent and called
is saiil
Harak " (.ludges iv. (1) instead of going to him;
while Huldali sent R message to King Josiah "Tell

borah

" (bee),

Of Deborah

it

:

:

the

man

tiiat

sent

you

to

me."

etc.

(H Kings

xxii.

omitting to addre.ss him as king (Meg. 14b;
compare marginal glosses).
Deborah's dwrlling under the palm-tree (Judges
"According to
iv. 5) is ex|)lained in several ways.
one view, she would not, beipg a woman, teach or
15),

Deborah
Debts
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juilge in privacy but in thoopon air, whoir all could
assemble; acconiiug to aiiollicr opinion the piilnitree symbolized the unity of hearts of all Israel, all
being turned, like the leaves of the palm, to God
their Father in heaven (Tanna debe P^liyaiui ix.
compare YaHji. ii. 42). Deborah's prophecy cou.

;

sisted in her revealing the fact that C»od aids Israel

by means of men who consecrate their lives to the
worship of God and the study of His Law, praising
Him in the bet hakeneset and bet hamidrasli (Tanna
debe Eliyahu ix. and x., derived from D'^TJDOn
1313 Dy3. Judges v, 2, 9 compare Targum to I Mace,
" Apost. Const." Ixiii.).
"Barak, because
ii. 42, and
;

be heeded her prophecy, was made participant of
her song " (Judges v. 1).
Deborah's song, which is taken by Grillz ("Gesch.
the form
i. 115) to be a poem not composed by her
^nOptl' (Judges v. 7) being the second person feminine; i.e. "Until tliou didst arise, O Deborah," not
"I arose" (A. V.) is referred by the Haggadah to
such Hasidean heroes as aided the Maccabean warriors in their battle against the Syrians (Tanna debe
Eliyahu x. "Er. 54b, Targ. to Judges ii. 2-9, 11).
The words " I arose a mother in Israel " show her conceit, and her punishment for such pride was that
she lost her powers of prophecy (Pes. 66b).
s. s.
K.

—

—

;

DEBORAH, THE SONG OF: Name of the tri
umphal ode found

in Judges v. 2-31 and ascribed in
the title (Judges v. 1) to Deborah; it celebrates the
victory in the plain of Megiddo over Sisera and his
army. The song belongs to the earlier poetry of the
Hebrews, but shows such a remarkable power of
expression and such a spontaneity that it takes a high
place among the masterpieces of the world's poetic
literature.
The Masoretic text, while exhibiting
corruptions and obscurities, may be said on the whole
to be fairly faithful to the original.
It has, however, been in the way of all attempts to reduce the
poem to meter and divide it into regular strophes.

The

principal pauses occur after v. 11

and the prevailing rhythm has four beats

The poem opens,

Yhwh,

after the

summons

and

v. 22,

to the line.

to

praise

which the kings of the surrounding nations
are asked to join, with the description of Yiiwh's
marching forth from Seir (verses 2-5). Then the song
in

enlarges on the disorganized state of affairs before the
war " until thou didst arise, O Deborah " (verse 7)
(the ending of the verb 'nDptJ*, which may be taken
to be the first person, is rather the archaic form of the
second person feminine); this apostrophe to Deborah
(or declaration by Deborah) is followed by continued
portrayal of the critical situation in Israel, whicii was
completely unmanned because disloyal though the
phrase (" they chose new gods," v. 8)13 of obscure
meaning to the ancestral God. The text of verses
9-11 shows some misplacements, and verse 9 may be
a marginal note by some later band, or a eulogy
added, of the cla.ss so numerously found in the Old
Testament. Verses 12-22 describe the march into
battle, the victory, and the flight of the Canaanites;
verse 12a is the appeal to Deborah to strike up the battle-song, followed by that to Barak to open the fight.
Praise is bestowed on the tribes of Ephraim, Benjamin, Machir (Manasseh), Zebulun, Issachar (Deborah's tribe), and Najjhtali (Barak's tribe), while cen-

—

—

sure
for
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is dealt out to Reuben (Gilead), Dan, and Asher
lack of patriotism.
Verses 19-22 detiiil the

which "from heaven fought the stars"
and the rout of the enemy. The third
division, verses 2;i-:n, narrates the flight and death
of Sisera (verses 23-27), and graphically describes a
scene in his palace where his mother and her women
battle, in
(

Yiiwii'said),

await his return witii anticipations of rich booty
(verses 28-30).
"Meroz" an unknown place is
cursed for its unwillingness to help Yiiwh, and by
contrast Jael is blessed for her bravery (verses 23-27).
The whole poem concludes (verse 31) with a fervent
wish thatSisera's fate befall all of Yhwh's enemies,
while His friends shall be invincible. The poem may
have been included in the "book of the wars of

—

—

Y^HWii"(Num.

Modern critics

xxi. 14; seeBer. 58a).

most part concede that the song was written
very near the time at which the battle therein defor the

scribed took place.
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DEBORAH A
:

;

D.

o.

DEBTOR AND CREDITOR:

The law books

treat under this liead the incidents of payment: the
kind of money that the creditor must accept; the
place at which the debtor must pay
the means of
sending or bringing the money; good and bad tenders; the creditor's duty to give a receipt; etc.
The Jewish codes treat some of these questions
on Talmudic authority. They speak of debtor and
creditor as "malweh we-loweh" (literally, "lender
and borrower"), looking upon a liquidated debt,
even when it arises from the sale of land or goods,
;

as a loan.
The question.

What

—

is a good tender
so as to stop
of no consequence in Jewish
law, as the latter awards neither interest nor costs.
Though debts were not paid with checks or notes
in Talmudic times, yet cases quite analogous are
discussed.
debt is payable wherever the creditor demands
it, even if he meets the debtor in the wilderness

interest

A

and costs

—

is
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(provided the payment leaves to the debtor the
means forgetting home); but should the debtor offer
to the creditor in the wilderness money which he has
borrowed in a settled country, the creditor may refuse to take

(B.

it

K.

x. 6, also

applicable to

liabil-

from torts or bailment; Maimonides,
"Yad," Mahvoh, xiii. 8; Shulhan 'Aruk, Hoshen
arising

ities

Mishpat,

74,

1).

The custom

arose in tlie days of the Geonim for
the creditor, at or after the time of a contract made
before witnesses, to request t])e debtor
Time of to pay only before witnesses; and.
Payment, according to rules drawn by the Ge-

onim from Shebu'ot vi., such a request must be complied with. That is to say, the
debtor will in such a case be unable to set up payment except by the testimony of witnesses (Maimonides, ib. XV. 1, and see gloss for disputed points).
So if the creditor stipulates that the witnesses
must be scholars or ])hysicians, or that he, the creditor, shall be trusted without oath against the plea
of payment, tlie stiiuiiation was enforced {ib. xv. 2,
Similar stipulations

3).

with what

effect see

Hoshen Mishpat,

ib.

may be made by the debtor
xv. 5;

compare generally

69.

Tlie debtor is responsible for the sum due till he
Should
it over to the creditor or to his agent.

pays

Deborah
Debts

not current in such a country, the debtor must pay
in the coin current at the time; and such is also the
rule for the wife's jointure {ib. 74, 7).
It has been shown under Alienation how a demand is transferred in a "meeting of three." Thus,
the promise of a third person may be transferred
in payment of a debt.
As Maimonides says, if A
owes a mina to B, and B says to A in a meeting of

"Give toC the mina which you owe me," and

three.

C assumes it,
may back out
of

As

but
;

for

it

turns out that

A is insolvent,

B has misled him. But

insolvency, or

if

A

was

if

C
C knew

well off at the time

and became insolvent afterward, C may not repudiate
his assumption. Again, suppose A has no demand on
B, but owes a mina to C, and he refers the latter for
Viayment to B, although he refers him thus in a
"meeting of three," there is no transfer. B need
not give the money toC; but if he
Candoes, he can recover it from A.
Also,
celation.
if C sjiys, " I do not wish to collect
from B," he may hold A liable, even
after collecting part of the demand from B ("Yad,"
Malweh, xvi. 3, 4). The inference from the cases in
which the old debt is not barred by reason of fraud
or mistake is that where the debtor in a meeting of
three furnishes to the creditor a new obligor with a
full understanding of the facts all round, the old

the creditor say to him, "Throw me my money and
bo quit," and he does so, but the money is lost or
stolen before it reaches the creditor, he is quit (Git.
78b; see Maimonides, ib. xv. 1). What is said about
tlirowing the money applies, of course, to any mode

debt

of transmission chosen by the creditor (Hoshen Mish-

livered upon payment in full.
Upon partial payment, the creditor may insist on receiving a new
bond for the remnant, or he may give an ac(iuittance
for the part paid.
For a debt otherwise than by
bond, the debtor may have his shober, proviiied he
pays the scrivener's fees. But if the creditor claims
to have lost or mislaid the bond, the debtor is entitled to a shober at the creditor's cost, and may,
moreover, compel him to take an oath that the bond
is not in his po.sses.sion (lloshen Mishpat, 54, and

pat, 120.

1, 2).

the absence of special terms, a loan or a.sale on
custom to the contrary)
presumed to fall due in thirty days (Tosef., B. M.

Ill

credit (unless there be a local
is

Shulhan 'Aruk, Hf)shen Mishpat, 78, 1). Where
X. 1
a time of jiayment has lieen set, either in an oral
"loan" or by bond, whether the debtor be dead or
alive, the cndilor may make no demand before the
day set (see Iloslien Mishpat, 71}, 2, 3, 4, for the settlement of disputes as to the time of maturity).
At maturity tlie debtor may wish to pay at once,
Sf) as no lr)nger to hold the money at his own risk
for example, if it be feared tliat the government
will levy an arbitrary tax or change the money
standard ari<l the creditor is bound toiwreiit. If he
refus<'s, the debtor may deposit the
Acceptance, money with tiie court or with some
;

—

rust worthy party; liutnot when the
(hht is not y<"t due mid sonu- untoward act, as
above, wu!ms imminent.
If no such risk is apparent,
however, the creditor must accept; for tlie setting
of a time isirilcnrli-d oidy for the debtor's Ixneflt.
After maturity the debtor may wish to pay in
driblets.
Here the better opinion i.sthat the creditor
may not refuse sueli payments. Still, if there is a
pledge or mortgag<" for the debt, the debtor can not
compel the creditor to release part of th*- i)ro|)erly,
even tliough it may \t<- easily divisible Hoslwn Mish
pat. 74, 4. based on 15. M. 77b).
When the coin in which a contract was made has
I

(

been demonetized by tlie government, it must still
be accepted so long as it remains current in some
other country to which the creilitor has access; if

is

extinguished.

The formal acquittance by which a bond iscanceled

known

as "shober" (literally, "breaker"), and is
form a "shetar"; that is, attested by two witnesses.
Where the debt is by bond, the bond is de-

is

in

authorities there quoted).
L.

L. o.

DEBTS OF DECEDENTS:
as

it is

recognized

in

many

N. D.

Under the old law

passages of

tin*

Talmud

Ket. 81b) and implied in tla; Mishnah (Ket. ix.
2; B. K. X. 1), the goods and chattels of a decedent,
or the moneys due to his estate, can not be seized by
his creditors or by liis widow, wlio is a boiul credi(t'..'/.,

kelubah "), though H. MeYr
and the Mishnah in one jilace inti
of a man's estate is bound l»y tlie lat-

tor for her jointure ("

distinctly said,

mates, that all
The very name given to lamis iiiid
ter instrument.
slaves, "estate which has responsibility" ("ahani
yot"). as shown in Iheartielf on .\ i.iknation, indicates that liiiwl was deemed by the old sages the

primary fuml for .securing creditors (see also Dk.kd).
It may hence be inferred that in Palestine, even after
the riesi ruction of tlie Tenqile. and in Babylonia, the
.lews wr-re, down to thi' completion of the Talmud,
in the main land-owning farmers, not landless traders
or artisans.
In

latiT

become

times, wlien

ImlU of the Jews had
became impracticable, and

lli<

landless, this rule

Debts
Decalogue
tl»e

Goonim
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instituted nnotluT rule, siibjcrtinc:

tlic

auil di-muiuls of dociHlont,"?, as well as their

goods

'Aruk, Hoslien
Mi^hpat. 107, \). ^lainumides shows (liat even witliout tins new institution the orplian heirs of A, who
have as such obtaineil the land of his debtor, must
give them up to A's creditors: for tlie lands would be
considered as coming to them from their father(Ket.
lands, to their debts (see Sliulhan

92a); and momlly orphans wore always bound to
pay their father's debts to the extent of both hinds
and chattels received (" Yad," Malweh, viii. 9, based

on Ket. 91b). As to priorities of bond creditors on descended lands, see Deed. Regarding personal property, all creditors are on an equality, except in so far
as one gains a priority by making the first seizure.
The codes say little or nothing about the distribution
of an estate that is not sullicient to satisfy all creditors.

Bond

creditors take lands sold by the heirs out of
the hands of the jiurchasers (unless the heirs will
pay the debt), in like manner as they prevail against
purchasers from the debtor himself.

The manner of appraising

the lands of infant heirs,
for the paydescribed in the article on Ap-

and of advertising and selling the same

ment of debts, is
praisement (see also Hoshen Mishpat,

109).

A

sort

of judicial conveyance, known as "adrakta," is
drawn up after the selling of the lands, which must
contain the declaration that the lands sold belong to
the deceased debtor, naming him (ib.).

A

debt arising by word of mouth, or by written
contract not sealed (see Deed), can be set up against
the debtor's heirs in three cases only: (1) if the
debtor had in his last sickness acknowledged the
debt; (2) if the debt was not due at the debtor's
death (3) if the debtor had been excommunicated
for failing to satisfy a judgment, and had died
while under the ban
for in other cases the debt
might have been paid in the debtor's lifetime without the knowledge of the heirs.
And, except in these three cases, even a debt by
bond can not be enforced against the heirs during
their infancy (boys under thirteen), though the bond
contain a clause that the debtor trusts the honesty
of the creditor; for these heirs, if of full age, might
find proof to overcome the bond or to show its
having been paid. Nor can the debt be enforced
during the infancy of the heirs if the testimony
of witnesses is needed to bring it within one of
these three cases; for witnesses can not be adduced
against an infant.
Hence it was usual to make a
judicial minute of the debtor's death-bed acknowledgment. So decides Caro (Hoshen Mishpat); but
Maimonides (Malweh, xii. 1, 2) holds that during
the infancy of the heirs no proceedings can be
taken in any cases but the following two: (1) where
the demand belongs to a Gentile, and bears interest
which it is for the benefit of the infants to stop;
(2) the ca.se of a widow's jointure, provided .she has
not married again. In these two cases the court
should appoint a guardian for the infant heirs, who
;

;

guard their interests; and if there is no defense,
the descended estate will be sold, and the debt paid
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oath, unless Ihere be a clause in his bond in which
the debtor declares faith in his truthfulness.
Should
the creditor die, and his heirs set up a claim against
that of the debtor, they nuist tnke a solemn oath

fnuiKHl lor the circumstances (see Sheb. 45a), unless
a clause in the bond avows faith in the creditor and
in his heirs.
Where the creditor docs not know of

and calls upon the debtor's heirs
payment, and they, while admitting the debt,
deny the receijit of assets, they may clear themselves by the rabbinical oath.
A fine, such as was often imposed by the rabbinical courts ("kenas"), falls to the ground with the
wrong-doer's death, and can not be collected from
his heirs (Hoshen Mishpat, 108, 2).

assets descended,

for

The rule of enforcing all
obligor's heins is of late date.

first" of the Babylonian "iniirs" (c. 230-250), still
agreed in the proposition: "lie who lends by word
of mouth can not collect either from heirs or from
purchasers" (B. B. 175a; but see RonuKUY as to
liability of descended lands for things taken forcibly).
This feature of the older Talmudic law falls in
with the common-law rule that the heir (z.e., the successor to the decedent's lands) is boimd only for the
bonds or sealed instruments of his ancestor. Later
on, in both systems of law natural equity prevailed
over narrow distinctions.
I.. G.
L. N. D.

DECALOGUE

A word, derived from the Greek,
corresponding to the Biblical D^3^^ n"lLJ*y; LXX.
ol diKu ?i6yoi^{Ex. xxxiv. 28; Deut. x. 4; compare
Josephus, "Ant." iii. 5, § 3) and ra 6iKa p/z/jara
:

(Deut. xiv. 13); also to. Uku 26yia, in the title of
Philo's disseitation Ylrpi ruv AtKa Anyluv; in later
Hebrew
"]} (Shabbat 86b) or, without the

mimn

As a singular, r/
used by the Church
Fathers (see Clement of Alexandria, " Pa;dagogus,
iii.
12, § 8, and "Stromata," vi. 16, §§ 133, 137);
the corresponding Latin "decalogus" is met with in
numeral, n'n2^^ (B. E. 54b).
dEKaXo-yog (scil. /9(/5Aof)

Tertullian

—

—

("

was

De Anima,"

xxxvii.).

two

:

tablets of stone

—

" tables

myn,

Ex. xxiv. 13, xxxi.
of the covenant" (D-ian
and gave them to Moses.

—

of testimony " (niPI^
or "tables

18, xxxii. 16)
flinf',

Deut.

ix. 9,11, 15)

The people having gone
astray, Moses, carried away by righteous indignation, broke the tables (Ex. xxxii. 19), and God subsequently commanded him to hew two other tables
like the first (Ex. xxxiv.

Ten Words (Ex. xxxiv.

off (see also B. B. ob, 22a, 174a).

rewrite,

"Whether the heirs be under or over age, the credcan not proceed against them without taking the

first

Biblical Data The Decalogue is given in the
Pentateuch in two versions (Ex. xx. 2-17 and Deut.
V. 6-18) that exhibit some variants (see below).
According to the Biblical records, it represents the solemn utterances of Ynwii on Mt. Sinai, directly revealed by Him to Moses and the people of Israel in
the third month after their deliverance from Egypt,
amid wonderful manifestations of divine pov/er
marked by thunder and lightning and thick smoke
(Ex. xix.). As such, God wrote the Ten Words upon

will

itor

demands against the
Kab and Samuel, the

whereon to rewrite the
According to another
28), Moses was bidden to
1),

1).

passage (Ex. xxxiv. 27,
and did rewrite, the Commandments himself; but in Deut. iv. 13, v. 18, ix. 10, x. 24, God
appeals as the writer. This second set, brought

Mt. Sinai by Moses (Ex. xxxiv. 29), was
placed in the Ark (Ex. xxv. 16, 21; xl. 20), hence
designated as the "Ark of the Testimony " (Ex. xxv.

down from

compare also I Kings viii. 9).
The Decalogue opens with the solemn affirmation,
put in the first person, that the speaker is Yiiwh,

Num.

22;

Debts
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iv. 5;

Israel's

Contents.

Israel ("

("thy") God, who liath led
Therethee ") out of Egypt.

fore there shall be for Israel (" thee ")

no other gods before Tnwii's ("my")

face.

Pro-

hibition of idolatry fol-

lows as a logical amplification of this impress-

Decalogrue

likeness" in Deut. v. 8 (Hehr.). "Remember (lOi) the Sabbath " in Kx. XX. 9 corresponds to " Keep " (iinii') in Deut. v.
ipii' ""J? ("false witness") In Ex. xx. 16 corresponds to
13.
nj? (" a witness of iniquity " or " falsehood ") In Deut. v. 17
(A.V.20),the prohibition being furthermore prefixed by "and."
The sequence " house and wife" in Ex. xx. 17 is reversed to
read " wife and house " in Deut. v. 18 (A.V. 21).

NW

(d) Additions and amplifications: Deuteronomy adds In
two places (v. 12, 16) the formula "as Yhwh, thy God, hath
commanded thee." Another addition is found In Deuteronomy
in the text of the command to honor father and mother (v. 16):
" and that it may pro well with thee." Ex. xx. 10 summarizes
"thy cattle," which in Deut. v. 14 (Hebr.) is expanded to
" thine ox and thine ass and
all thy cattle," to which Is
added " that thy man-.ser\'<int and thy
maid-servant

may

rest as well as thou."
Deut.
18 (Hebr.) has
V.
" his field," which In the
corresponding passage of

ive announcement,
and then a caution
against taking Yawn's
The
name in vain.

Exodus

duty of remembering
the Sabbath and that
of honoring father and
mother are emphaMurder, adulsized.
tery, theft, and false

But of greatest

11

teronomy

not

Exodus

in

Egyptian bond-

Tlnis the Sabbath
may be said to rest in
Exodus on a universal-

age.

tiieological,

re-

gard

to the affirmations

and

obligations

basis.

reason adduced for the
Sabbath is altogether
In detail
different.
these variants may be
grouped as follows:

odus,

A

careful analysis of
these variants leads to
tlic conclusion that Ex-

on tile whole,
presents an earlier text

Deuteronomy.
til an
The clearly niiirkcd effort at stylistic refine-

ment

DiffcrencM in the
CoiiKonnulal (MdHnrrt ic
(a)

in identiral wniiLi:
For cxainple, "nilzwuUil"

i),,ut.

" Kftib "
<liii'

toun

fransltliiri

v. in.

UiIh

;

thf

In

viirliint

iintli'lpiiiloii (if

from the

Im

the

llrst

to

(the

lo

;

whlcli

"nilzwolaw"

a.s

(irn::,

substitution
tit'awweii" for
"lo tal.iuiod " the mention of the "wife" bo
fore the " house"; oven
tlie polysytidelic plirasiiig, showing a si raining
after elTcct) points in

of "

text,

occiire

Deute-

national-

historical-economic,

con-

Kx. XX. 6»,

in

ronomy on a

tained therein. Verbal
h o wdiscrepancies,
e ver, are comparatively
numerous, while the

(\-ix:;,

ii.

Deuteronomy'' assigns to it a social purpose and connects it
with Israel's liberation

from

from

with cre-

it

2);

Deu-

does

that in

connects

ation (compare Gen.

panded declaration

differ materially

inter-

the reason given for the
Sabbath. Ex. xx. 10,

against covetousness.
View
Critical
in

wanting.

est is the variation in

testimony are forbidden, and the Decalogue
concludes with an ex-

The Decalogue

is

Earliest Manuscript of Hecalotfue (.Secon<l Ccniury 'O. ('onlalnlng
Variations from the Ma-vin'tlc T(!Xt. I'robalily the (iMi-.st Kxample of .Square (;hunu;ler8 lu a lle»)rew Manuscript.

The inthis (iiicction.
the Ihlnl [x-rson whirli itisiii'.s nttiT Ihl.s v»TSf).
Sltnsertion of the formuhi
(Vnm " Triin«»<:ll"ni "f Soclrty o( UlliMol Arch»olng).")
llarly. there art: rhiinjffs In
"us Yiiwii hath comthe UM' anil jHisltlon of tin;
indieat.rs that tlir (iiipi-al rests on a wellauxiliary vowel letu-ra; c.(/., r3N 'Kx. xx r>) and ni3M (Deut. v.
9); pDTH' 'Kx. XX. V2) and ps'-iN'' (I)eiit. v. l<i).
and long cHlahlished law. The enumeralion
(li) Suiilarliriit. iliffrrrnrrji: /"/'.(/., the Hvnileljc aminifenient
of the various kinds of cattle also l)etray8 tlic liand
"
<Kx. xx.
"rhIKlren, jframlchllilren, and Kreal-Kniinlchllilren
of a later writer, and so does the exiilatiatory and
folysyndetlc "children (iml Knind.1, Ilehr.), over njfal list the
go well with thee."
rhlldren and Jfreat-Krandchlldren " (I)eut. v. !». Ilelir.): and
(imilifying glo.ss "that it

manded"
known

may

the a.tyndetlr .mirwswlon "Thoushalt not kill. Thoii dhalt not
commit adultery. Thou shall not .steal" (Kx. xx. KV I"), over
BKaln8t the polysyndetlc "Thou Mialt not kill, and thou shall
not,
and," v.tc. (Dent. v. 17. llehr.).
(c) Stulintic vnrinlimiH: "Covet," occiirrlnK twice In Kxodus (XX. 17), Is replaced In one In.slance hy "desin;" In
.

.

.

Deuteronomy
Zx. XX.

11

(v. 18).

"(Jraven Ima^e and any likeness"

(Hebr.) appears as "[the] graven

In

Intage of any

the oilier hand, the variants in the command
against idfilatry point to the jiriority of the Deiiteronomic reading. Exodus is more explicit and strenuous, as if afraid tliat the laxer wor^iing ("graven
image of any likeness") of Deut. v. M might not be
every species of
suMiciently comprehensive to

On

W
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Tho

law

DouteroiuMuy, at loast
while the expression "keep" is stronger than that in
Relation Exodus, " remember, "and would thus
of the Two indieate a later solieitude for a better
Versions, obst-rvance. Also, its anxiety for the
welfare of the servant exhibits a humane spirit not ordinarily to be looked for in doeumeuts of antiquity. The introduetion of the theological motive in Exodus, where Deuteronomy has
the historical-economic, is an element that favors
the assumption of the higher antiquity of the Deuterononiic Decalogue.
These variants, however, have been explained as
due to scribal carelessness, such as is easily established by a comparison of the texts of other parallel
passages; the writers, contrary to the later rabbinic
practise and injunction, failing to consult the written text while quoting from memory, and thus
mixing with their lines reminiscences of similar but
not identical verses (compare Bardowicz, "Studieu
zur Geschichte der Orthographic des Alt-Hebr."
Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1894; Blau, "Studien zum
Alt-Hebr. BUcherwesen," Budapest, 1902).
But
upon examination this plausible theory will be .seen
to create new difficulties in the matter in point.
The Decalogue must be considered, on the basis of
the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch, to have
been fundamental; and as such its wording must
have been so accurately fixed as to preclude the
idoliitry.

in part,

Siibbatli

appears

in

to contirni this;

possibility of latitude for scribal caprice.

The Rab-

indeed, have felt this difficulty.
They have
solved it by assuming that both versions are of identical divine origin, and were spoken in a miracubis,

lously strange

manner

at one

("Bedibbur Ehad"; see Mek.,

and the same time
ed.

Weiss,

p.

odus
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—

of an anterior and old (Mosjiic) but briefer list
of ten statements written in the manner of the prohibitions against murder, adultery, theft, etc. (Strack,

"Exodus,"
fllr

p. 241; Franz Delitzsch, in "Zeitschrift
Kirchliche Wissenschaft und Leben," 1882, p.

292; llolzinger, "Exodus," in " Kurzer Hand-Commcntar zum A. T." pp.79 et xeq., TiU)ingen, 1900;
Eduard K5nig, " Einleitung," p. 187, and Index, s.v.
Wildeboer, "Die Literatur des A. T." p. 17).
Graphically considered, the writing of the letters
;

(about 620) contained in the Decalogue on two tables
of stone of moderately large dimensions does not
present, as was long thought, an impossibility.
The
Mesha stone proves the contrary. The Decalogue
written in the style of the latter would fill about
twenty of its lines (Holzinger, l.r. p. 69). The imevenness in the length of the first and the second parts
is a much stronger indication that the original version was without the amplifications noticeable in
the commandments of the first and tenth groups.
The tradition, according to which earOriginal
lier tables were replaced by others.
Form.
shows that for a long time the knowledge was current of changes in the
text, and not, as Holzinger contends (I.e. p. 77), that
a Mosaic law had never existed.
The original Ten Words probably opened with(l)
" I am Yh WH, thy God, " etc.
Then followed
(2)
(3)

Thou
Thou

Shalt have no other gods before
Shalt not take the name of

Me

Yhwh

[beside Me].
God in vain.

thy

Remember the

Sabbath-day.
(5) Honor thy father and thy mother.
(6) Thou Shalt not murder.
(7) Thou Shalt not commit adultery.
(8) Thou Shalt not steal.
(9) Thou Shalt not bear false witness.
(10) Thou Shalt not covet (Wildeboer,
(4)

I.e. p. 19).

77,

Vienna. 1865; Shebu. 20b; R. H. 27b; Yer. Ned. iii.
1; Yer. Shebu. iii. 5; Cant. Rabbah xxviii.
Sifre,
Ki Tabo).
Ibn Ezra (to Ex. xx. 1) recognizes the insufficiency
of this explanation, but is equally dissatisfied with
the solution proposed by Saadia.
The latter, conforming to his rigorous theory of inspiration, would
not admit that the Masoretic text was other than of
divine origin.
It is therefore his theory that literally the Deuteronomic Decalogue equally with that
;

Eduard K5nig and others (see Lotz in HerzogHauck, "Real-Encyc." 3d ed., p. 563) place as the
second of these original Ten Words the prohibition
against the making and the worshiping of graven
images. It is probable that the early Hebrews shared

schol-

with the Arabs the repugnance to molten plastic idols
(PDD;9ee Wellhausen, "Reste Arabischen Heidentums," p. 102); but "mazzebot" (pillars or stones)
were legitimate accessories of the Yhwh cult down
to a much later period than that of such a Mosaic
Moreover, idolatry was tolerated in
decalogue.
North Israel and even in Judea down to the later
centuries.
Upon these considerations, Kuenen,
Wellhausen, Stade, Schultz, and Smend have argued
against the ascription of any decalogue to Mosaic
times; but with the omission from the original ten
of the injunction against idolatry, the mainstay is
taken from under the opposition to the authenticity
of the tradition connecting .Moses with such a lapidary code.
These simple brief statements were amplified in

with few exceptions (G. Livingston Robinson,
"The Decalogue and Criticism," 1899), in so far as
they do not maintain that the version of Exodus is
the original Mosaic, or at least the older, while that
of Deuteronomy (also Mosaic) departs from the original text in confoiTOity with the parenetic method
and purpose of Deuteronomy, have concluded that
both versions are amplifications those in Deuteronomy on the whole being later than those in Ex-

course of time; the fourth, for instance, reflecting in
both versions agricultural conditions such as did not
obtain in the Mosaic days. So also does the promised
reward of the fifth. The reason given in Deuteronomy for keeping the Sabbath also appeals to circumstances of agricultural civilization; that adduced in
Exodus is of a theological nature, and can not be
much older than the priestly code (P), nor can it
antedate the reception into the Pentateuch of Gen. i.

of Exodus was divinely inspired.
While Exodus
presents the reading of the first set of tables, Deuteronomy contains that engraved by divine direction
on the second (see "Jour. Asiatique," Dec, 1861, in

Neubauer, "Notice sur

la

Lexicographic," etc.;

Geiger's " jQd. Zeit." i. 292).
With profuse professions of regard for Orthodox teachings, Ibn Ezra
ventures to hold that these variants are in the nature
of linguistic differences often noticeable in the Biblical books.

Modem Views

:

Modern conservative

ars,

—

d

"
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1-4.
Critics have assigned the Exodus verwith this exception, to the ninth century b.c.
the Deuteronomic text, to the seventh century.
From the point of view of Pentateuchal analj'sis
Wellhausen (•' Die Composition des Hexateuchs und
der Historischen Bilcher des Alten Testaments, " 1885,
pp. 84, 85, and passim) maintains that
Decalogue the Jahvist (J) contains an altogether
of Exodus different decalogue; viz., that of Ex.

and

ii.

sion,

;

xxxiv. 14-26. Goethe, in his "Zwo
Fragen, 1773," was the first to suggest
This decalogue is concerned merely with ritual
this.
Holzinger (Commentary on Exodus, p. 119)
affairs.
proposes the following brief sentences as its contents
(1) Thou Shalt not worship any strange god.
(2) Thou Shalt not make ihee any molten Images.
(3) Thou Shalt observe the Feast of Mazzot [Pesah].
(4) The first-born are Mine [Yhwh's]!
(5) Thou Shalt observe the Feast of Weeks.
(6) Thou Shalt observe the Feast of the Ingathering.
(7) Thou Shalt not mix with leaven the blood of My offerings.
(8) The fat of My feast shall not remain with thee until the

xxxiv.

'

(9)

The

choicest of the first-fruits of the land shall thou bring

Yhwh,

thy God.
Shalt not seethe the kid In the milk of

house of

pla,

is

1870; Pesik. R., ed. Friedmann, p. 106b, ib. 1880).
This arrangement is found also in the Codex Vaticanus of the LXX. and in the Deuteronomy of Ambrosianus.
Still R. Ishma'el counts verse 3 as the
first "word" (Sifre to Num. xv. 31; ed. Friedmann,
Philo and Josephus count
p. 33a, Vienna, 1864).
verse 3 as commandment i. verses 4-6 as ii. verse

nr m^ hv ni nr n:x. n. xli), though, according to
H. Nclir-inial), eacli table roiitaiiicd the complete text
of the Ten Words (eom pare Ycr. Shelj. vi. [(juoted in
" 'En Ya'akob "]).
The first table would thus have
contained 146 of the 172 words of the Exodus Decatlie other only 26.
In view of this in](>'i\ii:. but
equality in the distribution it has been suggested
that the one tnlile contained only the first three comIJut if the
niandtneiitH; tlie otlier, the last seven.
amplifications were omitted, the grouping in sets
of Hve would result in assigning to the one table
28 words and to (he otiier 27 (Strack, "Exodus."

adultery, and

of the
theft,

murder,
the Maso-

proiiibitions against

as

now given

in

,

;

;

;

;

commandment which

single

is

numbered

i.,

in con-

every commandment is advanced by one, the Jewish No. III. becoming II., and so on. In order to maintain the
number ten, the Jewish No. X. is divided into IX.
("Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's wife ") and
X. ("Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's house,"
This method of numbering is ascribed to
etc.).
Augustine (" quajst. 71 ad Exodum "), but the Codex
Alexandrinus, as E. Nestle was the first to notice
("Theol. Studicn aus Wllrttemberg," 1886, pp. 319

sequence of which, up to the

et seq.), also

exhibits

it.

last,

Modern

critics are inclined

system of enumeration, partly
because the Jewish No. I. is not a "commandment,"
in which they overlook the Hebrew designation "13*T
("word"), and partly because, as the Jewish enumeration has it, verses 3 and 4-6 certainly constitute
to accept this latter

one command.

The
brew

" 'aseret ha-dibrot " are

in

accentuated

in

the

He-

for private reading, when
the verses are marked to begin at 2, 8,
4, 5, 6. 7,8, 9, 10, 11, 12. 13, 17 (18-16

two ways: one

Accentu-

ation of the as one verse);

tiie

other for solemn

the first two comniandnietits and thi' introduction are
ments,
read without interruption, because
God is introduced as the speaker, and every other com-

Command-

public recital,

mandmeiit as a

when

sejiarate verse (Pinskcr. " Kinleitung

in (las IJabyloni.sch-IIebraische

I'unktationssystem."

It may be possible, llioiigh it has been
pp. 48-50).
doubted, that this double acrentuatioii preserves the
tra<'es of an old uncertainty concerning the numera-

These
tion of the various " priiicii)Ies " or" words."
accents are res|>ectively known as the "Va'ani ha'clyon " (sujierlinear) an(i the "ta'ain ha labton " (subThe Oriental Jews know only the division
linear).
into ten words; i.e., that observed in ))rivate reading
(W. Wirkes. " Accent tiat ion of the Twenty-one So-

The
O. T." p. 180).
generally used for the
cant illation of the Decalogue on the Feast of Weeks

called

p. 242).

The order

;

;

verse 13
7 as iii. verses 8-11 as iv. verse 12 as v.
verse 15 as viii. verse 16 as
as vi. verse 14 as vii.
ix.
and verse 17 as x.
The numbering adopted by the Roman Catholic
and Lutheran churches combines verses 3-6 into a
;

its mother.
Thou
In order to extract these "ten words" from the
passage, many other laws therein contained of seemingly equal importance have to be omitted, as also
the reasons assigned for their observance. This attempt to reconstrue another decalogue may be said
to be a failure, all the more as it is conceded that
the decalogue in P (Ex. xx.) is virtually anterior to
Still
that (Ex. xxxiv.) in J (Holzinger, I.e. p. 120).
less satisfactory, because altogether unreasonable, is
the venture to recover the Decalogue from fragments in Ex. XX. 27, 28, and xxiii. 10-16 (Meissner,
"Der Dekalog," Halle, 1893; Staerk, "Das Deuteronomium," pp. 29etseq., 40, Leipsic, 1894).
"Written on two stone tables (Deut. iv. 13, v. 19,
X. 34), with script on both sides (Ex. xxxii. 15), the
Decalogue would most naturally have
Division boon divided into two groups, of five
" words " each, each group appearing
of the
Decalogxie. on one .stone. In this way, according
to Josephus ("Ant." iii. 5, § 4) and
Philo (" De Decalogo," t^ 12, 6io nevrdiac), the Decalogue was originally delivered, the first pentad containing the commandments of " pietas " (relating to
God or Hi.s visible representatives on earth, the
parents); the other, those of "probitas" (relating to
conduct toward one's fellow men).
Tiie MidrasluTH-nlioiisaHimilar division: riv bv H

(10)

Josephus, and in the Syriac Hexanot followed by the Septuagint, the Codex Alexandrinus, and Ambrosianua
Sequence (which have "murder, theft, aduland Num- tery "), nor by Philo (who has "adulbering.
tery, murder, theft"), nor by the
Codex Vaticanus
(which
reads
"adultery, theft, murder").
Differences obtain also in regard to the numbering
of the various commandments.
The traditional
Jewish system makes Ex. xx. 2 the first "word,"
and verses 3-6 are regarded as one; viz., the second
(Mak. 24a; Mek., ed. Friedmann, p. 70b, Vienna,

retic text, in

;

next morning.
to the

Decalogxia

Prose

Hooks

..f

sujierlinear accentuation

the
is
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as tho luemoriftl day of tlie rovi-lation i.e., the piviiitr of tlu- Tonili imin \n^ pr^— wliilf on llu> ordinary fc^alibatlis, wlu'U ilic IK-calotjiu' is read as a
p»irt of the pericope (Yitro anil Wn'othannan), the

sublinear is followed (.laphet, "Die Accente der
Heiligen Selirift," IS'.Xi. p. 1(50; Geiger, " Wiss.
Zeit. Jl\d. Theol."iii. 147 ct scq.; also " Urschrift,"
p. 873, note).

BiBi.ior.RAPHY
lit'lii'tr.

In

:

Urhrr die EinthrUiing drr Zchn

S«inntnp.

r/i«'<)J<>(/i,<c/i<'

Studifii

Kritihiiu

rtitii

IX5<>,

pp.

iJt'IIken, ('</)(; (fir yfniilni<li}ifii Kintlu-ilniniin
BtTthiMiu. /)i<' Si<7)()i (Innirf<-,< 7V/v<i/<n;.<. HmiihurK', KSJ**:
prn Mnsiiischcr (icuftzoi'l'. Gi\tlinnfi), 1840: Ewiild, Gc^cii.
lU.^ Vullifs Israel, lb. \H^i; (inif, J)ic G(:-<cliicli(Uiluii-

61 f/

.tti/.;

Unchcr

i/(Vf

,-1.

T.,

I.t'ipsic.

ISOt);

Heilbut,

Vihrr dir rr-

und Hichtiae Kintlifiluiiu dci /Jt7f(i/()(;.s\ BitWcUhaiisen, Die CDmnDsitimi des Hexatench.i,
etc., ill jahth. fllr I)eut.-<chc TlienUmie. 187t>-77; Lemnu',
Die lieUiiiitn.-<{iejichichtlieUe liedeutuno de.s Dehahn/s,
Bivsliiu. ItySii; Ueuss, Die (iei>cU. der //< i/iyoi Sehriften d.
A. T. Brunswick, 1S81 Fmnz Delltzsch, Drr Dckaloq in
Exitdiut und Deiiteri)Ui)niinm, in Zeitsclirift fUr KirchttiirHii{jlifhf
lii),

l^'74;
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therefrom by sectaries that the Decalogue alone had
been revealed by CJod on Sinai (Her. 11a). Tho
Sheina" (" Hear, (.) Israel," Dent. vi. 4)anu uic selections from Deut. vi. 4-S), xi. 13-23; Num. xv. 37 c<
neq., which follow the Shema' in the order of the
liturgy, and form as it were a part thereof, were believed to contain in essence the Decalogue.
The new Pesikta(Het Ham. vi. 41; comp. Baeher,
"Die Agada der Palilstin. Amortter," ii. 183) holds
the reading of the Shema' every morning as tantamount to the keeping of the Ten Commandments,
because they, too, had been proclaimed " in the
morning" (Ex. xix. 16). Again, Sifre to Deut. i. 3
controverts the assumption that the Decalogue alone
had been revealed through Moses. Like the Shema',
Num. xix., looked upon by K. I.Iiyya as fundamental, is construed by 11. Levi as a cryptogram of

;

liche
25t5;

iri.-wc/i.vc/id/f

Kiiencn,

Ix'ipsic,

Itv'<7);

H. K.

und

1.,

und

Lotz, (ror/i.

Lehen.

1>^'~, pp. ^^11S85 ((Jcrinan eil.,
Otfenharunu, Leipsic, lSi)l

Kirelilieliex

Onder.-<,

I.eydt'ii,

BuJila,/^if UesetzijelnuKjiier Mitllcrcn liiiclier. in Stade's
ZeiUichrift, 1891, pp. lit} 2M; Baentsch. Da.s Bundesbuch,
Halle, 1892; Melssner, Utr Dc/ta/oy, Halle. 1893; Kimig,Einleititnu. Bonn, 189:{; Smend, Lehrbuvli der AUte.-<tament(iehen Religii)n.-<qe^ch. FrciburKiin Breisgau,18!)3; Holzin^er,
Einleituna in den Hrxateueli, ib. 1893; Staerk. Diut Deutentnomium. Lflpsic, 18iH ; Steuernaffel, Der lialimen dcs
Deuteronnmiums, Halle, 1894; idem, Die EntMehung des
Dent. Gc.<etzex, Halle, 1890; Dillmann, Kornm. various editions, Leipsic. from 1878 on
idem, Alttcj<tamcnt. Theolngie,
lb. 1893; Driver, Introduction. lOtli ed.. New York, 1902;
Kraeizschuiar, Die Bundem'oj:'<teHuno im A. T. Marburjr.
\x'.k>: Klosterraann, Oe^ch. des Volkes Israel, Munich, 189»);
Holzinger, Exodnii. in Marti's Kurzcr Hand-Commcntar,
19<«i; Kobin.Siin, The Deralnquc, Chicago, 1899; the Bible
dictionaries, s.v. DevaliHjxie ; 8tade, Gesch. des Volkes i.srael, i.; Baentsch, A,'.fo(/(ts-L,ci'i7icHs, (Jottingen, 190(1; S. A.
Cook, in Guardian, London, Dec. 17, 1902; Jan. 14, 1903 (description of a recently dis-overed papyrus containing an early
Hebrew recension of the Dec^ilogue, alleged to be of the second century and represented as giving the text followed by
;

ttae

8eptua^Dt).

E.

E. G. H.

K.— E.

II.

:

&s Ke<;>a'/.aia v6/iu)v —" tha heads of the law," the title
of the chapter " De Decern Oracuiis." The second
table Philo, contrary to the usual order, begins with
the commandment against adultery, describing
adultery as tlie greatest of all violations of the Law,
since it corrupts three houses
that of the adulterer, that of the wronged husband, and that of
the adulterer's wife.
The fourth commandment refers to all festivals, and, according to Philo, embraces all the laws conducive to the spread of kindness and gentleness and fellowship and the feeling
of equality among men (with reference to Sabbatical
year and the jubilee). Under the fifth commandment he ranges all laws in regard to family life, the
honor due to old people, the duties of the old to the
young, the ruler to his subjects, the benefactor to
the needy, the master to his servants, etc.
Philo's exposition of the preeminence and original
character of the Decalogue, both in its general tenor
and in many of its particular details, reflects the
teachings of the Mishnaic period, as indeed it also
anticipates some of the positions of later Rabbis.
The fact that the recital of the Ten Words constituted a salient feature of the daily liturgy in the
morning service (Tamid v. 1 Ber. 3c) indicates that
they were regarded as the essential parts of divine
revelation.
This practise was discontinued as a
protest against the unwarranted inference drawn
;

According to Hananiah, the son of Joshua's
Decalogue contains all the laws of the
Torah (Yer. Shek. 46d, bottom; Sotah 22d; Cant.
Kabbah to v. 14), his words, " para.shiyyoteha wedikdukel;a shel Torah," recalling Philo's view that
the Decalogue contains the capital, the rest of the
Pentateuch the special, laws. Berechiah is credited
with a similar opinion (liacher. I.e. iii. 3.')(j). The
Decalogue is compared with a rare jewel of ten
brother, the

Tan. [Ki] Tissa, end). The
pearls (Exod. Tt. xliv.
Patriarchs had been loyal to the principles of the
Decalogue long before they had been revealed to
Moses. (Attention is called toYalk. Shim'oni, i. 276,
end. ) The universality of the Decalogue is accentuated by the fact of its being offered in turn to all
the nations (Deut. xxxiii. 2, 3; Hab. iii. 3; Ta'an.
25a Ab. Zarah 2a) in the desert territory (" hefker ")
which belonged to none exclusively (Mek., Yitro, 1).
and of its proclamation in all the (seventy) languages
of the world (Shab. 88b).
The first and second commandments are rated as
preeminent (Sifre to Num. xv. 31), both on account
of their doctrine and also because they alone, as is
indicated by the use of the first person singular,
were spoken to the people by God Himself (Mace.
24a; Sanh. 99a; Hor. 8a; compare Geiger, "Jlid.
On the other hand, the tenth
Zeit." iv. 113 et seq.).
commandment is also held fundamentally to include
the others; at least its violation amounted to transgressing the seven "nots" (pix?) of the Decalogue
(Pesik. R. 22).
As the tenth forbids the coveting
of a neighbor's wife, the foregoing statement of
its scope agrees with the similar valuation placed
upon the seventh (against adultery:
The Seventh Tan., Naso). Adultery is a violaCommand- tion of the first commandment, according to Jer. v. 7, 8, 12; of the
ment.
second, according to Num. v. 14
Ex. XX. 5); of the third, because adultery
(KJpl
is denied, as is generally the case, with an oath;
of the fifth, ina.smuch as the child of such a union
can not honor its parents; of the sixth, because
adulterers are always prepared to kill if caught
in the act; of the seventh, which directly forbids
adultery of the eighth, as the adulterer is virtually
a thief (see Prov. ix. 17); of the ninth, because the
adulteress gives false testimony against her husband
of the tenth, in that the adulterer makes his son
;

;

G.

DECALOGUE, THE, IN JEWISH THEOLOGY The Ten Words are designated by Pliilo

—

the Decalogue (see Didaciik).

'

=

;
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Decalogrue

off, he became alarmed and threw the tables
down, whereupon he was struck dumb (Yalk., Ki
Teze).
By the use of "anoki" ("I am," an Egyptian word; Pe.sik. R. xxi.), which God had employed
in Hisconversatious with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob

another man's heir. In regard to the fourth (concerning the Sabbath), the eventuality is assumed that the
issue of an adulterous intimacy between a non-priest
and a woman of the priestly caste might become a
The arrangement of the two tables wherepriest.

fly

is opposite six indicates that murder includes
the denial of God (Mek. to Ex. xx. 17). The last
six commandments are also regarded as the basis of

(Gen. XV. 1, xxvi. 24, xxxi. 13), He convinced the
people that it was the God of their fathers who
spoke to them (Tan., ed. Buber, to Yiiro 16).
In post-Talmudic literature and liturgy the Decalogue is also expounded and expanded as the fountainhead whence all other laws flow. Shebu'ot being
the day of the revelation (Shab. 86a), this idea was
prominently utilized in the piyyutim and Azn.\KOT
for the holiday.
Saadia adopts the numeration of
the letters of the Decalogue given in Num. Rabbah xviii. as 613, a number likewise fixed by Nah-

by one

morality (Tosef., Shebu. iii. 6).
statue is seen bj' a thousand, and its eye
covers them all, so, K. Levi says, every single person heard the words as though personally addressed
(Pesi^. 110a; Tan.,ed. Buber, to Yitro 17; compare
Pesik. xxi., where Jochanan is credited with this
simile, while Levi points to one sound heard by
many). The fact that the versions of Ex. and Deut.
present textual discrepancies was explained by the
theory that both were divinely given nnX IITn^,
in one act of divine speech (Sheb. 20b; R. H. 27a;
Mek. XX. 8; Sifre, Deut. xxii. 11), which "would be
all

As a

impossible for men," and "which the human ear
could not hear"; but, according to Ps. Ixii. 12, the
one speech of God was apprehended as two by men.
In fact, the Ten Words were all proclaimed at once
("bedibbur chad," INIek. xx. 1). The first set of
tables did not contain, in the fifth, the words "that
it may be well with thee," because they were predestined to be broken (B. K. 55a). Interesting is the
report that II. Hiyya was ignorant of this difference
between Deut. and Ex. (B. K. 54b).
The Decalogue often appears as a subject of controversy with non-Jews, a circumstance which goes
far to demonstrate the fundamental value attached
One such controversy
to it (see Pesik. R. xxiii.).
The subjects disis with Hadrian (Pesik. R. xxi.).
cussed are such as why is circumcision not in the
Decalogue? ('Pesik. R. xxiii.; Tan. to Lek Leka,
Agad. Bercshit xvii.); or why does not tiie Torah
begin with tlie Decalogue? (Mek. to xx. 2). The
" Ten Words " are even a " ])leader " for Israel (Pesik.
R. xi. Midr. Teh. to Ps. xvii. 4).
How tlu; Ten Words were distributed between the
The
tables is also a subject of rabbinical inquiry.
prevailing opinion is that there were five on each;
but it has also been maintained tiiat each had the
whole ten (see Dkcai.oglk; Yer. Shek. 49d; Yer.
Sotah 22(1; Cant. Rabbah v. 14; Mek. xx. 27): even
twice once on eacli side (Yer. Shek. vi. 1). Simai
;

—

argues that the Ten Words were inscribed on

eacli

ih.).
tahle four times (TeTpAyuvov
Tlio (litiH'nsionH of the tables furiiisli a fruitful
Tlie objection
flubject for exegetical ingenuity.
;

that tliey were too heavy for one man to carry (raised
even by modern Bil)le critics) is met by ascribing to
the letters engraved lliereon miraculous jjowers.
They virtually carried tlie tables; only when they
began to My away did Mo.sea feel the
Tables
weight of tlie stones (Yer. Ta'an. iv.
of the Law. Tan., Ki Te^e et ai.). Tlie first set
given with pr)mp attracted llie "evil
Aceye," and hence were broken (Tan., Ki Te?e)cording to some, Moses was orrlered by God to
break the tables, and received God's thanks for the
act (Ab. R. N. ii. see note of 8checliter on the pasAccording to another versage; Yalk. 30:3, 040).
sion, when Moses noticed that the script began to
:

IV.— 36

shon Gaon ('Aruk, under psn). Eliezer ben Nathan
has the same number in the " I^Ia'arib " for Pentecost,
Eleazar b. Judah the same in the "Sefer ha-Hayyim." In reality, the Decalogue contains 620 letters,
the mnemotechnic word lor which is IDS (" crown "
" the CiiowN of the Law "), which number, according to its expounders, corresponds to the 613 Commandments, one for each letter, the seven others,
auxiliary vowel-consonants, indicating the seven Noachian commandments (see beginning of "Bet" in
the " Sha'ar ha-Otiyyot ").
Many "poetic" elaborations of the Decalogue are
in existence, but the plan was also carried out by
writers on legal matters (Zunz, "Literaturgesch."
The
p. 95; Steinschneider, "Hebr. Bibl." vi. 125).
philosophical writers of the tenth to thirteenth
centuries occasionally emphasized the fundamental
nature of the Decalogue. Judah ha-Levi, in his
"Cuzari" (ii. 28), remarks: "The root
The Deca- of knowledge was placed in the Ark,

logue Fun- which

damentaL

is like the innermost chamber
of the heart, and this [root] was the Tea
Words and their derivatives; that is,

the Torah." Baiiva ben Joskimi, in his " Hobot haIjcbabot," gatei., urges the importance of the Decalogue, and connecting therewith the Shema', construes the latter as laying down ten main principles
corresponding to the Ten Words. Amu), in his " 'Htkarim" (iii. 26), develoiis in extenso the idea of tlie
Decalogue's fundanientitlity, calling attention to the
difference between the "words" on the first table as
theological, ami those on the second as ethical, both
together covering llu! wiiole field of religion. Of
Bil)le

commentators following on the same

line

may

Ex. xxiv. 12: "The first word
of tlie Decalogue is the fountainhead of all."
Nahmanides makes the first one of the mandatory
commands (" niizwot 'as<'li "). The whole people
heard all ten. but understood only coinniaiKlnients
one and two as perfectly and flioroughly as Moses.
From tliree on, however, they did not comprehend,
an<l therefore Moses was forced to explain them.
l)e

metitif)ne(l Raslii to

Maimonides, desirous of removing

all

anthropomor-

phic conceptions, reileralcH Philo's idea, that it was
not God's voice tliat was heard, but an impersonal
voicr; created r'Sjiecially for the enunciation of the
Decalogue ("Moreh," i. 65; compare Saadia. "Emu-

notwe

De*ot,"ii. H; "Cuzari,"

i.

89).

Thewrilingon

ttietal)leHwasalHoa"cre«tion",(" Moreh,"!. 06). The
Karaites entertain the same view (.sec Japhct Abu-

Decalogue
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All on Ex. XX.; Muuk, "Guide." i. 290, note 2;
Ou the
Aiirou ben Elia. " E/. Hayyiin," eh. 55, 1)8).
effect of the seeonil Coniniamhnent see AuT.
The third commandment, interpreted to prohibit
swearing, led. in uneonsiioiis appreciation of its
original meaning— a caution against pronouncing
divine names or imparting tliem to persons other
than the properly initiated— tt) a reverent avoidance
of the mention of the Shem lia->Ieforash (Sot«h 38a;
Sifre to Num. vi. 27, and elsewhere), and to extreme caution even in writing not to expose "the
Name" to disrespect or thoughtless disregard.

Many of the modern catechisms have summarized
both the doc'trines and the duties of Judaism to correspond with the ten ideas of the Decalogue:
(1) The unity and personality of God.
(2) His incorporeality.
(3) Against profanation of the Name.
(4) Sabbath and festivals; cruelty to animals;
slavery.

Family

(5)

relations.

Rights and duties of life.
(7) Marriage and chastity.
(8) Rights and duties of property; interest and
usury begging.
(9) Duties to the state.
other personal virtues and
(10) Covetousness
vices. For modern expansions of the Decalogue see
GersonLasch ("Die GOttlichen Gesetze," 1857). In
Dr. Samuel Hirsch's " Catechismus " the third com(6)

;

;

mandment

is made the basis of the discussion of
prayer, inasmuch as prayers expressive of wishes and
hopes no longer entertained violate the command-

Isaac M. Wise, among modern Reform rabdeclared the Decalogue to be " the Torah," which
alone was divinely revealed. According to him, Reform Judaism has in the Decalogue its legal basis,

ment.

bis,

and
i.,

finds in

it its

"Hebrew Review,"
M. Wise, "The Law").

limitations (see

Cincinnati, 1880; Isaac

E. G. H.

K.
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"Ten City." Ptolemy (v. 15. §§ 22. 23)
places the Decapolis in Ciele-Syria, and enumerates
most of the cities mentioned by Pliny, as well as
some in the neighborhood of Damascus, eighteen
cities in all, and among them Capitolias, founded by
Nerva in the year 97 or 98. The city of Abila is
mentioned on an inscription ("C. I. G." No. 4501)
as being included in the Decapolis.
The population of the Decapolis was chiefly pagan.
Scythopolis was attacked by the Maccabeans (II
Mace. xii. 29), but most of the cities of the Decapolis
were not subjugated until the reign of Hyrcanu.s.
error for

Pompey again separated them from

the Jewish territory in 63 B.C., and placed them as autonomous cities
directly under the government of the legate of Syria.
Gadara and Hippos were given to Herod (Josephus,
"Ant." XV. 7, ^3; compare 10, §2); but after his
death they were again declared to be free by Augustus, so that Galilee and Perea, the two districts of
Herod Antipas' tetrarchy, were separated by the DeThe cities of the Decapolis used the Pomcapolis.
peian era in reckoning dates; were organized entirely along Hellenic lines; had Greek worship and

Greek games, and were always

hostile to Jews.
XV. 4) speaks highly of the small olives of
Jesus had several persons from the
the Decapolis.
Decapolis among his followers (Matt. iv. 25 Mark
V. 20), showing that many Jews were living there.

Pliny

{I.e.

;

When

the Jewish war broke out, the pagans fell
upon the Jews, an uprising for which Justus op
TiBEKiAS took bloody revenge. The Talmud speaks
often of the pagan population of these cities, the
philosopher Oenomaos of Gadara, for instance, being

hence several cities mentioned in the Talmud
under other names may have been identical with
the cities of the Decapolis, as Susitha with Hippos,
Pehla with Pella.
The Decapolis must have existed as a special district in the second century, since the geographer
Ptolemy speaks of it as such when, however, the
province of Arabia was organized (106), several of
cited

;

;

of autono-

those cities came gradually to be included in that province for example, Gerasa and Philadelphia (Ammian. Marcell. xiv. 8, § 8), in 295, according to Mar-

According to Pliny ("Hist oria Natuten cities were Damascus,
Philadelphia, Raphana, Scythopolis, Gadara, Hip:
pos, Dion, Pella, Gerasa, and Canatha. With the ex-

the other cities with their territories were probably
included a century earlier.
Bibliography Lifrhtfoot. Opera Omnia, 1699, 11. 417 et neq.,

:

trict

of Palestine that included a

mous

number

cities.

ralis," V. 18,

74) these

ception of Scythopolis (= Beth-Shean) all the.se cities
are east of the Jordan.
It is curious that Damascus,
which lies much further north, is also included in
the Decapolis.
Josephus mentions Scythopolis (" B.
J." iii. 9, 5^ 7), Philadelphia {ih. ii. 18, g 1), Gadara,
and Hippos ("Vita," gg 65, 74) as in the Decapolis.
The " Onomasticon " of Eusebius and Jerome (ed.
Lagarde, 251, 89, and 116, 29) describes the Decapolis as situated in Persea, round about Hippos, Pella,
and Gadara, these cities being expressly mentioned,
perhaps, because they were more prominent than
the others in the history of Christianity
Pella, for
example, is known as the home of the first Christian
community, and it is also included in the Decapolis
by Epiphanius (" Ha-reses," i. 30, § 2). It is curious
that Stephanus Byzantius includes Gerasa (Ttpaca)
in a district he calls TeaaapeoKai6eKa-;zo7.i^ ("Township of Fourteen"), but this is probably a clerical
;

—

quardt ("Staatsverwaltung,"

i.

277, Leipsic, 1873);

:

5(8 et seq.; Reland, Paliktina, 1714, 203 et seq.\ Bottger,
Lexikon zu FlavitM Jonephus, p. 102, Lelpslc, 1879 ; Edersheim. The Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah, ii. 44
Merril), E(U<t of the Jordan, London, 1881 ; G. Scnumacber,
Ahila of the 'Decapolis, London, 1889; idem. In Zeit. des
Deutsch. PaUlst. Ver. 1897, xx., witti map; Idem, Northern
Aflxin, 1890, pp. 1.54-168: Buhl, Geographie des Aiten PalUstina, pp. ijO, 2.56, Freiburg, 1896; Schiirer, Gesch. 3d ed.,
U. 116-148 ; Baedeker, PalUstina, 5tli ed., Iv. 163, 169.

S.

G.

DECKERT, FRANCIS

:

Kr.

Clerical anti-Semitic

agitator; born at Vienna 1846; died there March 21,
From its beginning in the eighth decade of
1901.

the nineteenth century Deckert was identified, as
a political agitator and writer, with the anti-Semitic movement; but he did not become prominent
until the liberal press exposed some of his questionIn retaliation he pubable business transactions.
lished a pamphlet on Si.vion of Trent, in an effort
to confirm the truth of the blood accusation ("Ein
Ritualmord Accenmassig Nachgewiesen," Vienna,

Decalogue
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Actuated by the same motive, he induced
Meyer to write an account of a
ritual murder which he pretended to have seen in
1875 in Ostrow, Russia. The story was published
in the Vienna " Vaterland," and the parties named
as perpetrators in the crime brought a libel suit
against Meyer and Deckert, the latter being sen-

Deed

1893).

the prophecy against

the convert Paulus

Tema and Buz

tenced (Sept. 15, 1893) to a line of 400 florins (S160).
Deckert continued to preach anti-Jewish sermons,
which he published in his magazine, " Der Sendbote
des Heiligen Joseph." To one of these sermons he
appended a " prayer for the distress caused by the
Jews" (189-1), a travesty of the "Lord's prayer" in
The government conthe most infamous language.
His violent diatribes were several times
fiscated it.
the object of an interpellation in the Reichsrath, and
evoked from the premier, Prince "VVindischgratz, the
reply (May 27, 1895) that he regretted such expresNeversions were heard from a Christian pulpit.
theless, the lawsuit brought against Deckert for
He
inciting riots was dismissed (Jan. 14, 1896).
continued his tirades with a collection of sermons
under the title " Juden 'raus! " (Out with the Jews),

He became popular
with the anti-Semitic city government, and in 1899
was given the Salvator gold medal, the highest disHe, however, betinction in the gift of the city.
queathed in his will a sum for charity to be distributed without regard to religious distinctions.
Bibliography Mittheilungen aiis dem Vereiyie zur Ahpublished in the same year.

:

wehrdca AntiMmitiMmun Oegterrtichwche Wochenschrift,
Neue Freie Presse, March 23, 1901.
;

paissiin

;

D.

DECKINGEN, JUDAH BEN BENJAMIN
(also

known

as

Leva Rokhausen)

:

German

lexi-

cographer of the sixlcciith century. He was the
pupil of Isjiac of Ahrweiler, and lived as tutor at

Wendersheim (1555), Rlisselheim, and other places
Germany. In 1556 he compiled a Hebrew-German gio.ssary of five quarto pages, prepared as an aid in the translation of German into
Hebrew. This work has been published from a
maiiu.script by X. Brlill.

of southern

BiBiJOOKAPiiY

:

Brflll,

Jahrb.

111.

89 et seq.

M. K.

G.

DECSEY, SIGMUND

Departmental president
of the Supreme Court of Budapest; born in 1839 at
Aszod. He studiefl law at Budapest founding with
Desider Szilagyi (uftirwunl miiiister of justice and
president of tlie Parliament) "a lawyer's relief
On completing his .studies Deesey enHfKiiety."
tered the service of tlie state as notary of tlie Court
:

;

of Ca8S}itif)n (1870); was prf)mf)tc<l fivr; yi'iirs latrr to
the office of judge of tlic Royal beneli ("Tafei "), to
that of judge of the Rf)yal Court ("Curie ")in 1886,

and "ScnatH president" in 1H!).'). Excliaiigf, commercial, and banking alTairs belong to liia department.
L. V.
B.

DEDANIM

(ll.hr.

Tlie (Icsei'iKlantH of

D'm

tiic

H. V. Dedanites)
Aniliiim Dcdan, spoken of
;

Dedun is
as engaged in eommerre.
mentioned (Gen. x. 7; I Cliron. i. 9) a.s a son of
Raamah, son of Cuah, and auuin (Gen. xxv. 8; I

(Isa. xxi. 13)
first

Cliron.

i.

Dedan

is

tlers

32) as a son of Jokslian, son of Keturali.
found in Jer. xlix. 8, where Edomitish set-

seem

to be referred to, as "

Dedan

"

occurs in

Edom;

again in .\xv. 23, with

in Ezek. xxv. 13,

;

with Teman, in

the prophecy against Edom; and in Isa. xxi. 13
("The burden upon Arabia. In the forest in Arabia shall ye lodge, O ye traveling companies of

Dedanim"). As a Ketureau tribe Dedan seems to
have occupied a position in northwest Arabia. Regarding the reference to Dedan in Ezek. xxvii. 15,
20, which points to South Arabia, Gesenius and
Winer suggest tliat the Ketureun Dedan intermarried
with the Cushite branch, and this theory of mixed
descent gains weight from the fact that in each case
the brother of Dedan is mentioned as Sheba. Thus
the name of Dedan may apply to one tribe.
B. P.

K.

DEDE AGATCH
Sea, at the

mouth

:

Turkish port on the

^gean

of the Maritza, near Enos,

Euro

has about two hundred Jews in
a population of three thousand. The community,
founded in 1870, possesses a synagogue, and a primary school attended by thirty children. The rabbi
acts also as shohet and mohel, and is paid out of
There are twocharitjible societies
the meat-tax.
"bikkur holim" and a "gemilut hasadim."
M. Fr.
D.

pean Turkey.

It

—

DEDICATION.

See Consecration or Dedi-

C.\TI()N.

DEDICATION FEAST.

DEED

See

Hanukkau.

from the law Latin "actum"):
To it correIn English law a contract under seal.
sponds very closely in Jewish law the "shetar" (lit.
"writing"); the latter, however, means a solemn
document, and is as such distinguished from the
mere note of hand (" ketab yad ").
I. The shetar was said to be sealed, and in Biblical times seal-rings, making an impression upon
wax, clay, or lead, were evidently used to authenticate written documents; but in tiie Mislinali and
(translated

in the later rabbinical literature the sealing of a document means neither more nor less thaii the signa-

tures of two or more attesting witnesses.
In Biblical Hebrew "sefer" (lit. "a book") is the
common name for a document, wliether it be a
conveyance (Jer. xxxii., ptissim), a bill of divorce
(Deut. xxiv. 1). or an indjctmeiit (Job xxxi. 35).
Anotiier word, "get." is foiuid in tlie Mislmah,
mostly applied to tlie bill of divorce, but used also

Letters

Patent and
Close.

It is known,
in a more general sense.
according to its outward form, eitlier
as tlie ".straight deed " ("get pasliut")
or as he "tied deed " ("get mekushshar"), tlie former being ojien, llio
I

other f(»lded and sealed (IMislinah B. U. x. 1). The
straiglil deed is signed by the witnesses at the bottom
of the page; the tied deed (generally ma<ie u|) of
several sheets sewed together) is foldcfl and signed
by one witness «in tlie Itai-k. then folded again and

signed by another witness, "^riie latter form went
out of use at an early date. The Talmud (B. B.
IfiOn) sjiys it was invented to prevj-nt undue haste,
especially in making out bills of divorce.
Concerning tlie form of written documents in u.sc
among the .Jews before the Babylonian captivity,
nothing is known. For more than a thousand years
before that event, written contracts—especially

THE
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of which are still pri- rvoil and known as "contract
tablets"; uiulthe foiins observed in tluin have had
their intluence upon tiie documents of the post-exilic

the number two is prcsuuuii.
Where a bond written in Greek contained the sum ii}ih>/KovTa (80) with
its first part blurred, and prol)ably raised from
KEvrr/KovTd (50), the judge at Til)erias( Yer. B. B. x. 1)
allowiHlonly '30 sheivcls, TpKiKovra being the smallest

Jews.

sum ending

boiuis for tho paynu'rit of inoiu'v witli inU-ri'st tlicn'wore in usr in Assyria aiui Jiabylon, thousands

on

—

The ordinary language of written documents, such
as marriage contracts, bills of divorce, assignments
of claims, as it has come down through the Mishnah
and Btir.iita, was Aramaic; so also bonds, as ap-

pears by samples of their langua.ge (Mishnah B. B.
X. 2).

An

in^portaut variety of the deed is the
bond known astlie "shetar hob" (writing of debt).
The sealed bond that is, an ackuowlBond of edgment of debt attested by two or
Indebted- more witnesses is of "higher digness.
uity " to use an English law term, than
the simple note of hand or a promise
by word of mouth. For the judgment on a bond may
be levied on "subjected property" that is, property
sold or pledged to others after the delivery of the
bond while a judgment on an oral contract or on a
note of hand can be made only out of " free property." In other words, the bond creditor can subject the debtor's land or slaves to his claim, notwithstanding a subsequent sale, gift, or pledge toothers;
the bond thus operating as a mortgage, from the
time of its delivery, of all the debtor's lands whereever situate according to K. Meir, however, only
when a clause to that effect (" aharayut") is inserted
but, according to the majority, with or without
such a clause (Mishnah B. M. i. 6; B. B. x. 8), its
omission being deemed an error of the draftsman.
Hence, one who linds a bond on the liighway should
not return it to either debtor or creditor, as it maj'
II.

—

—

,

—

—

—

have been paid

off

and thrown away, and might now

by

collusion be used to the injury of third parties
(B. M. i. 6).
It was thought that the attestation of
a bond by witnes.ses would give to it sufficient noto-

from buying the debtor's land
or lending upon its security. The obligor's signature was not a neces.sary part of a bond or other
document though the Babylonian contract tablets always bear it. According to Rashi, such subscription
wascustomary inhis time; and it has been so since.
When a bond was discharged, the creditor generally made out an acquittance ("shober," lit. "a
breaker ") with the same formalities as tho.se observed
in the bond (.see DEiiToit and Creditor).
No set form of words is required to make a valid
bond. The marriage contract, or ketubah, in so far
as it .secures to the bride sums of money payable
upon divorce or upon the death of her husband, is
In the nature of a bond, and can be collected in similar manner out of "subjected property " (Ket. 90b).
It was usual to express the sum in two ways:
firat, in zuz or drachmas; next, in shekels or in
minas. In case of contradiction the
Indications smaller sum prevails. But if the sum
of Amount, is twice named in the same coin, the
last or lower figure prevails over the
first or upper.
Should the lower figure be indistinct or partially blotted, it can be supplied from the
number first written.
Where money units are
named in the plural, but the number is rubbed out.
riety to deter others

;

in the plainly written syllable Kovra.

A

bond was given generally for the repayment of
a loan, and is in that case a "document of loan" or
"shetar milweh." The Talmud speaks often of its
being accompanied by an instrument known as a
"prozbul," meant to def(>at the law concerning the
year of release (see S.\i{».\tic.\l Yk.\r).
The cost of writing the bond falls on the borrower; and the scrivener may, in the lender's absence, prepare a bond at the borrower's instance (B.
B. X. 3).
Where a bond was so blotted or worn as
to become illegible, the creditor might have it reestablished on the testimony of witnesses by the decree
of court.

The name of a surety ought to be inserted in the
body of the bond above the attestation of the witnesses, and be connected by the word " and " with
that of the chief debtor.
If he simply writes under
the attestation, "I, A, son of i?, am surety on this
bond," he is at most liable on a "simple contract";
and only his " free property " can be levied on.
Even this is doubtful; for, unless he has become
surety before the loan is made, or property is delivered, there is no consideration for his suretyship (ib.
X. 8, where the point is raised by Simeon ben Nannas,
the most celebrated lawyer of his time).
The plural "shetarot" (writings, documents)
stands for bonds as a class of property. It has been

shown, under Alienation and Acquisition, how
a bond is transferred.
In the chapter of the Mishnah on overreaching
("ona'ah"; compare B. M. iv.), bonds are said to
have no market price for the value of a bond depends not only on the time it has to run, but also on
such uncertain elements as the maker's honesty and
solvency.
Hence, the rule that a sale or purchase
at more than a sixth above or below the market price
gives a right to rescission is not applied to bonds.
III. Dcicds for the conveyance of land, by way of
sale or gift, are treated imder the heads of Alienation AND Acquisition; Gifts; Sales. Other important deeds are the Ketubah, or marriage contract; deed of Lease.
L. G.
L. N. D.
;

DEEP:
is

1. In contradistinction to "rock,"

used figuratively for "a refuge"

which

(Lsa. xxxiii. 16;

5, xl. 2, Ixi. 3), the "deep" ("ma'amakkim") is a metaphorical expression for misfortune or
sorrow (Ps. lxix.2,15; cxxx. 1). Thus the "deep valley " (" 'emek ") designates a " place of affliction and
judgment " (Joel iv. 2, 12, 14, Hebr.), and the phrase
"deep pit" and similar words are used in the sense
of "great danger" (Prov. xxii. 14, xxiii. 27; lsa.

Ps. xxvii.

xxiv. 17, 22; Zech. ix. 11; P.s. Iv. 23, Ixxi. 20,
Ixxxvi. 13, Ixxxviii. 6, cvii. 20; Lam. iii. 47, 53;
iv. 20; compare the Arabian saying, "They live in
a valley that is at the mercy of torrents." Hence
"the depths of Sheol " (Prov. ix. 18) is an image of
utter affliction.
2. "Deep" is also an expression for the unfath-

omable and inscrutable. Therefore hardeuecl sinners
are said to make deep that is, heap up their sins
is syn(Isa. xxxi. C; Hosea v. 2, ix. 9), and "deep
onymous with "inexhaustible quantity " (Rom. xi.

—

—

"'

The Bible also speaks of people
33; II Cor. viii. 2).
who are "deep "; that is, are cautious in speech (Isa.
The Bible apxxxiii. 19; Ezek. xxxiii. 5 et serj.).
plies the word " deep " also to the heart (Ps. Ixiv. 7
Judith viii. 14), and to a man's words (Prov. xviii.
4), or to his plans (Prov. xx. 5), while it finds "deep
things" (secrets) in the universe (Job xii. 22), in the
nature of things (Eccl. vii. 24), and in historj' (Dan.
Hence the word "deep " is used in the sense
ii. 22).
of "inscrutable " in reference to God's thoughts (Ps.
xcii. 6).
As a further consequence of these metaphorical applications, "to make deep " came to be
an equivalent for " to conceal " or " to deceive " (Isa.
xxix. 15). It is interesting to note that in the cuneiform texts wisdom is designated as "the deep"
("nimeku"), and is characterized thereby as something difficult of attainment and seldom found.
E. G.

E. K.

II.

DEFENSE

protection from assault.
In Biblical times outlying farms were protected from
bands of marauders by watch-towers (" migdal " see
TowKU). When the collection of houses in a village became large enough to need protection, they
were generally enclosed by a wall, and were then
known as cities. At times centers of strategic im:

Means of

;

portance were held as fortresses (see Fohtkess).
J.

G.

DEGREES, SONG

DEHAVITES

(xim

OF.
;

R. V. Dehaites)

:

The

Dehavites arc to be connected with a nomadic Persian tribe, tiie A'im, mentioned by Herodotus (i. 125),
or witli the name of the city of Dir-va, mentioneil

on As.syrian contract tablets, is doubtful. The Septuagint reads, in codex A, Aa^nlot ("the Davaeans"),
but in codex B the reading is ^.nvain'axaloi ol c'loiv
'll'/Mfjuiiot, which means "the Su.samchites who are
the Elamites," taking the word translated "Dehavites

"

as a verb.
n.

K.

DEICHES

or

DAICHES

(Dy3"n

or

p.

:;'3"T)-

Pf)li.sh family; mentioned ascarlyas tlie.sevenlciMilli
century, and members of which are living in Russia
and Austria. The relationHhipsof those bearing llie
name can be determined oidy in a few cases; and tlie
fact that " Deiche " is common as a first name among
Russf) Polisli .Jewesses suggests llie prol)HbiIity of

origin of tlie fandly name. Neverthe
as there are Deiches in Russia wlio are known
to have come from thr- city of Cracow, and as there
are others of tliat name resident in tliat city, it is n(tt
impos.sible that Cracow is tlie native place of the

common

lesa,

Deiches family.
tant

members

Eliezer

Deiches:

of

The following
tlie

Deiches

age of twenty-nine, and remaining

at the

in

are the

more impor-

family:

Elijah h. Solomon ?ebi Hirsch
born at Wiitm in
Russian Talmudist
;

Eliezer oniciated as rabbi
1797; died there in 1881.
of the communities of Woronowo, Padzelwe, nnd
Eishishuk, succeeding his father as dayyan of Wilna

that

As dayyan he was noted

oflice until his death.

for

endeavors to lighten the burden imposed by the
ritual, while he himself lived a life of asceticism.
Elijah Judah b. David Deiches
Russian
rabbi and Talnuulist nourished in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries; died at Jerusidem Feb.,
1858.
Elijah was tlie son of David b. Aryeh Lob
Deiches, who was rabbi of Ei.shishuk at his death
his

:

:

was for many years rabbi at Neuand Wilkowiski, where he also directed large j'eshibot. He then removed to Palestine,
and was one of the leading iabl)i>; of Jcnisiilein.
Israel Hayyira b. Lob Hirsch Deiches
Russian rabl)i and Talmudist born at Dorshunishak,
near Kovno, Dec, 1850. At the age of three he accompanied his father to Kovno, where, under the
direction of his father and of other scholars, he devoted himself to the study of the Talmud. In 1869
he removed to Wilna. Here he married the ilaughter of Moses Bielitzki, called also Mo.ses Zerne's.
He
remained in that city until 1885, when lie went as
rabbi to Neustadt-Shirwint, whence he emigrated
to England he is now rabbi and editor of a Hebrew
in 1842.

Elijah

stadt Shirwint

;

;

paper in Leeds. He is the author of the following
works: " Pirhe ha- Abib" (Blossoms of Sjuing, Wilna,
1870), discussions on portions of Jewish law, composed at the age of eighteen; "Imre Yosher"
(Words of Uprightness, Wilna, 1887), sermons;
" Netibot Yerushalmi " (The Ways of Jerusalem.
Wilna, 1880), a commentary on the treati.'^e Baba
Kumma of the Palestinian Tidmud " Kuntros
'al ha-RIBaSH." remarks and notes to the responsa
of Isaac b. Sheshet, included in the Wilna edition of
that work (1878); "Ma'arekot Yisrael " (The Armies
of Israel), halakicdi.scussions on various subjects included in the "Oral.i ha-Hayyim " of R. Hayyim of
Ratzki (Wilna. 1879). II. N. Steinschneider ("'Ir
Wilna," p. lOG) gives 1853 as the date of Deiches'
.

;

See Psat.ms.

Deiiavites are mentioned among the peoples settled
in Samaria wiio opposed the reconstruction of the
Temple at Jerusalem (Ezra iv. 9). AVhether the

a

Deed
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.

.

birth.

Jacob Mordecai

b.

Simon Deiches

:

Polish

Talmudistof llieseventeeiith century, lie was tirst
associate rabbi at Cracow, and assuch api)roved Hay
yim Krochnial's "Melior Hayyim." which appeared
at Fnrth in 1f>97.
Leizer Deiches: Polish Talmudist and rabbi;
beginning of the eighteenth cenat Opatow (Galieia). and \\n%
among the scholars who lived for a time in Joseph
b. David Oppenlieim's liouse for the purpose of
studying the rare books and the still rarer manuAt the re<|uesl of
scripts ill the laller's liiirary.
()p|)eiilieim. Deiches prepared for the pres-s Abraham Alieli' (Jomliiner's work. " Magen Abraliam,"on
(Jnmbiner's grandthe Tosefta (Amsterdam. 1732).
son remarks in the introduction thai Deiclies was so
modest that he olijeeted 1o having his labors in connection with the work publicly acknowledged.
flourished in
tury.

Lttb

tin;

He was

rabbi

Hirsch Deiches

(generally railed

Aryeh

?ebi b. David): l,itliiianiaii Talmudist; diid at an
advanced n^r at Kovno Oct. 1, IHIM. He was a son
of Ratibi David of EiHliislink. ami a brother of
Hr ofliciafed for some years
Elijah Jiidah Deiches.
as rabbi at Dorshunishak. near Kovno, and removed
to the latter plac«- in 1H.^H. where he filled the f.fTlces
of rtc. ,.,;.,».. rabbi and director of a yeshibah until his

Deism
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Hi> is the ftuthor of " Ziblui Trru'ah, " a comdeath.
mcntrtry on tin- prayers t)f New- Year's Day (Wilna,
1S6T).

Samuel b. Aryeh Lbb Deiches : Lithuanian
mbl>i: died at Wilna Mairii23. 1825. His father was
nibbi at Lida. near Wihia; his jinindfather, called
Elijah Arkes(" Arke is the diminutive of "Aaron ").
''

was a native of Cmeow. On ids mother's side he
was a nephew of tlie dayyan of Wilna "the great

—

Like the

latter

liewasfor

many yearsone

Simetni."
of the ilayyanini of AVilna, and was famous for his
devotion to the study of the Talmud. ISIany of the
works printpl at Wilna during his term of oflice
His brother David
bear his printed ajiprobation.

was

the father of Elijah Judali Deiches; his other

brother MeVr

was dayyan

at

Kovno.

l.unrz. Jerusalem, 1. 143-144; H. N. Stelnwhneiiler iMapKl<1>. '/' l''i''i(J, PP. f>l, &i, 105, KKi ; Scfer
ZikhatKu. p. -•»>. Warsaw, 1S89; Abniham b. Moses Jekuthlel
Kaufinann lia-Kohen, in the Introduction to Gomblner's

Bibliooraphy:

Maaen Abrahanu Amsterdam,

1732.

L. G.

DEISM A system

of belief which posits God's
existence as the cause of all things, and admits His
perfection, but rejects Divine revelation and government, proclaiming the all-sutliciency of natural laws.
:

The

Sociuians, as opposed to the doctrine of the
Trinity, were designated as deists (F. Lichtenberger,
" Eucyclopedie des Sciences Religieuses," ill. 637).

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries deism
became synonymous with "natural religion," and
deist with "freethinker."
England and France have been successively the
strongholds of deism. Lord Herbert, tlie " father of
deism" in England, assumes certain "innate ideas,"
which establish five religious truths: (1) that God is;
(2) that it isman'sduty to worship Him; (3) that worship consists in virtue and piety; (4)
Deism in that man must repent of sin andabanEngland. don his evil ways; (o) that divine retribution either in this or in the next
He holds that all positive religions
life is certain.
are either allegorical and poetic interpretations of
nature or deliberately organized impositions of
Hobbes (d. 1679) may be mentioned next
priests.
(see I^ange, "Gesch. des Materialismus," i. 245; F.
Toennies, "Hobbes," in " Klassiker der Philosophic,"
Stuttgart, 1896). John Locke (d. 1704; see JodI,
"Gesch. der Ethik." i. 149 et seq.), in "The Reasonableness of Christianity as Delivered in the Scriptures" (1695), declares that "the moral part of the
law of Moses is identical with natural or rational
law." John Toland (d. 1722), the forerunner of tlie
modern criticism of the N. T., in "Christianity Not
Mysterious" (1696), says: " Revelation is no reason
for assuming the truth of any fact or doctrine
it is
a means of information." Anthony Collins (d. 1729),
author of " Discourse on Freethinking " (1713) and
" Di.sf;ourses on the Grounds and Reasons of the
Christian Religion" (1724), asserts that "Christianity is mystical Judaism."
He applies the comparative method, and utilizes the Mishnah to show the
affinity of N. T. theological allegorizing to that of
the Rabbis.
Tindal (d. 1733), in "The Gospel a
Republication of the Religion of Nature" (1730),
avers that "Revelation, both Jewish and Christian,
is only a repetition of the lex Tiatura."
;
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In France, Voltaire, Diderot, and, above all, Rousseau, wereexjioncnts of dcisui, on the whole illustrating the intellectual moralismof the school.
In Ger-

many

it

is the
extent

"

Aufklilrungsphilosophie" that to a

under the influence of the deistic
and as Moses Mendelssohn is
Men- ^ one of the prophets of the "Aufkladelssohn's rung," deism may be .said through him
Deism.
to have had a part in the shaping of
modern Jewish thought. Reason and
common sense are, according to Mendelssohn, identical (" Werke," ii. 265, 283, 315).
Religion is, according to him, natural and eminently practical.
certjiin

is

theses,

To "do," not

to "believe,"

is

the chief care of the

Natural theology is as accurately
certain as mathematics.
That God is, is a fact, not
a belief. Mendelssohn parts company with deism
b}^ modifying the doctrine of divine retribution.
According to him, happiness and the doing of right
are coincidental.
The virtuous man is happy.
However, Mendelssohn is not consistent throughout,
as he admits repeatedly that, without the assumption
of immortality, morality can not stand, nor can God's
Revelation
Providence be established (Pluedon).
for him is not necessary to religion but the national
law of Judaism, which is not natural, had to be rereligious

man.

;

vealed ("Schriften,"

311-319, 348-356;

iii.

v. 669,

Leipsic, 1843).

The Mendelssohnian arguments left their imprint
on the Jewish theology of the nineteenth century (see
His "deistic" morL. Low, in"BenChananja," i.).
"
alism on the one hand, and his " national legalism
on the other, have not been without influence on the
theories of the Reform rabbis (see Holdheim, Samthat is, the uniURI-), which differentiated the moral
injunctions and principles of the
versal and eternal
Law from the national and temporal; while the distinction made between moral and ceremonial laws
(see Ckre.monies), though recognized by Saadia and
others, received a new emphasis through Mendelssohn's views. The relations of deism to Judaism,
however, have not been made tlie subject of systematic inquiry, though non-Jewish controversial
writers have often argued that Judaism, positing a
transcendental God, virtually stood for deism. This
contention must be allowed if deism connotes antiTrinitarianism. Judaism has al ways been rigorously
Deism, as the denial of original sin and
Unitarian.
the soteriology built thereon, also harmonizes with
Jewish doctrine. But the doctrine of deism whicli
relegates God, after creation, to the passive role of a

—

—

disinterested spectator, is antipodal to the teachings
God directs the course of history and
of Judaism.
xix. 4, xx. 2; Deut. xxxii. 11, 12;
Ps. xxxiii. 13, cxlv. 16; Jer. xxxii. 9).
God neither slumbers nor sleeps. He is Israel's
guardian (Ps. cxxi.). Nations may plot and rage,

man's fate (Ex.
xxxiii. 29;

but God's decrees come to pass (Ps. ii.).
The question as to what God has been occupied
with since the creation is the subject of rabbinical
Gen. R. Ixviii.
speculations (Lev. R. iii., viii.
Pesik. lib; compare Midr. Sam. v.; Tan., ed.
Tan., ed. Ruber, Mattot,
Ruber, Bemidbar, xviii.
end Tan., Ki Teze, beginning). God presides over
Tan.,
the births of men (Nid. 31a; Lev. R. xiv.
Tazria").
He takes care that the race shall not
;

;

;

;

Deism
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die out (Pes. 43b; Pesik. R. xv.).
Even the instinctive actions of animals are caused by God, and so is
He the power and will behind the acts
Talmud and of terrestrial governments (Eccl. R.

None woundsa finger without
God's will (Hul. 7b). God sends the
wind that the farmer may have wherewith to live
Midrash.

x. 11).

Lev. R. xxviii.
Eccl. R. i. 3; Peoik.
R. Xviii.). God assigns the fate of the nations and
of individuals (R. II. i. 2). Man's life is in the
hand of God (Lam. R. iii. 39). Not alone the creation of the world, but also its preservation (Gen. R.
xiii.
Eccl. R. i. 7, iii. 11; Gen. R. ix.
Midr. Teh.
to Ps. ix.), as well as the destiny of man and mankind, is subject to God's constant guidance.
In
fact, creation was never considered finished (Hag.
12a).
As the daily morning prayer has it: "[God]
createth a new creation every day, everlastingly "
(compare Rekanati, "Ta'ameha-Mizwot," p. 37, and
"Akedat Yizhak," gate iv.). Albo ('"Ikkarim,"
iii. 26) calls attention to the distinctive element of
the Jewish God-conception which associates Him not
merely, "as some philosophers do," with the creation, but also with the direction of the world after
(Pesik. 69a;

;

;

These ideas of God's government are expressed in
the Jewish prayer-books (especially for Rosh ha-Shanah), and are in one way or another put forth by
the philosophers.
The question how God's governis

compatible with

human freedom

has kept

the Jewish thinkers on the alert; but, whatevqr their
answer, none disputes God's supremacy and gov-

ernment (Saadia, "Emunot we-De'ot," iv.). Ibn
Gabirol a.ssumes that God's direction is carried into
effect through " mediating forces."
Judah ha-Levi's
discussion of the names of the Deity (Elohim and

Ynwn)

proves his antideistic convictions. " E^yeh
asher ehyeh" indicates God's constant presence in
Israel and His help ("Cuzari," iv. 1, ii. 7).
Maimonides' discu3.sion of Providence ("Moreh," iii. 17)

though largely influenced by the
pseudo-Aristotelian doctrine that Providence does
not extend to the care of individuals.
Deism posits the moral freedom of man, his predisposition to virtue: so does Judaism (Her. 33b).
"All is in the hands of God sjive the fear of God"
is the Talmudical formula for a doctrine resting on
Biblical teachings, and accepted by Jewi.sh theology.
Judaism is tiicistic, not deistic. See God; Mihais also antideistic,

CLE8;
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208, 309.
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A.

DEL BENE, DAVID (also known as Mehatob):

;

creation.

ment

she has been assistant principal at the Von Humboldt School.
She has been a frequent contributor
to both the Jewish and general press, havmg written a large number of poems, both Jewish and secular; she has likewise translated Kayserling's "Die
Jiidischen Frauen," which appeared as a serial in
the columns of the "Jewish Advance " and was published in Chicago in 1881; and Alberti's "Ludwig
Borne," which appeared in the "Menorah," 1888-89.
Bibliography: I. Markens, The Hebrews in America, pp.

Proviuence, Divink;

Revelation, Doc-

OK.

K

DEITY.

E. G. H.

Sen Goo.

DEL BANCO, MIRIAM:
born June

New

American autlioress;

Orleans; daugiitrT of
Rabbi Max Del Hanco, who died shdrtly after her
birth.
Her mother remove<l to St. Louis, in \\\v
public schools of whicii city the daughter was
trained, displaying remarkable! pf)etic talr-nt.
Later
she was sent to her uncle at C'ape Girardeau, Mo.,
where she attr-ndcd the State N'oniial School. After
completing the course with honors, she rejoined lujr
motlier, who in the mean time had removed to Ciiicago, in whicli eity Miss Dr-l Banco fdjtainerl in 1HH.'')
a position as teacher in the public schools; since lbb9
27,

lHf'»7,

at

born at Mantua in the latter half of
the sixteenth century; died at Ferrara in the beginning of the seventeenth centur}'. Possessed of great
oratorical talent and having received a thorough secular education, he began while a youth to preach in
the sj-nagogue of his native town.
His sei'mons attracted crowds of listeners, the more so as he introduced in his addresses quotations from Italian
poets, and even went so far as to speak of " the holy
Diana." This mode of preaching could not fail to
antagonize the zealots, who raised a storm of opposition against the yoiuig orator.
Israel Sforno put
himself at their head, and petitioned the rabbis to
excommunicate him. Consequently David retired
from the pulpit, and resolved to turn his attention
His former judge, Menahem
to rabbinical studies.
Azariah of Fano, became his master. Having acquired considerable Talmudical reputation, so much
so that he was often consulted in regard to complicated halakic questions, David was appointed rabbi
at Ferrara, whicli position he held for thirty -six years.
David was distinguished by the ascetic purity of
Italian rabbi

;

.

his

life.

BiBi.ior.RAPHv

;
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DEL BENE (3innn), JUDAH ASHAEL
BEN ELIEZER DAVID: Italian rabbi; born
about 1618 died at Ferrara April 2, 1678. Together
with Menahem Recanati he signed a halakic decision on the remission of debts in the jubilee year,
which decision is cited in "Pahad Yizhak " by Isjiac
fiampronti, who counts Del Bene among the greatest
Talmudical authorities of. the time. Del Bene wrote
" Kis'ot le Bet Dawid " (Thrones of the House of
It is a philosoi)hical work,
David), Verona, 1646.
divided into eight sections ("bottiin") and tifty
chapters ("shc'arim "), and deals with the creation of
the world, the heavens and the planets, theelement.s,
;

the immortality of the soul, resurrection, articles of
faith, the preeminence of thf Hebrew language, the
liturgistsand payyetanim, and Mohainmedanisin. In

the part dealing with the last named subject Del Bene
shows the superiority of Christianity over Islam,

notwithstanding

Another
keki

work

" (.ludali,

tiie

of

My

Triiiitarianism of

tlie

former.

entitled " Yehudah MehoLawgiver), is ((uoted in "Kis'ot
his.

Bet Dawid." Del Bene was a skilful poet, and
many of his productions have been included in miscellaneous [)oelical collect ions.
His style, however,
is inferior becau.se of his loo frequent use of synonyms, though, as he says in "Kis'ot le-Bet Dawid,"
in treating of Hebrew style, he considers its wealth
of synonyms to be one of its most beautiful features.
le
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DELACRUT. DELACROT,
CROTA. BEN SOLOMON:

Bk.

DE LA

or

rolisli scholar; livcnl

He settled
in the iniildlc of the sixU'Ciith contury.
early in Italy, anil at one time seems to have attended
the lectures on Cabala and philoso]ihy at the University of Bolosriia, devotinic himself to the interHe was
pretation of cabalistic anil scientilic works.

was organized
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in 1885

and incorporated

Sejit. 13, 1889,

A

Herman

free Hebrew
A. Ulatt.
Sunday-school, dating from Jan. 1, 1896, has now
(19()3)over300pupils. The charitable organizations
art' the ISIoses Jlontefiore iienelit Society, incorpolis

present rablii

is

10, 1883; the Hebrew Charity Organizaincorporated March 9, 1902. Tiie latter has a
loan fund without interest. There are alst) the Young
Men's Hebrew Association, the Wilmington Lodge
No. 470, I.O.B.B., and a few smaller organizations.

rated Feb.

tion,

A

few Jewish families are scattered

castle, Odessa,

^lillsboro, Laurel,

in Viola,

New-

Delaware City,

the author of Jlie following (1) " Perush," a commentary on Joseph GiUatilla's cabalistic work, "Sha'are
Orah," Cracow, 1600; ("J) a commentary on Solomon
ben Abigdor's Hebrew translation of Sacrobosco's
treatise on astronomy, "Tractatus de S|)haTa," or

Lewes, Georgetown, Seaford, Harrington, Middletown, and Milford.
A.
J. II. Go.

Aspcctus Circulorum " (Hebrew, " March ha-Ofannim "), with an explanation of the difficult passages

of the si.xteenth century, and son of Juan Pinto Delgado born at Tavira, where he occupied the position of an "escrivilo dos orfaos" (.secretary of an

:

"

of the translation according to the reading of his
masters of the University of Bologna, and the interpretation he had found in Christian works (Cracow, IT'JO); (3) "Zel ha-'Olam" (The Image of the
World), a translation of a treatise on cosmography
written in French by Gossouin, under the title
"Livre de Clergie," or "I/Image du Monde" (Amsterdam, 1733).

DELGADO, GON^ALO

:

Portuguese Marano

;

orphanage). He is the author of "Poema Composto
de que Era, o Argumcnto: a Violentelrrupc^ao Feita
Pelos Inglezes no Anno do 1596, Sequeando e Abrazando a Cidade de Faro," a poem narrating the circumstances of an English incursion in 1596, during
which the town of Faro was stormed and sacked.
The poem is dedicated to Ruy Lourenzo de Tovara.

Bibliography: Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl.
Idem. Hebr. Uebers. pp. 644, 950.
n. R.

cols.

1882-1883;

Bibi.iography: Barbosa Machado, Bibliotheca Lusitana,
I.

Br.

393

;

M. K.

G.

DELAIAH

:

1.

A son of

Elioenai in the Davidic

genealogy (I Chron. iii. 24 A. V. " Dalaiah "). The
sons of Delaiah are mentioned in the long post-exilic
list of those who returned from captivity under Zerubbabel (Ezra ii. 60; Xeh. vii. 62). They were unable to trace their descent. In I Esd. v. 37 the name
is given as " Dalan."
2. Son of jMehetabeel and father of Shemaiah,
•who tried to persuade Neheraiah to seek refuge at
night in the Temple, which caused Nehemiah to
suspect him of spreading false alarms at the instigation of Sanballat (Xeh. vi. 10).
3. Son of Shemaiah, a prince during tlie regime
of Jehoiakim one of those to whom Micaiah related
the reading of the prophecy of Jeremiah by the
prophet's scribe Baruch (Jer. xxxvi. 12).
4. A priest who headed the twenty-third of the
twenty-four priestly divisions in the reign of David
(I Chron. xxiv. 18).
;

;

E. G. n.

G. B. L.

DELAWARE A state on the Atlantic seaboard
:

of the United States. The first Jew of whom anything detinite is known as a resident of the state was
Solomon Solis, born in Wilmington March 13, 1819
(Morais, "The Jews of Philadelphia," p. 51). Prior
to 1855 M. M. Stern, now of Philadelpliia, was engaged in business in Milford. There were, however,
few Jews in the state before 1860, when Nathan
Lieberman settled in Wilmington, his brother Henry
about the same time locating in Dover, the capital
of the state. Since then there has been a small influx,
the total number of Jewish residents being given as
928, of whom over 800 reside in Wilmington.
That
city contains the only Jewish organizations in Delaware. Congregation Adath Kodesh Baron de Hirsch

ii.

Kayserling, Bibl. Esp.-I'ort.-Jud. p. 41.

DELGADO, JOSEPH:
of Lumbrales, Castile.

On

Farmer of the revenue
July

26,

1723, he,

liis

wife Antonia de Cardenas, and Ins brother Gabriel
Delgado, refusing to renounce their faith, were sentenced to imprisonment for life by the Inquisition
On the same day, the mother-in-law of
at Llerena.
Joseph Delgado was burned at the stake for the

same
s.

reason.

M. K.

DELGADO, JUAN (MOSES) PINTO:

Ma-

rano poet; born at Tavira, Portugal, about 1530; died
in 1591.
Going to Spain in his youth, he studied the
humanities at Salamanca, where lie formed a friendship with the poet Luis de Leon.
He was talented
in many ways, and was endowed with an unusually
retentive memory, being able to reproduce verbatim a discourse heard but once. Pursued by the
Inquisition, he left his wife and child at Tavira, and
went first to Rome, and then to France, where he
openly professed Judaism and took the name of
Moses.
The poems of Jean Pinto Delgado are distinguished
for grace, sublimity of style, and variety of meters;
" parts of them iare written not only with tenderness,
but in a sweet and pure versification," saj's Ticknor.
In addition to various poems, he composed poetical
versions of certain books of the Bible, which were
published together under the title "Poema de la
Reyna Ester, Lamentaciones del Propheta Jeremias,
Historia de Rut, y Varias Poesias " (Rouen, 1627),
and dedicated to Cardinal Richelieu. The view of
J. A. de los Rios and Ad. de Castro that there exists
an earlier edition, published at Paris, is very questionable. Barbosa Machado says that Delgado trans-

Delacrut
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lated parts of Pctnirch into Portuguese. Daniel Levi
de Barrios says of him
" Del Poema de Hester en sacro coro
Mosseh Delgado da esplendor sonoro,
y corren con su voz en licas plantas
De Jeremias las Endechas santas."
Bibliography: J. Amador de los Rios. EMudios Sobre los
Jiidios de Espaun, pp. 5()0 et sc/.; Ad. de Castro, HM. de los
Judins en Espaun, p. Ift'i De Kossi. Hi)<t. ^yorterb. der
JUd. Schriftxteller. p. ~'t>5 Barbosii Machado, Bibl. Liu>itana, ii. 393, "22; Ticknor, Spanish Literature, ii. 46; Kayserling, Sephardim, pp. 153 et seq.; idem, Bibl. Egp.-Port.Jud. p. 41.
;

;

M. K.

G.

DELIATITZ, ELIJAH BEN

ABRAHAM:

Russian Talmudist and rabbi of Dcliatitz; flourished
He
tlie beginning of tiie nineteenth century.
wrote: (l)'"Sliene Eliyahu " (The Years of Elijah),
notes on the comments of Elijah Wilna on the Abot
de-Rabbi Xathan (2) " Ben Abraham " (The Son of
Abraham), a concordance of tlie parallel passages in
the Abot, with explanations (Wilna, 1833). Deliatitz
isalso the author of "Ma'aneh Eliyaliu " (The Reply
of Elijah), a commentary on the lastMishnah of 'Ukzin, and on the fifth ^Mishnah in the fifth section of
Kilayam, published with the preceding work.
at

;

BiBLiOGRAPiiy Furst, Bibl. Jitd. 1. 204 Benjacob, Ozar haSefarim, p. 6M S. J. Fuenn, Keneset Yisraei, p. 105.
;

:

;

Delitzsch

if it were certain that the story of Samson is a
myth, and that the name "Delilah" had, in connection with his story, a symbolical significance.
This,
indeed, has been assumed l)y Ignaz Goldziiicr, for example, who, in his " Der Mythus bei den Hebrtiern "

only

(pp. ISd

et seq.),

saj'^s:

"Delilah

is

the setting sun,

which has completed its day's labor, or, rather,
which is no longer the sun, but the night that cuts
her lover's curlj' locks (crines Phccbi), in which his
whole strength is centered." E. Wietzke (in the
pamphlet "Der Biblische Samson der Aegyptisches
Horus-Ra," 1888) likewise identified Delilah with
the night; but these assumptions are more or less
arbitrary attempts to reduce Samson to a mythological figure.
It is more correct to apply to Delilah
Philo's words, in his " De Sampsone," concerning
the first Philistine wife of this hero: "O nefanda
mulier abominabilis, optas audire ut tradas dicentem,
ut exuas coronam ab eo " In the stories of "The
Arabian Nights " the name of Delilah has come to
be applied to a cunning woman (see Joseph Horowitz in "Z. D. M. G." pp. 333-335).
E. K.
E. G. H.
!

DELITZSCH, FRANZ:

Christian

Hebraist;

M. Sel.
DELIATITZ, NISSAN: Russian rabbi and
mathematician. He wrote "Keneh Ilokmah," the
meaning of which in Prov iv. 5 is "buy wisdom,"
but which here means "the scientific measure." It
is a manual of algebra in five parts (Wilna, 1829).
Benjacob says that Nissan was the son of Abraham
Deliatitz, but Fiirst makes him the son of Elijah b.

born at X,eipsic Feb. 23, 1813; died there March 4,
1890.
He was not of Jewish descent; although,

Abraham

in 1844,

L. G.

Deliatitz.

Bibliography
Mendels.
T..

:

Fiirst,

p. 65;

Bibl. Jud.

1.

204

;

M. Sel.

r,.

DELILAH

Post-

Zeitlln, Bibl.
p. 530.

Benjacob, Ozar ha^Sefarim,

A woman

Sorek, loved by
Samson (.Judges xvi. 4-20). The chief of the
Pliilistines bribed her to discover the source of SamThree times she failed. First,
son's great strengtli.
at his own suggestion, she bound liim witii "seven
green withes," but these he easily snapped asunder.
Then she tied liim with new ropes: these also
Tlien she fastened tlie locks of liis hair to
failed.
:

of

the loom (st;e Moore, "Judges," a(Z loc), but with
Finally, after many complaints
the same result.
that Samson did nf)t trust her, lie told her that his
strength lay in liis hair. Then, when he was asleep,
she called in a man to cut ofT liis hair. She then
awoke liim, an<l delivered liim into tlic hands of the
waiting Philistine chiefs, from eaeh one of wliom
she received 1,100 pieces of silver. In all probability Delilah was a PhiliaUne woman, altliougli not
necessarily a "political agent" of the Philistines

(Cheyne and Black, "P^ncyc. Bibl."#.r.
son).

;

Ham-

see

O. B. L.

name, ny^l, has been explained as
one " by Y.. Meier (" Hebrilisclies Wurzelworteibuch," p. '530), and as "traitor" by Kaiike
(" Weltge.sch." i. 51); it liasalso been compared with
the Arabic "dalilah," Modern Ambic "dlylr," used
to designate a hei«?ra(Gesenius, "Th." p. 341 compare "dallum" = amorous, coquettish, in Gesonius,
"Lexicon," p. 195b).
This interpretation of the name would be justified
Delilah's

" faithless

;

to his rabbinical learning and his sympathy
with the Jewish people, and from a misunderstand-

owing

ing of his relation to his Hebrew godfather (whom
he called "uncle"), a Jewish ancestry was often atHe devoted himself early to Semtributed to him.

was made assistant professor at Leipsic
and was called as professor to Rostock in
Eriangen in 1850, and in 1867 to Leipsic,

itic studies,

1846, to

where he spent the remainder of his life. His services to Hebrew^ philology and literary history and
As an Old "Testato Biblical exegesis were great.
ment critic he was progressive: beginning as a bulwark of conservatism, he gradually moved toward
the modern position (for example, in regard to the
documents of tlie Pentateuch, and IhedaU'S of Deuteronomy, Isaiah [xl.-lxvi.], and Daniel). In Biblical psychology his work was less satisfactory, and
has not met with favor. As a student he became
deeply interested in post-Biblical Hebrew literature,
and even his Biblical commentaries are full of citations from rabbinical and Neo-Hebraic works.
In 1837 he worked out a catalogue of the Hebrew
and Syriac manuscripts in the Leipsic Ratiisbibliothek (jiublished 183H). In conjunction with Steinhe edited and annotated Aaron ben Hli-

seiiiieider

jah's "'!]?: Hayyim" (Leip.sic, 1841); though his
chief work in tliis branch was his"Zur Gescliichte
der Jadi.schen Poesie " (Leipsic, 183(5), a liistory
which is still of use. Mention should al.so be made
of his " Jndiscli-Arabische Poesien aus vor-Muham1H74); "Jesus und
meciiiniselier Zeil " (Lei|)sic,
llillel" (3d ed., 1879);

"JUd. IIandwerkerlel)en zur

(3d od., 1879; Eng. trans). "Jewish Artisan Life," London, 1877); an<l his edition of Weber's
"System der Altsynag. Tlieologie " (Leipsic, 1880).
Zeit Jesu

"

Delitzsch's principal publications, besides those al-

ready mentioned, are his" Pentnteuch-Kritische Studiin!" in "Zeitschr. fiir Kirchliche Wissenscliaft,"
1880, 1882; and the following commentaries: On

Delitzsch
D«liuddi90
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Genesis. 1852. 1853. revisodod.. 1887; Job. 18G4; Isiiiiih. 186(5, 1889. Psjilms. 1807; Proverbs. 1873; Song
of Si>ng8 ami Ecclesiasti'S. 1875. These commentaries, tliough they follow the Masoretic text without iiftfmpt lit emendation, are e.xegetically strong.
Delitzsch was also active in other lines of Biblical

He took part in the revision of Luther's
tmnslation of the Rible, instituted by the government of Saxony in 1873; he collaborated with Baer
in the publication of a revised Masoretic text of the
Old Testament (the Baer-Delitzsch text, unfortunately left unfinished); and, in connection therewith, produced a series of studies (from 1871 to 1886)
on the Complutensian Polyglot. Delitzsch was a
vigorous opponent of the anti-Semitic movement in
Germany, ami was one of the foremost opponents of
Rohling, defending the Jews against the blood accusjition.
In 1841 he made a public declaration on
this subject in the Waisenhaus-Kirche in Dresden,
and in 1882 published a responsum ("Christliche
Zeugnisse Gegen die Blutbeschuldigung," p. 12). In
this connection he wrote "Rohling's Talmudjude"
(7th ed., 1881); "Was D. Aug. Rohling Beschworen
Hat?" (1883); "Schachmatt den Blutlugnern Rohling und Justus " (2d ed. Erlangen, 1883) " Neueste
Traumgeschichte des Antisemitischcn Propheten
(Erlangen, 1883).
This did not prevent him from
repelling what he considered unjust attacks upon
science.

,

;

Christianity in the Jewish press (" Christentum und
jQdische Presse" (Erlangen, 1882). His interest in
the Christianization of the Jews led him to found in
1886 at Leipsic the institution which, after his death,
was called the " Institutum Judaicum Delitzschianum " and for them he translated the New Testament into Hebrew (1877), with the aid of J. E.
Salkinsohn. His son Friedrich Delitzsch is noted
as an Assyriologist; he is professor of Assyriology
;

at the University of Berlin.

Bibliography: Herzog-Hauck, Real-EncyhlopUdie,
the authorities there mentioned.
T.

DELMANSI.

See

DELMEDIGO

(lin^D^sn

s.v.,

and

T.— G.

Anaw.

= "Del Medico"): A
family of German descent. About the end of the
fourteenth century its founder, Judah Deltnedigo, emigrated to the island of Crete, whose inhabitants were mostly of German origin (compare Joseph
Solomon Delmedigo, "Elim," p. 30, Amsterdam,
Judah had three sons: (1) Abba ha-Zaken
<I.), who, at his own expense, erected a Germs.n synagogue (ib. ip-'JO-^K Xipjn) (2) Mejuhas, who died
childless; and (3) Shemariah, with the surname
The last wrote a philosophCretensis ('ti'lp'N).
ical work, " Heber Ish we-Ishto " (compare Geiger,
" Wiss. Zeit. Jtld. Theol." iii. 447), and many gram1629).

;

matical treatises (compare Wolf, "Bibl. Hebr." ii.
597, No. 33; Zunz, in "Catalogus Lib. .Manu-script.
Bibl. Senat. Lips." 324).
His son Moses was tlie
father of Elijah Cretensis ben Moses Abba Delmedigo (see next column). Elijah left two sons:
Moses, a philosopher, and Judah, a rabbi (see Jkw.
Encvc. iv. 509). One of Judah's daughters, Rachel,
married Joseph of Constantinople, a descendant
of Mordecai b. Eleazar Comtino (compare Gratz.

"Gesch."

viii.

274, 438, note), in

whose

library his

(Comtino's) commentary on Ibn Ezra was studied by
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a later descendant of the family, Joseph Solomon

Delmedigo.
Casta ('nL"p idem, " Elim, " p. 29). the only daughter of Joseph of Constantinople and Rachel, married
lur relative Elijah, whose genealogy, on his father's
side, is as follows: Theabove mentioned Abba ha-Zaken (I.) hail three sons: Elijah, Moses, and EIkanah all Talmudists wlio, together with other
rabbis, defended
"with llaming swords" their
countryman Aloses Capsali against the charges of
Joseph Colon (GrUtz, "Gesch." viii. 253). Elkanah's
son Samuel, also a rabbi, iuid a son Samuel Menahem, wlio was born after his father's death. This
Samuel Menahem, phj'sician and teacher of philosophy, the head of a yeshibah in Padua, was made
a prisoner of war, was ransomed by his countrymen,
and was recalled as rabbi to Candia. His son Abba
(II.) had a son Eliezer, who presided over a Tal:

—

—

—

mudic school

for

many

ponent of the Cabala.

—

and was a zealous opHis son Elijah, also a Tal-

years,

mudist, his father's successor as rabbi in Candia,

and husband of the above-mentioned Casta, was the
father of Joseph Solomon Delmedigo (see Jew.
Encyc. iv. 508) the most illustrious member of the
family (compare Steinschneider, "Cat. Bodl." 1510).
It is not reported that children were born to him on
the island of Candia (see his lame.it in his "Ta'alumot Hokmah," ii. 3b, Preface). His remarks
("Elini," p. 32), "that he had a little daughter at
home," and "that he needed much money for his
daughter's dowry," are explained by Moses Metz as
humorous references to his work "Bosmat bat Shelomoh" (Geiger, "Melo Chofnajim," p. xlv.) and to
the expenses of its printing. He was married in
Frankfort-on-the-Main, where he held the position of
communal physician, and where his two daughters
were born. One died young (Carmol}', in " Allg.
Zeit. des Jud." 1856, Jahrg. 20, No. 20, with inexact
statement of sources). The other, Sarah, married the
physician Solomon Bing, and after his death (1680)
Isai Oppenheim, who died, according to her tombstone (No. 3009 in the old cemetery of the Israelitic
communit}' in Frankfort), Feb. 9, 1691 (M. Horwitz,
in Berliner's

"Magazin,"

Bibliography

:

(Jelger,

x. 113).

Melo Chofnajim,

pp. xil. etseq.: Nacfi-

gel. Schriftet}, ill. 1 et seq.; Gratz. Oesch. vill. 244, 2.52, 254,
281, 282 ; Ix. 8, 36, 147 ; Carmoly, Histoire des
Julfs,
pp. 137, 192.

Medecim

M.

D.

So.

DELMEDIGO, ELIJAH CRETENSIS BEN
MOSES ABBA Cretan philosopher and physi:

born in Candia in 1460; died there March,
1497 (Gratz, "Geschichte," 3d ed., viii. 244, note).
Elijah was instructed by his father in Bible and
Talmud, and when scarcely more than a child he
addressed halakic questions to Joseph Colon, who
highly praised his erudition and clear mind (Responsa. No. 54).
The high opinion of such a Talmudical authority
cian;

probal)ly led to the call, which Delmedigo received
a little later, to jjrcside over the Talmudical school
There he devoted himself to the study
of Padua.
of philosophj', chiefly that of Aristotle, Maimonides,
and Averroes, whose systems he afterward inculcated among Christian students by lectures and by
translations and commentaries written in an elegant
literary Latin.
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Delmedigo's reputation as philosopher soon stood
so liigh that he was chosen by the University of
Padua, with the approval of the Venetian Senate, as
umpire in a dispute on some philosophAs
ical subject between the professors
Professor and students of that university; and
of Phias a result of his decision he, at the
losophy. age of twenty-three, was appointed
professor of philosophj', teaching successively at Padua, Florence, Venice, Perugia, and
Bassauo. Among his students was the eminent
scholar Count Giovanni Pico di Mirandola, who be-

came

The members

life did not
of the party against whom

he had decided the above-mentioned dispute had not
forgiven him for their defeat, and they commenced
to persecute him.
Moreover, a quarrel arose between Delmedigo and Judah Minz, rabbi of Padua,
who, being strongly opposed to scienlitic progress
and freedom in religious matters, could not agree
with the theories propounded by Delmedigo in his
•work "Behinat ha-Dat" (see below).
This quarrel
soon developed fierce persecutions, obliging Delmedigo to leave Italy; and he returned to his native
place, where he was received with much sympathy
by his countrymen, both Jews and Cliristians.
There he taught piii losophy for two or three years,
at the expiration of which he underwent an operation on the cheek, which caused his deatli.
Joseph
Solomon Delmedigo, who in his "Mazrcf le-Hokmah " gives some biographical notes on Elijah, relates that crowds of learned Christians, clad in
mourning, attended Elijah's funeral.
Elijah's scientific activit}'
lating

lay chiefly in trans-

from Hebrew into Latin and in commenting
upon some of Averroes' commentaries

His Works, on

Aristotle.
He did this mostly at
the request of Pico di Mirandola.
His

and independent works are: "QuiesI. De Prinio Motore;
II. De Mundi
ElHcientia; HI. De Esse Essentia et Uno," Venice,
Adnotationes in Plurinm Dicta," or "Anno.
1501;
Qua'dam in Lib. de Piiysico Auditu Super Quibusdam Dictis Commentatoris [Averrois] et Aliis
Bebus," etc., pubiislnd as an appendi.x to the preceding work; two questions on the hylic intellect, in
Latin and in Hebrew, under tlie title "She'elah
translations

tiones Tres:

*'

'Ainukl^uh 'al Ahdut Sekei ha Ilayulani" (the first
question being wliether tiie hylic intellect is one the
Bccow], whether it conceives sultstjinces sc[)aiatcd
from matter [Paris MS. No. 96H; at the end of this
work, Delmerligo promiw^s to publish a book on
the number of the precepts according to the Talmud]); "Averrois Qu.X'stioin Librum Priorum (Analyticanim)," Venice, 1497; Averroes' commentary
"
on Plato's "Bepnblje." " De Hctriniine Civitatis
(no longer e.xtant, and known only fnwn quotjitions);
" Averrois Commentatio [Summa] in Met^-ora Aristotelia," with an introduction as well as fra^jnients from
Averroes' "Middle Com men tary,"//( MNH; "Averrois
Commcntatiof Media] in Metaph. Aristotclis," i.-vii.
ib. 1560; Averroes' proem to the large cr)mmentary
to Aristotle's " Metaphysics," xii. translated once for
Pico di Mirandola. and a second tim«' for Cardinal
Grimani (Paris MS. No. 0508) a small treatise on
;

,

;

metaphysics (/Z». ) " [Averrois] De Substantia Orbis,"
in Latin and in Hebrew, under the title "BiurhaMa'amar be-'Ezem ha-Galgal " {ib.); " Sperma " (ib.);
" Behinat ha-Dat
(Investigation of Religion), written at the request of his disciple Saul Cohen Ashkeuazi, and published b}' Delmedigo's great-grandson,
Basel, 1519; also, with a commentary, by Isaac Reggio, Vienna, 1833.
In the last-named work Delmedigo endeavored to separate religion from philosophy.
In his opinion religion consists in actions leading to
a moral life, and is not a matter of
;

''

"Behinat

requiring demonstration.
Philosophical speculations leading to
a better understanding of the religious
principles are indeed permitted, if not prescribed,
by the Law; but these speculations are applicable
only for the small minority possessing a philosophical training.
As for the majorit}-, they must take the
Biblical and Talmudical prescriptions in their literal
sense.
Still, he admits that Judaism, besides religious prescription, contains certain dogmas, such as
the unity and incorporeality of God, divine retribution, belief in the miracles related in the Law and resurrection; but these are by no means illogical as
is, for instance, the Trinity
and no true philosopher
will declare them untenable.
Delmedigo ascribes a
divine origin to the halakic part of the Talmud, which
is the traditional interpretation of the laws.
The
haggadic part, on the contrary, being the work of
men, has no higher authority than the dicta of the
philosophers.
The Cabala, he claims, is rooted in an
intellectual swamp; no trace of it is to be found in
the Talmud, and its basal work, the Zohar, is the
production of a forger.
The " Behinat ha-Dat " can hardly be called an
original work.
All that Delmedigo says in it respecting philosophy and religion is borrowed from
Averroes' "Fasl al-Makal," as has been pointed out
by A. Hiibsch'("Monatsschrift," 1882, pp. 555-563;
Delmedigo's merit in connection
1883, pp. 28-46).
with this work lies chiefly in the courageous expression of hisopinions, heedlessof con.sequences, which,
His
as the result showed, were di.sastrous for him.
assertion concerning the haggadic part of the Talmud was i>robab]y the cause of his qmtrrel with
Jndah Minz, who regarded it as a veritable heresy.
On the other hand, the cabalists, who were at that
time powerful, could not forgive Delmedigo for his
severe attacks upon the Cabala: and even his friend
Pico di Mirandola, who wasa warm supporter of the
Cabala and caused many cabalistic writings to be
translated into Latin, was probably olTended by his
sj'llogisms

ha-Dat."

and protector.
This happy period in Delmedigo's
his lifelong friend

last long.

Delitzsch
Delmedigro

—

—

attacks.

Samuel Algazi, in his "Toledot Adam," attributes
Delmedigo a commiMitary to the Song of Songs;
but this is no longer extant. According to Joseph
Solomon Delmedigo ("Mazref le Hokmah," p. 5),
Elijah wrote .several works in which he defended
Maimonides against the criticisms of Levi b. Gerto

shom.
nini.iOfiKAPHY: Mimk, Mllnrmrn, p.
rhrrrhrx mir I'UMnirr Ijittrrnirr

51(1;

(In
lH7fi; (Jclircr. Mrli, ChufrKKiiTn. p. xxll.;

Jules tXikas,

XVr SiMe,

fie-

Purls,

Cannoly,

In lirvue
Orirnlnlr. II. lai: Bnill, ./d/n /». III. W-\ rl nni.; I{ip[)ner, In
Mitnnliwrhrifl. Wr.\, pp. 4«1-4I>4; Sleltisflinelder. Ihhr. liihl.
xxl. «> 71 ; iclciii. f/e'>r. i'ehirs. pas»lm ; Idem, Cat. liodl.
ml iM4.
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DELMEDIGO. ELIJAH BEN ELIEZER
Civtan mbbiaiid Talmiulist

:

llourislu'tl in

t

Ik-

second

half of tlio sixtecnlli and in the lirst of tiu> sevonteenth rt'ntiiry in Candia.
He Avas widely known
in his time as a Tahnndir sciiohir.
A halakic decision of liisoxistsin.Iosoph Saniega's " Derek Veniin."
Ho was the father of the famous philosi)pher and
writer Josopli Solomon Delmedigo.
BiBi

lOGRArnv:

Nepi-iUiinmiii. Tutcifnt Ocdole

YisracUp. 6;

Ciflger, -.ViTc/iyi'JrtsifMi' l^cliriften. Hi. 5.

o.

I-.

I.

Bku.

DELMEDIGO, JOSEPH SOLOMON
ShaR — Joseph Solomon Rofe)

(Ya-

Pliilosopherand
pliysieian; born at Candia June 10, ir)91; died at
Prague Oct. 16, 1055; son of Elijah, rabbi of
Candia. Joseph rcceivetl a thorough
Jewish as well as secular educa

At

tion.

the

:

epidemic compelled him to move to GllU'kstadt from
there he went to Amsterdam, where he ofliciated
as rabbi for a few years.
About 10;?0 he settled in
Praiikforl-on-the-jMiun, and in lOIil beciuiie a communal physician. He linally, about 1648, settled in
Prague, and resided there until his death.
Delmedigo was the author of numeious scientific
works.
Most of them are known only by the author's list of his own writings.
The following enumeration ma3' contain some duplicates, as it is not
always possible to distinguish between books which
have one and the same title:
;

" Ya'nr ha-Lebanon " (The Forest of tlie Lebanon) an encyclopedia of science according to llie systt^ni of tbe
imcicnts. One part treats of ttie value of
cticiiiisti-y. and is entitled " HefesMehiippas":
anottier (" Peleg Eloliiin "), of various religious
,

His Works,

and

state organizations.

"Zel lia-Hokmah" (Shadow of Wisdom), on the reckoning of the time of
day from the length of a shadow.

Universit;

Padua, which he entered
the age of fifteen, he stud

" Bosrnat liat Shelonioh " (Basmalh, Daughter of Solomon), on
arithmetic, geometry, astronomy,
geography, chiromancy, harmony, logic, ethics, siud metaDelmedigo claims
phy-sics.
to have elaborated In the
"Bosmaf'a system of his

natural philosophy, metaphysics, and
divinity; and then devoted himself to medi
cine and to his favorite
led
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logic,

studies, mathematics
and astronomy, the
latter

own.
" Or Shib'at ha-Yamim "
(The Light of the Seven
Days), on creation and on

under Galileo.
Padua he

"While at

optics.

"Keshet Denikah" (A
Bent Bow), on the rain-

frequently visited, at
Venice, Leo de Modena, who exercised
influence
great
a
over him.
Returning to Candia, Delmedigo's
freethinking tendencies and his
preference for secular
studies soon made his
residence there impractiFor many years
cable.
he led a wandering life, going fii-st to Cairo, in search of

new books

scholars,

Heroes), divided Into
parts: (I) "Geburot
Adonai," on a,stronomy ; (2)
"Niflaot Adonai," on chemistry and mechanics.
A commentary on the "Almagest " (a part of which Is
included In the " Elim ").
"Refu'ot Te'alah" (Healing
Medicine), a medical work.
"Mekor Binah" (Source of Intelligence), the aphorisms of Hippocrates translated from Latin into Hebrew.
The first chapters are included In the
of

with Karawith their

"Elim."
"Tore Zahab"
Joseph Solomon Delmedigo.
(From the

frontispiece to his "SefiT Elim.")

a certain Mohammedan professor in a
public debate on mathematics. At Constantinople,
also (where he studied the Cabala), he as.sociated
Going by way of Wallachiefly with the Elaraites.
chia and Moldavia, he visited Poland and Lithuania.
At Wilna he was engaged as physician to Prince
Radziwill (c. 1620).
The appearance in Wilna of a man with such a
Among his
versatile intellect was a rare event.
pupils here was Moses ben Meir of Metz. A Karaite,
Zerah ben Nathan of Trok, addressed to Delmedigo
a number of questions on scientific subjects, the answers to which constitute his "Elim." After a few
years in Lithuania and Poland, Delmedigo went to
Hamburg, where he officiated as rabbi or preacher
An
to the newly established Sephardic community.

umphed over

This

two

especially

Jacob Iskandari, at whose
request he wrote his works on mechanics.
At Cairo, Delmedigo tri-

hakam,

colors.

and the preceding are appended to the " Bosrnat."
" 'Ir Gibborim " (City

for his rich library.

There he associated
ite

bow and on

(Plaits of Gold), selections

from Hebrew literature, with a commentary
entitled " Nekudat ha-Kesef."
"Tor ha-Ma'alah" (Order of Dignity), on

the treatment of scholars.
" Ruah Eliyahu," a defense of Elijah Mizrahl's commentary

on Rashi.

On Porphyry's "Introduction to Logics," and on the "Categories."
Translations of several of Phllo's works and of Judah Abra^
vanel's " Philon et Sophia."
Explanations of difficult passages in Isaac 'Aramah's " 'Akedat
Tizhak."

Comments on Ibn Ezra's "Sefer ha-Shem" and "Sefer haEhad."
" Arubbot ha-Shamaylm " (Windows of the Heavens), on metaphysics.

"Rahel Mebakkah," and a number of other works upon un-

known

subjects.

" Elim " (Amsterdam, 1629) contains answers to twelve scienquestions propounded by Zerah l)en Nathan, and seventy
mathematical paradoxes. The title is an allusion to Ex. xv. 27.
work
also contains some letters of Zerah ben Nathan, and
The
dissertations by one of Delmedigo's disciples, Moses ben MeIr
tific

of Metz.

Delmediso
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"Rosh Mashbir." on arithmetic.
" Ma'yan Gannim " (Source of tlie Gardens), a

continuation to
the answers to Zerah ben Nathan. It consists of the following
short treatises on trigonometry on the first two books, of the
"Almagest"; on astronomy (these tliree printed with the
"Elim"): on a.stronomical instruments on Cabala and the supernatural; on astrology; on algebra; on chemistry on the aphorism of Hippocrates; on the opinion of the ancients concerning
the substance of the heavens ; on the astronomy of the ancients.
who considered the motion of the higher spheres due to spirits
(Delmedigo shows that their motion is similar to that of the
earth); on the principles of religion; mathematical paradoxes
(printed together with the " Elim ").
:

;

:

;

Another of Delniedigo's disciples, Samuel Ashkenazi, published under the title of " Ta'alumot
Hokniah " (Basel, 1629-31) that portion of the ":Ma'yan Gannim" which deals with the Cabala. This
work shows that Delmedigo was a follower of the
system of Isaac Luria. Geiger has published (" Melo

Delvaille

Ibu Ezra. He was so afraid of being accused of
heresy that he covered the discussions on scientific
and theologic questions in his " Elim " with the cloak
of orthodoxy, and attributed his own opinions to Zerah or to Moses b. Mei'r of Metz. It was probably this
fear that caused him to suppress the treatises on an"

gelologyand Cabala in his

ilayan Gannim."

Still

hiscoutemporaries Yom-TobLipinan Heller and Jair
Hayyim Bachrach speak of Delmedigo in the highest terms,

and

Bibliography

praise his piety

and

his vast erudition.

Shem ha-Gednlim,

ii., s.v. a'^w
NeplGhirondi, Toledot Gedole Yittrncl. p. 136; Carmoly, in Litteiaturblatt des Orients, i. SiO; Hn-Measaef, 1788; Geiger,
Melo Oiofnajim. Introduction; idem. JUd. Zeit. v. 183;
Zunz. Z. G. p. 254; Steinschneider. Cat. Bodl. col. 1516;
Grdtz, Gcsch. x. 140 et seq.\ M. Basilewskl, Jose/ Salomon
Delmedigo, Odessa, 1896 (in Russian).
G.
I. Br.
:

Azulai,

DELMEDIGO, JTJDAH
ian Taimudist;

B.
born in Candia;

;

ELIJAH:

Ital-

son of the phi-

Delmedigo; studic(l at
Padua under Judah ^linz he then returned to his
native city, where his reputation as teacher of the
Talmud attracted many pupils, among them Samuel Algazi.
He was in continual controversy with
the aged historiographer and teacher of the Law
Elijah Capsali, who also had a school at Candia,
losopher Elijah Cretensis
;

both of the adversaries succeeding in rousing the
interest of their most eminent
contemporaries.
Traces of the many differences of opinion that sepa-

two men and led to bitter disputes between them may be found in the responsa of the
rated these

foremost authorities of this time.
The liturgical
poet Moses Alashkar, Elijah ben Benjamin haLevi, Meir K.\tzenellenbogen of Padua, and
David ibn abi Zimua make mention of these two
scholars, who had laid disputes before them.
Joseph Solomon Delmedigo was a great-grandson of
Judah.
BIBLIOORAPIIY: M. Metz, in Joseph Deltnedigo's Elim,
Geiger,

Ga<nmmelte

yim, pp.
:.'9,

L.

et

1(55

Schrifteii,

se(/., 45!^:

lii.

Ze ton

70-78, 99, ll:i-114, 148-154.

4; Michael,

,4/1(1 ro;i,

7.

"

E.

G.

DELUGTAS, SAMUEL BEN MOSES.
Di.r<;<)sz, Sa.miei.

p. 29;

Or ha-Hay-

Responsa Nos.

K
See

bkn Mosks.

ALBERT:

DELVAILLE,
French dramatic
author; born at Neuilly-sur Seine May 30, 1870.
He studied at the Ecole Monge (afterward the Ecole
Carnot), and liien joined his father, who was a
He soon, however, turned
dealer in colonial wares.
to writing dramas, under the pseudonym "Trebla."

TombstJjne of Jos<-ph Solomon Delmedigo ut I'rugue.
(From a photo^Kph.)

Chofnajim," Berlin, 1840), witli a German translation, one of Delniedigo's letters to Zerali hen iS'atimn.
Despite Delniedigo's scientific attainments, he is
to be bhimed for (h-riding the Caliala in private
and defending il in [)ul)li(', evc-n if Micliaei's .siij)

His Insincerity.

position be correct that tlie letter adto Zcnih ronlnin.s interpolations by KaraitcH, among wlif)m it.

drc.sseil

was found.
"Ma?ref

le

Hokmah,"

lie

ten at the refjuest of an

p]vi(U'ntly
a.H.sert<'d

ashamed of

that

influential

it

his

wa.s writ-

personage

in

Hamliurg who wished to defend philosophy, and
that an author is not bound to state Ins private belief in surli cases.

in

some evidently

His lack of sincerity
fal.se

is

also seen

.statements; for instance, re-

garding the miracles worked by Nahmanides and

Among

some of which are collaborations,
following: "Par-(;i, jiar-liV," "L'lndecollable,"
"La Confession NaYve," "Le Harem de
Pontariier" (1800); "Vive la Fenime," "A Nous
la Chanson," " Voyez Terrassc " (l«5>7); "Chez la
Couturifere," " Lo Pierrot Bleu," "Elle" (1898);
"Per.sonne," "Vc'iins ('antonnii^re," "Pierrot aux
Mancimvres," a ballet (18mi); " Napolegnon." "NosThe latter play was prohiliitcd by
talgic " (1901).
Ih: also published, in 1898, a colthe authorities.
lection of dialogues entitled "L'Amour en Fantaisies."
He lias contributed to "La Plume," " Le
Grelot.""Le Courrier National," "Fin dc Siticle,"
"Gil Bias," and other jieriodicaLs.
BiBLiouRAPHY Curlnlcr, Diclioimaire National.
V. E.
8.
arc

his ))lays,

the

:
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DEMAI

CNOn, 'Moubtriir'; soiucthing whkli
contain the eleim-uts of yOT. "things
holy ") 1 Agrit'ultuml produfo, tlu' owner of wliich
was not tnisti'ii with ngiird to tlio correct, scpunition
of the tithes.
The tribe of Levi, having been exchided from partieipnting in the division of the hind,
obtained as conipensjition a share in its produce
(Num. xviii. 24). As the tribe included two elements, priests and Levites, the compensation was
given in two forms: "terumah " (heave-olTering) and
"ma'aser" (tithe) for the Levites; and the latter
gave the tenth part of the tithe to the priests as
"terumat ma'aser" (heave-offering ib. 26).
In
addition, a second tithe had to be separated from
the produce in the tirst, second, fourth, and lifth
years of the year-week. This tithe had to be taken

may

still
:

.

;

Jerusalem and consumed there, in accordance with
regulations; while in the third and sixth
years it was given to the poor.
In the former case it
was called " ma'aser sheni " (second tithe) in the lat
ter " ma'aser 'ani " (the tithe for the poor).
Tlie produce of the seventh year was free from all tliese dues.
The heave-offerings, both terumali and terumat
ma'aser, could not be eaten by non-priests; the second tithe, unless redeemed with "silver," which was
to be spent on food in Jerusalem, could not be eaten
outside that city while the first tithe
Terumah and the tithe for the poor were not
to

certain

;

;

and
Maaser.

subject to any restrictions. Conscientious Jews would not partake of tlie
produce of tlie land unless they had
first satisfied themselves that the heave-offering and
tithes had been duly separated.
The owners of land
in Palestine were divided into three classes (1) nonJews, to whom the Jewish laws about tithes did not
apply; (2) the trustworthy Jews ("ne'emanim " or
"haberim"), who were sure to separate from the
produce all that was due according to the Law and
(3) the 'Am ha-Akez, who was suspected of neglecting these laws. Produce bouglit of any person of
the first class was considered as unprepared i.e., as
produce from which heave-offering and tithes iiad
not been separated; that bought of the second class
was " metukkan " (prepared) and that bought of
the third class was " demai " (doubtful, or suspected).
The conscientious never partook of demai without
first separating the tithes due thereon.
It was not
necessary, however, to separate all the dues enumerated above, as no one was suspected with regard to
the heave-offering, for two reasons: first, it was not
burdensome, as the minimum quantity satisfied the
Law (\l\i\. 13Tb); and, secondly, the offense of neglecting it was considered very serious (Sanh. 83a).
It was therefore only necessary to mark out the first
tithe and the second.
Of the former, one-tenth was
separated as "the heave-offering of the tithe," and
the remaining nine-tenths were reMa'aser taincd by the owner, as the Levite was
Sheni.
unable to prove his claim. The second tithe could be redeemed without
the addition of one-fifth of its value (Lev. xxvii. 31).
These regulations concerning demai are ascribed to
Johanan, the high priest (John Hyrcanus, son of
Simeon), who inquired into the matter and discovered the fact that most people only separated the
heave-offering and neglected the tithes (Sotah 48).
:

;

;

610

2. The third treatise of the first section of the
Mishnah, containing the regulations relating to demai.
They concern chiefiy the haberim, an association of trusted persons who rigidly observed the
laws of terumah and ma'aser, and acted on the presvmiption that ahaberwould not permit anything to
pass out of his hands which was not ritually qualified for inunediale eating ('Ab. Zarah 41a).
Without attemi)ting to give a definition of "demai," the
meaning of which is assiuned to be well understood,
the author of the Mishnah at once proceeds to discuss the laws of demai in seven chapters, whose contents may be summarized as follows:
I.
Cases in which the law of demai is not rigidly
applied; e.g., fruit or vegetables which are found
as "hefker" (unclaimed property), hefker being exempt from ma'aser.
II. Produce of Palestine, even when bought outside Palestine, is demai if bought of an 'am ha-arez.
The conditions of a haber involve certain restrictions,
which are reduced or removed in favor of a haber
baker or shopkeeper.
III. A haber must not cause others to partake of

demai.
IV. The 'am ha-arez is exceptionally trusted with
regard to ma'aser on Sabbath and concerning holy
things e.g., "hallah" sacrifices because the aweinspiring character of Sabbath and holy things
(" emat shabbat " and " emat ha-kodesh ") deters people from uttering falsehood.
V. If demai is bought of several persons, each
lot must be tithed separately.
VI.
haber farmer is responsible for the proper
tithing of the share of an 'am ha-arez landlord.
VII. Regulations for facilitating the tithing of de-

—

A

mai on urgent

occasions.

The Tosefta has a few

modifications and additwo parts, it has eight
chapters instead of the seven of the Mishnah and
the eighth paragraph of the sixth chapter of the
Mishnah corresponds to the beginning of the eighth
chapter of the Tosefta.
There is no Babylonian Gemara on the treatise
"Demai," which found no practical application in
Babylon; but the Jerusalem Gemara is very rich
in information concerning the prodDemai and uce of Palestine. There occur many
Hetukkan. names of fruits and vegetables in addition to those mentioned in the Mishnah names of places in and outside Palestine and
information about the markets. There seem to have
been inspectors, who distinguished between that
which was metukkan and the demai; there were
also appointed officers who watched the sale of articles of food and kept the prices low.
few haggadic passages are interspersed. Thus,
the conscientiousness of R. Phinehas, son of Jair,
with regard to the laws of tithes is fully described
and with it other acts of piety by the same rabbi
Among the latter is the following:
are related.
Two poor men left with R. Phinehas two seah of
barlej'.
He sowed the barley and gathered in the
After a time the men came back and asked
harvest.
for their barley, when they found that through the
action of the rabbi the two seah had increased to
several camel-loads.
tions.

Dividing ch.

ii.

into

;

;

A

;

Noteworthy is the fact that a haber on being appointed tax-gatherer lost his status as haber.
Z. Frankel, Hodegetica in Mishnam. Leip1859; idem, Intrnductio in Talmud HierosoluniitaBreslau. 1870; Maimonldes, Yad, Ma'aser, Ix.; Kohut,

Bibliography
slc,

Demai
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:

num,

A.ruch Completum,

s.v.

M. F.

8. S.

DEMANDS

In law the rights which a person
has to recover money or things of value from others,
whether by contract or for wrongs sustained. In
the Bible riKO is applied to the debit as w^ell as
The Mishnah, when speaking of
to the credit.
demands as a kind of property, generally names
nnCK' ("bonds ") as being the most valuable; and a
single demand is often called ni^JD ("a loan ").
The incidents of demands are these (1) Can they
be transferred? If so, how and with what effect?
(2) To whom do they pass at the owner's death?
Do they survive him? (3) Do they survive against
the debtor's or wrong-doer's heirs? (4) How are
they extinguished without satisfaction?
1. The first question is answered under Alienation. It may be added that though the sages have
found means to bring about the transfer of contractual demands, the Talmud nowhere alludes to the
assignment of claims arising from torts to either person or property. Where the demand savors of tort,
an attorney to bring suit (" mursheh ") could not be
appointed, even in later times, when
Transthe leave to appoint attorneys had
ference of been extended for the letter of attorDemand. ney took the form of a partial assignment. The claim for an admitted deposit could be assigned, the thing deposited itself
being assigned (B. K. 70a; "Yad," Sheluhin, iii. 6,
7; Shulhan 'Aruk, Hosheu Mishpat, 123, 1).
2. At the owner's death his estate, both landed
and movable, together with his demands, goes to
his heirs; and they may sue for and collect all
demands. The debtor, or person bound by a wrongThis applies to the value
ful act, must pay them.
of goods tiiken by force or embezzlement, and to
the one-fifth in addition due under some circumstances by way of atonement (B. 1^. ix. 5), and to the
double or greatt^r comjx'nftation due by the thief or
Likefaithless depo.sitary ("Yad," Genebuh, ii. 6).
wise the party wlio has made himself liable for injury to j)rop('rty must, if the owner die before recovery of damages, pay liis lieirs, as tlie injured
person is considered in the light of a creditor ("Yad,"
:

:

Dembitz

which there

is no mention of injuries arising from
the death of the wrong-doer, that here also the heirs
are bound to the extent of assets left.
As shown under Debts of Decedents, the procedure against the heirs is clogged with many hindrances but, in theory, it seems that all demands survive against the heirs of the party under obligation.
;

4.

A

demand can not be extinguished by mere

no statute of limitations,
law of the year of release,
which was never in force outside the Holy Land,
and even there was practically abrogated in the days
of Hillel.
The Hazak.\h is nothing but a presumption arising from lapse of time, always subject to
rebuttal.
Any demand may, however, be extinguished by a voluntary release (riTnO); and, as a
lapse of time.
There
except the Scriptural

does not need a formal transfer of

rule, this act
(pjp),

clothe

though
it

in

is

in

many

places

it

such forms ("Yad," Mekirah,

Compare Robbery.
The liability of the

v. 11, 12).

damages
demands against the tort-

heirs for personal

or the survival of such

—

title

was customary t»

was hardly ever a practical question;
because the liability of the heirs for anything but the
bond debts (what the common law calls " specialty
debts ") of the ancestor was established only a short
time before the Jewish courts, for lack of ordained
judges, lost their jurisdiction in actions for personal
injury.
See Debts of Decedents, sub fine.
L. o.
L. N. D.
feasor's heirs

;

Mamon,

Nizkf!
3.

It

lia.s

viii.

11).

been sliown under

Decedents how

tli<;

Dkhtb of
by a debtor are
is shown under

licud of

far the aasets left

Hubjcctfd to Ilia oliligations.
It
RoiJiiKKV how sueli a.ssetH are liable for (Ik- value of
goods taken by foree. Tliey would in like munner
be bound for the single value of goods stolen; iii.so

On Estate
of a

Deceased
Person.

for all damugcH to |)roperty. whether
done wilfully or by negligence {i/>.

NeithrT Talmud nor
codes mentions the liahil
ity of heirs for injuries to the person
viii.

11,

either of

12).

tlir-

committed by

may

their ancestor;

1)ut it

be inferred, frf>m the enumeration of tlie difTerences between injtiries to proi)erty and injuries to
the person (B. K. viii. 7; " Yad," yf)bel, v. «, 11), in

DEMBITZ, LEWIS NAPHTALI

:

American

lawyer, scholar, and author; born Feb. 3, 1833,
at Zirke, in the province of Posen, Prussia; educated at the gymnasia of Frankfort-on-the-Oder,
Sagan, and Glogau, in Prussia, and attended the
law course for one semester in Prague. He then
studied American law in offices at Cincinnati, Ohio,
and Madison, Ind. After doing journalistic work
for a time, he began in 1853 the practise of law at
the bar of Kentucky, in Louisville, which practise he
has continued uninterruptedly ever since. Dembitz
was a delegate to the National Republican Convention of 1860, assistant city attorney of Louisville,
1884-88, and is (1901) a commissioner for Kentucky
to the Conference for the Uniformity of State Laws.
In 1888 Dembitz drafted the first Australian ballot
law ever adopted in the United States, to govern
His legal works include:
elections in Louisville.
"Kentucky Jurisprudence," 1890; "Law Language
for Shorthand Writers," 1892; and "Land Titles in
He is the author
the United Slates," 3 vols., 1^9,1.
of "The Question of Silver Coinage," in the "Present Problem Series," 1896, No. 1; and has written a number of book-reviews for "The Nation,"
1888-97. besides articles in other magazines and iu
newHfiapers.
Dembitz is strongly attached to con.scrvatlve JuHe was one of the early members of the
daism.
execiitive board of the Union of American IIel)rew
Ciingregations, and in 1878 a member of the commission on the plan of study for the Hebrew Union
College.
In 1K!>H he acted as chairman at a convention of Orthodox congregations, and was elected a
vice-president of tlie Orthodox Jewish CongregaIn addition to memoirs,
tional Union of America.

ami

articles,
isli

papoi-s.

aililrossos wliiili

he has

Imvc appfanii

piiblisiicd

SynajrojiiUMUul Home."
the "Anilovcr Ki'vicw,"

in .Irw-

".lowisii Sorvici's in

"Tlu- Lost Tribes." in
lS89;nn(l has revised
Exodus and Levitieiis for the new translation of the
Bible to be issued by the Jewish Publieal ion Society
A.
of Anieriea.
ISiKS;

Alls;-.

DEMBITZER, HAYYIM NATHAN:

Cali-

cian nibbi and historian; born in Cracow June 20,
His father, Jeku18-20; tlied there Nov. 20, 1892.
thiel Solomon, a scholarly merchant who claimed he
was a descendant of R. Moses Isserles, died in f83;5,
While diligently occupied with
aged forty-one.
his Talmudical studies, he came across the "Zemah

Dawid," a chronological work by David Gans, which
aroused his interest in Jewish biography and history.

He

received his ordination as rabbi from Solomon

Kluger, Ilirsch Chajes, and Berish Meisels, the

last-

whom was

rabbi of Cracow until 1854.
Dembitzer sided nevertheless with Meisel's rival,
Saul Landau, in the quarrel about the rabbinate of

named

of

In IS'iG Dembitzer became a dayyan in
and was, like his older brother Jacob,
advanced to the position of rosh bet din, which he
held till his death. In 1874 he visited Germany and
made the acquaintance of Zunz anJ other Jewish

Cracow.

his native city,

scholars,
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Dembitzer
Demetrius

with

whom

he corresponded on historical

subjects.

Dembitzer's earlier works were all on halakic subon which he was a recognized authority. His
"Maginne Erez Yisrael " (responsa, Lemberg, 1852);
"Dibre Hen," which appeared as a supplement to
Solomon Kluger's " 'Abodat ha-Kodesh " (Zolkiev,
1863); and "Liwyat Hen" (Cracow, 1882) belong
But the last-named, a critical comto that class.
mentary on the work "RABYII" of Ei.iezer b.
Joel ha-Levi, which Dembitzer published from a
manuscript, contains much valuable material for the

jects,

which is interspersed among
His
the pilpulistic arguments of the main subject.
chief historical work, " Kelilat Yoli," of which the
first part, containing biographies of the rabbis of
Lemberg and of other Polish communities, appeared
in 1888, and the second part, also biographical and

history of the Tosafists,

historical, in 1893 (Cracow), is

an important contri-

bution to the science of Judaism. He is also the
author of "Miktebe Bikkorct," a valuable correspondence with the historian Griltz about the Council of Four Lands ("Ozar ha-Sifrut," iv. 193-243;
also published separately, Cracow, 1892), and of a
biography of the Tosafist Joseph Porat, which ap-

peared posthumously in " Ha-Hoker," ii. 48-59. The
'•Mappelet 'Ir ha-Zedek " (1878). a severe and vindic-

M. Zunz's " 'Ir ha-Zedek " on the
rabbis of Cracow, was likewise written by him, although the name of Joel Dembitzer, his younger
brother, appears on the title-page as the nominal
author.

tive criticism of J.

Wettateln, Toledot Mnharhan ^German title,
Biograjjhie des H. N. Dembitzer), Cracow, 1893; Brann, in
MoiuiU^chrift. xxxix. 142-143; Sefer Zikharon, p. 2, Warsaw, 1890 Ahiamf for 5654, p. 296.
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DEMBO, ISAAC:

P.
Ru.ssian physician;

Wl.

bom

at

Poneviezh, government of Kovno, in 1846. Dembo
studied Hebrew and rabbinical literature under the

direction of Samuel Salant and otiier Talmudic authorities until tlu" age of fourteen, when he devoted
himself to secular studies, and in 1870 graduated as

He
]\LD. from the University of St. Petersburg.
served as jiliysieian in several hospitals, and in 1877,
on the outbreak of the Husso-Turkish war, enlisted
He was
in the medical department of the army.
awarded a medal for his services. In 1881-82 he
traveled in Germany and France, and on liis return
to St. Petersburg was appointed physician to the
Alexandrowski Hospital. In 1888 the government
bestowed upon him tiie title of "privy councilor."
Dembo turned his attention to the scientific study
of the slaughtering of animals according to the JewIn Switzerland and in Germany attempts
ish rite.
had been made to secure the prohibition of the Jewish method, on the pica thatitcau.sed the animals unnecessary pain. After investigating the matter and
studying all the current methods of slaughtering in
Russia and abroad, Dembo arrived at the conclusion
that the Jewish m(!thod caused less pain than any
He communicated his results to the leading
other.
scientists (who agreed with him on the matter) and to
Dembo published two
the governments interested.
namely, "Anatomisch-PhyGrundlagen der Verschiedenen Methoden des Viehschlachtens," Leipsic, 1894; and "Das
Schlachten im Vergleich mit Anderen Schlachtniethoden vom Standpunkte der Humanitat und
Hygiene," ib. 1894. The latter work was translated
into Hebrew under the title " Ha-Shehitah weha-Be-

works on

this subject;

siologische

dikah," Warsaw, 1896.
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DEMBOWSKI, NICOLAS.

See

Br.

Baruch Ya-

VAN; FuANKisTs; Kamenetz-Podolsk.
DEMETRIUS Son-in-law of King Agrippa L
When Mariamne II., daughter of Agrippa I. and sister of Agrippa II., had put away Archelaus, the son
of Chelcias, she married Demetrius, who was bybirth and wealth among the foremost Jews of Alexandria, and held theolliceof alabarch about the year
49 c.E. By him Mariamne had a son, Agrippinus.
The assumption that Demetrius was the son of
Alexander, and hence the brother of the apostate
Tiberius Alexander, is unfounded, and is not supported by Josephus. He probably belonged to the
:

priestly family of Onias.

BiBi.iOGRAPHV Josepluis, .<4n(. xix.9, §1; xx. 7. § 3 ; Briill, In
(ielRer, JMdUtchc Zeilxchrift, ill. 279; Gratz, Monatsschrift,
:

1876, 217

;

Schurer,

ill.

88.

E. N.

G.

DEMETRIUS:

Chronicler; supposed to have
In a
lived at Alexandria in the third century B.C.
work entitled Uepl 'lovSaiuv (" About Jews "), containing extracts from foreign authors, Alexander Polyhistor (80-40 b.c.) quotes fragments of Demetrius'
chronicles; and these were inserted by Eusebius iu
his "Prfeparatio

Evangelica"

(ix.

17-39).

excerpt deals with the history of Jacob
from the time of his emigration to Mesopotamia till
Demetrius endeavors to establish the
his death.
Biblical chronology and gives the date of every incident in .Jacob's life, even fixing the year and month
in which each of Jacob's children was born. The ex-

The

first
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cerpt concludes with the genealogy of Levi back to
the birth of Aaron and Moses.

The second fragment is an extract from the history of Moses, laying stress on the genealogy of Jethro
in order to demonstrate that Zipporah, the wife of
Moses, was a descendant of Abraham and Keturah.
The third e.vcerpt gives an account of the sweetening of the water of Marah (Ex. xv. 23).
Another fragment was preserved by Clemens AlexandrinusC'Stromata," i. 21, 141), who gives the title
of Demetrius' chronicles as Ilfpt ruv kvr^

^uv.

'lov6ai(;i

Baai-

This fragment endeavors to determine exactlj'

the period of the exile of the Ten Tribes, and that
of the tribes of Judah and Benjamin till Ptolemy
IV. (222-205 B.C.), in whose reign the chronicler
evidently lived.
From the orthography of proper names, and from
various expressions used, it is evident that Demetrius used the Septuaj;int, not the Hebrew Bible.
For the determination of certain dates he relied on
the Biblical exegesis in use among the Palestinian
Josephus used Demetrius' chronicles for
Jews.
his "Antiquities," and adopted his chronological
system.
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I.

DEMETRIUS

SOTER

Br.

King

of Syria 162son of Seleucus IV. Philopator. He was
sent by iiis father as a hostage to Rome in place
of Antiochus Epiphanes, after whose death he demanded in vain of the Senate that he be acknowledged as his father's successor. Later he again demanded the throne; and, being met with a refusal,
he fled with the aid of Polybius to Tripoli, where
he was given a cordial reception. He soon obtained
possession of Antioch, but could not win the sympathies of the Romans. On the contrary, the Roman
Senate permitted the satrap Timarihus to a.ssume the
kingly title. Timarchus succeeded, with the aid of
Artaxias of Armenia, in conquering the wl)ole of
Babylonia, ruling it in a cruel manner. At If-ngth
he was defeated by Demetrius, whom the Babylonians on tliat account called "Soter " (Redeemer).
In 162 Demetrius appointed Alcimus high priest, of
the Jews, and, after the expulsion of the latter, endeavored to have him reinstated; but Nicanor, the
general sent for this purpose, was killed in baltlc
Another of Demetrius' generals, Haccliidcs,
(161).

150 B.C.

I.

:

;

succeeded in vanquishing Judas Maccabeus in 160;
Jonathan, liowever, was able to stand his ground,
and ill I'n he made peace with Bacchides, although
he was conipellc«l to tolerate Syrian garrisons in
Jcrusjilem and other place.s.
Owing to liis j)ri<le and severity, Demetrius was
mueli hated by the Syrian.s. He was greatly addicted to drink, and Josephus reproaches liim with
frivolity

and

laziness.

In 153 Alexantler Balas, rec-

ognized and sui)ported by tlic Senate, and aided by
Attains II. anrl Pioleiny Philometor, appeared with
an army in Syria, and captured Ptolemais through
treason. Demetrius' own men deserted liiin and the
Jews, too, whom Alexander Balas had won over with
IV.—33
;

Dembltzer
Demetrius

withdrew their allegiance. Demewas compelled to withdraw the troops from

large presents,
trius

the Jewish localities, with the exception of Jerusalem
and Beth-Zur, and to concentrate his forces against
Balas.
In the decisive battle Demetrius fell.
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DEMETRIUS

II.

NICATOR

:

King

of Syria;

sou of Demetrius Soter. He was sent to Rome by
his father as hostage for his fidelity.
It was intended that he should work there against Alexander
Balas, whose cause was promoted by Heraclides.
He could achieve nothing, however. After the
death of his father he set out in 147 with an army
of mercenaries against Balas, who fled to Antioch.
He was aided in this by Appolonius, the governor
of Coele-Syria, against whom, however, the high
priest Jonathan made successful war.
In the decisive battle at Antiochia on the Ainoparus (146), Alexander Balas was defeated by Demetrius and his
own father-in-law, Ptolemy Philometor, who had become reconciled with Demetrius. Balas was killed
during his flight, and Ptolemy Philometor died of a
wound received in the battle. Demetrius now assumed the surname "Nicator." He confirmed the
high priest Jonathan, on the payment of a tribute
of 300 talents, in his dignity, and in the possession
of the three districts of Lydda, Ephiaim, and Ramathaim, which had been severed from Samaria. Nor
had he cause to regret the act; for when the disbanded native soldiers rose in revolt against Demetrius, Jonathan sent to his aid an army of 3,000
Jews. "With this army and his own mercenaries, Demetrius suppressed the dangerous uprising.
Demetrius, however, did not fulfil his promise to
withdraw the Syrian garrisons from the fortresses
in Judea on the contrary, he demanded of Jonathan
the payment of all the tributes wiiich had been due
to his predecessors, but which had not been paid.
Under these circumstances, the uprising which was
kindled by Dindotus on behalf of the young son
of Alexander Balas, Antiochus VI. Dionysus, and
which was provoked by the barbarities of Demetrius, came very opportunely.
Demetrius was defeated but found refuge in Seleucia, which remained
faithful to him at all times.
In the mean time
Jonathan stood his ground against the generals of
Demetrius, and in conjunction with Simon conquered southern Syria. After the murder of Jonaflum. in which Diodotus shared, the fortunes of
Demetrius iMqiroved. The Jews deserted Diodotus,
who liad forfeited tiieir sympatliics not only by this
murder, but also because he had removed Antiochus
VI. and iiad usurped the throne under the name of
"Tryphon." Demetrius recognized Simon as high
priest and etimarch.
;

;

Soon afterward Demetrius commenced a war
against the Parthians, but after .several victories was
finally defeuted anrl taken prisoner by a Parthian
general of Mithridates I. (140).
He was released
only after iiis younger 1. rotter, Antiochus Sidc^tes,
fought a successful baltlc against the Parthian.

Demetrius

TlIK JEAVISII
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ruler;

litical
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DEMETRIUS

EUCERUS

King of
He was pretender
Syria son of Antiochus Gry pus.
to the throne of Antiochus X., whom he supplanted
He divided the
in 95 B.C. after a severe struggle.
authority with his brother Philip, keeping to himIn the year 88 the Jews
self apparently Coele-Sy ria.
appealed to him for aid against thtir king, Alexander Jannaeus, who was subsequently defeated. But
III.

:

;

thousands of Jews renewed their allegiance to their
defeated king, probably out of a well-founded apprehension that Demetrius would again subject them
Demetrius was taken prisoner
to the Syrian rule.
in a battle against his brother Philip, and died in
captivity.
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DEMIDOV, PAVEL PAVLOVICH:

Bl.
Prince

of San-Donato, Russian jurist, and philanthropist;
bom in 1839; died in 1885. He was a member of a
well-known Russian family of nobles whose pedigree is traced as far back as 1672.
Soon after his
graduation from the faculty of jurisprudence of the

University of St. Petersburg, he was attached to the
embassy at Paris, and later to the embassy
at Vienna.
From 1871 to 1876 he served as mayor
of Kiev.
During the Russo-Turkish war (1877-78) Demidov
chose to follow the army as the authorized agent of
the Society of the Red Cross, rather than to be a
leader of soldiers with more warlike purposes.
Of
a peaceful and peace-loving disposition, and with a
pronounced predilection for literary work, he cared
for achievements foreign to those of the ambitious
belligerents, and his name is accordingly associated
with deeds of philanthropy. Through these years
he remained unknown beyond the narrow circle of
family, relatives, and personal acquaintances.
In
1883, two years before his untimely death, he came
suddenly into prominence by the publication of his
work, "The Jewish Question in Russia," which was
well received.
In addition to a very sympathetic
though somewhat cursory review of the history of
the Jews in Russia, beginning with the first division
Ru-ssian

contains an able analysis of the poJew and of his economic condition and statutory rights, or, more precisely, absence of rights.
This analysis proved not
only that the author was sufliciently broad-minded
and large-hearted to free himself of all popular
prcjuilices, but that he had both the will and the
ability to dig deep, reaching here and there the
very roots of this social evil.
Demidov's .solution
of the vexed question may be expressed in the demand of etjual rights for the Jews and the reorganization and increase of their educational facilities.
The abolition of the " Pale of Settlement," the right
to live and do as it is accorded to all other Russian
subjects, the right to attend any public .school upon
the same basis as the Christian population, and other
privileges, are demanded by the author on the
ground of the central idea which he so ably maintains; namely, that the Jew is a desirable and able
citizen, all claims to the contrary notwithstanding.
He asserts that the peculiarly Jewish exploitation is
a fiction; that the exclusiveness of the Jew is as
hateful to the Jew himself as is any form of bondage
to man that his commercial ability is useful to the
buyer in the Pale of Settlement, as it reduces by
sharp competition the profit of the seller, thus on
the whole benefiting the public; and, finally, that
the much-bewailed baneful influence exerted by the
Jew on the Christian poor by his selling intoxicants
to the latter, has been exaggerated out of all proportion, as is demonstrated by an array of facts and
statistics bearing upon the question and establishing
that, beyond all possible doubt, the curse of intemperance is felt considerably more outside the Pale
than within it.
of Poland,

the death of Antiochus, Demetrius again beand he liad begun planning a fresh
subjugation of the Jews, wlien he deeidcil to make
war on Ptolemy Euergetes II. of Egypt. He
marehed as far as Pelusium, but turned baek, because, being without eontidence in his army, lie did
In revcngi' Ptoleniy
not dare to engage in battle.
set up Alexander Zabina against Demetrius {V2S),
and several Syrian eities thereupon freed themselves
fn)m Demetrius' control. In Id lie was defeated
near Damascus, and was killed at the instigation of
his first wife, Cleopatm, who hateil him because,
during his Parthian captivity, he had married a
daughter of the Parthian king.
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DEMONIACS IN BIBLE

Z.

AND TALMUD.

See Exorcism.

DEMONOLOGY. — Biblical
Data

and Post -Bib-

Systematic knowledge concerning demons or evil spirits. D(nnons (Greek, Salfiover or
6ucfi6via; Hebrew, D^HLJ^ [Deut. xxxii. 17; Ps. cvi.
37J and Dn^yB* [Lev. xvii. 7; II Chron. xi. 15; A.
V. "devils"; Luther, " Feldgeister " and "Feldteufel "]
Aramaic, or rabbinical, ]''P'^n and pnn
fK''^), as spirits animating all elements of life and
inhabiting all parts of the world, have their place
lical

:

;

When
in the primitive belief of all tribes and races.
certain deities rose to be the objects of regular worship and became the rulers of the powers of life,
demons, or spirits, were subordinated to them. But
inasmuch as they were still feared and occasionally
worshiped by the populace, they became the objects
of popular superstition. Jewish demonology can at
no time be viewed as the outcome of an antecedent
Hebrew belief. While the nomadic Hebrews had
much in common with the Arabian Bedouins in their
belief in spirits (see Wellhausen, " Reste Arabischen
Heidenthums: Skizzen und Vorarbeiten," 1887, iii.
135 et seq. Smith, "Rel. of Sem." 1889, pp. 112-125,
422 et seq.), Canaanite practise and belief were greatly
influenced by ancient Chaldea, whose demonology
;

is in the main pre-Semitic (see Lenorniant, "Chaldean Magic," 1877, pp. 23-38; German trausl., 1878,
Jastrow, " Religion of Babylonia and
pp. 22-41
Assyria," pp. 260 et seq.; Zimmern, in Schrader's
"K. A. T." 1902, ii. 458-464). In Babylonia tlie
Jews came under the iuflueuceof both the Chaldean
and the Persian belief in good and in evil spirits, and
this dualislic sj-stem became a dominant factor of
Jewish demonology and Axgelology. In Europe,
;

Teutonic, Celtic, and Slavonic demonology in the
form of superstition permeated Jewish practise and
belief.
See Supehstitiox.
The demons mentioned in the Bible are of two
The se'iclasses, the "se'irim"and tlie "shedim."
rim ("hairy beings"), to which the Israelites sacrificed in the open fields (Lev. x vii. 7 A. V. " devils "
R. v., incorrectly, "he-goats"), are satyr-like demons,
described as dancing in the wilderness (Isji. xiii. 21,
xxxiv. 14; com;

pare

^laimon-

ides,

"Moreh,"

iii.

Demetrius
Bemonologry
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(Deut. xxxii. 17; Ps. cvi. 37). The name ng* (believed by Hoffmann, "Hiob," 1891, to occur in .lob
V. 21), for a long time erroneously connected with
"the Almighty " (ntJ*), denotes a storm-demon (from
TWif, Isa. xiii. 6; A. V. "destruction"; compare Ps.

"that stormeth about"; A. V. "that
In Chaldean mythology the seven evil
deities were known as "shedim," storm-demons, represented in ox-like form; and because these oxcolossi representing evil demons were, by a peculiar
law of contrast, used also as protective genii of royal
palaces and the like, the name " shed " assumed also
the meaning of a propitious genius in Babylonian
magic literature (see Delitzsch, " Assyrisches Handworterb." pp. 60, 253, 261, 646; Jensen, " Assyr.
Babyl. Mythen und Epeu," 1900, p. 453; Sayce, I.e.
pp. 441, 450, 463 Lenormant, I.e. pp. 48-51). It was
from Chaldca that the name " shedim " = evil demons
xci. 6, Ti£j>\

wasteth

").

;

came

and so the
sacred
writers
in tenti on all y
applied the word
in a dyslogistic
sense to the Canaanite deities in
the two passages

46; Vergil's

"Eclogues,"

V.

73, "saltantessa-

tyri

and are

"),

with

identical

the jinn of the

Wellhausen,
Smitli,

they also spoke
of "the destroy-

I.e.,
I.e.

er "

).

To the same class

Ex.

belongs Azazel,
tlie goat like de-

a

mon
xvi.

t

hc

off

of

chief of the se'irim, and Lilith

xxxiv. 14).
" the
Possibly

(Isa.

roes

and

the

sacrifice

jfjSSSieBsi

kled
lintel

The Nether World

liinds

(From to Awyrlin bronic

of the fifld," l)y

sprin-

upon
and

tlie
tlie

a Demon.

door-post

tablet Id tht colltclion of

M.

corresponding

de Cltrq.)

pagan

which Shulamit

—

—

Israelites also offered sacrifices to the

paschal

In the Clutches of

conjures the duughUTS of Jerusalem to bring her
buck to her lover (Cant. ii. 7, iii. 5), arc faunlike si)irits similar to the sc'irim.
Demons in lliough of a harmless nature. Tlie
the Bible. Tn\:.*7\ "':aK (Jo!) v. 23. A. V. "stones
of the field"), with which the righteous are said to l)e in league obvif>usly identical
with, if not a corruption of, the mL'TI 'JTN (Mishnali Kil. viii. 5), explainr'd in Ver. Kil. 31e as t'J "13
tIDT, "a fabulous ujountain-man dmwing nourish
merit from the ground " (see Jastrow, "Diet.," and
Levy, "Neuliehr. \V'r)rterb." ».r. 'JTX) seem to be
field demons of the s<iine nature.
The wilderness as
the lH>me of denjons was regarded as the place
whence such di.seases as leprosy issued, and in cases
fif leprosy one of the birds set apart to be olTered as
an expiatory sacrifice was relea.sed that it might
carry the diseft.se hack to the desert (I/v. xiv. 7, 52;
compare a similar rite in Sayce, " Hibbert Lectures,"
1887, p. 461. and "Zeit. fUr Assyr." 1902, p. 149).

The

as

was to be warded
by the blood

»ef).),

probably

23)

demon whose

of the Israelites

(Lev.

10 et

(D'ntwn.
xii.

malignant effect
upon the houses

of the wil-

derness

But

quoted.

Arabian woods
and deserts (see

and

to the Isra-

elites,

shedim

(a

talisman

mentioned in Isa. Ivii. 8). In II Sam. xxiv.
16 and II Cliron. x.\i. 15 the pestilence-dealing
demon is called n'ncron IxisD = "the destroying
angel" (compare "the angel of the Lord" in II
Kings xix. 35; Isa. xxxvii. 36), because, although
they are demons, these "evil mes.sengers" (Ps.
Ixxviii. 49; A. V. "evil angels") do only the bidding of God, their Master; they are the agents of
is

His divine wrath.

But there are many indications that popular Hebrew mythology ascribed to the (h'mons a certain
independence, a malevolent character of their own,
because they are bc^lieved to come fortli, not from
the heavenly abode of Yhwii, but from the nether
world (compare Isa. xxxviii. 11 with Job xiv. 13;
Ps. xvi.

10,

xlix.

16,

"The first-born
8).
members of his [man's]

cxxxix.

of Death who devours the
b(nly " and causes him to

lie

brought "to the king

of terrors" (Job xviii. 13, 14, Hebr.), is undoubtedly one of the terrible harwk-like demons portrayed in the Babylonian Hades-picture (see illustra-

TIIK

Demonolocry
tion above,

and Koschor.

"

Loxikon der
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Griccliis-

cJion uiul Kttinisclu'ii Mylliologii'," n.r. "NL'igal"),
and tlio " inrssongers of dciUli " (Prov. xvi. 14) are

King
Hades and god of pestilence and fever in Chaldc-ixn niytliology (see Jeremias. "Die BabylonisehAssyrisehen Vorstelhiugen voni Leben nueh dein
identieal with the "servants of Nergal," the

of

Toile," 1887, pp. 71 ft acq.; Zimniern, I.e. pp. 413
s<-q.
Jensen, /.<*. pp. 478, 557).
•Aliikah (Prov. .\x.\. 15; A. V. "horseleech"), the

tt

;

bloodsucker or vampire, whose two daughters cry
"Give! Give! " is none other than the tlesh-devouring ghoul of the Arabs, called by them " 'aluk
(Wellhausen. I.e. pp. 135-137). She has been rendered in Jewish mythology the demon of the nether
world (= Djn^J see 'Ab. Zarah 17a), and the names
of her two daughters have in all probability, as
familiar names of dreaded diseases, been dropped
(compare Ewald, Delitzsch, and Wilderboer's commentaries, adloc, and the description of the demon
"Labartu" in "Zeit. flir Assyr." 1902, pp. 148 et
Deber ("pestilence"), originally the death»eq.).
dealing sting of the midsummer sim-god Nergal
(see Koscher, I.e. iii. 257), and Keteb
(" smiter "), the deadly hot wind (Deut.
Other
Demons, xxxii. 24; Isa. xxviii. 2; A. V. "destruction," "destroyii^g"), are demons,
the one walking in darkness, the other storming
along in midday (A. V. " that wasteth at noonday "),
against which Gods protection is invoked in the
incantatory psalm "Shir shel Pega'im," ascribed
to Moses by the Rabbis (Ps. xci. 5, 6; compare Midr.
Teh. ad loe.; Tan., Naso, ed. Buber, 39; Num. \i.
xii.).
Possibly the evil spirit that troubled Saul (I
Sam. xvi. 14 et aeq.) was originally a demon (compare Josephus, "Ant." vi. 8, §2), turned into an evil
spirit coming from Yhwh in the amended Masoretic
text (see Smith, Commentary, ad loc).
None of
these demons, however, has actually a place in the
system of Biblical theology; it is the Lord who
sends pestilence and death (Ex. ix. 3. xii. 29); Deber
and Reshef ("the fiery bolt") are His heralds (Hub.
The shedim are "not-gods" (Deut. xxxii.
iii. 5).
17); there is no supernatural power beyond Yhwh
(Deut. iv. 35; compare Sunh. 67b).
It is pos.sible,
however, that, as at a later stage in the development
of Judaism the idols were regarded as demons, so
the Canaanite deities were, either in disparagement,
or as powers seducing men to idolatry, called "she;

dim" by

the sacred writers (Deut. xxxii. 17; Ps. cv.

37) all the more so as the latter ascribed a certain
reality to the idols (Ex. xii. 12; Isa. xix. 1, xxiv. 21
;

see Baudissln, "Studien zur Semitischen Religionsgesch." 1876, i. 130).

In Rabbinical Literature

It was the primdemouology of Babylonia which peopled the
world of the Jews with beings of a semi-celestial
and semi-infernal nature. Only afterward did the
division of the world between Ahriman and Orrnuzd
in the Mazdean system give rise to the Jewish division of life between the kingdom of heaven and the
kingdom of evil. Rabbinical demonolngy has, like
the Chaldean, three cla.sses of demons, though they
are scarcely .separable one from another. There weie
the "shedim," the "mazzikim " (harmers), and the
:

itive

"

ruhin

"

or " ruhot ra'ot " (evil spirits).

Besides these
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there were "

liliu " (night spirits), " tclane " (shade, or
evening, spirits). "t,iiiarire" (midday spirits), and
"zafrire" (morning sjiirils), as well as liie "demons
that bring ianiine " and ".such as cau.se storm and
earthquake" (Targ. Yer. to Deut. xxxii. 24 and Num.
vi. 24; Targ. to Cant. iii. 8, iv. 6; Eccl. ii. 5; Ps. xci.
Occa5, 6; compare Ps. Ixx. and Is. xxxiv. 14).
sionally they arc called "mal'ake habbalah " (angels
of destruction) (Ber. 51a; Ket. lU4u; Sanh. 106b).
'They surround man on all sides as the earth does
the roots of the vine"; "a thousand are on his left,
and ten thousand on his right side" (compare Ps.
xci. 7); if a man could see them he would lack the
strength to face them, though he can see them by
casting the ashes of the fetus of a black cat about
his eyes, or by sprinkling ashes around his bed he
can trace their cock-like footprints in the morning
(Ber. 6a).
They hover around the liouse and the
field (Gen. R. xx.), particularly in the
Time
lower regions of the air (Num. R.
and Place xii. ;Tan., Mishpatim, ed. Vienna,99a;

of Appearance.

compare Diogenes Laertius, viii. 32,
Their main abode is in the
ix. 7).

northern part of the earth (Pirke R.
i. 14).
Their sporting-places are
caper-bushes and spearworts, where they dwell in
groups of sixty; nut-trees, where they form in
groups of nine; shady spots on moonlight nights,
especially the roofs of houses, under gutters, or near
ruins; cemeteries and privies (there is a special demon
of the privy, "shed shel bet hakisse"); water, oil,
and bread-crums cast on the ground; and they
harm persons and things coining near them (Pes. 3b
Ber. 3a, 62b; Shab. 67a; Git. 70a; Hul. 105; Sanh.
El.

iii.,

after Jer.

6ob).

R. Johanan knew of 300 kinds of shedim living
near the town of Shihin (Git. 68a). It is dangerous
Deto walk between two palm-trees (Pes. Ilia).
mons arc particularly hurtful at night. It is imsafe
to salute a person in the dark, for he might be a
demon (Meg. 3a) to sleep alone in a house, as Lilith
may seize one (Shab. 151b); to walk alone in the
night or in the morning before cockcrow (Ber. 43a;
Yoma 21a; compare Cock); to take water from one
whose hands have not been washed in the morning
(Ber. 51a).
Especially dangerous are the eves of
Wednesday and of the Sabbath, for then Agrat bat
Mahlat, "the dancing roof -demon " (Yalkut Hada.sh,
Keshafim, 56), haunts the air with her train of eighteen mjTiads of messengers of destruction, "every
one of whom has the power of doing harm " (Pes.
1 12b).
On those nights one should not drink water
except out of white vessels and after having recited
Ps. xxix. 3-9 (the verses mentioning seven times
"the voice of the Lord") or other magic formulas
Another perilous season is midsummer
(Pes. 3a).
noon from the 17th of Tammuz to the 9th of Ab.
Then the demon Keteb Meriri reigns from ten in the
forenoon to three in the afternoon. He has the head
of a calf, with one revolving horn in the middle,
and an eye on the breast, and his whole body is covered witli scales and hair and eyes; and whosoever
sees him, man or beast, falls down and expires (Pes.
3b; Lam. R. i. 3; Midr. Teh. to Ps. xci. 3; Num.
;

R. xii.).
Demons assume the shape of men, but
have no shadow ( Yeb. 122a Git- 66a Yoma 75a). At
;

;
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times they are black goat-like beings ('•l^yt:'; Kid.
72a); at other times, seven-headed dragons (Kid.
"Like angels, they have wings and Hy from
29a).
one end of the world to the other, and know the
future; and like men the}' cat, propagate, and die"
(Hag. 16b; Ab. R. N. xxxvii.). They cause tlie
faintness of students and the wear and tear of their
dress in the schoolhouses and assemblies of the
learned (Ber. 6a). But they are not always malign
spirits.
As they, by virtue of their semi-celestial
nature, can overhear the decrees of heaven, tJiey
may be consulted bj- men as to the future this can
be done by means of oil and eggshells; only on SabHillel and
bath is this forbidden (Shab. 101a).
Johanan ben Zakkai understood their talk just as
King Solomon did (Mas. Soferim, xvi. 9; B. B. 134a;
8uk. 28a; Git. 68b; Ker. 5b; Pesik., ed. Buber, 45b).
The saint Abba Jose of Zaintor saved his town
from harm, when informed by a water-demon living near by that a harmful fellow demon made his
dwelling there, by causing the inhabitants to go
down to the water's edge at dawn, equipped with
iron rods and spits, and beat the intruder to death
blood marked the spot whore he was killed (Lev. R.
xxiv.).
The magicians in Egypt made use of demons to perform their miracles, as all witchcraft is
the work of demons (Sanh. 67b; 'Er. 18b; Ex. R.
;

thougli

ix.),

form

demons can not

create,

tut only trans-

Egypt was consuch witchcraft as worked

exi.stiug things (Sanh. 67b).

sidered the stronghold of
by means of demons (Kid. 49b; Shab. 104b; Men.
85a; Tan., Wayera, ed. Buber, 17, 27; Tosef., Shab.
xi. 15; compare Friedlander, " Sittengesch. Roms,"
Some of the Babylonian amoraim emi. 362, iii. 517).
ployed shedim as friendly spirits, and received useful instruction from them, calling them by familiar

names, such as "Joseph " or "Jonathan" (Pes. 110a;
Hul. 105b; Yeb. 122a; 'Er. 43a; regarding jrUV
Detn:i^ see Schorr in "He-Haluz." 1865, p. 18).
mons were regarded by antiquity as beings endowed
with higiier intelligence (see Fried hinder, I.e. iii. 562).
They were said to Jiave been created at the twilight
of the Sabbath (Ai)ot v. 9); "after tiie souls were
created the Sabbatii set in, and so they remained without bodies" (Gen. R. vii.).
In the main demons were workers of harm. To them were
asrUx-d the varlou.s fllsea.«efl, particularly such as alTect the
brain and the Inner parLs 'compare Uh<HJe, " Rsyche," 18!>l, p.
Hence there wa.s a constunt fearof "Shabrlrl'MHt. "daz358).
zling glare "), the demon of blindiii^.M, who rests on uncovered
water at nit'ht and strikes those with bllndKature of neas who drink of It (Pes. ll-'a; 'Ah. Zarah
12b); " niah zenidah." the spirit of catalepsy,
DemonB.
and" mat) zelahta," also " ruah palpa," the
irplrit of headache <me(frim or meningitis V), hovering on paliiitn-es (Pes. nib; Hul. KOb; Git. t;><b); " In-n neMlllii," the demon of epIlepHy, and " nmlj kczarli," the spirit of iilifhtmare
(nek.^Hb; T<»f1., Hek. v. 3; Schorr, In " He-IIalUZ," IKHK. p. l."));
" niah tczazlt," the sjilrlt of d>-llrlouH fever and madness, beYer Yoma vlll. 4.')b;
falling man and bea.st (Peslk.. Panili. 10a
Toma KJb; (;en. U. xll.: sep Ariich and Dictionaries, h.i'. it" );
:

"niah

zara'at," the spirit of leprosy <Ket. Olb);

"ruahkarde-

yakos," the spirit rif melancholy (irnp«ia«d?; (i\\. vll. I, p. fl7b;
Yer. GH. 4Hci; "shibbetn," a fi*male demon, brinifinc croup to

who leave ihclr hands unwashed
Yoma 77b), probably
in the momlnir (Hul. lOTb: Ta'an. Litb
with
the
"bush-asp,"
lli<! I'ars<'<! demon "with long
Identical
hands," who lulls men to sleep anri attacks them '" Vendldad,"
'•
Uunrlahlsh," xxvlll. L't;); '"bal horin " (daughter of
xvlll. 3fl;
person.s, especially children,

1.57) ; " kuda." a demon of dLsea-se which attacks women in
childbirth ('Ab. Zarah 29a); "eshshata," the demon of fever,
" ruah zenunim." the spirit of sexual de(ib. 28a ; Shab. 66b)
sire (Pes. Ilia); "she'iyyah," an ox-like demon dwelling In
desolate houses (B. K. 21a, after Isa. xxiv. 12); and many others
mentioned in Rabbinical lore, only part of which has been preserved in Shab. 66 et scq., 109 et seq.: Pes. 109-113 Git. 6H-70;
Sanh. 67 et scq.; see Briill. I.e. i. 154 et seq., who refers also ta
" piita " or " pura," the spirit of forgetf ulness. mentioned In
Siddur Bab Amram, i. 31b see also Blau, " L»as Altjiidische Zauberwesen." 1898, pp. 71-85. On the demon " ben temalyon "
(probably a euphemism for St. Vitus' dance) see Ben Temai.

;

;

;

i,io.N

;

Exorcism.

These demons were supposed to enter the body and cause the
disease while overwhelmmg ("kefa'o shed," R. H. 2,Sa; Sifre,
Debarira. 318) or "seizing" the victim ("ahazo," Shab. 151b;
Yoma 83a, 84a); hence the usual name for "epileptic" Is " nikpeh" (Bek. 44b; Yeb. 64b; Ket. 60b; Pes. 112b). The Greet
word Is SaiiJ-oviieaOai, meaning the condition of being in the
power of a demon. To cure such diseases it was necessary to
draw out the evil demons by certain incantations and taUsmaaic performances, in which the Essenes excelled. Josephus,
who speaks of demons as " spirits of the wicked which enter Into
men that are alive and kill them," but which can be driven out
by a certain root (" B. J." vii. 6, § 3), witnessed such a performance in the presence of the emperor Vespasian (" Ant." vili. 2,
§ 5),

and ascribed

;

Who

fails to

wash

his

hands after meals (see BrOll's "Jahrb."

its

origin to

King Solomon.

In the Book of Wisdom, Solomon claims to have
received from God power over the demons (Wisdom
Thesamepowerof curing by exorcism such
vii. 20).
diseases as dumbness, blindness, epilepsy, mania,
and fever was exercised by Jesus and his disciples (Matt. viii. 16, ix. 32, xi. 18, xii. 22; Mark I.
ix. 17, 27; Luke iv.
vii. 32 et scq.
25; V. 2 et seq.
33, ZQetaeq.; viii. 27; ix. 39; xi. 14; xiii. 11; Acts
xvi. 16), as also by their Jewish contemporaries
(Acts xix. 13 et seq.). It remained for a long time
a practise among the early Christians (see Irenieus,
;

;

"Haereses," ii. 4, 32;
24; Friedlander, I.e.

Origen, "Contra Celsum,"
iii.

iii.

572, 634).

The demons weie believed to be under the dominion of a king or chief, either Ashmodai (Targ. to
Eccl. i. 13; Pes. 110a; Yer. Shek. 49b; Lev. R. v.,
where NTK' is a corruption of ^NnOK'K) or, in the
older Haggadah, Samael (" the angel of
Xing' and. death "), who kills people by his deadly
poison (" sain ha-mawet"), and is called
Q,ueen
of Demons, "lieadof the devils" ("rosh satauim ";

Deut R xi. Pirke R. El. xiii.). Occasionally a demon is called "satan " " Stand not in
the way of an ox when coming from the pasture,
for Satan dances between his horns" (Pes. 112b;
compare B. K. 21a). The name "maslihit" ("destroyer." Ex. xii. 23) seems to refer to the head of
;

:

demons in the sentence: "When permission is
given to the destroyer to do iiarm, he no longer dis"
criminates between the righteous and the wicked
(.MiU., Bo, 11; B. K. 00a).
The queen of demons is Lii.iTH, pictured with
wintrsand lonir llnwing linir, and called the "mother
of Ahriman " (pD-iin B. 1>. 73b; 'Er. lOOb; Nid.
"Wlu'ii Adam, doing penance for his sin,
241)).
scparatr-d from Eve for 130 years, he, by impure
desire, caused the earth to be filled with demons,
or shedim. lilin, and evil spirits" (Gen. R. xx.
I'>r. 1H10. and aeconlinp to I'scudo Sirach (".Mjiliathe

bctum

p. 23) it was
Adam's concubine, who bore them (com-

Siraeidis." ed. Steinsehiieidcr,

;

freedom possibly a play on " hlwar," a euphemistic expn-sslon
for blindness), a demon brlnclng a disease of the eye to one

Demonolo^y

Lilith, as

pare "Clironiclcsof Jcralimeel." ed. Gastcr, xxiii. 1).
AVhether identical witli Liiilli or not. a more familiar personage, as queen of 'the demons, is Igarat
bat Mahlat (Num. R. xii.; Pes. 112b), with her
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chariot aiul liortmiii of eiglUoou niyrinds of doinons.

According to YaUvut. Iladnsli, Keslmfim, 56, she
dances at tlu- hoad of 478 (=^ hKno'i. ^'^1 Lilith howls

(= h'!?'^ ). companies of demons.
cabalists liave as a third queen of the demons
wife of Samael. " Xa'amah,'' tlie sister of Tubal

at the lioad of 480

The
and

Cain and the "mother of Ashmodai " (Gen. iv. 27;
see Behai's commentary, and Yalkut, Reubeni. ad

Agrat bat Mahlat seems

loc.).

of

tlie

sorceresses "

to be "the mistress

who eommviniealed magic secrets

Amemar

(compare Pes. 110a, ll3b). Yohane bat
who, according to Sotah 22a. prevented
women by witchcraft, from giving birth to their
children, seems to be tlie samemytliical person mentioned by Pliny as "lotape" or "Lotape" in " Historia Naturalis" (xxx. 1, 2), together with Jannes
(Jambres) and Moses (see Reinach, "Texte d'Auteui-s Grecs et Romains," 1895, p. 282).
Upon pre-Talmudic demonology new light has
been thrown by the "Testament of Solomon," translated by Conybeare in "Jew. Quart. Rev." (1898, xi.
to

Retibi.

1-45), a

work which, notwithstanding many

Pre-

Christian interpolations, is of ancient Jewish origin and related to the "Book of

Talmudic

Healing" ("Sefer Refu'ot") ascribed
to King Solomon (see Pes. iv. 9; Jomonology. sephus. I.e.; Schttrtr, "Gesch." iii.
300).
In this " Testament " it is told
that by the help of a magic ring with the seal of
Pentalpha, Lilith-like vampires, Beelzebub, and all
kinds of demons and unclean spirits were brought
before Solomon, to whom they disclosed their secrets
and told how they could be mastered (see Solomon,

De-

Testament

contains incantations against
certain diseases, and specifies the task allotted to
each of the chief demons in the erection of the Temple.
The latter was a favorite theme of the Haggadists (Pesik. R. vi. Sotah 48b; Git. 68a).
The
later Haggadah ascribed to !Moses this power to
make the demons work at the erection of the Sanctuary (Pesik. R. iv. 6b; Num. R. xii.); and Solomon's "sword against the fear of the spirits at
night" (Cant. R. to iii. 8) was transformed into the
magic "sword of Moses" (Pesik. 140a; Pesik. R.
15; Cant. R. iii. 7; Num. R. xi., xii.).
Henceforth
the magic books of Moses and the " Sword of Moses "
(see Dieterich, "Abraxas," 1891, pp. 155, 169 et seq.
Gaster, "Sword of Moses," London, 1896) took the
place of "Solomon's Testament" in the magic lore
of tlie Jews.
In the main, demonology among the Jews preserved its simple character as a popular belief, the
demons being regarded as mischievous, but not as
diabolical or as agencies of a power antagonistic to
God. Even Ashmodai, or Asmodeus, the king of
demons (Tobit iii. 8, vi. 14, Aramaic version), who
kills the seven successive bridegroomsof Sara before
their marital union, is but a personiCosmic fication of lust and murder; but there
Demons, is nothing Satanic that is, of the spirit
of rebellion against God
in him he is
driven out by the recipe prescribed by the angel
Raphael, and sent to Egypt and bound by Raphael
(Tobit viii. 3).
It was only at a certain period and
within a certain circle that demonology received its
specific character as part of the cosmic power of
of).

It

;

;

—

—

;
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evil, and in ()|)positiou to angelology as part of the
cosmic power of good.
Babylonian cosmogony describes the combat of
Bcl-Marduk with the chaos-monster Tiamat, the seadragon, the power of darkness whose defeat is the
beginning of the world of light and order. The
same monster appears in various Biblical passages
as Rahab, the sea-monster; Tannin, the dragon of
the sea; and Leviathan, the "crooked serpent" slain
by YnwH "with his sure and gtoit and strong

sword" (Isa. xxvii. 1, li. 9; Ps. Ixxxix. 10, 11; Job
XX vi. 12; Gunkel, "Sch(>pfung und Chaos," 1895,
pp. 30-46 et seq.). While this mythological figure
became in the course of time a metaphor symbolizing nations like Egypt (Ezek. xxix. 3; Ps. Ixxxvii.
the monster remained a real being in the popular
and inasmuch as this conflicted with the
monotheistic system, the battle of God or His angel
Gabriel with Leviathan and Behemoth was trans4),

belief;

formed into a great eschatological drama which
ended in the perfect triumph of divine justice (B.
B. 75b). The Babylonian Tiamat, as Behemoth and
Leviathan, became on the one hand infernal monsters devouring the wicked, and on the other food
and cover for the righteous in heaven (see Leviathan). Nevertheless, the Mandajan and Gnostic
heresies maintained the belief in these cosmic monsters (Brandt, "Mandaische Schriften," 1893, pp.
144 et seq.), and many descriptions of Gehenna in
Jewish and Christian literature preserve traces of
these "Tartarus-holding" or "watching" demons
of the lower regions (see Dieterich, I.e. pp. 35, 76 et

EscHATOLOGY Gehenna). In fact, the hosts
of demons punishing the wicked in Gehenna are in
the service of angels of divine justice, and though
called "satanim" (Enoch xl. 7 et al.), belong to the
category of angels rather than of demons. According to the Book of Jubilees, Noah learned from the
angels (Raphael) the remedies against these diseases,
and wrote them in a " Book of Healing " similar to
the one ascribed to King Solomon (x. 5-12; Jellinek, "B. H." iii. 155 et seq., xxx. et seq.). The liost
of demons under Satan 's direction accordingly seduce
all heathen peoj51e to idolatry (Jubilees, vii. 27, x. 1,
xi. 5, XV. 20, xxii. 17), but the end of Satan will be
the healing and resurrection of the servants of the
seq.

;

Lord

;

(xxiii. 30).

The

speculation regarding the nature and origin
of these demons and their leaders led as early as the
second pre-Christian century, in those fragments

preserved under the name of the Book of Enoch, to
the story of the fall of the angels (Enoch, vii. -viii.
Ixix.).
Like Beelzebub, or Lucifer (Isa. xiv. 12;
compare Slavonic Enoch, xxix. 4), two hundred 'Irin
or "watchers" fell, attracted by the beauty of the
daughters of men (Gen. vi. 4); only tradition obviously differed as to the leader of tiie rebellious host,
whether it was Azazel or Shanihazai. At any rate,
they acknowledged the supremacy of Satan (liii. 3,
liv. 6), though occasionally many satans are mentioned (xl. 7 et al.), and these fallen angels became

"the evil spirits" (xv. 8, xix. 19) who taught mankind all the arts of deception, witchcraft, and sin
(vii. -viii., Ixix.).
But their children, the offspring
of this mixture of an earthly and a celestial race,

became, when

slain, the

hybrid race of disembodied

1
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demons doing the work of dt-struction unof Judgment (xvi. 1).
Belial is another
name for Satan found in the Book of Jubilees (xv.
33), in Sibj-llines (iii. 63), and in Ascension of Isaiah
(ii. 4), where he is also called "the prince of injus-

by theHellenistic Jews as amulets (comp.Targ. Cant,
viii. 3; Gen. R. xxxv.
Men. 33b), the fixing of the
Mezuzaii at the door, the reading of the Shema' with
the name of God in the first verse, and the putting

tice " (Sar ha-^Iastemah), wlio rules

over this world.

on of the Zizit, while direct observances of the

most frequently in the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs. He has "seven
spirits of deception " in his service (Reuben, 2), and

Law (Deut. vi. 4-9, Num. xvi. 38), were also regarded by the Rabbis as a safeguard against all evil
powers (Ber. 5a; Num. 48b). The recital of the set
prayers each morning and evening (Ber. 9b), the
observance of the commandment of the Sukkah

spirits or
til tlie

Day

Belial (or Beliar) occurs

all evil, " the spirit of hatred, darkness,
deception, and error," lie is the opponent of God,
the "Father of Light." and of His Law (Simeon, 5;
Levi, 19; Issachar, 6; Dan, 5; Zebulun, 9; Naphtali, 8; Gad, 4; Joseph, 20), and when "he and his
evil spirits are crushed the heathen world will be
converted to the belief in the Lord" (Simeon, 7;
Zebulon, 9). Lender this aspect the world appeared
as the arena in which Satan contends with the Lord,
the God of life everlasting, until " the great dragon,
tlie old serpent, he that is called Devil and Satan,
the deceiver of the whole world, shall be cast down
and his angels with him" (Suk. 52a; Assumptio
Mosis, xi. 3Iatt. xxv. 41 Rev. xii. 9).
The whole Jewish and pagan world at the beginning of the Christian era believed in those magic
formulas by which the evil powers of the demons
could be subdued, and the Jewish exorcists found a
fertile soil everywhere for the cultivation of their
Essene notions and their magic. This was the atmosphere in which Christianity aro.se
with the claim of "healing all that
Testament were oppressed of the devil " (Acts x.
De38), enforcing the recognition by the
monology. unclean spirits themselves of the Son
of David as the vanquisher of the demons (Mark i. 27, iii. 11). The name of Jesus became tile power by which the host of Satan was to
be overcome, as Jesus himself had seen "Satan as
lightning fall from heaven" (Mark ix. 38, xvi. 17;
Matt. xii. 28; Luke x. 18). But there was danger
lest the exorcism practised by Gentiles and Jews
alike (see Conybeare, "J. Q. R." ix. 88 et s^iy.) should
engender the spirit of impurity underlying all
magic, the dividing line between legitimate and illegitimate magic being anything but sharply drawn
(see Book of Jubilees, viii. 2; Sanh. 91a: "Abraham handed the name of unclean witchcraft tr) the
sons of Keturah"; compare Blau. "Das Jlidische
Zauberwe.sen," pp. 15, 23.41 etaeg.). It was, therefore, not hostility which prompted the Pharisees to
accuse Jesus and his di.s(ij)les of "casting out devils
by tlie power of Beelzebub, the prince of devils"
comjiare Ben Ktada, Shalt. 1041))
(.Slatt. xii. 24;
The more devils cast out, the more appeared (Luke
xi. 26).
The cure offered to an age in constant dread
of demons (Arts v. \<\. viii. 7. xvi. 10, xix. 12-20)
only ftggravdted tin- disease; nr>r did Piiul's system
(see Everling, " Die Paulinische Angelologie und Dil
monologic," I^HR) spiritiiali/.e the iilr-u of Siilun as
the Testaments of the {'utriarclis endeavored to do.
in order to remove the fear of demons (see J]ph. vi.

as author of

;

;

New

12; Gal. iv. 3.9).

Pliarisaism diagnosed the disease of (he age differ
and therefore insisted that the oiiservance of
best prophylactic against demons.

the Tefillin, the Greek

name

of

(pv/.anrr/pia,

indicates that they were regarded

;

protect against evil powers.
In fact,
"the wicked are accompanied by the angels of
Satan; the righteous by the angels of God " (Tosef.,
Shab. xvii. 2-3; compare Book of JuThe Law, bilees, x. 6). For each commandment
the Proobserved bj' man becomes an angel
(Pe.sik. 187b),

phylactic

guard him against demons " (Ex.
R. xxxii. and Tan. nd loc).
"Every
observance of the Law is a protection (Sotah 21a), and those bent upon
doing some sacred work ("sheluhe mi?wah ") need
" to

Against
Demons,

''

fear no evil

powers

(Pes. 8b).

The

priest's bless-

ing also is a protection against malign influences
(Num. R. xi.). And as in the Passover night, "the
night of watching," Satan was bound and prevented
from doing harm to Israel (Book of Jubilees, xlviii.
15; Pes. 109b), so is "the left hand when adorned
with the tetillim surrounded with thousands, and
the right hand performing acts of religion surrounded
with myriads, of guardian angels" (Midr. Teh. to
Ps. xci. 4).. "Every limb engaged in the fullilment of a divine commandment is protected against
the 'Strong One'"(Pesik. R. ix.
Midr. Teh. to
Ps. XXXV.).
Thus Pharisaism, while increasing the
yoke of ceremonial laws for the sake of love of God,
showed a way to overcome the fear of demons. Belief in the power ol the Law became the antidote
against what maybe termed "Satanophobia," and
against the spirit of pessimism and asceticism which
was fostered b}' the Essenes and by their Christian
;

heirs.

Though

the belief in

demons was greatly encour-

Babylonia under the influence
of Parsee notions, denionology never became an esThe reality of
sential feature of Jewish theology.
demons was never (}uestioned by the Talmudists
and casuists; therefore the Halakah accejited it as a
fact (see Shulhan 'Aruk. Orah Hayyim, 4, 2 et seq.

aged and enlarged

in

0; 181. 2;' Yoreli De'ali, 116, 5; 179, 16, 19;
Klien ha-'Ezer, 17, 10: based upon Shab. 101a, 109a;
Hill. 105a; Ber. 3a; Pes. 112a; Meg. 3a; Pes. 109b;
Yeb. r22a). Nor did most of the medieval thinkers
90,

their reality (see Nahiiianides on Lev. xvii,
"Cuzari,"v. 14; Crescas,"br Adonai,"iv.6; Solomon li. Adret, Responsa, i. 413; Moses Tachau, in
<|iiestioii

7;

"

The Phi-

KetaliTamim "; "Ozar Nehiiiad," iii.
Only Maimonides, when ignoring

97).

or eircumscribing the rabbinical reference's to the demons (.see "Yad,'" Ro-

losophers.

compare "MoMishnah Pes. iv. 11,
and Ilm Ezra, on Lev. xvii. 7, de-

?.eah,xii. 5; Gerusliin.
reli,"

ently,

the Law was the
The wearing of

which,

i.

7,

and Allot

the
v.

(5),

ii.

13

commentary

et seq.\

to

nied their existence.
The cabalists, on the other hand, not only took up
all the ideas exi)re9.sed in Enoch and PirljLc R. El.
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xxxiv., rt'pirding tlie demons as the spirits of tiie
men of the Flood and as the result of the union of
Adam and I.ilith, but they made demons form part
of the cosmic design in the emauistic system in
which the right and the left are tiie ojiposite currents of pure and impure powers tilling the world
and dividing it between the Holy One and the serpent Samael (see Zohar, Rereshit, 47b, 53 et scq., ICOb
But while the malign
et seq., 174b, and Cahala).
j.owers became agencies of the spirit of impurity
working in men and nations, there goes along witli
this view the popular conception of demons as spirits
of the dead roaming about as specters and vampires.
This latter view is especially prominent in the school
of R. Jutiah of Regcnsburg, and is dwelt upon in the
Book of Raziel and the "Scfcr Husidim," 172, 326
etseq.
Nevertheless, while the number of the demons of diseases increases (see Gildemann, "Gesch.
des Erziehungswesens." 1880, i. 205; Yalk., Hadash,
Mita, 149), and the belief in the efficacy of incantations is firmly adhered to, these writers repeatedly urge their readers not to resort
The
to any conjuration or magic practises,
Cabalists. but to have perfect confidence only
in prayer and in the power of God.
"No one who indulges in such practise will see good
results for himself and his house" ("Sefer Hasidim,"
ed. TVistinetzki, Nos. 211 et seq., 1448-57; Gude-

mann.

I.e.

207).

this closing

many

—

—

;

Hadash,

;

47).

I.e.

BiBnor.nAPHY: Herzojc-Hauck, ReaUEncyc. s.v. Feldgeigter
und DilmonMche L. LOw, In Ben Chajianja, 1858, 1. 150154; Hamburger, R. B. T. s.v. GeUter; Winer, B. R. s.v.
Oespenxter M. Kalisch, Commentaru on Leviticus, 1872,
;

;

ii.

310-319; Welter, Sj/.stem dcr Altftynagogalen Theolngie,
in He-Haluz, 186.5, vii. 17 et scq. ; 1869, viil. 8 et
Fuller, In Ware's Apncrj/pha, 1888, i. 176, 183 et seq.;
;

Index ; Schorr,
seq.

and Times of Jesiis, ii. 75;J-760, 771 Kohut,
und Ddmonologie in Hirer Abhdngigkeit vom

Edershelm, Life
Aiigeloloqie
E. G. H.

admonition of the

prayers for

tlie

warding

off

of demonic influences have found a place in the
Jewish liturgy and the Shulhan 'Aruk. The privies
having been in Talmudic times isoPrayers
lated spots which filled the imaginaAgainst tion with specters of fear, a special
Demons, incantation is prescribed invoking the
protection of guardian angels against
the evil spirits haunting these places (see Ber. 60b;
compare Ber. 62a and Orah Hayyim, 13, 1). Most
of the prayers to be recited before retiring to bed are

Intended to guard the sleeper against demons (compare Ber. 4a; Shebu. lob). At the close of the
Sabbath, when the angel Dumah calls all spirits of
the wicked back to their place of torment after their
Sabbath respite, the evil spirits are supposed to
swarm everywhere, poisoning the wells and doing
harm in many ways; wherefore Psalm xci. is recited
(see Pesik. R. xxiii.
Sheeltot, Bereshit; Tanya,
xxi.
Ha-Manhig, Shabbat, 65; Solomon b. Adret,
Responsa, 1119; Kol Bo, xli.). See Dumaii.
As early as geonic times there was a special incantatory formula, to be recited before drinking
from the cup of the Habdalah wine, against "the
demon Puta, the pnnce of forgetfulness," that "by
the power of the holy names of the angels Arimaz,
Arimas [Ahuramazda?], Ansisel, and Petahel, he
may be cast upon the high mountains [Alburz]
("Seder Rab Amram," 1. 31). To this Isaac Luria
added new features in the form of incantations
against all the demons, and instead of " Puta " he
read "Purah," connecting it with Isa. Ixiii. 1 as the
;

;

name

Death at all times impressed people with the fear
of evil spirits. ^lanj- rites and prayer-formulas were
introduced to avert tlx'ir malign inlluence, and special
formulas for the dying were prescribed by the cabalists, by which all the demons
the shedim, ruhin,
lilin, ma/./.ikim, etc.
that may have been created by
the impure thoughts and deeds of the departing, are
adjured, by the Holy Decrees, the Powers of Heaven,
and the anathemas of men, not to follow the dead
nor injure him, nor in any way, direct or indirect, to
cause injury to any person through him (see " Ma'abar
Yabbok," ed. Landshut, pp. 30-33, Berlin, 1857, and
introduction, where the literature is given Amulet
Childuirtii; Incant/Vtions). Customs arc sometimes explained by the superstitious as being based
upon belief in demons; for instance, the one prohibiting women from going to a cemetery because
demons are fond of following her who yielded to the
temptation of the serpent and thus caused death to
come into the world, or the custom of blowing the
shofar at funerals to ward off the shedim (see Yal^.,

;

Pnrsi.tnni.'i, 1896.

Notwithstanding
"Sefer Hasidim,"
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of Esau-Samael (see Isaac Luria, "Tikkune
Shabbat," and Kizzur Shelah, "Mozc'e Shabbat";
compare M. Brijck, " Pharisaische Volkssitten,"
1840, p. 121; Briill, I.e.).

—

K.

G.

-In Arabic Literature * Ante-Islamic mythology does not discriminate between gods and demons. The jinn are considered as divinities of inferior rank, having many human attributes: they
eat, drink, and procreate their kind (compare Hag.
16a, where a similar belief is expressed), sometimes
in conjunction with human beings; in which latter
case the offspring shares the natures of both parents.
The jinn smell and lick things, and have a liking
for remnants of food.
In eating they use the left
hand ("Manakib Al-Ansar." No. 32). Usually they
haunt waste and deserted places, especially the
thickets where wild beasts gather.
Cemeteries and
dirty places are also favorite abodes (compare Shab.
67a; Ber. 62b; Mark v. 5). In appearing to man
they assume sometimes the forms of beasts and sometimes those of men; but they always have some
animal characteristic, such as a paw in place of a
hand (Darimi, "Kitab al-Sunnah," ii. 213). Eccentric movements of the dust-whirlwind (" zawabi' ")
are taken to be the visible signs of a battle between
two clans of jinn (Yakut, iii. 478).
Under the influence of Jewish and Christian demonology in post-Islamic times, the only animals
directly identified with the jinn are snakes and other
obnoxious creeping things (compare Pes. 112a).
When Mohammed was on his way to Tabuk, it is said
:

that a swarm of jinn, assuming the form of serpents,
approached him and stood still for a long while.
Generally jinn are peaceable and well disposed toward men. Many an ante-Islamic poet was believed
to have been inspired b)' good jinn and Mohammed
himself was accused by his adversaries of having
been inspired by jinn ("majnun "). But there are
;

*

This

artir-.le

found In Arabic

treats only of parallels to
literature.

Jewish demonology

Among
also evil jinn, who contrive to injure men.
these are specially conspicuous the three female
demons named

" Ghul " (corresponding to the Talmudical n^^^^). " Si'lat," and " 'Aluk " or " 'Aulak "
(compare Prov. xxx. 15), and the four male demons
"Afrit," "Azbab," "Aziab," and "Ezb." Ghul is
especially harmful to new-born children, and in
order to keep her away their heads are rubbed with
the gum of an acacia (Zamakhshari, "Asas,"«.i>.

"haid").

Islam recognized the existence of all the pagan
demons, good and evil, protesting only against their
being considered gods. It divides the
Demons evil demons into five species: "jann,"
in Islam,
"jinn," "shaitans," "afrits," and "marids."

in the

Mohammed

frequently refers

Koran to the shaitans.of whom Iblis

is

the chief.

probably a corruption of the name " Diabolos "
= Satan, is said to have been deprived of authority
over the animal and spirit kingdoms, and sentenced
to death, when he refused, at the creation of Adam,
to prostrate himself before him (Koran, vii. I'S). The
Iblis,

Interesting are the accounts given in the Koran
of the power of Solomon over the shaitans, which
accounts parallel the legends found in Talmud and
Midrashim, and of which the following are examples:

"And we [subjected] to Solomon sundry devils to dive for
him, and do other works; and we watched over them" (sura
xxl. 81, 82). " And we tried Solomon, and we placed upon his
throne a counterfeit body. ... So we sublected unto him the
wind, which moved gently at his command whithersoever he
desired and the devils also—every builder and diver bound In
chains' (sura xxxviii. 33-37). "And of the Jinn were those
who worked in his presence by the will of the Lord and such
of them as swerved from our command we caused to taste of
;

;

the punishment of hell. They made for him whatever he
pleased of lofty halls and images, and dishes large as tanks for
watering camels " (sura xxxlv. 11-12).

In the tradition it is said that Solomon possessed
power over the demons by virtue of a talisman,
which consisted of a signet-ring of brass, upon which
was engraved the most great name of God.
Bibliography:

Wellhausen. Reste Arahi.<ichen Heideiu
thums, pp. 148 et seq.; Goldzlher, Ahharidlungen zur Arabischen Philologie, i. 3, 107, 198, 205 Freytag, EiJileitung in
die Arabische Sprache, p. 167; E. W. Lane. Arabian SO'
;

cietyin the Middle Age.'^, pp. 25 et
itic Religions, pp. 122 et seq.

shaitans are the children of Iblis, and are to die when
their father dies; whereas the others, though they

may

live

many

centuries,

must

die before him.

A

popular belief says that Iblis and other evil demons
are to survive mankind, though they will die before
the general resurrection; the last to die being
'Azaril, the angel of death.
Tradition attributes to Mohammed the statement
that every man has an angel and a demon appointed
to attend him.
The former guides him toward
goodness, while the latter leads him to evil ("Mishkat," i. ch. 3).
The siiaitans, being the enemies of
Allah, strive to disturb worshipers.
is said, prefaced his prayers with " O

Mohammed, it
God In Thee
!

I am seeking for a refuge from the attacks of
the shaitanand his witchcraft" (Hamzah, vii. 293).
Among the evil jinn are distinguished the five
sons of Iblis: "Tir," who brings about calamities and injuries; "Al-A'war," who encourages
debauchery; "Sut," who suggests lies; "Dasim,"
who causes hatred between man and wife; and
" Zalambur," wlio presides over places of traffic.
It
was in order to keep them away tiiat the faithful
were commanded the cleansings and fumigations
which are unbearable to tlie shaitans, who delight
In dirt and filth (Wakidi, ii. 178).
The pronouncing of the "takbir" fr.rmula ("Allah akbar" =A1
lah is very great) is also a means of driving them
away. Mohammed, it is said, pronounced it in
his travels whenever the appearance of (he region
changed, lest it might be enchanted. In later times
amulets were invented to which were ascribed the
virtue of prcjteeting their bearers from tlifMittacks
of demons.

As in rabalistir literature, the cat i)lays a great
part in Islamic denionojogy.
A demon assuming
the form of a cat is .said to have presented himself
to Mohammefl while he was praying (Dnrimi, I.e. ii.
The demons (ailefl " Kutrus " usually assumed
the form of cats (.Mas'udi, " Muruj al-C)hahab," iii.
321).
As to the good jinn, there are some among
them who profess Islnmism, and Mohammed pretended that many of them had listened to his sermons (Koran, sura Ixxii.).
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seq.;

W.

R. Smith,

O.

DEMOPHON

Sem-

Br.

I.

Apparently an officer under Lyshe was Syrian general in Palestine
about 164 B.C., and as such harried the Jewish population, who were already w'om out because of their
man}' wars, and were then engaged in agriculture
(II Mace. xii. 2).

command

iaa'

:

;

G.

S.

DEN

Kr.

("The Day"):

Russian .Jewish weekly;
published at Odessa (1869-71) by A. Zederbaum and

Goldenblum, and edited by S. Ornstein. Among
collaborators were M. Morgulis, I. G. Orshanski,
and L. Levanda.
G.
M. R.
I.

its

DENARIUS
coin,

(Greek,

which derived

equal to ten asses;

(^rfvapiov):

Roman

silver

name from its being at first
later this number was increased
its

From the second century b.c. it was tlie
to sixteen.
chief silver coin of the commonwealth, and under
the empire it is piobable that it held a similar position up to the fall of Jerusalem.
Its normal value
was one twenty-fifth of the imperial aureus.
In the English versions the word is rendered
penny "; and it was in this coin that payment was
made by tlie Jews of the civil tribute to the Roman
emperors.
The coin bore the efllgies and titles of
tlie reigning monarch; hence the reply of Jesus to
"

tli(!

Pliarisees (.Matt. xxii. 17-21).

Talmud

the denarius is identified with the
to be worlii one- fourth of the
holy sliekel, or a half of tlu; ordinar}' one, and
cfiuivalent to 4 common selas, 4 sesterces, 6 obols,
24 asses, or 192 p<'rutas or widow's mites.
See also
Mo.NlOV
Nt;.MISMAI i< s.
In the

ziiz

and reckoned

;

Mnddcii. Coins nf the .rcu'x
Uricntalia). pp. 291 2St2 7-unz, Z.

niiu.iofjRAPiiv
ini-Hiiiala

:

;

ivol.

II.

of

Xu-

(i. p. r>:«t.

A. P.

.».

DENIS

(DIONIS),

ALBERTUS:

One

of the

Portuguese coiiimunity in Hamburg.
On May 31, 1611. he with two others signed
the agreement which assiirerl Jo the community its
cemetery in Altona. In 1612 he was with others
fiisl.

iiienibersiil ilic
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Denmark
formally

tidiniltt'd

aKU'iiiu'ii.

tilt"

Ill'

to

llu-

was

town

liv

I

Ik-

Soimtr ant!

Count Enu'st of
prince of the county of

baiikfr to

Schauenburir. tlu' roigniut;
PinnelH'rg in soutliern Ilolstein, whom he supplied
with silver bullion for his mint. In conscqiicnce of
his conliilentiai relations with the count, he came into
collision witli the Hamburg authorities, who accused
him of buyinsr up reichstiialers coined in Hamburg
The Senate of Hamburg
to melt down in Altona.

him put into prison, but he escapeil to
Altona and settled there, protected by the count
against the Senate of Hamburg and the hostile popuChnstian IV. of Denmark comlation of Altona.
ordereil

mitted to him (1619) the administration of the royal
mint in the newly founded town of Glilckstadt. He
continued to be a member of the Hamburg Portuguese community, and in 1637 interceded as its representative with Count Otto of Schaueuburg for the
renewal of the cemetery privileges.
Bibliography: Elirent>enr, Altona Unter Schauenburgixctur HtiTschaft, Altona. 1893; A. Fellchenfeld, Anfaiiu
laid BlUtczeit dcr Pnrtimie^cu-Gemeinde in Hambuvfj.
Hamburtr, 1897; M. Grunwald, Portiiaiexengriiber, p. 130.

G.

DENMARK A kingdom of
:

A. Fe.
northwestern Eu-

rope. The lirst mention of the Danes in Jewish literature occurs in the " Yosippon" (ed. Breithaupt, pp. 8,

547
the

;

compare Jerahmeel,

transl. Garter, p. 68),

where

Dodanim mentioned

identified with

in the Bible (Gen. x. 4) are
the Danes, and where they are de-

scribed as a valiant people who fled to northern shores
in order to escape from the Romans, though the

reached them even there, and overcame their
The last-named detail probably owes its
origin to an Italian source, in which maj' have been
recounted, although inaccuratel}', the wars of the
Christian emperors of Rome with the Danish kings.
The identification with the Dodanim is, of course,
based only on the partial consonance of the names.
It is very doubtful whether Jews were found even
sporadically in Denmark in the Middle Ages, Although a " Deulacresse of Danemarcia " is mentioned
in connection with the English money -broker Aaron
OF Lincoln, in an English "shetar" of 1176 (the
first shetar bearing a date, according to Jacobs in
"Jews of Angevin England," pp. 58, 59), the designation " Danemarcia " can liardly refer to Denmark
proper, but rather to a territory in Normand}' subject to the Danes.
The Jews first appeared in the region of Ilolstein,
which belonged formerly to Denmark. In a letter
dated Nov. 25, 1622, King Christian IV. (1588-1648)
invited the Portuguese Jews of Amsterdam to settle
in Glilckstadt, where, among other privileges, the
free exercise of their religion would be granted
them. Though the history of the Jews in the territories of Sleswick-Holstein does not belong to this
article, it must be noted that the Danish kings were
latter

resistance.

invariably friendly to their Jewish subjects in these
provinces, and that the Jews in Denmark proper
were for a long time intimately connected with
Altona, inasmuch as the chief rabbi of Altona, Hamburg, and Wandsbeck also exercLsed civil jurisdiction over the Jews settled in the Danish' city
Fredericia until Sleswick and Holstein in 1864 were
severed from the Danish monarchy. The assistant
rabbi of Fredericia was subject to the chief rabbi of
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Altona until 1812. The first Jews pntbably came to
ncnmark by way of Sleswick and Ilolstein during
the reign of the above-mentioned Cluisliau IV. His
successor, Frederick III. (1648-70), was not so favoniblj- disposed toward the Jews, for in a rescrij)t
of Feb. 6, 1651, he stiys: "Jews have stolen into
Denmark contrary to long-standing custom, [since
the days of the Reformation, the Lutheran creed
had, according to the laws of Denmark, been compulsory throughout the kingdom], and have dared
to traffic with jewels and the like."
Accordinglj-,
he ordered that no Jew should enter Denmark
without a special passport ("Gelcitsbrief "), and
that those who were already in the country should
be heavily fined if they did not leave
Relations within fourteen days. A few years
with
later,
liowever,
the tables were
Frederick turned. Frederick III., being in need
III.
of funds for his wars, borrowed

money from

the

Jew Abraham

(or

Diego) Teixeira de Mattos of Hamburg (known
through his relations with the Swedish queen Christina), and gave as security crownlands in Jutland.
Teixeira thereupon made such good use of his influence with the Danish king that, as early as Jan.
19, 1657, " the Portuguese professing the Hebrew religion" were permitted to travel everywhere within
the kingdom, and to trade and traffic within the
limit of the law.
Teixeira himself gained little by
his transaction with the DanLsh monarch. As his
loan was not returned, he took instead the estates
he held as security, selling them later at a great loss.
The king acted similarly in his dealings with the

De Lima
estate

The

family,

from

who were

in possession of the

Hald

166*0 to 1703.

Jewish congregation was formed in the
Copenhagen, but other congregations were
soon founded in some of the provincial cities; for
example, in the Laaland town Nakskov (1667). In
Ribe, Jutland, there were Jews as early as 1680,
first

capital,

first synagogue in Jutland, that of
Fredericia, was not built until 1719 (rebuilt in 1814).
The privilege of 1657 was specially ratified in an

although the

open

letter of Dec. 14, 167(), at the instance of
Gabriel Gomez, who was in the service of the king.
Nevertheless, a rescript of April 16, 1681, repeated
that Jews were not to come into Denmark without a special Gelcitsbrief; and the "Danish Law"
(1683) of Christian V. (1670-99), a remarkable production which is still autlioritativc in Danish jurisprudence, in so far as it has not been expressly
abrogated by later laws, classed Jews wMth Gipsies,
and in general breathed the same spirit as the law of
1651.
But as early as July 30, 1684, a rescript addressed to the above-mentioned Diego Teixeira declared that the Gelcitsbrief was not to be demanded
of the Poituguese Jews, and it is probable that the
law^ was not always strictly enforced against German Jews. Religious services were permitted in

Copenhagen

in 1684.

known, the only " blood accusation "
ever made in Denmark was brought against the
court jeweler Meyer Goldschmidt, an elder of the
synagogue already mentioned. A poor woman came
to him, asking him to buy her child.
She said she
had been told that rich Jews bought children in
So

far as is
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order to suck their blood, aud slie wished to give up
her child to him, siuce she could not feed it. Meyer
Goldschmidt immediately notified the authorities,
and the woman was sentenced to be whipped, but
was let off with imprisonment.
At the end of the seventeenth and in the course
of the eighteenth century, German as well as Sephardic Jews continued to come into Denmark, although in small numbers. The government was on
the whole not unfavorabl}' disposed toward the
Jews, although it was often obliged to listen to the
complaints of the merchants with whom the Jews
competed. The subordinate officials
Contrast of were U(Jt generally as friendly as the
Portuguese governmeiit; they probably had much
and
trouble with traveling Jews, whose
German speech they hardly understood. It was
Jews.
not easy, of course, for every police
official to find out whether the Jew
before him was a Portuguese and therefore enjoyed
the general privileges, or whether lie was to be accounted a German Jew (as were all who were not
Sephardim), in which latter case the legality of his
Probably the
passport required demonstration.
German Jews often assumed Portuguese names, aud
then joined the Portuguese congregation in Copenhagen in order to enjoy their privileges. What the
government feared was that Jewish beggars and
vagabonds might tramp about the country without
definite means of support.
An account of the baptism of a Polish Jew in 1620 leads to the conclusion
that even then Jews who were worthless as subjects
cro.ssed the frontier and accepted baptism as a
means of escaping punishment. To obtain a passport it was necessary to demonstrate the possession
of money, or of means in some form for carr}'ing on
business, as well as some special technical skill
for
in former centuries Denmark endeavored to open up
all branches of industry by artificial means, the
country until then having been almost entirely dependent upon agriculture and commerce. The Jews
jjromofed the coiiirnr-rcial interests of Denmark in
relation to both the cloth and the tobacco industry.
An agreement to build a house in any city that
iH cdcfl buildings was also a means of gaining an entry into Denmark.
This is set forth as early as
Sept. 2, 1726, in a rescript for Copenhagen; and
;

fjirlicr Ht

ill

(March

u suburb

iJl,

IGHH) in one for Christians-

CoiM'iihageu on the island of
Amager, where the German Jews received the privilcfjr^ of carrying on tlu; l(>\mcc<> industry, but onl}'
on cnndition that they would build houses in that
Marrying into a Dano-Jewish famjturt of thccitj*.
ily often conferred citizenship.
It must be; added,
in e\|)lanHti()n of all these privileges and resciijits,
that, beginning with 1600, the Danish king wasaijsoliite sovereign and sole ruler of th(! countr)'.
He
could at his j)leasure appoint any Jew to a royal
ottice, as was done in tlie in.sfance of Aron Goldzirher, customs collector. Although this.sovereignty
was on the whole very mildly and wisely used, it is
«asy to see how important j)ersonal infiuence must
have been in the direction of gr>vernnient. There
were several rescri|)ts against immigration before
the middle of the eighteenth century, but none in
the following decades of tjie century.
liHvn,

f>f

Denmark

Denmark was

strictly

Protestant.

Naturally,

anything that wore the appearance of an attempt to
proselj'tize would be resented.
Danger therefore
threatened the Jews when Holger Paulli (d. 1714),
a half-crazy merchant, announced
Jews and himself as the Messiah and king of
Christians, the Jews.
Equally pregnant with
possibilities of trouble

Jens GedelOcke.

marked

He was

a lawyer

inclination for Judaism,

was

the case of

who

evinced a

and

became eviheart he had been
it

dent at his death (1729) that at
more Jew than Christian, and, according to the information of some of his Jewish friends, had practised Jewish rites.
The Jews were thereupon com-

pelled to remove his body from the Christian cemetery
and to inter him in the Jewish cemetery; but as
he had not formall}' embraced Judaism, they soon
afterward decided not to permit the body to remain among them, and it was removed again.
The chief of police of Copenhagen, who had not a
very good reputation, endeavored to magnify the
incident into an offense against the state
but the
threatened storm soon blew over. At one time the
Jews were forbidden to keep Christian servants
(Jan., 1725); after two montlis, however, the ordinance was modified, and soon fell into disuse. The
Jews were encouraged to embrace Christianity, but
the converts made in that century were not of the
;

best repute.

The Mendelssohn movement soon found adherents
Denmark. It is well known that Mendelssohn's
friend, the Danish councilor of state, August v.
llennings, induced the minister to place the name

in

of the insane king. Christian VII. (1756-1808), on
the subscription list of Mendelssohn's
Influence edition of the Pentateuch, thereby
ofMendels- making it impossible for Raphael
sohn
Cohen, the rabbi of Allona, to put the

Movement.

i)ook

under ban

(see

Copenhagen).

The crown

prince (later Frederick VI.),
who was for a long time regent in the name of his
sick father, was interested in the progress of liis
Jewish subjects, and after several commissions had
made reports, he issued a comprehensive order
(March 29, 1814) granting to the Jews full civil liberty, and placing them in general on an equal standing with the Christian population.
They were,

from government positions.
enjoyed no pi)Iitical rights is of
no importance, since their Danish fellow subjects
were in the same position, owing to the absolute
however,

The

still

del)arred

fact that they

sovereignty of the king. The government at this
time was more favorably disposed toward the Jews
Business rivalry was frethan were the jx-ople.
(lueiitly bitter, and the antiJi'wish movement which
spread over Germany in the beginning of the nineteenth century invaded Denmark also.
A poet,
Th. 'I'haarup (l7Mi-lfS21), was the chief assailant,
while anollier poet. Jens Haggcsen (17J9-1H26), was
among the defenders; the .lews, however, were
In 1819 Denwell ablr- to take care of tliemselves.
mark became infected with German anti-Semitism,
and the political opposition took this opportunity of
attacking the Jews, in order thereby to strike a blow
But Frederick
at the government, (heir protector.
VI. (1808-39), who was otherwise a most peaceable

Denmark
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man, did not allow
supprt'sseti the

luinself to be tritled with,

and

movement with nnusual rigor.
ordinauee of 1S14 tlie Jews were

enIn the royal
joined to proviiJe religious instruction in the Danish
language for their chihlren, and the congregations
to provide Danish preachers in the synagogues.
But such preachers were not readilj' found, and although Copenhagen was soon supplied, it was some
time before the most important provincial congregations couKl secure so-called "kateketer," who,
when secured, were placed in charge of the spiritual needs of the various church districts, and wliose

duty

special

it

was

to contirra children.

A Danish

catechism, after a Hebrew work of
Internal Shalom Conicx, was authorized by the
Orgsjiiza- government, whereby at least a minition.
of religious knowledge was provided for the children. As the word
"Jew" had formerly been used as an opprobrious
epithet in Denmark, the terms " Mosaites " and " Mo-

mum

saic

und

religious
")

community" ("Mosaisk TroessamfolBcial designation for Jews and

became the

their congregations.

The Jews distinguished themselves

as physicians,

manufacturers, and especiallj' as able and
upright merchants, not only in Copenhagen, but also
Therefc^re many Chrisin the provincial towns.
tians were willing to concede political equality to
them in the third decade of the last century, when
the political freedom of the country was inaugurated by the creation of deliberative assemblies.
The Jews, however, received the right to vote without the right of election to Parliament, though they
were, even then, chosen as members of the communal councils in Copenhagen, as well as in provincial cities.
Not until the adoption of the constitution of June 5, 1849, under Frederick VII. (1848-63),
were the last restrictions removed. From this period
onward the Jews of Denmark are unknown to politjurists,

ical history.

The

political rights are

constitution, in wliich civil

made independent

and

of religious

views and acts do not
with the accepted code of morals, was carried out to the letter.
The Jews have contributed
in various ways to the development of their country, and have distinguished themselves in the most
diverse fields.
A few names are mentioned under
Copenhagen. Since the middle of the century the
Jews have concentrated themselves more and more
creeds, so long as religious
conflict

in the capital.

In 1860-70 there were in Denmark (irrespective of
Sleswick-Holstein) about 6,000 Jews, of whom 2,500
lived in Copenhagen, the remainder, with the exception of the few living in the open country, residing
in the provincial towns.
According to the census
of 1893 there were 3,500 Jews in Copenhagen and its
neighborhood, and only about 500 in the provincial
towns. These figures show that the Jewish population of Denmark remained stationary in the latter
half of the nineteenth century.
While in 1860 the
Jews constituted about .4 per cent of the entire population, they now number barely .2 per cent.
On
the one hand the favorable social conditions under
which the Jews are living have promoted mixed
marriages, and on the other hand the immigration
of many Russian and Polish Jews into neighbor-
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ing Scandinavian countries within the last decades
could not be diverted into Denmark, since house-tohouse pedliug, by which most of them must support
themselves, at least in the beginning, is not permitteil in Denmark.
In conformity with the decrease of the Jews in the provincial towns, the number of communal otlicials with fixed positions has
also naturally decreased.
In Aarhus, .Jutland, where
the merchant Ilartvig Philip Kee introduced the
first modern regular Jewish service in Denmark,
there is no longer a congregation.
In Aalborg,
too, where S. A. Mielziner, the brother of Professor
Mielziner of Cincinnati, officiated for some time as
preacher, there are now A'ery few Jews.
In Ilorsens
the Levy family built a fine synagogue about the
middle of the last century, and made the condition
that, when services could no longer be held, the synagogue shoidd be transformed into a philanthropic
institution for the community.
This condition has
already been complied with. In Naskov and Fredericia,

whose communities are among the

oldest in

synagogues, but very few
Jews. This is also the case in Faaborg, where a
preacher is still appointed; while in Panders, which
has the last provincial congregation worthy of the
name, there are still a preacher and another official
the congregation is, however, near its dissolution.
Jews are found only here and there in the other
the country, there are

still

towns and villages of the country. Some are engaged in agriculture, partly as landed proprietors,
and partly as peasants in the strict sense of the
word. For additional information concerning the
Jews in Denmark, see Copenhagen.
BiBLiooRAPHY A. D. Cohen, De Mosaiske Troesbelcenderes
Stilling i Danmark, Odense, 1837 M. L. Nathanson, His:

;

Fremstilliyig af J6dernes Forhold oa Stilling i
Danmark, Copenhagen, 18»iO ; M. A. I^evy (and D. Slmonsen),
in an appendix to ttie Danish translation of Kayserling'a JUd.
Gesch.: JOdernes Hintorie, pp. 27.5-290, Copenhagen, 1890 ; I.
P. Trap, SlatiMUk Topografink Beskrivelse af Danmark,
Copenhagen. 1860; Danmarku Statistik (Census) Fulke-

tnrisk

maengden

1H9U,

Copenhagen,

1896.

D.

D.

DENVER. See Colohado.
DEODATUS EPISCOPUS.

See

S.

Elhanan

b.

Isaac of Da.mpiekre.
DEPOSIT. See Baif-ments.

DEPPING, GEORGES BERNARD:
man-Frenth

May

historian;

l)Oiu in

GerMunster, Germany,

He went
1784; died in Paris Sept. 5, 1853.
where he lived as teacher and writer.
Besides other historical works, he wrote: "Les Juifs
dans le Moyen Age, Essai Historique sur Leur Etat
Civil, Commercial et Litteraire," Paris, 1834; 2d ed.,
1844; Gorman transl., Stuttgart, 1834. Depping was
especial I3' attracted to the history of the Jews in
Europe during the Middle Ages by "its wealth of
instruction for us; one can see from this hi.storyhow
fanaticism has been able to root out kindness and
11,

to Paris in 1803,

neighborly love,

.

.

.

and what misfortunes met

those exiles who in barbaric times wished to preserve
their national customs and a religion offensive to
those among whom they lived." The book owed its
origin to the offer of a prize, in 1821, by the Royal
Academy for a work describing the condition of the
Jews in France during the medieval period. Depping's work was givfn honorable mention, but did
not win the prize. He later enlarged the work, ex-

tending its scope to the general history of the Jews
Europe. The medieval Christian sources documents, letters, chronicles, and histories, especially
those dealing with the history of the Jews in France
were studied by Depping with great diligence and
not without critical acuniun. This fact gives importance to the book. But it is to be regretted that
those rabbinical sources which were not accessible
in the form of translations were but seldom consulted.
As a consequence the few passages relating
to the literature of the Jews are of no value (compare, especially on Rashi, pp. 113 et seq. Zunz, "Z.
G." pp. 151, 446). The Introduction (pp. v.-xxiv.)
contains a short but valueless review of the history
Depof the Jews up to their appearance in Europe.
ping's style is pleasing.

—

in

—

;

Deppinjr, Erinneningcn aiis dem Lehen
tines Deutschen in Paris, Leipsic, 1832; La Grande Encyclopedic, xiv. 179; Knci/c. Brit. New American Supplement,
11.
1080; Meters Knnvtrsations-Lerihon, iv. 746; Geiger,
Wiaa. Zeit. JUd. Tlieol. i. 170, 182, 378; il. 504, 517.
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Hermeneutics

See

;

Sc.

Homilet-

MiDRASH.

DERAZHNYA:

Village in the government
In 1898 it had a population
of Podolia, Russia.
Handicrafts
of 6,118, of which 5.230 were Jews.
constitute the most important sources of income, 518
persons being occupied by them. About 25 families
are engaged in dairy-farming, 17 families in raising
tobacco, and others in market-gardening and fruit-

growing.

Some

find

employment

in factories

and

w^orkshops, and 165 work as day-laborers. The village has a Linat ha Zedek, a Parnasat 'Aniyyim, a
Bikkur Holim, etc. There are a Talmud Torah with
20 pupils, a private Jewish girls' school with 17
pupils,

and 17 hadarim

for boys

and

girls,

with 436

pupils.
H. R.

S. J.

DERAZHNYA. See Voliiynia.
DERBENT (called by the Arabs Bab
Abwab

[-'Main Gate"], or

Bab al-Khadid

al-

["Iron

Gate")) Seaport in tlie Russian j)roviucc of Daglicstan (Caucasus), on the western shore of the Caspian
Sea. The city of Derbent was founded l)y the Persian
king Kliobad at the beginning of tli(! si.xth century,
to protect the Persian possessions against the attacks
of theChazars; Itut a fortilicfl scttlciucnt existed
The Jewish population
there long before tliat time.
of DertMint and its neigliborhood are probably the
descendants of the military colony whicli Anvishirwan (530-578) establislic'l there. Tlie suggestion of
Joseph Schwarz that DerVjcnt is tlic "Terbont"
mentioned in the Talriiufl (Yfr. Meg. iv. 75), is tlicn'Willi the ext^Mision of the
fore without foundation.
Cha/.ar kingdom the Jewish community in Derbent
increased rapidly, .so that in tlie eighth ernlury it
probably liadalarger population than it has lo-day.
The Jewish community of Derbent was of some
Importnnco during flu- period of the Cliazar kingdom. Ibn Ilaukal tells of a thriving slave-marke't
In Derbent, where merchants of all nationalities met.
The place was then mueh larirer tlianTiflis. When
the Russians devastated the ('liazar city Semender,
the surviving inhabitants of that city, with tho.se of
Atel (capital of the Chazars), among them being
:

many Jews,

Derbent (Harkavy, "'Skazanie
Slavyanakh Russkikh,"
Derbent was annexed by Russia in 1806.
p. 220).
Wilhelmus de Rubruquis in describing the walls of
Derbent (1254) relates that the whole country was
largel}' inhabited by Jews(G. de Roubrouck, "Recit
de Son Voyage," p. 280, Paris, 1877).
According to Anisimov, the Jewish population
fled to

Musulmanskikh

Pisatellei o

i

in 1888 was 1,671; they had 220 houses, 160 gardens, 19 shops, 1,020 deciatines (about 2,754 acres)
of land, 4 synagogues, 6 rabbis, and 8 schools with
95 pupils. The Jewish population in 1891 was 2,490

Tlie Jewish quarter is south of
the city and outside the wall.
Some of the Jewish customs of Derbent are noteworth}'.
woman during her confinement kneels
down, and the midwife receives the child and deposits
it in a wooden vessel.
She then pours salt over
the child, cleans it, and puts it without bandages in a cradle. On the eighth day the people
gather in the synagogue, and the " shammash " (sexton) takes the child to the synagogue for circumcision.
The honor of holding the children is sold
for the whole year on the Festival of the Rejoicing
of the Law (Simhat Torah) to the highest bidder.
The money goes to the rabbi. Except the midwife
and the nearest female relative of the
Birth
mother, nobody is allowed in the birthCustonas. chamber for seven weeks after the
birth.
The father is not permitted to
bathe or to write for seven weeks from the day of
the birth.
During this period no one is allowed to
go on the roof of the house, and it sometimes happens that serious assaults result from people not obeying these laws. If the child is a female, the old women
gather in the house of the mother and choose its
name, not even informing the rabbi. During these
seven weeks it is permissible neither to take fire
from the house nor to borrow any utensils.
The children are allowed to grow up very wild,
and are far from cleanly. The boys are taught to
ride horseback and to handle arms, and boys of not
more than fourteen years frequently kill one another
in quarrels or tights.
In the shabby, filthy, lowceiliiiged school buildings forty pupils are somelimes huddled together without order. They sit
with crossed legs and study the alphabet, the prayerbook, and the Pentateuch in the Tat language.
There are many, however, who receive no education
in a total of 15,265.

A

at

all.

When

a

young man

is

about

to select a wife, lie

with the
parents of the girl, and in such a case the oldest
brotherof the girl is thespokesnniu. If this brother
sanctions the marriage, then the mother of the
young man begins to bargain about the price to be
paid for the bride, which must not be less than sixty
rubles.
Feasts are arranged for the day after the
conclusion of the bargain, first in the
house of the girl, and tlien in the house
Preliminaries to of the young man. On the second day
Marriage, the fathers of both jiarties conclude
the barirain in tlie hou.se of the rabbi,
witli whom the contract of engagement ("tenaim")
Sometimes very young girls are promis deposited.
ised in marriage, and as tlie marriage can not by law
is

expected

first

to negotiate a settlement

Derceto
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1ms leacbeil the age of
obliged to clothe her anil
In case the contract is broken
stMid her presents.
by the girl, she must return all the presents. In
Derbent there is no law of engagement ("erusin"),
as in Kuba and other places in the Caucasus, where
a regular betrothal ceremony takes place, the young
man uttering the words •"Hare-at." etc., during the
betrothal. The betrothed man is not allowed to enter
the house of his prospective bride until the day of the
•wetiding.
The marriage ceremony must take place
on Wednesday or on Thursday. The wedding-feast
lasts for many days.
See Chorny, "Sefer ha-Masaot." pp. 298-310.

take phice before
thirteen, the

tlu'

girl

youug man

is

Bibliography: Chornv, Scfrr hrt-.Va.xrt'of,
denbauui. Putevoditd j)<» kavhazu. p. :»7,

pji.

2W

Tiflls,

310; Vei1888; Erck-

Der Kauka»u» und Seine Vdlker, p. 218, Lelpsic, 1887;
Dom, Ca,*pia. p. 277, St. Petersburg:, 1875; Hnlin, Kauha-

ert,

M^che Reixenuiid StuiUeJi.p. 171, LPipsio, 1896; Anislmov,
Kafhaz.'<kie IVrni, Mosoow. 1888; two pamphlets by Dr.
Sharbat ben NIslni, wrongly as<Tll>ed In Jew. Encyc. 1. 607
to bis son. Ilia Sharbatovicb Anisimov.
II.

H.

DERCETO: A

goddess of the Syrians. 1. Dermentioned indirectly in II Mace. xii. 26, where
it is related that Judas in his expeditions came enl tu
Knpviov Kal to 'Arapyareiov, or ArepyaTiov. This latter word designates the sanctuary of the goddess
'Arapydng, and an abridged fornf of the name is
AepntTu, which is used by Diodorus ("Sicius," ii. 4)
and by Lucian ("De Syria Dea," xiv.). The same
name is mentioned in the Talmud ('Ab. Zarah lib,
line 28) in the form nnyin (Tar'atah).
It is true
that some have connected this Talmudical form with
the Aramaic jnn (" door "), and have therefore supposed that it contained a reference to the female pudenda. But although Hesychius gives the equivalent laAQfifiu, derived from <ToAd;//?>/("hole"; Hitzig,
Bibl. Theol. des Alt. Test." 1880, p. 20 but compare
ceto

is

'

'•

;

Hoffmann in "Zeit. fQr Assyr." 1896, p. 245), it must
be remembered that the consonant j; had also the
sound of 7, as may be seen in nty CAzzah = Td^a,
Gaza). Consequently the Talmudic " Tar'atah " (for
"Targatah ") might be an apocopated form of 'Ar«pydriq.
The full form, "Tar'atah," has recently been
foimd.
2. nrijnny CAtar'ateh) has been proved to be
the name of a goddess in a bilingual Palmyrene inscription (De Vogue, "Syrie Centrale," 1868, iii. 4)
of the year 140, {' ATap)yaTe^ being there used as the
Greek equivalent.
The same name, nny")ny, is

found on

coins,

probably minted in the Syrian city

Hence this nameMs composed of the
following two parts: (1) iny =^nny ("Athtar), as
the goddess of fecundity and oi wells is called in
Hierapolis.

the South Arabian inscriptions (compare Robertson
Smith, " Rel. of Sem." i. 97. note Winand Fell, in " Z.
;

D. M. G." 1900, pp. 245 et seq.); (g) nny. probably
signifying " time " (compare ny), perhaps more definitely "favorable time," "favorable- circumstances,"
or "favorable destiny." When combined the two
names may signify "'Atar, the daughter of 'Ate,"
or " 'Atar, the mother of 'Ate," for 'Athtar is the allproducing divine power, and a son of Atargatis is

mentioned by Athenaeus (see Baudis.sin in HerzogHauck, "Real-Encyc." i. 178).
Hoffmann's assertion (in "Zeit. fiir Assyr." 1896,
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p. 249) that "'Ateh" is a diminutive of "Atar" is
not demonstrable.
3. "Atargates" may jicrhaps be compared with
" Ashteroth " of Karnaim (" AshtenMh of the Double
Horn"; Gen. xiv. 5), whose temple is mentioned
as late as I Mace. v. 43 (rh rifitvoc kv Kapvaiv)
for the rb ArapynTEiov of II Mace. xii. 26 is also
mentioned in connection with to Kapviov. Lucian
("De Syria Dea," xiv.) stiys: "Many people are
of the opinion that Semiramis the- Babylonian, of
;

'

whom there are many memorials in Asia, also
founded the sanctuary of Hierapolis in Syria, but
dedicated it not to Juno, but to her mother, Derceto."
Lucian himself doubts this, however, for he
continues: "I have seen the image of Derceto in
Phenicia: a strange sight! The upper half represents a woman; the lower half, frfmi the hips down,
the tail of a fish.
The goddess at Hierapolis, however, is entirely a woman."
Nevertheless, the goddess worshiped in Hierapolis was probably identical,
in idea if not in form, with Derceto, who had a temple in Askalon (Philistia).
The people of Hierapolis avoided eating tish, "and
they do that, according to their belief, for the sake of
Derceto. " Though Lucian says " There are people in
Egypt who eat no fish, yet not to please Derceto, " it is
doubtful if this is decisive. In 'Ab. Zarah lib, also,
" Tar'atah shebe-Mapeg " (" Mabug " = Hierapolis) is
combined with " Zerifah shebe Ashkelon." Finally,
the fish may have been made the symbol of the goddess Derceto on account of its fecundity.
A calendar preserved in the Louvre represents the lower
half of Derceto's body in the shape of a tish.
An
excellent copy is to be found in Vigounmx, "La
Bible et les Decouvertes Modernes," iii. 355.
E. K.

E. G. H.

DEBECHIN:

Town

the government of
Grodno, Russia. According to the census of 1897
it has a population of 2,289, of whom 1,573 are Jews.
The main sources of income are in trade and handicrafts.
There are 227 artisans. Shoemaking is the
most important industry, affording occupation for
71 persons.
The industrial output of the town is
sold at the annual fairs.
There are 46 Jewish daylaborers, 28 factory employees, and 6 fannlies are
engaged in truck-fartning. Near the town is situated the agricultural colony of Sinaiskaya, where
30 families are engaged in agriculture. In all they
own 187 dcciatines of land. The charitable institutions are: Gemilut Hasadim, Somek Noflim, Malbish 'Arummim, Linat ha-Zedek, Haknasat Orhim,
and Bikkur Holim. The town lias a Talmud Torah
with 50 pupils, and 15 hadarim with 150 pupils.
n.

in

S. J.

i{.

DEREK EREZ,

i.e.,

good behavior.

See Eti-

quette.

DEREK EREZ RABBAH

(n31 )•"!{< JM =
"deportment"): One of the
small treatises (niJDp ninSDD) of the Talmud.
In
the editions of the latter the treatise Derek Erez
consists of three divisions: (1) Derek Erez Rabbah
(Large Derek Erez); (2) Derek Erez Zuta ("Small
Derek Erez"); (3) "Perek ha-Shalom (Section on
Peace "). This division is correct in that there are
really three different works, but the designations

"way

of the world":
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"

Rabbah " and " Zuta"

are misleading, since the divi-

sions so designated are not longer and shorter divisions of one work, but are, in spite of their rela-

The ancient
designations for this
division into "Rab-

tionship, independent of each other.

who have different
know nothing of the

authorities,
treatise,

bah" and "Zuta";

the "Halakot Gedolot" (ed.
Hildesheimer, p. 647) even includes a large part of
the Derek Ercz Zuta under the title "Rabbah."
According to the usual division, Derek Erez R.
consists of eleven sections ("' perakim ").
It begins
withahalakic section on forbidden marriages (" 'arayot "), to which are appended some ethical maxims
on marriage. The second section consists of two
entirely different parts, the first of which contains
twelve
reflections on twenty-four classes of people
bad and twelve good with an appropriate Bible
verse for each class while the second enumerates
the sins that bring about eclipses of the sun and
moon, as well as other misfortunes, the whole end-

—

—

;

ing with some mystic remarks concerning God and
The section "Ben 'Azzai," as the
the 390 heavens.
ancients called the third perek, contains some moral

on the origin and destiny of man. Sections iv. and v., each beginning with the word "Le'olam " (Forever), contain rules of conduct for sages
and their disciples, the respective rules being illustrated by Biblical events and occurrences of the time
of the Tannaim.
Sections vi. and vii., which seem
to have been originally one section, illustrate, by
means of several stories, the correctness of the rule
reflections

of conduct, never, in society or at table, to act differently from others that are present.
Summary Sections viii. and i.\. also treat of
of
rules of conduct during eating and
Contents, drinking, especially in society and it
must be noted that sections vi. and
;

begin with the same word "Ha-niknas."

viii.

Sec-

tion X., on correct behavior in the bath, also begins

with the same word, showing that all these sections,
although they differ in content, were composed
The last section begins with tiic
after one pattfrn.
enumeration of different things that are dangerous
to life, and continues with the enumeration of actions and customs that are very dangerous to the
soul.

This short summary of the contents shows that

work

of very diverse origin and that cacii secown iiistory. It is clear tliat tlie first
section can not, in view of its halakic content, belong with the rest of tlic Ireutisc, wliich (h-alH exclusively witli morals ami cusloins.
Klijnli of Wiliia
was tlierefore undoubtedly right in assigning tliis
the

is

tion has its

8ectif)n

to tlu; trcalisf! Kallali,

Derek

Ere^f anrl deals <iitirely

the rules connected witii

it.

which

))r((!<'dcs

tlu-

with marriage and

The whole

section

is

merely a later eotnpilatioii, although some of its passages can not be traced hack to the Talniudiui and
the Midrasliim, as, for instance, the inttTcsting paron the liermeneufic rule of "kal we-liomer"

(Kly

(compare Joseph

I). Tadai).
Entirely different in f)rigin is the first part of the
second section, drawn tindouhtedly frf)ni an old
tiinnaitir sf)urce.
Four sentences of this section are
cited in the Talmud as being taken frf)m a Baraita
(B. B. 901); f^anh. 76b; Shab. HHb). and oii.-; in the

Derceto
Derek Eref

name

of Abba Arika (Sanh. I.e.), who often quoted
old sentences and maxims ('Er. 54a).
The composition shows that this section is not taken from
the Talmud, for the division into

Composi-

twelve good and twelve bad classes of

and men is not found
Component other half of this
tion

in the latter.

section,

The

however,

is

Parts.

probably a later interpolation, belonging properly to the third section. For
this section begins with a saying of Ben 'Azzai concerning four things the contemplation of which
would keep men from sin hence the four classes of
four things each that are enumerated in the second
:

section.

Ben 'Azzai mentioned four things in connection
with the four sayings. They are drawn from the
Talmud (Suk. 29). The third section seems to have
been in ancient times the beginning of Derek Erez
R. (Rashi on Ber. 22a; Pes. 86b; Tosef. 'Er. 53b)",
for which reason the old writers called the whole
treatise "Perek ben 'Azzai."
Yet it is difllcult to
understand how this section came to be taken as the
introduction to the treatise, which otherwise, beginning Avith the fourth section, forms a connected
whole, and has totally different contents from the
Perek ben 'Azzai.
Therefore, as regards date and composition, only
sections iv.-xi. need be considered, since the first
three sections were not originally integral parts of
the treatise.
Sections iv.-xi. are not only similar in
content, in that both set forth rules of behavior for
different walfts of life, and illustrate their meaning
by examples from history, but their whole arrangement and composition also show the hand of the
.same author.
Although the name of
Date of
this author is not known, his date can
Composi- be fixed approximately. Among the
tion.
sixteen authorities quoted in the part
wliich has been designated above as
tJie treatise Derek Ere? R. proper, there is not one
who belongs to a later time than Rabbi, the redactor
of the Mishnah.
The Yerushalmi quotes a sentence,
found in the Derek Erez R., with the formula " Tene
be-Derek ha-Ere? " (Shab. vi. p. 8a, bottom); from
this it appears that in the time of the Amoraim a
tannaitic collection of the name " Derek Ere? " was
known, and there is absolutely no reason for considering the present as a different treatise from the Derek
Ere? (juoted in Yerushalmi. Nor is there any cogent
reason for not considering this treatise as the source
of the many (juotations from Barailasin Babli, which
are found in Derek Ere/. R. also (compare Isaiah
Berlin's glosses to the treatise), although it must be
admitted that a great many of the (juotations existed
in different collections of Haraitas, and that the Talmud drew sometimes from one source and sometimes
from another.
A (;ontemporary of Rabbi, therefore (about 160hardly Rablii himself may have been the
220)
author of the"l)erek Ere? R., the first three sections
heiiiij added much later.
A collection known as
liilkot Derek Kre? " existed even in the school of
Akil)a(Ber. 22a); but. as the term "Hilkot" indicates, it was composed entirely of short sentences
and rules of behavior and custom, without any
It is even
references to Scripture and tradition.

—

"

—

Derek £rey
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highly pmbable tlmt tlu- troiitise was bast'd on tlic
older colU'ct ion, ami that tlio work of the lati-r editors consisted tnerely in the addition to the old rules
of illustnitions from the Bible and from history.
For example, in the olil collection there was a rule,
"No one must enter the house of another without
due announcement." This sentence was amplitied
by a later editor, who adiled: "This rule of behavior
is taught out of the mouth of Goil Himself, w ho
stootl at the gate of paradise and called to Adam,
'Where art thou?'" (Gen. iii. 9); and to this is
added the story of a journey of Jewish scholars to
Rome, and how they comported themselves there
(section

v.).

It is characteristic

emphasize

its

of this treatise that in order to
many stories of the

rules, it relates

A

private life of the Tannaim.
most interesting one
is the following, which is used as an
Stories.
illustration to the rule, always to be
friendly and obliging: "Once Simon
ben Eleazar [probably more correctly Eleazar b.
Simon; compare Ta'an. 20a] met a very ugly man,
and could not help exclaiming: How ugly arc the
children of our father Abraham!' The man an'

swered

'
:

What can

I

do about

Will you go and

it?

Then Simon
the Master Avho has created me?
Eleazar fell down at the man'^ feet, asking his
forgiveness.
But the latter said: I will not forgive
you until j'ou have gone to the Master who has
created me, and have said to Him, " How ugly is
tell

'

b.

'

the creature

much

which you have created

beseeching would the

man

!

"

'

Only

after

forgive him and
on the same day Simon pronounced these words in
the schoolhouse: Be always pliable as the reed, and
not hard as the cedar. Although the reed bends to
the gentlest wind, it resists the fiercest storm; but
the cedar, at first proud and inflexible, in the end
yields to the wind, and is uprooted.'"
Stories of
this nature lend a peculiar charm to the Derek Erez
;

'

Kabbah.

The

version of the treatise found in the Mahzor
is different from that in the
editions of the Talmud.
Instead of the first part of
the second section, there is in the former version a
collection of sentences and reflections on various
subjects, arranged according to nun)bers.
The version of the treati.se Kallali, in Coronel's "Hamishah
Kuntresim," Vienna, 1864, contains the greater portion of the Derek Erez R.
namely, the whole of sections iii., iv., v., and parts of the following sections.
Aside from the variants found here, Coronel's version has also a kind of Gemara to the text.
This
Gemara, however, is of very late oiigin, being in all
probability a product of the tenth century, although
it contains matter of great value and of very ancient
(Essene or Hasidean) origin. The Gemara, which is
quoted by Isaac Aboab in "Menorat ha-Ma'or," is
printed in the Wilna edition of the Talmud (Romm,

DEREK EREZ ZUTA (NOIT ]*~IN "111.
(lueltc.

small [tiealise]

1889).
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"):

lit.

"eti-

An

uneanonieal treatise
The name is misleading

Talmud.
more than one respect; the word "zu^a" (small)
would seem to indicate that it is a shorter version
of the treatise "Derek Eiez Kabbah," which is not
" Derek
the case, the two having little in common.
of the Babylonian
in

Erez," moreover,

is

a very unsuitable

name

for a col-

form the substance
of the treatise. Even Kashi, however(Ber. 4a), knows
the treatise under this name, calling it " Masseket
Derek Erez," while tiie Tosafisls likewise call it
"Ililkot Derek Ere? " (Bek. 44b).
The designation
"zuta" is i)rol)al)ly of later origin.
lection of ethical teachings such as

In tlie Talmud editions the treatise consists of nine
sections (" perakiin"), to which the Section on Peace

Perek ha-Shalom ") is added as a supplement. The
Halakot Gedolot (ed. Hildesheimer, pp. G44-65'i)
gives another version; here the same material is in
two parts (1) "Derek Erez Zuta," corresponding to
sections v.-viii., and (2) " Derek Erez Rabbah," containing sections i.-iv. and ix.
There are two manu("

—

script copies Avith this division in the Bodleian (Nos.

120 and 380 in Neubauer's catalogue), as well as a
genizah fragment ("Jew. Quart. Rev." x. 6()0); but
in the latter the first four sections are under the title
" Yir'at Het."
The Karaite Kirkisani (tenth century)
cites a passage from the fourth section under that title
("Jew. Quart. Rev." vil. 698). A third version is
that in the Mahzor Vitry (ed. Horwitz, pp. 721-723),
where the first part of the eighth and the whole of
the ninth section are given under the title "Hilkot
Durkan shel Talmide Hakamim." It is noteworthy
that in

the

Talmud

editions sections iv.-viii. are

marked as having been taken from the Mahzor Vitry.
It should also be mentioned that the " Siddur Rab Amram " ( Amram ben Siiesiina) gives only the first and
fourth sections, which is probably due to the fact that
the second and third were not included in the ritual.
Apart from this external evidence, a closer examination shows that the work consists of three differ-

Vitry (pp. 124 etseq.)

;

528

ent collections:

Summary

though

(1) i.-iv., (2) v.-viii.,

has a certain unity
almost exclusively
Contents, of exhortations to self-examination and
meekness and of rules of conduct, and
urges temperance, resignation, gentleness, patience,
respect forage, readiness to forgive, and, finally, the
moral and social duties of a "disciple of the wise"
(" talmid hakam ").
It is written in the form of separate, short maxims arranged as in the Abot, but differing in that they are anonymous.
The compiler
attempted to arrange the maxims according to external characteristics, the order followed being determined by the initial word, and by the number of
maxims.
Several precepts wJiich begin with the
same word are put together even when they are not
at all related in subject-matter (compare "The Wis-

of

(3) ix.,

it

in that it consists

dom of Ben Sira," ed. Schechter, vi. 1-20, where
twenty sayings begin with pK); especially are they
thus combined into groups of four, five, or seven
maxims, numbers which serve to aid in memorizing
the passages. How far the compiler was able to
carry out his principle can not be judged from the
text in its present condition; and to ascertain the
original form of the treatise it is necessary critically

THE
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The following analysis of
to reconstruct the text.
contents is based on such a reconstruction.
The first section begins with introductory remarks
on the duties and proper conduct of a "disciple of
the wise"; then follow seven sentences, each a precept in four parts, which, however, are often confused
The order is: (1) ^"IH;
in the te.xt as it now exists.

— which

be read according to
Ab. R. N., ed. Schechter, xxvi. 83; (3) DK; (4) ^K(the
following saying, beginning with DX. belongs to
No. 3, while the next 7K sentence is the fourth part
of No. 4) (5) "I3j;n (the two missing parts to be supplied from Abot ii. 4); (6) 3inN and its opposite
pmn (T) ha originally four .sentences as shown bj''
the Vatican -MSS. in Goldberg and Corouel's version
and as confirmed by the parallels in Ab. R. N., ed.
Schechter, xxvi. 82, xxxiii. 36; the concluding pmn
The three haggadic utsentence belongs to No. 6.
terances which form the conclusion of the first section are a later addition.
The second section begins like the first, emphasizing particularly the duties of the "disciple of the
wise." After a seriesof admonitions concerning only
(2)

^N

sentence

is to

;

—

;

the student, there follow, to the end of the section,
maxims of a general nature for people in the most
varied walks of life.
These are also arranged in
seven sentences, each beginning with the word ^in.
whic-h

word

also

comes before nmt33 ^DIJ

nvrii5 ']\'a^

(compare Ab. R. N. xli.). Then follow seven beginning with px, and seven with DXIn the third section the regular arrangement can
be recognized beginning with the maxim ri'SI DKThere are three sentences each Avith QX and ''in and
as many with rhr\r\ and DXThe following sentences probably belong to section four, and concern
only the conduct of the student. Tiie i)aragraph beginning with the words JJ^^K "IDNn 7N, which, as is
to be seen from the "ISiddur Rat> Amram," consists
of four parts, concludes the fourth section, which
is the end of the " Yir'at Ilcf."
;

From

the fourth section to the eighth is a collection of maxims arranged on the same plan.
The
eighth section contains eight maxims beginning
with p3, but the initial and concluding maxims are
not relevant to the proper matter of the section. The
ninth section is a wcil-ordcrcd collection of twentyeigiit maxims arrangc^d in four i)aragraphs; seven
of these maxims begin with 3inK, seven with ^in,
and fourteen witli QK
The date of composilioii can only be conjectured.
It is almost certain that sections v.-viii. are the
work f)f orif! editor, who lived after the
Date of coiMpJction of tin; Hub} Ionian Talmud.

Composi-

One needs only

to

compare

tlie

maxim

D^iy^(v. 2) with Saiih. 23,i and M<k.
Mislipatim 20 to see that the compiler
had the Talmud before liim. Tiie next maxim i.s a
tion.

combiiiatjftn of

'F'>.

(ir»band

;\li.

!{.

N.,('d. .Sehcciitcr,

Ah. R. N. viii., ^3jnDn ^D (ed. Sfherlitcr,
xxii. 46), Miflr. Mishle ix. 9. Pesik. viii.. |DT ^D (<'d.
Hiiber, 411)), and probably Herr-k JCicz Ralibah were
also used.
Ah already mentioned, the Spanish version of the Ilalakot Oedolot, probably made about
xxxii. OH.

1000, afl'iptcd tlicsf four sr'ctioiiM as a (•()rnpli'tc treatise

;

Derek Erez
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hence one would not be far wrong in setting the
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ninth century as the date of composition. The first
four sections date from a much earlier period. From
their contents they may even have been an independent collection already in existence at the time of the
Tannaim. At any rate this collection contains much
that is old, even if it can not be proved that the " Me-

Abot de-Rabbi

gillat

Hasidim," which

Natau

(ed. Schechter, xxvi. 52), is identical

is

cited in

with the

under discussion.

treatise

The ninth

section, originally, perhaps, a small col-

is more modern than the first and
older than the second part of the treatise. The conclusion of the ninth chapter, which treats of peace,
cau.sed the insertion in the Talmud of a Section on
Peace (" Perek ha-Shalom "), in which various sayings concerning peace, taken from different Midrashim, especiallj' from the Midrash to Num. vi. 26,
are placed together. This tenth (supplementary)
section is comparatively a very late product, and is
not found in Mahzor Vitry, in Ilalakot Gedolot, nor
in the IMSS.
The Abot excepted, this treatise is the onlj^ collection of precepts from the period of the Talmud and
the Midrashim, and is therefore of great
Importance importance in any estimate of the earof the
liest ethical views of the old rabbis.
Treatise.
Zunz appropriately characterizes the
treatise: " The Derek Erez Zuta, which
is meant to be a mirror for scholars, is full of high
moral teachings and pithy worldly wisdom which
philosophers of today could study to advantage."
The treatise deals mainly with man's relation to man,
and is moral rather than religious in nature.
few quotations from it will illustrate its character:
" If others speak evil of thee let the greatest thing
seem unimportant in thy eyes; but if thou hast
spoken evil of others, let the least word seem impor" If thou hast done much good let it seem
tant " (i. ).
Not of mine own have
little in thy eyes, and say
I done this, but of that good which has come to me
through others
but let a small kindness done to
thee appear great" (ii.).
The treatise was much read, and the fact that it
went through so many hands partly accounts for the
chaotic condition of tlie text. Scholars of the eighteenth century did much, by means of their glosses

lection of

maxims,

A

'

:

'

;

commentaries, toward making jiossible an
understanding of the text, but a critical edition is

and

still

needed.

Hini.iooKAPiiY
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:
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DERELICTS

Tilings that liave been abandoned
("res nulliuH" in the Roman law).
The Talmud
treats of four kiinls of things that have no owner:
(1) Seas, rivers, brooks, the desert (which can not
be Hub.jectcil to ownership), and all they contain;
also wild beasts wherever found.
(2) Things de:

by the owner to be derelict (IpDn). (3) The
property «)f a Cf)nvert who dies withf)ut leaving
issue "begotten in holiness."
(4) Land sold by a
clared

Derelicts
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Derenburff

au Israoliio, for which ho has boon paid,
but for whioh ho has not oxooutod a dood (this last

G<?ntile to

class

iiuostionod).

is

He who

devotes anything as a derelict can not
put any limitations upon it. hike the fruits of the
sovontli year, it must bo as free to tlio rich as to the
And as long as no one has, by occupation,
pcK)r.
made tho derelict his own, tlie former owner can
recover it (Nod. 44a).
The fourth kind is a subject of dispute in the Tal-

mud.

It originated in the Persian law,

which

rec-

ognized uo transforonce of immovable property
without a deed; which practise became recognized
"The law of the
It was argued:
in Jewish law.
kingdom is law " tho Gentile has conveyed no title
to the Isnielite purchaser, but as he has been paid
for his laud, his own title is gone; the land is thereHence the first Israelite who can acfore derelict.
quire it by occupancy will be recognized as its
owner. However, this very maxim, "The law of
the kingdom is law," seems to have been quoted on
;

the other side of the question (B. B. 54b).

It

claim valid before he paid to the Israelite who had
bought the land from the Gentile all of the money
which he had expended.
Seas and rivers excepted, anything, whether movable or immovable, coming within these four classifications may be acquired by occupancy, and not
The lawfulness of fishing and huntotherwise.
ing rests on the position that fish in open waters,
and wild beasts or fowl everywhere, are "res nullius," and as such belong to the first occupant.
But
fish in an artificial pond ("bibarin"; Latin, "vivarium") are private property; to take them without
the consent of the owner is robbery and it is robbery likewise to take game out of a net or trap
which has been set by another, even if it be in the
;

desert (B. K. 81a).
To hunt upon the field of another may be morally
wrong, and the hunter is responsible for all damage
done but the wild beasts he catches or kills belong
;

(see, however, Findkr of Lost Property).
Fish that jump from the water into a ship or boat belong to the owner thereof (B. M. 9b). Other ownerless movable things, including tame beasts, belong
to him who takes possession in a way that would
give title to a purchaser, according to the nature of
the thing to be acquired (see Alienation and
Acquisition).
When a debt or a deposit has for any reason become ownerless, the debtor or depositary is freed from
all liability, being naturally the first occupant.
For
a like reason bondmen or bondwomen declared by
their owners as derelict become their own masters
that is, they become free; but if under age, they
become the property of the first occupant, like goods

to

or

him

tame

betists.

The occupation
same character

in

of derelict land

each of the
no

seize a deed for the land gives

parchment on which

must have the

tliree

cases.

To

except to the
Such occupation

title

it is written.
defined under Alienation is generally
good enough but where a field or other parcel of
land is st^parated from other parts of the same estate.

of land as

is

;

even by a foot-path, the actual occupation of one
can not by a declaration in words be extended to
Tiio more porcoiviug of fruits, or the
tho other.
Uiking of fallen trees, is not deemed occupancy of
Plowing, or sticking a spade or pick into
the soil.
the ground, or sowing seed and covering it with

To erect posts or doors on the
ground gives title; living in a house, or building
something in the house above the ground, does not.
earth, is effective.

The reason

for these technical distinctions is this:
that there is no contract, written or oral, to impress
a moaning on the acts of occupation; hence they can
not be extended beyond the very thing which they
touch (B. B. 54a, b).
Issur, the convert, father of Rab Mare, a Babylonian teacher, is an example of a convert having no
sou "begotten in holiness."
The difficulty with
which he transmitted to his son money on deposit is
described in B. K. 87a.

Bibliography
Zekiuyah,
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must

also be observed that, according to some interpreters
of the Talmud, the third owner could not make his
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DERENBURG (DERENBOXJRG) A Franco:

German family of Orientalists. Their original home
was Dereuburg, a town near Halberstadt, Saxony,
whence they moved successively to Ofifenbach,
Frankfort-on-the-Main, and Mayeuce.

Jacob Derenburg, the

first

Concerning

known member

of the

His son, Hartwig (Zebi-Hirsch) Derenburg, was the author of
a comedy, " Yoshebe Tebel " (Inhabitants of the Unifamily, nothing

is

ascertainable.

verse), written in imitation of the "La-YesharimTchillah " of Moses Hayyim Luzzatto, and published

in Offenbach in 1789.

He moved

to

Mayeuce about

shown by

the fact that he calls himself in his preface " tutor in the family of Mdm.
Brendeli, widow of Beer Hamburg, in Mayeuce."
The play was dedicated to " the philanthropist and
scholar Solomon Fiirth of Frankfort-on-the-Main, " of
whose son Derenburg had been teacher. Derenburg
was buried in Mayeuce, but his tombstone gives no
information regarding the date of his death.
The "Y'oshebe Tebel " consists of a dialogue in
which eight characters hold converse with one another, each of them in turn representing one of the
capital sins, which the adjuster of wrongs, the
" Prince of Peace " (" Sar Shalom "), representing the
Hartwig Depastor of the community, condemns.
renburg abstains from mentioning names, as, in 1803,
did Goethe in his " Natiirliche Tochter." But as, in
the ca.se of Goethe, the originals of the characters
which he put upon the stage under the veil of anonymity could be identified, so the contemporaries of
Derenburg must have recognized the members of
the Jewish congregation in Mayeuce to whom the
" Prince of Peace " (R. Noah Hayyim Hirsch) had adThe " Yoshebe Tedressed a well deserved rebuke.
bel " was the author's sole production of this nature.
this time, as is

Hartwig's eldest sou, Jacob Derenburg, born
Mayeuce in 1794, was a lawyer; his youngest
son was the French Orientalist Joseph (Naftali)
Derenburg, born at Mayeuce, France, Aug. 21,
1811; died at Bad-Ems, Germany, July 29, 1895.
To the age of thirteen Joseph's education was conat

fined exclusively to rabbinical studies.
ficiently prepared, Joseph entered the

When

suf-

gymnasium
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Semitic Inngiiagt-s to the Jewish Theological Seminary of Paris, and the other as instructor in Arabic gminniar to the Ecole 8|H'ciale des Langiies
Orieutak'S Vivantes.
In April, 1879, he was called
to t>ccupy. at the latter institution, the chair of liter-

ary Ambic, wliich had been vacant since Heinaud's
death in 1867.
In 1880 the minister of public instruction entrusted
him with th investigation of tiie Arabic manuscripts in the Esturial and in the other libraries of
Spain.
t)u his return Ernest Kenan had Derenbourg
maiie assistant to the couuuission upon Semitic
in.scriptions at the Academic des Inscriptions et
Belles-Lettres, being especially entrusted, under the
direction of his father, Josepii Derenbourg, with the
Hiiuyaritic and Sabeau section.
In 1884 he was appointed professor of Arabic at tlije Ecole des HautesEtudes. and in 1885 professor of Islamism and of the
religions of Arabia in the religious section of the
•

same

'

" De Pliirallbus Linguae Arabloe," Gottingen, 1867.
" Queiques Observations .siir 1" Antiquite de la Decllnaison dans
les Lanjruea S^mitiques," Paris, 1868.
" I>e Diwan de Nabiga Dhobyani." Paris, 1869.
"Catalogue des Manuscrits Arabes de la Bibliothftque llnp^rtale," 4 vols., 1866-70.

" Notes sur
the

la

(irammalre Arabe," Pari.s, 1869-71.
del'Ancien Testament," translated from

Litt<?ralre

German

of N'Oideke In collab. with Jules Soury, Paris, 1873.
'•
Le Llvre de Sibawaihi," 2 vols.. Paris, 1881-89.
"Les .Manuscrits Arabes de I'Escurial," 1., Paris, 1884; 11.,

Part

I.. i7;..

1899.

"CbresU)mathie KI(5mentalre de

1'

Arabe Littoral " (with Jean

Splrot. Paris, 188.5; 2d ed., Paris. 1892.

"La

Science des Religions et I'lslamlsme," Paris, 1886.
"Ousiima Ibn Mounkidh," the Arabic text of his "Autobiography." Pails, 18««. Frenci) transl. 189.5.
"Souvenirs Hi.storiques et R^clts de Cha«8e " (French translation of

Ousama's " Autobiography

"), Paris, 1895.

"Silvestre de Sacy, Une Esquisse Biographique," Lelpsic,
Paris, 1892 and 1895; Cairo, 1903.
"Yemen Inscriptions," the Gluser collection In the British

1886

:

Mu.s€um. London, 1888.
"Catalogue des Manuscrits Judaiques Entres au British Museum de IH67 k 1890," Paris, 1H!)1.
"Les .Monuments Sab<^pns et Himvarites de la Blblloth^ue
Nationale. Cabinet des M(?daille3 et Antiques," Paris, 1891.
" Une Epitaphe Min&ne d'Egypte," two memoirs, Paris, 1893

and

1W)5.

" Ibn Khalawalhi, Llvre Intitule Laisa," in " Hebraica," 18941901 (unHnished).
" AI-Fakhri d' Ibn Tlktaka," a new edition of the Arabic text,
Paris. 1895.

"Les Croisades
TakoOt,"

" Los Monimu'iil.s Sabcens et yimyarites du Mu8^ d'Arch^
ologlo de Mai-sflllc," Paris, 18!m.
"Corpus Inscriptlonuni Semltlrarum ; Pars Quarta, Inscriptlones HlinyarlUcus et Sahivas Continens," ili.. Paris, liKK).
"Les Manuscrits Anibcs de la Collection Schefer iX la Bibliotht-que Nationale," Paris, 1901.

"Notice sur la Vie et
V.m 2de<l., Tulle,
" Michele Aniari, la Vie

Paris.

;

les

Travaux do Maximin Deloche,"

l!H)2.

tl'uu Historien etOrlentaliste Itallen,"

Paris, 1902.

" Nouvelies Inscriptions Y<?m(5nites In^dltes," Paris, 1902.

To this
appeared

list

must be added numerous articles which

"Journal des Savants," the "Journal Asiatique," the "Revue Critique," the "Revue
des Etudes Jiuves," the "Revue d'Assyriologie et
in the

Archeologie Orientale," the
des Religions," etc.

"Revue de

I'Histoire

Bibliography: Hartwig Derenbourg, La Version Arahe du
Llvre de Joh de 11. Saculia, Ititrodnction, Paris, 1899; Titrea
Scientifiques de M. Hartiria Dcrenhourg, Paris, IJtOO; La

Grande Eiicyclnpcdic: Gubenmlls, Dictiuniiaire

vains du Juur,

den

EcrU

s.v.

S.

school.

In Feb., 1897, be wjis decorated with the cross of
the Legion of Honor, and in June, 1900, he was
elected member of the Institute (Academic des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres).
He is also honorary
member of the Academy of History in Madrid, of
the Instiiut Egyptien in Cairo, of the Society of Biblical Archeology in London, and a member of many
other scientific societies.
Hartwig Derenbourg takes a lively interest in Jewish affairs.
He is a member of the central committee
of the Alliance Israelite Universelle and of the council
of the Societe des Etudes Juives, having become
s
president in 1890; and continual vice-president of
the administrative board of the Ecole de Travail
Israelite.
He is, further, one of the founders and
directors of the Grande Encyclopedic.
The following is a li.st of his principal works:

" Hlstolre
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d'Aprfes le

Dlctionnaire G^ographlque de

Pari.s, 1895.

"Oumapa du Yemen, Sa

Vie et Son CEuntp," Paris, 1897-1903.

DERNBURG, HEINRICH

:

German

jurist;

born at JVIayence March 3, 1829; brother of Friedrich Dernburg.
The Dernburgs are related to the

French family of Derenbourg, which, before its settlement iu France, was called " Dernburg " (see Deuenbuug). Dernburg was educated at the gymnasium of Mayence and the universities of Giessen and
Berlin, graduating from the latter in 1851.
In the
same year he became privat-docent of the juridical
faculty of the University of Heidelberg. In 1852 he
was called to Zurich as assistant professor, and was
appointed professor in 1855. In 18G2 he accepted
a similar position in the University of Halle, which
he represented in tlie Prussian Herrenhaus (Upper
House) from 1866 to 1873, when he became professor of
Roman and Prussian law in the University of Berlin.
He reentered tiie Herrenhaus in 1873. With Brinckmann and others he founded in 1851 the " Kritische
Zeitschrift flir die Ge.sammte Rechtswissenschaft."
Among his works may be mentioned " Geschichte
und Theorie der Kompensation," Heidelberg, 1854;
2d ed., 1868; "Das Pfandrecht," Leip.sic, 1860-64;
" Die Institutionen des Gaius, eiu Kollegienheft aus
dem Jahre 161 nach Christi Geburt," Halle, 1869;
"Lehrbuch des Preussischen Privatrechts und die
Privatrechtnormen des Reiches," ib. 1871-80; "Das
Vormundschaftsiecht der Preussi.schen Monarchic,"
:

Berlin, 1875;

3d

ed., edited

by Schultzenstein, 1886;

"Das Preussische Hypothekenrecht

" (with Hin1877-91; "Pandekten," ib. 1884-87;
6th ed., 1900-01; "Die Kunigliche Friedrich-Wilhelms-Univorsitat Berlin in Ihrem Personal bestande
seit Hirer Einrichtung bis 1885," ib. 1885; "Das Bttrgerliche Recht des Deutschen Reiches und Preussen," Halle, 1898-1900.

richs), Leipsic,

The father of Dernburg and
came Christians.

his

whole family be-

Bibliography: Brockhaus, Konversation8-Lexicon,]90\, s.v.
8.
F. T. H.

DERUSH. See IIoMii.F.Tirs and Midrasii.
DERZHAVIN, GAVRIIL ROMANOVICH

:

Russian poet and senator; born at Kazan July 15,
1743; died at Zvanka, government of Novgorod,
July 20, 1816. In 1799 Der/liavin was commissioned
by Emperor Paul to investigate a complaint made
by the Jews of Shklov against General Zorich, the

owner of that town. The latter was accused by
them of oppression and extortion; and it became the
duty of Derzhavin to assume the guardianship of
Zorich's estate, and to sift the matter thoroughly.
During his stay in Shklov the dissensions between
the sects of Mitnagdim and Hasidim were very bitter, passions rose high, and unfounded accusations
were made. Under such conditions much transpired that was not creditable to the Jewish commuThe
nity, and undoubtedly Derzhavin noted it.
Jews were encouraged in their complaint by KutaiKutaisov desired to get
80V, a favorite of the czar.
possession of Zorich's estate; and he knew that b}'
proving the accusations against Zorich the estate
confiscated and sold at auction. Derzhavin realized this; but, although on terms of
friendship with Kutaisov, he was loath to become the
means of helping him. Derzhavin's scruples combined with the dissensions among the Jews prejudiced the poet against them; and notwithstanding the evident abuse by Zorich of his prerogative,

would be

undoubted truth of many accusations against Zorich, Derzhavin reported in his
favor, and he was acquitted.
In the following year Derzhavin was again sent
to White Russia, in order to investigate the causes
of a famine there, and to formulate a plan for aid-

and

Derenburg'
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in spite of the

ing the starving peasants. He was commissioned
at the same time to study the economic condition
of the Jews in that region, and to present a report on the subject, with sugReport
on Jews of gestions as to the measures to be taken
White
in order to eliminate the supposed
harmful influence exerted by their
Russia.
"unscrupulous dealings " on the lower
Derzhavin, in collecting
classes of the population.
the materials for his report, made an extended jourIn a comparatively
ney through the province.
short timeheobtainr-d from various sources sources
occasionally of doubtful value a considerable mass
of data bearing directly not only on the economic
condition of the Jews of White Russia, but also on
In Sept.,
their social, communal, and religious life.
1800, Derzhavin prepared in Viteb.sk his celebrated
"Mnyenie ob Otvrashchenii v Byelorussii Goloda i
Ustroistvye byta Yevreyev " (Ojjinion astotlic Protection of White Russia from Famine, and on the
Organization of the Status of the Jews). Looking
carefully into the condition of the Jews, Derzhavin
saw clearly that temporary measures would not be

—

sufflrient to

remedy existing

(!vils.

—

The Jews

of

Russia were in an anomalous and uimatural condition; for the old Polish laws and those of Lithuania

were defective and equivocal. Wii'^n, thiTcfore,
a mmmis-Hion was Hpj)()iritcd in IHOl ]>y Alexander I. to consider remedial legislation, Derzhavin's
"Opinion " had gn-at weight with it.
Derzhavin's plan railed for the creation of a protectorate over tile Jews; the protector to advise the
czar personally as to tlu; best nieasuns
Derzto he taken for the moral uplifting of
bavin's
the Jew, so that ho might in time hr"Opinion." considered worthy to liecome a sub
Notwithstanding the more libject.
"
eral attitude of Sfp-.iiANSKi, Derzhavin's "Ojiinion
decidedly influenced the commission. In his report

Derzhavin's prejudice against the

Jews

is

very

manifest, and is often carried to ludicrous extremes.
Thus he concludes, from the custom of the Orthodox Jews of keeping their heads covered, that the
Jews consider themselves "of all peoples the most
excellent." He associates the frequent occurrence

of certain names, such as Moses, Abraham, etc.,
to a desire on the part of their owners to conceal
their individual identity, and states that the Jew
hoards money for no other purpose than to rebuild
the Temple in Palestine, whither he ever expects to
return.
One of the reileeming features of the " Opinion "

is its recommendation of the establishment of
schools for the Jews in order to facilitate their education; but even here Derzhavin insists that corporal punishment should be inflicted on the delinquents of that "stubborn race."
Nathan Nata (Notkin), a merchant of Shklov,
supplied Derzhavin with much valuable information
on the economic and moral condition of the Jews of

White Russia, and suggested methods by which they
might be made more useful citizens; e.g., bj' teaching them agricultural and industrial pursuits (see
Agricdltukal Colonies in Russia).
While Derzhavin adopted Notkin 's suggestions
and embodied them in his report, he nevertheless
couched the whole in terms decidedly unfair to the
Jews; as a result he and Notkin became estranged.
That the enactment of Dec. 9, 1804, was, nevertheless, favorable to the Jews (see Alexander I., Pavlovich), was due to Notkin 's exertions. Notkin 's
opposition angered Derzhavin to such an extent that
he called his former protege "the Jew Notka,"
and even asserted that Notkin had attempted to
bribe him.
Berstiadskl, In Vnshhod, i. 82; Dubnnv. In ib.
1893, 1. 54 : Gessen, in Sbomik Budushchnosti, 1., St. Petersburg, 1900; ZapUtki Derzhavina, Moscow, I860: OrshanskI,
RuKshoe ZakonodaUUtvo o Yevreyakh, St. Petersburg, 1877.
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DESECRATION
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G.

L.— H.

R.

See Agnates.

The act of diverting from a
sacred to a common use. It was forbidden, as being
an act of desecration, to use the anointing-oil of the
sanctuary for common purposes, or even to prepare
oil like it, or to prepare for common use incense
The punishsimilar to that used in the sanctuary.
ment for any of the.se transgressions was excision
from the peopleof Israel ("karct," Ex. xxx. 33, 38).
All objects used in connection with the Temple servthe
as the utensils employed in the ritual
ice
sacrifices, the clothing of the attendant priests, and
the building itself were considered sacred, and their
use for common purposes was therefore pr<)hii)ited.
Any one who knowingly apjiropriated any of tliese
objects for his own use was liable to the penalty of
:

—

—

if the act was committed \in wittingly, he
was required to bring a .sacrifice, and to pay oneflfth more than the value of the object misu.sed
1, 2).
(Lev. V. 14; Maimonides, "Yad," Me'ilah,
Not only could no sacred object be diverted to a

8trip(!s;

i.

common use, but it could not even be exchanged.
If a man consecrated an animal that could be used
as a sacrifice and then exchanged it for another, he
HufTered the iiunishment of st,rip<'S, and both animals remained sacred. It made no dilTerence whether

Desecration
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the exchuugc was for a bolter or for a worse auiinal
the holy object could in neither ease be desecrated,
nor eould it bo useii for anotiier pur
Exchange pose equally sacred (Teni. 82a; Maiof Sacred nionides. /.c. iv. 11). If, however, the
animal was such as could not be of
Objects
Forbidden, fcred on the altar, the owner niiirht
redeem it by paying the value of the
animal and an additional tifth. The same law appiietl to all other objects which were not of im
mediate iise in the Temple service (Lev. xxvii. 9;
"

Yad." Temunih.

i.

1 et xvq.).

Willi regard to the usl- of the synagogvie and its
appurtenances, the Habbis laid down the following
geneml rule: " We ma}' ascend with holy things, but
that is, holy objects may be used for
not descend"
a holier jnirpose, but not for one less holy (Shab. 21b).

—

On this juinciple,

objectsusedin worship were classiand graded according to their sjinctity. A community might sell its synagogue and use the money
in building an academy, but not the rever.se. The
appurtenances of the synagogue were graded as follows: the scroll of the Law other sacred books the
mantle of the scroll; the Ark. where the scroll is deposited the table upon which it is placed while being
read; the synagogue itself being the least sacred.
The money realized from the sale of a synagogue
may be used in buying an Ark or a table, and so on
but the reverse is forbidden (Meg. 26a; " Yad," Tefillah, xi. 14; Shull.ian 'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, 153, 1).
The scroll of the Law must never be sold, and when
it becomes old and unfit for use, it must be placed
in an earthen vessel and buried near the tomb of a
scholar.
Torn books or pages of books of the Scriptures, and all the accessories of holy objects, as the
mantle of the scroll, the sheath of the
fied

;

;

;

;

Worn-Out

me/.uzah, the straps of the tefiUim,

Objects to and so forth, must not be diverted to
be Buried, any common use, but must be buried
(see Gkmz.mi).
Objects which are
used in the performance of certain commandments,
as the "sukkah" (booth), "lulab" (palm-branch),
"shofar" (ram's horn), "zizit'' (fringes), etc., may
be thrown away after they have become useless. It
is not permittt'd to make any use of the light of the
Hanukkah candles, even forsucha holy use as studying the Law (Meg. 26b; "Yad," Sefer Torah, x. 3;
Orah Hayyim, l.J4, 673, 1).
The Rabbis permitted an individual to sell the
scroll of the Law only when he needed the money
for the purpf)se of studying the

Law

or for the pur-

pose of marrying; otherwise the possessor of a copy
of the scroll of the Law must never sell it, even when
lie needs the monev for the necessities of life (Meg.
27a; "Yad." Sefer Torah, x. 2; " Kesef Mishneh"
tid loc.
Shulhan 'Aruk, Yoreh De'ah, 270, 1).
L. c.
J. H. G.
DESERT. See WtLDERNESS.
;

DESERTION

Leaving Jiusband or wife with
the intention of not returning.
It must be premised
that, if the husband deserted his wife and went beyond the juri.sdiction of the court, he could not be
compelled to give her a bill of divorce: and if he re
maiued away and was never heard of again, the
•wife was never free from the bond of matrimony
(see 'AorKAH), because it was always the husband
:
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who was presumed

to grant a divorce, even though
of the wife, under the order of the court.
There is no proceeding known in .lewish law analogous to a modern suit for divorce on the ground of
the husband's desertion, in which the divorce is
granted judicially in the absence of the husband and
without his consent. Further, in Jewish law there
is no presumption of death from absence.
There
fore th(! woman who was deserted by her husband
at the suit

remained his wife \iiitil she received a bill of divorce
from him, or until his death was legally proved.
There are ca.ses in Jewish law which n\ay technic-

deemed cases of desertion, in which the wife
was entitled to receive a bill of divorce from her
husband before he left the jurisdiction of the court.

ally be

a wife living in a foreign country desired to reto Palestine, or if, living in Palestine, she desired to remove to the city of JeruChang-e of salem, and if her husband refused to
Residence, accompany her or to allow her to remove, lie was at her instance compclleil by the court to give her a bill of divorce.
If
she was living in Jerusalem and he desired lier to
remove to a foreign country or even some other city
in Palestine, or. if living elsewhere in Palestine, he
desired her to remove to some foreign country, she
had a right to refuse to accompany him, because she
was not obliged to expatriate herself (Ket. 1 10b compare Domicil). If she feared that he would then
desert her, she could appeal to the court, and her husband would be compelled before leaving to give her
a bill of divorce for the time being (Shulhan 'Aruk,
Eben ha-'Ezer, 154, 8).
This divorce for desertion was granted only in the
above cases, and did not apply to countries other
than Palestine or to cities other than Jerusalem; and
the reason for this is to be found in the special favor
with which the people looked upon the Holy Land
and the Holy City. They were deemed to be dwelling-places par excellence of the Jews, and this fact
established the right of the wife to refuse to follow
her husband in case he desired her to remove. Many
authorities arc; therefore of the opinion that these
rules did not apply after the destruction of the TemIf

move

;

(compare Asher ben Jehiel to Ket. llOb).
Under the later law the principle was extended;
and if a man was about to leave the jurisdiction of
the court of any country to go to another country,
he was either placed under oath aot to desert his
wife, or, if he insisted upon going, was compelled
to grant her a bill of divorce (Shulhan 'Aruk, Eben
l)le

ha-'Ezer, 154,

8, 9).

Desertion by the wife occuried either if she actually abandoned her husband's, domicil, or if she
refused to follow her husband to anRefusal to other domicil. She was obliged to
follow him only from one place to anAccomother in the same country, or from any
pany
Husband, other country into Palestine, or to
Jerusalem from any other place in
For such desertion the husband could
Palestine.
give her a bill of divorce, and she lost all of her propert}' rights under the marriage contract (Ket. 110b).
An exception to this rule may be noted. If a man
dwelling in one country married a woman dwelling
in another, she was obliged to follow him to his
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for the first half of the nineteenth century was the
Franzschule. Founded in 1799 as a primary school
for poor children, five years later it was transformed,
with the sanction of the government, into a Jewish
high school. For sixty years it enThe Franz- joyed the highest reputation throughIts director, David
schule.
out Germany.
Frilnkel, and such teachers as Joseph
Wolf, Gotthold Solomon, and Moses Philippson, attracted pupils from far and near.
The community of Dessau led in the struggle for
A German
the emancipation of the German Jews.
monthly entitled "Sulamith," devoted to Jewish interests and culture, was published for eight years

for that was au implied condition of the
domicil
marriage, or perhaps may liave been an expressed
condition in the marriage contract. In case of her
refusal to follow him, she was technically deemed
guilty of desertion; and her husband could divorce
her, slie losing her property rights under the mar;

Compare Domicil.

riage contract.

D.

I. G.

DESSAU

W.

Dessau

A.

Chief town of the duchy of Anhalt,
Nortli German}', on the left bank of the Mulde.
The settlement of Jews here dates from 1621. The
introduction of debased coins had ruined the finances
of the duchy, and Duke Johann Casimir permitted
Jews to settle at Dessiiu as purveyors of silver to the
mint. They were forbidden to export money, and
had to prevent its exportation by others. The permit
was, however, of short duration. The calamities consequent upon the Thirty Years' war made it impos:

But
(1806-14) by David Frliukel and Joseph Wolf.
the Dessau-Auhalt government continued until 1848
No foreign
to consider the Jews as " Schutz j uden "
Jew was allowed to settle in the town without a
.

special pernnt.

and the Dessau Jews were

restricted

sible to reestab-

to a special quar-

lish the finances

ter.

duchy.
The Jews were
therefore
ban-

1848

of

tlie

ment

Duke Johann
Georg readmitted them
and
some Jews set;

tlcil

In

Dessau.

at

Avere

daico."

there

168.">

only

It

was

probably on this
account that between 1850 and

26

Moses

families.

after

governendeav-

ored to limit the
rightof the Jews
to election to the
Parliament, and
maintained for a
long time the
oath "more Ju-

In 1672

ished.

Even
tlie

Wulff.adescendant of Mo-ses Isserles, banished
from Berlin at

1895 the Jewish
population
of

Dessau fell from
about 1.000 to

the instigation of
his pr)werful enemy, Jost Liebmann, the court

406.

Du r

i

g the

n

greater part of
nineteenth
the
Oraveyarii of the iJessaii Cuiiiiiiuriiiy Shdwinif Toiiihstoiic <if Mi'iKk'lssohn's
factor, settled
Father to the UltJht.
century the rabwith his family
Aub
llfiiii:lt MflltlrlftSolinN.")
(Froiri Frt-udtDthal,
binate of De.ssau
at D<'s.sau and
was in an exbecame cou rt
tremely chaotic state. Rabbi succeeded rabbi with
Combining learning
fuctor of Joliann Georg II.
extiaordinary rapidity; for many years the post was
with philaritlir<)j)y, and being of a religious turn of
vacant, and the duties of the rabbinate were partially
mind, lie exerted his great iiiliuence for tlie welfare
performed by the teachers of the Franzschule. The
of the newly established community,
rabbis since "lH70 have been: Dr. Saalfeld (1H70-81);
whifli soon became a corilcr of sciciiMoses
Wulff.
tific activity.
A bet ha inidrash was Schiinbergcr (lsyi-H4); Dr. Suiusoii Weisse (18841893): Dr. Max Freudenfhal (1893-1900); Dr. Isidor
founded by the
Iff family.
At its
Walter (1900). In fHHfi the goveriiiiieiit issued regluad WHS T?ablii Hen jainiti Wolf, aulluir of " 'Ir Hin**

it,-r

Wu

yamin,"
or, as

who was

he

lat<'r

sucfe'drd by Iwuic

ulations concerning Jewish worship, according to
wliich a chief rabbi for Anliall. with his seat at
Dessjiu. was to be nominated aiul supported by the

It/.ig Gitsoii,

called himself, Josepli Isjuic Gerson

(17f)K-:W).

government.
Dessau j)ossesses an imposing synagogue in the
Oriental style (restored in 1861), and a monument to
Moses Mendelssohn erected on the centenary of his

After the death of Moses WuifT (1729) the material
prf)sperity of the conuiiunity (wliich liad increased

700 pfiHoiis) (liininishcd.
Ilis son Klijiili
but the
liiin in tin' ollici- of court factor
family had beconir; impoverished, and willi it tlie
comnnmity also declined. Still, enlightened rabbis
and scholars like David HirHlid P'nliiUel, the rosh
ha yeshibali Ilirsh, Moses Frilnkel, and otlierH. made
it a center of learning; and frf)m Dessau cainc Moses
Mendelssohn. A.source of intellectual development
to about

.succccdcil

;

death.
Biiu.ioiwiAiMiY

:

:

Wilrdlir.

rhnmili der

Stnrlt

DcHmu,

;

:

I

I

187R,

Ihnsaii hinrrhnUi Kinrx JiilirhtnidntK,
iinntiiii
lih'in,
IKWI; SIrlnllial. Dir JUil. Vullissrliulf I'li Aiiltnll, In Zrilxrhrifl Ulr (Inrli.ilrr .l\iilrniu IhuUc}\Utiul. Iv. fttl KayserlltiK. A/oNcs M,nd,lxxi>Uu.\m>\.^\nt. Leiiwlc, IHHH: Max Freu(Ifiillial, All" ilrr Urinxnt Afrnd'lHKiilniH, nHwIm, Berlin,
IWXi; IHrJuiifii L'litti ikn Anulialtivchcn MarhgrafeJivun

Dessau
Detmold
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Brandfubura, In Alio. '/.fit. d(.* Jnd. 1S40, No. 13; 1>. nilm.
Die SUUumj ilerJiuteix in AiihaU, lb. IfitSti, Nos. 40 and 41.
1.
Bk.
S. 8a.
O.

—

-Typography: A Htbrcw
estHblisiud at

Benjamin

The

was

by court factor Moses

l)t'ssjiu in U>J»4

WiiltT.

priuting-offlce

privilege obtained for

purpose included both Hebrew and German,

lliis

liim.sielf

—

and St«lnschnel(1er, Jildische Tirpographie. In Ersoh and Gruber, Encyc. aectlon 11., part 28, p. 84;
Max Freudenthal, Aiis der Heimat Mendelssohna, pp. 151 et

Bibliography
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Cassel

„

Btq.. Berlin, 1900.
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J

DESSAU, MOSES.
DESSAU, MOSES

Br.

See Mendelssohn, Moses.

B. MICHAEL: Talmudcalled " Dessau " after
ist of the eighteenth century
He is the author of (1)
the t^iwn in which he lived.
novelUe published in 1724— haggadic annotations to
the Talmudic tractates Berakot, Shabbat, and Kiddushin, and halakic novelise to Pesahim and Ketubot; and (2) "Zikron Mosheh" (Memorial of
Moses), published in 1765 novelise on various hagHe also edited and angadic and halakic subjects.
notated Sha'are Dura " (Gates of Dueren), by Isaac
b. Meir of Dueren.
BiBMOGRAPHY: Wolf. Bibl. Hehr. III. 1184 and 1593h Steln;

—

•*

;

Bchnelder. Cat. BodL. Nos. 5341
Books Brit. Mug.
L. G.

DESSAU, WOLF.
Drssat.

DESSAUER,

and 6456; Zedner, Cat. Uelrr.

A. R.

Wolf

See

b.

FEBDINAND

FERDINAND AUGUST)

:

German

Joseph of

(DESSOIR,
actor; son of

Leopold Dessauek; born at Breslau Jan. 29, 1836;
He was trained for
died in Dresden April 15, 1892.
the stage by Werner Mannheim, and made his debut
In 1852 as the Prince in " Dorf und Stadt. " In the following year he went to Mayence, where he remained
Vienna
until 1855, when he appeared at Heidelberg.
was his ne.xt engagement, in 1856; followed in 1857
1861-63, Bremen;
Leipsic;
1864 to 1867 he played at
the Hof theater, Berlin; after which he returned to
Weimar, in 1868. He next went to the Lobetheater,

by

Stettin;

186:3-64.

Breslau,

1857-61,

Weimar.

in

From

1868-69.

The following seven years

•were spent at the Hoftheater, Dresden;

from 1877

to 1878 at the Thalia Theater, Hamburg; from 1878
to 1879 at the Rcsidenz Theater, Dresden and in 1880
;

he played at Prague.

Dessauer became insane during a i>erformance, and
never acted again. His principal roles were 7iaM/Bloom, Mephinto, Falxtttff, Muley llassait,
iiitinn
liiccaut, Chalimc, and Ilaua Lauge.
BiiiiiOCRAPiiY: Mnnitfur des Dates, Appendix,
({(Mi,

Ullhiun

p.

48;

Flilff-

lAxilioti, pp. 56-57.

E. Ms.

8.

bill

only of the former, the enterprise not being undertaken witii a desire for gain,
but to conserve and advance .lewish learning. The
first work published by him (10%) was a ritual entitled "Tetillah le-Mosheh," to which were appended
prayers for women in Judtvo-German, entitled " Minhat "Ani." The type for the Juihvo-Gerniau was set
up by a girl of nine years Ellah, daughter of Moses
In 1704 the work of the press was susof Holland.
pended, owing to the great losses WuUT had sustained in his transactions with the court of Gotha.
His son Elijah reestablished the othce in 1742, but
discontinued it in 1743. The first work issued by
the latter was the Sifra -with a commentary, "Korban Aharon," by Aaron ben Hayyim; the last was
the "]^orban ha-'Edah," on the Jerusalem Talmud, by David Frankel. In 1783 another ofiice was
established by C. Schilder, which continued into the
second half of the nineteenth century.
"WultT availed
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DESSAUER, GABRIEL L. Hungarian rabbi
and author; born at i^eutra, Hungary, in 1805; died
June 1, 1878. He became a pupil of U. MosesSopher
(Schieiber) at Presburg, and was for forty years rabbi
at Balaton Kojar, on the Piattensee, where he died.
He published the following works " Das Buch Iliob
Uebersetzt und Commentirt." Presburg, 1838; " Yad
:

:

Gabriel" (Gabriel's Hand), novclloj about the slaughtering of animals as conUiined in the ritual codex in
Shulhan'Aruk, Yoreh De'ah, e/>. 1838 "Ha- Ariel,"
a commentary on the Talmudic utterances of R. bar
bar Hana, Budapest, 1859; "Shire Zimrah," to a
part of Genesis, an appendix to Hart wig Wessely's
" Shire-Tif'eret," with a commentary entitled " Degel
ha-Lewi"; finally, "Homiletische Skizzen," Ofen,
;

1862.

M. K.

p.

DESSAUER, JOSEF

German composer born
Prague May 28, 1798; died at MOdling, near
Vienna, July 8, 1876; a pupil of Tomaczek (piano)
and Dionys Weber (composition). In compliance
with the wishes of his parents, Dessauer first devoAt the age of
ted himself to a mercantile career.
twenty-three, upon one of his commercial tours, he
visited Italy, where his musical bent received a
powerful stimulus.
In 1821, owing to the favorable reception accorded
at Naples to several of his canzonettas and other
:

;

at

vocal compositions, Dessauer determined to devote
himself exclusively to composition. He settled in
Vienna, from which city he made numerous European tours to introduce his compositions; and liis
songs, which were distinguished by considerable

melodic beauty, soon secured for him international
In the " Hofmeister Catalogue " for 1844
fame.
nearly seventy of these canzonettas, ariettas, etc.,
are enumerated.
Less successful were his operas, "Lidwinna"
(Prague, 1836), "Ein Besuch in Saint-Cyr" (Dres-

"Paquita" (Vienna, 1851), "Domingo"
"Oberon" (not performed). Neither
these nor his instrumental works are now performed;
only a few of his songs, such as the well-known air
"Scheiden und Meiuen," having maintained their
popularity and being still reprinted. The Schlesingersof Berlin, who included most of these composi-

den, 1838),
(1860),

and

tions in their catalogue for 1900. publish the following
" 9 Wanderiieder von Uhlist " 3 Slavische Lieder "
land " (" Lebewohl," " Scheiden und Meiden," " In dcr
:

;

Feme," "Morgenlied," "Nachtreise," " Winterreise,"
"Abreise," "Einkehr," "Heimkehr"); and two song
collections of ten numbers each, including "Verschwiegenheit," "Das Gebet." " Wie GUicklich,"
" Am Strande," " Ich Denke Dein," " Das Zerbrochene
Ringlein."
Bibi.iooraphy: Mendel, Mtisikalinches Konversations-Lexikon.
B.

J. So.

Dessau
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DESSATJER, JTJLnJS

Detznold

Hungarian writer; son

noza und Hobbes: Begriindung Ihrer Staats- und

He
of Gabriel L. Dessauer; born at Xeutra 1832.
was for some years rabbi at Uj pest. He has published the following works: "Die Filnf Bilcher
Nebst dem Raschi-Commentar, Puuktirt,
Jkloses.

Religionstheorieu Durch Hire Philosophischen Systeme, " Breslau, 1868 " Daniel, in Sieben Kanzelreden
fur das Neujahrsund VersOhuungsfest," ib. 1875;
"Der Sokrales der Neuzeit und Sein Gedankenschatz: Siimmtliche Schriften Spinozas Gemeinverstandlich und Kurz Gefasst," Kothen, 1878: "Der
Deutsche Plato: Erinnerungsschrift zu Moses Mendelssohn's loOjiihrigem Geburtstage," Berlin, 1879;
"Bliithen und Knospen der Humanitat aus der Zeit
von Reuchlin bis Lessing," Zurich, 1881; "Human-

:

Uebersetzt und mit Anmerkungeu
Versehen," Budapest, 1863; 2d ed., 1887; "Schulchan Aruch, Orach Hay vim, Deutsch Bearbeitet," in
two parts, ib. 1868; "Spruch-Le.xikoa des Talmud
und Midrash," ib. 1876; "Schliissel zum GebetPhilosophische
buche," ib. 1878; " Perlenschatz
Sentenzen in Alphabetischcr Heiiienfolge," ib. 1880;
"Der Judische Humorist," ib. 1899.
M. K.
6.
Leichtfasslich

:

DESSAUER, LEOPOLD (DESSOIR, LUDWIG) German actor; born at Posen Dec. 15, 1810;
:

died Dec. 30, 1874, in Berlin. Dessauer, who Avas
known during his stage career as " Dessoir," was the
son of a Jewish merchant. He made his debut in
the theater of his nati%'e town in 1825, playing
Hanky in KOrner's " Toni." Then he traveled about

country, appearing at Coburg, Schonebeck,
Wriezen, Krossen, Wiesbaden, and Mayence, eventuThis was the real beally playing Tell at Potsdam.
ginning of his career, and in 1834 he went to the
Stadttheater, Leipsic, where, in the following year,
he married the leading woman, Theresa Roimann.
The union proved an unhappy one, and in 1836
Dessauer obtained a divorce and left Leipsic for the
Stadttheater, Breslau, where he remained until 1837.
Two years of starring followed at Prague, Brilnn,
Vienna (Burgtheater), and Budapest, after which he
succeeded Devrient at Karlsruhe. In 1847 he went
to Berlin, where he played, with few interruptions,
lu 1853 he appeared in London.
until July 10, 1872.
Dessauer was by many considered a greater artist
than Dawison, whose most serious rival he was.
the

The former,

it is

was handicapped by lack of
some e.xtent, voice; yet so contalent that he was among the foretrue,

figure, looks, and, to

siderable

was

Lis

most Shakespearian

His Othello

actors.

—

first

played

I^ear, Shylock, Hamlet,
at Berlin Oct. 6, 1849
tony, Brutus, Coriolanus, Kin{j John, Macdvff,

JiicJiimo

were

and

Scarcely less

creations.

cla.ssical

Av-

clever were his Bolingbroke, Uriel Acosta, Fauist,
T(iHHi>, Alba, Uensler, NarriHS, Caligula CFechter von
liavenna "). iMuis XI. (" Gringoire "), Pf7-in(" Donna

Diana"), and Marinelli ("Emilia Galotti ").
Des-sauer's life was greatly embittered by his
marital misfortunes, for liis second wife, Ileleiu;
PfefTer, whom lie married in 1844, became in.sanc on
the death of their child.
Bibliography: AVormrinr Drutxrhr HUigrnphif,
¥,.

M.

(H'ltlriKfr.

v.; EnUKl).

und

fl)r Thrnirr
IKTO, pp. 17;j 179.

I'rnrhlntlium

liUhncn Album,

v. Tfi 77

Mwiilt, vol.

E. Ms.

B.

DESSAUER, MORITZ

:

German

rabbi

born

and

;

itat

und Judenthum,"

M. K.

s.

DESSOFF, FELIX OTTO

;

with Moscheles, Plaidy (piano), Hauptmann (composition),

l)cs.siiwer;

>\\

tended siibsef|Uently

tlic rsibliiriical sciiiiiuiry

university at Broslau.

In 1H71 he

went

ral»l)i at Meipublished the following works: "Spi-

to KiHhen. becoming, in 1H81. rlistrirt

Dingeu.

He

and the

as j)rea(hiT

and Reitz (instrumentation; at the Leipsic

Conservatory (1851-54). Graduating with high honors, he first became musical director of the Actientheater at Chemnitz, and during the following six
years successively conducted opera -orchestras in
Altenburg, Dlisseldorf, Cassel, Aix-la-Chapelle, and
Magdeburg. In 1860, when only twenty-five years
of age, he was appointed leader of the orchestra at
the Imperial Opera at Vienna, and in the same year
he was elected director of the famous Philharmonic
Several months later he received an apconcerts.
pointment as teacher of thorough-bass and composiFrom 1875 to 1881
tion in the Vienna Conservatory.
he was court kapellmeister at Karlsruhe, and then

became the first kapellmeister at the Stadttheater,
Frankfort.
Dessoff was at one time perhaps the leading conductor of liis day. Although not a strict adherent
of the Mendelssohn school, his virtuosity, technical
finish, and careful attention to detail stamped his
performances as models. His influence upon the development of the Philharmonic Society can scarcely
be overestimated and it was largely due to his initiative that this important musical institution of
Vienna was placed upon a secure financial and artis;

tic basis.

Bini.ioGRAPHY

:

MeaAe\, Musikalischea Konvensatinns-LexU

koti.

J.

8.

DESSOIR, FERDINAND.

See

So.

Dkssauer,

Fkkdinam).

DESSOIR, LUDWIG.

See Dessauer,

Leo-

roi.D.

DETERMINISM.

See

Fatamsm and Free-

Wii.i..

DETMOLD. Sic Lippr.
DETMOLD, JOHANN HERMANN:
man

diplomat; born at Hanover July

Ger-

24, 1807; died

He was the son of Dit17, 1856.
court physician at Hanover, who, with
Det
his whole family, joined the Christian Cliiircli.
mold received his education at the universities of
Admitted to the bar,
(Joltingjn and Heidelberg.
he established himself as a lawyer in his native town
He took an active interest in politics as a
in 1H30.
Conservative, and in 1838 was elected a member of
mold,

L.

German conductor

14, 1835, in Leipsic; died
Oct. 28, 1891, at Frankfort-on-the-Main
studied

there

of (inbricl

:

and composer; born Jan.

Bala-

.son

ton-Koji'ir,

Ge,sc/ijch(6

turn

Hungary, May 24, 1842; (lied Ai)ril 17,
He pursued his Talinudic stud1895. at Meiningcn.
ies at Viir-Palofa anrl Stiihlwcisscntinrg, and at-

author;

Leipsic, 1885.

der Jtiden im HerzogS.-Meiningen-Hildburgliausen, pp. 7'i et seq., Hildburghausen, 1898.

BiBLiOGRAPnY: Human,

March
tii(!

Detmold
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J>«uterouomy
tlie

His opposition to the

HiuioviTian Diol.

new

constitutiou ami his attacks upon tlu- governnunt,
b<ith in the ChainlKT and in tlu' press, led to a brief
imprisonment. In 1S48 he was eieeted to the Ger-

man

Parliament sitting at Fnuikfort-ontheMain,
allied himself with the deputies of the
Right.
He remained an uneoniprotnising reactionist,
lu 184S, after tiie refiisiil of Frederick William
IV. to accept the (Terniau crown, he became secretary oi justice, and soon afterward was appointed

where he

secretary of the inti-rior in the siiort-lived German
goverunient. "When the "Reichsverweser " in 1849
dismissed the government, Detmold returned to Hanover, but was again sent to Frankfort, this time as
representative of the King of Hanover, with the
title of " Legationsrat."
He held the position until
The last years of his
I80I, when he was recalled.

were spent in Hanover.
During his juridical and diplomatic career Detmold found time for the cultivation of the arts, the
life

being especially devoted to
He was a fluent speaker and
artistic interests.
writer, and his political controversies developed a
last live

years of his

life

power of

and invective.
" Anleitung zur Kunstkennerschaft." Hanover. 1833; 2d ed., 1845 an incisive and witty criticism of artistic conditions in
Hanover; "Randzeichnungen," Brunswick, 1843
a political essay; "Thaten und Meinungcn des
Herrn Piepmeyer," Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1849
a satirical pamphlet on the politics of the Frankfort
considerable

Detmold

Siitire

the author of

is

—

—

Parliament.
Bibliography:
denmission,

graphU,

TK' le Roi.

Gcschichtc der Evangeli.-<chen J^lAUgemeine Deutsche Bio-

ii9, Lelpsic. 1899;

i.

s.v.;

Meyeix Konverso.tions-Lejcikon,

s.v.

F. T. H.

s.

DETMOLD, SAMUEL:

Austrian educator and

translator; li'.ed at the end of the eighteenth and in
the first half of the nineteenth century.
He was one

of the collaborators on the German translation of
the Bible which was publi.shed by a number of the
" Meassefim," Breslau, 1822-27.
Detmold translated
the books of Daniel, Ezra, Nehemiah, and the Chronicles.
He is also the author of a Hebrew primer
with the title "Moreh Derek" (Guide of the Road),

Vienna, I8I0.
Bibliography:
huch.

Stelnschneider, Biblingraplmches HandZedner, Cat. Hehr. Boukx Brit. Mus. s.v.;

whose statements
L. G.

gan.

Jews

No

spirit l)egan to create divisions in the

Largest city in the state of Michiauthentic records of the settlement of
:

in the vicinity of Detroit, or in the state of

Michigan, are found earlier than the middle of the
nineteenth centurj'. Even then the settlers were
few in number and to a great e.xtent interrelated,
ilost of them were of Bavarian stock.
Among the
earliest are found the names of Silberman, Hirsch,
Cohen, Schloss, Bendit, Sloman, Heineman, and
Kanter.

The first organization of Jews in Detroit was effected during the summer of 1850, when the Beth
El Society, from which a few years later sprang
Congregation Beth El, was established. Like all
congregations of that period this one was Orthodo.x
in its ritual, but it was not long before the Reform

community.

In 18G1 a large number of the members withdrew
because of the introduction of an organ and a mi.xed
choir into the synagogue, and formed the Sha'are
Zedek congregation, which is today the leading
organization of the Orthodox Jews of the city. The
pulpit of congregation Beth El has been occupied
by u number of well known ral)bis, including Liebman Adler, Isidore Kalisch, Kaufmann Kohler, Henry
Zirndorf, and Louis Grossman.
This congregation
brougiit Kohler and Zirndorf to America. The present (1902) rabbi is Leo M. Franklin.
In a total population of 300,000 there are about
12,000 Jews, of w hom (50 jter cent are (1902) of Russian and Polish origin.
Besides Temple Beth El,
which is now the home of a Reform congregation,
there are in the city the congregations Sha'are
Zedek, Beth Jacob, Beth David, and Benai Israel,
all of which worship in their own synagogues and
according to the Orthodox ritual.
number of
hebrahs assemble only on the holidays. Each congregation has its own cemetery. The Orthodox
Jews maintain a Talmud Torah, and have recently
dedicated a modern and commodious school building for that purpose.
Until the fall of 1899 there were not less than nine
Jewish charitable institutions in Detroit, but at that
time all except one were federated under the title
"Union of Jewish Charities." This organization,
with headquarters in its own building, carries on
practically every branch of educational, philanMost of the Jewish secret
thropic, and relief work.
orders have lodges in Detroit, and there are three
Jewish social clubs, the Pha?nix, the Fellowship,
and the Standard. The Jewish Woman's Club,
with a membership of 250, does excellent educa-

A

The city supports a Jewish weekly,
"The Jewish American," which is the organ of
Temple Betii El and other congregations.
A.
L. M. F
DEUTERONOMIST The name given by critics
tional work.

:

to the

author of the discourses in Deuteronomy.

See

Dkiteronomv.

DEUTERONOMT (onm): The fifth book of the
Pentateuch,

ealleil in

Hebrew

from the opening phrase

p. 41 ;
Zeltlin, Bihl. Po^-Mendeh. pp. 66, 255-256,
are, however, hardlv correct.
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binical

Hebrew

The English

it is

"

known also

appellation

"

Debarim

"

Eleh ha-debarim
is

(Words),
"
;

in

Rab-

"Mishneh Torah."
derived from the name
as

which tlie book bears in the Septuagint (Aevrepovd/iiov)
and in the Vulgate (Deuteronomium) and this is
based upon the erroneous Septuagint rendering of
"mishneh ha-torah ha-zot " (xvii. 18), which grammatically can mean only "a repetition [that is, a
copy] of this law," but which is rendered by the Septuagint TO Aevrepovduiov tovto, aa though the expression meant "this repetition of the law." While,
however, the name is thus a mistranslation, it is not
inappropriate; for the book does include, bj' the side
;

of much new matter, a repetition or reformulation of
a large part of the laws found in the non-priestly
sections (known as " JE ") of Exodus.
Biblical Data The book of Deuteronomy consists in tiie main of the discourses which Moses is represented as having delivered, immediately before his
death (i. 3), on the other side of Jordan for the purpose of teaching the Israelites the laws which they
:

1

to ameliorate the condition of the poor,
22-xv. 18 (disposition of the charitable tithe,
xiv. 22-29* ; relief secured to debtors every seventh
year, xv. 1-11 +* ; law of slavery, xv. 12-18 +t).
0. Offerings and festivals (flrstling males to be offered to

were to obey, and the spirit in wliicli they were to
obey them, when they should be settled in the PromDisregarding introductions and otlier
ised' Land.
subsidiary matter, the contents of the book may be
summarized as follows:
Ch.

Detmold
Deuteronomy
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6-iv. 40: Moses' first discourse, consisting (i.-iii.) of a
of the providential guidance of the Israelites through the

i.

Laws tending

4.

xiv.

Yhwh, xv. 19-23$; regulations respecting the observance of the three annual pilgrimages, xvi. 1-17 i)
.

ii.

review
wildemes.s to the border of the Promised Land, and concluding
truths,
(iv.) with an ekxjuent appeal not to forget the great
especially the spirituality of their God, impressed upon them at

1.

2.

:

3.

4.
5.

Ex. xxii. IS).

2.

Manslaugtiterand murder, xix. 1-13 (cities of refuge +).
Against removal of bouiidary-stone.s, xix. 14*.

3.

Law

1.

compare xxiv.
iv.

Ch. xxix. 2-xxx. 20: Moses' third discourse, emphasizing
and the danafresh the fundamental duty of loyalty to
gers of apf>stasv.
Ch. xxxi.-.vxsU:,: Moses' last words of encouragement addressed to the people and to Joshua; his song (xxxii. 1-13)
and hlessing ix.xxiii.); the account of his death (xxxiv.).

murder, xxi. 1-9*; primogeniture, xxi.
15-17*; treatment of an undutiful son, xxi. 18-21*;
treatment of the body of a malefactor, xxi. 22-2;} •; lost
cattle or other property to be restored to owner, xxii.
1-4 sexes not to interchange garments, xxii. 5 * motherbird not to lie taken with nest, xxii. 6, 7* parapets on
roofs, xxii. 8*; prohibition of non-natunil mixtures and
combinations, xxii. 9 11: law of fringes, xxii. 12; slander against a newly married maiden, xxii. 13-21* adultery and seduction, xxii. 22-2!); prohibition of marriage
with stepmother, xxii. ISO; conditions of admittance into
;

the the(HTHtic community, xxiii. 1-8*; cleanliness in the
camp, xxiii. 9 14* humanity to escaiied slave, xxiii. 15Iti*; religious [irostitution forbidden, xxiii. 17-18*;
usury (interest), xxiii. 19 20; vows, xxiii. 21-2:5; regard
for neighl)or's crops, xxiii. 24 2;")*; divoice. xxiv. 14*;
pledges, xxiv. (i, 10-13; man-stealing, xxiv. 7; leprosy,
xxiv. 8-9; wages of hired servant not to be detained,
xxiv. 14-15; criiiiinars family not to be punished with
"
him. xxiv. IG*\ Justice towanl stranger" (i.e.. resident
foreigner), widow, and orphan, xxiv. 17-18; gleanings,
xxiv. 19-22; limit to strijte.s, xxv. 1-3*; ox not to be
muzzled while threshing, xxv. 4*; levirate marriage,
xxv. .5-10*: modesty in women, xxv. 11, 12*; just
;

;

narrative and laws, respectively, of JE in Exodus
Numbers; entire piirases from the earlier docu-

weights and

iiiid

Tlie following is an outline of the laws in Deuteronomy, the asterisk (*) denoting tho.se laws which
are peculiar to Deuteronomy, and the
The Laws dagger (f or X) those wliicli dilTer more

1.

I,iiw

<if

:

Hiin/lc KiiiKlimrv, xll.

sarrlflrMs

(i.i

..

1

'^t

(hunii

<>(TiTliigs,

)>fBi'i--ofTfr1rig«l. tllhcH. tn-avf-ntTi-i

2.

Ings [nrst-fniliM and other olTerlrigM from thf pmduce of the w)ll]. vows, free-will ofTcrltigs, mid (Irstllngs. all U> he ofTert'd at the cenlnil winclutiryi.
Laws against the worship of :' other godH." xll.U'iMl.

3.

Sanctity of the Iwliy. xlv. 1-21

xlll*.

mourning,

ngun-d

III

iin.l<-iin

aniiiiaW. xlv.

xlv.
:»

2it:

1

(pemon not to l«- dlH2: law of cleiiii and
n<^h of nnliiials dying

a natural death not to be eat-n, xlv. 21).

Iti:

and

liturgical directions

of the triennial tithe,

religious duties which form the subject of
the liiipn'catioiis in xxvii. 15 2ti should likewise he noted,
as also the Injunctions occiiiTing in otlier parts of the
bo<tk, or Introduced more or less Incidentally in xli.xxvl —as V. ti 21 (the Decalogue, repeated, with variations In the siilxirdlnale clauses, from Ex. XX. 2 17); vl.

xxiii.6, H. 17).

petiteronr)my, p)). iv. rt ««/.
i. Relig^ious Observances

x.w. Ki

The moral and

19 with Ex.

or less materially in their provisions
from those in .IE and P respectively.
For a more complete synoptical table
see Drivers "Intnxliiction to the Literature of the
Commentary on
C). T." 7lh ed., |>ii. I'-i e/ xif/., or his

iiiensiin-s,

for the olTeriiig of riist-fruits
xxvl. 1-15*.

them (compare
and Num. xiv.

in Deuteronomy.

;

;

pounds" them(i. o) that is, he develops them with
reference to the moral and religious purpo,ses which
they subserve, and to the motives from which the
It is a further characIsraelite ought to obey them.
teristic of tlie discourses that they are, in botli the
liistoricaland the legal parts, dependent upon the

16,

uiiti-aced

;

of the discours^es of Deuteronomy that the writer's aim is throughout parenetic:
both in the two historical retrospects (i.-iii., i.x.
9-,\. 11), and in passing allusions elsewhere (as xi.
2-6; xxiii. 4, 5: xxiv. 9), he appeals to history for
tlu- sake of tiie lessons tleducible from it; and in his
tn-atinenl of the laws, he does not merely collect or
repeat a series of legal enactments, but lie "ex-

iK-ing

an

for

It is characteristic

Deut. i. :j:i, 35,3(5 with Ex. xiii. 21,
xvi.
2-',. 24 respectively: and Deut.

")*.]

Miscellaneous Laws Relating- Chiefly to Civil
and Domestic Life Symbolical rite of expiation
:

Yhwh

ment

of witness, xix. 15-21 ictmipare xvii. 6).

[Four laws designed to secure self-control and forbearance in the conduct of war. xx.* and xxi. 10 14 *

;

in

The supreme central tribunal, xvii. 8-13 •.
The king. xvii. 14 2t) (theocratic conditions which the
monarchy is to satisfy *).
Kights and revenues of the priestly tribe, xviii. 1-8 *.
The prophet, xviii. 9-22* (verses 10, 11 against different forms of magic and divination— expansion of

Criminal Law^

iii.

of the Deuteronomic law.
[Ch. xxvii. consists of instructions (interrupting the discourse
of Moses, and narrated in the third person) relative to a ceremony by which the nation, after entering Canaan, is to symbolize its ratification of the preceding code see Josh. viii.

frequently embeddid

Judges to be appointed in every city. xvi. 18*; and
judgment to be impartial, xvi. 19. 2U.
[Ch. xvi. 21-22, asherahs and "pillars" prohibited:
xvii. 2-7, an
xvii. 1. sacrifices to be without blemish
Israelite convicted of idolatry to be stoned to death*.]
;

Horeb.
Ch. v.-xxvi., xxviii. 1-xxlx. 1 Moses' second discourse, containing the exposition of the Deuteronomic law. and forming
the o-ntral and most characteristic portion of the book. It condevelsists of two parts: (1) ch. v.-xi..a hortatory introduction,
oping the Brst commandment of the Uecalogue. and inculcating
the general theocratic principles by which Israel, as a nation, is
to be governed ; i.2) ch. xii.-xxvi., the code of special laws, followed (xxviii. 1-xxix. 1) by a solemn rehearsal of the blessings
and curses attached respectively to the observance and neglect

Oflace-Bearers of the Theocracy:

The

8 and xl. 18 (the law of frontlets); vl. 14 and xl. 16
(against "other gods"); xll. Iti. 2:t-2i'), and x v. 23 (blood
not to iM' eiiten): xix. 21 ("the lex tallonis)."

Critical View: I. If liie Deutcrononuc laws
compared caicfully with the tline codes conExodus and Numbers, it will be apparent that

are
in

they sliind in a dilTerent relation to each:
laws in .IK— namely. Ex. xx. -xxiii. (repeated partially in Ex. xxxiv. lO-'iO), and Hie kindred section. Ex. xiii. 3-16— form Ww fo^mdation of
This is evident partly
thf Ihiihroiintnir lrf/ii<l(it''>ii.
from the numerous verbid coincidences referred to
whole clauses, and .sometimes even an en.il,„v(
tiiined

(1) Tlie

—

law, being repented verbatim— and partly from
the fact that freinieiitly a law in Deuterommiy conparticular
sists of an expansion, or application to
tire

cases, of

dus

11

prineijile laid

down more

(com|iar<-. forin.Htance.

Deut.

briefly in

xiii., xvii.

Exo-

2-7, with
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Ex. xxii, 20; Dout. xvi. 1-17 with Ex. x.\iii. 14-17;
ami IVut. xviii. 10, 11 witli Kx. xxii. IS). Tiio civil
ami social enactments which are new in Deuterononiy

make

provision chiefly for cases likely to arise in a
ortranizcil coniinunity than is contemplated in the legislation of Ex. \x.-xxiii.
(2) With the hxws contained principally in Lev.
xvii.-xxvi. (the law of holiness, known as "II'"),
there are parallels in neuteronomy (chieliy moral injunctions); but thoiigli in such cases the substance
is often similar, the expression is nearly always different (compare, for instance. Dent. xiv. 1 with Lev.
six. 28; Deut. xvi. 19, 20 with Lev. xix. 15; Deut.
xxiv. 19-22 with Lev. xi.\. 9, 10); and it can not be
said that the legislation of Deuteronomy is in any
sense an expansion or development of that in Lev.
xvii.-xxvi.
The one exception is the description of
clean and unclean animals in xiv. 4a, 6-l9a, which
agrees in the main verbally with Lev. xi. 2b-20.
(3) With the ceremonial laws contained in the
other parts of Leviticus, and in Numbers (P), Deuteronomy is only remotely related there are no verbal parallels.
Some of the institutions and observances codified in P are indeed mentioned, as, for
instance, burnt and peace-offerings, fire-sacrifices,
heave-offerings, the distinction between clean and
unclean, a Torah for leprosy (xxiv. 8);
Relation to but they are destitute of the central
significance which they hold in the
Other
Codes.
system of P; while many of the fundamental institutions of P as the distinction between the priests and the common Levites;
the Levitical cities and the year of jubilee; the
cereal-oflfering; the guilt- and sin-offering; the great
Day of Atonement are not referred to in Deuteronomy at all and in the laws which do touch common
ground, great, and, indeed, in some cases, irreconcilable, discrepancies frequently display themselves.
Thus the Deuteronomic legislation may be termed
an expansion of the body of laws contained in JE;
it is, in several features, parallel to that contained
in
it contains allusions to laws similar to
it can
not be said identical with those codified in some
parts of P; while its provisions sometimes differ
widely from those found in other parts of P.
The Deuteronomic discourses may be said to comprise three elements a historical, a legislative, and
a parenetic. Of these the parenetic element is both
the most characteristic and the most important; for
it is devoted to the inculcation of cer-

more highly

:

—

—

;

H

;

—

—

—

Aim and

tain

fundamental religious and moral

Scope
principles upon which the writer lays
of Deugreat stress.
The historical element
teronomy, is subservient to the parenetic, the references to history, as has been already remarked, having nearly always a didactic

The
many of

aim.

legislative element, thougli obviously,

its features, tending directly to secure
the national well-being, and po.s.sessing consequently
an independent value of its own, is by the writer of
Deuteronomy viewed primarily as a vehicle for exemplifying the principles which it is the main object
of his book to enforce.
The author wrote, it is evident, under a keen sense of the perils of idolatry;
and to guard Israel against this, by insisting earnestly on the debt of gratitude and obedience which

in

640

owes to its sovereign Lord, is the fundanieiital
teaching of his book.
Accordingly the truths on
which he loves to dwell are the sole godiiead
of YriWH. His spirituality (Deut. iv.), His choice of
Israel, and the love and faithfulness which II(! has
manifested toward it; from which are deduced the
great practical duties of loyal and loving devotion
1o Him, an absolute and uncompronu'sing repudiation of all false gods, a warm and spontaneous obedience to His will, and a large-hearted and generous
it

attitude toward men.
The central and principal discourse (v.-xxvi.,
xxviii.) opens with the Decalogue; and the first
commandment, "Thou shalt have no other gods before me," may be .said to be the text which in the
v.-xi. is eloquently and movingly expanded. Ynwir is, moreover, a spiritual being:
hence no sensible representation can be framed of
Him. Still less should Israel's devotions be paid to
any other material object (iv. 12, 15-19). Ynwii has
chosen Israel; and, in fulfilment of the promises
given to its forefathers, has wonderfully delivered
it from its bondage in Egypt, and assigned it a
home in a bounteous and fertile land, to take possession of which it is now on the point of crossing
the Jordan (vi. 10, 11 viii. 7-10).
In return for all
rest of eh.

;

the Israelite's duty to fear and
to fear Him as the great and mighty
God, whose judgments strike terror into all beholders (iv. 32-36, xi. 2-7); and to love Him on account
of the affection and constancy with which, even as a
father. He has ever dealt with Israel.
The love of
God, an all-absorbing sense of personal devotion to
Him, is propounded in Deuteronom}' as the primary
spring of human duty (vi. 5); it is the duty which
is the direct corollary of the character of God and
of Israel's relation to Him; the IsraelThe Love ite is to love Him with undivided affection (" with all thine heart, and with
of God.
all thy soul," vi. 5; xlii. 3; xxx. 6;
and elsewhere an expression characteristic of Deuteronomy), renouncing everything that is in any
degree inconsistent with loyalty to Him.
This brings with it, on the one hand, an earnest
and entire repudiation of all false gods, and of every
and, on the
rite or practise connected with idolatry
other hand, a cheerful and ready acquiescence in the
positive commandments which He has laid down.
Of nothing is the Israelite more repeatedly and emphatically warned in Deuteronomy than of the
temptations to idolatry, and of the perils of yielding
The heathen populations of Canaan are
to them.
to be exterminated no intermarriage, or otlier intercourse with them, is to be permitted; and their
places of worship and religious symbols are to be
Israel must
ruthlessly destroyed (vii. 2-5 xii. 2, 3).
ever remember that it is "holy" to Ynwn (vii. 6;
Canaanitish forms
xiv. 2, 21; xxVi. 19; xxviii. 9).
of divination and magic are not to be tolerated; an
authorized order of prophets is to supply in Lsrael,
so far as Yiiwii permits it, the information and
counsel for which other nations resorted to augurs
and soothsayers (xviii. 9-19). Local shrines and
altars, even though ostensibly dedicated to the worship of the true God, were liable to contamination,
on the part of the unspiritual Israelites, by the adthese benefits
to love

it is

Ynwn —

—

;

;

;
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mixture of heathen rites; accordingly, the three
great annual feasts are to be observed, and all sacrifices and other religious dues are to be rendered, it
is

repeatedly and strongly insisted, at a single cen"the place which Ynwn shall choose

tral sanctuary,

...

to set his

name

there "

(xii.

5-7, 11, 14, 18, 26,

and elsewhere). Obedience to these commands, if
it come from the heart and be sincere, will bring
with it the blessing of Yhwh: disobedience will
end in national disaster and exile (vi. 14-15, vii. 1216, viii. 19, and especially xxviii.).
The practical form which devotion to Yhwh is to
take is not, however, to be confined to religious
duties, strictly so called.
It is to embrace also the
Israelite's social and domestic life, and it is to determine his attitude toward the moral and civil ordinances prescribed to him. The individual laws contained in eh. xii.-xxvi. are designed for the moral
and social well-being of the nation; and it is the
Israelite's duty to obey them accordingly.
Love of
God involves the love of one's neighbor, and the
avoidance of any act which may be detrimental to
a neighbors' welfare. The Israelite must comport
himself accordingly. Duties involving directly the
application of a moral principle are especially insisted on, particularly justice, integrity, equity, philanthropy, and generosity and the laws embodying
such principles are manifestly of paramount importance in the writer's eyes.
Judges are to be appointed in every city, who are to administer justice
with the strictest impartiality (xvi.
Love of 18-20). Fathers are not to be conNeighbors, demned judicially for the crimes of
their children; nor children for the
crimes of their fathers (xxiv.l6). Just weights and
measures are to be used in all commercial transactions (xxv. li}-16); grave moral offenses are punished severely; death is the penalty not only for
murder, but also for incorrigible behavior in a son,
for unchastity, for adultery, and for man-stealing
(xxi. 18-21, xxii. 20-27, xxiv. 7).
But the author's ruling nioti ve is humanity, whereever considerations of religion or morality do not
Thus pliilantiiropy, promptforce him to repress it.
itude, and liberality are to be shown toward those
in difficulty and want
as the indigent in need of a
loan (xv. 7-11); a slave at the time of his manumission (xv. 1.3-15); a fugitive (xxiii. 15, 16); a hired
servant (xxiv. 14, 15); the "stranger [i.e., resident
foreigner], tlie fatiicriess, and the widow " (xiv. 29,
and frffpiently elscwiicre). Gratitude and a sense
of Hyni|>!itliy, vvoktil by the recollection of Israel's
own past, are fre(|uently a[)jiealed to as the motives
by wliich the Israelite siiould in such ca.ses be actuated (x. 19, "Frtrye were strangers in the land of
Egypt"; XV. 15; xvi. 12; xxiv. IK, 22. "and thou
shalt rememl)er that thou wast a bondman in tin!
land of Egypt").
A spirit of forbearance, e<|uity,
aiul regard for flie feelintrs or welfure of others underlies al.so many of the otherreguiations of Deuteronomy. Nowhere else in the Old Testament floes
there breatiie sueh (in atrnos|)liere of generous devotif)n to CJod and of large hearti-d benevolence toward
men; nowhere else are duties and motives set forth
with deeper feeling or with more niovini; elf^pienef
;

—

:

and nowhere

else is

it

shown

so fully

how high and

Deuteronomy

noble principles may be made to elevate and refine
the entire life of the community.
TheSongof Moses, contained in chap, xxxii. 1-34,
is a didactic poem, the aim of which (verses 4-6) is to
exemplif}^ the rectitude and faithfulness of Yhwh as
manifested in His dealings with a corrupt and ungrateful nation.
Looking back upon the past, the
poet, after the exordium (verses 1-8), describes, first,
the providence that had brought Israel safely through
the wilderness, and planted it in a land blessed abundantly by the goodness of
(verses 7-14) secondly, Israel's ingratitude and lapse into idolatry
(verses 15-18), which had obliged Yhwh to threaten
it with national disaster, and to bring it almost to
the verge of ruin (verses 19-30) and thirdly, Yhwh's
determination not to allow an unworthy foe to
triumph over His people, but by speaking to them
through the extremitj- of their need to bring them
to a better mind, and so to make it
Song" and possible for Himself to interpose and
Blessing of save them (verses 31-43). The thought
underlying the poem is thus the rescue
Moses.
of the people, by an act of grace, at
the moment when annihilation seems imminent.
The author develops this theme with a glow of impassioned earnestness, and also with great literary

Yhwh

:

;

and artistic skill.
Chap, xxxiii. contains the "Blessing of Moses,"
consisting of a series of benedictions, or eulogies, pronounced upon the different tribes (Simeon excepted),
with an exordium (verses 2-5) and a conclusion
The method of the author is to sig(verses 26-29).
nalize some distinctive feature in the character, or occupation, or geographical situation of each tribe, with
allusion, by preference, to the theocratic function
discharged by it, and at the same time to celebrate
the felicity, material and spiritual, of the nation as a
whole, secured to it originally by Yhwh's goodness
in the wilderness (verses 2-5), and maintained afterward, through the continuance of his protecting
In general character
care, in Canaan (verses 26-29).
it resembles the blessing of Jacob (Gen. xlix. 1-27);
but if the two be compared attentively, there will
be seen to be some noticeable points of difference.
The most salient features in Deut. xxxiii. are tlie isolation and depression r)f Judah (verse 7; ccmlrast the
warm eulogy in Gen. xlix. 8-12), the honor and respect with which Levi is viewed (verses 8-11; contrast the unfavorable ttTins of (Jen. iflix. 5-7), the
strength and splendor of the double tribe of Joseph
(verses 13-17; compare Gen. xlix. 22-26, with wliich
there are some verbal resemblances), and the burst
of grateful enthusiasm with which the |)oet celebrates the fortune of his nation, settled and .secure,
with the aid of its God. in its promised home. The
tone of the blessing is very different from that of
the .song (xxxii.): the one relleels national iiappi-

The two, it is
ness; tlie other, national disaster.
evident, must have been composed at times in which
iUc circumstances of the nation were very different.
It is tiie unanimous opinion of modern critics that
Deuteronotny is not the work of JMo.ses. but that it
was, in its main parts, written in the seventh century B.C., either during the reign of Manasseh, or
(luring that of Josijih (but liefore his eighteenth year,
the Book of the Law found in that year in the
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I>«uteroiioiny

Temple

[see II

Deuteronomy,

Kiugs

xxii.-xxiii.] clearly containiug

if iiuleeil

it

inchuliii unytliiiig more).

Tiie reusous lor this coiulusiou, stilted
here in the briefest outline, are as fol-

Age and
Au-

lows: (1) Even upon the assumption
thorship of that JE in Exodus and Numbers is
DeuMosaic, (he historical discrepancies in
teronomy. IVuI. i.-iv. and ix.-x., and the terms
in which incidents belonging to the
fortieth year of the Exodus are referred to, preclude the possibility of Deuteronomy being Mosaic likewise; while the use of the expression "be-

yond Jordan"

in i. 1, 5; iii. 8; iv. 41, 46, 47, 49, for
eastern Palestine, implies that the author was a resident in western Palestine. (2) The same conclusion
follows, a fortiori, for those who allow that JE is
a post-Mosaic document, from the fact, noticed
above, that JE itself, both in the narrative parts and
in the laws, is repeatedly quoted in Deuteronomy.
(3)

In

Deuteronomy it

rifice is to

is strictly laid

down

that sac-

be offered at a single central sanctuary

(xii. 5, 11, 14, etc.);

whereas in Joshua to

I

Kings

vi.

sacrifices are frequently described as offered in vari-

ous parts of the laud (in accordance with the law of
Ex. XX. 24), without any indication on thq part of
either the actor or the narrator that a law such as
that of Deuteronomy is being infringed.
(4) The
other differences between the legislation of Deuteronomy and that of Ex. xxi.-xxiii. point with some
cogency to the conclusion that the laws of Deuteronomy originated in a later and more highly developed stage of society than the laws of Exodus. (5)
The law of the kingdom (xvii. 14-20) is colored
by reminiscences of the monarchy of Solomon. (6)
The forms of idolatry referred to especially the
worship of the "host of heaven" (iv. 19, xvii. 7)—
point to a date not earlier than the reign of Ahaz,
and more probably to one in the seventh century

—

B.C.

(7)

The

influence of

Deuteronomy upon sub-

sequent writers is clear and indisputable. It is remarkable that Amos, Hosca, and the
Influence undisputed portions of Isaiah show
on
no certain traces of this influence,
Subsequent while Jeremiah exhibits marks of it on
"Writers,
nearly every page. If Deuteronomy
had been composed between Isaiah and
Jeremiah, these facts would be exactly accounted
for.
(8) The language and style of Deuteronomy
clear and floft'ing, free from archaisms, but purer
than that of Jeremiah would suit the same period.

—

—

The prophetic teachings

of Deuteronomy the
leading theological ideas and the principles which
the author seeks to inculcate exiiibit many points
of contact with that of Jeremiah and Ezekiel, and
especially with the characteristic principles of the
compiler of the Book of Kings (who must have lived
in the same age).
Upon these grounds (which, when studied in detail, are seen to possess far greater cogency than can
be conveyed by a mere summary) it is concluded by
modern critics that Deuteronomy is in reality a work
of the seventh century B.C.
It is not difficult to
realize the significance which the book must have
had if it were written at this time. It was a great
protest against the prevalent tendencies of the age.
It laid down the lines of a great religious reform.
(9)

—

543

—

The century was one

in which
as Jeremiah and the
llooks of Kings sutliciently testify
heathenism was
making serious eneroachmeuls in Judah. The Book

—

Deuteronomy was an endeavor by means of a
dmmatic use of the last words of Moses — Imscd, not
improbably, upon an actual tradition of acoiiehuling
of

address delivered by (he great leader to his people
to reaflirm (he fundamental principles of Israel's
religic)n (namely, loyalty to Yuwii and the repudiation of all false gods) and to recall the people to a
holier life and to a purer service of Yuwii.
So far
as its more distinctively legal parts are concerned,
Deuteronomy may be described as the prophetic reformulation and tidaptation to ufw needs of an older
legislation (namely, the laws contained in JE).
It
is essentially the work not of a jurist or statesman,
but of a prophet; a system of wise laws(iv. 6-8),
consistently obeyed, is indeed, as explained above,
a condition of the welfare of the community but the
points of view from which these laws are presented,
the principles which the author evidently has at
heart, the oratorical treatment, and the warm parenetic tone, are all characteristic of the prophet, and
are all the creation of the prophetic spirit.
;

[ For reasons which can not be here developed, the discourses of
Deuteronomy do not appear to be all from the sairie hand. The
kernel of the l)ook consists of ch. v.-xxvi. and
Its
xxviii.; and this, no doubt, constituted the
Composite book found in the Temple by Hilklah. It was

Character, probably preceded by

ch. i.-iv. (with the exception of a few verses here and there which
seem to be of later origin ) , though most modern critics are of opi uioii that tnese chapters were prellxcd to it afterward.
Some little
time after the kernel of Deuteronomy was composed, it appears
to have been enlarged by a second Deuteronoinlc writer (I)'),
who supplemented the work of his prettecessor (D') by adding
ch. xxvii., xxlx. 10-29, xxx. 1-10, and some other short passages in xxix.-xxxiv., together with the .song (xxxii. 1-4;^) and
the historical notices .belonging to It (xxxi. lt;-32. xxxii. 44).
Finally, at a still later date, the whole thus formed wjxs brought
formally into relation with the literary framework of the Hexateuch as ata entirety by the addition of some brief extracts from
P (i. 3, xxxlv. 1 and 5 [partly], 7-9). At what stage in the history of the text the blessing (xxxili.) was introduced is uncertain. The song was probably written in the age of Jeremiah ;
the blessing is earlier, being assigned by most critics to the
reign of Jeroboam II.]

The

style of the

Deuteronomic discourses

is

very

Not only do particular words and expresembodying often the writer's characteristic

marked.
sions,

thoughts, recur with remarkable frequency, giving
a distinctive coloring to every part of
Style of
his work, but the long and rolling
Deuperiods in which the author expresses
teronomy. himself which liave the effect of carrying the reader with them and holding him enthralled by their oratorical power art; a
new feature in Hebrew literature. The author has
a wonderful command of Hebrew style. His practical aims, and the parenetic treatment which as a
rule his subject demands, tjblige him naturally to
expand and reiterate more than is usually the case

—

—

with Hebrew writers; nevertheless, his discourse,
while never (in the bad sense of the term) rhetorical,
always maintains its freshness, and is never monotonous or prolix.

The influence of Deuteronomy upon the later literature of the Old Testament is very perceptible.
Upon its promulgation it speedily became the book
which both gave the religious ideals of the age and
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molded the phraseology in which these ideals were
expressed.
The style of Deuteronomy, when once
it had been found, lent itself readily to adoption
and thus a school of writers, imbued with its spirit,
quickly arose, who have stamped their mark upon
many parts of the Old Testament. As has been just
remarked, even the original Deuteronomy itself
seems in places to have received expansion at the
hands of a Deuteronomic editor (or editors). In the
historical books, especially Joshua, Judges, and

—

Kings, passages consisting usually of speeches, or
additions to speeches, placed in the mouths of prominent historical characters, or of reflections upon the
religious aspects of the history constantly recur,
distinguished from the general current of the narrative by their strongly marked Deuteronomic phraseology, and evidently either composed entirely, or
expanded from a narrative originally brief, by a
distinct writer; namely, the Deuteronomic compiler
or editor. Among the Prophets, Jeremiah, especially
in his prose passages, shows most conspicuously the
influence of Deuteronomy but it is also perceptible
in many later writings, as in parts of Chronicles, and
in the prayers in Neh. i., ix., and Dan. ix.

—

;

Bibliography: Of recent commentaries reference may be

made to those of Dlllmann (1886), Driver (1895; 2d ed.. 1896).
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to sources, the Oxford Hezatexich (1900), i. 70-97, 200 etseq.,
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Critical View II. Scientific criticism denies
both the unity and tlie authenticity of Deuteronomy,
and brings forward definite theories regarding its
composition, date of writing, and place in the development of law and religion. The critical problems presented by this book are especially difficult,
and the way in which they are solved is decisive not
only for the criticism of the wliole of the Pentateuch, but for the total conception of the religion of
tlie O. T. and its development.
The book is divided
on the whole as follows: the Deuteronomic law
proper, xii.-xxvi. the parenetic introduction, v.-xi.,
and peroration, xxvii.(xxviii.)-xxx. and the his:

;

;

is, the introduction, i.-iv., and
the peroration to the whole book, xxxi. to end.
Nearly all crifics agree that the introduction, i.-iv.
40 (43), can not be the work of the author of v.-xi.,
or v.-xxvi., as (1) it contains contraAnalysis dictions to that portion, namely, ii.

torical setting; that

of Sources.

14 (also
ix.

iv.

i.

3.'5-:i!i)

2-23, xi.

41-43 to xix. 2;

2),

to v. 3 (also

29 to

ii.

vii.

xxiii.

5,

19—
and

(2) iv. 4r)-49,

is inc:orni)afiblf; willi

that in

i.

the supcrH(rii)tion,
T);
(3) the iiitroduc

tion i.-iv. is different in motive, being historic and
not parrnffic. This historiral introduction was writ-

by a DeuterfKioinistd)');

an author writat a time
when tlio Jahvist-Elohist narrative (JE) of the preeefling liooks, p^xoduH-Nuinbcrs, was not yet united
ten

ing in

tlie

style anrl Hf)irit of

tliiif is,

Deuteronomy

Deuteronomy (Heuss, Ilollenberg, Kucnr-n,
Wcllhau.sen, Cornill. Hteuernagel, etc.). But as, after
the combination of JE with Deuteronomy the narrative portion in the latter was rliiplinited, the original
Willi

namitive, which also included iv. 41-43 and ix. 2r)-x.
11, was, according to Dillmann, changed by the Deuteronomic editor (Kd) into a speech by Mf)ses, excepting the passages ii. 10-12, 20-23; iii. 9, 11, 14; iv.

41-43

;

Deuteronomy

which were not suited for the puri.-iii. are by the author of Deuteron1-40 was added by Kd in order to give a

x. 6, 7,

pose. Therefore

omy and

iv.

parenetic ending to his speech of Moses.
Horst also
separates i.-iii. from iv. 1^0.
Portions from c^. ix.
and X. also belong to i.-iii., in the following sequence:
ix. 9b, 11, 12-14, 25-29, 15, 16, 21, 18-20; x. 1-5, 10,
11 then followed i. &-iii. 29, i. 6-8 preceding i. 9-18.
Ch. ii. 10-12, 20-23; iii. 9, lib, 13b-14; x. 6-9 are
marginal notes by a learned reader. Ch. iii. 29 is
followed by xxxi. 1-8, and ch. xxxiv. constitutes
the end. Horst, in other words, constructs from the
historical notes in i.-xi. a chronological account of
the events in the wilderness after the Law had been
promulgated. Steuernagel, finally, considers all the
passages with the address in tiie singular (i. 21, 31a;
ii. 7, etc.) as later interpolations.
All these source-analyses, and the separation of
i.-iv. from the rest of the book, to which only
Hoonacker has hitherto objected, are inadmissible,
for (1) the supposed contradictions do not exist; (2)
i. 5 is no superscription, while i. 1 is an epilogue to
Num. (Knobel, Hcrxheimer, Klostermann) and (3>
all the critics have misunderstood the import of the
introduction, ch. i.-iv., which is not a historical or
chronological account, but in its general character
and in its details a single and continuous reproof
based upon Israel's guilt contrasted with God's manifold mercies, and therefore as clearly of a parenetic
nature as are the other parts of the book.
Ch. v.-xi. Wellhausen holds that this passage does
not belong to the original Deuteronomy as it is too
long for an introduction " Moses is forever trying to
get at his point, but never gets to it." Wellhausen
is followed by Valelon, who designates v. 5, vii. 1726, ix. 18-20, 22, 23, x. 1-lOa, 18-20, xi. 13-21 as interpolations, and by Cornill, who considers only x.
1-9 as such, and designates this parenetic introduc;

;

:

:

Dp in contrast to the historical i.-iv., Dh.
D'Eichthal, on the other hand, distinguishes three
documents: (1) a glorification of God and Israel v.
1-3, 29 etseq.; vi. 1-25; vii. 7-24, 1-6. 25. 26; (2)
exhortations to humility viii. 1-20; ix. 1-8, 22-24;
x. 21 et seq.
xi.
(3) a further glorification of Israel
1-28, 32.
According to Horst, the Law begins in
ch. v., into which parenetic insertions (vii. 6b- 10,
17-24; viii.
ix. l-9a, 10, 22-24; x. 12-xi. 12, 22-25
[26-32]) have been forced. Rieuernagel distinguishes
in v.-xi. two combined introductions to the Law
namely, one with the plural form of address: v. 1-4,
20-28; ix. 9, 11, 13-17, 21.25-29; x. 1-5, 11, 16, 17;
xi. 2-5, 7, 16-17. 22-28; and another with the singular form of address: vi. 4-5, 10-18,
Variations 15; vii. l-4a. 6. 9. 12l>-16a. 17-21. 23of
24; viii. 2-5, 7-14, 17-18; ix. l-4a,
Analysis. 5-7a; x. T2, 14-15, 21 (22?); xi. 10-12,
tion as

—

—

—

;

;

14-15.
Kuenen. Oettii, Konig, and
Strack ("Einleitung." 4th ed.. p. 42) object to the
separation of v.-xi., whi<h is in fact entirely unnecessary, and makes of xii.-xxvi. a fragment, this
splitting up into fragments resting on no other
foundation than tlw; fiction that a brief(!r original
DeuteroiKuny had been in existence to accommodate
an impatient reader limited in time.
Hincf; the assertion of Wellhausen
Ch. xii.-xxvi.
("Composition des llexateuchs." p. 194), that the
:
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main division of the book has also beeu worked
over, sourivs. iutfrpoliitions, etr., Imve likewise been
la eh. xii. Viiter had
diseovt-red witliin this part,
already assumed two tluplicatcs verses 5-7 parallel

—

to 11. 12.

and

shared

being

la-ll) parallel to

by

C'ornill

and

20-28— this opinion
in

part by 8tade

Steiuthal even distinguishes seven fragments in this chapter: (1) 1-7;
(2) 8-12; (;?) 13-llf: (4) 17-lt); (.")) 20. 20-28; (6) 2125; (7) 29-31 ami xiii. 1. Nearly the same is assumed
by Stark. D'Eiehthal divides xii. into two dt)cuHorst thinks tliat
nient.s: (1) 1-3. 29-31; (2)4-28.

CGesch.

Israels,"

i.

658).

4-28 is a combination of four different texts. Steuernagel divides tiie chapter thus: (1) 1; (2) 3-12, subdivided into (3) 2; (4) 4-7; (5) 8-10; (6) 13-27. subdivided into (7) 15, 16; (8) 22-25; and (9) 28.
Underlying all these efforts to split its chapters into
fragments and parts of fragments is a misconception
of the style of Deuteronomy.
The following, among other criticisins,

mentioned:

may

Beginning with Wellhausen, almost

be
all

consider x v. 4, 5 as a gloss or correction to xv.
because they do not take into account the meaning and connection. The passage xvi. 21-xvii. 7 is
in the wrong place, according to Wellhausen, Cornill,
Stark, and others, while Valeton and Kueuen admit
this only of xvi. 21-xvii. 1. Wellhausen, Stade, Cornill, and others do not include the "king's law," xvii.
4-20, in Deuteronomy.
In ch. xxiii. verses 3-9
have been objected to by Geiger, Wellhausen, Stade,
and Valeton, while Kuenen rejects their criticism.
D'Eiehthal finds contradictions between xxvi. 3, 4
and xxvi. 11; Horst, between xxvi. 1-15 and xiv.
22-29.
The latest critics, Stark and Steuernagel,
have gone furthest in rearranging and cutting up
the text. Starting with the twofold mode of address
singular and plurai both assume that two works
were combined, each of which again, according to
Steuernagel, was based on a number of different
sources.
These and other critics (1) forget that the
categories of the critic are not necessarily those of
the author; (2) fail to explain how the present discrepancies were derived from a previous orderly arrangement, for in view of the continual change of
address a separation of passages based on it can
be effected only by resorting to violence; (3)
should first have examined whether the noteworthy
changes in the forms of address have no internal
warrant. While it is pos.sible that xii.-xxvi. has
been subjected to many revisions, changes, and interpolations, as a legal code naturally would be,
nothing to that effect can be proved.
Ch. xxvii.-xxx.
Kuenen criticizes xxvii. as follows: Not attributable to the Deuteronomist are:
(1) 1-8, lieoau.se they include an earlier account
5-7a; and (2) 11-13, because they refer back to xi.
29-30, although misunderstanding the
Supposed passage. Verses 14-26 constitute a
Sources of later interpolation; hence oidy 9, 10
xxvii.-xxx. remain for D '. This opinion is shared
by Ewald, Kleinert, Kayser, Dillmann.
According to Wellliausen, xxviii. does not agree with
xxvii. xxviii. -XXX. are parallel to xxvii., each being
a different conclusion to two different editions of the
chief part, xii.-xxvi. corresponding to the two prefaces i.-iv. and v.-xi.
Ch. xxviii. itself lacks unity.
critics
7, 11,

—

—

:

:
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Valeton ascribes only 1-6, 15-19 to the author of the
hortatory v.-xi., considering all else as later expansions.
Kleinert considers 28-37 and 49-57 as later
interpolations.
Dillmann also assumes numerous
interpolations by a later editor.
In the two following cliapters Kleinert considers xxix. 21-27 and
XXX. 1-10 as interpolations. Kuenen ascribes both
chapters to another author.
Not oidy the critics but also the
Ch. x.xi.-xxxiv.
:

apologists refuse to consider the.se closing chapters,
wholly or in part, as due to the author of Deuteronomy proper. (1) x.xxi. 1-8, i)arallel to Nvim. xxvii.
15-23, is a continuation of iii. 28 ei acq., by the same
author; xxxi. 9-13 forms the close of the law-book,
XXX. 20; (2) xxxi. 14-30 serves as introduction to the
song of Moses, belonging with it to the passages
incorporated later in Deuteronomy; ch. xxxii. 44-47
is the ending to the song, and to xxxi. 15-29; 48-521
are taken from the Priestly Code (P); (3) xxxiii. is
an old document incorporated by the editor; (4)
xxxiv., Moses' death, is combined from different accounts; the following verses are taken from P: la
and 5 (revised), 7-9 (Dillmann); l-7a, 8, 9 (Wellhausen); la, 8. 9, la, 7a, 8, 9 (Kuenen); la, 8, 9 (Cornill).
ToJ belong: lb, 4 (Dillmann); lb-7 (Cornill). ToJE
belong: 10 (Dillmann); 2-7, 10-12 (Wellhau.sen revised); lb-3, 5-7b, 10 (Kuenen).
To D belong: la
/? 6 (revised), 11, 12 (Dillmann); and lb /3 2-3, an interpolation.
According to Wellhausen, 2-7, 10-12,
Kuenen 4-6, 7a, 11-12, Cornill 10-12, are editorial
;

interpolations.

Ranke, Ha,vernick, Hengstenberg, Baumgarten,
W. Schultz, Keil, Kuhel, Bissel, and other apologists ascribe the book to Moses.
This view is criticized on the following grounds: (1) The account of
the discourses of Moses, their writing and transmisFr.

24-26; xxviii. 58, 61 xxix. 19, 20, 26;
XXX. 11; xvii. 18 et seq.), can not be by
Date and Moses. (2) Moses can not possibly
Tendency, have written the story of his death,
nor compared himself with later prophets (ch. xxxiv.).
(3) A later time is indicated by ii.
12 ("as Israel did"), by iii. 9-11, 14 ("unto this
day "; comp. Judges x. 4 and i. 44 with i. 17); and
by xix. 14 ("of old time"). (4) The writer speaks of
tiie country east of the Jordan as "on this side"
(i. 1, 5; iv. 41-49), though referring in the speeches to
the western country (iii. 20, 25; xi. 30: in iii. 8 vice
sion (xxxi.

versa):

9,

therefore,

;

he

is in

Palestine.

(5)

Although

represented as about to enter Canaan, the
language necessitates the inference that Israel is alreaxly .settled in that country, engaged in agriculture or living in cities, under an organized government. (6) The book assumes a long period of development as regards politics and the state ("king's
law": supreme court), religion (allusions to fundamental religious principles and the law of the Prophets; emphasis on the centralization of worship), and
worship (position of the priests and Levites; gifts
to the sanctuary).
(7) The book uses sources that
can be proved to be post-Mosaic. The precise dates
given, however, vary.
Kleinert is of the opinion that the book was composed about the end of the peiiod of the Judges,
perhaps even by Samuel or by a contemporary of
Samuel, and certainly in a truly Mosaic spirit. The
Israel

is
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middle ground in relation to
that of the earlier books. As pre-Deuteronomic may
be proved: Ex. xx.-xxiii., xxxiv. 11-26, xix. 5 et
seq., xiii. 1-13; Ijev. xvW. \S et seq.; Num. xxxiii.
the principal enactments in
50 et seq., iii. 12 et seq.
Lev. xviii.-xx. the content of Ex. xii. 1-14, 21-23,

and developing them, and that
is none the less Mosaic in
spirit.
Modern criticism holds that the book was
prepared for the purpose of realizing the ideals of
the Prophets in the national life of Israel.
It is the

43-50; Lev. xiii. xiv. Post-Deuteronomic
Lev.
xi., XV. 16 et seq., xvii. 15 et seq., xxii. 17 et seq.,
Num. xv.
xxiii., XXV. 39 et seq., xxvii. 26-30 et seq.
37 et seq. xviii. 15, 21 et seq. xxviii., xxix. Moses'
blessing, xxxiii., dates from the early time of the
Judges. Ch. xxxi. 14-29, xxxii. 1-43, 48-52, xxxiv.
must be separated as non-Deuteronomic.
The book is assumed to have been composed during the earlier, but post-Solomonic, time of the Kings,
by Delitzsch and Oettli; under Hezekiah, by Vaihinger and Kouig under Manasseh, by
Different Ewald, Riehm, W. R. Smith, WildeDates
boer, Kautzsch, Kittel, Dernier, ValeAssigned, ton; under Josiah, by De Wette,
Bleck, George, Vatke," Graf, Wellhausen, Kuenen.Dillmann, Cornill, Stade, Reuss, and
Gesenius
nearl}' all critics since Graf-Wellhausen.
and the more recent French critics, as D'Eichthal,
Havet, Vernes, Horst, have assumed a date during,
or later than, the Exile.
The assumption tliat the book was composed
under Hezekiah, Manasseh, or Josiah is based on
the hypothesis that the law-book which was discovered in tlie Temple by the priest Hilkiah in the
eighteenth year of the reign of King Josiah, 621
B.C., as narrated in II Kings xxii. et seq., was virtually tlie present Deuteronomy, the only difference of
opinion being as to how long it Jiad been composed,
^iost of the advocates of the Josianic period even
say tliat the book was composed and hidden with
the detinite intention tliat it should be brought to
This hypothesis is difficult to
light in tliat way.
maintiiin, for a number of improbabilities must be
assumed in order to prove tliat the code found at
the time of Josiah was Deuteronomy. All that can
be claimed is that the narrator of the story of the
finding and of the reforms attendant upon it adojits
This view is ex posed
in part the language of Deut.
to the insuperable objection that the religion which
brought truth into the world can not liave been
founded upon a deception. That this fundamental
book of religion, containing such a free and pure
stream of truth, could lie iiseiidcpigraphic, and
that the whole nation should have considered as of
Mosaic origin and of divine authorilj', and have
adopted at oner-, without objection or criticism, a
book which was a forgery, of tin; existence of which
no one knew anything before that time, and which

and seventh centuries, though not altogether free
from impairments of the prophetic ideals. Some

legislation occupies a

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

demanded

radical uiodifications of the religious

and especially of worship,

is

life,

inconceivable.

who

recognize these objections, but
for critical rea-sons hesitate to take Mo.ses as the auThos<j critics

book is in its cHseria faithful repro<luctiou of the teaching of
Mos<'S, filling in the outlines given by the latter;
and that there arr- no objections to assuming that inspired men, wfirkiiig in the spirit of Moses, ami sustaining to him the uninterrupted relation of siiiritual
succession, should feel justified in rendering his
teaching and his law comprehensible for their own
thor, assert, tlierefon-. that the

tials

IV. -35

time, supplementing

the book thus composed

summary of

the prophetic deliverances of the eighth

(Cheyne, "Jeremiah," pp. 65 e< seg. ) consider it
as a product of the priestly-prophetic circles, an assumption that is certainly correct (comp. xvii. 9 et
critics

seq.,

xxiv.

8).

Although the place assigned traditionally to Deut.
as containing the end of the Mosaic legislation, and
as presupposing the existence of Ex. -Num., is disputed by modern criticism, jet all critics agree that
it is based on previous sources that have in part been
preserved. This applies certainly to J and to E, both
in the narrative and the legal portions. J in the narrative: i. 8, comp. Gen. xv. 18; i. 45, comp. Num. xiv.
16; iii. 15 et seq., comp. Num. xxxii.
Sources
29 otherwise the story is recapitulated
and
from E. In the Law the close relation
Redaction, and connection with the Book of the
Covenant contained in E (Ex. xx. 24xxiii. 19) is most noticeable, Steueruagel being the
only one to dispute this, and the so-called Decalogue in J (Ex. xxxiv.). It is a matter of dispute
whether the author of Deuteronomy knew J and E
as separate works, or after they had been united
The
into JE and incorporated into the Tetrateuch.
priority of the Decalogue of Ex. xx. or that of
;

a much disputed question. Deutetakes a very independent stand toward its
sources, the reproduction being a free modification
or enlargement.
Wellhausen and Stade have therefore assiuned it to be an enlarged edition of the old
Book of the Covenant, and Kuenen, followed especially by Cornill, has brought forward the hypothesis that Deut. supplanted the Book of the Covenant.
It is a very important question under discussion,

Deut.

V. is also

ronomy

whether the author of Deuteronomy was acquainted
with P; whether, therefore, the latter was the earbook,

not in

its present coditication, at least
asserted to be older by Dillmann,
Delitzsch, Oettli, and, of cour.se, by the traditionalists.
As regards history they quote iv. 3 Num.
XXV. (leading astray of the Israelite.s) i. 37, iii. 26,
iv. 21 (Aaron and Moses forbidden to enter Canaan)
Num. XX. 12, 24, xxvii. 14; i. 23 (number of
Num. xiii. 1 et seq. x. 8 (the Ark of
the spies)
shittim-wood)
Ex. xxxvii. 1; x. 22 (the number
"70")
Gen. xlvi.27; xxxi. 2, xxxiv. 7 (the age of
Mo.ses) = Ex. vii. 7.
In the Law the many allusions
to the law of holiness belonging to P (Lev. xvii.-

lier

if

P

in content.

is

=

;

=

=

;

=

=

assumption of sc^veral "torot," and espeill comparison with
Lev. xi., conAccording to other critics the hisfirm this view.
torical references an; derived from notes in JE, no
longer extant, and as regards the Law they reverse
P presupposes Deut.
the relation in every case.
so that, for instance, Lev. xi. was modeled upon
xxvi.), the

cially Deut. xiv.

Deut. xiv.
The redaction of Deut. passed, according to Wellliausen, through three stages: (1) the original Deut.
xii.-xxvi.
(2) two enlarged editions independent

—

;

Deuteronomy
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of each otlior i.-iv., xii.-xxvi., xvii., and v.-xi..
{.S)comhiimtion of the two
xii.-xxvi.. xxviii.-xxx.
etiitions and inoorponition of tlu* work so forimul
Deuteronomy was in
into the Hexatcuchic cmle.
tlie tii-st phiro ciunbintd only with .IE; a later editor
combined tliis work with P after the component
Dillnmnn
parts of the latter had lKH>n put together.
assumes the following three stages of rethietion
;

downtoEzm; (1) Pg + E + J; (2) PgEJ + D; (3)
PgEJD + Ph (law of holiness). The views in re-

gard to the redaction depend on what is considered
as the original Deut. and into what and how many
divided.
to the Gnif-Wellhausen theory of the
relation of Deut. to the Prophets, and its priority to
P, the book marks a radical change in the Israeli tic
Through the centralization of worship
religion.
the popular exercise of religion, closely connected
with the daily life, the home, and the house, is uprooted and all the sjicred poetry of life destroyed.
Worship is separated from life, and the sharp contrast of holy and profane arises between the two.
The idea of the Church comes into existence; tlien
a separate profession, that of the clergy, is created
and by transferring the priestly ideal to the whole
people the way is prepared for the exclusive and
particularistic character of later Judaism.
As the
prophetic ideas are formulated into concrete laws,
religion is externalized and becomes a religion of
law, an opun operatum. The people now know exactly what they have to do, for "it is written."
Deuteronomy marks the beginning of the canon
religion becomes a book religion, an object of study,
The people know what they may exa theology.
Religion assumes the
pect if they keep the Law.
nature of a covenant, a contract, and the doctrine of
Further concluretribution becomes paramount.
sions are then drawn by P as to post-exilic Judaism,
Pharisaism, the Talmud, Rabbinism.
parts

it is

According

;

This whole conception is based on literary and
assumptions that are either wrong
or doubtful.
The doctrines and demands of Deut.
have always been fundamental in Israel's religion.
The book condemns and abolishes paganism. The
alleged legitimacy of the decentralization and popularization of worship is based entirely upon a wrong
Centralization is tiie
interpretation of Ex. xx. 24.
necessary consequence of monotheism and of the
Law and prophactual or ideal unity of the people.
ecy are closely connected from the foundation of
Judaism, beginning with Moses. The regulation of
life according to divine law, the contrast between
holy and profane, the rise of a canon and a theology,
are incidental to the development of every religion
that lias ever controlled and modified the life of a
religio-historical

people.
E.

V,.

B. J.

II,

DEUTERONOMY KABBAH.

See De».a.i{im

R.\BB.\H.

DEUTSCH, ALEXANDER:
died April

18, 1889.

French financier;

He was head of the firm of A.
Paris, and was one of the most

Deutsch & Son, of
prominent financiers

in that city, hir firm taking the

lead in the organization of the mineral-light (" eclairage mineral") industry. He was also prominent in
other industries, and his exertions in the industrial
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France won for him the ribbon of the
Legion of Honor. Deutsch took an active part in
Jewish alTairs, and contributed liberally to the charinterests of

\

itable institutions of Paris.
BiiiLioGRAPiiY: Archives IxraHites, 1880, pp. 141-142.

A. K.

s.

DEUTSCH, ANTON

Hungarian journalist and
politico-economic writer; born at Budapest Oct. 21,
1848.
He studied in Buda[)est and Paris. Since
1870 he has worked with the "Pester Lloyd," the
economic articles in which (umie from his pen. His
most important writings are: "Fllnfundzwanzig
"
Jahre Ungarischer Volkswirtschaft und Finanzen
and "Magyar Vasarok TOrtenete" (History of the
Hungarian Fairs).
:

Bibi.iooraphy: Szin7iyei; M(wu<ir Ir6k Tard
con,

;

j

Pallas Lexi-

Jv.

M. W.

s.

DEUTSCH, CAROLINE:

German

noveli.st;

born at Namesto, a small Hungarian village, Feb.

Her father, a rabbi, was German in culand the German language and spirit prevailed
While still very young, Caroline bein the family.
gan to write verse, some appearing in Berlin news-

23, 1846.

ture,

papers.
In 1870 she graduated as a public teacher,
obtaining at the same time a permanent position on
the " Jildische Presse " of Berlin. Several novelettes
from her pen were published in the Berlin " Volkszeitung."
In recent years she has written chiefly for the
"Hamburger Nachrichten." The .scenes of her
novels are mostly laid in Hungary, and she vividly
describes the life of the Hungarian peasant and
small tradesman. In 1875 she married, and although
her legal name was Caroline Weiss, she still wrote
under her former name. Of her writings may be
mentioned: "Ueber Klippen," a novel, in 2 vols.,
Dresden, 1894; "Aus Drang und Not," Prague, 1897;
"Besiegt," " Die Tochter desHirten." and "Ilonka,"
published in 2 vols. Hamburg " In Letzter Stuude,
,

j

;

Leipsic, 1897.

M.

s.

DEUTSCH, DAVID:
Zlilz, Silesia, 1810;

1873.

German

rabbi;

died at Solirau, Silesia,

He was brought up by

Z.

born at
July 31,

his relative

Mena-

He studied Talmud unDeutsch, at Breslau.
der Mordecai Benet at NikoJsburg, and under Moses
Deutsch was called to the rabSofer at Presburg.
binate of Myslowitz, Prussia, in 1838, and that of
Sohrau in 1845. David Deutsch, like his older brother
Israel Deutsch, was a champion of Ortiiodoxy, and
led the protest against the nomination of Abraham
Geiger as rabbi of Breslau. Deutsch contributed
The folarticles to most of the Jewish periodicals.
lowing are his works: " Habakkuk Meturgam u-Mebo'ar"(Habakkuk Translated and Explained), a German translation with notes (Breslau, 1837); "Hucksprachc niit Allen Glilubigen dcs Rabbinisclien Judenthums " (Breslau, 1843), a reply, written in collaboration with his brother Israel Deutsch, to Abraham

hem

i
'

" Ansprache an Meine Gemeinde "
"Asof Asefah" (The Gathering of an A.s.sembly), a

Geiger's pamphlet

protest against the rabbinical conferences at Brunswick in 1844 and at Frankfort in 1845 (Breslau, 1846)

j

novellie, in

published.

b.

;

Israelit, 1873, pp. 803-S05; Fuenn, Keneset YigraeU p. 232; JUdischcs Litcrahtrhlatt, 1902, No. 11
J. Norden, David Deutsch, cin LebetisbUd, 1902.

Bibliography: Der

M. Sei..
Hungarian

J.

DETJTSCH (AARON), DAVID:

rabbi and Talmudic author; born in liaudnitz, Bohemia, about 1812; died at Balassa-Gyarmath, HunHe received his early educagary, April 26, 1878.
tion under his grandfather, Joseph Deutsch, who was
rabbi in Raudnitz, and then frequented theyeshibot
of Prague and Presburg, being one of the favored
He lived subsequently in
disciples of Moses Sofer.
Irsa, where he married, and after the death of his
wife moved to Budapest, where he lectured on Talmud to a small society. In 1846 he was called as
rabbi to Sebes and in 1851 to Balassa-Gyarmath,
where he officiated till his death.
In the Reform movement, which began with the
Hungarian Jewish Congress of 1868, Deutsch was
one of the most uncompromising leaders of Orthodoxy; and to his efforts the legal recognition of
tlie autonomy of the Orthodo.x congregations in
Hungary was largely due. He was a great ascetic,
and was in sympathy with the Hasidim, although
he did not adopt all their tenets. As typical of his
views may be quoted the facts that he declared it

pray in a synagogue in whicii tiie almemar
in the center, and that he prohibited the
winding up and .setting of an alarm-clock on Friday
so that it should ring on Saturday.
Of his works a collection of responsa, under the

sinful to

was not

"Goren Dawid" (David's Tlireshing-Floor),
by his sons(Pacs, 1885).

wa.s published after his death
Biiii.ioGRAPiiv

:

I'ri'fare to

(Juroi Dawid.

D.

H.

DEUTSCH, DAVID

DEL

:

Hungarian

rahlii

1760; died in IHIiO at

B.

MENAHEM MAN-

and Talinudist

;

born about

Novo Mesto (Waag-Neustadtlj,

Hungary. He ofticiated first at Szerdahely, and subse<)Uently,aftirlH10, at Waag-Neustudtl. One of the
mo.st prominent Hungarian rabbinical autliorities of
tli(! early part of tlic niiieteentli century, he was disRlorirs on
tinguished for his nobility of ciiaractcr.
liis liigii

views of

life art- still

ciirnnt in

many

dis-

wa.s clas.sed among the foreDi-utsch often gave
inostof Jewish jdiilanlliropistH.
a poor a|)plieant money wiliiout counting or even
tricts of

Hungary.

He

looking at it; and, if liis pur.se was exiiausted, lie
would give him any object of valu(! that hapixned
Deiitwli v.as also celebrated for his
to be at hand,
wit and humor, of which he often made elTective
use in Ills e;i|>iieily as preaclM'r. Ilis piety was such
that he never rai.sed his head, regarding it as inconand
sistent witli true humility and the fear of Gfxl
he never looked beyond his immediate surroundings
" the four cubits."
Deutsch was the author of th(! following works:
" (Tent of David), Vienim, 1819-25,
(1) "Ohel Dawid
;

—

Deutsch

two volumes, to several Talmudic treasome of which appeared under the same title
in 1822; (2) "Ohel Dawid," Presburg, 1836, novellai
to the treatises Shebu'ot and Yebamot; (3) halakic
discussions in Aryeh Judah b. Samuel Zebi's "Helek Rishon mi-She'elot u-Teshubot ha-Geonim Bat-

"Die Orgel in die Synagoge," a refutation of the arguments of S. Lowe in favor of the use of the organ in the synagogue a German translation of Isaac
Troki's " Hizzuk Emunah," with critical notes (BresDeutsch's sermons had a felicitous comlau, 1865).
bination of the older style with modern rhetoric, and
Bome of those delivered on public occasions were

title

Deuteronomy
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tises,

halakic discussions in Wolf
II." (Vienna,
old friend of
Deutsch, collected posthumously all the responsa
which the latter liad addressed to him in the course

ra'e,"

Prague, 1861;

(4)

Lob Lasch's "Kedushat Yisrael
Eleazar Shemen Rokeah, an
1829).

many

them as a memorial to his
be noted as a bibliographical peculiarity of the "Ohel Dawid" that all the copies
contain manuscript glosses by the author. Deutsch
revised his book after it had been printed, and noted
the corrections on the margins before the book left
his hands.
Bibliography: fuenn, Krncset Yimael. \>. 232: Munz, RabM

of

friend.

years, printing

It

may

Eleazar, (ienanut Sclirnuii Rolscach, pp. 106-109.
L. G.

DEUTSCH, EMANUEL OSCAR MENA-

HEM:
28, 1831

;

Orientalist; born at Neisse, in Silesia, Oct.
died at Alexandria, Egypt, May 12, 1873.

His early training was conducted by his uncle, David
Deutsch of Myslowitz, to whom he owed his wide
acquaintance with Hebrew literature. His education was completed at the University of Berlin,
where, under Boeckh and IMeineke, he became an
accurate classical scholar. From Berlin he went to
London to accept an appointment in the Briti.sh Museum, to which he had been recommended by Asher
Asher. Thenceforward he was known for his labors in the British Museum and for the efforts he
made to promote Semitic studies in the outside
His work in the library is, of course, not on
world.
record in a separate form; and his best official mon"
ument is to be found in the " Plienician Inscriptions
pul)lished by the trustees, in whicli the editor, W.
S. A. Vaux, received invaluable aid from him.
Deutsch's literary work outside the museum was
of two kinds: either j>urely scientific essays, acute
like the article
in criticism and lucid in statement

—

on the Targuinim and on the Samaritan Pentateuch
in Smith's " Dictionary of the Bible "—or brilliant
poi)ular expositions of some learned work, like his
famous essay on tlie Talmud in the "Quarterly Review" for Oct., 1H67. This created probably a.greater
sen.sation than any other review article in England
d(!aliiig with a purely literary subject, and caused
that number of the "Quarterly" to be repeatedly rearticle itself was translated into several
and contributed to create an interest in the
Talmud wherever tin; essay was read. Though there
was little that was new in the facts addiiceil— the
literary liistory being derived from Wolf and llu;
wise and witty sayings from Dukes yet the skill
Willi which the pertinent topics were grouped, the
brilliancy «)f the .style, and the underlying enthu[jrinted.

'I'lie

languag<'s.

—

a striking performance.
to the implied suggestion
that the key to the life of the founder of Christianity was to be sought for in the surrouu<ling ideas in
The renewed attention given to the TalI'alestine.
mud in Christian <ircles, at a;iy rnUi in T'jigland,

siasm of the writer
SoiiK! of its effect

made

it

was due

was undoubtedly due

to tlic article.

The ambition

Deutsch
Devotion
of

liis life
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to

produce a more oxlmustive work on

Talmud was thus slmdowod

tlie

forth; but the fiiilure

of his health eouipeiled him to abandon the project.
This famous essay was succeeded some time afterward by an article iu the "Quarterly Review " on
"Islam," which was not so successful because not
dealing with so novel a subjectand because Deutsch
was not a special student of Arabic. He also contributed the article on "Versions" to Smith's "Dictionary of the Bible." and besides wrote more than 190
articles for "Chambers's Cyclopanlia."
Deutsch
had an excellent faculty, cultivated by practise, of
decipiierinu inscriptions.
His letters to the " Times "
respecting tlie discovery and contents of the Moabite
Stone aroused considerable attention.

During the

Ecumenical Council at
the Vatican, 1869-70, Deutsch acted as special correspondent of the "Times," and wrote a number of
incisive letters on its deliberations.
sittings of the

Bibliography: H.

Haweis. In Cnntemporarjl RciHexr,
\f^7S
JtU'i.f/i Chnniicle, May, 1873; Tinif.-i. and Daily JVew.t,
May 14, li<73; Atlwiia'um, Way 17. 1873; Lady Stranplord,
menioir of Deutsch In Literary Remains, London, 1874 ; S.
R.

:

Lane-Poole, in Diet. Sat. Biography.

G.

J.

DEUTSCH, GOTTHARD

L.— J.

Theologian born at
Kauiiz, Austria, Jan. 31, 1859. The descendant of a
rabbinical family (see Braunschweig, J.\cob Eliezer) and the son of a Talmudist, he received an early
training in rabbinical literature while he attended
the school of his native city. In 1868 he entered
the gymnasium of Nikolsburg, continuing his studies at home, and graduated in 1876.
He subsequently attended the rabbinical seminary and the
University of Bre.slau, where he remained until the
year 1879. Continuing his studies in Vienna, lie
graduated from the university in 1881, receiving his
rabbinical diploma from I. II. Weiss.
Immediately
thereafter he was called to teach the religious school
of the congregation of Briinn, and upon the death
of Daniel Ehrmann (1882) lie was appointed by the
state as teacher of religion in the German high
schools of the Moravian capital. In 1887, simultaneously invited to the rabbinates of Boskowitz and
Brlix, he chose the latter position, which he resigned
in 1891 to accept the professorship of Jewish history
and philosophy of religion in the Hebrew Union
College of Cincinnati, which position he still (1903)
:

;

occupies.

Deutsch has been a frequent contributor to the
Jewish and to the secular press. Articles from his
pen have appeared in " Allgemeine Zeitung des Judenthums," " Israelitische Wochenschrift," "Jlidisches Literaturblatt," and a great number of American periodicals, notably "Deborah," "American

"The Reform Advocate," "Jewi.sh Com"The American Journal of Theology,"
"The New World," "The Yearbook of the Central Conference of American Rabbis," "New-Yorker
Israelite,"

ment,"

Staatszeitung," and others.

He

has further pub-

"Symbolik in Cultus und Dichtung bei
den Hebraem," Briinn, 1886; " Paradigmentafeln
zur Hebriiischen Grammatik," Brunn, 1886; "Gedenkrede an dem Sarge des Yerewigten Dr. Aron
Barwald," Brux, 1891; "Epochs of Jewish History," New York, 1894 " Theory of Oral Tradition,"
Cincinnati, 1896; " Philosophy of Jewish History,"
lished:

;
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Cincinnati, 1897; "Audere Zeiten," a novel, Berlin,
1898; "Unlosbaic Fesseln," a novel.
He was the
editor of the "Deborah," a German monthly, from

the death of its founder, Isaac M. Wise, until the
jnipcr ceased publication (1903).
S.

DEUTSCH DE HATVAN, ALEXANDER

:

Hungarian merchant and tinaiu'ier; born at Arad
Nov. 17, 1852. He was educated in Budapest and
Berlin.
As the head of the firm of Ignatz Deutsch

&

Sons, he rendered great service to the sugar industry in Hungary, establishing beet-sugar factories
at Nagy Surany, Hatvan, and GaramvOlgye.
In
recognition of his services his family was raised to

the nobility iu 1879.

Bibliography

:

Pallas Lexicon,

\7.

M. W.

s.

DEUTSCH, HEINRICH:

Hungarian eduTrencsen-Ban June 12, 1819; died

born at
Budapest Dec. 18, 1889. After teaching in the
elementary schools of the provincial communities of
Lovasbereny and Kecskemet, he was called to the
Talmud Torah school of Budapest in 1859. Enjoying a high reputation as an educator and a scholar
by virtue of his attainments in Jewish science and
his literary activity, he was appointed in 1868 director of the reorganized Jewish Teachers' College,
and in 1876 professor of the Bible and Talmud in
the lower division of the newly founded Rabbinical
Seminary. Deutsch was the first in Hungary to
lecture in the Hungarian language on the Talmud.
His chief works are: " A Hebrew Grammar " (in
Hungarian, 1859); Hungarian translation of the
prayer-book (seven editions since 1864); "Beleuchtung der Dogmentheorie Leopold Low," Leipsic,
1871 (under the pseudonym "David Nieto Redivivus"); "Mekor Hayyim," text-book of the Jewish
religion, in four parts, Budapest, 1878; Hungarian
translation of the Pentateuch with comments, 1887cator;

at

1890.

Bibliography

:

Pallas

Nagy

Lexicon,

s.v.

L. V.

s.

DEUTSCH, ISRAEL
Zillz,

Prussian

June

7,

:

German

rabbi born in
1800; died in Beuthen
;

April 2,
1829 until his death he officiated
as rabbi in Beuthen, achieving distinction as a preacher, Talmudist, and Hebraist.
Iu the two treatises
" Ri'icksprache mit Allen Glaubigen des Rabbini.sclien Judenthums, etc." (written in conjunction
with his brother, David Deutsch), Breslau, 1843,
and" Zur Wttrdigung der Braunschweiger Rabbinerversammlung,"z6. 1845, he vigorously opposed the
Reform movement. After his death his two brothers,
Abraham, rabbi of Gleiwitz, and David, rabbi of
Sohrau, published "Proben aus dem Literarischen
Nachlasse des Israel Deutsch," Gleiwitz, 1855.
Bibliography: AUgemeine Zeitung des Judenthums, IS5S,
No.

1853.

Silesia,

From

34.

M. Kg.

8.

DEUTSCH, JOEL:

Hebraist and teacher of
deaf-mutes; born in Nikolsburg, Moravia, March 20,
1813; died in Vienna May 1, 1899.
Deutsch is remembered as a close student of rabbinical literature,
and was an energetic collector of Hebrew books.
He took great interest in the instruction of deaf-

mutes; and when the

"

AUgemeines Oesterreichisch-

Taubstummen-Institut

Israelitisches

"

was founded

at Nikolsburg in 1844, he entered it as teacher.
In 1852 this institution was moved to Vienna, and
Deutsch became director, retiring in 1888. In 1859

he was decorated with the "Goldene Yerdienstkranz,"andin 1869 received the title " Kaiserlicher
Rath." Pupils of Deutsch have been called to become teachers in the asylums of Xew York, London,
and Budapest.
He was author of the following works " Religions:

Taubstumme," Vienna, 1863; "Bibiische Geschichte f iir Israel. Taubstumme, " ib. 1863
"WOrtersammlung zur Gedachtnissiibung fiir den
Ersten Anschauuugsunterricht Taubstummer Kinder," ib. 1881; "Worter- und Aufgabensammlung
fQr den Ersteu L'nterricht Taubstummer Kinder,"
lehre fur Israel.

1881; " Vorlege-Blatter zur Einleitung der Unentbehrlichsten Graramatischen Formen," Teplitz, 1877.

ib.

Bibliography: Lippe, Bibliographisches Lexicon.
L. Y.

8.

DEUTSCH, MORDECAI BEN ENOCH JU-

DAH

Rabbi of Kolin, Bohemia, and its subordinate communities; he flourished at the beginning
of the eighteenth century.
He was the author of
a work called "Mor Deror" (Flowing Myrrh), novelise on the following Talmudic treatises: Ketubot,
Baba Kamma, Baba Mezi'a, Hullin, Yoma, and
Shebu'ot (Prague, 1738).
:

Bibliography: Steinschnplder, Ca^ Bncll. ool. 1657; Zedner.
Cat. HfJ-r. Bonks Brit. Miu<. p. 208; Walden, Shem ha-GediAim he-Hadanh, li. 43.
L. G.
"M. Sel.

DEUTSCH, NIETO
DKiT^rii,

REDIVIVUS.

See

DEUTSCH, SIMON:

Austrian Hebmist and
Constantinople March 24,
1877.
As a young man he devoted himself to Hebrew studies in Vienna, and catalogued in collaboration with A. Kraft the Hebrew manuscripts in
the possession of the Vienna Imperial Library.
In
1848 Jie sided with the revolution, escaping after
its collapse to France.
In Paris, through the assistance of Mme. Strauss, the friend of BcJrne, lie
entered upon a business career, in which lie was successful.
After thr; fall of the Commune Deut.sc-h
died

at

was denounced

to the government as a Communist.
arrested and thrown into the "Orangcrie "
prison of VcTsaillc'S, and only the efforts of the

He was

Austrian anil)a.s.sa(lor saved liis life. He died in
Constantinople while tliere on business, but was interred in Paris.
Biblio(;kapiiy: .lohantn-s Nordtiiann.
virrziiirr.

AUa.

In

Vnn

Nrur tWir

Zfit. den

Jwl.

ritirm Arliluml.

/'rcjotr, IWSJ. rt-priHlincd In Ihi18KJ. pp. 29:j 2(«; Stflnschncldor. Cut.

Bofll. R.V.
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lui!

DEUTZ, ELIJAH BEN ISAAC
autlior; lived

at

Haiiihurg

:

Uabbinieal

in the si-veiiteentli

and

eighteenth centuries.
He was the author of "Pi
Eliyahu " (Mouth of Elijah: Alfona, 1735), a commentary on "Perek Shinih."
niBi.iOGRAPHY: SU-lnsMhnpidcr. Cat. /?-/,;;.
Cat. Hehr. Books Brit. 3/iw. pp. 2*J8. 638.
L- o.

EMMANUEL

DEUTZ,
(Menahem): Chief
rabbi of the Central Consistory of the Jewsof France;
born at Coblenz, in Rhenish Prussia, 1763; died Jan.
After studying for some years at theyeshi31, 1842.
bah at Mayence, he was appointed rabbi in his native
town. He was a member of the assemblies of 1806
and 1807 (see Sanhedrin), and, in conformity with
the organization instituted by Napoleon I., he took
his place in the Central Consistory beside David
Sinzheim and Abraham de Cologna.
From 1822
he was the only chief rabbi of tlie Consistory. He
was a preacher of the old school, for, although he
knew French, he never used it in the pulpit. His
life was saddened by domestic sorrows, especiallj''
by his son's apostasy and unfortunate political role.
J.

J.

DEVENISHKI

col.

ffiJH;

Zednor,

M. Sel.

W.

Village in the government of
Wilna, Russia. The census of 1898 shows a population of 1,877, of whom 1,283 are Jews.
Of the
latter 277 are artisans.
About 66 Jewisli women and
girls earn a livelihood by knitting stockings, which
are sold in Wilna.
About 93 people are employed
The remainder of the population
as day-laborers.
Among charitable instituare engaged in business.
tions there are the poorhouse, the gcmilut hasadim,
the bikkur holini, etc. The village possesses a Jewish library.
There are a Jewish free school with 84
pupils, a Talmud Torah with 20 pupils, and 5 hadarim witli 56 pupils.
:

H. K.

S.

DEVIL.

See

DEVOTION
secration.

Hkinrkm.

revolutionist;

Ln

Deutsch
Devotion
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J.

Demonology and Satan.

(njlD)

It is the

:

The

most

state of religious con-

essential element in wor-

ship; so that a divine service without it is "like to
a body without a soul." To such as pra}' to God
without the spirit of fervent devotion, the stern
sentence is applicable " With their mouth and their
lips they honored me, but their heart they removed
Devotion is the enfar from me" (Isa. x.xi.x. 13).
tire dedication of the worshiper to the service of
God, the banishment of all other thoughts from the
mind and heart, so that the whole inner life centers
in the one idea of God's greatness and goodness (Ber.
29b, 30a: Maimonides," Yad," Tetillah, iv. 16). Every
fulfilment of a ilivine commandment ("niizwah") requires devotion or consecration of mind and heart
to tile sjxcred work to be done ("mizwot ^.erikot
kawwanah"; Ber. 13a. b; Meg. 20a; Hul. 31a, b;
Hence the cabalists enjoined
Yer. Yel). viii., 9a).
men, before fulfilling any commandment, to expressly (consecrate the mind to the work by certain for:

mulas

(.see

Kawwanah

;

LouiA. Isaac).

The term "devotion

"is also used for i>iayer itself,
especially for the extra and occasional prayers added
to the regular service (njnn and ni^'pi. "supjilication "

ami

" petition "

).

Among jjioiis Jewish

i)eople

u strong craving for frcfpient communion
with the Creator; the fixetl and regular piayersand
services can not satisfy such craving, and the recthere

is

ommendation

of Rabbi

Simeon (Abot

ii.

18).

"When

thou pr.iyest, do not make thy prayer a fixed reading,
but let it beanappeal fordivine mercy and grace, "is
imderstood to refer to this kind of devotion. Prayers
frer|uently compared to sacrifices (Ber. 20b),
and as there were two kinds of sacrifices, " korban

are

THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA

Devotional Literature

"l>orbuu ncclabali"
prayers
prayer)
are of two
and ** tetillal nedabaii " (voluntary pmyer; compare
" Yad," Tetillaii, i. l»)
The ancient Hasidini are
said to liave spent in silent meditation a sliort time

hobah"

(obligatory

siicritirf) aiul

froi'-will sarrilitf), so also
kiuiis, " totillat hobah" (obligatory

(voluntary or

before and after the service
BiBLioiiKAPHY

:

{ib.

32b).

Steinsolinolder, Cat. Bodl. col. 295.

M.

K.

DEVOTIONAL LITERATURE

:

F.

Aside from

the regular prayers, whit h are trealeil vnuler LiTVRr.v, ther«' exists a literature of private devotions,
pniyei"s ofTered on special occsisions. Such devotions
are stron^:ly recommended in the Talmud, where
private prayers composed by individuals on various
R. Eliezer (Ber. iv. 4)
twcasions are to be found.
says: "He who makes his prayer a fixed form ["k(
ba" "J has no true devotion." "This, "say Ilabbali and
K. Joseph, "is because he fails to adtl thoughts or
[Compare the
expressions of his own "(Ber. 29b).
so-called "Lord's Prayer," tiiught by Jesus (Luke
xi. 2-4; Matt. vi. 9-13), and the parallels given in
C. Taylor's "Sayings of the Jewish Fathers," pp.
128-129.
K.] Talmudic devotional prayers may be
clas-sitied as: (I) genend, (2) for forgiveness of sin,
(3) when studying the Torah, (4) for the restoration
The following are examples
of tiie Holy Temple.
of the several kinds:

—

'"
May it be Thy will, () Lord our (iod, and
R. Eliezer said
of our fatbers, tliat no pei'sonal enmity or envy enter uiy
beart or the hearts of others. May the Law l)e our occupation
tbroupb the days of our life, and may our words of devotion come

1.

:

God

" May our hearts
before Thee."' R. Hiyyah I). Abba added
cleave to Thy Name in reverence. Keep us frym things Thou
batest and brinp ns nearer to those that Tbou lovest. O favor
u^ for Thy Name's sake " Ver. Ber. iv. 2).
2. " Lord of the woildji. Thou well knowest that our aim is to
doTbywill. But what interferes? The leaven in the douch
[bad inclinations] and the servitude of the nilinp government.
O may it be Thy will to save us from these, that we may do Thy
will with a true heart."
" O let peace reign between the heavenly and
3. R. .Saphra
the earthly households, and between those who study the Torah
for its own sake and those who study it for reward " (ih.).
i. "O let Him reveal and show His kingdom over us speedily.
O let Him build His house in our days. O let Him grace the remnant of His people Israel with peace, loving-kindness, and mercy.
For the sake of His great Name" (Massek. Soferim. xlv. 12).
The morning devotion of the Ixnise of R. Jannai was as follows
" May il please Thee, (t Lord my God, to grant me a good heart, a
good lot, a go<xl companion, a good name, a good [unbegrudgingl
eye. a humble soul, and a devout spirit. May Thy Name not be
profaned through us. and let us not be a byword aiiionu' the
people. Let not our remainder be destroyed, nor our hope shattered. Let us not be under obligation to a human being, whose
gift is insignitlcanl and its humiliation great.
Let our lot !«
with the Law and among thrjse who do Thy will. O build Thy
Holy City and Temple speedily in our days " Yer. Hfr. iv. 2, 7d).
Devotional prayers from various rabbis (ih. pp. Iti, 17,29,60)
are copied in the prayer-txx)k, including a prayer against bad
dreams, that they may presage good results (Ber. .5.">b), which
was ins»'ne.i in congregational responses to the priest's blessing
:

(

:

(

on holidays.

In the geonic period private devotional prayers
.side by side with the liturgy; and private prayers were inserted in the prayer-book of

developed

Amram Gaon

(846 c.k), as well as in the siddur of
One of these is quoted in the collection of private prayers, "Keri 'ah Ne'emanah," by

Saadia Gaon.

Samuel David Ottolengi (Venice, 1715), which contjiins also a prayer composed by R. Nissim to be
recited before the morning prajer of Yom Kippur.
Judab ha-Hasid and his pupil, Eliezer of AVorms,
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composed devotional prayers which were published
under the titles "Tetillot R. Jehudah Hasid " and
"

Voreh Hattaim."
Regarding the midnight prayer, niVn, for the restoration of the Jewish state and the rebuihling of
the Temple (see Zohar, Wa-Yakhel;
Midnight Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, 1), reDevotion, cited esj)ecially in the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries, see
H.\zoT. Collections of such prayers were made by
Zebi b. Hayyim of Wilmersdorf under Mk; title " Likkute Zebi,"'Sulzbach, 1797; by David Tevele Posner, Hamburg, 1715; and by Aaron Berechiah Modena, author of the collection of devotional prajersfor
various occasions entitled "Ma'abar Yabbok."an(l of
"Seder Ashmurat ha-Boker " (matins) for the society
known as "Meire Sliahar" (Early Ri.sers or VigiThis.under the title "Shomerim
lants), Mantua, 1624.
la-Boker," was translated by Mrs. Ellusch in 1724.
Joseph Jedidiah Carmi is the avithor of " Kenaf Renaiiim " (The Singers' Wing
Venice, 1626), containing
devotions and hymns for every day in the week and
;

for holidays.

From a literary point of view, Carmi's devotions
have no equal among the Hebrew collections, and
yet, while they were approved by the Rabbis and
adopted by several Early Risers' societies in Italy,
they were contested as an innovation and a supera council of rabbis, who finally decided
an addition to the prayer-book
but as an adjunct for voluntary devotionalists (see

fluity before

to allow them, not as

decisions in the Pieface, 6a, 12b).
Some devotions are composed of words all of
which begin with the same letter. Thus, N in the
prayer "Elef Alatim" (A Thousand Alefs) by Joseph b. Sheshet Latimi, first published with the "Iggeret" of Isaac Akrish, Constantinople, 1570; a simi-

one by Moses Zacuto in his "Iggeret," Leghorn,
1870 the letter n in the prayer " Bakkashat haHehin " by David Ulma (Benjacob, "Ozar ha-Sefarim," pp. 82, 329); > in a prayer composed of
Biblical verses beginning with " Lord " (" Siddur " of
Amram, ii. 3a) •> in the " Bakkashat ha-Lamedin " of
Me'iT Hesse, Altona, 1829; D in the " Bakkashat haMemin " of Jedaiah Bedersi, published with his
"
"Behinat 'Olam," Mantua, 1556 (see " Ha-Sharon
to "Ha-Karmel," i.. No. 42); ^ in Aaron Voltera's
lar

;

;

"Bakka.shah Hadashah " (A New Petition) orp'cj* tj*
("300 Words Beginning with {;>"), Leghorn, 1740.
Some parts of these alphabetical devotions are in
pure and fluent Hebrew, while the style of the others
is

cramped and

forced.

Divers devotional prayers 'were composed for Friday night and for Saturday, day and night. They
are known as "Zemirot." Regarding the Tashlik
prayer on New-Year's Day, see Tasiijjk; and for a
prayer on entering the sukkah on the Feast of Tabernacles, see

A

Tabernaclks, Fkast ok.
Psalms reads: "May

petition before saying the

Thy mercy

attend us in reading the Psalms, as if
had uttered them
to him
to forgive us as even Thou
hast forgiven David," etc.
There are prayers by Nahmanides on crossing the
sea, and for children (" Likkute Zebi," p. 97b, Wilna,
1817) and by Abiaham Galicchi against epidemics

David himself— peace be
to cleanse us of sin and

!

—
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(•' Moshia' Hosim,"
The " Map. 33b, Venice, 1587).
'aneh Lasbon," by Jacob ben Solomon Darslian, published first at Prague, 1615, is a collection of prayers
to be recited for the sick, also on visiting cemeteries,
and on similar occasions, which is very popular in
Russia and Poland. Among other devotional prayers mention may be made of the following Moses
Rieti, "Ma'on ha-Sho'alim," Venice, 1550; Isaiah
Hurwitz, "Refu'ut ha-Xefesh," Amsterdam, 1672;
Yoreh Hatta'im"; Pinchas Monselice, "Magen
Hayyim," Mantua, 1657; Nathan Nata' Hanover,
:

'•

"ShaareZiyyon," 1662.
Raphael Solomon's prayer against an epidemic

among

found in the collection of Matthew Levi ("Zebah Todah," Leghorn,
Others are by Leon Modena, for a prisoner,
1829).
in David Sabibi, " Mazzil Nefashot," Venice, 1743 by
Moses Zacuto, the poor man's devotion, in Nathan
Benjamin of Gaza, "Hemdat ha-Yamim," v. 29a,
Leghorn, 1764; by David b. Hassin, "Tefillah leDawid," hynms 4, 7, Amsterdam, 1807 by Abraham
Danzig, " tefiUah Zakkah. " on the eve of tlie Day of
Atonement; Nahman Breslov, " Likkute Tetillnt,"
cattle in Italy in 1713 is

:

;

;

Warsaw,
Eliezer

1878.

Papn's"Bet Tetillah" (Hebrew and La-

dino, Belgrade, 1860) includes the following prayers:
by a learned man for those who support him; for a

barmizwah;

for a matrimonial suitor; on the marriage day; at a ciroimcision for a teacher; for a
shohet; for a preacher to be able to deliver his
sermons fluently and to please his audience. The
prayers in a collection by Nahman of Horodek
;

("Likkutim," Korzec,

1809), ail

beginning with

tlie

words " Rab shel 'Olain " (Master of the World), are
composed especially for Hasidim.
A modern Hebrew hymnal, "Zinirat Yah," by
Moses Zele, Hamburg, 1857, intended to replace the
" wliieli

tend to degrade us in the eyes
of the non-Jewish world," did not find recognition
among the Jewisli people, and is hardly known in
devotional litcijitiire.
In the Vernacular: For those wjio could not
read Hebrew, devotional works were composed in
the vernacular.
In the geonie period the Aramaic
was llie substitute (s<'e Ber. 3a, Tosef).
few of
the Aramaic devotions are still in u.s<; in tlie selihot,
such as " Halnnaiia IMdekar Fianu," "May the Merciful remember us of tliccovenantof Abraham, the be
loved." etc.; and tin- soliloquy " .Manin de-bashamaya," '"Our Ma.ster in heaven, to Thee we beg,
even like a captive t^) his master. All eaptives are
ransomed with money; but Thy peojjle Israel, with
niercy and supplieation.
O grant us our reriuest
and prayr, and let us not return from Thy presence
"
in vain
Most of the vernacular devotions are in the JudiroGerman dialect, begituiing with the seventeenth cen
tury, and were written mostly by women to supply
the religious needs of their sex on various occasions.
The earliest. "Tehiniiot u Bakkashot" (Devotions
and Petitions) was published at llasel in 16()9(Z(fIrier,
"Cat. Hebr. Books Brit .Mus." p. 44H)
A German
pastor, Willenier of Gelnhau.srTi, translated the"T«-l.iinnah," published at Amsterdam in Ifi.'jO.
The
" Seder Tehinnot." for wpek days and holidays. i)ub
lished at Frankfort-on-the-Main in 1723. contains
old devotions,

A

Devotional Literature

removing the priests' share of the
p. 5); for baking the Sabbath cakes
for putting on Sabbath garments; before the immersion (" tebilah "); for the state of pregnancy, and

also prayers for

dough (" hallah"

;

before childbirth
for a rich woman seeking divine
in disposing of her fortune in good deeds
Another tehiunah, of Sulzbach, 1733, in(p. 12).
cludes a petition for pious and scholarly children
;

guidance

A "Tehinnah for Jewish Women," Vienna,
Sabbaths and holidays, includes a prayer
to be recited on lighting the Sabbath candles, and a
blessing on occasion of the approaching new moon.
(p. 17b).

1838,

for

The tehinnot written

in Y'iddish aie of late origin,

and most of them have been published
1870 to date.

Yiddish

at

Wilna from

The popular ones

are:

"Tehinnot Iinmahot " (The MatriTehinnot. archs Sarah, Rebekah, Rachel, and
Leah), to be said during the month of
Elul, composed by Seril, daughter of Jacob Dubno
and wife of Mordecai Rapoport, Wilna, 1873. (2)
"Tehinnot Sheloshah Shearim " (Three Gates), by
Sarah, daughter of Mordecai, former rabbi of Brest,
(1)

—

Russia, for the following ocaisions first gate, the precepts of n-jn, abbreviation of "hallah," "niddah,"
"hadlakah," for giving the priests' .share of the
dough, for observing the period of menstruation, and
for lighting the Sabbath candles; second gate, for
blessing the coming new moon third gate, for the
Penitential Days (" Yamin\ Noia'im"). The author's
account of herself on the title-page reads: "Ich,
Soreh, basstovim, tuhesdem lieben Gott, boruch-hu
wegen," etc. (I, Sarah, daughter of a good man. do
this for the sake of the loving God, blessed be He) Wilna, 1873). (3) "Tehinnot Sha'are Teshubah " (Gates
of Penitence), for the mouth of Elul, by Mrs. Shifra,
daughter of Judah Leib. rabbi of Lublin, Wilna,
:

;

1875.
(4) "Erez Y'israel" Tehinnah, Wilna, 1875,
eredited to Deborah, wife of R. Naphtali, formerly
chief (nasi) of Palestine. In other editions it is called
"The Jerusalem Tehinnot at the Wailing Wall."
The names of the authors are nearly all fictitious
and high-sounding, and have been affi.xed in order
to

make

the tehinnot

sjilable.

It

is

known

that

some of the tehinnot were written by indigent students of the Rabbinical Seminary of Wilna or Jitomir (among others, Naphtali Maskil le-Ethon), and
by Selekowitz. for nominal sums, and that the publishers stipulated that the writers should fashion
the compo.sition in tearful and heart-rending phrases
This forced
to suit tlie taste of the women readers.
cultivation of devotional feeling rendered the tehinnot exaggerated and over-colored, and this did not
escape the criticism and ridicule of the men against
the women who were such devotees of the tehinnot.

The

first

attempt nuide to edit the tehinnot

in

modern language was l)y Joshua Heshel Mini in
his collection "Gebetbuch fl'ir (Ji-bildete Fraucnzimmer Mosaischer Religion." Breslau, 1833. This
wasin Ifelirew ehanicleis; a later edition was transliterated into German type liy S. Blogg.
Bat Yehudah." translated
]>etteris' "Tahniine
from the German into Dutch ("Gebeden voor Israelitische Vrouwcn." Amslrrdam, 1853), was dediS. Baer published
eat.ed to Lady Judith Montefiore.
" Kol IJal Ziyyon " (The Voice of the Daughter of
Zion), ROdeliieini, 1856, jiraycrs for every day in the
a
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year and for all circumstanoos of life, for married
IVvotions in llunjrarian
and iinmarriod womon.
havi> boon written by Inunanuol LOw, M. Stern,
and A. Kiss.
A very popular compilation is that of Fanny
Neuda («<=<* Sohmiodol), "Stunden dcr Andacht,"
BrUnn, 18."i5>. for girls and young Avoinon. It was
translated into English hy M. Mayor and published
by L. H. Frank. New York, 1866. The best-known

hurtful

(Enoch Ixxvi. 8 et seq.). This is also in accordance with rabbinical tradition " In the sixth heaven,
:

Makon, there are treasuries of hurtful dews and of
beneflcial dewdrops" (D'^JK 'yi D''yn C^^tJ JT'^^V;
Hag. 121)). "Between Pesah and Siiabu'ot a prayer

"Prayers and Meditations," ih. 1869; Alice Lucas,
" The Jewish Year," t^ 1898, 1903; Gustav Gottheil,
"Sun and Shield," New York, 1898, taken chietly
from nou- Jewish sources; Annie Josephine Levi,
"Meditation of the Heart," New York, 1900 (also
drawn from non-Jewish sources), with introduction
by Gustav Gottheil.

:

Michel Sachs, Eeliginnc Pne^ie dcr Juden in
Syiamcn, Appendix, Berlin, 1^4.') Leopold Dukes, ZurKenntPoetic. Appendix,
riiss dcr yeulubrUm-ficn iie/iyiYwn
:

;

Zunz, S. P.

vlll.;

Steinschneider,

Jewish Literature, <ii I'J, 28, Loudon, 1857; S. Sekles, Poetry
of the Talmud, pp. 19-25, New York. 1880; Max Griinbauni,
JUd. Deutsche Chre»t. pp. 328-3X5, Lelpslc,1882; Nahlda Remy.
Gebet in Bihel uud Talmud, Berlin. 1892, and English
translation.

New

Vork, 1894

;

A. Sulzbach, Relifii6se

und

Weltliche Pi>e»ir der Juden, Berlin, 1893; Winter and
WOnscbe, Die Jlld. Lit. p. 824, Treves, 1896; S. Schechter,
Studies in Judaism, p. 323, Philadelphia, 1896 L. N. Dembitz,
Jewish Services in S)ina(Ji>g'>ie and Hnme,ib. 1898; Leo Wie;

ner, Hist. Yidiligh Literature, xvi. 244-246,

K.

New
J.

York, 1899.

D. E.

—

DEW

Biblical Data: Moisture con(^C).
densed from the atmosphere and gathered in small
drops, specially upon the upper surface of plants.
In Palestine dew "falls" in cloudless nights during
the summer, and refreshes the vegetation, which
without it would suffer. The westerly winds sweeping across the sea in the late summer months deposit
this moisture in the form of mist like fine spray
upon the summer crops hence, " the dew of Hermon
that Cometh down upon the mountains of Zion"(Ps.
Dew and rain are closely related
cxxxiii. 2, Hebr.).
to each other in Hebrew literature as sources of fertihty and of regeneration of life (Micah v. 6 [7]). In
the rainless season "the dew assuages the heat"
(Ecclus. [Sirach] xviii. 16, xliii. 22)
it is therefore
as precious as rain (Gen. xxvii. 28; Deut. xxxiii. 13,
28; Zech. viii. 12), and the withholding of it, as of
rain, is a curse (II Sam. i. 21
I Kings xvii. 1
Hag.
The summer dew is so copious as to saturate
i. 10).
the fleece of wool (Judges vi. 37 et seq.) or the hair
of the wanderer (Cant. v. 2).
Suddenly it falls (II
Sam. xvii. 12), and gently (Deut. xxxii. 2; Prov.
xix. 12) it lies all night (Job xxix. 19), and rises and
disappears in the morning (Ex. xvi. 14; Hos. vi. 4).
Dew^ as the vivifying power is used as a simile of
God (Hos. xiv. 6 [5]); it also symbolizes freshness
(Ps. ex. 3 " the dew of thy youth ") and resurrection
" A dew of herbs is thy dew, and the earth shall cast
off the spirits of the dead " (Isa. xxvi. 19, Hebr.).
;

;

;

;

;

:

olTerod that God may preserve the people from the
hurtful dews "(Lev. II. x xviii., with reference to Jer.
V. 24).
The two loaves of bread offered on Shabu'ot
are waved to and fro in symbolical petition to the
Ruler of heaven and earth and of the four winds to
keep off the unpropitious winds and dews (Suk. 37b;
Lev. R. I.e.).
Only on account of Israel does dew come as a
on account of Jacob, who
blessing upon the world
studied the Torah, or for the sake of Job, whose
doors were kept wide open for the needy (Gen. R.
Ixvi.).
"God promised Abraham under an oath
never to let dew cea.se to bless his descendants, and
"
therefore Elijah could not stop its fall by his words
Accordcompare
Bab.
3a,
b).
(Yer. Ta'an. i. 63d
ing to Samuel barNahmani, dew comes as a heavenly
gift and by the merit of no man (Yer. Ta'an. I.e. ;
On the other hand,
Ber. V. 9b, after Micah vi. 6).
the opinion is expressed that since the destruction
of the Temple no dew of unmixed blessing falls
(Sotah ix. 12), and this on account of the cessation
of the heave-offering and the tithes (Shab. 32b).
But the " dew of the Resurrection " is also stored
up in 'Arabot, the highest heaven (Hag. 12b). By
this dew the dead are revived (Yer,
Dew of Ber. v. 9b; Yer. Ta'an. i. 63d, with
the B«8ur- reference to Isa. xxvi. 19). In Hag.
12b, Ps. Ixviii. 10 (9) is referred to:
rection.
" Thou didst send a plentiful rain to
revive thine inheritance" (Hebr.). This verse is
construed to allude to an incident at the giving of
is

;

:

;

ities

in English arc Asciior, "Book of
Bresslau, "Devotions for the
Life." London. 1S61
Daughters of Israel," ib. 1861; Cohen, "Pniyers for
Family Vse." f7>. 1884; Miss Montagu. "Prayers for
Jewish Working Girls''; Baroness L. D. Rothschild,

Frankfort-<in-tlie-Main, 1842

dew of prosperity from other portals,
dew accompanied by locusts and other calam-

bonotioial

compilations

Bibliography
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:

In Post-Biblical Literature
According to
Enoch Ix. 20, "the spirit of the dew dwells at the
:

ends of the heaven, close to the chambers of the rain,
and its course is in winter and in summer." Winds
coming from the middle of the twelve portals bring

;

Law on Mount Sinai. " When God appeared
amidst the trembling of the earth on Sinai, life fled
from the people of Israel and from all the living
people in the land of Israel; and the angels said:
'Dost Thou desire to give Thy Law unto the dead or
unto the living?' Then God dropped the dew of
Resurrection upon all, and they revived." Regarding the Prayer for Dew and the liturgical poetry of
the

Kalir for the

first

many allusions
Prayer for.
Bibliography

:

day of Passover, which contains
dew of Resurrection, see Tal,

to the

Cheyne and Black, Encyc. Bibl.

K. G. H.

s.v.

Dew.
K.

DEW, THE PRAYER FOR. See Tal.
DEZA, DIEGO DE Second inquisitor-general;
:

Bishop of Salamanca, and professor of theology at
the university of that city; subsequently Archbishop of Seville, in which city he died 1506; friend
and protector of Christopher Columbus. After
Tomas de Torquemada's death Deza was appointed
inquisitor-general ofall Spain (Sept. 1, 1499). While
he held olfice, 1,664 persons were burned alive, and
various penances and punishments were inflicted
upon 52,456 persons. Deza was of Jewish descent,
and in spite of the cruelty with which he persecuted
his kindred, the Maranos, he was, toward the end of
his life, publicly accused of being a Jew at heart
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He was buried in Seville Cathedral.
quisition.

Compare

In-

M. K.

D.

DHT7 NTTWAS, ZTJR'AH YtTSUF IBN
TTJBAN AS 'AD ABI KARIB: Jewish King
of

Yemen, 515-525.

According

to the

Arabian

historians the name "Dhu Nuwas" was given him
on account of his curly hair (Ibu Khaldun, "Prop. 311 Hamzah of Ispahan, "Annals,"
Von Kremer connects the name with a for"Nuwash" in southern Arabia ("Sild-Arab.

legomena,"
133).

tress

Sage,"

i.

;

p. 90);

but the Arabic derivation

is

substan-

by the name "Masruk," given him in the
Syriac translation of John Psaltes. In Greek sources

tiated

he is known as Aowaav (ace.) or Aowaag (nom.);
while the name pTJIDDX found in John of Ephesus
has been explained by Von Gutschmid as the Greek
T<jv ff(j 'Ivduv.
In Ethiopic accounts he is called
"Phineas."
If the contradictory and sometimes
legendary accounts of the personality of Dhu Nuwas given hy the Arabian writers can be trusted,
he was not a Jew by birth, but embraced Judaism
after ascending the throne, taking the
Name and name of "Joseph." Having killed the
Religion, debauched usurper Khani'ah Yanuf
Dhu Shanatir, who endeavored to maltreat him, Dhu Nuwas successfully propagated Judaism in Yemen.
His zeal for Judaism brought about his fall. Having heard of the persecutions of the Jews by the
Byzantine emperors, he retaliated by putting to
death some Byzantine merchants who were traveling
on business through Ilimyara. This destroyed the
trade of Yemen with Europe and involved Dhu
Nuwas in a war with the heathen king Aidug,
whose commercial interests were injured thereby.
Dhu Nuwas was defeated (521), but succeeded in
reestablishing his kingdom.
Soon, however, he entangled himself in a new difficulty.
He made war
against the Christian city Najran, in Yemen, which
was a dependency of his kingdom and on its capitulation, in spite, it is said, of his promise of immunity
from punisimient, he olTcred the citizens tlie alternative of embracing Judaism or being put to death. As
they refused to renounce their faith, he executed
their cliief, Harith (Areta.s) ibn Kaleb, and three hundred and forty chosen men.
This event claused a great stir among the Christians; and the Roman emperor Justin I. requested
the Negus Elezbaa of KMiiopia to
Attacked march against tiie Jewish king. Accordingly au Etiiiopian army cro.ssed
from
Abyssinia, tlir; Hed Sea to Yemrm. Dhu Nuwas
endeavored unsuccessfully to prevent
The ensuing engagement terminated
its landing.
diHastrf)Usly for Dhu Nuwas.
His city of Zafora
(Thafar), together with his (jueen and the treasure,
fell into the hands of tlie enemy.
Preferring deatli
to capture, Dhu Nuwas rode int<^) the sea and was
;

The

chief authority for these facts is the Syriac
Simeon of Uet-Arsham, which is foiinrl in

letter of
tlie

histories

Pereira have thrown doubts upon the authenticity
of the narrative, which has also found its way into
the " Marty rium Aretha;." Halevy, especially, has

prove the apocryphal character of this letbecause of certain contradictions which it contains, and has endeavored to show that it was written at the time of Justinian and not of Justin.
The
consolatory epistle written in 519 to the Himyaritic
Christians by Jacob of Serug ("Z. D. M. G." xxxi.
402 et seq.) merely speaks of their persecution, and
says nothing about the conversion of the king.
John Psaltes, Abbot of Beth Afthonius(d. 538), wrote
a Greek hymn, which was afterward translated into
Syriac, in which he speaks of the persecutions, but
does not in any way mention the Jews. Neither
Cosmas Indicopleustes, who was at Adulis when the
Christian King of Aksum, Elezbaa, was preparing
his expedition against the Himyarites, nor Procotried to
ter,

pius, the historian of Justinian's

r)f

Jf)lin

of Asia, Pseudo-Denys of

'I'd

mahre, and Zacharias. the best edition of which is
that of Guidi ("Reale Acad, dei Lincei." 1881).
Gratz, Pretorius (1870), George (1883), Halevy, and

wars

(d. 565),

men-

tions the events at all.
L. Duchesne, while accepting Halevy 's criticism of the letter of Simeon, still

holds to the historicitj^ of the general facts, as do
Noldeke and Dillmann. Glaser ("Skizze," p.
534) suspects that the stories told in regard to Dhu

also

cruelties are pure fictions.
Mohammed
the story (sura 85); it is mentioned in the
celebrated South Arabian "Kasidah " (see the ed. of
Von Kremer, p. 20, Leipsic, 1865), and by the
Himyarite Nashwan ibn Sa'id in his "Shams al'Ulum" (D. H. Midler, "Slid-Arab. Studien," p. 8,
Vienna, 1877). The unanimity of Arabian tradition,
and the presence of Jews in Yemen as attested by
the Jewish inscriptions found there by Glaser, lead
to the belief that the account of the Jewish king
may be in the main historical, thotigh the particulars regarding his cruelty toward the Christians are
probably largely exaggerated.

Nuwas'

knew

BiBMOGRAPMY
US
Arahcx,

:

Caussln de Perceval, Esxai .wr VHist. des

1.
ct sec/.; Tabari, Ainmle4>, ed. De Goeje. 1. 917
et sen.: Mas'iidl, MurHJ' al Dhohnh, 1- 12fl ft seq.; Hi. 34, 156,
157,1,5; lv.240; Blau, In Z. A3/.G.XXV. 260, xxlll. .500; Pnetorlus. In il). xxlv. 624; Mordlinann, In ih. xxxl. 66; Fell, in
il). XXXV. 1 et acq.: Kremer, Ueher die Sild-Arabixche Sage,
i»(l, 127;
F. M. Esleves Pereira, Hint, rio.s Mnrture'^ de l\aUran, Lisbon. 1899; (iriltz, Op.sc/i. v. 7ft-Hl L. Duch(»ne, in
Rev. FA. JuiveH, xx. 220 cf seq.; NOldelce. Gcsch. der l'e7-»er

pp.

:

und

Ai'nbrr, pp. 174 et seq.; Duval, Lit. Si/riaque, pp. 14H et
seq.; Halevy, in liev. Et. Juives, xvili. 16 etseq., xxl. 220 et
seq.; Idem, in Rev. Sim. vlil. 88 et seq.
a.
I.
G.

Bu.—

DIA,

EL = " The
(

Day

"

)

:

Title of a Jewish peri-

odical written in Juda'oSpanish and printed in rabbinical characters.
It was pul)lisl)ed at Phiii[>popolis, Bulgaria, from June, 1897 until 1900; in 1903
publication was begun again at Sofia.

its

'

o.

M. Fk.

DIABETES MELHTUS: A

constitutional
disorder of nutrition, characterized by the persistent
It is conelitnination of grape-sugar in tlu; urine.
sich'Ti'd to be a disease of tlu; weallhier classes, and
Dr.
is more common in cities than in the country.
Bertillon has demonstrated that the
mortality from diabetes is higher in all
Persons of a
of Civtlie wealthy districts.
ilization. nervous temperament are very often
afTeeted, and it is not uncommon to
find a history of insanity, consumption, and gout
among the lelatives of diabetics. Sudden emotional excitement, grief, terro'r, worry, and anx-

A Disease

drowned.

Diabetes

Diabetes
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iety may ench and all be followed so elosely by
diabetes that there is uo room for doubt as to their
having oecasioned it. It is well known as a result
" When stocks fall, diaof eonnnereial disiister.
It has
lH>tes rises in Wall Street," sjiys Dr. Kleen.
also been noticed that engine-drivers are especially
subject to this disease: this fact is presumably due
to the excessively an.xious nature of their occupation.

Diabetes is met with, in varying degrees of frequency, in every country. It is stated to be extremely common among the educated classes of naThe disease is almost
tives in India and Ceylon.

unknown among tiie (^hinese, the Japanese, and the
negroes of Africa; but many cases have been observed among negroes in the United States. Many
competent and reliable observers show that diabetes
is more common among the Jews than among any
other European races; and sUitistics prove conclusively that the disease occurs among Jews from two
to si.x times as frequently as it does among nonJews, as can be seen from an examination of the following tables:

Locality.
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Sinai Hospital during the years 1890-1900, conipaix'd
with those of four other New York hospitals for the
same period:

Diabetes

Diabetes
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Dialects

occurred in teueincnt houses, 15 per cent in coroners'
cases, luui only IT) per cent in privnte liouses, which
would indicate tliat high living has practically little
to do with diabetes (Stern, in "Jour. Am. iVIedical
Assoc." Jan. 20. IDOIV
With the present knowledge of the pathogenesis
of diabetes, the only reasonable explanation of the
frequency of the disease among Jews is their extreme nervousness, the Jews being known as the
most nervous of civilized peoples.
It remains to be mentioned that throughout the
world the Jews are principally town-dwellers, twothirds of them living in large centers of population
and that diabetes seeks most of its victims among the
people who live under the strain, hurry, and bustle
" The Jews are the children and
of modern city life.
grandchildren of town-dwellers," says Bouchard.
" In the long run the unfavorable hereditary influences are not rectitied for them by the frequent intermarriage of the urban with the country people, as
is the case with the rest of the population.
The
Jews marry exclusively among themselves first cousins from the paternal or maternal side find no barrier
to marriage, and immediately on being born the young
Israelite receives the accumulated unfavorable (hereditary) influences, which he further develops during his lifetime, and which tend to the diseases that
are generated by disturbed nutrition, particularly
diabetes " (" Leq. sur les Maladies par Ralentissement
de la Nutrition," Paris, 1892).
;

;

Bibliography The monographs on diabetes mellltus by Frerich. Van Noorden, Kulz, and Pollntschek, cited above; Wallach. ytitizen zur DiahetUtsterblichkeit in Frankfort-amMain, in Deutsche yiedizinische Wocheiischrift, 1893, p.
:

779 ; Lagneau,

Sur la Race Juive,

de Medecine, Sept.

In BuUeti7i de V Academic

8, 1891.
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DIADEM. See Crown.
DIAL Device for displaying

the time by means
of the shadow of a gnomon or style thrown by the
rays of the sun on a graduated disk. It is generally
agreed that by the "steps of Ahaz" (II Kings xxi.
9, 10; Isa. xxxviii. 8, Hcbr.) some device for meas:

uring time, in the form of a sun-clock, is intended.
The expression was so understood by some of the
old versions (Targ. K^ytJ^pX; Sym. upoMytov Vulg.
"horologium"); but there are no means of determining with certainty the nature, shape, and construction of the contrivance.
The view that a dial
in the stncter sense of the term
that is, a plane
with a graduated scale and a vertical style or
gnomon is meant, is not supported by the text,
since the usual and natural meaning of r\)h]}T2 is
"steps," not "degrees."
Following the literal and usual meaning of the
words, most exegetes assume that the D were actual
steps; that is, a circular staircase leading up to a
column or obelisk, the shadow of which, falling on a
greater or smaller number of the steps, according
;

—

—

as the sun was low or high, indicated the position
of the sun, and thus the time of day.
Such an obelisk wns erected during the reign of Augustus, on
the Campus Martins in Rome.
As, according to the
account in II Kings, the shadow could go forward
or recede ten steps, the step-clock of Ahaz must

have had

at least

fore, did

not mark a full hour of the day, but some

twenty

steps, each of which, there-

666

smaller iieriod of time.
Herodotus (ii. 109) ascribes
to the Babylonians the invention of tlie pole(?".e., the

concave dial) and the gnomon, and the division of
the day into twelve parts.
As Ahaz had intercourse
with the Assyrians (compare II Kings xvi. 10), it is
iikily that he obtained from them a Babylonian
model for his clock.
In 'Eduy. iii. 8 the stone-clock and its style (properly "nail") are mentioned (niyti' pt< hil^ "lODIO).
Maimonides, in his commentary, describes it as a
circle on a broad, smooth stone set into the ground,
and marked with straight lines, which bore the

numbers of the hours. The style, the height of which
was usually less than one-fourth the diameter of the
disk, cast a shadow upon the lines and indicated the
number of hours passed.
Geret, De Sole Tempore HUtkiw RetroSahm, De Regressu Solis Tempore HiskUVy
Von den Somienuhren der Alter}, Leipsic,
1777; Von Gurnpach, Zeitrcchnung der Bahylotiier, p. '.io,

Bibliography:
(iratio,

1()73;

168!>-96; Martini,

Heidelberg, 1852; J. VV. Bosanquet, In I'm-nsactiona of the
Society for Biblical Archmiloail', 1874, Iii. 33; S. Be.swiek,
The Shadrnv on the Dial of Ahaz, In Bihlia, 1896, viil. 309;
MuHer, Bihel und Gmrmik. Eine Apologetische Stiulie Uber
die Sonnermhr de» KOnigs Ahas, In Natur und Offen-

harung,

1902, xlvlli. 5-7.
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DIALECTIC, THE. See Periodicals.
DIALECTICS, RABBINICAL. See Pilptjl.

DIALECTS Under this heading are considered
the various forms of those languages, other than Hebrew, which have been spoken or written by the
Jews, and which have been modified by them, either
through the introduction of Hebrew words, usages,
and syntax, or by the conservation of older forms
of speech which have gone out of use in the lands
where the languages to which they belong were
originally spoken.
When the Jews lost their home
and became a race without a country, they were
naturally forced to adopt the languages of the peoples among whom they came to dwell but Hebrew
continued to be their language of prayer and of
literary composition.
They started out almost as
bilinguists; for Aramaic is found not only in the
Bible, but also in many of the oldest prayers (compare the use of the expressions " leshon hedyot " [B.
M. 104a] and "leshon hoi" [Ber. 40b] to denote
" Aramaic ").
In a short time they became polyglots, while Hebrew, because of the Bible and their
ritual, remained their holy language.
Thus Judah
ha-Levi refers to Abraham as using Hebrew as a
sacred language and Aramaic as a profane tongue
("Cuzari," ed. Cassel, p. 175).
According to Abraham Abulafia, the Jews of
Sicily used not only Italian and Greek, but also
Arabic, which language they had adopted at the
time when that island was under the dominion of
the Arabs ("Rev. Etudes Juives," ix. 149).
The
first Jewish settlers in Corfu came from Greece: to
these were added emigrants from Apulia, and in the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries others from Portugal; so that in the synagogues of Corfu the hymns
are sung in Hebrew, Greek, Italian, and Portuguese
(" Abhandl. desFUnften Intern. Orient. -Congresses,"
:

;

p. 228, Berlin, 1882).

Benfey's dictum, "The Jews have always spoken
a jargon" ("Z. D. M. G." xxxvii. 606); NOldeke's

remark that wherever Jews

live together in large

I
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speak

thej'

Diabetes
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peculiarly color the language ibey

other modern Aramaic dialects by the introduction of

and Wellbausen'ssa}'-

Hebrew words and phrases. This dialect is called by
the Jews " Lishanah shel Ibrani " (Hebrew Tongue),

(" Alttest. Lit." p. 248);

iug in regard to tbe Jews of northern Arabia, " The
Jews spoke among themselves a gibberish which
the Arabs found it dithcult to understand" ("Skizzen," iv. 13), are only partially true, as in many

communities in Europe Hebrew was spoken down
to the eleventh century (Zunz, "Z. G." p. 187). And
where the Jews of Europe wrote the languages
spoken in the countries in which they dwelt, they
wrote them, up to the fifteenth century, with remarkable exactness, though often using Hebrew characters (Abrahams, "Jewish Life in the Middle Ages,"
Curious instances of what Steinschneider
p. 359).
calls the "linguistically amphibious life of the Jews"
("Monatsschrift," xlii. 34) are: the macaronic verses
written in Hebrew and Arabic by such South Arabian poets as Shibzi some poems of Leo de Modena,
veritable "tours de force," which can be read either
as Hebrew oras Italian the Hebrew-Arabic-Romance
glossaries called " Makre Dardeke " (Schwab, in
"Rev. Etudes Juives," xvi. 253 et seq.); and the
Hebrew-English-Spanish "Vocabulary" by Jacob
and Hayyim Moreira (Perles, "Beitriige zur Geschichte der Hebriiischen und AramUischen Stu;

;

dien," p. 143).

Jewish dialects are characterized by foreign words
treated as Hebrew or by Hebrew words treated as
foreign words; or by the use of words
Character- which have long since disappeared
istics.
from the ordinary speech of the country or by the retention of the ancient
pronunciation of the language. Any one of these
peculiarities will give a definite character to a Jewish dialect without its becoming of necessity a jar;

;

or " Lishanat Jabali " (Mountain Tongue), or " Leshon
Galut" (Tongue of the Exile; see Gottheil in "Jour.
Amer. Or. Soc." xv. 297 et seq.). The language
written and spoken by the Samaritans around Nablus, formerly believed to be a mixture of Aramaic
and Hebrew, has been proved by later investigation
to be a Western Aramaic dialect interspersed with
a number of Hebrew words (compare Noldeke in
Cheyne and Black, "Encyclopaedia Biblica," i.

284b).

From the time of Alexander the Great the Jews
came largely under the influence of Hellenism, which
only the thought and the practises,
but also the language of the Jews; and many Greek
words and phrases found entrance into tlieir vocabulary.
In how far the Jews adopted
Greek speech in the mother country,
TJse
of Greek by it is difficult to say; but in the Greek
cities along the coast they must have
Jews.
heard that language spoken and must
in many cases have used it.
In the Diaspora, however, Greek soon succeeded in ousting Hebrew and
Aramaic, and it became the vernacular of the Egyptian Jews.
In former times it was held that Hellenistic Greek, which lived down to about the year 600,
was the dialect of the Greek-speaking Jews in the
Orient; but the study of Greek dialectology and the
numerous finds of papyri and ostraka within recent
years have convinced scholars that the Greek spoken
by the Jews in Egypt and found in their literary
productions is part and parcel of the general HelPhilo and the Jewish Alexandrian
lenistic Kon'i].
affected not

gon, though some of the later developments of JudaoGerman almost deserve that name. The Hebrew
words introduced into the newly acquired language
came largely from the Bible (which was the starting-point and foundation of all Jewish studies), from
the liturgy as used in the synagogue and the home,
and from peculiar Jewisii social customs.
The earliest non-Hebrew language with which the
Jews became acquainted was the Aramaic; but
tiiere is no information as to how far they modified
that language in the course of time.
The Aramaic
portions of the Old ToHtament show some peculiarities, wiiich arc pos.sibly due to the Masorites.
Tiie
Aramaic which the Jews spoke in Babylon, and

philosophers and poets differ as little in point of
language from their non-Jewish neighbors as does
Josephus from the other historians of his time who
wrote in Greek. Even the translation of the Old
Testament into Greek does not represent any special
Jewish dialect of this Koivij. It is, of course, full of
Hebrew words, expressions, and syntactical constructions; but these new elements are due, in the
largest measure, to the attempt of the translators to
adhere slavishly to the original Hebrew and Blass is
])robably right in a.sserting that "no one ever spoke
in this manner, not even the Jewish translators"
("Grammatik des Neutcstamcntlichen Griechisch,"

to cull " Nabatioun "

This is tr>ieof the New Testament also. Though
Jewish theological i<leasand even individual expressions have left tiicir mark on the Greek where in
.some cases the books were translated from a Hebrew
or Aramaic original, the language has in no measure
Bla.ss {ib. p. 8)
the character of a Jewish dialect.
Deissmann has
calls it a moderated Attic Greek.
very properly pointed out that the difference between a translation and an original in tliis Hellenistie, (Jreek may be seen if the jjrologue to the Greek

which Arabic writers are wont

Rev." xii. 517), is proved by the
Mandean dialect to have been similar to the language spoken by other peoples in that neighborhood
and the later development of u distinct Western JudiEo-Aramaic in Palestine and Syria was due largely
to the rivalry between Cliurfli and Synagogue. The
Aramaicspoken by the Jews in New Testament times,
(•'Jew.

C^uart.

;

well as the dialect represented in the Palestinian
in .some of the Targuniim, probably
differfd little from the language of the iioii Jewish
population.
How small these dilTcrencca were, may
be gaged from a study of the modern Aramaic dia-

a.s

TalmufI and

spoken in northern iMesojjotamia. 'I'he .lews
living near I^^ike Urmi, in western Persia, and even
those across the Turkish l)order, still speak a form

lects

of

Aramaic which

is

only differentiated from the

;

p. 2. GiH.tingen, 1902).

Bor)k of Ecclesiasti<iis be compared with the body
of the book itself (Herzog-IIuuck, "Rcal-Encyc."
vii. 0i'.\9,).
It is therefore entirely wrong to speak of
a Hiblical Greek, a Sepluugint Greek, a New Testa-

ment Greek, or a Judico-Greek dialect. The same
true of later times, when Jews .settled again in
Greece and Constantinople. The'Greek found in the
is

IHalects
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Bibk> tnuislations published during

cvntury (see Jkw.

EMYr.

iii,

tlu'

sixtccntli

IS^-lDT), tlunigh writ

ten in Hebrew letters, does not tliffer from the
ordinary spoken Greek of tlie day ("Hebr. Bibl."
XV. 40: "Rev. Etudes Juives," xxii. 258; "Jew.
Chron." July 20. UH)1, p. 25).
When the Jews came under the intiucnce of Ambie eulture. they readily aeeepted the language of
their masters, and, from Moroeeo in the west to
Bagdad in the east, they spoke and wrote Arabic in
all its various forms.
Tiie language of the old Jewish poets in Anibia tlilTers in no respeet from that
of their heathen and Mohammedan contemporaries.
But in course of time Arabic became a second
mother tongue to the Jews of the Orient, such as
only the Judfleo-German became for
Use
the Jews in eastern Europe.
In conof Arabic, tradistinction to the latter, however,
Arabic was also the literary language
of the Oriental Jews; into which they not only
translated their theological and religious books, but
in which they also wrote upon all conceivable topics.
It might, therefore, be proper to speak rather of
Judffio-Arabic dialects than of one particular diaThe term must not, however, be misunderlect.
stood.
Saadia, in his Bible translation, uses many
Arabic words in the sense of their Hebrew equivalents; but this is no criterion.
In his philosophical
work he writes, as did Judah ha Levi, Maimonides,
Ibn Ezra, and others, a pure Arabic; a degree more
" vulgar" than that of his Mohammedan neighbors,
but "Jewish " only in the introduction of Hebrew
technical terms and Hebrew quotations (Friedlander,
"Sprachgebrauch des 3Iaimonides," p. x., Frankfort, 1902).

It has been customary to look down upon Judseo
Arabic as merely the "Middle Arabic" of the day
interspersed with Hebrew words and phrases.
But
here again, as is the case with Judajo-German, many
of the peculiarities observed arc survivals of older
forms of the spoken Arabic dialects (see Kamplfmeyer in "W. Z. K. M." xiii. 247). Thus some of
the peculiarities in the Arabic dialect of the Moroccan Jews may be survivals of the Arabic spoken in
Spain, which the Jews carried with them at various
times when they were banished from the peninsula;
and this ma}- explain what Talcott- Williams says of
this dialect, that it "comes near being the worst and
most obscure patois spoken anywhere and dignified
by the name of Arabic " ("Beitrage zur Assyriolo-

gie,"

iii.

have developed a distinct
form of Juda?o-Persian. Wilhelm Geiger speaks of
it as "jargon used as a vernacular" ("Gruudriss der
Iranischen Philologie," i. 408); but here again, although Hebrew theological and religious terms have
crept in, older forms of Persian have been preserved
which make the dialect an interesting one. It is in
reality only a development of the New High Persian
with local dialectic peculiarities.
It occasionally
shows striking coincidences with the Pazend and
in Persia also

;

Horn thinks that some of the translations of the
Biblical books which have come down were made in
neighborhoods

Thanks
and

paid to the Juda'oPei-sian.
There are even various
subdialects to be recognized.
The mountain Jews
in the Caucasus speak what they them
selves call " Farsi Tat," which dilTers
JudeeoPersian.
in few respects from the Tat spoken
in the province of Baku and the peninsula of Apsheron (.see "Seventh Report of the
Thirteenth International Oriental Congress," |). 12).
The language of the Jews of Bokhara, which is also
spoken by the Bokharan Jews in Jerusalem, has its
origin in the Tadshiki spoken by the Iranians in central Asia.
Quite an extensive literature exists in

Juda?o-Bokharan

;

and not a few books have been

printed in this dialect If Salcnmnn is right (" Litteraturblatt fiir Orieutalische Philologie," i. 187), there
are two dialects to be distinguished in Bokharan,
because the Jews of that place came originally from
Tus and from Meshed. Of the Judseo- Persian, Noldekesays ("Z. D. M. Q."li. 70) that "the imitation
of Hebrew has caused the most barbaric distortion
of the Persian." J. de Morgan speaks of the language of the Jews of Sihne ("Jour. Asiatique,"
8th series, xix. 197); but further details have not
been published.
Of the European dialects, in addition to the Greek,
spoken by the Jews, mention nnist first be made of
Judseo-Spanish.
It had its origin in the Spanish
peninsula itself; for Francisco Fernandez y Gonzalez published in 1884 ("Boletin Acad. Hist." v.
299; compare "Rev. Etudes Juives," x. 248) three
letters written in Judaeo-Spanish and in Hebrew
characters by Jews living in S])ain before the expulsion.
As generally understood, however, the term
signifies the Spanish language as used by the e.\i!cs
from Spain in northern Africa, in the ?]ast. and in
certain parts of Europe, where they settled.
It is
called also "Ladino," "Espanoi," and
Ladino.
"Spaniolic."
very large literature

in

which

Pars<'es lived.

to the labors of Bacher, Horn, Salemann,
others, renewed attention has of late years been

I

.

1

1

.

A

has grown up in this dialect, which
does not differ from the regular Spanish except in
the fact that occasional Arabic words are to be found,
and older forms which have gone out of u.se in the

modern developments of tlie language in the peninAccording to Ticknor, a modern Juda?o-Spanish newspaper could be read with perfect ease by a
sula.

Spaniard of the time of Alfonso the W^ise. It is
interesting to note that parallel to the Juda>o-Spanish
there is an Arabic-Spanish literature, that of the
Moriscos, descendants of the former masters of Spain

(Grunbaum, "Neue Beitrage zur Scmitischen Sagenkunde," p. 245; idem,

572).
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muthie," pp.

"

Jildisch-Spanische Chresto-

1 et seq.).

The Jews were driven out of France in 1306; hut
before that time they had settled in large numbers
both in the north and in the south. It was especially in Provence that during the early Middle Ages
they developed a large literature, and evidently
adopted the Provengal dialect which they heard
spoken around them. RcMiinants of tliis Proven(;al
are to be found not only in the 2,500 gio.'^ses in the
commentaries of Rashi, Joseph Caro, Samuel ben
]\Ieir,
Eleazar of Beaugency, and the Tosafists
(Schwab, "La Transcript, des Mots Europ. en
Lettres Hebr." in "Melanges Havet," p. 317, Paris,
1895),

but also in original poems («..'/., "The HLstory
by Israel Caslaii of Avignon, which was

of Esther"

,

DialMta
Diaspora
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read on the Feast of Purim " Romauia," 1892) and
in prose works and liturgies {e.g., the elegy on the
auto da fe at Troyes, 1288, by Jacob ben Judah of
"Rev. Etudes Juives,"
Lorraine; "Romania," iii.
These Provencal works are written in Hebrew
i.).
script; and the JudcTeo-Proveuyal represented in
such writings is a faithful reproduction of the
Provencal language of the time, modified by the introduction of Hebrew words and by its transliteration into Hebrew characters (see Gildemann, " Geschichte des Erziehungswesens," i. 26, Vienna, 1880;
Oesterreicher, " Beitrage zur Geschichte der JiidischFranz5sischen Sprache ini Mittelalter," Czemowitz,

turned to Germany in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries they brought with them tlieir old Middle
High German, modified not only by other German
dialects, but also by a surprisingly large element

1896).

ulary.

Strange to say, there are no traces of a JudajoItalian dialect, even though some macaronic poems,
as mentioned above, may be read as either Hebrew
The Jews in Italy very seldom wrote
or Italian.
Italian in Hebrew characters; the "TefiUot Latine,"
Mordecai Dato's sermous.aud Moses Catalano's poem
being among the few cases in which they did (comp.
"Rev. Et. Juives," x. 137). Italian literature began
with Dante in the thirteenth century and as it
grew up under their very eyes, the Jews soon took
part in its development, and did not mi.x the language with Hebrew (see Steinschneider, in " Monatsschrift," xlii. 116,420; Giidemanu, "Geschichte
der Juden in Italien,'"
des Erziehungswesens

The introduction of words and phrases from so
many different tongues makes Judaeo-German ap-

;

;

;

.

.

The most important Jewish dialect is
Tlie name by which

of cour.se

was formerly known, "Iwri-Teitscli," shows
at once that it is a more mixed dialect

the Juda;o-German.

Judseo-

it

than any of those already mentioned.
the Rhine provinces orig-

The Jews in

French for tlieir daily intercourse (Gildemann, "Geschichte des Erziehungswesens ... in
Frankreich," pp. 114, 275). Whatever the character
of tiiis French may have been, it certainly influenced
the German that was spoken by tiiem during tlie
period from the eleventh to the fourteenth century;
for tiie frontier between France and Germany was
open, and the perscrcution in the former country
drove many to seek homes across the Rhine. With
tiio exception of this FVench influence, the German
Jews in the ear!}' Middle Ages were characterized by
the purity of the German they spoke and wrote,
inally used

thougii they transcrilx-d

it

in

Hebrew

cliaractcns.

from the desire to niiiUe it
po.ssible for women, young people, and the unlettered to read and enjoy literary productions (" Hebr.

Tills tran.scription arose

IJibl." viii.

IT)).

Tlic

Ht

During the

Hebrew.

last

two centuries Judaeo-

German has been carried over the world wherever
the movement out of eastern Europe has brought the
Jews from Slavonic lands. In its journey over the
globe Judaeo-German has suffered changes in various ways: in Poland, Polish words were incorporated in Holland, Dutch words in Turkey, Turkish and, lastly, in English-speaking countries many
English words have found their way into the vocab;

;

;

pear to the superficial observer to be a language
rules nor lexicographic standards. It has therefore been customary
to speak of it as "Mauschel-Deutsch," and those
who use it have contributed to this misunderstanding by adopting the appellation " jargon " in place
of the more correct and modern term, "Yiddish."
See Jud^o-German Lading.

which knows neither grammatical

;

Bibliography: }iQnt>&vitTs On Non-Hebrew Languages Used
by Jeu:% in Jew. Quart. Rev. iv. 9 et seq.; Stelnscbneider,
Hehr. Ueber.i. pp. xv.

et seq.

Q.

.

p. 207).

German,

of

bnw

script used for

tliis

purpose was the sanu; as tliat employed for the commentaries on the Hil>lc; and from the name of the
cliiff commciilator it soon became known as the
" Hii.shi .scri[it."

This Middle Higli German of the Rhine provinr^es
canied eastward, especially into Poland, when
the Jews wore driven into the Hlavf)ni(; lands after
Tiie Jews
the Black Death (fourteentii century).
came to Poland from all jiarls of (Jermany; and
wiis

though Hif^h German was at the ha.se of the language which they carried with them, there were

many peculiarities of other dialects,
both northern and sonthem. In Poland the Jews
preserved their German dialect; and when they re-

DIAS, FELIX: French painter; born
deaux 1794; died May 29, 1817. From his
youth he betrayed marked talent

at Borearliest

for painting.

Ac-

cordingly he was sent to the Academy, where he carried off several academic honors and took the first
The few productions
prize for composition in 1817.
of his brush which he has left show a skilful blending of colors, a fine taste in armngement, and
great vigor of design.
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DIASPORA
through

liie

:

*

(Jicco

The Jews

Roman

in

their disi)er.sion

world.

In the present

artich; tlu- Jt'wish race is considered in its relations

to the Hellenic

and the Roman peoples.

The

geo-

grapiiical distribution of the race; the civil government to which it was subjected; its juridical sys-

tem; the

social

and economic condition of

munities; the success of

its

its

com-

propagandistic efforts,

also introduced

Tlif present iirtlrle Jin.i hor-n nflnpted from tbo author's paper
In the "Dlrtldnniilre dcH Aniii|ult<<s," by kind perlilt- publlsbtT8, MessrH. Uacbette & Co.

".lu'lii'l"

niltutlon of
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Diaspora
wliich

propatvd

tlu"

way

for

fjnnlly, tlu- first ciJvcl upiMi its

Christiiitiity
It'jriil

;

sitiiiitiou

iiiul,

of

tlu-

—

triumph of tlic uow reliiriou thost' are tlie points to
bo summarily dealt with.
I. The tirst ai\il most remarkable pliouomcnon
presented by Judaism duriiiij tiie (Jreeo lioman
pcritxl is its dispersion

The

of the Mediterranean.

along tiie shores
This dispersion

to numerous causes, and those
obscure; but one of the most
important must be sought in the many vicissitudes,

Diaspora,

was due

in part

crowned by

a tinal catAitroplie, wiiich
its origin.

Judaism en-

countered in the country of
Atier the overthmw In 58S B.C.

of tlie ktnRdom of Judah by
the (.halileans, and the dep<irtation of a conslderal)le portion of
Its inhabitants to the valley of the Euphrates, the Jews had two
princUml nillylns-polnts ; viz.. Bal)ylonla and Palestine. But
thouRh a majority of the Jewish race especially the wealthy
families were to l)e found In Babylonia, the existence it led
there, under the successive rules of the Achaemenidae. the
Seleuclils, the Parthlans. and the Neo-Perslans, or Sassanians,
was ol»scure and devoid of political influence. The poorest
but most fen'ent element among the exiles returned to Palestine durinK the reifms of the llrst AchseraenidiE. There, with
the recon.structed Temple at Jerusalem as its center, it or-

—

ganized itself Into a community, animated by a remarkable religious ardor and a tenacious attachment to the Bible, which
thenceforth constituted the palladium of its nationality, and
It enjoyed, under the direction of its high priests, a tolerably
broad autonomy.
No sooner had this little nucleus Increased In numbers with
the accession of recruits from various quarters, than it awoke to

a consciousness of itself, and strove for political enfranchisement. A tentative effort in this direction, under Artaxerxes
Ochus, led to fresh deportations. In South Syria, however,
the rule of the Persians passed first to the Macedonians (333
B.C.). who were succeeded by the Ptolemies in the third century B.C.— a period in which Syria was the theater of incessant wars— and finally. In the second century, by the Seleucids.
The Ptolemies treated the sentiments and customs of the Jews
with the same delicacy and consideration that they showed
toward those of their other subjects. Thanks to their tolerance,
the Hellenic civilization took root In Judea, and made there
considerable advances. The Seleucids, on the contrary, under
Antlochus Epiphanes, wished to force premaThe
turely upon the Jews a transformation which
Maccabees, could be achieved only in the course of centuries.
Their iU-advLsed policy gave rise to
ylolent reactions, both religious and political, culminating In
the revolt of the Maccabees (1B~ B.C.).
After numerous vicissitudes, and especially owing to internal
dissensions In the Seleucid dynasty, on the one hand, and to the
Interested support of the Romans, on the other, the cause of
Jewish Independence-flBaUy triumphed. Under the Hasmonean
princes, who were at first high priests and then kings, the Jewish state displayed even a certain luster, and annexed several
territories. Soon, however, discord in the n<yal family, and the
growing disaffection of the pious, the soul of the nation, toward
rulers who no longer evinced any appreciation of the real a.splratlons of their subjects, made the Jewish nation an easy prey
to the ambition of the Romans, the successors of the Seleucids.
In 83 B.C. Pompey Invaded Jerusalem, and Gablnius subjected
the Jewish people to tribute.
Many years, however, passed before Judea became definitely
Incorporated into the Roman empire. In Judea the Romans
pursued the same vacillating and changeful policy as throughout
the f )rlent. First they granted the Jews an ethnan-h then a king
—a foreigner, it is true— the Idumeau Herod, under whose rule
the Jewish state attained its greatest material prosperity. After
the death of Herod '•* B.C.), the dissolution of his dynasty,
and the deposition of his 8<^>n Archelaus (0 c.k.), Jndea proper
became a mere department of the province of Syria, governed
by a »pe<-lal procurator residing in Caesarea.
During this perifKl the Jewish community possessed special
;

religious and Juridical
In
constituted, as under the Achaemenidae

privileges,

bf)th

:

"Vicissitudea short, it
of Roman and the Lagldes. a hierocracy under the pro-

Rule.

This regime, inte<;tlon of a foreign master.
terrupted for several years (41-44) by the restoration of the Herodlan dynasty in favor of Herod Agrlppa, could
be upheld only by dint of tact and precaution. The agents of
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Rome, like the Seleucids Ix'foro them, were unable to satisfy a
people at once so luiprc.-vslonaljU' and turl>ul('nt.
Rej)eated
alHiut the fornil(liil)le insurrection of (16-70,
capture <if Jerusalem and the destruction of
center
of the natitJiial and religious life of the
the Temple, the
Jews IhrougliDUt tlie world.
After this cata-stroptie. Judea formed a separate Roman province, governed by a legate, at llrst "pro pra>tore," and later,
" pro consule," who was also the commaiKier of the army of occupation. The complete destruction of the Holy I'lty, and the settlement of .sevenil (ireclan and Uonian colonies In Judea, Indicated
theexpress Intention of the Roman government to prevent the poNevertheless, forty
litical regeneration of the Jewish nation.
years later the Jews put forth efforts to recover their former freedom. With Palestine exhausted, they strove, In the llrsl place, to
establish upon the ruins of Hellenism a<'tuul commonwealths In
Cyrene, Cyprus, Egypt, and Mesopotamia. These efforts, resolute but unwise, were suppre.<wed by Trajan (11.1-117); and
under Hadrian the same fate befell the last and glorious attempt
of the Jews of Palestine to regain their Independence (133 135).
From this lime on, in spite of unimportant movements under
Antoninus, Marcus Aurelius. and Severus, the Jews of Palestine,
reduced in numbers, destitute, and crushed, lost their preponderance in the Jewish world. The Jews no longer had reason
to cling to a soil where the recollection of their past grandeur
only helped to render more bitter the spectacle of their present
humiliation, where their metropolis had become, under the
name " jEliaCapltolina,"aR()man colony, a city entirely pagan,
to enter which was forbidden the Jews, under pain of death.
bluiulci-s bniujrlit

tfriiilnatliig in the

The

vicissitudes just described exerted a deciupon the dispersion of tiie Jewish
people throughout the world. Successive revolutions in Coele-Syria had caused, century after cen-

II.

influence

sive

tury, the emigration of

Jews

in gieat

numbers, who, having combined with
one of the competitors, chose to follow
liim in his retreat rather than to e.xpose themselves to the vengeance of the conqueror.
Thus, as far back as Jeremiah, a small diaspora was
formed in Egypt (Jer. xxiv. 8, xxvi. 22, xlii.-xliv.).
Wlien Ptolemy I. evacuated Syria many of the Jews

Dispersion,

him to his kingdom (HecaAbdera, 14, cited by Josephus, " Contra Ap.
idem, " Ant. " xii. 1).
A similar thing occurred
i. 22
in 198 (Jerome, "Ad Dan.," xi. 708); and under
Ptolemy VI. Philometor, the son of the high priest
Onias, disappointed in his expectations, betook himself with a considerable number of followers to
Egypt, and there set up a rival temple to that of
Jerusalem (" Ant." xiii. 3). On the otlier hand, during the wars of the third and second centuries B.C.,
thousands of Jews were made captives and reduced
to slavery, passing from owner to owner and from
land to land until their enfranchisement. This enfranchisement indeed usually occurred very soon, it
being precipitated by the fact that, through their unswerving attachment to their customs, they proved
voluntarily followed

taeus, of
;

Besides, owing to the close solwhich is one of the lasting traits of the Jewish
race, they had no difficulty in finding coreligionists
who were willing to pay the amount of their ransom.
The inscriptions of Delphi have preserved an instance of these enfranchi.sements of Jewish slaves
by payment of money (Collitz, "Griech. Dialektiuschr." ii. 2029; the amount paid was 4 minas, or
inefficient servants.

idarity

The celebrated rhetorician Cecilius of
§80).
Calacte was originally a Jewish slave (Suidas, «.-».);
he was confounded by Plutarch with the questor of
Verres, Cecilius Niger, who was perhaps his patron.
The Jews thus freed, instead of returning to Palestine, usually remained in the land of their former
slavery, and there, in conjunction with their breth-

about
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renin faith, established communities. According to
the formal testimony of Philo (''Legatio ad Caium,"
§ 23), the Jewish community in Pome owed its origin
The political importo released prisoners of war.
tance which it had already acquired in the proceedings against Flaccus (o9 b.c.) shows that it did not
consist merely of a few captives brought by Pompey (63 b.c), but rather of prisoners made in earThe great
lier wars— in Asia Minor, for instance.
Jewish insurrections under Vespasian, Trajan, and
Hadrian, terminating, as they did, so disastrously,
threw upon the market mj'riadsof Jewish captives.
Transported to the West, they became the nuclei of
communities in Italy, Spain, Gaul, etc. Among
these captives was the historian of the Jewish peoUnder Domitian the Jewple. Flavins Josephus.
ish slaves in Rome, were sold at very low prices.
Even the poet ^Martial, whose purse was never well
filled, possessed one ("Epig." vii. 35; the interpreThe names of many
tation, however, is uncertain).
Jews found in the tumulary inscriptions in Rome
betray their servile origin. To these sales of prisoners of war must be added, as further sources of
the Diaspora, the deportations, more or less voluntary, effected by the various governments, either to
chastise the rebels or to populate the uninhabited
parts of their territories. Not to mention the great
Babylonian exile, and the transportaDetion of Jews to Ilyrcauia by Ochus
portationa. (Syncellus. i. 486; Orosius, iii. 7), Ptol-

emy I., according to tradition, took
with liim to Egypt 30,000 (?) Jews, in order to garri.son the frontiers (Pseudo-Arista;us, ed. Schmidt, p.
255; " Ant." xii. 1). The same king compelled Jews
to settle in Cyrenaica(" Contra Ap." ii. 4). Autiochus
the Great, it is said, transferred to the sparsely populated districts of Phrygia and Lydia 2,000 Jewish
families drawn from Mesopotamia ("Ant." xii. 8, §
Tiberius sent 4,000 Jews of Rome to wage a war
4).
in Sardinia (Tacitus, "Annales," ii. 85), many of
whom perished, while the survivors must Lave
formed the nucleus of a Jewish community in that
country. ^Muny rulers, without resorting to violent
measures, made successful efforts to attract Jewish
colonists to the newly founded cities by conceding
to

them

itn|iortant privileges.

Such was the

policy,

not of Alexander, at any rate of Seleucus Nicator,
Ptolemy PliilfidelpiiuH, the successors of Antiochus

if

Nor must it be forgotten that the Jews were a
Their law made it their duty to rear
prolific race.
their (hildren.

aros«!

f)f

H))readiiig to the adja-

cent districts (Galilee, I'eni'a). which soon became
Judaized; tiicn tfi the neighboring countries (p]gypt,
Syria); and, finally, to places beyond the sea, and
this upon the slightest hope f)f meeting there with
coreligif)nists.
This phenomenon is not a characteristic of the Jews alone; it is seen in the colonies of
Egyptians, Syrians, and Plienieians in Greece, in
Rome, and in the important commercial centers of
Italy; and they, like the Jews, spread their national
cults.

Rut the Jew emiirrates more

L's creed

is

readily, since

linked to a book, not to a place.

IV.— 36

;

;

6, cited by Josephus, "Ant." xiv. 7, §
"In Flaecum," 7; Seneca, frag. 41-43, in
Augustine, "Civ. Dei," vi. 10; Acts ii. 9-11; Jose-

(Strabo, frag.

Philo,

2;

vii. 3, § 3).
King Agrippa,
enumerates among the provinces of the Jewish Diaspora almost all the Hellenized and non-Hellenized countries of the Orient
(Philo, " Legatio ad Caium," § 36) and this enumeration is far from being complete, as Italy and Cyrene
The epigraphic discoveries from
are not included.
year to j'ear augment the number of known Jewish
communities.
The following table, which is doubtless incomplete, attempts to summarize modern knowledge
concerning the geography of the Diaspora, according to the literary texts and the inscriptions:

phus, " B.

J. "

ii.

16,

§4

;

in a letter to Caligula,

;

Asia.
Ascalon,

Palestine:

Arabia: Yemen,

etc.

Island lotaba

(Procoptus, " I'ers." 1. 19). Phenicia: Aradus, IJerytus (Le
Bas-Waddlngton, No. 18.54C). Ca'le-Syria: Daniiisciis (Josephus, "B. J." il. aO, §3; vll. 8, § 7). Sj/rm Antloch ("B. J."
I.e Ba.s-Wadvii. 3, 88 3 ct scq.). Palmyra (" C. I. G" No. 448«
dlngton. Nos. 2619 cl sen.). Tufas ("Bull. Corr. Hell." 1H97, p.
Me^npatamia: Nlslbls ("Ant." xvlll. 9. S 1), riilllnlcura
47).
Sum, Puiiibeillta, Ne(Ambroslus, " Ep." xl.). ]i(tl>iih>uia
:

;

:

9, 9 1),

Selcucia

xvlll. 9, 8 9). Ctesi-

(i7).

phon (i/).). Kf/i»i (SiwiViJKi) (Acts 11. J>-11). Parthia. Ili/rrauia Oyno^-llus. 1. 4K(i: oroslus, 111. 7). Media. Armenia
(Kaustusof Byzantium, ed. Lantflols, Iv. 55).

Judea, a land by

Fecundity no nieans fertile, must quickly liave
The need
of the Jews, become overpf)pulated.
tliiiH

Besides, owing to the barrier which their deeply
rooted religious observances formed around them,
the Jews never became absorbed in the surrounding
populations.
On the contrary, an active religious
propaganda, to be treated more fully later on,
caused each small group of Jewish families to become the center around which numerous proselytes
of other races clustered. Many of these adherents
afterward fully embraced the Jewish faith.
It
may be said that if proselytism was not the conscious design of the Diaspora, it at all events powerfully contributed towaid its consolidation and expansion.
Thus, as early as the middle of the second century
B.C. the Jewish author of the third book of the
Oracula Sibyllina, addressing the "chosen people,"
saj's: "Every land is full of thee and every sea"
compare I Mace. 15) and if
(Sibyllines, iii. 271
these words contained some exaggeration, the prophecy became true in the subsequent century. The
most diverse witnesses, such as Strabo, Philo, Seneca, the author of the Acts of the Apostles, and Josephus, all bear testimony to the fact that the Jewish
race was disseminated over the whole civilized world

liurdea ("Ant." xvlll.

Ei)ipiiun<'S (in Aii(ioch), etc.

all

Diaspora

Asia Minor.
Pontus
xvlll. 2).

KlHoco."

Hfi.xW.
I.

(Phllo.

"LcRatlo ad Cnlum,"

Uilhiinia
;JH),

10,

(\h.).

Pertfainos

SK;

Mu^ia:

iili.;

Arts

II.

9-11,

Adniniyttluiii (("Ircro,

"Pro

" AnI." xlv.

rriKl llnpia.o.'. notllapioi).

8

3fl;

1(1,8 ~'3),

Partuin

(?)

Ionia: Smyrna ("C.

"Vita I'olyrarpI," 1-' */ »»f/.; "Rev. Kludes
vll. 1(11), KplicsuH ("Ant." xlv. 10.88 25 et xcq.; Acta
" Rev.
rt Hrq.), I'hoi-ii-a (" Bull. Corr. Hell." x. :}27 =

(;." No. !tH<»7;

.Iiilves."
xvlll.

19

Kludes .lulves," xll. ZW). Mllftu.H ("Ant." xlv. 10,
Hardfs ("Ant." xlv. 10, 88
JjUilid
(I Mace. XV.).

fi

:

Tliyatira ("('.

I.

fi."

No.

.'yVIO

[doulitfiill;

21).

Samos

17 c*

«cq.),

Acts xvl. 14; corn-

Welzsiicker."pp. 3!t('f xcg.),
pan- Schdrpr. " A btiandlun(fen
Tmlles ("Ant." xlv. 10, 8 21). Hypirpa (" Rev. Kludes Julve«,"
X. 74), MaKn<«la of SIpylus ((?). 7(1>. Nysn (" Ath. MIttli." xxll.
.

.

.

4H4).
(aria: litsus (I,(! Bas-VVaddlnKt.on, No. 294), llallcama«8U»(" Ant."xlv. 10,8 2;)), Cosd Marc, xv.; " Ant." xlv. 7, 62: 10,
• 5),

Myndos

(I

Mace, xv.; Inscrlptlcm ki " Rev. Etudes Jul ves,"

xlU. D.C'nlduH (»>.).

Rhodes

(i/^.).

Phryaia: Apamea("Pro
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FlacxHi." 28; RAinsay, "Cltlt>s." I. XW. No. 'AVkxi wins symboli(" I'm Klacf." 28; " Ant." .\lv.
zintt Clu> Ark of Nuiin. UuHllicn
ft .sci;.), Hlcnipolis
10, S-M*. Aiinoniii Utanisiiy. "("itU'.s" 1.
(Rainsyiy. i7>. i. »."». N»>s. 411, US. 2S [?)), F.imifiu'iii (Uniiisay,
Umyni (" Uoisi'ii in
No. SC*, p. ;it<«> [doubt fill)). LinUf

MV

l7>. I.,

ii. t*>>.

l.ykU'11,"

Tlos r"Kn»no.<i Viiulob." W),

riuLsi-lls (1

Mate.

Con-yiis ("Uov. K.linlc,< .liiivis," x. 7.")l. 7'i.M(Ji<i An(i'<(SliU- (1 Mnir. .\v.2)).
l'tiii){ilnili(i
tiivli (Acts xiil. Hi.
" Hev. Etiult-s
latia: Gernin ("null. lorr. H.ll." vil. -'4=
Iconiuin (Ac-t.s xiv. ll, Lystni (i7i.
Juives," X. 7T>. L,.m-<i<>»ii<i
Tai-sus,
.Mazaca ((.'ii'sarvaK ('i7i< i<i
xvi. 1). ("<ijijMi(/i>ci<i

XV.

2:?i.

:

:

:

:

:

Elaioussa
Tai

^>]^.

(?)

CMour.

Cio"'*"'-

Ilfll.

Siml."

xii.

iU

IColU'Kcof Sa^^arn-

Jii

»>>;

xiii.

">),

raplios (ih. versf

ti).

loi-ii.s

:

ramicajx'Uin (iJityscliew, "InsiT.

a combinaEiixlni," Nos. r>2, ."WiK (ior^rippia (i7i. Nos. 400, 401
tion of iiapin anil .lewisli formulas), Tanais {ih. Nos. 44!), 4.')0,
ui/zicttoi').
Othv
aStA^oi
cth^omo'oi
fniternllios
of
scq.;
4.52, 4,'>6«'f
;

Olbia (Stepliani. in "Hull. Acad. Pctcrsb." 18»K), i.
^;c!/f'ii<i
Constantinople (" Kcv.
246; "C. 1. 1;." No. 2079/). TItvttvr
Eludes Juives," xxvl. ItiV et »eq.), Pbilippi (Act.s xvi. 13). Maccdnnia: Thessalonica (Acts xvii.2; "Rev. Etudes Juive.s,"x.
Contiunttal Greece: Thessalia
78). Bercea (Acts xvii. 10).
(Philo. " Legatio ad Caiutn." § 30; Acts xviii. 1 et aeq.), Etolia
xvii. 17; "C. I. A." iii. 2, Nos.
(Acts
I.Athens
{ib.), Boeotia (ife.
3.>45-a>47), Corinth (Phllo, I.e. § 3(J; Acts xviii. 1), Argos (ib.),
Laconia (" Inscr. Brit. Mus." No. 149= " Rev. Etudes Juives," x.
" Rev.
77), Mantinea (" Bull. Corr. Hell." 1896, p. 159. No. 27 =
Etudes Juives," xxlv. 148), Pafras (" C. I. G." No. 9896). Archipclagn: Euboea( Philo, !.c.§ 36; Acts xviii. 1). TEpinaC'C. I. G."
No. 9i*94). Syros (De Rossi, in " Bull. Crist." 1876. p. 116). Melos
:

:

Crete: Gorxvii. 12, § 1), Delos Uh. xiv. 10, § 14).
Mace. xv. 23). Sicihi: Syracuse ;'C. I. G." No. 9895),
tyna
Messina (Gregory the Great, "Letters"), Agrigentum (ih.),
Panormus iib.). Itnlu (South): Apulia and Calabria ("Cod.
Theod." xii, 1, 157). Venusia ("C. I. L." ix. 6195 et seq., and
Asooli's monograph). Tarentum (" C. I. L." ix. (M00-tH02), Fundi
Italji (Cen(ib. X. 6299). Capua (ib. 3905), Naples (ib. 1971).
Rome, Terracina (Gregory the Great, I.e.), Faleria
tral)
Istria):
(]S'nrth,and
Italy
v.
377e(«cq.).
(RutiliusNamatianus.
Ravenna (Anon. " Val." 81.). Bologna (Ambrose," Exh. Virgin."
I). Milan (Cassiodorus, "Var." v. 37: "Rev. Archeologique."
IStiO, p. 348). Brescia ("C. I. L." v. 1, 4411). Genoa (Cassiodorus,
J.c. 11. 27). Aquilea (Garrucci, "Cim. Randanini," p. 62), Pola
("C. I. L." V. 1, 88: a "metuens"). Pannouia C'C. I. L."
" Eph. Epigr." ii.. No. 593). Gaul (first mentioned
iii. 1, 3688
Sidonius ApoUinaris, iii. 4). Gcrin "Vita Hilarii" [d. :}66]
viany: Colonia Agrippina ("Cod. Theod." xvi. 8,4). Sijaiii
("Concil. Ilib. Can." 49, .50, 78) Adra ("C. I. L." ii. 1982), Minon-a (" Epist. Severiani," in ed. Migne. xx. 730), Tortosa (" Ina-r. Trilingual," in Chwolson, "C. I. H." No. 83).

("Ant."
(I

:

;

;

:

Africa.
Alexandria, Le<jntopolis, Athribis ("Bull. Corr.
Rev. Etudes Juives," xvii. 2:35), Arsinoite
Hell." xiii. 178
Nome ("Rev. Etudes Juives," xxxvii. 220). Oxyrhynchus (ib.),
Thebaid. Ethiopia. Cyrenaica: Cyrene, Berenice ("C. 1.
G." No. 5-361), Boreum (Procopius. " De yEdif." vi. 2). Pro-

Egypt:

="

confiular Africa (Zeugitana. Byzacuni, Tripolitene [Monceaux,
Carthage (Tertulin "Rev. Etudes Juives." xliv. 1 et seq.])
P. Delattre, "Gamartou la Necropole
lian. "Adv. Jud. Init."
Julve de Carthage " ; "C. 1. L." viii. 1091 [Addit. p. 929], Supp.
14,(/97-14,114). Naro (Hammam Lif; "C. I. L." viii., Supp.
12,511). Utica (ih. viii. 1205 [Addit. p. 931]), Simittae (Shemton;
"Migne Patrologia." xlvi. 881). fEa (Trip<3lis; Augustine,
" EpIst." 71, 3. 5). Locus Juda-orum August! (Iscina. " Medinat
:

:

al-Sultan " [Tab. Pentlng.]). Xuniidla Hippo Regius(Augustlne. "Serm." 196, 4), Cirta ("C. I. L." Nos. 71.50, 71.'w, 75:50
[Addit. p. 96.5], 7710>, Henshir Fuara (it), viii.. Suppl. 1670;
a " metuens." viii. 4.321 [Addit. p. 956]). Mauretania; Sitifls
C'C. 1. L." viii. 8423, 8199), Csesarea ("Acta Marciana," 4),
Tipasa ("Passio Sanctae Salsae,"3), VolubilLs (Berger, "Bull.
Arch. Com. Trav. Hist." 1892. p. 94), Auzia ("C. I. L." viii.,
Suppl. 20.760).
:

There is only scant information of a preci.se character concerning tiie numerical significance of these
diverse Jewish conglomerations; and this must be
used with caution. After Palestine and BaV)\'lonia,
it was in Syria, according to Josephus, that the
Jewish poptiiation was densest; particularly in Antioch,

and

tlien in
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LUPEDIA

the time of

llic

gical insuircclion, lO.OOO^accord-

to ;iii()ilicr version

iIl^r

l^^, ()()())

Jews were massacred

vii. 8, ^ 7).
Philo
("In Flaccum," § 6) gives the numbci' of Jewish JDliahitaiits in Egypt as
tive
Density of l,OUO,(K)0 one ciglilh of the population.
Jewish Alexandria was by far the most imporcomniuDity, the Jews in
tjiiit Jewish
Populations. i'iiilo's time iiiliabitiug two of the five
quarters of the city {ib. 8). To judjK;
bv the accounts of wholesale massacres in 115, the
niiinhcr of Jcwisli resident sin Cyreuaica, at Cyprus,

("IJ. J."

ii.

'.20,

J;

2;

Compara-

;

tlj

(Acts

^-^iilaniis

El UOPE.
Cimnuria)i

lit

Vt

Damascus,

in

which

latter place,

and

in

Mesopotamia must also have been

Home

large.

commencement

of the reign
of Augustus, there were over 8,000 Jews: this is the
number that escorted the envoys who canie to deFinally, if the
uiiiiid the (le]>osition of Archelaus.
sums con tiscate(ll)y the piopict or Flaccus in 62 represented actually the ta.\ of a didrachma per head for
In

itself, at

the

a single year, the inference may be safely drawn that
in Asia Minor the Jewish population numbered 45,000 males, or a total of at least 180,000 persons (Cicero, "Pi-o Flacco," 28, § 68 [the sums confiscated
amounted to more than 120 pounds of gold]).
III. This diffusion of Judaism Ihioughout the
GrecoRoman world could not but call forth vigorous resistance, especially in those i)arts where the

j

Greek language and Greek civilization prevailed.
Speaking broadly, the middle classes in the Greek
cities were not favorably disposed toward the Jews.
Their religious and racial peculiarities;
Unfriendly their undisguised contempt of the
Attitude Hellenic cults, pageants, and gymof Greeks, nastic displays in short, of all that
constituted the very essence of a Gie-

—

perhaps, also, a secret apprehension that
they might develop into commercial competitors;
and, finally, the etficacy of their religious propagandism— all contributed toward the unpopularity of
In certain cities, such as Parium
these newcomers.
and Tralles, the exercise of the Jewish cult and rites
was prohibited by express decrees ("Ant." xiv. 10,
§ 8 [not " Paros "]). The cities of Ionia were several
times on the point of expelling the Jewish inhabitants.
At Seleucia in Babylonia, on one occasion,
the Greeks together with the Syrians massacred
more than 50,000 Jews (ih. xviii. 9, § 9). Throughout Syria they were attacked by the Greeks from
the beginning of the war of 66; and when the war
was terminated Antioch demanded their banishment.
The butcheries that almost at the same moment
were perpetrated under Trajan in Mesopotamia,
Cyprus, and Cyrene, show the high pitch to which
In
the antagonism between the races had risen.
Cyprus especially it was simply a war of extermination; the Jews massacred all the Greek inhabitants
of Salamis; and when the uprising was suppressed,
residence on the island was forbidden to Jews imder
Nor were
pain of death (Dio Cassius, Ixviii. ?>2).
the relations more amicable in Alexandria, although
Josephus maintains that they became strained only
after the Grecian and Macedonian element of the
middle class had been supplanted by the native. At
times it was a silent rivalry and a desperate literary
combat; at times a redoubtable popular outburst
cian city

;

|
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tliat caused blood to flow iu torrents, as in tlie days
of Caligula, Nero, and Trajan. As a result of one
of these conflicts, the Roman prefect of Egypt, iu
conjunction with the leading Alexandrians, decided
to shut off the Jews in a ghetto admitting of eas}'
surveillance, "whence they could not burst forth
suddenly, and fling themselves upon the illustrious

anti- Judaism for "

city and make war upon it " (Louvre Papyrus, Xo.
2376 /yis, col. vi. 15).
Against this attitude of revengeful intolerance on
the part of the Greek middle class, the Jews found

times and maintained at great cost, it incurred the
moral obligation to defend the religious liberty of
all the Jewish emigrants wherever it possessed influence.
As early as 139 a circular note of the Ro-

effective supporters, first in the

Mace-

donian moiiarchs, and then in the Roman.s. It may be said that, without the
of
the Rulers, broad and cosmopolitan views of the

Attitude

diadochi who favored, in the interest of
their own power, the mingling and amalgamation of
the various races, the Jewish Diaspora could neither
have originated nor maintained itself. Apart from
a few exceptions (Antiochus Epiphanes, Ptolemy
Physcon), the Seleucids and the Lagids pursued a
friendly policy toward the Jews, and met with a
grateful attachment in return.
Thus Seleucus Nicator granted them the privilege of settling in all his
new colonies, with the rights of citizens; Ptolmey
Soter entrusted them with the charge of the customhouse on the Nile; and Antiochus the Great installed them as planters and tax-gatherers in Lydia
and Phrygia, wliile granting to them the free exercise of their cu.stoms ("Ant." xii. 3, § 4 [doubtful]).
There is reason to believe that the kings of Pergamos were actuated by similar principles; otherwise
it would be liard to account for the rapid growth of
the Jewish communities in the cities of Ionia.

At

first

Romans showed
Jews among them.

tile

disposition to
In VSd, at the time

little

receive the
of their first appearance, they were expelled by the
pretor Ilispalus. in order toclieck tiieir prosel3'tizing
endeavors (Val. Max. i. 32). ?2ighty years later,
however, Rome possessed a large Jewish colony.
Julius Ca'SJir, wiio prohibited foreign "collegia" in

Rome, made a
Jews, to

distinct exception in favor of the

whom he

felt

indebted

("

AnI."

xi v. 10, ^8),

and who .sincerely lamented his dcatii. Augustus
sliowed them similar good will.
Under Tiberius.
in consequence of various sfiandals that attracted the
att^jntion of Sejanus, the Jews in 19 were expelled
from [{omc("Anf." xviii. 3, t;5); wliile a"senatus
f onsultum " oi'dered them to evacuate

Roman

within a stated time Ihey
imt abjured their rites (Tacitus,
"Aimales, " ii. Hi): Suetonius, "Tilie
rius, " 36); and, under tlie pretext of military service. 4, 000 Jews were deported to tlie deadly cliiiiute
The edict of expulsion, however, was
of Hardinia.
not long enforced and after the death of Sejanus
tlu- Jewsreajifiearr (I in Home.
rridrrCaiiirula these
disgraces were wiped out.
C'laudius uscfl the dis
orders occasioned by a certain Chrestos as a pretext
for interdicting .Tewish gatherings in Rrmie (Dio
Ca-ssius, Ix. 6).
It may indeed be the cast- that the
whole account isinaccurate, and that a simple policrnu-asure is liere represented as an j-dict of expulsion
(.\cts xviii. 2; Suetonius, "(Ilaiidius." 2.1
Orosius.
vii. 6, 15).
From that time on, the legal status of the
Jews of Rome was never again disturbed, even iii liie

Attitude,

Italy if

liad

;

:

height of the terrible insurrections under Vespasian,
Trajan, and Hadrian.
At every period the Roman government kept their

home consumption. " As far back
(?)Rome formed an alliance with the
Palestine — the first made by it with Orien-

as 161 B.C.

Jews
tals

of

—and by virtue of this alliance, renewed several

man government was
archies
(I

mon-

issued to the friendly

and republics on behalf of

new

their

allies

Mace. XXV. 16-24).

With

the inheritance of Macedonia and Pergamos
from the Seleucids and the Lagids, the duty de-

volved upon Rome of protecting the Jews, scattered
the various Greek cities now passing under its
domination, against the malevolence of their inhabitants.
It was, in particular, after Julius Cffisar that
Rome took this duty to heart. Though undoubtedly the services which John Ilyrcanus and Antipater rendered to the dictator during his campaign
in

had something to do with his friendly attitude
toward the Jews, still the latter was largely the
result of his broad and humanitarian views rising
above all distinctions of race and religion.
His successors were actuated by similar sentiments; and as soon as an organized Jewish state
came into existence, its rulers, Hyrcan, the Herods, and the Agrippas
personal
Influence friends of the triumvirate and of the
of Csesar. successive emperors were enabled to

—

—

intercede successfully
their persecuted coreligionists.

on behalf

Tims

it

was

of

that,

upon the "invitation " of the Roman governors or
emperors, several cities of Asia Minor (Laodicea,
Miletus, Ilalicainassus, Sardes, and Ephesus) issued
decrees in behalf of the Jews, which Josephus has
preserved ("Ant." xiv. 10); and thus, too, it was
that Alexandria was comi)ellcd to ])eipetuate their
rights by means of a bronze stele (Josephus, " Contra
Ap."

ii.

4;

"Ant."

xiv. 10,

t^

1).

When, under Au-

gustus, the cities of Ionia wished to expel the Jews
on account of their refusal to abandon tlieir rites,
Agrippa, chosen as arbiter, gave a decision in favor
of the latter (" Ant." xii. d,%2; xvi. 2, §§ 3-5).
Tiberius himself issued a circular letter to the local
authorities (Philo, I.e. t^24); and, after the momentary crisis provoked by the monomania of Caligula,
('lamlius,

immediately upon

his accession,

vouch-

Jews a writ of tolerance covering the
whole empire, which thenceforth constituted liie un-

.safed

to the

Ii
haii only
one condilion attached to it; namely, that they
should content themselves with exercising their own
rites without showing contempt for those of others
Even iifler IIk' great in("Ant." xix. 5. i-i^ 2-3).
surrection of 66-70 the imjierial government persedeaf
veri'd in its jiolicy of toleration, and turned
ear to the suiijilications of the (Jrceks in Alexandria
and Antioch, who demanded the expulsion of the

assailable charter of their privileges.

;i

.Jews, or, at least, the abolition of their privileges.

These were, on the contrary, formally confirmed
by Alexander Severus (" Vita,".xxii.). Altogether,
.Judaism, diirinir the entire duration of the

Roman
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reliirimi (" nligio
aud, what is nww. us will shortly be seen,
a rolisjion excoptionally privilesxod.

empire,

remaiued a recognized

licita");

wiMC as follows:
where they were legally established, the Jews eoiild not be expelleil except by
means of a formal di'cision issued by the supreme

IV.
1.

Tlu'si- privileges

From

localities

—

authority (king or emperor) a jtrocedure followed under Tiberius with
Residence, regard to Rome, under Trajan with
regard to Cyprus, and under Hadrian
with regard to ^Elia. Occasionally at the time of
their establishment in a city the JeAvs had special
quarters assigned to them; thus, in Alexandria,
the quarter called the " Delta," situated near the
royal palace ("B. J." ii. 18, § 7; "Ant." xiv. 7. § 2;
in Sanlis, ib. 10, § 24); and, in Rome, the quarter
It does not appear, however, that
'"Trastevere."
their confiuement to special quarters was strictly enforced; and there is evidence that in Alexandria at
they moved
all events up to the reign of Hadrian

Rig:ht of

—

about

—

freely.

In the quarters inhabited by them the Jews
possessed the privilege of erecting association halls
for purposes of common worship and for the reading
These halls were, in fact, their synaof the Law.
gogues, also termed Kpoatvxai aud cajiliareia (the
word avdpuv seems to denote a sort of synagogue
reserved exclusively for the males; "Ant." xvi. 16,
§ 4), for the principal day of meeting was the Sabbath.
The pagans, under certain conditions, could
obtain admission to those halls (Acts xiii. 44; "Ant."
xix. 6, § 3).
The synagogues served also for purposes of manumission, or enfranchisement of slaves
(Latyschew, ii.. No. 52); and it is this fact that gave
birth to the " manumissio in ecclesia " (" Cod. Theod.
iv. 7).
Each Jewish community of any importance
whatever liad its synagogue: some, as Damascus,
Salamis in Cypru.5, aud Alexandria, had several.
The synagogue in Antioch eclipsed all others by its
magnificence ("B. J." vii. 3, § 3). Eome appears to
have had as many synagogues as Jewish communities (viz., eight), all of which
at least up to the
third century
were located outside of the " pomoerium." At times the authorities themselves designated the plot on which the synagogue was to be
erected, in which cases the ground was
Syndoubtlessgiven gratuitously (in Sardis,
agogues. for instance, "Ant." x. 10, § 24). In
maritime cities the custom seems to
have been to build the synagogues near the sea (as
in Halicaniassus, ib. § 23 raq rrpoaevxag noieladai npoQ
2.

—

—

:

Tij

6a'/.arrri

koto to Trdrpiov

ifto().

Certain synagogues are said to have had the right
of sanctuary, like that which has been recently discovered in Lower Egypt. In this ca.se the right
granted by one of the Ptolemies (Euergetes, I. or II.)
had been ratified by Zenobia ("C. I. L." iii., Suppl.,
6583; compare Derenbourg in "Jour. Asiatique,"
1869, p. 373: "Eph. Epig." iv. 26, No. 33).
The
synagogues were places of assembly and of prayer
(as well as libraries; Jerome, "Epistolse," 36), but
not of sacrifice, as is erroneoush^ stated in the decree
of the Sardians. With the exception of Jerusalem,
the sacrificial cult obtained only in the temple of
Leontopolis in liOwer Egypt, founded under Ptol-
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emy

riiilometor (about 160 B.C.), and destroyed in
73 v.K. The cult there was conducted by priests
who had emigrated from Palestine, and was always
looked upon with suspicion by the orthodox.
Besides their synagogues, tlu' ruins of some of
which still exist, notably that of Hainmam Lif, Tunis (" Hev. Et. Juives," xiii. 48), with its beautiful
UK^saic (see, also, the cvnious inscrijition of Plioca'a
]//'. xii. 237), and Kenan, "Mission de Plienicie," p.
761), the

same

Jews had

special cemeteries, built in the

style as the Christian catacombs.

The

best

known

are those of Venusia in Apulia, of Gamart
near (^irthage, and the five cemeteries in Home:
three in the vicinity of the Via Apj)ia (Vigna Handaniui, discovered in 1851), inscriptions published in

1862 by Garrucci; Vigna Cimarra, discovered in
1867, inscriptions published by Hos.si and Berliner;
Vigna Pignatelli, discovered in 1855
Cemeteries, bj' N. Mliller, "ROmische Mittheilungen," i. 49 et scq.); one in the Via Labicana for the Suburan quarter (discovered in 1883,
inscriptions published in 1887 by Marucchi); and
one, the earliest discovered (by Bossio in 1602), but
lost to sight again a century ago, outside the Porta
Portuensis, for the Jews of Trastevere. To these
must be added the cemetery in Portus. The Jewish
graves are of extreme simplicity, and contain nothing but lamps and a few vases of gilded glass.
Some more elaborate sepulchers ("cubicula") are
decorated with paintings, from which the figures of
animals are not always excluded (cemetery of the
Vigna Randanini, cemetery of Carthage). There
The epitaphs,
are also some sculptured sarcophagi.
usually in faulty Greek, are accompanied by characteristic symbols; e.f/., chandelier with seven arms,
palm and citron, oil-vases, trumpet ("shofar"), etc.
Both the synagogues and the cemeteries were
placed under the protection of the laws. The synagogues, after the prevalence of Christianity, were
frequently in danger from incendiaries, and energetic penal measures were needed to preserve them.
An edict of Augustus places a theft of the sacred
books of the Jews in the class of sacrilegious ofAs for the graves, the Jews, in certain
fenses.
countries, borrowed from the pagans an efficacious
device to protect them: an inscription appri.sed the
violator tliat a heavy fine would be imposed upon
hirn, to be paid altogether or in part either to the
municipal or to the imperial treasury.
3. The cult, besides the daily meetings in the synagogue, embraced the celebration of the Sabbath and
the other festal days, some of which
The Jewish latter were attended by banquets; the
Cult.
observance of the dietary laws and the
laws of chastity; the rite of circumcision
in short, all that constituted "the customs of
the fathers." The free exercise of these customs
was legally assured to the Jews. In Halicamassus,
a decree, while recognizing the community, fixed a
fine for any attempt, private or municipal, to obstruct the course of the law ("Ant." xiv. 10, § 23).
For a deed of this character in Rome, the future
pope, Calixtus, was condemned by the prefect of
the city to forced labor in the Sardinian mines (Ilippolytus, "Philosophumena," ix. 12). The observance of only one custom, circumcision, was for a

—
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shoit time prohibited by Hadrian and this prohibition was one of the causes of the revolt in VS'Z
To the period of this in(Spartian, " Hadrian," 14).
terdiction the Smyrniot inscription, "C. I. G." No.
3148, may be assigned, where the Jews participating
;

a subscription term themselves (1. 30) oi ttote IoVdalot.
Later the interdiction was confined to the
circumcision of non-Jews a measure that was the
outcome of another order of ideas. To the guaranties surrounding the religious liberty of the Jews
may be added exemption from the worship of the
in

—

—

emperors which exemption was seriously menaced
only under Caligula and certain special decisions
destined to reconcile their interest with their " superstition."
Thus, Augustus decided that, in case the

—

distributions of grain and money in which the Jews
participated should full on a Sabbath, their shares
should be distributed among them on the following

day

Likewise, in cities where the
inhabitants were entitled to rations of oil Antioch,
for instance the Jews received money instead, as
the use of pagan oil was unlawful to them ("Ant."
(Philo,

I.e.

§

23).

—

—

xii. 3,

§

1).

Every Jewish community was authorized, at
least tacith', to form for itself anaiitonomous organization, administrative, financial, and judicial. From
this, however, it must not be hastily concluded, as
has sometimes been done, that in Greek countries the
Jewish agglomerations were on the same level with
the pagan religious associations {diaaoi, ipavoi), which
enjoyed important juridical privileges. These privileges resembled those possessed in certam commercial centers by corporations of Oriental merchants
Egyptians, Sidonians,Tyrian9, and Syrians grouped
around a national cult; but there was a great difTerence between this cult, associated closely with those
in Greece and Rome, and the exclusive cult of the
God of Israel. No official document furnishes the
slightest ground for the as.sumption that, in Greek
teiTitories, the Jewish communities were classed with
the tliiasi.
At the best tiiis designation might be
4.

—

way

in Alexandria is designated
while the Jews of Berenice (Cyrenaica) called themselves a -o/.irtvfia.
Only one text,

of

Roman

;

\

Supplement).
These thia.si were the

pagan

prcrhice.s.sors

sect of the Hyp.sistarians,

of the Judico-

who were

spread
over Cuppadoriii in tlic fourih century (Greg. Naz.
"Or." xviii. 5). But in many Incalilics, even outside
of Syria, Ot^c vftarnr did not mean Yiiwh the name
designated mtluT ITcljos or the I'lirygian Saba/.if)S,
whom the Romans for a long time confounded with
the God of the Jews (Valerius Maximus. i. 3, 2;
;

Lydus, "De Mens." iv. 3H). The stafMs of tlif; recognized Jewish colonies in Greek countries was comparable rather to that of groups of Roman citizens
in Greek cities, in that they formed a small slate
within the state, and had their own eonslif iition,
laws, assemblies, and special magistmtes, while enjoying the protection of the general laws. In this

was modeled upon

that of the Greek comremained faithful to the type, at least
in appearance, even after the catastrophe of TO.c.e.
had destroyed the national existence of the Jews.

colonies

munes, and

it

The

influence of this catastrophe

upon

Interior
the autonomy of the Jewish commuOrnities has been exaggerated (Mommganization. sen, in "Ilistorische Zeitschrift," 1890,
It could have been
pp. 424 et seq.).
only temporar}', like that exerted by the edicts of
Hadrian. Almost everywhere existed, side by side
with the general assembly of the faithful ones {(rivoavX?M}'oc, awayuyjj), which was often of a periodic
character, a council of elders (jf/^oua/a, yepovreg, TrpttrjU'TEpot).
At HypsBpa there were 'lovSaloi ve/orepui
f5of,

(" R. E. J.," X. 74).
The president of the council of
elders was called yepovaidpxK, yepovaidpxuv, in one

instance even i-iaTdrrjq ribv -rra/iaiuv (tb. xxvi. 168,
Constantinople; the meaning is contested).
The
number of the elders was proportioned to the importance of the community; at Alexandria they
numbered at least 38 (Philo," In Flaccum," § 10).
At the head of the administration was a single
apxcjv (at Antioch, for instance, "B. J." vii. 3, § 3),
or an assembly of <ipxovtfc; at Berenice these officials
numbered nine ("C. I. G." No. 5361). The community of Alexandria had for a long time a single chief,
styled the "ethnarch" or "genarch," who united
the functions of supreme judge and administrator
(Strabo, cited in "Ant." xiv. 7, $^ 2).
Beginning
with Augustus, these functions were divided between a gerusia and a committee of archons (Philo,

named

WJl

seems to refer to the Jewish com;

Hciche," in "Sitzungsbcr. AUad." xiii.,
compare (.'uinont, " Ilypsistos," in
"Rev. de I'Instruction Publi(iue en Belgicpic," 1897,
porisclicn

origin,

munities as " thiasi " but here the word stands for
the Latiu "collegia" ("Ant." xiv. 10, § 8).
Evea
so, they were but imperfect collegia, enjoying neither a corporate personality nor, in consequence, the
privilege of possessing capital or real estate.
A rescript of Caracalla declared void a legacy bequeathed
to the " universitas " of the Jews of Antioch ("Cod.
Just." i. 9, 1 compare i. 20, "Dig." xxxiv. 5).
The internal organization of these little Jewish

^

Berlin,

community

the

TzoAi-eia a'vTore/J/c,

extended to those fraternities devoted to the cult of
the Gfor i'lpwTor, in the Cimmerian Bosporus (notably in Tanais) and elsewhere fraternities some of
which seem to have been di.<(guiscd sj'nagogues, and
some pagan "sodalicia" more or less impregnated
with Jewisli elements (SchHrer, " Die Judcn im Bos-

—

Diaspora

"In Flaccum," t^i^ 10, 14; compare "Ant." xix. 5,
Only in Rome, and probably as a .simple police
2).
regulation, the Jewish population was broken up
into a number of small connnuniti(!s or synagogues
after their patrons, or their cjuarters, or the
native place of their members, etc.
Of such communities eight are known: Ai>owTr//(T/o/, 'Aypnrirr^aioi^
BoAi;/iv<ot (after Vol umnius, prefectof Syria tinder Augustus?), Kn/nr>/aioi (from the Field of Mars), iz/iovpf/a((H

(Subura),

'Ejipaioi

(Samaritans? I'alestinians?),

'EAa/af (Velia? Elea?), KapKapt'/aioi, to

which must

perhaps be added the synagogue of the Rhodians
(in.scrii)ti()n in Garrucci, " Diss. Arch."
Synagogue ii. 185, No. 87). Juvenal, in a celeOfflcers.
brated passage (iii. 10 rt w/.), seems
to allude to a synagogue situated in
of Egeria, outside the gate of Capene.
Each of these little communities had its gerusia, its
yrpin'oiripxt/r, its archons, on<' or more.
The yrpovma is not mentioned in tlie inscriptions, but its existence is implied in that of the yfpowtdpxic, who

the

wood

TIIH .IKWISH

Diaspoia

must not be taken us the lieiid <>f ilic !isstiiil)ly o(
arehons." The hmjuiaire of the inseriptions woiiUl
s«'eni tt> fiivor t!ie hypothesis tlmt eaeh eoniinunitv
At all events, it would hardly he
liad one arehon.
safe to generalize the words of St. Ciirysostoni
(" Honi. in S. Joli. Natal. "^ on tlie election of the
arehons in Seplt-inhi-i- and tlii' aiuiual duration of

With rclVrenee to the nonunation
their funetions.
of the arehons. the statement of the "Vita Ale.\.
Sev."45 is perhaps trustworthy; namely, that the
names of the candidates were pid)litly posted, to inAs a rule, the arehon was not
vite objections.
elected for life, lis is shown in the mention of rfif
Tiiis title was
tin- ftmeral inscriptions.
li^.V''"' i"
sometimes honorary, and extended to the children
Nevertheless, the (J/a fiiov
(w/T/of apxt'n; fte?.?MiJX(->r).
to have meant an arehon for life.
Associated with the arehon, chief of the administration, one tinds in many communities one or probably several apxiovvayuyoi, chiefs of the synagogue
Sometimes the same person combined the
(rabbisV).
functions of arehon and archis3'nagogue ("C. I. L."
The archisynagogue preached on the SabX. 1893).
bath (Justin, "Dial, cum Try ph." cxxxvii.). This
title, however, did not always indicate an actual
otfice-holder: in Smyrna and .Myndus it was borne
by a woman. The r-fptrz/c (hazzan) was an employee of the synagogue. The designation ypafifinreif was that of the official clerk; but occasionally
this title, which was the eciuivalent of the Hebrew
"sofer." seems to have been a merely honorary one.
Persons versed in the Law were cal led 6t6daKa7M(:, vo/xn-

seems

/inftr/c.

fiaBrp-j/q ao<puv.

etc.

Probably these also were

but honorary appellations, like the titles of ^rpoffrdr;?^,
-ari/p /MOV, " pater
and " mater s^'nagogae " or "pa''

teressa."

A certj\in woman

in

Rome was

"

mater

"

Another, in Phoc;ea, obtained
of two sj'nagogues.
the privilege of Trpoedpia, that is, of sitting on the
foremost bench ("Bull. Corr. Hell." x. 327; "R. E.

J." xii. 237).
The large number of .scattered Jewish commuui
ties were unconnected by any hieratic or administrative bond, unless the collecting of the didrachma (to
Ix- mentioned later) and the moral protectorate exercised over the Diaspora by the representatives of
the Jewish state, as long as that was in existence, be
After the dissolution of the commonso considered.
wealth and the destruction of the Temple, the moral
center of Judaism, the need was felt of a new center,
at least for the

maintenance of religious solidarity

and of uniformity of

legal practises.
Such a center
the patriarcliate of Tiberias, which was established toward the end of the second century, and
became hereditary among the descendants of Hillel.

was

with manifest exaggeration, compares the
patriarch to a king (" Ep. ad Afric." 14).
It would
seem that in the fourth century, besides the patriarch
of Palestine, there were in the Diaspora other dignitaries bearing the same title (eomparo, for example,
Oriiren.

"Cod. Theod."

2,where the plural

is otherthe text is
correct, there is mention of Occidental patriarchs).
During the same period there are found religious
functionaries designated "hiereis." whose precise
functions are not known. In the inscription "C.
I. G." No. 9900, the title lepevg is equivalent to

xvi. 8.

wi.se inexplicable; in

1.

ib.

xvi.

8.

29.

if
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tiic diseased was an "Aaroiiide."
In a
general way the ])ropounders of the Law ai\d the
dignitaries of the Jewish eiUt bore the ollicial appellations of " primates," "maiores," or " proceres."
5. The Jewish communities |H)sses.sed the right to
levy taxes upon their members (this is the meaning
of the word airorrlr/c as ai>plied to the Jewry in
.Alexandria) to defray the common expenses, espeeiall}' in comieelion with the mainte" Fiscus nance of the synagogue. Details as to
Judaicus." the character of these taxes are wanting; but they seem to a large extent
to have served the purpose of supplementing the
voluntary contributions, as is attested by numerous
inseriptions. The principal levy, dictated by tlie demands of the community, was that of the didrachma,
an annual poll-tax of a Tyrian half-shekel ( = 2 Greek
drachmas), payable by each adult makv member, and
destined to sustain the treasury of the Temple in
Jerusalem. The amoimts collected from the several
communities were then combined, and, through
special confidential envoys, were sent, either in the
original coins or in a converted form, to Jerusalem
;

ad Caium," ^ 23). This practise,
involved a considerable ex port of gold
to Palestine, met with a vigorous opposition on the
part of the Greek cities; while the Roman government also at first assiuned a hostile attitude toward
Under the republic the Senate, alarmed at the
it.
annual amount of gold sent by the Italian communities, several times prohibited all exportation of this
metal, and the proprelor Flaccus confiscated the
sums collected in Asia Minor for the Temple (Cicero,
" Pro Flaeco," xxviii.).
Later, edicts of Ca3.sar, confirmed by Augustus, again authorized the practise,
both as to Rome and the provinces; and when the
cities of Asia Minor and of Cyrene attempted to oppo.se it, Agrippa intervened in favor of the Jews,
while a series of edicts broke the resistance of the
(Philo, "Legatio

which

in time

Greek

cities (14 B.C.

;

"Ant."

xiv. 6, ^t^ 2-7; Philo,

S 40).
^
After the fall of the Temple (70), the Roman government, instead of simpl}' abolishing a tax which
had no further object, decided to impose it for the
benefit of the treasury of Jupiter Capitolinus in Rome
("B. J." vii. 6, § 6; Dio Cassius, Ixvi. 7). This was
the origin of the " fi.scus Judaicus," a tax doubly irksome to the Jews and the collection of which by
the procurators ad hoc (" procuratores ad capitularia
Judaeorum "), according to the registers containing
the names of those circumcised, was accompanied by
the most odious vexations, notably under Domitian
Nerva abolished the
(Suetonius, "Domitian," 12).
abuses and delations (there are still extant bronzes
bearing the legend FISCI IVDAICI CALVMNIA
SVBLATA), but not the tax itself, which was still
collected in the time of Origen (" Epistola ad Afric."
There is reason to believe that it was gradu14).
ally replaced by indefinite exactions, often levied
without notice a system of assessment which was
finally abolisjied by Julian (Julian. Ej). 25; the text
On this occasion, Julian
is obscure and doubtfui).
destroyed the fi.seal registers in which the names of
the Jews were inscribed.
6. The Jewish communities possessed the privilege of settling their own legal affairs: they had
I.e.

;

—
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own judges and their own code. This code
which was simply tiie Mosaic law, sedulously commented on by the Kabbis was the sole study of the
Jews and the Judaizers, to the exclusion of the Roman law a fact mentioned with indignation by
their

—

—

In Alexandria the
Jewish trii)unal con.sisted for along time of a single
supreme judge, the etlmarch (Strabo, in "Ant." xiv.
In
7, i; 2, dtatra Kpiaec^ sal av^So'/.anjv sTrifie/.elrat).
Sardis, at the order of the Roman proquestor. the
Juveival ("Sat." xiv. 100

et »eq.).

Jews were granted a court of

their

own

(ih.

xiv. 10.

All these are but special in§ 17).
stancesof a general fact (Sanh. 32). In
civil suits the autonomy of the Jewish
courts applied only in cases where both parties were
Jews; otherwise, even if the defendant was a Jew,
the general local tribunal was alone competent, as is
evident from the edict of Augustus restraining any
court from ordering Jewish litigants to appear beIn penal
fore it on the Sabbath ("Ant." xvi. 6, §2).
cases, at the commencement of the common era, the
Jewish magistrates exercised a wide disciplinary
jurisdiction, including the right of incarcerating and
flogging (Acts ix. 2, xviii. 12-17. xxii. 19, xxvi. 11;
It does not appear, however, that
II Cor. xi. 24).
tiieir jurisdiction extended to offenses against the
common law: at any rate they did not have the
right to inflict capital punishment.
The judicial autonomy of tiie Rabbis was kept up
even after the admission of the Jews as Roman citizens. Itwasat this time that the supreme jurisdiction
Origen
of the i)atriarch of Tiberias wasat its height.
affirms that lie pronounced death-sentences and had
them executed ("Epistola ad Afric." 14); but such
<lecisions, of course, had no legal force; and if they

Autonomy.

were carried out, it was in secret, like the decisions
of the Vf'hmgericht in the ^liddle Ages. Origen himself avers that in Judea the criminal jurisdiction had
pas.s<rl into the hands of the Romans ("C. Cels." ed.
iSpencer,

vii. 349).

"Thcodosian Code" made

Tlie

of the rabbinical tribunals little more than courts of
voiiuitnry arbitration {"Codex. Theod." ii. 1, 10).
7. The Hellenistic numarchies had compelled the
Jews to perform militar)' service; and this measure
was productive of good results. Service in the field,
however, was not comjiatible with a rigorous observance of the dietary laws and the Sabbath rest.
On tiiC Sabbath, according to tiie interpretation of
tiie sciiolars, tiie faithful coidd neither carry arms
nor traverse a distance of more than

Exemption
from
Military
Service.

.200 meters). Hence incon2.000 ells
venienceH freijuently arose; as when
the army of Antiochu.o Sidetes, which
contained a contingent of Jewish sol
(

1

had to rest foi two days Itecaiise
the festival of Pentecost fell on a Sunday (Nicolaus
Accordof Damasctis, cited in ".Ant." xiii. K. ; 4),
ingly, the Romans, notwithstanding tiie r-lTectual
a.S8istance wliich Ca'sar obtainetl from the Jews, exempted them from iniiilary service, possibly in consideration of the payment of a pecuniary indemnity.
This j)rinciple was proclaimed by the Pompeians in
the year 49.
At the commencement of the civil war,
when the consul Lentulus raised two legions f»f
Roman citizens in Asia, the Jews, at their own request, were exempted from the conscription; and
diers,

Diaspora

instructions to this effect were forwarded to the local
authorities (" Ant." xiv. 10. §$ 13 et seq.). In 43 Dolabella. proconsul of Asia, decided to the same effect;
and his decisions were thereafter looked upon as pre-

The only levy of Jewish soldiers effected
under the Roman empire was one under Tiberius, and
that had a penal cliaracter(Suetonius," Tiberius," 36).
V. Such, then, in their essential provisions, were
the privileges granted to the Jews in the GrecoRoman world privileges importsint
Disenough to induce more than one Chrisabilities,
tian to embrace the Jewish faith in

cedents.

—

order to shield himself in times of perNevertheless, the medal had its reverse.
If the Jews were privileged "peregrini," they were
still " peregrini "
that is to say, they were deprived
of all the rights and honors to which a citizen, in the
cities of Greece and in the Roman state, was entitled.
Furthermore, besides the regular taxes, the Jews
were subjected to the payment of special taxes, from
which the citizens were exempt. Mention has already been made of the didrachma. Besides this
tax, the Jews of Palestine had to pay a very heavy
land-tax (Appian. Syr. 50; text obscure and probably corrupted), against which they vainly made
complaints to Emperor Niger ("Vita," ch. vii.).
Very likely, too, in the Greek cities they were required, as a matter of principle, to pay a tax imposed upon foreign residents, the /xtroiKiov (a Jew is
expressly classed among the fiirotKot in the inscription
oflasus; Le Bas-Waddington, No. 294). All these
encumbrances naturally inspired the Jews with the
ambition of obtaining the privilege of citizenship,
which alone could assure to them equality of treatment. This pretension, however, involved a contradiction: not that people in ancient times doubted
tiiat a man could be a citizen of two states at the
same time, but because the Jews wished to combine
the right of citizenship with the maintenance of
their special prerogatives, their fiscal and judicial
autonomy, their exemption frotn military service,
Moreover, the cor|iorate life of the city in those
etc.
days reposed essentially upon the worship of the
deities common to all the inhabitants; and to this
the Jews manifestly could not consent without sursecution.

;

rendering their raison d'etre.
In the Greek cities possessing republican institutions ^nd these were the only places where the
the asi>irations
right of cili/.ensliip had any value
of the Jews remained unsuccessful at any rate up
The contrary
to the time of the Roman confjucst.
assertions of Jewish historians have to be received
with extreme caution.
A typical instance of the

—

—
—

the aflirmation of the J(^ws of Ionia, in the
of Angus! us, that they had been granted by
the diadoehi the right of citizenship in the cities
which .\nliochus Theos (2(51-24fi) had enfranchised
("Contra .\p " ii. 4). It is true that the .lews won

kind

is

(L'.ys

before Agrippa the case against the municipalities
that wisheil to expel tlwm: but, although they succeeded in having their right of residence aiui their
other liberties recognized, this does not furnish any
evidence that they possessed citizen's rights, nor
even thrtse of " indigeni " (native-born "Ant."xii.
The W;ords nl KnroiKovvrrr !v
3, t5 3; xvi. 2, §^ 8-5),
Tf) noXtc 'lovdaioi [V] iroXirai in the decree issued at
;
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(»A. xiv. 10, § 24). must
not be tukt'U to iiu-au that the Jowisli ri'siiU>nts of
Sardis wore coiisiticrod citizens of that place, but
only of Judea.
Likewise in C'yrene the Jews afVinned tiiat tiicy
had obtained tlie " isouoniia " of the Ptolemies (" Ant.
xvi. 5, ^ 1); bnt this vague term must
be construed in the sense of " isoteleia"
Right
of Citizen- that is, equahty in matters of taxation,
which privilege had, in point of fact,
ship.
been assured to tluMu by Agrippa (il>.
Tiie term certainly could uot have indi6, § 5).
cated the right of citizenship in the proper sense.
Stnibo. in enumerating the four classes of inhabitants of the country, expressly separates the Jews
from the citizens (" Ant." xiv. 7, § 2). There is more
likelihood in the assertion of Josephus that Seleucus
Nicator, in the cities founded by him, Antioch included, had granted to the Jews the rights of citizenship {-o?.iTe(a) and social equality (laoTi/iia) along

Sarilis in tlio tiinoof Civsar

;

with the Greeks and the Macedonians ("'Ant." xii.
§ 1; "Contra Ap." ii. 4, § 39). However, as far
as Antioch is concerned, this assertion is elsewhere
qualitied by Josephus himself, to the effect that it
was only the successors of Antiochus Epiphanes
who permitted to the Jews of Antioch ff laov rf/c
3.

no'/.euc rote 'EaXtjoi fierixeiv ("

B. J."

vii. 3,

§

3).

Jews of Antioch were engraved upon bronze steles, which Titus refused to destroy (lb. vii. 5, § 2) and the Jews continued to designate themselves as 'Airwj^^eif ("Contra Ap." I.e.).
The question concerning the 'AvTioxelc of Jerusalem

The

privileges of the

;

under Antiochus Epiphanes (II Mace. iv. 9) is still
unsettled.
Be this as it may, these privileges do not
seem to have included a participation in the government of the city supposing that Antioch did actuThe same assumption
ally have free institutions.

—

applies to the other foundations of Seleucus. So,
likewise, in Alexandria, the fact that the Jews, with
the express authorization of the Ptolemies, called

themselves "Macedonians" and "Alexandrians"
("Contra Ap."ii. 4; "B. J."ii. 18, §7; "Ant." xix.
5, § 2), does not imply the possession of the right
of citizenship (a right which, in a city not having an elective assembly and council, was of little
advantage), but simply testifies to the equality of the
Jews with the Greeks before the courts, the boards
of taxation, etc. an equality formally confirmed
by Casar (Josephus, "Contra Ap." I.e. "Ant." xiv.
10, § 1) and then by Claudius ("Ant." xix. 5, § 2).
In short, the Jews in a certain number of Greek
cities, particularly in those founded by the king,
had been placed upon a footing of perfect equality
with the Greeks in matters of taxation, the exercise

—

;

of civil rights, the participation in the distributions,
without, at the same time, possessing the privilege of full citizenship.
Philo, with an affectation
easily understood, declares that the Jews consider as
their " real fatherland " the country they inhabit (" In
Flaccum." 7); and it is possible that the rights of
citizenship were accorded to individual Jews St.
Paul, for example, called himself a citizen of Tarsus
(Acts xxi. 39 [the text is doubtful]) but no instance
is known of a collective grant of this character.
In default of the right of Greek citizenship, the
Jews fell back upon their right of Roman citizenetc.

;

—

—
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ship, wliich carried with

it,

even in Greek

cities,

numerous advantages.

AltogclIuT, in Itoman cities
hey fared nuich better. From the time
Roman of Cicero there had been in lionie a cornCitizenpact group of Jewi.sh citizens and
ship.
electors.
These were, no doubt, ancient slaves, enfranchised by one of
those solemn ceremonials which conferred upon tlieni
the rights of citizensliip in its plenitude (Philo, " Lcgatioad Caium," t^ 23 Cicero, " Pro Flacco," 28; the
Xi(iepTivni of Jerusalem [Acts vi. 9] belong doubtless
to the same category).
In the same period there
were in Ephesus, Sardis, and throughout Asia Minor,
a considerable number of Jews who possessed the
rights of Roman citizenship.
B}'^ what means thej'
obtained it is not known ("Ant." xiv. 10, §i^ 13, 14,
16-19).
In Tarsus, Paul was both a Roman citizen
and a citizen of the town (Acts xvi. 37-39). In Jerusalem, in 66 C.E., there were Jews who were Roman
knights ("B. J." ii. 14, § 9). The number of Jews
admitted into Rome during the first two centuries
of the empire can not be estimated; but it must
have been considerable in view of the number of
Jevvish slaves that passed through Roman hands as
the result of the three great insurrections.
Still, the
Jew who had become a Roman citizen does not appear to have possessed the "jus honorum," unless,
indeed, he abjured, like Tiberius Alexander, nephew
of Philo, his national customs; and the same thing
held good of a Roman who embraced the Jewish
faith.
The law was not modified in this respect
except by the constitution of Severus and Caracal la,
which imposed upon the Jews certain contributions
in forced labor ("necessitates") of a kind and degree compatible with their creed. From this time
on the idea of local citizenship became greatly
eclipsed by the wider conception of a Roman nat

;

—

tionality
somewhat corresponding to a citizenship
of the empire (Ulpian, L. 3, Dig. L. 2, § 3).
Not
long after this Caracalla's constitution made its appearance, which, for financial reasons, forced Roman
citizenship upon all the subjects of the empire (L.
By virtue of this constitution, the
17, Dig. i. 5).
Jews obtained thereafter without difficulty the

"jus honorum," and the exercise of

all civil rights,

"connubium, commercium, testamenti factio," and
even the guardianship of non-Jews (Modestin, L. 15,
Nevertheless, as formerly they
6, Dig. xxvii. 1).
had been privileged "peregrini," they were now in

§

certain respects privileged "cives": they liad all the
rights of citizens, but they exercised only those

which did not

conflict

with their religious

liberties.

may

be inferred especially from tlie text already
cited, according to which Alexander Severus "confirmed the privileges of the Jews. " Among these
privileges there was for some time, besides the exemption from military service, relief from service,
more burdensome than honorary, to the curia.
VI. Having thus sketched the legal position of
the Jews in the Greek states and in the Roman em-

This

pire, it remains now to describe their
Social
social and economic condition, their
Condition, occupations, and their relations with
the pagans.
On all these points save
those which relate to Palestine and Babylonia and
which do not come within the scope of the present
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information is singularly defective, even as
regards the two most important communities, those
of Alexandria and Rome.
In nearly every part of the Diaspora the Jews
They doubtlived clustered together in the cities.
less possessed farms and orchards in the suburbs;
but agriculture was no longer, as in Judea, their
almost exclusive occupation. In Alexandria they
were engaged in commerce and navigation (compare
a Jewish horse-dealer, Danooul, mentioned in one
article,

of the Grenfell papyri from Fayum), and especially
in the mechanical trades (Philo, "In Flaccum," passim).
At the gatherings in the synagogue it was
b}- their respective handicrafts that the faithful were
grouped. In Rome the Jewish population, mostly
of slavish origin and living in wretched quarters,

followed the humblest callings, which drew upon
them the sarcasm of the satiric poets. These overdrawn pictures, however, should not lead to the
belief that all the Jews of Italy and Greece were
mendicants (Martial, xii. 57; compare Cleomedes,
"Theor. Cycl." ii. 1; but the expression "Bohemian Jews " is derived only from a false interpretacompare ROnsch,
tion of Juvenal, iii. 10 et seq.
"Neue Jahrbucher," 1881, p. 693, and 1885, p. 552),
or fortune-tellers (Juvenal, vi. 542; compare Procopius, " Bell. Goth." i. 9). or venders of matches (Mar;

The texts and
tial, i. 41
interpretation doubtful).
the inscriptions refer to weavers, tent-makers, dealers in purple, butchers (Garrucci, "Cimitero Ran-

with the pagans was confined to commercial relaand even these were greatly trammeled
through tiie "laws of purity." The Jews lived
apart, most frequently in separate quarters, grouped
around their synagogues.
The pious Jew could
neither dine at the table of a pagan nor receive him
at his own table.
He was not permitted to frequent
the theaters, the circuses, the gymnasia, nor even
tions merely,

to read a secular book, "unless

tina

[Munk. inBreslauer's"JahrbuchfiirIsraeliten,"

"Diss. Arch." ii. 154),
jewelers ("Rev. Etudes Juivcs." xiii. 57 [Naron]),
"
physicians (Celsus, " De Medic." v. 19, 22; "C. I. L.
ix. 6213 [Vcnusia]), and even poets (Martial, xi. 94)
and men of letters (Cecilius, Josephus), without
counting the preacJiers, lawyers, and
ii.

85]), painters (Garrucci,

theologians (.Mattathias ben Ileresh,
Occupations. etc.). At the end of the fourth century, in certain provinces of southern
Italy, the "ordo" (highest class of citizens) of some
cities seems to have been composed entirely, or at
least principally, of Jews, a proof of their prosper-

Tiieod." xii. 1, 158).
In Egypt under
the Ptolemies, from the ranks of the Jews came
forth soldiers, funiiers of the revenue (not only tiie
famous Tol)iad Joseph, but a certain Himon, son of
El<-a/.ar, mentioned on an ostrakoii of Tlicl)cs Willrich, "Jud. und Grieeii." p. 151]), civil function-

ity ("Cod.

|

the alabarclis Alexan<ler and Demetrius),
and p^t-nerals (Onias, Drsithcus, Ildcias, Ananias),
Later, however, Hadrian could or, pcrhaj)s, would
find among them only "astrologers, soothsjiyers, and
The days of
charlatjins" (" Vita Saturnini." viii).
aries

fa.s

gU)ry for Judaism in Alexandria, which produced
T'hilo and indirectly a Jo.sephus, were pa.st(but
It is
conipurf nip[)nlytiiM, " Pliilosopli." ix. 12).
worthy f)f remark that scarcely ever before the Mi<ldlc Ages are the Jews referred to as money-lenders,
These, their imputed railings,
bankers, or usurers.
seem to have been forced u|)on thrin much later by
circumstances and as a result of special legislation.
VII. Theoretically the intercourse of the Jews

a

it

be at twilight."

Mixed marriages were prohibited under severe penallies.
These rules were not, however, always and
everywhere observed with the same rigor. Evidence of this fact appears in the Juda;o-Alexandriaa
literature with its strong Hellenic infusion in some
of the professions pursued by the Jews; in the general and almost exclusive employment of Greek by
the Jews of the Diaspora, even for religious services.
In Rome the tumulary inscriptions are first
faidty enough, it is true then in Latin.
in Greek
The Hebrew words are limited to a few hallowed
formulas; almost all the proper names are Greek or
But above all it is by the activity of the
Latin.
;

—

—

propagaudism that the intimate contact
and the reciprocal penetration of the two civilizareligious

tions manifest themselves.

The
most

was indeed one

fervor of proselytism

of the

Judaism during the GrecoRoman epoch a trait which it never
possessed in the same degree either be-

distinctive traits of

;

danini," No. 44), tavern-keepers (Ambrose, "De
Fide," iii. 10, 65), singers, comedians (Josephus,
"Vita," § 3; Martial, vii. 82; sarcophagus of Faus-

Diaspora

Jewish
Propagandism.

fore or since.

—

This zeal to make con-

which at first sight seems to be
incompatible with the pride of the
"chosen people" and with the contempt which
the orthodox
tested

verts,

Jew

professed for the foreigner,

by numerous documents (Esther

viii.

is

at-

17; Ju-

dith xi v. 10; Matt, xxiii. 15; Horace, "Sat." i. 4,
Various
142), and, better still, by facts themselves.
methods were employed to increase the flock of
Israel.
The most brutal was that of forced conversion—that is to say, circumcision such as had been
imposed by John Ilyrcanuson the Idumeans(" Ant."

—

xiii.

^ 1 "B. J." i. 2, § 6; Ammonius, s.v. 'l6ovand by Aristobulus upon a portion of the Itu-

9,

/laloi),

;

Next was
reans (Galileans) ("Ant." xiii. 11. t^ 3).
the conversion of slaves owned by Jews as their individual property (Yer. Yeb. viii. 1). But it was
esjKcially the moral propaganda, by word, example, and book, which was most productive of success throughout the whole extent of the Diaspora.
It must be admitted that Judaism lacked certain of
those attractive features which drew the nuiltitude
Mithras and of the Egyptian deities.
exactions repulsed those wanting in
stout courage; its cult, devoid of imagery and sensuous riles, i)re.senle(i only an austere jxicsy separating its adepts from the world, and cutting them
olT to some extent from communion with the culBut Ihe practical and legal character of its
tured.
to the cult of
Its physical

doctrine, furnishing a rule of life for every occasion, could not hut appeal to a disorganized society.
The purity and sim|)li(!ity of its theology

captivated the high-minded; while the mystery and
(|uaintness of its customs, the welcome Sabbath
rest, the privileges enjoyed at tin; hand of the
jMiblic authorities, recommended the Jewish faith
to

those

more

materialistically

inclined.

More-
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oviT,

it

knew how

littratun', iu
gi'tic.

u> insimiiitc itsclt' liy a

part

psiiuliiiicniiiliic. in

claimiuij asilsallii-s

ami loivrmuu

\

I'ry ck-vc'r

part

api>i()-

is tiiogiral-

fst gfiiiusi'sot ancient CJioocT. llio poets, tlietliiiiliors.

ami

till'

sibyls.

It

also calliil into i>lay

tlu' laiiioiis

mulrs (Onule

of C'laros. in Manubius, "Sat." i. IS,
IS) ft itfq.). and took on a Grecian aspect, while e.\ti iiuating or coiu'ealing umler tiic maiitl('i>f allegory
and symbol those dogmas ami observances tliulwere

shocking to rationalism. In brief, it was a religion
and elastic under an appearance
of rigiility. and one which knew how to be at once
ossetuially supple

authoritative and liberal, idealistic and materialistic,
a pidlosophy for the strong, a superstition for the
weak, and a hope of SJilvation for all.
Finally. Judaism possessed the prudence and tact
not to exact from its adepts at the outset full and
complete adoption of the Jewish Law.
Grades of The neophyte was at first simply a
Proselytes. " friend " to the Jewish customs, observing the least enthralling ones
the Sabbath and the lighting of a fire on the previous evening; certain fast-days; abstention from
pork.
His sous fre(iuented the synagogues and deserted the temples, studied the Law, and contributed
their oboli to the treasury of Jerusalem.
By deAt last the prosegrees habit accomplished the rest.
lyte took the decisive step: he received the rite of
circumcision, took the bath of purity (Arian, "Diss.
Epict." ii. 9), and offered, doubtless iu money, the
sacrifice which signalized his definitive entrance into
Occasionally, in order to acthe bosom of Israel.
centuate his conversion, he even adopted a Hebraic
name ("Veturia Paula
proselita ann. XVI.
nomine Sara," Orell. 2522 ["C. I. L." vi. 29,756];
she was converted at the age of seventy). In the
third generation, according to Dent, x.xiii. 8, there
existed no distinction between the Jew by race and
the Jew by adoption, unless the latter belonged to
one of the accursed races; before the period now under discussion, however, these had long been extinct.
Aquila, whose Greek translation of the Bible supersefled in the synagogues that of the Septuagint, and
Bar Giora, chief of the insurgents in Jerusalem, were
proselytes or sons of proselytes.
This gradual entrance into the fold of Judaism
mu.st have been a frequent occurrence in the first
.

.

.

and second centuries. Juvenal refers to it in his
famous words: "Quidam sortiti metuentem sabbata
Nil prater nubes et cali numen adorant,"
patrem.
etc. ("Sat." xiv. ^Qetseq.; compare Persius, v. 179;
Tertullian, " Ad Nat." i. 13).
The tenn " metuens "
itself is technical, being a translation of the Greek
foiinifievoi, aefiofievoi (i.e., rbv 6e6v), by which the Greek
texts usually designate the proselytes (Acts

xiii. 16,

"Ant." xiv. 7, S 2; compare "Eph.
Epigr." iv., No. 838, and Schiirer, " Juden im Bosporischen Reiche," p. 20). Efforts have been made
to establish a sharp distinction between the aE,36fievoi
OT doliotfievoi and the proselytes proper, the "gerim "

26. 43; xvii. 4;

of the Hebrew texts (in this sense so early as II
Chron. xxx. 25). It would seem more accurate to
consider all these terms as s}'nonymous, while admitting various degrees in proselytism. The simple Judaizers {'lovdai^ovreg, "B. J." ii. 18, § 2; in
Phenicia and in Palestine some autonomous com-

munities of
Alexandria,
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thoariitii;

organized themselves [Cyril of

in " I'atrologia'," Ixviii. 282]; the "ca*-

lii'ohe " of the fourth century are of the same class),
the " improfessi " (Suetonius," Domit." 13), were naturally more numerous than the ni-wly circumciseil

upon the register. The number of female
proselytes by far exceedeil that of the males, a cir-

inscribed

cumstance which

accounted for by the
part of tlie latter.
It can not be doubtetl that Judaism in this way
made numerous converts iluiing two or three centuries; but the statements of Josephus, Philo, and
even of Seneca, who represent the whole world as
ru.shing toward Jewish observances, must be regarded as fanciful exaggerations ("Contra Ap." ii.
39; Seneca, in "Aug. Civ. Dei," vi. 11; Philo, " De
Vita Moysis," t^ 2 [ed. Mangcy, ii. 137]). At the
same time, it is an indisputable fact that proselytes
were found in large numbers in every country of the
Diaspora. The pagan authors, struck by this phenomenon, Ciirefully distinguish the Jews by race
from the Jews by adoption (Suetonius, "Tib." 36:
"gentis eiusdem vel simila sectantes"; Dio Cassius,
xxxvii. 17).
In Antioch a large portion of the
Greek population Judaized in the time of Joseplius
("B. J." vii. 3, § 3); and although they turned
Christians in the days of Chrysostom,
Extent of they had not forgotten the way to the
Prossynagogues. The same holds true of
elytism. certain districts in Spain. In Damascus "almost all the women " observed
the Jewish usages (ib. i. 20, § 2).
Paul met with
proselytes in Antioch of Pisidia, in Thyatira, in
Thessalonica, and in Athens. The coins of Apamea
representing the Ark of Noah, and the numerous associations of aefiofiEvoi Oadv vipLOTov, attest the diffusion of Jewish ideas and legends in Asia Minor.
These associations (as in Gorgippia) may even rep.resent veritable synagogues under a pagan mask,
assumed for prudence' sake. In Rome, where the
Jewish propaganda had taken the first step at the
time of the embassy of Numenius (139 B.C.), its efforts and successes are indicated by Horace, Persius,
and Juvenal.
The enormous growth of the Jewish nation in
Egj'pt, Cyprus, and Cyrene can not be accounted
for without supposing an abundant infusion of GenProselytism swayed alike the upj)er
tile blood.
and the lower classes of society. The great number of Jews passing through the state of slavery
must, of course, liave catechized their comrades
rather than their masters.
Yet one hears also of
dislingui.shed recruits, and even illustrious ones: in
the Orient, the chamberlain of Queen Candace (Acts
viii. 26), the royal family of Adiabene, and the kings
of Emesa (Azizns)and of Cilicia(Polemo), united by
marriage with the family of Herod ("Ant." xx. 7,
^^ 1,3); in Rome, the patrician Fulvia ("Ant." xviii. 3,
§5), Flavins Clemens and FlaviaDomitilla, cousins of
Domitian (Dio Cassius, Ixvii. 14; the text, read without preconception, leaves no doubt as to their conversion), and a page of Caracalla (Josephus, "Vita,"
is

fear of circumcision

sutlieiently

on

tiie

The empress Poppea herself is termed OeoaijiT/g
1).
("Ant." XX. 8,
11); and if Heliogabalus was not a
Jew, he had at least adopted several Jewish u.sages,
and intended to include Judaism in that strange amal>ii

fc^

\
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gam

in wbich he said all the existing eults .sliuuKl be
reconciled under the auspices of the deil}' of Eniesa.
The Jewish propaganda in tlie East did not meet
with any other resistance than the attacliment of

Thus
the populations to their national religions.
Syllabus, minister of Obodas, king of the Nabata^ans,
when pressed to become a convert, declared that the
Arabians would stone bim ("Ant." xvi. 7, 4^ 6). No
Greek law can Ije cited designed to repress Jewish
proselytism but the Roman government showed less
indulgence, especially after the great uprisings which
laid bare the implacable hatred of the Jews toward
While the religious liberty and the
their conquerors.
national customs of the Jews were scrupulously respected, severe measures were taken to prevent them
from securing recruits, wliom the Romans, in their
;

patriotism, looked

upon

as real deserters.

Under

Domitian the crime of Judaizing, held to be identical with that of impiety or atheism, occasioned
numerous forffitures and condemnations to dealli
or exile (Dio Cassius, Ixvii.

14).

proceedings, which
often occasioned scandal (ib. Ixviii. 1); but though
thereafter a partial adoption of Jewish customs was
overlooked, a complete conversion continued to be
rescript of Antoninus Pius, modifyprohibited.
ing a too general order of Hadrian, auProhibition tliorized tlie Jews to circumcise none
except their own sons. The circumof Circumcision. cision of a non-Jew, even if a slave,
was punislied with the same penalty
as castration (L. ii .pr. Dig. xlviii. 8 [ModestinJ);
namely, death for the "humiliores," deportation to
an island for the " honestiores, " and confiscation for
all (L. iii. g 5, iv. § 2; Paulus, "Sent." v. 22. t; 4).
Both the Roman citizen who submitted himself or
who submitted his slave to tliis operation, and the
surgeon who performed the operation, were punished: the one witli deportation and confiscation;
the other with death (Paulus. th. % 3).
This relentless legislation was again enforced by Septimius
Severus ("Vita," cli. xvii.), and was maintained in
full vigor up to the timr- nf Drigen ("Contra Cels."

Nerva put an end

to tliese

A

ii.

V.l).

Diaspora

even as a hatred of mankind; its origin, disfigured
by absurd legends; its creed and usages, placed in a
most malevolent light, often highly
Popular mendacious all this presents a picViews
ture in which the ridiculous and the
About the odious vie with each other. At the
Jews.
most, a few philosophic minds showed
admiration for the monotheism of Israel, its rejection of idols, and its family virtues (see
Reinach, "Textes d'Auteurs Grecs et llomains Relatifs au Judaisme," Paris, 1895, especially the Preface and Classical W^niTEits and the Jews).
On
closer examination it becomes clear that this opinion
of men of letters, almost unanimously unfavorable,
derived its origin mainly from the Alexandrian controversy; and that the Alexandrian pamphleteers
themselves were to a large extent imder the influence of their Egyptian environment, where the hatred

—

;

of the Jew had become a secular tradition.
The
truth is that, if Judaism lived in a continual antagonism to the champions of ultra-Hellenism and those
of the old-school Romanism, it met, on the other

hand, with wide-spread sympathy on the part of the
masses, ami of those of the elite who were free from
national prejudices.
It would have found even more
appreciation if it had divested itself of its purely ethnic spirit had sacrificed the accessary element (the
manifold and vexatious usages) to the essential element (the religious and moral instruction); and had
consummated at the i)roper time the transformation
from a race to a religion a transformation which is
at once the program of its histoiy and the problem
of its destin3\
VIII. Failing to follow resolutely in this direction, Judaism did not succeed, any more than the
;

—

religions sprung from Persia, Syria,
Relation to and Egypt, in gathering up within

Chris-

itself

the iieritageof i)agan classicism.

Refusing to be absorbed in the new
creed that sprang out of its own loins
(the Romans perceived clearly this filiation from the
time of Tacitus [in " Sulpicius Severus," ii. 30] up to
tliat of Rutilii;s Namatianus [i. 38!)]), Judaism found
itself, after the recent triumph of Christianity, in the
tianity.

Tlie effect of these laws was far-reaching, but in
a direction difTerent from tliat purposed by their
authors.
It is tru(; the increase of the Jewisii sect

precarious situation of a minoritj' not yielding to coercion while! suspected of a spii'it of jiropagandism.
The ancient ex(;lusions based u|)()ii national dilTer-

was checked

enccs were not resuscitated against Judaism. A century after the edict of Cnracalla, there could be no
(juestion of iliverse nationalities in the face of the
all-embracing unity of the "orbis Romanus." The
Jews were simply considered as a dissident sect, and
classed in (he sami- category as the heretics, the

all

;

the

more so

Talmudic

since in

cir-

cles the tendeiieies hostile to pros<-lytisin gained de-

cidedly

th(;

ujjper hand.
The enfeebling of Juda(ii<l not work to the profit of the pagan

ism, however,
leiiirioiis,

whieh no

|)opMlatiori.

The

loni^^er had any hold upon the
half |ir(iselytes. liaviiig no chance

of becoming c<iniplete Jews, lent u readier ear tf»
the evani^elical preachint:; nnrl it was among these;
that Christianity made its lirst and its most numerous conquests (as early as tlu; time nf Paul;

Acts

xvii. 17).

The manifest

success of the Jewish propaganda,
and the stringent laws which were neces.'»ary to
check it. biased the judgments (»f the ancient writers
upon th(! Jews. To read them one would believe
that Judaism had been to nearly all antirpiily sim
ply an object of horror and contemf)t.
Its religious
particularism, represented as atheism its social par
ticularism, represented as unsociability (hni^ln), and
;

and even the pagans them.selves. Such
in a society founded in an increasing
dr-gree upon thi' union of the Catholic Church with
the state, Judaism could not fail to be the object of
seven- restrictions at the hands of the legislators.
"cielicohe,"

being the case

Tiie progressive course of this srjveritycan be traced
throuj^^h the numeMous constitutions issued by the

Christian emperors and preserved by the codes of
Theodosius and .Justinian from the constitutions of
('onstantine. which still bear the imprint of a genuine spirit of tolerance and religious neutrality, to the
measures, almost Draconian, 6f the sons and grand:

sons of Theodosius.
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Niitunilly, account must also Iw taken of tlio individual dispositions of the eniperoi-s. Thus, against
the attitude of the sons of Constantine must be set
the luimaniiy of Jovian and of Valentinian, not to
mention Julian. The language went through the
sjime proeessof evolution as the thought: it took on
a tone increasingly contemptuous. Soon the very
name of Judaism was not pronounced without the
accompaniment of the most insulting epithets. The
Jews were describeil as a sect which was baleful, disreputable, sacrilegious, perverse, abominable,
whose assemblies were lacking in piety, etc. Only
in nire instances was the word "sect" replaced by
"nation" an interesting proof that in the fourth
century Judaism was on the point of putting off
its national character, which it has only gradually
reassiimed under the pressure of restrictive legis-

—

lation.

There

is

no need to enter into the details of

this

many

points of which would call for an
elabomte critical discussion, and which, moreover,
no longer belong strictly to the period sketched in
this article.
recapitulation of its principal provisions will suffice, grouped under three heads:
1. Measures Destined to Protect the Jewish Religion
and Its Clergy: Judaism was a recognized religion
legislation,

A

("Codex Theodosiauus,"

xvi. 8,9).

this principle,

Starting from

which was never

called

Protection into question, the emperors, even the
of Judaism, least tolerant, ordered that Judaism be
lespected,

and strove

to shield its fol-

lowers from insults on the part of the fanatics, particularly converts from Judaism, the most intractable of all.
Of course, the Jews, in their turn, were
required to respect the Christian religion and not to
turn it into ridicule, even by indirect reference or
b}' symbol
as, for example, at the Purim festival by
burning a picture of Jesus under the name of Haman

—

{ib. xvi. 8, 18 [in 408]
compare 21 [in 412]). On this
condition the Jews could freely celebrnte their festivals and Sabbaths.
On these days they could not
b'; made to appear in court; nor, conversely, could
they require Christians to do so (Constitutions of the
years 400 ["Codex Justinianus," i. 9, 13] and 412
;

["Cod. Theod." xvi. 21]; compare "Codex ThcoTheir assemblies were not
dos." viii. 8, 8 and 20).
to be disturbed (Law of 393, "Cod. Theod." xvi. 8,
nor their houses and synagogues pillaged and
burned. The frequent renewal of this prohibition
{ib. xvi. 8, 12 [in 397], 20 [in 412], 21, 2o, 26) shows
how laxly it was observed. This was the period
when the Greeks, fanaticized by the bishop Cyril,
drove the Jews out of Alexandria; when the violent
actions of the Roman garrisons, under Constantius,
9),

provoked analarnnng revolt in Palestine; and when
Severus, Bishop of Minorca, forcibly converted the
Jews of his diocese (418). Valentinian I. and Valens
expressh' conceded to the sj'nagogues the character
of "loca religiosa," and declared them exempt from
military billeting (Law of 365, "Cod. Just." i. 9, 4 =
"Cod. Theod." xvi. 8. 11).
The complement of these protective measures was
the privileged situation accorded to the dignitaries

and the employees of the synagogues. Placed on
the same level with the members of the Catholic
clergy, they were exempted from all burdensome
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services, from all contributions of forced labor,
and particularly from the heavy responsibilities of
the curia (Law of 397, "Cod. Theod." xvi. 8, 13).
Tlicir riglit to e.\pel from their communities the
" false brothers" who did them the most harm, was
acknowledged (Law of 392, ib. xvi. 8, 8, and that of

416,

ib.

23).

The

patriarchate, particularly, was the object of
most deferential treatment, the patriarch receiving
a rank in the otliciul hierarchy as " vir spectabilis."
Insults addressed to him were severely punished

(Law of 390, ib. xvi. 8, 11). For a long time he was
authorized to collect through special envoys (ArosTOLi) a tax of "joyous accession" ("auruni coronarium"), which enabled him to display an almost
royal pomp.
However, the Apostole, as the tax
was called, already disad vised by Julian ("Enistola," XXV.), was interdicted, and its proceeds confiscated for the benefit of the imperial treasury by
Arcadius and Honorius, in 399 ("Cod. Theod." xvi.
It was reinstituted in 404 (ib. 17; in the
8, 24).
same year the privileges of the Jewish dignitaries
were again confirmed [ch. xv.]), but not for long.
The arrogance of the patriarch Gamaliel dealt a
fatal blow to the institution of the patriarchate.
In
415 Gamaliel was deprived of his rank and honors
(ib. 22); and not long after
at his death, doubtless
the patriarchate was abolished. The apostole,
however, was continued; but in 429 it was converted
into a tax for the benefit of the public treasury (tb.
Its history, it will be observed, strangelj^ ic29).
sembles that of the didrachma.
2. Civil and Political Status
After being for a long
time privileged "peregrini," the Jews, by an edict
of Caracalla, had become "cives," enjoying all the
rights attaching to this title, and, in addition, certain special privileges by virtue of their religion.
The Christian emperors respected this
Status
status in principle, opposing, for inUnder the stance, the local attempts to impose
Christian special "governors" and a system of
Emperors, fixed sale-prices upon the Jewish merchants (Law of 396, "Cod. Theod."
xvi. 8, 101), and likewise the attempts to compel
the Jews of Rome to enter en bloc the burdensome
corporation of the "navicularii" (ib. xiii. 5, 18; in
the year 390).
But although no injury was done to the civil
rights of the Jews except, as will presently be seen,
the same was
in regaid to slavery and matrimony
not the case with their political rights. The idea
that Jews could legallj^ give orders to Christians
that they could hold a particle of the sacred authority of the emperor
soon came to be intolerable. As
early as the j-ear 404 it had been decided that .Jews
could not be employed as " agentes in rebus " that is
to say, as functionaries of the police and of the treasury (26. xvi.; the word "militia" in this text has
been misunderstood: it in no way designates the
military career, which never had been open to the
Jews).
In 418, in a general manner, they were shut
out from all public employments ("Cod. Theod."
xvi. 8, 24; compare "Constitutio Sirm." 6), while
at the same time pemiitted to become advocates
This
(this until the year 425 only) or decurions.
interdiction was renewed in a more explicit fashion

—

—

:

—

—

—

;
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in 438, and was extended to the judiciary offices and
to the municipal dignities, particularly that of "defensor civiiatis" ("Nov. Theod. " ii." 3, 2="Cod.

Just."i. 9, 19).
^loreover, the

Jews were required to hold curial
more onerous than honorable, and which, in
the pagan epoch, liad been considered incompatible

ottices,

with their religion.

This

last

measure, already

at-

tempted by Septimius Severus, met, it appears, with
vigorous resistance. Beginning with the year 321,
Constantine ordered that all the municipal councils
could press into this service those Jews whose for"
tunes rendered Ihem liable, excepting " two or three
community,
solacium
pristinae
observain each
"ad
Later constitutionis" ("Cod. Theod." xvi. 8, 3).
tions stated this exemption more precisely, while at
the same time extending its range
Liability to to priests, archisynagogues, chiefs,
the Curia, and functionaries of tlie Jewi.sh synagogues (ib. xvi. 8, 2 [in the year 330],
But a law4, 13; xii. 1, 99; "Cod. Just." i. 9, 5).
promulgated in the Orient the date and author of
which are unknown reconsidered the reform, and
exempted once again all the Jews from the curia.
This law, in its turn, was abrogated, at least for the
Occident, in 398 ("Cod. Theod." xii. 1, 158; compare "Cod. Just." i. 9, 5, as regards the first abrogation, in 383).
The property of the Jews liable to the
curia was formally alienated to the curia ("Cod.
It is worthy of note that
Just." i. 9, 10 [in 403]).
even the curial Jews were considered as people of
It is liard to extlie lowest condition {ib. i. 9, 19).
plain, therefore, that in tlie time of Pope Gelasius

—

—

(492-496) there were still Jewish " clarissimi " (Mausi,
"Concil." viii. 131). Judicial autonomy disappeared
at the same time as the curial privilege.
As early as the year 393, the Jews were required
to conform in their marriages to the Roman laws,
and polygamy was forbidden ("Cod. Just." i. 9,
A law in 398 ordained that in all matters not
7).
strictly religious in character the Jews were amenable thereafter to the Roman law and to the judge of
No doubt the parties concerned
the common law.
were also entitled to submit theirca.se to the decision
of their rabbi, if they wished to do so; but this decision, in ca.se it conflicted with that of the governor,
the superior judge, had only the value of a simple
arbitrament ("Cod. Theod." ii. 1. 10; this constitution is reproduced in "(!od. Just." i. 9, 8, with an
omission, which seems to have attributed to the Roman judge jiirisflietion even in liligationsof a religious nature; but this omi.ssion can not be considered
intentional). It must be as-sumed that, cither through
superstition or through respect for the judieiiil
knowledge of thr; rabbis, many Christians in litigation with Jews consented to submit tiieir contentions
to the Jewish elders.
Tliis praetise was forl)idden
by a constitution of 418 ("Cod. Just." i. 9, 15).
3. Measures of Defense and Attack of a Religious
Character
Two prinei pies are heredoiuiiiaiit (1) the
jjrevention of thfr Jews from sprfadiiig tlu-ir relig
ion, especially to the detriment of Christianity; and
To the (irst
(2) the encouragement of apostasy.
category belong the j)rohibilion, under a jx-nalty
of a fine of 50 pounds in gold, of the erection of new
eynagogues, the preservation and maintenance of
:

;

Diaspora

however, permitted ("Cod.
27; "Nov. Theod." ii.
i.
9, 19); the prohibition, under
the death-penalty, of marriage with Christian women
("Cod. Just." i. 9, 6 [in 388]; "Cod. Theod." iii. 7,
2; ix. 7, 5), or even of having any contact with the
women of the imperial gyneceum ("Cod. Theod."
the old

ones

being,

Theod." xvi. 8, 25
3, 3; "Cod. Just."

[in 423],

xvi. 8, 6 [in 339]; the sen.se is somewhat doubtful);
and, tinally, the prohibition, also under penalty of
death, aggravated by confiscation, of the conversion
of free Christians to the Jewish religion ("Cod.
Just."i. 9, 16, 19 [in 439]; the convert, also, was
punished with confiscation, "(^od. Theod." xvi. 8, 7
[in 357]
compare ib. xvi. 8, 1 [the date 315 is iuac;

A very delicate ciuestiou, and one in regard to which legislation varied, concerned the detention by Jews of non-Jewish, espeConverts cially Christian, slaves. Here the danand Slaves, ger of seduction, or even of forcible
cuiute]).

circumcision, was a thing which was
regarded as particularly to be dreaded. At first

was thought sufficient to renew the ancient law
of Antoninus prohibiting the circumcision of even
pagan slaves ("Const. Sinn." 4 [in 335], a renewal
The penalty for the
of a former constitution).
master, it would appear, was only his loss of the
But soon after, the emslave, who was set free.
peror Constantius added thereto the death-penalty
for the master, and in a general way forbade even
the acquisition by Jews of slaves of another religion,
under the penalty of their confiscation for the benefit
In cases where the slaves were
of the treasury.
it

Christians, the confiscation of the owner's entire for-

tune was ordered ("Cod. Theod." xvi. 9, 2 [in 339]).
This law, truly exorbitant, although renewed in 384,
could not be enforced {ib. iii. 1, 5).
In 415 the Jews were formally authorized to own
Christian slaves on the condition of not converting
them {ib. xvi. 9, 3); but in 417 the influence of the
clergy led at least in the future to the abrogation
Christian slaves in actual
of this indulgent law.
detention by Jews could be retained by the latter,
the death-penalty being applied to cases of attempted
circumcision only {ib. 4; confirmed in 423 [ib. 5]);
but even this provision was modified in 439 to exile
and confiscation ("Cod. Just." i. 9, 16).

—

—

same manner that the legislation opposed
expansion of the Jewish relfgion, it encouraged, and no less energelieall)', the conversion of
The Church, however,
the Jews to Christianity.
had no right to receive such apostates as desired, in
invoking its right of asylum, simply to escape the
payment of th(;ir debts ("Cod. Theod." ix. 45, 2 [in
In the first place, of course, the newly con397]).
verted were protected with the whole rigor of the
law against the malice and cruelty of their former
coreligionists ("Const. 8irm." 4; "Cod. Theod."
xvi. 8, 1; "Cod. Just." i. 9, 3; this constitution, the
In the

all

date of which as lianded down [315] is certainly
the penalty of
false, threatens dcliiuiuents with
being burned alive). Still wor.se, the converted
Jewi.sh cliild cotild not be disinherited by its jiarents,
nor even be curtailed in its portion; while a provision singularly odious was added, viz., the fourth

was assured to it, even though
might have been convicted of a capital crime

part of the residue
it

Diathesis

Tin: .lEWlSlI

Dibon
airaiusl the "tlo

cujus"; without

pnjiiilitc,

li«>\\

ever, to the legal peimlties ("Cod. Tlieod." xvi.

2S

(in

-12(5]).

B_v iiu'iinsof tliesc

kind, eoiiririuiil bv
140),

8,

mmsuresmiil otluis of the same
novella' of .lusiinian (45 and

tlu-

becjinie possible,

it

not lo induce nunieidiis

it"

convei'sions (eonipare Proiopius, " De ^Kd." vi. 2),
at all events toelieeU dclinitively tiie spread of .Jiida

ism; to pen it up, both plivsieally and morally.
within the eonlinesof Christian soeiety anil, tinaliy.
to stamp upon it the seal of humiliation and teiior
w hieh it was to bear, as a token of infamy, througiiThe legislation of the <()unout the Middle Aijes.
cils that inspired most of tlu- medii'val lawseonceining the Jews was but a retleitiou of tiic legislation of
the Christian emperors.
lu Constantinople (Leo vi.
"Constit." Tm [bi'tween 8^*6 and JMl]), as well as in
the greater part of the Occidental states, such an at
titude could not but bring about, sooner or later, a
complete proscription of Judaism and its followers.
;

Zom. HMorin P'i.sri Iiidaici. 1734; WesseDiotrihe ilc JmUvonun Airhitutiliiis, Utreoht, 173H;
Dc Statu ft JuiMictiinic Jiiditinunt, Argentor.
1T«}; Levysch, De JiicUTuruiii sub i'nsaril>ui< Ci>)Klit., ft
de Legibuf Ens Sijfctaittihut:, LevUen, 18:^8; Ch. (iiraud,
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lo dislurhanccs of liic normal metabolism, which
manifest theuiselves primarily as chronic rheumatism and gout, but which also include other morbid
proi'esses, such as dial)el<'s, gall stones, stone in the
kidneys, obesity, antl some diseases of the skin.
By " lier])ctism " is understood a group of disea.scs
which manifest themselves in various forms of vasomotor ilisturliances, as some skin-eruptions, neuralgia, migraine, gastralgia, and nervous dysi)epsia;
various forms of trophoneurosis, jMilmonary emphysema, and arteriosclerosis, with their secpiehe, apOplexy. softening of the brain, paralysis, etc.
These di.sease conditions are not so prevalent
among the Jews as souk; French physicians assert.
i^ome, as the fuiKlional neuro.ses, are ac-tually veiy
wide-spread among them; others, such as arteriosclerosis, apoplexy, etc., are no morc^ common among
Jews than among other civilized racx's. The dis-

eases which are most often met with among Jews
are not racial in the full sense of the word.
In the
majorit}' of cases they are dtie to their mode of life,
to the fact that Jews are almost exclusively towndwellers, and to the anxieties of their occupations.

Apoplexy; Erii.Ersv;

See

Insanity;

Nervous

Es!<(ii>turVHixt.(tu Drmt FraiK;. ini Moueti Age, 1846, pp.
1,S5< ft ,<f(/.; Frankel, Die Dhtxixtrazur Zcit des2ten Tem-

Diseases; Skin-Diseases.

peU, in Monat^fltyift,\9^\\ idem. Die Juden Unter den
Erslen Rdin. Kau-<frn, ib. 18^)4 Goldschniidt, DeJudiVorvni
apttd Knmauox Caudiciouf. Halle, 1866; Friedliinder, £)<•

Bibliography: Disrussion on the pathology of the .lews hefore the Paris Academy of Medicine, in Bulletin de I Aendi'mie de Mi'ilecinf. Sept. 8, 1891 Maurice Mshberg, The C<nnl>arative Pntlinhniii of the Jnrs. in New Ymk Mediv(d
.Jinunal, March 30 and April
1901.

;
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6th ed.,

Juden

iii.
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6l)lM>:iS; Schiirer,

Rom,

;

idem, Sitteiidfsctiichte Horns.

Die Gf mei)idevcrfonsuno dcr

Leipsic. 1879; idem, (Jesrh. dcs Jlid. VoJkfs.

3d ed.; Hild, Lfx Jiiifs a

Rome Decant

d'Autexirs Grecs et Rnmaiii.'<, 1805; Willrich, Judex nnd
Griecheii, Gottingen, 189.5; Alf. BertholPt. Jjie Steliain) der
Isr.zu den Etenidfii, Freiburg, 18i»t>; the histories of .lost,
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H.

DIATHESIS: A

predisposition to certain forms
It has been observed by physicians at
of disea.se.
all times that some races are more prone to be
affected by certain diseases than are other raees.
These peculiar tendencies have sometimes been due
to somatic characteristics,

and

in

designated as "racial."

such cases the disBut in the major-

due to certain habits
or environment, or to social causes; and
the diseases which result from the diatheses can not
be called " racial," because when the social conditions
are changed the liability to the disease di.sappears.
The nervous diathesis lias been universally observed by medical men to be peculiar to the Jews.
Some physicians have even gone so far as to state
that the majority of Jews are hysterical or neurasthenic neuropathies or ])sychoiiathics.
How far
this is true will be found in the articles on Insanity
ity of cases these diatheses are

of

life, diet,

DIAZ (DIAS) DE SORIA

be common among the Jews.
By "arthritism " tJie}'
understand a certain group of diseases, usually due

Fl.

A

family of Bordeaux which derived its name from the Spanish
town Soria. There is nothing to definitely warrant
the belief, held by Feret, that this family went to
:

France as early as 1492. It is found for the first
time, with the full patronymic "Dias de Soria," in
lTo6 although there were bearers of the name Dias"
and others of the name " Soria" in France long before.
The family Diaz de Soria enjoys a great reputation,
especially for the musicians it has produced.
Jacob de Soria: Born at Bordeaux April 27,
'"

;

1762; died there Jan. 17, 1881.
He was the leader
of the choir of the synagogue in that place.
He
was also a captain of infantry, a rank with which
he retired after serving in forty-four campaigns, especially in that of Saint Dominicpie, and receiving
four wounds on various battle-fields.

His two grandsons, Jacob-Frederic and Julius,
both born at Bordeaux, the former Feb. Kl 1841, the
latter April 28, 1848, are well known as singers and

Gounod composed

musicians.

several pieces for

Julius.
BiBLiofiRAi'nv

:

Edouard F^ret, Statistiquede

la

Gironde,

iii.

Archiv. Municip. nordeaux, G. G. 8(K) bi.% pari ii.,
Alexis Azevedo, Impressions d'un Vieux Dilettante:
J. Diaz de Soria, Paris, 1874 (V).
o.
C. HE B.
.579-.580;

p. 32;

—

and Nervois Diseasks.
French writers like Charcot, Lancereaux, and
Fere have said that rheumatic and gouty diathesis is more wide-spread among Jews than among
any other European race. The groups of diseases
recognized by the French under the names "arthritism" and "herpetism" are by some writers said to

M.

.».

rOpiitimi Rn-

mai)ie, in Rev. Etudes Juives, viil., ix.; Manfrin, Gli
Ebrei Sotto la Dominaz. Rom., i vols.; Th. Reinach, Tfxtffi

ea.ses are

;

(i,

DIBBUKIM
(lit.

Transmigrated souls. " Dibbiik "
"something that cleaves unto something else")
:

a collotpiial equivalent, common among the superJews in eastern European countries, for a migrant soul. It rejiresents the latest phase in the development of the belief in the transmigration of
souls; namely, that the soul of a man v/ho has lived
a wicked life will enter tin; body of a living person
and refuse to leave it. The exorciser, in such a case
a ba'al shem," or a wonder-working rabbi, is alone
is

stitious

Diathesis
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tion as "

able to cast out this evil spirit, which usually goes
out through the small toe, where a little oritice from
which blood oozes marks the exact poiut of its exit.
Full descriptions of such successful acts of exorcism,
where, however, thedibbuk isstill called by its older

refers

name "ruah,"

nation,

are given in Manasseh b. Israel's
"NishmatHayyim"(partiii.,ch. 14; parti v., ch. 20).
Another detailed description of a similar incident
is reproduced in "Ha-Shahar" (vi. 4.")*J, 697) from
Moses Prager's (Graf) " Zera' Kodesh " (Fiirth, 1696),
and is curious from the fact that R. David Oppeuheira, tlic celebrated book-collector, who was then
rabbi of Nikolsburg, Moravia, is one of the signa-

Dibon-gad

it is po.^^sible

Dibou
" in

Num.

xxxiii. 45, 46,

that the second part of this

though

compound

a local deity only. It was assigned to
xiii. 9, 17).
In the tenth pre-Christian centuiy it i^^agaiu found luider Moabite domito

Reuben

(Josh.

and as the residence of King

]\lesha.

ing to his inscription the Moabites called
meaning a bald (uutimbered) plateau.

AccordKarha,"
This was

it "

I

(

I

,

tories to the narrative.

The lirst who wrote of the dibbuk under that
name in modein Hebrew literature was P. Kuderman, but his "Ha-Dibbuk," of which the German
title is "

Uebersicht liber die Idee der SeelenwandeThe most
1878), is of little value.
interesting part of the book is the description of one
of the dibbukim, which, according to his statement, were very common in Poland in those days.
It proves that the manifestations of the dibbuk, and
the belief in the power of practical cabalists to exorcise it, have undergone little change in the two centuries which have elapsed since the Nikolsburg inDr. S. Rubin, in his
cident referred to above.
"Gilgul Neshamot," the German title of which is

rung" (Warsaw,

"Die Metempsychose in Mythus und Kultur Aller
VOlker" (Cracow, 1898). points out the connection between the ancient belief in the transmigration of souls
and in possession by evil spirits, and that in the dibbukim of modern times. He says at the end of his
work (p. 29) that the belief in the wanderings of the
soul "has come down to our time among the zaddikim and saints of the Hasidim, who cast out 'gilgulim and dibbukim from insane people." See
ExoKcisM Mktk.mpsvciiosis.
'

'

'

Plan of Aucient Dibon.

;

(After Sihick, in

P. W^I.

A.

DIBLAH
gint, wliieli

According

:

to the

Masorah and Septua-

R. V. follows, " Diblali "

tlir-

the name
place of this
is

of a place mentioned in Ezek. vi. 14. No
name corresponding with the requirements of the
passage is known. J. I). Michaelis conjectured that
it

was a misreading

tlie

Scptuagint has

Masorah
K. o.

sjune misreading,
See Riisi.au.
is there correct.
tlie

10

though the
G. A. B.

ir.

DIBON

(pTT)

from time to
19:5)

for " Rii>lali," since in Jer. Hi.

:

1-

A very ancient town, situated

live niiles

(Haedeker, "Palestine,"]).

Anion (Tristram, "The Land
grr/.).
The true j)ronun(iation

nortliof the River

of Moal)," pp.

seems to be

]i^2 ft

"

translifx-rations,

Daibon

"

^ni3i.iv,

Greek

(according

to

^//Bov;

Dillmann, on

see

the

»' Z.
A. T. W." i. 12H. note
Dibun, where in IHOH tlie
Mesha Inscription was found, ujion which the name
It is frf)m
of the town its«;lf occurs (lines 21, 28).
Dibon that Kint: Afesha derives liis epithet ''J3^Tn
("the Diboniti"; .Meslin Inscription, line 1).
The town, originally inider the dominion of Moab,
was conf|nrTr'd by Sihon, king of ihc Amorites
(Ntnn. xxi. 27-;iO), Imt then wrested from his con
trol by the Israelites.
It appears to have becm fortified by Gad (Num. xxxii. 3, 34); hence its descrip

Num.

2).

xxi.

It is

:KI.

the

and Mayer,
modfiii

"

Zeil. Dent.

P«l. Ver.")

to the fact that the town occupied two elevations; the higher one, this Karha, had been surrounded by a wall, and constituted the "new city,"

due

containing a water reservoir and many cisterns, as
well as the royal jialace and a "height "("bamah")
In Isjiiah's prophecies (Isa.
for the god Chemosh.
XV. 2) it is menaced as a Moabitish city befoic other
"
towns, the writer i)laying upon the name "Dibon
from "dam" = blood; Isa. xv. 9;
( = "Dimon,"
"Ma<lmen " in Jer. xlviii. 2 is a variant, if not a corruption) to predict its bkxxly fate. Dillmann, Diihm,
and others reject tlu; identilieation. Cheyne makes
" Dirnoii "a corrupt ion of" Niinrim " (cf)mpare "ZeitEuseschrift (les Deutsch. Palilstina V'ereins," ii. 8).
bius calls ita "large market -jilace "(" Onomaslicon."
not mentioned by later medieval
of colunmsaiid ornaments strewn about witness to tiie town's former
importance.
2. A settlement of returning exiles in the Negeb
(the South), in the tribal territory of Judah (Neh.
" in
xi. 25). in all likelihood identical with "Dimonah
Josh. XV. 22. anri rcprcsentrd by the modern Al-Dib
.see
(or Al Dhaib; according to Robinson, AlDaib
Huhl, "Geographic desAlten'Palflstina," p. 182).
E. Q. H.
K.

249, 43);

but

writers.

Even now fragments

it is

;

Dice
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DICE. Sfc Gam HI. INC..
DICK. ISAAC MAYER:

wrongly,
Russian Hebraist and

nmclist born in Wilini KStJS (of tlu" varii>us dates
the one given by " Ahiasaf " is probably .most nearly
His father, uiio
correct): died there Jan. 24, 18lt3.
was a ^la/.zan. gave him tlie usual Talnuulicnl eilucation, and he was also instructed in the Bible and Hebrew.
He married when very young, aiul while
living with hi.s wife's jiarents in Nishvezh, near
Wilna. became acquainted with a Catholic priest
who clandestinely taught him the German language.
He also actjuireil a knowledge of Russian and Polish,
and on his return to Wilna acted as private teacher
of Hebrew and German, having for one of his pupils Mattathias ytrashun, who remained his lifelong
.

In 1841 Dick became tcaclier of Hebrew in
newly founded government school for Jewish
boys in Wilna.
The visit of Sir Moses Montefiorcto Wilna in 1846
friend.

the

was

a dialogue or other interesting |)oint to insert a
long sermon on the moral lesson to be drawn from
inciilents described in the story.
But in spite of all
verbosity and deviation, Dick was an excellent storyteller, having a i)ower of description, an insight into
human character, and a sympathetic humor which
are given to few. His longer works are chiefly translations, and are the least worthy of his writings; but
among the shorter ones are many original stories,
some of whicli, if divested of superfluous matter,
could well bear an English translation. "DerYiddischer Posliannik" (The Jewish Ambassador),
Wilna, 1880; "Note Ganaf" (Life of Nathan the
Thief), tb. 1887; and "Die Sclione Minka,"' ih. 1886,
liave considerable merit; while some of his charac-

of Russia by various means, and corresponded
on that subject with Count Ouvaroff, minister of
education under Nicholas I. Dick declared himself
in favor of enforcing the ordinance compelling the

Jews

of Lithuania to dress in German or European
though in his own dress and manners he re-

fashion,

old-style Jew to the last, believing that he
could thus do more good tlian if he broke with old
associations and boldly joined the new generation.
Dick was a most pleasant conversationali.st, his
fame as a wit spreading far outside of Wilna, and
innumerable humorous anecdotes being told in his
name and about him to this day. In later years he
was employed by the publishing house of Romm at
a small weekly salary to write Yiddish stories and
his productions of that nature, of various sizes, are
In the chasaid to number nearly three hundred.
otic condition of the Yiddish publishing trade in
Russia, even an approacli to a bibliography of works
of that nature is an absolute impossibility.
In liis
old age Dick lived comfortably, and was one of the
most respected and popular men in the community.
In addition to that mentioned above, Dick wrote
three Hebrew works: "Mahazeli Mul Mahazeh," a
Purim story (Warsaw, 1861); "Siprono," a description of Jewish life in .small cities (Wilna, 1868); and
" Masseket 'Aniyyut " (Tractate Poverty), con.sidered
one of the best Talmudical parodies ever written.
But his fame rests on his Yiddish novels, a field in
which he was the first professional and the founder
of a school.
As he l)im.self as.serted many times, he
wrote only for the purpose of spreading knowledge
and morality among liis readers, and in many cases
he permitted this purpose to overshadow the story.

mained an

;

Most of the

modem

critics

condemn

his style; his

constant use of High-German words, explained, often

Shemaya Gut Yoin-Tob

Bitter " (the

"Chaitzikel Allein," or "Der Moiziter Bachur," rank among the best efforts of the
present Yiddish writers.

New

Jews

"

such as

ters,

ha-Kodesh. modeled after the Shohare ha-Tob of
Berlin of Mendelssohn's time, and known in AVilna
as "Berliner Schul,"' because it dared introduce some
slight reforms in accordance witli the ideas of the
Mendelssohnian "maskilim," who were called "Berinterested in the uplifting of the

from the

at

holiday

He was

his ([notations

Talmud and Midrasliim witii hisown commenlaries,
rctardiug the How of the narrative; and ids pausing

the occasion of a great outburst of literary productions in his honor. Dick described the visit in
" Ha-Oreah" (The Guest), published at Kbnigsbcrg
1860.
He was one of the founders and for manj'
years the "shammash" of the Sjnagogue Tohorat

liner."

parenthesis;

in

676

visitor),

Bibliography: Obituaries

In TTa-Asif and Ahiasaf, Warsaw,
1894; Wiener,
of Yiddish Literature, pp. 169-172,
York, 1899; Zolotkoff, in Stadt-Ameiger, Oct. 15, 1893;
Ha-Shalinr, v. 349 et seq.; Hau»freund, 1894, vol. ill. ; Winter and Wiinsche, Die JUdische Litteratur, pp. 58.5-603.

HMory

P. Wl.

K.

II.

DICE, IiEOPOIiD: German artist and professor
of engraving; born 1817; died June 23, 1854. He
studied art at the Royal Academy of Munich, and
became well known through his lithographic illustrations of the Old Testament after Raphael.
In
1848 he was appointed professor of the art of engraving at the Royal District Industrial School of
Kaiserslautern in the Palatinate. He taught with
great success, and was highly spoken of by the
board of examiners in their annual reports.
Bibliography

:

Allg. Zeit. des Jud. 1854, p. 376.

A. R.

6.

DICKENS, CHARLES: English novelist;
born Feb. 7, 1812, at 387 Mile End Terrace, Commercial Road, Landport, Portsea; died June 9, 1870,
at Gadshill, near Rochester, Kent.
Dickens is of
interest to the Jewisli world principally through two
of his novels: "Oliver Twist " (Jan., 1837 to March,
1839) and " Our Mutual Friend " (May, 1864 to Nov.,
These two works are characterized by a de1865).
cided difference in the attitude of Dickens toward
Jews. Few Jews in fiction are blacker and more
repugnant in body and soul than Fagin, the thief,
the coward, the all but murderer, and few bits of
descriptive writing are more graphic than the narration of Fagin's last night on earth and his welldeserved punishment. Yet the name was derived
from a Christian friend of Dickens' youth, the whole
character from a well known Christian "fence "of
the period.
Fagin became the generally accepted type of the
Jew and " Oliver Twist " was considered as a direct
hit at the Jew.
Dickens evidently realized this,
either through criticism or from personal contact
with the real Jew; for when next he made u.se of a
;

Hebrew in fiction, he drew Riah in "Our Mutual
Friend," a character at the other extreme almost

—
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In both
impossibly, certainly improbably, good.
" Oliver Twist " and " Our Mutual Friend " Dickens
displays a lack of knowledge of the real characteristics of Jews.
BiBLiOfJRAPHY: David Philipson, The

Jew

in English Fic-

tion, pp. 88-102, Cincinnati, 1889.

E. Ms.

J.

DICTIONARIES, BIBLE

Collections of articles in alphabetical order treating of the various
biographical, archeological, geographical, and other
Up to within quite recent
subjects of the Bible.
:

little part in such work.
attempt at anything like a Bible dictionary is the work of Eusebius, Bishop of Caesarea
(d. 340), on the geographical names mentioned in the
Old and New Testaments, entitled Uepl tuv Tottikuv
'Ovo/idruv tHiv kv tt) Qeia Fpa^^ (ed. Lagarde, in " Onomastica Sacra," 2d ed., 1887; republished by Klostermann in "Texte und Uebersetz." viii. 2). To
this must be added the " Onomasticon " of Biblical
proper names in Greek, also published by Lagarde.
Jerome's " Liber IntcrpretationisHebraicorum Nominum " and " De Situ et Nominibus Locorum Hebraicorum Liber" (ed. Lagarde, I.e.) a.Te based on the
work of Eusebius. The work of the Spanish priest
Arias Montanus, entitled "Communes et Familiares
HebraicJE Linguse," etc. (Antwerp, 1572), contains a
large amount of material which, if put in alphabetical sequence, might have made a Biblical dictionarj'.
Even the interest aroused in the Bible by the Reformation and the Humanist development (see Humanists) was largely philological in character; but the
works of learned French, Dutch, and English Orientalists had brought out a large amount of material
dealing with the social life of the Israelites, and the

Dictionaries

and it reached an eighth edition in
In a condensed form it was edited by Edward
Robinson (7th ed., Boston, Mass., 1832-35). Calmet's
dictionary was incorporated in the series of theological encyclopedias edited by Abbe Migne; and
not only the text, but the illustrations also have
served until quite recently to illustrate books
dealing with the Bible or with the Jews. Upon
Caimet is based also Daniel Schneider's " Allg. Bibl.
Lexikon" (3 vols., Frankfort, 1728-31), containing
much material from Geiers, Carpzov, Buxtorf, Boolic

material;

1841.

times Jews have taken very

chart,

The

very diffuse, this represents the

earliest

some of them had increased the interest in
the East as the best aid to an exposition of Biblical
times.
The first successful attempt to compile a dictionary of the Bible was made by the polyhistor and
Protestant theologian Johann Heinrich Alsted (1588-

who wrote

a univei-sal encyclopedia and a

"Triumphus Bibliorum Sacrorum seu Encyclopa;dia
Biblica," Fmnkfort, 1625.
Not many years later P.
Raveiiilli published his "Bibliotheca Sacra seu

The-

saurus Scripturaj Canonicaj " (Geneva, 1650; 2d ed.,
1660), which is in the proper form of a dictionary.
This work niiglit rather be called a dictionary to the
Vulgate, just as the extract made of it in P2ngli.sh,
"A Complete Chri.stiau Dictionary of tiie O. and N.
Test.," by Thomas Wilsrjn, John Bagwell, und Andrew Simon (f><)ii(lf)n, 1061), is rather a conrordance
In 1693 J. Simon published
to the English Bible.
at Lyons a " Dictionarium Bibiicum," which was
Simon,
reprinted several times, tlie last in 1717.
however, was ignorant of Helirew, und it was for
the purpose of correcting the many mistakes in
iiis dictionary that the epoch making
Calmet's work of Augustin Caimet, " La Saint
Dictionary. Bible en Latin et en Francois avec un

Commentaire Littr'ral et Criticpie "
was published. Sec Cal.met,

(23 vols., Paris, 1707),

Augustin.
Calmet's dictionary, translated into English T)y
anrl Colsou (1732), was rcpublislicd with
many additions by Charles Taylor (London, 1793),
but with tlie omission of all the rabbinic and Cath-

D'Oyley

IV.— 37

Selden,

Though
German attempt

and Vitringa.
first

at a Bible dictionary, some of the articles being
of special Jewish interest; e.g., " Falsche Messias,

"Falsche Christen," and "Gebot," in which last
Schneider has added an incomplete list in German of
the 613 commandments.
W. F. Hezers"Bibl. Reallexikon" (3 vols., Leipsic, 1783-85) also depends
upon Caimet.

The rise of the critical school, especially as represented at Halle by the two Michaelis, Semler, Eichhorn, etc. finds its expression in the " Biblische Encyclopadie," published at Gotha(1793-98) by a company
of learned scholars, which work, however, was never
The Gotha encyclopedia was completely
finished.
overshadowed by G. B. Winer's "Biblisches Real,

w5rterbuch" (2 vols., Leipsic, 1820, 1833, 1847),
which has remained a standard work almost down

A number of popular presentaGermany during the first half of

to the present day.

tions appeared in

the nineteenth century; for example:
1829.
1836.

WSrleln.— Encyk. WOrterbuch der Blbl. Grund-Realien.
Nuremberg.
Allgem. W5rterb. der Heil. Schrift. (Catholic). Regensburg.

travels of

1638),

Lightfoot,

1837. Gemmerll and L8hn.— Encyk. der Blbelkunde. Leipsic.
1846-50. Von Hoffmann and Redslob.— Allg. VolksblbeUexlkon.

lb.
1849. F.
1856.

C. Oetlnger.— Blbl.
Stuttgart.

Wfirterb.

H. Zeller.— Bibl. WOrterb.

(purely

theological).

2d ed. 1866; 3d ed. 1884.

The last-named was a protest against the rationalism of Winer and of Redslob (who followed Vatke's
It was, however, fast becoming
Biblical criticism).
apparent that no more than an encyclopedia, could
a real Bible dictionary be comjjiled b}- one man.
The "Real-Encyklopttdie fUr Protestautische Theologie und Kirche," edited by Herzog and a number
of leading German scholars (Stuttgart, 1852-62; 2d
cd., by Herzog and Plitt, 1877-88; 3d
Johann cd., by A. Hauck, iSOd ct sr</.), while
not strictly a Bible dictionary, conHerzog-.
tains many valuable articles dealing
with Biblical subjects and pcnsonages. Germany
has, in

modern

times, publisiied

two Bible

diction-

condensed form; namely, those of Schenkel
and C. A. Richm. Sclienkers ""Bibel Lexikon " (5
vols., 1869-75) was written in large part by Diestel,
Dillmann, Hitzig, Holtzmau, Merx, NOldeke, Graf,
It omits subjects which are
Reuss, and Schnider.
aries in

Hieiim was assisted in his
miniir importance.
"HandwOrterb. dea Bibl. Alterthums" (2 vols., 1874)
by Beisehlag, Delitzscli, Ebers, Dicstel, Kautzsch,
Schrader, and others (2d ed.. by F. Baethgen, 1894).
Of other and more popular dicrionaries published in

f)f

Germany may

be cited the following:

TUK JKWISII

Dictionaries

1714.

Ad. Rwhenl)*!^.— HU>rolexU'on Ronle CoUwHim.
lx>li>slo Hiul

2 vols.

Kninkfori.

1776. J. A. Ualiiiaslus.-Dlit. .Manuiilf Bil'lliuui.

Aujfstlic

biinj-

Cebhardt.— Blbl. WOiierb. 3 vols. T^mgo.
U. Haupt.— Blbl. Real und Verbal Encyk. 3

vols.

QutHllinburv-

Wahl.-Blbl. Ilamlwi)norb. 2 vols. UMpsic.
WalbriH-lit— HUil. wartcib. (iWtlnpen.
Hoffiimnn.- Alltrein. VolksbilH'llexlki)ii. Leipslc.
Gotha.
1866. H. Besser. -Bibl. WOrlerb.
182S. C. A.
1S37. C. L.

1W2. A.

('.

The first to break awn}' from Calinet in Englaud
was John Kitto. He recast the whole work, being
a-isisfeil by such schokrs as Ililvernick, Tholiick,
Reginald Stuart Poole, and William Wright, and
jMiblished " A Cvclopanlia of Biblical
JohnB:itto. Literature" (Ed'inburgh. 1843-45; 2d
The whole was reed. by Burgess).
written for the third edition by William Lind.Siiy
Alexander (Philadelphia. 1865), with especial reference to the religion, literature, and archeology of
For the first time the scope of such
the Hebrews.
dictionaries

was enlarged by the addition

of lives of

prominent Biblical scholars and of articles upon distinctively Jewish subjects (e.g., "Elijah Levita,"
"Jewish Printers," "Albelda." "Dunash," "YosipTalmud, " " Satanow, " " Rashpon, " " Tauhuma, "
bam"). Among those contributing to this work
wereBialloblotzky, Cairns, Samuel Davidson, EmanPotuel Deutsch, Farrar, Geikie, and D. Ginsburg.
ter's " Complete Bible Encyclopedia " (ed. William
Blackwood, 3 vols., Philadelphia, 1875) was based
upon Kitto and Ayre (.see list). It is a Church dictionary as well as a Biblical one.
J. A. Bartow's
"Biblical Diet." (2 vols., London, 1845) was popular
in character, but did not go further than the letter "L."
Much more scholarly than Kitto's dictionary is the
"Diet, of the Bible," published by ^\. Smith and
Aldis Wright (London, 1860).
This was frankly
stated to be not a dictionary of theology, but a Bible
dictionary according to the Authorized Version.
It
•'

was

in certain cases it has several
one and the same subject from dif-

non-controversial

articles treating

upon Herzog and Plitt's "Real-Encyc." To
added an "Encyclopedia of Living Divines,"
whole being publisiied in a third edition (4 vols.)

largely
this he

2 vols.

i:Ki-96. G. L.
l«O0-27. C.
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;

erent points of view.
It was the first dictionary to
contain a complete list of proper names in the Old
and New Testaments and the Apocrypha. The first
volume was republished in two parts (1893) with
the help of Driver, Naville, Westcott, Ryle, Tristram, Wilson, etc. The first edition was republished
in Boston (1863), and again by H. B. Ilackett and

Ezra Abbot in New York (1871). An abridgment,
made by Smith himself, appeared at Hartford
P. Fairhairn's "Imperial Bible Diet."
(1868).
(Edinb., 1865) is more popular in character and more
theological.
McClintockand Strong's "Cyclopiedia
of Biblical, Theological, and Ecclesiastical Litera-

ture" (12 vols.. New York, 1867-87; rev. ed., 1895)
has justly had a great vogue in the United States.
It contains nearly all the material to be found in
previous dictionaries, and a large number of articles
dealing with rabbinical theology and rabbinical
writers.
Philip SchafF's name is connected with
two Bible dictionaries: one pul)Iished in Philadcl
phia and New York in 1880 (Italian translation by
Enrico Meille, Florence. 1891), and a larger "Religious Encyclopaedia: or Dictionary of Biblical, Historical, Doctrinal, and F*ractical Theology," based

by Funk & Wagnalls, New York, 1891.
Mention should be made here of the ninth edition
of the " Encyclopjedia Britnnnica." With Robertson Smith as editor, it is natural tliat it should contain a large number of articles dealing with the
Bible,

and largely written by Smith

Robertson himself
Smith.
p. vii.).

(.see

" P^ncyc.

The

Bibl." Preface,

on Jewish lil<rature were written by S. M. Schillerarticles

Szinessy.
It was Smith's intention to republish
the Biblical articles, and, with the help of other
The
scholars, to form an "Encyclopedia Biblica."
immense mass of archeological and critical mateiial
"
gathered since the appearance of the "Britannica
made this impossible; but the project paved the

way
S.

for the

Black

"Encyc. Bibl." of T. K. Cheyne and T.
New York and London, 1899 et

(4 vols..

All the leading Biblical scholars are contribuwork, which reaches the highest standard of accuracy and completeness; but it has one
great drawback in that it gives too much attention
to conjectural Biblical criticism.
The " Diet, of the
Bible," published at the same time by J. Hastings
in conjunction with John A. Selbie, A. B. David.son,
S. R. Driver, and H. B. Swete (4 vols., New York,
1898-1902), is meant for intelligent laymen as well
as for scholars, and therefore contains much less
purely technical matter. It contains also articles on
specifically Jcnvish subjects written by W. Bacher
and other Jewish scholars.
By the side of these works must be placed the
" Diet, de la Bible," now in course of publication by
F. Vigouroux (Paris, 1895 et seq.). Containing the
work of a number of Catholic scholars and prefaced
by an encyclical of Pope Leo XIII., this dictionary is
an authoritative C'atholic presentation. It embraces
a number of subjjts dealing with the theology and
history of the Church and it endeavors to combat
fiom the Catholic standpoint modern Biblical critThe care employed in its compilation and
icism.
the richness of its illustrations make it a valuable
addition to the list of Biblical Reference-books.
There are only three dictionaries by Jewish scholEzekiel b. Joseph Mandelars to be recorded here.
stamm compiled ("Sefer ha-Shemot," Warsaw, 1889)
an alphabetic account in Hebrew of all persons and
places mentioned in the Bible.
In 1896 A. H. Ro.senberg commenced the publication of a Bible dictionary in Hebrew, "Ozar ha-Shemot." No topics or
general subjects were treated, but only proper
names and words occurring in the Hebrew text.
The publication ceased after two parts had been
far more ambiissued (New York, 1896-99).
tious attempt is the " Real-Encyc. des Judenthums,
Worterl). filr Gemeinde, Schule und Haus," of J.
Hamburger, the first part of which (Strelitz, 1874)
Hamburger attempts to
is devoted to the Bible.
treat the Biblical subjects entirelj' from a Jewish
point of view, and with continual reference to the
seq.).

tors to this

;

A

Talmud and Midrash,

often with a practical end in
view, as many of the topics treated were the subUnject of controversy within the Jewish body.
fortunately, his references are not exact.
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Quite different in cliaracter from all those above
mentioned is James Inglis' "Bible Text Cyclopaedia " (Philadelphia, 1877). This is a topical classification of Bible texts, the wording of which is given
in full.
A shorter work, but upon similar lines,
is the "Bible Text-Book," published by the AmerThe following list comican Tract Society (n.d.).

The first lexicon mentioned in Hebrew literature
deals not with tlie Bible, but with the Talmud.
Gaoa Zemah b. Paltoi of Pumbedita (last quarter
of the ninth century) wrote a lexicon
Talmudic for the Babylonian Talmud, of which,

prises the chief Bible dictionaries published in modern times for more general use

Kohut,

1769. J.

1779. A.
1784. P.

Brown.— Diet, of the Holy Bible. 2
Macbean.— Diet, of the Bible. lb.
Oliver.— Scripture

Lexicon.

vols.

BlrminRham

;

London,

London.

Brown.- Diet,

of the

2 vols.. Albany

Holy Bible.

New York. 1&46.
W. Gumey.— Pocket Diet,

;

1

vol..

1829.

of the Holy Bible.

London.

183LW.Jones.-Bibl.Cyc. 2 vols. Ih.
London.
1831. R. Watson.— Bibl. and Theol. Diet.
Philadelphia.
1839, 1855. F. A. P.— Union Bible Diet.
1840, 1860. S. Green.— Bibl. and Theol. Diet. London.
London Philadelphia,
1848, 1849.1 853. J. Eadie.— Bibl. Cyc.
;

1902.

Lawson.— Bibl. Cye. 3 vols. London.
Jones.- Proper Names of the O. T. Scriptures Expounded and Illustrated. London.
London.
J. Farrar.— Eibl. and Theol. Diet.
H. Malcolm.— Diet, of the Bible. 7b.
American
1886. Diet, of the Holy Bible for General Use.

1849. J. G.

1860. Alfred
1852.
1854.
1869,

Tract Soc.,

New

York.

Bowen.— Manual

of Illustrations Gathered from
Scriptural Figures, etc. New York.
de la Bible. Paris.
London.
1866. J. A yre.— Treasury of Bible Knowledge.
1877. James Inglis.- Bible Text Cyc. Philadelphia.
1880. Manrique Alonzo Lallave.— Dlcclonarlo Blblleo.
Part 1.
1863. G.

S.

1865. J. A. Bo8t.-Dlet.

Seville.

1890. Fxlwin

N. Rice.- People's Diet, of the Bible.

Philadel-

phia.

Kurzes Bibl. W&rterb. TQhingen and I^ipsic.
Pictorial Diet, of the
n.d. W. Goodhue and W. C. Taylor.
Holy Bible.
n.d. Index to the Holy Bible.
American Sunday School Union,
1903. H.

Gutbe.

Philadelphia.
n.d. Bible Text-Bo<jk.

BiBLiooRAPHT

A meriean Tract

Soc.

Geach. dex Allen TcM. pp. 577 et seq.:
McCllnt/»ek and Strong, Cue 11. 787. xll. 278; T. H. Home,
Manual »f Biblical Bibliography, pp. 3<l9-372, London, 1839.
:

Diestel,

G.
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HEBREW:

known work giving a Irxical Hiirvcy
Hfbrew huiguHgc, witli conmicnts,

i.s

Tlie

earliest

of part of the
the dictionary

of Biblical proper names ('K/)/^vv*/'rt 'Efipa'iKiJv 'Oro/iaTuv) a.srribed to Pliilo of Alexandria, and in any case
Origen, in the third centhe work of a Greek Jew.
tury, enlarged it, and Jerome, at the end of the
fourth centiiry, worked it over in Latin (P. de Lagarfie. " Oiif.ina.^tifa Sacra," 2d ed., 1887; Scliilrer,
Aside from these
"(iew.hiclite," :Jd cd., iii. r)40).
first

lexical

works on

tlie

Bible,

which have been

preserved only within the Christian
arc no traces of a similar attenipl

("hiitcli,
in

there

pre-geoiiic

The manner in whieli the Hilile was expounded and its language handed down by tradition
in the Jewish schools of I'alestine and Babylon,

times.

precluded tlie need of lexical aids. Traditional literature, beginning with the tannaitic Midrasli, contains, of course, numerous Ir-xical conwnents on the
words of the Bible; and this literature, including
the old Bible translations, must l)e regarded as
the earliest and most important source of Hebrew
lexicology.

"Aruch Completum," Introduction, pp.
Perhaps Zemah himself designated
work by the name 'Akuk (11"iJ?), which word

(derived from the verb

1793-98. F. G. Lenn.— Bibl. Eneye. 4 vols. Gotha.
1815-35. J. Robinson.— Theological, Biblical, and Ecclesiastical
Diet.

however, only small fragments have
been preserved in quotations (see

xviii. et seq.).

his

London.

1843.

1816. J.

Lexicons,

"|"iy.

Job xxxii.

14) is the ear-

term in Jewish literature for a lexicon, though
it gained currency only through Nathan b. Jehiel's
work (see below) of that title. The first known Hebrew lexicon is called " Agron " (piJX, pronounced
also "Igron"), meaning "a collection of words,"
from "13X, "to collect." It is a youthful work of
Saadia, gaon of Sura, and was written in 913.
It
was intended, as Saadia says in the introduction
(still extant), not only to promote the knowledge of
the pure Biblical language, but also as an aid to
writing poetry. Hence Saadia's " Agron " was a
double lexicon, arranged, as were most of the original Arabic lexicons, according to the alphabetical sequence of the first and final letters of the roots and
words, corresponding to the two formal requirements of the Hebrew versification of that time,
Saadia, wlio originally had supacrostic and rime.
plemented each word by only a Biblical passage in
which it occurred, made a second, enlarged edition
of the " Agron," in which he gave the Arabic equivalents for the words, besides also chapters in AraHe also
bic on various subjects useful for poets.
changed the name of the work to " Book of Poetry,"
or "Book on tiie Principles of Poetry" (for the extant fragments see Harkavy, " Studien und Mittheilungen," v.). A smaller but likewise epoch-making
work of Saadia's was his explanation, from the language of the Mishnah and Talmud, of 70 (or rather
90) words occurring seldom or only once in the Bible.
This has been edited many times.
Saadia's elder contemporary, Judah ibn Koraish
of Tahart, North Africa, composed a larger work
along the lines of Saadia's small list of
Judah ibn Biblical words. This work, which is
Koraish. still extant, was written in the form of
a letter ("lisjilah ") to the comnuinity
of Fas (Fez), and has three chief divisions in lexical
arrangement, containing comparisons of Hebrew
words with (1) New-Hebrew words of the Mishnah,
This is
(2) Aramaic words, and (3) Arabic words.
liest

the

first

work on Semitic compamtive

linguistics,

held a (lermanent place in Ibjbrcw philolThe
(ed. Bargi^s and Goldberg, Paris, ISf)?).
third part, containing comparisons of Hebrew and
Arabic words, was known separately as "Sef<!r haYabas," «ir "Scfer Ab wa Em," according to the initiai words (ll)n Ezra, rnlroduction to his "M'oznayiin"; Ilm K/.ra's conteinprMary, I.saac b. Samuel,
quotes "Agron Ab wa-Em"; see "Jew. Quart.
Bev." x. 729). Ibn Koraish also began a larger lexicon, wliich, however, was not carried beyond the
roots beginning with alef (see Bacher. "Die Anfilnge der Hebrftischen Grammatik," p. 69; "Jew,

and
ogy

it lias

Quart. ]{cv." I.e.). This work, which Menahem b.
Saruk quotes as "Sefer Pitronim " (Book of Expla-
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uatiouS;, was, like Saadiii's "

Agrou," doubtless written in Arabic, as was tlic "risalah."
What Ibn Koniish's loxioonwouUl have boon may
be seou from that of David b. Abraham (tenth century), which has been preserved iu an almost complete state.
The latter author, called also Abu Sulaimau of Fas (Fez), belonged to the Karaite sect,
and was probably siinuilated by Ibn Koraish's writings to undertake his own work, which, also, cou-

European countries where Arabic did not prevail;
while in Spain itself it at first gave rise to lively
jiolemies in the works of Dunash b. Labraf and of
Menahem's and Dunasch's pupils.
It was soon
superseded, however, in the new era of Hebrew philology inaugurated by Menahem's pupil Judah b.

David Hayyuj.

Hayyuj (end of the tenth century) set forth his
theory of roots and his fundamental view of verbal
inflection in two works, in which the weak radicals
and the radicals in which the second letter is doubled
are grouped together in lexicographical order. The
same arrangement obtains iu the first work of Hayyuj 's eminent successor, the " Kitab al-Mustalhak "
(Hebr. "Sefer ha-Hassagah"), a critical supplement
to Hayyuj 's works by Abu al- Walid Merwan ibn Janah.
The chief work of Abu al- Walid (called R. Jonah in Hebrew; lived in the first half of the eleventh
century) is divided into a grammar and a lexicon.
The latter, entitled " Kitab al-Usul " (" Sefer ha-Shorashim"), is the high- water mark of the
Abu
lexical activity of the Middle Ages, and
al-Walid is remarkable for the value of its conibn Janah. tents as Avell as for the methodical
arrangement of the material. Especially noteworthy are the comparative definitions of
the words and the large number of Bible-exegetical
details.
This lexicon influenced directly or indirectly the entire later Hebrew lexicographj'
the
Arabic original was edited by Neubauer (Oxford,
1875); and Bacher edited the Hebrew translation of
Judah ibn Tibbon (Berlin, 1896).
Mention should be made here of the following
works pertaining to the subject, and written in
Arabic by Spanish Jews of the eleventh and twelfth
centuries: Judah ibn Balaam's small treatises on the
homonyms and particles; Abu Ibrahim ibn Barun's

many Hebrew-Arabic

comparisons.
Like
he refers bj' name,
David b. Abraham calls his le.vicou (written in Arabic) " Agron," which he renders in Arabic by "Jami'
al-Alfaz " (Collector of Words).
Through him the
Karaites came to prefer the word "agron " as a term
for " lexicon. " An author belonging to
David ben that sect, writing in Arabic in the beAbraham. ginning of the eleventh century, calls
David b. Abraham's work "the chief
representative of the Agron literature " (see " Rev.
Etudes Juives," xxx. 253); and Judah Hadassi
(twelfth century) mentions the "Agronot" or "Sifre
tiiiueti

Saadia, the only autiior to

whom

ha- Agrou" ("5lonatsschrift," xl. 125).
David b.
Abraham also produced an abridgment of his lexicon, as did Levi b. Japheth later, whose work was
made the basis of AH b. Sulaiman's "Agron," written in the first half of tiie eleventh century (Pinsker, "Likkute Kadmoniyyot," i. 117, 183; "Rev.
Etudes Juives," xxx. 125). Extracts from David b.
Abraham's work, which was the only original con-

tribution of the Karaites to

:

Hebrew lexicography,

have been pub-ished by Pinsker (I.e. pp. 117-162,
206-216; see also Neubauer, "Notice sur la Lexicographic Hebraique," pp. 25-155). After David b.
Abraham, Abu al-Faraj Harun only is to be mentioned he is none other than the anonymous grammarian of Jerusalem mentioned by Ibn Ezra in the
introduction to the " M'oznayim. " The seventh part
of his " Al-Mushtamil, " completed in 1026, is a kind of
root-lexicon, in which the triconsonantal roots are so
treated that all the roots formed by combinations
of the same three letters are arranged in one group
for example, all roots containing the letters y, B, and
1— namely, nsy, fijn, jns, lys—are treated under
Cjiy (see "Rev. Etudes Juives," xxx. 247 et seq.,
xxxiil. 20 et 8eq.).
A similar arrangement was also
adopted about the same time by the leading rabbinical authority of the Ea.st, the gaon Hai, in his lexicon "Kitab al-Hawi" (Hebr. "Sefer ha-Me'assef."
or " Sefer ha-Kolel "), of which only quotations and
fragments are extant (see "Z. D. M. G." Iv. 129 et
:

teq.,

597
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monograph "Kitab al-Muwazanah," on the relation
of Hebrew to Arabic (edited, as far as extant, by
Kokowzoflf, St. Petersburg, 1894); "Kitab al-Kamil"
(in Hebrew " Sefer ha-Shalem "), including a grammar and lexicon, by Jacob b. Eleazar of Toledo,

known only through

extracts.

Outside the domain of Arabic culture the first
great lexicon to traditional literature (Talmud, Midrash, and Targum) was contributed by Italy, the old
seat of Talmudic scholarship.
This work is the
of Nathan b. Jeliicl of Rome, which was
about 1100, and has remained up to the present time the most important lexical aid to Talmudic study. Nathan arranged the roots according
to the early system followed by Menahem, and paid
particular attention to rare expressions and bor"

'Aruk

"

finished

et neq.).

Long

before Hai Gaon's time (d. 1038) a lexicon
had Inaugurated in the West a period of literary
activity that made Spain the real home of Hebrew
philology. About 960 Menahem ben Saruk wrote his
"Mahberet" (name derived from Ex. xxvi. 4), the
first complete lexical treatment in the Hebrew language of the words in the Bible. In the arrangement
of his lexicon Menahem rigidly adheres to the theory
of roots current at that time.
He includes roots of
one and two letters, and adds a lengthy grammatical
introduction together with longer and shorter excursus.
On account of its Hebrew form this lexicon
(ed. Filipowski, London, 1854) was for a long time
the generally accepted lexical aid to Bible study in

rowed w'ords, following largely the Talmud exegesis
handed down by the Geonim (first ed.
The
in Italy before 1480; latest ed. by
<"Aruk." Kohut, 1878-92, 8 voLs.). With the
exception of Gaon Zemah's "'Aruk,"
referred to above, the only work of this kind mentioned as preceding Nathan's is the " Alphabeton,"
a kind of glossary by Makir, the brother of Rabbenu Gershom (first half of the eleventh century see
Rapoport's biography of Nathan, note 12). Samuel
b. Jacob Jam 'a of North Africa made important
additions to Nathan's " 'Aruk " in the twelfth century ("GrUtz Jubelschrift," Hebrew part, pp. 1-47).
;

j
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The glossaries by the geonim Sberira and Hai accompanying the texts of certain Talmudic treatises
do not come within the scope of this article (see
Bacher, "Leben und Werke des Abulwalid," pp. b4
et seq.).

Half a century after Nathan b. Jehiel, Menahem
Solomon, also of Rome, wrote a lexicon with the
evident intention of upholding Ibn Saruk's reputation in the face of the system founded by the Spanish school, and at that time (1148) propagated in
Menahem b. Solomon's
Italy by Abraham ibn Ezra.
b.

lexicon is the chief part of his manual of Bible
study, "Eben Bohan" (Touchstone; see Bacher in
While this
"Gratz Jubelschrift," pp. 104-115).
lexicon had little influence, that of
Menahem Solomon ibn Parhon, "Mahberet he'Amk" (cd. S. G. Stern, Presburg,
ben
Solomon. 1844), written somewhat later (1160)
at Salerno, achieved a wide reputaThis work was in the main an enlarged extract
tion.
from Abu al-Walid's lexicon, of which it has erroneously been regarded as a translation (see Bacher in
Two
Stade's "Zeitschrift," x. 120-150, xi. 35-99).
other lexicons from two countries that otherwise
have contributed little or nothing to the literature
The
of Hebrew philology must also be mentioned.
first of these works, both of which drew upon Ibn
Parhon's lexicon, is the "Sefer ha-Shoham " (Onyx
Book), written by Moses b. Isaac of London (end of
the twelfth century), the beginning of which was

by Collins, London, 1882. The author has
been identified as the well-known punctator Moses
ha-Nakdan. The second work is the lexicon of the
German Shimshon, who often defines the words also
in German (see Geiger's " Wiss. Zeit. Jud. Theol." v.

edited

419-430).

Southern France began to take the lead in Jewish
literature in the second half of the twelfth century.

About 1150 Joseph Kimhi of Narbonne wrote the
"Sefer ha-Galui" (Book of the Revelation; edited

by Mathews, Berlin, 1887), containing chiefly lexical
matter and a criticism of Menahem 's lexicon. His
Bon, David Kimhi (1160-1235), wrote the "Miklol,"
which contained a grammar and a lexicon supplementary to Abu al-Wuli(l's chief work, but revealed,
especially in its method, a remarkable independence.
The lexicon, "Sefer ha-Shorashim" (prinlo.i
before the grammar, in Italy prior to
The
1480: also Naples, 1490, 1491; Constantinople, 1513; Venice, 1529; new
Kim^is.
ed., Berlin, 1847), is much superior to
Abu ai-Walid's lexicon, and was for centuries th(!
standard work of Hebrew lexicography. In tJie

century Abraham Bewrote the first book of Hebrew
synonymy. " Hotem Toknit " (sec Ezek. xxviii. 12),
a large and valuable work, arranged in alphabetical
order (edited by G. K. Polak, AniHtcnlun), 1865).
In the first third of the fourteenth century the manysided Joseph ibn Kaspi also wrote a lexicon, "Shorshot Kesef" (see Ex. xxviii. 22), in wliicli he riideavored to<leducethc secondary meanings from the
general primary meaning of the root (see "Orient,
Lit." viii., ix.
Neubauer, "Notice sur la Lexicogr.
Hebraique," pp. 208-211). "Menoratha-Maor," the
work of a Greek Jew, Joseph b. David ha-Yewani,
latter half of the thirteenlh

dersi of BezifVcs

;

Dictionaries

of which onlj' a fragment is extant in a single manuscript, dates from about the same time (see Neubauer, I.e. p. 207).
The first Hebrew concordance,
also a kind of lexicon (see Concordance), was produced in the first half of the fifteenth century by a
Jew of southern France.
In Italy, where the scientific spirit among the Jews
was especially active in the fifteenth century, Solomon b. Abraham of Urbino wrote (1480) a book of synonyms entitled "Ohel Mo'ed," Venice, 1548 (edited
by Willheimer, Vienna. 1881), entirely
In Italy, different in character from Abraham
Spain, and Bedersi's work. In Spain, just before
the East, the expulsion of 1492, a Hebrew lexicon was written in Arabic by the
learned rabbi of Granada, Saadia b. Maimun ibn
Danan ("Rev. Et. Juives," xli. 268).
In the East the study of Maimonides' epoch-making work in the second half of the thirteenth century

Tanhum b. Joseph Yerushalmi's lexi"Al-Murshid al-Kati " (The Suflacient Guide),
written in Arabic. This work deals especiall)'^ with
Maimonides' "Mishneh Torah," but includes also
some of the words of the Mishnah. A lexicon by
Solomon b. Samuel of Gurganj (Urgenj, central
Asia), completed in 1339, is a remarkable example of
intellectual activity and wide literary knowledge
from a region which is not otherwise mentioned in
It presents in unithe history of Jewish literature.
form alphabetical arrangement the vocabulary of
the Bible, the Targum, the Talmudic-Midrashic literature, and some later works, in about 18,000 arThe author
ticles, most of which are very short.
called his work "Sefer ha-Melizah," and sometimes
"Agron" (see Bacher, "Ein Hebrfiisch-Persisches
WSrterbuch aus dem 14. Jahrhundert," Strasburg,
A century later Moses Shirwani of northern
1900).
Persia completed (1459) a Hebrew-Persian lexicon
which he called " Agron " (see Bacher in Stade'a
This is a popular aid
"Zeitschrift," xvi. 201-247).
to Bible .study, as is also the "Makre Dardeke," a
Hebrew-Arabic-Romanic (Italian, French, Provencal) glossary to the Bible which was produced about
the same time in western Europe (printed at Naples
about 1488).
At the beginning of the sixteenth century a great
and decisive change occurred in the history of Hebrew
resulted in

con,

l)liilology.

From

that time this science, hitherto
by the Jews, took rank in the

cultiv,.ted exclusively

large circle of .scientific activities inaugurated by
and it soon became a mighty
the new humanism
factor in the religious movement that rovdlutionized
Germany. Protestantism, going back directly to
the Bible, took up the study of the Hebrew language,
wliicli henceforth hccaincaii integral part of ProtesBut in Judaism itself the period
tant tlu'ology.
;

beginning with this century was one of intellectual
stagnation.

The

old classical literature of the pre-

was more and more
and the one sided study of

cetling periods

Elijah
Levita.

forgotten,

the Talmud gradually displaced the
study of the Bible and its language,
rendering the literary productions in this field utThe beginning of this epoch of
terly unimportant.
decadence was marked, however, by Elijah Levita'a
activity, with which the creative period of Hebrew
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was worthily
His works inohuio: "Sefcr Zikronot." a
Masoretio lexicon or. rather, a Masorctic concordance
to the Bible, still in inanusiript "Tishbi," a small
lexicon of 712 articles (published in 1541 ct ncq.).
containinsr mostly New-Hebrew words; and "Metur
philological litiniture withiu Juduisin

closed.

.lolianiifs

tirst

lexicon to

tiie

Targumim

to

which

not linish the lexicon of roots
he refers several times in his grammar.

The paucity

of production in the field of lexicog

raphy during the three centuries of Jewish literature from 1500 to 1800 may be seen in the following
chronological listsof works issued during this period,
•which are short and served chietly practical purposes.
These, as well as the following lists, have
been made with the lielp of Steinschneider's " Bibliographisches Handbuch " (compare the corrections
and additions by Steiuschneider and Porges in " Cen-

"

liinilnifiKii

Liiigiiie Hfhi-alcie

I'm;

1.''>;{7.

HilscI,

una cum

" Vcvabularlum Hebr.

Alfonsus Zamorensls (ex-.nnlii'us).
("hald. V. T." (In vol.

et
vi. of Complut«nslan
Polyglot, 1515).
TheiKtorlcu.s Mintiiuis (DIrck Martens), "Dictioniiiluiii llfbralcuiii," I/iuvaln, c. 1.520.
Scba.silun Miiiist'T. " Dlctlonarlum Uebrai-

Christian
Lexicographers.

(1541).

Abniham de Halmesdid

lillii,

Le.vlco," Pforzheim,

;

geman," the

Ki'Ut
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cum."

Ha.si'l.

Vt^i,

l;-)2;"),

1.5;i;'.,

\'iV.K

1518, 1.564.

Sanctus (Xanlcs) Pagnliuis, "Thesaurus Llnguie Sanctae," Leyden, ir)2<.i; ed. Rob. Sicplianiis, Paris, 1.548; Leyden, 1575,
1577
(ient'va, 1614.
Sebiusiian Minister, " Uictionaiiiirii Trillngue " (Latin, Greek,
Hebrew), Basel, I'lltO, ir>;j,5, 154;?, l,5tKi.
;

Ant. Reuchlln, " Lexicon Hebr. Lingua?," Basel, 1,556, 1.569.
FOrster (Korster. Vorsthelmer), " Dictionarium Hebr. No-

Jo.

vum,"

Basel,

1.5.57,

1564.

Avenarius (Habeniiann), "Liber Radlcum, seu Lexicon
Hebr." Wittenberg, 1568, 1589.
Sanctus Pagnlnus, " Epitome Thesauri Linguae Sacrae," Antwerp,
Jo.

1570, 1572, 1,578, 1588, 1,599, 1609, 1616, 1670.

Ambrosius Caleplnus, " Dlctlonarlum Septem Linguarum," Geneva,

1.578;

Biusel, 1,584;

" Diet.

Undeclm LIngu."

Basel, 1590,

1598, 160,5, 1616.

tralblatt fUr Bibllothekswesen," xiii., xv.):

Hutter, " Cubus Alphabetlcus Sanctae Hebralcae Linguae,"

El.

Anshel, njs'cn ."JD-^c, Crarow, 1534; reprinted under the title
'•
Sefer Aosliel," Cracdw, 1.584.
ntr^j" ?'iT\, " Ltbro de Uidlno.s de los Verblos Caros dl Toda
la Mlkra," Venice, 1588 and l(il7.
3k; -(2-', Hebr.-Uerni.-ltalian alpbabetical glossary, Cracow, 1590.
David b. Abraham Modena, 3ia t^"", Hebrew-Italian glossarj-,
Venice, 1596 and 1B(W.
Judah Leon dl Mixlena,
mSj, "Novo Dittionario Hebr. e
Ital." Venice. 161-'
Padua, 1640.

Hamburg, 1,586, 1588, 1603.
Marcus Marinas, "Area Noe, sive Thesaurus Linguae Sanctae
Novus," Venice, 1593.
Johann Buxtorf the Elder, " Lexicon Hebr.-Chald." Basel,

Solomon b. David Ullveyra, a^^nyy, Hebrew-Portuguese lexicon, Amsterdam, 1682; p31^n VDjyr I'^'N, Portuguese-Hebrew vocabulary, .\msierdam, 1683.
Judah b. ZebiHirsch, .-nin> I'^nM (dealingespecially with proper
names), Jessnltz, 1719; ,-nin> yrj, "Compend. Concordanz."

1612, 1649, 1653, 1695.
Jos. Abudacnu^ (Barbatus), "

mm'

;

Offenbach. 1732.
Eleazar Soesman, ^n-\C" in-:

Hebrew

dictionary; part

:

3,

part

1,

grammar;

part

2,

Dutch-

Hebrew-Dutch dictionary, Am-

sterdam, 1741; "Nomenclator op Hebr. en Nederd. Naamwoordenl)oek," ib. 1744.

Judah

b.

Joel Minden, niSsS

O'''!:.

Hebrew

lexicon, chiefly

following KImhl, with High-German notes, Berlin,

Abraham

b.

Menahem Schwab, irv

y^^r:,

17.59-60.

Hebrew-German

lexicon to the same author's ib'v 'lai, Am.sterdam, 1767.
Phoebus b. Aryeh, c'^s cms, Hebrew-German lexicon, Dyhemfurth, 1773.
Jacob Rodriguez Moreira, apj," n^np, *' V^ocabulary of Words
in the Hebrew Language .... Done into English and Spanish," London, 1773.
Isaac b. Moses Satenow, pcn nott', Hebrew-German lexicon,
Beriln. 1787; Pt-ague, 1804.
David Levi, " Lingua Sacra," in three parts, grammar and He-

brew-English and

English-Hebrew lexicons, London, 1785-

The following lexicographic works to the Talmud
must be added:
Anon>-mous, -^Tipn in;, Constantinople, 1511; Cracow, 1591;
Prague, 1707.
David b. Isaac de Pomls. ^n ncx. " Lexicon Hebr. et Chald.
Linguae, Lat. et Ital. Expf«ltum," Venice, 1.587.
Menahem Lonsano, T^jrc, explanations of difficult and foreign
words In the Talmud <ln the rn' Tif ), Venice, 1618.
Benjamin Mussaphla, •\^•\yn noic, additions to the "Aruk in the

Amsterdam

ed. of

165.5.

David Cohen b. Isaac de Lara, in i<p, " De Convenientla Vocabulorum Rabblnlcorum cum Graecls et Quibusdam Allls Unguis," Amsterdam, WJH; njinj n.-i;, " De Convenientla Vocabulorum Talmudicorum et Rabblnicorum,''-etc., Hamburg
IWic.
b.

David, pc'ja -ij^., Hebrew-rabbinical lexicon,

Zf.lklev. 17.52.

Benjamin
leal

b. Isaac

nncN, an alphabeU

During the same period (1.500-1800) the need of
aids felt by Christians studying Hebrew

lexical

called forth a large
is

as follows:

1663, 1667, 1676,

16,55,

Valentine Schindler, "Lexicon Pentaglotton, Hebr., Chald.,
Syr., Talmudico-Rabbln., et Arab." Frankfort-on-the-Maln,

Lexicon Hebr." Louvain, 161,5.
Marius de Calasius, " Dictionarium Hebr." Rome, 1617.
"
Joh. Meelfuhrer,
Manuale Lexlci Hebr." Lelpsic, 1617, 1657.
Chr. Helvlcus, " Lexicon Hebr. Didacticum," Giessen, 1620.
Sixtus ab Amama, Hebrew lexicon (DuK-h), Franeker, 1628.
Daniel Schwenterus, " Manipulus Linguae Sanctae, sive Lex.
Hebr. ad Formam Cubl Hutteriani," Nuremberg, 1628, 1638
Leipsic, 1668.
Philip Aquinarf (ex-Jud.), Poijjcn Tip?:, " Dictionarium Abaolutlssimum Hebr., Chald., et Talm.-Rabbln." Paris, 1629.

Gregorius Francus (Franke),

"Lexicon Sacrum," Hanover,

1634.

William Alabaster, "Spiraculum Tubarum
seu Schindleri
I.«xicon Pentaglottum in Compend. Redact." London, 1635.
.

.

.

Leigh, " Critica, Sacra," In two parts
(i.) observations
on all the radical or primitive Hebrew words In the O. T. la
alphalK'tl«al order, London, 1639, 16.50, 1662 ; Latin, Amsterdam, 1678, 1688, 1696, 1706; Flench, ih. 1712.
Jo. Plantavitius, "Thesaurus Synonymlcus Hebr.-Chald.-Rabbln." Lod^ve, 1644-45.
Sebastian Curtius, " Radices Linguae S. Hebr." Gelsmar, 164.5,

Edward

:

1648, 1649

Amsterdam,

;

1652.

William Robertson. "The Second Gate.
a Compendious
Hebr. Lexicon or Dictionary," London, 16.54.
H. Hottlnger, " Etymologicum Orientale, s. Lexicon Harmonlcum Heptaglotton," Frankfort, 1661 (also " Talmud.-Rab.

bln.").
J.

"Onomastlcum Sacrum," Leyden,

Leusden,

1665,

1684;

" Manuale Hebr.-Lat.-Belgicum," UtrechI, 1667, 1683.
Sebastian Curtius, " Manuale Hebr.-Chald.-Lat.-Belglcum,"
Frankfort, 1668.

Edw. Castellus, "Lexicon Heptaglottum," London,
from this, "Lexicon Hebralcum," adnot. J. D.

1669, l^ese;

Mlchaells,

GOttlngen, 1790.
Joh. Coccejus, " Lexicon et Coramentarius Sermonls Hebr. et
Chald. V. T." Amsterdam, 1669; Frankfort, 1689, 1714; Lelpsic, 1777, 1793-96.

" Hodegeticum Orientale," part 1. : "Lexicon
Jena, 1670; Frankfort, 1686.
Ant. Ha)slus, " Compendium Lexlci Hebraici," 3d ed., Utrecht,

J. Friedr. Nicolai,

Hebr."

etc.,

ltJ74, 1679, 168!}.

William Robertson, " Thesaurus Linguae Sacrae Compend.
.
s. Concordant. Lexicon Hebr.-Latlno-Blbllcum," London, 1680.
Matthew Hillenis, "Lexicon Latino-Hebr." Tubingen, 1685.
Jo. Leusden, "Lexicon Novum Hebr.-Latinum," Utrecht, 1687.
Jo. Mlchaells. " Lexicon Particularum Hebr." Frankfort, 1689.
Henr. Opitius, " Novum Lexicon Hebr.-Chald.-Blblicum," Lelp.

Levi Leltmeritz, rnno
glossary to the Zohar, Lublin. 1645.

wliirh

1621, 16;«, 164.5, 1646. 16.54,

1689,1698,1710, 17*5; " Manuale Hebr.-Chald." Basel, 1612.

.

89. 1803.

Benjamin

1607, 161.5,

1619, 1630, 1631, 1634, 1658.

number

of lexicons, the

sic,

list

of

Hamburg,

1692;

170.5,

.

1714, 1724.

Ge. Christ. Burckllnus, " Lexicon Hebr.-Mac^aronicum," Frankfort, 1(J99

;

in

compend.

redact. 1743.
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Paul Math. Albert!, " Porta Linguae Saaclae, seu Lex. Novum
Hebr.-Lat.-Biblicum." Bautzen, 1704.
Christ. Reineccius, "Janua Hebr. Linguae V. T." (since the 2d
ed. with lexicon), Leipsic, 1704, 1707, 1720. 1733, 1741. 1748,
1756, 1769, 1788.

Christ. Gottlieb Meinigius,
dact." ib. 1712.

" Lexicon Hebr. in Compend. Re-

Joh. Heeser, "Lapis Adjutorius, s. Lexicon Philolog. Hebr.Chald. -Sacrum," parti, (k-3), Harderov, 1716.
Ge. Burchard Riimelinus, " Lexicon Biblicum," Frankfort, 1716.
Lud. Christoph. Schaefer, " Hebr. Worterbuch," Bemburg, 1720.
Charl. Franc. Houbigantius, " Racines H^br. .
.
ou Diction.
Hebr. par Racines," Paris, 1732.
Ant. Zanolini, " Lexicon Hebraicum," Padua, 1732.
Nicol. Burger, " Lexicon Hebr.-Chald.-Lat." Copenhagen, 1733.
Jo. Bougetius, " Lexictm Hebr. et Chald." Rome, 1737.
Jo. Simonis, " Onomasticon V. T." Halle, 1741.
Fr. Haselbauer, "Lexicon Hebr. -Chald." Prague, 1743.
Jo. Christ. Clodius, "Lexicon Hebr. Selectum," Leipsic, 1744.
Jo. Christ. Klemm, " Lex. Hebr.-Germ.-Lat." Tiibingen, 1745.
Petr. Guaria, "Lexicon Hebr. et Chald. Biblicum," Paris, 1746.
Weitenauer, " Hierolexicon Linguae Hebr., Chald. et Syr." Augsburg, 1750, 1753.
Jo. Simonis, " Dlctionarium V. T. Hebr.-Chald." Halle, 1752,
1766 : " Lexicon Manuale Hebr. et Chald." ib. 1756 ; Amsterdam, 1757; Leyden. 1763; Halle, 1771; (ed. I. G. Eichhorn)
1793; (enlarged by F. S. Winer) Leipsic, 1828; English by
Charles Seager, London, 1832.
P . . . , "Lexicon Hebr.-Chald.-Latlno-Bibllcum," Avignon,

Dictionaries

scientific foundation, the

achievements of the Jewhaving
Schultens himself compiled no dic-

ish philologists of the preceding centuries

been forgotten.
tionary; but his contributions to Hebrew lexicography are found in many treatises and commentaries.
Attempts to translate the Hebrew into the
vernacular instead of into Latin were first made in
Dutch, then in English, Flemish, German, and
French.

.

1758, 1765

;

Leyden,

1770.

Anonymous, "Neu Eingerlchtetes Deutsch-Hebr. WOiterbuch,"
Oettingen, 1764.
John Parkhurst, "

An Hebrew and

English Lexicon," London,

1762, 1778, 1792, 1811, 1823.

Jos. Montaldi, " Lex. Hebr. et Chald.-BibUc." Rome, 1789.
W. Fr. Hetzel, "Krltisches WOrterbuch der Hebr. Sprache,"
vol. 1., sec. 1, Halle, 1793.
Ph. N. Moser, " Lexicon Manuale Hebr. et Chald." Ulm, 1795.
Jo. Chr. Fried. Schulz, " Hebr.-Deutsches WOrterbuch uber das

A.T."

To this list must be added the following lexicons
on the language of the Talmud, written by Christians:
Sebastian Munster, " Dlctionarium Cbaldaicum, non tam ad
Chald. Interpretes, quam Rabbinorum Intelligenda Commen-

Nec*ssarium," Basel, 1527.
Johann Buxtorf the Elder, " Lexicon ChaldalcumTalmudicum,"
ed. Jo. BuxtorQus the Younger," Basel, 1639.
Joh. Henr. Otho. " Lex. Rabbin.-Phllologlcum," Geneva, 1675.
Ant. Zanolini, " Lexicon Chaldalco-Rabblnlcum," Padua, 1747.
Bon. Glrandeau, S. J., " Dlctionarium Hebraicum, Chaldalcum,
et Rabblnlcum," Paris, 1778.
taria

Among

the seventy or more lexicons above enuwere called forth by the study of Heamong the Christian tiieologians down to the

merated

tliat

brew
end of the eighteenth century, the following may be
noted for the number of editions through which they
have passed the works of Sebastian Mlinster, S. Pagninus, Buxtorf, Coccejiis, Reineccius, Simonis. Most
of the lexicons deal also with the Aramaic portions
:

of the Hible, the designation

"

Clialdaic " for this lan-

guage having become current since Sebastian MUnster's time, thougli even Dunash ibn

The Most
Popular
Dictionaries.

Labrat calls
his

|ii>l(tiiic

tin-

.Xraniaif

ntO

against Saiidia. No.

comparison of Hebrew with
fired

latigiiatrcs.

William

pK'^ in
TIk;

(5.

its

kin-

already indicated by

I'ostellus in the first half of

the sixteenth c«'ntury, and by Guichard. "L'Harmonie Fjtymologi(]ue des Langucs Ili'br. ," etc.,

was

out lexically by Scliindler, then by Hottingcr, and morecomi)letfly and on a
more solifl basis by Castelli. But it remained for
Albert Schultens (died 17r»()), an eminent member of
Paris,

IfifiO,

first carrir-d

the distinguished Dutch sclif)ol, to place the comparison of Hebrew with the Arabic on a more solid

The rapid development of philology in all its
branches during the first decades of the nineteenth
century also extended to Hebrew, which gradually
occupied a position independent of theology. The
labors of Wilhelm Gesenius marked a new epoch in
grammar and lexicography. His lexicon, in the enlarged and modified later editions, has
Gesenius. remained down to the present day the
lexical manual most in demand for the
study of the Bible a proof of its excellence that
was apparent even in the earlier editions. In its first
form (Leipsic, 1810, 1812) it bore the title "Hebr.Deutsches HandwOrterbuch Uber die Schriften des
A. T. " This book became the basis for the large

—

"Thesaurus Philolog. -Criticus," 1829-42, the last
fasciculi of which were completed after Gesenius'
death (in 1842) by R5diger, 1853-1858. An abbre
viated edition of the " HandwOrterbuch " was issued
under the title " Neues Hebr. -Deutsches HandwOrterbuch," 1815; and this became the basis for the later
editions, which, beginning with the second thoroughly revised edition (182o), bore the title "Hebr.
uud Chaldaisches W5rterbuch." Gesenius himself
issued the third and fourth editions, 1828, 1834.
The editors of the later editions were: Dietrich,
1857, 1863, 1868; MUhlau and Volck, 1883, 1886,

Gesenius also issued the
1890; F. Buhl, 1895, 1899.
third edition in Latin, under the title "Lexicon Manuale," Leipsic, 1832-33.
An English translation
first " Handw5rterbuch " of 1810 was issued
by Christ. Leo, Cambridge, 1825-28; the new
" HandwOrterbuch " of 1815 was issued in English
by J. W. Gibbs, Andover, 1824; other editions, London, 1837, 1832; the "Lexicon Manuale" was translated into English by Edw. Robinson, Boston, 1836
This is the
(last ed., 1854) and by Tregellas, 1859.
basis of the Oxford lexicon, appearing since 1893
under the title of "A Hebrew and English Lexicon
of the Old Testament." edited by Francis Brown,
with the cooperation of S. R. Driver and Charles

of the

;

Briggs.
The Af^tKov E/?o-NfofXA^v. ttjc flaXamf
Malta. 1842, is also based on Gesenius'
work, of which a Swedish translation appeared at
Up.sala in 1829-33.
Other lexicons appeared in the course of the nineteenth century, of which the following isa list, Steinschneider's " Handbuch " furnishing the material

A.

^iaiU/K//(;,

down
Th

to IH.W:

Iiiiiii.

I.cliwlc,

Samuel

IHnMort,
\m\. IH04.

I'ike,

"A

"Novum

Lex. Linguae Hebr. et Chald."

Comparative Helirew Lex." Glasgow,

1802.

Evr. .ScheldluH. " Lex. Melir. et Chald. Man." Utre<-ht, 180"), 1810.
Aug. Krled. I'felfTer, " Man. Blt)l. Hebr. et Chald." Erlangen,
IHOll.

Chr. (iottllob Elwert,
llngon, 1822.
E. F. C. RoHcnmailer.
Halle, 1822, 1827.

" Deutsch-Hebr.

WOrterbuch," Reut-

" Vooahularium V. T. Hebr. et Chald."

Jamt-s Andrew, " Het)rew Diet, and

Grammar," London,

1823.
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Jo. Friod. SoUrutHter. " noutsi-h-Hebr. WOrterb." Lelpslc 1823.
Franc. Konlauella. " ViK-abularlo Ebreo-IUil. ot Ital.-Ebreo,"

VeuUi>, ItCM.

" ViH-abultiiro Hobr.-Fram.als," Wilna. 1S:».
" Lex. Mumialo Hfbr. ot Cliald." rarls. isao, 1S43.
Job. Ev. StaiUer. " Lo.x. Maiuiale Hfbr.-I.atln," Munlob, 1831.
Em. KrkM LwiH'll. " U'X. Hi'br. el ChaUI." Ixipslc, 1832.
J. H. L. BU'stMithal. " Hebr. und Cbald. ScbulwOrlerbucb."

L'Abb^

(.ilraiKl,

J. ». r.laltv,

Berlin. 1S3.V-37.
TV. L. Roy, " A

New

York.

Complete Hebrew and English Dictionary,"

1S40, 1844.

William Wallace Duncan, " A New Hebrew-English and EnglIsh-Hobn-w I>ex." i7). 1841.
Ernst Meier. " Hebr. Wurzelwdrterbuch," Mannheim, 1845.
Ft. Nork. " VollstJindlges Hebr.-Chald.-Rabbinisches WOrterbuch," Grimmii, 1842.
Fred. Blalloblotzky, " Lexicon Radlcum Hebr." London, 1843.
William Osbom, " A New Hebrew-English Lexicon," ib. 184.5.
B. Davidson, " The Analytical Hebrew and Chaldee Lexicon,"
ii).

1848.

V. D. Maurer, " Kurzgefasstes Hebr.
wOrterbuch," Stuttgart, 1851.

Fr. J.

Following is a list of other Hebrew lexicons to the
Bible which were written by Jews:
Hananlah Coen, ]vt'^n njvc, " Vocabularto Compendloso Ebraico-llallano," llegglo, 1811-12.

W. lU'inemann, iic^n
lish,"

London,

und Chald. Hand-

G. Stler, " Hebraiscbes Voaibularium," Lelpslc, 1857, 1859.
BeoJ. Davles, " Hebrew Lexicon," 2d ed., London, 1876.

A

new arrangement of lexical matter is found in
Carl Siegfried and B. Stade's " Hebraiscbes WOrterbucb zum Allen Testament," Leipsic, 1893, in wbicb
the comparison of tbe kindred languages is excluded,
the etymology made secondary, and the introduction of so-called primary meanings avoided, while
the vocabulary and idioms are given as completely
as possible. Friedrich Delitzsch advocates the free
use of Assyrian in his work, "Prolegomena eines
Neuen Hebr. -Aram. WOrterbuches zum A. T." Leipsic, 1886 (see NOldeke's exhaustive discussion in
"Z. D. M. G."xl. 718-743).
The new stimulus given to the study of the Bible
among the European Jews by Moses Mendelssohn
and his followers was evident also in the demands for
lexical aids to that study. The Hebrew lexicons written by Jews in the last decades of the eighteenth century have already been mentioned. J. Ben-Ze'eb's
" Ozar ha-Shorashim " (Treasury of Roots), Vienna,
1807, was very popular down to the second half of
the century, and did good work in purifying the language in eastern Europe. The second edition appeared in 1816; the third, edited by Letteris, in 18391844; the fourth, in 1862-64.
Jewish learning,
which was developed to an unexpected degree by
the generation of Jewish scholars following Mendelssohn's school, brought to light especially the
works of classical scholars dealing with Hebrew
philology and Bible exegesis, advanJewish
cing thereby also modern Hebrew phi
Lexicog- lology. The Hebrew lexicons of the
raphera of past, edited or printed for the first
the
time, have been mentioned above.
Nineteenth Julius FQrst was most active as lexiCentury. cographer, publishing a new edition
of the Bible concordance. In 1842 he
issued a Hebrew-Ciialdee school lexicon; and in 1869
a Hebrew pocket-dictionary to the Old Testament.

His " Hebraisch und Chaldaisches Handworterbuch
nber das A. T." Leipsic, 1857-61 (2d ed., 1863; 3d
ed., by Ryssel. 1876), "marked a great advance,
evincing an assiduous and scholarly use of the many
products of Old Testament exegesis" (Diestel). The
work was translated into English by Davidson, the
fifth edition appearing in 1885.

n^'K'Ni,

" Vocabulary Hebrew and Eng-

1823.

Van Kmbden, " Prospectus eines Hebr.-Deutschen und DeutschHi'br. Wiirterbuches," Hamburg. 1823.
Judah l.az. Kron, nSiSo "|"n, " Hebr.-Deutsches WOrterbuch,"
Wilna.

1838.

Samuel U'o, " A Lex. Hebr., Chald., and English," London,

584

182«.

D. Luzzatto, " Dizlonario Compendlato Ebralco-Chald., Latino
ct lUiliano," part i., Florence, 1827.

Marchand d'Ennery, "Hebr.-Franz. WOrterbuch,"
Jos. HIrschfeld,

1827.

CDiijn nmr, "Neues Synonyinlsches Hand-

worterbuch zur Bef5rderung der Hebraischen Sprache,"
Frankfort-on-the-Oder, 1^18, 1830.

Moses Lemans and Y. J. Mulder, " Hebr.-Nederdultsch Handwoordenboek," Amsterdam, 1829-31.
Abraham Buchner, Ir^|1^ jwS isin, grammar and lex., Warsaw. 1830.
M. I. Benlevl, -lav"! U'"^!!' ."nio, "Tabellarisches Hebr.-Deutsches
Worterbuch," Hanover, 1833.
Selig Newmann. " Hebrew and English Lexicon," London,
1834; "English and Hebrew Lexicon," ib. 1832.
Michael Josephs, D'^^d e'liD, " An English and Hebrew Lexicon," U>. 1834.
Slmha b. Ephraim, n^d t, " Hebr. Lx. nach Neuer Methode,"
part

1.,

Warsaw,

1839.

Johlsohn, o>'^3 T^p, " Blbllsch-Hebr. WOrterbuch,"
Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1840.
Isaac Nordhelmer, "A Complete Hebrew and Chaldean Concordance to the O. T." part 1., New York, 1842.
S. E. Heigmans, cip ^"\3i, " Hebr. en Nederduitsch Woordenboekje." Amsterdam. 1845.
Abigail LIndo, " A Hebrew-English and English-Hebrew Dictionary," London, 1846.
Emanuel Recanatl, " Dizlonario Ebr.-Chald. ed. Italiano," Verona, 1854-.56.
W. G. Schauffler, if-<pn ]m'-> >13T ixin, "Dicclonarlo della
Lengua Santa " (Ladlno), Constantinople, 1855.

Joseph

A. Luzzatto, ion ^dS Dn*?, "Vocabularto Italiano Hebr." Verona, 1856.
E. Bardach. nonycn T'lpc, ed. Letteris, Vienna, 1868.

David Cassel, "Hebr.-Deutsches WOrterbuch," Berlin,

1871,

1885. 1886. 1889. 1898.

M.

fipn

nDir 1X1N. Vienna. 1871.
Ch. PoUak. " H^ber-Magyar Teljes SzOtfir." Budapest. 1881.
J. Steinberg. DiVnn nxw. " Hebr.-Deutsch-Russlsches WOrterbuch." Wilna. 1897.
E. Stern,

Jewish learning of the nineteenth century has produced important works in the field of Talmudic lexicography, the most important of which are Jacob
Levy's " Neuhebraisches und Chaldaisches WOrterbuch liber die Talmudim und Midraschim," with
additions by H. L. Fleischer, Leipsic, 1876-89; and
his "Chaldaisches WOrterbuch liber
die Targumim," ib. 1886.
Jewish
M. Jastrow's work, "Dictionary of the TarDictionaries of gumim, the Talmud Babli and YeruTalmud. shalmi, and the Midrashic Literature,"
London and New York, 1886 etseq., the
concluding portion of which will shortly appear, is
also of independent value.
Alexander Kohut's edition of the 'Aruk, mentioned above, a.ssumed the
shape of an independent lexicon by reason of its size
and wealth of material. J. M. Landau's edition of
the 'Aruk, Prague, 1819-24, also containing many
was used for a long time. The foreign
words, more especially of the Talmud, are explained
in S. and M. Bondi's inDX IIX, Dessau, 1812; in J.
B. SchOnhak's "Ha-Mashbir," Warsaw, 1858; by A.
BrQll in " Fremdsprachliche Redensarten in Talm.
und Midr.," Leipsic, 1869; and in J. Fiirst's "Glossarium Graeco-Hebraicum. oder der Griechische WOrterschatz der Jlidischen Midraschwerke," Strasburg,

additions,
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1890.
An important supplement to the Talmudic
lexicons, including the whole material, is S. Krauss's

dertaken, partly with scientific ends in view, partly
to answer the practical needs of those writing in He-

"Griechische und Lateinische Lehnworter im Talmud, Midrasch, und Targum," with notes by Immanuel Low, Beriin, 1898, 1899. Among other works
on Talmudic lexicography, the following may be

brew namely,

mentioned on account of their lexical form
Isaiah Berlin, psnjrai' hn'^ei, glossary to the 'Aruk i., Breslau. 1830; ii., Vienna, 1859.
M. Lattes. additions to Levy's lexicon, Milan, 1878, 1881 ; " Miscellanea Postuma," 1884, 1885.
:

H. Dessauer, jj3T pa'':', short lexicons to the Talmud, Erlangen, 1839.
M. E. Stem, |'Scn nsiN, Vienna, 1863.
G. H. Dalman. c'^nn "inj:, " Aram.-Neuhebr. WOrterbuch zu
Targum, Talmud, und Midrasch," Frankfort-on-the-Main,
1897, 1901, a very useful work.
J.

Xo special lexical treatment of the Neo-Hebrew of
the Midrashim has yet been undertaken, though a
beginning is found in Hananiah Coen's nON nDy,
Reggio, 1822, and Geiger's glossary to his "Lehrund Lesebuch der Sprache der Mischna," Breslau,
Mention should also be made of the work of
1845.
the non-Jewish scholar A. Th. Hartmann, "Thesaurus Linguae Hebr. e Mischna Augendus," Rostock,
1825,

1826.

David LOwy's

lexicon,

D^Mn

pc:'!?,

Prague, 1845. 1847, containing Hebrew words and
idioms found in the Talmud, is carried only as far
as the root 113.
W. Bacher's "Die Aelteste Terminologie der Jiidischen Schriftauslegung. Ein Wbrterbuch der Bibelexegetischen Kimstsprache der Tannaiten," Leipsic, 1899, is confined to one special field.
There is as yet no lexicon of the later form of Hebrew in post-Talmudic times, when the vocabulary
was strongly influenced and enriched by the various
sciences treated in the Hebrew language and by the
translations from the Arabic. Jac. Goldenthal issued
hi8"Grundzlige und Beitrfige zu Einem Sprachvergleichenden Rabbinisch - Philologischen
WOrterbuch," in the " Abhandlungen der Kais. Akademie
der Wissen.schaften," Vienna, 1849. Zunz, who included very instructive lists of words in his works
on synagogal poetry, expressed in 1856 a "wish for
a lexicon of the Hebrew language" (in "Z. D. M.
G."x. 501-512: "Gcsammelte Schriften." iii. 14-30);
but this wish has not yet been fulfilled. See also
Steinschnfidor, " Frcmdsprucliliche Elemente im
Neuhebraischen," Prague, 1845.
In the last few decades the vocabulary of the Hebrew language, which is used in I?ussia and Poland
as a literary language, and in certain regions of Palestineand the East as vernacular, has been materially
inrrea.sed. in

set

by

many cases

at flie sjicrificeof tlie

Biblical |)urityand historic tradition.

due

to tlie fact that

it is

models
This is

usird in jour-

Modern nals and scientific works, so that modHebrew, em objects and ideas must be expressed
The unscienin the ancient language.
tific arbitrariness thus arising would be checked by u
dictionary including the different phas«'S of the development of the Hebrew language, iti whieli the
Hebrew of the Bibk', of tiie Misiinah. of the medieval scientific and poetic literature, and. finally, the
modem revivefl Hebrew should each be treated, an<l

wordsdefiniteiyadopted and standing the testof
be lexically determined. The
publication of two such lexicons has recently been un-

tiiose

scientific investigation

;

S.

I.

Fuenn's "Ha-Ozar," Warsaw (as
and Ben Judah's "Ha-Millon,"

far as the letter n).

Jerusalem (only two fasciculi so

far).

G.

DIDACHE,

or

The Teaching

Apostles {Aidaxv TUP AuSeko

'

of the

ATToaro/.uv)

:

W. B.
Twelve

A manual

of instruction for proselytes, adopted from the Sj'nagogue by early Christianity, and transformed by

and amplification into a Church manual.
Discovered among a collection of ancient Christian
manuscripts in Constantinople by Bryennios in 1873,
and published by him in 1883, it aroused great interest among scholars.
The book, mentioned by
Eusebius ("Hist. Eccl." iii. 25) and Athanasius
("Festal Letters," 39) in the fourth century, had apparently been lost since the ninth century. The
most acceptable theory among the many proposed
on the character and composition of the " Didache "
is that proposed by Charles Tajdor in 1886, and accepted in 1895 by A. Harnack (who in 1884 had
most vigorously maintained its Christian origin)
that the first part of the "Didache," the teaching concerning the "Two Ways" ("Didache," ch.
i.-vi.), was originally a manual of instruction used
for the initiation of proselytes in the Synagogue, and
was converted later into a Christian manual and
To it were added
ascribed to Jesus and the Apostles.
rules concerning baptism, fasting, and prayer, the
benedictions over the wine and the bread and after
the communion meal, and regulations regarding the

alteration

Christian

community

student

concerned chiefly with the

is

(ch.

The Jewish

vii.-xvi.).

first part,

the

and contents of which are discussed here.
The composite character of the " Didache" is shown
by the double title or heading. The first words,
"Teaching of the Twelve Apostles,"
Title of the form the general title, and therefore
need not now be considered. But of
Book.
the second heading, which refers to
book, ch. i.-vi., only the words
the original
"Teaching of the Lord to the Gentiles" (Aidax^
Kvfjiov Toig 'Edveaiv) are genuinely Jewish; the words
"through the Twelve Apostles," which assume that
the word " Lord " refers to Jesus, are a Christian
The book known to Christians as the
interpolation.
"Teaching of the Two Ways" corresponded probably with the "Hilkot Gerim" (Rules Regarding
Prcselytes) referred to in Ruth R. i. 7 and 16 as
having been studied by Ruth under the direction of
Naomi, the words -|-n (" way ") and -]^n (" walk ")
title

in both verses being taken as indications that the
necessary instruction in the "Two Ways" had been
dtdy given to liuth (compare Baraita Yeb. 47a, and
Mas.sek. Gerim, the abrupt beginning of which gives
evidence of the existence of other rules concerning
the admission of proselytes during the Temple time).
The whole teaching is summarized in the first two
verses (ch. i. 1-2): "There are two ways, one of life
and one of death, and wide is the difCon tents ference between. The way of life is
this: First, thou shalt love God thy
of the
" Didache." Maker [after Deut. vi. 5] second, thou
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself
[after Lev. xix. 18]. Now the teaching of these two
;
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Didaohe
wortis

is tliis

done mito

Wlmtsotvrr

•

tliDU woiililst not luivc

tluf. luitlifr lio tlum

iinothiT."

ti>

"

Is a jriviit laciinn, nothing Ih'Iiik siilil iilviut what line
ImplU-s ami what follows is only vt-rv liMist'ly coniu'clcd
with the piVtHiliiiK verses. Whether taken from an olil Kssene
divuiuenl (see HIpiKilytus, 'Uefutatio Hii'reslinn." ix. :il 11H]>
or frtnn sinne ("hristlan eolltH-tlon of " Saylniirs " older than Matt.
V. ;R> •4^>< ami l.uke vi. U*T ;S>, verses IM are eertaliily out of
phuv: they internipt tlie order. So do verses 4 5, in which
" Che aiuunandnient of charity " is treated from the Jewish
p«.>int of view, thoujih they have parallels In Matt. v. 2C; Acts
XX. 35.
Ch. II. 1 begins as if thetlrst part of the Dtvalogiie, comprisintr
the law of the love of G>h1, had l)een tn'ated in the preceding
chapter: "And the second commandment of the Teaching
[that is, love of our fellow man] Is: Thou shall not kill" (Ex.
XI. 13 see verse -).
2: "Thou Shalt not commit adultery" (Ex. x.t. U). (This
Includes: "Thou shall not commit sodomy nor fornication.")
"Thou shall not use
"Thou Shalt not steal " (Ex. xx. 15).
witchcraft nor practise sorcery" (Ex. xxli. 18; Lev. xlx. 26).
(This belongs obviously to the eliminated Urst part comprising
the duties toward God.) "Thou shall not procure abortion, nor
Shalt thou kill the new-born child " (compare Wisdom xii. 5).

Herv

of

tJiHl

.

.

.

(This Is the ampUBcation of Ex. xx. 13, and belongs to verse 1.)
"Thou Shalt not covet thy neighbor's goods" (Ex. xx. 17; see
verse 6).
3-5: "Thou Shalt not forswear thyself."
(This again belongs to the eliminated first part.) "Thou shall not bear false
witness" (Ex. xx. 16). "Thou shall not speak evil nor bear
malice. Thou shall not bedoubled-minded nor double-tongued,
for duplicity of tongue is a snare of death. Thy speech shall
not be false nor vain, but fllleU with deed."
6: "Thou shall not be covetous nor rapacious [an)pliQcalion
of Ex. XX. IT], nor a hyprocrlle, nor malignant, nor haughty.
Thou shall not take evil counsel against thy neighbor " (ampllflcation of Ex. xx. 16).
" Thou Shalt not hate any one but some thou shall rebuke
7
[Lev. xlx. 17], and for some thou shall pray [c( tin pare Tosef.,
B. 5. Ix. 29 with reference to Job xlll. 8; (Jen. xx. 17; see
Matt. V. 44], and some thou shall love above thine own soul "
"
(compare "Epistle of Barnabas," xlx.
and another
.

:

.

.

;

11,

Hamack and

version,
I.

who accepted all the lava's of the Torah, including circumcision,
Sabl)alh, and the dietary laws; and the seiiil-proselyte, who
For the latter
ac4'eptcd only the Noachlan laws as binding.
verse 3 contains the warning not to eat meal which has Ikmmi
olTerwl to idols, which is forblddi'n also to the Noa^'hida;.

;

;

xlll.
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7 et seq.).

compare above,

I.

Gebhard, "Texte

(This

Is

u.

"Didache
Untersuchungen,"

the Interpretation of Lev. xix. 18;

3.)

Ch. ill. 1 dwells on lighter sins, and begins by laying down
the following principle " My child, flee from every evil and
from whatsoever is similar to it." This well-known maxim,
>V':'' ^t:"'i ?D1 -'ir^i t" n-io aiN k.t o^i;-"'. Is ascribed in
:

11. 24 toR. Eliezer of the second Christian century,
in Ab. R. N. 11. (ed. S<'hechler, pp. 8, 9) to Job, and is ex"Avoid light sins in order to escape grosser sins"
plained
(compare also Hul. 44b; Derek Erez Zuta, viii.; I Thess. v. 22;

Tosef., Hul.

and

:

and Bacher, " Die Agada der Tannallen,"
sense are the

commandments

1. 113, 281).
In this
of the Decalogue further ampli-

fied

2 warns against anger and contention as leading to murder.
3, against lust, lascivious speeches and looks as leading to
fornication and adultery.
4, against divination, astrology, and other heathen practises
as leading to idolatry.
5, against lying, avarice, and vanity as leading to theft.
6-9, against an Irreverential and presumptuous attitude
toward God as leading to blasphemy.
10, enjoining the disciple to accept every seemingly evil happening as gwjd because coming from God.
Ch. Iv. 1-13 refers again to the duly toward God, stating that
the honor of God includes the study of His Word; the honor of the
teacher, the supp<jrt of the students and practisers of the Law
the honor of the father, the supp<jn of the household and after
;

;

having positively enjoined haired of hyixK;rlsy and of whatever
Is evil (see

Ab. R. N. xvl. [ed. S<'hechter, p. 64]), it de<'lares
genuinely Jewish spirit that "the commandments of the
Lord should all be kept; none to be added, and none to be
taken away" (compare Deut. iv. 2. xill. 1 [xll. 32]).
Ch. v. recapitulates the prohibitory laws under the heading
•'This Is the Way of Death "; the enumeration, however, shows

As a niHttcr of course, this Jewish inauuul could
not be used in its entirety by the Church from tlie
moment wlien she deviated from Jewisii practises
and views. Justas tiie Sliema' Yisrael in tlie sjiying
of Jesus (Mark xii. 29) was dropped by the other GosjK'l writers, so was the whole first part of the " Didache," dealing witli monotheism, tampered with by
the Ciiristian editor.
The whole book lias fallen into
disorder, and much of it is misunderstood and misinterpreted by Christian scholars, who judge it only
from the point of view of the Church.
The "Two The fundamental ideas of the "DiWays." dache "arc indisputably Jewish. The
teaching of the "Two Ways," the
one of life and the other of death, runs as a leading
thought throughout Jewish literature.
Just as
Moses set before the people of Israel "life and good,
death and evil" (Deut. xxx. 15-19; Jer. xxi. 8), so
is the choice between the two roads to be made ever
anew (Ps. i. 6; Prov. ii. 12-20, vi. 23; Ecclus.
[Sirach] xv. 17; Slavonic Enoch, xxx. 15, IV Ezra
iii. 7, iv. 4
Pirke R. El. xv. Gen. R. viii., ix., xxi.
Targum to Gen. iii. 22; Enoch, xciv. 2etseq.; Baruch iv. 2; Apoc. Baruch, xlii. bet acq., Ixxxv. 13;
Book of Jubilees, xxii. 17-29; Testaments of the
Twelve Patriarchs, Asher, 1; Abot R. N. xv Ber.
28b; Sifre, Debarim, 43, 54, based on -["n ["the
way"]; Deut xi. 28; Gen. R. Ixx. to Gen. xxviii.
20 [-[-n = see Targum]; Ex. R. xxx.; Deut. R.
iv. ; Midrash, Tehillim to Ps. ii. 3, with reference to
"I"n; Isa. 11. 3; Ps. xxvi. 5, xxxix. 2, xl. 2, Ixviii. 21,
This
cxix. 9, cxlvi. 9; Midrash Prov. 1. 15 [l"ll].
twofold way was especially emphasized in the
preaching to the Gentiles, who were to be won over
;

;

;

to the right

way

(Sibylline^,

Pnxemium

24;

iii.

11,

And

a faint reminiscence of
the twofold way appears to be preserved in the
later Halakah insisting that the applicant for admission into Judaism be informed of the death-penalties attached to certain tran.sgressions (see Yeb. 47a,
b; compare Ruth R. i. 17 with reference to the
Biblical words " Where thou diest will I die ").
Another leading idea of the " Didaciie " is the twofold
duty: love of God and love of man; both being
prefaced by the word nanxi = " And thou shalt
love" (Deut. vi. 4; Lev. xi.x. 18; see Sifre, Debarim,
32; Ab. R. N. xvi. [ed. Schechter, p. 64]; Gen. R.
233, 721

,

viii.

399).

xxiv, end). Upon God as " the Maker of man " rests
the claim of the fellow man to love (Job xxxi. 15).
It is noteworthy that the "golden rule" is given
in the " Didache " according to the traditional Jewish

interpretation— negatively:

"|")2n^

'JD

"li'VI

HO

in a

nnyn X^ (seeTarg.

lack of order.
Ch. vi. contains a warning against fal.se teachers, and addressing the proselyte In verse 2, it says " If thou art able to
bear the whole yoke of the Lord, thou wilt he perfect ; if not,
do what thou canst." This Is obviously an allusion to the two
Classes of proselytes Judaism recognized
the full proselyte.

Pliilo in P^usebius, "Pra>paratio Evangelica," viii. 7;
"Ajjostolic Constitutions," i. 1; see Didascalia;
compare Taylor, "Sayings of the Jewish Fathers,"
2d ed., p. 142), exactly as Hillel and Akiba taught it
when instructing the proselyte regarding the chief
commandment of the Law (Shab. 31b; Ab. R. N.,
B, xxvi. [ed. Schechter, p. 53]).
On the other hand,
the New Testament (Matt. vii. 12; Luke vi. 31) has

:

:

to Lev. xix. 18; Tobit iv.

15;
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a positive form (compare Matt. xxii. 35-40 and
xii. 29-31, which discussion is based on the
"Didache," not vice versa).
third characteristic of the teaching is the use of
the Decalogue as the exponent of etliics in its two-

it in

Mark

A

fold aspect:

duty to God, and duty

to

man (compare

Taylor, I.e. pp. 216 etseq.). Evidently
the original " Didache " contained a
systematic exposition of the Ten Com-

Based
on the
Decalogue. mandments, whereas the " Didache

" in

present shape has preserved only
fragments, and these in great disorder. Thus, for
instance, iv. 9-11, and possibly iv. 1, 2, dwelling on
tlie relations of the members of the household to
one another, refers to the fifth commandment, nor is
it likely that the Sabbath commandment was omitted
(compare xiv. 1, where the Christian Sabbath is reThe Decalogue and the Shema", as funferred to).
its

damental elements of Judaism, were recited every
morning in the Temple (Tamid v. 1), and only because tlie early Juda;o-Christians (Minim; see IrenfEus, "Adversus Haereses," iv. 16) claimed divine
revelation exclusively for the Ten Commandments,
discarding the other ^losaic laws as temporary enactments, was the recital of the Dec.\logie in the daily
morning liturgy afterward abolished (Yer. Ber. i. 3c).
Philo still regarded the Decalogue as fundamental
(" De Decem Oraciilis "
compare Pes. R. xxi.-xxiv.
;

The later Halakaii insists that
R. xiii. 15).
the proselyte should be acquainted instead with the
613 commandments of the Law (Yeb. 47b), whereas
the Christian Apostles laid all the greater stress on

Num.

the second part of the Decalogue (Rom. xiii. 9).
"
fourth distinguishing feature of the "Didache
is the accentuation of the ligliter sins and lighter
duties as leading to graver ones: "Flee from every
evil and from whatsoever is similar to it" (iii. 1).

A

This

is

not a proof of

"

the superiority of the Gospel

ethics over the law" (Schaflf, note adloc), but the
very es.sence of the Pharisaic interpretation of the
I>aw.
Tiie same idea is expressed in Ab. R. X. ii.

Didache

"Didache," after adaptation to Christian use, circuIt was attached to the
lated in different versions.
"Epistle of Barnabas" (xviii. -XX.); it was worked
form of "Sayings of the Twelve Apostles"
''EKnTiijaiaaTiKoi Tuv'Ayiuv 'ATToardXuv), and as
such propagated in the various churches of the East.
An older version is attached to the " Didascalia " as
the beginning of the seventh book of the " Apostolic
Whether the latter part was also
Constitutions."
worked out after a Jewish model, or whether the
whole Jewish " Didache " did not originally also contain rules concerning baptism, prayer, and thanksgiving similar to those of the Church

into the
{KAvoveq

Much
manual, is difficult to say.
speaks in favor of this hypothesis: on
the one hand, the antagonistic spirit

Dependence upon
Jewish.

which transferred the Hebrew Ma'amadot fasts from Monday and Thursday, and on the other hand, the expression "Take
the first-fruit and give according to the command-

Custom.

ment"
ish

(xiii.

custom

But

5, 7).

is

thanksgiving formulas" We give thankstoThee, our Fattier, for the
(1) Over ttie cup:
holy wine of David Thy servant which Thou hast made known to
us through Jesus Thy servant." This strange formula Is the Jewish benediction over the wine," Blessed be Thou who hast created
the fruit of the vine " Christianized (compare Ps. Ixxx. 15, Targum; cxvl. 13 refers to David at the banquet of the future life;
Pes. 119b ; John x v. 1 ; compare Taylor, I.e. pp. 69, 129) (2) Over
the broken bread :, " We give thanks to Thee, our Father, for
the life and knowledge which Thou hast made known to u3
through Jesus Thy servant. As this broken bread, scattered
upon the mountains and gathered together, became one, so let
Thy Church be gathered together from the ends of the earth into
Thy Kingdom!" (compare the benediction " Rahem " according to Rab Nuhman, which contains a reference to Ps. cxlvil. 2;
Ber. 49a). (3) dver the meal " We thank Thee. O holy Father, for
Thy holy name, which Thou hast caused to dwell [icaT«ffK>)K.>(Ta«,
reference to the Shekiniih] In our hearts, and for the knowledge
and faith and Immortality which Thou hast made known to us
through Jesus Thy servant. Thou, Almighty Lord, didst make all
things for Thy name's sake Thou gavest food and drink to men
for enjoyment that they might give thanks to Thee, but to us
Thou didst freely give spiritual food and drink and life eternal
Remember, O Lord, Thy Church to
through Thy servant.
deliver hex from all evil and to perfect her In love of Thee, and
gather hex together from the four winds, sanctlfled for Thy
Kingdom which Thou didst prepare for her. Let grace come
Hosanna to the Son of David "
and let this world pass away
.

:

;

.

Schechter, pp. 8, 9, 12 comp. Ab. i. 1): "Make a
fe'nce around the Law"; (Scliaff, note ad loc), and
in the adage "Go around the vineyard, they say to
the Nazarite. but dare not to enter it " (Shab. 13a),
Upon this prin(i[)le the whole rabbinical code of
etliics is built up, of which the Sermon on the
I.e.,
and
.Mount is only the cclio (s<'e Ab. R.
Ktiiich; compare Taylor, "Tiie Teaciiing of the
Twelve Apostles," pp. 24 et tteq.). The later Hulakali also s<!tH down ilif rule that tlie proselyte has to
be made acquainted with some of the lighter and
(ed.

;

N

some of the

graver conimaiidments

TWiO DVpD

nii^P (Yeb. 47a).
arcordiiigiy iiave been simply in iniilatioii

nilion ni^'D m'POl
It

must

Jewish i-.xamplc which was ofTen-d by the
"Didache" that the epistles of Paul, of Peter, nnd
of John were made to close with moral exhortations,
all of which |»ni!it to a common source or archetype.
"
Fiiriiiliarity with the "Two Ways" of the " Didache
furthermfire acco\uits for the term "way" or "way
of (iod " given to the Christian religion as preached
of

tlie

to Gentiles (Acts ix. 2: xviii.

2.'».

26; xix.9, 23; xxii

and the expression " I am tlie Way
"
and the Life " (John xiv. 6) also " the way of truth
and " the right way " (II Peter ii. 2. 15). Finally, the
4; xxiv. 14, 22);

:

the dependence upon Jewby the following

especially indicated

.

.

1

(Ix.-x. 6).

Tiie original

Jewish benediction over the meal

was a thanksgiving for the food and for the Word
of God, the Torah as the spiritual nurture, and a
prayer for the restitution of the kingdom of David.
The Church transformed the Logos into the incarnated .son of God, while expressing the wish for
His speedy return to the united congregation (the
It is the prayer of the Juda'o-Chrislian
{'iiurch).
community of the first century, and this casts light

upon

whole Christianized

the

rc'latioii

of the

kvmdkh;

"Didmhe"

As

" Diihielie."

to the

to Phokylides, see Piio-

also Didascalia.

.see

Kdlllo prinreps: Theoph. Brycnnlos. A.iovn
Kendel Harris,
.iiuAfira 'AtroffToAwi', Conslnntlnople, ISH!)
Tlir Tr<irhi)m of thr A]inKtlfit (with firslmili' t<'xt). HaltlChurch
U>wU>u. 1HK7; Ph. SrbnIT, 77ic
iiiiire am!
MniiiKtl. Ciilhil •• Till Tinrhiim i>( thr Tiirirr Ap'iKtIrs,"
('.
Taylor,
given
Is
New Vnrk. IKWl. whire all Itic litcnilure
Thr Tnirhitid of Ihr Tirrirr AfiiiKllrjt, with illustrations
IHHfi:
HarA.
ramhridge.
lectures),
frotn the Tiilniiid (two
niiik. IHr Lrhrr drr Zuulf Apimtrl. In Texte U. UnUrmi-

BiHi.KXJRAi'MV

:

Toil-

;

OMrM
:

rhiiuuru zur (irnrhirhlr

ilrr

AlfrhrMUrhrn

TAtrriitur,

II.

LeImIc, 1HH4; Idem. Die ApriftcUrhrr U. die .Ji)dinchrn
Beiden HV^e. Leipslc. 18H«. IH5t«; O. Bardenhewer, Oe2,

Didascall
Didascalia

TIIK
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tchichte lUr Altkirchlichin Littratur^WXtl. \.».\-^\: Iselln.
Kin^ HUthfr I'lilKhanud' IVrxioii tU\s Krstcn Thiiis rf«r

8.

K.

S.

DIDASCALI.

DIDASCALIA

See Catechtmens,

=

House

op.

klnpfdoin, sharinpr In His power and In the coinmunlon of His
harkcn to His holy ' Instruction.' Take care,
Holy Spirit .
yc dilUlrcn of (iod, to do nil tllln^rs In obedience to (iod and to
be iiKivt'iihlc In nil things to tlio Lord our (Jod. For If any
niiin fiillow unrlKliU'ousni's.s and act contrarlly to the will nf
(iod, such a one will be rcKarded by God as a lawless heathen
napdi'Oixov iOvot

—

yil'T ^Ij]."

;

Book

A

"Constitutions of the Holy Apostles [composed] by
Clemens, Bishop and Citizen of Rome Catholic DiClaiming to have been written by the
dascalia."
Apostles, the work proves on closer examination to
be based, like the Didaciie, upon an original Jewish
work, transformed by extensive interpolations and
slight alterations into a Christian document of great
authority.
There exists another version, bearing

—

the name " Didascalia," in Syriac, Coptic, Ethiopic,
Arabic, and (incomplete) in Latin, which, since the
appearance of Lagarde's edition of the Syriac "Didascalia " in 1854, most modern scholars consider to
be the original work. On tlic other hand, Bickell
("Gesch. desKirchenrechts," 1843, pp. 148-177) has
given convincing proofs that the "Apostolic Constitutions " is the original work, and the so-called
" Didascalia " a mere condensation.
In the latter the
Jewish elements are to a large extent eliminated, and
the Christian character is more pronounced.
Only the first six books of the " Apostolic Constitutions," which correspond with the "Didascalia"
the latter consists of twenty-six chapters and is
not divided into books form theorigJewish
inal work; the last two, which conOriginal, tain, besides a remodeled version of
the "Didache," many liturgical pieces
of very ancient character and indisputably of Jew-

—

.

.

[lit

"

Instruction ")
Grook work, in fight books, coutainiug regulations of Church life, better known under the name
of "Apostolic Constitutions," the full title being
{Su'ia(TKa?.ta

688

—

uals,

Dealing with the conduct of individthis book begins with a warning against the
I.

:

lighter transgressions (niPp niVD; see Didaciie),
e.g., covctousness (Ex. xx. 17), as coming from the

One (Test. Patr., Simeon, 8); the argument,
based on the Targumic interpretation of Lev. xix.
18, as in the " Didache " (not the positive " golden
rule " of the New Testament), has its exact parallel
in Ab. R. N. xv.-xvi. (ed. Schechter, pp. 60, 62, 65).
The monition in ch. ii. to bless liim who curses is
based on Num. xxiv. 9 and Prov. xx. 22; Luke vi.
28 and Matt. v. 44, 45 being obviously later interpolations.
The warning against lascivious conduct
of men, " which may cause the stumbling of women,
is based on Ex. xx. 14, 17 (without reference to
Matt, xviii. 7); and rules regarding modesty in the
dressing of hair and beard, on Deut. xxii. 5 and
Lev. xix. 27 (compare Sifra, Ahare Mot, ix. 13). Ch.
iv.-vi. recommend a useful occupation and the study
of the Scriptures (Josh. i. 8; Deut. iv. 7; and verses
Evil

from Wisdom and Proverbs), and warn against
heathen and diabolical books. Ch. viii.-x. contain
rules of conduct for women, beginning with a sentence of which Paul's dictum, I Cor. xi. 3, is evidently the copy, not the source (the interpolation
made here disturbing the sense). The sentence is as
follows
" Let the wife subordinate herself to her husband for the
head of the woman is the man, and of the man who walks In
the way of righteousness, God, his Father, who is over all
[compare " Didache," iv. 10]; therefore, next to God, O wife,
fear and reverence thy husband."
;

seem to have belonged in part to the older Jewish original. The
work is of very great value to the student of Jewish
and Church history, as it contains a large amount of
haggadic and halakic material derived from unknown Jewish sources, and casts a flood of light
upon Talmudic and New Testament literature. The
original writer quotes the Scripture after the Septuagint version, and many apocryphal verses from unknown works; and. as will be shown farther on, he
furaished to Paul and to other New Testament writers the source for many of their dicta.
His style
is fresh and vigorous, bearing striking resemblance
to that of the " Didache. " The Chri-stian interpolator,
on the other hand, is easily recognized by interruptions of the context, by ill-fitting New Testament
references, and by occasional outbursts of Jew-hatred
in glaring contrast to the Jewish spirit of the main
work. The name " God " was frequently changed

is an affront to the bounty of the Creator "
walk with downward look and be veiled to bathe
only in places and at times reserved exclusively for
women; and, finally, to conduct herself so as not to
cause her husband to stumble. All these teachings
may be termed " Hilkot Zeni'ut " (Rules of Modesty),
and having many parallels in Massek. Kallah, ed.
Corouel, Vienna, 1864, and in Massek. Derek 'Erez,
were conspicuous features in the life of the Essenes
or Zenu'im (Ber. 62a, b; Shab. 118b, 140b; Ta'an.
21b, 22a; Meg. 12b; B. K. 82a).
Book II. Dwells on the functions and powers of
the head of the congregation, called "episcopus"

by copyists into "Christ," as was occasionally noticed by Lagarde; at times "Christ" is used for
"Logos" (the Word).
The name " Didascalia " (given in the Preface and
found in ii. 39, 55; vi. 14, 18; vii. 36) was borrowed

Origin
the DJ")D ( = '^p^vooc or npovo^TT^g)
of the In- of rabbinical literature (Sifre, Bemidstitution bar, 139 compare irpovoiav Troiov/xevog in
of Bishops. "Apost. Const." IIL iii.). It begins

ish origin, are later additions, but

from the Jewish

original, the introductory sentence
of which, greatly amplified in the "Apostolic Constitutions " and still more in the Syriac " Didascalia,
seems to have read as follows

" The plantation of God and His elect vineyard, those who
bellere In His unerring worship and hope to partake of His

With copious
warned not

references to Proverbs,
men to " stumble "

to cause

ticing attire.

She

is

woman
by her

is

en-

admonished to go about with

covered head in the street

not to paint her face, as

;

what God Himself made

"all frivolous adornment of

beautiful
to

;

:

= "overseer,"

the Christian "bishop,"

;

with the rule " The shepherd who is
ordained overseer must be without blemish and not
under fifty years of age " (compare Philo, " De Profugis," vi. Hag. 14a; Sanh. 17a).
The modification
of this rule for small parishes, which follows, betrays
:

;

the

hand of Christian

interpolators.
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The qualities necessary for an overseer (based on
Ex. xviii. 21; compare Mek., Yitro, ad loc; Sifre,
Bemidbar, 92; Debarim, 15; Sanh. 17a) are enumerated in ch. ii., and repeated in I Tim. iii. 2-7.
One
of these is that he should not be a proselyte (veo^vrof
= IJ; compare Kid. 76b; A. V. "novice," I Tim.
iii. 6, is incorrect).
From Lev. xxi. 17 (compare
Sanh. 36b) is derived the rule in ch. iii. that the
overseer must be examined in order that it may be
ascertained whether he is free from blemish; but
chief stress is laid upon his being a compassionate
friend of the widow and the stranger, eager and
capable to administer to the poor, this being his
principal task (ch. iv.).
In order to fulfil well his other task, that of instructing the people in the Law, he must (ch. v.viii.) ahvaj's be sober-minded (compare Sifra to Lev.
X. 8; Sanh. 42a; 'Er. 64b); show no greediness, especially in dealing with Gentiles (the latter words
are omitted in I Tim. iii. 3; compare, however, Yer.
B. M. ii. 8c) suffer rather than inflict injury (compare
;

Shab. 88b, ]^3i'"iy p^XI pa^yjH) shun heathen festivals and heathen lusts; and as a good shepherd lead
his flock bv a good example (after Lev. xv. 31,
;

LXX.

;

Rosea

iv. 9,

LXX.).

The name "episcopus," taken as "watchman"
(" The shepherds should be good watchmen "
compare Jer. vi. 17, LXX., and Ezek. xxxiii. 6), is dwelt
upon as enioining him to expel bad sheep from the
flock (ch. ix.-x., with references to Achan and Ge;

but without mention of Ananias and Sapphira,
Ch. xvi.-xix. "One scabbed sheep,
if not separated, infects the rest with disease"; "A
little leaven infects the whole lump" (hence, also.
Gal. V. 9); therefore sinners should be separated, like
Miriam (Num. xii. 14; compare ^\f re ad loc, ns^TJ),
for longer or shorter periods, and avoid
Episcopal "the wrath of divine judgment proPowers,
nounced by the overseer, the watchhazi,

Acts

v. 1-10).

:

man

of righteousness,"

who

has the

power of binding and loosing who is like Moses and
Aaron, being made U) bear the sins of all (Num.
;

and who, as slioplierd, is held to account
for every single sheep of liis flock (Ezek. xxxiv.).
xviii. 1);

The whole di.sciplinary system in use among the
Essenes and the Pharisees as well as among the early
Christians

Anatukma; Excommunication)

(.see

is

here (ch. xlii.-xliii. and xlvii.) fully presented,
the excommunicated being chiiracteristically called
aTTOffwdyuyof =" expelled from tlie synagogue" (ch.
Ixiii..

IV.,

cli.

line 5, ed.

71,

p.

line 8];

book

viii., id., p.

The overseer
trans^rf'S,sf)r

confessed

Lagarde [compare

III., ch. viii., id.,

p.

105, line 6;

72,

book

119, line 23).

also offers remission of sins to the

who

liis

\).

rr-pents,

exuffly as,

sin before (iod, tlie

when David

Holy

Si)irit

an-

swered (II Sam. xii. 13, LXX.); "The Lord also
be of good cheer, thou slialt
hatli put away thy sin
not die " (eh. xviii. and xxii.).
Moreover, " hr- who
does not receive the penitent is a murderer of liis
brother, like Cain" (ch. xxi).
The sinner's claim
upon rompas.sion is especially illnstnit'd by a remarkable jiortion of a Midrash relating more elaborately than in any other work the .story of Manasseh's idolatry and repentance, Manassi'h'a prayer
forming an integral part of the whole haggadic
;

Didascall
Didascalia

legend, while the fruitlessness of hypocritical repentance is illustrated by the singular story of
Amon (see Amon Manasseh). Ch. xxii.-xxiv.
The weak, malapropos Apostolic testimony here
added by the Christian redactor only serves to establish the Jewish character of the remainder.
Still more remarkable are ch. xii.-xv., which,
dwelling upon the proper treatment of the penitent
sinner, refer to Ezek. xxxiii. 11 et seq.
Ch. xiv.
and xviii. contain arguments in favor of mingling
with the wicked in order to win them over to righteousness and to obtain God's pardon for them, without even a reference to the life-work of Jesus a fact
which excludes the very possibility of a Christian
authorship of the book. On the contrary, remonstrating against those "relentless" fanatics who
would let the wicked perish in their sin, the author
says (ch. xiv.):
:

;

—

" The lovers of God who commune with the sinners are not
guilty of sin, but are Imitators of their Father In heaven, who

maketh His sun rise on the righteous and on the wicked, and
sendeth His rain alike upon the evil and the good. [Compare
A gadat Shir ha-Shirim, ed. Schechter, p. 4. This is the source also
of Matt. V. 45 and of II Tim. Ii. 5.]
Victors and vanquished are
in the same arena, and only those are crowned who have nobly
striven." " Nor is the teacher defiled by coming nigh to the sinners [compare the controversy between the Shammaltes and the
Hillelltes in Ab. R. N. iii. (ed. Schechter, p. 14), and Ber. 22a].
The sinners should be offered comfort and hope [Isa. xl. 1, LXX.];
and Noah. Lot, and Rahab are given as Instances that conversation and association with the unrighteous do not condemn the
righteous."

Likewise is the picture of the good shepherd, who
"strengthens the weak, heals the sick, and seeks
that which is lost " (derived from Ezek. xxxiv.),
elaborately described in ch. xviii. -xx.
accounting
for the New Testament similes (Luke xv. 4 and
Matt. X. 6), as well as for the haggadic pictures of
Moses and David (Ex. R. ii. Tan., Shemot, ed.
Buber, p. 6; Midr. Teh. to Ps. Ixxviii. 71). "Like
the gentle shepherd [Isa. xlii.], the overseer should
endeavor to save all the members of
The Good his flock, and say to the sinner, 'Do
Shepherd, thou but return, and I will accept
death for thee. " This is the original
of "the good shepherd " who " givethhis life for the
sheep" (John x. 11-13, quoted in the interpolated
" Like a father lie should love them as his
passage).
children, and rear them as the hen rears her chickens" (hence Matt, xxiii. 32).
A genuine piece of halakic legislation occurs in
ch. xxiv.-xxv. concerning the use of charity-offerings: "The overseer should not use the godly things
;

;

'

[t!npnl as if they were profane [p?in = aAMTpia'\,
but with restraint;" he may, as "a man of God"
(compare II Kings iv. 42; Kct. 105b; "nidiiche,"
xiii. 3-(!), use as go<ily things the tithes, first fruits,
and all the freewill offerings brought in for the poor,
th<! orj)lian, the widow, the sick, and ihc stranger,
but may not misuse them in seili.sh greed. Here
follows, with references to Num. xxxii. 22 (compare
Yer. Shek. iii. 47c), Ezek. xxxiv. 3, Isa. v. 8, and
Lev. xix. 18 (34?), the passjige which is obviously the
Referring to Deut.
source of Paul in 1 Cor. ix. 7-9.
XXV. 4, it sjiya.
" In thf sHiiif manner as the ox that labors on the threshlngfl(K)r without a muzzle eata lndee<l. hut-does not eat It all up, so
do you who labor for the threshing-floor [pj; compare Hul. 5a]
—that Is, for the congregation of God-eat of the congregation.

TaberIn tlio same manner iw the LevltM who served In the
should
nacle i>»irt<Hik of tlie tlilnpi offortHl to Ciod INiiiu. xvlll.],
charity
the
the admttilstnilors of ttmrlty be siipivirted out or
gitta."

In the following passjigo. beuouth "tlio Church of
Jcsns the Savior " (yi'inM. tlure is discernible "the
congregation of Goii that escaped tlie Ten Plagues
andrcceived the Ten Coinniandiiunts, and has yod
as its tirst letter, while named after God
( = ten)

(Yhwu), whose

first letter is

also

yod (=

ten)."

Here

the overseer is reconiincnded to the people's love
and reverence as their higli priest, as "the fatlicr
["abba"; see Kohler in "Jew. Quart. Rev." xiii.
567 et ncq.] who caused you to be born anew as God's
children through baptism and the Holy Spirit"
(see

EssENEs), and as "the earthly god," after Ps.

Ixxxii. 6; Ex. xxii. 27.

the priest no
so the means of

As without

one could approach the altar,
support for the widows and orphans, which is a
type of the altar of burnt offering, may not be offered without the overseer, lest punishment, as in I
Sam. xiii. 13, II Chron. xxii. 16, and Num. xvi., fol-

Ch. xxxii. "The overseer,
adopts thee as God's child, is thy father, and
his right hand, with which he imbues thee w itli the
Holy Spirit, thy mother; so honor them as thy spiritual parents" (Ex. xx. 12; comp. B. M. ii. 11).
Great stress is laid in ch. xlv. et seq. upon the
avoidance of heathen courts of justice for the adjustment of differences (comp. Tan. Yelamdeuu to

low
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(ch. xxv.-xxvii.).

:

who

Deut. xvi. 18; Yal^. toPs. cxlvii., Dn3J ^l^niWlV)On Sabbath no judicial debates should take place
peace only is to prevail; wherefore the court sessions should be on the second (and the fifth [?]) day
of the Sabbaths, so that the controversy

Jewish may be settled in the interval, and the
Courts of contestants may have peace again on
the Lord's Day (see Syriac "DidascaKet. i. 1 Bezah v. 2 compare
"Didache," viii. 11 against the Jewish "Ma'amadot"). According to ch. Ixvii., the assistants ("diacones ") and elders give their votes as " men of God, " and
the overseer decides; God, whose Shekinah (the text
has XpioTog) is present, confirming the judgment

Justice,

lia," xi.

(after Ps. Ixxxii

1

;

;

;

;

compare Midr. Teh. ad

loc).

" Even the heathen judge, before passing the final decree of
capitel punishment, Ufta his hand toward the sun and swears
that he is Innocent of the blood of the culprit so much the more
should your verdict be given only after careful investigation."
" Be. therefore, righteous judges, peacemakers, and free from
anger. If It happen that by some evil Influence you become
angry at anybody, let not the sun go down upon your wrath;
Be angry, and sin not' [Ps. iv. 4, I.XX.]: that
for, says David,
Be soon reconciled, lest your wrath, lasting long, become
ta,
For 'The sou Is of those that bear a settled
work
sin.'
hairedand
;

'

•

hatred are to death.' says Solomon [Prov. xll. 28, LXX.]." It is
plain that Eph. iv. 2tj is based upon this passage (compare Resch,
" Agrapha," p. 210, Lelpsic, 1899).
'•
Wherefore, brethren, it Is your duty to pray continually and
to remove enmity. Gfxl hears not those who are at enmity with
their brethren on account of unlust anger " (compare Ber. 19a).
" Before the prayer whk-h follows the reading from the Law
and the psalm-singing and the Instruction ["didascalia"] out
of the Scriptures I" Haftarah "], should the a.ssLstant [deacon =
'
Let no
jtn], while standing near you, say with a loud voice:
one have a quarrel with another. Let none cx)me in hypocrisy ' For the greeting of peace [Isa. Ivii.], offered on entering
private houses, is all the more applicable to those that enter the
congregation of God. aa the name 'bet ha-keneset' ["synagogue "] Indicates the gathering of all who belong to the Lord
and the augmentation of the number of those ' saved by con:

Divine service, umler the direction of the overseer,
"as the commander of a great ship " (compare ClemH. B. 91b; Ber. 28a;
ent's Epistle to James xiv.-x v.
Levy, "Nculiebr. Wiirterb." s.v. D-iJ-iap), and under
the "supervision of the deacons (D-JTH). begins witli
the reading of tlie two lessons from the Torah and tiie
Prophets, while "all stand in silence" (according to
Deut. V. 28 [A. V. 31J, xxvii. 9). This is followed by
expositions by the seven elders, and finally by the
overseer ("maftir"); tlien prayer is offered for the land and its produce, for
Divine
the high priest and the king, and for
Service.
;

faces of
of Paradise"; and the overseer tlien gives the closing bene-

the jjcace of the universe,

ail

being turned eastward "toward the

diction (ch.

Ivii.),

Ch. Iviii. states that the overseer sliould enjoin the
people to attend tiie service regularly, and not by
their absence to cause the body of the divine glory,
Shekinah (text, "Christ "), to lose a member (compare
nJ"'3K'n

nyOD and Yeb.

64a; Ber. 6a, Ba); especially

Sabbath day, on which " we pray thrice
sttmding, in memory of the exodus from Egypt and
the manna, and on which the reading of the Prophsee further regarding the
ets takes place" (ch. lix.
Sabbath prayer). In ch. Ix. it is stated that the people should emulate the heathen, who rally in the
theaters, as in a synagogue, for "things that do not
profit," while deprived of the power of the Word
and of the power of the name "Juduh," which is
interpreted "confession" (miH"'; Ezek. v. 6, 7; xvi.
on

tlie

;

47; Jer.

ii.

10, 11).

the people should pursue
and the worship of
(ipy), avoiding the shows
God as their
and theaters of the Hellencsand the Hellenic oracles,
and adhering to the congregation of the Lord, "the

According to

ch.

Ixii.,

by-work
main work

their trades as

(^Dt3)

daughter of the Highest" (Ps. xxvi. 4, 5; 1. 1, 2;
Jer. XV. 17, LXX.; Job xxxi. 5, 6; compare 'Ab.
Zarah 18b). They should also avoid the indecent
spectacles, the sports, and the feasts of the heathen
(Num. xxiii. '23; II Sam. xv. 23, LXX.; Lev. xix.
"There is no fellow.ship between
26; Jer. ix. 2).
God and Satan " (hence Cor. vi. 14, 15). Only for
the sake of redeeming a captive and saving a soul
necessary objects
(K'DJ n'lp''Q1 D''iatr p"'nD) and other
may such places be visited (compare Shab. 150a).
"The younger men" of the congregation should
work for their own support and for that of the needy
[Prov. vi. 6, LXX., xii. 11, xix. 24;
Eccl. x. 18]: 'And if any one will not
work, neither shall he eat among you,'
For no
for the Lord our God hateth the slothful.
one of tho.se who are dedicated to God [cmJDDn
'"^'p; Targ. to Judges v. 9; I Mace. ii. 42; see Deb-

Work.

orah IN Rabbinical Literature] ought to be idle."
Here again Paul

(II The-ss.

iii.

10) copies

(ch.lv.;.

from the

"Didascalia."
Books III. and IV. These, as well as part of
Book v., contain regulations concerning the support
of widows, orphans, and other persons in distress;
but the order in whicli they are presented is scarcely
:

The fundamental idea underlying
the original one.
the book which deals with widows as a special class,
or holy order, is that they are "types of the altar of
God " (Book III., ch. vi., vii., xiv. compare Book IL,
;

cord'"

tlie

site
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and Altar); they pray for him who gives
alms (Book III., ch. xiii., xiv.).
The institution of pious widows spending their
time in prayer goes back to pre-Christian times, and
can not but be of Essene or Hasidic origin (see
Luke ii. 36-38; Anna and Serah Bat Asher); tlie
Therapeutes had their class of aged women who led a
holy life, and who were regarded as virgins because
they would not marry a second time (Philo, "De
Vita Contemplativa," § 8; see espe"Widows
cially Couybeare in his edition, pp.
"the Altar 305 and 353; compare Kohler, "Testaof God."
ment of Job," in Kohut Memorial Volume, pp. 287-292).
These "virgin
widows," whose type was Judith (see Judith xi. 17,
xii. 6-8, xvi. 22), are called "the pious women" (D'K'J
nvjpnv) that "save their generation" (Ex. R. i.
Num. K. xxi. Targ. Yer. to Ex. xxxviii. 8; Sotah
12a).
These widows had to be sixty years of age
(mjpf; compare Abot v. 21) before they were admitted into the order of women (hence 1 Tim. v 9;
the Syriac " Didascalia " has " sixty " changed into
"fifty "). On entering the order they had to take the
ch. xxvi.,

;

;

—

vow of virginit}' that is, that they would not marry
again wherefore they were to be of an age when n;marrying was no longer thought of. Exceptionally
young widows after a brief marriage were admitted
when they had an "especial gift of widowhood," to
be blessed like (? Judith and) the widow of Sarepta
mentioned in I Kings xvii. 9 (Book III., ch. i.). Wid
OW8 not belonging to the order might marry a second
time, lest they be ensnared by Satan {ib. ch. ii.).
"The widows who are supported as consecrated to
God must be srjber, chaste, faithful, and pious"i they
must have been married only once, have brought
up their children well, and have entertained strangers
without blemish" (ch. iii.). The widow "should be
meek and not hasty of speech, and leave to the rulers
doctrinal questions to be answered for the young
applicants.
Only the unity of God she should defend against polytheistic errors, but in regard to
the my.steriesof theShekinaii [the text has "Christ"]
she must u.se caution in order not to blaspheme God "
(Lsa. Iii. 5, LXX.).
"She .should not teach in the
assembly, but pray, and listen to those that teacii "
(hence I'aul in I Cor. xiv. 34).
"Being tiie altar of
God, she should go to the houses of the faithful to
obttiin alms, not to the houses of strangers [Syriac
"Didascalia": "to Iteconie a stumbling lilock to
men "J. Nor should she indulge in foolish prattle
instead of going to tlie synagogue on the Day of
the I/ord for rest and watclit'uliicss like IIk? angils
["watchers"].
Nor sliould slie, di.ssiitislicd with
her support by the congregation, be solicitous
abr)Ut tiiiirniiion aixl make her bag her CJod,
worshiping riKiriimon instead of God [hence ,Malt. vi.
24; compare Sifre to Deut. vi. 5]; but, likr- Judith,
she sliould f»ray unceasingly for tlie congregation,
remaining in her house, singing psjilrns, rrading the
Scripture, holding vigils and fasts, communing with
God continually in songs and hymns; and let her
take wool for work to lielp otiiers, but nfit for her
own use" (ch. vi.-vii.). "As little as the priests
were allowed to accept free will oHerings from a ra
pacious person or a harlot [Deut. xxiii. lH;Mal. i. 13,
14], is the widow allowed toacceptany gift from im
;

'

'

Didascalia

proper sources, nor indeed from any one who has
been excommunicated from the Synagogue; for
prayer ought not to be offered by the recipient for
such a one, this being an offense against the Holy
Spirit [the text has "Christ"]" (ch. viii.).
"Any

widow who

fosters strife acts like Cain,

and

will

God and delivered
to eternal punishment as doing the work of Satan "
(ch. ix.).
"It is by appointment of God that the
overseer distributes the gifts among the widows,
and they have to pray both for him and for the
be cast out of the

kingdom

of

giver" (ch. xiii. -xiv.). In ch. iii.-iv. it is stated to
be the overseer's duty, as the steward of God, to
provide for the wants of all the needy, the widows
and orphans, the friendless antl the afflicted, without any partiality, and to mention the name of the
giver so that the recipients may be able to pray for
him (lsa. Iviii. 7; Dan. iv. 27; Ps. xli. 2 [A. V. 1],
cxii. 9; Prov. xvi. 6, xix. 17, xxi. 13).
Also those
who assist the overseer in the administration of the
needy (DTniNBnDtJ'; compare Kohler, "Testament of
Job," in I.e. p. 318; hence "diacones" = "deacons")
are reqviired to be spotless like him and still more energetic (D^nt), ever ready to travel, to carry messages,
and to minister to the needy. Women should attend
to women in need.
Thej- should not be ashamed to
attend to those in want, but, if needs be, should lay
down their lives for a brother, imitating the Lord of
heaven and earth (compare Targ. Yer. Gen. xxxv. 9),
acting only for His name's sake. They should visit
all who are in need of visitation, and report to the
overseer (ch. xix.).
Of Book IV. the earlier chapters treat mainly of
orphans:
" When the son or daughter of any brother [the Christianized
text has " Christian "] becomes an orphan, some one of the
brethren should adopt the same, and, if feasible, marry the (flrl
to his son. They who do so, perform a great work [n'jnj nix?:]
and will receive reward from God; and if, because such orphans are poor, he, being rich, is ashamed to do so, the Father
of the fatherless and the 'judge of the widows' [Ps. Ixvili. 6
(A. V. .5) ] will provide for these, while the fortune of such a one
will be s[>ent hy prodigal heirs" (Lev. xxvl. 16orEccl. vl. 2, according U> Mldnisliic Interpretation; lsa. 1. 7).
" While' the overseers have, like husband.s, to provide for the
widows [compare Sirach (Ecclus.) iv. 10, HfebreW text] to
give work to the mectianics; to show compassion to the
feeble; to give shelter to the strangers, food to the hungry,
drink t<j the thirsty, clothing to the naked, visitation to the sick
[O^^^m "\i|i3], re.s<'ue to the imprisoneil [DM^r pnol. they must
take especial care of the ori>hans, give the marriageable
maiden in marriage to a brother, and cjiuse the young man
to learn a trade [."i)jcin] In order to become self-supporting
;

concerning the bringing up of orphans, D''D'\n' 'SnjD, Kx. B.
Sanh. lid)]. Hnth widows and orplians receiving gifts shall
."
give thanks Uj the Lonl who glvelh f(M)d to the hungry
L.XX.; Zech. ix. 17).
(Ps. civ. U-V); cxlv. l.'>-16; Eccl. II.
[sj-e

xiv.;

'

'

.

.

2.''.,

Peculiarly instructive are the regulations concernBeing
ing the acceptance of charitable olTerings.
considered as iioly sjicrilices for the altar of God,
the Law (Deut. xviii. 12, xxiii. 19 [A. V. 18]; Prov.
xvii. 12) was applied, and no gift was to be re-

ceived from unjust dealers in nx-rchandisc (NP'Dp:
Ecclus. [Sirach] xxvi. 29; lsa. i. 22, 23), from fornicatrirs or such as abuse tlwir own female servants
(ninD^D irr'n D'JHIJ. Lev. U. xxv.), from sodomites, idol-makers, blasjiiiemers, tiiieves, pul)licans,
informers, any subverter of justice, ti.surer, or from

any one acting against the will of God. Acceptance of gifts from any of the foregoing would
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evoke divine punishment, as in the case of the
prophet (I Kings xiii. 1-5); and the prayer of those
wlio received such gifts wouiil not be
Forbidden heard (Jer. vii. 10, xv. 1). "Neither
Charitable ilid Elisha accept gifts from Hazael
nor Abijah from Jeroboam's wife " (II
Gifts.
Kings viii. 10; I Kings xiv. 3). "Ye
have received the gifts of the Levites and should
not receive from tiie wicked.
It is better to perish from want than to accept from the enemies
" Receive only from such as
of God " (Ps. cxiv. 5).
are found, on examination, to walk in holiness, and
not from those who are expelled from the Synagogue." " The Lord is honored only out of righteous labor" (Prov. iii. 9, LXX.). " Only righteous
mopey is to be used for the ransom of captives and
imprisoned ones" (Prov. xxiv. 11). "Should, liowever, the acceptance of money from ungodly persons be enforced upon any, it is to be used only for
holy thing [7133] which is to
be consumed with tire, being evil not by nature, but
only in the minds of those that offer it " (Lev. xix. 7
compare Sifra thereto). Compare with these regulations those regarding " zedakah " practised by the
Jewish charity administrators (npHV ^N3J; Tosef.,
B. K. xi. 6-9;"Sanh. 26b; B. B. 10b; see also CharITT)
the interpretation of the Law, njit |JnK
fuel, like the forbidden

;

3?3 "t'lTDI (Deut. xxiii. 19), with reference to charity, was a matter of controversy between the Christian .lacob the Gnostic, and the Rabbis ('Ab. Zarah
17a).

Of the four chapters which close Book IV., only
partly preserved in the Syrian "Didascalia," the
eleventh is, with the exception only of the words
"and our divine words," certainly Jewish. It enjoins parents to train their children well, have them
learn useful trades, familiarize them with holy
Scripture, guard them against bad company, and,
finally, to join them in wedlock in due time (compare Kid. 29a; Tosef., Kid. 1. 11; Yeb. 62b).
Book V. This book, treating of martyrdom,
resurrection, heathenism, and the feast- and fastdays, rests, in spite of the pronounced Christian
character which it now has, upon a Jewish substratum, "Christ " having often, and at times very awkwardly, been substituted for "God." The idea presented in ch. i.-iv. is that "he who is condemned by
the heathen to the games and the beasts for the
name of the Lord God is a holy martyr, the son of
the Highest, and a vessel of the Holy Spirit " (com:

pare the expression mi^n? v3 iQ the Midr. haGadol, quoted by I. Lewy in his "Ein Wort Ueber
die
Mecliilta des R.Simon.'" p. 38, note), and
" whosoever aids or rescues these martyrs by means
of his work shares in their glorious martyrdom."
" He who denies being God's in order not to be hated
by men, loving his own life more than he does the
Lord in whose hand his breath is held, is wretched,
an enemy of God, who has his portion with the accursed and not with the saints, and inherits the eternal fire prepared for Satan and his angels, instead
of the reward of the blessed " (compare Sifre, Deba'

ri a,

32; Philo,

Wisdom

iii.

Judenthums,"

The Essene

"Quod Omnis Probus

11-19;

Bousset, "Die

Liber," xiii.;
Religion des

1902, p. 168).

principle

is set

forth in ch. vi.-vii.
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"Let us then renounce our parents, kinsmen, and friends,
wife and clilldren, nil i)i)ssi'sslon.s and enjuynients of life. If
they lieconie an linvH-diinent to piety [compare Plillo, " De Vita
Conti'mplatlvii," §

'.',

nii<l

parallels In ('on.\l)eare's ed., p. 49].

For while It behooves us to pray that He may not lead us Into
temptation [Ber. tMlh; Matt. vl. lUJ, yet when wo are called
up<in to^lve testimony [as martyra; compare LXX. to Isa. xlUL
10 12], while confessing Ills precious name with defiance
[^r.n fnp; Slfra, Emor, 9], let us rejoice, hastening toward
Immortality. And when persecuted, let us not be perplexed and
let us love neither this world nor the praise of men nor the glory
and honor of rulers; but let him who has been deemed worthy
of martyTdom rejoice in the joy of the Lord as obtaining thereby
a great crown, and ending life with a confession [Snib" ycc
compare Sifre, Deut., 33; Ber. 61b]. For the Almighty God
will Himself raise us up, according to His infallible promise,
and grant us a resurrection with all those that have slept from
the beginning of the world [•\sy 'itt^S In the Eighteen Benedictions], whether we die in the sea, are scattered on earth, or
torn to pieces by wild beasts or biids. He will raise us by His
own power [compare nnnj In Eighteen Benedictions], for the
whole world Is held together by the hand of God." Here references are made to Dan. xll. 2-3 Eccl. xll. U; Ezek.xxvll.il;
Isa. xxvl. 19, Ixvl. 24 ; then to Enoch and Elisha, to the raising
of the dead by Elijah and Elisha; to Jonah (II. 11), to Daniel
and his three youths (Dan. 11. -ill.), and Anally, to convince
heathen readers, to the Sibylline Oracles (Iv. 17&-190), and to the
mythical pbenix.
" In this hope we undergo stripes, persecutions, and deaths.
Just as God by His wUl made heaven and earth [Gen. 1. 1 Jer.
Zech. xll. 1 Job. x. 10 Ps. clll. 14 cxlx. 73 cxxxlx. 5, 16],
1, 5
so will He raise all men by His will either to crown them or to
punish them [Dan. xii. 3], man being His workmanship made
by His word [Gen. 1. 36 ct eeq. text has " Christ "], just as He
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

raises the

wheat out of the ground [compare Sanh. 90b] and as

He made Aaron's dry rod put forth buds [Num. xvii. 8]."
Martyrs should be held in honor, according to Ps.
cxvi. 15; Prov. x. 7; Isa. Ivii. 1, Ixx.
"A faithful
martyr ["witness"] is he who strove by his own
blood for the cause of faith " (cli. viii.-ix.).
On Sabbath and holy days, which are days of joy
(Isa. Iviii. 13), all obscene talk and song should be
avoided, according to Ps. ii. 11 " Rejoice with trembling." Names of heathen gods are not to be mentioned, nor should one swear bj' any of the luminaries or elements (ch. x.-xi.).
:

Book VI. Ch. i.-iv. warn against heresies and
schisms, dwelling at great length on the sedition of
Dathan and Abiram against Moses
who "exhibited the Law of God in
On
Heresies, the perfect number of Ten Commandments, " and of whom God said " There
arose not a prophet like unto Moses " (Deut. xxxiv.
10; no Christian could without considerable modifi
cation have written of Moses all that is stated here)
and on Sheba the son of Bichri (the name is twice
misspelled almost beyond recognition) and on Joshua
the son of Josedech, who also was tempted by Satan
In ch. vi. the Sadducees and Dosith(Zech. iii. 1).
eans seem to have originally been characterized as
The present text
heretics among the Jewish people.
enumerates all the Jewish sects, and Avhat follows
with the exception of some
to the end of the book
parts of ch. xxvii.-x.vix., which dwell on Lcvitical
impurity in connection with prayer and the Holy
:

:

;

—

Spirit (Ber. iii. 5; compare Kayser, "Die Canones
Jacob's von Edessa," 1886, pp. 12, 81) is altogether
of Christian origin and anti-Jewish in character.

—

Books VII. and VIII. These contain, besides
third-century Cliurch canons and the like, diverse
subject-matter probably thrown out by the late
Christian redactor of the " Didascalia " on account of
The first thirty-two
its Judseo-Christian character.
chapters of Book VII. contain a version of the " Di:

—
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dache," which, while betraying, like the rest of the
"Didascalia," the hand of a Christian redactor, rests
nevertheless upon a more complete Jewish original
than the one discovered by Bryennios. Its whole tenor
is characteristically Jewish in so far as it has each single precept or sentence based upon some Scriptural
verse and its mode of teaching, like any haggadic or
It begins the " Two
halakic work, is argumentative.
Ways " with an apt reference to Deut. xxx. 15 and
I Kings xviii. 21; the reference to Matt. vi. 24 is
manifestly an interpolation. In ch. ii. the verse
" Love the Lord thy God " (Deut. vi. 5) is given (compare Iselin's [Coptic] " Apostellehre,"

:

not hate any man, Egyptian or Edomite, as they all
are the works of God " (Kin "jTIX ^3 compare " Apost.
Const." II. xxxvi., V. vii.). Likewise is the precept "If any one give thee a stroke on the right
cheek, turn to him the other also " based upon the
argument "Not that revenge is evil, but that patience is more honorable " and Ps. vii. 5 (A. V. 4) is
This proves that Matt. v. 39 is not
referred to.
the source.
Old Testament quotations and specific references to the Law are frequent throughout
;

;

ch. vi.

The

Flee from

"

principle

similar to it"

(1^5

derived fromlsa.

liv.

is

all

evil

and whatever

p

nonn pi liySH
14:

the

apy

is

is

"),

illustrated

—

;

Ch. xvii. contains as the last
house of
prayer on a day of thy misfortune before thou hast
laifl aside tliy bitterness"
a decidedly Jewish precept (Bcr. 31a).

be reproved
rule:

(ch. x).

"Thou

shalt not proceed to thy

—

A

strlklnK parallel to tbe Mlslinaln stat«nient, "

Ijaitldttn utM-rl

iT)

sp<'nrl

a

full

turn thdr

hour

tn Hllfnt

The ancient
meditation befonj
devni Ion to their
" Pray
ch. xxlv.

praytT In otiWt to
Father in heaven " (Her. v. 1, ia preserved In
thrice a day, preparlnK yonrwlves iK-forelmtid
1

ht-uriH In true

:

God

you

ye

may

hi;

of Ix-lnif n-celvr-d as chlUln'n ity the Katlier. lest, when
Kathi-r' unworthily, you Ix- reproaclieil hv Ulni,
call Uliii
'

'

l>ml, where

If
is

he a Father, wliere Is My glory
My fear?"' (Mai. i. 0).

I

'I

And

If

I

!»•

u

Irrefutable proof of the Jewish provenience of tin
"DidiiflK- " anfl. uh will !»(• seen, <if liic whole " Didii.scalia," is given in the words " {) (iod of our holy and
perfect fathers Abraham, Lsfiac, and Jacob, Thy
faithful servants," preserved in the tlianksgiving
prayer after a incal (ch. xxvi.), wliich also contains
a thank.sgiving "for the Law wliicli Tiiou hast

planted in our souls" (compare 13m07^^' IDlin T'VV
in the grace after meals).
The same characteristic

IV.— 38

n Dmas \i^n •'cconni o'^'inpn),
occur also in the prayer which follows
in ch. xxxiii.
This prayer is an older
version of the first of the Eighteen
(or Seven) Benedictions, called by the
Rabbis ni3X. and, with a few omis-

pnv'

of Our

Fathers,
etc.

sions, it reads as follows

" Our eternal Savior, King of the godly beings, who alone art
the Almighty and Lord, God of all things, God of our holy and
perfect forefathers, God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, rxierciful
and compassionate, long-suffering and abundant in mercy, to
whom every heart is naked and every secret thought revealed,
to Thee the souls of the righteous cry aloud
upon Thee do the
hopes of the holy ones rest in confidence. Thou Father of the
perfect, who hearest the prayer of those that call upon Thee In
uprightness and knowest the supplication unuttered. . .
Thou
hast made this world a place of combat for righteousness and
hast opened to all the gate of mercy
i;-tt' n."iiDn], having shown to each man by the knowledge Implanted [nj:-!], by
natural judgment [nj''3], and by the admonition of the Law
[.•nm], that riches, beauty, and strength vanish and only the
guileless conscience of faith [njicx] abides throughout the
heavens, and walking with truth receives the jight hand of victory, exulting in hope before even the world is regenerated.
For Thou didst guide our forefather Abraham when he found
the way of truth, and didst teach him in a vision what this
world is, faith preceding his knowledge [yvwais] ; and the
covenant was the consequence of his faith [Gen. xv. 6, xxii. 17].
And when Thou gavest him Isaac as son. Thou saidst, I will be
a God to thee' [Gen. xxvi. 3], and when our father Jacob was
sent to Mesopotamia Thou showedst him the Word [text:
"Christ"], and through him spakest, 'Behold I am with thee'
[Gen. xxviii. 15]. And so spakest Thou to Moses, Thy faithful
and holy servant, at the vision of the bush ' I am He that is
[Ex. ill. 14, 15]. O Thou shield of the posterity of Abraham, be
blessed forever" (= onijN ps "N3 : compare Midr. Teh. to Ps.
;

.

[ccm

'

ed. Buber, p. 5).

1.,

The prayer which follows in ch. xxxiv. is the second of the Seven Benedictions; it has not been preserved intact.

It

begins as follows

O Lord, King of the worlds, who by the
word [ncNS3 text has "Christ"] hast made the universe and
Here follows
by the same hast brought order Into chaos."
an enumeration of the whole work of Creation (n^rNi3 nB';)D),
"Blessed art Thou,
;

closing with the formation by the divine Wisdom
of man as "the citizen of the world," "the
The Seven cosmos ["ornament"] of the cosmos " (<co(r;iov
K6<iy.ov); his body being fonned of the four
Benedictions.
bodily elements, his soul endowed with five
senses as a new creation out of nothing, and
his mind being the charioteer of the soul. The closing sen" When man was disobedient Thou didst not destence reads
troy him forever, but laidst him to sleep for a time, and by
an oath didst promise him resurrection and didst loose the
bond of death. Blessed be Thou, O Kevlver of the Dead
(3\''r:n n«nc ; "through Jesus Christ our hope" is the Christian addition).
after Gen.

I.,

:

The prayer in ch. xxx v. begins," Great art Thou, O
Lord Almiglity, and great is Thy power," exactly as
the second of lie Seven Benedictions in the Jewish ritual (" Di'iyi^'Tinj nnX), and enumerates the wondrous
works of (jiod's ])o\vcr— nillDJ Cl'a'an. 1. 1 Ber. v. 2)
So this
also characteristic of lhe.siirn(! benediction.
t

tliiii

worthy

lll(e Isniel,

NT

:

pniH)

pdio *i?m ("Abstain from

and the warning against anger and envy
by the fate of Cain, Saul, and Joab (ch.
v.).
The lesson of submission to God's decree is
aptly illustrated by the example of Job and very
inaptly by the interpolator's reference to Lazarus
(ch. viii.). Inch. ix. honor for the teacher is required,
because "where there is teaching concerning God,
there God is present" (Abot iii. 3; compare Matt,
xviii. 20).
The sedition of Korah is to warn man
against making schisms and the examples of Elijah
Micaiah. Ebed-melech the Ethiopian, and Nathan,
against taking presents from sinners that are to
injustice

" The God of our holy and perfect forefathers,
God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob " (1J'ri13N TlijS

words,

;

The rule, " Love
The
p. 6, Leipsic, 1895).
" Didache " those that hate you, and ye shall have
in an Older no enemy," in itself decidedly Jewish
Form.
in tone (see Bousset, I.e. p. 393), is derived from Deut. xxiii. 7 " Thou shait

Didascalia

;

—

But
part evident ly belongs to the preceding prayer.
also contains, in an elaborate form, those portions
It
wliich constitute! the tiiird beiiedicMoii (nL"np).
describes t\u'. sanctification of God l)y the hosts of
the holy seraphim and the sixcelestial beings
winged cherubim, the angels and archangels; the
thrones ("ofaniiim"), dominions, principalities, auit

—

—

and powers citing Isa. vi. 3; Dan. viii. 13;
Ezek. iii.l2(HeeFAi.A8irAs); and lien speaks of Israel
as " Thy congregation selected from the nations on
thorities,

I

Didascalia
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Dienesobn

tlie hoavonly powers uijrlit and day,
with ii full heart luul soul " (Ps. Ixviii.
After quotations from Deul. iv. iii);
18 [A. V. 17J).
I Sam. ii. 2-4; and Deut. xxxiv. 2, the benediction

earth, fimiliitinsi

and

siiiirinsr

closes thus:
art plorioiis ami hlnlily fxaltt'd, liivlslblc iiinl uiiTliy lift- wiiluuit want; TbyoiHTation wlllmut toil;
;
work without assistaiici' Thy liominioii uiK'haum'iiblf

"Thou

st'an'liablc

Tliy

;

Thy kiujnloiu without end
Thine army very luimerous. Thou
art tlR' Father of Wisdom, the Civator of Creation, the Hestower
of PnnUlenee, the Giver of Laws, the Sui)i>Iier of Wants, tlie
Tunisher of the I'npiKlly, and the Kewarder of the llifrhfeous,
the CJod and Father [hen' "Christ" is interpolated] and Lord
Thv
Thy

luonan-liy without suixvsslon

stn'iijtth

irit'sistible

;

;

;

.
of those that worsliip Him whose promise is Infallible,
whose thanks^ivintr is everlastinp, to whom adoration Is due
Here the blessing
from every nitionul and holy creature."
formula, rnpn S.sn, is omitted.
.

.

Ch. xxxvi. contains the following portions of the
Jewish prayers for Sabbath and festivals:

original

"O Lord Almighty, Thou hast created the world by Thy
[text: " Christ "], and hast appointed the Sal)bath as a
memorial thereof, because on that day Thou bast made us rest
from our works that we may meditate upon Thy laws.
" Thou hast appointed festivals for the rejoicing of our souls,
Word

we may remember

that

the

Wisdom

created by Thee.

.

.

.

Wherefore we assemble on the Day of the Lord
Prayers for and rejoice with Thy Word which has lit up
and
life
and immortality. For through it Thou
Sabbath
hast made Israel, the God-beloved, Thy peculiar people.
For Thou, O Lord, didst bring our
fathers out of the land of Egypt and didst deliver them out of
brick-making,
from
and didst redeem them out
furnace,
iron
the
of the hands of I'haraoh and those under him, and didst lead
tiiem through the sea as through dry land, and feed them in the
wilderness with all kinds of good things.
" Thou didst give them the Law, the Ten Words pronounced
by Thy voice and written with Thy hand. Thou didst enjoin
them to observe the Sabbath not for the .sake of affording tUera
an occasion of idleness, but as an opportunity of piety that they
might learn to know Thy power; having, in order to prevent
them from evil things, kept them as within a holy circuit [mnn
rzz'] for the sake of instruction that they might rejoice In the
number seven (for there are the seventh day and the seven
weeks and the seven months and the seventh year and the jubilee
year for remission) [a marginal note probably compare Philo,
" De Septennario," gg.7-8], so that men might have no cause
Wherefore, He permitted men to
for pretending ignorance.
rest every Sabbath so that no one should send forth one word in
anger on the Sabbath day for the Sabbath is the ces.sation of
the creation, the completion of the world, [given for] the study of
the Law, and the thanksgiving hymn to God for the blessings bestowed upon men. As the Mediator, Provider, and Lawgiver of
all this, does the Lord's Day hold forth the word of God as the
flrst-bom of the entire creation, so that the Lord's Day commands
us to offer unto Thee, O Lord, thanksgiving for all."

Festivals,

:

:

Obviously

fourth benediction, n^t^n lyipJ^,
has here assumed an Esscne, or Gnostic, character,
without, however, ob.scuriug the features of the
typical synagogue formula.
Ch. xxxvii., xxxviii., and Book Vni., ch. xxxvii.,
have preserved portions of the lust three benedictions recited both in the synagogue and in the Temple, the muy. and HKTin, and D''jn3 fl^ia.

nesses from us, but generation after genenition dost Thou save,
deliver, assist, and protect. Thou didst assist In the days of Knos
and Knoch, of Moses and .loshua, of Sanuiel
The Last ami Klljah, of David and the Kings, of Ksther
Three Tem- and .ludllli, and of Judtus Mai'cabeus and his
pie Benedic- brethren ["Christ" very inapproiirlatoly interi)olated here}. For He has delivered us from
tions.
the sword and from famine, from sickness
and from an evil tongue. . . . For all these things do we give
Thee thanks [compare a '^ Syi]." Here follows a special thanksgiving for the wonderful civatlon of man, for the inunortal
soul, and for the laws given to him, and for th(^ promises of
resurrection. The closing sentences are lus follows: "What
life is sulllcient—what length of ages will be long enough for
For Thou hast delivered us from the Immen to hv thankful
piety of polytheism. [Then follows a Christian addition quite
characteristic, "and from the heresy of the nunderers of
Christ!"]. Thou hast delivered us from error and ignorance.
Thou hiust set angels over us, and hast put Satan to shame.
Thou hast created us and provided for us. Thou measurest out
life to us, and affordest us nourishment, and hast provided repentance. Glory and worship to Thee for all these things for
ever and aye."
Of the closing l)enediction only the following portion has
been preserved as the bishop's benedicticm
" O God of our fathers, Lord of mercy, who didst form man
!

:

down, O Lord Almighty, and cause
Thy face to shine upon Thy people and bless them by Thy Word
[text: "Christ"], through which Thou hast enlightened us
with the light of Thy knowledge, and hast revealed Thyself
unto us. Adoration is due to Thee from every rational and holy
by Thy Wisdom,

:

[Here foUowsan enumeration of all the righteous
from Abel to Mattathias and his -sons.] So receive Thou
the prayers of Thy people, offered to Thee with knowledge [the
phrase " through Christ " is a Christian addition there Is no
mention of Christ in the prayer itself] in the Spirit."
The Modim prayer begins exactly like the Jewish t>enedic" We give thanks to Thee for all things.
Lord Almighty,
tion
that Thou- hast not taken away Thy mercies and loving-kindgenerations.

men

;

.

.

.

look

creature forever."

As all these prayers go back to pre-Christian
times, they are of incalculable importance to the
student of Jewish and Christian liturgy. Here is
"

names as "the Lord's Day
Sabbath (Sunday).
There are a number of other benediction formulas
given in Books VH. and VHL which betray an adapEspetation from Jewish prayers and anthems.
cially is the " Trisagion," or " Thrice Holy," in Book
VHL, ch. xii. which has, in more or less moditied form, been universally adopted in the various
churches based on a somewhat older form of the
Jewish sanctification than the one in ch. xxxv. of
Book VH., mentioned above; while the prayers for
penitents and for the various classes of peo])le (Book
VHL, ch. ix. and x.) have striking parallels in the
older portion of the Jewish litanies (see Selthot).
See also EssENEs; Gnosticism; Litukgy; Sabijatii.
also the origin of such
for

—

—

Lagarde, ConstitiitioncK Aprtftolorvmy Lelpand London, IHti:.'; idem, Di(/ri.-<C(i(i(T, 1854; Fimk, JMf,
Hickell,
Apof^toli^clD'H ('(inslitutioneHy Rothenburg. 1891
GescJi. ilfix Kirchewechts, 1., Glessen, 1843; Kohler, in Mo-

BinLiOORAPHY

:

sic

;

Jiats.sc/iri/'.

18i):3,

p. 447.

K.

tlie

The first commences "Thou who hast fulfilled Thy promise
made by the prophets, and hast had mercy on Jeru.salem by
exalting the throne of David Thy servant, do Thou now, O Lord
God, accept the prayers of Thy people who call upon Thee in
truth as Thou didst accept of the gifts of the righteous in their
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DIDEROT, DENIS

French philosopher and
encj'clopedist; born at Langres Oct. 5, 1713; died
at Paris July 80, 1784. Although, like all the French
encyclopedists, an apostle of tolerance, Diderot does
not seem to have had much sympathy with the Jews
and Judaism. He wrote the bright and interesting
article on Jewish philosophy for the " EiK:ycloi)e(lie,
but it shows a superficial acquaintance with Ihe
The same critsubject, and is not free from errors.
icism ap])lies to a brilliant passage on the Jews of
Amsterdam in his "Voyage en Hollande" (xvii. 431In
433, ed. Assezat and Tourneux, Paris, 1875-79).
his "Neveu de Kameau " (v. 454, 479) there are two
The first
anecdotes, the lieroes of which are Jews.
refers to a renegade

rich

Jew

of

:

who

Avignon

abuses the confidence of a
rob him and de-

in order to

nounce him to the Inquisition.

The

:

is

somewhat

licentious, narrates

second, which
the story of an

Orthodox Jew of Utrecht who signs a note in an infamous bargain. The first anecdote is improbable,
for the Inquisition never forbade the Jews of the
Comtat to follow their religion. The second anecdote, still more improbable, is also found in the
"Voyage en HoUande," where the personages are
Dutch citizens, and by substituting different names
Diderot simply intended to make a striking antithesis between the piety of the Jew and his amorous
escapades.
This literary trifle must not be taken
seriously it shows only that Diderot was subject to
;

the

common

prejudice against the Jews.
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DIEGO DE VALENCIA

"Kore ha-Dorot," p. 34b). Diena became known
by his opposition to the adventurer David Reubeni.
Being of a positive and practical disposition, opposed
to the current Messianic vagaries, Diena was alive
to the danger resulting therefrom, and he decided to
act against Reubeni.
When the latter, after the execution of Molko, had increased his influence to such
an extent that the Italian rabbis began to take his
pretensions seriously, Diena called to his aid Abra-

ham

b. Moses Cohen, rabbi of Bologna, and both
unmasked the impostor.
The veneration in which Diena was held may be

seen from the elegies published at his death, one
of which was by Abraham of Pisa, and two others
by Samuel b. Moses Anav. His son's name was
David (Nepi-Ghirondi, "Toledot Gedole Yisrael,"

:
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DIENA rDAYYENA), AZRIEL BEN SOL:

Uabtii at Salil.ioiiciiii;

died

Natliaiiicl Tralxttto,

IhM.
He
and is men-

tioned with respect by H. Mi

ir

Azulai claims

two volumes

rcsponsji
ii.

16.

hccii

Katzeneilcnbogen.

— periiaps

MS.

Dicna's notes
rite

liave

of his
those rcf<Trc(l to in ".Magazin,"
911 in the Bodleian collection contains
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(Neuhauer, "('at."'roi.

some of

(t*. col. 205).
MS8. 48, 135,
153, 10(iof tlie Frierlland collection in St. Petr-rsbiirg

tains

ters
first

Italian

by R. Nathaniel Segre and

his responsa appeared
in the collection " 'Afai- Ya'akob," from which
;

was copied by Isaac Lampronti into his " Pahad
Yizhak." David, in his responsa, mentions Azriel
Diena as his grandfather. There is much confusion
concerning his father. Ghirondi calls him David b.
Azriel Diena, while Mortara speaks of two Davids,
one being a grandson and the other a son of Azriel
Diena. He was the grandfather of David Hayyim
Diena, chief rabbi of Rovigo.
it
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DIENESOHN, JACOB:

1877,

Qul.H<i Intlnila foser,

(ilHciple of

DAVID:

rabbi; he lived at Kovigo at the end of the seventeenth century. He was consulted on Talmudic mat-

of the nineteenth century.

Maestros. rabies, colifnirn,

Ca lea fueron sus pf-adoa
De este safarahcnim
Fues quien non ll6ne licrim,

II

G.

DIENA (DAYYENA),

Yiddish novelist; born
in Zagory (Zagareii), Russia, in 1859.
He is one of
the most popular Yiddisli novelists of the latter half

de Ailonaij,

Fues la aljania se derrania
For culpa de Barcclay.
Todos fuernos espantados,

OMON

Dienesohn

p. 75).

Spanish troubadour
of the fifteenth century born of Jewish parentage
at Valencia de Don Juan, in the kingdom of Leon.
After his conversion to Christianity he became a
Franciscan monk and receiving the degree of doctor of theology, was known among his contemporaries as a very learned physician, astrologer, and
master of sciences (" gran letrado, f i.sico, astrologo,
e mecanico ").
He was one of the leading Valencian
poets, and most of his poems are contained in the
"Cancionero de Baend." He did not consider it beneath his dignity to speak openly, in a number of
flippant songs, of his intimacy with various classes
of courtezans, nor did he hesitate, in his satirical
poems on Jews and Maranos, to make use of Hebrew
and rabbinic terms, though he thereby derided himself.
Diego chose as the special target of his scoffings a certain Juan de Espaiia, who was considered
an accomplished Talmudist, and who, after accepting baptism in 1413, wrote a short work on his conversion.
The following lines may serve as specimens of Diego's satire:
'*
Johan de Espafia, muy gran saOa

was

Didascalia
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his letters

contain some of Diena's decisions. He .seems to have
possessed valuable manuscripts; the 1550 ed. of Mai
monides' " Yad " having followed his copy (Conforte,

when he published a

He began

to write in

stor}' called

"Ha-Ne-

'ehabim welia-Xe'iinim " or " Der Schwartzer Junger Mantshik" (The Dark Young ]\Ian). Since then
Dienesohn has written many novels, almost all of
which have been widely read.
Among the best
known of his works is his " Eben Negef " (StumblingStone).
In his books Dienesohn jiictures the strug-

among

Jews

of the older and the younger
the " iiaskalah " and hasidisin.
lie knew wifll the public for which he was writing,
and avoided all violent e.\j)icssions in denouncing
fanaticism, descriliing merely the sufferings of the
Maskilim. His later novels treat of the same themes,
l)ut are rather sketches from Jewish life than romantic stories.
Dienesohn is also the author of the
" Welt-CJeschiciite," in Viddisii.
He has in addition
gle

generation

(

ontributed

is

a f^ood

the

— between

many

Hebrew

Yiddish periodicals, and
writer, his cf)ntributions to " Ila-

articles to

Shal.iar " having won him 'the favorable criticism
even of such writers as Smolenskin.

Hnu. loGRAPiiv: Wlf-ner. Yiddiah Literature,
/.ilihitrDii, Warsaw, p. 26.
o.

p.
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City iu the Swiss canton of

settling at

In

the privilege of
1902 about twenty

in the city.

Bibliography: LOwenstcln, Gesch. dtr Juden am Bodensee,
pp. 79 ef scq.; Motiatitschrift, xll. 405 ft scq.

M. K.

a.

DIETARY LAWS

(nillDN DlS^NO) Biblical
regulations concerning forbidden

and rabbinical

:

food.

A. The

ancient Israelites lived chiefly on vegetafruit, upon which the Bible places no
restrictions (Gen. i. 29).
With the development of
the sacrificial system certain restricVegetable tions were placed on the use of the
Food.
portions belonging to the priest, the
Levite, and the poor (see Piuestly
Code Poor-Laws). Besides these there were also
some laws concerning vegetable and tree growths.
"
The fruit of a tree was forbidden
(1) " 'Orlah
during the first three years after its planting
(Lev. xix. 23-25).
In the fourth year the fruit was
brought to Jerusalem and eaten there amid songs of
ble food

and

;

p. 81).

Jews settled in Diessenhofen again within half a
century; but in 1401 a false accusation again gave
The outrider of the governor had
rise to butcheries.
murdered Konrad, the four-year-old son of CounTo save himcilor Hermann Lory of Diessenhofen.
self the man said that the Jew Michael Vinelmanu
(Veitelmann), who, with his son Giitlieb, had been
admitted in 1396 on the condition of paying a yearly
tax of eight gulden, had instigated the murder, and
had promised three gulden " for the hot blood of the
Christian child." The outrider was broken on the
wheel; the Jew was burned alive without any examination; and little Konrad was sainted. On this
occasion Jews at Schaflfhausen, Winterthur, and
other places were either burned or forced to accept
baptism.
Contrary to all expectation Jews soon returned to
Diessenhofen. As early as 1426, when its citizens
**
were in great debt and obliged to admit Jews and
other people in order to better bear the great yearly tax," as one may read in the "ainunge" (town
records) of Diessenhofen (Pupikofer, I.e. p. 63), a
Jew was admitted as citizen, notwithstanding the
objection of Junker Molli of Diessenhofen, an evilminded person who had voted for the burning of
Huss at the Council of Constance. The number of
Jews in the city increased gradually. In 1453 the
Jews Triefus (Dreifus) and Mennlis paid a tax of
two pounds of heller each; the latter, who was
in 1479 granted a safe-conduct for two years, settled
in 1481 at Thiengen.
As early as 1482 attempts
were made to expel the Jews from Thurgau, but fortunately for them the governors were open to bribery.
In 1489 the Jews of Diessenhofen were granted
protection for three years, but in 1494 they had to
leave the place with the other Jews of the canton.
Nothing is known of the religious condition of the
Jews of Diessenhofen, except that they were forbidden to sell meat slaughtered according to ritual
on the ordinary meat-stalls. The synagogue is said
to liave stood on the site now occupied by the house
"Zum Erker." For several centuries no Jews lived
here.
Those that came from Gailingen on business
bad to pay the so-called Jews' tax, or Jews' stakemoney, of from three to five batzen. Even toward
the end of the eighteenth century the Jews were
forbidden to pass across the Rheinbrilcke on Sun-

Dies.senholen.

Jewish families were living

hundred sought rc^fuge in the fortress of Kyburg,
where they were proteeted by the Austrian governor; but when he himself was threatened by the
cities of Diessenhofen and Wiuterthur, the fugitives
were either expelled and left to the mercy of their
persecutors, or, as other authorities state, were
burned by the governor on Sept. 18, 1349, to save
the " innocent ones " from the fury of the mob (Pupikofer, " Gesch. des Thurgaus," i. 204; manuscript
material in LtSwenstein, "Gesch. der Juden am
Bodeusee,"

Jew was granted

In 1865 a

wife.

Tiuirguu. connocti'd by a bridiro with the villiigo of
Oailingeu iu Biuien. It attnutfcl the Jows in early
times by its favorable position. In 1848 the Jews
here were aeeuseii of having poisoned the wells;
their houses were plundered by the mob, and some
of tlie Jews were burned at the stake. Over three
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:

thanksgiving ("neta' reba'i").
Those who lived
at a distance from Jerusalem might redeem the fruit
and bring the money to Jerusalem, and spend it in a

The law of 'orlah applied to all
times and places ('Orlah iii. 9; Kid. 38b et seq.;
Maimonides, "Yad," Ma'akalot Asurot, x. 9-18;
Shulhan 'Aruk, Yoreh De'ah, 294). See 'Orlaii.
"
The eating of new corn was for(2) " Hadash
bidden until the second day of Passover, when the
" 'omer " was offered in the Temple (Lev. xxiii. 9-14).
This prohibition also was extended to all times and
places (Kid. I.e.; Men. 70a; Maimonides, ^.c. 2-5;
Yoreh De'ah, 293).
The reason for these laws seems to be contained in
the sentence "The first of the first-fruits of thy land
thou shalt bring into the house of the Lord thy God"
(Ex. xxiii. 19).
(3) The use for any purpose whatever of the produce of two species of corn or of other vegetables sown
in a vineyard was forbidden (Deut. xxii. 9).
The
sowing of mixed seed in gardens or in fields was also
prohibited (Lev. xix. 19); but, if so sown, the produce was only forbidden in the case of a vineyard
(" kile ha-kerem ").
This prohibition applied originally only to Palestine, but was later extended by
the Rabbis to all lands and times (Kid. 39a; Maimonides, I.e. 6-8; Yoreh De'ah, 295-297).
B. Among the early Hebrews animal food was
partaken of by the common people only on festive
occasions, usually in connection with sacrifices.
The
permission given to Noah and to his children to eat
animal food (Gen. Ix. 2, 3) was conditioned upon the
abstinence from blood (see Blood). Some of the
Tannaim were of the opinion that during their journey through the wilderness the Israelites were permitted to eat the meat only of such
Animal animals as had previously been sacrificed, some portions of which had been
Food.
burned on the altar, and some given
to the priests; others thought differently (Hul. 17a;
compare Ex. xvi. 3).
similar manner.

:

I.
I

days, except to the physician, apothecary, or mid-

The

Bible, in its legislative portions,

plicit provisions for the distinction

and unclean animals mentioned
|

makes ex-

between clean

earlier in connec-
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tion

with the Flood (Gen.

vii. 2, 8).

See

Clean and

Unclean Animals.
II. Forbidden as being unclean is also that which
comes out of the unclean (Bek. 5b). This principle
applies not only to the young, but to all animal

products.
(1) It is therefore forbidden to use the milk of unclean animals or of animals which snifer from some
visible malady which causes them to be legally unfit
(" terefah ") for food.
When, after the ritual slaughtering, an animal, apparently sound during its life,
is found to have been diseased, its milk, or cheese
made of its milk, is forbidden as food.
An adult may not suckle from the breasts of a

woman, although,

if placed in a vessel, woman's
milk is not forbidden. A child may suckle xmtil
the end of its fourth year if healthy, or until the end
If, however, it was inof its fifth year if sickly.
terrupted after the second year for three consecutive
days with the intention of weaning it, it is not permitted to suckle again (Ket. 60a; Bek. 6a; Hul.
112b; Maimonides, I.e. 3; Torch De'ah, 81).
(2) Eggs of unclean birds, or of birds suffering
from a visible sickness, which makes them terefah,
are forbidden.
The following signs were laid down
by the Rabbis, by which eggs of clean birds could
be distinguished from those of unclean. If both
ends of the egg are sharp or round, or if the yolk is
outside and the white inside, it is of
Milk
an unclean bird. If one end is sharp
and Eg-gs. and the other round, and the white is
outside and tlie yolk inside, reliance
may be placed on the testimony of the seller, who
must say of what species of birds it comes. As a
rule, however, since most eggs sold are those of
chickens, ducks, or geese, no questions need be asked
(Hul. 64a; Maimonides, I.e. 7-11; Yoreh De'ah, 86).
A drop of blood found on the yolk of an egg is
considered an indication that the process of hatching has already begun, and tiie egg is therefore forbidden.
It is not necessary, however, to examine
eggs before using them to see whether they contain
any blood (Yoreh De'ali, 66, 2-8).
(8) The roe of unclean fi.slies is also forbidden.
Pifklfd fisli may be eaten, though preserved together with unclean fish ('Ab. Za rah 40a; Maimon-

20-24; Yoreli De'ah, 83. 5-10).
of hees is pfirmitted, since it is
merely the secretion of the flower gathered by the
bee and then discharged, and contains no portion
Tliere is, linwever, a diirereiice of
of the insect.
opinion regarding lioney produced by other insects
(Bek. 7b; Maimonides, i.e. 8; Yoreh De'ah, 81,8, 9).
ni. The ancient Israelites looi^cd with horror u|)on
the cnstf)m prevalent atnong the Hurrouiirling nations
of cutting off a limb or a piece of (le.sli from a living
animal and eating it. Its prohil)ition is one of the
seven Noachian laws (Sanh. 56)1).
If tlie limb was
still partly attjiclied to tlie body, l)ut could never
ides,

(4)

grow

I.e.

The honey

again, and tlie animal was legally Hlaiiijhtcrcd,
limb harl to Ik; thrown away (Hul. 101 li; Maimonides, I.e. 5; Yoreh De'ah, 62; sec also Cruelty
TO Animals).
IV. An animal that has died a natural death, or
has been killed in any way other than that prescribed by the law of SuKiiiTAjr, is called "nebethis

Diessenhofen
Dietary LawB

lah, " and makes impure all persons or things that it
touches (Deut. xiv. 21). One torn by beasts (Ex.
xxii. 30 [A. V. 81]) or subject to some mortal disease is called terefah.
Both of these are forbidden
as food " for thou art a holy people to the Lord
thy God. " The laws of terefah are given in Hul. iii.
Maimonides, I.e. 5-11; Yoreh De'ah, 29-60. See
;

Carcass and Terefah.
V. Blood, which is supposed

to contain the vital
repeatedly prohibited in the
Bible (Lev. xvii. 11 Deut. xii. 16).
It must not be
eaten by Jews at any time or place (Lev. iii. 17).
Not only blood itself, but flesh conProhibition taining blood is also forbidden (Gen.
of Blood,
ix. 4; see Blood).
For the laws of
blood see Hul. Ilia, 117a; Ker. 2a,
20b; "Yad," Ma'akalot Asurot, vi.
Yoreh De'ah,

element (Gen.

ix. 4), is
;

;

66-78.

This prohibition applies only to the blood of mammals or of birds, not to the blood of fishes or of

Only the blood which is contained in the
congealed on the surface of the meat, or
which has begun to flow from the meat, is forbidden
as long as it is a part of the meat it may be eaten.
See Melihah.
VI. The fat ("heleb ") of ox, sheep, or goat is forbidden (Lev. vii. 23-25). The punishment decreed
for transgression of this law is " karet. "
Tho^fat of
birds or of permitted wild animals is not forbidden.
The fat of the young found within the womb of the
mother after the latter has been legally killed, and
its sinew "that shrank," are permitted.
See Fat.
locusts.

veins, or

VII. The custom of refraining from eating the
sinews of the hind legs of an animal arose, according
to the Biblical narrative (Gen. xxxii. 32), from the
incident of Jacob's wrestling with the angel, through
which the patriarch became lame. It is not put in
the form of a prohibition in the legal portions of the
Bible, although the Rabbis considered it of Mosaic
origin (Hul. 100b).
Birds are excluded from this
law.
C. The threefold repetition of the commandment
prohibiting the seething of a kid in its mother's milk
(Ex. xxiii. 19, xxxiv. 26; Deut. xiv.
Seething' 21) is explained by the Rabbis as reKid in
ferring to three distinct prohibitions:
Mother's cooking meat and milk together; cating such mixture; and (ieriving any
Milk,
benefit from such a mixture (Hul.
115b).

See Milk.

D. InalnK)stall cases of forbidden food, thetransgres.sor was liable to puni.shnient only when the portion which he ate was at least as large as an olive.
The jirohibition, however, extends at times farther
than that Vonia 73b, 8()a), in some cases even to the
taste and the odor. Hence, if a forbidden object falls
(

into a boiling pot of permitted food, all the food contained in hr' pot, is forbi(l(len,unlessnotast(' of the forI

bidden object can be detected in the food of the pot.
E. It is forbidden to derive any benefit from obMeat consecrated
jects used for idolatrous purposes.
to an idol, wine of libation, spices, or anything else
used in the idol's service is ])rohibited ('Ab. Zarah
29b) in fact any animal slaughtered or wine touched
by an idolater was |>rohibited to tin; Israelite, because
it was supposed to be consecrated to his idol and these
;

,

;

Dietary
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prohibitions applied not only to eating or to drinkbut to any bciu-tit dtMived from it. Even after
the pniotiso of idolatry lapsed, tiiese prohibitions reHiained in force as rabbinic institutions; wherefore
the wine of a non-.lew is forbiildeu.
On account of the apprehension of intermarriage,
tlie Rabbis also prohibited eating the bread of a nonJew, or ailisii cooked by a non-Jew ('Ab. Zarah 35b,
It is permitted, however, to buy bread of
88a).
a non-Jewish baker. If part of the cooking was
done by an Israelite, the dish may be eaten. NonJewish servants may cook for the families which
they serve, for since they are in the house of the
Jew, it is assumed that one of the household gives
!Some authorities, however,
occasional assistance.
object to permitting non-Jewish servants to cook
(Yoreh De'ah. 113, 4, Isserles' gloss compare "Sifte
inp,

;

Kohen " and "Ture Zahab," ad loc).
The non-Jew's testimony regarding

these matters
can not be relied upon, since he does not know the
import of these laws to tiie Jew wherefore not only
meat, but al.so milk and cheese bought of a non-Jew
are forbidden, because it is assumed that, by some
carelessness or by a desire to imjjrove, the milk may
have been mixed with some forbidden ingredient. A
Jew is therefore required to be present at the milking,
and at the preparation of the cheese. Different customs prevail regarding butter bought of a non-Jew
and in regard to milk and cheese the later authorities
are more lenient ('Ab. Zarah ii. Maimonides, I.e.
;

;

;

9-26; Yoreh De'ah, 112-115,

13. xi.-xiii.. xvii.

iii.

123-138).

F. '*Sakkanah,"or danger to life, Is given by the
Rabbis as a reason for a number of prohibitions included in the dietary laws. An animal that ate
poison is forbidden on account of sakkanah (Hul.
58b).
Meat and fish should not be cooked or eaten
together; for swch a mixture is supposed to cause
leprosy.
It is therefore the custom to wash the
mouth between eating a dish containing fish and one
containing meat (Pes. 66b; Yoreh De'ah, 117, 2,
Water that was left uncovered overnight was
3).
not permitted as drink in olden times, because of
the apprehension that a serpent might have left its
venom in it. Where serpents are not found this
prohibition does not exist (Jer. viii. 4; Yoreh De'ali,

U.

1).

Regarding the custom to refrain from meat and
wine during the first nine days of the month of Ab
or from tlie seventeenth day of Tammuz till the
tenth of Ab, see Fast-Days; see also Passovek.
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Traditional
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G.

Point of View

the point of view of traditional or conserva-

tive Judaism, the dietary laws are divinely ordained,
and the rejection of the yoke of tiiese laws is tanla-

mount
tion

Lev.

to a rejection of the belief in Israel's

from Egypt

(Sifra, Shemini, xii.,

redemp-

based upon

To

eat pork was, therefore, considered as equivalent to apostasy in the Maccabean
xi.

44-^5).

time and later (II Mace. vii. 1
Philo, "In Flaccum," ^ H)-

IV Mace. v.
^ne should abstain

et seg.

;
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not only from personal aversion, but be"our Fatiier in heaven has decreed that we
should abstain from it " (Sifni, Kedoshim, xi.). " God
showed to Moses the different species of animals,
and s)ud
These may ye eat, and the.se not " (Sifra,

from

it

caii.se

'

'

:

Shemini, ii. Hul. 42a). "The many rules regulating the Jew's diet are intended to test his piety and
love for God" (Tan., Shemini, ed. Ruber, 12, 13).
"There is no other reason for all tlu; dietary laws
than that God gave them " (Samson Raphael Hirsch,
" Horeb," 1837, p. 433). Thus says Lasch(" Die Goettlichen Gesetze," 1857, p. 173) in regard to the dietary laws: "He who truly fears God will observe
His laws without inquiring into the rea.sons for
them." Any question regarding the historical development of these laws is obviously excluded from
the standpoint of traditional Jiidai.sm. " The dietary
laws," says M. Friedlilnder ("The Jewi.sh Religr
ion," p. 237, London, 1891), "are exactly the same
now as they were in the days of Moses."
Nevertheless a rational interpretation of the Biblical and Mosaic laws has at all times endeavored to
;

the dietary laws proiihylactic of diseases of
both body and soul. Intleed, many statisticians
have declared that the observance of the dietary
laws has greatly contributed to the longevity and
physical as well as moral power of the Jewish race
(see H. Behrend, "Communicability of Diseases
find

from Animals

to

Man," London,

1895).

On

the other hand, the cabalists hold that whosoever eats of the forbidden food becomes imbued
with the spirit of impurity and is cast out of the
realm of divine holiness (see Zohar iii. 41b). As to
the aversion of the Jew to the eating to pork see

Swine.
Considered Historically and from the Critico-Historical and Reform Point of View: According to Gen. i. 29, the human race was originally
allowed to eat vegetable food only after the Flood,
however, animal food was permitted, but on condition that blood,which is the soul (Gen. ix. 3,4), should
not be partaken of. The people of Israel were forbid;

den to eat the flesh of beasts found torn or that had
died a natural death, as well as all kinds of animals
declared unclean the stated reason being that Israel
should be "a holy people unto the Lord," "distinguished from other nations by the avoidance of
unclean and abominable things that defile them
(Ex. xxii. 30 [A. V.], 31; Deut. xiv. 3-21; Lev. xi.
Various other reasons have been alleged
43, XX. 24).
by ancient and by modern writers: (1) hygienic (" Moreh Nebukim,"ii. 48; Samuel b. Meir on Lev. xi. 3;
Michaelis, "Mo.saisches Recht," iv. 202)— c.*;., the
sturgeon and various scaleless fishes and the pig are
instanced as producing di.seases; (2) psychological,
presupposing that the animals thus prohibited appeared loathsome; or that they, and more especially
the carnivorous beasts and birds, beget a sjiirit of
cruelty in persons that eat tiiem (IV
;

AUeg-ed

Mace. 5;

Reasons

(3)

for La'ws.

Nahnianides on Lev. xi.);
holding that, lil<e the

dualistic,

Persians, the Lsraelites ascribed all the
unclean animals to an evil power (Origen, "Contra Celsum,"iv. 93; Bolilen, "Genesis," p.
88; De Wette, "Hebraische Archaologie," p. 188;
Lengerke, "Canaan," i. 379); (4) national, maintain-
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ing simply that the Israelites should be secluded
from all other natious (Spencer, " De Legibus Hebryeorum," 1732, p. 121; Michaelis, i.e.). None of
these alleged reasons, however, can be considered as
Scriptural. Really, the animals forbidden in the Mosaic law are almost the same as are prohibited to the
priests or saints in the ancient Hindu, Babylonian,

and Egyptian laws.
In the " Laws of Manu," v. 7, 11-20 (" S. B. E." xxv. 171 etseq.)
carnivorous birds— those that feed striking with their beaks,
or that scratch with their toes, or live on flsh or meat— flshes
that eat any kind of flesh, flve-toed animals, and strange beasts
or birds are forbidden domestic animals that have teeth in one
law only, except the camel, are eatable also the porcupine,
hedgehog, rhinoceros, tortoise, and hare are allowed the village cock is forbidden, as is the milk of one-hoofed animals. In
the"Lawsof Apastamba,"i. 5, 29-39 (ib.ii. frt), one-hoofed animals, camels, village pigs, and cattle are forbidden also carnivorous birds that scratch with their feet, or feed thrusting
forward their beaks, and the cock. Five-toed animals (with the
exception of the boar, porcupine, rhinoceros, and hare), and
misshapen and snake-headed flsh or such as live on flesh only,
are prohibited. Similarly, the " Laws of Vasishta," xiv. 38-48
(ib. xiv. 74), and those of Bandhayuna, i. 5, 12 (i7). xiv. 184).
The Baranians may eat aU animals that chew the cud, with
the exception of the camel, and, with the exception of doves, all
birds that are not birds of prey (Chwolson, " Die Szabier," 1856,
11. 7, 102).
The Egyptian priests abstained from eating flsh,
one-hoofed quadrupeds or such as had more than two divisions
In their hoofs and no horns, and all carnivorous birds (Porphyrius, "De Abstinentla," iv. 7).
The law of Zoroaster contained
probably the same prohibitions as the Hindu law, but the books
are lost and the classification of animals in " Bundahish," ch.
xiv. (' S. B. E." v. 47), has no bearing on forbidden food.

ing of Lev. XX.

Dietary

25,

26 (R. V.):
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"I have separated

you from the peoples, that ye should be mine."
The precept given by the angel to Samson's
mother shows, however, that the people in general
did not heed the dietary laws.
The same may be
inferred from Ezekiel's words concerning himself as
priest: "Ah, Lord God! behold my soul hath not
been polluted: for from my youth up even till now
have I not eaten of that which dieth of itself, or is
torn of beasts; neither

came

loathsome thing

rificially

flesh "] into

there the flesh of a sac-

[i?1JD;

my mouth " (Ezek.

A. V. "abominable
14; compare Hul.

iv.

;

;

;

37b, wiiere the rabbinical interpretation of the passage is given). In fact, Ezekiel desires the prohibition of Nebelah and Terefah to be applied to
priests only

"
:

The

;

the theories suggested for these various prohibitions of animals (see Porphyrins, I.e. i. 14; Spencer, I.e. pp. 82-92; and Sommer, "Biblische Abhandlungen," 1846, pp. 271-322) only that proposed

by W. Robertson Smith (" Kinship and Marriage in
Early Arabia," 1885, p. 306; ickjn, "Rel. of Sem."
In
p. 270) seems to offer a plausible explanation.
view of the fact that almost every primitive tribe
holds certain animals to be tabooed, the contention
is that tiie forbidden or tabooed animal was originally regarded and worshiped as the totem of the
clan
but the facts adduced do not sulliciently support the theory, especially in regard to the Semites,
to allow it to be more than an ingenious conjecture,
though Stade, "Gesch. des Volkes Israel," i. 485;
R-nzinger. "Arch." 1894, p. 484; Jacol)S, "Studies in
Biblical Archieology," p. 89; and Baentsch„"E.vodus
and Leviticus," 1900. p. 355, liave adopted it (against
;

Nrildeke. in "Z. I). M. G.," IHSfi, pp. ]r,7 tt srr/.).
It i.s (;i;rtiiiii that the conception of clean and unclean animals did not originate with the Hebrew lawgiver, but, in accordance with Bil)-

Priestly

Sanctity of
the Nation,

lieu! trailition,

times,

tlie

goes back to prchisloric

assumed
daysof Noah. Thesf!
luboocd?) aninmls wen; to

distinction being

asexisliiig in

thi'

unclean (or
be avoided by all those persons who lairl special claim
to holiness; wherefore the priests and .saints of all
ancient natif)ns Averc commanded to shun them.
Samsfju's motlier, wlun she was to give birth to a
Nazarite, was warned against eating anything unclean (.Judges -xiii. 4, 7, 14).
The idea that the. people of Israel were "a kingdom of priests and a holy
nation "(Kx. xix. 6) could not be more; impressively
set forth than by laws which extended tin? universal
priestly i)rohibitif)n of unclean food to the enlirrpeople.
This priest idea is the only po.ssible mean-

is torn,

beast" (Ezek. xliv.
Elijah shall some day explain this problematic passage "). Thus it is simply an extension of the priestly law to the whole nation, as "holy to the Lord,"
which underlies the prohibition of nebelah and terefah (Ex. xxii. 30 [A. V.], 31; Deut. xiv. 21; Lev.
xvii. 15, xxii. 8).

On

the other hand, the prohibition of blood and
iii.
17, vii. 34-27, xvii. 10-14; compare

fat (Lev.

Gen.

on different grounds.
("Moreh," part iii., ch.

ix. 4) rests

;

Of

anything
whether it be fowl or
81; see Men. 45a, "The prophet

priests shall not eat of

that dieth of itself or

Blood,
Fat, etc.

gives

a

rationalistic

Maimonides
xlvi., xlviii.)

explanation.

"Blood and fat belong to God, and
must be brought upon the altar"

(Targ. Yer. to Lev. iii. 17); they are divine property; neither Israelite nor non-Israelite is allowed
to eat thereof; and the penalty for violation of
this law is excision (" karet ").
Therefore, the blood
of every animal, even

must be
and the

"

when

it is

unfit for the altar,

poured out
as water " (Deut. xii. 24),
fat of the nebelah and terefah is forbidden
(Lev. vii. 24).
In Deuteronomy (xii. 23 and elsewhere), however, fat is not mentioned (see Geiger,
"Urschrift," p. 467, and Kauaites). To the same
category seems to belong al.so the ancient prohibition
of the sciatic nerve, or rather the gluteal muscle
("sinew of the liip," ncj'jn T'J), which is upon the
hollow of the thigh (Gen. xxxii. 32, R. V. see
Gunkel's commentary to the passage). Tliis part,
.

.

.

;

as representing the locomotive and, therefore, vital
power of the animal, could easily be regarded as
sjicrcd to the Deity, just as the biain and tlie iieait,

and other vital parts of animals, were avoided by
The
the Gn'cks (see Sommer, l.r. i)p. 348, 349).
proliiliition of eating together meat and milk is
probably older than the rabbinical interpretation
of the law, "Thou shalt not .seethe the kid feeding] ui»on its mother's milk (so the Karaites, " Kshkol," p. 240; Geiger, "Gesammelte Schriften," iii.
305; and Luther; A. V. "in its mother's milk."
|

K.\. xxiii. 19 and parallels; see Diiitiiann's commentary (ul lor.).
It seems to rest on Temple practise,
whir-h avoided the mixing of dishes that recpiired a
different treatment from the Levitical jioint of view
Hence as early as the schools of Ilillel
(Men. 73a).

and Shanimai the question was discussed whether
chc-ese and fowl might l)e brought together on one
table (Hul. viii. 1; 'Eduy. v. 2; compare Pes. 30a,
36a).

Dietary
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All these dietary laws, however, inteutlcd to give
Jew the flianirtiT of priestly siuu-tity, were
dociari'd to bo "hukkiin " (divine stiit

to the

Haggradic

utes), to

and
Halakic

iia

m'

ject

Views.

'"

"1

which "the evil spirit ["yezor
and the heathen nations ob-

(,Sifra.

Ahare, 13). The allegorfollowed by the Al-

ienl interpretations

exandrians (Aristeas' Letter, 140-170)
are proof of a prevailing tendency to treat the dietary
laws lightly but the Maccabean reaction against Hellenism lent new importance to them (II Mace. vi. 18;
IV Mace. /.r. Sifra, Kedoshim, 11). At the same
time, the view is expressed by the Rabbis that the forbidden meat shall again be allowed to Israel, as indeed it was believed to have been eaten by the Israelites before entering the Holy Land (see Midr. Teh.
Hul. 17a). The very
to Ps. cxlvi. 7; Lev. R. xiii.
fact that the whole list of forbidden animals is allegorized in the Midrash (Lev. R. xiii.) places the dietary laws in a peculiar light, and forcibly recalls
their treatment in the patristic literature. See Clean
;

;

;

AND Unclean Animals.
The Halakah recognized the maxim to abstain from
whatever savored of any possible approach to the forbidden diet the prohibitions became ever more numerous, so as to make the wall of separation between
Jew and non-Jew well-nigh insurmountable. It is
;

Jews who refused to accept
these rabbinical prohibitions fled to the Samaritans
(Josephus, "Ant." xi. 8, § 7). The rabbinical principle was consistent in so far as it tended to keep the
Jew isolated from his idolatrous surroundings by
prohibiting even the meal cooked by the heathen
to be noted that those

(D'IDJ ^1L"3, 'Ab. Zarah 38a), as well as the wine
served on the table (Shab. 17b; see Heathenism;
WoKSHip, Idol-), and eating at the same table with
them (Book of Jubilees, xxii. 16). In this the
Pharisees had the scrupulous piety of the Jewish
•woman as their main support (Josephus, I.e. xvii.
2, §4).

In the Middle Ages the dietary laws became the
chief mark of distinction between the Jew and the
Christian, whose antinomic maxim was: "There is
nothing from without the man that going into him can
defile him: but the things which proceed out of the
man are those that defile the man " (Mark vii. 15, R.
V. compare Matt. xv. 10-20; Acts x. 15; I Cor. viii.
8), in all probability borrowed from the Gnostic teaching: " We are as little defiled by meats as is the sea
by tainted intiuxes " (Porphyrius, I.e. i. 42; Bernays,
"Theophra.st's Schrift tlber FrOmmigkeit," pp. 15
;

et seq.).

Reform Judaism claims that those laws affect differently the social position of the modern Jews, living
in a world which is no longer idolatrous or hostile
as in former days. They are no longer regarded as a
symbolical expression of his being the consecrated
priest or Xazarite among the nations, since the priests
and saints of no other nation observe
Attitude these laws as in Mosaic times. On the
of

Reform

keep him from
with his fellow citizens
with the view of presenting to them his
religious truth as " the light " and " the covenant " of
the nations. Whether justified in doing so or not, the
great n;ajority of West European Jews have broken

Judaism.

contrarj-, they tend to

as.sociating
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away from

the dietary laws; and the question for the
Reform rabbis of he nineteent h century was whether
tlie religious con.sciousncss of the modern Jew should
be allowed to suffer from a continual transgression
of these laws, or whether the laws themselves should
be submitted to a careful scrutiny as to their meaning and purpose and be revised that is, either moditied or abrogated by the rabbinical authorities of the
present time.
A proposition to this effect was made
at the Rabbinical Conference of Breslau (see CoNFKUENOES, RAimiNiCAL), and a committee consistt

—

ing of Drs. Einhorn, Holdheim, A. Adler, S. Hirsch,
and Herzfeld was appointed to report at the next
conference, which, however, was never held.
Dr.
Einhorn 's report, on behalf of the committee, was
nevertheless published in "Sinai "(1859 and 1860).
Its leading idea is that the dietary laws, with the exception of the prohibition of blood and of beasts that
have died (or die) a natural death, are inseparably
connected with the Levitical laws of purity and the
priestly sacrificial laws, and are therefore of a mere
temporary ceremonial character and not essentially
religious or moral laws.
G. Wiener in an exhaustive work of 524 pages,
M. Kalisch, and K. Kohler have pleaded for a revision
of the dietary laws.
S. R. Hirsch and M. Friedlander have written in favor of the full retention of
the laws (see bibliography below). Sam Hirsch gives
a symbolic and allegorical interpretation of these
laws in his Catechism, 2d ed., pp. 55-64, Philadelphia, 1877.
As a matter of course, this question of
revising or abrogating Biblical and rabbinical laws
has no bearing upon the majority of Jews, who believe in the immutability of the Law, both the written and the oral. See Abrogation of Laws Arti;

cles OP Faith

;

Reform Judaism.

Bibliography: Wiener, Die Jltdischen Spei^egesetze, Breslau, 1895; K. Kohler, la The Jewish Times, German section,
AuR.-Sept., 1872; idem. Die ^peii<eae,'<etze. In AUg. Zeit. des
Jud. 1895, Dp. 245-269: S. R. Hirsch, Horeh; Versuche Uher
Israel's Pfliehten, 1837, pp. 374-378, 4l0-433; M. Frledlander,
The Jewish ReliGinn, pp. 45.5-466, London, 1891; M. Kalisch,
and Critical Commentary: Leviticiis, li. 1-113,
London, 1872; Gelger, Oesammelte Schriften, 1. 253 et seq.,
Berlin, 1875; Zapletal, Der Tnt£mismii8 und die Religion
Israels, pp. 81 91, Freiburg, 1901.

Historical

K.

E. G. n.

DIETARY LAWS IN ISLAM

:

The Moham-

medan dietary laws are neither as rigorous nor as
numerous as in Judaism. They were not introduced
into the religious code until the Medinian period
of Mohammed's career.
He probably found it unwise to force dietary restrictions on converts, mostly
recruited from the poorer classes, who did not despise the meanest food, and he therefore deferred
such legislation to a more propitious time. Certain
restrictions, however, were already known, as ancient custom forbade, under certain circumstances,
the eating of camels (Koran, sura v. 102, vi. 144), but
they were ignored by Mohammed.
Swine were
{)iobablyalso held in abhorrence.
For definite rules
concerning diet, Mohammed followed Biblical models: " He has only forbidden you the carrion, and the
blood, and swine's flesh, and that which has been
hallowed to any other deity. But he who is forced
by necessity, not wilfully transgressing, commits no
sin; behold, Allah is forgiving, merciful" (sura ii.
168; see also sura vi. 146; xvi. 115, 116).
No clean animal is lawful food unless the name of

Allah was pronounced while it was slaughtered.
Mohammedans are therefore allowed to eat the flesh
Game
of animals killed after the Jewish fashion.
is also lawful if killed under the same conditions
Fish and locusts, however, are ex(sura. V. 95. 97).
empt from this rule as in Jewish law. The prohibiDrinking
tion of wine was introduced gradually.
and gaming being equally productive of mischief,
they were discussed together. At first ]\Iohammed
was satisfied with simply discouraging drinking and
gaming (sura ii. 216); but later in a (Deuteronomic)
revelation he says (sura v. 92): "O believers, wine,
dice, images, and divining arrows are an abomination of the works of Satan
therefore avoid them
" In those who believe and
that you may prosper."
do good works it is no sin that they tasted wine and
game before they were forbidden " (sura v. 94). All
intoxicants are included in this prohibition, and some
theologians even go so far as to prohibit coffee and
tobacco.
K.
H. HiR.
;

DIONE

(Hebr.

K"n)

:

Capital of the depart-

ment of Basses-Alpes, France. There was a Jewish
community here as early as the thirteenth century.

Jew

of Digne, with Rotelus of Olobrega
(Israel of Valabrdgue) and Bonfils of Beaucaire, was
one of the commissioners appointed to apportion the
tax which, in 1299, the Jews had promised to the
Count of Provence, to whom Digne belonged. In
1305 Baruch of Digne, an eminent rabbi, had a
heated controversy with his former teacher, Isaac
Salve, a

Cohen of Manosque, and was excommunicated by
him. Baruch, refusing to submit to this pimishment, Avent to France. Several Jews whose names
indicated a connection with the town of Digne were
established at Carpentras in the seventeenth century
("Rev. Et. Juives," xii. 213, 217, 225). Another
Jew, Samson of Digne, was living at Forcalquier in
the beginning of the fourteenth century (ib. xli.
About 1669 Solomon ben Moses of Milhaud, in
274).
one of his letters published by D. Kaufniann, praised
the generosity of a certain Isaac nvjn^l a word
which probably means "of Digne" {ib. xviii. 133).

—

C. Amaurt, Enaaisurla CondUinn den Juifn
ati Mnuen Aac. P- 24
Gross, Oallia Judaica,
1H8U, pp. 108, 110.

Bibliography:
en Prtrvence
p. 1.55

:

;

Luncz, Jcruxalem,

G.

S.

DIJON

K.

town of tlio department of Cote-d'Or, France. Jews have been .settled
here from time immemorial. They occupied two
special quarters: tlie first and most important cf)nipri.sed tlie wlinlc Rue J'ufTon, a j)art of which bore,
(Ilebr. \)y-\):

Cliicf

until the French Revolution, the name "Rue des
Juifs"; thesecond, "La Petite Juiveric," comprised
the Rue Piron, tlie lower jmrt of the town, with a

section of the

Rue Amiral

lioussin and of the

|{tie

Charrue.

Duke Eudes III. presentid the .lews of the
Fenay to tlie town of Dijon, mid tiie same
duke "gratified " a certain Vigier with the Jew IIeli(!
In lllX)

village of

and

liis

family

in

1197.

In

1204 he ceded to the

Jew Valin, his creditor, tlie use of certain revenues.
A Jew of Dijon, Bandit, the .son of Benion, was the
creditor of Philippe, Abbf)t St. Loup of Troyes,
1216; another Jew, Salamine, niaile important
loans to the abbeys of SaintcBeuigne and Sainte-

in

Dietary
Dijon
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Seine iu 1223, for which, however. Duchess Alix of
Vergy, widow of Eudes III., made him sign a bill of
release.
Eudes III. annulled a debt due to the Jew

Hugues IV.

Jessuel (1217), and

Before the

other,

Expulsion.

(1228).

due

an-

"

Juda?usmeus"
At the request of David Levy
to

Dedone,

and Joseph of St. Mihiel, Philip the
Bold, Duke of Burgundy, permitted twelve Jewish
families to settle in his duchy in 1374.
In 1379 ten
Jewish families settled at Dijon. The states of Bur-

gundy demanded the expulsion
1384);

but as the

latter

had

of the

lent to the

livres for the continuation of the

war

Jews (1382duke 3,000

in Flanders,

they were authorized to remain. The duke even
conferred upon them certain privileges, in virtue of
which fifty -two families were to be allowed to live in
Burgund}^ during the following twelve years, provided they paid a certain sum annually. The leaders of the Jewish community at that time were Joseph of St. Mihiel and David and Solomon of Balme.
The Jews were not eager to avail themselves of
the favors granted them by Duke Philip the Bold.
In 1387 only fifteen families were living in Bur-

gundy. Notwithstanding the exile of 1397, there
were still some Jews at Dijon after that time: Solo-

mon

of

Balme was

The

living there as late as 1417.

Parliament of Dijon in 1730 authorized
After the Joseph Raphael of Lazia and other
Expulsion. Jewish merchants of Bordeaux to
trade for one month in every season
of the year in all the towns in its jurisdiction
but
the Council of State annulled the privilege in the
following year. The present community of Dijon
dates from 1789. It comprised 50 families in 1803,
and about 400 individuals in 1902. Dijon belongs
to the "Circonscription Consistoriale " of Lyons.
;

The ancient synagogue was situated in the Rue
Buffon. In the third year of the French Revolution
it was in Rue Maison-Rouge; in 1795, in Rue des
Champs; in 1820, in Place d' Amies; in 1829, in a
part of the apartments of the Prince of Conde; in
1841, on the ground floor of the Hotel de Ville.
The
present temple, the corner-stone of which was laid
Sept. 21, 1873, was dedicated Sept. 11, 1879.
It is
situated on the Boulevard Carnot, in one of the
finest quarters of the city.
In addition to the synagogue, the Jews of Dijon in the Middle Ages pos.sessed a large schoolhouse in Rue BulTon.
The ancient cemetery was situated in the Rue du
GrandPatet, behind the Jewish quarter. In 1331
Duke Eudes IV. presented to the abbey of Bussit^rea
part of IJiis cemetery, valued at 400 livres, an enormous sum for that time. In 1320 the cemetery was
on the route to Beaune, in a place called " Les BaPhilip the Bold,
ra(iues (i(! Gevrey."
Synagogue in consideration of the sum of one
fiaiiciii f^'old per capita, authorized the
and
Cemetery, .lews of Dijon to own a cemetery close
In 1789. on their
to the city (1373).
return to Dijon, the Jews bought a plot on the
Cliemin de Fontaine, northwest of tint city, which
was transformed into a cemetery; but it has, for hygienic reasons, been closed for some years.
About 1160 the scholars of Dijon took part in the
synod of Troyes. Among the residents of Dijon in
the thirteenth century were Rabbi of Dijon (1250),

Di^duk
Diml
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R. Siinl.mh IlazzHU (1260), Jacob of Dijon,

ha

and Eliab

Buu.iocRArHY

Slinonnet, Juifs ft Li^mhanix, In the Miof Pijon, ISiVi; C'U^ment-Jiinlu. A'of i(r

:

moirfjf of Uio

Academy

Commuitciutt'

/yni/Vift' (/«• /)niin, 1879: Alfrtnl Levy, i<'«
ZJourijoi/m' (IK ^/oj/cn --li/*'. In Arch. Ixj\
I'ourteptH',
/fiVf. (/» Duchr (If /{oiayoi/Jii',
pp.
1777; lH>ni Planolier, Hixt.tir Houn/oi/jic ; lierson. Leu I'icrrn"iiJf<iir(S /f(7inili<;iic.s (ff i>0'r)n. in fJe't'. Kt.Juivcs, vt.
222; Roliert I'lysse, i)ii»i<ifi()(i (iu (V/)icfi<TC iJct Jin/.s dc
Z>0'<"1 li r.-lf)Nj,i/<' ('<•/<! Iiu.<sirir. In if), ill. 121!; (Jerson, Kxt^ii
)Hir /f.f Ji/i/s ((<• l<i linutyoane an Moi/en Aac ; Zunz, Z. G.
Age, pp. 115, 189.
p. 91 ; Depping, Lea Juifs aaiis Ic

Jiii/.t((M

/>ii(-/i<"(i»-

18»R>,

-Jilt,

MU

;

TM

Moyen

O.

S.

DIKDUK.

See

K.

Grammar, Hebrew.

DIKLAH A sou of Joktan (Gen.

x. 27, and the
correspoiuliug genealogical list, I Cliron. 1. 21).
The
names of the other sons of Joktan point clearly to
an Arabic origin, and it is quite reasonable to sup:

pose that Diklah also had an Arabic home. fjpT in
Arabic is a common word meaning date-palm. " An
Assyrian origin is suggested by Hommel because of
the similarity between " Diklah " and the name of
the Tigris— "Diklath" in Aramaic, and "Idiklat"
*'

in Assyrian.
E. G. n.

G. B. L.

DILLMANN, AUGUST:

German theologian

and Orientalist; born at lUingen, Wlirttemberg,
April 25, 1823; died at Berlin July 4, 1894. When
Hengstenberg died in 1869, Dillmaun was invited to
Berlin as his successor.
Besides preparing a catalogue'of Et hiopic manuscripts for the British Museum
and the Bodleian Library (1847-48), and an edition of
the Ethiopic Old Testament, of which three volumes,

Genesis to Ruth, Samuel and Kings (1853-71), and the

Apocrypha have been published, he translated from
the Ethiopic the Book of Enoch (1853), the Book of
Jubilees (1859), and the Ascension of Isaiah (1877).

Dillmann

is

chiefly

known among Old Testament

students as the editor of several parts of the "E.\egetisches Handbuch zum Alten Testament," the first
part of which was issued in 1841. For this collection
he prepared the third and fourth editions of the

commentary on Job

(1869-91);

three editions on

Genesis (1882-92; the last edition has been translated
into English by W. B. Stevenson: "Genesis Critically and Exegetically E.xpounded," Edinburgh, 2
vols., 1897); Exodus and Leviticus (1880); Numbers,

Deuteronomy, and Joshua (1886); Isaiah (1890).
Dillmann 's lectures on Old Testament theology were
edited by Professor Kittel, and published posthumously in 1895.
Dillmann's merit in the domain
of Old Testament exegesis lay in the fact that he
developed the results of Ewald's historical criticism
while avoiding his arbitrariness.
His position is
conspicuous in Pentateuch criticism,
though less in the separation than in the chronological assignment of the .sources.
But while he rejected the so-called Graf hypothesis, he still opposed
especially

the traditional treatment of the Scriptures. To him
it is due that a healthy historical conception of the

Old Testament has practically become the common
property of the present generation of theologians.
Dillmann was a member of the Royal Academy of
Sciences at Berlin.
His library forms a part of the
Johns Hopkins University Library at Baltimore, Md.
Bibliography Baudissln, In Herzog-Hauck,
-^ Real-Encyc. 3d
*
:

ed., Iv. 062-689.

K. C.

ELIEZER

or BILLION,
Russian
contractor; born at Nesvizh, government of
Minsk, in the second half of the eighteenth century;
died at Wilna June 25, 1838.
He received a good
education, which was rather unusual among the
Jews of Lithuania at tiiat lime, and mastered the
:

army

Kolu'ii.

jftirfti

DILLON
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Russian language, becoming later
the higher

government officials.

intimate with

During the Franco-

Russian war (1812) Dillon was contractor for the
Russian army. After the war, in which the Jews
had repeatedly shown their patriotism, Dillon was
honored by the gift of a gold medal from Emperor
Alexander I. "for faithful and conscientious service " (Steinschneider, " 'Ir Wilna," i. 14(5), with a rescript dated Bruxel, France, June 29, 1814.
When,
by an edict of the same date, delegates were ordered
to be chosen by the various Jewish communities to
go to St. Petersburg and present there the various
Jewish questions to the government, Dillon was
elected a member of the delegation from Minsk (June
11, 1816).
It appears, however, that the delegates
did not go to St. Petersburg, probably for lack of
funds.
Two years later another ukase calling for
the election of delegates was issued, and Dillon was
again elected a representative from Minsk. See Al-

exander

Two

I.,

Pavlovich.
sent by Dillon to his constituents
light on the history of the Ru.ssian Jew.s,

letters

throw some

particularly those of St. Petersburg.
In the first letter, dated St. Petersburg, 21 Kislew, 1818, Dillon relates that on his arrival in St. Petersburg an order
was issued by Governor Vismanov for the expulsion
of Jews from the city, including even those who

had secured credentials from Christian merchants.
Among them were many artisans who had lived in
the city for years.
They were to be expelled on the

when Dillon intervened in their beHe showed Vismanov the emperor's rescrijjt,

following Friday,
half.

and assured him that his Majesty was desirous of
improving the unfortunate condition of his Jewish
subjects.

Dillon's plea delayed the expulsion.

letter, signed by him and his fellow
delegate, Judah Zundel (Sonnenberg), Dillon describes an audience granted him by the emperor,

In the second

which

lasted an hour and fifteen minutes.
The deplorable condition of the Jews and the unfounded
accusations often made against them were fully represented by Dillon, who carried away from the interview the impression that the emperor was animated by a sincere desire to improve the condition
of his Jewish subjects, but that his advisers did not
share his views.
Dillon's increasing wealth and influence brought
lum many enemies. Being accused of di.shonesty in
his dealings with the government, he was arrested,

and his property was confiscated. The case was
brought before the Senate, which ordered his release
and the restitution of his property on the ground
that he was known personally to the emperor, who
appreciated his valuable services to the country
during the French war. Toward the end of his life
Dillon lost his fortune, and removed to Wilna, where
he engaged in petty trading.
BiBi.iofJRAPHY: H. steinschneider ("Ha-Maggld "), '/r Wilna,
i. 146, wilna, 1900; Fuenn, Kiryah Ne'emanah, lb. 186(J.
n. H.

M. R.

\

MARIA LVOVNA

DILLON,

Russian sculpborn at St. Petersburg in 1859. She entered
the Imperial Academy of Fine Arts at St. Petersburg
in 1875, and was graduated thence in 1888 with a
gold medal for her statue " Andromeda." After the
completion of her academic course she went abroad,
first to Paris, and then to Italj'.
Of the works which she has placed on exhibition
since 1888, the most important are " Xyega " (Indulgence), "Nevolnitza" (The Slave), " Kapriznitza
(Capricious ^yomen), "Tatyana," "Ophelia," The
Bacchante " Lily " (purchased by Emperor Nicholas
The grand duke Alexis secured her statue " GoII.).
lovka " (Little Head), and the grand duke Serge her
:

tress;

statue "Nyega."
In a competition by twenty-eight sculptors she
received the first premium and a medal for a design
for the commemoration of the 200th anniversary of
H. R.
the founding of St. Petersburg.

MARK

LVOVICH Russian jurist;
DILLON,
born at Ponevyezh Feb., 1843; educated at the yeshibah of "Wilna, the gymnasium of his native town,
and the University of Moscow, graduating from the
From 1868 to 1874 he occupied in
last in 1867.
turn the positions of assistant secretary, secretary,
and chief secretary of the Senate. Subsequently
Dillon was appointed adviser to the senator em:

powered to supervise the courts in the government
of Saratov, the services he rendered in that capacity
winning for him the ribbon of the Order of Saint
Stanislas.

judicial

From

1874 to 1896 he occupied various

positions in the circuit courts of

Perm,

Simbirsk, and Kazan. In 1883 he was made a
knight of the Order of Anna, and in 1893 state councilor, which title in Russia raises its holder to the
rank of the hereditary nobility. Owing to his religion, however, Dillon was barred from advancement to any higher judicial post, and he resigned
from the judiciary. When in 1896 a ukase refused
admi.ssion to the bar to Jewish advocates, an exception was made in the case of Dillon he then removed
from Kazan to St. Petersburg, where lie practised
law for two years only. On June 16, 1898, while defending a case in the Supreme Court, he was stricken
with paralysis. By tiie advice of his physicians he
removed to Germany and later to Montreux, Switzerland. Dillon is a great-grandson of Eliezer Dillon,
and his father, Lev Yakovlivich Dillon, was one of
the leading progressionists in Ponevyezh and a friend
of tlif poet Ccon Gordon.
II. R.
;

DIMI

Dikduk
Dimi
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(also

calUd

Abdimi and Abudimi)

of the fourth century who olien carried
Palestinian doctrinal and exegetical remarks to the

Amora

Babylonian schools, and Babylonian teaciiings tf)
Palestine (see Amdima Namota).
In conscfiuenee
of a (le(!ree f)f banishment issued by Constantius
against the teachers of .ludaism in Pali'stine, he
lOda;
finally settled in Babylonia (l.lul
Grlltz,
"Gesch." 2d ed., iv. 338; against (Jr/lt/., however,
see I. ha-Levi, "Dorot ha-Rishonim," ii. 4flM-473).

Dimi was a perfect storeliousc of diversified knowledge, which lie diligently {gathered and as freely
disseminatf-'d
and lie made the transmission of flie
teachings of his most prominent Palestinian prede;

cessors his special

niis.sion.

He

reported

in

the

'

names of Jannai, Hanina, Joshua ben Levi, Simeon
ben Lakish, Isaac, Eleazar, and, most frequently,
R. Johanan
and almost as often he reported Pales;

with merely the introductory

tinian observations

nOK Naiyon

(" They say
Shab. 7a, 8b, 52a, 63b, 72a, 85b, 105a,
3a; Yoma 55b; Ta'an. 10a; Hag.
Yer. Ned. ix. 41b; B. K. 114b; B.
74b; Sanh. 7b, 56a, 63a; Men. 26b;

formula

in the

West "

108b, 125b 'Er.
15b; Meg. 18a;
;

M. 58b; B. B.
Tem. 12b, 14a;

'Ar. 16a).

Abaye was

the most appreciative recipient of

Dimi's information, which ranged along the lines of
the Halakah and the Haggadah, occasionally touching also physical geographj% history, and ethics
(Shab. 108a; Ket. 17a, 111b; Ber. 44a; Kid. 31a;
'Ab. Zarah 36b; B. M. 58b). When Abaye once
inquired of him, " What do the Westerners [Palestinians]

most strenuously avoid

in

their

social

intercourse ? " Dimi replied, " Putting a neighbor
to shame; for R. Hanina counts this sin among the
three unpardonable ones " (the other two being adultery and calling nicknames) (B. M. 58b).
Dimi was
also opposed to the bestowal of overmuch praise,

and thus

illustrated

the

Biblical

proverb (Prov.

xxvii. 14), "He that blesseth his friend with a loud
voice, rising early in the morning, it shall be counted
"
a curse to him.
Usually Dimi communicated his knowledge personally but where circum.stances required it, he did
Thus, when on one occasion, havso by messages.
ing himself reported in Pumbedita a Halakah as construed by R. Johanan, he discovered on his arrival
at Nehardea that he had been mistaken, he sent word
to the misinformed, candidly confessing, "What I
have told you is founded on an error " (Shab. 63b).
Bibliography Gratz, Gesclu 2d ed., iv., note 29; Bacher, Ag.
Pal. Amor. iii. 691; Heilprln, Seder ha-Dor-ot, ii., .s.r.
;

:

Dimi Babylonian scholar of the fourth century;
brother of Rab Safra. According to the testimony
of his contemporary, R. Abba, Dimi was not endowed with worldly goods (Ket. 85b), but was
blessed with a clear conscience.
In his last hours
he was visited by his learned brother, to whom he
remarked, " May it come liome to me [" I desei-ve
God's mercy," Jastrow, "Diet." p. 132aJ, because I
liave observed all tJie rules ]in\scribed by the Rabbis"; and when asked, "Didst thou aKso refrain from
Roimding thy neighbor's praises, for in continually
talking of one's virtues, a man incidentallv refers to
his vices? " he replied, " I have never heard of such
a precept; and liad 1 heard it, I should have fol:

lowed it"

['Ar. 16a].

Another vension makes Dimi

him.self the transmitter of that very

nde

(i/>.

;

B

B.

104b; compare Dimi "Semag," Prohibition 9; "Diljduke Sofeiim," in B. B. I.e.).
Dimi of Haifa (Meg. 291); compare "Sheiltot
Ihunikk.'ili," eii(l)
See Ahdima ok IIaika.
Dimi b.
See Ahdima hak Hama.
Dimi b. Hinena Bal)y Ionian amora of the fourth
century; coiitein|)orary of liab Safra ('Er, 61a) and
;

:

Hama

:

:

b. Rabbah b. Nahmani (R. 11. 34b); also
of Raba, before whom he and his brother Rabbah
(Rabbin) b Hinena once appeared as litigants (B. B.
That he was prominent among the scholars
13b).
of his age may be assumed from the fact that Rab
Ilisda cites a halakic decision of his (Zeb. 36b).

of I.Iiyya

Dimi
Dinah
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of Damharia Babylonian halDimi b.
akist of the sixth lunoniiciri'nonition (tifth century);
contfMiponiry of Kiibbinn III. (Sanli. 2!)b; ^Icn. HliO.
Dimi b. Isaac Habyionitm amora of tiio fourth
:

:

generation; junior of

Rnb Judah

gave him some lessons

in

b.

Ezekiel, vvho

coniiiarative

anatomy

Introdueing a lecture on the Book of
(Hul. 45b).
Esther. Dimi cites Ezm ix. 9, "Our God hath not
forsaken us in our bondage, but hath extended
mercy unto vis in the sight of the kings of Persia."
"When?" he asks; and answers, "In the days of
Haman " {Meg. 10b; the Talmud manuscript in the

Munich Library

Abudimi

reails "

b. I.saac "

;

and

in-

stead of " Ilaman," some versions have "Mordecai
and Esther " see " Dikduke Soferim " ad loc).
Duni b. Joseph Babylonian scholar of the third
amoniic generation (third century); disciple of Mar
:

:

Samuel (,Ket. 60a; Nid. G6a), and senior to Rab
Hisda and Rab Sheshet (B. B. 53b). His sister sued
him before Rab Nahmau for the restoration of a
parcel of laud which she had legally transferred to
him in her illness. Pi'obably because of Dimi's age
and professional status, he refused to obey Nahman's
summons until he was threatened with excommuni"When his son had the misfortune
cation (ib. 151a).
to lose a child within thirty days from its birth, and
contrarj' to the rabbinic rule, which does not impose
mourning for an infant under thirty days of age
he had assumed ritualistic mourning, Dimi remonstrated with him,

observing, "It is only because
thou desirest to be regaled with delicacies that thou
indulgest in ritualistic mourning for so young an infant" (Shab. 136a).
Dimi b. Levai Babylonian scholar of the fourth
century.
On one occasion, the skies being overcast,
he thought that the sun had set; and as the day was
the eve of the Sabbath, he at once inaugurated the
Sabbath. Subsequently the skies cleared, and he
discovered his mistake.
On his application for information on the law under such circumstances,
Abaye declared that he might resume his daily
occupations (Ber. 27b).
Dimi of Nehardea Babylonian scholar of the
fourth century head of the Academy of Pumbedita
Prior to his elevation to the rectorate he
(385-388).
was a produce-merchant; and the Talmud preserves
an anecdote of that time which affords an insight
into the economic laws of the age as well as an idea
of Dimi's standing among the learned even in his
youth. The law had provided that except the dealer
in spices or perfumes at any time, and the public
generally while fairs were being held no non-resident merchant might enter his wares in competition
with local traders.
notable exception to this rule
was the scholar. To him the market was always
open and to facilitate his sales and his return to
study, the law gave him the rights of monopoly
until he disposed of his goods.
Xow, Dimi once
brought to Mahuza a shipload of dried figs, when
Raba was requested by the resh galuta (exilarch)
"to tap Dimi's pitcher", i.e., to examine him ascertain whether he was a scholar and consequently
entitled to the special market privileges.
Raba de:

:

;

—

—

A

;

puted Adda

b.

Abba

(Aliaba) to

examine Dimi

;

and

^ Adda propounded to the newcomer a supposititious ritualistic question.
Dimi thought that his
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interlocutor was Raba himself, and deferentially
inquired, "Is not my master Raba?" The other,
familiarly tupping him on the sandal, replied, "Between me and Raba there is a great dillerence. At
any rate, I am thy superior, and Raba is thy supeThe privileges of the market were
rior's superior."

not granted to Dimi, and eventually the figs spoiled.
He then applied to Rab Joseph for redress; and the
latter, provoked at the discomfiture of the scholar,
exclaimed, "He who hath not failed to avenge the
disgrace of the Edomite king [see II Kings iii. 27;
Amos ii. 1] will not fail to avenge thy disgrace." It
is added that shortly afterward Rab Adda died suddenly, and several rabbis, including Dimi, who had
some grievances against him, reproached themselves
with having been indirectly instrumental in his pun-

ishment (B. B. 22a).
As an educator Dimi acted on the maxim, "Rivalry among scholars advances scholarship " therefore he approved Raba's rule not to remove a
teacher because his rival makes better progress with
his pupils, arguing that rivalry will induce more
strenuous efforts and produce better results. On
the other hand, Raba, believing that "mistakes will
;

themselves," showed preference for the
teacher that succeeded in imparting much knowlDimi opposed this
edge, even if not very exact.
with his maxim, "Where error has once crept in, it
stays " and he therefore looked for precision rather
than for quantity (B. B. 21a).
Dimi seems to have confined himself to the cultivation of the Halakah for in the comparatively few
instances where he is cited in the Talmud (besides
those quoted see M. K. 12a; Yeb. 121a; B. B. 138b;
Men. 35a; Hul. 51b) he appears in connection with
correct

;

;

some Halakah, while no Haggadah appears

to bear

his name.

Dimi

b.

Nehemiah. (Nahman)

b.

Joseph

Babylonian amora of uncertain age, and but rarely
cited in rabbinical literature (Sanh. 23b, 24a).

He

is

probably identical with Abdimi b. Nehuniah, by
whom the Psalmist's effusion (Ps. cxxxix. 14), "I will
praise thee for I am fearfully and wonderfully made
marvelous are thy works and that my soul knoweth
right well," is illustrated thus
"Some things are
beneficial to the liver and deleterious to the wind;

;

:

pipe; others are beneficial to the latter and deleteriThere are ten organs in man
the windpipe [larynx] produces voice; the gullet
conducts the food; the liver is the seat of anger; the
lungs promote thirst; the gall, jealousy; the stomach, sleep; the first stomach grinds the food; the
spleen promotes laughter; the kidneys counsel; and
the heart decides— therefore docs David glorify, I
will praise thee,' etc.
Therefore, too, does he elsewhere [Ps. ciii. 1] exhort, Bless the Lord, O my
"
soul and all that is within me, bless his holy name
(Midr. Teh. ad loc. compare Eccl. R. vii. 19).

ous to the former.

'

'

'

:

;

BiBi.ior.RAPHY: Sherlra. Letter, ed. Goldberg, 1845, p. 37;
Zacuto, Yvhasin, ed. Filipowskl, p. 123; Heilprin, Seder ?iaDoriity li., S.V.; Weiss, Dor, ill. 207.
L. G.
S. M.

DIN (from

"dun,"

to argue, to judge; a

synonym

Signifies (1) argument; (2) judgment; (3) laws and rules which form the basis of
arguments and judgments; (4) justice, the object of
for "mislipat ")

:

the judgment; (5) punishment, the execution of the
judgment. The term is generally used in connection with proceedings in a court of law. " Din " is declared by Rabbi Simon ben Gamaliel (Ab. i.) to be one
of the three things to which " the world owes its stability": truth, judgment
that is, authority vested
in a person or persons to decide litigation and peace.
The judge who performs his duties conscientiously
and delivers "din emet" (true judgment) is as great
as if he had taken part in the creation of the world

—

(Shab.

—

10).

The first lesson taught by the men of the Great S}'nagogue was, "Be slow in din " i.e., do not hurry to
;

decide a question before it has been fully considered
(Ab. i. 1). But on the other hand, the Kabbis warn
also against the opposite and not less serious evil of
unnecessarily protracting the legal proceedings, or
holding back the final decision, and denounce it as
" 'innui ha-din " (suppression of judgment).
Distinguished from "'innui ha-din" is " 'iwwut ha-din"
{perversion of justice) (Ab. v. 11). The parties are
recommended not to stand on their rights, and he is
praised as a good person who keeps "lifnim mishurat ha-din " (within the line of the right) that
is, who resigns part of his right for the sake of

—

peace.

There may, again, be cases in which strict adherence to the law entails undeserved hardships. Rabbi
Eliezer holds in such cases, " yikkob ha-din et hahar"(lit. "let the law pierce the mountain"): the
law must be carried out whatever the consequences

(Yeb. 92a). The legal proceedings dijBfer according
as the case is a mere question of property (" dine mammonot") or involves a criminal or even a capital
charge (" dine kenasot " or " dine nefashot "). Cases
of the latter kind are not tried outside Palestine, and
not on Friday nor on the eve of a holy day.
In
"dine mammonot" the highest member, in "dine
nefashot " the lowest member, of the court is first to
give an opinion (Maimonides, "Mishnch Torah,"
xiv.
Sauh. xi., 1 et seq.).
;

8.

M.

8.

DINA, GIACOMO

:

Italian

F.

deputy and jour-

born at Turin in 1824; died there July 16,
1879.
Tlie son of poor parents, he becanie a teacher
early in life.
In 1848 he founded the "Opinione,"
a journal wliicii, under his tactful editorship, covering a period of thirty years, gained great political
influence.
He was chosen deputy of Imola, Bonalist;

logna, by the Progrcssivc-motiarcliieal i)arly
of Cilta di Cu.sU-llo in 1871 and 1874.

in

1867;

M. K

s.

DINAH.— Biblical

Data: " Dinah "(nn) is the
of Jacob's daughter by Leah (Geu. xxx. 21).
Shfchem, the .son of Hamor the Ilivite, scduer-s her
wjiile .she is visiting "to see the daugiilers of the
land" (Gen. xxxiv. 1-31). Though he is anxious to
name

marry

Iht, his

outrage upon her induces her

lirotli-

notably Simeon and Levi, to take most treacherous and cruel revenge. Apparently acquiescing
in the proposed marriage upon due.seltlcmcnt of the
dowry, they insist upon the Shechemites being circumcised as a prerequisite condition; but on the
third day after the operation, when the people " were
ers,

Dimi
Dinah
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Simeon and Levi fall upon the defenseless city,
Hamor and Shechem and despoiling the
place.
Jacob can not approve of their conduct,
fearing it may bring evil results by causing the in-

sore, "

killing

habitants of the land to act in concert against him.
In Jacob's Blessing (Gen. xlix. 7) the dying patriarch censures the deed as cruel and inspired by fierce
and unrighteous anger. Dinah is not mentioned
again.
late writer (Judith ix. 2 et seq.) praises God
for having given Simeon strength to avenge the
outrage done his virgin sister. Josephus omits all
reference to the incident of the circumcision.
Dinah having been attracted by a desire to see the
" finery of the women " at a time when Shechem was
keeping a festival, the brothers, described as "of
one mother " with her, seized the opportunity presented by the fact that the inhabitants were engrossed in feasting, to despoil thecit3\ God Himself
allays Jacob's " astonishment " at the act.
In the
Test. Patr. (iii. 6-8) Levi consults his father and his
brother Reuben, and they concoct the scheme to insist upon circumcision.
Jacob, discovering that he
has been duped, is wroth. Levi himself is taken
sick, but learns that the destruction of Shechem was
justified, since the people had been in the habit of
outraging women. He also allays Jacob's apprehensions.
Indeed, an angel had commanded Levi
to avenge Dinah's wrongs {ib. iii. 5).
In Gen. xlviii.
22 there seems to be an allusion to Jacob's own participation in the capturing of the city (see, however,
Gunkel, "Genesis," p. 338). The Rabbis so construe it (Ber. R. to the passage Midrash Hagadol,
ed. Schechter, p. 527), and they also make the "holy
spirit" (Midrash Hagadol, p. 525) urge the defilement of the girl, while God, as in Josephus, allays
Jacob's apprehensions. See also Asenath.
E. K.— E. G. H.

A

;

In Rabbinical Literature Dinah is blamed
Shechem because she "went out"
:

for the affair with

(Gen. xxxiv.

1),

and her brothers had

to

drag her

away from Shechem b\^

force (Eccl. R. x. 8; Gen. R.
Ixxx.).
When Jacob went to meet Esau, he first
locked Dinah in a box, for fear that Esau would
wish to marry her. Such action of his brought
out the rebuke from God: "If thou hadst mar-

daughter in time she would not have
been tempted to sin, and niiglit, nion-over, have exerted a beneficial intluenceupon her husband" (Gen.
R. Ixxx.). Her brother Simeon promised to marry
her; but she did not wish to leave, Shechem, fearing
that after her di.sgrace no one would take her to
wife (Gen. R. I.e.); she was later married to Job
however (B. R. 161.; Gen. R. I.e.). When she died,
Simeon buried her in the land of Canaan. She is
therefore referred to as "the Canaanitish woman"
(Gen. xlvi. 10). Shaul(t6.) was her son by Shechem
ried off thy

((Jen. R.
I-.

l.r.).

C. L.

(i.

View: The

nairativc has been held
tol)e uiihistorical, and njcrely a relied ion of old feuds
arising from outrages committed against women
the story is valuable, therefore, for the light it throws
upon [)rimilive customs. The Dinaii episode illustrates the custom wjiich made it incumbent upon
brothers to avenge any outrage perpetrated upon a

Critical

Dinah
Dion Ctissius
This

sister.

THE JEWISH ENCYCLOrEDlA
is

an iinwritton law ainonix the

siill

nomadic Bedouins (see Tiieh, "Genesis," p. 407).
Why Levi and Simeon alone undertook to requite

—

the insult without the aid of her otlier brothers
circumstance noted even by the Habbis (see Mitlrash

Hajzadol, /.<•.">— and why Jacob should under such
ciunnnstances have disjipproved of the act, the theory fails to consider.
Gunkel (" Genesis," pp. 33G ct si-q.) holds that Gen.
xxxiv. is composed of two distinct accounts of one
event: (1) Dinah, after being outraged, is not retrtined in the house of Shechem; the son pleads with
Ilamor nebis father to get him the girl for a wife
gotiates with Jacob, offers a general iuterinarriagc,
and submits to circumcision the cit}' is attacked and
looted
God (Gen. xxxv. 5) advises Jacob to move
away. (C) Dinah is captured and retained by
Shechem to allay her uneasiness the son through his
father enters into negotiations with Jacob; Jacob
is promised rich gifts; bewails for his sons to return
before he decides; most of them acquiesce, though
Levi and Simeon refuse; they (Levi and Simeon)
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instance, to Bragan(;a.
He in 1295 appointed Don
Juilah, the chief rabbi (" Arrabi Mor"), as bis treas-

Judab's son and successor, Don Gedaliab,
treasurer to Queen Dona Hritiz, enjoyed such favor
with the king that the latter gave him two tracts of
land (U'l-ras), or, according to anotlier version, two
towers (ton'cs), in Beja.
On account of such favors shown to the Jews the Portuguese clergy complained of the king to the pope, but without avail;
for the king would not change bis attitude.
urer.

Bnu.iO(iRAPiiY

:

Kayserling, Gesch. der

Juden in

Portxigal,

p|). 18 ct sf(/.

M. K.

G.

;

;

;

;

must cleanse
story

is

their sister's

not complete.

It

honor with blood.

must have

The

told of the failure

of Levi and Simeon, and of their being killed in the
fray.
Gen. xlix. 5-7 alludes to a third variation, iu
"Which Jacob is incensed at the conduct of his sous,
and proves that the incident was fraught with fatal
consequences for the brothers. The historical facts
underlying this episode are these: Dinah represents
a clan Shechem is the well-known city. The tribe
Dinah had been made captive by Shechem, and the
closely consanguineous tribes of Levi and Simeon,
in an attempt to capture the city and release the
;

This feud
sister clan, came to ignominious grief.
did not take place in the Patriarchal period, but at
the beginning of that of the Judges, shortly after
the first invasion of Canaan.
E. K.— E. G. H.

DINAITES
gate, " Dintt'i "):

Vulmentioned in Ezra iv. 9 as
Samaria, and as opposing and de-

("Xj^;

A

Septuagint,

Aeivaloi;

tribe

having settled in
nouncing the efforts of the Jews to rebuild JerusaThe Dinaites have thus far not been positively
lem.
identified.
K.

B. P.

DINHABAH (n^rin)

City mentioned in the
Old TLstainent as the capital of Idumea, and probably the birthplace of Bela, son of Beor, King of
Edom (Gen. x.xxvi. '32; I Chron. i. 43). The efforts
at locating the Dinhabab of Scripture have thus far
:

been unsuccessful.

See Sepphoris.

DIOCLETIAN Roman

emperor (285-305). Although be was the sou of Dalmatian slaves (Eutropius, ix. 19), he rose to the highest honors by virtue
:

The

of his personal qualities.

rabbinical sources

have amplified the account of bis lowly origin by
reporting that be was a swineherd in bis j'^outb, even
bis original name, Diodes, being mentioned in this
connection (Yer. Ter. 46c; Gen. R. Ixiii. 8). According to these sources, be spent his youth in Palestine, where he was mocked by the Jewish scboolboj^s; and after be became emperor the Jews agreed
that not even the most insignificant Roman ought to
be derided {ib.). According to the Talmud Yerushalmi, Diocletian went to Paneas in Palestine,
where, not so much from cruelty as from a tyrannous impulse, he gave the patriarch Judah H. at
Tiberias a command which was apparently impossiJudah, however, succeeded in
ble of fulfilment.
carrying it out, either through the cleverness of a
servant or through magic (i6.).
Diocletian's presence in Palestine, which is often
mentioned in rabbinical sources, is connected by
Graetz with the Persian war of 297-298. This connection, however, is not necessary, for the fact is
that Diocletian was in Palestine in 286, in the time
of Judah IL (comp. Mommsen in " Verbandlungen
der Berliner Akademie," 1860, pp. 417 et aeq.). It is
reported that be was at Ca;sarea (Eusebius, "Vita
Constantini," i. 19; compare Gen. R. Ixiii. 8) and
in the region of Tyre (Yer. Bcr. 6a; Yer. Naz. 56a),
which is not far distant from Paneas. At this last-

named

place,

where Lake Pbiala (Birkat-Ram)

is

Diocletian built certain water-works, as
may be inferred from the confused rabbinical notices (according to the correct reading in Yalk. to
Ps. 697; compare Midr. Ps. xxiv. 6; Yer. Kil. 32c;
Yer. Ket.. 85b; B. B. 74b), and the lake may possibly have been called for a time "Lake of Diosituated,

cletian."

B. P.

K.

DINIZ (= DENIS): King

of Portugal (1279-

and styled the father of bis country"; one
most tolerant rulers of bis time, and well disposed toward the Jews. He took care that the j udges
did not encroach on their rights, and did not admit
unlawful witnesses. He did not compel Jews to
wear special badges or to pay tithes to the Church,
although the canonical law demanded both; and he
particularly enjoined upon the authorities that all
privileges granted the Jews by him or any prece1325),

DIOCiESAREA.

"'

of the

ding king should be recognized.
cial favors to individuals

and

Diniz granted speto communities, as, for

His stay in Palestine

by him that

is

memorable for the

edict

should be offered everywhere to the national gods, the Jews alone being
exempted, for even the Samaritans obeyed the edict
The Christians also suffered
(Yer. 'Ab. Zarab44d).
heavily (Eu.sebius, " De Martyribus Palaestinaj, " § 3)
although the date 303-304, given bj' Eusebius for
the issue of the edict, is different from that given by
the Rabbis, who clearly assume that Diocletian was
present in Palestine at the time. Diocletian endeavored to improve the pagan worship, as may be seen
from an Inscription preserved in the Talmud: "I,
Emperor Diocletian, established this panegyric of
issued

sacrifices

lasting eight days to the genius of my brother
Herculius. " " Herculius " was the surname of Maximian, Diocletian's associate emperor; Diocletian's
surname was " Jovius. " This inscription is valuable
and significant as regards not only Diocletian, but
also as evidence of the conditions in Palestine (Yer.
'Ab. Zarah 39b; compare Rapoport, " 'Erek Millin,"
p. 230; I. Levi, in "Rev. Et. Juives," xliii. 196).
It is also worthy of note that Diocletian led 120,000
men into Syria (Yer. Sheb. 34d), and that his measures were so severe that he drove the inliabitants of
Paneas into exile, from which they returned after
thirty years (Yer. Sheb. 38d).
It is also said that
Diocletian possessed a piece of virgin gold as large
as a Gordianic denarius, and similar to that possessed
by Hadrian (Num. R. xii. 4).

Tyrus

Bibliography:

Jf>st,

Gesch. der Jsraeliten,

iv. 172, 349,

where

Basnape, Histoire des Juifs (viii., ch. 3], is corrected ; Gratz,
Gesc/i. 3d ed.,lv. 279; Kobut, "^4 ntc/i," Supplement, p. 49.

Kr.
Debauchee)
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S.

DIODATUS (surnamed Trypho =
Ruler of Syria 141-138 B.C. born at Kasiana near
Apamea. Originally an officer in the army of Alexander Balas, he opposed the claims of Demetrius II.,
putting on the throne Antiochus, the young son of
Alexander, who was still a minor, with the help of
Diodatus took the city
deserters from Demetrius.
of Antioch and Jonathan the Hasmoncan was willing to throw in his lot with Antiochus. Diodatus,
however, had other plans, and feared that Jonathan
would stand in his way. He inveigled him from
Beth.shean to Ptolemais, and put him to death at
Baskama or Baska (Josephus, "Ant." xiii. 6, § 6).
From Ptolemais, Diodatus went to Judea against
Simon Maccal)eus, who had followed Jonatlian as
head of the Jewish forces. His real design now
came to light; the young Antiochus was put to
death, and Diodatus assumed " the crown of Asia."
Simon turned to Demetrius for aid, and from him
gained tlie independence of the Jewish state. Demetrius was taken prisoner in Persia; but Jiis place
was taken by another son of Demetrius I., Antiochus VII. (Sidetcs), who marched against Trypho,
and with the help of Simon shut him uj) in the city of
Dora (Tantura, between Ca'sarea and Carmel). Diodatus fled to Orthosia (north of Tripoli), and was
besieged by Antiochus in Apamea, where he took liis
:

;

;

own

he seeks to demonstrate the coming of the Messiah.
The sermon preached by Diogo on the occasion of
the auto da fe in Lisbon, Sept. 6, 1705, caused an
animated controversy. In 1709 there appeared in
Portuguese under the title " Ante Exordio " a reply
bj' an anonymous Jew, a work which must not be
confounded with the " Respuesta " in Spanish, attributed to the haham David Nieto of London. The
anonj-mous book, according to a note in tlie "Antiquities of Mexico," is said to be by Isaac Nieto.
On
the original copies the author is given as " Carlos
Vero" (pseudonym), or as "the author of 'Noticias
Reconditas.

;

.

a.

DIOGO,

JUSTINIANO

ANNUNCIA9AO:

ALVARES

DA

Archbishop of Cranganor;
linrii ill, i,isl)..n in IHHI; died at Evora Oct. 2H, 1713.
i)c)(lorof thfoiogy and caiuui in ordinary, lie was
charged with a special mission at Rome.
Dnm
I'idro II. rewarded his .services by ai)pf)intiiig liini
archbishop of

tlic

Indian town of CraiigaiKtr, then a

'iirtuguese possession (1092).

Diogo never occuj)ied

liisarehiepiscopal seat, and resigned it in ir»9r) to beof tlie Arclil)i.shof) of Evora.
Bc-

come coadjutor

writing several sermons and separate diswas the author of "Trofeo Evangelieo,"
a rf)ilection of .sermons, Lisbon, 109!5-1713.
He left
various wrirks in manuscript, among them a work
entitled "Turris Davidica Contra Judieos," in which
sifh's

rourses, he

.

.

LLeeser] 5620 (1860).
G.

C.

DION CASSIUS

UE

B.

Historian born about 155 at
Nicsea in Bithyuia; held the highest offices of state
in the Roman empire; became consul in 221; died
:

;

wrote an extended work in Greek
entire historj^ of Rome, and
Only books Ixi.-lxxx.
also included Jewish history.
have been preserved intact, in the extract made by
Xiphilinus in the eleventh century, the remainder
Most important for
existing merely in fragments.
Jewish history are the fragments of books Ix.-lxix.,
which contain iiighly valuable information on mat-

about 240.

lie

which dealt with the

would otherwi.se be entirely unknown.
Dion's references to Jewisii affairs may be divided
into the three following groups:
1. Scattered notices, such as the order against
religious assemblies at Rome, under Claudius (book
Ix. 0); the punishineiit of the consul Flavins Clemens and others, " who followctl Jewish customs and
ters that

laws"

(Ixvii. 13);

and the references

to the

Jewish

Bkkenick (l.wi. 15).
Remarks on tlie Jewisli war under Nero, Ves-

princess

:

Muw,

'

Bibliography: Barbosa, Bihl. Lusitana, i. 631-632; Joaqulm
de Aranjo, Judcus Poi'tnouezcs, Famalicao, 1901 Scrmaiti
do Auto da Fe que sc Cclcbi-on nd Fraza do Rocio dc LUboa, em 6 de Set. dc 1705, Pregado pelo lU"^" ct Iier'"'°
Sr. D. Diogo da Anniinciasam JustUiiaiio, Lisbon, 1705;
Aute Exoi'dio a Resposta do Sej-^mam que o Arccbixjm
de Cranganor Pregon
Fei/ta por hum Anonimo^Tnrin, 1709; Respuesta al Sernioi, Predicado jv>l el Areebispo de Cra)igaii(n\ por el Author de la Noticias Reconditas de la Inqui-sicion; Obra PostMima 2mpre,«.sa 01
Villa Franca [London] por Carlo Vero, n.d. The sermon
and the Respuesta have been reprinted by Lord Kingsborough
and A. Aglio, in Antiquities of Mexico, viii.. Supplement,
pp. 91, 117, London, 1848. They have also been translated
into English by Moses Mocatta, under the title The hiquisitio)i and Judaism: A Sermon Addressed to Jewish Martyrs on the Occasion of an Auto da Fe at Lisbon, 1705, bu
the Archbishop of Cranganor; and A Reply to the Se7-mon by Carlo Vei-o, 1845; reprinted in Philadelphia by I [saac]

life.
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2.

and Titus (Ixvi. 4-15). These because of
accuracy and imparfiality, so far as such cliaractcM'isties were jxjssihle in a Roman writing on
Jewish matters, do not lose in value even wiicn
compared with tlie account of .Tosc])hus. Indeed,
they an; the only authentic notices of this important war besides Josephus' account, which is colDion narrates, quite
ored in favor of the Romans.
pasian,
their

of the
besieging Romans in getting drinking-water, while
He also says that
the Jews had a plcMitiful .sujijily.
deserters from the J(!wish camj) poisoned the water
of tlic Romans.
Asa similar statement is fomid in
Sextus Julius Afiicanus (Kmro/, ^'S, in "Matiiem.
ycteres," ]>. 290), wlio probably drew liis material
from Justus of Tiberias, it is possible that Dion Cassius also used the work of the last-named historian.
indepeiKieiilly of Josei)hus, the diHiculties

Dionvsus
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Dion says, furtlior, tlmt Titus himself was wounded
by rt stone (a detiiil not n\entioned by Josephus);
tbiu many Romans, believing the eity to be impreguiible, went over to the Jews; und that the lioman
soldiers, because of the sanctity of the Temple, hesitated for days to enter it, even after a breach had
been made. All these occurrences are materially
toned down by Josephus. Dion describes how the
people, the magistmtes, and the priests wi're placed
In defending the Temple; and he says that Jerusalem fell on a Sabbath (the Komans took the Sabbath
to be a fast-day).
In all these matters Dion shows
that he had reliable and authentic information.
Since Vespasian as well as Titus wrote "Recollections " of the Jewish war, Dion may have used them.
Another of his sources is assumed to have been the
account of Antoninus Juliauus, a Roman general
and rhetorician, who took an active part in the war.
3. For an account of the Jewish war under Trajan and Hadrian Dion is the most important source
(Ixviii. 32, l.xix. 12-14), though his descriptions of the
cruelties perpetrated by the Jews at Cyrene and on the
island of Cyprus are probably exaggerated.
While
not free from errors, Dion's account is largely confirmed by the Rabbis and by the Church Fathers;
and even the fifty walled cities with the capture of
which he credits the Jews can be severally located.
He is more accurate than Spartianus, one of the authors of the "Scriptores Historise Augustse," who,
like Dion, mentions the account of Emperor Hadrian
but of the two, Dion only seems to have taken the
Jewish data directly from this authentic source.
The text of Dion Cassius Is reprinted in Th.
Relnach, Textes d'Auteurs Grecs Rilatifs aux Juifs, 1.; the
passages referring to the Bar Kokba war, in Munter, Der
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For an enumeration of the fifty cities, see S. Krauss, in Maga'zin. 1892, six. 227.
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DIONYSUS, FESTIVAL OF:

Historic

no-

tices regarding a supposed festival of Dionysus in
Judea do not antedate the time of the Maccabees.
The general statement in I Maccabees (i. 51, 54, 55)
that AxTiocHcs Epiphanes forced the Jews to sacrifice in the Greek fashion, is amplified in II Maccabees
(vi. 7; compare III Mace. ii. 29) into the statement
that the Jews were forced to take part in the festivals of Dionysus and to deck themselves with ivy
(«'>(70f); hence Hippolytus ("De Antichristo," pp.
33-35, § 49), a Church father of the second century,
regards Antiochus Epiphanes as the prototype of

Antichrist.

II Maccabees.

The

entire story, however, is regarded
as unhistorical.
Even the account in
III

Maccabees, where Egyptian matnot plausible;

ters are referred to, is

for though Dionysus was the tutelar
deity of the Egyptian Ptolemies, whereas the Syrian
Seleucids always worshiped Zeus (Willrich, " Judaica," p. 163, G5ttingen, 1900), the Dionysia were celebrated in every country that had come under the influence of Greek culture.
Antiochus XI. even bore
the by-name "Dionysus" (Josephus, "Ant."xiii. 15,
§ 1; "B. J." i. 4, § 7); and Nicanor, the general of
Demetrius, threatened to consecrate a Temple at
Jerusalem to Dionysus unless Judas Maccabeus was

I
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delivered to him (II Mace. xiv. 33).
The Seleucids
may therefore have forced the Jews to a similar
worship.
It is certain (III Mace. ii. 29) that the Jews of
Egj'pt were forced to worship Dionysus, although
this religious persecution took place probably only
within the nomos of Arsiuoe. It is further said (ib.
" Should any mnong them prefer to enter the
ii. 30)
conuuunity of those initiated into the mysteries, they
shall receive the same civic rights as the Alexandrians." Hence the citizenship of the Egyptian
Jews was dejiendent, imder Ptolemy IV. Philopator,
on their taking part in the worship of Dionysus
(Lumbroso, " Ricerche Alessa.idriue," p. 49, Turin,
1871; Abrahams, in "Jew. Quart. Rev." ix. 56);
and as the Jews could not accept this condition, they
probably did not become full citizens under that
king.
A myth of Dionysus is connected with the Palestinian city of Scythopolis.
Pliny (" Historia Naturalis," v. 18, § 74) and Solinus (ed. Mommsen, ch.
36) derive the name of this city from the Scythians,
who were settled on that spot by Dionysus in order
to protect the tomb of his nurse who was buried
there.
The Greeks and the Romans
Accord- were fiimly convinced that the Jews
ing to
had a cult of Dionysus, basing this
Plutarcli. opinion on some external point of similarity.
Plutaich thinks that the name
of the Jewish Sabbath is derived from o&(iog, the cry
of the ecstatic Bacchantes. More important still is
his further statement thattheJewLsh Feast of Tabernacles, as celebrated in the Temple at Jerusalem, was
really. a form of Dionysus worship.
He reasons as
" The Jews celebrate their most important
follows
feast in the time of the vintage they heap all sorts
of fruit on their tables, and they live in tents and
huts made chiefly from branches of the vine and
from ivy; the first day of this festival they call the
few days later they celeFeast of Tabernacles.
brate another feast, invoking Bacchus no longer
:

:

;

A

through symbols, but calling upcm him directly by
name. They, furthermore, have a festival during
which they carry branches of the fig-tree and the
thyrsus they enter the Temple, where they probably
;

celebrate Bacchanalia, for they use small trumpets;
and some among them, the Levites, play on the

cythara" ("Symposium," iv. 5, § 3). Plutarch evidently had certain ceremonies of the Feast of Sukkot in mind. See Crown in Post-Biblical Times.

The accusation

of Tacitus ("Hist." v. 5)

is

similar:

"As

their priests sing to the accompaniment of Jiutes and
kettle-drums, and as they deck themselves with laurel, and as a
golden vine was found in their Temple, many people believe
that they worship Bacchus, the conqueror of the East but the
two cults have nothing In common, for Bacchus has established
;

a brilliant and joyous ritual, while the customs of the .lews are
bizarre and morose."

The

artificial vine,

Temple,

is

also

which Herod presented to the

mentioned by Josephus ("Ant." xv.

11,

§ 3);

it still

Account

tion of the

of Taci-

was

carried

existed at the destruc-

Temple (Mid. iii. 8), and
off by Titus (" B. J." v. 5,

§ 4). The account of Tacitus is thus
based on fact, the same as that of Plutarch in regard to the ritual of the Feast of Tabernacles.
Plutarch, furthermore, deduces the Jewish
tus.

worship of Bacchus from the garment of the high
priest, who wears bells on his mantle, like those that
were used in the liacchaualia at night he refers also
in ambiguous terms to a thyrsus and to drums
(rifinava) which the high priest wears in front (on
the frontlet or on the breastplate?) (ib.).
Gratz
("Gesch." 3d ed., ii. 254) assumes a barrel-opening
festival (TTidoiyia = " vinalia "), which, however, can
;

not be substantiated.
In describing the garment of the high priest, Plutarch purposely uses expressions reminiscent of the
Dionysus worship, and it is probable that just such
equivocal expressions, which he may have read in a
Hellenistic work, led him to make the impossible
assertion that the Jews had a cult of Dionysus.
As
a matter of fact the palm-branch prescribed for the
Feast of Tabernacles was called by the Hellenists
Bvpaoc (Josephus, "Ant." xiii. 13, § 5; II Mace.
X. 7), which could easily remind a Greek of the Dionysia.
He also intimates that he knew something
about the "Feast of the Drawing of Water," which
in its free joyousness resembled the Bacchanalia
(Suk. V. 2; Tosef.: iv. 1-5; Bab. 51b; Yer. 55b).
Neither the statements of Tacitus nor those of Plutarch lead to the conclusion, as some scholars assert,
that they used as their sources anti-Jewish Alexandrian works, for their statements contain nothing
that is hostile to the Jews.
A Greek, on the contrary, would consider it a vindication for the Jews
if he could derive ceremonies of the Jewish worship

from pagan
Dionysus

practises.
is

not mentioned as a god in the rabbin-

1; II

however, that in Haman's
genealogy (I Targ. Esth. v.
Targ. Esth. iii. 1) Dionysus fig-

ures

as

ical writings; it is possible,

fictitious

In Talmud

and
Cabala.

Haman's ancestor (Krauss,

"LehnwOrter,"

ii.

200, Berlin, 1899).

Jastrow's statement ("Diet." p. 1306)
that the " Dionysia " may be traced in an obscure
Talmudic word can not be accepted. In some
prayers of the calmlists the name of Dionysus appears, together with other mystic names ("Mitteil.
der Gesell. far Jlid. Volkskunde," v. 31, 58, 71).
See As-s-WousiiiP.
BiBLiooRAi'HY fiiiitz, (ifHch. 2<1 ed., II. 254 Relnach, Textes
(VAuteurs Grerx. p. 14;i; HUchlcr, Die Tohiculcn und die
Oniaden. pp. 1K|, 1»1. Vienna, 1890; idem. In Rev. Et.
Juivea, xxxvU. liC et seq.
:

;

o.

S.

DIOSCORIDES, PEDACIUS
NIUS (ireek pliysiciaii of lie lirst

or

Ku.

PEDA-

century.
His
" Mutcria Medica" iHiiic;nlioiictl in a Ilebrciw medical
work called "Midrasli liu {{cfu'dt, " attributed to
AsAF DEN BKHKcniAii, but Compiled from Syriac
sources in the tenth or eleventh century.
In the
:

I

lentil cf-ntiiry Hiisflai ihii Sliaprut, iiiiiiisfcrof

finance
iiahnian III., assisted in tiie traiislutioii of
the work into Arabic.
But no Hebrew translation
is known; the r)nly quotations found being reprodurtions of quotations in otiier autiiors.
An at
tij

Dionysus
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'Al)(i al

tempt was made

in

Salonica to translate into

Hebrew

Matliioli's roriinientary on Dioscorifies.

Only one short work of I)io.scond(!slias been trans
Hebrew, by a French Jew, Azariah Bonafoiix.
It is an ul|)habetieal index f)f drugs wliich

title

of

Disabilities

'AvTi0a?i?x)fiivuv,

which he translated

"

Temu

ratha-Sammim."
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DIOSPOLIS.

See Ltdda, Council of.

DIRGE. See Kinah.
DISABILITIES, LEGAL.

See

Blemish;

EviDENCK; Law, Civil.

DISABILITIES.— In Europe:
in his '

J. E. Scherer
Die Rechtsveihaltnisse der Juden in den

Deutsch-Oesterreichischen Landern " (Leipsic, 1901)
has well pointed out that legislation concerning the
Jews during the Middle Ages may be divided into
two groups, based upon two different views. The
first comprises those laws which treat the Jews as
belonging to an alien creed opposed to the established church of the state, against the development
of which the latter must be protected in part by
preventive, in part by repressive, measures. This
legislation afforded the Jews in religious matters a
limited sufferance; it protected their lives, liberty,
and property, but seriously restricted
Principles their civil rights.
This principle,

of
traces of which are perceptible in
Treatment, heathen Rome, permeates the Christian-Roman, Germanic-Christian, and
systems of law. The second group
of laws is based upon the view that the Jews are
members of a foreign nation, and are accordingly to
be treated as aliens. Early Teutonic law held that
foreigners did not share in the rights accorded by
the nation to its members; they might at any time
be expelled from the country in which they had settled, and their property, which was regarded as belonging not to them, but to the sovereign, might be
taken away from them. Rights were secured by
them only through grants from the sovereign, and
were limited by such grants. Such were the principles of law applied to the Jews in German}', in
the Carolingian empire, in most portions of Austria,
and in Aragon, Castile, Portugal, England, France,
and south Italy till the thirteenth or fourteenth

Mohammedan

century.

The disabilities which the Jews suffered prior to
the common era in countries other than tho.se dominated by Greece and Rome of little direct importance in accounting for their legal status in theciviiizi'il world to day
are treated i^i the articles on those
countries.
In regard to pre C/hristian Greece and
Home it need only be remarked <hat their treatment
of the Jews showed, thoiigli in aniiiior'degree, traces
of the antagonism toward aliens which was so common in primitive societies, and which in the case of

—

—

Jew

the jealous precepts of Jewi.sh monotheism
(,see Diaht'OUA). Under Caracal la
(211-217) the Jews bewiine Roman citizens; as sucli
tii(!

tended to aggravate

they were entitled to all civil and political rights, in
(•hiding even the riglit to hold public olVice, though
certain obligations, which were regarded as incon-

lated into

sistent with tlieir religion, were not imposed upon
them, such as military service and liability to cer-

can be substituted one for another. The translator
says that lie found the manuscript under the Greek

tain (.'hurch impositions.

IV-39

ued for about a centur3%

These eonciilions continRoman empire

until the
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under tho

tMiiporor Constantino bojran to yit'kl to
Christianizing iiithiencTS.
Some further immunities
wliieh they continued to enjoy under Caniealla ami
liis successors carried with t i\ein features which may,
Tlie tax
in one way, be resanied as disabilities.
wliich the Jews in tlie Koman empire were allowed
to collect for Palestine (see ArosToi.K) was at a later
time appropriated by the government itself, and the
tax therefore became increasingly hateful to the
Jews. It was soon replaced by irregular exactions,
until it was detiuitel)' abolished by Julian, and the
registers were destroyed.
There is reason to believe
that other special Jewish taxes were occasionally
levied, and that the exemption, or disqualitication,
from military service, dating from the Pompeys in
49 and Dohibella in 43, was connected with a special
counterbalancing tax. However, this taxation can
scarcely, in its origin, be regarded as of a discriminatory character.
The period that preceded Caracalla was, however,
even less favorable for the Jew, both in the Greek
and in the Roman dominions. The Greek cities, certainly at first, did not receive the Jews favorably
in many of them the observance of Jewish rites
was absolutely forbidden in others,
Before
like Alexandria, they were required
Caracalla. to live in a special district of the
cit}', though this had been originally
granted as a privilege. The Jews acquired in general the good-will, first of the Greek, then of the Roman authorities and this afforded them a protection
against the jealousy and antagonism of the populace.
Under the Greeks they did not enjoy exemption from military service.
Their fortunes and the
degree of their liberties varied from time to time in
the Greek cities, never becoming quite as complete
as they became under Caracalla, and, generally
speaking, they were never collectively Greek citizens.
Of course, in the conquered Greek territories
they acquired the same rights of citizenship as were
enjoyed by their coreligionists in other parts of the
Roman empire. In Rome they met with occasional
harsh treatment, though their legal status gradually'
improved till the constitution of Caracalla made
them Roman citizens. Hadrian, temporarily, prohibited circumcision but this was soon changed to
;

;

;

apply only to non-Jews, as a check, in the interests
of the state religion, to Jewish pro.selytism.
Before
Caracalla's reign they were not fully privileged citizens, but "peregrini," and were not, it seems, eligible to public office, but occupied a position in some
respects

less, in

others more, favorable than that of

Roman citizenship.
From the advent of Constantine, Jewish rights

full

be-

came more and more limited, and their disabilities
increased.
The slate became Christian in character,
and legislation in support of the state
After the Church and in opposition to the Jews,
Christiani- who would not accept the new religzation
ion, became common.
The thought
of Rome,
that Jews might lawfully give orders
to Christians became hateful to the
latter, and hence, beginning in 404, it was decided
that Jews could not hold public office. Their judicial autonomy was also reduced.
The law sought
to prevent the Jews from spreading their religion
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to the detriment of Christianity, by forbidding, under heavy penalties, the building of new synagogues;
it forbade a .Jew to marry a Christian woman, to
convert free Christians, or to keep Christian slaves.

The law

also endeavored to encourage conversion
from J udaism, particularly offensive being provisions
forbidding Jewish parents to disinherit, in whole or

their convened children.
Intercourse between Jew and Christian was also discouraged by
law. Jews and heretics were made incompetent to
testify against Christians, and offensive special Jewish oaths were prescribed.
In Teutonic lands Jews came to be regarded, in
theory at least, as aliens outside the law of the various
nations among whom they lived, and as such were entitled only to those rights which the king, by special
grant, might choose to confer upon them, individually or collectively.
Without such grants they were
outside the law. No " Wehrgeld " could be exacted
from the slayer when they were unlawfully killed,
and the king could at any time lawfully appropriate
their possessions.
Accordingly they acijuired from
time to time special grams from the crown, some of
which, dating back to the era of Charlemagne, have
been handed down to us. In these, as a matter of
in part,

favor merely, or in return for a consideration, they
acquired rights which, in certain particulars, might
be greater or less than those enjoyed by their non-

Jewish compatriots. The practical application of
the theory which denied to Jews all rights except
such as the crown chose to confer upon them, is
forcibly illustrated throughout the Middle Ages in
the cancelation of debts owing to Jews without the
consent of the creditors. Not only were the Jews
the servi camerm of the emperor, but the rights over
them of lesser princes and overlords became generally recognized when the emperors began to convey

own rights over the Jews to their vassals, in
way depriving the Jews of their principal pro-

their
this

These lesser lords granted, withdrew, or
withheld privileges at will.
It is, moreover, important to note that historical
and economic conditions combined in the Middle
tector.

Historical

and
Economic

Ages to curtail or to remove entirely
any .Jewish privileges or immunities
which exceeded those enjoyed by non.Tews, the same cau.ses frequently lead-

Conditions, ing to extensions of their disabilities.
These conditions were largely due to
the Crusades, which stimulated religious animosities,
and led to numerous popular anti-Jewish outbursts
and even to massacres. The power of the crown,
as against its greater vassals, becoming weaker, the

Jews Avere also deprived of potential protectors
against economic jealousy and mob violence. The
economic conditions in question were due to the rise,
after the pioneer work of the Jew had been performed, of rival traders, wlio organized themselves
for self-protection into municipal corporations and
trade-gilds, and secured anti-Jewish decrees when
they were economically advanced enough to dispense, wholly or partially, with .Jewish aid (.see
Roscher, "Die Juden im Mittelalter, Betrachtet
vom Standpunkt der Allgemeinen Handelspolitik ").
These decrees, in a measure at least, led to the exclusion of Jews from various industries and trades, the
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list of excluded occupations varying in different communities, and being determined largely by the political influence of various non-Jewish competing interests. Frequently all occupations were barred against

—

even
Jews, except money-lending and pedling
The number of
these at times being prohibited.
Jews or Jewish families permitted to reside in difthey were concentrated
ferent places was limited
and
in ghettos, and were not allowed to own land
they were subjected to discriminatory taxes on entering cities or districts other than their own (see
Poll-Tax).
With the acceptance of more modern economic
Holideas many of these restrictions disappeared.
land led the way in abolishing Jewish disabilities,
and England followed next, though both were more
liberal in their treatment of the Jews in their American possessions than they were toward those at
home. Germany and France took steps in the same
direction even before the French Revolution, though
;

;

its American predJewish emancipation throughout the European continent. The oppressive and
comprehensive character of Jewish disabilities as

that great

movement, as well as

ecessor, accelerated

the}' existed in

scribed by

Europe as late as 1781 are ably dein his " Ueber die Bilrgerliche Ver-

Dohm

besserung der Juden," pp. 6-12:
" In view of the energetic efforts of the nations to increase
their population, it fs strange that In most states an exception is
still made with respect to a particular class of
Disabilities men. In nearly all the states of Europe the

of the 18th

policy of the law and of the whole constitution
of the state is directed to preventing as far as
possible the increase In number of those unfortunate fugitives from Asia— the Jews. In several states their
sojourn has been totally prohibited, and residence for a brief
time (often for a night only) is permitted on condition of certain payments, and only to travelers enjoying privileges from

Century,

the overlord. In most of the other states, the Jews have been
received under the most burdensome conditions, not as citizens,
but as Inhabitants and dependents. The law generally permits
that only a speolQed number of Jewish families shall settle in a
country, and this pertni.sslon is commonly limited to particular
places and must he pun-has(^ from time to time by the payment
of a considerable sum of money. In very many countries the
possession of a fortune is an essential prerequisite for securing
A large number of Jews Ond, accordthis necessary license.
ingly, the pfjrtals of every city closed to them, are inhumanly

back at every l)<)undary, and nothing remains for them
do but to starve, f)r to still their hiinger by the aid of crime.
fathiT have several sons, he will probably b(! able to
J<-wlsh
a
If
relinquish to only one of them the license to so)oum In the
country of his birth the n-si he is obliged to send away with a
portion Into foreign U-rrltonr-, where they must siruggle with
Concerning his daugbtJTs, the <iuestlon
Pfiual disabilities.
arises whether he will \n; fortimali- enough to establish tliein in
one of the fnmlli<'S of his native pUii'e. Seldom, therefore, ciin
turni-*!

to

;

a Jewlsli fath'-r enjoy th<' happiness of living among his children and grandfhildren. or of establishing the fortunes of his
family In a pi-nouni-nt miitirier. For even the wealthy are com(H'lled toeonslantly divide their fortunes ttiroiigh the iieces.sary
wparallon froin their children and the ex|>ens<! of their establishment In dllTeretit places. If a Jew hiLs BC(|ulred [x-rmlsslon
to remain In a country, he Is obliged to repurchase (he sjiine
annually by heavy paymeiit.s; he Is not rxTtiiltted to marry
without 8p«'clal peniilsslon, subject to peculiar conditions and
heavy charges; every <'hlld Incren.m-s the size of his tux, and almost all his dealings are thus afTect^-d. In every occn|iatlon In
life the lows ;ire rllrecteri against him with utmost rigor, and
the mild treatment accorded to those among whom he is living
makes his lot s«'eni all the hnmher. Ilesldes all these varied
Imposts, the Jew's means of ]|veliho'>d are n«tr1cted to the utmost. He Is Bbsolut<'ly debarred from the honor of serving the
statf
the prime pursuit, ngrlculture. Is closed Id him, and
warcely anywhere may he own landed profK-rty In his own
name, a gild would regard Itself as disgraced If It re<'e|ved
one of the circumclwd Into lis membership, and for that reason
!

;

Disabilities

Jew

is wholly excluded In almost every land from manual
pursuits. But seldom, among so many disabilican sufficient courage and zeal be found surviving— so seldom that, in considering the whole race, individual cases should
be wholly disregarded— to undertake the pursuit of the fine arts
and of science, of which only geometry, natural science, and
medicine remain open to the Hebrew as a means of livelihood.
Even those few men who succeed in attaining a high rank In
science and art, as well as those who confer honor upon mankind through unblemished righteousness of conduct, can acquire
the esteem of but few noble beings among the mighty ones
even supreme merit of mind and heart is canceled by that unpardonable fault— the fault of l)eing a Jew. For this unfortunate being, who is countryless, whose activities ai^e everywhere
circumscribed, who Is nowhere permitted to exercise his talents
untrammeled, in whose virtue no one places credence, for whom
scarcely one attainable distinction exists— for him no path leads
to the enjoyment of a dignifled and independent existence, or
even to self-support, other than the path of trade. But here
also discriminatory limitations and imposts beset him, and but
lew of this people have sufflcient property to engage in wholesale trade. They are, therefore, mostly confined to a petty retall trade, in which only the constant duplication of small proflts
suffices to sustain a needy existence or they are compelled to
lend to others the money they can not employ themselves. But
in what numerous ways Is even this sole remaining pursuit reMany kinds of trade are
stricted in nearly every country
wholly closed to them others are open only under legislative
regulations concerning time, place, and person the permitted
trades are beset by so many imposts, hampered by so many in-

the

and mechanical

ties,

;

;

!

;

;

vestigations, and dependent on the caprices of so many petty
officials, that the earnings of Jews are extremely small, and can
attract only such as are accustomed to the most miserable existence. When in former days, because of such restrictions upon
his own employment of his own property, it became necessary
for the Jew to lend It to others. It was seen tit to declare such
practise— which must, however, be regarded as the most natural
consequence of these restrictions— as illegal and to-day. also,
lending money upon Interest is saircely regarded as an honest
business. . . . And notwithstanding the fact that the lending of
money has been forced upon the Jew, the law almost always favors the debtor, and the latter is compellea by his necessities
only too often to drive the Jewish creditor to a violation of the
law, and thus to expose him to Incessant penalties."
;

the present disabilities in Russia and
"It is widely believed that almost all the Jews in the world, at any

As regards

Rumania, Leroy-Beaulieu says:

rate all European Jews, enjoy civil liberty and
This is a mistake. The Israelites who
equality.
enjoy the rights of citizenship are probably still In
large nmuber of the descendants of
the minority.
Abraliam are still subject to special laws. There

A

remain in Europe but two
and Portugal) which refuse

states (otlicr than Spain
to grant to the

Jews the

rights accorded to the Christians; but these two
states, !{ussia and Ruinaiiia, contain more Jews

One of them,
all the rest of Europe together.
the Russian empire, holds perhaps fully one-half
f)f ail till- Jews in tiic world " ("LsraCl (^liez Ics NaFor dctaiicd account of disabilitions." \)\). 4, 5).
than

ties in

Russia see Russia.

Anti Slavkuy Movkmknt; Akmy; Auto
PA Fk; Haihik; Guktto; Inquisition; Poi.lTa\; Rkai. Estate; Slavery; Witnesses.
See

*

a.

Mohammedan

Countries : The basis of
In
Moliaiiimidiin legislation concerning Jews was, and
still is, in some countries, the group of laws known
as th(! " Pact of Omar," attributed to Omar, the secIn tjiking Jerusalem he is said to have
protection to the capitiilaling Christians
\md(!r certain cfjiiditions, wliich were extended to
Jews. The main points of these conditions, accord-

ond

calif.

granted

ing to Liter Aniltic writers, wei;e: llia't they should
not build new houses of worship nor restore the old

Disabilities

Diaiuteriuent
ones;

tliat
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they should admit M»o followers of Ishiui

to their ]>laot's of worship; that thov should not jiray

aloud; that they shouUl not teach their ehildreu the
Koran that they should eutortain a traveliug Mohammedan for three days; that they should not harbor a spy that they sliould not hinder any one from
embraeinir Islam; that they should show respect to
Mohammedans whenever they met them that their
houses should not overtop the dwellings of the Mohammedans; that they should wear a distinct dress;
that they should not ilrink wine in public, nor carry
weapons, nor ride on horseback, nor make use of a signet-ring with Arabic inscriptions; that they should
pay a poll-tax; thai they could not hold public offices, nor have intercourse with Mohammedan women.
It is a matter of doubt whether all of these laws
were enacted by Omar; for his subsequent bestowal
of privileges upon the Babylonian Jews would have
been an act of inconsistency which a man of his
character would be very unlikely to commit. However that may have been, there is no trace of the enforcement of these enactments until Omar II. (717This calif passed several restrictive laws sim720).
ilar to those contained in the "Pact of Omar."
Only two califs of the Abbassid dynasty, Harun al
Rasiiid (786-809) and .Mutawakkil (847-861), are
;

;

;

known

to have been guided by these laws with regard to both Jews and Christians, the former calif
enforcing them partially, and the latter to their full
extent.
In Egypt, under the dynasty of the Fatimites, only Al-Hakim (996-1021) enforced them; he,
however, not only enforced, but greatly amplified
them. In Spain and Africa it was not until the time
of the Almoravides that their observance became gen-

The last Mohammedan government to enforce,
and the first to repeal, the " Pact of Omar " was the
Sublime Porte.
Until the end of the seventeenth century the legal
disabilities of the Jews in Turkey were but few.
They began to multiply only under
DisMustafa II. (1695-1703), who comabilities in pelled the Jews to wear black shoes
Turkey, and hats, in contrast to the yellow
shoes and red head-gear of their Mohammedan compatriots. The testimony of Jews was not
valid, and they were allowed to dwell only in speci-

eral.

Residence in Jerusalem was practiby heavy taxes, which only
the richest Jews were able to pay.
Similar legislation prevailed in the Turkish possessions of Algeria
and Tunis, where residence in certain cities, such as
Kairwan, Hamniamet, and Tunis, was forbidden to
Jews. Tliey were compelled to dress in black, and
among other restrictions were forbidden the use of
lanterns in the street.
In passing before a mosque
they had U> take off their slioes.
The abolition of Jewish legal disabilities in Turkey was effected by 'Abd al-Majid in 1840; in Algeria, when it was conquered by France; in Tunis,
through the intervention of France in
In
1857, when the bey was compelled to
Morocco, emancipate them. Morocco and Persia are now the only Mohammedan
fied districts.

cally rendered impossible

countries where .Jews are still subject to barbarous discriminating legislation. Not only was the
"Pact of Omar" adopted in these countries, but

it

was used

612

as a basis for

who

new laws

for the degrada-

became the prey of
the mob and of every petty t)Hieial.
The following

tion of the Jews,
is

a

list

tliereby

of the principal disabilities

still

in force in

Morocco: Where Mohammedans are concerned the
testimony of a Jew is invalid. Jews can not reside
outside the mellahs.
They are not allowed to ride
through any jiart of the town outside the mellah, on
leaving which they are compelled to walk barefoot
and to remove their head-dress. They are not allowed to carry a walking-stick, but the elderly and
sick are pernntted to use reeds as supports.
In
Moorish districts the Jew is not allowed to use the
foot-paths, but must confine himself to the rougher
parts of the highways.
He is bound to pass the
Moor on the left hand, and if he fail to do so he
must retrace his steps. They are not allowed to
build houses above a certain height, nor to own
property outside the mellah. They are debaixed
from possessing stores or booths in the Moorish
quarters.
When government granaries or warehouses are overstocked, or their contents damaged,
the Jews are forced to buy at the normal price of
undamaged goods. Jews, with their wives and
daughters, are compelled to work for any government otlicial whenever ordered, even on Sabbaths

and festivals, and to receive payment far below the
market rates. They are compelled to do the work
which the Moors refuse as degrading cleaning
sewers, carrying away carcasses from government
stables, etc.
When the heads of rebels or of criminals are to be exposed at the town gate, the Jews
are made to salt them before they are exhibited.
Jewish purveyors (butchers, grocers, bakers, etc.)
are compelled to supply various functionaries gratuitously.
A Jew can not appoint a Jewish attorney

—

Moor. Neither is
he allowed to act as attorney for a Moor.
Jews are not allowed to follow any of the liberal
professions, and are disqualified for public offices or
employments. They are required to wear a special
costume, consi-sting of a black skull-cap and black
shoes, and are not allowed to adopt any attire that
might lead one to mistake them for Moors. They
are not allowed to use the public baths, and are
even denied the use of baths in the mellah; are not
allowed to drink from the public fountains in Moorish quarters, nor to take water therefrom; and
are not allowed to carry arms.
A Jew's evidence is
not admitted in a court of justice. A Jew's life, if
taken by a Moor, is compensated by the payment of
a sum equal to §300.
A Jew condemned to imprisonment or to flogging
must pay the fees of all officials concerned in his
punishment. In the prisons and jails they are not
allowed the use of the common rooms, but q,re invariably confined in privies, or the like.
If a Jew
is suspected of immoral intercourse with a Moorish
woman (though she be a prostitute), he is liable to
imprisonment foran indefinite period. If he confess,
(?ven under torture, or if a witness establish the
charge, he is punished by death.
If Moors choose
to assert that a Jew lias abjured Ins faith, he is compelled to become a Moslem; and should he afterward
attempt to conform to the Jewish ritual, he would
be liable to be stoned or burned to death.
to plead before the kadi against a

these disabilities are in force in Persia
lately increased to such a degree
in provinces distant from the capital,
In Persia, where the officials are not hindered
from Jew-baiting by the protests of
the ambassadors of European powers, that living under them is well-nigh impossible. As a specimen of

Almost

also.

Disabilities
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all

They have

these laws, the following, effective in Ilamadan in
Jews may not leave their houses
1892, may suffice
on rainy or snowy days (rain and snow are considered
by Mohammedans as conductors of uncleanliness).
:

Jewish women are not allowed

to show themselves
Their
public places Avith their faces veiled.
Jews are
''izar" (cloak) must be of two colors.
They are not allimited to blus cotton clothing.
lowed to wear comfortable shoes. Every Jew is
compelled to wear a piece of red cloth on his breast.
Jew must not precede a Moslem in public places,
A
neither may he speak to him in a loud voice.
Jewish creditor must prefer his claim to a MohamJew inmedan debtor in a respectful manner.
sulted by a Moslem must bow his head in silence.
Jew buying meat must keep it covered from the
sight of Moslems. Jews are forbidden to erect good
buildings; neither may their liouses overtop those
Thej' may not calciof their Moslem neighbors.
mine their rooms. The entrances of their houses
must be low. They must not wrap themselves in
their cloaks, but must be content with wearing
them rolled back under their arms. They are forbidden to cut their beards. They are not allowed to
leave town nor to walk in the environs. Jewish
physicians are not allowed to ride on horses. A
Jew suspected of having recently drunk brandy is
not allowed in the streets; otherwise he is liable to
the punishment of death. Jewish weddings must
be celebrated secretly. Jews are not allowed to eat

in

A

A

A

undamaged

fruit.

Bibliography: Ibn al-AthIr, vfl. 20; Ibn KhaMun, Ta'rikh
al-KamiL M. .>"> AuKUfct Miiller, Der Iitlam, i. SM, CIJO
;

WQatenffld, Ocxch. lUr FatimUl. ChaUfeii, p. 179; Fre^er,
Leu Juifn Algnrleris, pp. 8 et seq., Paris, 18tt5; Durler, Les
JuifH Algh-Uiui, pp. 4 et Kcq., lb. lixci; Cazf«, hJssai siir
Vlluitoire (le-H Jxiifn de TunUie, lb. 1W9; Loeb, La Situation
<Uk JuifH en Tnr(niie,\b. 1H77 Angbt-Jew. Ahsoc. Report,
1HH6: linlletiti All. jKi:W.rZ: H. A. Hainaker. I>c fJi-puonati'^ine Memphidin et Aleraudrifc. pp. ltw-17.5, Leyden, 1825;
Sleln.vhnelflcr. In Jrv: Quart. liev. All. 488 et xcq.; idem.
In Jvden ((Jenrhichtei In Ersch and Gruber. Encyc. sec
idem. In I'Dlemische Literatlon tl., part 27, pp. 18!) et ne<i.
lur, Supplftni-iitl. pp. lt>.''>-18( (on tbe " Part of Omar ").
:

:

n.

I.

DISCOUNT.

See

Bh.

Commkrck.

DISEASES IN THE BIBLE AND TALMUD,
.Mkdicink
Hiiu.k AM) Taj. MI
DISHON (pK^T) 1. A .son of Seir, and head of
."^"i'

i.\

I).

:

the aboriginal Idiimfaii tribes (Gen. xxxvi. 21, 80;
roiripiire 41).
I Cliron. i. JJH
2. A son of Anali,
grandson of Seir, ami l)rotlH'r of Aliolilmmali, P^san's
second wife (Gen. xxxvi. 2.'5; I Cliron. i. 41).
list
of Dishon's sons is given in Gen. xxxvi. 26.
;

A

B.

K.

DISINTERMENT

P.

The

act of exliutnatioii. or
taking out of the earth or flu; grave. The rcnioviil
of dead bodies from one plar;e of burial to anoljier
:

has been a subject of controversy among Jewish
and in recent times lias become a cause

authorities,

of litigation in the scrular ffiurts.
In cases where
the relatives desired to transfer their dead to a place
designed to serve as the family plot, representative

Disinterment

Orthodox Judaism have forbidden the removal, while other rabbis have claimed that, according to the Jewish code of law, such procedure was
not only permissible, but in a certain sense actually
desirable.
See Burial.
The question hinges upon the interpretation of the
halakic rule which says: "It is unlawful to remove
the body or the remnants of bones
Guiding from one place to another, whether
from an honorable place to an equally
Rule.
honorable one, or from a lowly place
to one equally lowly, or even from a lowly place to
an honorable one, not to speak of the reverse. It is,
however, permissible to remove the same if the dead
for it is pleasant
is to be reinterred among his own
for a man to repose alongside of his fathers" (Shulhan 'Aruk, Yoreh De'ah, 362, 1, based upon Yer.
M. K. ii. 81b; Massek. Semahot xiii. KolBocxiv.).
leaders of

;

;

Those rabbis who forbid the transfer of a body to
unoccupied ground intended to serve as the family
plot base their prohibition on the expression "ezel
abotaw " (alongside of his fathers) insisting on the
occupancy of the place by the remains of relatives
who had died previously, and excluding, therefore,
a case where a family plot is to be initiated by the
They claim
burial of the body to be disinterred.
;

among one's own is supposed to be cherished only with reference to past
generations and not with reference to future ones.
Those who favor removal in such a case take the

that the desire for repose

words " it is pleasant for a man to repose alongside
of his fathers" in a larger sense, conveying the idea
that to be buried in a family plot is presumably
desirable to any man, and it matters not whether
the family plot has been already brought into use or
In corroborais to be consecrated for future time.
tion of this view they refer to the fact that the older
Baraita in Massek. Semahot I.e., as well as the Kol
Bo, makes no mention of "alongside of his fathers "
the former simply stating as the reason that " it is
conferring an honor upon the dead " ("she-zeh hu
;

kebodo ").
R. Moses Sofer,

in a respousum ("Hatam Sofer,"
permits disinterment, and calls it a meritorious act in (;ase it was the wish of the dead to be
buried in the burial-place of his fathers; he refers to
Mak. 11a, a passage which, however, implies the occupancy of the ground by the remains of relatives
who had died previously.
In the case of Cohn versus the Shearith Israel
congregation of New York, which came before the
New York courts and was discussed
vi. 37).

Cohn

vs.

in "

The American Hebrew" and " Jew-

and April,
Mendes, rabbi of the
Shearith Israel congtegation, opposed
the grant by Ww. court of a permit for disinterment,
and sustained his opposition by resixmsa from Dr.
H. Adler, chief rabi)i of the United Hebrew Congre-

Shearith
Israel.

ish

E.\i)onent

li»02.

Dr.

II.

"

for .March

P.

gations of the British empire; Dr. Gaster, chief
lahl.iof the Spanish and Portuguese Jews of England; Dr. Klein, rabbi of the First Hungarian Congregation of Nr-w York: Dr. B. Drachman, rabbi of
Congretration Ziehom Ephraim of New York; and
Rev. M. De Sola, minister of tlu- SpaJiish and Portuguese congregations, Montreal, Canada— all of

Diskin
Disputations
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whom

declared that remains iuterred iu a cemetery
not Iw removed for the purpose of reinterment
in another cemetery iu a plot which has been secured
since the death of the deceased iu question.
On the other haml. Dr. K. Kohler, rabbi of Temple Beth-El, New York, when consulted as to the
view of the authorities of traditional (Orthodox)
Judaism, declared that, inasmuch as the law excepts
from the prohibition of disinterment every case in
which the removal isabenelit to the dead and would
be presumably desired by him, the transfer of the
body to a famil\' plot to be consecrated is just as
lawful as its transfer to a family plot already occupied: the spirit and not the literal meaning of the
words "alongside of his fathers" being the essential
The courts, however, sustained the CongreX)oiiit.
gation Shearith Israel, and the application for a permit for disinterment, contrary to the cemetery regulations of the congregation, was refused.

may

American Hebiexv, March 14,
Orthodoxy and Uyperorthodoxy,
Jewish Exponent, April 18, 1902.

BiBi.ior.RAPHT: The

21,

1902; K. Kobler,

In

28,

The

K.

DISKIN, JOSHTJA LOB

BEN BENJAMIN

:

Russian rabbi; born at Grodno, Russia, Dec. 10,
1818; died at Jerusalem Jan. 22, 1898.
At thirteen
he married Sarah, the daughter of a good family of
Volkovisk, known later as "Die Brisker Rebitzin."
Diskin obtained a rabbi's diploma at eighteen, and
seven years later succeeded his father as rabbi of

Lomza.

He was

successively rabbi at Meseritz,

Kovno, Sklow, and Brest-Litovsk, whence
he was called "Der Brisker Rov." A profound and
thorough student, he became a recognized authority
on rabbinical law, his admirers comparing him to
Akiba Eger.
He was, if not aggressive, fearless
when once convinced that a thing was right. Thus,
when rabbi of Kovno, he insisted upon the dismissal
of a meat-tax collector. The Russian government,
however, did not share his views, but ordered him
ilinsk,

to leav3 the

town within

forty-eight hours.

Again,

in 1877, tiie last year of his rabbinical office at Brest-

Litovsk, he gave a legacy decision against the civil
authorities.
Compelled again to leave the town,
Diskin decided upon settling at Jerusalem. There,
too, he became a center of controversy by forbidding in 1889, a Sabbatical year, the cultivation of
land in Palestine, though several Russian rabbis,
among whom was Isaac Elhanan Spector, had decided to the contrary. The statement that Diskin was
opposed to colonization in Palestine is not correct;
lie was not opposed to those who went with sufficient capital to buy and till land.
tireless champion of Orthodox Judaism, he endeavored to counteract the influence of Jewish reformers and English
missionaries.
He founded at Jerusalem an orphan
asylum in opposition to a similar institution established by the liberal Jews, prohibited the use of the
English missionary hospital, and refused Jewish
burial to patients who died there.
He also founJled
the yeshibah Ohel Mosheh.

A

Diskin was once accused of having been guilty
of actions unbecoming a rabbi, but the charges were
groundless. The very men who had been accustomed to visit him, and in whom he had the greatest
confidence, committed the deeds with which he was
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charged. It should be said, furthermore, that his
wife was prominent in all the struggles between

him and

his adversaries.

BiBLiooRAPHY
xl..

No.

11.5;

rfa-Jfcli?, xxlx., No. 2; xxxvlli., Nos. 44,50;
vl. ;M7
Ila^Ychudi, t.,No. 14; HaXi; x.xvlll. No. 14; Elsenstiidt, Dor

:

Ahiamf,

;

i,/(i/)(Ui7ef, xxvii., Ni).

Hal)t>amiw wc-Sofcraiv,

ill.

10, 11.

M. Sel.

L. O.

DISNA: Town
According

government of

in the

"Wilna,

has a
population of 6,739, about 5,600 being Jews. Most of
About 265 persons are employed
these are traders.
Truck-farming gives occupation
as day-laborers.
to 8 families, working on 5 deciatines of rented land.
About 437 deciatines in the vicinity of the town are
owned and cultivated by Jews. There are the usual
charitable institutions, and a Jewish public school
for boys and girls, with a register of 170 pupils.
Russia.

to the census of 1897,

n. R.

it

S.

DISPECK, DAVID

BEN JOEL:

J.

Talmudic

He
scholar and homilist; born about the year 1744.
studied in the yeshibah under Joshua Cohen, among
his companions being Joseph Steinhard and Jacob
Berlin. Later he was named dayyan of Fllrth,
and in 1771 he became rabbi of Mering (Bavaria) and
the Schwarzwald.
In 1778 he was invited to direct
the yeshibah of Metz, and finally, in 1785, he became rabbi of Beyersdorf and Baireuth. AtBej'ersdorf he collected his homilies into one book, entitled
"Pardes Dawid" (The Garden of David), and arranged in the order of the parashiyyot. Besides the
homilies the book contains 365 solutions of difficult
pas sages in Maimonides' " Yad ha-Hazakah " (Sulzbach, 1786). A responsum of his is found in Jacob
Berlin's "-Be'er Ya'akob," ch. xiv., § 117.

Bibliography: Michael, Or ha-Hayyim, p. 328, No. 728;
Furst, Bibl. Jud. i. 209 Steinschheider, Cat. Bodl. col. 859
Fuenn, Keneset Yisrael, p. 232 Nepl-Ghlrondl, Toledot Oe;

;

dole Yisrael,
L. G.

p. 79.

M. Sel.

DISPUTATIONS (D>m3''l) : Public debates on
Rereligious subjects between Jews and non-Jews.
ligious differences have at all times induced seriousminded men to exchange their views in order to win
opponents over to their own side by appeals to reaAbraham is represented in the Midrash as
son.
holding a religious debate with Nimrod (see Jew.
Encyc. i. 86). In Alexandria disputations between
Jews and pagans were probably quite frequent.
The first actual disputation before a worldly ruler
took place at Alexandria about 150 u.c, under Ptolemy Philometor, between Andronicus ben Messalam
(Meshullam), the Judean, and Sabbeus and Dositheus (Theodosius), Samaritans, with reference to the
Scripture text which the Samaritans claimed had
been omitted by the Jews in the Septuagint trans"Gcsch." iii. 44, 650; compare Josephus, "Ant." xiii. 3, §4). In the time of the emperor Caligula the first disputation between Jews
and pagans before a ruling monarch took place at
Rome, the erection of statues of Caligula in the synagogues of Alexandria having caused the Jews to
send a deputation under Philo to the emperor, while
the anti-Jewi.sh party sent a deputation under Aplations (Gratz,

was typical of all later disputations, inasas the defeat of the Jews was a foregone conclusion.
Some of Philo's arguments are probably
ion.

much

It

Diskin
Disputations
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" Legatio ad Caium "
(§§ 20Papyri fragments discovered in recent years
contain records of disputations held before Claudius
and a later emperor ("Rev. Et. Juives," xxxvii.

Gratz, I.e. iv. 58), noted for his fierce opposition to
the Christian sect (Shab. 116a), as a typical representative of Jewish teaching, putting into his mouth
rabbinical arguments for the sake of refuting them

218-223; Schurer, "Gesch."3d ed., 1. 65-70).
In 'Ab. Zarah iv. 7 and Baraita 'Ab. Zarah 54b is
recorded a disputation held in Rome between pagan

M. Friedlander, " Patristische und Talmudische
Studien," pp. 20 c< «eg., 80-137, Vienna, 1878; Goldfahn, "Justinus Martyr und die Agada," in "Mo-

preserved in part in his

45).

sages (pDIDv'D) and four Jewish elders, whomGriitz
properly identifies with Gamaliel II., Eleazarb. Azariah, Joshua b. Hananiah, and Akiba, who went to
Rome to have Domitian's decree against the Jews

withdrawn (Gratz, "Gesch." 3d ed., iv. 110). The
following was the dialogue " If your God hates idolatry, why, being omnipotent, does He not destroy it?"
" Shall sun, moon, and stars, without which the world
can not exist, be destroyed on account of the fools
that worship them? "
"But why are not other idols
which are of no consequence destroyed ? " " As well
:

when stolen not grow in
the soil, or a child conceived in adultery notbe born.
No; the world goes
on in its prescribed course, and the
transgressors shall meet their retribushould seeds

Between
Jews and
Romans,

tion " (compare Bacher, " Ag. Tan." i. 84).
According to Eccl. R. i. 9, R. Meir was delegated to represent the Jews at a public disputation with the
government in Rome, the boar (TTn), as the Roman
emblem, being made the subject of the debate (compare Bacher, I.e. ii. 35 et seq.).
R. Meir also had
disputes with the Samaritans (Gen. R. iv. Bacher,
I.e. pp. 32 et seq.).
Of an altogether different nature were the disputations between Jews and Christians.
At first
;

these were bitter and sarcastic in tone, but, like
quarrels between members of one household, harmless in their

As they turned chiefly
interpretations, the Jew easily obtained

consequences.

on Scripture

Between
Jews and

the victory over his less skilled advernumber are recorded in the

sary.

A

Talmud and Midiash between ChrisChristians, tians called "minim" (heretics) or philosophers and R. Gamaliel II. (Yeb.
102b; Midr. Teh. to P.s. x. Ex. R. xxx. see Derenbourg. "Hist." 1867, p. 357; Bacher, I.e. i. 87) and
;

;

Joshua

Hananiah (Hag. 5b; see Bacher, ^.c. 1.
prominent these disputations were in
the early days of Christianity is shown by the numK.

176).

b.

How

IxT of fictitious dialogues written by Christians for
apologetic purposes, and mainly copied one from the
other, with referenccis to the same Scriptural pasRages, and all of them ending in the same way: the
Jew, who wtldom knows how to answer, finally
yirlds and embraffs Cliristianity (see Origcn, "Contra Celsum," iv. 52, where the disi)uralion between
I'apiscus the Jew and Ja.son is referred to; Harnack,
in "Tfxtf uiid Untersiifhiingen," i. 1-3; Conybeare.
"The dialogues of Athanasius and Zaccheus and of
Timothy and Aquila," Oxford. 1898; McGiffert,
" .\ Dialogue Brlwcen a CMiristian and
a Jew, En
titled

'AvTt(io?r/

M6vax6v Tiva,"

Ua-n-iaKfiv

New York,

Km

<bi'/M)Vtiq

1889).

'lovi)aiuv

nfjo^

Most valuable as a

example of such a disfiiitatirm is JusiMartyr's "Dialf)gue with Tryi)lioii the Jew."

characteristic
tin

The author, who frequently

calls himself "philosopher," took tlh- famous R. Tarfon (al.so pronounced,
probably, "Tryphon":
Derenbourg, I.e. p. 370;

(see

natsschrift," 1873, pp. 49, 104, 145, 194, 257).
Often
Jew was horrified at the identification of

the

"Christ" with the "Divine Shekinah," and termed

blasphemy " (Friedlander, I.e. pp. 62 et seq.) and
as the arguments taken from Gen. i. 26, and similar
expressions regarding the Deity used in Scripture,
were ever reiterated by these troublesome "heretics," he found these disputations "full of weariness" (Eccl. R. i. 9; compare Sanh. 38b, 105b; Yer.
Ber. ix. 12d; Friedlander, I.e. pp. 62, 82).
In the
course of time, however, polemics became a fine art
with some of the rabbis, Caesarea, a place where
Christians and Jews constantly met, being the chief
school of controversy (Bacher, "Ag. Pal. Amor." i.
92).
R. Simlai and R. Abahu were known as keen
debaters (Bacher, I.e. i. 555, ii. 115). On the fictitious disputation in Rome between Pope Sylvester
(314-335) and twelve Pharisaic doctors before the
emperor Constantine, see Giidemann, "Gesch. des
Erziehungswesens und der Cultur der Judea in Itait "

;

lien," 1884, pp. 39, 295.

Learned disputations of a harmless nature took
place frequently in Italy, and a controversial Jewish literature sprang up in the thirteenth century
Giidemann, I.e. pp. 12, 24, 37, 39, 230) with
the declared object of defending the truth without
giving offense to the Christian Church (see Polem(see

ical Literature). Quite different was the tone
of the disputatious introduced in the Byzantine empire.
Here Basil I., about 880, instiIn
tuted such disputations, and the Jews
the Middle were to be forced either to admit or
Ages.
to disprove " that Jesus is the culmination of the Law and the Prophets "
(Gratz, I.e. V. 229), the result being generally expulsion and persecution. In the West, Jews and
Christians disputed freely and on terms of mutual
good-will in spite of occasional hostile attacks (see
"Rev. Et. Juives." v. 23S et seq.). The impression
prevailed among Christians that they were no match
for the learned and witty Jews, while the latter frequently challenged the former, openly and frankly
criticizing tlu; dogmas of the Church.
Among these
Nathan L'OKFrciAL and his son in France obtained about the close of the twelfth century great renown as bold and skilful debaters, and the disputes
they had with jjopes, archbishops, and other prelates have been partly preserved (Grtttz, I.e. vi. 148,
360; Gi'ideniaiin, "Gesch. des Erziehungswesens und
der Cultur der Juden in Fraukreich und Deutschland," 1880, pp. 18, 140 et seq.).
It was only after Pop(r Innocent HI. had infused
the spirit of the Inquisition into Christendom, and
the Dominicans had begun their warfare against
every di.s.senter, that the disi)utation3 became associated with relentless persecution of the Jewish faith.
Being turned into great spectacles by the presence
of the dignitaries of Church and state—'mock controversial

tournaments

in

which the Jews were bound
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Disputatious

dofont— they bocaincft direct monace to the
and the very lives of the Jews. In order
to seeure to the Chureh the semblaiue
Paris and of a victory, Jewish apostates lent
Barcelona, themselvis to the task of brincjing ma-

to suffer

literature

former
by ferreting out

licious charges against their

supporting these
every W(>ak and ambiguous point in the Talmud or
the Jewisli liturgy that miglit be construed as a
coreligionists,

"blasphemy "or
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being consigned to the flames two years later in Paris
(see Levin in "Monatsschrift," 18G9, pp. 97 etseq.;
C.ratz, I.e. vii. 401; Loeb, in "Rev. Et. Juives," i.
247,

ii.

248,

iii.

39).

The second disputation took

place at Barcelona on
presence of
James I. of Aragon and his court, and of many prominent ecclesiastics and knights, between Nai.imanlOKsand Pal)loCni<isriANi, wlio, like Donin, was the
accuser and the

July

20, 1263, at the royal palace, in the

The

as defamation of

instigator.

Jesus and

debate turned on
tlu!
(juestions

tian

Cliris-

dogma.

first
of
these famousdis-

whether the Messiah had ap-

putations took
place at the
royal court of

peared or not
whether, according to Scripture,
the Messiah is a
divine or a human being; and

The

Louis

IX. in
Paris June 2527, 1240. in the
presence of the
queen
mother
Blanche and the

whether the Jews
or the Christians
the
true
lield

prelates of Paris.

faith.

the rabbis Jehiel
of Paris, Moses

R. Jehiel of Par-

-

of Coucy,

Differing from

Judah

is,

Nahmanides

ben David of
Melun, and Samuel ben Solomon
Chateauof
being
Thierry
ranged against

met

Nicholas DoNiN, the Jewish

undertook

the dignity of a
Spaniard
true

and when Pablo
prove from

passages

four rabbis were
to
defend the
Talmud against
the accusations
of Donin, turning mainly upon

Nahmanides
stated
frankly
that he did not
believe in all the
haggadic passages of the Talmud, and he

immoral
and
blasphemous ex-

taines

sentiments

went so far as to
declare that he

pressionsagainst
the Deity, and
that it speaks in

had more regard
for the Christian

an

monarch than for

offensive
manner of Jesus.
Disputation Between Jewish and CbrlsUan Theologians.

R. Jehiel, timid
first,

was

(From Pet«r Schwarz, " Der Sl«rn Memhish,"

en-

couraged by the
assurance of protection by the queen, and succeeded
in refuting Donin 's charges by proving that Jesus,
the son of Panthera, can not be the Jesus of the New
Test&ment; that the term "gov" in the Talmud does
not refer to Christians; and that the Minim who are
made an objectof execration in the Jewish liturgy are
not born Christians, but only born Jews who have

become sectaries or
however successful

the

Messianic character of Jesus,

two points: that
the Talmud con-

at

to

vari-

ous haggadic

The

apostate.

his antago-

with fearless
courage and with
nist

heretics.

R. Jehiel's defense,

moment, did not save
twenty-four cartloads of copies of the Talmud from
for the

the Messiah. As
the question

to

whethertJie Messiah had come or
not, he could not believe that he had come as long as
the promised cessation of all warfare had not been
realized. It w^as a triumph for the Jewish cause, yet
all the more did both the Jewish and the Christian
friends of Nahmanides warn him against the peril
threatening his brethren from the terrible power of
the Dominicans in case of defeat, and so, at his own
request, the disputation was interrupted on the fourth
day. But the enemies of the Jews were not set at
They claimed the victory, and when Nahmarest.
1477.)
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nides published the frank statements he had made,
the king, who had dismissed him with presents and
with expressions of his regard, could no longer proAgain
tect him, and he had to leave the country.
the Talmud was made the object of attack; but this
time, instead of the whole Talmud being proscribed
or burned, only the offending passages were singled
out for erasure by a censorial committee appointed

by the king (see GrStz, I.e. vii. 121-124).
Of literary rather than of historical importance
are the public disputations held at Burgos and
Avila in 1375 by Moses Cohen de Tordesillas with
the apostates John of Valladolid and Abner of
Burgos, and that held about the same time in Pampeluna by Shem-Tob ben
Isaac Shaprut of Tudela
with Cardinal Don Pedro
de Luna, afterward Pope

Disputations

ments nor the threats of the pope, nor the fierce attack on the Talmud made by Lorqui, the pope's
physician and chief adviser, could induce the Jews
to become traitors to their heritage.
A papal bull
(May, 1415) of eleven clauses, forbidding the study
of the Talmud and inflicting all kinds of degradation
upon the Jews, showed the spirit that had prompted
the disputation (see Gratz, I.e. viii. 116, 406). Under
James II. of Castile, about 1430, Joseph ben ShemTob and Hayyim ibn Musa held frequent disputations with learned Christians at the court of Granada, but henceforth disputations became rare and
of no historical importance.
Belonging to the class of friendly disputations {ib.

Benedict XIII., the disputations being made the
subjects

of

the

books

"'Ezerha-Emunuh" (by
Moses) and "Eben Bohan " (by Shem-Tob see
Polemics and Polem-

tugal, (a) concerning Jesus' miraculous powers;

:

regarding the perpetual character of the Mosaic law
(c) as to the
efficacy of the prayer of
(6)

ical Literature).
The most remarkable
disputation in Jewish
history, for the pomp
and splendor accompanying it, the time it
lasted, and the number
of Jews that took part
therein, is the one held at
the

summons of the

;

a non-Jew

(a)on the qualities of
{b) on the distance
between earth and heaven (c) on the sun's radiation of heat (d) on the
forbidden fat and blood
of animals; (e) on the
night's sleep; (/) on the
immortality of the soul.
;

;

;

Kt'Ufflous Oi.spututlon Ht'lweeii

(From Kohut,

*'

Jews and

Christians.

Oeiichtcht« diT Dt-utachen Juden.")

was to jirove from the Tahnud that Jesus
was the Messiah, and tjie twenty-two most distin-

apostate,

guished

rabbis and scholars of the
of Arugon had the choice of
tion
refuting his arguments or and this
of Tortoaa. was tlie sc^rrely conrealed purpose of
the pop(;, anxious to regain power and
prestige through tlie con version of the Jewsof Spain
espousing the fMiristian faith. To judge from the
fragmentary records, there was no great erudition
or acumen displayed either by the aggressor, who

Disputa-

whether

tile,

God

to

him, while hundreds of
monks and knights and
men of all degrees were
among the audience.
Joshua Lorfjui (Geronimo de Santa Fe). the

(d)

on error, is so severely
punished in Scripture.
(2) Between three Jewish
artisans taken from the
street, and Don Joseph
iba Benvsuiste ha-Levi
with Alfonso XI. of Cas-

anti-

allegiance

;

the hosts of angels are
numerable or infinite; (e)
why sorcery, being based

pope Benedict XIII. in
Tortosa.
It began in
Feb.. 1413, and ended
Nov., 1414, and was presided over by the pope in
state, surrounded by the
cardinals and dignitaries
of tlie Church who still
retained

417, note 4) are those,

viii.

whether authentic or embellished by legend, mentioned in Solomon ibn
Verga's "Shebet Yehudah": (1) Between Don
Joseph ibn Yahya and
King Alfonso V. of Por-

kingdom

—

—

dwelt on a few jiaggadif! passages cfincerning the
Messiali, or by the defenders, wjio no longer pos
sessed the courage and self-confidence shown by
Nahnianidcs.
Tlie sixty-nine sessions pftssed without any other result than that neither the blaudish-

(3)

Between Don Samuel

Abrnbalia and Don Solomon ha-Levi and Pope Martin (Hebrew text haslpiio;
see Grtttz, I.e. viii. 128, note), (a) concerning the fierce
words of Simon b. Yohai, "The best
Friendly of the Iwatheu deserves killing " (210
DisjnnD^IJDK': Mek., Bcsiiallah, i. Yer.
putations. Kid. iv. fiOc; Mussck., Soferim, xv. 9;
see Mlillcr'a ed., note): (b) on Jer.
"The end of the heathen is shame and
1. 12 (Hebr.),
desolation"; (r) on Simon b. Yohai's utterance,
"You are called men, but the other nations are not
called men " (B. M. 114b; Yeb. Ola; compare Lazarus, "F>thics of Judaism," i. 264, Philadelphia.
;

1900).

(1)

Between Don Pedro IV. of Aragon (1336-

1387) and his physician, who,

Jews were not allowed

tf)

when asked why

drink

the;

the

wine touched by

a Christian, had water brought to wash the king'a

Disputations
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of whii'h he tlion ilrank. to show tliiit tho four of
tlu- rcusou ot thf prohibition ^Ciiill/.,

impurity wus not
I.e.

i.

Vi).

(5)

Botweou Don Abraham Benvenistc,

Don Joseph

ha- Nasi (bon Abraliani ibn Bcnvonisti')
ami R. Samut'l ibn Shoshan of Ecija, and Don Alfonso XI. on the social conduct of the Jews, their

usury and avariee, their nuisieal aoeoinplishnients,
their luxury, the Jewish sages ascribing Jewish
usury to Christian legislation; as regards the dishonest means by which the Jews were said to have
obtained wealth, they remarked, ""We Jews are
treated like the mice: one mouse eats the cheese,
and people say, The mice have done it.' For the
wrong-doing of one the whole race is made respon-sible" (ib. viii. 25-27). (6) Between a Christian and a
Jew, before Don Alfonso (V.?) of Portugal, on the
Messianic passjigcs in Ps. xxii., and on the hyperbolical haggadic passages in the Talmud.
(7) The
remarkable disputation of Ephraim ben (Don) Sango
(Sancho? more probably identical with the famous
poet Don Santo de Carrion; see "Orient, Lit." 1851,
xii., though disputed by Kayscrling, "Sephardim,"
p. 328, note) with Don Pedro IV. on the question,
Which religion is the better, the Jewish or the Christian? the Jewish sage answering with the parable of
the two precious jewels and the two sons, obviously
the original of the parable of the three rings, taken
from Boccaccio by Lessing for his "Nathan the
Wise" (see Wllnschc, in Lessing-Mendelssohn's
" Gedenkbuch," 1879,
pp. 329 et seq.). The story of
a disputation on the question, Which is the best religion? is, however, very old.
One is said to have
taken place about 740, before Bulan, the king of the
Chazars, who, uncertain whether to exchange his
heathen religion, which he had come to abhor, for
'

Mohammedanism

or Christianity,

summoned

repre-

sentatives of these two creeds, as well as of JudaNone could convince him of
ism, for a disputation.
the superiority of his faith, and Bulan resolved to
espouse the Jewish, since both Christian and Mohammedan referred to it as the basis of their own,

and each recognized it as superior to the others
(see Chazars).
Upon this story the religious disputations in Judah ha-Levi's "Cuzari" are based.

The

story of a disputation occurs in Russian legends
regarding Vladimir's conversion, but with a different result (see Karamsin, "History of Russia," bk.
1.,

ch. vii.).

In order to have a great spectacle to excite the
passions of the ignorant masses, John Capistrano,
the Franciscan Jew-baiter, arranged in 1450 a disputation at Rome with a certain Gamaliel called
"Synagogae Romanae magister," but otlierwise very
little known (see Vogelstein and Rieger, "Gesch.
der Juden in Rom," 1895, ii. 14). Disputations of a
friendly character were held at the
In Italy, court of Ercole d'Este I. at Ferrara
Germany, by Abraham Farissoj^ with two
and
learned monks, the one a Dominican,
Poland.
the other a Franciscan, the matter
of which is produced in Farissol's

"Magen Abraham" and "Wikkuah ha-Dat" (see
Gratz, I.e. ix. 45). In Germany it was the Jewish
apostate Victor von Kakben who, under the direction of Herrman, the Archbishop of Cologne, and
In the presence of many courtiers, ecclesiastics, and
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knights, held a disputation with some Jews of the
Rhine provinces about 1500, accusing them of blasphemy against tho Christian religion; the conse(luence of this disputation was that the Jews were
expelled from the lower Rhine district (ib. Ix. 70).
Quite different in tone and character were the disputations held by the Jews, both Rabbinites and
Karaites, with Christians of various denominations
in Poland at the close of the sixteenth century.
Here the Jews, untrammeled by clerical or state
despotism, freely criticized the various religious
sects, and it was considered a difficult task for a
Christian to convert a Jew (ib. ix. 456; see Lsaac
Occasionally disputations for
b. Abraham Troki).
conversionist purposes were arranged at German
courts.
One is reported to have taken place at the
ducal court of Hanover, about 1700, in the presence
of the duke, the dowager-duchess, the princes,
clergy, and all the distinguished personages of the
city, between Rabbi Joseph of Stadthagen and Eliczer Edzard, who had
Eighteenth had been the instigator of the disputaCentury tion. It ended in the complete victory
Disof the rabbi, who not only refuted all
putation. the arguments of his antagonist from
Scripture and the Midrash, but under
the full approval of the court declined to answer
under oath the question as to which religion was
the best.
He said: "We condemn no creed based
upon the belief in the Creator of heaven and earth.
believe what we have been taught; let the
Christians adhere to what they have been taught"
(Bloch in " Oesterreichische Wochenschrift," 1902,

J
'

An

We

p. 785).

Regarding the disputations between the rabbis and
the Frankists before Bishop Dembowski at Kamenetz in 1757, and before the canon Nikulski at Lemberg in 1759, see Frank, Jacob.
For others, see
Steinschneider in "Monatsschrift," 1883, pp. 80 et
seq.,

and

his

"Uebersetzungen," pp. 305, 461.

Bibliography: Isidore Loeb, La Controver/te ReJigieuse
Entre les Chri't ieits et les Jiiifs au Moyen Age, Paris, 1888; I.
Zlegler, ReUai<">!<>'' Dinputatinne^i im Mittelatter, Frankforton-the-Maln, 1894, reproduced In Hamburger, R, B. T. Supplement, V. 1900, s.v. Disputationen.
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D'lSRAELI, BENJAMIN: 1. English merchant and flnaiicier; born in Venice Sept. 22, 1730;
died at Stoke Newington, London, in 1816. He went
to England in 1748, and settled there as a merchant,
though he did not take out papers of denization till
1801.

Though a conforming Jtew, and though contributing liberally toward the support of the synagogue,
D'Israeli appears never to have cordially or intimately mixed with the community; only on one occasion
did he serve in a minor office that of inspector of
charity schools in the j'ear 1782.
2. Public notary in Dublin, Ireland, 1788-96;
died at Beechey Park, county of Carlow, Aug. 9,
1814, and was buried in St. Peter's churchyard,

—

Dublin.
Bibliography: B. Disraeli, Introduction to Isaac D'lsraeH's
Collected Workx. 18.58 Picoiotto, Sketches of Anglo-Jevixh
JfiHtory Diet. National Bingrayhy, s.v. D'Israeli, Isaac
Jewish World, April 22, 1881.
J.
G. L.
;

;

1

DISRAELI, BENJAMIN,

CONSFIELD

EARL OF BEA-

English statesman born at London,
England, Dec. 21, 1804 died there April 19, 1881 The
son of Isaac D'Israeli, he was descended from a
wealthy Sephardic family of Venice, his grandfather
:

;

;

.

having come to England to engage in commerce.
He was educated at a private school, at which he
used to " stand back " when Christian prayers were
recited; but at the suggestion of the poet Rogers

was baptized in

1817, immediately after the death
of his grandfather, Benjamin D'Israeli. At
the age of seventeen Disraeli

Disputations
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was

articled

Disraeli

—

of Alroy " the only novel by him dealing entirely
with a Jewish subject (see Alroy) "The Rise of
Iskander, " " Vindication of the British Constitution,"
"The Revolutionary Epic," "Venetia," "Henrietta
Temple," and "The Tragedy of Count Alarcos."
On the dissolution of 1837 Disraeli was returned
for Maidstone with ]\Ir. Wj'ndham Lewis.
Disraeli's
first speech in the House of Commons was a fiasco.
His extraordinary appearance, his theatrical delivery, and above all the enmity of the O'Connell
faction robbed him of

—

Stevenson, solicitors, in the Old Jewry,
and in 1824 entered Lin-

time would come
would hear

tliey

which

of his late colleague,

and

was

thenceforth

free

from

peciniiary

cares.

He now

j)urchased the
country estate of Hughenden, and in 1841 was
returned for Shrewsbury
as a follower of Peel.
The alliance did not last
long.
Peel gradually

dis-

"

luisuccessfully

him.

Robert Peel, however, by no means acquiesced in the adverse
judgment. In 1839 Disraeli married Mrs.Wyndliam Lewis, the widow

Tancred," and
probably those which
afterward
determined
his philoTurkish policy.
Keturning to England,
he

when

Sir

spent the ne.xt three
years traveling in the
East.
On this journey
he visited Jerusalem,
whence he derived the
tinguish

the memoraprediction that the

ble

in 1831.

impres.sions

usually
maiden

;

but withdrew
At
the age of twenty-two
Disraeli wrote the novel
"Vivian Grey," a political satire, and leaped into
His
sudden notoriety.
health giving way, lie

name

the

down with

coln's Inn,
his

to

speeches of new members, and he was not allowed to finish he sat

to

&

Bwain

leniency

the

shown

con-

t

u rn

ed toward free
though his party

tested

High Wycombe

trade,

(1834)

and Taunton

had been elected pledged

(183.")).

At Taunton he

to

whose name,
lieve,

mu.st

Disraeli."

I

ofthe malcontents.
.\])out this

''

verily be(AfUrr Ihc palntiDg by Sir J. K. Mlllriln.)

have been

Hy

this

in

usurped its functions,
might regain its sus-

Disraeli chalto a (hicl on
but tiie affair came to nothing.
time Disraeli was well known,

written in 1M28

"The

Inf.riial

Heaven," and "Popaniiia,"

Mnriiagc.
sjitirical

1

iialf

of

though handicapped by a tenih'ncy

to

pciidcd powers, and lln is solve many ofllie dilliculties
the lime
Hut "Coningsby" contains more than

ol'

lie
'

"

had

Ixion

binles(|ues.

In 1836 his "Letters from Hunnymede," directed
against the government, caused consiflerable comment. Disraeli now mingleil in the l)eHt .soeii-ty,

obtrude his

He

adoptr-d eccentricities of dress and
opinion whidi nearly ruined his jiojitieal prospects.
personality.

time he ])ub-

two remarkable
novels," Coningsby" and
"Sybil." The main idea
of" Coningsbj' was that
the crown, released by
the Reform Bill from an
aristocracy which had
iislicd

Icngc'd the son of (J'ConncIl

his father,

Disraeli

])rotection,

becoming the spokesman

attacked the policy of
O'Connell, the Irish patriot, who had written
him a commendatory letter wlien he stood for
Wycombe.
O'Cotmell,
replying, spoke of "the
impenitent thief who
(lied on the cross, and

Between 1831 and 1839 he wrote "The Young
Duke," "Contarini Fleming," "The Wondrous Talc

tliiit.

View^s on

in

tlie

The most impressive character
liook is Sidonia, a Jew of im-

whom Disof his views.
Disraeli was ludiid o( his Hel)rew descent.
Ho regarded ('hristianily as developed Jmluism. "One
half the world worships a Jew and the; other half a
Jewess." he said.
Disraeli classed the Jews among
the Caucasian nations, and claimed that no amount
of jiersec iition could destroy an unmi-ved and splcnflidly organized race.
The Jews, he claimed, were
Judaism.

mense
riieji

wealth,

e\i)onn(ls

through

many

Disraeli
B'laraeli
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Disnu'li diil not ploatl for
the aristtx^racy of nature.
tolemtion, but for the admission of .lows to full
"If
privileufs on acrouut of their ospociiil nicrits.
tlie Jews had not pn-vaiifd upon the Hoinans to
crucify our Ixird, wliat wduKI have become of the
In "ConAtonement?" he asks in "TaiuTcd."
ingsby " Sidonia says: "The Jews, independently
of the capital qualities for citizenship which they
possess, are a race essentially monarchical, deeply
Tiie fact is, you
religious, and essentially Tories.
can not crush a pure race of Caucasian organization.
It is a physiological fact, a simple law of nature,
which has baffled EgyjUian and Assyrian kings,
Roman emperors, and Christian inquisitors." He
then remarks that the Jews lead all the intellectual movements in Europe, monopolize professorial
He, howchairs, and enter into political affairs.
ever, makes the blunder of classifying Soult and
Massena as Jews. Disraeli appears genuinely to have
He
believed in Christianity as developed Judaism.
In
detested Colenso and the essayists of his school.
" I am on the side of
rejecting Darwinism he said
:

the angels."
In his " Life of Lord George Bentinck " Disraeli
devotes a chapter to a statement of the Jewish case.
He begins by declaring that the Roman massacres,
and the fact that the Diaspora had begun long before the death of Christ, make it impossible that the
fi;om those who
Further, he says, the
theory that the Jews are now expiaAdvocates ting their offense is not dogmatically
" The native tendency of the
Jewish
sound.
Emancipa- Jewish race," he continues, "is against
tion.
the doctrine of the equality of man.
They have also another characteristic
Thus it will be seen
the faculty of acquisition.
that all the tendencies of the Jewish race are conservative.
Their bias is to religion, property, and
natural aristocracy, and it should be the interest
their energies and creative
of statesmen that
powers should be enlisted in the cause of existing
Disraeli consistently and honorably supsociety."
ported all the bills for the removal of Jewish disabilities, and his conduct in this regard earned him the admiration of his great rival, Mr. Gladstone. " Sybil
deals with the squalor and wretchedness of the factory-workers.
Here the Church is to play the part
ascribed to the crown in "Coningsby." In 1847
"Tancred" appeared. In this book the hero, a
duke's son, of course, goes to Jerusalem to seek inspiration, and Disraeli then describes the scenes

Jews of to-day can be descended
attended the

crucifi.xion.

—

.

.

.

which he had visited in early life.
He now bade farewell to literature for nearly five
and twenty years. In 1848I.saac D'Israeli died, and
in the same year the death of Lord George Bentinck
gave the Conservative leadership to Disraeli. During the next three years he reorganized the party,
and won back the Peelites to Conservatism. In
1852 Lord Derby came into office and Disraeli became chancellor of the exchequer; but his budget
was defeated in the first few months of the administration, and the Coalition Cabinet came into power.
In 18.52 he wrote the "Life of Lord George Bentinck," in which, besides his plea for the Jews, he
gives a graphic account of the free-trade struggle.
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During the war with Russia he loyally supported
the Coalition, but when the Aberdeen ministry fell
in consequence of tlie mismanagement of the war.
Lord Derby refused to take olVue without the aid
of Mr. Gladstone or lA)rd Palmerston.
This scornful treatment of his own followers angered Disraeli
exceedingly.
Disraeli was then forty-five years of
age:

In

had

lie

come

an opportunity which did not again
many years. In 1858 he and Lord
Derby took office for a few months.
but were beaten on their new Reform
Bill.
This year was distinguished by

lost

him

to

OflBce.

for

the admi.s.sion of

Jews to Parliament.

The

elections

Lord Derby a clear majority, and the
ministry was turned out of office on the ground of
its failure to prevent the war between France and
failed to give

In 18C3 Disraeli came into possession of the
fortune of Mrs. Brydges "VVillyams, a lady of Jewish
parentage who had taken great interest in him owing to his Jewish birth and connection with the De
Laras, with whom her own family, the Mendez da
Austria.

Costas,

had intermarried.

The great question which now agitated England
was that of reform. In 1865 Lord Palmerston died,
and the new premier, Lord John Russell, introduced
a bill which was defeated on a matter of detail. He
resigned, and Derby and Disraeli came into power.
There had been some talk of ignoring Disraeli in
favor of another leader, as he had made several tacbut he had lived down his eccentriciand reconstructed his party, and though he had
failed on the whole to win their confidence, he was
too formidable to be overlooked.
It was now that
he made the celebrated "leap in the dark," which
drew down upon him the wrath of Carlyle, who described him as "a superlative Hebrew conjurer,
tical errors;
ties

spellbinding all the great lords, great parties, great
interests, of England." His new policy was bitterly
denounced by many of his own party, but nevertheless restored the Conservatives to public confidence.
Perceiving that reform was inevitable, he outbid
the Whigs and introduced a l)ill of a far more radical
nature than that proposed by his opponents. He
lost three of his party in the process. Lord Cranborne (afterward Lord Salisbury), Lord Carnarvon,
and General Peel; but the measure became law.

Lord Derby now retired from political life and DisIn 1869 the elections went
became premier.
against him, and he yielded office to Mr. Gladstone.
Refusing a peerage on giving up office, he nevertheless had his wife created Viscountess of Beaconsfield
raeli

in her

own

right; four years later she died.

In 1874

was once more returned to power. It was the finst
time there had been a clear Tory majority for more
than thirty years; and since 1848 he had had no real

lie

chance to display his abilities. Now nearly seventy,
he was compelled to exchange the House of Commons for the less strenuousatmosphereof the House

becoming Earl of Beaconsfield in 1876.
Turkish provinces were in rebellion, and Russia, in defiance of treaty obligations,
Public feeling was
declared war upon the sultan.
greatly excited against Turkey by the atrocities
committed by the irregular troops in Bulgaria
(which, however, were sub.sequently found to be
greatly exaggerated), and Lord Beaconsfield was
of Lords,

At

this time several
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overruled iu his desire to intervene on behalf of
Turkey. His political enemies accused him of
"Semitic instincts," though the Turks are not a
Semitic race. But when Russia had practically effaced the Turkish empire in Europe by the treaty
of San Stefano, Lord Beaconstield sent the British
fleet into the Dardanelles and brought Indian troops
to Malta as an indication of the intentions of the
This latter act subjected him
British government.
to the accusation of undermining the liberties of
England by unconstitutional proceAt Berlin dures. Russia submitted, and agreed
Congress, to the discussion of the whole affair at
the Congress of Berlin. Lord Beacons
went as a delegate, accompanied by the Marquis
of Salisbury, and succeeded in compelling Russia to
modify materially the terms of the treaty. By this
congress it was decreed that Rumania should grant
field

Disraeli
D'lsraeli

"Gentleman's Magazine."

In 1790 he published bis
A Defense of Poetry."
An attack on " Peter Pindar " (Dr. T. Wolcot) first
drew attention to D'lsraeli, and he soon obtained introductions to various literary men.
Now finally
adopting a literary career, the following twenty
years of his life were spent in the production of a
succession of literary works, which rapidly made his
reputation and met with considerable success. In
1791 he issued anonymously a collection of ana entitled "Curiosities of Literature," which had an immediate vogue. He added a second volume in 1793,
a third in 1817, two more in 1823, and a sixth in
first

volume in verse,

entitled "

"A

Dissertation on Anecdotes" appeared
Essay on the Literary Character" in
1795, "Miscellanies of Literary Recollections" in
1796, "Calamities of Authors" in 1812-13, and
" Quarrels of Authors " in 1814.
These works con1834.

in 1793,

"An

full religious freedom to her subjects.
Disraeli's
public interference on behalf of the Jews of Rumania
consisted in supporting M. "U'addington, who introduced the subject on behalf of France; but it is believed that he was more active, and took the initiative behind the diplomatic scenes.
His whole
conduct of affairs at the congress extorted the admiration of the assembled diplomats of Europe,
and he had reason to boast on his return that he
had brought back " peace with honor " (see Berlin

Congress).

Among

the other acts of Lord Beaconsfield during
was the enactment of the law by
which Queen Victoria was proclaimed Empress of
India.
He annexed Cyprus, and in return for it
guaranteed the protection of the Turkisli dominions
in Asia Minor.
By a clever piece of business foresiglit he purcha.sed a number of shares in the Suez
Canal, which have since increased iu value to an
enormous extent. This was done at his own personal initiative, acting on a hint of ]Mr. Greenwood,
and was carried through with the aid of tiie Rothschilds, wlio took some risks in buying the shares
before Parliament had ratified the sale.
Disraeli
was on familiar terms with the Roth.schild family,
and would often listen at their table to the Hebrew
grace after meals intoned according to the usual
cantillation.
"I like to li.sten to the old tunes," he
his administration

remarked on one occasion.
In 1880 Mr. Gladstone was again return<(i on
questions of domestir legi.slation. Lord Beaconsfield
had no prospects of surviving fJladstoiu-'s administration, but nevertlieless continued to direct the

During his later
)iis parly until liis death.
years he wrote fwf) more novels: " f-otiiair " (1H7(»)
and " Endymion " (1880^. The anniversary of his
deatli is celebrated as "Primro.so Day," and in connfction with it a large ronscrvalive orL'anization has
grown u|i, known as the " Primrosr- League."

affairs of

BiBl.lofiRAPlIV IHrlinnnryiif Satinunl ItUnrrii)ihn\ FrfMido,
Earl of Bc<ic4)n«fleUl Georg UniinlcB, Lonl Hcacinixflcld.

s^Jfi^^TL^^'
(From n Artving by Druminond, iiubhslud

In the

"Mouthly Mirror,"

1197.)

amount

of interesting matter, not allives of authors, atid have
formed a fund of anecilotage from which succeeding
writers have (irawii copiously.
Their accuracy was
impugned by Bolton Corney, who opened witli D'lsraeli a fresh chapter of the "(juarrels of authors"
tain a large

ways very

reliable,

on the

in 1837-;58.

D'lsraeli also tried his hand at romances; but
these were never successful. In 1797 three were published
viz., "Vaurien: A Sketch of the Times";
"Flini-Flams, or the Life of My Uncle"; and "Mej-

—

:

;

V. E.

J.

D'ISRAELI, ISAAC:

English author

;

born at

MiddlcMX, May. 170G; died at Bradcnham
Jan. 19. 1848.
He wa.s tlie only son of Benjamin
D'IsUAKi.i, and after cnmpleting his studies and
travels, he first appeared in print (Dec., 1780) with
Enhclil,

a vindication of Dr.

Johnson's character in the

noun and

Leila, the

Arabian Petrarch and Laura,"

said to be the earliest Oriental romance in the English language ami which was translated into German
in 1804.

D'Israeli's last novel, "Despotism, or the
appeared in 1811.

Fall of the Jesuits,"

Meanwhile his reputation was growing apace.
His article on Pope in the "Quarterly Review " for
1820 aroused a controversy in which Bowles, Byron,
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D'lsraeli

Divination

Roscoe, ami Campbell ti>ok part. Between 1828 mul
1S30 appeared in 5 vols. Disraeli's " Coniinentnry on
the Life and Heigu of Charles I.." based on original
documents. In recognition of this production he
was niaile a D.C.L. at O.xford in 1832. In \KV,\ he

anonymously the "Genius of Judaism," in
which he wrote enthusiastically of Israel's past hisissued
tory,

own

but deplored

He

day.

hail

social exclusiveness in his

its

expressed

views

sin\ilar

his

in

and in an article on Moses Mendelssc^hn in the "Monthly Review " for July, 1798.
Religiously. Is;uic Disraeli was a man far in advance of his times, and was perhaps the lirst Eng
lish Jew who took the modern attitude toward Jewish ceremonial. In 1813 Disraeli was elected warden
of ihe Bevis Marks Synagogue, to which both he and
This office he dehis father had been attached.
clined, expressing surprise that he should have been

"Vaurien"

(1797),

No notice was
elected at so late a period in his life.
taken of his communication and in accordance with
established usage the recalcitrant was fined £40.
Some correspondence ensued, in which D'Israeli,
;

pay the

after expressing his unwillingness to
finally saying:

tine,

am under the painful necessity
my name be erased from the list

"I

of wishing that
of your membei"S of Yehedim." D'Israeli never returned to the Jewish fold, and his sons and connecD'Israeli himtions embraced the Christian faith.
self did not, however, receive baptism, and never
evinced any desire to exchange Judaism for ChrisHe attended the inauguration ceremonies of
tianity.
the Reformed Synagogue at Berkeley street, London.
Toward the close of 1889 D'Israeli suffered from
paralysis of the optic nerve and he was totally blind
He managed, however, to
for the rest of his life.
complete his " Amenities of Literature " (1840), which
was followed by a revised edition of the "Curiosities" (1841) and a paper in the "Gentleman's Magazine," his last work.
D'Israeli married Maria Basevi, sister of Joshua
Basevi, and left as i.ssue four sons and one daughter,
of Avhom the best known was Benjamin Disraeli,
Earl of Beaconsfield.
;

Bibliography: Jewinh World,

1881;

April 22,

Picciotto,

Sketches of A7iglo-Je%vish History; Diet. National Biog-

raphy; B. Disraeli. Memoir
Ucted Works, 1858.

prefixed to Isaac D'lsraeli's

DISRAELI PEDIGREE

m.

Benjamin
Rebecca Mendez

(1)

Furtado. d.

:

D'Israeli, 1730-1816,
(2) Sarali Siprut (Seyproot)

is

a

de

Gabay

176.5

;

Sara,
180B-59

Benjamin

Isaac D'Israeli, d. 1848,
m. Maria Basevi,
d. 1871

Disraeli, 1804-81,

Earl of Beacon.sBeld, m.
Mary Ann Lewis, created Vis<'.ountess of
Beaconsfield in
lti68

;

Ralph,

James,

b. IMOi*,

18l3-«8,

m. Kathe- m. Isabella
Cave
rlne Lindo
Trevor

d. 1881

I

Conlngsby Ralph,

,1.

:

Collectanea Qencalogica,

Foster,

3 daufrbters

b. 1867

II.

DISTAFF A
:

wound ready

6 et

stick

on which

flax or

Gut.

wool was

for hand-spinning before the spinning-

wheel came into use. It was held under the left
arm, or stuck in the girdle, of the spinner. The
lil)ers wei-e drawn from it and twisted by the thumb
and forefinger of the right hand. The thread so spim
was wound on an oval reel, generally provided at its
thickest part with a ring hanging from the thread
and turning with it during spinning in order to insure regularity of the movement. In Israel the use
of the distaff was deemed the " wisdom " of women
("l^Ca n!?X n^i6 no^n fX, Yoma, 6Gb); and the
articles manufactured were sold even in foreign

countries (Pes.

50b;

Ket. 106a; Prov. xxxi.

24).

equipping the
According to Parhon,

The spinning-women had a share

in

sanctuary (Ex. xxxv. 26).
Prov. xxxi. 19 reads: "[The housewife] stretches
her hands out to the distaff [lIK^'S], and her fingers
lay hold of the spindle ["|!?D] " but Kimhi and Abu
al-Walid invert the meanings, "kishar" being the
spindle or ring, and " pelek " the distaff (compare
II Sam. iii. 29, Hebr., " pelek "= staff).
In the Talmud the distaff is known as nO''K (HCy)
(Kel. xi. 6, xxi. 1) and as DJ"lX or DJ11X, tiie Arabic
" 'irnas " (Shab. 91b). An extended description of the
spinning implements is given by Maimonides in bis
commentary on Parah xii. 8(ed. Derenbourg, "Seder
Tohorot," pp. 241 etseg., Berlin, 1889).
;

Uieiim, Bibl. HandwOrterbuch ; Sm\th, Diet,
of the Bible, s.v. f^pinniiig; Rieger, Versxich einer Technologie und Terminologie der Handwerkc in dcr Minch)iah, pp. 14 etseq., and Preface (LiUeraiurangahe)

Bibliography:

M.

Sc— E.

G. H.

Aus-

born at Fulneck, Moravia, May 15,
He was edu1815; died at Vienna July 28, 1898.

surgeon

;

cated at the gymnasia of Troppau and Brllnn, and
at the University of Vienna, whence he was graduated as doctor of medicine in 1840.
After acting for a short time as assistant physician
at the gymnastic-orthopedic institute of Zink in Vienna, he engaged in practise as a physician at TrentBeing busy only during
schin-Teplitz, Hungary.
the summer months, he studied during the winter in

Vienna under Skoda, Rokitansky, and Hebra, and
From
in 1852 became assistant to Dlauhy in Vienna.
1853 to 1857 he was assistant to Dumreicher and assistant surgeon at the hospital of the University of
Vienna. In 1856 he became privat-docent at the uniin 1861 he was appointed surgeon-in-chief
versity
of the Allgemeine Krankeuhaus, and in 1865 he was
made assistant professor. Dittel was the founder
(1864) and for a long time chief of the surgical;

Lord Beaconsfield could trace his ancestry only
back to his grandfather of the same name, who arrived in England from Venice in 1759 (though he

1.

1883.

.1.

DITTEL, LEOPOLD RITTER VON:

I

Rachel m. (1) Aaron N'ufiez
de Lara (2) Mordecai Tedesco
of Leghorn, d. 1798

Biiu.iooRAPMV
xcil; London,

trian

The following
genealogical tree of the Disraeli family:

Ben-

himself dated his grandfather's arrival 1748).

jamin Disraeli, however, claimed that the Disraelis
were of Sephanlie stock, exiled from Spain in 1492,
and that they had settled in Venice for the intervening 250 years. As will be seen from tlu; jicdigree, the English branch intermarried with the
families of Mendez Furtado, Nunez de Lara, Tedesco, Siprut, Basevi, and Lindo.
A Benjamin
Disraeli of Dublin (d. 1814) wasalso probably a relation, though the connection has not been defined.

CoU

G. L.

J.
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anatomical institute of the university. liesigning
his academic position in 1875, he refused in IbHU
the appointment of professor at the university in
Soon afterward he was
succession to Dumreicher.
ennobled.
Dittel made a special study of urinology, in which
branch he was very eminent. In 1894 he made a
report on 800 operations for stone performed by
him.
His greatest achievements were: the construction of a carrier for drugs for local treatment of
the urethra; the endoscopic diagnosis, especially
of tumors of the bladder; the electrical lamp instead
of the platina wire on the end of the cystoscope;
operations on the bladder through the rectum (see
Albert's memorial speech on Dittel in "Wiener Klinische Wochenschrift," 1898, Ko. 42).
Dittel embraced the Catholic faith.
He was a
prolific writer.
Of his man)' essays and works may
be mentioned: " Ueber Klumpfuss," 1851; "Skoiiose," 1853; "Beitrilge zur Pathologic und Therapie
der Manulichen Geschlechtstheile," 1859; "Sekundare Luxation desHliftgelenkes." 1861 "DerKathederismus," 1864; " Beitrag zur Lehre der Hypertrophic der Prostata," in " Oesterreichischer Medizinischer Jahrbericht," 1867; "Der Steinsauger," in
"Allgemeine Wiener Medizinische Zeitung," 1870;
"Die Stricturen der Harnrohre," in Pitha-Billroth's
"Haudbuch der Chirurgie," ii., part 2, 1872; "Zur
BehandluDg dor Hypertrophic der Vorsteherdriise,"
in "Wiener Medizinische Wocheuaclirift," 1876;
"Operationen der Blasensteine," ib. 1880; "Nierencalculose," ib. 1881.
Bibliography: Hlrsch, BiographUichcs Lexikort, s.v., Vi;

enna, IHSI; Pagel, BiiHiraphisclies Lrrikitn, s.v., Vienna,
1901; Albert, in Wiener Klinuiclie Wmhenschrift, 1898,
No. 42.

F. T. H.

H.

DIVEKAR,

ABRAHAM SAMUEL:

Bcniborn near Bombay about 1830. He
enlisted in the Nineteenth Regiment native infantry
Marcii 1, 1851; was promoted to tiie rank of a
jemedar Jan. 1, 1872; and was appointed subedar
8<!pt. 10, 1878.
Divekar was present at tiie battles
of Muitaii, Gujarat, Punjab, and receivcii a medal
Israel soldier;

Ho was also in tlie Afghan war of
1878-80, wliore ho lost his right arm in the battle of
Doli-Klioja (Aug. 16, 1880), again obtaining a modal

and two clasps.

for biavorv.
.1.

.1.

DIVEKAR, SAMUEL EZEKIEL
Hasajee)

:

Sohlici in the service of

tli(!

IIv.

tlioio in

1797.

II(;

Com-

the rank of
native commandant in the Si.xth Battalion.
While
serving in tin; socnini My.soro war, under flcnoral
Maltliows, lie was taken pri.soncr with several other

by Tippu Sahib, and he and his comwere about to be oM-cutod but when they
stated that they wore Boni-Israol the mother of
Ti|)pu Sahib, who was familiar with that name in
the Koran, begged their lives; and Divekar and his
romi>anions wore cast into prison.
lie made a vf)W
that if he were released Ik; would devote his life to
reviving Judaism amontr tlio Boni Israel of Jiombay;
aiul on escaping in 1795, lie went to tliat city, and
Ben

i

Israel

[•anioiis

;

:

congregation.

H. Samuel, Sketches of the Beni-lsrael, Bom-

~'4.

J.

DIVINATION
by
or

:

The forecasting of the future
movements of external things,

certain signs or
visions in certain ecstatic states of the soul

by

(see Dreams and Prophecy).
Divination rests on
the belief that spirits inhabit the various elements
of life and are able to impart the knowledge of the
future to man, and it is, like all idolatrous practises,
forbidden by the Law. "Neither sliall ye use en-

chantments nor practise augury." "Turn ye not
unto them that have familiar spirits nor unto the
wizards" (Lev. xix. 26, 31, Hebr.). "There shall
not be found with thee
one that uses divination, one that practiseth augury, or an enchanter,
or a sorcerer, or a charmer, or a consulter with a
familiar spirit, or a wizard, or a necromancer. For
whosoever doeth these things is an abomination unto
the Lord, and because of these abominations the
Lord thy God doth drive them out from before
thee" (Deut. xviii. 10, 11, Ilebr.).
The general term for "divination" in Hebrew is
DDp (Deut. I.e. I Sam. vi. 2, xv. 23 [A. V. "witchcraft'], xxviii. 8: n"lN2 ^^5 XJ 'ODp, "divine unto
me by the familiar spirit"; Ezek. xii. 24; Isa. iii. 2
[A. V. " prudent "J Zech. x. 2 and elsewhere). Balaam used divination (Num. xxii. 7, xxiii. 22; Josh,
xiii. 23 [A. V. "soothsayer"]).
For the original
meaning or etymology of DDp reference has been
made to Ezek. xxi. 26(21), where Nebuchadnezzar
.

.

.

;

;

;

is

represented as standing at the parting of the

ways

and shaking the arrows to and fro to determine
which way he should go, whether to Jerusalem or to
the capital of the Ammonites. Accordingly " kasam "
is explained after the Arabic "istaksam" (to obtain a divine decision), from "kasam" (distribute,
or divide), as signifying the casting of lots by throwing the arrows from the quiver, a practise familiar to
the Arab Bedouins (.see Jerome to Ezek. I.e.
Herodotus, iv. 67; Gosonius, "Thesaurus," s.r.; W. R.
;

Smith, in "Journal of Philology,"
et sef/.

to

ro-so

bay, n.d., p.

new

for the

Bibliography

East India

onlistod in the East India

pany's army about 1760, and

Law

of the

luuLson,

and .second founder of the Boui-Israol congregation of Bombay; born at Cochin in 1730; died

Divination

by his exertions induced the Beni-Israel to build a
synagogue and adopt the ritual and Jewish observances current in Cochin. A synagogue was erected
in 1796; but Divekar died the following year in his
native place, whither he had gone to obtain scrolls

(Saraajee

Ci<iiipaiiy

D'lsraeli

xiii.

276i Well-

"Skizzen und Vorarbei'ten," 1887, pp. 126

).

forms of divinations are mentioned in
Lev. xix. 26 (piyo, "onchantments "); Deut. xviii.
Judges ix. 37 (Hobr. "the
10, 14 (R. V. "augury ")
Specific

;

soothsayers' terobiutli "); U Kings xxi. 6; Isa. ii. 6
("the Philistines are filled with DTpD (probably to
be emondod to DDpD "= "divination "] and soothsayers"); J.sa. Ivii. 3 (njjiy ""^3. A. V. "yv sons of the
The
sorceress"); Jer. xxvii. 9; JNIicah v. 11 (12).
real moaning and otyniology of the word are obscure.
" aun " (to
being the practise
The explanation suggested by th(! Ibbrow and adopted by most commentators and lexicographers is "the observation of
the movomonts of the clouds" (py; 'compare Jer.
Ivonormant
X. 2; Jo.sephus, "B. J." vi. 5. § 3).

Smith

(I.e.)

explains

murmur, or lium

it

from the Arabic

hoarsely),
of the Arabic soothsayer.

tliis

'

Divination
Divorce
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and

("Magio und'Wrthrsiisrokunst." p. 456), quoting a
Babvloniiin rulo. " Wlion bluish daik clovids rise on
tlio liorizon tl>e wind will blow during the day." and
a divination from the movemont of the clouds from
the time of the Hy/.antine emperor Leo I. favors
this explanation of piyo. offered also by Ibn Ezra on

23)

when taken from
was reganled

the sacrificial victim
as the seat of life, Prov. vii.

were watched as a means of forecasting the

future.

For other forms of divination and for divination
see Astuologv; Auouuy;
NeCKOMANCY; SUPEKSTITION WiTCIICUAFT.

in rabbinical literature

Lev. (ui loc.
Also the "terebinth of the soothsayers" (Judges /.<•.; coinpare II iSam. v. 24) indicates "the practise of divination from the movements of air-currents (see Baudissin, "Studien
zur Deutschen Iteligionsgeschichte." 1878, ii. 226).
Luther's tninslation, " Tageswilchter" (Observer of
Auspicious Times; see Rashi ad lor.), rests on an
etymological combination with ny, njiy (= " time ").
fnjO (lit. "he that observes the movement or the
hissing of the serpent," t'nj; see Baudissin, I.e. 1.
287) is a term used in general for one who observes
omens (Gen. xliv. 5, 15, A. V. "divineth"; Lev.
xix. 26, A. V.
augury " Num. xxiii. 23, xxiv. 1 II
Kings xvii. 1 xxi. 6, A. V. "enchantments"; compare Gen. xxx. 27;
I Kings XX. 33).
The term is ap-

;

BiBLio(;RArnv Clieyne and Bluok, Kncj/c. Bihl. s.v.; Smith,
DictUtnaru of tlie Bihie. .s.v.; WlniT, B. Ii.; Hamburger,
II. B. T. s.v. Wnhrxn{ierei\ Sclienkel, Bilwl-Lexilum, s.v.
Zauherei; Lenormant, MaaicundWalirsauehuiiDtdcr Chair
:

dUcr, Jena, 1878.

K.

DIVINE JUDGMENT.

See Judgment,

DIVINE SERVICE. Sec
DIVORCE Dissolution of

Lituugy.

marriage. The origin of the Jewish law of divorce is found in the
constitution of the patriarchal family.
The fundamental principle of its government was the absolute
authority of the
:

oldest male ascendent hence the
husband, as the
head of the famil3% divorced the
wife at his pleas;

plied in the story
of Joseph (Gen.
I.e.) to the obser-

vation of figures

The manner
which Hagar
was dismissed Uy

formed by water

ure.

or oil

in

in

a cup,

called by the
Greeks "hydromancy." It was

known

as-

the entire system
of Jewish divorce
law.
It was not
set aside by the

and

Rabbis, though its
severity was tem-

with it
Lenormant,

familiar

pered by numerrestrictive
measures. It was
not until the eleventh century that
the absolute right

ous

I.e. pp. 463 et seq.
" Customs
Lane,
and Manners of
the Modem Egyp;

tians,"

ii.

362).

Another form of
divination is the
casting of rods(see

Rosea iv.

6):

Hebrew

Bill of Divorce, or Get,

(In the

New

—a practise called

them
or " xylomancy

their staff declareth unto

"

the Greeks,

Wellhausen,

naan

The

earliest re-

of this
right are found in the Deuteronomic code.
In two
cases the law provided that tlie husband " shall not be

put her away all his days": (1) if he
falsely accused her of antenuptial incontinence (Deut.-

at liberty to

he had ravished her before marriage
(Deut. xxii. 28, 29).
In the Mishnaic period the theory of the law that the husband could divorce his wife
at will was challenged by the school of Shammai.
It interpreted the text of Deut. xxiv. 1 in such a
xxii. 13-19); (2) if

I.e.).

ns-l (Ezek.

1088 c.e.

of the husband to
divorce his wife at
will was formally
abolished.
strictions

"
" rhabdomancy "
and similar to the casting of arrows
mentioned above (see the commentaries ad loc. and

by

=

York Public Library.)

people ask counsel

and

from the Cairo Genlzah, Dated 1400

Seleucld Era

"My

at their stock,

of this authority
(Gen. xxi. 9-14).
This ancient right
of the husband to
divorce Ids wife at
his pleasure is the
central thought in

A rabians were also
(see

illus-

trates the exercise
!

cribed itsoriginto
the Persians, with
whom the practise
was especially in
vogue, as may be
learned from the
cup of Jemshid
in the Shah Nameh.
But the

Chaldeans

Abraham

I

also to the

Romans, who

Di-

VINE.

;

;

liver

(the liver
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"looking in the liver," is
the Greek "hepatoscopy." (See Lenormant, I.e. p.
453, for the Chaldean, Phenician, Greek, and Roman practises.) The convulsive motions of the lung
i.e.),

A

manner as to reach the conclusion tliat tlic husband
could not divorce his wife except for cause, and that
the cause must be sexual immorality (Git. ix. 10;
Yer. Sotah i. 1, 1Gb). The school of Hiliel, however, held that the husband need not assign any reason whatever; that any act on her part which displeased him entitled him to give her a bill of divorce
The opinion of the school of Ilillel pre(Git. ib.).
vailed.
Philo of Alexandria (" Of Special Laws Relating to Adultery,"
V.

etc.,

ch.

English

ed.,

310, 311)

and

;

ii.

("Ant.

"

iv.

this

8)

xiv. 1; Git. vii. 1, 6Tb).
deaf-mute could not
divorce his wife unless he had married her after
he had become a deaf-mute (Yeb. xiv. 1). These
many qualifications of the theoretical right of the
husband to give a get to his wife at his pleasure,
resulted in gradually eliminating from the popular
mind the notion that such a right existed. The
views of the moralists were opposed to divorce (Git.
90b), aTid finally (as stated above), in the eleventh
century, b}- a de-

-^

NT

sr«Bm

m^«!^ i-sixi zrcrxnsefy rrp TTos

m*v m* -JW-y —irwa nawa -jraia
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•cir
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n Vvystc

sr-f^ svn
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sttjVwox xnaa inr
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ion.

MI—(BO

wm n»wn iran

epjci

1

mous

POTn^oWiS

3-9).

Although not

ji^'jii jTTVri

j^ai?i jtp-pc

wra

"Biri

nisna "rrav'rtwM rnpe'TT

right

was

'

ij i

gu

';.i

"rtnaarr "-y r-xn

1

'

I

Til

L

menDeuteronomy the
Mishnah
adds

"
J,••3*jr

the right of the

1

rn
-?

BVW* 1

KBvaa'S"

n"?m»r»-WTrnt»j>?i

-i^vi

viir^ac r—1-^1X1 v»i-

—7«« <« •S"'?

when

his own free will,

sent."

husband can not
divorce ids wife,
(1) when she is
insane (Yeb.xi v.
1), (2) when she
is
in captivity
(Ket. iv. 9), or

his

ei
-»3n

c-

wo-

man not be put
away except by
her own con-

-*

ir

It

j)rovide3 that the

away

so shall the

in

three others.

put

wife except of

strictions

tioned

as-

man,itisdecreed
that even as the
man does not

I

*

•

"To

similate the right
of the woman to

still

further modified
by the Mishnah.
To the two re-

decree is
thus stated (Responsa"Asheri,"
xlii. 1):

overthrown, the
ancient theory of
the husband's

unrestricted

de-

clared to be at an
end.
The substance of this fa-

-Vrw«T

ptobp 1**T' T

view of the
school of Shammai (Matt. xix.

yence, this theoretical right of
the husband was

formally

opin-

Jesus seems
to have held the

of Rabbi
Gershon of Ma-

cree

Josephus
held

Divination
Divorce
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Where

ther of the

parties, liowshows good

iau7

over,

•V

iw -a 'vv)av

nn

cause for divorce
the marriage will

be dissolved
Hebrew BfU

of Divorce, or GeJ.

against the will

a
(From BodenichkU, ' KIrchllche VerfanunK," 1748.)
of the guilty
minor, soyr)ung
party (Shulas to be unable to understand or to take care of her
han 'Aruk, Eben ha-'Ezer, 119, 6, gloss).
get,or1»ill(>fdivorc(;(//y.).
The Misluiali furthermore
The wife's right, to sue for divoice was unknown
modified the right of the husband into tlie Biblical law.
There is a germ of this riglit in
Modidirectly l)y making the divorce proEx. xxi. 11, but it was not until the Mi.shnali that
fications. ccdurf dillifult, and l>risf ling with forthis right wasestablislicd.
Thewiff! lu^verobtaine'd
malilicsin ordering, writing, attesting,
the right to give her hu.sband a get, but when the
and delivering the ge^. The matter required the as- court decided that she was entitled to be divorced
.si.Htance of one learned in the law (Kid. 0,1), wlios*;
from him, Ik; was forced to give her a get. During
duty it became toatteinjit to reconcile! lli«> j)arlies,
th(' reign of tiie Herodians, under the intlucnce of
unless sufTlcient reason appeared for the divorce.
Roman jiractise, cases are recorded in which women
Another ciieck on tlie exercise of IIh! theoretical
sent bills of divorc-e to their luisbands (Josejjhus,
right of tJK! husband to divorce his wife was Ihi- law
".\nl." XV. II, xviii. 7).
These were reeognized as
compeiiing Iiim to pay her the dowry or the amount
breaches of tiie law, and never became precedents.
of her KKTii'.Air.
Kabban (Jamaliei deprived the The following caiiHcs an* recogni/.ed asenlilling tlie
husband of the power to "annul " his ge^ (see Canwif(! to demand a bill of divorce from her husband:
ci:r,ATro>( ok Docp.mknt.s) (Git. iv. 2).
If the husrefusal of conjugal rights (Ket. v. 0); impotence
band was insane, he could not divorce his wife; and
(Ned. xi. 12); when the husband has some loathif he was tr-mporarily deranged or delirious, or insome! disease, or lejiro-sy, or is engaged in some maltoxicated, he was for the time being incajiable of
odorous business (Ket. vii. 9);^ the husband's refuperforming this as well as other legal acts (Yeb.
sal to support her (Ket. 77a); cruel treatment and
IV.— 40
(3)

.slie is
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deprivation of Iut lawful liberty of person (Ket. vii.
\')4. '^.
2-5. V. ,')); wife beatinjj (Eben ha'E/.er,
gloss); the hvisbanil's apostasy (Mainioniiles, " Vail,"
iu the last-named case the Jewish
Isliut. iv. 15)
courts, havina: lost tlicir authority over him, could
appeal to ilic courts of liie (Untiles to carry out
their mamhite ("Bel Joseph," liJ4); the husband's

remarry her husband
fraud with him (B. B.

licentiousness (Eben ha'E/.er,

these cases are the following: the marriage of jiersous within the prohibited degrees enumerated in
Lev. xviii.
the marriage of a Jew and a non-Jc'W

—

l.')4,

1,

gloss).

After the jiartics had been divorced, the law favored their remarriage (Edtiy. iv. 7). But if the
wife had married another man after her divorce, she
could never be remarried to her first husband (Deut.
To this Biblical law forbidding remarxxiv. I-.')).

consecrated

enjoy the benefit of the
(5) if the husband has

all his i)ropfrty to religious

to his wife's

In

to

x. 9);

ketubah

uses subject

("Ar. vi. 2).

some cases the courts will compel the sepanihusband and wife on grounds of public

tion of the

policy, against the will of both

paities.

Among

;

('Ab. Zarah !J6b);

the marriage with a

or a "natin " (Yeb.

viii. 3);

teress

and her paramour

"mam/.er"

the marriage of an adul(Sotah v. 1
Yeb. ii. 8).
;

Divorce Sckne in Germany.
(From Kirchner, " Judl«he8 Ceremoniel,"

of the parties, the Mishnah adds five other
They can not remarry after a divorce (1) if
the woman has been divorced upon susRepicion of adultery; (2) if she was dimarriage vorccd because she had subjected herAfter
self to the obligation of certain vows
Divorce.
(Git. iv. 7); (3) if she was divorced because of her barrenness (Git. iv. 11) (4)
if a third person had guaranteed the payment of her
ketubah; the reason in this case being that a scheme
to defraud might result through collusion of the
husband and wife against the guarantor of the ketubah; she might receive the divorce, collect the
amount of the ketubah from the guarantor, and then

riage

cases.

;

l*'it;.)

The same rule applies if one of the parties becomes
afHicted with leprosy (Ket. 77b); or if they have
been married for ten years and no children are born
to them (ih.), although the practise of enforcing separation in the latter case fell into abeyance (Eben
ha--Ezer 1, 3, gloss 154, 10).
The divorced woman was "sui juris," and could
give herself in marriage to whom she pleased, with
She could not marry the man
certain exceptions.

suspected of having committed adultery with her
(Yeb. ii. 8), nor the messenger who brought her the
She was not permitted
get from her husband (ib. 9).
to be remarried within three months after her divorce,
in order that the paternity of the child with which

1.

Writing

111*'

get.

2.

Reading

It

aloud.

3.

(From

HCKNKS AT DlVdUCK.
ThrowlriK thf (ft't to thf himlmnd.
Bo<lrna>h>ti, " KIrcbllche

VfrfawunK,"

4.

174«.)

Husband throwing ihe get

to the wife.
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Dizahab

Dodo

she might bo pregnant might not be in doubt (Yeb.

m
The

iv.

children of the ilivoroed wonmn renmineil in
hereustoily; but the custody of the boys could be
claimed by the father after their sixth year (Kct.

however,
the court awariled the custody of the children according to its tliseretion (Elu-n lia'Ezer, 80, 7, gloss).
For further information concerning the bill of di-

According

6")b. IDOb).

to later decisions,

vorce, its preparation, attestation,

and delivery,

sec

Gkt.
BiBLiocRAPiiY

Tlic

Mu'lziiuT,

:

Jiwish

Law

of

Marrianc

The Jewish Law of
Divorce. Plilladi'Ipliia. IMW; Uei-giM. Die Ehcvei-hilltnixse
der AUen Jmlcn. 1-oipsio. 1881; Hui-hliolz, Die Familie,
Duscbak, Das Mosaise)t-Talmudische EheBreslau. ISOT
ami Dirorcf,

Ciiu'lnnaii, lS'^

;

Aninim,
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ZodtuT, ('(i(. Uelir. ItooUs Jirit. Mtts. p. 129;
Roscnihalseheii liihliothck, p. Kti"; Zunz,
Literaturaesdi. p. 443.

Bnu.idiiUAriiv

:

CataliHi der

M. K.

o.

DOB BAER
Don Baku

is.

JUDAH LOEB.

SeeTuEVKS,

.Iidaii Lokh.

DOB BAER.
Lemberg

B.

B.

LOEB:

In 1715

1779.

lie

Polish rabbi;

was rabbi

died in

at Koznitz in

government of Lublin in 1754, rabbi of Kroshabout which time he went to Yaroslav to meet
the rabbis who defended the cause of Jonathan
Eybeschiltz against Jacob Emden. In 1758 he was
Finally he became rabbi and
rabbi of Reshaw.
chief of the yeshibah of Lemberg, where he remained
the

;

nik,

till

his death.

;

1S(>4; hYnnkel. (inintlUnicn des MosaiscfiTalmudischeii Khereehts, Breslau, ISOO.

recht. ViPiiniu
s.

D.

s

W.

A.

I.,

DIZAHAB: Name

occurring but once in the
Bible in the topographical description in Deut. i.
Its identity has not been successfully established.
1.

—

The

context, locating

it

indefinitely in

the trans-

Jordanic region, and mentioning it among localities
connected with similar difKculties, gives no clue.
Inviting by its form etymological interpretations,
the ancient versions have accordingly translated it
("a
Koraxincea, " ubi auri est plurimum," and DHT
Onkelos expands it into a
sutTiciency of gold").
Midrash (on account of tlie golden calf), and is

H

followed in this by Rashi.
This idea is still more fully enlarged upon by
Targ. Yerushalmi and pseudo-Jonathan; they also
see in it an allusion to the golden calf, but hold that
the sin thus committed was pardoned in consideration of Israel's having covered the Ark of the
Covenant with "shining gold." Ibn Ezra simply
suggests that it and the other a~a^ XeyS/ieva in this
passage may be unusual designations for places
otherwise denoted by different names. According

Rabbi Jannai, Moses in this verse
refers to the golden calf, " to make which Israel was
tempted by the superabundance of gold and silver
poured out over them by God until they protested
to the school of

'

it

is

enough

'

"

(Ber.

32a).

Cheyne proposes

Bini.ior.RAPHV: Buber,
Liihol 'Kdut, pp. 134,

to

DOBROJE.

DLUGOSZ, JEAN.
DLTJGOSZ

(*j't:;ii?T

Set-.

See Poland.
not

:

UEL

De

Lantes),

SAM-

B. MOSES: Biblical conunenlalor and poet of
the seventeenth century born in Grodno, Lithuania.
He edited the Prophets and the Hagiographa in the
Juda.'0-German translation of the Bible, "Ila-Maggid," to which he added a commentary on the Book
of Judges entitled "Aguddat Shemuel" (Amsterdam, 1699; Wandsbeck, 1737). He was also a liturgical poet; to his translation of the Bible (1699) lie
added an Aramaic selihah in rime, and two dirges,
which were reprinted entire in the "Tikkun Shobabira" (Mantua, 1732) and elsewhere.
;

Mohilev Govern-ment.

See

DOBROVELICHKOVKA. See Kherson.
DOBRTJSKA, MOSES Austrian writer and
:

poet; born July 12, 1753, in Briinn, Moravia; guilThe sou of a wealthy
lotined April 5, 1793, at Paris.
Jew, Dobruskawas originally destined for the career
of a rabbi, and accordingly received a careful Talmudic education. Later the acquaintance of a Jew
engaged in the study of Hebrew poetry, rhetoric,

and Oriental languages induced him to give up
theological subjects and to devote himself to the
humanities, but not until after a painful struggle
with his father, who protested against his plana,
being so radically brought to naught. Having overcome the paternal opposition, Dobruska eagerly be-

and

M.

EybeschQtz,

N. T. L.
:

gan

K. n. H.

.51, .52;

in Bulgaria, twenty-six miles
north of Varna. It contains about 200 Jews in a
This little community,
total population of 14,000.
which was founded in 1870, is administered by three
It has a synagogue, erected
of the leading Jews.
The Jews are
in 1897, and a small mixed school.
occupied as ironmongers, tinsmiths, watchmakers,
and small traders. Four or five Jewish families live
at Baltchik, not far from Dobritz.
M. Fu.
1).

has urged as corresponding, in Gen. xxxvi. 39, to
"Dizahab" in Deut. i. 1. This "Me-zahab," however, Cheyne holds again to be a corrupt ion of "Mizraim," the name for the northern Arabian land, Mizri
Burckhardt (" Travels
or Mizrim, adjoining Edom.
"
in Syria." 1822, p. 523) suggests "Mina al-Dhahab
as its equivalent, but this view has been abandoned
by modern commentators.

into

pp.

13.5.

DOBRITZ Town

"Me-zahab," which Sayce among others

emend

Atmhe Shem,

u.

to study the old German classics and poets.
Especially the idyls of Gessner made a deep impression upon him and instigated him to the further
study of the German poets. In his ardent pursuit
of literary occupations he even succeeded in persuading his father to allow him a considerable sum
of money (1,500 florins) for tlie i)urcha.se of books.
Besides German he also studied English, French,
Italian.

Dec. 17, 1773, Dobru.ska embraced the Roman
Catholic faith, and at his baptism in Prague assumed the name of Franz Thomas Schfinfeld. Subsequently, together with his brothers, he was raised
to the nobility (1778) and for some time he held the
position of associate director of the famous Garelii
Library in Vienna. Nothing is known in regard to

On

;

the cause of Dobruska's execution.
Besides several posthumous poems that appeared
in Becker's "Tasclienbucli zum Gcselligen Vergnil-

gen," Dobruska published: "Etliche Gedichte zur
Probe," Vienna, 1773; "Schaferspiele," Prague.
"Theorie der Schonen Wissenschaften,"
1774;
Prague; "Ueber die Poesie der Alten Hebraer," ib.;

"Ein Scbafergedicbt

in Hebraischer Spracbe," ib.\
Eine Hebraiscbe Poetiscbe Uebersetzung des Pytbagoras' Goldener Spriicbe," Prague, 1775; "Gebet
Oder Cbristlicbe Ode in Psalraen, " Vienna " David 's
KriegsgesSnge, Deutscb aus dein Grundtexte," Vienna and Leipsic, 1789.
"

;

Bibliography: Constant von Wurzbach, Biographisches
Lexiknn des KaiMrthxims Oesterreich, xxxl. 150-151, Vienna, 1876; Karl Goedeke, Grumlriss zur Gcschichte der
Deutschen Dichtung. iv. 81, Dresden, 1891.
B. B.
6.

DOBSEWITCH (DOBSEVAGE), ABRAB. JOSEPH EZRA: Russian

HAM BAER

Hebraist and e.xegete born in Piusk Oct. 17, 1843;
died in New York Jan. 14, 1900. At tbe age of
thirteen he had written a commentary to the CantiIn 1861 he went to Yekateriuoslav, where he
cles.
settled as teacher of Hebrew and contributed to various Hebrew periodicals. In 1874 he removed to
Kiev, wliere he became private tutor to the sons of
Brodski and of other wealthy families. He went to
the United States in 1891, and lived in New York,
leaving it only for a short time in 1895.
Dobsewitch's chief published work is "Ha-Mezaref " (The Refiner), a collection of rationalistic interpretations of various passages of the Aggadah,
Odessa, 1870. Dobsewitch's two later works, "BeHada Maheta " (With One Sweep), a collection of ar"
ticles, Cracow, 1888, and "Lo Dubbim we-lo Ya'ar
(Neither Bears nor Forest), Berdychev, 1890, as well
;

as

numerous

articles in

Hebrew

periodicals, are de-

voted to criticisms directed against Shatzkes, WeissHe continued his literary activity
berg, and others.
in the United States, and contributed to "Ha-'Ibri,"'
"Ner ha-Ma'arabi," and various Yiddish publicaSome of his correspondence was published in
tions.
"Ha-Modi'a le-Hadashim," i.. New York, 1900.
Dobsewitch left several works in manuscript, including one on the Masorab, one on the Samaritan
text of the Pentateuch, and one on the wit and
humor of ancient Jewish literature. Short extracts
from the la.st named work were published in the
United St^ites.
American Hebrew, Ixvl., No. 11: Jewinh
BiBLiooRAPiiY
:

Gazette, xxvl.. No. 3 Jewish Journal, I., No. 35 Ffa-Melif,
Ahiaitaf for 5661, p.
1900. No. :H; lla-'^rtirah, UdX). No. 4<i
;

;

;

392.
II.

Dizahab
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Wl.

DOCZY (DUX), LTJDWIG:

Hungarian poet;
Hungary, Nov. 30,1845.

born at Sojtroii |< >c(lcril)urgj,
After finishing his preliminary education he studied
law in Vienna, joining at the same time the staff of
the " Presse." His political articles, which advocated
the "AuHgleirh" (agreement) with Austria, were
very favorably received, and on the reconuiunda
lion of Baltliasar Horviith, then minister of justice,

he wa.H ap|)oinfed (1868)clr'rk in the office of the
prime minister. Wlun (%)init Julius Andriissy be-

came

niininter

coinj)aiiied

him

of foreign affairs (1872) Doczy acto Vienna, and Avas soon appointed

"Sectionsrath." and later " Hofratli," at tlie Foreign
In 1899 he was elevated to the rank of
He re
baron, and in 1902 retired from public life.
Office.

best-known coinedy, which is played im
as in Hungarian theaters, gained theprize of the Hungarian Academy in 1871 the German translation was made by the author himself.
Among his other plays are " Utolso Szerelem
(Last Love). 1879; "Szechy -Slaria," 1886; "Verves
Piirok" (Mixed Marriages), 1889; "Vera Gr6fn5,"
1891; "Ellinor Kiralylefiny," tragedy, 1897.
BeKiss), his

German as well

;

:

he

translated

comedy

Schanflfert's

"Schach dem Konig," 1873, and wrote the libretto
to Goldmark's "Merlin" and to Strauss's "Ritter
Piizman." His Hungarian translation of Goethe's
" Faust " and liis German adaptation of Madach's
" Az Ember Tragediaja" were universally admired.
His collected poems and novels appeared in 1890.
His latest work is a Hungarian translation of
Schiller's

poems

Doczy

(1902).

is

a convert

to

Christianity.

Bibliography: Szinnyei, Magyar I n'>k

Eletc, s.v.

L. V.

s.

DODAI (DUDAI) BEN

NAHMAN

Baby-

:

lonian scholar of the eighth century and gaon of the
academy at Pumbedita (761-764). Little is known
of his life.
He was a brother of the famous Judah
b. Nahraan, gaon at Sura (759-762), and with him
was instrumental in preventing the eventual founder
of Karaism (see Anan b. D.wid) from succeeding to

made vacant by the death of SoloHasdai, Anan's uncle.

the exilarchate

mon

b.

Bibliography: Siherira., Iggemt Gratz, Gesch.
Halevv, Dorot Ua-Iiixhnuim, 111. 81a, 102a.
;

C.

I..

v.

176,418;
S.

DODANISI

Name

:

to f]lishah, Tarshish,

M.

of sons of Javan, brothers
in the ethno-

and the Kittim,

graphic table in Genesis

(x. 4).

The ancestor being

Javan (= Ionian), the Dodanim must represent also a
Greek clan. This can not be Dodona in the interior
of Epiros, as both the association with the Kittim
(=: Cyprians) and Gen. x. 5 indicate a people settled
on the seashore. Dardanians (the northern lonians)
have been suggested, but it is not likely that the
author of this list had such detailed knowledge of
In I
the subdivisions of the Greek population.

Chron. i. 7 the reading is "Rodanim," as it is in the
Samaritan, the Septuagiut, and Jerome. In Gen. x.
4 these are the inhabitants of the island Ithodus,
well known to the Phenicians of old (compare
Homer's " Iliad," ii. 654). The only difficulty in the
way of this identification is the long "o " in the Hebrew, where the Greek has the short sound. The
modern commentators, Baentsch and Holzinger, accordingly change the *l (d) into a 1 (r), and read
E. G. H.
"Rodanim."

DODAVAH (K. V. Dodavahu,

" loved of God "):
.Marcshah (11 Chron. xx.
The latter preached against the alliance be37).
tween Jehoshai)hat and Ahaziah, and saw in the
wreck of the ships sent out by Jelioshaphat divine
puni.shment for the alliance. The Septuagiut reads
the name i2(5f(o.
It is perhaps a corrui)tion of

The

fatlicr of Eliezer of

"Dodavahu."
G. B. L.

(i.K.

i:.

rests not

these

sides

sides at i>resent (1903) in Budapest.

Doczy 's reputation

Dodo

on the services he

rendered to the state, but on his nchiovenients as a
dramatic writer and as a translator. "Csok" (Tlie

DODO (nn)
tlir

I

luce

The faHier of Eleazar, "one of
mighty men with David, when they defied
:

1.

Doeg-

TlIK .IKWISll

Dos
timl wni- tluiv
Sum. wiii H; H. V.

tlu- I'hilistim-s

giitlu-ri-il tt)L!,i'tlKr

lu

Dodai "). I Cliroii.
tlu- lie
.\i. li rnnis "l)!!!!*'. tlic Aliohiti-," whilr in
Itit'w of till' 11 Saimiel i)assiig»' he is Icrnu'il "tlu"
son of nil Alioliitr." IClinm. \xvii. 4 irivi-s" Dodai
liiittli-" (II

as laptain

ovna

"

liivision of tlu-

army

in siTvicc diir

month. These three passages seem to
The .same narneaj)
refer to one in tlusame person.
prarsonthe Moabite inscription, where it may he read
iiig tlie sc'couil
ii

"

either

I

Doilo

"

or

"

Doihih."

The name

"

Dndu

" is

el-Amarna tablets as the name of an
EiTvptian o|!itial. 2. Tiie fatherof Eliianan (II Sam.
3.
.wiii. '24). one of David's thirty mighty men.
Dodo, tlie father of Puah, the father of Tola, one of
x. 1).
the judges of Israel (Judges
^
I. M. P.
E. t;. H.
found on

Tell

tiie

DOEG.

An Edomite; chief of
When David, warned by

Biblical Data:

the JK'rdsmin of Saul.

Jonathan, tied from Saul to the priest Abimelech at
Nob, he found Doeg there. Oii pretense of being
on the king's serviee, David was hospitably enter

sword of Goliath from AbimeSaul, upon
lech, and escaped (I Sam. xxi. 2-11).
hearing of David s escape, accused his servants of
aiding David, whereupon Doeg revealed what had
taken place at Nob (ib. xxii. 6-10). Saul took Abimelech to task for what he had done {ih. 11-13), and
tuined, received the

ordeied his runners to kill the priests of Nob (ib.
17); tiie runners refused to obey, and thereupon

Doeg

at Saul's conunand

fell

also destroyed NobOT*. 18, 19).

upon the priests, and
Psalm Hi., according

to its introductory verse, is directed against Doeg.
.1.

C. J.

.IH.

In Rabbinical Literature

:

Doeg

is

M.

the sub-

many

rabbinical legends, the origin of which
found in part in Psalm Hi. Though he died
at the early age (>f thirty-four years (Sanh. 69b), he
ject of
is

to be

regarded by the rabbis as the greatest scholar of
'DHN being supposed to have
been applied to him because he made every one
with whom lie disputed "blush" (Midr. Teh. Hi. 4;
ed. Ruber, p. 284).
Pie could bring forward 300
different (luestions with reference to one single ritual
But he was lacking in inward
case (Hag. lob).
piety, so that God was "an.vious" OX"n) concerning
is

his time, the epithet

and mourned " (m) for him (Sauli. 106b).
most unfortunate qualities, however, were
his malice, jealousy, and calumnious tongue.
He
s^iunded the praise of David before Saul (I Sam. xvi.
18) only in order to provoke liis jealousy, ascribing
to David qualities that Saul lacked (Sanh. 93b; com
pare Midr. Shemuel xix., end). He cherislied a
grudge again.st David, whose opinion prevailed over
his end,

"'

His

own in determining the site for the Temple at
Jerusalem (Zeb. 54b), and he had well-nigh succeeded
in proving by his arguments that David, as a descendant of Ruth the Moabite, could not, according
to the Law, belong to the congregation of Israel,
when the prophet Samuel interposed in David's favor
his

(Yeb. T6b, TTa; Midr. Shemuel xxii.). He also declared David's marriage with Michal to be invalid,
and induced Saul to marry her to another.
Doeg not only disregarded the sanctity of mar
riage (nviy ^^hi Tnn). but he also slew with his own
hands the priests of Nob, after Abner and Amasa.
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to do so (Gen. K.
often happens witli
tho.se who strive for something to which they are
not entitled, he lost that which he possessed (Gen.
God sent the three " angels of destruction "
U. x\.).

Saul's lieutenants,
.\.\xii.
Midr. Teh.
;

OX^D)

(ri!53n

refu.sed

hail

lii.

4).

.

As

Doeg; the

I"

get his learning, the second

it

lirst caused him to forburned his soul, and the

third .scattered the ashes (Sanii. 1061);

Sanh.

Yer.

29a).

.\.

According

to

differently,

some he was

by his own pupils when they found that he
had forgotten ids learning (Yalk,, Sam. 131); others
maintain that he wasslaiii by David when he (Doeg)
informed him of the death of Saul and of Jonathan
(II Sam. i. 2; Pesik., ed. Ruber, iii. 28b; Ginzberg,
"Die llaggada bei den Kirchenviltern," i. 38).
According to another Midrash, Doeg tried to preserve the life of Agag, the king of the AmalekitesEdomites, by interpreting Lev. xxii. 28 into a prohibition against the destruction of both the old and
Doeg is among
the young in war (Midr. Teh. lii. 4).
those who have forfeited their portion in the future
world by their wickedness (Sanh. x. 1 compare ib.
109b).
Doeg is an instance of the evil consequences
of calumny, because by calumniating the priests
of Nob he lost his own life, and caused the death of
Saul, Abimelech, and Abner(Yer. Peah i. 16a; Midr.
Teh. cxx. 9 [ed. Ruber, p. 504J).
L. G.
E. c.
slain

;

View: The Hebrew

text of I Sam.
and consequently the genuineness
of that verse has been unnecessarily suspected it is
presupposed by xxii. 9 (see H. P. Smith, "Commentary on Samuel," p. 198). The designation,
however, of Doeg as "mightiest of the shepherds"
Rudde
(D''y"in) of Saul is unusual and unlikely.

Critical

xxi. 7

is ditlicult,

;

C'S. R. O. T.") proposes "mightiest of the runners"
iW^T)) (after Gratz, "Gesch. der Juden,"i. 183, note
4), while Lagarde (" Mittheilungen," iii. 350) reads

—

"driver of the mules" (Dn^J? ^'31N) a reading confirmed by xxii. 9 in Septuagint, and by Judges x.
4; I Sam. ix. 3; II Sam. xvi. 2; and I Chron. xxvii.
30.
Doeg was probably detained at the sanctuary
by a taboo when he saw David (compare W. K.
Smith, "Religion of the Semites," 2d ed., p. 456).
The mention of Doeg in the title of Ps. lii. is a late
interpolation of no critical value.
.IH.
G. A. B.
.1.

DOG

—

The dog referred
(3^3). Biblical Data
the Bible is the semisiivage species seen
throughout the East, held in contempt for its fierce,
unsympathetic habits, and not yet recognized for

to

:

in

companion of
man. He is used chiefly by shepherds or farmers to
watch their sheep or liieir houses and tents, and to
warn them by his loud barking of any possible dan-

his nobler qualities as the faithful

ger (Job

XXX.

1;

Isa.

Ivi.

He

10).

lives

in

the

where he acts as scavenger, feeding on animal flesh unfit for man, and often devouring even
human bodies (Ex. xxii. 31 I Kings xiv. 11, xvi. 4,
At night
xxi. 23; II Kings ix. 10, 36; Jer. xv. 3).
he wanders in troops from place to place, filling the
air with the noise of his barking (Ps. lix. 7-14; compare Ex. xi. 7), and it is dangerous to seize him by
He is
the ear in order to stop him (Prov. xxvi. 17).
of a fierce disposition (Isa. Ivi. 11 A. V. "greedy ")
streets,

;

;
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and therefore the type of violent men (Ps. xxii. 17
[A. V. 16], 21 [20])." Treacherous and tilthy (Prov.
xxvi. 11), his name is used as a term of reproach and
self-humiliation in sucli expressions as: "What is
thv servant, which is but a dog " (II Kings viii. 13,
I a dog's head?" (II
K. v.); or
Term of Sam. iii. 8); or "After whom dost thou
Conterript. pursue? after a dead dog?" (I Sam.

"Am

xxiv. 15 [A. V. 14]; compare II Sam.
ix.

xvi.

8,

9;

Che^ne's emendation

"Encyc.

in

"Dog," seems unnecessary).
The dog known to tlie Hebrews in Biblical times
was the so-called pariaii dr)g, the shepherd-dog (Job
XXX. 7) being the more ferocious species. The As
The
Syrian hunter's dog was probably unknown.
Bibl."

*.r.

THT

A. V. translation of D''JnD
loins") in Prov. xxx. 31 by
rect;
(see

(" ^^ell girt in

the

"greyhound" is incorR. V. (margin) has more correctly "war-horse"

conuneutaries

iid l"C.).

The dog being an unclean animal, "the breaking
of a dog"?, neck," mentioned as a sacrificial rite in
Isa. Ixvi. 3 (compare Ex. xiii. 13). indicates an ancient Caniianite practise (see W. R. Smith, "Rel. of
Sem." p. 273). The shamelessness of the dog in re

gard to sexual

gave rise to the name 3P3

life

("

dog

for the class of priests in the service of Astarte

practised

sodomy ("kedeshim,"

")

who

by the
19 [A. V. 18]; compare
15; see Driver ad loc),
called also

Greeks /cwaMoi, Deut. xxiii.
18 [17] and Rev. xxii.
though D373 as the regular name of priests attached
to tlie temple of Ashtoret at Larnaca has been
found on the monuments (see "C. I. S." i., No. 86).
Two different
In Rabbinical Literature
dogs are mentioned: tlie onliiuiiy dog and the small
Cyprian (not, as commcjuly ex]>liiin<'il, the farmers'
dog." *nD13n 373). The former species resembles
and the cro.ssing of
the wrjlf; the latter the fo.\
these is forbidden as "kilayim " (mixture of species:
Kil. i. 6; compare Aristotle, " Historia Animalium,"
viii. 27, 8, where the one species of dogs is declared
to be a crossing of dogs and wolves, and the other
While
[the J.,aconian] acro.s.singof dogsand foxes).
the ordinary dog is counted by li. MeVr among domestic animals (" behemah "), the Cyprian dog is
declared to be a wild animal ("hayyali "; Yer. Kil.
In tlir- dusk the former is difhcult to distin27a).
guish from the wolf (Her. 9b).
As a rule, the dug docs tiot wratcli and tear like
bea.sts of prey (Hul. 53a), but when driven by hunger lie tears and <levf)ur3 young lambs (B. K. 15b);
lie bites jur-ti, but df>es not break a bone (Pes. 49b).

ih.

:

'

;

"With
three

Ills s]iar|)

fists

dogs are

deep

f«-fl

scent he smells the bread hidden
in llio Moil" (Pes. 31b).

f)n lirea<i

made

Sliejiherd-

of flour and bran (Ilal-

Twr) Hliei)herd dogs are rei|uir((l to .siive
i. 8).
the flock from the attack of wolves (B. M. vii, 9).
While dogs Imtc one another, tliey are ready to unite
lah

against

tli*r

attJieking wolf (Pes. 1131); Sanli. 105a).

people a feeling of safety, wherefore the rule is
given: " Dwell not in a town where no barking of
dogs is heard" (Pes. 113a). "A dog in a strange
city will not bark, and it takes him seven years to
at home "
The dog is

fee'l

dogs

used for tanning (Ber. 25a; Ket. 77r).
The barking of dogs at midnight (Ber. 3a) gives
is

('Er. 61a).

the most shameless of animals (e^ivn
nvn3, Ex. R. xlii.); he was one of those who would
not abstain from cohabitation in the Ark (Gen. R.
xxx vii.). The Mishnah (B. K. vii. 7) forbids the
keeping of dogs unless they are chained in cities,
;

near the seacoast or the frontier, they
The
ma}' for safety's sake be let loose at
Keepingnight (B. K. 83a).
According to
of Dogs.
Tosef., B. K. viii. 17, and B. K. 80b.
the raising of small Cyprian dogs is
allowed. These seem to be the little dogs (Kvvapia)
that "eat of the crumbs which fall from their master's table" (Matt. xv. 26, 27).
In the time of the Amoraim the ordinary dog does
not appear to have been regarded as ferocious; for
said " One should not raise a bad dog [yi Q^JS]
the house, this being a transgression of Deut.
xxii. 8,
Thou shalt not bring blood upon thine
house'" (B. K. 16b, 46a; compare Shab. 63a; Yer.
B. K. vii. 6a, with reference to Job vi. 14, Ilebr.,
" dog "
where DD? is interpreted as /^a^t/of
see

it is

:

in

'

=

;

Krauss, "LehnwOrter," s.v.).
"A dog before the
house withholds kindness from one's neighbor, because no one can enter the house."
wild dog (pnjN 3^53 = aypioc) is mentioned as
dangerous to handle (Gen. R. Ixxvii.), as is also a

A

young dog

A mad

('Er. 86a).

dog

is

so dangerous

may

be killed even on Sabbath (Shab. 121b).
Rabies is the effect of an evil spirit or of witchcraft;
and its signs are: the dog keeps the mouth open;
his saliva is constantly flowing; his ears hang
down; his tail lies closely upon his loins; he walks
on the sideways of the street, and does not bark
(Yoma 83b). The cure for hydrophobia is the eating of a part of the dog's diaphragm (Yoma viii. 6;
that he

see

Foi.kMkdicine).

In the course of time a certain affection for the
dog seems to have been developed among the Jews
In Hor. 13a tlie dog is said to be distinguished from
the cat in thnt he recognizes his master while the
latter does not.
In the more recent versions of
Tobit vi. 1 and xi. 4 (see Grimm 's commentary flrf/f>r.
but comi>are Abrahams in "Jew. Quart. Rev."i. 288)
the dog follows Tohias on his journey from home
and back. According to Rab, in Gen. \\. xxii., the
sign given by (Jod to Cain (Gen. iv. 15) is to be explained tiiat he was given a dog as companion or
Idle housewives were known to play
guardian.
with dogs (Ket. 61b).
"For his friendly conduct
at the exodus of the Hebrews when
The
he did not move his tongue against
Faithful
man or l)east (Ex. xi. 7), God compen'

'

Dog.

The dog depends

chiefly on the nourishment f\ir
niahed him by man, but is as a nilegreiitly negleelcd,
wherefore God has provided him witli tlie faculty
of retaining his food in the stomach for three days
(Shab. 154b; Bezah 21a).
At times, iiowever, he
eats his excrement (B K. 92b).
The e.xerement of

Dog

be cast unto

dog by telling the pc^oplc
that the meat forbid<len to them should
sated

him"

the

(Mek., Mishpatim, 20, on Ex.

x.xii. 30).

F'specially noteworthy is the fact that the story of
the fiiilhful (log whieh Dunlop (" History of Pro.se
see Inde.x, h.v. " Gellert ") and BenP'iction," ell. vii.
;

fey (" Panchatantra." 1859, i, 482) have traced through
the various literatures of the East and the West, is
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Domain
for tlif

foiiiul

IVsil>. x. TIH)

hagpidio

tiTin'

oiu' of

illustnitioii of

liad

luTiis

tirst

lis

in

Vcr. Tcr.

H. Mi-Vr's

viii. 46ii

fiiMosi

Prov. xvi.

7.

I'urdk'd milk for a moal,

and

usi-d us n

Some sliopwhen in their

absence a serpent ate of it and tluis (as was tlie beTiic ilog, wliieii had
lief) instilled poison into it.
witnessed the act. bepan to bark when Ids masters,
on their return, proeeeiled to eat it but they would
80 he hastened to eat
not heed his voice of warning.
it all up and fell down dead, having thus saved his
In gratitude, the shepherds revermasters' lives.
ently buried tiie faithful dog, and erected a n)onument to him, which is still called "The Dog's Monu:

ment

"

{Hl^^l SL"£J1.

The .lewisli belief was that the howling of dogs
(D'3n D'3^3) betokened the presence of the angel of
death, ordeathitself in the vicinity (compare AVuttke,
" Der Deutsche Volksaberglaube,'" 1869, ii 268); their

cheerful (sportful) barking (Q-'pntrD D''3^3), the presthat is, some joyful
ence of tiie prophet Elijah
event (B. K. 60b). " If one goes out to select a wife
for himself and hears the barking of dogs, he may divine in their voices an omen of good or of evil " (Gen.
the reading, how^ever, is doubtful).
li. lix.

—
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714-710, that the Jews call non-Jews
i.
(Christians) "doys," .repeated often and referred to

thum,"

conuneutaries to Matthew, I.e., as well
quotations in Herzog-Hauck's
" Heal-Eiicyc. " x.r. "Ilund," and
in Cheyne and
Black, "Encyc. Bibl." s.i'. "Dog " (obviously based
on the nnsunderstood pas.sage in WUnsche, " Neue
Beitrilge zur Erliluterung der Evangelien," 1H78, p.
The epithet "keleb"
189), are altogether incorrect.
(dog) is given as a nickname to miserly Jews (see
Tendlau, "Spnehwiirter und Redensarten," 1860,
Nos. 270 and 909).
Tiie dog is equally prominent in Jewish folk-lore
in Aleyi'r's

as the Talmudical

and in Chaldean magic (see Lenormant, "Magie und
Wahnsagekunst der Chaldaer," Jena, 1878, p. 471);
being especially connected in mythology with death
or the nether world (see the dogs of Hecate in
Rhode, "Psyche," 1894, pp. 221, 363, 367, 375;
the jackal dog-god Anubis in Egypt in Brugsch,
I.e., pp.
252, 670; Zend Aveeta, Vendidad, v.
29, in "Sacred Books of the East," iv. 58; compare
"Shayast la Shayast," ii. 1, x. 10; Nork, "Etymologisch-Symbolisch-Mythologisches Realw5rterbuch,"

"Hund").

8.V.

;

The

Xibhaz (II Kings xvii. 31; "Nibhan,"
}n33. according to David Kimhi) was taken to have
been the image of a dog (Sanh. 63b). The name of
"Pene Melek" (Moloch's Face) was to be changed
into "Pene Keleb" (Dog's Face; 'Ab.
Golden
Zarah 46a).
The Egyptian dog or
idol

Bibliography: Lewysohn, Die Zoologie
pp. 82-89; Parthey, I'lutarch iiher

endary form
" The Egyptians, in order to prevent Joseph's body from being
taken from them, had two dogs of gold [or brass] placed on his
tomb and endowed by witchcraft with the power of frightening
away every intruder by their loud barking. When Moses came
to take the bones of Joseph the two dogs began to bark, but he
You are the work of deceit, and you
addres.sed them, saying
would not move your tongues If you were genuine dogs " (according to Ex. xl. 7; Pesik. x. 86a; Ex. R. xx.; see BruU's
" Jabrb." 1. 150; also p. 151, note, for cabalistic comments ui>on
the passage)
:

'

'

"Dog "is also the synonym in rabbinical literature for shamele.ss and relentless people, and thereThe time of general defore for wicked heathen.
generacy is a time when " the generation will have
the face of the dog " (Sotah ix. 15).
R. Jo.shua ben
Levi compares the righteous to the guests invited
to the king's table, and the wicked heathen to the
dogs who obtain the crums that fall therefrom (Midr.
Teh. to Ps. iv. 8, based upon Isa. Ivi. 10, 11). R.
Ishmael b. R. Jose called the Samaritans dogs, as
"being as adhesive to idolatrous customs as the
dog is to the flesh of carcasses" (Gen. R. Ixxxi.).
Just as the dog must be beaten by the master, so
must the wicked be smitten by God (Ex. R. ix., with
reference to Ps. lix. 7; compare Sanh. 109a: "As the
dog scents food from afar, so do the wicked scent
the hones of the rich for pillage").
The epithet
"dog" used for heathen in the New Testament
(Matt. XV. 26; Phil. iii. 2) is explained hereby; but
the statement of Eisenmenger, " Entdecktes Juden-

iles

TaJmud-x, 1858,

und

Osiris, 1850, p.

;

8.

Dogs

jackal-god, as guardian of the dead.
Barking, together with the two g'olden images
of dogs (jackals) which were used as
symbols of the two hemispheres (Brugsch, " Religion und Mythologie der Alten Aegypter," 1888, p.
670), appears in the Haggadah in the following leg-

Ixitt

Kohut, A7tich Complctum, s.v. 2^2; Winer, B. R.;
Hamburger, R. B. T. s.v. Hund; Cheyne and Black, Encyc.
Bihl. s.v. Dng; L. Hopf, Thiernrahel und Orakelthiere,
Zapletal, Der ToteStu-ttgart, 1888, Index, s.v. Haushuml
mismus und die Religion Israels, p. 38, Freiburg, 1901.
2t>i;

K.

8.

DOHM, CHRISTIAN WILHELM VON:
German

historian and political writer; advocate of
the Jews, and friend of Moses Mendelssohn born in
Lemgo Dec. 11, 1751; died on his estafe near Nord;

hausen

May

29,

1820.

Dohm, who was deeply

moved by

the humanitarian ideals of the era of enlightenment, wrote a work in two volumes on JewHe did this at the sugish emancipation in 1781.
gestion of Mendelssohn, to whom the Alsatian Jews
had appealed for aid, but who thought that such a
work would produce a better effect if written by
Dohm's work dealt not only with
a Christian.
French Jews, but with the condition of the Jews in
the diflferent stages of their history, and argued for
their political equality on grounds of humanity and
The work appeared at Berlin under the
justice.
title
"Ueber die Burgerliche Verbesserung der
Juden," and passed rapidly tlirough two editions.
Dohm demanded that the Jews be treated as human
beings, and declared that his work was no apology
Their religious convictions would not
for them.
prevent their performance of the duties of citizen-

His book aroused wide interest, and he was
even accused of standing in Jewish pay. He was
f6ted by the Jews, and the communities of Berlin,
Halberstadt, and Surinam passed votes of thanks.
Tiie adverse criticisms of Dohm's work, moreover,
drew Mendelssohn into the arena, and he expressed
ills views on Jewish emancipation in the preface to
Marcus Ilerz's translation of iSIenasseh ben Israel's
" Vindicia; Judseorum. " Mendelssohn criticized some
ship.

of

Dohm's

contentions, especially those in

he sought to favor the

legi-slation initiated

Dohm also wrote an
the Great.
French on the colony of Surinam.

erick

which

by Fredarticle in
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Bibliography: Mendelssohn. Schriften (ed. Brasch). il. 473
et seq., Leipsic, 1880; K ay serling, Moses Mendelssohn, pp.
371 et seq., ib. 1888 Allgemeiiie Deutsche Biographie, v.
;

297.

Domain

BiBMOGRAPHV: New York Trihunc. ii\x\. 24. 18X9;
The Dramatic iijst, 1880; New York Herald, Jan.

DOKSHITZY: Town

the government of
Minsk, Russia. The census of 1897 shows a population of 3,647 (other authorities place it at 5,720),
of whom more than 3,000 are Jews; in 1860, accordin

ing to Semenov, "Slovar Kossiskoi Imperii," tliere
were only 790 Jews. The latter are engaged in commerce and trades. Tiicre are 368 artisans. Since
1893 the stocking-making industry has developed in
the town.
The remuneration of labor, particularly
of female labor, is voiy low. For this reason merchants from Wilna find it profitable to supply Jewish girls with machinery and raw material for the
making of stockings. The annual value of the
stockings made there and sent to Wilna is 25,000
rubles.
The abundance of flax in the district enables about 120 Jews to find employment in cleaning it, and there are about 207 day-laborers.
BinLiooRAPHy

:

Yevreiskiya Chulochnitzy, in Voskhod,

No. 38.
H. U.

S.

DOLAN BELLAN:

1901,

J.

French physician; lived

at Carcassonne in the fourteenth century.
He was
a contemporary of the physician Jacob de Lunel,

who removed from Carcassonne to Tarascon, where
he practised in 1424. Dolan Bellan is probably identical with Maystre Bellant, a surgeon who, with
Beuedit du Canet of Aries (Maestro Bendig) and
Moses Marveau.K or Marnan of Marseilles, was summoned to attend King Louis XI. in 1419-20. A
Jew called "Bellan" was known in Carpentras in
1357 ("Rev. Et. Juives," xii. 193).
BiBLior.RAPFiv: Depplng, Les Jtitfs dans le Mnyen Age. p.
181; Carmoly, HUt. des Mfdi-cins Juifs, p. 106; S. Kahn,
Les Juifii de Tarancon, pp. 6, 16. 25.
r..

S.

DOLARO, SELINA
and singer; born

at

:

K.

Anglo-American actress

Loudon

in 1852;

died in

New

She studied music at the
Paris Conservatoire under Auber, and made her
debut Jan. 20, 1870, as the Spanish princess in "Chilpcric " at the Lyceum Tlieatcr, London. On account
of her good vr)ice siie was selected to sing in tlie
city Jan. 23, 1889.

premij^re of a production of "Carmen " in English,
and 8ubs<'(iuciitly as C'furctte in "Mine. Angot,"
Genevii-re de Jini/xtnt,

"Lea Dragons de

and

in

Villars."

an English version of
Then she leased the

Ilaymarket Theater, London, and i)ro(lucfd Gilbert
and Sullivan's "Trial by Jury." In 1877 sin; went
to the United Stat^-s as a member of Colonel Mapleson'a 0[)cra C"oini)aiiy; but her voice lacking
strength, slif; severed her comiectidii with tiie iin
presario.
In 1879 she appeared at the Folly Thea
"
ter. New York, as tlu' licroinein "The First Niglit

Four years

later .Mrne. Dolaro appi-ared as Olintlc
Pianquctte's opera of that name at tlir I'.ijnn
Her voice failing, she forsook opera and
Theater.
joined the company of Mrs. Fiske (then Minnie
Maddern). supporting her in Sarrlou's "Agnes."
Mine. Dolaro wrote two jilays, "Justice" and
"Fa.shion"; a novel, "Bella Demoina"; and an autobiography under the rather startling title " Mes
in

Amours."

Pasooe,
24, 1889,

p. 10.

A.

A. M. F.

D.

York

Doer

E. Ms.

.

DOLITZKI,

MENAHEM MENDEL

RusByelostok April 3, 1856.
He began to compose poetry and prose very early,
often supplementing and spicing the quarrels of
his schoolmates with lampoons in Biblical Hebrew.
In 1880 Dolitzki left Byelostok, and after spending
some time in Kiev settled as a teacher in Moscow.
In 1892 he went to the United States, and settled
in New York.
His first considerable work was the satirical poem
" Likkuj'^ Shene ha-Meorot," which appeared in " HaShahar" (ix.).
It was afterward published separately (Vienna, 1879).
His model letter-writer,
"Shebet Sofer," was published in Vienna in 1883;
and his "Betok Leba'im" (St. Petersburg, 1884), a
novel, first appeared serially in "Ha-Meliz." Another novel, "Mi-Bayit umi-Huz" (Wilna, 1891),

Hebrew poet; born

sian

:

in

describing the persecutions of the Jews in Rumania,
is considered a masterpiece (see Perez in " Judische
Bibliothek," ii. 69, Warsaw, 1892).
His other model
letter-writer, "Nib Sefatayim " (Wilna, 1892), has
been reprinted many times. The first attempt to

works was made in America,
"Kol Shire Menahem " appearing in New York
(1895), followed by "Shire Menahem" (ib. 1899).
They contain poems which have appeared in various Hebrew periodicals in America and abroad. In
America Dolitzki also essayed works of fiction in
Yiddish, and some of his novels, as "Der Gebildeter
Merder" (Chicago, 1897), or "Shtarker von Eisen"
collect his poetical

(New York), attained popularity. He furthermore
edited the Yiddish monthly magazine "Die Zeit,"
which appeared in New York from Dec, 1897, to
The unfinished poem "Ha-Halom weSept., 1898.
Shibro," which appeared in "Ha-'Ibri," 1893, Nos.
8-19, and which describes the sufferings of a Jewish
Cantonist, is considered by him to be the best of his
poems.
BiBLiooRAPHT
pp.

14

1."),

:

B. Elsenstadt, Dor
I'.XH);
Mflsacb,

wilna,

Rahhanaw

we-Soferaw,
Mihtahitn tni-Sar nhcl

Yaw,

\.'M: ii. 32, :t:(, Wai-saw, 18,h4; Citron, U\ JIa-Sltahar,
xll. 13(1: Lci'oy Hcaiilifii. Israel Anioim tin- Natio)iK, p. "319,
Ntnv Vork, IH'.Hl (a ti-anslalloiii Kliuisner, A'oro-l'crrt is/fij/a
:

Litcr-atura
II.

XIX

Vj/c/ki,

i).

71,

Warsaw,

1900.

P. AVi.

u.

DOMAIN, PUBLIC
the

many

")

:

(D-^in niL'n, literally, "of
As (lislingiiishcd from private domain

(TTITI 'l), public domain is jirominent in many
hranclics of rabbinic lore, especially in the law of
S.ibbalh observance; for on llic Saiibatli it is forbidden to carry anything but one's clothing and
ornaments from the ])riviite into the public domain,
or vic(i versa; or from oik^ man's private domain
to that of another; or for a distance of four cubits
But tli<' character of the
within the public domain.
liiace, wlictbcr |)ubli(' or private, nuiy al.so affect
lirojxTty rights, as is pointed out in the article AcciDKNT and Amionation. where it is shown that
the "semita" (Xt3D^D), or sidewalk near the houses,
which probably, along with its Latin name, came
into vogue under tlu; Roman occupation, has a char-

and effect of its own.
appears from the whole tenor of the Mishnah (compare CoM.MiNrrv, Ouoanization of; Cok-

act(!r
It

Dombrov*

TIIK

Doxunlnus
POKATION> tlmt

iu

c'itios

till-

of Pnli'stiue

around hd

houst'S wj'ii' jjroupiil

optMi

.IK

tlu-

WISH ENCVCLOl'KDLV
siimlU-r

|>lin'i';

(liis

wholi- sjroup i>f buiiilinns willi it, lu'as a court nvn^. wliicli liad one covered
eiitmuee (.'130V
A eourt liaving niore tliau one
entrance from the street, or even a house witli more
than one opeuinsi, seems to liavc been exceptional.
plaro, or

iiig

tlu'

knowu

Besides the small houses thus grouped around an
openeourt, mention is made of a many-roomed iioust'
(m'a. literally "a palace") corresponding to the
"insula" of the Romans. Each of such houses liad
at its front from ei^ht to twelve pillars, the space
between which was part of the private domain. Be-

tween the pillars was the well for the house, so that
water might lawfully be drawn from it and brt)Uglit
Minute directions
into the house on the Sabbath.
concerning both "courts" and "palaces" are given
houses witli two
in the treatise 'Erubin (eh. i., ii.
openings are referred to in ix. 8), which directions
must be followed to raise the desired character of
;

—

Speaking geuerally, the highways that is, streets
and public places in the town, and roads in the settled part of the country
are public domain.
But
the wilderness, or unsettled countr}', having generally no private owner, is preemiueutly "domain
of the many" beyond any other spot; yet within
the wilderness a private domain can be improvised
by forming a corral of the wagons and other implements of a caravan (KI^'E') this with the space

—

:

CEr.

A

i.

is

treated

like

a court

within

a

town

public domain; but
here the laws, either civil or ritual, are not fully
applicable.
A ship is for all purposes private doCompare Sabbath.
main.
h. ..
L. N. D.
is

DOMBROVA. See Grodno.
DOMBROVITZA Town in
:

the

government

H. K.

S.

DOMEIER,

ESTHER.

See

J.

Beknaud,

EsTHKI!.
:

I'lace of

abode; dwelling: the place

where a man has his true, fixed, permanent home
and principal establishment, and to which, whenabsent, he has the intention of returning.
The place in which a man establishes himself with
the intention of remaining there permanently, becomes, according to Jewish law, his domicil for all
purposes, civil as well as religious. This intention
may be either avowed or implied. When the intenis

settled,

other

serles' gloss).

Regarding a man's obligation

to contribute to the

different charitable organizations of the town, the

One who had lived in a
place for thirty days was compelled
Memto contribute
to the free kitchen
bership of ("tamhuy"); for three months, also
to the general charity for six months,
Community. also to the funds for providing garments for the poor; for nine months,
ul.so to the funds for defraying the funeral expenses
of the poor; for twelve months, to all the expenses
of the community (B. B. 8b; compare "Yad," Mattenot 'Aniyim, ix. 12; Shulhan 'Aruk, Yoreh De'ah,

Regarding

;

5).

Two

distinct classes of residents

were recognized

men

by the Rabbis:

(a) the

but

twelve months.

of the town, comprising
all those who had lived there more than twelve
months, and (b) the inhabitants of the town, or all
those who had lived there more than thirty days,
less

than

benefit

Hence, one who
from the "inhabit-

ants" of a certain place, included in his vow all
the ])eople that had lived there more than thirty
days.
But if he said in his vow "the men of the
place," he might still derive benefits from all those
who had lived there less than twelve months (Yer.
Ned. iv. 5; Sanh. 112a; "Yad." Nedarim, ix. 17;
Yoreh De'ah, 217, 32). If a man lived for thirty
days in a place whose inhabitants turned to idolatry, and he joined in their worship of idols, he
was killed by the sword, the punishment for com-

munal

apostas}',

and not by stoning, the punishment

for individual apostasy; the Biblical expression in

that connection being (Deut. xiii. 16): "Thou shalt
surely smite the inhabitants of that city with the
edge of the sword " (Sanh. 112a Maimonides, " Yad,"
'Ab. Zarah, iv. 9).
A married woman was obliged to make her domicil with her husband
and if she refused to follow
him he might divorce her and decline to pay the
stipulated sum of her marriage con;

DOMICIL
is

avowed he

respects a

himself,
all

imposts levieil on the people of that place (see ComIf, Ijowevcr, he inmunity, OiuiANiZATioN ok).
herited a house, or a house was given to him in that
town, it did not become his domicil, and he was exempt from the obligations placed on the citizens of
the town.
A residence of twelve months made the
place his domicil only when he remained of his own
free will.
If he was compelled to stay there on account of sickness or the like, it was not considered
hisdoniicil(B. B. 7b; Maimonides," Yad," Shekenim,
vi. 5; Sludhan 'Aruk, Hoshen Mishpat, 163, 2, Is-

vowed not to derive any
of

Volhynia, Russia. It has a total population of
about 25,000, including 6,000 Jews, about 1,000 of
whom are artisans The most general occupations
are tailoring and shoeraaking, each employing about
195 persons.
The manufacturing output of the
town is sold at the neighboring fairs. There are
about 600 day -laborers, who receive from fifteen to
twenty cents a day as wages. Considerable attention is paid to the culture of tobacco, in which 260
Jews are engaged. There are 19 Jewish gardeners,
40 truck-farmers, and 27 dairy-farmers.

tion

who had bought a dwelling-hou.se for
was com|iclled to share in the taxes and

or

266.

8).

navigable body of water

ever he

customs peculiar to it. If the intention is not
av<nved it may be implied in different ways, as will
be demonstrated.
One who had lived in a place for twelve months,

law varied.

privacy for Sabbatic purposes.

enclosed
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immediately considered in all
of the locality in which he has
obliged to follow all the laws and

member

and he

is

is

;

Domicil
tract (" ketubah ").
He could not,
of Married however, compel her to change her
Women, domicil from a large to a small city,
or vice versa, or from a costly to a
cheap house, or vice versa. If he wished to go to Palestine, she had to follow him under all circumstances, unless she pleaded the danger of travel on

certain roads (Ket. UOa; "Yad," Isliut. xiii. IT;
Sliulhau Aruk, Ebeii ha-'Ezer. 75).
The privacy of one's doniicil could not be vioNeither tlie creditor nor theconrt-messenger
lated.
could enter mu's house to take a pledge for a debt
If it was a debt of
of money (I)iui. xxiv. 10).

wages or of hire of any kind, the creditor might
enter the debtor's house to take a pledge (B. M.
In all cases the
ll."»a; compare Sifre. Dent, ml he).
house of the surety might be entered for the puipose of taking a "pledge (B. M. 113a; "Yad," Malweh,

iii.

4.

7;

Ilo.'^lieii

Mislipat, 97,

(Bologna, 1671) mentions as court
stantinopoli
physician of the Turkish sultan a Jew who later
became converted under the name of "Dominico
Wolf holds that he is identical
lerosolymitano.'"
with tlie subject of this article Bartolocci, on the
other hand, states that Mursius speaks of one whom
he (Mursius) had himself seen in his travels, and who
was still living as a Christian in Constantinople
in direst poverty, though as a Jew he had held,
under the name of Pelaso, third place among the
''

;

sultan's physicians.
Bartolocci, BibL linb. ii. 282. 283; Wolf.
BiN. Hihr. i. 3;M. iii. 210; Popper, 2')tc Censorship of Hebrew Books, New York, 1899. s.r.; Berliner, Cemnir iind

till-

'•

;

I..

408

e( sefj.).
J.

<;.

DOMINICANS. See Friaks.
DOMINICO IROSOLIMITANO

SOLYMITANO

or

IT.

G.

HIERO-

Talmudist,
CD^trm' "ip':"'Dn)
physician, author, and e.xpurgator of Hebrew books
:

born in Safcd. Palestine, about 1550; died in Italy
about 16'20. He was educated at tiie rabbinical college in his native city, studying not only Talmud,
but also medicine. After having been granted the
ilegree of doctor and the title of " Hal)," he lectured
on Tahnudic law in Safed. His fame as a phy.sician
sprea<l far and wide, and finally reached the ears of
liie Sultan of Turkey, who sunuuoned him to Constantinople as court physician.

Yerushalmi subsequently became a convert to
lie went to Rome, and was received at
the College of tiie Neophytes, wiiere he taught Hebrew. During the most active period of tiie exjiurgation of Hebrew books under the Inquisition in Italy
Dominico s services were in great demand; and first
ill Venice (157H-y2 V). later as chief reviser of the (reii.'.orship commission in Mantua (1595-97), he had oppfirtunity for placing Jiis signature in more books
and manuscri|>ts than any otiier of the Italian ex-

Cliristianity

j>urgators.

at intervals

;

His activity in this direction continued
places, iiowever, not yet identified

— in

Confiscation, pp. 9 et seq., Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1891;
Mortara, in St«lnschneider. Hebr. BibL v. 96 et seq.; Stern.
Urkundlirhe BeitrUge ilher die SteUung der Pdpste zu
den Judcn, No. 158. Kiel. 1893.

lia

Zikkiik" (Book of Expurgation),

in marni'^fript, one cojiy of svliieh (in tiie library of Cardinal Berberini, Home) shows revision
by him as late as 1619.
Bartolocci dales Dominico's conversion al the
beginning of the sevent«enth century, at atiout his
But even if it be a.ssunied that the
fiftieth year.
dat«s of his earliest cen.Horsliip have been niisrea<l.
it
is cert4iin that he acted as censor before 1595,
J^irthermore, Bartolocci and Wolf state that Nicolaus Mursius in his " Relatione della Cittil di C'on-

still

(Titus Flavins

P.

Domitianus)

Roman emperor 81-96 born in 51 assassinated in 96.
In 69, when his father Vespasian was proclaimed
;

;

emperor, Domitian was the center of the Flavian
party in Rome. Succeeding his brother Titus in
the government, he provoked the vigorous resistance
of the aristocracy b}' his despotic measures, which
aimed at the complete supersession of the powers of
His mistrust and financial embarrassthe Senate.
ment drove him, after a short period of moderation
and good administration, to sjmguinary measures.
He maintained the pagan faitli against the various
dissenting sects; and twice (89 and 95) expelled the
He dealt most severely
philosophers from Rome.
with converts to either Judaism or Christianity, the
penalty being either death or confiscation of propEven his cousin, the consul Flavins Clemens,
erty.
was put to death for embracing the Jewish faith;
wliile the hitter's wife Domitilla was exiled to the isle
of Pandataria (95). The severe measures projected at
this time against the Jews, which occasioned the
journey to Rome of R. Gamaliel and his colleagues,
were frustrated probably by Domitian 's assassina-

Jew tax was collected
Characteristic of his distrust of Judaism and Christianity is the fact that he
siunmoned the descendants of David to appear beDuring

tion.

in

his reign the

a most cruel manner.

fore him,

and released them

onl}' after

he had

ct seq.; Uuiiisav. 7'/i»'

Itom und dax Christenthum, pp.
Ctinrcli in the lioman Empire,

Z'Metseq.;

7'/ir

BiBLiOfiRAPiiY

:

ICelni,

I,l(rtitf<Mit,

in Hunt,

I. 2ti ct

M

and UleKer,

(ictieh.

der Judrn

seq.

H. V.

r.

DOMITILLA, FLAVIA.
II,

20(i

pp.
A)>ostiilir Fathers, i. \(H et hc<i.;
ed., 1.
Klti et sr<i.; SctiiinT, (iejieh.

(Jratz. Crsch.M ed., Iv.
Ofinrf xr(/.. 111. ".'>; Vogelsteln

1

satis-

himself of their harmlessness.

fied

Dominico's works included, according to liis own
statement, " .Ma'ayan (Janriim " (Fountain of the
(JardenH), on the fiiiidameiital princijiles of the
H<- also translated into Hebrew
Christian faith.
tiie whoir- of the Nr \v Testament, and most of the
He was the comjiiler
ApfKjryphal books (1015-17).

W.

G.

DOMITIAN

alniutit until his deatii.

of the "Sefer

Dozniiiiius

BiBi.ioc.RAPiiv:

6, 14).

Sabbath one might walk two thousand
cubits on all sides from the place of his residence.
By a legal fiction, the Kabbis decided that if before
tlie Sabbatii a man placed food for two meals in some
sale place, such place became his domicil for that
day. and he might walk two thousand cubits from
that point on all' four sides (" Erube Tehumim";
Slndhan 'Aruk, Orah KayYail," Sliabbat, .x.wii.

On

yiin.

Dombrova
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I,

See Fi-avia Domi-

A.

DOMNINUS

or

DOMNUS

:

Jewi.sli

philo.so-

He was a native
pher; lived between 400 and 480.
of Laodicea, or Lari.ssa, in Syria; the pupil of Syrian, wlioin he perhaps succeeded as teacher of the
He was a contemNeoplatonic scliool at Athens,
|)orary of the iihilosoplicr I'roclus, whose pupil
His own pu|)ii
Mariiius often mentions Domninus.

who supplanted him in his old age, is idenwith the Jasius whom Arabian writers menTin' sources speak of liimasa Jew, and Suidas

Gesius,
tical

tion.

relates that

when Domninus was

artlicted at

Athens

with "blood spitting," he did not hesitate to eat

THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA

Domus Conversoruxn
pork.

wJiili' liis

was

companion Plutarchus, a pagan, wlio

Suidas
tluTofoif tloos not coiisiilt-r Domninns as a trui'
philosopher; lie is credited with being a fine mathematician, but sujierlicial in other branches of phialso

ivfnjinotl

ill.

from

tliat

remedy.

A follower of Plato, and therefore attacked by Proclus, he defended himself in a work
losophy.

entitled KaOapriKt) riJv Aoyftdruv Il/idrwi'of

("A Purge

of Plato's Theories").
Not one of his works is extant. Like other Neoplatonists. Domninns practised tlieurgy.
He died
at an advaiueil age. probably at Athens.
BiBLiociRAPn Y
ji.r.

:

AoMi'itot;

Mnrlnus, Prochts.eii. Boissonaiie
Suidns,

Photii liililiothtca,
chen. 2d ed., iii.2, 091

.-{.r.

and

AoMi'i»'o«

p. 32,');

Zeller,

;

re<Tio«
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expulsion (1290), about a liundred Jews in all participated in the benefits of the institution a small
proportion of weaklings out of the 10,000 Jews in
England. All the expenses of the Domus were borne
by the royal treasury, while some of the bishops left
bequests to augment its funds. In addition to these
sources of income a poll-tax, called the "chevage,"
was levied upon all Jewsabove the age of twelve in
support of their converted brethren. The treasury
grant amounted annually to £202.0.4 (in present cur-

—

Hcs.vohlus.
Photlns.
;

Philosophie dcr Grir-

Ziinz, G. S. 11. 11 : Hernnys, Ahhamiluttacn. 11. 2<J3; S. Kraiiss, In Matji/ar ZxUU'i-Szrmle, vlll.
519. xl. 3«il: ./<!<•. Quart. Rev. Ml. 270-277, Ix. 518; Stelnschnelder, Al-Farahi. p. IGtj, St. Petersburg, 18C9.
;

K.

S.

DOMUS CONVERSORUM

:

House

in

Kr.

London

founded by order of Henry HI. in the year 1232 to
provide a home and free maiut(!nance for Jews converted to Christianity. As, up to 1280, on conver-

was escheated to the king,
The buildings and the
chapel attached to them were ejected in Chancery
Ijiine, Loudon, on the site now occupied by the
rolls office.
The hope was entertained that by the
establishment of this refuge there would result a
conversion en masse of the English Jews. The consion all their property
tliey

were

left

destitute.

ception of the scheme for the

Domus

originated

Rolls Chapel, Chancery Lane, London, Formerly Part of
the Domus Conversorum.

rency about £4,000). At times this contribution was
not forthcoming; and the "conversi" were reduced
to sore straits of poverty.
In 1271 the king addressed a letter to the mayor of London and to the
warden of the Domus, complaining of numerous
irregularities in the management of the house; and
it was not until the year 1280, under the custos
John de St. Denys, that definite regulations for the
control of the institution were drafted.
In 1281 a
rabbi of Oxford, Belager by name, entered the
home. Nine years later, when the expulsion of the
English Jews took place, the number of converts
stood at eighty.
The value of the history of the Domus after the
year 1290 consists in the testimony that its records
afford of the steady stream of Jews
After the into England in spite of the edict of
Expulsion, expulsion. A few of these persons
allowed themselves to be baptized,
and accepted the shelter of the Domus. These people came from France, Spain, Portugal, Germany,

and the Barbary states.
In 1305 there were twenty-three men and twentyeight women, whose baptismal names are all known,
From 1331 there exists a seresiding in the Domus.
Domus Conversorum, London.
(After a drawing by

Matthew Parb.)

with the clergy, a similar institution on a much
more modest scale having been commenced by the
clergy of Southwark in 121:3.
A chaplain was appointed to instruct the converts, and a warden
(" custos "
in Norman French, " le gardien ") to attend to their temporal affairs. Each male inmate
received l^d., equal to about 2«. ijd. of the present currency, and each female \d.
During the fiftyeight years that elapsed from the time of the founding of the Domus until the year of the great
;

manuscripts in the rolls office giving valuable
information upon the important subject of the presence of Jews in England from the reign of Edward I.
These documents mnge themto that of James I.
selves under three heads: (1) orders for the admission of a convert, frequently supplying personal
details; (2) the statement of annual expenses of the
warden, who from about the year 1330 also held the
post of master of the rolls (in these returns the
names of the con verts are inserted); (.3) a large number of receipts, some signed in Hebrew, given once
a year by the converts.
In 1330 there still remained eight men and thirteen
ries of
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women from

pre-expulsion period.
By the
possessed only one convert, a
woman named Claricia of Exeter, who had been
admitted several years before the expulsion. She
died in 1356: and a month after her death a Spanish Jew, John of Castile, found his way to England
and the Domus. From the year 1330 until 1393
eighteen men and two women were admitted. Two
of these, Aseti Briarti and Perota BriNames of arti, of France, were husband and
Converts, wife; while Thomas Levjn (Levi), of
Spain, ran away suddenl}' after a stay
of thirty-two days.
In 1399 a woman named Elizabeth, described as the daughter of Rabbi Moses,
"episcopus Judseorum," joined the converts. She
remained for seventeen years, and married a London
tailor named David Pole.
In 1409 two women, a
mother and her daughter, who had apparently been

year 1353 the

the

Domus

Domus Conversorum

tioned in the records from the year 1492 to 1538,
Edward Scales from 1503 to 1527, and Elizabeth
Bapti.sta from 1504 to 1532.
In the latter year two
women were admitted, and were given the names
" Katherine Whetelcy " and " ]Mary Cook."
In 1506
Thomas Cromwell, the vicar-general of Henry
VIII., who had been appointed master of the rolls
and warden of the Domus Conversorum, lived in the

home.

Mary Cook died, the
when an interesting convert, Nathaniel Menda (formerly called
Jehooda Menda), was admitted. He remained till
This man had come from the Barbary states
1608.
After 1551, in which jear

Domus remained empty

imtil 1578,

and had been publicly baptized

in

London by John

Foxe, the author of the "Book of ]\Iart}'rs." The
receipts given by Menda for his annual pension are,
with one exception, all signed in Hebrew characters.
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Dartmouth for some time, were admitted
Domus. There is no indication in the records of how tliey camcto be in Dartmouth or of their
living in
into Die

imtive country.
Tlie mother, Joliunna, dii'd after a
stay of forty years, and the daughter, Alice, after
forty-five years.
Tiie longest period of residence
was tliat of Martin, son of Henry of Woodstock
(1413-6H); while otiier converts who lived in the

many years were John de Hancta Maria
Spain (1371-1405), Henry of Stratford (1410-41),
John Durdragt of DonlnVlil, Jl..llaii.l (1425-55),
.lohn Seyt (1448-88). Edward of Westminster (1461150;{), and .John F'crnando «if Spain (1487-1503).
In
tile year 1400 tlierc were two inmates; by 1450 this
I)omu.s for

«if

(1608).

In 1581 Fortunati Massa (originally "Cooba," i.e.,
Jacob, Massa) joined Menda until 1598. The presence of these two quondam Jews in the Chancery
Lane home is coinei(ient witii the i)roduction of Marlowe's" Jew of Malta "and Siiakespeare's "Merchant
of Venice."
In 1598 Philip Ferdinamlus, a learned Polish Jew,
became u recipient of liie Itenelits of the Domus.
This man had been professor of He-

Philip

Ferdinandus.

Oxford and Cambridge, and
on at Leyden University. He
died in the Domus in 1600; and three

brew

at

later

years later there entered Elizabeth
Ferdinando, perhaps tiie widow of Philip. In the

Gun|)owder Plot, Arthur Antoc was admitted, and in the following year, Jacob Wolfgang,

number had grown to five; and in 1.500 there were
four converts. The expulsions from Spain and Por-

ycair of the

tugal appear to have liad little cfTect in increasing
the number of residents of the Domus.
woman
called Elizabeth Portingale (of Portugal) is mcn-

a (Jerman.
The records end at the year 1608; and
up the results of these investigations it

A

summing
is

found

Donath
Donuolo
that

and

from the
ti'U

yt-ar

wduu'ii

\S'M to

I'litcn'il

IfiOfi

TlIK
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tliirty

risht

nun

Doimis Convcrsonim,

tlio

while lutMJtion is iniuU" in the records of the period
four otiier eonverts of wiioin nothing: is said in
the arehivcs of tin- Doimis.
As hite as the year 1717 a Loudon eonverted .lew

t>f

petitioned Kinir George I. for a j^rant from the
funds of tiie Donuis. The buildings onee occupied
by the converts were later used as storehouses for

the rolls of Chancery, and have since been denjolIt is a curious fact that in the year 1873 Sir
ished.
George Jessel, a professing Jew, was apjiointed to
the post of master of the rolls, which formerly was
combined witii the office of warden of the home for
converted Jews. Tlie last trace of the Domus was
legally swept away by an act of the year 1891.

Bibliography: M. Adler. Tr. Jew. Hist. Snc. Eng.iv.; Lucien Wolf. I'aprrs of Angln-Jcu\ Eih. 1. M; Sidney Lee. In
Jewish Chn>nicU\ Jan. 20. Feb. Iti, April 27, June 15. 188a;
Pxiiilicationa of the Xew Shakespeare Soeiet}/, series i..
1888: C. Trice Martin. Tr. Jew. Hi»t. Soc. Ktig. i.: Tovey,
Anglid Jmiaica.
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DONATH, EDUARD
in "Wseiiu,

Moravia, Dec.

Austrian chemist; born

:

8,

1848.

He became

as-

sistant in Zinrek's chemical institute in Berlin, 1869;

assistant at the technical high school in Brliun, 1870;

experiment staand associate at the Bergaka-

assistant agricultural chemist at the
tion in Vienna, 1874;

demie

in

Leoben, 1875.

At present he

is

professor

He embraced

at the technical high school in Briinn.
the Christian faith in 1876.

:

ganischen Verbindungen," in "Sammlung Chemischer und Chemisch-Technischer Vortriige," Stuttgart, 1898; (with B. M. Margoscher) "Das WoUfett,
Seine Gewinnung, Zusammensetzung," etc., ib. 1901.
lii.,

Pojrgendorff,

Biog.-Lit. HandtvOrterhuch.

8.V.

N. D.

s.

DONATH, LEOPOLD

:

I^bbi

;

born 1845 at

"Waag-Neustadtl, Hungary; died 1876 at Gilstrow,
Israel Hildesheimer.
After
studying at Berlin University, he took his degree
at Rostock, and became rabbi and preacher at Gilstrow, Mecklenburg.
He wrote, in addition to va-

Mecklenburg; pupil of

rious articles in Berliner's "Magazin fur Jlidische
Geschichte und Litteratur," the following: "Die

Alexandersage in Talmud und Midrasch," Fulda,
1873; "Geschichte der Juden in Mecklenburg von
den Aeltesten Zeiten bis zur Gegenwart," Leipsic,
1874; " Aus der Zeit auf der Kanzel," five short sermons, Fulda (no date).
6.
A. Bla.

DONATI, CESARE:

Italian novelist; born at

Lugo, Homagna, Sept. 21, 1826. Persecuted by the
Austrian government for having taken part in the
revolution of 1848, he left his home in Finale in 1849
his family to Toscana.
He completed the study of law at Pisa (1852), but on account
of his father's death studied journalism in order to
support his widowed mother and his brothers and

and went with
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lie was received into tlie Ministry
was afterward made director of museums and art galleries in Fh)rence, and finally
became chief of the department. He was al.so cre-

sisteis.

In 1S50

of Education,

ated H kiiigiit of the Cross of Merit of Savoy.
Hesides contributing to the "Spettatore," " Indicatoic;
Letterario," "Nuova Antolonia." and " L'Ecod' Eiiropea," Donati wrote a colleclion of novels, " Foglie
Secche," 2d ed.. Florence, 1884; "Kivoluzione in
Miniatura," his best work (1876); " Hozzetti Hoinani," Home, 1884; "Storie Bizzarre," 1888. Doiiali

now (1903)

lives at

Bibliography:

Rome.

De Gubernalls. Diziottnrin

Tiingrafico, Flar-

enee. 1879.
s.

I.

DONATI, MARCO:

E.

lawyer; born in
Padua Sej)!. 4, 1842; died at Teini June 11, liMlj.
Before he had completed his academic career he left
the university in order to fight under Garibaldi. He
served in the war with distinction, and on his return
completed his law studies, and then opened an office
at Padua, where hv, soon became one of the most
popular lawyers. For many years he sat in the
Italian Ciiamber, representing first Belluno and then
Conegliano.
For some years he was president of the
Jewish community of Padua. He was created commander of the Order of the Crown of Italy.
Donati published a small volume on the art of advocacy and a memorial oration on King Humbert I.
Bibliography:

Besides papers in various chemical journals, he has
published " Monographic der Alkohol-Giihruug ais
Einleitung in das Studium der Garungstechnik,"
Briinn, 1874; "Die Priifung der Schmiermaterialien," Leoben, 1879; (with K. Pollak) "Neuerungen
in der Chemie des Kohlenstoffes und Seiner Anor-

Bibliography:
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Vessillo I.-iraeUtico, June. HK)!.

s.

I.

DONATO D'ORVIETO.
DIAII

See

Nathan

E.

Jkoi-

BEN ElIKZKK.

DONIN, NICHOLAS, OF LA ROCHELLE
Jewish convert to Christianity

;

:

lived at Paris in the

Having exhalf of the thirteenth century.
pressed his doubts as to the value of the oral tradition, he was in 1225 excommunicated by R. Jehiel
of Paris in the presence of the whole congregaHaving for
tion and with the usual ceremonies.
ten years lived in the state of excommunication,
though still clinging to Judaism, he became dissatisfied at last with his position, an<i embraced Ciiristianity, probably under the influence of ('hristian
propagandists, who saw the benefit they could derive from such a recruit, embittered as he was
Donin joined the Franagainst his coreligionists.
His first act of retaliation w-as to stir
ciscan order.
up the Crusaders to the bloodj-^ persecutions in Brittany, Poitou, and Anjou, in which 3,000 Jews wen;
killed. 500 accepting the alternative of baptism.
In 1238 Donin went to Rome, presented himself before Pope Gregory IX., and denounced the Talmud.
Thirty-five articles were drawn up, in which Doniii
stated his charges.
The pope was easily convinced of the truth of
the accusation, and despatched to the authorities of
the Church transcriptsof the charges formulated by
Donin, accompanied by an order to seize all copies
of the Talmud and deposit them with the DominiIf an examination substancans and Franciscans.
tiated the charges of Donin, the books were to be
burned. This order was generally disregarded, except in France, where the Jews were compelled
under pain of death to surrender their Talmuds
first

(March, 1340). Louis IX. ordered four of the most
distinguished rabbis of France Jehiel of Paris,
Moses of Coucy, David of Melun, and Samuel ben
Solomon of Chateau-Thierr}'— to answer Donin in a
In vain did the rabbis disprove
public disputation.
the charges of blasphemy and immorality wliich
were the main points of Donin's arraignment. The
commission condemned the Talmud to be burned.

—

Ibn Verga, Shebet Yehudah, ed. Wiener, p.
114 A. Lewin. in Monatsschrift, 1869, pp. 9 et seq.: Isidore
Loeb, In Rei\ Et. Juives, 1. 347 et xeq.: Wagenseil, Tela
Ignea Satancc Gratz. Gesch. vil. 94 et seq.
I. Br.
K.

Bibliography
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A

sect of crypto- Jew.?, descendants of
DONlffEH
the followers of Shabbethai Zebi, living to-day mostly
the name (Turkish)
in Salonica, European Turkey
:

:

The members call themselves
">Ia'aminim" (Believers), " Haberim " (Associates),
or "Ba'ale Milhamah" (Warriors); but at Adiiansignifies " apostates. "

—

ople they are known as "' Sazanicos "(Little Carps)
name derived either from the fish-market, near which
their first

mosque

is

supposed

to

have been situated,

or because of a prophecy of Shabbethai that the
Jews would be delivered under the zodiacal sign of
The Donmeh are said to have originated
the fish.
with Jacob Zebi Querido, who was believed to have
been a reincarnation of Shabbethai.

outwardly Mohammedan (folby Shabbethai); but in secret observes certain Jewi.sh rites, though in no way
making common cause with the Jews, whom they
call " koferim " (infidels). The D5nmeh are evidently
descendants of Spanish exiles. Their prayers, as
published by Danon, are partly in Hebrew (which
few seem to understand) and partly in Ladino. They
live in sets of houses which are contiguous, or which
are secretly connected and for each block of houses
there is a secret meeting-place or " kal " ("kahal "),
where the "payyetan" reads the prayers. Their
houses are lit by green-shaded lamps to render them
The women wear the " yashmak "
less conspicuous.
(veil); the men have two sets of names: a religious
one, which they keep secret, and a secular one for
purposes of commercial intercourse. They are assiduous in visiting the mosque and in fasting during
Ilamadhan, and at intervals tlicy even send one of
their rnimber on tin; "hajj " (pilgrimage) to Mecca.
But they do not intermarry with the Turks.
They are all well-to-do, and are prompt to help
any unff)rtunate Ijrollier. They smoke openly on
the Sabbath day, on whicli day they serve the other
Jews, ligliting their fires ancl cooking their food.

The community

is

lowing the example

set

;

Turks when a n'ligif)us observance prevents other Jews from doing so, and for the

They work
Cliristians

for

tin;

on Sunday.

They

are expert "katibs"

employed us such in th(! bazaars
government prjsitions. They liave

or writers, and are

and

Donath
Donnolo
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in tlie inferior

Tlie DOnmeh
the inonopf)ly of the barber-sliops.
are divided into three Hubs(!cts, wliirh, according to
Bendt, are: the Ismirlis, or direct followers of Siiabbethai Zebi of Smyrna, numbering 2.500; tlie Ya'kubis, or followers of Jacob Querido, brother-inlaw of Shal)l)(jthai, wiio number 4,000; and the

Kuniosos, or followers of Othman Baba, who lived
middle of the eighteenth century. The lastnamed .sect numbers ?>.')()Q. Each subscct has its own
cemetery. Bcndt says that the first shave the chin
in the

the second, the head
but the third allow the hair
Danon calls the first "Tarto grow upon both.
pushlis," those who wear a special form of turban;
the second, "Cavalieros," who w-ear a peculiar
pointed shoe; the third, "Honiosos" or "Camus,"'
who can be distinguished by their flat noses.
The ordinances which govern the DSnmeh, as
given by Gratz and Bendt, number sixteen but as
Danon has published them in Ladino, they number
eighteen
DNDJSnj "'Dipj"'X). These refer to
the unity of God, to Shabbethai His Messiah, to abstention from murder, to the reunion on the Sixteenth
of Kislew to stud^' the mysteries of the Messiah;
they forbid fornication, false testimony, forced conversion, intermarriage with Mohammedans, and covetousness; and enjoin charity, daily reading af the
Psalms in secret, observance of the new moon,
Mohammedan usages, and circumcision. Danon
also gives a list of their twelve festivals, the most
sacred of w'hich are the Ninth of Ab, the birthday
The
of Shabbethai; and the Sixteenth of Kislew.
During their feslatter is preceded by a fast-day.
tivals they transact their business as usual.
It is
only in the evening that, with lighted candles and
The Donmeh communiclosed doors, the}' i-ejoice.
ties are administered by rabbis appointed bj* the ab
These rabbis are well versed in H0I3' Scripbet din.
ture, they know almost by heart the Zohar, and understand Judffio-Spanish, which they regard as a holy
language. Children are left in ignorance of their
true religion, and are not initiated therein, among
the Ismirlis and the Kuniosos, till the age of thirNeither
teen, and among the Ya'kubis at marriage.
the Ismirlis nor the Yakubis believe in the death of
their respective saints, and they are always awaiting
Every Saturday the Ya'kubis send a
their return.
;

;

(Dmo

woman and her children to the seashore to imiuire
whether the ship which is to bring Jacob is sighted;
and every morning the elders scrutinize the horizon
for a similar purpose.
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Gratz, Ueherbleibsel dcr Sabbat. Sekte in
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DONNOLO
nu.s"),

iir

(Ao//ioi'?.of,

Shabbethai

of "DomiAbraham b. Joel:

diminutive

b.

Italian i)hysi<iaii, and writer on medicine and astrology born at Oria, in 91:^, died after \)H2. Wiien
twelve y<'ars of ag(( he was made prisoiuir by tlie
;

tin; leadership of tiic Fatiinite Abu
Ja'far ibn "Ubaid; but was ransomed by
his relatives at Otranto, while the rest of his family
He
wa.s carried to Palermo and North Africa.
turiK'd to medicine and astrology for a livelihood,
studying the sciences of "the Greeks, Arabs, BabyAs no Jews busied themlonians, and Indians."
selves with these subjects, he traveled in Italy in
His especial teacher
search of learned non-Jews.
was an Arab from Bagdad. According to the biography of Nilus, abbot of Ro^sano, he practised medThe alleged graveicine for some time in that city.

Arabs under

Ahmad

Donuolo
Dortiuuud

Tin: JKWISII

of Dumuilo. fouiul by Firkovich in tlic Criiiicii,
ovidfutly spurious.
Donuolo is the earliest Jewish writer on nifdi
cine, ami one of the few Jewish seholars of South
Wiiat remains of his medItaly at tliis early time.
ical work, "Sefer ha-Yakar" (Precious Book), was
published by Steinsihneider in 18(i7, from MS. 37,
Pint. S8, in the .Medieean Library at Florence, and
contains an "autiilotariuni," or book of practical
Donnolo's
directions for preparini; medicinal roots.
meilical science is based upon Greco-Latin sources;
only one Arabic phxnt-uame occurs. He cites Asaimi.
In addition,, he wrote a commentary to the "Sefer
Yeziraii." dealing almost wholly with astrology,
and called "Hakemani" (in one manuscript, "Tahstoiiiis

kemoni":

Sam.

see II

xxiii. 8; I

Chron.

At

xi. 11).

the entl of the preface is a table giving the position of the heavenly bodies in Elul, 946.
The treatise published by Xcubauer ("Rev. Et. Juives,"
xxii. 214) is part of a religio-astrological commen-

tary on Gen. i. 26 (written in 982), which probably
formed a sort of introduction to the " Hakemani," in
which the idea that man is a microcosm is worked
out.
Parts of this introduction arc found word for

word

in

tiie

"Sefer Middot

anonymous "Orhot Zaddikim"
and the

(or

"

Shcbet Mu.sar" of Elijah
Kohen. It was published separately by Jellinck
("DcrMcnsch als Ebenbild Gottes," Leipsic, 1845).
The style of Donnolo is worthy of note; many Hebrew forms and words are here found for the first
time.
He uses the acrostic freely, giving his own
name not only in the poetic mosaic of passages from
the Book of Proverbs in the Bodleian fragment, but
also in the rimed prose introduction to the "Hakemani. " He is also the first to cite tlie Midrash Tillim.
In the Pseudo-Saadia commentary to " Yezirah
there are many citations from Donnolo, notably from
a lost commentary of his on the Bakaita of Samuel.
A. Epstein has shown that extensive extracts from
Donnolo are also to be found in Eleazar Kokeah's
"Yezirah " commentary (ed. Przemysl, 1889), even
'")

to the extent of the tables

by Rashi

also mentioned

and

illustrations.

(to 'Er.

56a),

He

is

by Samuel

Accho (who calls the " Hakemani " the " Sefer liaMazzalot "), and by Solomon b. Judah (1424) in his
"Heshek Shelomoh " to Ila-Levi\s "Cuzari."
of

BiBLioGRAPHT Preface to Hakemani, published by Geiper,
In Melo Chiifnajim, p. :i9 (p. 9.5 of German text), the whole
by D. Castelli: II (Jommeiiti di Siahh. Donnolo xul LihTo
:

delta Crenzione, Florence. 1880 (-reprinted in Sefer Yezirah. pp. 121-148, Wai-saw, 1884). Text of medical fragments,
edited hy Steinschneider— Do7i»o(o. Fragment de» Adtcatoi
Med. Tferfcej*. etc., 18*57; translation in ififm, Donnolo (Berlin. I8<i8;

trom Archiv fUr Palhobmm'lie Anatomie,

xxxviil.-xlli.).

Sanctorum,

vols.

Biographu of Nihis, in Acta
Zunz, G. V. 2d ed., p. 375; SteinBodl. col. 22:11 et neq.; Idern, Hef)r. Ueherx.
See,

vll..

also.

.31.3;

achneider. ('at.
p. 446; idem. In Monats-ichrift. xlli. 121; A. Epstein, in ih.
xxxix.75et seq.: Gratz, dejich. 3d ed., v. 292; Buber, Lekah
Tot,, p. 22; Berliner's Mayazin, 1892, p. 79; Weiss, Dor, Iv.
227,

Vienna, 1887.

G.

AND

DOOR
DOOR-POST (nbl) Doors were
suspended and moved by means of pivots of wood
(" potot ") which projected from the ends of the two
folds above and below.
The pivots were inserted
in .sockets ("zirim," Prov. xxvi. 14).
Doors were
fastened by a lock f^iyjD, Cant. v. 5; Neh. iii. 3) or
by a bar (Tina. Judges xvi. 3; Job xxxviii. 10), and
were opened by a key, called "mafteah" (Judges
'
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Tlie rich and powerful
25), generally of wood.
probably u.sed keys of metal, which may sometimes
have been adorned with an ivory handle. Such a
key may have been the one assigned to the steward
of tlie royal palace as a mark of his otlicc, and which
he carried on his shoulder (Isa. xxii. 22).
Tiie expression "door-post " occurs twice in the
Okl Testament, rendering two dilferent terms; viz.,
"saf" (Ezek. xli. 16), ".sill," or, as translated in
Judges xix. 27, "threshold," and "mashkof" (Ex.
xii. 7), also rendered (Ex. xii. 22, 23) as " lintel."
In
Ex. xii. 7, 22 the Israelites were commanded to
sprinkle the blood of the Passover iainl)on the lintel
and side-posts of their houses; and in Deut. vi. 9
Moses enjoined the Israelites to write the divine commands "upon the posts ["mezuzot"] of thy house."
iii.

K.

c;.

B. P.

II.

These injunctions prove that among the Hebrews,
as among many other ])eoples, the door-posts were
an important feature in the religious and superstitious rites, the purpose of which was to protect the
house and its inmates against evil spirits and notably against the evil eye.
The Deuteronomic law
clearl}'^ presupposes the practise, and intends the
repla(;ing of obnoxious idolatrous inscriptions by
the woi'ds here given.
In modern Mohammedan
countries it is still the custom to write over or on
the door quotations from the Koran (Lane, "Modern
Egyptians," 5ihed., 1871, i. 7, 319, quoted by Driver,

"Deuteronomy," p. 93). A similar device to secure "a good abode" is reported of the ancient
Egyptians (Wilkinson-Birch, "Ancient Egyptians,"
2d ed., 1878, p. 361, in Driver, I.e.).
The nailing over the door of a horseshoe, or the
hanging of a sprig with appropriate inscriptions,
has been generally in vogue among the Teutonic
races, and survived even after the introduction of
Christianity.
Of the Sephardic Jews in Palestine
and Africa it is reported that they paint on their door
in red a hand with five outspread fingers to secure
immunity from the evil eye (Luncz, " Jeru.salem," 1.
For the rabp. 19 of Hebrew i)art, Vienna, 1882).
binical interpretation of the

Deuteronomic law see

Mkzuzaii.

E. G. H.

DORBOLO or DXJRBAL (•'^Nmn, ^ain,
I^Nain), ISAAC BEN: liabbi about 1150; he
traveled much, and knew Poland, Russia, Bohemia,
France, and Germany from his own observations.
Some time after 1140 he vLsited R. Tarn in Rameru.
In "Worms, where he remained for some time, he reports having .seen a responsum from the rabbis of
Palestine in answer to a question addressed to them
in 960 (at the time of Otto I.) by the Rhenish rabbis
concerning the reported appearance of the Messiah.
Though this responsum is mentioned in different
sources the Bern MS. of the small 'Aruk ("Gratz
Jubelschrift," p. 31) and Liwa Kirchheim's "Minhage Worms" (" Kaufmann Gedenkbuch," p. 297)
its historical character has been questioned (Brlill's
" Jahrbuch." ii. 77; "Jubelschrift," I.e.
but.see Rev.

—

;

Et. Juives, xliv. 237).
Several additions to the Mahzor Vitry are in the name of Isaac Dorbolo he is not
the compiler of the Mahzor, as C. Taylor supposes.
They are indicated either by the author's full name or
;

by a simple n (=

Tosefet).

According to Zunz

("

G.
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S." ii. 32), Isaac's father is identical with the corrcspoiulent of liushi and the niaityr of the First Cru
sadc of the same name; but this is clnonologicaily
impossible. Rapoport wrouj^dy connected Isaac with
R. Isaac of Ourville, author of the lost " Scfer ha-Me-

nahel "; andSchillerSzinessy, with Isaac of Russia.

mentioned in the " Sefer Asufot " (Berliner's "Magazin," x. '".o), iu "Siiibbole ha-Leket,"
and in " Kol Bo " ("Monatsschrift," xli. 307).
Isaac

is

also

Bibliography:

Gross, in Berliner's Magnzin, x. 75; Perles,
in Grittz JiihelKclirift. p. 31
Introduction to the Mahzirr
Vitni.ed. Hurwitz, p. 3<); Berliner, i/i., pp. 176, 177; Epstein,
in M<)itat.-<i<ihrift. .xli. ;{(I7
t'. Tavlor, Appe7}(ti.r Id the Saui/iys of the Jewish Fathers, pp.
ct xcy., Cambridge, 1900.
:

;

E.— G.

DORIS
about 45

First wife of IIehod, whom he married
Tlie names of her parents are not

:

15.C.

mentioned, probably because they belonged to the
masses, for Josepiius says expressly ("Ant." xiv. 12,
§ 1) that Doris came from the people {(^fidnc;) and
that she was a Jewess (f/< tov iftvovc), this statement
contradicting " R. J." i. 12, § 3, where it is said that
she was not of mean origin (oi'/c aar/fiog); she was a
native of Jerusalem (" B. J. " i. 22, § 1).
After Herod
came to the throne in 37 B.C., he put Doris, by
whom he had his eldest son Antipatek, awaj", and
married the princess Maiua.mne (tb.). But he preferred Antipater, and recalled Doris in order to humiliate Mariamne's sons ("Ant." xvi. 3, § 3; "B. J." i.
Doris, as Antipater's mother, was now
23, §g 1, 2).
much honored at court ("B. J." i. 24, § 2), but she
was the first to feel the king's wrath. Herod being
aroused by a conspiracy, she was deprived of all her
jewels, worth several talents, and was again put
away {ib. i. 30, § 4); however, she still found means
to warn her son against his father's anger {ib. i. 32,
§ 1). Her subsequent fate is unknown.
Bibliography
3d ed.,
'•

1.

:

Gratz, Oexch. 4th ed.,

lii.

195; Schurer, Gcsch.

407.

S.

DORMIDO, DAVID ABRAVANEL
known

as

Manuel Martinez Dormido)

:

Ku.
(also

Warden

Jewish commuiiitics at Amsterduni and J^ondun in tiie seventcenlli century; born in one of the
principal cities of Andalusia (Spain), where lie held
tlie ollices of alderman and life-treasurer of tlie customs and of tiie royal revenues. He was, however,
imprisoned for five years ( 1627-32) by the Inquisition, and tortured, together witii his wife and sister.
On his release he went to Bordeaii.x, and after stay<jf tiie

Dortmund

Poi-t.-Jnd. pp. 6, 69; Trausactiovs Jen: Hist. Soc. Eng. iU.
aS; Lucien Wolf. Mauaxsch ben Israel's Mission to Oliver

CromwelU

xx.\ii., xx.xiii.

J

V. E.

DORMITZER, MEIR HA-LEVI

Prague Jan. 25, 1743. He was the
" Ha'atakah " (Translation),
explaining the foreign words (ry^n) in Bertinoro's
commentary to the Mishnah (Prague, 1809).
scholar; died at

Bibliography: Zeitlin. Bihl. Pnst.-Mouleh. pp. 68. 189;
Benjacob, Ozarha-Sefarim, p. 1«; Hock. Mishpehot K.K.
Prag,

p. 76.

I- G.

M. Sel.

DOROS.

See Crimea.

DOROTHEUS Son of Nathanael one of the
embassy sent by the Jews to Rome in 45 c.e., and
which induced the emperor Claudius to consent
that the garment of the high priest should remain
in the hands of the Jews (Josephus, "Ant." xx. 1,
§§ 1, 2).
:

Bibliography:

;

Gratz. Gesch.

DORTMUND

(iodwin. ItMaru of Ihr CtniivvmvrfiUh Iv
24«; Griitz. (irxrh. .kl ed.. x. 07; Kayserllng. Bihl. Enp.-

;

Capital of the circle
Arnsberg and the Prussian province of Westphalia, situated on the Emster.
That
there were Jews iu Dortmund in the middle of the
twelfth century is shown by the fact that several
Jews living at Cologne at that time were designated
as natives of Dortmund (compare Iloningcr, "Das
Judenschreinbuch der Laurenzpfarre zu KOln," p.
letter of protection was granted to the Jews
9).
of the city in 1250 by Archbishop Conrad of Cologne, Dortmund having been pledged to him in
1248 by King William of Holland. For this they
were to pay 25 marks in Cologne pfennigs. They
had also to pay to the king a tax of 84 marks sterling every eighteen months.
About 1250 the municil)ality issued regulations concerning the form and
ceremonial to be observed in administering an oath

K'JIDT'D)

:

A

Jews (see Oath).
The jurisdiction of the Archbishop of Cologne
over the Dortmund Jews was confirmed by Albrecht
to

A

I. in 1298.
year later, in consequence of extortions on the part of the followers of the Margrave of
Mark, many Jews left the city. Albrecht rebuked

the municipal authorities for Jiaving allowed these
and ordered them to recall the Jews and
give them ade(juate protection.

extortions,

Like many other German communities, that of
Dortmund was wiped out in 1349. at the time of the
lilack Death.
But in 1372 Engeli)ert of Mark alto

admit Jews.

to settle at

But every

Dortmund had

to conclude an agreement with the municipality, fixing
the amount of his faxes.
In 1596 the municipality
decreed the Imnishmeiit of the Jews.
It is uncertain
whether this decree was carried out; and if so, for
how long a time. Jews lived at Dortmund at the
beginning of the eighteenth century, as is shown by
an edict of the municipality dated 1705, forbidding

the Jew.s to trade in lifirses.
During the eighteenth century the municipality
of Dortmund was remorselessly severe in enforcing
llie j>o]|-tax

;

and on

:

IV.— 41

363.

in the district of

lowed the municipality

BiBLIOfiRAPliY

lii.

Kb.
Hebrew,
of the same name,

Tremonia

(Latin,

Jew who wished

broker of the city of Lf>ndon in 1057, without taking
the usual Christological oath.

4th cd.,

S.

Jews

England came up, and Dormido was entrusted with the negotiations by Manasskii men IsiiAKL.
He went to London; ami on Nov. 3, 1054,
presented a petition to (Jromweil, which the latter
recommended to flie Council. Croiinvell also interreded with the King of Portugal for the restitution
of DormidoH fortune.
In 1003 Dormido settled in
London, where he became president of the first synagogue. His .son Holomf)n was allowed to berome a

derJuden,

G.

ing tliere eight years went to Amsterdam (104()),
wliere he engaged in Brazilian trade.
Tliecomiuest
•of I'ernambucol)y the- I'ortugue.sc; in 105} ruined him.
At this tiiiK! the (luestion of the readmission of the
to

Austrian

:

authorof a work entitled

U

1.

Donnolo

was closed

to Jews.

festival^

and Sundays the city

Doaitbeus

During the first fifteen years of the nineteenth
eentury the Dortmund Jews enjoyed the rijjhts of

From ISlf) the history of the eoniDortmund differs in no essential partieuThe
hir from that of other German eommunities.
Dortmund Jews in 1S98 numbered DOS in a total

Frencil eitiz.ens.

mtinity of

population of
14-:.

6t>,r)44;

in

1901,

1,950 in a total of

4 18.

Bibi.ioo.raphy
xil.

Koppniann.

:

In lielper's

.V(jrh/Mi;<i(;ii//ii,

»(q.\ SjilMil,

Kchrift.

42.':

Knvsorllntr.

Ztit»chnft fUr OcKch.

JUd. Zeit.

v.

81

rt

p. -MT ; WIt'uer. In AfoimfNIx. 84; Stern. In L. (ielpcr's

i7).

iUrJmUn

in

DeutachlamK

'M:i

iii.

Bu.

I.

O.

DOSA uT DOSAI an abbreviated form of
"Dosithai " or " Dositheos," Aoct/i^coc): Father of the
tanuaite Hanin.v h. Dosa. famous for his piety.
;

s.

W.

s.

DOSA

(also

known

Dosai)

as

:

B.

Palestinian

amora. probably of the fourth century. The Jerusiilem Talmud has preserved two of his halakic decisions, and Midrashic literature several of his haggadic utterances. Among the latter is the assertion
that the dangerous "snare" from which God will
protect man (Prov. iii. 26) is the function of judging

Dosa died on the new
moon of Nisan. This date was especially recorded,
because on that occasion refreshments were offered
to the mourners (Yer. Mek., end), a custom not usu-

in matters of religious law.

ally observed

on semi-holidays.

Bibliography

Bacher, Ag. Pal.

s.

:

Amor.

W.

B.

DOSA BEN SAADIA: Son of Saadia Alfayyumi. Dosa was aTalmudic scholar and philosopher,
but he did not succeed his father as gaon. A respousum by him has been preserved. According to
Abraham ibn Daud's chronicle, he entered into correspondence with the nasi Hasdai ibn Shaprut of Spain,
and Judah Almadari in his commentary on Alfasi
includes him in the list of gaons; while in a glossary to Maimonides' " Moreh Nebukim " he is
counted among the philosophers who combated the
Greek conception of the eternity of the iniiverse.

Some scholars declare Dosa identical with David ben
Saadia, who wrote a Talmudicwork in Arabic (cited
Ashkenazi's "Shittah Mekubbezot

"

to B.

M

104b) which concerns itself with the refutation
of several decisions found in the " Halakot Gedolot,"
and which contains a reference to another work
written by David in Arabic on oath-taking.

Bibliography S.
kure hn-'JUim.
:

theil. Iv. 35.5; S.

F. Rappapf-rt.
Ix.,

Binaraphu of Saculia,

not« 13; Harkavy,

Munk. Guide,

i.

in

Bik-

StudUn und Mit-

462.

A. K.

G.

DOSA

TEBET

an interesting example of
months us surnames.

is

BIBLUHIRAIMIY

:

the use of

Bai-her, -ly. I'ttL Aiiiar.

Palestinian amora of the
B.
fourth century, in whose name the following curious
sentences on the two most dangerous instincts of
man are handed down by the eminent haggadist
Huna (Cant. R. vii. 8): "In His world God has
created two instincts, that of idolatry and that of
illicit love.
The first one has long since been upWhomrooted [in Israel] the second still exists.
soever,' says God, 'can resist this latter instinct I
shall consider as having resisted both. " The father's
name, "Tebet," which does not occur elsewhere,
:

'

;

'

names

DOSETAI

W.
or

DOSITHEUS

of

111. 01)4.

8.

B.

{AoaninK):

B.

A

corrcsiionding to the lltl)rcw "Mattaniah" or
" Nethaneei," wiiich seems to have been a favorite
one both in Palestine and in Alexandria (Josephus,
"Ant." xiii. 9. § 2; xiv. 10, § 18; xv. 6. § 2). It
has been borne by the following:
Dosetai of Kefar-Yatraa, a pupil of Shammai
Dosetai b. Matun, a tannaite men(Orhihii. 5).
tioneil in a liaiaita (Her. 7b; Meg. Ob) as the author
of a hagg;ulic sentence, which in another place
iianie.

(Derek Erez, ii.) is ascribed to Dosetai b. Judah.
According to Yoina i50b, an amora, Dosetai b. Matun, handed down a sentence of Johanaii's; but tlie
correct reading is "Justai b. Matun," which is found
in the parallel passage, Zeb. 99a, and is confirmed
by the Jervisulem Tulinud (Yer. B. K. vii. 6a). On
Abba Jose b. Dosetai see Bacher, " Ag. Tan." ii.
388.

Of those from the time of the Amoraimwho have
borne the name the following may be mentioned:
Dosetai, the father of Apotrilji or Patriki.
He is perhaps tiie
(Hul. 64b; compare B. M. 5a).
same Patriki or Patrik who is mentioned as tlie
brother of Dero.sa (Yer. Yoma iv. 41d). Dosetai
the Elder (Yer. Ned. x. 42b; Yer. Hag. i. 76(1),
mentioned with a younger Dosetai.

693.

iii.

s.

in Bezalel
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Dosa

He

is

probably

the Dosetai frequently referred to in Midrashic literature as having handed down the sentences of Samuel b. Nahman and of Levi (Bacher, "Ag. Pal.
Amor." i. 488, 492, 503; ii. 431; iii. 695).
Dosetai b. Jannai Tanna of the latter half of
the second century, known especially as having
handed down sentences of the tannaim Mei'r, Jose b.
:

Shammu'a. On a journey
Nehardea by the
Jewish-Persian authorities, and took revenge by
giving a satirical description of the latter. The account of the affair is preserved in two different verHalafta, and Eleazar b.
to

Babylon he was

ill-treated at

sions (Git. 14a, b Yer. Git. i. 43d Yer. Kid. iii. 64a).
Examples of Dosetai's humor are to be found in
his answers toliis {)ui>ils' ([uestions on the differences
between man and woman (Niddah 31b), and in his
;

;

reply to the question why Jerusalem did not have
therma; like Tiberias: "If Jerusalem had warm
springs," he answered, "the pilgrims coming up for
the feasts would have dwelt on the pleasures of the
baths offered them, instead of considering how best
to fulfil the regulations for the pilgrimage " (Pes.
The words of Eccl. xi. 6 (" In the morning sow
8b).
thy seed," etc.) he explained as a reminder to the
farmer to be diligent in his sowing and planting
In another sentence (ib. xi.) he
(Ab. K. N. iii.).
showed how the person who does not work during
the six week-days will soon find himself compelled
One of Dosetai's sermons
to work on the Sabbath.
praises almsgiving, interpreting Ps. xvii. 15 thus:
" Through charity shall I see thy face, and enjoy
thy sight on awakening" (B. B. 10a).
In a later Midrashic legend (Tan,, Wayesheb, 2;
Pirke R. El. xxxviii) Dosetai b. Jannai is the
name of one of the two teachers sent by the Assyrian king to convert the pagans who had settled in

The name was
Israel (later on, the Samaritans).
probably suggested by its similarity to that of the
"Ag.

Samaritan sect of the Dositheans (Bacher,
Tan." ii. 385-387). Compare Dositiieus.

Dosetai b. Judah

Tanna

of the latter half of
author of several
halakic sentences (see B. K. 83b; Kid. 69a, and parOn
allels) and transmitted those of Simon b. .lohai.
one occasion Dosetais opinion was ojiposed to that
of Judah I., the patriarch ('Ar. 30a). Four interpretations of Deut. xxxii. bear his name(Sifre, Deut. 306,
309, 318.

:

He was

second century.

tlie

tlie

320:comp. Bacher, "Ag. Tan." ii. 390

etseq.).

Palestinian amora of the early
'Ulla, a native of Biri
part of the fourth century.
in Galilee, once addressed a halakic question to him
The Babylonian Talmud con('Ab. Zarali 40a).

Dosetai of Biri

:

from Dosetai's
sermons, wliich were perhaps handed down in the
schools of Babylon by 'Ulla, who had come up from
tains three interpretations of Scripture

these refers to Num. x. 36 (B.
K. 83a; compare Sifre to Num. Ixxxiv., and the
Baraita, Yeb. 64a); another, to I Sam. xxii. 1 et seq.
('Er. 45a); while tlie third is an original exposition
showing how David in Ps. xix. 13 et xeq. gradually
Palestine.

One of

begs forgiveness for his sins, like a Samaritan pedler unfolding his wares one after the other (Sanh.
Palestinian sources do not mention Dosetai
107a).
of Biri (Bacher, "Ag. Pal. Amor." iii. 695; Krauss,
in " Monatssclirift," xii. 561).

Dosetai of Kokaba Contemporar}- of the tanna
Meir.
He asked the latter what was meant by the
sentence, " The belly of the wicked shall want
(Prov. xiii. 25), and Meir answered by relating an
incident characteristic of the pagan's vain and intemperate love of pleasure (Pesik. vi. 59b; Pesik.
R. XX vi. 82b; Midr. Mishle xiii. 25 [wliere instead
of Kokaba, Be-Yesiiebab is mentioned as the home
Acof Do.setai] Tan., Pinhas, 13; Num. R. xxi.).
cording to another version of tliis story, Meir was
It is untlic questioner and Dosetai the narrator.
necessary to assume (compare Oppenheim in Ber:

;

"Magazin," i. 68, and Goldberg in " HaMaggid," xii. 62) that "Do.setai" is here a generic
term, meaning a Dositiiean (Bacher, "Ag. Tan."
liner's

ii.

32).
.1.

W.

SK.

D08ITHEUS:
Ijvi

Dosa
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d

piiil):ibly in

era.

Omnes

According
H!Pres<.'s,"

Founder of
the

first

century of

to Pseudo-TfTtiiiiian
i.),

he was

tiie

B.

Samaritan sect;

a

first

tlic

common

("Adversus
to deny Ihe

—

F'nipiiets
a heresy that gave rise to tiie party of tlie
SAOnncEES. Jerome gives the same account (" Contra
I>iiciferianf)S," xxiii. ).
Ilippolytus I. begins his eiiumcnilion of the thirty-two heresies liy mentioning
Dositlieiis; lieiire this.sect isiniidi' loii|)pc(iroiihT than
theSadducecs(compare(Mrmeiii f)f Home, " Kecogni
tiones," i. 54), and on tliis heresy is based tiie system
The Samariof Phihist(r("I)f H.'i-nsitiMs," ^"j- 4, 5).
tan chronicler A bu al-Fatlji of tiie fourteenth ctintury,
who used reliable native sources, places the origin
of the Dositiiean .sect in the time before Alexander
the Great (Abu al-F'ath. " Annales," ed. K. Vilmar,
The rabbinical sources also (Tan.,
1865, p. 82).
Wayeslieb, 2; Pirkc !{. El. xxxviii cfintain obsciirrreferences to Do.sitheus and Sabbseus as the two
founders respectively of the Samaritan sects of the
)

Dositheua

Dositheans and Sabuseans (compare Epiphanius,
"Hseres." 11, 12, 13 [14]). These have been identified with the Samaritans Sabbanis and
Founder Theodosius, of whom Josephus relates
of the
("Ant." xiii. 3, § 4; compare "ChroniDositheans. con Paschale," in Migne, "Patrologiae," Greek series, xcii. 441) that they
defended before the Egyptian king Ptolemaeus Philometor, against Andronicus, the advocate of the
Jews, the sanctity of Mt. Gerizim (Gratz, "Gesch."
4th ed., iii. 45). The Samaritan chronicles (the Book
of Joshua and Abu al-Fath's "Annales") recount a
similar discussion between Zerubbabel and Sanballat.
As Josephus sju'sthat the Samaritans had two advocates, he doubtless meant the two apostles Dositheus
and Sabbieus, whose doctrine including the sanctity of Mt. Gerizim, rejection of the prophetical
books of the Old Testament, and denial of the resurrection
was on the whole identical with that of the
Samaritans.

—

—

According to Hegesippus (Eusebius, "Hist. Eccl."
§ 5), Dositheus lived later than Simon Magus,

iv. 22,

the

first

heresiarch of the

Church

other authors

;

speak of him as the teacher of Simon (Clement
of Rome, I.e. ii. 8; several passages in Origen;
Epiphanius, I.e.), at the same time confounding him
with Simon Magus, connecting his name with
Helena, and stating that he was the " being " {ea-uq
= "stans"). Origen says that Dositheus pretended
to be the Christ (Messiah), applying Deut. xviii. 15
to himself, and he compares him with Theitd.\s and
Judas the Gaijlean (see " Contra Celsum," i. 57, vi.
11 ;in Matth.Comm.ser. xxxiii. "Homil."xxv.in Lucam; "DePrincipiis,"iv. 17). Origen also says that
Dositheus' disciples pretended to i)ossess books by
him, and related concerning him that he
never suffered death, but was still alive
Samaritan ("In Joann." xiii. 27). To this nmst
Messiah, be compared the story of Epiphanius
(" Hajres. " 13) regarding his death by
Epiphanius adds that while
starvation in a cave.
some of the Dositheans lead loose lives, others preserve a rigid morality, refrain from the use of meat,
observe the rite of circumcision, and are very strict
in keeping the Sabbath and in observing the laws of
These statements may, however,
Levitical purity.
refer to another Dositheus, who belonged to the
Encratites (Ilarnack, "Gesch. der Altchrlstlichen
;

A

Litteratur bis Ku.seliius,"

i.

152, Leipsic, 1893).

Origen says ("Contra Celsum," vi. 11) tliat the
Dositheans were never in allourisliing state, and that
in liis time tiiev had almost entirely disiippeared,
scarcely tiiirty of them lieing left.
Tiie Midrasli,
however, sp«'aks of Dositheans, witii whom iiabl)i
Meir had dealings (Pesik., ed. Buber. 59b; Pesik.
R. 16;

Midr. Mishle

xiii.

25,

Yalkut

t^

950),

and two

"

Dosion and Dosthion," are also mentioned
(Ab. R. N., ed. Schechter, )), 37; comi>iire " Shibbole
ha I>r-ket," ed. Buber. p. 266), whi(;h either refer to
two Dositiiean sectarians or form a double designaYet the fact that the
tion for the heretic Dositheus.
patriarch H^ulogius of Alexandria (who probably
lived 582-603) disputed successfully against the
Samaritan followers of Dostan (Jlnfft9?;i') or Dositheus. and wrote a work expressly against them

names,

(Photius, "Bibliotheca," coQ. 230),

shows that the

Dositneus
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Dowry

Dositlicjms existed ami even exercised a certain
j>o\vcr ill the sixth century.
Oiiiien possibly refers
to a Cluistian sect of the Dosilheans, Avho in fact
left no traces, while the Samaritan sect certainly continued to exist.
In Egypt especially, this sect was
prohalily numerous enouph to iiuhue the Ciiristian patriarch of Alexandria to eiiirage in i)olemics
airainst

liave survived also in Syria ami Palestine, as is eviMasudi, of the
dent from the rabbinical sources.
tenth century, says that the Samaritans were divided
that of the Kushan, or ordinary
into two sects
Samaritans ( = " Kuthiiu "), and that of the Dostan
(Dositheans; compare Aoa^i/v).
Shahmstani (ed.
Curcton, i 170; Haarbriicker's transl., i. 258) calls

—

them

"

Kusaniyyah

"

Sources.

and

" Dvisitauiy-

Abu al-Fath {I.e. compare p.
and "Chroni(iucSamaritaine,"ed.
Neubaucr, p. 21, Paris, 1.S73, DTIDIT,
says of the Dostan i.e., the Samaritan

In Arabic yah."

;

151,

Dosthis ")
Dositheans

—

that they abolished the festivals instituted by the ^losaic law, as well as the astronomical

counting thirty days iu every month, without
This reminds one of the Sadducees (A.
Geiger, " Urschrift und Uebersetzyngen derBibel,"
p. 149; see JudahHadassi, "Eshkolha-Kofer,"g97),
and is a further proof that the Dositheans were their
spiritual predecessors.
The statement that the festivals were abolished, probably means that the Dositheans celebrated them on other days than the
Jews; but as, according to a trustworthy statement of Epiphanius, the Dositheans celebrated the
festivals together with the Pharisaic Jews, an approximation may well be assumed toward the Karaites, a sect with which the Samaritans had much
tables,

variation.

in

common in

later times.

The determination

of the

months by means of the testimony of witnesses
may also have been a Karaite custom, although that
practise may go back to a time before the opposite
view of the Pharisees existed. Under the Abbassid
Samaritans persecuted the Dositheans, although they themselves had to suffer much. Under
Ibrahim (218-227 of the Hegira) the synagogue of
the Samaritans and Dositheans at Nablus was burned
by heretics, but it was subsequently rebuilt. Yusuf
ibn Dasi, governor of Palestine, entirely forbade the
worship of the Dositheans; and the sect may inconsequence have been absorbed by the Samaritans.
califs the
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ed., V. 4.t2: Herzfeld. Gesch. den Volkes Iirrach 11. fXIf.; the
Arabic wun-es In Silvester de Saoy. Clirestomathir Arahe.

SO; Pavne

Smith, Thenauru* Suriacvs, col. K4.">; HainR. B. T. 11. ]{)69: S. Krans.s, In Rev. Ktudex Juivex.
27-42; Buchler. if). 220-231. who does not refer the Midrash passag>-<« to Dosltheas.
Compare also Uauck's RealKncfic. pp. 1.57, 1.50-160.
I.

but in particulardenoting the dove (Colianas distinguished from the turtle-dove (2W/7(/y),
for which " tor" is used exclusively. The dove is first
mentioned in th(> account of the Deluge (Gen. viii.
8-12) as one of the birds sent out from the Ark. In
luiiibidte,

b(t),

the sacrilicial code the dove and turtle-dove were the
only binls admitted as sacrilices (Lev. v. 8; xii. 6,

The dove seems to have
been early domesticated in Palestine (compare Isa.
Ix. 8, where the dove-cot ["arubbah "] is referred to).
8; xiv. 5, 32; xv. 14, 29).

it.

Egypt the Ambie writers may have become
acquainted w ith the Dositheans, though some may
In

"

Four species of

Cidiimlxv and three of Turtiir at
present inhabit Palestine in large numbers (see Tristram, "The Natural History of the Bible," pp. 214,
216,

London.

"ta'zil" (Hul. G2a. 140b; B. B. 75a); "zul/.alta" and
"zilzela," abbreviated into "zuzla" (Sauh. 100a;

Shab. 80b); "hamimta" (Git. 69b); "dazipe" and
"kupshana," explained to be "turtles of the street"
(Hul. G2a); "torin shel rehabah " (= half -tamed
doves).
The young dove is called "ben yonah" or
" bar gozala " (Hul. 22a, 76b). More specific terms for
"
the young of a dove are " pargeyot " and " peridah
(B. M. 24b, 84b compare Rashi) " nif ul " denotes the
unfledged dove, while " gozal," as in the Bible, indicates the young of any bird, and is even used of helpless babes (Pes. 49a).
Of domesticated doves three
varieties are mentioned: (1) those kept in the dovecot (" shobak ") (2) those kept in the house (properljthe attic, "'aliyyah"); and(3)Herodiandoves("hordesi'ot"; Bezah24a; Shab. 155b; Hul. 138b).
The
last variety is so named because Herod was accustomed to keep them in pigeon-towers in the gardens
surrounding his palace (compare Josephus, "B. J."
V. 4, §-4).
For the regulations concerning the breeding and rearing of doves see B. K. 79b; B. B. 22b,
24b; Shab. 155b.
Betting on the swiftness and endurance of doves
;

well known in Talmudic times, and those who
practised it("mafrihe yonim") were placed in one

was

category with gamblers and usurers, and were not
admitted as witnesses in court (Sanh. 24b; R. II.
According to Rashi to B. B. 80a, the dove
22a).
begins to lay when it is two months old, and breeds
every month, with the exception of the month of
Adar (compare Cant. R. i. 15, iv. 1). For illustrations of the fertility of the dove see Ber. 44a; Lara.
R. ii. 4; and Ker. 28a.
Mustard is considered the
favored food of doves (Shab. 128a). The Temple
had a special officer to care for the doves (" kinniu")
used for sacrifice (Yer. Shek. v. 1). Turtledoves
were i)referred for sacrifices because mentioned in
the first place in the sacrificial code (Ker. 28a).
The gentleness and grace of the dove make it
a favorite simile for female beauty and tenderness

(Cant.

and

S.

DOSTOYEVSKI. See
DOUGH. See Hallaii.

Kit.

Russia.

One of the most familiar species of
pigeon. The most common term for dove in the O.
T. is "yonah," comprising the whole family of Co:

;

;

xlll.

K.

1889).

The Talmud mentions about ten species or varieties of Columbid^jR, among them being; "tasil" or

burjf.-r.
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15; iv. 1 v. 2, 12; vi. 9;
faithfulness to its mate is a

i.

its

;

compare Ber. 56b),
symbol of con j ugal

and devotion

('Er. 100b).
It is especially an
of unjustly persecuted Israel (Ps. Ixxiv. 19;
compare B. K. 93a), and its wings, iridescent with

fidelity

emblem

and gold (Ps. Ixviii. 13), are compared with
conunandments which hedge around and protect
Israel (Ber. 53b; Shab. 49a, 130a).
For a detailed
comparison of the dove with Israel .see Cant. R. i.
15, iv. 1.
It is often contra.sted with the cunning
silver

the

(Git. 4oa; Kid. 70b; compare
Sanh. 100b). It is also an image of the Spirit of
God (Hag. 15a; Targ. to Cant. ii. 12; Rashi to Gen.
i. 2; compare Sanh. 108b).
The anecdote of the Samaritans liavingworshiped
the image of a dove on Mt. Gerizim (Hul. 6a compare Yer. 'Ab. Zarah v. 44d) probably arose from

and treacherous raven

;

the fact that after Hadrian

tlie

Romans

erected

a brazen bird there (compare Jost, "Gcsch. der
Juden,"i. 61, 75; Herzfeld, "Gesch. Israels," ii. 596).
BiBLiofiRAPHY: Tristram, The Xatural History nf the Bihle,
pp. 211-220; L. Lewvsohn, Die Zoolnqic lies ra(»/)«d.s Frankfort-on-the-Main, lisoS. pp. 1, 188. 199-2(ir); C. L. Schliehter. De
Turtiirc Eiusque Qunlitat. Tsu ,-J )ih(/i/., etc., Halle, 1739;

Lorenz, Die

E. G.

Taube im Altcrthum,

Leipsic, 1886.
I.

ir.

DOWRY (Aramaic.

Nedunya): The

M.

C.

portion or

property Avhich a wife brings to licr husband in
marriage. In patriarciial times the dowry Avas not
known. As among all other nations of antiquity,
in Israel the bridegroom named a price or ransom
C'moliar") to the father of the bride (Gen. xxiv.

compare IIos. ill. 2). It is, howwhether this mohar was given in the
form of a ransom to the father or of a gift to the
Both cases are mentioned in the Bible; e.g.,
bride.
Eliezer, the servant of Abraham, brought cost!}'gifts to Itebekah when he betrothed her for his maswhile Jacob served Laban for fourteen
ter's son
j'ears for his two daughters (see M.\kui.\ge; compare Saalschutz, " Das Mosaische Recht," cii., § 3).
Besides this custom of the bridegroom making
gifts to the bride or paying a ransom to her father
tl»e Bible also makes frequent mention of property
which the woman brought to her Juisband at marRebekah brought to her new home female
riage.
olaves from her father's household (Gen. xxiv. 59,
Laban made similar gifts to Leah and to
61).
12; E.x.

x.xii.

17;

ever, doubtful

;

Rachel (Gen. xxix. 24, 29). Othniel at marriage received from his father-in-law, Caleb,
SolGifts to
a field of springs (Judges i. 15).
Daughters, omon received from Pharaoh, his
father-in-law, a city as the portion
("sliilluhim ")of the princess

(I

Kings ix.

16).

Later,

giving a dowry to a daughter, as it
understood, entirely superseded the gift or
ransom given by the groom; so that in Talmudic
times it ("nedunya") is sjKjken of as a long establislied custom.
TJK! Rabbis ordained that a man must give some
of liis j)ro])frty to iiis daugiitcr when about to be
The miniiiiuin amount was fifty zu/im
married.
(Ket. 67a); but every parent was oliliged to give in
proportion to liis means. The minimum amount
was paid to a poor girl out of the charity funds of
the comnumity, even wlun tlwy were not in a nourAltliough the court could compel
ishing condition.
a father to give his daugliter in marriage, it could
not compel him to pay a set dowry as long as he
ti)(-

is

Dositheus
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pracli.se of

now

secured n husband for liis daughter without it, or
by paying a smaller siim (Shulhan 'Aruk, Eben ha
'Ezer, 71, 1, Isserles' gloss).
If the groom agreed
not tn ask for tiie dowry, lie Avas ol)liged even
while the bride was still in her father's house, in the
period between betrothal and marriage to provide
her with all necessary garments (Kef. 67a). The
dowry might be withliehl by the bride's father if

—

—

Dowry

the groom maltreated liis bride during the period of
betrothal.
In such a case the money was deposited
with a trustee until peace was established in the

(Shulhan 'Aruk, Hoshen Mishpat, 73, 8,
and Sifte Kohen," ad loc).
If, after the father's death, the heirs gave their
minor sister in marriage, and paid her a dowry
amounting to the minimum sum fixed by the Rabbis, she might, on attaining her mafamily

Isserles' gloss,

Paid from

'

jority, collect

from the estate the

bal-

ance due to her. The court usually
estimated how much the father would
have given to his daughter if he had been living,
according to liis position in society, or his generosity, or his action with regard to previous marriages
of his daughters; and this sum was taken out of the
If there was nothing to guide the
estate (Ket. 68a).
court in its estimate, the Rabbis ordained that a
tenth of the estate be given to each daughter at her
marriage, to be paid by the heirs in money or in valuables.
If a number of daughters were about to be
married at the same time, a sum made up of a tenth
of the estate for the oldest, a tenth of the remainder
for the second, and so on, was divided equally among
them (Maimonides, "Yad," Ishut, xx. 4; Shulhan
'Aruk, Eben ha-'Ezer, 113, 4).
If the father was unable to pay the sum he had
promised as a dowry t.) his daughter, the groom could
not on that account postpone the marriage, but had
But if the
either to marry or to divorce his bride.
promise was made by the brid(! herself and she was
unable to fultil it, the groom might let her "sit until
her hair became gray " that is, until she could pay
Inthe sum whicli she had promised (Ket. 109a).
sistence upon the payment of a dowry, however,
was much decried by later authorities (Eben ha-

Estate.

;

'Ezer,

2, 1).

There is also frequent mention of the custom of
the groom's father contributing to the dowry (Ket.
102b); and at present the custom prevails, in all
ca.ses where a dowry is agreed upon, that the groom's
father subscribes a proportional sum to the l^owr3^
usually much less than that given by the bride's
fatlicr.
If the bridegroom (lied after betrothal,
and, according to the Mo.saic law, the bride be-

came betrothed

to his brother

father need not

pay

(.see

Leviuatk), her
dowry prom-

to the latter the

ised to his brother (Ket. 66a).

The dowry that the woman brought to her hu.sband, whetiier real estate, slaves, or movable pro])erty, was recorded in the nuuriage
contract (Kktuijah). Custom decided
In
Marriage wJietiier the sum mentioned in the
Contract, marriage contract sliould be exa<tly
the same as the dowry wtis really
In some places the cu.stora
worth, or nunc or less.
jivevailed of recording an amount one third or oik;in
fiflii more than the value of the actual dowry;
Ishut,
others, less than the value of the dowry {ih.
Eben ha Ezer, 66, 11). This sum then bexxiii. 11
;

;

came a claim upon

the iiusliand's jiroperty e(iually

with the ketubah itself; so that when he died or
divoreed lier, the woman could collect from his estate lioth the sum stipulated in the marriage contract
and the value of her dowry.' During the hu.sband's
life, however, the dowry belonged to him. and he
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Dragon
might derive

all

beuetits

from

it.

He might

evt-ii

The laws govthe pericni of his lifetime.
erning the relation of thehusbauil to the dowry vary
with the manner in whieh the woman has acquired
sell it for

that property.
is

"Nikse?ou barzel "
the name applied

woman

(the property of iron sheep)
to

the

dowry given

to the

marriage by her father or
and detailed in the marriage
Property, contract. All rents, fruits, and increments of this property belonged to the
husband: and he became responsible for the principal
At his death, or in the
in case of loss or damage.

Kinds of

at

his heirs,

case of divorce, the woman received the value of
that property as estimated on her wedding-day.
Like iron, it could not be destroyed or damaged, and
like sheep, the husband might derive ail protit
(wool) from it.
" Nikse melug " (the propertj' of plucking) is tiie
term designating property which the woman obtained during her betrothal, by inheritance or by
gift.
The liusband was entitled to all the fruits and
profits thereof, although he was not held responsible
for its loss or deteriomtion.
He might " pluck " it
(have the usufruct during his life), and need not answer for any damage that might occur to it.
The husband was made the usufructuarv of the
foregoing two classes of his wife's property by a
decree of the Rabbis, in consideration of his being
obliged to redeem his wife whenever she might be
taken captive (Ket. 47b). The wife should not sell
any part of her property while her husband was
living, and if she did sell, he could collect from the
buyer all the improvements or profits tliat the property bore during his life.
If the husband became involved in a lawsuit regarding his wife's property,
he needed a power of attorney from her to act in her
name. When, however, the case also involved the
profits of the property, he did not require a power of
attorney; for, being entitled to the profit, he might
also claim the property itself (Git. 4«b *' Yad," Sheluhin. iii.4: Eben ha-'Ezer, 81, 4).
Property which the husband gave to his wife after
marriage, or which a third person gave to her with
the express understanding that it be used exclusively
by her, or which she obtained by selling her marriage contract, was considered entirely beyond the
;

husband's control. She could not, however, sell or
give away the property given to her by her husband
wliile with the other kinds she might do as she
desired (Eben ha-'Ezer, 85, 7).
According to the rabbinic law, the husband became the .sole heir of his wife's property of all the.se
three clas.ses (see Inherit.\nce).
In regard to the
dowry that the woman brought from her father's
household, this law was modified by a decree of R.
Jacob Tam (1100-1171 c.e.), who enacted that if the
wife died childless within the first jear after marriage, the whole amount of the dowry should be returned to her father or to his heirs. Subsequently
;

this

was

still

further modified by a decree of the rab-

synod of the communities of Speyer, Worms,
and Mayence ("Takkanat ShWM "). to the effect
that if she died childless during the second year after
binical

marriage, one-half of the dowry should be returned
to her father or to his heirs.
"This became the cus-
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tom throughout Germany, and later was adopted by
the Polish Jews also.
In 1761, at a conference of
rabbis held in Slutsk. Russia, tiiis enactment was
again modified to the disadvantage of the husband.
As found in the records (S? 24) of the Grodno Jewish

community,

it

reads as follows:

" roncemlnjf the enactment of Speyer, Worms, and Mayence
(' ShWM ) in the case when the dainrliter died, we have eiitablished the following de<Tee in accordance wiUi the requireinenta
of the time and of the place.
If the wift; dies within tliree
years after marriage, everything should l)e returned to her relatives, even her garments.
If she dies within five years of marriage, half of her dowry should lie returned to her relatives.
After that period the huslmnd becomes the sole heir."

Only the first half of this decree has been accepted
by all later authorities of Rus.sia and Poland (Eben haEzer, 53, 4; Eisenstadt, " PitlieTesiiubah,"arf l<>c.).
BiBLioGRAPUY: Hastings. Diet. Bihle; Hamburger, R. R. T.
ii.: Bloch. Das Erlnrcht, Budapest, is'JO; idem, Der IVrtiao, ib. 189:3; Mayer, Die Rtchte tier Ixraeliten. Athener,

uud ROmer,

ii., 8

Rfc^if.

cii..

isclic

ii'>. Leipsic. l.><ttt>; Saalschfltz. Z>w MnnaBerlin, l.HTvJ; Mielziner. The Jewish
Lichtscheln, Die
;

Law

of Marriaije nncl Divorce, Cincinnati, 18»4

Ehe.
I..

L«ipsic. 1879.

J.

<;.

H. G.

DOXOLOGY. See Litikov.
DRABKIN, ABRAHAM

Chief rabbi of St.
boin t)f an old-established famWhen only
ily at Mohilev on the Dnieper in 1844.
a boy he devoted himself to the study of the Talmud
and of Jewish literature, attending the best Jewish
;

Petersburg, Russia

;

schools of the time.
He also received instruction in
Having
the Cabala from several Hasidic rabbis.
graduated as rabbi from the labbinical institute at
Wilna, he acted as teacher there for some time. In
1871 the Society for the Promotion of Culture
Among the Jews of Russia presented him w ith a
scholarship, enabling him to continue his studies at
Here, at the rabbinical seminary, and at
Breslau.
the imiversity under Gratz, Frankel, and others, he
acquired a knowledge of philosophy, history, theology, and Oriental learning. After attaining the degree of doctor in 1875, he returned to Russia.
He was chosen (1876) chief rabbi of the commuBoth in this capacity and
nity at St. Petersburg.
as a representative of the interests of Russian Jiidaism at the time when the anti-Semitic movement
was developing, he had a diflicult and responsible
Through his forceful personal representations
task.
to the heads of the Russian government, through his
interviews with Count Ignatiev during the antiJewish riots of 1882, and through his vehement pulpit declamations against anti-Semitism, the name of

Drabkin became widely known.
Drabkin was one of the first Jewish rabbis to
preach in Russian. To his initiative is due the establishment of a number of educational and chaiitable institutions by the community of St. Petersburg.
He went with the deputations sent on various occasions by that community to wait upon Alexander
At the latter's coronation in
III. and Nicholas II.
1896 Drabkin, togetlier with the rabbis of >Ioscow
and Warsaw, was cho.sen by the government to represent the Jews of Russia, and was later decorated
by the czar. He was a member of several commisappointed to consider the questhe Jews(1892). and that
organized under the chairmanshij/ of Prince Oldenburgski to prevent the spread of the ])lague.

sions, including that

tion of circiimci.sion

among

Drabkin

the author of " Die Russische Gesetz-

is

the

gebung in Bezug auf die Jiulen, " in " Monatsschrif t,
July and Aug., 18T5; and he has contributed to

H. R.

Propaganda

in

Rome

;

Librarian of the

:

born at Strasburg March

6,

Drach received his
1791; died in Rome Jan., 1865.
early education from his father, who was a rabbi.
After spending some time in various Talmudic

that of the congregation Zichron Ephraim, of
Drachman
is still (1903) the incumbent.
assisted Dr. Sabato Morals in founding the Jewish

which he

his corcligioni.sts, and became tutor
wealthy Jewish family. His reputation as a
teacher brought him Christian pupils; and this may
have had some intluence on his subsequent conversion in fact, he had always manifested some leaning
toward Christianity.
Drach had already begun the study of Greek and
Latin so as to become acquainted with the Christian
Struck by the
doctrines in their original sources.

Theological Seminary (1886), and was appointed
preceptor in Biblical exegesis, Hebrew grammar,
and Jewish philosophy. In 1889 he was elected dean
of the faculty, which position he held until the founding of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America
in New York in 1902. when Drachman accepted the
office of instructor in Bible and Hebrew grammar and
the appointment of acting reader in codes in that
To him was due the inception of the
institution.

in a

;

accusation of some of the Fathers that the Jews
had corrupted the Hebrew te.xt, he began a comparative study of the Hebrew and the Septuagint, which
study he continued in spite of the remonstrances of
the j)resident of the Centnil Consistory. Drach was
received into the Catholic faith in 1823, together
with his two daughters and his son Paul, who afterward became a priest and a distinguished Biblical

Jewish Endeavor Society.

Among his writings may be mentioned " Die Stellung und Bedeutung des Jehudah Hajjug in der
:

Gcschichte der Hebrilischen Grammatik

In 1827 Drach accepted the po.sition of librarian
tiie Propaganda in Rome, which position he held

(New York.

Drach's principal works are the following: An
edition of the ''Bible de Venice," 27 vols., with
coj)ious and learned notes, Paris, 1827-33; "Relation de la Conversion de M. Hyacinthe (Simon)
Deuiz, Bajitise h Rome, le 3 Fevrier 1826. Precedee
de (^uclijues Considerations sur le Relour d 'Israel
dansl'EglisedeDieu," Paris, 1828; " Du Divorce dans
la Synagogue," Rome, 1840; "Notice Conceriuinl
rOrigitie et les Progres de I'Hospice Ajjostoliquc
de St. Michel," Rome, 1842; "De I'llarmonie Entre
rEglisi-et la Synagogue, ou Perpetuitf; de la Foid(,' la
Religion Chreliennc," 2 vols., Paris, 1844; "Lexicon
Catholicum Hebraicum et Chaldaicum in V. T. Lil»ros, hoc est, (iulielmi Oesf-nii Lexicon Manuale
HchiaoLatinuin Ordiiic Alpiialxtico Digestum.
Paris, 1848; " Le Pieux Hebraisjint," a work containing the principal (Christian prayers and a summary ftf IlieCatliolic catechism in Hebrew and Latin,
Paris, 18.13; "Documents Nouveaux sur les Restes
di'S Anciens Sanuiritains" (from " Annah-s de I'hi
loHopide Chretienne." Nov., 18.13), Paris, 18.'54.
"

:

Wctzcr and
ilfK

Drarti's

Welt*-.
CinivrrHiiiiiH.

lliiiinntiii-

KirrUrtilrrikmi

An

:

aiitnliloKriipliv

Hiitrn

Mljfiie.
Im

<'iiii-

VKu^iKt rl la Sunn-

{imiiir.

IF

s.

DRACHMA.

(Breslau.

1899).

F. H. V.

A.

until the year of his death.

In

"

and "Neo-Hebraic Literature in America"
(in the Seventh Biennial Report of the Jewish Theological Seminary Association. New York. 1900).
Also he translated from the German " The Nineteen
Letters of Ben Uziel " by Samson Raphael Hirsch
1885).

sdiiilar.

])iiti4itiiiiiiif

School, and Columbia Colwhence he graduated in 1882.

to

welcomed by

talncfl

York,

the office of rabbi to the Congregation Beth Israel
BikkurCholim, New York city (1887-89), and later

hu became a teacher at Rappoltsweiler,
though only sixteen years of age. The love of the
secular sciences brought him to Paris, where he was
schools,

Bini.rorjRAi'irv

New

Continuing his studies in Europe, he entered the
Breslau seminary, and matriculated at the University of that place, taking the degree of Ph.D. at
Heidelberg {nndta cum laude) in 1884. Drachman
received his rabbinical diploma from Manuel Joel,
rabbi at Breslau (1885).
Returning to America, he
first ofHciated as rabbi totheOheb Sholom congregation in Newark, N. J. (1885-87).
Next he accepted

Dh.

I.

DRACH, DAVID PAUL

Drasron

Hebrew Preparatory

lege,

the Russian-Jewish magazines " Vyestnik Russkikh
Yevreyev" and "Razsvja-t."

of

Dowry
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II

Sir Ni mi..m \tics and Wkh.iits.

DRAGOMAN, EL:

American educator and lablii. ixiiii in .New \t,vV. city June 27, IHOl.
He is a descendant of a rabbinical family, and was
educated at the High School. Jersey City, N. J.

;

Jewish periodica!

written in Judaeo-Spanish and printed in square
Hebrew characters, published in Vienna in 18.56.

M. Fu.

(i,

DRAGON

((^pciKuv)
The usual translation of the
Septuagint for pjfi, dangerous monster whose bite
is poisonous ("dragons' poison") (Deut. xxxii. 33;
Nowhere distinctly described, they
Ps. xci. 13).
must be imagined as of composite form, resembling,
according to some passages, the r.uake. Thus in
Ex. vii. 9 (Hebr.) tlie stalT of Moses is turned into a
"dragon"; according to Ex. iv. 3 (Hebr.), into a
Their home is in the water; tiiey are
"snake."
mentioned together with the waves of the sea (Ps.
cxlviii. 7), and were created i)y God with the lisiies
Originally they are mylhologieal per(Oen. i. 21).
I" the vicinity
sonifications of the Hoods (nionn).
of Jerusalem a "dragon's spring" was located, in
which, according to antMcnt belief, a dragon lived
Especially
as the spirit of the well (Neh. ii. 13).
interesting are the passages that speak of a single
dragon: the "dragon that is in the sea" (Isa. xxvii.
1); "the great dragon that licth in the midst of his
rivers" (Ezek. xxix. 3); or simply "dragon" (Job
:

12|Hebr.l; Jer. li. .34; Ps. xliv. 19. read pjn^.
dragon is also referred to as " Rahab " (Isa.
Lrviathan (jn'li5) probably also means
li. 9et WQ.).
a dragon f)f this kirxl (compare Isa. xxvii. 1).
Sometimes con8iderai)le information is given of
vii.

DRACHM AN. BERNARD:

Title of a

Sucii a

DraRui^nau
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"

In the beginning of things
in creating tlie world. "
It is clear
that this story, wiiich is found only in fragments in
the O. T., was originally a myth, representing God's
victory over the seas (Dinn: Isa. li. 9 et seq.), or the
thesi"

monsters.

overpowered them

hemming

of

in

Nile (Ezek.

the

xxix.

8).

The

Babylonian story of ^lardiik's victory over the
dragon of the sea, Tiamat, is analogous: but other
traditions, especially those of Egypt, may also have
Tiic Hebrew poets and Prophinfluenced the story.
ets were fond of using tliis old myth to symbolize
the destruction of Israel's enemies.
In post-canonical times also similar traditions are
Psalms of Solomon (ii.) describe,
often referred to.
under the image of a dragon, Pompey's greatness
and fall; Apocr. Esther (i. 4 et seq.) describes the
conflict between Haman and ^lordecai as a battle
between two dragons; the legend of Bel and the
Dragon, a reproduction of the old JIarduk monster,
in the Septuagint version of Daniel, narrates how
the prophet made cakesof pitch and putthem in the
dragon's mouth, with the result that the "dragon
burst in sunder." Especially important is the mystical story of the persecution of the divine child and
its heavenly mother by the great red dragon (Test.
Job xii.). In its present form the story is explained
as referring to the attacks of the devil on the Messiah, but it is based on an old Oriental myth of the
enmity of the dragon for the child of the sun.
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II.

DRAGITIGNAN"

(Hebrew,

K^^Jm)

Capital
of the department of Var, France.
There was a
Jewish community here in the thirteenth century.
The poet Lsaac Gorni, who visited it in the beginning of the fourteenth century, complained bitterly
of the rich Jews of Draguignau, who did not know
enough to appreciate his talent.
He called the
place pjn DIPD ("dragon's lair").
In 1350-1400
:

Crescas, who had come
from "Draguinham," lived at Tarascon.
About
the same time Cregut Hayyim, a Jew from Dragui-

two Jews, Cresquet and

gnan, lived at Hyeres, France.

In 1427 the Jews of
Draguignan were persecuted, and compelled to wear
a badge in the shape of a wheel, on pain of being
fined twenty-five silver marks.

In 1475, however,
they were authorized to maintain a synagogue on
condition of paying four pounds of wax annually to
the Bishop of Frejus.
BiBLiooRAPHY B. Amaud, Essai nur la Cnnditinn ctes Juifx
:

en Priivence, pp. 2(), .51 Gross. Gallia Judaica,
Kabn, Las Juifis de Tarascon, p. 25.
;

o.

DRAMA

p.

S.

170; S.

K.

City of European Turkey in the vilayet of Salonica, 25 miles from Serrf'S. It is the ancient Drabescus.
Its small Jewish community,
which was founded in 18C0 by immigrants from
Serres and Monastir, possesses a synagogue, and a
boys' school with fifty pupils. Aside from several
well-to-do families, the greater part of the Jews live
by pedling in the neighboring villages. There are
sixtv-two Jewish families in a total population of
:

9,000.

M.

t>

DRAMA, HEBREW
brew drama may

The

Fi{.

origin of the Hebe traced back to a very early
:

648

period.
The ancient Hebrews, like other nations of
antiquity, were wont to express their emotions in
the form of dialogue intersjiersed with songs.
Miriam, with a drum in her hand, singing the deliverance of Israel, while the other wonum answer her
in chorus, suggests vividly the strophes and antistrophes of the later Greek. The song of Moses is
of the .same nature.
The Song of Solomon, accord-

ing to

many

ine of

which

is a regular drama, the herothe Shulamite, and in which the
other dramatis persona' are: Solomon; a shepherd
chorus; watchmen, etc. (sec Renau's translation of
the Song of Solomon). To the foregoing may be
added the Book of Job, which, if not so elaborate in

scholars,
is

dramatic form as the Canticles, yet represents several persons as acting, namely: Job; his wife; the
messengers; Eliphaz, Bildad, and Zophar (Job's
three friends); Elihu; and God.
These few crude
dramas of the Biblical epoch had no immediate successors.
Till the .seventeenth century C.E. not a single

drama in Hebrew

is

known.

It is true that in the

second century b.c. Ezekiel the Alexandrian, inspired by Euripides, -wrote a drama in Greek, "The
Exodus"; but other Jews did not imitate him. With
the fall of pagan Rome a new era of culture began,
in which the Jews actively participated, producing a considerable quantity of dramatic literature,
though written in secular languages (Kayserling,
"Sephardim; Romanische Poesien der Juden in
Spanien ").
It was the city of Amsterdam, where the Jews
found freedom from persecution, and where Jewish
libraries and literary societies existed, that gave birth

modern Hebrew drama.
The subject may be divided into: (1) dramas
written in Hebrew
and (2) those translated or
adapted into Hebrew from other languages. Of the
to the

;

former the earliest were written about tlie middle of
the seventeenth century, and the production of their
successors continued Avitli some interruption for
about two hundred years. Translations began to
be made at the end of the eighteenth century, but
reached their highest excellence at the end of the
nineteenth century. The translation into Hebrew
of dramas written in other languages is still carried
on with great activity.
I. Of the dramas WTitten in Hebrew the oldest is
D^iy TID"* ("The Eternal Foundation"), written by
Moses Zacuto at Amsterdam about 1642 (Franz
Delitzsch, "Gesch. der Jl'idLschen Poesie," p. 75).
The subject is the legend that Abraham destroyed
the idols of his father, leaving only the large one.
On being brought by his father beThe First fore Nimrod, he is sentenced to be
thrown with his brother Haran into a
Hebre^w
fiery furnace.
Drama.
Haran perishes in the

Abraham is rescued by
very fluent and agreeable.
Sometimes the author gives to Hebrew roots forms
which are not found in the Bible. The long pieces
have one and the same rime, a system common in
Arabic poetry. In the short pieces, as in the Persian "mesnevi," the two hemistichs usually rime
flames, but

an angel.

The

together.

The drama was

style

is

pui)lished

by

Berliner,

with an introduction, at Bieslau, 1872, and by David
J.

Maroni at Leghorn

in the

same

year.

The Prisoners of Hope "). by Jowas printed at Amsterdam
The argument is as follows: A king who

nipnn 'TDK
seph

Dra?uig:nan
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b.

("

Isaac Peiizo, 1667,

in 1673.

takes a serious view of his responsibilities is led
now by his own impulses ("yezer "), now by
Finally his
his wife (" ishshah "), and now by Satan.

astray,

own

understanding ("sekel"), Providence ("hasligahali "), and an angel endeavor to lead him in the
right way.
The author was only seventeen years old when he

composed the work, which was somewhat beyond
have praised in

his powers, although several poets

verse the talent of the young dramatist.
The aim of both Penzo and Zacuto was to direct
the attention of the Maranostothe Hebrew language
and to draw them away from profane literature, to

which they liad exclusively devoted tliem.selves.
During the seventy years which followed no Hebrew drama appeared. Some insignificant farces
•were Avritten in Juda?o-Spanish and afterward
burned, but it was not till the first half of the eighteenth century that a revival of the
took place.

Hebrew drama

D'nt^'!'21 ptWIi* (" Samson and the Philistines "), by
Moses Hayyim Luzzatto, was published at the end

of his."Le"shon
Ty b'M'O ('

Limmudim"

(Sudzilkov, 1836).

Tower of Strength

"), is

an epithalamium

written by the same author to celebrate the wedding
This is an allegorical
of his uncle Israel Basan.
drama in four acts, and was composed when the auHe was
thor was young and full of poetic ardor.
chiefly inspired by Guarini's " Pastor Fido " but, as
he says in his preface, he took the topic from the
Midrash, where the Torah is compared to tlie young
daughter of a king hidden in a stronghold, who
shows herself only to her lover. The moral is the
same as that of the " La-Yesharim Tehillah " (see below); namely, the triumph of truth over falsehood.
The play was edited 100 years later by Franz Delitzsch, witl) notes by S. D. Luzzatto and M. Lctteris
;

(Lr-ipsic, 1H37).

n^nn D'"IIJ''^ ("Praise to the Rigiiteous"), also an
epilhaiamium by Moses Hayyim Luzzatto, was written on the occasion of the wedding of his friend and
pupil Jacob di Gavis (Amsterdam, 1743). The title
is a pla}' on the word "Tehillah," which is the name
The drama is an allegory in three
of the heroine.
acts, in which the chief actors are Yosher (" Rectitude"), rehiUah ("Praise"), and Jiuhnb ("Pride").
Tlic last, assisted by his friend Tdrinit ("Falsehood"), tries to win for liimself Tehillah, who has
been promised to I'lmhrr. He is frustrated in his
This
dr-sign, and Tihillnh is wedded to Yimhrr.
was Ltizzatto's tliird drama, and tliough perhcps
inferior in elegance to
a much riper genius.

its

predecessors,

It is

nmre

it

evidences

philos()i)liieiil, an<l

Drama

melodrama which he wrote in celebration of the
marriage of a friend. He borrowed the mechanism
of this work from classical mythology (Delitzsch,
I.e. p. 92), and followed Luzzatto even more closely
than did Bresselau.
^'y^X ("Abigail "), by R. Joshua, son-in-law of R.
Isaiah Berlin (has never been published).
The author died in 1806.
IDDN ("Esther"),

by Joseph Haltern, 1795 (pubHeiuemann's " Arcliiv," 1841), is an imitation of Racine's drama.
i'Wtt' niD'PO ("The Reign of Saul"), by Joseph
Efrati, is a Biblical drama in six parts, the hero of
which is King Saul (published for the first time at
lished in

Vienna, 1794).

m^yo noni5D ("War in Peace"), by Hayyim
Abraham b. Aryeh, is a play divided into two parts.
The first, " Token 'Alilot " (The Weighing of Actions), describes the sale of Joseph by his brethren and the journey of the latter into Egypt to
buy grain. The second part, "Tokahat Megullali"
(An Open Warning), deals with the discussions between Jacob's sous and the Egyptian magicians,
and describes how Joseph was recognized by his
brothers.
This work was published the first time at
Sklow, Russia, in 1795. It was translated into Polish,
and produced at Warsaw before Prince Paskevich.
The women present were so much atfected that several of them fainted, and the government forbade
further performance of the drama.
'3"l n^3 ("The House of Rabbi "), by Moses Konitz
(Vienna, 1805), is a dramatized life of R. Judah
ha-Nasi, the compiler of the MishNineteenth nah: included in the play is all that
Century, is told about Rabbi in the Babylonian and Jerusalem Talmuds.
nnS' n3 (" The Daughter of Jephthah "), by Moses
Neumann (Vienna, 1806), is a Biblical drama.

^^Syirn miJ ("Naboth of Jezreel"), by Shalom
ha-Kohen, was priQted with his "Matta'c Kedem"
(Rodelheim, 1807).
nVini ^Oy ("'Amal and Tirzah") is an allegorical drama in three acts, by the same author (Rodelheim. 1812). It is a sequel to Luzzatto's " La-Yesharim Tehillah, "employing the same dramatis personsD.
The author was induced to complete Luzzatto's
work, which presented only the triumph of the
good, and omitted the punishment of the wicked.
The play wasreedited by M. Letteris, Warsaw, 1862.
The remaining dramas are:
"

miDX (" Zlpporiih "), by (iabrltM Berger, In " Neuer Sanimler
(KOnlKsbcTfT. lS(»i»; Bilillcal dnitiia.
•\':T'\ p:r:N ("Ainnnn ami Tiiiniir"), by Eliczer Rasclikow
(Bresliiu, IHl;.' (?|): miili<ul (irmim.
rj3N) f|3^' (".loseph iinil Ascniilh "), by Silssklnd Raschkow
(i/i. IHIT); Hlbllcnl drairm In llvrnrts.
^xv'-ii

I'nn-i ("Till- Industrious

inoscz

of the finest and rarest Biblical elegancies.

that of Henjatidn Uh. ISIH).

niinni nn^* ("riuMliood

and Boyhood"),

Meiiilel liresseiau (Berlin, 1786), is a didiictic

poem

l)y

in

the form of a dialogue. The author imitateil Luzzatto, whom he apprnaehefl very cUisely.

P^TH' ni^lpn ("The Voices C'ea.se "), by Samuel
Romanelli of Mantua (Berlin. 1791), is an allegorical

'i7).

and the Idle"), by David 8a-

1KI7).

Luzzatfo's lanthe tone tliroughout is Hiblieal.
guage, as Franz Delitzsch says (I.e. p. 92), is not
a mere mosaic of Biblical sentences, but an enamel

ny3)3 tiM^c ("The Conruhlne at Gtbeah "), by tbc sanii' author ; Hlblli-ul dnmia. the heroine of which Is the I.evlte's
concubine who caused the war betwiH'u the tribes of Israel and
D-|i'-X-i ^-<i). or. accordlnjr to Zelllln.a-i-i'-'K-i ^ir:j ("The Lot
of the .lust"), by Kahtian Kohen Blstrltz (Vienna, IKL'I); Hlbllcal

drama

ami

Kstljer.

In three acta,

the hero and heroine being Mordecal

mv-i' .-<->Nr ("The Remnant of .ludah"). by Solomon .ludah
Rnpf)pnrt; a free adai)tatlon fif Rarclne's " Ksther," In four act.s,
with an IntnKlucllon (published In the "Blkkure ha-'Itllm," 1H27).
("Hananlah, Mlsbael, and Azarlah ").
n'-ii;'i '><;;"C I'jjn
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by Sauiufl Uavld Luzzatto (publtstied tii tlu' " Dlkkure lia-'IlUni." ltC5).
.""''C 13 P*< ("On. Stmof relet"), by the same author (ib.).
-ir-~ 'n-ir i"The History of Moses "), by Isiuic b. Saul Kandla iWarsjiw, l.^Sh dniinit in two artji.
;

p|Dv r'-nj i"Tho i;it'atiii'ss of Joseph"), by Niilhan U. Kalkar. In hU " Nit'eSha'a-shu'iiu " u'oiH'nhajfen, IXU); Biblical

drama.

">»

r>'3 (" Boaz and Uuth "), by Israel Jeholada Cohen (Bres1S;mk
:''n] ,->»EN ("The Torrent of Rivers "). by Aaron David Gordon iWllna. ISfti); an alleporical drama in three parts. It is a
satire upon the comlllions of tlie time, in which the author
flays those who indulpe in drinkintr on the anniversary of a
pan-nt's death. He was afterward persecuted by the class at
laii,

which he aimed

T'

his shafts.

^"The Trunk

V'-i

ISVii: a tnifft'dy in

Ove

r^c: ("The

K-«D'D

niann (Lemberp,
01^;' ("

-i-D.v

of Jesse"), by M. Letteris (Vienna,
heroine of which is Athalia.

acts, the

Fall of tisera"), by

1841); Biblici.1

The Peace

drama

in

Nahman
two

Isaac Fish-

acts.

of Esther "), by M. Letteris (Prapue,

lS4;<i; tnigedy in three acts.
3,,„.,^. -i^,n ''p ("On the Walls of Jerusalem "), by Phinehas Kraemer (Vienna, 1865); a tragedy dealing with an episode
of the destruction of the Second Temple by the Romans.
'"H .-'.:•»< ("A Virtuous Woman"), by Elias Levin (Wilna,
Biblical drama in one act, the principal characters being
1S6«^
;

Uavld and Abigail.

^yi •J2'' ."-iNor- ("Glory to the Intelligent"), by A. B. Gottlober (Jltomlr. 1867); an imitation of Luzzatto's " La-Yesharim Tehillah."
^j.>,_, s^,^ ("Fable and Satire"), by Meir Lob iMalbiin
(Paris. 1867,

and Warsaw,

1877);

allegorical

drama

in

four

parts.
,--

"DOT ("The

3i'-::'3N

(Odessa, 1868 and 1878)
^:i':ni r::N ("Truth

;

Fall of

Absalom"), by Joshua Bank

Biblical tragedy.

and Belief"', by Ab. B. Lebensohn
1867 and 1870); an allegory in three

(Adam ha-Kohen) Wilna,
i

and twelve scenes, attacking superstition.
n-iax
yu-'^'N ("Elishah, Son of Abuyah "), the teacher of
Meir.
who was baptized (Vienna, 1868); an adaptation of
R.
Goethe's " Faust."
ri^'^a -<r\o ("Terror of the Nights"), a Talmudic tragedy.
the heroes and heroine of which are King Solomon, Asmodeus,
and the Queen of Sheba. The subject is the Talmudic legend of
Uie dethronement of Solomon by Asmodeus. This work has not
been published 'see "Orient." x. 63,5).
Njar ^-yp ("The Conspiracy of Shebna"), by N. Fishmann
(Lemberg. 1870); Biblical drama in Ave acts.
p-ij-i S3 J (" sabal the Righteous "). by A. D. Wechsler (Lemberg. 18741 comedy in Qve acts, denouncing the hypocrisy of
the day. It is an adaptation from Moliere's "Tartuffe."
HD-in ("Hadasa or Esther"), by G. Gitelevicz (Warsaw,
Biblical drama In twelve scenes.
1875)
acts

p

;

:

HNjr'^i

^2nNn

'^tD

("The Emblem

of

Love and of

Jeal-

ousy"), by Aron Margolis (Vienna, 1877); Biblical tragedy, the
hero and heroine of which are Anmon and Tamar.
ncrnn jnr: ("The Advantage of Wisdom"), by S. Apfel
(Czemowitz, 1882); drama in four parts.
-i-OT^ V^k:: T'^'J^ ("The Riis.sian
Emigrant"), by Osiaa
Atlas il^rzemysl, 1883); tragedy in three acts.
N3:i: -13 ("Bar Kokba"). by L. Landau (Lemberg. 1884);
trag>-dy in five acts, the hero of which Is Bar Kokba, leader of
the revolt against Hadrian.
nSjyn^ nji^N ("Belief and Enlightening" [Rationalism]),
by D. M. Andermann'Drohobycz. 1887); an allegory in Ave acts;
the author imitates Luzzatto.

Several otiier dramas written by Russian Jews
have not yet been published.
H. Berliner in his (Preface to " Yesod '01am," p.
xi.x.)

makes the statement that Letteris was the first
dramas into Hebrew. But if the adap-

translator of

tations of Letteris are considered to be translations
merely, the priority must be given to David Franco-Mendes, of the end of the eighteenth century,

who wrote "Gemul

'Atalyah

"

Athalia), a Biblical

drama

in

(The Punishment of
three acts adapted

from Racine and Meta.stasio (Am.sterdam, 1770).
It was in the nineteenth century, and especially in
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second liiilt', lliat Hobiew literature was enriched
by luiineious tiimslatioiis of drnmiis. Meir Letteris
was certiiinly Ihe first translator or adapter in the
nineteenth century.
His translations, or rather his
adaptions, are mentioned above, namely: (1) Racine's "Esther" into Hebrew under liie title " Shelom
Ester " (2) " Athalic," of the same author, under the
title "Ge/a- Yishai "; (3) "Ben Abuyah, "an adaptation of Goethe's " Faust."
Racine's "Esther" was
also translated by Joseph Hal tern and by Solomon J.
Rapoport (see above) in four acts (Vienna, 1827).
Two other translated tliaiuiis have to be added to
its

;

those of the first half of the nineteenth century:
Metastasio's "Isacco," translated by Elijah Bardach
under the title "'Akedat Yi/huk" (Tiie Sacrifice of

and Kotzebue's "Der Schatz,"
Roscnhand under the title of
" Ila-Ozar," or "Le-Yishi-e Leb Simhah " (Joy to the
Righteous), in two acts (Warsaw, 1845).
During the second half of the nineteenth century
very many translations were made. The favorite
author was Schiller, seven of who.se dramas have
been translated into Hebrew: (1) "Die Braut von
Messina," imder the title "Medanim ben Ahim"
(Quarrels Between Brothers), by Jacob Levin (Brody,
1868); (2) "Die Raubcr," under the title "Ha-Shodedim," by Moses Schulbauin (Lemberg, 1871); (3)
" Wilhelm Tell," in prose, by David Radner, (Wilna,
1878); (4) "Don Carlos," in prose, by the same (j6.
1879); (5) "Marie Stuart," by Solomon Kovner (ib.
1879); (6) "Turandot," under the title "Tirzah," by
Isaac; Vienna, 1833);
translated by David

Osias Atlas (Przemysl, 1879);

(7)

"Fiesco, oder die

VerschwOrung zu Genua," under the title "Kesher
Fiesko," by Samuel Apfel (Drohobycz, 1889). Five
of Lessing's dramas have been translated: (1)
"Nathan der Weise," under the title "Natan heHakam," by S. Bacher (Vienna, 1866); also by A.
B, Qottlober, who versified the Hebrew in the same
'

meter as the original («6. 1874); "Philotas," under
the title "Abinadab," by J. Falkovich (Odessa,
1868); (3) "Die Judeu," under the title " Ha- Yehudim," in prose, by Jacob Kohn (Warsaw, 1875), also
in verse by Hirsch Teller (Vienna, 1881); (4) "Der
Freigeist," under the title "Honen we-Noten," by
D. Kohn (Przemysl, 1886); (5) "Miss Sara Sampson," under the title "Sarah bat Shimshon," by Isr.
Frenkel (Warsaw, 1887).
Of other translations the following may be mentioned

:

Giitzkow's " Uriel Acosta," by Sol. Rubin (Vienna, 1856).
Ludwig Phllippson's "JojachIn,"a tragedy in four acts, by 3.
Bacher (\ienna, 18.59).
Shakespeare's "(nhello," by Isaac E. Salklnson, under the title
"Itiel" (Vienna, 1874).
The same author's " Romeo and Juliet." by Isaac E. Salklnson,
under th(^ title "Ram we-Ya'el " (Vienna, 1878).
Rich. Cumberland's " The Jew," diama In five af;ts, by Joseph
Brill, under the m\e " Ish Yehudah " (Wilna, 1878).
Mosenthal's " Dehora," by David Radner (i7(. 1880).
Shakespeare's " Macbeth," by Isaac Rabb (Drohobycz, 1883).
Kotzebue's " Der Arme Poet," by Isidor Briistiger. under the
title " Ha-Meshorer he-'Ani " (Lemberg. 1884).
Scribe's " La Juive." by Zusmann Marik. imder the title " Rahel ha-Yehudlyyah " (Wilna, 1886).
Kozlovski's ' Esterka," Polish drama in five acts, by Israel
Frenke:, under the title " Massa' Ester " (Warsaw, 1889).

Finally, the following two poems arranged in dialogue form may be adcled: Dante's " Divina Commedia," under the title "Mar'ot Elohini " (Appari-
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tionsof

gold with

1869);

tesies

Grfid), translated by Saul Farniiggini (Triest,
and Milton's "Paradise Lost." under the title
" Wa-Yegaresh et li^-Adam " (And He Drove Adam
Out), by Isaac E. Salkinson (Vienna, 1871). The
two Warsaw literary societies, "Abiasaf " and "Tusbiyah," are continuing the publication of dramas
translated into Hebrew.

BiBi.ioiiRAPnv: Berliner, Prefare to the Yesod 'Olam, Berlin,
1S74
I.ebrecht, in Vossische Zeitmnj. April 5, 1)^74; Graetz,
HiKt. V. 118, 2.58, 423, 425; Winter and Wiinsobe, DicJli(Ut:che
Litterntiir, iii. 103; Franz Delitzsoti, Gesvlt. drr Jlidischen
Pnesif. pp. 72, 75, 92; Abraham Papimo, in Supplement to
Ha-Mfliz. 1868; Joshua Steinberg, 'Eti Mishpnt. Wilna,
1868: Israel Abrahams, Jewish Life in the Middle Ages, pp.
366, 267.
See also Stack.
;

M. Sel.

G.

DRAMA, THE JEW IN MODERN

:

The

which may be said to date from
Christopher Marlowe and Shakespeare, has made

modern

lirania.

liberal lise of the

Jew

as a stage character.

From

the time of these authors until the present, dramatists have utilized the Jew, either libel-

General
ing him as a human atrocity, with
Character- the vices of a materialized devil,

all

or,

going to the other extreme, making
him a perfect man. Few have struck
the happy medium and shown the Jew as an ordiistics.

nary

human

being.

Jew have been responsible, to
a great extent, for the popular conception of Jewish
character; for they have depicted him as hideous
Avarice, hatred,
as hisbitterest enemy could wish.
venality, murder, bigotry
in fact, all of the worse
passions have been attributed to the stage Jew.
In
England, in Germany, in France, in Austria, on all
stages, the Jew, probably because of his strong personalit}', has been a favorite theme with the dramaShakespeare, in England, coneeived a Siiytists.
LOCK; Stephanie, in Austria, a Pitikus, ShyJock'8
opposite; Dugue, in France, Dnuibaccin, a thief;
Iffland, in Hamburg, Bttruch, a good angel.
Every
dramatist had his own idea of the Jew and his character, and represented him accordingly.
In England the first of the ni(<dern jilays to utilize
the Jew was Marlowe's "The liich Jew of JNIalta"
(see Hauahas), which was not altribIn English utable to hatred of Jews in general,
Plays.
Imt of one Jew in particular; namely,
(^ucin Elizabeth's piiysieian, Koderigo Loi'KZ, wiio was hanged in LiyS for trea.son.
J.,opez was undoubtedly the inspiration for several
plays with Jewish villains, wiiii ii ii|i|)carc(| shortly
The

abu.scrs of the

—

and death. In 15SM Philip Hensiow,
most enterprising theatrical manager of that
day, produced two such dramas.
"The Merchant of Venice" followed in loKO
after his trial

the

—

dramatization of the tales of Her Giovanni, "11 Pecorf)ne," written in 1378 and iiublishrd in Alilaii in
lo58.
The next j)lay was Fictc hers " Women
Pleased," the Jew being f^opez, a curious coincidence
when Dr. I.,opfz is recalled. Beannimit and Flelcli
er's "Custom of the Country" followed in Ki'JH.
Ziibulon, a male pander, is the Jew in this instance;
and a more repidsivc creation it wouhl be difTlcull
to imagine.
JOitili", a Christian, is. however, just
as disgusting; yet, when ZtU»ili>n offers money to
Rutilio to deba.se himself, he refuses the j)rofTered

Drama

" Because you are a Jew, sir, and
courcome sooner from the devil than any of your
nation." Before this (1610) Ben Jonson's "Alchemist " had been acted by the king's servants; but the
part of the Jew, Abel Drugger, is so innocuous when
compared with Bnrabas and Zabnlon that it calls for
no special comment.
After " Custom of the Country " came a steady
:

stream of plays containing Jewish characters. Gosson's "School of Abuse" (1579) men-

Elizabeth-

tions a play,

an Dramas.

Bull

"The Jew Shewn

at the

but no copy of the work is extant.
"The Jewish Gentleman" was
played in 1640; Dekker's "Jew of Venice," in 1653;
William Henninge's "The Jew's Tragedy," in 1662;
Lord Lansdowne's "The Jew of Venice," in 1701;
"The Jew Decoy'd," a ballad opera, founded on
'';

"The

Harlot's Progress," in 1773; "Jewish Educa"The Israelite," in 1785; "Jewish
Courtship," in 1787; "The Wandering Jew," in
1797; Dibdin's "The Jew and the Doctor," in 1798;
"The Jew of Magadore," in 1808; Penlcv's version
of "The Rich Jew of Malta," in 1818; "the Jew of
Lubeck," in 1819; "The Hebrew," in 1820; aversion of "Ivanhoe," WMth Edmund Kean as the J^jo
of York, in the same year; another version, "The
Maid of Judah," in 1829; C. Z. Barnett's "The Rise
of the Rothschilds, or the Honest Jew.of Frankfort,"
and "The Ways of Our Tribe, or the Rich Man of
Frankfort," in 1830; and Sheridan Knowles' "The
Maid of Mariendorpt," in 1839.
In addition there were numerous dramatic compositions, each containing a Jewish character.
In
Robert Greene's "The First Part of the Tragicall
Raigne of Selimus, Emperour of the Turks," the
Jew Abraham poisons Bajazet at the instigation
Sigiior liogero,
of Selimus, and then kills himself.
in John Marston's "Insjitiate Countess," is accused
of being a Jew; while in Webster's "The Devil's
Law Case," a Christian merchant disguises himself
as a Jew in order to carry out his nefarious schemes.
tion," in 1784;

John O'Keefe, in "The Little Hunchback," shows
Zebede and his nephew Absalom converted; while
Lennin Rede exhibits still another type in "The
Skeleton Witness," in which Simon Levi is duped
by the Christians. Then, too, there
are Ichabod and haac, in Douglas Jerrold's "The Painter of (Jhent "; Bnni

Later
Plays.

Mordecai, in MacUlins "Marriage a

la

Mode"; Ephraim, in Dibdin's "School for Prejudice"; haac Afeiidoza, in the comic ojiera "The
Duenna"; Shilric, in Macfarren's comic ojiera
" Malorina "
Levi Lyoiiit, in " Will Watch " Ahanazor, in "The Jewess"; Abraham Mrndez, in "Jack
lioaz, in Jerrold's " Prisoner of War";
Sheppard
liokcH. in Shirley Brooks's "The Creole"; and ^ft^lter
M<isH, in "The tickel-of Leave Man."
;

;

"

;

More modern

English drainalisis have more or
Potter's dramatization of
neglected the. lew.
"Trilby " shows the exaggerated type in Srengnli, a
Jewish Cagliostro, charlatan, and scoundrel in one.
Henry Arthur Jones produced a strong contrast to
Sniiijali in his Judah IJeweUyii, the half-Jewish
less

—

hero of his "Judah"
a passionate, jionorable
Zangwilh with his "Children
dreamer-preacher.
of the (Jlietto," also went to the extreme, in that he
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tlio liirlit of day with
times is iibsolufi'ly unploasimt.
The other jrlu't to phiy. Ferii!il(rs"The Olietto," goes
a step furtlier; ami its gloom is even more oppress-

exposed
a

tlie

jrhetto-dwollers to

tuii'lity wliirli at

ively realist ie.

Franee, until the anti-Semitic outbreaks of the last
had treated tiie Jew more gently than had
()n((
any other Continental nation.
In French of it,s first stage Jews was Shi/loc/,-, in
Literature. " Le Juif de Venise " a translation of
"The ^lerehanl of Venice" by M.
Dugue. Next came Th.eophilo Gautiers "La Juive
de Constantiue." Perhaps tlie strangest play of
this character ever concocted was Mervilleand Maillaus "Juif Errant," produced at the Ambigu, Paris,
July 31, 1834. In this play the principal characters
are 7«</(i<* AIianrerii,<>. Aifan, Simon, The Archaiuiel
Michael, Bitrabas, TAntis XV., Jean (hi Barry, Puck,
Ariel, Napoleon, Franklin, Marcus Aurelius, Esther,
Bochel, Mme. du Barry, ^fme. de Pompadour, Lilith,
Death, and The Seren Deadly Sins. It is scarcely
necessary to say that it was not successful.
Other French plays on Jewish subjects were Anicet Bourgeois'
L'Imperatriceet la Juive " CatuUc
Mendes' " Les Meres Ennemies" (introducing a rrtM?');
Desaugier's "Juif" (produced at the Porte-SaintMartin May 14, 1823); Dumas' "Femme de Claude "
(Daniel and his daughter Bebeccal^; Dugue's "Salvator Rosa " Erckmann-Chatrian's " L'Ami Fritz "
(the rabbi); and Daudet's "RoienE.vil," dramatized
as " La Juive," in which the Leemans of the novel is
t^n years,

—

*'

;

;

metamorphosed into an old-clothes man,

aiid his

daughter Sai-ah into Dona Florinde, w-ho plays havoc
with the feelings of Don John of Austria. "Le
Juif Polonais,"byErckmann-Chatrian ("The Bells,"
in English), contains a Jewish character who is
not seen, being killed behind the scenes by Matthieu.

Germany has been the most prolific of all the nations
Jews. The tirst play to introduce them was

in stage

the celebrated

"

Das Endinger Judeuspiel, " produced
Endingen in Baden April
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causes his dog to bite a Jew, and regrets
later;
i'lhmike's " Volontilr " (1775), with a Jew as a jolly
soldier; "Der Adelige Tageliihner" (1776), wherein Isaac helps the poor hero to frustrate the villain.
Von Ma I verse.
Ml\ller created an utter coward in Mauschel, the
Jew, in his version of "Faust" (1778); but the
stage Jew was fully redeemed a year later, when
Lessing's "Nathan der Wei.se" (see Nath.vn thk
Wisk) saw the light.
Next followed BischolT's
"Der Judenfeind" (1780), in which Rachel is killed
by her lather, Saloino, for the sake of 200 thalers.
The year 1781 saw "Albertine," in which Abraham is pictured as a swindler; and the year following, Pfranger's "Der MOnch von Libanon," a
refutation and continuation of " Nathan der Weise "
the monk who confounds Nathan being Saladin's
Lerchenheim's
suppo.sc(lly dead brother, Assad.
"Der Jude, oder Betrug fUr Betrug" (with Simon,
a cheat), and Tiirring-Seefeld's " Der Teure Ring"
(with Abraliam), were pj'oduced in 1783. In the following year Heinrich Reinicke, in liis "Nathan der
Deutsche," ?.\\o\vfi Nathan to be a benevolent type of
Jew; and J. K. Latich acknowledged the authorship
of "Wer War Wohl Mehr Jude," a plagiarism of
"Nathan der Weise," in which Carl Reichert, the
banker's son, loves Marie, the adopted daughter of
the Jew Wolf.
In the next three years German authors produced:
"Menschcn und Menschen-Situationeu " (Karl Steinberg), which also copies "Nathan der Weise," in
which Recha, the Christian, is the adopted daughter
of Isaac Mendel; " Liebe und Philosophie " (Leipziger); and "Die Liiderlichen," in which SchmUl,
the money-lender, plays a prominent part.
"
In 1793 Hensler's " Das Judenmildchen von Prag
created a stir, for it portrayed the Jew Isaak paying the debts of a Christian. The same year saw
the creation of Ephraim, diComady role in " WeltklugIffland's "Dicnstpflicht"
heit und Herzensgiite."
(1795) pictures Baruch as the guardian angel of the
it,

in the public square of

poor hero.

the history of a family of Christians who are murdered by Rabbi Elias and his
companions. Eight years later their
Early Ger- bodies are found, and the murderers
man Plays, are stoned and burned. Next came

The tirst few years of the nineteenth century witnessed the productions of BischolT's " Dina, das Ju-

21, 1616.

It relates

Gryphius' " Horribilicribrifax," which
shows the Jew Issachar as a great boaster. Ix-ssing treated the Jew more kindly in his " Die Juden "

denmadchen aus Franken " (1802), which was written to combat the anti-Semitism of the
Nineteenth day, and which exploits the love of AlCentury, bert, a Christian, for Dina, the Jewess,

last.

the latter meeting death at the hands
of Albert's cousin, Bianca; " Der Wuchernde Jude
am Pranger" (1804), in which usurer and Jew are
painted as synonymous; and Aresto's (Burchardi's)

"The London Magazine." Aug., 1773), enDer Redliche Bauer und der Grossmiitige
Jude," in which Moses is resplendent as a goofl
angel.
This was succeeded by Boogers " Post "
(with Mones, a coward).
Then came H. L. Wagner's
"Reue Nach der That" (1775), in which a Christian

" Soldaten " (1804), wherein J/o.sc.* declares tiiat when
dealing with honest Christians he is an honest Jew.
Similar plays of that period are Ziegelhauser's
"Die Juden" (1807), which extols Jewish charity
during a flood near Vienna Sessa's " Unser Verkehr "
(1815), a caricature of .Jewish life, vfith Jakob Ilirsch,
who imagines himself to be a poet, as the hero;
Voss's "Euer Verkehr," an answer to the lastnamed play, in which Herr Levin stops the production of "Unser Verkehr," and foils an attempt to
blackmail the .Tews; "Der Weisenknabe" (1825), in
which a Jewish lottery-ticket seller unites two poor
lovers; Schroder's "Die Heirat Durch ein Wochenblatt " (based on Boursaulfs " Comedie Sans Titre ");

although the Traveler conceals his race to the
Stephanie's "Der Neue Weiberfeind und die
SchSne jQdin" (1773) holds up to view the pretty
Jewess Esther, whom the hitherto woman-hating
count loves, but deserts on discovering her race.
The same author's "Die Abgedankten Ofliziere"
(1770), a comedy in imitation of Lessing's "Minna
von Barnhelm," deals with Pinkus, a good-natured
Shylock. Following this, in 1774, came Pauerbach's dramatization of "The Rural Probity " (pub(1755),

lished in
titled "

;
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"Sie Fehlcn Alle" {witli Moses, the nioney-leuder);
"Spieleigluck," in which the sou of a Jew and of a
French milliner poses as the Munjitis de liicJieso\irce
and many farces by Richard Voss.
Of the newer German productions the best known
is Gutzkow's "Uriel Acosta " (1847), based on the
same author's "Der Sadduciier von
Present Amsterdam " (1838). wliich is a play of
Plays.
geat power. "Leah, the Forsaken,"
is another drama dealing with Jewish
character.
In still more recent tinies "Heine's
Junge Leiden " by A. Mels, which is entirely Jewish
for every character in it is that of a Jew
made
its great success because of the sympathetic conception of the youthful poet and the humorous
character of Jlirsch, the wandering chiropodist and
lottery-ticket agent.
This play was one of the first,
if not the first, to show the Jew of to-day as he
really is.
Max Nordau's "Dr. Kohn," with its pedantic hero and its priggish villains, Avhile possibly
true to life in such German society as is portrayed
in the play, is an unfair conception of the Jew. Dr.
Herzl's " New Ghetto " is perhaps a too realistic depiction of the objectionable type of Jew.
As for the melodramas and the comic operas of
the day, there is scarcely one that does not contain
at least one Hebrew.
The Jew is a stock character
witli the lower grade of dramatists, whose lack of
originality and inventiveness prevents them from
creating a conception barely different from the usurer, the hook-nosed race-track tout, and the bediamonded lady with a dubious past, whose sole ambition is to lead some innocent Christian maiden from
the patli of virtue.
The conceptions of tlie Jew by the mummers are
as varied as the characteis created by the playwrights' fancies. Until 1741 the stage Jew was a
l)uffoon or low comedian.
In that year Macklin
<lefied tradition and played iS/iyfocA; as a vindictive,
revengeful being, contending: "This was the Jew
that Sliakespearc drew." Before Macklin, Alleyne
had played Barabas with a huge no.se. Kean made
his.SAy^rA: a somewhat sympathetic character. Other
actors run the entire gamut of conception, from wildest farce to deepe.st tragedy.
\

—

—

Bini.iofiKAPiiY R^sf-ho, Cyclng Drnmnfixrher Charartfrr
.Notbnu^el. Lrjaivy'x lyrnmen, pp. iJHT 2i>".i, .'5L:J~;jl."); (Jerman
C7awric». vA. ('. A. Buchhelm, vl., Oxford. iiUlii; Jew. Quart.
Review, xl. 411 rl xfi/.: .Jew. Oirmi. .luMlpf Supplcnicnf.
185)1, anrt Feb. a-j. 1M»H; Sidney L. U'a: Eliznhclhnn kiiuUititl
nwl till- .Jfwx; lirv. Ktuilex JuivC't, Actes ct ('oiifiTfticcs
Marfh I, IHW, p. xllx.: Athrn<pvtn. .Iiirx- 7, IWKI, p. 7;«i; Satvnliiii Hrvir.ir, Ixll. 4.'>M'>2; I). I'lillipM-iii, 'J'hr .)<w ill Firtiiiii, 'Mi-d., IWti; T. Iiavlcs, Ifrniiintir MiHnil'iiiirx, IiMblln,
1TH4; HiTlx-rt ('arrln(rt'>n. IHr Fi(/ur tlrs .luilrii in ilrr Jtrn',

:

Lilridlur ilrx Aihlzrhiitrn Juliihuiiilrrlx. IlclIHW; I. Davldsiin, Sln/I'irli (ind Unrntiiix, In SrIx.. No. .'J; M. lA'tin, Airrniidrr Ihnim.t anil
ZUmixm. In Thr Muri ,it,ii(in, .New Vork, May, lUCi.
fi.
E. Ms.
jniiltMihni

di'Ux-tv,

vniier Her.

DRAMA, YIDDISH:
Yiddisli literal urc lias

The dramatic

liud a less

vclDpnwnt than any othfr o{

its

part

iiidcpr'iidcnt

jiarts,

and

is

..f
(\i-

con

seqiientiy poorer, both in quality and in ()iiaiitity.
There are probably leas Ihan fifty )iriiil((i Yiddish

dramas, and the entire number of writtm dninias of
which there is any record hardly exceeds five hundred.
Of these at least nine-tenths are translations
or adaptations.
The earliest Yiddish <lramas originated in Germany.
Schudt, in his "J lid. Merck-

Drama

wurdigkeiten," vi., ch. 35, tells of a troupe of JudaeoGerman performers in Fraukfort-on-the-Main at the
beginning of the eighteenth century, of which the
director and " regisseur " was Bacrmau Limburg, author of the drama " Mekirat Yosef " (Sale of Joseph),
which was played under his supervision.
That
drama was published in the above-mentioned city in
1711 (see "Ozar ha-Sefarim," p. 326), and forms the
beginning of the Yiddish drama. Numerous other
dramatizations of the story of Joseph, of the Exodus, and of Esther and Ahasuerus were
Earliest
written in the succeeding two centuExamples. ries; but, with the exception of the
Esther plays by Goldfaden and Shaikevicli, are of interest to bibliographers only.
Saphir's farce, " Der Falsche Kaschtan " (1820), may be
mentioned here because it was written to criticize
Jewish communal affairs, while M. Miller's "Esther,
Oder die Belohnte Tugend " (Vienna, 1849), which is
also written in

German, but with Hebrew characters,

may

be cited as one of the latest productions not intended for the Yiddish-speaking masses.
A certain Schertspierer of Vienna wrote a drama,
"Moses," which was played in the newly established
Jewish theater in Warsaw in 1838 ("Allg. Zeit. des
Jud. 1838, No. 155). Of a later pre-Goldfaden Jewish theater, the one temporarily existing in Odessa
in 1864, it is known only that the dramas "Esther"

and "Athalia" were performed there ("Israelite,"
Cincinnati, vol. ii.. No. 3).
Aksenfeld's dramas

mark the beginning ot the Russian Yiddish drama,
the main purpose of which is the glorification of the
" Haskalah " or progressive movement.
Gottlober's
"Decktuch" (Warsaw, 1876) and Ettinger's "Serkele " (Johannesberg, 1861; Warsaw, 1875), which
were written between 1830 and 1840, belong to the
same class, to which also may be added I. B. Falkovich's " Reb Chaimele der Kozin " (Odessa, 1866) and
"Rochel die Singerin " (Jitomir, 1868).
Abramowitsch, in his masterpiece "Die Takse" (I'b. 1869),
like the true artist, spares neither friend nor foe; but
this work, like Zunser's extremely long "Mekirat
Yosef " (Wilna, 1893), was not intended for the stage,
and the dramatic form is only secondary.
The real Yiddish drama begins with Goldfaden,
who has not j'et been surpassed. When lie first established a permanent Yiddish theater, about 1875,
he composed about fifteen farce comedies, some entirely original and some adaj>ted from the German,
but all containing actual Jewish characters and ex-

"Die Rekruten,"
Die Babe mit dem Enikel, " " Shmen" Di(!
Kishufmacherin," and
<lriU,"
" Die Zwei Kunc-Lemels " arc the best
cellent caricatures.

The
Modern
Phase.

"

Of his later and more
and "Bar Kochba" are
probably the best two plays in the entire Yiddish
dramatic literature; they have been reprinted many
times and translated into several EiirciJcan languages.
His "Dr. AIniasada" (adapted from the
fJerman), his "Krtiiig Ahasuerus," and several
dramas which he wrote while in New York, are still
favorites with both actors and public.
Next to Golilfaden in point of time, and to pome
extent also in excellence, stands N. M. Shaikcvich
(Shomer), who began to write for the Yiddish stage

known

of these.

serious works, "Shulamit

"

Drama
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llis " JUilischrr
after it was ostablisliod.
Poritz." " Der Hi-vizoi" ^ll parody of Gogol's work

soon

of that uanu'), "Per Lobcuiiijror Todtor," und " Die
Kokote Darnell," written about 1879-80, possess
"
considenible merit, and Ids "Spanisehe Imiuisition
wjis tmnslated into Spanish
tina.

Another of the

and phiyed

in

earliest writers for the

ArgenYiddish

Ossip M. Lerner, who, among other transvery good one of Gutzkow's
"Uriel Acosta."
L. Lewinsohns "Weibersche
KuHphuh," which gives a droll description of the
scare caused among the Jewish women of a certain
community by the prospective repeal of "the ban
of U. Gershom " wliicli enjoins monogamy, went
througli at least three editions (Warsiiw, 1877;
Wilua, 1881). Epstein's "GeschmissenerApikores"
("Warsaw, 1879) and Ulrich Kalmus' "Geschichte
stiige is

lations, lias furnished a

fun a Seltenem Berit un a Geuarte Chasuue" (Warsaw, 1882) are crude, but possess some merit and
originality.
Katzenellenbogen's "Raslii," Lilienblum's " Discontist," and Mrs. H. E. Abramowich's
translation of Lessing's " Die Juden " also belong to
this period.

theater in London never attained
importance, and like similar theaters in Galicia or in some towns of the United States outside
of New York, it depended almost entirely on dramatic productions composed in Riftsiaaud, later, on
those compo.sed in New York. Jacobs, the author
or translator of the " Leichtsinuige " and of " Rahel
and Leah," both about 1888, and Rakov, author of a
" Dreyfus " play, are the only London Y'iddish dramThe real proatists of wliom we have information.
ductivity began in New York, where
New York, every well-established Y^iddi-sh theater
has its own playwright to provide new
plays at sliort intervals. Joseph Lateiner, one of
the earliest Yiddish dramatists of this generation,
was the first to arrive here with a troupe (1883), and
is considered the best of his kind.
He began his
career in Europe; his first productions iiere were
" Esther and Haman " and " Joseph and His Brethren "(1884).
He has .since then written more than
fifty plays, including comedies, tragedies, historical
operas, melodramas, etc., most of which are a compound of several dramatic forms, and in which the
staging is of more importance than the liteiary

The Yiddish

much

character.

M. Hurwitz,

who

arrived three years after La-

about as many and as various
Titles like "Tisza Eslar." "Shelome hapieces.
Melek," "Shabbethai Zebi," "Capital und Arbeit,"
"Mabul fun Johnstown," "Cuba," "Der Rambam,"
teiner, has written

"Jonah ha-Nabi," "Mary Berberi," .show the scope
and the variety of his dramatic works. Goldfaden
while in New York also composed several plays,
which, however, did not approach his former masShaikevich has also been active in New
Y^ork for several years, and some of his comedies,
e.g. "Die Emigranten" (1902), enjoy much poputerpieces.

larity.

Jacob Gordin, who has written for the New York
stage since 1891, is somewhat above the average of
Yiddish playwrights.
His adaptation, " Der Jiidischer K5nig Lear," and its counterpart, "Mirele
Efrot," and some other of his twenty odd pieces.
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have producetl a strong, though hardly a lasting,
M. Seifcrt is the author of about (if teen
or twenty pieces, of which an excellent short farce
comedy, "Die Gele Redactie" (The Editorial Room
of a "Yellow" Journal, 1!)()3), deserves to be mentioned. Rubens Weissnian, author of " Sarah," " Don
Yizhak Abravanel," and a few other pieces, possesses considerable talent.
John Paley is the author
of the "Nihilisten "; Morris Rosenfeld, the poet, of
" Der Letzter Kohen Godol " and Jacob Ter, among
others, has written a considerable number of dramatic works. Another Yiddish poet, A. M. Sharkanski, is the author of the historical dramas " Kol
Nidre" and " Unetane Tokef." L. Kobrin and B.
Gorin have written several dramatic works which
are not devoid of literary merit, while D. M. Hermalin represents the ultrarealistic school on the Yidimpii'ssion.

;

dish stage.
Several actors, like Thomashefski and Feinman,
have also written plays, but none has succeeded so

well as

Rudolph Marks, author of " Hayyim in Amer-

Der Bowery Tramp," etc., who has given to
the Yiddish stage some of the cleverest adaptations
of American character-plays.
Life in America is,
next to Biblical subjects, the most popular theme
with authors and audiences, and plays which portray
the humorous side of it are among the most popular
of contemporary Y^iddish dramas.
ica," "

Bibliography: Allg.

Zeit. dcs Jrid. xlv.. No. 34; U)w, Die
Lehcnaalter, pp. 295-300, Szegedln, 187.5 Delnard, Mossa' heKuropa, pp. 133 et seq., Presburg, 1H&5; Max AI)ruinovich,
Mein Tlieater-Mn^azin (a song in which the names of :i!T
Yiddish plays are strung together). New York, 1895; Wiener,
Yiddish Literature in the Nineteenth Centum, New York,
1899; Die Jildische Btthne, New York, 1897; Meisach, lUi^
mat YizhaH, Warsaw, 1889.
;
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DRAWER

Wi.

OF WATER: A proverbial expres-

sion always found in connection with " hewer of
wood " (Deut. xxix. 11 Josh. ix. 21, 23, 27). When
the fraud practised by the Gibeonites was discov;

ered, the Israelites, since they had taken an oath to
defend them, and therefore could not put them to
death (see Covenant), made the Gibeonites perform
the menial work of drawing the water and cutting
and gathering the wood for the Tabernacle and later
for the Temple service.
The water was drawn from
the well, put into goatskins, and so carried.
If the
man had a donkey, two goatskins could be carried
The
at one time, slung across the animal's back.
drawer of water is still a familiar figure in the Orient.

SeeGiBEON; Nethinim.
G. B. L.

E. G. «.

DREAMS.— Biblical

Data

:

Dreams have

at

peoples received much attention.
In the youth of a nation, as in the youth
of an individual, dreams are so vivid that they
appear to be hardly distinguishable from reality.
"In the primitive stages of human development,
when all insight into the laws of nature and of the
human mind was lacking, dream-images were taken
to be actual realities " (Lehmann, " Aberglaube und
Zauberei," p. 414, Stuttgart, 1898). Dreams were
not explained physiologically or psychologically,
but were ascribed to intercourse with spirits or taken
to be inspirations of the gods.
As spirits and gods
were supposed to be conversant with the things
all

times and

among

all

that are hidden, yet unborn, dreams were looked
upon as tlieir whisperings, having the value of divinations and predictions.
Since the language of
spirits and gods, however, is not like the speech

of men, it became necessary that dreams
interpreted, which was possible only to
man " who liad intercourse with spirits
In this way the " science " of dreams and
terpretatiim came into existence.

should be
the "wise
and gods.

dream-in

the comprehension of the Biband Talmudical stories summarized below to
compare them with the oneiromancj^and oneirocriticism of the ancient world, which are amply treated
in Lehmann's book, as well as in the various dictionaries of antiquities, such as Daremberg and Saglio's " Dictionnaire des Antiquites Grecques et
Romaines" (ii. 306-308) and Ennemoser's "Gesch.
It is sufficient for

der Magie" (pp. 13-2-141, Leipslc, 1844).
in "Primitive Culture" (i. 122, 303, 439;

Tylor,
ii.

411),

discusses the question from the ethnographic point
of view.

The Bible attaches importance
shown by well-known instances in

to

dreams, as

Genesis.

is

But in
always

conformity with its strict monotheism, it is
God who speaks through dreams, either to make
known His will or to announce future events. It must
be noted, furthermore, that the dreams recorded in
the Bible are, almost without exception, intended
for the benefit of the race in general and not for
that of single individuals (Gen. xx. 3; xxviii. 12;
xxxi. 10, 24; xxxvii. 5, 9; xl.
xli.
Judges vii.
13; I Kings iii. 5, l^; Dan. ii. and iv.).
The two
interpreters of dreams mentioned by name, Joseph
and Daniel, expressly refer to the inspiration of
God in their interpretations (Gen. xli. 16, 25; Dan.
;

;

Daniel even has dreams and interpretations
a "vision of the night."
Dreams were also
taken as divine revelations even if they referred
only to the dreamer himself (compare Job xxxiii.
19).

in

14 et

seq.).

Job looks upon the disquieting dreams and the
dreadful vi.sions of sleep as terrors sent by God (vii.

The prophet

14).

Dreams
and

also

received his

during sleep: in some cases
God spoke with him; in others, God
Prophecy, ciiuscd him to behold a vision (Dan. i.
Only .Mf)ses spoke with God face
17).
to face, wiliiout the intervention of dreams, visions,
or riddles

|)ropliecies

(Num.

xii.

5

et ferj.).

and dreamers are mentioned together
brrause of the connection between prophecy and
dreams (T Sam. xxviii. 6, 15; Dent. xiii. 2, 4; Jer.
I'roplu'tM

xxiii. 2.5-32,

my

xxvii.

upon

9.

xxix.

8).

"I will jxnir out

and your sfins and your
daughters shall prophesy, your old men shall dream
dnams, and your young men shall see visions" (Joel
ii. 2H),
There is nothing to indicate how the dreams
of the true prophets were distinguished from those
of the false ones.
The higher kind of prophet, however, beheld the vision while awake, either by day
or by night (Zech. i. H. iv.
Gen. xv. 12; I'Sani.
iii.
3,4; II Sam. vii. 4 etnef/.; Dillmann, "Jlnndbuch der Alttestamentlichen Theologie," pp. 476 ct
spirit

all

flesh;

1

seq.,

;

Lcipsic, 1HJ)5).

The

interpretations of dreams in the Bible arc not
dependent upon astrology nor upon any other occtilt

Dreams

science, but are simple and ingenuous.
The dreams
are interpreted symbolically.
Seven fat kine mean

seven fat years,

The recurrence

etc.

Interpreta- of the dream means that it will surely
tion
come to pass within a short time (Gen.
of Dreams, xli. 32). The dreams of Nebuchadnezzar (Dan. ii. and iv.) are huger and
more fantastic, and their interpretation, especially
that of the second one, may be termed allegorical.
Judges vii. 13 is also interpreted symbolically.

lical

ii.
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In Rabbinical Literature

:

Jewish tradition

furnishes abundant material relating to dreams, the
Babylonian Talmud which originated (200-500) in
the home of the Chaldeans, the magicians of the ancient world
being especially rich in them. Berakot
(55-58) is a veritable storehouse of dream-interpretations.
The following selections will present the
views of Palestinian and Babylonian Jews during the
first five centuries of the common era.
The fact that the most famous teachers frequently
discuss dreams and enunciate doctrines regarding
them, shows the strong hold dreams had upon the
minds even of the intellectual leaders of Judaism.
Belief in dreams was the rule; doubt concerning
them, the exception.
Johanan ben Zakkai dreamed that liis sister's sons
would lose 700 denarii in that year. He therefore
pressed them to give alms frequently, so that they
might lose that simi gradually in a noble way
(B. B. 10a).
man felt some compunction regarding the money left him by his father, which he suspected to be tithe-money. The dispenser of dreams

—

—

A

(Dlpnn 7]}2) appeared to him, and named the place,
the sum, and the uses to which the money was to be
put.
The scholars held that in such cases dreams
could not be taken seriously, and declared the money
be secular (To.sef., Ma'aser Sheni, v. 9; Sanh.
In a similar story it was the father instead of
the dispenser of dreams who appeared to the son
(Yer. Ma'aser Sheni 55b).
Although God had
turned His face from Israel, He yet spoke in dreams
to individuals (Hag. 5b).
In conformity with this
view, dreams have been regarded as suggestions from
Heaven. The patriarch Gamaliel II. 's qualms of
conscience were allayed in a dream (Ber. 28a).
In
the same way the opposing scholars were enjoined
to make their ]ieace with the patriarch Simon ben
Gamaliel (Hor. 13b).
Mc'ir had no confidence in a certain iimkeeper
with an ill-omened name; but two of his colleagues
made light of his suspicions; whereupon McYr was
warned against the man in a dream (YomaK3b).
Hints through Biblical jtassages were given in
Hanina had
dreams (Yeb. 931); Sotah 31a; etc.).
a dream in which Kah was hanged on a tree; he in
lerpreted this to mean that Hab would be his successor, and therefore treated him as an implacable
to

30a).

enemy (Yoma

H7b).

When

K.

Nahma spoke

irrev-

erently of Saul, terrifying angels appeared to him in
For a similar reason King Manasa dream (I'h. 22b).
sell ajipeared to K. Ashi in a dream (Sanh. 102b).
When Haba forced rain tocome, his father appeared
One
in a dream and scolded him (Ta'an. 24b).

whom

R.

thank him

Judah h:id honored in death came to
Even an idol
in a dream (Shab. 152b).

Dreams
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in u ilrnim, iil ii tiiiu- wlicii tluTc was
(Al). Zanih r).M>),
Ualm piayril that lie
inigbt rocoive in a d roam tlio answi-r to a (iillicult
question (Mfu. 67a). This actually happened in tlic
case of R. .lohanan (Men. 84b, jxiuf'iiu). Many teach
ers of the Law desired to see famous authorities of

npponrod
droiii^ht

past ages in their dreams, and had their wishes
granted (Heel. K. i.\. 10). If anyone Avas jiut under
ban in a dream, ten persons had to absolve him
(Ned. 8a); but if a pagan wished to embrace Judaism because he had been advised in a dream to do so,
he was not accepted (Yeb. 24b).

A

was made between good and evil
He who goes to bed in a cheerful frame of

distinction

dreams.

mind

shown" a good dream (Shab.
which may come to pass within
twenty-two years (Ber. 55b).
Good
Dreams.
jiersons do not have good dreams, nor
have bad ones evil dreams (t6.). As
evil dreams naturally caused anxiety, people prayed
not to be disturbed by them (13cr. (30b). The most
common and ellicient iireventive of evil dreams Avas
fasting (m^n n'jyn), still practised by many persons (Shab. 11a). It is not always clear what constitutes a good or an evil dream.
A skilful interpretation consisted in an ingenious
answer, that often explained two ^milar dreams in
entirely opposite ways.
A man came to R. Jose ben
Halafta, saying: "I was told in a dream to go to
Kapudkia [C'appadocia], where I should find the

Good
and Evil

money

of

"is

30b),

my

deceased father."

Jose explained the

dream as follows " Count ten beams in jour house,
and in the tenth you will find the treasure, for
'Kapudkia' means NQp [="beam"] and N^llpT
:

[=

"decuria," " ten

"J

" (for

a similar analysis of the

same name see Krauss, " Lehuworter," ii. 459a). The
same famous teacher of the Law interjireted a dream
of an olive-wreath to mean that the dreamer would
advance in the Avorld; while he said to another man
who had had a like dream, that he would be beaten.
When the latter asked him why his interpretations
differed, Jose replied: "The other man saw the olives growing, whereas you saw them after they had
been picked

",

the latter idea being expressed in He-

brew by the words meaning " to beat down " (Y er.
Ma'aser Sheni 55b). Sudi interpretations arc generall}' based on folk-etymology, a striking example of
which is given in Blau's " Altjlldisches Zauberwesen " (p. 166). The personality of the dreamer
was also considered, so that the same dream (for
instance, of drinking wine) might mean success in
the case of a .scholar, and misfortune in the case of
an unlettered person iih.).
The dreamer as a rule was unable to interpret his
own dream (Yoma 28b). Hence the need of interpreters, who were numerous, and asked payment for

The good-will of the inwas sought by presents, for
was believed that all dreams came

their skill.

Interpreters
of

terpreler
it

Dreams,

true according to the interpretation
(Yer. Ma'aser Sheni 57c; compare
Bacher in "Rev. Et. Juives," xxvii. 141).
Even
trarhers of the Law demanded a fee for interpret-

They were consulted also by pagans,
Jews consulted pagan "Chaldeans." Raba
and Abaye, two Babylonian leaders of schools in the
ing a dream.
just as

656

tiist lialf (if tiic fdiirth century, laid their dreams
bd'orc a Clialdcan of tlic name of Bar Hctlia, whose
avarice anil lying were denounced. " Whoever gave

him a
no

fee got a favorable answer,

and whoever gave

an unfavorable one" (I}cr. 56a).
He was
held up to ritlicule, and yet in spite of it was taken
fee got

seriously.

Hisda, a Babylonian of the third century, laid
the following rules: Every dream, excepting
those which occur during fasting, means something.
A dream not interjircted is like a letter unread.
Neither good nor evil dreams come true entirely.
An evil dream is better than a good one, since it
leads to repentance; the former is anRules
nulled by the i)ain it causes, and the
Concerning latter by the joy (Ber. 55;.). Similar
Dreams.
views are expressed by other Babylojiian jimoraim.
An evil dream can be
turned away, according to R. Johanan, by saying
to three persons: " I have had a good dream " they
replying: " Yes, it is good; let it be good; may God
change it to good," etc. The evil dream can also
be annulled by means of certain Bible verses. The
prayer for good dreams, which the congregation still
pronounces after the first and second blessings of the
priest, is recommended as early as the Talmud (Ber.
55b).
In addition to learned interpretations for
instance, on the meanings of Biblical passages occurring in dreams there are also those of a folklore
character; e.g., a red horse is an ill omen and a
white horse a good omen (Sanh. 93a). A t3, the in-

down

;

—

—

of 2M2 ("good
diversity of dreams
terpreter remunerative.
itial letter

The

a good omen (B. K.).
made the profession of inThe fee i)aid for an inter-

"), is

pretation was generall}^ one denarius.
There were
twenty-four interpreters in Jerusalem, each one of
whom would, of course, interpret a dream dilTerently from the others.
Belief in dreams

which

was

criticized as early as Eccle-

to be vanity (ch. v.).
In view of the general and implicit belief in dreams
obtaining in the ancient world, Sirach's disbelief
in them is proof of his advanced thought.
He expresses his views as follows (xxxi. [xxxiv.] 1-8,
siastes, in

it is dec.-lared

R. v.):
Vain and false hopes are for a man void of understanding;
and dreams (jive wings to fools.
As one that catchetb at a shadow, and foUoweth after the
wind, so is he that setteth his mind on dreams.
The vision of dreams is as this thing against that, the likeness
of a face over against a face.

Of an unclean thing what shall be cleansed? And of that
which is false what shall be true ?
Divinations and soothsayings and dreams are vain and the
;

heart fancleth, as a woman's in travail.
If they be not .sent from the Most Eigh In thy visitation, give
not thy heart unto them.
For dreams have led many astray; and they have failed by
putting their hope in them.
Without lying shall the Law be accomplished; and wisdom is
perfection to a faithful uiouth.

criticism of R. Simon ben Yohai (c. 150), howshows a certain belief in the meaning of dreams
he says " As there is no grain without chaff, so there
But his contemis no dream without vain things."
"
porary R. Me'ir says, " Dreams do not help nor harm
(Hor. 13b).
It is noteworthy that Philo wrote five
books on dreams (Schiirer, "Gesch." 3d ed., iii.
In view of these facts the psycho510, note 61).

The

ever,

:

logic interpretations of dreams by the wise rabbi
Joshua ben Hananya (<^. 100) are worthy of note.
As Nebuchadnezzar once asked the Chaldeans, so a
Roman emperor (probably Hadrian) asked Joshua
what he (Hadrian) was going to dream. Joshua
answered: "You shall dream that the Persians will
vanquish and ill-treat you." Reflecting on this the
whole day, the emperor dreamed accordingly (Ber.
o6a). Samuel (d. 257) gave a similar and equally efNotwithstandective answer to the Persian king.

ing these exceptions, it may be said that the Jews of
antiquity held almost the same views regarding
dreams as did other ancient peoples.
Bibliography

:
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In Jewish Folk-Lore Uncultured Jews share
with, and in most cases derive from, their neighbors
most of their superstitions relating to dreams. The
general principle seems to be that dreams go by
Thus, if you dream of death, it is a
contraries.
This belief is common to
sign that you will live.
English, Dutch, and Russian Jews. On the other
:

a saying that a sixtieth part of every
since a dream is that pait of prophecy
(Ber. 57b). But not all dreams follow tlie rule of contraries; thus, if a Russian Jew dreams that a dog attempts to bite him, it is regarded as a sign that his
enemies wish to harm him. It is generally thought
that thedead pay visits to the livingin dreams; this
is curh-nt among the German peasantry (Grimm, list
of superstitions at the end of " Teutonic My tholog)',"
No. 633). To dream that a dead person brings fruit
with him is regarded as a sign that he is in paradise.
It would also appear that Jewish popuhir tliought
regards the dream-world as in direct conimunicatiou
with heaven, for the familiar dream-experience of a
sudden fall is regarded as a sign that the soul has
been suddenly ejected from heaven. On the other
hand, it is considered unlucky to accept
a dream
a present from one dead. This is found as early as
tlie tliirteentii century in the " Zawwa'ah " of Judah
Hasid, t; 13.
If an unpropitious or in other ways
" had " dream occurs to a pious Jew, he will fast the
next day. It is therefore considered an evil omen to
have a bad dream on Yom Kippur, wlicn fasting is
obligatory, and the dreamer can not ward o(T the ill
effects f)f his dream by a special fast for that purpose.
Hence tiie curioiis recipe for preventing bad
<lreams found amonir the Jews of Minsk, who .say.
"Got is a har, Dcr holcm is a nar; Wos vet mir zich
haintigo naclit holcnien, Wei i<rh morgen nit fasten "
(God is master, Tiie flream is a fool; Whatever
1 will
I may dnain to-nigiit,
not fast to-morrow).
Till- assumi)tion is that the ruler of dreams, finding
that he can nf)t force the dreamer to fast, will not
take the trouble to send him a bad drram.
Dreams
are sup|)osed to result in the; way they are interpreted, and accordingly it is unwise to tell your
<lrcam to a fool; he might interpret it in an unfavorable way.

band, there

dream

is

is true,

m

The Jews

of eastern P^iropc; have still their spedream-book, a Yiddish translation of Almoli's
"Pitron Ilal'iinot." an edition fif which was published as late as 1902 in Brooklyn, New York.
This

cial

IV. -42

dreams

with their subjects
dead; or milk,
cheese, butter, etc.
A few examples

classifies

— as

Dreschfeld
in accordance

aniiuals, plants, angels, or the

Dream-

will suffice to indicate the character

Book.

If you dream that an
of the work.
ox gores you, 5'ou will live long; that
you see demons, you will earn a great deal of money;
that you drink milk, you will fall ill, but rapidly recover.
These puerilities are probably derived from
medieval dream '"jooks of the ^Mohammedans, since
Solomon ben Jacob Al.moli lived in Constantinople.
A.

J.

MARKUS

DREIFUS,

Swiss teacher and
editor; born at Enciiugeu, canton Aargau, Switzerland, 1812; died at Zurich May 30, 1877.
After
attending the Talmud school and the seminary at
Karlsruhe, and studying for a few terms at the University of Basel, he became in 1835 a teacher in the
Hebrew parochial school of Endingen holding that
position, with temporary interruptions, until 1870.
For a few years he was a teacher at Geneva, and for
a short time editor of a political paper, " Der LandThe last years of his life he
bote," at Winterthur.
spent as teacher of religion at Zurich, where he died.
Dreifus, who was a grandson of R. Abraham Ris,
was courageously and incessantly active in behalf
of the civic and social betterment of his Swiss coreligionists; he and his friend M. Bernheim, teacher
in Lengnau, being enthusiastic pioneers of religious
reform.
He endeavored to further the emancipation
of the Swiss Jews by several small works and many
articles in various Swiss journals.
He published
"Zur Wiirdigung des Judenthums Unter Seinen
Nichtbekennern," Winterthur, 1860; 2d ed., with

G.

:

;

l)reface

by M. Kayserling,

ib.

1862.
:m.

s.

German

Iv.

MEN AHEM BEN ABRAHAM.-

DREIFUS,

rabbi and writer; he belonged to the widely

family and signed himself C'VID.
For manj' decades he was rabbi in Sulzburg, Baden,
where he died in 1880. He is the author of a code
giving the indivi<huU duties incumbent on an Israelite, published under the title " Orah i\lesharim,
Miilhausen, 1858; 2d ed., Mayence, 1878. A Hebrew
eulogy on the author by his brother-in-law Raphael
Worm.ser, rabbi in Soulz, Alsace, forms a iirelude to
related Treves

the work.
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DRESCHFELD, LEOPOLD:

K.

Physician and
coiiiiMUiiul woikcj-; bdiii ill Hiimiicrg, Bavaria, 1824;
He
died at Manchester, England, Oct. 21, 1897.
studied medicine and denbil surgery in Germany,
fought in the Hevolution of 1848, and subsequently
settled down in Aliiiichester, where he became one of
Dreschfeld identith<! leading dental iiractitioncrs.
fied himself with all educational movement.'^ for the
advancement of his profession was one of the founders of the Victoria Dental Hospital; was elected
presidfiif of tlur Odontological Society (1888); and
wrof(; a treatise on " Dentistry Among the Aneients."
He was also elected president of the Students' Society; wa.s on the committee of Owens College; was
consulting surgeon to the Virlqria Hospital, and a
life member of the Odontological Society.
;
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DRESDEN

-*7.

Capital of tlic kii\giloniof Saxony;
The presence
eituatod on both banks of lie Elbe.
of Jews in the eity or in its vicinity as early as the
:

I

bejriuniug of the eleventh eentury is evidenced l)y
the proceedings against Margrave Gunzelin (1010),
who. among others, was accused of selling Ciiristian
The first otliciul docuslaves to Jewish merchants.
ment, however, directly concerning the Jews of
Dresden, as well as those of the other cities of Meissen, is dated \'2G'^.
In that year Henry the Illustrious regulated the differences between Ciiristians
and Jews. From these regulations it may be inferred that the main occupation of the Dresden Jews
was money lending.
According to an old chronicle, a great auto da fe
of the Dresden Jews took place on Shrove Tuesday,

1349 ("Chron.
"Script. Rer.

Parvum
Germ."

ii.

Dresdense," in
332).

Menken's

It is possible

In 174(5 new regulations were issued, rendering
residence in the city unbearable to those Jews who

by special permission had settled there. They were
not allowed to build a synagogue, but had to meet
l)rivately and to jireserve the strictest silence.
heavy poll-tax was imposed, which was further increased in 1749.
Still the conununity
Regu- gradually increased, and at length the
absence of a Jewish cemetery was
latious.
keenly felt. After many negotiations
the Jews obtained from the government a plot of
ground in Neustadt for the sum of 1,000 thalers,
paying 5 thalers for each interment. The first to be
buried in the cemetery was the widow of Isaac
Meyer, bullion contractor to the mint.
The government continued to hamper the development of the community. New laws were enacted
in 1772, restricting still further the right of settle-

A

New

1H07.

G. L.

.1.
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that

was connected with the Black Death, although
Dresden was but slightly attacked b}' the plague.
The Dresden Jews figure again in otticial documents in 1368, with regard to special taxes imposed
upon them, amounting to 1,000 gulden every other
3-ear.
In 1425 Duke Frederick reduced these to 875
gidden, with the stipulation that tlie sum should be
paid in gold of good quality and of a certain weight.
Accused, in 1430 or 1432, of favoring the Hussites,
the Jews were banished from Dresden, and their
synagogue, .situated in the place which
still bears the name "Judenhof, " was
Jews
Banished, transformed into a distillery.
The
banishment, however, seems not to
have been general, as exceptions were made in favor
of those Jews whose services to the city were recognized.
Thus in 1448 the princes p]rnst and Albreclit
granted to a Jewish physician named Waroch (probably Bartik), with his two sons Mei'r and Moses, the
privilege of settling in Dresden on the condition
that Waroch should attend all the patients committed to his care by the princes. Fdr this service
he was to receive yearly thirty bushels of corn, one
cask of wine, and a cow.
In 17(X) the court factors of August II., ^erends
Lehman and Jonas Meyer, who had hitherto lived at
Hamburg, settled in Dresden. They were .soon followed by luany other Jews, whom they took under
tlieir protection.
During the following twenty-five
years the number of Jews living at Dresden must
have greatly increased; for in 1725 the government,
which endeavored to enforce the decree of banishment, thought it neces.sary to issue an order forbid
ding to those Jev\'s who did not belong to the housethis

holds of the court factors the right to sojourn in
Dresden, except while fairs were being held. Ten
years later the Christian merchants of Dresden
lodged with the government a complaint against
Jewish competition.

No Jew was allowed to reside in
without special permission. In order that
no unprivileged Jtfw might be clandestinely harbored, each Jewish family was subjected to a
ment

tlie

in Dresden.

city

monthly police

visitation.

The

poll-tax

was

in-

creased everj-^ adult male being assessed 70 thalers
annually, in addition to a tax upon Ids wife and
;

The price of a permit for a Jewish marriage was 40 thalers.
Every means of gaining a livelihood was barred to the Jews, with the exception
of money-lending and of rag-dealing in the Juden-

children.

hof.

Many were

and

in 1777 several

thus unable to pay their taxes,
hundreds would have been banished but for the intervention of Moses Mendelssohn.
Still, in spite of all these restrictions, at the end of
the eighteenth century there were about 900 Jews in
Dresden. In 1803 the conmiunity organized, and
nominated as rabbi David Wolf Landau of Lissa,
who filled the office for fifteen years.
Successive He was assisted by the leaders, Mendel

Rabbis.

Samuel Kaim, and Hirsh Beer.
1820 to 1861 Dr. Bernhard Beer
was very active in promoting both the spiritual and
material welfare of the community.
Landau was
succeeded in the rabbinate by Abraham Levy, who
in 1835 was followed byZacharias Frilnkel.
Owing
to the great abilities and zeal of the latter, the community obtained in 1837 permission to build a S3^nagogue, which was inaugurated in 1840.
Schie,

From

The political situation of the Dresden Jews remained precarious. Some trades and handicrafts
were opened to them by the decree of 1838; but their
disabilities were still very numerous, and the repeated petitions of the community and the intervention on their behalf of .some Christian notables, as
the philosopher Krug, were of little avail.
The government of Saxony remained deaf to all solicitations,
despite examples of more favorable treatment of the
Jews shown by neighboring countries. It was not
till 1868 that the Dresden Jews, after a long and persistent struggle, secured all the rights of citizenship.

6n the removal of Frankel to Breslau in 1854,
Dr. Wolf Landau succeeded him, and in 1886 the
present rabbi, Dr. .Jacob Winter, was elected.
In
1901 the Jewish population of Dresden aggregated
2,547.
The community has ten charitable institutions, most of which date from the end of the eight-

eenth century
foundations.

;

it

also has a large

number of private

Sidori (Isidor Kaim), Gesch. der Jiiden in
Sachsen, Lelpsic, 1840; Pinner, Wait Haben die Israeliten
in Sachseu zu Hoffeni p. 74, \h. 1KJ3; M. B. Lindau. Gesch.
der Haupt- und ResidenzMadt Diexden, Dresden, 1859;
Emll Lehmann, Ein Halhjahrhinidert iti der I»r. Religio7isgemeinde zu Drei^den, Dresden, 1890; Gratz, Gexch. 1. 290;
Jost, Nettere Gesch. der litraeUteit, i. 23i> et seq.; Alphonse
Levy, Ge«ch. der Judeyi in Sachaen, Berlin, 1901.
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DBETJX

Br.

Chief town of
(Hebr. K'-'m or
the arrondissement of the department of Eure-etFrom the twelfth ceuturj-, Jews
Loiie. France.
were living in this locality, where they were considIn acered the property of the Countess of Dreux.
:

cordance with a convention concluded between King
Louis and the barons at Melun in 1230, the Jews
could be brought back to their old homes by force
This happened in 1234,
in case they had emigrated.
when Louis ordered Thibaud, Count of Champagne,
to restore to the Countess of Dreux the Jews that he
held unlawful!}-, and the ownership of whom would
be for her a source of revenue.
Abraham ibn Ezra was in Dreux from 1155 to 1157.
Scholars of Dreux attended the synod of Troyes
In the thirteenth century it was the resiin 1160.
dence of many eminent rabbis, including Solomon,
surnamed "the Saint." chief of the academj', and
esteemed as a Tosafist; Jo.seph ben Solomon; Perez
ben Menahem Menahem Vardiinas, a contemporary
of Sire Leon and of Jehiel of Paris: and Cresbia or
C'resbito, who is by some identified with Berechiah
;

ha-Nakdan

(see

Jew. Ekcvc.

iii.

53

et seq.).
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DREYFUS, ABRAHAM:

French journalist
and dramati.sl; born at Paris June 21, 1847. His
first literary efforts took the form of two poetic fanTo these were added the following
tasies (1870).
plays, mostl}' comedies: " Un Monsieur en Habit
Noir" (1872), in one act and witli only one jjcrsonage, brought out at tlie Vaudeville; "Manages
Riches" (Vaudeville, 1876); "Chez Elle " (with
Cliarles Narray, Vaudeville, 1877); "Un Crane sous
uiic Tempr'te"" (Oalte, 1878); "Pour Sauver une
Jeune Feinme du Monde," " La Victime," and "La
Gifle" (Palais Royal, 1878-80); " Le Klephte
(Odeon. 1881); " L'Institiition Sainfc-Catlieriiie
(Odeon, 1881); " Battez Philidor " (Opera ("omique,
1882) and " Une Rupture" (Theatre Fran(,-ais, 1885)
"L.-s Amis" (Th<'utre Antoinc, 1898); " Dc 1 Heures
li 3 HcurcH," a comedy.
Home of these pieces have been collected by tiie
;

autlior in

three

vobmns

Litteraire et Pf)liti(iue."

(U)-

In this last journal, under
Monsirur Yosse," Dreyfus wrote
a series of humorous reflections on the city and tlie
theater.
Mention may also be made of two lectures

nom

dc pbime

"

—

given by Dre}'fus, one at Brussels "Comment se
Fait une Piece de Theatre," and the other before
the Societe des Etudes Juives
"Le Juif au
Theatre."
Dreyfus is a man of heart as well as of brains, as
he has proved duiing the anti-Semitic agitations and
in the celebrated Dreyfus case.
He has not hesitated to use his pen in the service of his coreligion-

—

and his polemic waged in "L'Aurore" was
marked by acuteness as well as by a frank expression
of opinion other articles b}' him on the Jewish question have appeared in the "Si^cle" and "Le Soir."
6.
M. Bi,.
ists,

;

DREYFUS,
Dreyfus

CAPTAIN

ALFRED.

See

C.\se.

DREYFUS, FERDINAND French politician
and deputy born at Paris May 5, 1849. He became editor of the "Siecle," and was elected by the
Republican party (March, 1880) as district deputy
of Rambouillet (Seinc-et-Oise).
He was reelected in
August, 1881, but lost his seat in 1885, and was de:

;

feated again in
"

1889.

He

is

author

the

Manuel Populaire du Conseiller Municipal

of the

"

(Paris,

1884).

Bibliography

:

La Grande

Encyclopedie,

s.v.

V. E.
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DREYFUS,

FERDINAND CAMILLE
-

:

born in Paris Aug. 19, 1851.
After a classical and commercial education he prepared himself for the Ecole Polytechnique, but on
the outbreak of the Franco-Prussian war left his
studies to serve as a volunteer.
In 1873 he became
editor of "L'Avenir de la Sarthe," and served five
months in prison for opposing the dictatorship of
MacMahon. He afterward controlled " Le Liberal de
In 1879 he became chief of the bureau
la Vendee."
of the financial under-secretarj', and later represented

French

politician;

government at the Brussels Exhibition.
Becoming editor of " La Lanterne " in 1882, he
founded two years later " Le Matin." In Dec, 1882,
he was cho.sen to represent the Gros-Caillon quarter
in the Paris Municipal Council, and was reelected
Dreyfus in this position showed a remarkin 1884.
the

able aptitude for finance.
In Oct., 1885, he was
elected deputy by the department of the Seine, and
was reelected, for the Twelfth District, in 1889. in
opposition to a Boulangist candidate.
radical, with
wide schemes of reform, Dreyfus sat witli the KxtrciiH! I^eft.
He was appointed a member of tlie

A

army commission, and also on tiiat
He lias fought many duels, one with

of espionage.
the late MarHis publications in-

<iuis(le Mores, tlu; anil Semite.
clude: "Une Dictature" (Le Mans, 1874); "Oiboyer
Saint-Pelagie" (Paris, 1875); "L'Evolution des
il
" Les Traites
.Mondes et des Societes " (Paris, 1888)
de Commerce" (Tours, 1879); " Le Tunnel du Sim" (Paris. 1879); " L'Anl)]()n et les Interns Francais
gleterre, son (louvernerncnl. ses Institutions" (Paris,
1881); " La Guerre Necessaire, Reponse d'un FranDreyfus
cais i\ M. de Bismarck" (Paris, 1890).
is also secretary and [lart founder of "La Grande
P^icyclopedie." He is a member of the Legion of
;

entitled "Jouoiis la

medie" (1H87), " Scenes dc In Vie dc Tliealre " (i'ans,
1H79), and " L'Inccndicdes Folics Pla.Htiques" (1886).
He lias puhlislicd two volumes of notes on the
theatrical worlil, and other articles have appeared
in "La Vie I'ansicnnc," " Lc XIX' SiiVle," "L'lllustration." "Cil Hlas.""Le Temps." and "I^-vue
tiie

Dresden
Dreyfus
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La Grande

Encyclopedie,

b.v.;

Vapereau'a

Tyicti4)nnaire, s.v.
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V. E.

Dreyfus, Samuel
Dreyfus Case
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DREYFUS, SAMUEL:
Alsiui'; ilirilJuiu', ItSTd.

Kabbi of MuUmuson,

Ho was

fate of niinistries, and even of presidents of the
French republic, it deserves full treatment in these
paijes, as the Jewish aspects of the case were from

oiio of tlicoarlicst

pupils of tlio mbbiiiical school of Motz, liaviii,^; beeu
An oxcclleiit Hebraamoiii; the first matriculatos.
ist and proaoJH'r, In- was ambitious to become a

He

first to last its leadinj?

feature.

The virulence of
was indirectly the

the passions aroused by the
case
result of the spread of AntiSicMiTisM in France, due partly to the failure of the
Union Generale a Catholic banking establisluncMt
I.

not succeed, however, and felt
He published several
bis disappointment keenly.
works, contributed to "L'Univcrs Israelite," and

chief nibbi.
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The Boroereau, upon Which Dreyfus Was Convicted

founded a monthly, "Le Lien," which was not successful, and was soon discontinued.
BiBLiOGKAFHY: L'L'niverx hraiUte,
S.

DREYFUS CASE

18«J9-70, pp. GIB, 641.

A. E.

(" L'AflFaire Dreyfus ")

:

Memorable trials of Capt. Alfied Dreyfus, ollicer
in the French army, in 1894 and 18H9, involving
political complications and convulsions of the highest importance, rending France into two sections, and
attracting the attention of the whole civilized world
for nearly two years.
As probably the best-known
"cause celebre " of modern times, which involved the

(Continued on following page).

—

which aimed at superseding Jewish finance in 1885,
and partly to the publication of Drumout's book "La
France Juive " in 1886. But the case itself was more
immediately the outcome of the conOrigin of tinuous attack made upon the presthe Case, ence of the Jews as olticcrs in the
French army by Drumont and others
in tiie journal "La Libre Parole," founded with the
help of the Jesuits in 1892.
The articles of the "Libre Parole," which denounced the Jewish ofTicers as intriguers and future
traitors, led a Jewish captain of dragoons, Ckemieu-

Dreyfus, Samuel
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FoA. to declare that he resented as a personal insult the slanderous assault made upon the body
lie I'ouglit a duel, first with
of Jewish officeis.
Drumont, then with Lamase, under whose name the
It had been agreed that the
articles had appeared.

Dreyfus Case

quis.
The duel was fought on June 23, the Jewish
captain being mortally wounded at the first attack; he died a few days after the duel.
Owing to
the sensation that was caused by this event, the
"Libre Parole" thought it wise to stop the cam-

1

~4

->^

,1^

\i}ir

•

•m.nttllf^

,

»»*.

N
•.

TlIK DOKDKIIEAU,

UPON WHICH DREYKU3 WaS CONVICTKI).

proceedings should not be made pubof Cremieu-Foa, following the
advice of Captain f^sterhazy, one of the; J(!wisli
captain's seconds, coinmunicated the
Cremicu- report (o tiic "Matin."
Foa and
The >Iarf|iiiHdc Mor^s.who had been
Mayer
chief second of Lauja.se, and was a
Duels.
well-known anti-Semite and famous
report of

lic.

tlic

The brother

duf'list,

lifld

Cajitain

^laytr,

chief

second of Cr«'mieu-Foa, responsible for tlie inadvertence.
Though totally innocent of any part in the
matter, Mayer accepted a challenge from the mar-

paign against
orders.

the

Jewish

But the desired

ollicers

result

until

further

had been obtained;
baptism of blnod.

had received its
the military services reorganized after
the war of 1870 was that of tlic Intelligence Department (the secret service). whirl) had asoiieof its j)iincipal occupations to watch tlie German eml)assy.

anti Seinitism

II.

Among

Mllnster, owing to an affair
involving theCierman military attache, liad promised
on his word of hmior that for the future Ids attaches
sliould absf^iin from liribing- the French odicers or

The ambassador, Count

olHcials.

But

it

was known

at

tlie

Intelligence

THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA
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Otlirc

tliiU

lU'w attarhi', Coloiu-l Si-liwiirzkoptlic knowlfilgi' of tlu' am

tlu'

probably witliout

pi'ii.

bassiulor, loiitiiiiu'il to fiitiTtain

The Intelli^nce
Department.

spies,
\viti>

being
tlie

in liiirct

War

i)aiil

eonespondence

Ollico in

Ae-

Berlin.

eonliniT to inilications fiiinisheil by a
former Spanish military attache, Sefior

Val Carlos, Sclnvarzkoppen and the
Italian military representative, Ci)lonel Pani/./anli,
had come to an agreement to exchange the results

of whatever discoveries they might make; and to
keep an eye on this plotting the Intelligence Oftice
succeeded in securing the help of a charwoman
I'lnployed at tlie German embassy, a Madame
Hastian, who collected carefully all the scraps of
paper, torn up or half-burnt, which she found
in the waste-paper baskets or in the fireplace of
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"II.'O (•(iiirl."
wii.s
lifiivy
(Ictd-plfcc,
It
II
recently
Into list"; the iiicrtmnlsiii of the In akc wlilch overcame
Uic ivroll of the iiwn was a profound nccrct.l
"'1. .\ notf upon ilif "iioiipcs di'ccnivciture ' (someniodltlcatlons will l)c curried out, according to the new plan [of mobilization No. xill.]).
I'l'lic troops called to Ilie frontier at the coniuiencement of
niolillizatlon are referred to.
'I'hey were destined t<) "cover"
the concentnitlon of the rest of the army hence their name.)
"3. A note concerning u modlllcatlon lu the formations of ar-

ciiUimI

briviijrht

;

tillery.
I

Most

alxiut to

nicely the

" formations de manoeuvre," which were Just

l>e niteretl l)y

the

new

regulations.]

A noI« relative to Madagascar.
[The War ( )fflce was preparing an expedition destined to con-

"4.
((iier

that Island.]

The proposed 'manuel de

".').

tlr' of fleld-artillery

(March

14,

IH'.U).

" This do<'uinent is exceedingly dlfflcult to get hold of, and I
can only have it at my disposal for a very few days. The minister of war has distrit>uted a certain number of copies among
the troops, and the coriis an' held responsible for them.
" Each officer holding a <'opy is required to return it after the

Schwarzkoppen's olHce, put them all in a paper
bag, and once or twice a month took them or had
There
tlieni taken to the "section de statistique."
the pieces were carefully fitted together and
gummed. By this means it was ast^ertained that

maneuvers.
"Therefore if you will glean from It whatever interests you,
and let me have it again as soon as possible, I will manage to
obtjiin possession of il.
I'nless you would prefer that 1 have it
copied in extenso, and send you the copy.

since 1892 certain secret information concerning
Some lai-gc plans
national defense had leaked out.
of the fortress at Nice had been given up by an individual who was alluded to in one of Schwarz
" {ce canaille
koppen's notes as '' that scoundrel D
), a poor wretch who had assumed the name
de
of "Dubois." The fragments of another memoran-

This communication was clearly written during
For the
the month of August, 1894, at tlie latest.
" manuel de tir " for field-artillery is the resume of the
methods designed to regulate the actual firing of
ordnance on the battle-field this actual shooting, of
course, never takes place during the
Date
grand maneuvers in September, but
of Writing only during the " ecoles ^ feu," which
begin in May and finish in August.
and of
Delivery. It is these " ecoles k feu " that the

D

dum

of

Schwarzkoppen conveyed the idea that the

German

attache had found an informant wl)o pretended to bring him the documents just as issued
from the War Office. There was therefore a wolf in
the fold Val Carlos was certain of it.
;

During the summer of 1894 there arrived at the
Intelligence Office a document which was far more
alarming than any. which had preceded it, and which

was
the

credited to the

anonymous

letter

German embassy.
which

lias since

This was

become

cele-

brated under the name of the "bordeThe
reau." This letter, written on so-called
Bordereau, "papier pelure" (thin foreign notepaper), ruled in squares and almost
transparent, was torn from top to bottom in two
The writing was
places, but was otherwise intact.
upon the two sides of the first page. According
tf)
the official version, which was long believed
to be the true one, the paper had arrived by the
usual means, through Madame Bastian but the appearance of the document, which was hardly torn,
makes this story unlikely. It would appear from
other disclosures that the letter was taken intact
from the letter-bo.x of Colonel Schwarzkoppen in
the [lorter's lodge at the embassy, and brought to
the office by an agent named Brucker, who had
formerly acted as a go-between for Madame Bastian
;

and the Intelligence Office. The documents which
the letter announced as being sent olY did not reach
and the envelope of the letter has
the War Office
never been produced. Here is the te.\t of this famous document
;

" R(>inf7 witbout information a« to whether you desire to see
me. I send you neverthelesn, monsieur, some interesting information, viz.:
" 1 .K note ronremln? the hydraulic brake of the 120, and the
.

way

this jrun is

mana<?fd.

[The reference

is

to the

hydropneumatic

braise of

the

gun

"

I

am

just starting for the nuineuvers."

;

writer incorrectly designates as "mait is probable that the word has the
same meaning in the last sentence of the letter.
It seems evident that the bordereau was handed
over to Major Henry, who, with Major Cordier, was
then as.sisting Colonel Sandherr, the head of the
According to General Mercier,
Intelligence Office.
the letter in questiort arrived at the office with other
documents whose dates ranged from Aug. 21 to
Sept. 2; it is probable that Henry kept it in his possession a considerable time, which makes it the more
surprising that he did not recognize the Avriting in
no way disgui.sed of one of his former fellow
It was not until Sept.
soldiers. Major Esterhazy.
24 that he spoke concerning the document to liis fellow workers and to liis chief, Colonel Sandherr, who
immediately apprised the head of the staff, General
de BoisdefTre, and the secretary of war, General

neuvers," and

—

—

The feeling was intense. The informant
Mercier.
of the German military attache was a French officer;
still further, they concluded from the tone of the letter that he

was a staff -officer.

Nothing

justified this

On

the contrary, the wording of
the bordereau, technically and grammatically incorrect; the difficulty which the author had in procuring
the "manuel de tir" (which was di.stributed freely
last supposition.

the staff); the small importance which his
correspondent appeared to attacli to his disclosures,
often leaving him for a considerable time "without
information " everything would have shown to unprejudiced minds how unreasonable it was to attribute the bordereau to a staff-officer. Nevertheless,
this fixed idea, this "first falsehood." suggested perhaps by the previous warnings of Val Carlos, was

among

—
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accepted without discussion; so that from the very
commencemeut the investigations were started on a
At tirst no result was obtained from an
false scent.
examination of handwritings in the bureaus of the
department. But on Oct. 6 LieutenThe Search ant-Colonel d'Aboville suggested to
his chief, Colonel Fabre, the idea that
for the
Handwri- the bordereau, dealing as it did with
ting.
questions which were under the jurisdiction of different departments, must
be the work of one of the otHcers going through their
"stage" {i.e., staff-schooling), they being the only
men who passed successively through the various
brandies to complete their military education moreover, as, out of the five documents mentioned, three
had reference to artillery, it was probable that the
The
officer belonged to this branch of the army.
circle thus limited, it only remained to consult the
list of the "stage" officers on the staff who had
come from the artillery. While looking through
it, the two colonels came to a halt before the name
of a.Jewish officer. Captain Dreyfus. Colonel Fabre,
in whose office he had been during the second quarter
of 1893, remembered having given him a bad record
on the report of Lieutenant-Colonel Kogetand Major
Bertin Mourot; Dreyfus had given these gentlemen
the impression (upon the most superficial grounds) of
being presuming and overbearing, of neglecting the
routine of service to go into matters which were kept
Fabre and D'Aboville immediately began to
secret.
search forpapersbearingtiie writing of Dreyfus; by
a strange fatality it showed a likeness to the writing
of the bordereau; these officers, inexperienced and
prejudiced, mistook a vague resemblance for real
;

identity.

III. Alfred Dreyfus, born at Millhausen in Alsace on Oct. 10, 1859, was the third son of a manufacturer, Raphael Dreyfus (native of
Alfred
Ri.xheim in the llaut-Hliin), who man-

Dreyfus,

aged an important spinning-factory at
Millhausen.
He had three brothers
(James, Matthew, and Leon) and three sisters.
When France lost Alsace by the treaty of Frankfort, the Dreyfus family, like many otheis at the
same period, divided into two parts. The; eldest
son, James, remained alone at Millhausen to manage
the factory; tlie others cliose to take up their alxxle
Alfnd entered
in France, and soon settled in Paris.
tiie Poly ceil nie School, h(; training-school of Frencli
t

t

He

a student-officer of
then ytassi-d through tiie Kcoh; d'Applica
tion at Fonfainebleau, and atterward tlirougli tlie
garrisfms of Le Mans antl of I'ari.s, where liis reports
showed him to Ix- the best lieutenant f)f his section
Promoted captain (second incomof field-artillery.
niaiid) in 1HH9, lie remained for some montlis at the
School of Pyrotechnics at Hourgr-s; the following
year he married Lucy Hadainard, daugliler of a
wealthy dianiond-mercharit, and jjassed with success th(! difficult examination for tli(> Kcole Superieure dc Guerre, which he ent«Ted with the nuin
ber 67. There he felt his ambition awaken, worked
with tremendous ardor, an<l gained a considerable
number of ranks. At the examination on leaving
the school (1H92) his friends ex jiected tnsee him rank
among the very first, and, tousequently, be atofficers, in 1H78.

artillery,

left tliere

Dreyfus Case

tached to the general staff. However, one of the
of the jury. General Bonnefond, under the
pretext that "Jews were not desired" on the staff,
lowered the total of his marks by making a very bad
report
he did the same thing for another Jewish
candidate, I/ieut. E. Picard.
Informed of this injustice, the two officers lodged a protest with the
director of the school, Gen. Lebelin de Dionne, who
expressed his regret for wliat had occurred, but was
powerless to take any steps in the matter. Notwithstanding all drawbacks. Dreyfus graduated
ninth, a fact which opened the doors of the general
staff to him.
From the end of 1893 to September, 1894, Dreyfus
went through liis "stage " in the Staff Office, receiving excellent reports on all hands, except from ColoFrom Oct. 1, 1894, he went through a
nel Fabre.
"stage" in a body of troops, the Thirty-ninth lieglment of the line, in Paris. His per-

members

;

Appear-

sonal characteristics, little fitting liim
command, and his slightly foreign
Character, accent, combined to prejudice people
against him
he had also a rather
haughty demeanor, associated little with his military
companions, and apiieared rather too self-confident.
But his comrades and superiors, without being much

ance and

to

;

attached to him, recognized his keen intelligence,
his retentive UK'niory, his remarkable capacity for
work; he was known as a well-informed officer, a
daring and vigorous horseman, with decided opinions, which he knew how to set forth skilfully and
In short, he was a
to uphold under discus.sian.
brilliant and correct officer, and seemed marked out
Added to all this, he possessed
for a glorious future.
a comfortable private fortune (which brought him
an income of $5,000 or $(),000 a year) soundly invested in his brothers' business; he was without any
expensive vices, if not without failings, and was
It is difficult to imagine what
leading a settled life.
motive could possibly have incited him to the vile
traffic of which he was destined to be suspected.
His i>atriotic sentiments were tho.se of a soldier
that is to say, fervent alanil an Alsatian emigrant
He liad also come under the inmo.st to Jingoism.
fluence! of the Boulangist movement, whi<'h, for
many of his eipials, meant revenge on Germany.
Only the most rabid anti Semitism could have
originated the idea that this Alsatian Jingo was a
Even the \v(>rding of the bordereau, if read
traitor.
calmly, should have shown the absurdity of this supposition; for no artilleryman could have committed
such gross blunders in expression. And how couhi
Dreyfus in August or Sepleml)er, 1894, jxKssibly

—

have written, "I

am

just starting for the maneunone of the "stage " officers

vers," since' that yeai'

went

to the maneuvers, having been ofiiciaily advised by a circular on .May 17 not to do .soV
Without pausing to consider tlx-se conclusive ob-

Fabre and D'Aboville hastened to commu"discovery " to (Jeneral Gonse, deputychief of the staff, anrl to Colonel Sandherr, an antiSemite of long standing, who exclaimed, " ougiit to
have susjtected it " General de Boisdcffre, informed
jections,

nicat(! their

I

!

the story to the secretary of war.
(Jeneral Mercier had held this ofVice since Df'cember,
in his turn, told

1893.

Brought

face to face with the bordereau, his
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main idoa was that wliatovor there was to be tioiu'
must ho done (luiekly, biiaiise, if the atTiiir (lune to
be kiuiwii lu'fore he hail taken any
steps in tiie matter, lie wouhl be reAction
of Mercier.

|iroaiheil for liavin-:: shielded a traitor.

This

fi'ar.

and also the unavowed ho|Te

of being able to pose, by the capture of the new
'"Juilas." as the savior of his country, decided ins
plan of action: once started there was no turning
back— he was forced to go on to the bitter end.
For the sake of aiipeamnces, however, he sought
the opinion (Oct. 11) of a small council formed of
the president of the cabinet ((Charles Dupuy), the
minister of foreign affairs (Hanotaux), the keeper
The council
of the seais (Guerin), and himself.
only authorized him to proceed to a careful iucjuiry
lie ordered an examination by an expert in handwriting.
The matter was entrusted to Gobert, an
expert of the Bank of France, who had
The
been recommended to him some days
Experts in previously by the keeper of the seals.
HandWith great cou.scientiousncss Gobert
pointed out the striking differences bewriting.
tween the writing of the bordereau
and that of the documents which were given to
him for comparison, the "personal folio" of Dreyfus, from which his name had been erased but the
dates left, so that it was easy to identify him from
the army list there were some letters which struck
the experienced eye at once, such as the open g
(made like a ,v) an(l the double s made in the form./>,
features which were to be found only in the bordereau.
Gobert concluded (Oct. 13) "that the anonymous letter might be from a person other than
the one suspected." This opinion, too discreetly
worded, was pronounced "neutral"; a second inquiry was called for, and tiiis time a functionary
was chosen whose qualifications for the task were
doubtful Alphouse Bertillon, head of the "service
de I'identite judiciaire " at the Prefecture of Police,
whom Gobert had already entrusted with certain
photographic enlargements of the bordereau. This
improvised graphologist, to whom the guilt of the
suspected man Avas spoken of as certain, as established by other irrefutable signs, sent in his report
the same day.
His inference was as follows: "If
we set aside the idea of a document forged with
the greatest care, it is manifestly evident that the
same person has wiitten all the papers given for examination, including the incriminating document."
Sheltered by this opinion, Mercier no longer hesitated to order the arrest of Dreyfus, of whose
guilt he had been persuaded from the first.
The
arrest was conducted in a melodramatic fashion, according to the plans of Major Du Paty de Clam, who,
as an amateur graphologist, had been initiated from
the very beginning in all the details of the affair.
Dreyfus was ordered to appear before the minister
of war on the morning of Oct. 15, in civil clothes,
under pretense of an "inspection of the stage otficers."
He went without suspicion in answer to this
summons. Introduced into the bureau
The Arrest, of the head of the staff, he found himself in the presence of Du Paty and of
three persons, also in civil dress, whom he did not
know at all; the}' were Gribelin (the archivist of the
;

;

—

'

'
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Intelligence Ollice), the "chef de la silrete," Cochefert, and the hitter's sccrelury.
While awaiting the

Du Paty, i)ret('nding that he had hurt his
asked Dreyfus to write from his dictation a
letter which he wished to present for signature.
The
wording of it was most extraordinary; it was addressed to an unknown person, and asked him to
send back the documents which hud been lent to
him by the writer before "starting for the maneuvers"; then followed the enumeration of these
documents, taken word for word from the bordereau.
Du Paty had llattereil himself that tin; culprit— and
he had no doubt that Dreyfus jrcfs the culprit on
hearing this list, which put, so to speak, his crime
before his eyes, would burst out with an overwhelming confession; a loaded revolver lay on a table to
allow him to execute justice upon himself.
Things did not turn out quite as Du Paty had expected.
Dreyfus, strange as the missive was, wrote
tranquill}- on under the major's dictation.
There
was a moment, however, when Du Paty, who Avas
closely watching him, fancied he saw his hand
tremble, and remarked sharply upon it to Dreyfus,
general,

linger,

—

who replied, "My fingers are cold." The facsimile
of the letter which has since been publi.she<l shows
not the least sign of disturbance of any kind in the
writing, hardly even a slight deviation of one line.
After having dictated a few more lines, during
which, he himself owns, "Dreyfus entirel}' regained
his composure,"

he ceased the experiment, and
placing his hand lieavily on the captain's shoulder,
he cried with a voice of thunder: "In the name of
the law I arrest you; you are accused of the crime
of high treason!" Dreyfus, in his stupefaction,
hardly found articulate words to protest his innocence.
He pushed away indignantly the revolver
offered to him.
He allowed himself to be searched
Avithout resistance, saying: "Take my keys, examine everything in my house; I am innocent." Du
Paty and his associates then held a summary examination without showing hi ma single document, they
were content with assuring him that a "long inquiry "
made against him had resulted in "inAssevera- contestable proofs " Avhich Avould be
tions of
conmuuiicated to him later on. Then
Innocence, he Avas given into the liands of Major
Henry, Avho had heard all that had
taken place from the next room, and Avhose missicm
it was to deliver him over to the military pri.sou of
Cherche-Midi.
In the cab that took them there,
Dreyfus rencAved his i)rotestations of innocence, and
asserted that he had not even been told Avhat Avere
the documents in question, or to whom he Avas accused of having given them.
At Cherche-Midi Dreyfus was turned over to the
governor of the prison. Major Forzinetti, who had
received orders to keep his incarceration a profound
secret, even from his chief. General Saussier
an unheard-of measure. Apparently, the minister
had still some doubts as to the guilt of Dre)'fus, and did not wish to publish his arrest until
the inquiry should have furnished some decisive
;

proofs.

IV. The conduct of the inquiry was entrusted to
Major Du Paty de Clam. Immediately after the
arrest he went to the house of Madame Dreyfus, told
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under the most terrible
secret, even from her
brothers-in-law. He then devoted himThe Search self to a minute search of the rooms,
for Proofs, which furnished no incriminating evidence whatever: no susjiicious document, not a shred of "papier pelurc" (foreign note-'
nothing but accounts regularly
pajier) was found
kept and testifying to a mode of life in accordance
A similar
with the resources of the housohnld.
search made in the house of M. Iladamard (Dreyfus' father-in-law) ended in the same failure.
Du Paty repeatedly visited Dreyfus in prison.
H made him write standing up, seated, lying down,
all without obtaining any characteristics
ill gloves
He showed
identical with those of the bordereau.
him loose fragments of a photograpli of that document, mixed up with fragments and photographs of
her of

it,

and ordered

her,

keep the matter

threats, to

—

'

—

The accused distinDreyfus' own handwriting.
guished them with very little trouble. Du Paty
questioned him without obtaining anj'^ other result
than protestations of innocence broken by cries of
The suddenness of the catastrophe, and
despair.
the uncertainty in which he was left as to its cause,
reduced the wretched man to such a terrible state of
mind

that his reason

was

threatened.

days he refused to take any food
like a frightful nightmare.

;

For several

cent.

Not until Oct. 29 did Du Paty show the entire
text of the bordereau to Dreyfus, and then he made
him copy it.
The prisoner protested more forcibly than ever
that it was not his writing, and regaining all the
clearness of his intellect when faced by a definite
accusation, tried to prove to his interlocutor that out
of five documents mentioned in the bordereau, three
ab.sohitely

He asked

unknown

to him.

!

into

it,

for greater safety,

Ills

sister-in-law Alice, in

alterations

.Matthew and
one of whose letters they

borrowed from the IdhhIh of

his l)rot her

discovered the doulile h made as in the bf)rdeThis is the hypothesis of "autoforgery,"
reau
which he complicated iaU-r on by a

liad

!

Renewed
Examination by

supposed mechanism f)f "key-words."
of "gabarits," of measurements l)y
the "kiitsch." of turns and twists.

Experts.

I?ertillf)n's provisional report, .submitted on Oct. 20. infr-rred "without

any reservation whatever" that Dreyfus was
Alercier. ill-satisfied

simply studied the bordereau and the
for comparison, and concluded that
the writing of the bordereau was in no way disPelletier

documents given

and that

was

not that of the prisoner.
by Bertillon, declared
themselves, on the contrary, in favor of the theory
of identity. Teyssonnieres, an expert of no great
Charava}'. a
repute, spoke of feigned writing.
distinguished paleographer, judged the prisoner

guised,

The two

it

others, influenced

guilty, unless it was a ca.se of " sosie en ecritures "
a most extraordinary resemblance of handwriting.
He also spoke of simulation to explain away the
palpable dilferences. On Oct. 31 Du Paty finished
his inejuiry, and handed in his report, which, while
bringing charges against Dreyfus, left it to the minister to decide what further steps should be taken in

the matter.

But at this moment General Mercier was no longer
the press liad come upon the scene. On

free to decide

;

Oct. 28 Papillaud, a contributor to the
"Libre Parole," received a note signed

The
Parisian

"Henry" — under which pseudonym

Press.

he recognized without hesitation the

vealed to
oflicer,

him

major of that name; "Henry" rethe name and address of the arrested

adding

falsely,

"All Israel

is

astir."

The very next day

the "Libre Parole" narrated in
carefully veiled words the secret arrest of an individual suspected of espionage. Other newspapers
were more precise; on Nov. 1 Drumont's special

announced in huge type the arrest of "the
officer A. Dreyfus"; there was, it declared,
"absolute proof that he had sold our secrets to Germany " and what was more, he had "made full con-

edition

Jewish

;

fes.sion."

Mercier

;

All this
lie

was

was very awkward

in a corner.

for General

had had the
was too late now he

If ever he

idea of dropping the case, it
would have hazarded liis position as a minister by
doing so. He summoned a council of the ministers,
and, without revealing any other charge than that
concerning the bordereau, declared that the documents mentioned in the memorandum couhl only
The ministers,
have been procured by Dreyfus.
most of whom now heard the story for the first time,
;

consent was given
only on condition that " he .start on the road to a
In the mean time writing-experts had
confes.sion "
Bcrtilioii, to
procced'-fl with furtiicr examinations.
whom the name (;f the prisoner iiail now been reTo explain at the same
vealed, set to work again.
time the rcscmblanfcs and thi' difTcrcnccs bclween
the writing of Dreyfus and tiiat of tlie bordereau,
be 8U|)pos<'d a most intiicate system: Dreyfus,
bethought, must have imitated or traced his own
liandwriting, leaving in it enough of its natural
character for lii.s correspondent to recogni/.e it. l)ul
to see the minister:

introducintr

enlargements.

Tlie governor of the

warned the minister of the alarming state of his prisoner, and declared to General
de Boisdeffre that he firmly believed he was inno-

were

prefect of police appoint three new experts, Charavay, Pelletier, and Teyssonnieres; Bertillon was put
at their disposal to furnish them with photographic

his nights passed

prison, Forzinetti,

Dreyfus Case

with this lucubration,

guilty.

liad the

unanimously decided to institute proceedings. The
papers were at once made over to the governor of
Paris, who gave the order to investigate (Nov. 8).
No sooner had the name of Dreyfus been pronounced than the military attadies of Germany and
It„ly— to whom it was new— began to wonder if liy
chance he had been in direct correspondence with
the

War

Ofiicc of eitiier country.

They made

in-

and at Home, and received answers
In his impatience, Panizzardi had
in the negative.
telegraphed in ciphiT on Nov. 2: "If Captain Dreyfus has hud no intercourse with you, it would l)e to
the purpose to let the ambassador publif+h an official
denial, in f)rder to forestall comments by the press."
This telegram, writt<'n in cipher, and of course copied
(juiries at Berlin

was sent to the Foreign Office to
The first attempt left the last words
be (leci|)hered.
uncertain; they were thus translated; "our secret

at the post office,

Tin:

Dreyfus Case
agent

is

wanu'd."

Tliis

version,
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eomnuiiiicated

to Colonel Sjinillurr, seemed to liini ii new proof
lUit a few days later tlie real
against Dreyfus.
interpretation was iliscovered, of \\ iiirh Sandherr
himself establislieil the aeeuraey by a deiisive veritieation.

From that time it beeame morally imposhome to CafUain Dreyfus any docu-

sible to bring

ment whieh would

infer that the traitor

was

in

com-

munieation with Pani/zanii.
The jiulieial iniiuiry hail been entrusted to ^lajor
Bexon tl'Ormesehev ille. judge advocate of the lirst
He
court martial of the department of the Seine.
The comrades
failed to discover a single new fact.
of Dreyfus, feeling that things were going against
him, remembered, or thought they remembered, that
in his past conduct he had shown certain signs
of immoderate curiosity, of "strange action." On(>
officer was sure that he had lent him the "nianuel
de tir" for several days, but that was
Judicial
in July, whereas the bordereau was
now believed to have been written in
Inquiry,
April!
An agent named Guenee,
charged by Major Henry with the task of inquiring
into the question of his morals, picked up in different bars and cafes a collection of tales which represented Dreyfus as a gambler and a libertine, whose
family had been obliged several times to pay his
debts.
But another inquiry by the Prefecture of Police showed the inanity of these allegations: Dreyfus
was unknown in gambling-houses, and Guenee's informants had confused him with one of his numerous
Parisian namesakes! The alleged treason was without support; without any visible motive; without
precedent of any kind without psychological or moral probability the accusation rested solely on a scrap
of paper which two experts out of five had refused
to recognize as having been written by Dreyfus.
But public opinion had already condemned him.
The press, misinformed, magnified the crime; notwithstanding the semi-ofhcial notes that reduced
it to an unimportant connnunication of inoffensive
documents, it was understood that Dreyfus had delivered up the secret of mobilization,
Public
and thereby exposed the system of
Opinion,
national defense.
All the treachery
that had remained untraced, all the
arrests of French agents abroad, were laid at liis
door.
People were indignant that the penalty of
death for political crimes (and treason was considered
as such) had been abolished by the constitution of
1848; even death seemed too light a punishment for
such a wretch. The only excuse tliat they found
for him was but a further insult: it was his race
which had predisposed him to commit an act of
trea.son, the ''fatalite du type."
The yellow press, which let loose its fury against
Dreyfus, in the beginning did not spare the minister
of war. It was looked upon as a crime that during
a fortnight the arrest had been kept a secret, doubtless in the hope of being able to hush up the affair;
he had been in league with "the Jews," he was still
negotiating with them! Menicr was not the man to
brave these attacks. In the same manner as the ar
raignment had been imposed upon him by "La Libre
Parole," he understood now that the condemnation
of Dreyfus was for him simply a question of polit;

:

ical life
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or death; convinced or not, he determined to

t'stablish the nnui's guilt at

any

cost.

(.)n

Mov.

28, in

detiance of the most elementary usages, he declared
in an interview with the "Figaro" that Dreyfus'
guilt was "absolutely certain." Then, aware of the
defects of D'Orme.schevilles "proofs," he ordered
that a secret dossier should be jTepared by collecting
from the drawers of the Intelligence Department

whatever documents ccmcerning spies could more or
be ascribed to Dreyfus. This dossier, revi.sed and
put into a sealed envelope by Meriier himself, with
the cooperation of BoisdetTre and of Sandherr, was
to be communicated only to the judges in the room
where they held their deliberations, without either
the accused or his counsel having been able to take
less

—

cognizance of it or to in(|uire into the allegations
procedure worthy of the In(|uisition.
As soon as it had become known that Mercier had.
decided to go to the bitter end, there wasachangein
the language of the demagogues regarding him.
"He has certainly done something for liis country,"
they said. " One must be for Mercier or for Dreyfus," proclaimed General Kin.
And Cassagnac,
who, as a personal friend of Dreyfus' lawyer, maintained some doubts as to his gvdlt, summed up the
situation in these words: "If Dreyfus is acquitted,
no punishment would be too severe for Mercier! "
Thvis stated, the question went beyond the intelligence and the courage of the military judges; there
could be no doubt about the issue. The report of
Major d'Ormescheville, handed in on Dec. 3, was
prejudiced and illogical; out of a heap of "possibilities" and numberless insinuations, he vainly
Edgar Detried to deduce a proof of some sort.
mange, whom the Drej'fus family had chosen as
their lawyer, accepted this task only on the condition that the perusal of the papers should convince
him of the emptiness of the accusation he was convinced.
His absorbing idea was to obtain a public
hearing; he promised on his honor not to raise, in
that case, any delicate questions which might lead
The brothers of Dreyfus
to a diplomatic contest.
and certain statesmen made urgent application in
;

All was in vain.
The private
the same direction.
hearing having been decided on in the
The Trial, minister 's own mind, as being required
by ".state policy," he announced this
conviction to the president of the court martial;
such an announcement was eipiivalent to an order.
The case began on Dec. 19 at Cherche-Midi, and
Seven judges, not one of them an
lasted four days.
artilleryman, compo.sed the court; the president was
Colonel Maurel. From the start the commissary of
the government, Major Hrisset, demanded a secret
trial.
The protests of Demange, who endeavored
at least to make it known that the accusation was
based on a single document, wen; overruled by
the president, and a secret trial was unanimously
to.
In the court-room there remained, besides the judges, only the accused and his attorney,
the prefect of police Lepine, and Major Picquart,
entrusted with the duty of giving an account of the
proceedings to the head of the staff and to the min-

agreed

isU^r.
The case dragged along with hardly any inThe "colorless" voice of
cident worthy of remark.
Dreyfus, his unsympathetic appearance, his military
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correctness bordering on stiffness, weakened the
On tlie other hand,
effect of his persistent denials.
Du
tlie "moral proofs" would not bear discussion.
Paty got entangled in his description of the scene of
the dictation; Bertillon brought forward a revised
and much enlarged edition of his report, the supposed
defense of Dreyfus being represented in the form
of a strange fortress, of which each bastion was an arThe only testimony which
gument on handwriting
produced any impression was that of ^lajor Henry.
!

After his lirst statement he asked to be recalled.
Then, in a loud voice, he declared that long before
the arrival of the bordereau an honorable person
(meaning Val Carlos) had warned the Intelligence
Department that an officer of the ministry, an officer of the second bureau, was betraying his country.
" And that traitor, there he is "
With his finger he
pointed out Dreyfus. And when the president asked
him if the " honorable person " had named Dreyfus,
Henry, not drawing back even from a false oath,
stretched out his hand toward the crucifix and de"
clared, " I swear it
The last hearing (Dec. 22) was devoted to the
public prosecutor's address and to the pleading of
Demange, who strove for three hours to prove that
the very contents of the bordereau showed that it
could not be the work of Dreyfus. In his reply,
Brisset, abandoning the moral proofs, was satisfied
with asking the judges to take their "magnifyingglasses."
A calm listener, Major Picquart, imagined then that the result was very doubtful unless
help 'came from the secret dossier. This dossier
was given up, still sealed, by Major Du Paty (who
was ignorant of the exact contents) to Colonel
Maurel, and the latter immediately entered the room
where the judges were deliberating on the case, and
I

!

it to his colleagues.
The recollections of the military judges being rather vague on
the subjfct, it lias not been possible to reconstitute

communicated

with certainty the substance of the portfolio.

It is

known, Ijowever, that it included at least the document "(»naille de D
."'(a commonplace initial
wliich it was absurd, after Panizzardi's telegram, to
attribute to Dreyfus), and a sort of military biography of Dreyfus, ba.sed on, but not identical witli,
.

.

a memorandum from Du Paty, who had been toki
to make the various documents of tlie secret dossier
Tiiis biography rcf)
coineide with one ariollicr.
resented Dreyfus as a traitor by birtli, having commenced liiB abominable calling on his first entry
into the wrvice; at the srliooi at Hourges it would
appear tliat he ha<l <icliv(Tcd up to the Germans thr
secret of the melinite shell

Amf»ng the other

j)a|)erH

of

IIh;

sceret dossier

may

be mentioned the fragments •)f Schwarzkoppens
note alluding to an informant who pretended to take
his knowledge from tlx- ministry, and, according

Commander Freyst^ielter, llicjimt (unlfuhi inlir
pretntion of Panizzardi's despatch! After judg
ment had been pr(»iio\ineed the dossier was given
back to Mereier, who had it pulled tf) pieces, and
to

later on destroyed the biographical notice.
But,
contrary to instructions. Major Henry reconstituted
the secret dos.sier, added to it Du I'aty's e.xplana
tory note (which last was destroye<l by Merci<T in
1897), and locked it in the iron chest where Picquart

Dreyfus Case

afterward found it. Allusion has been made several times (since 1894) to a second dossier, " ultrasecret, " which was coTuposed of photographs of
papers stolen from, and then given up to, the German embassy; namely, seven letters from Dreyfus,
and one said to be from the Emperor of Germany to
Count Miinster, naming Dreyfus. If such a dossier
was ever in existence, it certainly contained nothing
but a mass of ridiculous forgeries.
The conviction of the judges, already more than
half decided by the experts and by Henry, could
not withstand this new assault. Dreyfus was unanimously pronounced guilty; the sentence was transportation for life to a fortress, preceded by military
degradation. Upon hearing this decision, which

was communicated to him by the clerk of the court,
the unhappy man, who firmly believed that he would
be acquitted, stood as if struck by a thunderbolt.
Taken back to prison, he was seized with a fit of
despair,

and begiged

had not

lost faith in his innocence,

for a revolver.

Forzinetti,

who

succeeded with
great difficulty in calming him.
More than that,
the heroic and touching letters from his wife made
him accept life asadutj' heovved to his own family.
"V. The appeal of Dreyfus to the military court

—

—

of revision a simj)le formality was rejected on
Dec. 31. The same day the condemned man received a visit from Du Paty de Clam, who had been
sent by the minister of war with the mission to
declare to Dreyfus that if he would only begin to
make a confession, and reveal e.xactlv the nature of
his indiscretions, he might obtain a mitigation of his
Drejf us answered that he had nothing to
sentence.
confess, nothing to reproach himself with, not even
the smallest attempt at liolding out a bait; he only
asked that the investigations might be continued so
Du Paty, someas to discover the real criminal.
what moved, said to him on going out: " If you are
innocent, you are the greatest martyr of all time."
Dreyfus wrote an account of this interview .to the
minister; he finished with these words: "Once I am
gone, let them go on searching; it is the only favor
I ask."
Tlie military degradation took place on the Champ
de Mars on Jan. 5. Dreyfus drank the cup of bitterness to its very dregs.
During thw
parade of "execution" he preserved
The
Degrada- an attitude wholly military which
shocked some of the onlookers. But
tion.

when General Darms had pronounced
the accustomed formula, he cried outina loud voice:
"You are degniding an iiuiocent man Long live
France! Long live the army!" He repeated this
cry while the adjutant on rluty was tearing off his
stri|ies and breaking his sword, and again while
])assing before the crowd, which was shrieking that
he shoiilil be |uit to death, and beff)re the journalists,
w lif) yelled at the new Judas.
If the unaniinousverdicl of seven judges dissipated
the doubts tliiit might have existed among a j)ortion
of the puhlic, the reiterated jirotestatioiis of the condemned man were of a nature to make them spring
tf) life again.
The report was then spread about
I

While waiting for
that he had made a confessifin.
tiie parade, locked up with Lebrun Henault, the
aptain of gendarmerie «)n service, he was supposed
(
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to

Imvo

cent

;

"The

sjiiil:

!uul

tliivt,

minister

knows

tlmt

I

am

inno-

if I /iiur(/iirii itjtdiii/dociniioit.ttii Ocr-

iiiaiii/, it wiis only to get nuMc inipoitiuit ones in
turn; before tliree years
are over tlie truth will be

known."

This

tale luul

the obscure
or uninte!lii;ent aecouiit
whiih I.ebrun lienault
its orisjin in

had remlcretl of his conversjitioii with Dreyfus;

re-

declarations,

politely

government absolutely
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received,

left

sUeitticai,

for

the
it

French

knew from

a positive source the origin of the bordereau.
A note from the Ilavas
Agency (Nov. ;?()) put
the foreign embassies out
of the case but the; press
continued to incriniinate
CkTmaiiy, whereupon, at
the beginning of Decem;

ber, Ali'mster,

by the ex-

German

in reaiity. the latter hatl

press order of the

merely related his interview with Du Paty and
onee more i>rotested his
Lcbrun Reinnocence.
nault himself, in an interview which he granted to some one at a ball
at the Moulin Rouge, re-

emperor, invited Hanotaux to call at the embassy and repealed his

the words of
Dreyfus, the origin of
the bordereau, but of
confession not a word.

ments which established
the traitor's guilt! Provoked by the persistence

lated,

in

However

that

may

be,

changing
as it passed from lip to
lip, greedily welcomed
this idle talk,

by the newspapers, made

The rewas spread abroad
Germany had dcr
manded and obtained the
protestations.

port
that

restoration of the docu-

of these attacks, the Ger-

man embassy inserted in
the "Figaro" of Dee. 26
a fresh notice denying
formally that it had had
with Dreyfus "the least

the stair uneasy, because
brought into the case

intercourse, either direct

it

or indirect.

the German embassy,
whicli just at this time
was showing signs of
In short,
indignation.

notice

General Gonse called on
Lebrun Renaidtand took

him

Genand to the

successivel}' to

eral Mercier

president of the repubCasimir-Perier, who
severely
reprimanded
him, and imposed upon
him absolute silence for
the future.
In the mean time serilic,

ous complications with
Germany were expected.
The German government, once assured by

Schwarzkoppen and by
the War Office at Berliii
that Dreyfus was utterly

unknown

to them, had
thought it a matter of
honor to protest publicly against the statements

newspapers which

"

And as this

seemed to
have little or no effect,
the emperor telegraphed
to Mlinster on Jan. 5 to
go personally to CasimirPerier and say, " If it be
proved that the German
embassy has never been
implicated in the Dreyfus case, I hope tlie govalso

erninent will not hesitate
declare
the fact."
to
Otherwise, it was given
to be tmdcrstood that
the ambassador woidd
leave Paris.
This despatch, conmiunicated by
Mlinster to Dupuy, who
was then temporarily
engaged at the Foreign
Office, had the a]ipearance of an ultimatum.
The president of the rejiublic up to this time
had known very little of
the details of the case,

and had been kept l)y
('u[.l. Alfi-fd Dreyfus.
bringing
Ilanotaux in complete
(Kroiii the BlaliielU by Caccia.)
Germany into the case.
ignorance of Monster's
Several times after the arrest of Dreyprevious communications; but now he had the
Germany fus semi-official notes of protest had contents of the legal documents shown to him.
Concerned, been inserted in the different organs
After having read them, he granted to Miinster
of the press; Count Mlinster, the
the audience which had been requested. Then, conGerman ambassador, denied to Ilanotaux that Gersidering honesty to be the best policy, he asserted
many bad taken any part in the aflfair. These very frankly that the criminal letter had been taken
in the

persisted

in
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from the Germau embassy, but that it was not an
important document and that nothing proved that it
Lad been "solicited."
After having referred the matter to Berlin, Munster consented to the drawing up of a note by the
Havas Agency -which oiice more put all the embassies out of the case, and terminated the incident
Mercier did not long enjoy his tri(Jan. 9, 1895).
umph. On Jan. 15, under pretext of a ministerial
crisis, in which his friends abandoned him, Casimir-

Resignation

ofCasimirPerier.

new

Perier handed in his resignation as
president of the republic; the mysteries and the unpleasantnesses of the
Drej'f us affair had not a little to do
with hastening thisdeterminatiou. At

the congress called together to elect a
president, printed ballots were passed about in

favor of General Mercier; one handbill even set him
as the savior of the republic for having had
the traitor Dreyfus condemned in spite of all difliculties.
He obtained three votes! Ribot, entrusted
by the new president (Feli.x Faure) with forming a
cabinet, did not appeal to an assistant so compromising as Mercier the ollice of minister of war was
given to General Zurlinden.
Two days later, during the night of Jan. 17, in bitterly cold weather, Dreyfus, dragged from the prison
of La Sante, was transferred by rail to La Kochelle,
thence to the island of Re, into a military reformatory.
The populace, recognizing him, followed
liim thirsting for his blood; an oflicer struck him;
stoicaf, he forgave his tormentors, whose indignation against such a traitor as he was supposed to be
he understood and shared.
At Re, as at La Sante, lie was authorized to receive a few visits from his wife, but the authorities

down

;

managed, by the most minute precautions, to make
them as short and as painful as i)0.ssible.
A law passed ad hoc had just instituted as the place
of transportation for political crimes the lies du
Salut oil French Guiana, instead of the peninsula of
Duco8 (New Caledonia), where, it was said, supervision was dillicult; it has been suggested that in
reality vengeance was being taken upon Dreyfus for
liis

obstinate refusal to confess his crime.
The notice
\>y the AVar Oflice for the use of his guard-

drawn up

denounced liimas "a hardened malefactor, (piite
unworthy of i)ity." This wfjrd to the wise was to be
only too well understood and carried out. On the
evening of Feb. 21 the unhappy man, taken liurriedly
from Ills cell, was embarked on the; " Vilhide St. NaZaire," which was to carry him across the Atlantic
ians
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palm-trees on the shore, a small hut of four cubic
night and day an inspector
stood guard at the door, with strict orders not to address a word to him.
In the daytime the prisoner
was permitted to exercise until sunset in a small
rectangular space of about two hundred yards, near

yards was built for him

;

his hut.

Madame Dreyfus had asked permission to follow
her husband to his place of exile the wording of
the law seemed to point to it as her right; nevertheless, the ministry refused her even this favor, alleging that the rules to which the condemned man was
subject were incompatible with it. Dreyfus had
therefore no company except that of his jailers.
The governor of the islands, although distrustful,
showed at least some humanity but the head warder
Lebars, who had received instructions from the minister to enforce harsh measures, went even bc^'oud
Badly fed, especially at the beginning
his orders.
of his term of exile, obliged to do all sorts of dirty
;

;

work, living by day among vermin and

filth, ar.d

by night

in a state of perpetual hallucination, Dreyfus, as was to be expected, soon fell a prey to fever.

The doctor interfered and obtained an amelioration of
Dreyfus himself, clearly convinced that
duty to live, fought energetically against
the lethargy which forced itself upon him. To keep
up his physical strength he compelled himself to
take regular exercise to prevent his intellect from
getting dulled he had books sent to him which he
read and reread, wrote out resumes, learned English,
took up his mathematical studies again; to employ
the long hours of leisure that still remained he kept
a diary. He could correspond with oidy his own
family, and even to then^ might refer only to domesHis letters, examined by the administic matters.
Sometimes he
tration, were one long cry for justice.
begged his wife to go, leading her chiUlren by the
hand, to entreat for justice from the president of the
republic.
He wrote himself to the president, to Du
Paty, to General Boisdetfre, without receiving an}'
Little by little the horrible climate did its
replies.
work. Fever consumed him; from never employing
it he almost lost the power of speech; even his brain
wasted away. On May 5, 1896, he wrote in his
diary " I have no longer anything to say everything is alike in its horrible cruelty." His gentleness, his resignation, his exactobservanceof all rules
had not been without making an impression on his
jailers; several of hem believed him innocent; no
punisiunent for rebellion against diseiiiliiH' was in-

the rules.
it

was

his

;

;

:

I

Early in Sept., IbiXi, tlu' false report of
escape was set afloat by an English paper. This

llictedon him.

to a place of exile.

liis

VI. The Tics du Salut, where Dreyfus was lainlcd
on March 15, compose a small archipelago situated

nunor was

twenty-seven miles off Cayenne, opposite the mouth
Notwithstanding its iiamc
of the River Kuril.
(•' salus," health) it is a most iniiieiilthy
Devil's
region.
Inees,Hant lieal. ciiiitiiMinns
Island.
ruin fr^r five months of the y<'ur. the
ellluvia arising fntm Ihc; marshy land

opinion and to prepare the way for the ])amphlet
of Bernard r,a/.are (lemaiidinK a fresh hearing of the

arc sufficient to undermine tlie strongest constitution.
The smallest island f)f tin; ^ri)U|), Devil's Island, which had until Dreyfus' arrival bi-eii oecupierl
by a leper liospital, was destined to be his abode.
On the summit of a desolate rock, far from the few

by Alattliew Dreyfus in
up the sluggishness of iiublie

really cireulateil

the hope of shaking

Although coiH r.idieted at once, the
of 1H91.
Ifoehefort and Druiiimor rouseil public opinion.
nioiit proclaimed the exislcnce of a syndicate to

Ciise

free

him,

iiul)lisiied

Treatment malion about the
in Prison, denuied man had

some

false infor-

rules that
to

ol)ey,

tin; conaffirmed
was the

Hint with a little money it
easiest thing imaginable to nccomplish his rescue.
The colonial secretary, Andre Lebon, took fright. It
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did

not

witliout

MuUttT

that

fouudatioii,

talis

tlu-st'

llu-

lliat

JKWISII

wen* absolutcly

prisoiu'r

was

of

irri'-

pnvirlmble conduct to make assuniuce doubly sure,
cabled instiiutions to the ijovernor of Guiana to
surrountl tlie outer boundary of Dreyfus' exereisinggnnuid with a solid fence, and in addition to
Until
tlie sentinel at the door ti> post one outside.
this work was tinislied. the prisoner was to be secured day and night in Ins hut, and at uight, until
further orders, he was to be subjected to the penalty
of the "double buckle": gyves in which the pris;

lie

oner's feet were shackled, and which were tiien tinnly
tixed to his bedstead, so that he was condemned either
Tiiis
to absolute iinniobility or to dreadful torture.
order, barbarous and, moreover, illegal, was strictly
carried out, to the eiiual astonishment of Dreyfus and
For twenty-four sultry nights the
of his warders.
wretched man was upon the rack; for two months

he was not allowed to

out of his disgusting and
suffocating hovel.
When the cabin was opened once
again it was encircled by a wall which hid even the
sky behind this wall hise.xercising-ground, hemmed
in by a wooden fence over si.x feet high, was no moie
than a sort of narrow passage from which he could
no longer see the sea.
The poor victim was now utterly depressed. On
Sept. 10, 1896, he stopped keeping his diary, writing
that he could not foresee on what day his brain
would burst! His family was no longer allowed to
send him books. The letters of his wife were forwarded to him no longer in the original hand, but
in copies only.
On June 6, 1897, a sail having been
sighted during the night, alarm-guns were fired, and
Dreyfus, startled in his sleep, saw his keepers with
loaded rifles ready to shoot him down if he made one
suspicious movement.
In Aiigust the aiithorities
a.scertained that the heat and moisture in his stifling
but were really unbearable, and had the man transferred to a new cabin, larger than the first, but quite
as dismal.
A signal-tower was erected close by
mounted with a Hotchkiss gun. Happily for Dreyfus his moral fortitude, after a temporary eclipse,
liad recovered its strength and from Jan., 1898, the
letters of his wife, although containing no particulars, roused his hopes by a tone of confidence which
could not be mistaken. Eventful incidents had
taken place during those three awful years.
"VII. The family of Dreyfus, faithful to the charge
he had left them when he went away, had not ceased
their efforts to discover the real culprit.
Matthew
Dreyfus undertook the direction of these researches;
he worked with an vmtiring devotion, an affecting
zeal, and a fruitful imagination that was not
stir

;

;

always seconded b}' .sound judgment. The primary
elements of a thorough inquiry were lacking; the
Staff Office, far from seconding his efforts, had

Matthew
Dreyfus,

him jealously watclied; intriguers set
traps for him
he felt that he was
spied upon at his first false step the
;

;

new law

—

of espionage a very strict
one would find an excuse for
getting hira out of the way.
As for the politicians
whom he tried to interest in his cau.se, the greater

and extremely

elastic

—

part refused to enter into the question, or, intimi-

dated by the minister of war, gave up the search
after the very first investigation.
The only threads
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he had to guide him were some of his brother's note's
and a copy of the indictment that had been depo.sited al)road.
He knew, further, from Dr. Gibert of
Havre, to whom Felix Faure had confided the matter, that Dreyfus had been condenmed on the evidence
of a secret document, which had not been shown to
the counsel for the defense.
This information was
corroborated by some remarks made by (;ertain of
t he j udges of 1894.
One of them spoke of the case to
an old lawyer named Salles, who repealed the conversation (on Oct. 29, 1896) to Demange.
IJefore
that Ilanotaux had confided to Trarieux, and Trarieux to Demange, that the conclusive document
contained the initial of Dreyfus' name (meaning the

paper "canaille de

D

.

.

.").

Matthew Dreyfus

started with the idea, plausible but false, that this
document really had reference to the author of the

bordereau, and that the initial was not fictitious and
from that idea arose his persistent search for an
officer the initial letter of whose name was "D."
He followed up several clues, none of which bore
;

any

result.

The

light

was

to

come from an

alto-

gether different quarter.
Not long after the condemnation of Dreyfus the
Intelligence Office had changed its chief.
Sandherr,
incapacitated by general paralysis, had resigned his
post simultaneously with his assistant, Cordier (July
1, 1895); iSIajor Henry, who aspired to the position
although he did not speak a single foreign language,
was not appointed Sandherr's successor; but in his
stead Major Piccjuait, who had been ordered to report
the debates in the Dreyfus case in order to send an
account of the proceedings to the minister and to the
chief of the staff, received the appointment.
He
was a young and brilliant officer, of Alsatian origin,
hard-working, well-informed, with a clear intellect,
a ready speech, and who, moreover, appeared to
share all the prejudices of his surroundings; he
was promoted to the rank of lieutenant-colonel on
April 6, 1896, and was the youngest officer of that

grade in the army. Immediately upon his arrival at
the office he reorganized the service, which the prolonged illness of Sandherr had caused
Colonel
to be neglected.
He required in parPicquart. ticular that the paper bags in which
Madame Bastian continued to collect
the waste papers from the German embassy, and
which she brought to Major Henry, should pass
through his hands before being confided to Captain
Lauth, whose w ork it was to piece and paste them
together. These bags, however, never brought anything of importance to light, though they showed
that the leakage of secret information had not ceased
since the condemnation of Dre3'fus.
The chief of the staff, Boisdeffre, on transferring
the service into Picquart's hands, had declared to
him that in his opinion the Dreyfus affair was not
definitely settled.
They must be on the lookout for
a counter-attack from the Jews. In 1894 they had
not been able to discover a motive for the treason;
there was therefore every reason for continuing the
researches to "strengthen the dossier."
In the month of March, 1896, Henry, much occupied by the state of his mother's health and by
different matters he had to attend to in the country,

made only

short

and infrequent

visits to Paris.
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Madame Bastian's paper bag parbulky on this occasiou to Picquart without eveu having had time to glance at it. Picquart,
likewise without inspecting it, passed ir on to Lauth.
Some hours afterward the latter came biick much
affected, bringing to his chief a pneuThe "Petit matic-tube telegram (commonly known
Bleu."
as a "petit bleu"), the fragments of
which he had found in the bag; pasted
together, they contained the following words:
Oae

daj'

he sent

—

ticularly

To Major Esterhazy,

27

Rue de

la Bienfaisance,

Paris.

Sir: I am awaiting first of all a more detailed explanation
[thanj that wliich you gave me the other day on the subject in
question. Consequently I beg you to send it to me in writing
that I may judge whether I can continue my relations with the
C.
Arm R. or not.

The writing of this note was disguised, but the
it came from left no room for doubting that

place

emanated from Colonel Schwarzkoppen; the office
possessed another document, known to have been
written by him, and signed with the same initial
' C."
The petit bleu " had not been sent by mail
apparently, after having written or dictated it,
Sciiwarzkoppen reconsidered his determination and
had thrown the note into the waste-paper basket,
taking care to tear it up into very small pieces
there were moie than fifty of them he had foreseen
neither the tricks of Madame Bastian nor the patient
iiidustry of the Intelligence Department.
'"It is fearful," said Captain Lauth on delivering
it.
"Can there possibly be another one? " meaning
another traitor among tiie officers. Picquart could
share only the same impression but determined upon
avoiding tiie indiscretions and the blunders which
had beenconmiittedin 1H94. he resolved to undertake
personally a secret inquiry bcfoic spreading abroad
He put the " petit bleu "
the news of his discovery.
away in his strong-bo.x, and shortly afterward had
photographs of it taken by Lauth, in which he strove
to remove the traces of the rents.
The object of tiiis jjrcf aulion, which was afterward laid to Picquart's charge as a crime, was both
to render the reading of the photograph more easy
and to prevent tlie officeis (neces.sarily numerotis)
wiio would handle tliese piiotogra|)iis later on, from
gues.siiig immediately the origin of the document.
VIII. I'i(()iiart be-^MH l)y getting information
about tlie personality of Major Esterha/.y, to whom
the " petit bleu " was addressed.
To
Major
tliisend lie applied to his friend Major
Esterhazy. ('\ire. one of Kst^-rhazy's fellow .soldiers. The <ietails lie gathered througli
this sourccr were not cri(iital)ie to Est<-rliazy.
Ferdinand Walsin Esterhazy, born in Paris on
Dec. 16, 1847, belonged to an iiiuslrious Hungarian
family, a branch of wliieli had eHtablished itself in
France at the end of the sr-venteentli century, and
the head of which hud organized therea re|;iiiieiit of
liiis.surs.
His great-grandniotiier had an illegitiinate
son, who was brought up under the name of Walsin, but wlio. after she hud acknowledged him during the Revolution, tf)ok the name of Esterhazy and
settled as a merchant at Nlmes.
Two of he sons of
this man followed a military eareer with distiiictif)n.
and both became generals of division during the
it

''

;

—

;

I
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Crimean war. Oneof these two (Ferdinand) was the
Left an orphan at an
father of Major Esterhazy.
early age, after some schooling at the Lycee Bonaparte in Paris, Ferdinand Esterhazy disappeared in
1865. In 1869 he was found engaged in the Roman
legion, in the service of the pope;

in 1870, in the
foreign legion, which his uncle's influence enabled
him to enter with the rank of ensign; he then
assumed the title of count, to which it is claimed he
was not entitled. At this time came the war with

Germany. There being a dearth of officers after the
catastrophe of Sedan, Esterhazy was able to pass
muster as a French lieutenant, then as a captain, and
went through the campaigns of the Loire and of the
Jura. Though set back after peace was declared, he
In 1876 he was employed
still remained in the army.
to translate German at the Intelligence Office; then,
under various pretexts, at the War Office. He never
appeared in his regiment at Beauvais, and for about
tive jears led a life of dissipation in Paris, as a result of which his small fortune was soon squandered.
In 1881 he was attached to the expedition
scut to Tunis, and did nothing whatever to distinguish himself in it; employed later in the Intelligence Department, then in the native affairs of the
regenc}', on his own authority he inserted in the
official records a citation of his "exploits in war,"
Rethe falseness of which was recognized later.
turning to France in 1885, he remained in garrison
Having come to the
at Marseilles for a long time.
end of his resources, he married in 1886; but he soon
spent his wife's dowry, and in 1888 she was forced
In 1892, through the into demand a separation.
fluence of General Saussier, Esterhazy succeeded in
getting a nomination as garrison-major in the SevBeing
enty-fourth Regiment of the line at Rouen.
thus in the neighborhood of Paris, he plunged afresh
into a life of speculation and excess, which soon
completed his ruin.
His inheritance squandered, Esterhazy had tried
to retrieve his fortune in gambling-houses and on the
stock-exchange hard pressed by his creditors, he
had recourse to the most desperate measures. Having seconded Crcmieu-Foain his duel with Dnunont
in 1892, he pretended that this chivalrous role had
made his family, as well as his chiefs, (juarrel with
him; he produced false letters to support his words,
threatened to kill both him.self and Ins children, and
thus olituined, through tiie medium of
His Career. Zadoc Kalin, chief rabbi of France,
assistance from the Rothschilds (,Iune,
1894); this did not |irevent him from being on the
best of terms with the editors of "La Libn- Parole,"
even to the extent of supplying them with informa;

tion.

For an officer who had come from the ranks Esterhazy 's military advancement had been unusually
lieutenant in 1874, captain in 1880, decomajor in 1H92, his n-porls were genNevertheless. \w considered himerally excellent.
In his letters he continually launched
.self wronged.
into recrimination and abuse against his chiefs;
he went still further, bespattering with mud the
ra|>i<l;
rati'<l

in IHH2,

whole French army, and even France lierself, for
which he predicted and hoped that new disasters
man, a regular landsknecht
were in store. Su( h
.-i
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of yore, without a single spark of patriotism, was
Fate dcdestiiu'd to Ix'i'onn' tlic prey of treason.
CTt'fii that lie should sink to thf (U'gnuhition of a paid
In Tunis lie was judged to have lu
spy; he sank.
come ti>o intimate with the German military attaehe; in IS'IJ he was the objeet of an aeeusation
in
niatle to the head of the stall, Genend Brault
1893 he entered Sehwarzkoppens serviee.
Aeeording to later disclosures he received from
the German attache a monthly pension of 2,000
marks (§4S0). He furnished him in the tirst place
with some interestintj information about the artillery he pretended that he got his information from
Major Henry, who had been his comrade in the Intelligence Utlice in 1876.
But Henry, limited to a
very special branch of the service, was hardly iu a
position to furnish details on technical questions;
Esterhazy must have had other informants, who
were not uecessjirily his accomplices for example,
bis intimate friend Maurice Weil, district orderly otlicer to General Saussier, and a distinguished military
writer and a regular news-hunter. The information
furnished by Esterha/.y soon became of so little importance that Pauizzardi (to whom Schwarzkoppen
communicated it without divulging the name of his
informant) began to doubt his qualiticutions as an
officer; to convince the attache it was necessary for
Esterhazy to show himself one day in uniform, galloping behind a well-known general! The garrisonmajor, being entrusted with the duties of mobilization, is always well informed in regard to the details
of this subject
but as far as the artillery is concerned (the improvements in which department especially interested the German officials), the difficulties
which Esterhazy experienced in getting information were very apparent in the text of the bordereau, and in the attempt which he made (in Aug.,
1894) to borrow the "mauuel de tir" from Lieutenant Bernheini (of Le Mans), whose acquaintance he
had made by chance.
Pic(|uart did not at once fathom all the details
of Esterhazy's relations with the German attache,
of which the "petit bleu" had given him but a
glimpse. Picquart did know, however, all the corruptions and scandals of Esterhazy's private life,
the suspicions of malversation (iu Tunis) and of
espionage which had tainted his character; he
learned further— a characteristic detail that Major
Esterhazy, a neglectful officer, constantly absent
;

;

—

;

—

from

his garrison,

showed

himself, nevertheless, ex-

tremely fond of getting information on confidential
military questions, particularly those concerning
mobilization and artillery. He diligently frequented
artillery tests, and when he could not succeed in
being ordered to attend the "ecoles a feu," went
there at his own expense.
This is what he bad done
notably in 1894, the year of the bordereau. He also
borrowed books and documents, and had them
copied by his secretaries.
IX. At first Picquart did not establish any connection in his own mind between the petit bleu "
and the bordereau; hesimply thought he was on the
track of a fresh traitor, and hoped to catch him in
the act.
Different circumstances prevented him
"'

from pursuing his investigations. Besides, Esterhazy had been warned, and not only was it im-
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him

jwssible tosurjirist'

any compromising

in

visit,

but he showed himself openly at the German embassy, to which he went to ask for a

Picquart's
Investigations.

pass|)ort for

Heevencar-

colonel.

liis

ried his audacity to the point of insist-

ing that he

War

i)e

allowed to return to the

preference to the Intelligence Department, and was ai)le to urge his reipiest
through the highesl parliamentary and military inUllice, in

fluence.
However, a fresh incident occurred to
strengthen I'iccjuart 's suspicions. The French nnlitary attache at Berlin, Foucault, informed him of a
curious conversation he had had with one Kiciianl
Cuers, a spy who wavered between France and Germany. Cuers told Foucault that Germany had never
employed Dreyfus that the only French officer who
was in Germany's pay was a major of infantry who
had furnished some sheets from lectures held at the
" ecole de tir " at Clullons.
Pic(iuart ac(iuainted General de Boisdeffre with
his discovery, and upon the order of the general and
of the minister of Avar, General Billot, he was directed to continue liis inquiry as quietly as possible;
still, Boisdeffre seemed from that time little disposed
to recommend judicial proceedings.
If Esterhazy
were really a traitor, he would be dismissed from the
army quietly; another Dreyfus affair was to be
avoided.
Picquart now set to work in earnest to get
samples of Esterhazy's liand writing, and he succeeded in obtaining two letters which the major had
written to the chiefs of Billot's cabinet. On looking
at them Pic(iuart was startled the writing was identical with that of the bordereau attributed to Dreyfus.
He wished to make sure of his impression, so
he showed some photographs of these letters (from
which he had removed the proper names) to Du
Paty and Bertillon. Du Paty declared "They are
from Matthew Dreyfus''; Bertillon said: "It is the
writing of the bordereau."
And when Picquart assured him that these letters were of recent date, he
declared: "The Jews have, for the past year, been
training some one to imitate the writing; he has succeded in making a perfect reproduction." The connection between the letters and the bordereau flashed

—

;

:

across the

mind of the colonel

in all its terrible cer-

handwriting seemed
were the author of the latter, Dreyfus
must be the victim of a judicial error. For a moment he clung to the idea that he must have further
proofs of Esterhazy's guilt; where could they be if
not in the secret dossier, communicated to the judges
in 1894, and in which he had also placed blind confidence, without the least knowledge of its contents?
This dossier, notwithstanding Mercier's orders, had
not been destroyed; it was still in Henry's safe.
During the latter's absence Picquart
The Secret had tiie do.ssier brought to him by
Gribelin, the keeper of the records;
Dossier.
he turned it over in feverish haste,
but this masterpiece of the "bureau" contained abtainty.

If Esterhazy, as the

to indicate,

solutely nothing that applied, or could be made to
apply, to Dreyfus. Of the only two papers that
were of any importance, one, tlie document "ca.," did not in any way concern any
naille de D
officer, but only a poor scribbler who had assumed
the name of Dubois, while the other, the memoran.

.

TraJ
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dum of Schwarzkoppen, almost certainly pointed to
As to Du Paty's conmu'iitary, this was
Esterliazy.
a mass of wild suppositions. Later this commentary
was claimed by General ^Mercier as his private property and quietly destroyed by Idm.
Much concerned, but still confident of the honesty
of Lis chiefs, Picquart immediately drew up a report and brought it to Boisdeffre, who ordered Picquart to go and relate his story to the dei)uty-chief
of the staff, General Gonse. The general received
the colonel, listened without flinching to his revelaand concluded that thev must "separate the
two affairs," that of Dreyfus and that of Esterliazy.
tions,

These instructions, confirmed by Boisdeffre. seemed
absurd to Pictiuart, since the borilereau established
an indissoluble bond between the two cases; he
should have understood from that moment that his
superiors had determined not to permit at any cost
the reopening of the Dreyfus alfair.
Boisdeffre had for spiritual adviser Father Du Lac,
an influential Jesuit, who appears to iiave played
an important though secret part in all this story.
Perhaps the officers would not admit even among
themselves that under their pompous formulas was
hidden, above everj'thing, the fear of seeing their
positions in the military world melt
Father
away if they publicly confessed the
Du Lac. i)art they had taken in the error and
illegal act of 1894; for the innocence
of Drej'fus once established, the communication
of the secret dossier would appear to everybody
what it was in reality an odious crime. As to
General Billot, to whom Picquart, following Boisdeffre's orders, made a complete report of the case,
he appeared deeply moved. He had not the same
reasons as Ids companions to defend the judgment
of 1894 at anj' cost, for he had had nothing to do
with it, and learned for the first time the story of

—

the secret dossier.

But

this soldier-politician lived in

surroundings; he did not dare to see the
affair dearly, and took for iiis motto the wordsof the
comedy: "Je suis leurchef; il faut (jue je lessuive"
{I am their leader; I am bound to follow them).
Against the young chief of the Intelligence Office
there was from this time forward on the part of his
terror of

liis

superiors secret strife which was bound to end in
rupture, but of which Picvpuirt was for a long time
uncon.scious.
He did not perceive that in his own
office he was jealously spied upon, opposed, and deceived by Ids fellow workers, Henry, Luuth, and
Grii)elin.
One of them, Henry, had some mysterious
motives besides the desire to please Ids superiors.
Since 1H70, when fliey had serv<Ml together at the Int(dligenc(' Olliee. In; hud been tJii;<oiiiiade, llie friend,
and even the dei)tor of Esterliazy, although he pretended to know very liftK- about him.
Between
these two men there existed u bond the e.\act nature
of which has remaine<i unknown, l)ut whicii must
have been very powerful to invf)lve Henry in the
falsehood, deceit, and forgeries whicli were unveiled
later.
If it is not certain that Henry was Esterhazy 's accomplice, it seems very probable that from
the end of ]x'.H he knew him to be the author of the
borden-HU, and knew also that tiie traitor had iiim in
his (lower.

X.

In Sept., 1S96, the

IV.-4:i

rumor of the

prisoner's es-
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cape brought the case abruptly back to public notice.
The anti-Jewish press inveighed against the accoma member of
the Chamber, Castelin, announced that
The
at the opening of the ue.xt session he
Castelin
would interpellate the ministry on this
Interpella- subject. Moreover, it was known at
tion.
the Staff Oflice that the Dreyfus fam-

plices, the protectors of the traitor;

ily was pursuing an inquiry and was
getting read}' to publish a pamphlet demanding the
revision of the case.
Picquart, now that his eyes had been opened, was
much preoccupied with all tlie.se plots. He believed
Castelin to be working for the Dreyfus family.
He
had also been affected by a strange forgery, quite
inexplicable to him, which had come into his hands
early in September: a letter in a feigned handwriting, and in the style of a German, pretending to be
addressed to Dreyfus by a friend, Weiss or Weill,
and referring to imaginary "interesting documents"
written in sympathetic ink, easily legible to expert
This was probabl}- the beginning of the plot
eyes.
to discredit Picquart, who insisted to Gonse that the
initiative should come from the Staff Office.
Gonse
answered by vaguely advising him to act with prudence, and was opposed to the "expertises " in handwriting that the colonel demanded. In the mean
time the bombshell burst. On Sept. l4"L'Eclair"
published under the title "The Traitor" a retrospective article which pretended to bring to light the
The article
real motives for the judgment of 1894.
revealed for the flrst time the fact of the communication to the judges of a secret document, but this
."
document the letter "canaille do D
now
became a "letter in cipher" in which the following
phrase wasfound: "This creature Dreyfus is becoming decidedly too exacting." This article had been
brought to "L'Eclair" by a contributor to the "Petit
Journal," where Henry had some acquaintances;
nothing further is known concerning it. Picquart
attributed it to the Dreyfus family, and desired to
take proceedings, which his chiefs would not author-

—

.

.

—

This only caused him to insist more firmly that
immediate steps should be taken. Then took place
between General Gonse and Picquart this memorize.

able dialogue:
"

It iimtitT to yiui," said tlie g/eneral, "whether
"
.lew n'inallis iil Devd'.s Island or not V
" Hut he Is Intioccnt."
" That Is un alTaIr ilmi can not be reopened ; General Mercler
and (Jcnerul .Sau.sslcr are Involved In It."
"silll. wliat would Ih.- our position If the family ever found
"
out the real culprit
" If you say notldii)?. nobody will ever know ft."
"What you have Just said Is al)oinliialile, >renenil. I do not
know yet wliat course I .shall take, liul In any case 1 will not
" I.e I'roces Dreyfu.s
ciirrv tills secret wKli nie to the i^rave."

Wlmt can

tills

'/

(

Devant

le

Conselhle (iuerrede Hennes,"!.

41(1,441, Paris, 19(10.]

From that day Pic(|uart's removal was decided.
He wasauthorized for thesjikeof a|)pearaiices toconinvestigations concerinng Esterhaz}'. but
he was forbidden to take any di'cisive step, or, above
With an ailversaryso
all, to have tlie man arrested.
cunning, ordinary measures— secret searches in his
rooms, opening of his corres|)ondence, examination
were of no avail, and never would lie.
f)f his desks
For Esterliazy had been warned. Hi? went to Drumont some time before the appearance of Lazare'a
tiiiue his

—
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pamphlet, and said that thfv dosirod to roopon the
Drevf us affair, and kmiivoIvo hin» in it in tmlor to
rrt'ird his pmniotion
Meanwhile, Henry insinuated to General Gonse
that it would be well to put the seerel dossier (of the
Dreyfus case) out of the way. for indiscretions might
arise— perhaps had already arisen— because of it (an
allusion to the article in

"L"Eclair,"

which he wished to be attributed to
Henry's
Confirma- Picquart). Gonse did not need to be

and removed the dossier
few days later Henry triumphantly brought him a letter from Panizzardi. in blue pencil, which, he sjiid. he had just
found among son>e scmps in Madame Bastian's paper
bag (Oct. 31). It was thus worded:
tory Letter.

ti>ld

twice,

(Oct. 30).

A very

Afu lUor frit ml : I have read that a deputy is KOing to ask
several questions on the Dreyfus afTair. If they request any new
explanations at Rjmits I shall say that I never had any dealings
with this Jew. That is undersUwd. If they question you make
the same r«ply, for nolxKly must ever know what has happened

Alexandrine.

to him.

worse confounded when Maurice Weil, one of Esterhazy s intimate friends, sent to the minister of war an
anonymous letter which he had just received and
which warned him tiiat Castclin intended to denounce
Esterha/.y and Weil as accomplices of Dreyfus. The
Staff Otiice pretended to recognize Picquart's hand
in all these incidents, or at any rate to regard them
His immediate departure was resolved upon. He had already been told that he would be sent to inspect the

as the result of his alleged indiscretions.

intelligence service in the east of France.

have been taken from the waste of the
written with the same pencil, on the
same sort of paper ruled in squares, and routaining
InreaLity, the letter brought for
the same signature
comparison contained fraudulent additions hinting
at a Jewish traitor, while the new document was a
forgery from beginning to end, executed by one of
Henry's customary forgers, probably Seemaq, called
Lemercier-Picard. who later admitted to Count TorGonse and Boisdeffre
nielli that he bad written it.

supposed

to

gfecret dossier,

believed or pretended to believe in its authenticity,
and likewise convinced General Billot thereof. When
Colonel Picquart expressed his doubts to Gonse the
latter answered " When a minister tells me anything
J. always believe it."
:

On Nqv.

6 the

memoir which had been prepared

bj the Dreytus family, and which had Ixjen written

by Bernard Lazare, appeared

at Brussels.

He

laid

bare the inconclusive character of the incriminating
document (without, however, publishing it), confirmed the communication of the secret docnment,
but affirmed, in opposition to " L'Eclair, " that it bore
only tlie initial " D " and not the name of " Dreyfus "
The pamphlet, distributed to the members
in full.
of the Chamber, received from the press a cold wel-

come. But a few days later (Nov. 10) "Le Matin "
published the facsimile of the famous bordereau attributed to Dreyfus.
It became known later that it
had been obtained from tne expert Tey.ssonni6res,
who alone had kept the photograph of the bordereau
confided to all the writing-experts in 1894. The
publicity given to this facsimile would allow writing-experts all the world over to prove the differences that existed between the writing of the bordereau and that of Dreyfus; it might also meet the
eyes of people who would recognize the writing of
the true culprit, and that is exactly what happened.
Esterhazy 's handwriting was recognized particularly
by Schwarzkoppen (who only then understood the
drama of 1894), by Maurice Weil, and by a solicitor's
olerk, the son of the chief rabbi Zadoc Kahn.
The
confusion at the Staff Office was now great; it grew

Boisdeffre

went with him to the minister, who rebuked Picquart
soundly for having let information leak out and for
having seized Esterhazy's correspondence without
authorization.
In recognition of his services in the
past, he was not disgraced, but was ordered to set
out immediately, and to resign his position to GenHe did not protest, but started on
eral Gonse.
Nov. 16. Two days hUer Castelin's interpellation,
which had become a decided bugbear to the Staff
CasOffice, was made, but it failed of its purpose.

demanded that proceedings should be instituted against the accomplices of the traitor, among
whom he named Dreyfus' father-in-law lladamaid,
the naval officer Emile Weyl, and Bernard Lazare.
General Billot, who had addressed the Chamber before
Castelin, affirmed the perfect regularity of the action
of 1894, and made an appeal to the patriotism of
the assembly to terminate a "dangerous debate."
After a short and confused argument the Chamber
voted an "ordre du jour" of confidence, inviting the
government to inquire into the matter and to take
A petition from
proceedings if there were cuKse.
Madame Dreyfus, invoking, with the support of the
article in "L'Eclair," the communication of the secret document, was put aside by the judicial committee for want of sufficient proof.
XI. Meanwhile, under pretext of organizing the
Information Department, Picquart was hurried off
to Tunis, and kept out of prominence by being attached to the Fourth Regiment of sharpshooters in
Gonse wrote to him letters dwellgarrison at Susa.
ing upon the question of money, as if to suggest purPicquart recordchasing his silence.
Machi- ed in a codicil to his will the history
nations
of his discovery, which he intended
Against for the president of the republic; in
Picquart. this way he was sure "not to take his
secret with him to the grave."
Henry, though under the nominal direction of
Gonse, had become the real head of the Intelligence
Office, where he quietly prepared a whole series of
forgeries, designed, when the opportunity presented
itself, to crush Picquart if he ever attempted to
cause trouble. After having put at rest the mistrust of his former chief by pretended protestations
of devotion, in June, 1897, he suddenly flung off his
mask. Picquart, irritated at continually receiving
mi-ssives from the agents of his former .service,
wrote a rather hasty note to Henry, in which he denounced "the lies and the mysteries" with which
his pretended mission had been surrounded during
Henry, after having consulted
the past six months.
his superiors, answered, declaring that as far as
"mysteries" were concerned he knew onl}^ that the
following facts had been established against Picquart

telin

The writing was apparently Pauizzardi's, and in
order to compare it. Henry produced an earlier letter,
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by an ''inquiry" (1) The opening of correspondproposal
ence unconnected with the service. (2)
to two officers to testify, should such action be necessary, that a paper, registered as belonging to the ser%'ice, and emanating from a well-known person, had
been seized in the mails a reference to a suggestion
of Lauth's to Picquart that the " petit bleu" addressed
to Esterhazy should be stamped with the regular
post-office stamp. (3) The opening of a secret dossier,
followed by disclosures. This letter, to which Picquart replied by a brief protest, opened his eyes;
he understood the plot that was being hatched
against him, the dangers which threatened liim for

A

—

having been too discerning. He asked for leave,
went to Paris, and disclosed his affair to his old
friend and comrade Leblois, a lawyer.
Without
revealing to Leblois any secret document, even
the " petit bleu," he told him that he had discovered
Esterhazy 's crime and the innocence of Dreyfus;
he authorized him, in case of necessity, to inform
the government, but absolutely forbade him to apprise either tlie brother or the lawyer of Dreyfus.
Leblois did not long remain the only recipient of
the secret.
A few days later chance brought him
in contact with one of the few statesmen who
had shown any sympathy with the researches of
Matthew Dreyfus the Alsatian Scheurer-Kestner,
former member of the Chamber of Deputies for Alsace and coworker with Gambetta, and now vicepresident of the Senate and one cf the most justly
esteemed men of the Republican party. Since 1895
Scheurer-Kestner, induced by the depScheurer- uty Ranc and by Matthew Dreyfus,
Eestner's had made some inquiries.
In 1897
Inquiries, tlie frieud.sof Dreyfus returned to the

—

Scheurer-Kestner was sur-

cliarge.

prised to find that all the so-called moral proofs, the
tales that were brought forward to explain the
crime of Dreyfus, did not bear investigation. The
expert Teyssonni^-res, sent to him by liis friend and

colleague Traricux, former minister of justice, did
not succeed ia convincing him that the bordereau wa.s
in the writing of Dreyfus.
In great distress, he went
to tell his old comrade Billot of his suspicions; the
general reassured him: a secret document discovered
since the condenination, at the moment of Castelin's
interpfiiution, liad removed all doubts; Billot related the subsuince of it to him without letting him
see It.
This "cnisliing blow." which he kept in
reserve for the parti/.ans of Dreyfus, was Major

Henry's forgery.
Hfhf iirer Keslncr was at fliis point of liis iiKpiiry
wiifi^Lebloi.'*, wlio liad met him at dinner one eve
ning, conceived the idea of Jiaving recourse to him as
the nif<liurn by wliieli to s;ive Dreyfus and, thrniif^li

Dreyfus,

Picquart.

Going

tf)
Scheurerlvestner'.s
he knew, and showed him
Oonse'a h'ttrTS. Hcheurcr Kcsfnor was finallv <''>n
vincffl, ami swon- to devote hiiuHcIf to the dcfcn.se of
the innocent (July 13, 1897).
But he wa.s miich puzzled as to what eniirse to pursue.
r<fhlois had ff)r
hiddfu him to mention Pif((uart's name, and I'ic
quart had forbidden that the Dreyftis family should
be told.
In this porpli-xity, born of thf initial mistake of I'irtjuart, Scheurer Kestner pursued the
most unlucky tactics imaginable; in.stead of (juietly

hf)U8e, Leblois told

all

Dreyfus

Chtsb

gathering together all his documents and uniting
his forces with those of Matthew Dreyfus, he al-

lowed the rumor of his convictions to be spread
abroad, and thus put the Staff Office on the alert;
gave them time tb prepare themselves, and allowed
the hostile press to bring discredit upon him and to
weaken beforehand by premature and mutilated revelations the force of his arguments.
Billot soon began to feel uneasy he conjured his
"old friend" to do nothing without having seea
;

him

end of the parliametiScheurer-Kestner, without suspecting
anything, gave him his word, leaving a clear field
to Esterhazy 's protectors.
In the meau while thii
personage had been quietly dismissed from active
service.
Billot, who it is claimed looked upon him
as "a scoundrel, a vagabond," perhaps even as the
accomplice of Dreyfus, had indignantly opposed hid
readmission into the War Office.
On Aug. 17 Esterhazy was put on the retired list " for temporary iafirmities "
but, that done, there remained the prevention of his being "substituted" for Dreyfus:
That it was Scheurer-Kestner's plan to demand this
substitution, the Staff Office did not doubt for si
moment, for Henry's secret police had followed Pici
quart to Leblois' house, and then Leblois to ScheurerKestner's.
It was even fancied that Scheurer-Kesther was much more fully informed than was really th6
case. Toward the middle of October a meeting wk4
held at the War Office, in anticipation of ScheurerKestner's impending campaign.
Gonse, Henry,
Lauth, Du Paty de Clam, were all present; the liast;
although having nothing to do with the Intelligence^
Office, had been summoned to it as the principal
worker in the condemnation of Dreyfus, and as interested therefore more than any one
Tactics of in maintaining it. Gonse set forth the
the
plot "of the. Jews" to substitute for
Staff" Office. Dreyfus Esterhazy, an officer of doubtful character, but whom a minute iii'quiry had cleared of all suspicion of treacfiery whA
was, however, a nervous man, and who, under the
blow of a sudden denunciation, miglit lose his liead
and take flight or even kill himself; and that would
mean catastrophe, war, and disaster. Esterlui'/.y
must then be warned, to prevent him from goinj^
(piite mad.
But how was it to be done'? It was decided to send iiim an anonymous letter in order that
Billot objected to tliis pro"he might take courage.
ceeding; it seems, however, that somebody disregarded the objection, for Esterhazy received (or pretended to have received) a letter signed h'.tpt'ra iire,
warning him that the Drcffiin family, informed by
a certain Colonel I^cart, intended to arcuse him
of treason.
One fact is certain— that he settled in
;

that

is

to say, until the

tarj' recess.

;

:

Paris,

went

to see

Schwarzkoppen, and

told

hini

that all was lost if he (Schwarzkoppen) did not go
and declare to Madami' Dreyfus that her husband
was guilty; on the indignant refusal of Schwarzkoppen he threatened to blow his brains out. Ai,
the Staff oniee Henry and Du Paty, understanding
at once the wishes of Boisdeffre and of (Jonsc, reTlie keeper
the records, Gril)eh'n, went in disguise to takd <»
letter to Esterhazy fixing a rendezvous ih the pai"k Of
Montsouris. There, while-Henry (fearing, as he said.

solved to join forces with Esterhazy.
f)f
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Patv.

will)

by

his former ooiunulo) kept wiitc-li, Du
dissruisfil. tolii Estcrlia/.y that he

was also

was known to be iuuoeent, ami that he wmilii be
defended ou couditiou that he conformed rigorously
to the instructions that would be given to liini.
After this interview Esterha/.y went to Sciiwarzlioppen quite cheered up, and told him that the
staff was entering into a campaign for his defense.

A

Schwar/koppen iiad himself recalled
was the discreet but significant avowal
that "his man was taken." ^lean while Esterhazy,
as agreed upon, was receiving his daily instructions
from the Staff Otlice. Every evening from lliis time
on Gribelin brought to him at the Military Club the
program for the next day; Du Paty and Ileury,
whose connection with the affair Esterhazy soon
knew, saw him several times, sometimesat the Montmartrc cemetery, sometimes ou the Pout d'Alexauweek

later

to Berlin;

it

Later on. when these meetings were condre III.
sidered too dangerous, they corresponded with him
through the medium of his mistress, of his lawyer,
or of his cousin Christian.

Following instructions, Esterhazy wrote to Billot,
ending his letter with the threat that if he were not
defended he would apply to the German emperor.
He wrote in the same strain to the president of the
republic, claiming that a lady afterward mysteriously referred to as the " veiled lady "—had given
him a photograph of a very important document
which Picquart had acquired from an embassy and
which seriously compromised persons of high diplomatic rank. This braggadocio was taken so seriously that General Leclerc received au order at
Tunis to question Picquart on having given to an
outsider— the "veiled lady "—the "document of deReceiving no answer, Esterhazy, in his
liverance."
third letter (Nov. 5), virtually held the knife at the
president's throat: the stolen document proved the
rascality of Dreyfus if he should publish it, it would
be war or humiliation for France. This time they
made up their minds to listen to him. General Saussier was charged with interrogating Esterhazy in regard to the " document of deliverance " he obtained
no details from him, but made him promise to send
back the document to the minister. On Nov. 15 (the
day when Matthew Dreyfus wrote his denunciation)
it was "restored" to Saussier in a triple envelope,
sealed with Esterhazy 's arms: the "document of
deliverance," as Esterhazy called it, was a photo."
There
graph of the document "canaille de D
is nothing to prove that Esterhazy had ever had it in
Billot acknowledged the receipt by the
his hands.
hand of his "chef de cabinet." General Torcy. By
these barefaced stratagems Esterhazy and his defenders on the staff made certain of the complicity
of the minister and of tlie president of the republic,
while they compromised Picquart more deeply.
With the latter they proceeded to further measures.
At the end of October Boisdeffre had ordered
General Leclerc, commanding the corps of occupation in Tunis, to send Picquart to reconnoiter on the
frontier of Tripoli, from which quarter pretended
It was
gatherings of the local tribes were reported.
a dangerous region, where Mores had met his death;

—

;

;

.

.

General Leclerc was astonished at the order, and,

having heard from Picquart the cause of his disgrace.
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forbade him to go farther than (Jabes. Some days
had to clear himself of the accusation

later Piinuart

of all()wing a

woman

to purloin the

"document of

deliverance" of Esterhazy. Then, on Nov. 11 and
IC, he received one after the other two telegrams
worded: (1) "Arrest the demigod; all
The "Spar- is discovered; very serious affair.
anza'' and Speranza." (2) "It has been proved
'Blanche " that the bleu' was forged by Georges.
Telegrams. Blanche." The obscure allusions and
'

'

the names in these forgeries were derived from Picquart's private correspondence, which
had been looked through, and were intended to i)n)duce the impression that Picquart was in some plot
to release Dreyfus; the " demigod, " it was pretended,
The two telegrams,
referred to Scheurer-Kestner.
coi^ied before tliey left Paris, had convinced the Silrete Generale that Picquart was the moving spirit
Ou receiving them, and afterward an
in the plot.
anonymous letter in the same style, Picquart sent a
complaint to General Billot, and asked that inquiries
be made regarding the author of these forgeries.
During this time Scheurer-Kestner was being deceived by his " old friend " Billot. On Oct. 80 he had

a long conference with Billot, at which he accu.sed
Esterhazy. Billot declared that in spite of persistent investigations nobody had been able to find any
proofs against Esterhazy, but that there were posiScheurer-Kestner imtive proofs against Dreyfus.
plored him to distrust suspicious documents, and
finally gave him a fortnight in which to make an
honest and thorough investigation, i)romi.sing that
he himself would not speak during that time.
He kept his word Billot did not. During the
fortnight not onl}'' was the collusion between the
staff and the traitor fully organized, but the press,
furnished with more or less news
Silence of ])y the War Office, spoke openly of
Scheurer- Seheurer-Kestner's futile visit to Billot and launched a veritable tempest
Kestner.
against the "Jewish syndicate," which
had bought a " man of straw " as a substitute for
Dreyfus in order to dishonor the army. ScheurerKestner, patient but much distressed by the tempest, persisted in his fixed idea of acting only through
He saw Meline, the president of
the government.
;

the council, several times, but Meline would have
nothing to do with his dossier, and advised him to
address to the minister of justice a direct petition
This was not bad advice. Accordfor revision.
ing to the new law of 1895, a petition for revision
founded ou a new fact (discovered after the sentence) could only be submitted to the Court of Cassation by the keeper of the seals, after the latter had

taken the advice of a special commission. The disposition of the minister (Darlan) was not unfavorable to the adoption of this course; and it is worthy
of note that the new facts which were allowed later
by the court were at that moment easy to establish;
namely, the resemblance l)etween E.sterhazy's writing and that of the bordereau and the communication of the secret dossier to the judges.
The pursuit of such a course would also

have had

the advantage of taking the matter out of the hands
of military justice and of placing it in those of the
However,
civil judges, who were less prejudiced.
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Scheurer-Kestnerdid not dare to pursue this course;
thought liis documents not sut^cienth' complete.
Official notes from the ministry (Nov. 6 and 9) stated

lie

the attitude which the government was resolved to
take it determined to respect the "chose jugee"
As for the legal proceed(the matter adjudicated).
ings to secure revision, the notice added that Cap-

—

had been "regularly and justly" conthe burden
blatters might still have
of General Billot's song,
dragged on had it not been for chance. At the instance of the Dreyfus family, Bernard
ConLazare had prepared a second and
junction of more detailed pamphlet, in which had
Matthew been gathered the opinions of a large
Dreyfus
number of French and foreign experts
tain Drej-fus

demned

— a formula which soon became

and

upon the writing of the bordereau as
compared with that of Dreyfus. The
unanimous conclusion of these experts
was that the handwritings were not
identical; but while some of them maintained that
the writing of the bordereau was natural, others saw
in it a forgery. At the same time that this brochure
was published, Matthew Dreyfus ordered handbills
ScheurerKestner,

reproducing in facsimile the bordereau and a letter
of his brother's, which were offered for sale. One of
tliese handbills fell into the hands of a stockbroker,
Castro, wiio had had business relations with Ester-

hazy

he immediately recognized the bordereau as
and informed Matthew Dreyfus of tiie fact. The latter hastened to
Scheurer- Kestner and asked him: "Is that the same
name? " "Yes," the latter replied (Nov. 11).
For four days they hesitated as to the course to
pursue, Scheurer-Kestner still persisting in keeping
;

the writing of his former client,

the fortniglit's silence promised to Billot on Oct. 31.
In the interim, by means of the press the public mind

been influenced by indications as to the real
and by counter-declarations by Esterhazy in
" La Libre Parole " concerning the consjiiracy of the
Jews and of " X. Y." (Picquart).
On the niglit of Nov. IT), in a letter to the minister f)f war wliich was published at once, Matthew
Dreyfus denounced "Count" Walsin Esterhazy as
tlie writer of the bordereau and as tlie author of the
treason for which liis broliic- had been condemned.
XII. Tiif! liasty denunciation of Esterhazy by
Matthew Dreyfus was a tactical though periiaps an
unavoidable blunder. To accuse Esterhazy formally
of the trejison imputed to Dreyfus
Trial of
and not simply of having written the
Esterhazy. bordereau ([lerhafts as u Jioax or a
liad

traitor

—

swindle) was to sui)ject the revision
of the rase of 1894 to the preliminary condemnation of
Witli the slafT and the War Odice fully
Esterliazy.
enlistfd against Dreyfus, the court martial which

Esterhazy iiimself at once demanded was of necescomedy. Not only was the accused
allowed his liberty until the last day but one, not
only did liis protectors in the Staff Odice continue
to communicate indirectly with liim and to dictate
the answers he should makr-, but the general entrusted with the preliminary as well as with the
judicial inquiry. M. de Pellicux, showed him an unchanging friendliness and accepted witliout exami-

sity a veritable

nation

all his

inventions.

Dreyfus Case

Convinced of the guilt of Dreyfus through the assurances of the statf, and before long by Henry's
forged documents, Pellieux refused at the outset to
examine the bordereau, on the subject of which there
was "chose jugee." Even after the formal order
to prosecute, an interpellation of Scheurer-Kestner
to the Senate (Dec. 7) was necessary to induce General Billot to promise that all the documents, including the famous bordereau, should be produced for
examination. On this occasion also, as he had done
some days before in the Chamber of Deputies (Dec.
4), the minister did not fail to proclaim on his soul
and conscience the giiilt of Dreyfus, thus bringing
to bear the whole weight of his high office on the
verdict of the future judges of Esterhazy.
Premier
Meline, on his part, gained applause for declaring
"

that there

was no Dreyfus affair," and

the

Chamber

"ordre du jour" stigmatized "the ringleaders
of the odious campaign which troubled the public
in its

conscience."

Against this " odious campaign " was set in motion
a Avhole baud of newspapers connected with the
Stair Office,

and which received from

it

either sub-

communications. Among the
Attitude of most violent are to be noted " La Libre
the Press. Parole" (Drumont), "L'Intransigeant"
(Hochefort), "L'P>ho de Paris" (Lepelletier), " Le Jour " ( Vervoort), " La Patrie " (Millevoye), "Le Petit Journal" (Juuet), "L'Eclair" (Alphonse Humbert). Two Jews, Arthur Meyer in
" Le Gaulois" and G. Pollonuais in "Le Soir," also
took part in this concert. Boisdeffre's orderly officer, Pauffin de St. Morel, was even caught one day
bearing the " staff gospel " to Henry Pochefort (Nov.
16); nobody was deceived by the punishment for
breach of discipline which he had to undergo for the
sake of appearances.
An extraordinary piece of information which
was printed by
was immediately contradicted
" L'Intransigeant" (Dec. r2-14); it was attributed
to the conlidences of Pauffin, and it dealt with the
"ultra-secret" dossier (the photographs of letters
from and to Emperor William about Dreyfus).
The Revisionist press, reduced to a small number of organs which were accused of being in the
It
service of a synclicale, did not remain inactive.
consisted of "Le Sii'cle " (Yves Guyot, Jo.seph Reinach), " L'Aurore " (Vaughan, Clemenceau, Pres.sense), and " I>e Rappel," to which were joined later
"La Petite R('publi(iue" (Jaurt^s) mid " Les Droits
de r Homme " (Ajalberl). The " Figaro," lo.sing most
of its subscribers, changed its jM)litics on Dec. IB,
but became once more " Dreyfu.sard " after the discovery of Henry's forgery. " L'Auturite " (Cassagnac) and " Le Soleil " (Herve de Keroliant) were the
only newspapers among the reactionary press which
sidies or

—

—

Some of
less in favor of revision.
the revisionists, falling into the trap laid for them,
widenr'd the scope of the debate and gave it the character of an insulting campaign against the chiefs of
tlie army, which hurt the feeling.s of many sincere
patrif)tH and drove them over to the other side.
were more or

Public ojiinion was deeply moved by two jjtiblicaone, that of the indictment of Dreyfus (in
"Le Siede," Jan. 0. 1R0H). %yhich was absolutely
remarkable for its lack of proof; the other ("P^igaro."
lions:
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28, 1897), that of letters written twelve yeiira
before by Esterlm/y to hia mistress, Miidiime cU'
Boulauiy, iu wliiili he liiuiulieil furious inveitivt>s against his "cowardly auil iguoraut" i-hiefs,
against "the tiue army of France," against the
One of tnese letters esjieentire French nation.
oially, which soon became famous under the name of
the "lettre du Hulan " (I'hlan), surpassed in its unpatriotic violence anything that can be imagined.

Nov

me lliis eveniiiR." It nin, "and told nie
tc>-niom>\v us i-aptalii of Ihlims, while
hi'winjr down Frenchmen, 1 should be per-

"If *)me one came to
tbat

1

sboiild

l)e

klllwl

The" Lettre

What a s»id lltrure these
fe<-tly happy.
jHH^ple would make under a bkK)d-red sun over
the battle-tleld. Parts taken by storm and given
to the plUape of a hundred thousand drunken soldiers 1 That

du
up

.

.

.

Hulaii.''

Is ttie fet*

that

I

long for

"'
1

Esterhazy hastened to deny the authorship of the
which was submitted to examination by ex"While silence was imposed on the officers of
perts.
Esterhazy s regiment, suspicious were thrown on
The director of the prison
the defenders of Dreyfus.
of Cherche-Midi, Forzinetti, who persisted in proclaiming his prisoner's innocence, was dismissed.
But, above all, the Staff Office struggled to bring
Picquart into disrepute. Scheurer-Kestner insisted
on having his evidence; they were forced to bring
him back from Tunis. The day before his arrival a
letter,

search was instituted among his belongings, which
was as fruitless as it was unusual an officer escorted
him from Marseilles to Paris (Nov. 25). General de
Pellieux, who had been made to believe by a series
of forgeries that Picquart had for some time been
the moving spirit of the "syndicate," treated him
more as the accused than as a witness; it was understood that he would soon be behind bolts and bars.
The general entrusted with the investigation concluded that there was no evidence against Esterhazy.
However, Esterhazy was instructed to write a letter
asking as a favor to be brought up for trial, the
rough copy of which was corrected by Pellieux
;

Accordingly General Saussier, governor
bimself.
But
of Paris, instituted a regular inquiry (Dec. 4).
the officer empowered to conduct it, Major Ravar}',
did so in the same spirit as Pellieux.
Ravary'8 Esterhazy 's system of defense was a
Report.
mixture of audacious avowals and
ridiculous inventions.
He acknowledged his relations with Schwarzkoppen, but gave
to them a purely social character.
The " petit bleu "
was, according to him, an absurd forgery, highly
improbable, and most likely the work of Picquart
himself.
He did not deny the striking resemblance
between nis writing and that of the bordereau, but
explained it by alleging that Dreyfus must have
fraudulently obtained one of his letters to imitate
his handwriting and so incriminate him.
As for the
documents enumerated in the bordereau, Esterhazy
denied that he could possibly have known them,
especially at the time to which they now had
agreed to assign the bordereau (April. 1894). He
certainly had borrowed the"manuel de tir" from
Lieutenant Bemheim of Le Mans, whom he had
met at Rouen, but in the month of September; later
on, he retracted and said, in agreement with Bemheim, tliat it was not the real manual, but a similar
regulation already available in the bookstores.
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This mass of deceptions, to which was added the
romance of the "veiled lady" supposed to be a
mistress of Picijuart was taken seriously by Ravary.
Three experts were found (Conard, Belhomme, Varinanl) who swore that the boiilereau was not in Esterhazy 's hand, though apparently traced in part
over his writing (Dec. 2G). These men had to be
coached by the stalT. Du Paty writes to Esterhazy:
"The experts have been aj)poiuted. You will have
They shall be si»oken to;
their names to-morrow
be quiet " Thereupon Ravary wrote out, or signed,
a long report in which, after having given an exact

—

—

!

summary of

the charges set forth against Esterhazy,
he concluded by saying that, while the private life
of the major was not a model to be recommended
"to our young officers," there was nothing to prove
The bordereau was
that he was guilty of treason.
not in his writing the " petit bleu " was not genuine.
He stigmatized Picquart as the instigator of the
whole campaign, and denounced his subterfuges
;

and indiscretions to his superiors.
Ravary concluded that the case should be dismissed at once (Jan. 1). However, Saussier ordered
the affair to be thoroughly cleared up before a court
presided over by General
Luxer. The hearing took place at the
Esterhazy Cherche-Midi on Jan. 10 and 11, 1898.
martial

The

Court
Martial,

From the commencement the Dreyfus
family, who had appointed two law-

yers (Ferdinand Labori and Demange),
were refused the right of being represented in court.

The reading of the indictment, the superficial examination of Esterhazy (who contradicted himself
several times), the testimony of the civil witnesses
(Matthew Dreyfus, Scheurer-Kestner, etc.), were
conducted in public; then a hearing behind closed
doors was ordered, doubtless to stifle Colonel PicThe public knew nothing of Picquart's evidence.
quart's deposition, or of that of the other military
witnesses, of Leblois, or of the experts, and nothing of the Revisionists' case in general. General
de Pellieux, seated behind the judges, interfered
more than once in the debates, and whispered to
Picquart was so harshly treated
the president.
that one judge exclaimed: "I see that the real accused is Colonel Picquart!
Finally,«as everybody knew beforehand would be
the case, Esterhazy was acquitted unanimously and
acclaimed with frenzy by the "patriots" outside.
Pellieux wrote to the "dear major" to stigmatize
the "abominable campaign" of which he had been

the victim, and to authorize him to prosecute those
who dared to attribute the "Uhlan" letter to him.
As to Picquart, he was, to begin with, punished
with sixty days' imprisonment, being confined on

Mont Valerien it was understood that he would be
arraicned before a council of inquiry (Jan. 13).
XIII. Esterhazy's acquittal closed the door on
revision for the time being; but the Revisionists
did not consider themselves defeated.
Emile
For two months their ranks had been
Zola's
increased by a mige number of lit;

professors, and scholars
been convinced oy the evi-

" J' Accuse. "erary men,

who had
dence given;

it

wasone

novelist Emile Zola,

of these "intellectuels." the
took up the gauntlet. AI-

who
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most from the first he had enlisted among the advocates of revision.
He had written iu the " Figaro "
brilliant articles against the anti-Semites and in favor
of Scheurer-Kestner, whom he termed "a soul of
crystal."
"Truth is afoot," he said ;" nothing will
stop- her."
On Jan. 13 he published in " L'Aurore,"
under the title "J'Accuse," an open letter to the
president of the republic, an eloquent philippic
against the enemies "of truth and justice." Gathering together with the prophetic imagination of the
novelist all the details of a story of which up to
then the outlines had hardly been discerned, he
threw into relief, not without a good deal of exaggeration, the " diabolical role " of Colonel Du Paty.
He charged the generals with a "crime of high treason against humanity," Pellieux and Ravary with
"villainous inquiry," the experts with "lying and
fraudulent reports." The acquittal of Esterhazy

was "a supreme blow

["soufflet "] to all truth, to all

the court of justice which had pronounced
it was " necessarily criminal "
and he finished the
long recital of his accusations with these words:
justice "

;

:

"

I

accuse the

first

court martial of having violated the law

condemning the accused upon the evidence of a document
which remained secret. And I accuse the second court martial
In

of

having screened

this illegality

turn the Judicial crime of wilfully
guilty person."

by order, committing in its
and knowingly acquitting a

Zola's audacious action created a tremendous stir.
he owned himself, a revolutionary deed destined to provoke proceedings which would hasten
"an outburst of truth and justice," and in that reIt was,

was not deceived. His philippic raised
such an outcry in the press and in the Chamber of
Deputies that the War Offlce was forced to enter
upon proceedings. A complaint was lodged against
tlie defamatory phrases with regard to the court
martial which had acquitted Esterhazy.
The case
was tried before the jury
of the Seine, and lasted
'
from Feb. 7 to 23, 1898.
The " patriots " in the cafes, the " camelots " selling
songs and broadsides, the professional anti-Semites
who were masters of the streets under the friendly
eye of the police, threatened and hooted
First Zola all the "enemies of tiie army," apTrial.
plauded the generals and even the most
spect he

insignificant officers in uniform, not
excepting Majrtr Estcriiazy, to whom Piincc Henry
of Orleans asked to be presented.
Scuffles took place
between tiie anti Hcvisionists and the handful of
" Dreyfu.mirds " who served as a body guard to Z<ila.
Even in the audience cliuinber, " arranged " with care

by the

stalT

civil dress

festations.

and

its

caused a

friends at

There was

tiie bar,

officers in

and gave vent to noisy

stir

nuini-

figiiting in tiie lobbies.

Cries
of " Death to thu Jews " were uttered on all sides.
Zola's lawyers, Ferdinand Laliori and Alliert ("Icnienceau, ha<i sunimoned a large number of witnesses. The greater number of the milibiry witnes.se3
declined at first to reply to the suinmons, but the
court did nf)t admit tlieir power tf) refu.s<', and they
I

were obliged to submit. However, in order that the
"chose jugee" should receive due respect, the court
decided not to allow any document, any evidence
which bore upon facts foreign to the accusation, to
be produced.

Dreyfaa Cas*

The

president, Delegorgue^ in applying this iJrin>
observed a subtle, almost absurd, distinction;
he admitted all that could prove Esterhazy 's guilt
but not Dreyfus' innocence or the irregularity of
his condemnation his formula, " The question will
not be admitted," soon became proverbial. In reality, it was exceedingly difficult to traqe a dividingciple,

;

between the two classes of facts and the line
was constantly overstepped, nowmnder the pretext
of establishing the "good faith" of the accused,
line

now to

;

justify the incriminating phrase that the sec-

ond court martial had covered by order the illegality
committed by the first. It was thus that Demange
was able to bring out, in a rapid Sentence, the fact
of the communication of the secret document, which
fact he learned from his fellow advocate, Salles.
Concerning the Dreyfus affair, the most important
testimony was that of Colonel Picquart, wlio appeared for the first time in public, and gained nuj
merous sympathizers by his calm, dignified, and
reserved attitude.
Without letting himself be either
intimidated or flattered, he related clearly and sin^
but avoiding

unnecessary disclosures,
His adversaries, Gonse,
Henry, Lauth, Gribelin, did not leave
Picquart's a stone unturned to weaken the force
Evidence, of his evidence and to assert that from
the very commencement he had been
haunted by the idea of substituting Esterhazy for
Dreyfus. There was a long dispute over his supposed plan of having the " petit bleu " stamped dur-:
ing the suspected visits that Leblois had paid him at
Gribelin pretended that he had seen
the ministry.
them seated at a table with two secret dossiers io
front of them, one concerning carrier-pigeons, thq
other concerning the Dreyfus affair. Henry (api
pointed lieutenant-colonel for the occasion) de-clared that he had seen, in the presence of Leblois,.
the document "canaille de D ..." taken from itg
envelope. Picquart denied the truth of this statement, which the dates contradicted Henry therei
upon replied " Colonel Picquart has told a lie," Picr
quart kept his temper, but at the end of the trial sent
his seconds to Henry, and fought a duel with him, iu
cerely,

all

the story of his discovery.

;

:

which Henry was slightly wounded.

As

to Ester-

hazy, who also tried to pick a quarrel with him, Picquart refused to grant him the honor of a meeting.
said he, "belongs to the justice of his
In this trial the important part played by
Henry began to appear; till then he hail purposely
kept in the background, and concealed ;i deep cunning beneath the blunt appearance of a peasant-solOne day (Feb. 13), as if to warn his chiefs
dier.
tliat he had tlie upper hand of them., he revealed the
formation of the secret dossier; he also spoke, but
vaguely, of a supposed ultra secret do.ssicr, two letters which (he pretended) had been shown Irim by
These were a|)paiently two of
Colonel Suiidlierr.
the forged letters attributed to the German emperor,
which were whispered about sub rosa in order to

"That man,"

country

"

convince refractory

Among

opiiiionH.

tiic; experts in handwriting occupied the longest time boforq the court.
HesidcH the profea.sioiial expert^, eminent savants
such as Paul Meyer, A. Giry, Louis Havet, and Molinier, affirmed and proved tliat the writing and the

th(( civil

witnesses,

were those of Esterhazy. Tlieir
adversaries refused to admit this evidence ou the
ground of the supposed ditlerenee between the original and the published facsimiles, of which many,
according to IVllieux. resembled forgeries. The
lawyers then asked that the original bonlereau might
be produced, but the court refuseil to give the order.
style of the bordereau

CVuenil de Pellieux had established liimself counAn elegant otliccr, gifted
foT the Stall Orticc.
with an easy and biting eloiiuence, he addressed the
court at almost every hearing, sometimes congratuhitinghimself with having contributed to Esterhazy's
sel

acquittal,

sometimes warning the jurymen that

if

they overthrew the confidence of the country in the
chiefs of the army, their sous would be brought "to
butchery." Like Henry, but with less mental reserOn
vation, iie ended one day by divulging a secret.
Feb. 17 he had had a prolonged discussion with Picqvuirt as to whether Esterhazy could possibly have
been acquainted with the documents of the bordereau, the real date of which was now acknowledged (Aug. or Sept. and not April, 1894). Suddenly,
as if unnerved, he declared that, setting the bordereau aside, there was a proof, subsequcnt in date but positive, of the guilt
The
' Thunder- of Dreyfus, and this proof he had had
before his eyes; it was a paper in
bolt"
which the attache "A" wrote to the
ducted.
" Never mention the
attache " B
dealings we have had with this Jew." General
Gonse immediately confirmed this sensational evidence. This was the first time that the document
forged by Henry the " thunderbolt " of Billot had
been publicly produced. The impression this admisLabori protested against
sion created was intense.
this garbled quotation, and demanded that the document should either be brought before the court or
should not be used at all. Then Pellieux, turning
'"

:

—

—

toward an orderlj' officer, cried " Take a cab, and go
and fetch General de Boisdeffre." "While waiting for
the head of the staff the hearing was adjourned; it
was arranged not to resume it that day, for in the interval the government, informed of the incident, had
opposed the production of a document which brought
the foreign embassies into the case, and of which
Hanotaux, the minister for foreign affairs, warned
:

the Italian ambassador, Tornielli, suspected the
genuineness.
At the next day's hearing Boisdeffre
was content with confirming the deposition of Pellieux on every point as "accurate and authentic,"
and boldly put the question of confidence to the
The president declared the incident closed.
jury.
In vain did Picquart, questioned by the lawyers,
declare that he considered the document a forgery.
Pellieux was content with styling him scornfully
"a gentleman who still bore the uniform of the
French army and who dared charge three generals
with a forgery! " From that moment the debates
were curtailed. The jury, deliberating under fear
of physical violence, declared the defendants guilty
without extenuating circum.stances. In consequence
Zola was condemned to the maximum punishment
one year's imprisonment and a fine of 3,000 francs.
The publisher of "L'Aurore " defended by George
Clemenceau was sentenced to four months' imprisonment and a similar fine (Feb. 23, 1898). The pris-

by

—
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oners appealed to the Court of Cassation for annulnu-ntof the judgment. Contrary to theirexpectation
and to that of the public the Criminal
Court admitted the plea on the formal
The
Sentence ground that the complaint should have
Annulled, been lodged by the court martial which
had been slandered, and not by the minThe sentence was therefore annulled
ister of war.
(April 2). Chambaraud, the judge-advocate, as well
as Manau, the attorney-general, let it be understood
that it would be better not to resume proceedings,
at the same time allowing a discreet sympathy for
But the War Ofthe cause of revision to api)ear.
fice, urged on by the deputies, had gone too far to
draw back. The court martial, immediately assemThis time
bled, decided to lodge a civil complaint.
only three lines from the article were retained as
count of the indictment, and the case was deferred
to the Court of Assizes of Seine and Oise at VerZola protested against the competence of
sailles.
this court, but the Court of Cassation overruled
him. The case was not called until July 18, under
a new ministry. At the last moment Zola declared

he would not appear, and fled to England to Avoid
hearing the sentence, which would then become
final.
The court condemned him without debate to
the maximum punishment, the same as had already
been pronounced by the jury of the Seine. His
name was also struck from the list of the Legion of
Honor. The experts, on their part, slandered by
him, brought an action against him which ended in
his being condemned to pay 30,000 francs (§6,000)
damages.
XIV. The excitement which accompanied the
Zola case had been echoed in the Chamber of Deputies.

The

different parties

began to

make the most of the " affaire" for their
Political
very small phalanx
Aspects of political ends.

A

the

of Socialists grouped round Jauri^s,

whose generous nature proved more
clearsighted than the shrewdness of
his colleagues, and accused the government of delivering the republic up to the generals. A more numerous group of Radicals with " Nationalist " tendencies
reproached them, on the contrary, with not having
done what was necessary to defend tiie honor of the
"Affaire."

army and to nip in the bud a. dangerous agitation.
The chief spokesman of this group was the "austere intriguer" Godfrey Cavaignac, descended from
a former candidate for the presidency of the repubBelic, and himself suspected of a similar ambition.
tween these two shoals the premier Meline steered
his course, holding fast to the principle of "respect
Prudently refusing
for the j udgment pronounced. "
to enter into the discu.ssion of the proofs of Dreyfus'
guilt, he gave satisfaction to the anti-Revisioni.sts by
Thus it
energetically denouncing the Revisionists.
was that on Jan. 15 and 22, Cavaignac having called
upon the government to publish a document." both
decisive and without danger "—the alleged report of
Gonse upon the supposed avowals of Dreyfus to
Lebrun-Renault— Meline flatly declined to follow

which he called "la revision a la tribune."
After a stormy debate, during which blows were exchanged on the platform, the Chamber decided in
Meline's favor (Jan. 24). Again, on Feb. 12, in rethis track,

f
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sponse to a question concerning "his dealings with
the Dreyfus family," General Billot declared that if
tiie revision took place he would not remain a moment longer at the War Office.
On Feb. 2-1 the raiuistty were challenged as to the
attitude which certain generals had assumed during
Meline, without approving of the
the Zola trial.
errors of speech, explained them as the natural result of the exasperation caused by such an incessant

campaign of invective and outrage. But this campaign was about to end: "It must absolutely
cease! " he cried, with the applause of the Chamber,
and he gave it to be understood that the mad obstinacy of the "intellectuels" as the advocates of reviwould only end in
sion were contemptuously called
bringing about a religious persecution. At the same

—

—

time he made known a wliole series of disciplinary
measures demanded by circumstances. By the end
of January a council of in([uiry liad declared for
Colonel Picquart's retirement on account of his professional indiscretions in connection with Leblois.
The ministerial decision had been left in suspense
during
it is easy to understand in whose interest
the Zola trial; now it was put into execution, and
Picquart's name was struck off the army list. His
"accomplice " Leblois was dismissed from his duties
as"maire adjoint," and suspended for six mouths
from the practise of his profession as a lawj^er.
During the four months which followed the first
verdict against Zola the cause of the Revisionists
was at the lowest ebb. The only effect that their
campaign seemed to have had was to divide French
society.
On the one side were the armj', nearly all
the leading classes, and the "social forces," witljout
considering the rubble; on the other, a handful of
intellectual men and of Socialists.
Nationalism,
another form of Boulangism, resumed its sway, associated with anti-Semitism, whose exploits resulted
in tilling tlie streets of Algiers with blood.
The
battle continued in the press, and tlie League of

—

the Kiglits of Man (])resideiit, Senator Trarieux)
concentrated the partizans of revision. But from a
judicial point of view all the avenues seemed henceforward barred. Apart from the epilogue of the
Z')la trial only two cases, which received scant notice,
maintained a feeble spark of hope despite the darkOn the one hand. Colonel I'icness.
Two
quart, after having vainly knocked at
Favorable all the doors of military justice, liad
Symptoms, decided to lay a complaint before a
civil court against the unknown authors of tlio forged "Si)eran/.a" letter and of the
forged telegrams which lie had re<-eived in Tunis.
On the other hand, a cousin of Major Esterha/.y,
Christian Estcrhazy, lodged a complaint against
his relative, who, under pretense of investing llieir
money "with liis friend Rothschild," Jiad swindled
Christian and his moflir-r r)ut f)f a ronsidrrable part
of their small fortune.
The .sjinie examining magistrate, Bertulus, was entrusted with the twf) cases;
<afh one threw light ujkui thefithrT. ("hristiiui had
been one of the intermediate agents in the collusion

between Esterl)azy and his protectors in the StalT
OfTui'. and he divulged some edifying details on this
suliject.

In the montli of

May

the elections took place.

Dreyfus Case

The new Chamber was as mixed

in its representation

had been its predecessor, with the addition of a
few more Nationalists and anti-Semites. It did not
include a single open Dreyfusard: some (Jaur^s,
J. Reinach) had not been returned
others had not
as

;

even faced the struggle.

Besides, during the electoral period the recognized attitude of all parties
had been to keep silent on the "affaire " and to exaggerate the formulas of enthusiasm for the army;
later on, a few provincial councils called for strong
measures against the agitators.
At its first meeting with the Chamber Meline's

ministry was put in the minority, and a Radical
cabinet was formed (June 30).
It had for president
Brisson, who had just failed as candidate for
the presidency of the Chamber.
Brisson had remained, and persisted in remaining, completely unacquainted with the "affaire " but he took as minister of war Godfrey Cavaignac, who would be of

Henry

;

use to him as a security with regard to the Nationand leave him full power on this delicate
question.
The leader of the Patriots' League, Deroul^de,
congratulated Brisson on having taken in partnership a man " who would know how to make the
honor of the army respected." Indeed, Cavaignac,
true to his promises as a deputy, anSecond
nounced his intention of "muzzling "
Castelin
the impenitent Dreyfusards. But first
Interpella- of all he meant to be sure that he had
tion.
the cooperation of the Chamber.
On
July 7 he was challenged by the
deputy Castelin, who demanded fresh proceedings
against Picquart, Zola, and the "syndicate." Cavaignac addressed the Chamber. His speech, very
different from Meline's prudent reserve and Billot's
empty formulas, constituted, as he thought, a demonstration in due form of the guilt of Dreyfus,
founded principall}' on the nc-w proofs which had
been revealed since his condemnation. Of course,
Cavaignac laid stress upon the "confessions" of
Dreyfus, established by Gonse's report antedated
alists,

— and

—
—

from Lebrun-Renault's
note-book, afterward destroyed by him a very suspicious act.
Cavaignac laid before tlu; Chamber a
whole dossier of secret papers: (1) The document "ca.". (2) Adoeumentof March, 1894,
naille de I)
in which one of the military attaches wiote " D. has
brought me several interesting things." (It was dis-

by a

loose leaf (sic

.

!)

.

covered later that the letter " I) " covered .something
which had been erased, and one could see tin; traces
of one or several tlifferent letters.) (3) The document

which had fallen from the skies in IHUfi, and which
I'ellieux had referred to in the discussion at Zola's
trial.
Cavaignac, whom Jhmotaux and Meline had
not thought lit to ac(juaint with Count Tornielli's
protest, gave the entire text of this document for
the first time, all except one sentence which he
omitted on the ground of di|)lomatic propriety.
He Jnaintained that he had weighed its "material
Cavaignac's demonstraand moral authenticity "
tion, apparently mathematically exact, and made
with angry conviction, reassured and won over the
{'liainl)cr, which voted unanimously that his speech
should be pnsfr'd up in every commune throughout
JVance.
It was remarked that Meline waa among
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Tlu- " Figuro " proc'liiinu-d
the few who did not vote.
Hut the utxt
the Droyfvis caso ii " bmii'd iniUter."
day l*irquiirt tlirew t-old wator on all this onthusiHo wroto a publio U'tttr to lirissmi. otTcring
asiu.
to prove before any competent jurisPicquart's diction tlmt the documents of 1884,
Reply to (juoted by Cavaignae, did not apply
Cavaignac. to Dn'yfus, and that the doevinient of

18% "had every

apv^earance of being

a ft>rgerv." The answer to this audacious manifes
In the Chamber Catation was not long iu coming.
vaignac treated witli contempt a man who dared to

argue that "a document which he hud never seen"
could be a forgery. At the same time he wrote to
the keeper of the seals to lodge a complaint against
Picquart and Leblois, by virtue of the law on espionage (July 12). This was the accusation against
Picquart already brought by Henry, Lauth, and
Gribelin during Zola's trial, for having (1) examined
with Leblois the dossier of a spy named Beulot, and
a secret dossier respecting carrier-pigeons, and (2)

communicated to Leblois the secret dossiers of tlie acPicquart detions against Dreyfus and Esterhazy.
nied that he had shown Leblois any document either
Moreover, some of these "facts" had been denounced at
the council of inquiry which had ordered his dismissal from the army. Therefore the principle " Non
bis in idem" should have made fresh proceedings
impossible; but the minister, bitterly resenting the;
doubt cast on his sincerity, did not stop to take these
Picquart was arrested
considerations into account.
and incarcerated in the civil prison of La Sante
The inquiry, entrusted to the judge Al(July 13).
bert Fabre, soon took a turn favorable to the prisoner, whose adversaries became confused by perpet-

secret or concerning the national defense.

On the same
ually contradicting facts and dates.
arrest the examining magistrate Bertulus,
disregarding the threats and entreaties of which he

day as this

had been the object, on his own initiative (as an
olEcial note put it) sent Major Esterhazy and his
mistress. Marguerite Pays, to prison, accused of the
crime of forgery and of using forgeries; lie had in

become convinced that the "Spcranza" telegram was the work of
Esterhazy Madame Pays, and that they were not
fact

Trial of

altogether innocent of the sending of
the " Blanche " telegram. Then, when
Bertulus had decided to send Esterhazy and hi? mistress before the Assize Court, the
Chambre det Mises en Accusation interfered and
gave them the benefit of insufficient evidence (Aug.
12), and ahso declared the complicity of Du Paty insufficiently proved.
After the decision pronounced in his favor, Esterhazy had been set at lilK-rty but he did not come
out of this troublesome adventure unscatlied. Already, in his speech of July 7, Cavaignac had announced that this officer would be "smitten with the
disciplinary punishments that he had deserved," and
he gave l>im into the liands of a council of inquiry.
Before this council, presided over by General de St.
Germain, Esterhazy, to avenge himself, made revelations which were most compromising for himself as
well as for his protectors. He told of his collusion
with, the staff, and of his threatening letters to tne
for

Forgery,

;
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president of the repviblic. Nevertheless, the council
declined to lind him guilty of having failed either in
discipline or in matters of honor they sustained only
(and by a majority of one) the diargc of "habitual
;

misconduct." Notvvithstandinga letter from General
Zurlinden, military governor of Paris, recommending
indulgent measures, Esterliazy's name was struck
oil the army lists by t)\e minister of war (Aug. 31).
But just at this time an incident of far greater importance occurred to change the aspect of affairs.
Cavaignac, in spite of liis assurance, liad none the
less been agitated by the doubts exThe
pressed on all sides as to the authenHenry
ticity of certain documents in his dosForgery. sier. In order to ease liis mind lie
ordered a general revision and a reIn the course of
classification of the secret dossier.
this operation Major Cuignet, working by lamplight, noticed an alarming peculiarity in the "document Henry " the lines of the paper which was
ruled in squares were not of the same color at the
top and at the bottom as they were in the middle.
When he looked at the document produced by
Henry himself for comparison an invitation to dinner (falsified) dating from 1894 he ascertained, by
comparing the ruled squares, that the heading and
the lower part of the latter document belonged in
If
reality to the " document Henry, " and vice versa.
the two papers had been contemporary, this inversion might have been attributed to a pardonable
error in guinming them together; but such was not
the case: one was supposed to have been put together in 1894, the other in 1896; therefore the documents had evidently been tampered with at this
Much concerned by his discovery,
latter date.
Cuignet apprised the chief of the cabinet (General
Roget) and the minister, who recognized the accuracy of it. Tlieir conviction, which the nonsense
and tlie improbability of the " Vercingetorix document" as Esterliazy had called it had not been
able to shake, gave way before the divergence of the
squares ruled on the paper. Cavaignac, for motives
still unknown, kept the matter secret for a fortThen, as Henry was passing through Paris,
night.
he summoned him to the War Office, and questioned
him in the presence of Generals de Boisdeffre,
Gonse, and Roget. Henry commenced by swearing
that the document was authentic, then got entangled
in confused explanations, then admitted that he had
completed certain parts of it " from oral information "
he had received; in the end, conquered by the evidence against him, he owned that he had invented
But they knew well why and for
the whole thing.
whom; and he threw an anxious glance on Generals
Boisdeffre and Gonse, who in 1896 had accepted
this timely forgery without question these generals
kept frigid silence. Abandoned by the chiefs who
had tacitly driven him to the crime, Henry gave way
entirely.
By order of the minister he was immediately put under arrest and confined in Mont Valerien.
The next, day he cut his throat
with a razor left in his possession,
Suicide
of Henry, taking witli him to the grave his secret and that of a great part of the
"affaire" (Aug. 31, 1898). On the same day Esterhazy prudently disappeared from Paris; it was

—

:

—

—
—

—

—

;
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showed more uprightness than discretion,
had smitten two of the principal actors of the drama.
It resulted from Esterhazy's declarations before his
council of discipline, and from an inquiry opened in
consequence, that Colonel Du' Paly de Clam had
sided with Esterhazy before and during his action.
Du Paty took upon himself all the responsibility for
his conduct, and asserted that he had act«d without

that he had taken refuge in Brussels, and then
Colonel Henry s avowal gravely atf ected
General Boisdeffre's position, for he had publicly
proclaimed and affirmed to the minister the authenHe immediately tendered his
ticity of the document.
resignation as head of the staff, and, despite Cavaignac's enireaties, insisted on its acceptance.
This double "coup de theatre," at once made
The
public, created a tremendous sensation at first.
enemies of revision were overwhelmed it was several

ity that

days before they had sufficiently recovered to rally
round the theory of the " patriotic forgery " imagined

thus given to Esterhazy was judged "reprehensible
from a military point of view": Du Paty was retired and put on half-pay for punishment (Sept.
After Du Paty came Picquart. Zurlinden,
13).
having become acquainted with his dossier, proposed
to the council of ministers to arraign Pic(iuart before a court martial on the charge, already drawn up
by Esterhazy, of having fabricated the " petit bleu."
The only possible basis for such an accusation consisted in certain signs of erasure in the document
which had not existed in the photographs taken of
The council appeared little in favor of
it in 1896.
these proceedings, but Zurlinden, acting as governor of Paris, almost immediately after tendering
his resignation, presented to his successor a warrant
of inquiry, which the latter signed without paying
much attention to it. The reason of this haste was
that the keeper of seals had asked Picquart for a " memoir" on the fitness of revision; tlie military party
was therefore eager to discredit his testimony by a
charge of forgery. On Sept. 21, the day on which
the case of Picquart and Leblois was brought before
the "tribunal correctionnel," the government attor-

in

London.

;

by a contributor to the " Gazette de France," Charles
Mourras. According to him, Henry had forged this
document as a.sort of resume for the public, because
the "real proofs" could not be revealed without danThis absurd theory (for if ever a document
ger.
were intended exclusively for "internal use," as
Pressense put it, it was that one I) was generally accepted by the Nationalists.
But public opinion had changed considerably, or
was at least shaken. The revision of the Dreyfus
case thenceforward seemed inevitable; the council
It was evident
of ministers investigated the matter.
that if Colonel Henry had been obliged to forge a
false proof of the guilt of Dreyfus in 1896, the dossier did not contain a single one that could be considered as decisive.
Cavaignac refused to draw this
inference too honest to hush up Henry's forgery,
he was too obstinate to retract his speech of July 7.
He declared that he was more convinced than ever
of Dreyfus' guilt, and tendered his resignation, led
to this decision by Brisson's firmly e.\i)ressed deter-

—

mination to take steps toward revision (Sept. 4).
General Zurlinden, governor of Paris, accepted
th« vacant post in the War Office at the personal
request of the president of the repubZurlinden lie. He was an honest soldier, but

Succeeds narrow-minded the press of the staff
Cavaignac. loaded him with insults, which did
;

not

fail

to affect him.

Tlie revision

founded upon the discovery of a "new fact" could
only be demanded by the keeper of the seals. As
early as Sept. 3 Madame Dreyfus hail laid before him
a recjuest to take this inilialive.
Slie alleged two
"new facts": (1) the expert's examination of the
bordereau, which she was informcfi had not given
the same results as in WJi
('.J) the
confession of
Henry's crime, which consequently annulled his
all-important evidence in the action against her liusband.
As a result of this claim liii! keejier of the.
seal.H, Sarrien, dr-manded that the secretary of war
should communicate tiic; Dreyfus dossier. To the
general surprise, Zurlinden sent it to him with a long
notice unfavorable to revision.
However, after a
proIr>nged discussion, the ministry decided to proceed
and to lay the matter beforf! the judicial commission,
which they wen- bound to crttiHuil in
Ministerial such a case. Thr-reupon Zurlinden
Changes, tendered his resignation, and was foK
lowed in his rr^firenient by the minister of public works, Tillaye (Sept.. 17).
Zurlinden
wa.s reinstated a.s governor of Paris; General Chanoineinlicrited his position in the War Odiee. as well
as the insults of the anti Hevisionist |)ress.
During
hia short term of office Zurlinden, with aji imjiartial;

reference to his chiefs: this
However that
half true.

was

chivalrous, but only
be, the assistance

may

ney demanded the adjournment of the affair, first, on
account of the Dreyfus revision, which might modify
the aspect of the deeds with which Picquart was
charged and secondly, on account of the new and
serious accusation which had been brought against
the latter.
Picquart then rose and warned his
judges and the public, saying: "To night perhaps I
shall go to the Cherche-Midi. and this is probably
the last time that I will be able to speak in public.
I would have the world know thatif there be found
in my cell the rope of Lemercier-Picard or the razor of Henry, I shall have been assassinated.
No
man like myself can for a moment think of suicide."
Lemercier-Picard was one of Henry's agents, whose
real nan«e was Leemaui and who had probably been
concerned in the forgery of 1890 he had afterward
hanged himself under mysterious circumstances
from the wijidow fastening of a furnished house.
The next day Picquart was taken from the civil
jiri.son of La Sante and enrolled on the register at
the Cherche-.Midi, where he was put into the stri<'test
;

;

solitary confinement.

Some flays after, the vote of the commission
eharged with givinga preliminary opinion upon |.he
demand for a revision was made known: ojtinion
was e(|ually divided. This division legally inferred
rrijection
but the minister of war;wftsiiot bound to
He wished,
accept the opinion of the conuiiission.
however, to .shield himself behind a vote of the
council of mini.sters.
After four hours of delibera;

tion it was deeided, at thr- iiistance of Bri.s-sonv seconded by Bourg(!oLH, tJiat the keepOr of the seals
should lay the affair before the Court of Cassation.
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Thiis the proceeiliiiiTS for n-vision wore
iutiuiiiiriitoil

XV. Now

lU'Hiiiti'ly

that, tlitinks to tlio

manly resolution

be seen how they used sueeessively each of these
means. They found help, on the one hand, in
the thouirhtless violence of certain apostles of revision who persisted in including the wlioio armjTlie
in the fault committed by some of its chiefs.
most extreme of these was Urbain Gohier, who was
prosecuted ^under Dupuy's ministry) for his collection of articles, "The Army Against the Nation,"
and acquitted by a jury of the Seine. On the other
tliree

hand, the anti-Kevisionists were encouraged by the
strange inactivity of the president of the republic.
The day before the reopening of the Chamber of
Deputies, sudden and suspicious strikes, noisy public meetings, struggles in the streets,
Resigna- reports of a military conspiracy, all
contributed to overexcite the temper
tion of

The very day of the
of the public.
reopening of the Chamber of Deputies (Oct. 25) Brisson's ministry was de-

feated ou a motion which virtually accused the government of permitting the attacks upon the army,
and it resigned forthwith.
It was replaced on Nov. 3 by a cabinet of "republican union" presided over by Charles Dupuy, with
Freycinet at the War Office and Lebret keeper of the
The Criminal Chamber of the Court of Cassaseals.
tion, having the demand for a revision laid before it,
held public audience on Oct. 27 and 28 to express its
opinion upon the admissibility of the demand. The
attorney-general Mauau and the co\incilor Bard, the
latter in a very remarkable report, both pronounced
themselves in favor of the claim. They adopted the
two motives for the request presented by Madame

Dreyfus. The avowed forgery of Colonel Henry
covered his evidence of 1894, and even the origin of
the bordereau which had been through his hands,
with justifiable suspicion; the report of the experts
of 1897, the purport of which was revealed on this
occasion, tended to establish the belief that the bordereau was not in Dreyfus' handwriting, as had been
claimed in 1894, but was "a tracing of the writing of
Esterhazy." The attorney-general, an old republican,
was in favor of immediately annulling the sentence
of 1894 and suspending the punishment of Dreyfus;
the councilor Bard, taking into consideration the
resistance of military authority, whose mot'ves were
enumerated in Zurlinden's letter, propo.sed simply
that the Criminal Chamber should declare the claim
"formally admissible " and should proceed to an inquiry which would throw further light on the matter

and

set people's

expedient that

minds at

commended

rest.

It

itself to

was

this last

the Criminal

and it was further decided (Nov.
3) that instead of appointing a special commission,
the court as a whole should hold this supplementary examination. They began at once and heard,
in greatest secrecy, a long series of witnesses, not
excepting Esterhazy, who, having been threatened
with an action for swindling his cousin Christian,

Chamber

(Oct. 29);

safe-conduct

a

come

to

to

On Nov.

i)eiiig arresteii.

Paris with15 the (!rim-

Chamber decided that Dreyfus
should be informed of the eominencenuMit of proceedings for the revision,
and invited to present his means of
This was tbe first news that
defense.
the unhappy man had heard of the

of

Brisson, the obstinate ilefeiulers of tlie work of IS!) J
had been depiiveil of support, their only remaining
hope lay in the revolutionary action of the army, of
It will
the people, or of the Chamber of Deputies.

Brisson's
Ministry,

obtaiiUHl

out fear of

(Sept. 27).
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inal

Trial

Before the
Court of
Cassation,

campaign begun

in his behalf.

Before the ("(Uirt of Cassation, as in the actions
against both Esterhazy and Zola, tlu; jirincipul witness for the revision was to be Colonel Picquart. To
weaken the importance of his evidence and to retaliate for the revision, the; military party wished to
force the colonel's condemnation beforeiiand. The
inquiry into his case, entrusted to Captain Tavernier,
was (juickly ended. On Nov. 24 General Zurlinden,
governor of Paris, signed the order demanding his
he was charged with
trial before the court martial
forging the "petit bleu," with using other forgeries,
and with communicating secret documents concerning national defense. Numerous petitions from
"intellectuels" protested against these hasty measures, and demanded that, the judgment of Picquart
should be delayed until the result of the incjuiry in
the Court of Cassation should have put in its true light
The same
the part he had played in all this affair.
opinion was expressed in the Chamber of Deputies
bj' the deputies Bos, Milleraud, and Poincare, one
of the ministers of 1894, who took advantage of this
opportunity to "unburden his conscience."
Freycinet and Dupuy refused to postpone the
court martial, but were willing to hamper it by allowing the Court of Cassation to claim the Picquart
Finally, after a fruitless attempt by Waldossier.
deek- Rousseau to pass a law allowing the Supreme
Court to suspend the case of Picquart, the colonel,
who was awaiting trial before both the "tribunal
correctionnel " and the court martial, applied to the
Court of Ca.ssation to rule the case. The court
ordered that the two dossiers should be communi;

cated to it, thus indefinitely postponing the meeting
(After the close of the inof the court martial.
quirv, on JIarch 3, 1899, the court decided that the
Civil Court alone was concerned with the chief accusations against Pic(}uart, and he was transferred
from the military pri.soa at Cherche-Midi to the civil
prison of La Sante.)
After having almost terminated the hearing of the
witnesses, the Criminal Chamber insisted upon having the secret dossier, withheld by military authorThis request met with
ity, communicated to it.
strenuous opposition the matter was even taken be:

The government, however, before deciding, required guaranties of such a nature as to insure it from indiscreet
pul)licati()n these guaranties, accepted by the Court
of Cassation (Dec. 27), consisted in an officer of the
War Office being charged to carry the dossier every
day to the court and to bring it back to the War
(Jffice in the evening.
While the Criminal Court was proceeding with its
inquiry, notwithstanding the secrecy with which
fore the Chandjer of Deputies (Dec. 19).

;

all its

movements were

surroiuided, the report

was

spread abroad that the decision would be favorable
To avoid this catastroto the claim for revision.

I
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pheat any price, the enemies of revision commenced
a violent campaign iu the newspapers, defaming

Attacks on

the magistrates of the Criminal Chamwho were represented as having

ber,

the Court,

been required to sell themselves to the
cause of Dreyfus. The Ligue de la
Patrie Fran<;aise, founded in Jan., 1899, under the
auspices of tiie academicians Francois Coppee and
Jules Lemaitre, energetically seconded this campaign and demanded that these "disqualified"
judges should be discharged from the cognizance of
the case. The president of the Civil Chamber of the
court, Quesnay de Beaurepaire, was found ready to
lend the support of liis high dignity to these calum-

judge
L'Echo de Paris " a

nies; he tendered his resignation as a
8, 1899),

and began

in "

(Jan.
series

His most serious
of articles against Ins colleagues.
charge was that President Loew, at the end of a
long and tiring sitting, had sent Picquart a glass of
hot grog.
The astonishment of the public was intensified
when on Jan. 30 the government presented a bill
demanding that the affair sliould be judged by the
united sections of the whole Court of Cassation!
Dupuy asserted that the bill was a measure of paci-

—

fication it was necessary that the decision
and why
did the Revisionists fear that the whole Court of
Cassation would disavow the Criminal Cliamber?
should have such force that nobody but " fools or
rebels " would be found to contest it.
These arguments, and above all the fear of provol<iug a ministerial crisis, triumphed over the resistance of a part
of the republicans. Tlie " loi de dessaisissement
was pas.sed by the Chamber of Deputies (Feb. 10),
and a little later by the Senate (Feb. 28).
In the interval between tlie taking of these two
votes an important event had occurred tlie sudden
death of the president, Felix Faure (Feb. 16). The
congress which immediately assembled set aside (he
candidatesliip of all those who had been to a greater
or leas degree involved in the Dreyfus affair (Meline,
Bris.son, Dupuy), and fi.ved its choice on tlie presidentof the Senate, Emile Loubet, wlio had preserved
up to tliat time, and wiio continued to- preserve, a
consistently neutral attitude.
Nevertheless, as he
was tiie choice of the Senate and of
The Death llie Hevisioni.sts in the Chamber, his
of Felix
nomination awakened the fury of the
;

—

—

Faure.

Nationalists.
tionists.

On

anti-Semites, and reacdifferent sides conspira-

tors tried to take advantage f)f tin; geneial disorder
and attempted a decisive stroke. The Orleanist pretender advanced closer to the frr)ntier.
At Felix
Faure's fuiural (Feb. 23) the leaders of the League
of Patriots, DerouK-dc and Marcel Habert, tried to

induce General Roget's brigade to jiroceed to the
Elysee.
The two agitators were arrested, brought
before the jury of the Seine for " misdemeanor in the
press," and acquitted (May 31).
The Criminal f'liamber had terminated itsiii(|uiry
on Feb. 9 immediately after the vote for the " loi de
de.s.sai.sissement " the whole proceeding was turned
over to the Court f)f Cassation. This latter accepted without question the results obtained, heard
several new witnesses, and had the secret dossiers,
both military ami diplomatic, laid before it. It was
;
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engaged in studying them when the "Figaro"
succeeded in obtaining, and published, beginning
with INIarch 31, the complete reports of the proceedings of the inquiry which had been put in print for
still

the private use of the councilors. The effect of this
publication was wide-spread. For the first time the
general public had all tlie factors of the case before
its ej'es and could reason out an opinion for itself.
The characteristic result of the inquiry was
the melting away of all the pretended proofs of the
guilt of Dreyfus, inferred from the secret dossier:
not a single one had withstood an impartial examination, and in the course of the inquiry many documents had been recognized as false or as having
been tampered with.
The spokesmen of the Staff Office, General Roget,

Major Cuignet, and Cavaignac, now returned to the
bordereau, and struggled to show that the documents
enumerated therein could have been betrayed only
But the attributing of the bordereau
b}' Dreyfus.
to Dreyfus clashed with the declaration of the new
experts appointed bj' the Criminal Chamber (Paul
Meyer, Girj% Molinier), who were unanimous in attributing it to Esterhazj'.
Charavay, one of the
experts of 1894 who had decided against Dreyfus,
retracted his previous decision when Esterhazy's
writing was put before him. Lastly, a search, made
as early as the mouth of November, put the court in
possession of two letters acknowledged by Esterhazy, written on the same "pelure" paper (foreign
note-paper) as the bordereau; a search had been
made in vain for samples of this paper in Dreyfus'
house, and in 1897 Esterhazy had denied that he had
ever usetl it.
Before the united courts tlie most remarkable incident was that of the Panizzardi telegram of Nov.
Insteail of the true interpretation of this
2, 1894.
telegram, which quite exonerated Dreyfus, the secret military dossier

The

communicated

to

the Court of Ca.ssation contained only

Panizzardi a false version of it, put together from
Telegram, memory in 1898 by Colonel Henry. In
the course of his ilepositioii Major
Cuignet tried to justify this false version, and acA somecused the Foreign Ollice of want of faith.
what animated eoriespondence took jdaee between the two ininislrieson thissubjeit. However,
the delegate of the Foreign Ollice, Paleologrte, had
no trouble in (onfoundiiig his opponent, and on
Ajiril 27 Cuignet and General Cliamoin, in the name
of the War Office, signed a warrant recognizing the
accuracy of (heofficial interpretation. Tliisiucident
had a parliamentary echo. On May Ti De Freycinet
tendered his resignation from the War Office rather
He w.is replaced by Krantz, until then
abruptly.
minister of |)ublie works.
Notwithstanding the remarkable prejudices of a

considerable number of the councilors who were
charged with he examination of the case, the inquiry
of the iMiited courts only conlirmed in a striking
manner the results of tlie in(juiry of the Criminal
Chamber. The president of the Civil Cliamber, Ball<)t Beaupre, was entrusted with the report, which
Visibly afhe read in the open court on May 29,
fected, he declared that the liordereau whs the work of
Esterhazy: this fact being proved, even if it did not
I
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allow of Estorhazya lu-iiuittal bcinjj overthrown,
was surticiciu to domonstnito Drt'vfus' iunoceuct';
and this was, according to Bjillot-Boaupre, the new
fact required by the Itiw. Maniui. tlie attorney-general, in his address to the court brought forward a second " new fact " Henry 's forgery. After a masterly
speech by ^lornard, acting on behalf of the Dreyfus

—

family, the Court of Cassjition retired for delibera

In their decision, rendered June 3, they set
aside the "fins de non recevoir" (refusal to adnuttance) inferred either from tiie secret dossier or from
the pretended confessions of Dreyfus, which they
judged not proved and improbable. They retained
two "new facts": one, recognized by all, the fresh
attribution of the bordereau; the other, the secret
tion.

communication made to the judges of Dreyfus, of
.," now considered
the document "canaille de D
by every one as inapplicable to the prisoner. Accordingly, the Court of Cassation annulled the sentence
of 1894, and ordered that Dreyfus be tried again be.

.

fore a court martial at Keiines.

The very day before this memorable decree Esterhazy declared to a reporter of * Le Matin " that he
was indeed the author of the bordereau but he asserted that he had written it "by order," to furnish
his friend. Colonel Sandherr (whose secret agent he
pretended to have been), with a material proof against
;

the traitor Dreyfus.

XVT. The presumptions that had been admitted
by the Court of Cassation in favor of the innocence
of Dreyfus, were so powerful that, according to
general opinion, the judgment of the court martial
at Rennes could be nothing but a
The Court mere formality, destined to procure

Martial
for Dreyfus the supreme satisfaction
at Rennes. of being rehabilitated by his peers.

But after the lies, the hatred, the inwhich had accumulated during the last two
yearSj after the work of demoralization accomplished
by the press of both patties, the overexcited army
had now reached the point of identifying its own
honor with the shame of Drejt^fus. Its suspicions
sults

havmg been

successfully roused against civil jusrefused to bow down before the work of the
latter, although it was so straightforward; and, as
Renault Morli^re had foretold, the only effect that
the "loi de dessaisissement " had was to direct upon
the whole Court of Cassation the suspicions and the
invectives reserved up to this time for the Criminal
tice, it

Chamber alone.
The first victim of this
was the Dupuy ministry.

fresh outburst of passion

This

" ministi^re

de bas-

cule " (trimming ministry), after having done everything in its power to retard the work of justice, now
seemed to accept it without any reserve, and to be
ready to draw any inference from it. The cruiser
"Sfax," stationed at La Martinique, had been or
dered to bring Dreyfus back to France. Du Paty
de Clam was arrested on the charge of having taken
part in the Henry forgery, an accusation rashly
made by Major Cuignet, and which was bound to
be rejected for lack of evidence.
General Pellieux was brought before a council
of inquiry for collusion with Esterhaay Esterhazy
himself was prosecuted tor the affair of the "liberating document." The cabinet felt itself threatened
;
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by the indignation of all sections of the Republic-an
party, and made fresh advances to the " Dreyf usards."
On June 5 the Chamber of Deputies voted
the public placarding of the decision of the Court
of Cassation a necessary step m view of similar

—

taken in the case of Cavaignac's speech.
Still further, the cabinet proposed to the Chamber to
bring before the Senate an action against General

action

Mei-cier,

made

on the ground of the secret communication

to the judges of 1894.

But the Chamber, which had acclaimed Cavaignac
and overthrown Brisson, hesitated to start upon the
course of retaliation into which Dupuy was urging
it.
It found a deputy (Ribot) to declare that the
ministry was encroaching upon its prerogatives,
and another (Pourquery de Boisserin) to propose the
postponement of any decision until the court martial
of Rennes had rendered its decree. This last proposition rallied the majority nobody observed tliat, in
;

thus connecting Mercier's safety with a fresh condemnation of Dreyfus, a false character was being
given in advance to the trial at Rennes: out of a
simple legal debate was being formed a duel betweeii
a captain and a general.
Dupuy's cabinet was finally overthrown (June
12), and the groups on the Left, in presDefeat of ence of the danger of a military proDupuy nunciamento that threatened them.
Ministry, decided merely to \iphold a ministry
of "Republican defense."

On June

22 Waldeck Rousseau succeeded in forming a cabi"net, in which General the Marquis de Galliffet waS
minister of war.
The cruiser " Sfax " landed Dreyfus on July 1 at
Port Houligueu, near Quiberon. Hurriedly disem*
barked on a stormy night, he was immediately transferred to the military prison of Rennes.
After five
years of physical and moral torture, which he had
survived only by a miracle of will-power, the unhappy man had been reduced to a pitiable state of
bodily and mental exhaustion. For fiveweeltsth6
attorneys chosen by his family, Demange and Labori,
were busy in acquainting him as far as was possiblri
with the remarkable events that had occuried during his absence; his attitude while the trial x^as
progressing proved the difficidty he had in realizing
the situation.

His trial began on Aug. 7, in one of the rooms of
The court martial was comthe lycee at Rennes.
posed entirely of artillery officers, except the president. Colonel Jouaust, who belonged to the corps of
engineers.
The public prosecutor was Major Carri^re, a retired gendarme, who at the age of sixty

had begun to study law.

In accordance with legal
requirements, the indictment was in substance the
same as at the previous trial but the only question
put to the court was whether Dreyfus had delivered
up the documents enumerated in the bordereau. It
appeared, therefore, that only witnesses who could
give evidence on this point would be heard, and
such, in fact, were the instructions given by the War
Office to the government commissary; but these
directions were not respected by him nor by the deHence the Rennes trial was but a repetition
fense.
of the interminable string of witnesses who had already been heard at Zola's trial and in the CoUrt of
;
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Cassation, the greater part of wbom only brought
forward opinions, suppositions, or tales absolutely
foreign to the question. The generals, forming a

compact group which

this time

worked under Mer-

harangues
and interfered in the debate continually: the president, overawed by his superior officers, exhibited as
much deference to them as he showed harshness and
sharpness to Dreyfus. From beginning to end of
the trial he made no pretense of keeping account of
the facts duly established by the Court of Cassation.
cier's personal direction, delivered regular

Esterhazy's avowals, intermixed, it is true, with
The volulies, were held as being null and void.
minous correspondence which he addressed to Jouaust and to Carriere was thrown into the waste-paper
The questions asked by one of the judges
basket.
make it appear probable that some one had spoken
to him of the pretended original bordereau, written
on thick note-paper, and said to have been annotated
by the Emperor William.
The examination of Dreyfus himself was without
Interest; he confined himself to denials, and preserved an entirely military attitude, the exaggerated
correctness of which did not arouse any sympathy.
Several hearings with clo.sed doors were devoted to
the examination of the military and diplomatic secret dossiers.
General Chamoiu, delegate of the
War Office, liad (as cxpluincd by him later, thiough
inadvertence) incorporated in them again tlie false
rendering of the Pauizzanii telegram, together with
a commentary from Du Paty.
General Mercier's evidence (Aug. 12), which had
been announced with much parade and bustle, was
put forward in a clever speech, but brought out
nothing new, unless it were a note from the Austrian
military attache, Schneider, which Mercier had procured by unavowed means. In this note the Austrian diplomat declared that he persisted in "believing " in the guilt of Dreyfus.
The note was of
the year 1895 or 1896; but a false date had been
written on the copy, "Nov. 30, 1897 "—a date later
than the discovery of Esterhazy's handwriting, and
at which, as a matter of fact, Scluieider liad completely changed hisoj>iiiion
Called upon to explain
the part he played in 1894. Mercier admitted, this
time without hesitation, the communication of the
1

secret flossier, took the credit of

On

it

to liiinself,

and de-

he was ready to do it again.
Aug. 14 an unknown person, who succeeded
in esruping. fired a revolver at I^abori

clared that

Labori
Shot.

if iiecc.s.sjiry

wounded hint severel}' in the
For more than a week the in
tre[)id advocate was prevented from
iirid

back.

attending the hearing.
One can not enter into the endless details of all the
evidence, whieh continued fnr nearly a month longer
at the rate of twf) sittings a day.
The most notable
witnes.ses were Casimir Peiier, Commander Freystaetter (one f)f the judges of 1894)
both in violent
opposition to Mercier— Charavay. who, though wriously ill, came loyally forward to acknowledge his
error of 1H94, and IJertillon, who repealed his claims
as to the "autoforgery " of the bordereau, together
with fresh cr)mplications. At the last moment
Colonel Jouaust, using liis di.scretionary power,
heard with dosi'd doors, and without putting him

—
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on his oath, a Setvian named Czemucki, formerly
an Austrian officer. This man, who was generally
considered to be half-mad, related in an obscure way
that a civil official and an officer of the staff "of a
power of central Europe " had certified to him that
Dreyfus was a spy. Although this story was of no
value, Labori took advantage of it to demand in turn
that the evidence of Schwarzkoppen and Panizzardi
should be received. This was refused. However,
the German government inserted a notice in the official newspaper of Berlin (Sept. 8), repeating in forTiial terms the declaration made by the chancellcM"
Von Billow on Jan. 24, 1898 before a commission of
the Reichstag, and proclaiming that the government
had never had any dealings whatever with Dreyfus.

Major

Carriere's address to

the court assumed
affirmed that at the
beginning of the trial he had hoped to be able to
demonstrate his innocence, but "this mass of witnesses who have come to give us information and
personal opinions" had destroyetl that liope.
Of
Dreyfus' two attorneys only Demange addressed
the court.
His speech was long, well Teasoned,
and touching, but he weakened it by making it too
polite and by speaking too gently of all the officers,
not excepting the late Colonel Henry.
In his rejoinder Carriere asked the judges to group
the witues.ses into two divisions and to weigh them.
Demange begged them not to raise to the dignity
of proof such " possibilities of presumptions " as had
been brought to them. Finally, Dreyfus uttered
these simple words:
that Dreyfus

"

I

am

was

guilty.

absohitel.v sure.

I

He

afflrm liefore

my

country and

l)efore

the army, that I am innocent. It Is with the sole aim of saving
the honor of my name, and of the name that my children bear,
that for Bve years I have underffone the most frightful tortures.
I
am convinced that I shall attain this aim to-day. thanks to
your honesty and to your sense of Justice."

An
his

hour later he heard the verdict that ruined all
hopes and those of j ustice by five votes to two the
:

court maitial declared him guilty.
It was asserted
that the two votes were those of Colonel Jouaust
(who throughout the trial liad careful!}- concealed
his opinion) and of Lieutenant Colonel de Breon, a
fervent Catholic, the brother of a Paris curate.
A»
if. however, to acknowledge its doubts, the court
admitted that there were "extenuating
circumstances" a thing unheard of
The
and incom|>rehensible in a m&tter of
Verdict.
treason.
The sentence pronounced
was detention for ten years: it was known that the
judges had recommended the condemned man to the
indiil.iretice of the War Office (Sept. 9, 1899)
XVII. The whole of the civilized world was
amazed and indignant on the announcement of the
sentence.
In Fiance itself nobody was .satisfied,
except deneral Mercier, who was delivei'e(l by this
hailing pronouiuement from all fear of |)unishrnent.
For several days the ministry hesitated as to what
course to pursue. Finally, tlie idea of immediately
panlonint; Dreyfus, started by some of the prisoner's
frieinis, who were alarmid at his state of health,

—

They had
prevailed in the government councils.
in indiieing the jtresidf'iit f)f the republic to grant the pardon, and Dreyfus to accept
it; foiin order to avail him8i.'lf of it the pri.soner was
some trouble
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forced to withdmw the appeal lie had laid before the
couneil i>f revision. Later on. the disiniremiousness
of political parties sjiw in this reliiuiuishment the
avowal of his crime! Ou Sept. IS), the very day ou
which ScheiirerKestner ilied. appeared the presidential decree remitting the wholeof the punishment of

Dreyfus, iududinsr the military degradation. The
decree was jireceded by a report from the minister
of war, reciting various reasons for clemency. Then
by an "onire tin jour," which he did not communici\te even to the president of the council, General
GallilTet

was

announced

to the

army

that the incident

closed.

Ou Sept. 20 Dreyfus was set at liberty. He immediately wrote to the president of the republic a
letter in which he declared anew his innocence, togbther with his resolve to know no rest or peace unHe retired with his famtil his honor was restored.
ily to Carpentras. then to Geneva, and tinally went
back to settle in Paris, without causing the slightThus ended in a paraest public demonstration.
Dreyfus,
doxical result this long struggle for right.
liberated and restored to his family, innocent in the
eyes of the world, remained excluded from the army
and legally dishonored. In the senatorial elections
of I9u6all the notable " Dreyfusards " (Ranc, Siegfried, Thevenet) remained unelected; it was only at
the legislative elections of 1903 that the tide began
to turn and some of the champions of revision
(Pressense, Jaures, Buissou) were returned to the
Chamber of Deputies.
The sentence of Rennes left unsettled several actions which were more or less connected with the
Dreyfus case: proceedings against Picquart for infraction of the law against espionage;
Pardon and an action for libel by Henry's widow
Amnesty, against Joseph Reinach; an action
against Zola (whose condemnation by
default was not definitive); eventual proceedings
Waldeck-Rousseau's
against General Mercier, etc.
ministry considered that the people were tired of an
"affaire" that had paralyzed the business of the
country, and had brought it to the brink of a civil
war; for it had become known that if Dreyfus had
been acquitted the leaders of the anti-Revisionists
Deroulede, Marcel Habert, Jules Guerin had determined on a "coup." To prevent this they had been
arrested (Aug. 12) for conspiracy against the state,
and condemned to banishment or prison. The ministry reported a bill which declared that all actions for matters connected with the Dreyfus affair,
excepting those for the crimes of murder and trea-

—

were canceled.
It was the " policy of the
sponge" praised by the journalist Cornely. It met
with keen opposition from the convinced adherents
of Dreyfus; they saw in it an immoral stifling of
justice, and they succeeded in protracting the dis-

son,

cussion of the

bill.

In the

mean time

all

the actions

But events convinced Waldeck-Rou.sseau still further of the necessity for the
In the month of May, 1900, the
pacific measure.
mere iasinuation of a revival of the "affaire" had
remained unsettled.
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favored the success of the Nationalist candidates
the municipal clirtions of Paris.
The rcsignaticn
of General (Jallill'rt. .May 30, lOOO. on a side issue
of the "alTaire," and the almost unanimous vote by
the Chamber of an "ordre du jour" again.st the re-

opening of the case, encouraged the govcrmuent to
insist on the voting for the bill.
After long debate
it was ilelinitely ailopted on Dec. 24, 1900.
In the course of the discussion Waldeck-Rousseau
had stigmatized General Mercier's conduct in 1894,
and consoled the defenders of Dreyfus by making
appeal to the justice of history. Of the tliree most
notable cliainpions of revision, Scheurer-Kestnerhud
already gone to the grave; Zola returned to France,
where he died from an accident Sept. 29, 1902; as to
Colonel Pic(iuart, indignant at the law of amnesty, he
abandoned the appeal that he had lodged against the
decision very much open to criticism of the council of inquiry which had struck him from the lists,
and definitely left the army by way of protestation.
The Dreyfus case has rendered one service to the
French democracy by bringing into full light the
danger of an alliance between anti-Semitism, nationdifferent terms which
alism, militarism, clericalism
express the various forms of the spirit of intolerance
and counter-revolution. It has, besides, been a lesson to the whole world of the danger of letting religious prejudice interfere with the sacred preroga-

—

—

—

tive of justice.
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